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COMMERCIAL UNION WITH THE UNITED STATES.

BY ARCH. MCGOUX, JR., B.A., B.C.L., MONTREAL.

THE people of Canada are being in-

structed and perhaps enlightened

by a series of letters from a gentle-

man in the United States, Mr. Whar-
ton Barker, of Philadelphia, addressed

to certain men of prominence here and
in his own country, who do not appear,

however, to honour them with much
attention.

The object of these letters, we may
venture to say, would seem to be the

wish to instil into the minds of the

Canadian people a feeling of dissatis-

faction with existing institutions, and
thus to induce them to ' look to

Washington ' for a happy escape from
the ills they are supposed to be suffer-

ing from.

rhe writer of the letters is variously

described as 'one of the Executive of

the International League of the

United States,' and as ' Secretary to

the Industrial League' in that country,

and the latter appellation may remove
from our minds the appi-ehension that

it is a Nihilist or Socialist who ven-

tures to become the prophet of this

new school of economy. What the

International League may be, or why
Mr. Wharton Barker should be our

1

guide, counseller and friend, we are

left to imagine
;

perhaps it is not
necessary we should be informed.
These letters have, however, served
our purpose, to draw attention to an
important question for Canada, since

several of our prominent journals have
published and commented upon the

question of which they treat, though
they are given to the world evidently

not by their recipients, but by Mr.
Barker himself. The propositions

these letters deal with are mainly
three : 1. That our commercial rela-

tions with the United States are of an
unsatisfactory character ; 2. That this

state of affairs cannot be permanently
bettered by a Reciprocity Treaty liable

to constant variation upon changes of

government ; 3. That Canada belongs

to the American * system,' and that

she should notbe isolated commercially
from the continent to which she be-

longs. It is gratuitously asserted,

moreover, that the Dominion of Cana-
da is a purely artificial union effected

for selfish purposes by England, and
independently of the desire of the

people of Canada themselvea

The subject of a Commei'cial Union
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is one upon which our people have
generally been reluctant to let in the

light of day. In the possible political

result of the adoption of such a policy,

its economical bearings have l)een al-

lowed to be lost sight of. This is the

more unwise as the commercial effect

of any policy is bound to be one of

the most important elements in de-

termining what will be its ultimate

political influence. And one of the

consequences of this timidity has been

to defeat the very olject sought to be

attained, as many tacitly assume that

our real economic advantnge lies in a

commercial union, while objections to

it are of a purely S'^ntimental natui-e.

If this be the case, it will be well to

know it ; but it cannot be well from
sheer indifference to admit a conflict

between our predilections and our in-

terests in the matter.

In the present state of public

opinion in the United States, and so

long as their existing tiscal system
prevails, a commercial union with

that countxy must be formed by our
adopting against all other countries

their high rate of duties on impoi-ts.

We shall still be able, as they are

now, to dispose of our exports in

Europe, and especially in free trade

countries like England ; but we shall

not be able to buy, except to a limited

extent. The problem, therefore, re-

solves itself into this : Will the

American market for our exports

compensate for the damage that a

commercial union would do to our

trade with all the rest of the world ?

Let us in the flrst place look at the

value to us of the United States market
at the present time. The States stand

second on the list of the countries, to

which our exports are sent. In 1879,

our exports to the United Kingdom
were about$36,000,000; to the United
States, $24,000,000 ; and to the rest

of the world, $8,000,000, making a

total of $68,000,0000. The exports to

the United States are to be classified

thus :

Agricultural produce S8,600,000
Animals and their produce. . . . 4,600,000

Produce of the forest 4,600,000

Produce of the mine 2.700,000

Produce of the fisheries 2,000,000

Manufactures 1,200,000

The foregoing table shows that the

the great bulk of our exports to United
States consists of raw products, these

forming $22,800,000 of the total. The
following table furnishes a more de-

tailed statement of the chief articles

that go to make up these exports to

the United States, together with the

total amount of our exports of these

articles to all countries :

—

Free to U. S. maiket

:

Commodities.

Produce of the fish-

eries

Gold from British

Columbia
Produce of the for-

est

Eggs

To U.S. Total Exp's..

>2,000,000 $7,000,000

944,000 944,000

876,000 see below.
554,000 574,000

14,374,000

Dutiable to U. S. :

Barley
Produce of the for-

est

Wheat
Horses
Potatoes
Coal
Sheep
Wool
Undressed furs ....

Malt
Horned cattle

$4,650,000 $4,789,000

3,724,000
1,490,000
1,181,000

1,134,000
784,000
630,000
548,000
453,000
423,000
404,000

13,700,000
6,275,000
1,377,000
1,201,000
937,000
988,000
692,000

1,190,000
423,000

2,100,000

$19,775,000 $42,250,000

Manufactures :

1. The produce of Canada :

Ironware $104,000
Furniture 87,000
Other woodware.. . . 60,000
Spirits 80,000

$138,000
96,000

205,000
99,000

$331,000 $538,000

2. Not the produce of Canada :

Sugar $66,000 $69,000
Spirits 52,000 78,000
Ironware 33,000 54,000

$482,000 $739,000

U. S. Total.
Total exports $24,000,000 $68,000,000
Total manufactured
exports 1,200,000 3,200,000

Manufactures of Ca-
nadian produce
alone 882,000 2,700,000
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It will be seen then that the great

bulk of our exports to the United

States consists of agricultural, animal,

and forest produce ; indeed farm pro-

duce including both agi-icultural pro-

duce, proper and animals, amounts to

the annual sum of 813,200,000, out of

twenty-four millions ; and purely Can-

adian manufactures to the sum of

.$882,000 only.

Now, the next question of interest

for us is, what duties the United
States Government collt-cts at pre-

sent upon our exports to the other

side. It will be found that at least

^$4,500,000 enter the American market

free of duty, namely : certain descrip-

tions of lumber, the produce of our

fisheries (leaving out of consideration

the petty impost on lobster cans), al-

most a million dollars of gold, and over

half a million dollars worth of eggs. It

will further be found, that the duty on
barley, our principal agricultural ex-

port, is fifteen cents a bushel, equal to

16'7 per cent. ; on lumber, except what
is free, 20 •53 per cent. ; on wheat,

about 22i per cent. ; on all living ani-

mals (horses, cattle, sheep, ifec), as well

as furs and malt, 20 per cent. Even a

number of our manufactures of wood
pay only 20 per cent. ; while potatoes,

wool, and most of our manufactures
alone pay a duty exceeding 2.5 per cent.

The duties on exports to the United
States may then be summed up as fol-

lows :

—

Free, at least -S 4,.500,000

Duty under 25 per cent 17,000,000
Duty over 25 per cent, (at most) . . 2, -500,000

Total .$24,000,000

If, however, a commercial union
were to take efiect, it is believed that

many of our manufactures would be
greatly stimulated by having the mar-
ket of the entire continent thrown opfen

to them. Let us, therefoi'e, consider the
effect it would produce upon our manu-
facturing industries. It may at once
be admitted that an impetus would be
given to certain manufactures in this

country by any aiTangement by which

the American market would be .secured

to us. Manufacturers that have al-

ready established factories would, dur-

ing a short time, realize large profits.

In considering a question that involves

the entire future of our country, how-
ever, we must be guided only by the

probable permanent effect that would
be produced upon these industries and
on the whole country, and not the mere
transient benefit of a few individuals.

What then would be the ultimate ef-

fect upon manufacturers in Canada of

a commercial union with the United
States ? One of our chief industries at

present is the manufacture of Vjoots

and shoes. It ranks immediate-ly after

saw mills, and flour and grist mills.

According to the census of 1871 there

wei-e at that time three and a half mil-

lion dollars invested in this industxy
;

the number of establi.shments was
4,191, and the total number of hands
employed over 18,000. What are the

natural advantages we possess in re-

gard to tins industry 1 They are prin-

cipally two-fold : abundance of mater-

ial, and cheapness of labour. We ex-

port large quantities of hides and of

leather, besides living; animals. In
1879 we exported to the United States

$356,000 in value of hides and skins
;

.$42,000 of sole and upper leather, the

duties on which were at the rate of

fifteen per cent, for leather belting, and
twenty-five per cent, for calf .skins and
tanned leather. It will not, I think,

be wrong to infer that our raw mater-

ial is twenty per cent, cheajjer than

that of our competitors in M.-issachu-

setts and the New England States. We
have a great advantage, too, in cost of

labour here. The rate of wages per

annum paid in this industry is $234 to

each employee. It is $G00 in Massa-

chusetts, according to the Rt^port of

the Bureau of Statistics for 1878. In

the two items of material and labour

we have a great advantage over them,

probably to thirty per cent., amounting

at least to twenty-five per cent, in cost

of production, and all our people reap

the benefit of the low cost of boots and
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shoes here in consequence. But it must

be at once evident that these advan-

tages would certainly disappear under

a commercial union. For wages and

material would almost immediately

come to the same level in the two coun-

tries. In furniture and other wood
work the same would be true. In

woollens our advantage in cost of ma-

terial is even greater, being at least

thirty per cent, while labour here is

$206 per annum compared with .$350

in Massachusetts, a difference of sixty

per cent. It requires a very high duty

therefoi-e to exclude us now from the

American market. In cotton, it is un-

necessary to add, we could not begin

to compete, as we have to import the

material from the United States, and

the double freight would kill our chance

of success in that branch of manufac-

tures. But all these advantages would

be neutralized by any measure that

would raise the level of wages and ma-

terial to that of the United States.

It is urged, however, that the loss

of these advantages would be more

than counterbalanced by our gaining

a vastly extended market, and that it

is that alone that can make it woi-th

while to invest the capital necessary

to develop these industries so peculiar-

ly appropriate to the country. This is

perfectly true, and if we could get the

United States market at a fair price

we certainly ought to take it. Before

setting forth the reasons for believ-

ing that entering into a commercial

union would be too high a price to

pay for this market, I wish to ad-

vance a few considerations upon a sub-

ject, at least closely associated with

the matter in hand. I have admitted

that the American market would en-

able us to receive a larger return on

capital invested on manufactures than

we can hope for at present. The ques-

tion then arises : Is this the most pro-

fitable investment we can find ? The
amount of capital Canada can command
is limited. The lack of it is felt to be the

great wantof the country. Theamount
would probably be somewhat increased

under a commercial union by an influx

ofAmerican capital ; but all we can get;

must still remain small in comparison

with the amount required fully to de-

velop our natural resources. What
then, either now,.or under a commei^
cial union, would be the most remun-

erative enterprise in which to invest

our limited capital. The answer is,

whether a commercial union were to

take place or not it would best repay

us to invest most of it : 1. In de-

veloping our agricultural and forest

wealth; and 2. In providingevery facil-

ity for transport. These two branches

of investment ought for the next fifty

years to absorb far more than all the

capital we can command, and yield a

vastly larger return than any other on
the investment. And if it be pretend-

ed that a purely agi'icultural com-
munity cannot be a great nation, we
reply that this would not make us a

purely agricultural community,but one,
in many respects, similar to France.

France is a country that is essentially

agricultural, and it is the praise of

such a country that not only is there

much wealth, but that the wealth is

better, more fairly and evenly distri-

buted^than anywhere else in the world,

except, perhaps, in our own Province
of Ontario. But France is not, and
Canada will not be, an exclusively agi'i-

cultural community. Even previous

to 1871, there were in Canada over

200,000 people actually engaged in

industrial or manufacturing pursuits.

There were 37 industries, each of

which had more than 100 separate es-

tablishments, 12 having more than
1,000 establishments. There were 17

industries in each of which over a mil-

lion dollars capital was invested ; there
were 21 industries each of which em-
ployed over 2,500 hands. The prin-

cipal of these were saw mills, boot and
shoe,andclothingestablishments,black-

smithing, carriage making, foundries,

ship yards, flour and grist mills, wool-
cloth making, &c., &c. It cannot,

therefore, be maintained that Canada
has been reduced to tilling the soil
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and hewing down the trees of her for-

est as the sole occupations of her peo-

ple. Those I have enumerated are all

healthy, prospei-ous branches of manu-
facturing industries that need no pro-

tection and each of them assists in

developing the natural wealth of the

country. But while this is incontest-

able, it does not detract from the

truth of the proposition that the com-

merce in agricultural and forest com-

modities adds the most to the nation's

wealth. How unwise it is to pro-

tect manufactures cannot be better

shewn than by inquiring which class

adds most to that national wealth. TLe
number of people in Canada engaged

in agricultural pursuits in 1871 was
-179,000, or about half araillion ; the

number engaged in industrial occupa-

tions, exclusive of fishermen and lum-

bermen, being about 160,000. The
precise numbers have probably altered

since that date, but the proportion must
be about the same. This proportion

then may be assumed as about three

agriculturists to one industrial. Now
the export trade of a nation represents

the surplus produce of the people's la-

boui . Suppose we manufactured every-

thing we require, pi-oduced all the

timber and minerals, grew all the food

consumed in the country, and export-

ed a quantity of each class besides
;

then the exports would shew how
much each class of produce added the

most to our riches by seeking a foreign

market which, in purchasing, would
contribute to the country's wealth.

A comparison of our agricultural

and manufactured exports, therefore,

will show how much each adds to our
wealth, and any difterence in favour

of agriculture is so much the more to

be accepted, as we can produce all we
use of that, while we are obliged

to import a large proportion of the

manufactured goods we consume. In
1879, our agricultural exports, includ-

ing animals, amounted to thirty-four

million dollars of Canadian produce
alone (independently of re-exports of

foreign produce), and our manufac-

tured exports of the same description

amounted to two million seven hun-
dred dollars; the proportion here is

12 G to one ; and, as we have seen, the

agricultural to the industrial popula-

tion is as three to one, it follows that

each agriculturalist produces more than
four times as much as each person

engaged in manufactures. The same
thing is true of the United States. It

is therefore important to know what
would be the effect of commercial

union on agriculture in Canada. And
this brings us to the main point of

the discussion.

Canada's exports of agriculture (in-

cluding animals) amount annually to

.$40,708,000, of which $6,979,000 is

not the produce of Canada ; and add-

ing to this the forest exports, they

amount to $46,990,000 of Canadian

production and $7,51-5,000 not the

produce of Canada, giving a total of

$.54,;j'0.5,000. Out of this .$36,700,000

are sent to other countries, and $17,-

800,000 to the United States, Or,

referring back to the beginning of

this article, the exports to the United

States form twenty four millions out

of a total of sixty-eight millions. It is

well known, however, that the United

States are not importers, but large

exporters of all the articles we
have to send them. Let us try then

to ascertain what portion of these ex-

ports are actually consumed in the

United States, and what portion is re-

exported or serves merely to replace a

like quantity of the same articles

exported by them. It is to the inter-

est of Canada—at least to her com-

merce—that the goods she has to ex-

port should remain in the hands of her

own merchants and forwarders until

they reach the market of consump-

tion. If, therefore, Canada exports

to the United States what they re-

export to another country, it is evi-

dent that she loses a good deal in the

way of trade. By the table above given

it appears, then, that the United States

is our best market. 1 . For gold and eggs,

which are now admitted free of duty,
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and -which, therefore, a commercial

union •« ould not affect ; 2. For barley,

for horses, potatoes, coal, sheep, wool

and malt, and also, though in very

small quantities, for certain descrip-

tions of iron-ware, furniture and
spirits ; while for every other article

of export she is a much smaller mar-

ket than Great Britain. It may be

added that though, up to the 30th

June, 1879, the date of the last com-
plete returns published, the United
States were our best customers for

sheep ($630,000 as opposed to i^335,-

000 exported to Great Britain), still

the British trade has been the growth
of three years only, and has probably

by this time exceeded the United
States ; at all events her exportation

of sheep largely exceeds the importa-

tion from us. As against the amounts
of the chief articles we now export to

the United States above stated, may
be set off the following amounts which
they export of the same articles for

1879 :—

ommodities. V"'^"
,^'"P""s

from (Janada.
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paid cash, we shall get the smallest

possible return for our merchandise.

Great Britain has vast quantities of

commodities which are a necessity to

us, and which she can supply us with

better and cheaper than any other

country. She is the best market in

the world in which to purchase many
articles that neither we nor the United

States can produce except at a greater

cost, and with greater difficulty.

To illustrate this, take an example :

A cargo of 5,000 quarters of wheat is

sold by a Canadian exporter in Liver-

pool at 56s., or $14 a quarter. He
receives the price, in Liverpool, 870-

000. If the freight from Montreal to

Liverpool cost 6s., or $1.50 a quarter,

and other expenses, say 50c. a quarter,

the amount netted to the Canadian

exporter would be $60,000, viz.,

5,000 qrs. wheat at .?14.00. . . . $70,000
Freight at $1.50 per qr $( ..500

Other charges, at 50c. " 2,.500—10,000

Amount netted to exporter §60,000

If now, under our present tariff,

(which is almost a revenue tariff com-
pared with that of the United States)

the ship that carried the grain across

earns freight to the amount of

$5,000, and by advancing our duties,

which, as against England, are now
(including free goods) 17 "9 percent,

to the rate of United States duties

against England, which is about 35
per cent., the return cargo is so dimin-

ished that the ship earns only $2,500,
evidently the shipowner must advance
the rate of freight from Canada to

England, so as to make up for the loss.

The freight on the wheat will now cost

$10,000 instead of $7,500, and the

transaction will be—
Amount received in Liverpool. . iSrOjOOO

Freight 810,000
Charges 2,500 - 12,500

Amount netted to exporter .... .?57,500

being a loss on this cargo of twenty-

five hundred dollars. But this is not
the entire loss. For now, owing to the

duties being doubled, the merchant
cannot spend the $57,500 to the same
advantage in England. He must bring

it back, in great part, in cash, to be
spent in this country, and here very
probably he can only get half the
quantity of goods he could have bought
in England for the same money. The
Canadian, expoi-ting a valuable cargo

of grain, would therefore get in return

perhaps only about half the value that

he now receives.

If then, on such a transaction, which
is one of every day occurrence, so great

a loss would be entailed, what would
be the loss on our entire foreign ex
port trade of forty-four million dollars

a 3'ear ? And what on the returns

from the United Kingdom alone 1

There is a way of arriving at the

minumnm loss we would suffer, inde-

pendently of loss in freights, and dam-
age to shipping. Suppose we entered

the commercial union and adopted

the American tariff, our duties on im-

ports from Grealf Britain would ad-

vance from 17 9 per cent, to 35 per

cent., being an advance of 17"1 per

cent. The duties collected at present

on imports from the United King-
dom amount to about .$5,550,000, and
the amount of imports required to

produce this revenue (at -17 '9 per

cent.) is $30,944,000. To produce the

same revenue by a duty of 35 per

cent, would require imports of the

value of only $15,850,000. Suppose
that to be the amount imported, it

leaves a sum of $15,094,000 to be

spent in this country. With this sum,
we have to purchase articles that could

have been bought iu England 17"1 per

cent, cheaper ; or, suppose that com-
petition between merchants within the

limits of the commercial union to re-

duce this to 15 per cent, then the

damage to our trade by the advance in

duty will be

—

Los.s of 17 1 per cent, on the
§15,8.50,000 of imports from
England, for every dollar's

worth of which thi.s additional
cost will have to be paid by
the people - - - $2,710,350

Lo.S8 of 15 percent, in decreased
value received for the Sl5,094,
000 spent in this country • 2,264,100

$4,974,450
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being a loss of five millions per an-

num in the value of the commodities

we receive as the price of our thirty-

six millions of exports to the United
Kingdom, independently of a heavy
loss due to increased freights, as in

the above example.

The effect upon our total foreign ex-

port trade may be traced in tlie same
way. We have seen that this trade

amounts to forty-four million dollars.

The average duty on all imports for

1879, was 16 per cent. ; that of the

United States was 30 8 per cent.,

being a dilTerence of 14 8 per cent. The
revenue we have to raise from this

trade is about thirteen million dollars.

The amount of our imports which pro-

duces this revenue at present, is about

$80,178,989. To produce the same
revenue with a duty at 30 '8 per cent.,

the amount of imports required would
be—841,890,772, on which the loss

would be 14-8 per cent. c. a. d., the

people would pay 14 8 per cent, higher

for every article that was thus im-

porteJ while the loss on the balance

of $38,288 217, which would be spent

in this country would, at the same
rate, or even if reduced by competition

here, be at least 14 per cent. Ad-
ding these two together then, the loss

would be

—

14-8 percent, on $41,890,772 of
imports - - .«i6,199,834

And 14 per cent, on 838,288,21

7

spent within the commercial
union .... 5,360,350

$11,560,184

or eleven million and a-half on our
total foreign import trade. The real

loss resulting from this cause alone

could not fail to be very much gieater

than this, because the calculation is

absolutely of the lowest loss that pos-

sibly could be made. To this, more-
over, the loss in additional freight on
our exports, occasioned in the manner
above shown, and which would amount
probably to two million dollars a year
more, would have to be added. We
may well infer, then, that by commer-
cial union a damage of at least thirteen

and ahalf million dollars a year would

be caused to our trade with all other

countries besides the United States.

This loss is quite independent of the

serious damage that would be caused

to one of our most important in-

dustries, one in which we justly take

the most pride. As a ship-owning

nation, Canada can now boast that she

ranks the fourth among the countries

of the world, and not only is this a

proper source of pride to her people,

but it is a source of great yjrofit and
wealth. It will be oliserved that I

have taken a rough account of the loss

to our exporters in freights, and this

might be thought to cover the loss to

our shipping. Such is not the case,

however. It is ti'ue that shipowners

must be indemnified for the trips

their vessels are compelled to make in

ballast ; but if we were to adopt a

high protective tariff, the shipping

would pass out of the hands of our
people. It will not be improper to re-

peat here what has very frequently

been urged in economical discussions.

The shipping of the United States has
suffei-ed most severely from the effects

of their protective tariff. Previous
to the adoption of a protective tariff a
very large percentage of American
shipping was done in American ves-

sels. In 1858 the j)roportion of

American vessels was 73 7 per cent.

In 1861, when the protective tariff

was just introduced, thei'e was still

65 '2 per cent. ; this has since then
constantly decreased until the figures

for 1877 were 26-9 per cent. ; 1878,
26-3 per cent. ; and 1879, the lowest

point of all, 22 9 per cent. Under
the old system, the tonnage of United
States shipping kept continually in-

creasing, and rose from one million

tons in 1803- two million in 1839;
three million in 1848 ; four million

in 1852, to 5,353,868 in 1860, the
date when protective tariffs began,
since which time it has constantly de-

creased, in spite of the immense ad-

vance in volume of trade, until in

1879 it is only 4,169,801 tons. In
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fifteen yeai's nine hundred million

dollars have been paid by the United

States to foreigners for freight on ex-

port of produce; in 1879 alone seventy-

tive millions were paid for this purpose.

And there is every reason to believe

that the same will result here if Can-

ada continues to follow the lead ol

the United States in adopting a highly

protective tariff. It would seem that

a country cannot advance, as a ship-

owninii community, unless the greatest

possible freedom be given to both im-

port and export trade. I am not at

the moment in a position to make an

accurate estimate of the probable

amount of this loss, but it is certain

that it would make a large addition to

the thirteen and a-half or fourteen mil-

lion dollars a year already spoken of.

It has, however, to be considered

whether the conditions of the Ameri-

can market offered to us in return for

this are such as to warrant the belief

that it would make compensation for

this loss. It is urged by those favour-

able to commercial union that the

nearest market is the best, because it

gives the speediest returns ; and that

the money or its value can change

hands many times, and always with

profit. This was a very important

argument half a century ago. Sir

Walter Scott tells of the time, about

1737, when there was so little com-

munication between London and
Edinburgh that the mail sometimes
arrived in the Scottish capital with a

single letter in it ; when the usual

mode of travelling was by post-horses,

the traveller occupying one, and his

guide another ; and he praises the

celerity of his own happy time of the

well-appointed stage-coach. Now we
know of the tens of millions of letters

that pass every week from this conti-

nent to Europe, and the trips of from
seven to ten days from port to port.

It now takes but ten days at most
from Quebec to Liverpool ; and less

than a month to send a letter and
get a reply.

But even admitting that there is a

certain advantage in immediate con-

tact between the buyer and seller,

there is a moi-e powerful countervail-

ing reason why our export trade with

other countries is more profitable

than trade with the United States.

The most profitable trade is that

between countries which naturally

produce different commodities. Thus
a trade between this country and
Great Britain is valuable, because Can-

ada has a large surplus of natural

produce, England has an equally large

surplusof manufacturing commodities.

Canada can send England food ; Eng-

land can sent Canada clothing. So

also a trade of a most valuable kind

might be carried on with most Eu-

ropean countries. Antwerp annual-

ly imports millions of dollars worth of

goods that Canada can well supply.

A trade with Brazil, also, c(fuld scarce-

ly fail to be profitable if once fairly

set afloat, since there are a very large

number of products that each can ex-

change for what the other has in

abundance. It will certainly take

capital to develop such trade, but why
divert capital by means of pi-otec-

tion into unnatural and permanently

unprofitable channels ?

Trade, it is to be noted, with th e United

States does not possess this advantage.

Both Canada and the United States

have a super-abundance of raw pro-

products. It is an altogether errone-

ous idea to believe that the United

States aie becoming larger exporters

of manufactures. As far back as 1860

the proportion of agricultural to the

total exports of the United States was

78 per cent; in 1878 it was 82 per

cent., and in 1879 it was again 78 per

cent. And her exports of manufac-

tures are only 12-5 per cent, for 1878

and 12-3 per cent, for 1879, which

leaves 87 5 per cent., or 87-7 percent,

of the total of the United States ex-

ports as consisting of raw products,

whether agricultural or otherwise. It

is evident, then, that in their essential

features the products of Canada and

of the United States are identical.
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This being the case, there is no great

advantage to be gained by de-

veloping this trade at the expense

of our foreign trade which has every

element necessary to make it increase

enormously. By trading with each

other, both Canada and the United

States derive less profit than either

would by trading with a country whose

products are dissimilar. We may be

told that Canada can purchase in the

United States, or could puix-hase with-

in the limits of the commercial union,

everything she can find in England,

and that the best evidence of this is

that our imports from the United

States already exceed those from any

other country. But it must be re-

membered that there is now no restric-

tion upon importation from the United

States. Our duties upon similar arti-

cles are the same against all countries.

Hence thei-e is the most conclusive

answer to this in the fact that our

chief imports from the United States

are raw products, to be re-exported.

This will be evident upon looking at

the largest items in our import trade

from the United States, compiled from

the last Blue Book. The amounts of

the same goods imported from Great

Britain are given in a collateral

column :

—

1. Free Goods.

From U.S. FromG.E.
Wheat 3.9.To,8C0

Indian Corn 2,444,2.54

Coin and Bullion .... l,5<i.5,t'iy

Wheat Flour 1,3G7,.575

Coal, anthracite 1,251,289
bituminous

Hides
Kaw Cotton . .

.

Raw Tobacco. .

.

Settlers' Effects.

1,014,802
988,y!J2

i)8:},013

734,172
532,720

2. Dutiable Goods.

25,270
9,615

1,414
113,075
180,036

1,0.34

4.o0

184,948

Sugar, above 13 D. S. 3,055,129 1,105,169
Hardware 1 ,3^5,013 391,557

Tea, Green 1,064,098 297,073
Cotton; jeans, &c 1,013,845 1,535,060
Cotton, manufactured 945,881 1,779, .549

Indian Corn 814,807
Small wares 649,;i48 1,242,376
Cottons, bleached and
unbleached 647,4.53 2.56,429

Wheat .513,906

The above comprise all articles of

which our annual import exceeds half

a million dollars. On examining it,

what is stated above suffers exception

only in regard to (1) coal, (2) sugar

and green tea, and (3) hardware,

manufactured cotton and small wares.

The first of these classes is largely

composed of an article we cannot pur-

chase to so great advantage elsewhere^

and, therefore, the trade is of a profit-

able nature. The second consists of

imports not from, but throufjh the

United States, for, until a direct trade

with the West Indies is opened up^

and until our Pacific railway is ex-

tended across the continent, we must
be content to receive our tea and su-

gar through the United States. As to

the third class, it will be noticed that

our imports of cotton and smallwares
from Great Britainvery largely exceed

those from the United States, and
hardwai'e remains as the sole instance

in which we receive for consumption a
larger quantity than from Great Bri-

tain. It is not necessary to underrate
its importance, but we may frankly
admit that it is an article, for which the
United States is a good market in

which to purchase. This is what is-

shown by the returns of 1879, and a
few years previously show a similar re-

sult. It is a question, however, whe-
ther this be not the mere export, with
scarcely any profit, of a surplus, for

which Canada was made a slaughter-

market. That will be verified by the
experience of the next few years. But
it appears suificiently well established

that the United States is not the best

market in which we can buy, except
for a limited number of things. Com-
pare what has just been shown regard-
ing our United States import trade
with the following statement of our
principal imports from the United
Kingdom with corresponding amounts
for the United States :

—

Steel Kails.

1. Free Goods,

FromG B. FrcroTJ.S.
764,921 18,934
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2. Dutiable Goods.

rromG.B. FromU.S-
Woollen manufactures 4,2:«),758 124,089

Cotton " .. 1,779,549 945,884
" jeans, &c 1 ,535,060 1,013,845

Silks 1,260,230 28,209

Small wares 1,242,376 649.348

Sugar, above 13 D. S. 1,105,167 3,0.55,129

Tweeds 896,209 7,069

Tea, Black 792,604 275,075

Flax & manufactures. 789,899 .53,085

Iron bars, rods, &c.. 754,845 133,h87

WooUen Clothing. . .

.

590,518 79,4X5

Carpets .... 409,799 8,568

This list shows a great quantity of

staples which cannot be produced, ex-

cept under most unfavourable condi-

tions, in our own country. It could

be extended throughout the whole

thirty millions of our imports from

Great Britain. It may fairly be con-

cluded, then, that proximity of markets

is a less important element in trade

than dissimilarity of products.

I may now sum up in a few words

the whole of the argument. The
United States, being already over sup-

plied with everything we can fui-ni.sh

her, can never be the best market in

which to sell our produce. She must al-

ways be our rival in the other markets

of the world. By lesser cost of living we
may compete with her to greater ad-

vantage, and this can only be secured

by keeping duties on imports at the

lowest possible point. Great Britain

and many other countries must, for

ever, be our best customers, and we
can only make large profits out of our

trade with her, and ihen by receiving

into our ports their exports with the
least possible restriction. A policy

that would increase the duties on the

produce of those countries would be
seriously detrimental to our interests.

We can find iiighly profitable invest-

ment, without unnaturally stimulating

any imlu.stry, for more than all the

capital we can attract. Our country,

if it would advance to a high state of

prosperity, must not depend upon con-

stant changes of policy in government
or changes of national existence, but
should take advantage of the free in-

stitutions we enjoy and try to develop

the resources we possess in such abun-

dance. "] his can be done by encour-

aging agriculture by every possible

means, and chiefly by improving our

means of communication with the out-

side world. Give cheap and speedy

outlet to our natural produce ; bring,

in the shape of imports, to our agri-

cultural population all the comforts of

civilization at the lowest possible price.

If our farmers' sons wish to leave their

eastern habitations, let them be the

occupants of our vast and fertile north*

west. Educate our farmers by estab-

lishing good schools, colleges and li-

braries, within their reach. Let them
feel that they are Canadians, and in-

cite them resolutely to live for Canada;
and who can picture, who can con-

ceive of the greatness, the wealth, and
the power of the nation Canada may
yet become.
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THE ITALIAN BOY.

BY FRANCES E. SMITH, LUCAN.

HARK ! a sound of soft music floats down the dull street,

And enlivens the gloom of the chill eveuing hour,

While it wakes in the heart olden memories sweet,

That look upward and smile 'neath its magical power.

But I pause, and the joy-notes are turned into pain,

As alone, in the twilight, the minstrel draws near,

And I cannot rejoice in the gladness again,

Though as wild, and as sweet, are the strains that I hear.

Little child—with the arm yet too weak for the strife,

—

And a heart that, if sad, still must feign to be gay

—

Lonely footsteps, too soon in the rough path of life,

With no kind eyes to watch if they wander astray.

Little exile—^the flowers that we bring from thy land,

We are careful to shield from the cold wintry blast,—

•

They are tenderly nurtured by many a hand
That this tide-drifted child-flower has heedlessly passed.

But for me, every song has the sound of a sigh,

Prom thy young heai't too early in life's noon-tide heat.

While thy rosy-faced childhood is passing thee by,

With her ungathered blossoms crushed under thy feet.

For I think of thy home with its soft sunny skies.

That all poets have loved, and in i-apture have sung.

Till a spirit, too sad, seems to look from thine eyes.

And moan in each chord that thy lingers have strung.

But the hand on the harp cannot pause in the strain

—

And the list'ner must pass with a wish on his way

—

May the music of life be as sweet a refrain

As those small hands have won from the harp-strings to-d ly

And if e'er hopes the dearest prove fruitless and vain

—

When the idols of earth shall their faithlessness prove

—

May there still be a tone in the echo of pain

To tell thee the power that awaked it, was Love.
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A THREE WEEKS' FISHING TRIP TO MUSKOKA.

BY n. V. p.

IT was a lovely morning, the 8th of

September, 1879, and as the north-

bound train steamed out of the City of

Toronto, the autumn sun rose bright

and unobscured over Lake Ontario,

giving a golden lining to a few fleecy

clouds which floated across the sky,

and carving a wide glittering highway

over the still waters. It looked veiy

promising to us, who were ofi'fi'om the

humdrum daily routine of oflice work
on a three weeks' fishing trip to Mus-
koka. As we moved swiftly onwai'd,

however, past stubble fields, fresh-

tilled land, and nestling hamlets, cloud

after cloud floated up from the south-

east, and what at first promised so

fairly, set in, after we had been a few
hours on our journey, a cold wet day.

On we speed, nevertheless, regardless of

weather, past the thriving town of

Newmarket and busy little Allandale,

and so to Barrie, looking wonderfully

clean and cozy as it lay out before us,

nestling on the beautiful slopes of

Kempenfeldt Bay. Away again,

through thickly-wooded country, until

we appeared to gradually lose our-

selves in an endless path of the prime-

val forest, looking wet and miserable

as the rain soaked through the foliage
;

and the monotonous clipper-clap, clap-

per-clip of the wheels, as they revolve

over their iron road, made di'eariness

more drear. Past Orillia, on the

southern slopes of picturesque Lake
Couchiching. On past Lake Seguin,

until we rush by rugged masses of

rock, obtruding across our direct road,

and the contour of the country changes
into a rugged rocky land, on which the

gnarled roots of the hardy pine find

but a precarious hold. Through deep

jagged cuttings, and round sharp jut-

ting bluflfs, till Gravenhurst lies out
before us, with its new buildings, and
its busy saw-mills, buzzing and hissing

on the lake shore.

Here the Wenonah, a small and not
over commodious steamer, was waiting
at the wharf, and we are soon away
through a chain of beautiful little

lakelets, surrounded on all sides by
abrupt i-ocky shores and thickly-wood-

ed grades, which increased in rugged-

ness and grandeur as we wended our
tortuous course onward. Here a

mighty eminence rose up perpendicu-

larly from the water's edge, almost
within arm's length, as we passed by ;

there a beautiful bay ran far away,
until it seemed folded in the embrace
of the distant forest ; and ofl all sides

rose high above everything the mag-
nificent Canadian pine, lording it as

it were away over the heads of its

more lowly neighbours, the maple,

larch, and oak, and spreading its gaunt
branches far out over them, from its

stately upright trunk. Past wide
stretches of water, and lonely islands

lying like emeralds on its surface. On
for an hour or so, and then our little

boat turns sharply up the Muskoka
river, which is not a quarter of a mile

broad, and in many places but a hun-

dred yards across.

The river runs through the thick

overhanging forest, with here and
there a small patch of low lying marsh
land, to break the monotony of the

darker foliage with the bright emerald

green of its water plants ; and at in-

tervals of a mile or so, the log shanty

of some hardy bush farmer passed, and

his small open patch of a year or two's
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hard work against the almost impassa-

ble forest.

Further up the river, however, signs

of man's existence are more apparent,

and clearing follows clearing at short

intervals, though small and but evi-

dently of a few years' standing, still

having more the appearance of com-

fort and growing importance in the

more pretentious dwellings and out-

houses on them. Here also the soil

is of a far more inviting appearance,

and the greater part of that rocky, un-

favourable land has gradually disap-

peared, although here and there may
be seen a high granite rock, rising ab-

ruptly out of the subsoil, telling that

its presence is still part of the pecu-

liarity of the country. On a little

longer, round a sharp bend, and we
are at Bracebridge, a thriving village,

straggling up hill and down dale, with

the main streets running north and

south. It is at the head of the first

Falls, which here stop the further navi-

gation of the river to large craft, only

canoes which can be carried over the

falls being used above this.

Here we met H. and C. on the

wharf, who came up two days before

us, and have been improving the

shining hours by making sundry in-

quiries regarding the ways and means
of reaching Lake Kahweambelemaga-
mog, our intended destination, and
also in laying in the various articles

of jirovender requisite for our three

weeks' consumption.

They find, to our disappointment,

that our journey beyond this will be

-attended by various delays, teaming
seventeen miles to Lake of Bays over

a road which was said to be anything

but smooth travelling—Muskoka roads

are most annoyingly heavenward in

their tendencies at one moment, and
the next ridiculously downward in

their desperation, and considerably

wiibbly all through—also that numer-
ous portages would have to be made
afterwards on our way up a river

by canoe to the lake.

Taking these facts under our grave

consideration, the shortness of our

time, and our anxious wish to be at

work as soon as possible amongst the

finny tribe, we came to the unanimous

conclusion that we had better strike

for pastures new. We therefore

started down the village in search of

information, and ' landed up ' at the

barber's shop. He, the barber, was a

garrulous and most learned man on
the suVjject most near to our hearts at

the present moment, being quite an
authority on the topography of the

country and its various resources.

After weighing the j^ro and con of

several places proposed, we finally de-

cided to take the Wenonah next morn-

ing down the river again, and across

the lake to Bala, where the fishing

was said to be better than in the lake

to which we had first intended going.

We took up our quarters for the

night at the Hotel, which turn-

ed out to be very clean and comfortable

—rather a rarity in the back country.

By the by, our worthy hostess was a

most elaborate lady, who, by her

queenly manner, and stately way of

dealing out her small talk, evidently

intended to impress us with the feel-

ing that she was a person of im-
portance, and worthy of our serious

consideration and respect.

We are up at four next morning,
cold and i-aw—that is, the morning
was—with every appearance of a

miserable day before us. After rout-

ing each other out of bed by sundry
persuasive whacks with that school-

boy's delight, a bolster, which had to

be again brought into force, as two
had returned to their reclining attitude

regardless of there being no time to

play the fool with, we were off be-

times and went on board, and were
soon wending our way down the

tortuous and sluggish Muskoka river,

rather sleepy, decidedly hungry, yet

in the best of spirits.

Away past the outlet of the river,

and out into the lake. On we steam
through long stretches of water, past
picturesque little islands, jutting head-
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lands, and through narrow channels

;

and now the sun is coming forth, and

the water turns froai a dark, inky

•colour to a liquid blue, and rock, lake

and foliage look smilingly bright and

fresh after the lute dull and unpro-

pitious weather.

We call at a landing or two to ex-

change mail bags ; but whether there

are any letters in the bags I cannot

say, for they look lean and lanky, and
decidedly in want of a good meal.

There is only a small shanty at

each place, and everywhere wild,

x'ugged country around, with no sign,

except these isolated dwellings, of

civilization until we run in at the

wharf of Bala. There are only two

or three houses here : the village, if

it has arrived at that stage of import-

ance, is prettily situated at the ex-

treme end of a beautiful bay.

Here we landed and portaged our

canoes and possessions for almost

three hundred yards to the foot of

some lovely falls, which leap and
foam over the rocks from the lake

above into the * Muskoka river below.

After sundry attempts to stow our
cargo in our two canoes, we start on
our own account down the river. It

is rather wide at first, being in reality

a long low-lying lake, but after run-

ning for about two miles, this gra-

dually decreases in width, and we are

passing between precipitous rocky
shores, till in the distance can be heard
the roar of falling waters.

Passing the outlet of the river, we
round a promontory, and paddle in to

a small bay on its southern shore, hav-

ing now left all signs of civilization far

behind us.

Here a long portage had to be made
of five hundred paces, through the

bush, to the river below the falls. Af-
ter making five trips across we had all

our effects landed safe and sound on
the bank of the river about five o'clock.

Time is not a matter of momentary

* The river locally known as the Muskosh is a con-
iinuance of the Muskoka river, which carries the
waters of the Muskoka lakes into Georgian Bay.

consideration with us now, and I am not

sure as to being quite correct, but we
each thought some one else would bring

a watch, and every one in consequence

very naturally left theirs behind, so we
have to guess bow the time goes.

Here we selected ourcampingground,

on a beautiful spot under the shade of

some large hemlock trees ; surrounded

on all sides by brush covered hills, ex-

cept to the south, where the river

Muskosh lay out peacefully before us,

with its rugged pine clad banks on the

opposite side rising abruptly from the

water's edge against the deep blue

sky.

We Lad a busy time getting up our

tents, one for sleeping in and the other

as a store room ; but at last evei-ything

was snug and comfortable, and by sun-

down a fire is brightly burning^ on
which some potatoes are broiling, bacon

frying, and a pot of te*a drawing neai*.

By dark our first meal is served up
on a rough table near the fire, which

is very soon done ample justice to by
our four famished selves, and touched

off with a raw onion apiece by way
of dessert. Then the fire "is replen-

ished, and we have a quiet smoke

I

round it, soon afterwards turning in

! to our canvas mansion ; and as the

night breeze sighs amongst the tree

tops, we vie with each other in trying

I

who shall take the most sleep out of

! the first night in camp.
: By the way, we had a visitor on this

i
our first night, who introduced himself

j

by asking if we wanted a hand.

I

He had pulled over from near Bala,

I

hearing of our arrival. Being informed

that we were our own body servants,

and did not require any such luxury,

he did not press the matter ; but mak-

ing himself at home by the fire, sat in

obstinate silence, evidently thinking

that after our first night's experience

of chopping and cooking, the game
would be in his own hands. We left

him there when we turned in, and

there he was the next morning, crouch-

ing over the dying embers, a woe-be-

gone, coiled-up looking lout, who, re-
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ceiving many unspoken Lints that we
wanted him not, slunk off through the

bush and was seen no more.

Up next morning soon after dawn,
a mist rises from the river, hanging

like a pall over everything around,

through which can just be seen the

pine tree tops on the opposite bank
;

but as the morning advances, and the

rising sun comes upon the scene, the

mist gradually lifts, and floating away,

forms round fleecy masses of cloud,

which, mounting higher and higher,

finally dissipate, leaving the morning
sun shining down bright and unob-

scured on bush and river.

Whilst R. and myself start the fire

and put the kettle on, H. and C are

away to the foot of the falls, and very

soon they return with thirteen good-

sized bass, and give us glowing ac-

counts of the fishing to be had there.

Soon a goodly fry of fish is served

up for breakfast, and is pronounced
by all to be excellent. After breakfast

the dishes are washed, camp tidied up,

and bedding put out to air, and we all

start out to fish. We are soon hai-d

at it hauling in pickerel and bass ; not

atone place only, but trying each likely

rajid or pool, and always with suc-

cess. After catching thirty-two good
fish, E/. and I start down the river to

explore, but are soon stopped by some
more rapids and falls following each

other in quick succession between
rocky banks and overhanging branches

and culminating in one grand leap into

the river Vjelow. We named these

Beverley Falls, and then returned to

camp. After a hearty meal of boiled fish,

we smoke, tell yarns, sing songs, and
discuss the day's events and our plans

for the future round a blazing fire,

and go to bed well satisfied and tired,

and are soon sound asleep.

With a good night's rest we are out

again, and in the misty morning have
a, glorious bathe in the limpid waters

of the river. After breakfast we
paddle up stream, and as R. and I

have determined to try if we can run
up the rapids, we take everything out

of the canoe and oar boots off, in case

of an upset, and start.

This was rather a hazardous under-

taking, as the water rushes through

a narrow channel for over a hundred
yards, between precipitous granite

rocks, which frown down on the fast

flowing river. A hard paddle, with a

narrow upset or two, as the whirling

waters rush surging and bubbling past

us, at times almost overcoming our
strenuous efforts, and we are in com-
parative safety at the foot of the falls,

which here boil and foam into a basin

cai'ved deep in the solid rock. Running
under the lee of a cliff, we land, and
have some splendid sport.

Again we shoot back down the tur-

bid river to camp, as the slanting rays

of the setting sun shine through the
forest, and the unmistakable warn-
ings of our internal economy in-

form us that the dinner hour is nigh,

and the day is nearly spent.

We remained at this camp a week ;

with faultless weather and splendid

fishing everywhere, with which was
combined the beautifully -wild scenery

around, and undisturbed, unbroken
solitude. We could not wish for

more. And let those who talk of

freedom of nations, church or state,

go to the pathless backwoods where
freedoQi reigns supreme—more free

than the flowing river that keeps its

accustomed bed ; more free than the

antlered deer that yields to the hunt-
er's skill ; more free than the fleecy

clouds that drive with the changing
wind ; there you are free, absolutely

free ; unshorn, untrammelled, and un-
seen.

On Monday, the 15th, we are up
and out early, and are soon striking

tents and packing the canvas, have
breakfast, and are off, as we intend
travelling further down the river.

Soon unloading again at the head of

Beverley Falls, where a long portage
of 640 paces leads us to the river be-

low. Away again down stream, which
now gradually widens out into a small
beautiful lake, lying glistening and
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still under the bright sun, like a bur-

nished mirror in the depths of the

forest. As our canoes cleave their

way through the peaceful water, and

our paddles break the placid sui-face,

some wood-duck rise with clamouring

note in dismay before us, and a lazy

heron flaps his heavy wings over our

heads as he soars from his quiet nook

on the shore. On past rocky little

islets, like sentinels of the deep, till

the channel gradually lessens in width,

and the stillness is broken by the

sound of angry waters rushing through

a nari'ow outlet in its course onward
to the mighty lakes.

Running into the left bank close

to the edge of these rapids, we soon

have our canoes, after a short carry

over, in the water again, and swing

down with the strong current for half

a mile more, when another ugly-look-

ijig rapid compels us to take the shore

again.

As it was now getting late in the

day, we selected a camping ground be-

low these rapids, and soon had the

tents up, and a savoury fry of bacon

and potatoes on the fire.

By the time dinner was over it

had set in a wet evening, obliging

us to keep under canvass, where, after

a pipe and a game of euchre, we set-

tled ourselves for the night, with the

rushing waters i-oaring past us and the

rain pelting down in torrents on our

tent. We did not sleep well, however,

as, owing to the sloping nature of the

ground on which our tent was pitched,

we had a wakeful time of it keeping

our heads at a respectful distance

from our toes, and starting at inter-

vals out of our snooze, with the dreamy
conviction that we were having a mid-

night roll, and plunging into the

rapids at the bottom of the hill in our

vain attempt to wash it down.
It looked rather dull and unpromis-

ing next morning, but after removing
our tent to a more level spot we were
soon off fishing for our breakfast, to

which we shortly returned with ample
supplies.

2

After Vjreakfast had Ijeen disposed

of, I tried my hand, for the fii-st time,

at bread-baking. This is a very

simple sort of thing to look on at,

when some one else is going through

the process, but it is no light matter

when you do it yourself. First of all

you don't use enough water, and the

flour won't mix ; then you add just

a little, which makes it stick too

much ; then you add some more flour,

and it looks, as you think, correct.

Putting it into a flat pan, it is set be-

fore the fire at an angle of 45 degrees

to rise, and for a moment you turn

away your head to admire the sur-

rounding scenery, during which, in-

stead of rising up, it has quietly slid

down the pan into the ashes. Of
course you make a dive, and catch

hold of the pan, which, you imme(}i

ately drop, and go though a war dance

round the fire, snapping your fingers

in a most joyful manner, and passing

many cursory remarks on the success

of your undertaking. After sucking

your fingers for a time, you pick the

dough out of the dirt, slice ofi" the

mottled exterior to the best bf your
ability, and set it in position again

;

but there is no rest for you, that

dough will slide
;
you turn the pan

one way, then another, and it seems

hopeless, until your patience has com-

pletely gone and you are nearly sufib-

cated and blind with the smoke, and
half baked with the heat. When this

has reached an unbearable point, the

stuff begins to behave itself, and keeps

tolerably quiet, but it won't rise, oh,

no, not it ! but it will burn, and a log

will fall off the fire on top of it every

now and then, just for variety sake.

When it looks pretty black, you think

it advisable to turn it, but it won't

turn—it sticks like grim death to the

pan, and, after much patting and coax

ing, you give it a wrench in your des-

pair, and, pulling off the top crust,

leave a mass of untouched dough look

;

ing up at you. However, something

must be done, so you scrape it up in a

lump, put the crust upside down in
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the pan, and pat the rest down on
top, and your loaf is turned at last,

but at what a sacrifice ! All things

must have an end, even baking, so at

last you pi'onounce it done. But it is

extremely ungenerous, after one has
gone through so much for others, to

be told that it is as hard as a bullet, or

all pap inside, or to be gravely asked
''what sort of a thing do you call that]'

All of which remarks must be meekly
borne, for you know you are helpless.

Next day, H. and I determine to

take a trip further down the river.

So, while the others start up to the

lake above trolling, we are away.

Passing a bend, round which we swing
Avith the swift current, we soon come
Ui. a rapid, which, as it seems to run
in a pretty even-inclined plane, we
determine to shoot. Paddling to

the brink, and taking what seems to

be the easiest course, we are soon
rushing down with the swiftness of an
arrow, and are shot into the bubbling
waters below, di2:)ping the bow deep
into the angry waves and shipping a

a sea which nearly upsets us as we run
past into comparatively smooth water.

Away we paddle, past stretches of

still water and rapid eddies, as the

river widens and lessens in width, for

about two miles, when again the roar

of falls ahead are heard. We paddle

close into shore, not trusting to luck

this time, br.t determining to look be-

fore we leap, and it was lucky that we
did so, as a surging, rushing mass of

water, tearing at a feai-ful rate over an
almost perpendicular ledge of rock,

goes foaming and whirling on to many
feet below. Carrying our canoes over
the ledge, we take to the water again,

and go merx'ily down the turbid

river, which here divides into two
channels. Following the right hand
branch, we swing along at a rapid rate,

and turning a sharp bend, are almost
carried over another fall, the sound of

which had escaped us, owing to the

proximity of the other one just left

behind. There was not a moment to

spare, and with a determined paddle

across stream the nose of the canoe

runs with a heavy thud into the bank,

almost on the brink. Jumping ashore,

the canoe is quickly secured and we
look below. There the rapid river,

rushing over a sharp ledge, goes

deep down into a seething abyss,

where the water drives and leaps in

high, angry waves, in which no canoe

could ever live for a moment.
We now turned our canoe over on

the bank, and crawled underneath, as

a smart shower of rain and hail had
come on, and then had some cold fish

and biscuit by way of luncheon. Af-

ter a pipe, we start campward ; having

had quite enough water-falls for one

day.

Our hardest work now began, pad-

dling against a heavy stream. Once
we were nearly overpoweied at start-

ing ; but a hard tussle, and a know-
ledge of the danger behind brought us

safely thi-ough.

On nearing camp we threw out the

troll, and caught some of the largest

bass we had yet seen. Back again

all safe, where C. and R. are busy
with the preparations for dinner, hav-

ing had a good haul up the river.

Starting out next day with my gun,

in search of something in the way of

fresh meat, to relieve the monotony of

our fare, I tumbled a porcupine out

of a maple tree, where he was taking

a grave inspection of myself ; and, af-

ter a prickly encounter, had him skin-

ned and put on the tire to stew. Dui--

ing this operation, however, although

everybody was anxious to partake of

the animal and, in fact, longing to

do so, at least we all said we were,

it was quite evident there was a gen-

eral feeling of doubt as to its being

palatable, and when it was cooked and
waiting for us, there was, somehow, an
uncomfortable pause. Fresh meat,
however, had been a rarity with us,

and after a very diffident taste all

round, it was pronounced to be excel-

lent
; tasting a good deal like a mix-

ture of pork and rabbit.

After spending our second week
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here, we determined to move onward,

and, on Monday, the 22nd, are up
with dawn and away.

It is rather a cloudy morning, but

as the day advances, the clouds gradu-

ally melt away and leave the sky clear

and unobscured. We are soon at the

fork of the river, and have our canoes

over the falls. Taking the left chan-

nel, we pass the outlet of the right-

hand branch, which empties again into

the left, making a wide and deep river.

There is hardly any perceptible cur-

rent now, and we move onward
down the river, between banks cov-

€i"ed to the water's edge, on both sides,

by lofty trees and thick underbrush.

The sun shines brightly downward, the

tints of the autumn foliage varying

in colour from a light lemon through
eveiy tint of yellow and crimson to a

dark copper colour and olive green,

throwing their varied shadows into the

bright mirrored surface of the placid

river, till they seem lost to sight in

the deep depths below, blending in

the reflection of the blue sky beneath;

and we seem to be calmly floating on-

ward, through the air of some en-

chanted fairy land.

The river runs in an unbroken
sti-etch for some miles now, and as we
paddle on, the shrill note of the king-

fisher breaks the dreamy solitude, and
numerous wood duck rise with alarm-

ing note ahead ; some of which after-

wards make us a very good supper.

We pass by alternate stretches of

marsh, low lying bush land, and sandy
banks ; on which are many tracks of

bear and deer, until another rapid puts
a stop to our further progress.

It has now clouded up, and looks
very threatening. We therefore land
and pitch our tent, just in time, for

the rain comes down in torrents, com-
pelling us, after some diflficulty in the

preparation of our supper, to take it

under cover.

We remained here for two days, and
had some very fair sport ; the fish be-

ing of a large size, and taking the
trolling hook very kindly.

On the third day, we started for a
day's trip further down the river.

The portage here is 420 paces long,

and as we did not take anything but
our canoes, we were soon over the
road and in the water again. Here
the falls are very beautiful. After a
succession of rapids, the water rushes
over a semi-circular ledge, in a' deep
fall, and then goes rushing between
and over large masses of rock into an
almost circular pool below.

We named these Haj es' Falls, and
started on our voyage of discovery.

After passing along apparently good
level land for almost four miles,

through which the river slowly wends
its way like a good road through some
stately avenue of trees, the timber be-

comes more scarce, and rocky eminen-
ces appear until we emex-ge into a
lovely little lake, about two miles in

diameter. Naming this Yemon lake,

we started in a straight line across it,

and fortunately found the outlet of the

river again without any trouble. At
the entrance we were stoppei^, how-
ever, by a magnificent fall

;
pulling

our canoes therefore on shore, we walk-
ed over to inspect it. The river here
rushes past high rocky banks, and
tumbles in one immense sheet of water
to some forty or fifty feet below, and
then roars in a succession of leaps in

foaming anger, over rocks and through
deep channels into a lovely stretch of

the river below, which wends its way
into the distance as far as the eye can
reach, past rocky shores and wooded
glades, dividing into many channels
between lovely islands, and joining

again into one mighty sti-eam ; foi-m-

ing one of the most picturesque and
beautiful landscapes it is possible to

conceive.

We named these Lonsdale falls, and
after luncheon, tried a line at the foot of

them, and caught some tine sized bass,

then turned homeward with regret

at having so soon to leave a scene so

bright and fair.

After a most enjoyable day, we are

back again at camp, and make a hearty
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dinner offboiled fish, stewed duck, and

the last of oiir potatoes.

It is now the 25th, and we are

homeward bound. Whilst a glisten-

ing coating of frost shines on grass,

leaf, and twig, under the bright rising

sun, we are packing our possessions

in the canoes, which, owing to our

good digestions, are now considerably

reduced in bulk.

( Our first camping ground is to be

reached to-day if possible ; as our

holiday time is now drawing to a close.

After a good hard day's paddle, and

tedious packing over portages, we ar-

rived just befoi-e dark at the old camp
ground, thoroughly fagged out.

No one has apparently been here

since our absence, and in fact since we
left we have not seen a single human
being, with the exception of our four

selves, who what with soiled and rag-

ged clothes, tanned skin, and beards of

a week's sprouting, are, to say the

least, anything but respectable repre-

sentatives of our species.

It seemed almost like coming home
again, so kindly did we feel towards

the old place, and after we had satis-

fied our hunger, we lit our pipes.

"While we smoked round the fire, the

moon rose over the pines, and cast its

glittering silvery beams across the

river, and an old owl, perched up in a

tree above, welcomed us back with

his mournful hooting. While the

crickets chirped, and the bull frogs

held croaking conference, we spoke of

home, and talked over the events of

our most enjoyable trip down the

MuBkosh.
It is our last day in camp, and we

mean to have a whole day's fishing to-

wind up with. The morning breaks

over the solitary forest, calm and still ;

not a cloud is there to be seen, and
not a breath of air to stir the gorgeous

foliage, or ripple the surface of the

river. Soon we are at the old fishing-

ground, and there remain steadily till

evening ; and when the shadows are

lengthened far out across the river,

and the golden beams of the setting

sun glow warm and ruddy in the

western sky, we paddle slowly home,
and there count the day's spoil We
had caught seventy-five pickerel and
bass, varying in weight, but most of

them over a pound, and many over
three.

Before dinner we indulge in an al-

most forgotten luxury, a comfortable

shave, once more recognising in our-

selves the beings of three weeks ago.

Our last dinner-table is illuminated

for the occasion with the remaining
stock of candles, almost two pounds ;

and after dinner we have a jolly old

roast round a roaring fire, and then to

bed to sleep the sleep of the weary.

Again we are on the road to civil-

ization. Once more the cow-bell is

heard tinkling in the woods, and the

bavk of the house-dcg breaks clearly

on the morning breeze ; and as we
near Bala, the shrill whistle of the

steamer reverberates round the echo-

ing hills.

Soon we are speeding along on the

south bound train, and are again but
as cogs in the wheel of that mighty
machine, called humanity, and free-

dom's spirit has fled.
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THE MEMORY OF A SONG.

BY CESTUS.

THE window-curtains, rich and dark,

Are drawn behind the pane
;

The shadows from the firelight

Flit with the same refrain

As once they did, in happier days

That long ago have flown,

—

Calling back sunny memories

Of home's sweet monotone.

The owner of the mansion sits

Alone, and in the shade
;

He sees no dancing firelight.

Nor heeds the shapes it made
;

His thoughts are of a picture, fair,

He holds with loving hands,

Set round with pearls and diamonds,

And linked in golden bands.

He sees the dear, dear face he loved,

A face so young and fair,

With bright, true, laughing eyes of blue,

And flowing auburn hair.

Oh ! who can know the bitter pang

That rends a heart in twain,

When death takes all that made life sweet

And leaves behind the pain !

A strain of music rises now

—

But harsh—from out the street.

Beneath that lofty window's arch

Where dark, rich curtains raeet,-

A youthful voice untutored,

And hoarse from wet and cold,

Sang feebly to a well-worn harp

A song both blithe and bold ;

—

A song of loving and of love,

A song of daring deeds.

Of knights in armour, tilting,

And prancing of their steeds.
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It brought a flush of angry hue

Across the listener's brow,

—

' He shall not sing her song, out there

It is too sacred, now.'

He heard the powdered footman stop

The music in the street,

He heard a slow, reluctant step

Go past the window-seat,

Tlien back he drew the curtained silk

And saw a child go by.

Bent down beneath his weary harp.

With a face too brave to cry.

A moment, and he watched the boy

Leaving his pillared door,

Then a kindly look came o'er his face,

A look unknown before.

'I was too harsh,' he said aloud,

• He did not think it wrong
;

But oh, what feelings crowd around.

The memory of her song.'

He paused in thought a moment,
A moment lingered near :

' Yes, for her sake, I'll follow him
;

That song is now so dear.'

—

Forgetting wind and rain and cold

The millionaire set out,

And traced the poor boy down the street.

Nor stopped to think or doubt.

He followed on through cold, Avet streets

Where dim lamps .shed their light,

Though jostled by the passers by,

And thrust to left and right
;

He struggled on, for still he thought

Of song, and wife, and love.

—

Was it the song tliat guided, or

Our Father's hand above 1

He toiled still on, a weary way.
Through alleys far and near ;

—

At length, a stairway steep and dark
Leads to a garret drear.

He heard, while pausing at the door,

The words of mother and son,—
'No mother, I couldn't a penny get.'

' Well, dear, " His will be done.'^'
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He enters now the room, and sees

A woman on a bed,

Tlie old liarp hung i;pon the wall,

The boy's hands to his head.

A moment more, they tell him all :

Their tale of want and woe,

—

A moment more, they bless his name,
With happy hearts aglow !

The mother's strength is ebbing fast,

Her eyes with tears are dim :

* To-night I'm going home, dear child,

Yes, going home, to Him.'******
So when the last sad look is o'er

;

For death's cold hand is there.

The stranger takes the poor boy •^hence,

His house and home to share.

And now within the mansion great,

The wand'rer, safe and glad,

Is taught to know the rapturous power
Of music, gay or sad

;

And so by kind instruction's aid

He leaves the strings he played.

And learns the truer, nobler strains

The grand old masters made.

Years have passed slowly o'er their heads,

The boy has changed to man,
His old friend's head is whiter far

Than when the tale began
;

And in the quiet evening

Together they are seen,

In a time-worn, gray Cathedi-al, dim
With lights and shades between.

And now in that proud gothic pile,

Though time has passed away
;

The old man, still the one to hear
;

The boy, the one to play.

'Tis now no song of ardent love

Or knight's bright fame they raise,

The organ's golden pipes proclaim

The great Trisagion's praise.

At first through that deep stillness, float

8oft, silveiy waves of sound.

The sweet-toned vox humana calls

And echoes far around.

An angel's voice then speaks to earth,

yEolian whispers come,
To faces grotes(pie on the corbels carved

Grim-writhing lips, yet dumb.

23
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Toronto.

The full notes of the clarion

Are ringing all along,

The loud and stirring trumpet's voice

Blends in the wondrous song.

Each lending power to raise and swell

That anthem's glorious sound

Till the diapason's thunder shakes

The clustered shafts around.

There,— as they play and listen,—each

In that Cathedral, see !

Where pale cold marbles speak of life

From pain and sin set free
;

And there, as music rich and glad,

In ringing echoes throng,

Let both, with thankful hearts recall,

The memon" of a song.

THE TORONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

PROCEEDINGS OF FIRST MEETING, REPORTED BY DOC.

I!N the language of "Wordsworth's

immortal little cottage girl— ' we
are seven :' the Judge, the Duchess,

the Poet, Smarty, Doc, Grum,andLily
Cologne. We ar-e all girls—all old

friends and chosen comrades. The idea

of forming ourselves into a club came
to us during a talk we had at the

Poet's the other evening. The Judge
suggested it, the Duchess gave her

gracious apjiroval, but said that * cote-

rie' was the name we should take; Lily

declared it to be perfectly sj)lendid,

and Grum perfectly unreasonable. 'We
are good friends already,' urged the

latter, * we can be no more. Why
should we endanger the natural ties

of sympathy and good-fellowship which

join us together, by introducing an ar-

tificial and utterly meaningless bond
of union ? She talked on in this strain

for some time.

' That is precisely what you are ex-

pected to say,' put in Smarty, calmly.

' No matter what the feeling or belief

of the rest of us may be, Grum, you al-

ways represent the Opposition ; that is

your never-failing chai-acteristic, your
chief charm, your strongest—that is

to say your weakest—weakness. I'm

glad of it, for it is always necessary to

the success of an undertaking that

some one should object to it.'

'It is also necessary that it should

have an object,' I suggested.
' An object,' broke in the Poet, run-

ning her fingers through her short, soft

hair ; 'what object should we have but
talking—heaven's first best gift to wo-
man. Let us meet every week and talk

'

' Of many things
;

C)f chalk and cheese, and sealing wax.
And cabbages and kings

;

And -why the sea is boiling hot,
And whether pigs have wings,"
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with other matters of like weighty im-

port. You need'nt scowl at me, Judge.

That's not original.'

'We'll set the fact down to your
ci"edit/good-humouredly remarked the

the Judge. ' For myself, I should like

to form a club, every member of which
shall be pledged to do and say exactly

what she pleases.'

' I do you the honour of believing

that you don't mean that,' said Grum.
' People have no right to do as they

please.
*

' Except when they please to do

right,' quoted the Judge, withher 'slow

wise smile.'

* And how can it be imagined that

we could possibly please to do other-

wise V queried the Duchess, loftily

arching her delicate brows.

'How, indeed V asked Smarty, with

an exaggerated imitation of the Duch-
ess's tone and gesture, at the same time

trying on Lily Cologne's hat, which
had been lying on the sofa Ijeside

her.

* Why, it's a great deal too small for

you,' cried Lily. ' You have got a big

head !

'

' Where did you suppose 1 kept all

my brains V inquired her friend.

' Come girls,' I s^id, ' let us stick to

the question of the evening. What is

to be the object of this club—if it is a
club 1

'

* The study of Shakespeare,' mused
the Poet, half inquiringly, half affirm-

atively. 'We have read him frequently

in the past. Why may 1 not add in

the words of the old rhyme, " and so

we shall again "
1

'

' Oh, Shakespeare !' echoed Lily

Cologne, sinking back, with her pink

finger tips pressed to her eyes. ' I'd

rather talk gossip.'

' 1 believe you !
' said Grum, with

melancholy emphasis.
' You're on my side, aren't you,

Judge 1
' pleaded Lily, turning to our

representative girl, who clasped her
long arms behind her head to consider

the subject.

The Judge is a grand girl, and that's

a fact. She is not so bright as Smarty,

nor so pretty as Lily Cologne ; her

manners are not so fine as are those

of the Duchess, nor her knowledge of

books so extensive as the Poet's ; she

herself admits that she is not quite so

strong as the present reporter. These

qualities ai-e somehow belittled in her

presence. She gives one an instant

impression of disinterestedness, force

of character, and reserved power.

There is something so simple and ad-

mirable in the way in which she comes
into a room, and takes a chair, and

looks in your face when she speaks to

you. I never siq»posed, before I knew
her, that it made much difference

how such little things were done.
' I like to gossip,' she said^ frankly,

' but I don't know that I approve of

it.' «

' It seems to be one of the strongest

instincts of civilized human life,' said

I. ' How do you account for it,

Smarty ?

'

' Oh, I don't account for it at all,'

returned Smartly, lazily.

' There is no surer sign of a shallow

nature,' said the Poet, alliteratively,

' than this habit of small talk. It is

the poorest soil that produces the most

weeds. When a persons mind is cul-

tivated—that is, when it is strength-

ened, deepened, and enriched, it pro-

duces—I mean it becomes the .'

She hesitated a moment.
' There ! the Poet's swamped,' cried

Lily. ' That's wliat comes from hav-

ing one's mind too much enriched, itc'

' Well, I'd rather be swamped, as

you call it,' said the Duchess, in sup-

port of tlie Poet, ' than use that vile

word. I think we ought to pass a by-

law excluding the use of slang from

this society.'

' By law !
' echoed Grum ;

' we
haven't got a constitution yet, and we

don't want one either.'

' I (juite agree with you,' declared

Smarty. ' Not one of us girls iias a

constitution worth a cent— always ex-

cepting Doc here. She has a splendid
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I do believe Smarty thought she

had ruffled my feathers with her an-

swer to my last question, and she in-

tended to smooth them with this little

verbal caress. She knows I am proud

of my perfect health. But I declined

to look gratified. Smarty gets alto-

gether too much encouragement from

the rest of our set.

' No, I'm not,' said the Poet, who
apparently had not heard a single word
since Lily Cologne said she was
swamped. ' This is what I mean : that

small talk is the natural outgrowtli of

small minds. When a person cannot

travel, and will not read, what is left

for their intellect to feed upon but the

Avorse than trivial sayings and doings

and happenings at their neighbour's

homes ?

'

* That's very prettily said/ remarked

Grum, ' and I don't doubt it's true
;

but its only part of the truth on the

subject.'

* Gossip in itself may be a vice,' ob-

served the Judge, ' but it springs from

a noble root-^it springs from the deep

and abiding interest which every liv-

ing person takes in eveiy one else.

Grant that human life is a very poor

affair, it is, after all, moi-e worthy of

our attention and regard than any-

thing else under the sun. Everyone
has his own battle to fight, and every-

one, naturally, is most anxious to know
how his neighbour is fighting his

—

whether nobly or ignobly. I am in-

terested in a variety of subjects, but

the one of most importance to me is

man.'
' What man ?

' asked Lily Cologne
;

but no one took any notice of the

question.
* It seems to me,' languidly put in

the Duchess, 'that we might appro-

priately call ourselves a debating so-

ciety.'

' Oh, we mustn't debate,' said Smarty.
' That is a vain masculine habit, which
implies that a thing has only two sides,

whereas most truths are many-sided.

and require to be seen from vai'ious

standpoints to be fully understood.'
' After dwelling in the rarefied at-

mosphere of the highest thinking,' said

the Duchess, in reference to our

Shakespearian readings, * we ought to

be above the pettiness of silly society-

talk. It is the capacity for intercourse

that distinguishes man from the lower

animals ; and it is a gift capable of

a vast deal of improvement.'
' I couldn't have expressed it any

better myself,' exclaimed Smarty, ad-

miringly.
' Then it is finally decided,' said

Grum, ' that we are to meet each week
for the purpose of chattering amicably

upon any .subject that "happens along."

We may be a decently educated set of

girls, but we have been entertaining

Shakespeai'e's royal thoughts, if not in

a very royal manner, for some time
past, and I, for one, do not feel like

shutting them out and opening my
doors to tramps.'

* Speak for your own guests, Grum,'
cried I. ' My ideas are shabby enough,

but as long as they keep a cheerful

face I shall always survey them with
interest. I look upon them as my
poor relations. It would be mean to

treat them meanly.'
' It seems to me,' said Smarty, ' that

we ought to celebrate the birth of our

Coterie by some solemn ordinance or

other. Let's all make a vow of secrecy

and kiss the Poet's album.'
' Better not,' warned Lily. ' Blue-

stockings never dust things half, you
know.

'

' Oh, don't they !
' cried the Poet,

reddening.

Lily Cologne compromised the mat-
ter by opening the album and kissing

the pictured face of the handsomest
young man therein contained ; a pro-

ceeding which she claimed was much
more sensible than the one Smarty had
recommended. Then, as it was grow-
ing late, the girls shook hands heartily

and separated.
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KEE-CHIM-AH-TIK

{A Bhymiiuj Ltgend of the ^ Broken Fall,' noiv known as the Falls of Flora.)

Time, about 1750.

ON the topmost twig of the loftiest

pine,

Rock-rooted by verge of the Broken
Fall,

Did the tardiestsunbeamlingeringshine,
As if it were crowning the tree-king tall.

Right over the river the night-hawk,
shrill,

Cried ' Kr-a-a-ng ' as it dived on grey-

moth bent
;

In a distant covert the whip-poor-will

Was tuning his voice for his evening
plaint.

The scarlet-bird and the oriole

Were hidden away in tlie maples' shade

:

And, close to the fragrant cedar's bole,

The waxwing and robin their nest had
made.

A chattering chip-mnnk here and there,

Stillcrouched on end of beechen bough,
And scolded hard in the evening air,

With quivering sides and ruffled brow,

The bark of the 'coon, and the wood-
chuck's call

Came throiigh the woods with a wierd-

like Avail :

While the torrent rushed roaring o'er

Broken Fall,

Through the rocky gorge to the grass-

clad vale.

But, see ! and the startled squirrels hide,

A bark-boat pushed by a swarthy crew,
Who silently strain 'gainst the rapid tide.

For Hit place, is sacred to Maultou.

(With moss-grown cliffs o'ertopping trees

all round,
And caverns wliere the echo spirits dwell,

From out whose depths comes forth mys-
terious sound :

That Manitou is here the men know well.

Yet, landed once, and some thank-offer-

ing made.
Then silence may be broken—food pre-

pared—
The pipe passed round, and waixiors,

arrayed
In paint and feathers, dance what they

have dared.)

I

As yearly moons, so many were the men ;

Mother ?nd daughter of another tribe

Their prisoners—victims to be slain

—

The one to please the ]Manitou—the

other, bribe.

Before a cave, there stood a massive stone,

Withe-bound on which had captive

maiden lain,

In fear of death did th' aged mother
moan

—

Her awe-strnck captors whisp'ring threats

in vain.

She called on the Great Spirit in hi.s

home
To come and help her at this time of

pain.

The Ojibwan braves were teiTor-dumb,

Expecting naught but that the rocks

would fall.

Or, that the Maniton himself might come.

In answer to Waw-saw-bun's piteou.s

call.

Her brown cheek flushed like summer
sunset sky

;

She clutched her matted locks, her eyea

glowed fii'e.

While, as she spoke, the crags took up
the cry

—

Now sad and low, now wild with anguish

dire.

' By this great cave in which we stand,
* This rock whereon my child lies bound,.
' By this ravine to higher land,
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'* Up which ye pass the Broken Fall
;

* Ev'n by the Fall itself, I swear,
* And by these rivers here that tlow,

' Before a thousand moons shall die,

' Not one Ojibwa here shall dare
' The fortunes of the hunt to try,

^ Not one Ojibwa of you all

* To throw a spear or bend a bow.
* The white man from Ontario's shore,

* Will make this country all his own
;

* Your people slay, your lands run o'er,

' Yuur tribe, like mine, now,—small,

unknown.
* Then why should ye aid the Pale Face
' With stealthy step and cunning bound
* To send so many of our race,

* —For we are one

—

* Away to the Great Hunting Ground
* Beyond the sun ?'

On the altar-rock she sprang, and stood

Pleading in accents hoarse and wild :

' O ! brothers, if ye must liave blood,
' Slay me, but spare my child.'

' No, mother,' cried Sah-koo-nah-quaw,
And painfully she lialf arose

;

' If only one of us may die,

' Live thou to tell our tribe that I,

' Who dread of suffering never saw,
' Have gone to lands beyond the sky,
' Where no Ojibwa goes !'

Appalled stood every Indian brave—
Appalled stood CJiief Kee-chim-ah-tik

Amazed to hear the cai^tives rave,

Mid I'ock and tree-shades falling thick.

At last the chief found tongue and
spoke :

* Waw-saw-l>un and Sah-koo-nah-quaw,
* Our rule of silence ye have broke.
* Now, may the Spirit whose summer-

home
* Is 'mid these caves and round these

sti'eams
' (Wliose voices fill our hearts with awe
* When after wolf or deer we roam),
' But let mine eyes see morning's l)eam
' Again light up each rock and tree,

' I promise, should my braves agree,
' To offer up instead of you,

'As sacrifice to Manitou,
' The best of all our sjiears may f-lay,

' In wood or gorge, throughout tlie day,
' ]f you, unbomid—adopted— free,

' My mother, and my wife, will be,

Elora.

* For none have I, where'er I go,
* My wood to bring, my maize to hoe .'

The braves assent with scowl and grunt,

The morrow all take up the hunt.******
To his island-home the Great Spirit

withdrew
To reckon his wampum, smoke, and

r(3st

—

The nights bedecked each plant with dew
The days in golden haze were drest.

Soundly he slept, four moons or so

—

The Frost-god clad the earth in snow ;

Locked were the streams and keen the

air

—

The bush, all save the pines, was bare.

Awoke at last, He ruled again,

With length'ning day and gladsorne rain,

The rocks re-echoed the waters' roar,

And the birds returned to their haunts
once more.

With leaf-bud russet and green and
gray,

Beech, maple and birch had a warnier
look

;

Wliilst cranes'-bill and. snow-flower, in

modest array.

Peeped timidly forth from sheltered

nook.******
Kee-chim-ah-tik—false to the Indian

maid

—

Was spearing fish in the pool below
;

She, hidden deep in the cedary shade
Of the islet above, was ci-ouching low.

Like wild-cat on its prey intent.

Her steps were crafty—silent, slow,

Then with unerring aim she sent

A flinty shaft from a jealous bow.

The wounded chief's last lance is

thrown—
No more his whoop shall clieer the
Brave

Who, guided both by splash and groan,
Has found and led him to a cave.

With loss of blood, the end soon came,
He died in cavern's shadows thick.

E'er since the place has borne this name,
' The Cave of Chief Kee-chim-ah-tik.'

David Boyle.
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WALT WHITMAN AND HIS POEMS.

BY MRS. KATE SEYMOUR MACLEAN, KINGSTOX.

IN these last years of the nineteenth

century, when some who have
made the study of language and litera-

ture, the work of their lives—read in

the growth and development of our

English tongue, and especially in the

increasing light with which modern
science has explored all the nooks and
hiding-places of mystery and romance
wherein the subtle spirit of poetry was
supposed by them to have its most
congenial habitation—the signs of

decay, and even the ultimate extinction

of the poetic sentiment in man—the

fact that a new poet may have ai-isen,

entitled to be considered the founder

of a new race of poeis lor the near

future of the world, is one which may,
perhaps, interest but a small portion

of the mass of mankind. But that such

an one should have the courage to an-

nounce himself as the prophet of a

more enlightened religion—a broader

and more comprehensive humanity,

—

or as the teacher, not of a new, but of a

very old and simple code of morals, as

simple as the divine rule of loving one's

neighbour as one's self— this is a fact

sufficiently startling to arouse the in-

terest, and apparently the eager antag-

onism, of everybody.

For both these reasons, there-

fore—general indifference to the pro-

gress of poetic literature—especially

that which is distinctively American —
and the almost universal dislike of

people to hear even the most unden-
iable principles of either religion or

morality set forth in any but the old

formulas, Walt Whitman is not likely

in this century or generation to be-

come popular either as a poet or phi-

I losopher. And, as in politics and
' religion, a certain conservatism marks,
the popular eflfort to stay the tide of ad-

vancing thought which, to the alarmed
apprehension of the many, who neither
reason broadly nor profoundly, seems
about to sweep away in indiscriminate

ruin even the rock-hewn foundations
of eternal justice, and trust, and good-
ness, along with the idle she*Ils,

sand and seaweed of empty forms and
creeds which have survived the living

principle which once animated them,
so also in literature there is an ortho-

dox code with formal lines and boun-
daries, and a measuring and weighing
apparatus which would fain make a
fixed quantity of the element of beauty,

and allot a certain circumscribed

sphere to the divine creative faculty

of genius itself.

As the exponent of this orthodox
conservatism in literature, the Ency-
clopcedia Biiiannka brings this unique
production of Western ' democracy

'

and * savagery,' to the test of the old

formularies, and naturally finds it

wanting. The many-sided marvel of

this large and luminous nature refuses

to be fitted into the old round mould,
and straightway it is found that the

strange barbai-ic song he sings is a

mere 'glorification of nature in her
most unabashed forms, an audacious

protest against all that civilization

has done to raise man above the savage

state.

'

Notwithstanding the high authority

for what is hei-e asserted, it would be
well to remember, in forming a just

estimate of Walt Whitman's claim to

be considered a poet, a.nd of the lite-
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raiy value oi Leaves of Grass—his most

considerablepoem—that hehas already

an audience ' fit though few,' and

wideningday by day across theAtlantic,

if not here. The names of William

Michael Rossetti, of Swinburne, and

Robert Buchanan, are not unknown
amongmodern British poets and artists,

as well as writers of reviews and criti-

cal essays, in the most widely-read

journals and magazines in the Euglish-

speaking world. As these writers may
fairly be supposed to represent no in-

considerable portion of contemporary

opinion in literary taste at home and

abroad, it cannot be thought irrelevent

to the subject to cite their conclusions

here. In the Dictionani of English

Literature, may be found these words

from the pen of Robert Buchanan :

—

' Let it at once and unhesitatingly

be admitted that Whitman's want of

art, his grossness, his tall-talk, his me-

taphorical word-piling are faults

—

prodigious ones ;—and then let us turn

reverently to contemplate these signs

which denote his ministry, his com-

mand of rude forces, his nationality, his

manly earnestness, and last and great-

est, his wondrous sympathy with men
as men. He emerges from the mass of

unwelded materials—in shape much
like the earth-spirit in Faust. He is

loud and coarse, like most prophets,

" sounding," as he himself phrases it,

" his barbaric yawp over the roofs of

the woi'ld." He is the voice of which

America stood most in need—a voice

at which ladies scream and whipper-

snappers titter with delight, but which

clearly pertains to a man who means
to be heard. He is the clear forerun-

ner of the great American poets, long

yearned for, now prophesied, but not

perhaps to be beheld, till the vast

American democracy has subsided a

little from its last and grandest strug-

gle.'

It is not to be supposed that a poet,

like the author of Leaves of Crass,

who shows so plainly that mere graces

of composition do not enter into his

idea of poetic expression, at least as

indispensable adjuncts thereto—and
who so daringly sets at defiance all

the received rules of poetic art in the

matter of rhythm and rhyme,—whose

lines run flowingly, or halt, as the case

may be, upon any number of feet, with

a rhythmical accent anywhere or no-

where in particular—would be re-

ceived without a flutter, and a stir

amounting to a revolution among the

gods who sit high on Olympus. Yet a

despiser of elegance and grace he is

not. If he turns not aside from his

swift, direct, and eager quest to seek

them, neither does he go out of his

way to avoid them when they fall na-

turally into the rush and melody of his

impetuous, onflowing, and abounding
theme, which, like a mountain tor-

rent, seems to bear all before it.

Every page of his books teems with

inspired texts to furnish forth a score

of lesser poets with material out of

which to build volumes of better verse.

For himself, the mighty power within

which dominates the man, and all the

work which is the outpouring of his

own life—most vital and magnetic

—has no time to spend in fashioning

tinsel ornaments out of the splendour

of its own evident affluence. To him
' the true poets are not the followers,

but the august masters, of beauty.'

Turning at random over the pages of

these two volumes. Leaves ofGrass, a,nd

The Two Rivulets, one stumbles per-

petually upon phrases and passages of

exquisite tenderness, or vivid pictures

wrought at one stroke of the master-

pencil which, with all its scorn of the

artificial and the conventional, has

ever a profound and loving reverence

for nature and for humanity. Un-
couth and formless as he at first ap-

pears, he has often a marvellous feli-

city of depicting the familiar aspects

of ' earth's soil, trees, winds, tumultu-
ous waves,' and of so interpreting their

language to that ideal sentiment, lying

deep in every sensitive nature, that

thereafter the asbociation remains
fixed and indissoluble—to be recalled

whenever the same scenes or images
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present themselves. As when he

speaks of the ' (>cean's poem,' and

—

' We feel the undiilating deck beneath our

feet,

We feel the long pulsation—ebb and flow of

endless motion ;

The tones of unseen mystery—the vague and
vast suggestions of the briny world—the
liquid-flowing syllables,

The perfume—the faint-creaking of the cord-

age—the melancholy rhythm,
The boundless vista, and the hoi'izon far and

dim.'

How graphically correct to the ear

is the sound of the sibilant line

—

* The carpenter dresses his plank—the tongue
of his fore-plane

Whistles its wild ascending lisp.'

Or this, when the sounds of the open
vowels and the natural pauses in repe-

tition are skilfully made to give the

rhythmical beat of the blacksmith's

hammers :

—

* From the cinder-strewn threshold I follow
their movements ;

The lithe sheer of their waists plays even
with their rtiassive arms ;^

Over-hand the hammers swing—over-hand
so sure :

They do net hasten—each man hits in his

place.

'

But it is not possible, in parts to

analyse and understand Walt Whit-
man, or think by gathering here and
there a fragment to apprehend the

meaning that underlies the whole.

For, without ever becoming didactic or

metaphysical, after the modern poetic

fashion, one may be quite certain that

under all his rude symbolism there is a

meaning which it is worth while to

study. A well known essayist, author

of 'Our Living Poets,' in his introduc-

tion to that work—discriminating be-

tween artistic excellence merely and
that higher excellence which may be
described perhaps as artistic moi-al ex-

cellence—has this very just and some-
what remarkable passage :

—

' But however splendid and great

the style or way of saying things, it is

not that alone, or that mainly even,

that endears noble art-work to large

circles of readers ; what dees this most

unfailingly is the true artist's unlimited
sympathy with all animate and inani-

mate nature, shown in the exquisite

sense of the beautiful minutice of

scenery as well as of its large effects,

and in rejoicing with the great and
small joys of great andsmall people, sor-

rowing over the large and little sorrows

of the lofty and lowly, drawing near
with infinite loving pity to the erring,

whether in petty weaknesses or grave,

sad crimes. These universal .sympa-

thies are what go to make up a noble

and wholesome ideal of life, such as all

true artists possess individually to a

greater or less extent ; and this ideal

of life, coupled with a fine imagination,

brings forth such fruit of idealisation

in art as no other combination of

qualities avails for. This large sym-
pathy adequately expressed is the at-

tribute of great poets, and the most en-

dearing of their attrilnites. It is this

that makes Shakespeare the king he is

over the hearts of men, and it is this

that makes the name of Elizabeth

Barrett Browning still sweet and
grateful on the lips of all who have
known her as a poetess, however con-

scious they may be of the shortcom-

ings and sins of her style. This^ it is,

too, that unfailingly seizes on any mind
which places itself in contact with that

strange great gospel of Walt Whit-
man's—where, perhaps, it is found in

the intensest form it has ever yet

taken.

'

One cannot better express what ap-

plies with equal appositeness to the

distinctive shape Walt Whitman's
work has assumed, than by quoting the

words of the concluding portion of Mr.

Buxton Forman's paragraph, which

'Mere sympathy, however universal,

does not make an artist unless there

be also the power of expressing it
;

and, on the other hand, no amount of

wordy ability will enable a man to ex-

press what is not in him—what he has

not felt at all events deeply enough to

conceive some other person as feeling.

But it is very doubtful whether there
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is sucli a thing as this great beautiful

sympathy without the power of expres-

sion in some adequate degree. The

expression may be perfect, or it may
be faulty ; and, technically, a man will

be judged according to his success in

expression ; but the strong probability

is that whatever of this greatness of

soul is in a man will find its way out

in some sort or another, and go to work

in the world in form more or less

artistic. Sympathy implies expansive-

ness, and expansiveness implies action,

of which artistic exposition is perhaps

the most intense form.'

His own idea of what constitutes

true art is like all his utterances upon

any subject—simple, concise, direct

—

and ends with that undeniable final

appeal to nature which is most certain

of finding a responsive chord in our

bosoms. 'The art of art,' says the

poet, * the glory of expression and the

sunshine of the light of letters is sim-

plicity. Nothing is better than sim-

plicity—nothing can make up for

excess or for the lack of definiteness.

To cany on the heave of impulse and

fierce intellectual depths and give all

subjects their articulations, are powers

neither common nor very uncommon.

But to speak in literature with the

perfect rectitude and insouciance of

the movements of animals and the un-

impeachableness of the sentiment of

trees in the woods and grass by the

roadside is the flawless triumph of art.'

That he has himself achieved this

great result in a more striking manner

than is exemplified in any other book,

except—with reverence be it spoken

— the one Book which lies at the foun-

dation of our faith and religion, there

are not wanting individuals of suflfi-

cient intelligence and culture—and it

may be added—of suflScient daring

and candour to assert ; nor is it pro-

bable that any one, sitting down dis-

passionately and divested of precon-

cieved ideas and prejudices to the study

of Walt Whitman's poems, will be

disposed to deny it. Perhaps no one

<]uality is more marked and universal

throughout them all than the spirit of

joyous and abounding healthfulness of

soul and body by which they are per-

vaded ; a wholesome and contagious

gladness which is the natural result of

unquestioning faith in, and love for,

humanity, and yet larger faith in God,

One is obliged to give up the search

for particular passages in illustration,

not because they are obscure, but be-

cause they are everywhere, and the

spirit and aroma of them so underlie

and envelope, as in a fluid atmosphere

of their own, every thought and image
presented, that to detach any portion

seems like a removal from its native

element—or rather, like presenting a

fragment of rock to give an image the

towering height and grandeur of a

mountain. Tbe beautiful invocation

To Him that was Crucijied wiU perhaps

bear transferring as well as any. It

is too long for insertion in this neces-

sarily brief paper, but it is so lovely

an example of this always-presented

feeling of human and divine brother-

hood that it seems a sort of sacrilege

to mutilate it.

My spirit to yours, dear brother ;

Do not mind because many, sounding your
name, do not understand you

;

I do not sound your name, but I understand
you, (there are others also ;)

I specify you with joy, O my comrade, to
salute you, and to salute those who are

with you, before and since,—and those to

come also,

That we all labor together, transmitting the
same charge and succession ;

We few, eciuals, indifferent of lands, indif-

ferent of times ;

We, enclosers of all continents, all castes,

—

allowers of all theologies,

Compassionaters, perceivers, rapport of men,
We walk silent among disputes and assertions,

but reject not the disputers, nor anything
that Ls asserted

;

We have the bawling and din—we are reached
at by divisions, jealousies, recriminations
on every side.

They close peremptorily upon us, to sxir-

round us, my comrade,
Yet we walk unheld, free, the whole earth

over, journeying up and down.
Till we make our ineffaceable mark upon

time, and the divers eras.

Till we saturate time and eras, that the men
and women of races, ages to come, may
prove brethren and lovers, as we are.'

To him it is that the soft unheard
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voices of nature speak by day and by

night,—

' Calling my name from flower beds, vines,

tangled underbrush,
Lighting on every moment of my life,

—

Noiselessly passing handfuls one of their

hearts, and giving them to be mine.'

Even the much quoted line about the

* barbaric yawp ' is not without a cer-

t:iin rude beauty of significance in its

place,—for to the quick eye of the

poet, the inconsequent flitting by of

the night-hawk in the twilight, with

its aerial, melancholy, abrupt cry fui--

nishes the comparison and the quat-

rain :
—

' The spotted hawk swoops by and accuses me-
He complains of my gab and loitering,

I too am not a bit tamed—I too am untrans-

latable
;

I sound my barbaric yawj) over the roofs of

the world.'

It is a difiicult task to single one from

the mass, any one passage which shall

convey an adequate idea of the quali-

ties of largeness and strength—of

width of comprehension, united to a

singular intensity of feeling which are

rarely found in combination, and which
render the resulting work so homo-
geneous in itself that any division is

like a mutilation. William Michael

Rossetti, in a very full and carefully

written prefatory notice to the tirst

English edition of ' Leaves of Grass,'

thus concludes his remarks on the then

almost unknown writer :

—

' I commend to the English reader

the ensuing selection fi'om a writer

whom I sincerely believe to be, what-

ever his faults, of the order of great

poets, and by no means of pretty good

ones. I would urge the reader not to

ask himself, and not to return any an-

swer to the questions, whether or not

this poet is like other poets—whether
or not the particular application of

rules of art which is found to hold good
in the works of those others, and to

constitute a part of their excellence,

can be traced also in Whitman. Let
the questions rather be— is he power-
ful ] Is he American 1 Is he new ?

Is he rousing 1 Does he feel and make
3

me feel 1 I entertain no doubt as to

the response which in due course of

time will be returned to these ques-

tions and such as these, in America,
in England, and elsewhere, or to the
further question, *' Is Whitman then
indeed a true and a great poet ?

"

' I believe that Whitman is one of

the huge, as yet mainly unrecognised,

forces of our time
;
privileged to evoke

in a country hitherto still asking for

its poet, a fresh, athletic, and American
poetry, and predestined to be traced up
to by generation aftei generation of

believing and ardent—let us hope not
servile—disciples.

'

The saperhcial or unsympathetic
reader will not comprehend nor admire
Walt Whitman. His song is not * a
mere tale—a rhyme—a prettiness '—

«

intended to fill up one of the pauses in

the serious business of life, to be laid

aside and foi-gotten when the hour of

leisure is over. One must bring to the'

study no preoccupations, no prejudices,

but the same willing acceptance of

truth with which we come to the study
of science or philosophy ; and .though

we may not always be able to grasp the
whole meaning of the writer, no one
can lise from communion with such a
mind without being penetrated with a
new and broader idea of humanity and
i-eligion, and without having received
' endless suggestions ' to thought.

It is wonderful that an intelligence

so microscopically keen to perceive,

and so formed to worship all the beau-

ties and graces which exist in natural

things—the sound of wind in the leaves,

of rain on secluded cottage roofs, of the

voices of birds and all wild, shy things

that have their dwelling remote from
man, and whose loving vision beholds

in man himself the most beautiful and
perfect of natural forms, and finds in

the human voice a mystic fascination

which calls him,

' As the waters follow the moon sileutlj', with
fluid steps,

Anywhere around the globe,'

should not also discern the beauty of
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form and sound which belong by right

supreme to poetiy. As in the highest

thoughts of man wherein are embodied

his religion, the form and the symbols

which are its adjuncts and expression

—the outward and visible signs of the

living spirit within, became, through

the accretions of ages, and his own lack

of spiritual insight, but the beautiful

mausoleum of the dead faith which

was flown—until the stern iconoclasts

of the Reformation ai'ose in their anger

and, in seeking to restore the simple

ancient faith, laid waste its stately

temples, and attempted to abolish all

form. So, we may imagine, this strong

loud prophet of a new evangel escaping

impatiently from the shackles and fet-

ters of old systems, and in his grand

scorn of empty shrines, returning like

the persecuted Huguenots and Coven-

anters to the mountain fastnesses, and

the hills and ' groves which were God's

first temples.'

It is impossiljle to conclude this im-

perfect presentation of Walt Whitman
and his poems without referring to his

sins of grossness and coarseness of

style, which, notwithstanding the as-

sured belief which their author must

have aroused in the breast of every

candid reader of the singular health-

fulness and sweetness of his own moral

nature, are felt to be, nevertheless,

painful deformities which one cannot

help wishing did not exist. It is by
no means the least important phase of

their objectionable character that the

ordinary reader is repelled by them at

the outset, and a prejudice is created,

which prevents any further explora-

tion or attempt to comprehend what
might afterward seem to be a just

reason for their admission. But while

we cannot withhold the sincere hom-
age of our hearts from the artist whose
veiy faults arise out of his loyal and
unswerving devotion to nature—in

every part of whose full-orbed circle

he is at home as a child in his father's

house—it must still be admitted that

in true art, as well as in speech, silence

is sometimes golden, and the perfect ai*-

tist is shown in the delicate and chaste

treatment of details, as well as in the

bold and grand limning of outlines.

Something of this one feels in reading

more or less of Walt Whitman's verse,

but the feeling which remains when
the book is closed is one of joy that

America has found at last a poet of

her own.

CANADA, OUR HAME.

{Dedicated to Scottish Readers.)

BY FIDELIS.

FU' mony a Scottish bard has praised, i' mony a noble sang,

The beauty o' the weel-loed isle frae whilk our fathers sprang,

How shall we titly celeV>rate, in patriotic strain.

The praises o' the bonnie Ian' we proudly ca' our ain 1—
A Ian' the foreign potentate misca'ed 'some leagues o' snaw,'

When frae his faint and feckless grip he loot it slip awa',

—

A Ian' sae stored wi' walth untauld, aueath his smilin' face,

—

Sae rich i' laony a pleasant hame, and bonnii bidin' place !
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What though nae rugged mountain-zone our wide horizon boun'
Wi' swathin' robes o' purple mists, their heath-cLid sides aroun'
Yet bonnieare the rosy cluds that greet the risin' sun,

An' gowd and purple tints that wrap him roun' when day is done.
Though frae the lift we dinna hear the lavrocks soarin' sang,

Nor the lintie and the mavis whistlin' clear the wuds amang,
"We hae sweet sangsters o' our ain. in ilka bush and tree,

That mak' the simmer mornin' sweet wi' gushin' melody !

As sweetly shines the mornin' sun fra out the lift sae blue,

As bright, on ilka blade o' grass, its crystal drap o' dew.
As balmy is the caller air o' incense breathing morn,

—

And brichter lies the light o' noon upon the gowden corn.

As saftly, through the cool green wuds, the bickerin' sunbeams play,

When shadows lengthen and the kye hame tak their wanderin' war,
And when the trysting hour is come,—an' hearts wi' luve are thrang
As sweetly i' the gloomin' soun's the milkmaid's evening sang.

An' whan the simmer slips awa' amang the di-appin flowers.

An' the early rime upo' the gmss foretells mirk wintry hours.

What walth o' glory on the wuds then meets the wonderin' sicht

An' scatters o'er the country-side a shower o' gowden licht.

The amber fleeces o' the birks, wi' white stems shimmerin' throu',

—

The maples' gowd and scarlet, and the aik's deep crimson hue,
Wi' purple and wi' russet mixed, an' feathery larch between.
An' ower a', 'neath the opal sky, the pine-tree sombre green.

An' syne, when a' the glory's gane, and cauld the north-winds blaw,
An' mirks the lift, wi' smoorin' drift, an' blindin' cluds o' snaw
Hoo brichtly,—whan the onding's o'er an' a' the strife is done
The pure white warl, i' snaw-wreaths wrapt lies sliimmerin' in the sum.
Hoo gaily soun' the merry bells as sleighs gang glidin' by,

Hoo swiftly, o'er the glancin' ice, the skater seems to fly.

And when the last reid sunset hue fleets frae the frosty nicht,

Hoo keen the sparkle o' the stars an' flittin' ISTorthern Licht !

We dinna see upo' the brae, the bonnie bush o' broom,
Nor whins sae rich i' gowden glow, an' saftly breathed perfume,
Nor crimson-tippeJ gowans glint amang the dewy grass.

Nor primroses, alang the lanes, smile at us as we pass ;
—

But wi' the breath o' comin' Spring, the sweet wee Mayflower wakes,
Lily and violet brichten up the lanely forest brakes.
An' showers o' siminer-blossoms smile amang the shady dells,

Wi' snaw-white clusters, roses wild, and gracefu' pendant bells.

We hae nae ruins,—auld an' grey, wi' lichens crusted o'er,

—

Grim relics <•' the bluidy strifes our fathers waged of yore,
Entwined wi' stirrin' tales o' raid an' capture an' relief,

When pibrochs ca'ed the gatherin' clans to rally roun' their chief;

35
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Nae bards hae gi'en ilk wimplin' stream an' ilka rocky scaur,

A tono-ue an' story o' its ain, o' duel or love or war
;

Scant are the memories we meet, where'er the eye can turn,

We hae nae hapless Floddentield,— nae glorious Bannockburn I

But we hae leal, true Scottish hearts within our bosoms yet,^
The prowess o' our fathers' arms we never may forget,

—

The sangs that fired our fathers' bluid our heritage we claim

An' gin the time o' need arrive, their deeds we winna shame !

True to the Queen we loe 'at hame,' the flag that o'er us waves.

The ban' that wins the Ian' fra us maun win it o'er our graves,

The bluid o' some baith wise and brave has wat Canadian sod,

We'll guard the Ian' they died for freedom and for God !

Methinks I see it a' outspread, frae far Columbia's stran'

To where the saut sea licks the rocks o' misty ISTewfounlan'

—

See fertile strath an' gi-anite isle an' bonnie rollin' lea.

An' bristlin' pine-clad hills that guard the entrance frae the sea ;

—

1 see braid rivers swiftly rin by mony a busy toun,

An' wimplin' streams an' rocky scaurs, wi' broun waves dashin' roun^

An' raony a steadin' midst its field, baith bield, an' trim, an' fair,

An' the white steeples o' the kirks, that ca* the folk to prayer.

An' lookin' earnestly alang the mists o' comin' years,

A fair an' noble future, spread before our Ian' appeal's,

A wise, God-fearin' nation,—no to be bought or sold,

A Ian' where freedom, truth an' richt mair precious are than gold

The people a' thegither boun' i' faithful britherhood,

The leaders no' for pairty keen, but for the public guid,

—

A Ian' where social virtues thrive, an' 'I'rutli upholds the State,

Where the puirest are accountit the brithers o' the great

!

Lang may the doo o' peace unfauld her wings aboon her shores,

An' plenty, wi' a bounteous han', increase her yearly stores,

The stoot an' sturdy pine that too'ers sae hie, her wuds amang,
Be emblem o' her gallant sons, upricht an' leal an' Strang,

Ready to daur a' manly deeds,—a' noble tasks to do.

Steadfast tlieir country's guid to seek, a' change an' discord throu''

Amang the nations o' the warl',— to win a worthy place,

An' gie the God wha gies us a', the glory and the pi-aise !
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MARIAN'S MISERIES.

BY CHARLES PELIIAM MULVAXY, M.A., TORONTO.

CHAPTER I.

PROLOGUE.

OX the deck of the good ship Per-

uvian, as she neared Quebec,

stood two men, emigrants to Canada,
the uniittest for survival in that state

of life, who could have been chosen

from the hundreds on board. One was
James Field, a surgeon, of speculative

and unpractical habits ; the other, a

native of the same town, whose only-

occupation had hitherto been that of

parish schoolmaster in one of the small

schools conducted under clerical in-

fluence, in a country parish of Som-
ersetshire. Neither were practical

;

neither were physically capable of la-

bour ; both had been allured by tlie

misrepresentations of Canadian life,

given in an emigration agent's couhur
<le rose lectui-e, and had resolved to go
to Canada, take up Free Grant land,

and set up as landowners ; forgetting

the trifling drawback that neither were
capable of cutting down a tree or saw-

ing a stick.

With these two undesirable addi-

tions to the industry of tlie Dominion,
•stood a third person, Marian Ford,

the schoolmaster's wife, of whom it

may be said that she was eminently
capable of self-preservation in any
land the natives of which might be
supposed able to appreciate the at-

tractions of a pale, but child-like

and singularly pretty, face, dark eyes,

a profusion of dark-brown hair, fea-

tures that expressed the innocence of

the dove, and a figure that had the

grace and suppleness of the serpent,

^larian was the daughter of a builder

and carpenter at Portsmouth, who had
been adopted by an uncle by marriage,

a general practitioner in a London sub-

urb, at whose house she had enjoyed

such social education as was to be got

from free intercourse with the lower
middle-class section of society in the

neighbourhood, and flirtations with a
few curates and medical students,

which flirtations, however, were of the

cul de sac kind, leading to no result

except that of ])ractice in the noljle

arts of flattery and self-dLsplay. On
her uncle's death, Marian was wooed
and won by Thomas Ford, then ap-

pointed parish schoolmaster in the

well-known district of St. Platypus, in

Somersetshire. The income of the new-
married couple was sixty pounds a

year, with a pretty cottage close to the

school, rent free, where Marian occu-

pied the time she could spare from
dressmaking and personal decoration,

in doing a little work in their garden,

in reading society novels from the cir-

culating libi'ary, and for an hour eveiy

afternoon in teaching plain sewing to

the score of village girls who formed
half the school. She was a favourite

in the neighbourhood, quiet, unobstru-

sive, always amiable, though never in-

timate with women, her home a model
of neatness, and the lithe little figure

dressed with good taste, admirable in

one whose income was so small. The ap-

prentice at the village drug-store, who
was also the poet of the local newspa-

per, addressed more than one copy of

verses to the ' Lily of St. Platypus,' and

Marian's store of cheap perfumery and

scented soap was kept in a most prosper-

ous condition. Even the curate of the

parish church was observed to visit
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the school most assiduously on those

houi's in the afternoon when Marian

shared her husband's duties ; he occa-

sionally called to leave her such works
of devotion as ' Thoughts on Chas-

ubles,' ' Incense and Altar-flowers,' or

' The Married Lady's Manual for Au-
ricular Confession.' Under this teach-

ing Mrs. Ford's religious ideas assiimed

a bias which they have never lost, to-

wards that noble theology known as

the High Church Revival. The curate

himself was influenced, perhaps, moi-e

than he knew, by his fair penitent,

certain it is that if, in reciting the

Athanasian Creed, he was observed to

face, not due cast, as is the orthodox

custom, but east and by south-half

east, it was suspiciously in the line of

vision of the schoolmaster's pew, where
Marian stood, with her pretty velvet

jacket and the gold cross given by her

ecclesiastical guide.

But Mr. Ford did not prosper as a

schoolmaster, debt after debt beset and
beieagured the sixty pounds of income,

and on the school being united to that

of another division of the parish, it be-

come necessary to look out for a fresh

start in life. Just then it befel that

he, as well as Dr. James Field, at-

tended the emigration agent's lecture

on 'All Play and no Work in Canada,'

and hence it came to pass that the

three stood, as before mentioned,

watching the spires, shij)ping, and hill

of Canada's most historic city.

The first day on shore tliey spent

together at a hotel in the u])per town
;

Mr. Field ti-eating his patient, as he
still called her, to a present of a co-

qiiettish fur cap, which admirably set

off her dark eyes, and to a drive round
the city. Marian had a charming way
of accepting presents from her gentle-

men friends, and few were they who
walked any distance by her side on the

pathway of life without giving her
opportunities of displaying it. Then
Dr. Field took his leave, not of the

schoolmaster, who was a heavy sleeper,

but of the pretty wife who knew the

charms of a friend's presence at the

six o'clock breakfast, before the west-

ward train left Point Levi. As he
looked at the bright, fresh face and

neatly dressed figure, James Field felt

regret at partins; from one who seemed

the last link with the home they both

had left. They parted at the hotel

porch with many promises to write

and keep each other informed of their

fortunes in Canada. James Field was
bound for a village in Ontario, where

he had bought the good- will of a sur-

gical practice. Marian and her hus-

band for somewhere near the Free

Gi'ant lands in the back townships.

He had known her but for a month,

yet it was with a perfectly natural

impulse of long established friendship

that he bent forward for the farewell

kiss, which those pretty lips, if they

did not invite, certainly did not refuse.

Two days afterwards the Fords were
sufficiently rested to pursue their way^
they travelled as far as Clarendon by
railway and stage. Then Mr. Ford
tried his maiden effort at cutting down
a small maple tree, much to the amuse-
ment of the farmer who lent him the

axe and witnessed his discomfiture.

For several months they boarded at a

farm house, living on their small stock

of money brought out from England.

Then Mr. Ford obtained work at the

only vocationhe seemed fitted for,teach-

ingin a small school by permit temporal-
ly given by the inspector. That cameto
an end with the expiration of the per-

mit, his inability to pass the examina-
tion for a certificate, and the dissatis-

faction, for some cause or other, of the

school section, parents and children.

By selling some of Marian's trinkets

and rings, enough was raised to carry

them to Toronto, where they lived in

a vacant house lent for the time by an
Englishman whose acquaintance they
made at a Ritualistic church, and
whose heart was touched by the fre-

quency and grace of Marian's genu-
flections, and the gold cross she wore
so prominently. Through his kind-

ness they procured a shelter for the
time at the house of an English gen-
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tleman on a business visit to Toronto,

as housekeepers. While this lasted

Mr. Ford had the good sense to work
sufficiently hard to pass the examina-
tion for third-class certificate. When
the Englishman returned home, Ma-
rian bethought her of James Field as

one whose interest in the part of the

county where he had settled might
possibly secure a school.

CHAPTER II.

JAMES ACCEPTS THE OMEN.

UNPRACTICAL as he was,James
Field had profited by the oppor-

tunity of his voyage from Liverpool to

talk over his prospects as asettlerin Ca-

nada with the surgeon of theship, an On-
tario man, educated for his piofession

at the Toronto Medical School. James
had been able to render this gentle-

man some service, in aiding him to re-

duce a severe dislocation, caused by
one of the crew having been struck

by a spar which had been carried

away in a slight collision with a

timber ship, during a fog, while they

were still in the channel. Tlie surgeon

advised him to give up all thought of

any other work than his own profes-

sion in Canada ; it was over-stocked

with men not remarkably gifted with

the promptness, quickness of eye, and

aptitude of hand which he observed in

James. ' You'll be sure to succeed,' he

said, ' don't go to the backwoods as

you were talking of doing, you would
be worked to death and paid in cord-

wood ; don't go to the cities, they are

over-stocked with good men. I think

I know what will ju^t suit you to

begin with ; an advertisement about

the good-will of a practice in a small

village in one of the best counties on
Lake Ontario ; these sort of adver-

tisements are often delusions, but I

know all about this one; it iahoiidjlde ;

the man who had it, Grant, was an
Edinburgh man—heisdead ; hisfriends

want to get a small sum for his widow;
there's not much money to be made at

first, mind you, but a really capaVjle

fellow like you would, after a bit,

work his way among the other villages,

that's a sure thing,' said Dr. Neilson,

as he paused to relight his pipe, for

the two were in the surgeon's cabin

solacing themselves with that assuager

of the passions and promoter of man-
ly confidence. ' If the advertisement

is still in the Mail when we make
Quebec, you had best go there right

off, and I'll tell you -vhat : I'll give

you a " recommend " to Mr. Hill, who
is the leading man in the place, he is

the Conservative member for the

county, and by all that's lucky, he'll

be at his own place now, as Session's

not on.' I

'The Canadian Parliament Session?'

said James.
' Yes, the Dominion talking-shop

in the big lumber shanty on the Ot-

tawa, the place where they manu-
facture law and lucifer matches, and
little else to speak of

;
you'll like Mr.

Hill, and he'll like you if I'm not mis-

taken ; he is not only a thorough gen-

tleman of the old school, one of a breed

of York.shire bulldogs made a little

milder by a generation in Canada, but

he is one who reads and thinks—

a

thorough Liberal.'

' I thought you said he was a Con-

servative,' said James.
' Young man, when you get a little

posted on our politics you'll find the

two very much convertible terms in

our country,' he went on, ' letters of

of introduction and testimonials are

not of much use ; our people take

a man on his own merits ; still I

think my good word will be worth

something in this case. But I say

Field, are you dead set on pretty

faces 1

'

' Why do you ask ?
' said James, as

he puffed an aureole of tobacco smoke
to wreath over his head.

' Because at Spooksville—a sweet

name isn't it 1 garde a rous !
'

' I think I've learned to dread the
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sight of a pretty woman's face as mucli

as I dislike the stupid talk associated

with it in all cases but that one in a

million whom I have never met and
don't expect to.'

' Right you are,' said the sea-going

practitioner, as he puffed his meer-

schaum sympathetically. ' You stick

to that, one pipe full of such Caven-

dish as this is worth the " hull of

them," as you'll hear them say in the

vulgar tongue in Ontario.' This was
Dr. Neilson's very sincere opinion.

He had a happy and unusually bright

and gay home at the house of his sis-

ter, a young widow, an elegante, a

charming singer and a frequenter of

whatever was pleasantest in Kingston
society. By her, and the young ladies

whom he met at her house, on })er-

fectly irresponsible and non-matrimon-
ial terms, he had been spoiled for what
by the priestesses of Hymen are called

' serious views.' James Field had not

been so spoiled ; he had in a way fallen

out of the ranks of his own class in

society. While his mother lived there

was plenty of good middle-class pro-

fessional society at his father's house
in a pretty suburb of Brighton ; but
love of adventure and longing to ex-

plore beyond the present horizon, led

him to go to sea as surgeon to a ship

in the West African trade. There for

many a night as he lay on the thwarts
of his boat, kept awake by the cries of

wild beasts in the forest, and the

splashing of the river horse among
the reeds, he had dreamed of his own
ideal, dreams undefined as ever flitted

from the ivory gate ; undefined as to

type of face or figure, but conditioned

by a pervading grace and tenderness
;

by a beauty that should rather express

the soul and sympathies, than form an
ornamental apex to the body ; a figure

not unworthy of the ever-living types

of womanhood, of the fair-haired queen
whose temple is the Iliad, of that Em-

Who waH ' fairer to be seen,
Than is a lily on its stem of green.'

When he returned to England to

live with his elder sister in the old

home left to them by their parents,

who had died in his absence, the sort

of women whom he met were little

likely to realize the ideal of a poetry

which not one of them could liave cared

to read—the watering-place boarding-

houses, the increased habits of expense

and ostentation, seemed tohave vulgar-

ized the neighbourhood where they

lived since Bi'ighton's quieter days in

his childhood. The class system of

English society, never so exclusive and
never so universal as now ; the caste

impress which marked on the manners
of all below the higher caste the

stigma of exclusion from what they

coveted, and could only pretend to,

made those whom he had not seen, ar-

tificial, insincere, in all things thii-d or

fourth rate copies of the aristocracy

to which they paid the utterly unre-

cognized homage of their awkward
imitation.

By Marian he had felt, to a slight

and almost imperceptible degree, at-

tracted—belonging to a class confess-

edly below the lowest in the caste

hierarchy, the parish schoolmaster's

wife had almost the manners of a

lady, all the more so that she was very
humble and took to herself no society

airs. She seemed so graceful, so sweet
and guileless, too good to go into the

wilderness to cook for a backwoods-
man who did not know his own work.
However, he did not give many
thoughts to the subject, she belonged
to the past, and he w:as looking for-

ward to the future, and to the freer

air which, according to his friend the
surgeon, Canada had to give him.

Whirled along the lake shore by
the Grand Trunk, for as Yirgil has it,

^jacet ivgens littore truncus,' he arrived

on the noon of the next day at Bren-
ton, the G. T. R. station nearest to

the Tillage of Spooksville, here, having
in vain tried to get a cab to drive to

vSpooksville, a gentleman, whose car-

riage was waitingat the station, offered

him a seat as far as Spooksville, ' the
roads' he £.'aid ' are muddyandyouwould
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not get any conveyance between this

and town.' The gentleman was rather

below the middle height—with snow-

white hair and beard, with a brusque,

but kindly and yet somewhat sarcastic

manner. He seemed from the manners

of the people at the station to be a

person of some consequence ; his ve-

hicle, a handsome but plainly painted

•double buggy, was drawn >)y a pair of

strong bay horses, whose impatience

at being ke])t waiting by a young lady

who was still engaged in some en-

<|uiries in the baggage van, seemed to

be fully shared by their master. Thank-
ing the stranger for his offer, it turned

out that this was the veiy Mr. Hill to

whom he had the letter of introduc-

tion. ' Very good, very good,' said

Mr. Hill, as he glanced over the letter,

* come home and diiie with me and tell

rue all about Neilson—good fellow was
poor Giant's pupil, Ave knew him
well. By the way, he says, you want to

know something about buying Grant's

practice, we'll talk of it by-an'-by.'

He had evidently but looked hastily

at the letter, having enough to do to

control his horses, as James at his re-

quest, accompanied with a hasty word
of introduction to ' my daughter,' who
now at length emerged frcm the sta-

tion laden with parcels, helped that

young lady to her place in the buggy.
She sat on the seat behind them, and
from the glance James got at her, she

seemed to be a young lady of about
twenty-three, with a decidedly grace-

ful figure, grey or blue eyes, and a
pleasing face flushed V»y exercise, and
crowned by a tiara of light brown
hair ; she wore a plain but rich and
becoming hat, which showed her pretty

light hair well to advantage ; she was
dressed in a style suited to country
life, yet in full harmoTiy with the pre-

vailing fashion, ]^er father seemed
as impatient as his horses ; he was
on the verge of rebellion against the
young lady, whom he addressed as

'Lucy.' The latter, however, in a
tone, in which sweetness seemed united
with conscious authority, half-coaxed,

half commanded her papa to stop the

carriage once more when they reached

the main street of Brenton. She got

lightly down without waiting to Vje

helped, and glided into dry-goods store

after dry-goods store, and finally,

having apparently exhausted the re-

sources of Brenton in that line of

business, she went to the one sur-

viving drug store, which was also the

book store.

* What have you got for me to read,

Lucy 1
' said Mr. Hill, as the young

lady at last came out. She replied by
holding up the latest numbers of the

Contemporary, the Nineteenth Century,

Bystande,-, and the Caxadiax Month-
ly, as again, without help, without

haste or effort, she sprang lightly to

her ])lace. %

' Since poor Grant died,' said Mr.
Hill, ' I have not had a neighbour to

talk with about the only kind of lite-

rature I think worth reading or talk-

ing of.' They drove along a pleasant

road skirting the lake water, fresh

with the pure blue colour of spring.

James was quite familiar with the

two English reviews.
' Of course I am a stranger in

Canada,' he said ; ' in England the

parson of the parish is generally in-

terested in such things more or less

;

not that I have much experience of

the sacred cloth,' he added.

'I can only s[)eak of the Episco-

pal Church, as we call it,' said Mr.
Hill, ' to which my wife and daugh-

ters behmg, and to which I subscribe.

I can only say that as to the truths to

which all educated men among lay-

men are practically agreed, they either

do not know them, or if they do, they

ignore them in their teaching. You
should have seen our minister's face

whenhe called the other dayand caught

Lucy reading Lecky's " England in

the Eighteenth Century !

'

' But, Papa, you must remember

that Mr. Kubrick wjis quite right

from his point of view ; he was only

doing his duty ; and you know I

get so little scolding at home that
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one from the Pteverend Ignatius Ru-
brick is quite a wholesome tonic'

'It's the best return I get for my
fifty dollars a-year,' grumbled her papa.
' Opiate sermons and irritant conversa-

tions for myself are a tonic as you
call it, which is ceitainly veiy whole-
some for wife and daughter.'

James Field had introduced him-
self on first entering the carriage,

and though Mr. Hill was far too
well bred to ask any further ques-
tions, James felt encouraged by what
he had seen of father and daughter
to speak of his plan of buying the
medical practice advertised for sale,

if he found he could make his way
of settling down in the township. He
added that he had wasted a great deal

of the best jiart of life in wandering
about the world, and now wished, if

possible, to make a home for himself.
' May I ask if you are married ?

' said

Mr. Hill. ' I only ask the question
for the sake of information, as Miss
Rosa Dartle says, and in the intere.sts

of a large dievtek of marriageable but
unmarried young ladies.'

James replied that he was unmar-
ried and unengaged, but he feared
too poor and too old, perhiips un-
impressionable and too far gone in
old bachelor ways to aliect the in-

terests of the matrimonial market;
his only living relative was ;m old
maiden sister, whom he had left in
charge of the small house at Brigh-
ton which had come down to them
from their father—their joint pro-
ject, he added, had been, that if he
succeeded in getting a living by his

profession in Canada, she should sell

the house in England and come out to

live with him. Mr. Hill told him that
he was Dr. Grant's executor, that it

was not at all so easy to convey the
good-will of a practice to a stranger
in Canada as no doubt ^t was in Eng-
land : that here all success to a new
practitioner stepping into a practice
would depend on the impression made
among the people. But lie was anx-
ious to gain a small sum of money for

his friend's widow, and the fact was
it might any day happen that an out-

sider might ' put up his shingle' in the

village, who would pay her nothing,

probably not even buy the j^oor doc-

tor's late surgeiy and fixtures. If Dr.

Field liked to come to his house foi'* a

week or so he would drive him about
among the people of the township, and
if he and they seemed to like each

other, and Dr. Field thought he could

succeed, why then they could arrange

the terms, which he said would be
found reasonable enough. This offer,

as pleasantly made as it was encourag-

ing, James was glad to accept. ' I

accept the omen,' he said to himself.

' But here we are at "our village," ' said

Mr. Hill ; ' it lies on the other side of

yonder hill with the clump of pine

trees ; that is the cemetery, which is

much frequented by funerals from all

the countryround, this settlement being

the oldest, and this old timber church

—you see it now—like a broken-down
lake-steamer, with the belfry for a

funnel, the first church biiilt in the

county ; in fact, the cemetery is our
one great public institution, just as

marble tombstones are our one manu-
facture, which I suppose tlie (jLOBE

will say the National Policy will ruin

by making life too pleasant to the

farmers.'

CHAPTER III.

SWEET AS SUJIMER,

"TAMES FIELD'S first experiences
^J of Canadian hospitality were the

pleasanter for contrast with his past

life. Mr. H ill's home, close to the border

of Lake Ontario, with a garden that

sloped down to the water, commanded
a pretty view of lake and island. His
stay was made to lengthen by Mr.
Hill being convinced that he was just

the man to replace Dr. Grant. During
the morning Mr. Hill generally drove
him to visit the farmers in the town-
ship, with whom Mr. Hill, from his
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political position, had great influence
;

the evenings were spent in the draw-

ing room in conversation, with music,

and now and then a quiet game, such

as ' logomachie,' which was just then

coming into fashion. There was a

small society of young ladies, friends

of Lucy's, to whom the new doctor

was soon inti-oduced, and whom he

was constantly meeting, either at Mr.
Hill's or at one of the other houses.

There was Bertha Grant, a niece of

Mr. Grant, a tall, bright-looking girl,

and Nina Small, a less pleasing young
woman, with lank hair, cold, fish-like

eyes, and a hard manner and expres-

sion, but not wanting in shrewdness

and power of being amiable when it

suited her purpose. These girls set

each other oflT. Nina was the leader

of the Opposition, but the reins of

government were generally in Lucy's

hands. All had been from childhood

on intimate terms with each other,

and were most good-natured and affec-

tionate. It was usual to find Lucy and
Bertha sitting with their arms round
each other's waists, while Nina nestled

on the floor, her head in Bertha's lap.

All these young ladies and their

families were pleased with James
Field ; he received a great deal of

kindness and hospitality, and was
struck especially by what seemed to

him a new type of feminine nature,

combining the grace and culture of

the best society of English life, with
a freedom and frankness which he had
not met before. None were mere
country-bred lasses. The facilities of

travel in Canada, and the self-depend-

ence of women in a country where
the ' unprotected female ' of English
comedy is unknown, had given each
of them a thorough insight into the

social life of several of our cities and
towns. In their intercourse with him
they were perfectly self-possessed, and
he was soon made aware of the fact

that he had secured the friendship and
respect of all, as well as of their

families. His success had been great
in an operation of conservative sur-

gery by which, without the amputa-
tion which another surgeon had in-

sisted was necessaiy, he saved a
limb, ff^arfully lacerated by a mowing
machine accident. This, and the
patience and tenderness with which
he tended several children attacked
by an epidemic of diptheiia, spread his

fame to the furthest part of the town-
ship. To Mr. Hill his society seemed
always welcome. The stud3r-table,

and often that of Mr. Hill's drawing
room, was bestrewn with the best

literary and philosophical periodicals.

Lucy listened to their talk, in which
she did not often join. When she did,

she showed her evident appreciation

of their interest in those speculations,

and truths which, in our days, engage
the attention of most educated people.*

Mrs. Hill listened ; but the good
lady had a way of falling into a nap,

from which her husband used to rouse
' the old lady ' after an hour or so.

She would always protest that she

had been awake all the time, and al-

ways fell back into her trance in a

few minutes. Lucy was Dr^ Field's

constant companion ; at odd times he
would find himself at her side in the

garden, holding her scissors or the

string with which she bound up the

roses or fuchsias after rain. In the

evening they would sail in Mr. Hill's,

cutter over the still waters of the bay,

or sometimes drive together by the

lake -side road under the maples and
white blossoming acacias. James's

success had been so great that he felt

justified in building a small house, on
a lot of five acres bought from Mr.
Hill, and in writing for his sister to

make arrangements for joining him,

under the escort of a Toronto gentle-

man, a brother of Mrs. Hill's, who
was returning home after a visit to

England. Mr. Hill and his wife took

warm interest in the furnishing of the

new home. Several presents were

sent in from Dr. Field's farmer friends.

A gentleman at Brenton, whose only

son had got through a severe attack

of typhoid under James's care, sent
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him a present of a handsome young
horse, well broken in to single harness.

One evening as Lucy and he drove

home from a school room concert a

few miles off, Lucy told him how glad

they all were of his great success, and
especially of his being so sure to have

the happiness of meeting his sister.

James owned that the fesv months of

that summer had brought him much
that he valued ; it had brought him a

good income, a home, many gifts,

and the society of the pleasantest and

kindest friends he had ever known.
* Still one thing was wanting to make
his life complete ; did Miss Lucy per-

mit him to say what that one thing

was?' The permission was not refused.

Thfl shadows of the locust trees

closed over the ancient, ever varied,

ever new, question and answer, the

first in Love's catechism. When
they returned, Mr. Hill's consent

was asked by James to their en-

gagement, and willingly accorded on
condition that the marriage was de-

ferred till James's income reached a

clear twelve hundred a year. Mean-
time he was to be absent that winter in

order to visit Ottawa for the session

—

that would require a stay of several

months, and Lucy would accompany
him on a visit long promised to a mar-
ried sister, whose husband was in the

civil service.

So the fall succeeded and was as

pleasant as the summer. Bertha,

2!s^ina, and Lucy's other friends were
as warm in their sympathy as if Lucy
had been their own sister. James's

practice was increasing daily, and his

sister was duly conveyed to his very

door by Mrs. Hill's brother. She was
soon quite at home, and received a

present of several valuable hens from
Mrs. Hill, and a beautiful cow from
the farmer whose son Dr. Field had
saved from the amputation. Their

house looked homelike and pretty

with the Virginia Creeper Lucy had
trained over the veranda, and the scarlet

and white geraniums in the windows.

All had jjone well with James Field.

CHAPTER IV.

MARIAN.

LUCY had gone with the Indian

summer ; after James had read

and re-read her first letterfrom Ottawa,

he noticed another letter veiy badly

written, with the Toronto post-mark.

It was from Marian, asking him
if possibly to secure a school some-

where in the district, where she learned

he had succeeded so well. In driving to

see a patient that day, James heard of

a scliool where a temporary master was
needed till New Year, when, if suc-

cessful, he would be re-engaged. This

he easily succeeded in engaging for

Mr. Ford, to whom he wrote, inviting

him to come at once, and stay at his

house till matters were settled. Mr.
Ford came on a few days after this, and
James on returning from a business

drive found him and his wife already

there. He was a little surprised at

seeing her there—but his sister Patty
had taken the greatest fancy to her.

' Oh ! James, she is so nice, she has been
telling me all about her misfortunes,

poor thing, we must really do all we
can to help them.' They did all they

could : the Fords were established

in James's room. M arian— for so

they soon began to call her, was in-

deed nice. She made quite a compa-
nion for Miss Patty, during James's

long absences. They were both from the

same English town—that was a tie in

a strange country. Miss Patty had
given her several pieces of real lace,

antl a black silk dress, very little worn,

which a very little work would make
a perfect fit. In the process of recon-

struction the two ladies talked dress-

making and domestic gossip, and quite

opened their hearts to each other. It

was noticed by friends in their neigh-

bourhood that since the Fords came
Miss Field saw hardly anything of any
of them. She was an old maid, of ra-

ther precise and conservative habits.

She had never thrown herself into
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anything of intimacy with the friends

James had made, except Lucy, who
left soon after her arrival.

There was one person in the house-

hold who did not approve of the Fords.

That was Sarah, the ' hired giil,' al-

though for the first two or tliree days

Mrs. Ford had made much of her, had
gone to chat with her in the kitchen,

had made believe to help in the work,

and had once even kissed her as she

left for bed. But she soon found that

Marian had no special aptitude for

any work but her own dressmaking,

and that she required a great many
little luxuries, such as hot water for

washing, whereas the Canadian ladies

Sarah had been accustomed to, were of

Ninon de 1' Enclos's opinion that cold

water was the best of all cosmetics.

Then Sarah noticed that Mrs. Ford
improved most wonderfully in dress

since her arrival. She arrived looking

neat, but poorly got up in a black print

dress, and a shepherd's plaid shawl.

But on the second Sunday Mrs. Ford
had come down dressed for church in

*a new black silk dress fit for the

queen !
' She wore a velvet jacket with

a gold cross over it— her hair was built

up into a tiara, and her pi-etty face

and neck were set oif by a light blue

neck-ribbon, with a fringe of lace. She
had a pair of new kid gloves. Miss
Patty's last purchase at Brenton, a
faint odour of some delicate perfume,
exhaled as she swej)t by the indignant

Sarah, her very shoes were steel-

buckled with open fionts, and her
stockings ringed as Sarah siiid, ' like

a garter-snake.

'

Now these things became known to

others besides Surah. It became also

known that Mr. Ford did not get on
well with the school trustees, who
when Christmas came, declined to re-en-

gage him. His wife cried in the di-aw-

ing room, and must have scolded him
in the bed-room, for Sarah heard him
exclaim as he shut the door, ' I never
knew a woman who had such a devil

ai til* «£.d of lier tongue !' But witli

the Fields, Flavian was silent, submis-

sive, and tearful. James pitied her
sincerely, and promised to do his best
to get Mr. Ford another school.

This was not very easy. An impres-
sion had got abroad among the farmers
that Mr. Ford did not succeed as a
teachei-, and it was also thought by the
farmers' wives that the Fords were liv-

ing on Dr. Field, who very undeserved-
ly got the credit of some of the pre-

sents by which his sister had so much
improved that lady's appearance.

At last he came home with the joy-

ful news that he had got Mr. Ford a
six months' engagement at a place
called ' Carthage,' in another part of

the township. The salary was four
hundred dollars a year, but the neigh-

bourhood was a cheap one, and the
trustees had thrown in a small log

shanty near the school as a home for

the teacher. The school was a large

one, big boys and girls, rather unruly,

and the chief point was to keep good
order. Tliere was rejoicing at the tea

table that night. Miss Patty produced
her best cake. Next day she borrowed
James' horse and drove over to Bren-
ton where she assisted Marian fo get a

few chairs, a bed and mattress, and a
second hand cook-stove, and a few
other necessaries. These procured, the
two ladies visited the dry goods store,

where Miss Patty gave Marian a couple
of dollars to spend. They both enjoyed
such expeditions. Mr. Ford went to his

school a week before his wife, in order

to prepare the house. Marian stayed,

the more readily as Miss Patty had a
severe feverish cold, during which, to

Sarah's disgust, Mrs. Ford took Miss
Patty into her own hands, brought lier

her food, and even slept with her in or-

der to give the medicine atproper inter-

vals. At breakfast and tea she looked
after James—cheerful, helpful, care-

fully looking to his comfort. In the

evening she sat in the room with him,

his sister being drowsy, and liking to

take a nap. Generally James read his

book, a Aolume of some historical or

philosophical work, or a review. Shesat
opposite, sewing, the picture of cheer-
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ful industry. Sometimes he talked to

her a little, just to cheer her and shew

sympathy. She too talked, always plea-

santly. Not of books or art or social

questions, as Lucy and the other ladies

of her set liked to do, when they were

encouraged. Slie talked to James about

his wonderful success in practice, of his

engagement and the charming expres-

sion of the young lady's photograph.

She shewed deferential interest in

everything he said to her, she never

attempted flattery, but by every deli-

cate attention showed how much she

appreciated his kindness. For instance,

when he drove out on his round of

duties in the morning, she was the last

to leave the hall door, lingering in the

veranda as she watched him drive

away, and on his return she was the

first to open the door, to fetch his slip-

pers warm from the fire, her pretty

face bright with a smile of welcome,

and tbe blue ribbon and Miss Patty's

lace in her haii-.

At last the house was ready, and

one drizzling day of a January thaw
James drove her in a borrowed cart

containing the household goods. Mar-
ian boi'e the dismal journey of four

miles with admirable good humour.
They passed the school where Mr. Ford
was then engaged at his duties, they

came to a little dilapidated log shanty

by the road side, with two dingy win-

dows, a door half open, the fence logs

thrown open for their reception. James
carried in the furniture, and a box of

groceries. Marian lit up the stove, and
made a cup of INliss Patty's tea which
she insisted on Dr. Field's partaking

after his journey in the wet. The place

was a wretched hovel, one room, and
pegs driven into the wall whereby to

climb to a sleeping place under the raf-

ters. But Marian was not a bit dis-

couraged, cheerful, bustling about her

work, a brave woman, James thought,

and with her bright face and light sup-

ple form, making ' a sunshine in that

shady place.'

Mrs. Ford was not popularin Spooks-

ville. She was not at her ease in talk-

ing to the ladies she met, and their im-

pressions were not favourable. Mean-
while the Fords, or rather Marian, were

often to tea with Miss Patty. At first

the accounts of the success of the new
school were most favourable ; then

James heard isolated complaints that

the children were too much out at play

;

that clothes got torn ; that the Carthag-

ian boys and girls danced war dances on
the school desks. One Saturday Mar-
ian had come in the morning to help

Miss Patty with some dress making,

her husband was to follow at dinner

time. He did not come that day or

on the Sunday, and next day James
Field promised to drive Marian home
if no tidings came. But on Sunday
afternoon a note was brought by a far-

mer's boy. Marian read it—she turned

white, then red, and the large tears

slowly gathered in her eyes. It was a

scrawled note from her husband, he

had been dismissed for incompetency,

the trustees threatening to lock the

school against him. Marian cried bit-

terly, her friends in vain trying to com-

fort her.

That evening James came when she

was sitting in his sister's room. He
had a proposal to make. Mr. Foi'd had

in part prepared for the ordination

examination of an English Bishop, but

was not able to come forward, not

having a University degree ; now it

seemed possible that some Canadian
bishop might pass over this defect, if,

as James had heard was the rule, Mr.

Ford would study Greek enough to

construe one of the Gospels. Thej
could live with him for ten months,

which, with hard work, ought to be

quite time to prepare Mr. Ford for the

ordination at that period. In order

to enable them to afford to do this, he

proposed that Mr. and I\Irs. Ford
should help in the house-work, Sarah

having suddenly declared her inten-

tion of abdicating the position which
she had condescended to occupy in

their kitchen. Mr. Ford arrived

during the conference. The plan pro-

posed by James was there and then
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adopted—Miss Patty only too glad

of her friend's continued presence.

No need to dwell on the tedious de-

tails of the teaching process, or to tell

how Marian made herself all that was
amiable. She need not have done so,

for James Field only thought of carry-

ing out his purpose, and giving hus-

band and wife another chance. Marian
was, of coui'se, far too vii'tuous a wo-
man to attempt any sort of flirtation

with a man who she knew was heart

and soul devoted to the young lady at

Ottawa. She was simply ' nice,'

sympathetic, attentive, always pretty

and well got-up. She kept her hus-

band to his bargain of doing his share

of the work, and as much of her's as

she could manage to throw on his

hands. He took the utmost pains, in

the compass of his intellect, at study-

ing the Greek grammar.
Meantime people talked. Sarah

told stories. She was not untruthful,

but, not possessing ' the historic con-

sciousness,' she was unhistorical in

her stories. Nina Small, who had
never liked Lucy, sneered at the en-

gagement, and insinuated that the

morals of the Doctor were no better

than they should be. She cut Mrs.

Ford and the Doctor as she met them
going to church, emphasizing this

Lidy-like and Christian act by a mark-
ed bow to Miss Patty. James knew
there was some unpleasant feeling

abroad—his practice was diminishing,

he certainly was not received with the

kindness he had met last summer.
The consequence of this was that

James withdrew to a great degree

from the society of his friends, and
lived an isolated life. His one great

happiness was in receiving Lucy's
long and afiectionate letters. In seve-

ral of them it seemed as if she divin-

ed that some trouble was besetting

him, for she exhorted him to go on in

his efforts to do right, and to be siire

of her confidence now and always. He
missed both her and her father, not
enly for their own sakes, but for the

influence which their calm grood sen:e

and superior tone of character ex-
erted on all around them. Meantime
he redoubled his exertions as a teacher.

Mr. Ford seemed to prefer sitting

with his books in his own room, so

Marian said. She was with Miss Patty
most of the time ; on the rare occa-

sions when visitors called, she was
with her friend to receive them, as if,

as Nina Small said on one of these

occasions, ' that dreadful man had the
cunning to blindfold his sister into re-

ceiving the artful, sly baggage as if

she were installed misti-ess of the
house.' Now, as has been said with
absolute historic truth, there was in

this case no flirtation nor anything
like one. James had no thought of

such a thing. Murian had, no doubt,
been taught by her ritualistic Manu-
als the importance of the Seventh
Commandment; indeed the various
forms of offence classified under tl.is

head were matters on which they
were thought to deal with somewhat
undue unction and fulness of detail.

But perhaps they did not warn as

fully against the danger of siu in

thought and s])irit as well as 'in out-

ward acts of indiscretion. It is certain

that she knew very well the kind of

things people were saying of her ; a

little reflection would surely have
taught her the injm-y such reports

might do to one who had certainly

deserved well at her hands. Yet she

appeared more than once in the week
driving out with Dr. Field ; never
once was she seen vi'ith her husband,
who even walked to church by him-
self, his shabby coat ill-matching his

pretty wife's velvet and lace. In the

evening she often sat with James.

Miss Patty invariably got tired over

her novel and went to bed. Marian
sat opposite James at her needle-

work. Sometimes, when he laid down
at last his volume of Buckle, or

Lecky, or Spencer, she would look

up with a glance of arch sympathy, as

much as to say, * Are you not tired

at last of your dreary philosophy

books %
' A few minutes' talk would
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follow, wliicli certainly did not par-

take of anything ordinarily described

as flirtation. Marian was serious,

sympathetic in all things—a being too

pure, too fragile, and far too refined

for her present position. Once or

twice James read her one of the more
picturesque passages in Lecky's 'Eigh-

teenth Century.' She looked most in-

terested, and expressed her gratitude

for the pleasure of hearing anything

so beautiful. Mr. Ford, she said, never

read to her.

People went on talking. Nina
Small made the discovery that she had
never really liked Lucy, of whom, in

fact, she had been envious ever since

her engagement. Against Dr. Field

she proclaimed in her own mind a sort

of holy war, and made it her mission

going about from house to house, and
among the young people she knew,

repeating, insinuating and exaggerat-

ing, her small, starchy eyes blink-

incj with malicious intelligence. Of
course she did a great deal of harm.

When slander, ever so vile, is thrown
plentifully some of it will be sure to

stick. Many {jeople who did not like

Nina, or approve of her gossip, yet

thought Dr. Field's conduct very

strange—things looked black ; to give

him credit for the simply good motive

of wishing to help the Fords never en-

tered their thoughts as long as an evil

motive could [)0ssibly or plausibly

have been attributed—so far is this

nineteenth centennial of Christianity

from attaining St. Paul's ideas of the

charity that ' rejoiceth not in iniquity.

And no one of the better class of wo-

men who really had not made up theii'

minds to condemn James without a

hearing, had the good sense and cou-

rage to tell him to his face what was
being said— for slander is so closely

allied to cowardice that it infects with

that quality all which it taints.

Meanwhile the IJills came home
from Ottawa. Lucy had not been an
hour returned before Nina Small

came to see her, with her precious

balms of pretended sympathy. She

began by kissing and caressing, but

there was an eagerness which belied

this action in the haste with which
she passed to commiseration of her

dear Lucy for the dreadful things

that had happened in her absence.

The awful stories that were going

about Dr. Field

!

But she was not allowed to get be-

yond that name.
' As to the nature of the falsehoods

that may have been circulated aVjout

any of my friends in my absence, I have
had my suspicions, as also I have my
thorough certainty of their being base-

less calumny. If people presume to

repeat them, they had better take care

that Papa does not take serious steps-

as to libel. Meanwhile, I have not

tlie slightest intention of discussing

the subjeitt with you, Nina, and least

of all shall 1 allow you to gossip in my
presence with reference to my atiianced

husband.'

Nina Small was quite unprepared

for the supreme'ly effectual snubbing
then and there administered. Tho-

roughly cowed by this tirst lesson in

the art of minding her own business,

she effected a quick retreat, with a

jiarting sneer about Miss Hill's infat-

uition, and a hint that ' none were so

blind as those that wouklii't see.' But
she shook with anger and excitement

long after she reached home, and the

small eyes blinked like those of a snake
whose biggest fang is broken.

Not many minutes after this, James
for the lirst time heard from Lucy
herself the slanders no one less loving

had dared to tell him of. Some of his

letters had led her to suspect what
was being said, and at the same time
renewed her confidence in his love and
sense of right. Had Lucy been of a
less high minded natui-e, had she not

been one who ' trusted all in all or not
at all,' had she even passively shown
any sympathy with those who blamed
Dr. Field for the kindness he had
shown the Fords, his downfall would
have been rapid and complete. As it

was, she took the simple course of
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going on as if nothing had happened.

But though she was civil and even

kind to the Fords, who were asked to

tea more than once at Mr." Hill'.s, Lucy-

lost no time in taking Mi.ss Patty un-

der her own special protection. Dr.

Field and his sister assumed their pro-

per position in the society of the vil-

lage. Marian, falling into the back-

ground, ceased to have the prominence
which Miss Patty's injudicious and ex-

clusive partiality had given her.

James was successful in his efforts

to teach Mr. Ford Greek enough to

pass. Mr. Hill used his influence with

one of the bishops. ' Marian's ' miseries

came to an end when her husband ob-

tained a small mission in the back-

woods, the duties of which he carried

out to the satisfaction of his congre-

gation. Marian took to herself yreat

airs, with her somewhat improved

social position. She never missed an
opportunity of sneering at Spooksville,
and often gravely hinted that Dr.
Field cared for nothing but wicked
infidel books, and was in gi-eat danger
of that endless pain, which, according
to some cree<ls, awaits the unorthodox.
The shadow of an undeserved slan-

der passed away. With the influence of
Mr. Hill, of Lucy, of Miss Patty, being
better known and therefore better
liked, James and his sister reassumed
their former position with all former
friends, and those by whom their
f:iends were influenced. Nina Small
lived long in a locality peculiarly fa-

vourable tO the health of o]d maids;
she did nob attend Lucy's wedding, or
get either wedding cake or cards.

THE END.

THE CRY OF CAIN.

BY F. BLAKE CROFTON, TRURO, N.S.

Lj^VEN, O God, from me, the wanderer,
-*—

* Even from me, stained with a brother's blood,

Even from me who sought to flee Thy curse,

At last from me accept an offering !

Even from me whose fruit Thou didst disdain,

From me who thought acceptance was my due,

From me who met divine rebuke with hate.

From me a rebel, ruthless, impotent

;

From me who through these weary, bax-ren years

Have borne Thy brand upon my wasted brow,

Yet fiercely kept my impious head unbent,

Defiant of the lightning and the gloom
;

Despising all the pity of my kind.

And hopeless of the mercy of my God
;

Rearing a doomed and godless progeny
Far off from Eden in this land of Ind.
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But now a dream, that tortures with new pain

My spirit in its cold trance of despair,

Shows me the endless chain of woe which hangs

From that first link forged by this cruel hand

—

Into Thy world who brought the taint of blood,

Into Thy world I brought the scourge of war.

I see the legions mustering for the strife,

And hear the battle-cries in unknown tongues.

I hear the call of glory and of greed
;

Ambition's pleadings thrilling patriots' hearts
;

The summons of religion to destroy

Ring from the brazen throat of Lucifer !

I hear the wailing of the fatherless.

And desolate curses upon me, the sire

Of carnage, and the moan of maids who weep

For death of lovers and undying love

!

I see the flames of temples flare and fade,

And in the waning light the expectant eyes

Of Pest and Hunger glisten ; and hard by

Vultures and wolves on writhing valour prey.

I see dark iron thundering flame and death

;

The poisoner's phial and the assassin's knife
;

The rack, the wheel, the cross—the spear that wounds

At eveiy thrust the shrinking side of God !

My punishment is more than I can bear :
—

Ever the sounds of slaughter in my ears,

Yet no man's hand may touch my charmed life

;

And my own hands are nerveless, for I fear

To meet my brother Abel's pleading face

More than all things that haunt me, save one dream—
The awesome anguish of a groaning God !

O murdered God ! can there be hope for me ?

Even from me, Maker, wilt Thou accept

The primal ofiering of a humbled heart,

That owns Thy rod a father's, while it smites.

And sees long vengeance lightening into love.
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MAN'S MORAL NATURE.*

BY P. E. B.

IN all books that treat either on the

intellect or on morals, there is a dif-

ficulty in making definite statements.

The reasoning faculties within us are

so shifting, so hard to fix ; the course

of thought so little understood ; the ob-

ject of man in nature, even nature it-

self, is so difficult to compreliend, that

while gi'oping in the dark on these and
kindred subjects, those interested will

hail with pleasure any new light that

may be thrown upon their path.

The study of ethics has engaged the

attention of thinking men since civili-

zation began, and still little if any ad-

vance has been made towards the at-

tainment of settled views on man's

moral action. The moral advancement
is so much slower than the intellectual

that the space of four thousand yeai's

which history scans more or less close-

ly, furnishes little enough data on
which to hinge Dr. Bucke's theory

;

still it must be conceded that he has

•made good use of whatever there was
to get.

Dr. Bucke's book opens with the de-

sire that observations on the moral sta-

tus of our race may be more specially

noted, so that as the stream of time ad-

vances better and more definite conclu-

sions may be arrived at. In the ad-

vertisement he says, * should he suc-

ceed in transplanting some of these

problems into other and better minds,

where they may reach ahigherdevelop-

ment, and receive a truer, a more per-

fect solution, this would be a compen-
sation indeed.'

» Man's Moral Sature. An Essay. By Richard
Mauricb Buckk, M. U., Medical Superintendent of
the Asylum for the Insane, London, Ontario. New
York : G. P. Putnam's Soni. Toronto : Willing It

Willlamtou, 1879.

The author's first chapter is of an in-

troductory character, intended to clear

the ground on preliminary points. The
following extract from it is all that we
need notice here :

—
' The external uni-

verse acts on man through his senses'

(and in other ways). ' Man reacts upon
and toward the external universe in

three ways, namely, by his active na-

ture, by his intellectual nature, by his*

moral nature—that is, he acU upon it,

thinks about it, and fe/^ls toward it.'

' What is the moral nature 1 and
what are the lines between it and the
active nature, between it and the in-

tellectual nature, and between it and
sense impressions 1

' These are the

questions the author endeavours to an-

swer in his second chapter. A further

quotation, slightly condensed, will de-

fine his basis ot" thought more clearly

on these questions. ' The moral nature
is a bundle of faculties. Most of these

faculties, though not all of them, are

called passions and emotions. All pas-

sions and all emotions belong to, are

part of, the moral nature ; but the

whole moral nature is not included in

these two expressions. Love, faith,

hate, fear, are the most j)rominent

functions of the moral nature, if they

are not indeed the whole of it These
are pure moral qualities : that is, each

one of them is a distinct moral func-

tion, and therefore a simple moral func-

tion. The line between the active na-

ture and the moral nature is not dif-

ficult to draw, though it is constantly

overlooked. The active nature and the

moral nature scarcely ever come in

direct contact, the intellectual nature

nearly always intervening between
them. An act which is prompted by
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passion or emotion is directed by the in-

telligence : for instance, I desire some-

thing-7-I think how I shall obtain it

—then go and get it; I hate some one

—I think of some act that will injure

him—then do it ; I love some one

—

think what acts give pleasure to that

person—then perform them.
' It is not the act or the conduct it-

self which is good or bad, moral or

immoral. Goodness, badness, morality

and immorality, belong solely to the

moral nature. Acts are always out-

side the moral nature, and can have

no moral quality. To kill a man is

called an immoral act—a crime—but

it is only called so because of the moral

state which accompanies and prompts

the act. Under many circumstances,

homicide, althovigh the act is precisely

the same, has no moral significance
;

in certain circiimstances of self-defence

or mental alienation, for example.

Again, we know that the crime may
be committed.without the act :

" Who-
soever looketh on a woman to lust af-

ter her, hath committed adultery with

her already in his heart." To many
these arguments will be unnecessary.

The line between the active nature

and the moral natiire is plain enough
;

but the line between tlie intellectual

nature and the moral nature is not

quite so easy to draw, or to see when
it is drawn, for these two lie closer to-

gether than do the active nature and
the moral nature, and the functions of

the intellectual nature are less easily

defined and are more like the functions

of the moral natui-e, tban are those of

the active nature.' The author goes on

to say that the intellect knoros, the

moral nature /eels. Perception, con-

ception, memory, reason, comparison,

and judgment are apportioned by him

to the int(!llectual nature, whilst love,

hate, fear and fiiith, are assigned to

the moral nature. The argument or

reasoning at this point is very close

and good. Dr. Bucke gives a familiar

illustration :
' In any given individual

the intellect may be highly developed,

and the moral nature ill developed, or

the reverse; so that we often see clever

men with bad hearts, and men of ex-

cellent moral qualities who are very

stupid. If the intellect is below the

proper standard, we say the man is a

fool ; if further deficient we call him
an idiot. But the fool may have a

kind, aflectionate heart, and a criminal

may have a quick wit.'

The word ' mind' is used to compre-

hend both the moral and intellectual

natures. Our minds are made up of
' concepts,'-—that is, intellectual ideas

or conceptions—together with moral
states and their compounds : lst>

Compoimds of simple moral states with

one another ; 2nd. Compounds of con-

cepts with one another ; 3rd. Com-
pounds of moral states with concepts.

The moral states are ; love, faith, hate^

fear, and their combinations. A very

interesting definition of faith is given,,

illustrated by the attitude of the mo-
ral nature towards the government of

the universe, and towards the condi-

tion of the soul after death. Faith is

largely synonymous with trust, cour-

age, confidence, and should not be
confounded with belief ; which is an
intellectual act. The more of faith,

trust, or confidence we have in the

Author of the Universe, the less we
fear Him ; for, whereas savages look

upon their gods as demons, the Jews
believed that, at all events towards

them, there was more good than evil

in Jehovah ; whilst we as Christians

look upon our God as one of love.

Kow God, 'who is the same yesterday,

to-day, and forever, with whom is no
variableness or shadow of turning,'

cannot have changed. Therefoi-e, our

moral attitude must have altered to-

wards Him. From this it is argued
that our intellectual conceptions of the

Almighty and of the unknown world
are based on the state of our moral
nature, and that as the moral nature
of mankind rises, our ideas of Him
enlarge and expand. A fine argument
is started with regard to the question;

are hate and fear justified ? That is,

could not the world and society do
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very well without them 1 Two most
prominent moral states are taken to

found the argument upon, namely :

the fear of death, and maternal love.

The fear of one's own death has the

greatest terrors for mortals, especially

for the young and those who are in

good health. This fear, it is argued,

has been implanted in the human race

by the laws of natural selection and
development, and is, in the truth of

things, purely artificial. What reason

has the individual to fear death ] It

is not because we know it to be a very

great evil, for in fact we know nothing

about it ; neither is it on account of

the pain that often accompanies it

;

for if we had every reason to believe

that death would be painless, as in

the case of drowning, or an overdose of

a narcotic, the fear of it would equally

•exist. Besides, when men actually

see that death is certain, inevitable,

close, they often, as in the case of execu-

tions and shipwrecks, pass its portals

into the unknown without a particle

of fear.

History affords us knowledge re-

garding the gradual extinction of the

fear of death ; and we have the as-

surance that ' Perfect love casteth out
fear,' and again, ' He shall put all

enemies under his feet, for the last

enemy is death,' i. e., the fear of

death, because death itself is not
really an enemy ; and consequently

there is no ground for this fear or its

twin brother hate, and they must, in

the fulness of time, die out.

One of the strongest associations of

a moral state with an idea is that of a

mother's love with the mental image
of her child. This association is quite

as necessary for the continuance of

the race as the fear of death is to the

continuance of the life of the indi-

vidual. Why not, therefore, consider

this maternal love quite as illusive

and unnecessary as the fear of one's

-own death 1 The author holds that it

cannot be so considered.

Is the fear of one's own death, or

any fear, justified] Is the love of the

mother for her child, or any other

love, justified I The object of thu

essay is to show that love and faith

are justified, and will increase, whilst

hate and fear are not justified, and
will decrease.

That portion of the essay which
treats of the great sympathetic ner-

vous system is illustrated by anatomi-

cal plates provided in the essay to

fully exhibit its meaning. The subject

is so clearly treated that any l.iy

reader may easily comprehend it by
the aids and helps provided. The
author holds that the great sym-

pathetic nervous system is probably

the seat and organ of the moral

nature, in the same way as the

cerebrospinal nervous system, which

includes the brain, is the seat of tile

intellectual nature.
' Is the moral nature a fixed quan-

tity 1
' Is the world, or rather society,

becoming better 1 Is the moral status

of mankind rising as the ages go on ?

This is a question which is often asked,

but hitherto has only received a very

vague and general answer. .This the

author attributes to the mode in

which the question is put, and to the

fact that what is considered moral in

one country, or in one generation, is

not considered so in another. It is

thought meritorious by an Indian to

take scalps. The founding and main-

taining of the Inquisition was con-

sidered right and proper amongst a

certain class of Christians. In this

enquiry, the author thinks, the an-

swers to the following questions give

the true solution :—Is the attitude of

the moral nature in man towards his

wife, his family, his relations, his

nation and mankind at large ; towards

the lower animal and external nature;

towards the unknown, such as the

gods of the heathen and the Creator

of the universe ; and lastly, towards

death—is his moral attitude in these

respects altering and improving 1

In a given moral nature, of a certain

total volume, the less faith and love

there is, the more hate and fear, and
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the more fear and hate, the less faith

and love. It is true of the earlier

conceptions of the Deity by those na-

tions upon whom civilization is be-

ginning to dawn, that in all cases fear

predominates over faith, and conse-

quently thefear of death is enhanced by
the thought of the terrible gods whom
the spirits of mortals are supposed to

meet when freed from the body. But the

God of the Christians is addressed as

'Our Father who art in Heaven,' and
is depicted as a God of love. Between
these two antipodes of faith a wide
range of moral states intervenes. This
gap has been filled up by the advance
made of the moral nature from time
to time, and this advance has been
made by highly gifted, individuals

making a farther moral advance than
any before their time, and attracting

followers to their .special mode of be-

lief. These advances only occur at

long intervals. One of these steps

was made by Gwatama twenty-five

hundred years ago, when Buddhism
was founded. He taught the doctrine

of annihilation as the best the universe

had in store for moi-tals after death.

This was an advance on the beliefs

before his time, when the soul went
to the terrible gods ; and this doctrine

has been believed in by hundreds of

millions of our race for twenty-five

centuries. 'Every new religion derives

its authority from, and establishes its

hold upon, man by the fact that it

represents a moral advance, that it is

a projection into the unknown of a
superior and more assured hope,'

The religion taught by Zoroaster,

which is parallel to the one above
quoted, represents the universe in the

hands of a good and evil principle of

equal strength. This doctrine also

sprang from the initial Aryan faith.

Now, all the various forms of Chris-

tianity and Mahometanism declare

the good principle stronger than
the evil, and they also represent the

state of existence beyond the grave as

more to be desired than feared by
those deemed worthy of future re-

ward. The meaning of this is that

man's moral nature has so advanced

that there is more faith and less fear

amongst the more advanced nations

than there is in the lower races, who
accept a religion with an equal good
and bad principle, or one in which the

evil principle predominates.

The Greeks, from their advance-

ment in the arts, poetry, architecture

and oratory, in the fifth century B.C.,

had reached as high a level as any
other nation previous to that time.

Amongst them friendship between per-

sons not related had reached a high

point, but their want of faith in one
another led to their ruin. Their con-

ception of their gods was not of an ex-

alted nature, and whilst these were
not cruel or revengeful like the gods

of savage nations, they yet visited

with dreadful punishments trifling

omissions in rites due from man to

them. Their Hades was a gloomy,

cheerless place. Such an idea of a

futtire state could only be conceived

by a people greatly deficient in faith.

They were brave when pushed in a

corner, so that they could not help

fighting. Excepting with the Spartans,

the Greek cruelties probably arose

more from fear than from hate. The
family relations of the Greeks at this

period were probably inferior to those

of the present day ; and outside their

own race they had no sympathy what-

ever. The love of humanity they

were unable to understand ; nor is

there any evidence to show that they

had any such feelings as at present

exist towards the lower animals ; and
there was an entire absence of the

love of nature amongst them.

The Jews are said to have been
stronger in faith and weaker in

love than the Greeks. It is a charac-

teristic of the Semitic races that the

good power in their religions is believed

by them to be stronger than the evil

power. The Jews were not alone in

this belief, because the writer of the

Book of Job was not a Jew, and he
fully recognised that Jehovah's attri-
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butes were far more good than evil,

and that he was stronger than the evil

powers of Satan. But it is by no means
clear from the earliest Jewish writers

that the Jewish nation always believed

this. In fact, although they gave Jeho-

vah the highest power, it is doubtful

whether, at this early time, the Al-

mighty's attributes were not thought
to be more evil than good.

The thx-ee religions are thus summed
up : 1st, Buddhism is represented by
atheism and annihilation ; 2nd, Zoro-

astrianism, by equal good and evil

powers, and 3rd, Judaism, by a Being
whose attributes for good and evil

about balanced each other ; so that

these religions may be considered as

on the same moral level, and the out-

come of a parallel moral advancement
in their devotees. At the time of the

writing of the Psalms, however, (1100
B.C.), this median line of balanced good
and evil was passed by the Jews ; and
the government of the universe was,

they thought, more favourable to them
than the reverse. From this time the

advance of their moral nature was
steady until the Christian era, as shown
by the exalted compositions and sub-

lime ideas of the prophets. The awful
Jehovah and jealous God of some one
thousand years before had become their

father and their friend. If men in every
one thousand years in the world's his-

tory were to make such strides as this

it is not difficult to conceive the mil-

lennial period would shortly dawn on
our globe ; but unfortunately it is one
thing to set up a moral standard, and
another to bring the masses up to that

level. Consequently, the advance is

slow.

The Jews as a nation had not that

love of humanity begotten of the Chris-

tian faith. They felt it no disgrace to

pillage the Gentiles. The cruelties prac-

tised by this people, as described in the
Old Testament, are something hor-

rible, and are not one whit better than
the conduct of King Darius (Daniel vi.

24) who, for the bad counsel his ad-

visers give him concerning his prime

minister, not only handed them over to

a painful death, but killed their wives

and children also.

The large range of sympathy in

man's moral nature at the present day
compares favourably with the univer-

sal cruelty of ancient usage. Not
a famine now occurs in any part of

the globe, but foreign nations rush to

relieve the distress. Not a war is

waged of any severity, but medical aid

and comforts are forthcoming from the

civilized nations of all climes. Not a

fire rages of any magnitude, but the

inhabitants of distant countries join

hand in hand to assist the sufierers, as

witness the Irish and East Indian

famines, the Crimean war and Amer-
ican rebellion, the Chicago and St.

John fires, <tc., itc. But the mos^
notable instance of the large love for

mankind of the present age was the

freeing of the negroes by the British

nation in the West Indies ; this was
done without any appeal to force, or

under any threats from a more power-
ful hostile nation : neither can it be

said to have been asked for^ by the

negroes themselves.

The author of Ecclesiastes (970 B.

C. ) says :
' That which befalleth the

sons of men befalleth the beasts ; one
lot befalleth both, as the one dieth so

dieth the other.' The ancient Jews
looked with fear on death : they re-

garded it as a blot on the general beni-

ticent schenie of the universe. At the

present time our best men make friends

with death : they believe more or less

in a future state of felicity. If they

are not Christians they look on the

state which lies beyond the veil, whe-

ther of conscious existence or other-

wise, whether individual or diffused,

as a future good. Though they know
no more about it than did the Jews,

they have more faith. The conclusion

Di\ Bucke arrives at is, that whilst

the Jews wei-e undoubtedly the high-

est morally, amongst the anqient na-

tions, yet that the ancient Jews, as

compared with the present Christians,

were deficient both in faith and love,
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and that their hate and fear wer©'

more prominent.

In comparing the savage to the civ-

ilized man, instances are given of un-

doubted authority to show that fear

and terror are the habitual condition

of man in his lowest state ; that sav-

ages have little or no love even for

those connected to them by the nearest

and dearest ties. They have no gra-

titude, no idea of the beautiful, and if

they have any gods, their feelings to-

wards them are a mixture of hate and
fear. In the savage mind, there is

very much less love and faith, and
more hate and fear, than in men of

civilized races. If it be conceded that

the race of mankind has gradually

progressed from savagery, then the

condition of savages at the present

day forms a potent argument in favour
of our moral advance.

The moral nature of children as

compared with men and women of the

same race is then examined, and it is

shown that young children do not
grieve at the loss of relatives like peo-

ple of more advanced life ; that their

love is more transient ; that tliey are
very susceptible of anger, dislike and
^ear. Our love to them often causes

us to overlook these features of their

character. The higher mural qualities

are gradually developed, and only ma-
ture with the maturity of the individual.

If a parallel may be drawn between
the maturing of the race and the ma-
turing of the individual, then there is

another fact in favour of moral ad-

vancement taking place. Our author's

own conclusion is that the moral na-

ture is not a fixed quantity in either

individuals or races, and that man is

morally progressing.

In what way, then, is this moral
advance effected 1 The author thinks

it is done, first by natural selection,

as those who are endowed with a high

moral nature are usually endowed with
a high physical vitality. The great

sympathetic nervous system has the

function of nutrition, and if it is the

seat of the moral nature then a high

moral nature and good nutrition must
often go together. The author quotes

statistics to prove tliis. Moral men
are not subject to the many diseases

especially incident to a low moral na-

ture ; and as qualities are inherited,

their children and more remote de-

scendants are continually being bene-

fited ; while those with lower moral
natures ai'e constantly fading out, and
are giving place to the stronger. It

is known that the Jews are actu-

ally at the present day increasing in

numbers throughout Europe out of all

proportion to the people amongst
whom they dwell. In the second

place sexual selection does for individ-

uals what natural selection does for

races. And thirdly, by the attach-

ments of social life. A child of highly

educated parents, if reared by savages,

would never reach as high a moral
elevation as if brought up by its own
people. The love of the mother per-

meates the child, the faith of the fa-

ther permeates the child. How does
this happen '] We cannot tell, but it

does haj)pen. Enthusiasm is inspired

by enthusiasm, love by love. A. child

feels his mother's love whilst she

bends over her darling, and he smiles

in his sleep. The boy feels the cour-

age—that is the faith— of his father

as he walks with him in dangerous
places. Passengers in a storm, or dur-
ing danger at sea, feel more confidence

when in company with the oflicer of

the ship.

In this way, by contact more or less

close, the superior moral nature of the

household, the village, the city, the

state, the country, takes the lead and
the rest follow ; whether with willing

or reluctant steps they follow; and in

front are the leaders, marching into a
solid wall of blackness, through which
they cannot see. Who is the fore-

most 1 He or she with the most love,

the most faith.

The agent which hitherto has been
considered the sole force for elevating

the moral nature, is the intellectual

nature. But the author believes that
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the Intellectual nature has little influ-

ence in this direction. It is true it

serves as a channel for conveying emo-

tions, but the person who wishes to

act on the moral nature of another,

must himself feel the emotion he

wishes to excite. In the course of the

ages, here and there, men are born

with superior love and high intellect

;

these are called poets, architects,

-orators. These men have an abiding

trust in God and Nature: they neces-

sarily hate less and fear less than their

fellows. The moral nature of all men
is acted on by that mysterious agency

called sympathy, which everywhere

exists. Under this law men of supe-

rior moral nature have found means
to convey to others their high moral

attitude, and this means we call by
the generic name of art.

The love of the poet, for instance,

is expended principally on men, wo-

men, children, animals, flowers and na-

ture. He creates heroic men, and beau-

tiful tender-henrted women. Things
that are loved by an average moral
nature, are loved more by him, and
things which are hated, he looks upon
with indifference. This is speaking

generally. Music is almost the only

mode by which one moral nature can
hold communication with another.

Without the aid of the intellect, a
larger range of moral states is con-

veyed from mind to mind by music
than in any other way. It is ai-gued

from this fact that music is destined

to play an important part in the fu-

ture in the elevation of the human
race. The composer draws his inspi-

ration from moral elevation.

The moral standard of the present

day is not of a very high order. A man
with a limited amount of love and
faith, and a liberal allowance of hate
and fear, may pass through the world
regarded as a good man ; whilst ano-

ther with more love and faith, and
less hate and fear, will be thought
worse, because the intellectual mani-
festations of his moral nature differ

from those of his contemporaries. Such

a man as Shelley, for instance, was con-

sidered immoral and irreligious. If the
test is correctly applied, it will be
found that all artists of any genius
have high moral natures, and it is

upon this fact that all their charm and
influence depend. Tiie reverse of this

is seen among habitual criminals; many
of these have a good average intellect,

but all are destitute of assthetic taste.

Religious founders and innovators
are men who have vastly superior faith

to those around them. They arise

only at distant intervJs through the

centuries of time. Their intellectual

nature is high, and they abound in the

qualities of faith and love. Hate and
fear are nearly lost in them. In con-

sidering these men, the central fact to

be weighed is their moral attitude to-'

wards the unknown. They feel that

the unknown is more beneficent to the

human race than it has ever been felt

to be before their time, and they give

this feeling form by means of their in-

tellectual nature. The intellectual con-

clusions of their predecessors they
shift to correspond with their own
higher moral attitude. They convey
to others the convictions they them-
selves experience towards the great

unknown, by giving a more favourable

account of Him than had been re-

ceived up to their own time.

A religious founder like Mahomet,
for instance, before whose time the

race to which he belonged believed

there were many gods, proclaims that

there is but one, infinitely powerful

and just. Again, when the Christian

God was substituted for the Jewish,

what a vast step that was ! So diflferent

were the two Gods, that the author of

this advance was killed for proclaiming

the new religion. No one will pretend

that this advance was made by an in-

tellectual eflfort. No intellect that can

be conceived could touch this pro-

blem. Nor is it shown that its author

was extraordinarily great by his intel-

lect. It is as reasonable to believe in

the Jewish God as in the Christian.

If, then, this substitution was not made
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by an intellectual effort, it must have
been made by a change of moral atti-

tude. In its author, faith reached a
level it had never reached before. He
had more trust in the unknown, and
more confidence in the human race,

than any who had preceded him ; and
by this trust, he substituted for a
powerful, just, unrelenting, and jea-

lous God, ' Our Father who art in

heaven.' Here was an advance that

changed the whole attitude towards
the unknown. In the founder of the
Christian religion, faith was supreme,
fear was absent from his pure nature,

his love was boundless, and hate was
reduced to a minimum. We have no
record, in the short and imperfect

sketches of his life which have been
handed down to us, that he ever was
afraid, though we have evidence of

his anger on several occasions. Judg-
ing from the past, it may be that as

human nature advances to the level

of the examples set us in this and
other instances, new lights will arise,

or, as is thought by many, the same
light will return again to this e/trth

in a fai-ther advanced state, and those
who inhabit the globe at that day,

having arrived at an exalted moral
state, will see 11 im as He is in all His
millennial glory.

As the Jewish nation rejected the
' man of sorrows,' so the members of

the tribe of Koreish—the leading men
of his nation—rejected JMahomet, and
the Brahmins, who were the leading
men of their nation, rejected Sedd-
hatha Guatama, and the probable
great advance he made. Though
superior moral elevation makes a good
man, yet such a man is not always
thought good by his contemporaries.

There is every reason to believe

that moral progress will continue in

the future in the same manner as in

the past. Consequently a time must
come, if the race endures, when fear

and hate will be reduced to a mini-

mum, and the moral functions will be
as far in advance of those of the best

men and women of to-day, as these

are of those of the cave dwellers

of thirty or forty thousand years ago,

or of their prototypes, the Aborigines

of Australia, or the Digger Indians of

California.

The question then comes, which
moral nature is justified by the ex-

ternal universe, that of the native

Australian or savage, or that of the

advanced man and woman of the

present day, or none of these ? Man's
active nature has been and is develop-

ing, and is becoming more and more
in accord with the modes of existence

of fox'ce in the external world. The
lightning which before he feared,

he makes his friend to do his er-

rands. Of steam, which aforetime was
a stranger to him, he makes a slave.

Seas on which he dared not venture he
now navigates with confidence. In
thousands of ways we see man's ac-

tive nature adjusting itself to the ma-
terial universe in which he is placed.

In all this magnificent world he has
created nothing ; and he has altered

nothing so much as he himself has al-

tered. The inter-relationship between
man's active nature and outside forces

is practically unlimited, and doubtless

tlie external world will justify and
support any advance made in the fu-

ture. 1 he same may be said of man's
intellectual nature, which is placing

him more and more in relationship

to the laws of the universe ; and as

age after age rolls on his knowledge of

external facts is extended, enlarged^

and multiplied, and man's intellect be-

comes more and more adapted to, and
conformed with, the external world.

Our intellectual nature has only grasp-

ed a very small portion of the facts and
laws of the univei-se, and few doubt that

there will be as great, and as justified,

an advance in the future as in the past.

This being true of our active and
intellectual nature, may it not also

be true of our moral nature, and that

aspect of the outer world to which it

corresponds 1 Take for instance an
animal, a savage, and a civilized man
with a high moral nature; which of
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these will give the most faithful ac-

count of the truth and value of the

universe ?

The best moral nature is that which

is the last evolved, and it gives there-

fore a truer index of force than one

less perfect. Man is always advancing

into the unknown of force and nature,

—who shall say where he will stop 1

But the advance of moral nature

cannot be so well observed. Yet a

certain advance in a certain line has

been justified ; everyone sees that it is

so, for no one can think that there is

not good ground for the faith and love

he has in him. Suppose, then, that

an infinite advance in the same direc-

tion is made, will it not also be justi-

fied ? In other words, hate and fear

are dying out. The argument is that

their total extinction will be justified.

Infinite faith and love are justified.

This means that there is nothing to

warrant hate and fear, but that the

real nature of the universe warrants

unlimited love and absolute trust. If

then, everything in the world is good
and beautiful, and an all-wise, all-

powerful, beneficent providence holds

us safe through life and death, forever,

why should we ever fear ? Why should

we ever hate ? For the same reason

that, living in a world of infinite pos-

sibilities of action, we toil like slaves

for a bare subsLstence. For the same
reason that, living in a world of law
and order, we grope in the dark
through centuries for scraps of know-
ledge. For the reason that our moral

nature, like our intellectual and active

natures, is bound in seven-fold ada-

mantine chains, so that we cannot
love, cannot trust; just the same as

we cannot act, cannot know, even to

the extent that our petty intellects tell

us we ought, like the half grown boy,

who, though he has learned not to be-

lieve in ghosts, yet trembles in the

dark.

This is no new theory. We all re-

cognise, and have recognised all along,

that this is so—that the highest moral '

nature is neai-est in accord with the

truth of things. We see then, do we
not, that religion, morality, and hap-

piness are three names for the same
thing—moral education.

The conclusion of the whole mat-

matter is, love all things, not as a

matter of duty, but because all things

are worthy of love. Hate nothing, fear

nothing, have absolute faith. Who-
soever will act thus is more than wise

—he is happy.

ESTELLE.

CHORIAMBICS.—BY CHARLES PELHAM MULVANY.

ART thou sad, that art loved better than Life, more than ray songs can tell t

Thou that ever my verse, ever my heart, hast fur a home, Estelle !

If this verse shall endure, living when we, dark in the silence, dwell,

So shall pictures of thee, these that I paint, live through the years, Estelle !

Tall fair lily of Love ! Flower, in whose face sadness and sweetness dwell,
,

Take this tribute of song, all I can give, laid at your feet, Estelle !

Could Love help thee to live, help thee at all, then even Love were well.

Bright eyes ! Stars of my Fate ! Could they but shine never through tears, Estelle !

Ah, no ! Yet for a day, take if thnti wilt, solace of Love's sweet spell !

That wild wine that is Love's, yet for an hour pour for my lips, Eatelle !
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' MY BABY BOY : A NURSERY IDYL

BY MRS. A. MAC GILLIS, BARRIE.

A TINY sprite, just four months old,

LX- a little darling, dainty thing.

With eyes of blue, and hair of gold,

My baby boy—my little king.

His pretty mouth, which doth enclose

Two rows of pearls yet liid from view,

Is like a rose-bud which the sun

Kissed till it blushed a lovelier hue.

His velvet cheeks, where dimples hide,

Are roses on a lily bed,

And lily-fair the smooth, broad brow,

And sweet the little shapely head.

But you should see my baby smile,

Should see those lovely laughing eyes,

Twin stars of brightness, love, and joy,

Yet soft and clear as cloudless skies.

The baby hands that strive to reach

All things within his tiny grasp,

How weak the waxen fingers touch,

Yet holding with a mighty clasp.

Two loving hearts that on him set

Their hopes for coming happy yeais.

Oh ! Father, guard our treasure well.

Nor let those hopes be quenched in tears.

•God bless the bal)y hands, and give

Them good and faithful work to do,

Work that shall teach him Jiow to live

A life unselfish, brave, and true.

And where shall tread my darling's feet 1

In lofty, or in lowly ways 1

Up Fame's steep hill to find at length

The Victor's conquering crown of bays 1

It matters not so that he keep

An even path—an upward road

—

That will at last my b9,by bring

To perfect peace and rest with God.
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JUST FOE, FUK'

BY BELLE CAMPBELL, TORONTO.

"TTTHEN Alec Douglas bade good-

V V by to his betrothed wife before

leaving home for Europe, whither he

was called by business, he laughingly

told her that she might flirt ad libitum

until his return. Perhaps, if he had
known how very willing the young
lady was to take advantage of the per-

mission, he would have thought twice

before giving it.

Irene Croftly had the reputation,

among the ladies of her acquaintance,

and those of the other sex who had
suffered from her cruelty, of being a

flirt of the first magnitude. Alec
Douglas, however, having captured

her heart, could afford to make light

of any rumours that reached him to

that effect, and not having a particle

of jealousy in his composition, was
rather proud of his sweetheart's con-

quests.

Miss Croftley was pleased to keep
her engagement in some measure a

secret during her lover's absence, and
thus it WHS that when Gilbert Hunt-
ley met her in society, attracted by
her beauty, her girlish sweetness of

manner, amd the host of charms that

drew so many to her side, he knew of

no reason why he should not show the

admiration and the love she had awa-
kened in his heart, and win her for

his bride, if that were possible.

Huntley was a handsome, talented

young fellow, and Irene accepted his

very marked attentions with an evi-

dent pleasure that made him very
hopeful of the success of his suit.

Occasionally she suffered a pang of re-

morse and alarm when his manner
evinced a tenderness and lover-like

ardour inconsistent with mere friend-

ship, and at such times she would de-
termine to make him aware of the fact

that she was engaged to be married io
another

; but the momentary impulse
would pass, when she paused to con-
sider that by so doing she would lose
his pleasant society and his convenient
escort. Besides, the temptation ' to

see how far he would go, just for fun,'

proved too strong for her sense of •

right, and so the flirtation went on to

its fatal end.
' What is an engaged girl to do ?

'

she ci'ied with a laugh to a friend who
had undertaken the thankless task of

remonstrating with her, ' When one's

own true knight is abroad, one must
get a substitute of some kind ! Mr.
Huntley likes to take me out and da
things for me, and I like to have it so,

and you know Alec doesn't mind—so

Where's the harm 1' And she smiled
innocently, as though she had made a
very good case of it.

' Of course, you know perfectly well,

Irene, that "the harm" lies in the fact

that Gilbert Huntley does not know-
that you are engaged ; that he loves

you, and that you are encouraging him
while you are well aware that the final

result will be one more broken heart

for you to boast of !' And as she

spoke, there was a ring of indignation

and bitterness in Florrie Howe's usu-

ally soft voice that made Irene look

at her in some surprise.

Florence observed it, and colouring

slightly, she continued in a lighter

tone

—

' In this case, Irene, I would advise

you not to go too far, you may find

the role of the " arrant coquette" a

dangerous one, for Gilbert Huntley is
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much too fine a man to allow himself

to be trifled with.'

* You seem to have a thorough ap-

preciation of his good qualities, via

chere amie ! ' said Irene.

'Oh, I haven't the remotest inten-

tion of entering the lists against you,

although I am 7iot engaged to another
!

'

said Florrie, coldly, though she blushed

vividly under her companion's gaze,

and then grew pale again as she rose to

leave hei'. Irene was much disturbed;

thoughtless and vain, she was not ut-

terly heartless, and when it occurred

to her that her little bit of ' fun' with

Gilbert Huntley was standing in the

way of her friend's happiness, she was
really distressed,

* I must bring this affair to an end !

'

she said to herself. ' Poor little Flo !

I fear I really have been selfish, but

it's not too late to remedy it yet, thank
goodness. I will introduce the subject

of my approaching marriage this even-

ing, and I hope he won't be verij much
disappointed. After all, it's time ho

should know poor Alec comes home
next week or soon after, and Mr.

Huntley's soft tender voice and lovely

eyes make me uncomfortable !

'

Thus resolved, Miss Croftley went
to dress for the opera, and as she chose

her prettiest costume, selecting, with a

smile on her lips, the colours she knew
that Huntley preferred, she mentally

rehearsed the careless words that would
wound his loving manly heart like

•cold steel. Florence Howe was right

when she said he loved her, and his

love was the deep, strong passion of

an intense, noble nature—a love that,

once given, could never be I'ecalled or

turned aside from its object.

He met her in the drawing-room,

and as her eyes fell before his and a

blush of guilty self-consciousness man-
tled her cheek, he thought he had
never before seen her look so lovely.

He led her out to the carnage and
handed her in almost without speak-

ing, and seated himself beside her. He
was content to worship in silence. Not
.80 Irene, however. She was nervous

and unhappy, and, seeking to drown
the feeling of dread that had taken
possession of her, she laughed, talked,

and gesticulated in a kind of feverish

excitement.
' Heavens, I wish it were over !

' she

thought. ' Whoever imagined his tak-

ing it so seriously ! I must tell him
in the theatre, and then if he—if he is

affected by it, I can watch the stage,

and not seem to take notice.'

Miss Croftley had to learn, though,

that wrong done could not be made
right at her pleasure. Circumstances
were not propitious for the announce
ment which she was anxious to make.
The opera was Aida, and in spite of

herself she became absorbed in the un-

happy love story and the picturesque

costumes, besides the music which she

enjoyed as only a musician can.

Suddenly a crash was heard, fol-

lowed by cries—then a loud voice giv-

ing rapid and confused orders, and
then an alarm of fire ran through the

house. The densely-crowded audience

rose en masse, and the usual panic en-

sued. Screams, prayers, imprecations,

and cries for assistance were heard on
all sides. In vain the manager ap-

peared before the curtain to tell them
that the flames were extinguished,

and all danger over. The odour of

burning cloth and scorched wood, and
the smoke arising from them still pre-

vailed, and the multitude was incapa-

ble of giving him heed.

At the first word of alarm, Gilbert

Huntley threw his arm around the

girl beside him, who, with parted lips

and dilated eyes, was tremblingly

clinging to him in dire terror and con-

sternation.

' Keep calm, Irene, if possible !
' he

cried, holding her close while looking

around for the best mode of exit. ' I do
not think there is any real danger— 1 is-

ten, he says, it is past. The people are

panic-stricken. Had we not better

sit still 1
'

' No, no ! take me out ; oh, take

me out,' she cried, and then, overcome
by the horror of the imagined danger,
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•and realizing the difficulty of egress,

she fainted away in his arms. Then,

indeed, he saw the necessity of making

the effort. The place was suffocatingly

hot, and she must have air. Taking

her firmly under one arm, he fought

his way thi-ough the crowd, and seiz-

ing a favourable moment, he rushed

through the nearest door, with a want

•of consideration for those around which

it would have V»een impossible for him
to have manifested, were it not for his

helpless and precious burden.

He bore her out into the cool night

air ; it was raining slightly, and as the

^old drops of water fell ui)on her

up-turned face, Irene recovered con-

sciousness almost directly. She stood

up and looked at the young man who
was watching her with pale face and
lips tightly set together. He smiled

to reassure her.

' Are you better now 1
' he asked.

' Oh, yes, I'm all right now,' she an-

swered ;
' but, oh, Mr. Huntley, I am

quite ashamed of myself fur fainting,

and making it so much more difficult

for you. How did you manage it 1

Thank you a thousand times. Do you
think any one is hurt 1

'

' There was no cause for the panic.

The alarm of fire was a false one,

but I fear that in such a terrific crush

there will necessarily be many in-

jured.' His face contracted as if with

pain while he spoke, and he added,

hastily, * Come, let me put you in the

carriage ; I see the man has come
early.

'

She took his arm, and he gave an
involuntary groan of agony.

' Not that one,' he said, * I beg your
pardon—I fear it is hurt rather badly

—broken, indeed, for the hand is quite

lifeless. Will you take the other 1

When I have seen you home I will go
at once to a surgeon.'

Irene Croftley uttered a sharp ciy

—a cry of remorse, grief, and despair

combined—and grew so ghastly white
that Gilbert feared she would faint

again, and called the coachman to his

assistance. She shook off the mo-

mentary weakness and, turning sharp-
ly to the man, ' Thomas,' she said,
' drive with all the speed you can to
the nearest physician ; Mr. Huntley's
arm is badly injured.'

Then she entered the carriage, made
room for him beside her, and then,

looking at his pale face with a strange
happy light shining upon it, she burst
into a torrent of tears—such tears of
bitter woe as Irene Croftley had never
shed in all her life before.

' Miss Croftley— Irene— do not
weep ; why should you weep

; and yet
— Irene, my love, my love, do you
care enough for me to weep for my
sake 1 Speak to me Irene—I love

you, darling.' And he drew down the
little cold, white hand with which she
had covered her face.

,

' Oh, what shall I do ; this is terri-

ble ! Ah, heaven, what shall I do ?

'

she moaned.
' What is it ?

' he asked.

She clasped her hands together im-
ploringly. 'Oh, forgive me; pray,

pray forgive me,' she cried.

' For what 1 Is it because this

miserable arm is hux-t, or because you
fainted ?

' And he laughed in her
lovely woful face. ' Sweet, silly girl, it

was no fault of yours. Rather should I

thank you for letting me hold you so

close to my heart, Ii-ene—the heart

that beats for you alone, love.'

She wrung her hands with a gesture

of despair.

* Oh, do not talk like that,' she said,

with a fresh burst of tears.

'Why not?' he asked, so sharply, that

she was startled. ' You do love me,
Irene 1 Tell me, quick.

'

She had ceased crying now. She
looked at him appealingly.

* Do not talk any more just now,'

she said, gently. ' You will exhaust

your strength, dear Mr. Huntley, pray

keep quiet. I, too, am unstrung and
anxious.'

' Say dear Gilbert,* he said, once

more taking her hand.

She hesitated a moment, then quiet-

ly said the words, and leaned back
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with closed eyes. He was satisfied

and silent, but he held her hand in his,

and she did not attempt to withdraw it.

Having arrived at Dr. Clark's,

Huntley insisted that Miss Croftley

should leave him there, and allow her-

self to be driven home at once. He
bade her good night., tenderly, di-opped

one light kiss upon her pule cheek,

and left her.

Upon finding herself alone, Irene

gave way to an uncontrollable burst

of passion and grief.

' Oh, I have been cruel, heartless,

wicked,' she sobbed. ' I see it all now,'

and then, grown somewhat calm under

her own self-condemnation, she re-

solved to write to Gilbert that very

night, and tell him all. She would

confess her deception, and implore him

to forgive it and ibrget her. Idle

words ! She knew they were so, but

it was the only course open to her; for

Irene Croftley was perfectly faithful

to her betrothed husband ; and if at

present the man she had deceived

dwelt more in her thoughts than her

more fortunate lover, it arose from the

painlul circumstances into which her

deception had thrown her. She regard-

ed Gilbert Huntley only with the affec-

tion of a fi'iend or a sistei'.

Dr. Clark set the injured arm with

the skill and ability for which he was
celebrated, and the patient laughed

and chatted at intervals during the

operation, and altogether conducted

himself in a manner so gleeful that

the suigeon looked at him in some
amazement. He j'oured some drops

into a wine glass of water and handed

it to him.
' Here, my dear fellow, drink this,'

he said, ' you will not feel so well after

awhile when the reaction comes. Let

me throw this plaid around you, for

you will have to cast aside your coat

for some time. I will drive home with

you, for I expect no more jiatients to-

night.
'

Huntley laughingly thanked him
for his solicitude, and accepted his

companionship. The carriage had re-

turned for him, and together the two
young men drove towards Gilbert's

rooms.
' You had a lady with you, you said?'

asked Dr. Clark.
' Yes, Miss Croftley. Do you know

her?'
' Irene Croftley '? I should think sol

Why, every one knows the Belle of

Belleforde—besides, I was very sweet

on Miss Cx-oftley once.'

Gilbert laughed. ' She is a beauti-

ful girl,' he said, softly.

* She is, indeed, but a dreadful little

flirt,' continued Dr. Clark. ' I wa&
not the only poor moth whose wings

were scorched at that flame, so don't

take it amiss, Mr. Huntley, if I quove

the song and say, " Beware ! beware !
"

'

Gilbert Huntley only smiled and
shook his head.

' However,' went on the doctor, as

the carriage stopped, and they waited

for the man to open the door, ' now
that her own little wings are clipped,

and she has been taken captive her-

self, may-be she is not so dangerous.

She is engaged to be married U) Alec

Douglas, a very dear friend of mine,

now in Europe. He is expected home
in a couple of weeks, or sooner, and
the marriage is to take place almost

immediately, I believe. Here we are.

Gently—I will go in and give my
directions to your people. You will

obey my instructions, like a good fel-

low. Remember, you will feel rather

worse in the morning.

Gilbert 0])ened the door with his

latch key, and walked into the hall, fol-

lowed by the young surgeon, who
turned up the gas, and then looked

over his shoulder to speak to his pa-

tient. Gilbert was leaning against the

wall gazing straight before him with

wide open exjjressionless eyes, and as

Dr. Clark, with a shai-p exclamation,

suppressed as soon as uttered, hurried

to his side, he fell to the floor like a

log, without uttering a sound.

For weeks the young man raged in

brain-fever. He called incessantly on
the name of the girl who had wronged
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him so deeply, but wlien at last she

came and knelt by his side, his shrieks

echoed through the liouse, and he

tui-ned from her in horror.

Intei-vals of quiet exhaustion fol-

lowed pax-oxysms of wild excitement

and insane delirium, and then the

looked-for crisis came, but when it

passed, all hope had fled. Gilbert

Huntley died, and Irene Croftley felt

in her heart that his death lay at her

door.

Her lover found her a changed wo-
man. She told him the whole story,

keeping back nothing, and almost

hoping that he would cast her off in

scorn, that she might take it as the

penalty of her wrong-doing. But Alec
Douglas looked at her pallid face and
hollow eyes, and spoke no word of

blame. He comforted her as best he

could, and begged her to marry him at
once, that he might take her away
from the scene of her trouble, but she
entreated for a postponement of the
wedding, and he yielded.

His tenderness and sympathy only
increased her self-reproach, and Flo-

rence Howe's sad, pensive face, with
its story of ' what might have been,'

wounded her heart afresh. Irene
Croftley's punishment was greater

than she could bear, and in the fall of

the year she faded, drooped, and died

like a broken lily, haWng her lover

a lonely grief-stricken man, to pass a
life of wretchedness and bitter regret,

one more victim to that pastime in

which so many women indulge, usual-

ly without much thought of cruelty,

but, like Irene Croftley, 'Just 'for

Fun.'

THE VOICE OF MANY WATERS.

BY K. SEYMOUR MACLEAN, KIN'GSTOX.

OH Sea, that with infinite sadness, and infinite yearning,

Liftest thy crystal f»jrehead toward the unpitying stars,

—

Evermore ebHnc: and flowing, and evermore returning

Over thy fathoiuitjt.s depths, and treacherous island bars :

—

Sometimes in the merry mornings, with the sunshine's golden wonder
Glancing along thy cheek, unwrinkled of any wind.

Thou seemest to be at peace, stifling thy great heart under
A face of absolute calm,—with danger and death behind !

But I hear thy voice at midnight, smiting the awful silence

With the long suspiration of thy pain suppressed
;

And all the blue lagoons, and all the listening islands,

Shuddering, have heard, and locked thy secret in their breast

!

Oh Sea ! thou ai't like my heart, full of infinite sadness and pity,

—

Of endless doubt and endeavour, of sorrowful question and strife,

Like some unlighted fortress within a beleagured city,

Holding within and hiding the mystery of life.

5
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IN THE NORTH-WEST WITH ' SITTING BULL/

BY CAPTAIN E. D. CLARK,

(Of the North-West Mounted Police, Fort Machod.)

TO attempt to write anything for

public perusal about, this vast

tf^rritory, or one's experiences in it, is

ci)ly to follow in the footsteps of many
others, and. perhaps to fail signally.

However, at the urgent request of one

very dear to me, for whom I would do

almost anything, I nervously make my
virgin effort—namely, to write, in as

concise a manner as possible, about

what I have seen and done during my
four years' sojourn in the wilds.

To faithfully describe the great

North-West is not an easy task. To
call it a huge, endless prairie, some-

times rolling, sometimes level, inter-

mixed with vast, swift-running rivers,

gives but a poor idea of what it really

is. As one travels from the east to-

wards the setting sun, one jjasses

through a variety of climates and of

countries. In 1875, 1 was in a country

where one received but a faint idea of

what the prairie really is. During a

day's ride, I met with beautiful lakes,

fine belts of tamarac, red pine, and

birch, and places where nature had

formed the most picturesque of parks

—ready laid out farms. Though one

sees but little game there beyond the

feathered tribes, yet carcasses of the

mighty buffalo point out that they too

were there one day. Such is the

country from the Province of Mani-
toba to what is called The Fertile Belt,

by which I presume is meant the

Valley of the Saskatchewan. Along
this valley, which has been described

by the author of the ' Lone Land,' it

has been my lot to travel many hun-

dreds of miles ; and truly may it be

called 'the fertile belt.' The soil is of
the I'ichest kind, the timber good and
in large quanties, and farming could

easily be carried on. The summer,
while it lasts, is most glorious, and
vegetation is very rapid. But winter,

in all its intensity, comes to this pai-t

of the North-West early in November,
or sooner, and holds it in an iron grip

for six long, weary months. Eveiy-
thing is hushed into solemn and op-

pressive silence. The mighty Saskatche-

wan rolls on, but under massive block.s-

of ice. Terrible storms sweep over

the country, and the settler has

naught to do but tend his few cattle,

trap a little, and try to sleep away
the rest of the day. The red man
seeks the timber, where blue smoke
rolling up from his lodge indicates his

whereabouts. The cold is severe. I

remember that, in. February, the ther-

mometer for over one week averaged

forty degrees below zero ; and gener-

ally there was a good breeze. Between
that country and the one I now write

from, two vast barren plains lie, to

cross which it takes many a long,

weary march. It is on these two
plains where one meets the huge bands
of buffalo and antelope, of which I will

subsequently write. On these stretches

the eye rests on naught, for day after

day, but one long, everlasting line of

horizon. Here it is where the travel-

ler has often to make ' a dry camp '

—

a camp without water—and if he car--

ries no grain his weary steed makes
but a sorry supper. In crossing these

plains, the vastness and the endless

space oppresses one ; there is nothing
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but sky and land, and an indescribable

stillness reigns over all—a stillness

such as one often notices before the

burst of a storm. On these prairies

fire is most alai'tuing. The parched

grass is like tinder. I have seen a

spark from a pipe occasion a fire

which, in a very short space of time,

rolling its smoke sky-ward, travelled

at a ti-emendous j'ace before the wind,

and could be seen for many days

afterwards, both by day and night.

The only way to stop these prairie

fires, if one is coming directly on your
road, is to set fire to the prairie be-

hind you. This stops the advancing

fire, but the new one goes on, till it

either meets some burnt place or the

wind turns round. It rains so seldom
that to trust to rain to check a fire is

somewhat of a forlorn hope. Once
these plains are crossed, one meets
with a different country and a diflPer-

ent climate. I refer now to the

country lying at the foot of that mag-
nificent range the Rocky Mountains.
Here we have large undulating plains,

with rivers of the most transparent

water ; and along these rivers are

fine valleys—or bottoms, as they are

called here—in which is found excel-

lent pasturage. In many places the

rivers flow through ' cut banks,' fre-

quently more than one hundred feet in

height. Cattle and horses feed out
the whole winter long, and in the

spring look well. There is a species

of gi'ass of which the buffalo are very
fond called ' bunch grass,' and from
this great nourishment is afforded.

The climate during the summer is

very fine, and here also vegetation is

rapid. The weather during the winter
is greatly influenced by the Pacific

breezes, which come to us across the

mountains. The thermometer occa-

sionally falls low, but on the whole
the weather is very temi)erate. For
instance, on the 3rd of February last,

I see bymy diary, that I played cricket,

and well I remember th^ day—genial

and warm, not a trace of winter to be
seen, with the exception of the leafless

I trees. The principal tree-growth on
these river bottoms is cotton-wood,
but fir and pine can be got at the foot
of the mountains, and also in the
Porcupine Hills, a range some .sixty

miles in length which lies close under
the Rockys. The Pacific breezes
which float to us over the mountains
are called 'chanoukes,' and last many
days at a time. They come very sud-
denly. In an incredibly short space
of time, the thermometer ban been
known to run up to thirty-five degrees.

When these chanoukes blow, all the
windows and dooi's are thrown opt.ii.

This in mid-winter is not l-it one
may see in the Valley of Lue (Saskat-

chewan.

Here is the country of that great
and warlike tribe the Blackfoot In-
dians, a race always held in great awe
by other tribes. The Blackfeet are
a fine people, but, from all I can learn,

greatly degenerated. Small-pox, some
years ago, made havoc among them,
taking off" many hundreds. But what
helped to impovei'ish them, and kill

them morally, was the illicit traflic

in whiskey, carried on for many years
by gangs of desperadoes from the
neighbouring teri'itory of Montana.
These men, many of whom had a
halter awaiting them in their own
country, wei*e of the most desperate
character, whose business was to ti-affic

alcohol to the wretched Indians for

their horses and robes. Many a good
horse has been purchased for a quart
of this poison. As long as this traffic

was permitted, the Indian sank lower
and lower. He lost all he had, his

children and women were starved, and
murder and rapine swept the country.

As you know, the Govei-nment of

Canada organized, some years ago, a

mounted constabulary of 300 strong,

for the .sole i)urpose of maintaining

order and discipline in these vast ter-

ritories, and truly the small force has

worked wonders. The Indians now
are tractable and amenable to the law,

and have, also, a pretty good idea of

what that law is. Here, in the very
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heart of the great Blackfoot country,

where formerly a man never ventured

abroad without his Henry rifle, and

that man, for the most part, one of

the Montana desperadoes before men-

tioned, all is now as quiet and orderly

as in any civilized country, and the

farmer and stock-raiser carry on their

vocations without fear of molestation.

And all this change has been wrought

by a handful of red-coated constabu-

lary ! But their mere pi-esence has

not done all this. It has taken down-

right hard w^ork, the utmost of vigi-

lance and perseverance, to extinguish

the liquor trafhc. The advent of the

police naturally caused many settlers to

swarm round their diffei-ent posts, and

to these, and even to the police them-

selves, did the whiskey dealer transfer

his trade from the Indians.

Few people out of these territories

have any conception of the hardships

and privations that have been l^nder-

gone by the police in their endeavours

to break up this whiskey traffic. Day
after day on horseback ; night after

night sleeping out with but one

blanket
;
your provisions generally a

buffalo tongue and a hard biscuit,

stuffed into your wallet ; and these ex-

peditions, as a rule, during the winter.

Canada has good reason to be proud

of the stuff of which her hardy sons

are made, and England has no reason

to feel ashamed of their pluck and en-

durance.

Comparison has often been made
between our own and our neigh-

bours' treatment of the Indians.

There large military forces have to be

kept on the frontier ; the Indian steals

and pilfers ; he fears and distrusts a

white man, and is in perpetual war-

fare with the * Long Knives,' as he

teiiQS the Americans. If one Indian

kills another the authorities simply

compel him to pay the deceased's

family so many horses. The Indian

policy of the United States is rotten

to the core. The United States Indian

agent holds his office for a term, and

gain is his sole object. If the wretched

Indian steals, surely he is stolen from
in return. To exterminate the Indian

is the practical effect of the policy on
the other side. How different it is

with us ! An Indian is made to un-

derstand that he is treated the same
as a white man—if either does wrong
he is punished. The Government
makes a treaty with the Indian for Lis

land, and that treaty is strictly ob-

served.

Last year wdld and conflicting were
the rumours that .spread over this

country regarding the Sioux Indians,

who were then at war with the United
States. After the signal victory gain-

ed by these Indians over General

Custer's command, the half-breed .set-

tlers felt that the climax was reached,

and that no longer was there safety

for them in the country, so they drew
their stakes and ' cleai-ed '—where to,

apparently, no one cared. The police

posts in this section were strengthened

by foi;r guns and one hundred men.
But there w-as no occasion for alarm

—

everything remained as usual. The
Blackfeet tribe offered their services

to the Police in case the dreaded Sioux
came, and for this they have been
most graciously thanked by Her
Majesty the Queen.

The war with the Sioux commenced
in this way. Learning that gold was
to be found in the Black Hills, the

land of the Sioux—ceded to them, I

understand, by treaty—the white men
poured in by thousands. This the

Sioux, naturally enough, resented, and
of course skirmishes between the

would-l)e miners and the Lords of the

Soil took place. Troops were sent to

protect the whites, and the whole

summer a continual strife was kept

up between the troops and the Indians,

the latter fighting for what they con-

sidered their rights. The Sioux re-

fused to go into the Indian Agencies,

and were consequently followed up
by large forces of iufantiy and cavalry.

At the ' Big Horn,' on the Yellow

stone, ' Sitting Bull,' the head 'Soldier

of the Sioux,' made a stand and for
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twelve days watched by his scouts

the approach of General Custer's com-
mand. The result of tlie meeting is

well known. The Americans call it a

massacre, but I, an Englishman, fail to

see it in that light. Since then ' Sit-

ting Bull' and his people wandered
about, until at last he found himself on
British soil ; and again the fright of

last year came upon our timorous
friends, the half-breeds. Hearing of

the arrival of this much-talked of In-

dian warrior, the officer commanding
the police in this district, Lieutenant-
Colonel A. G. Irvine, determined
upon at once visiting him, and ascer-

taining his intentions. I was lucky
enough to be of the party ; which con-
sisted of three officers besides myself,

two or three men who were on their

way to another post, and two waggon
drivei's. These, with the interpreter,

formed the whole of the party to meet
the man whose name is held in terror

throughout the Northern Territories of

the United States. It was felt, and
with no ordinary pride, that our scarlet

coats were far greater protection than
any armed escort. Here is a man who
has caused regiment after regiment of

American soldiers to be imder arms,
and many general officers to lay their

heads together in consultation against
him

; a man whose strategy and gene-
ralship outwitted one of the best of
rising general officers ; a man held up
as the most blood-thirsty of Indians,
being quietly interviewed by a small
party wearing Her Majesty's scarlet.

Such an instance is, surely, a worthy
tribute, if only from a savage, to the
glorious colour which is the pride of
every Englishman, and which has won
respect in all quarters of the globe.

A ride of some hundred and forty
miles brought our party within sight

of ' Sitting Bull's' camp, and an hour
after first seeing the camp through
our glasses, we were smartly cantering
up an incline, at the top of which
hundreds of savages stoc 1, with ex-
tended hands to greet us. So eager
were they to Aake us by the hand that

it was utterly impossible to move on.

Loud and prolonged were the grunts
of approval as each Sioux grasped the

hand of one of us. Poor w^retches

!

What a red-letter day in their lives,

grasping the hand of a white man as a

friend ! At length we were enabled to

push through to the end of the camp,
and turn our horses loose. Oh, would
I had the pen that could describe the

scene faithfully that ensued when dis-

mounted. We were at once surrounded
by men, women, and thousands of

children, all eager tc shake the hand of

the red-coat chief. At first the women
and children were very shy, almost
afraid. Colonel Irvine chucked a small

child under the chin, and they gained

confidence. We apparently were to

them objects of great curiosity, juag-

ing from the talk that they carried

on among themselves. I was particu-

larly struck with the looks of some of

the women, many of whom were very

pretty and graceful. The manner of

throwing one blanket over two heads,

gipsy style, added to the picturesqueness

of the scene—many of the children as

well as the squaws were handsomely
dressed, which rather surprised me,

knowing of their long and weary pilgri-

mage. Quantities of elk teeth were to

be seen on their dresses. Elk teeth are

very A'aluable, there Vjeing only two
teeth in the animal that the Indian

takes ; so when you see a squaw with

several hundreds of these teeth on her

dress, it is sufficient proof that her
' lord ' is well-to-do.

While standing in the midst of a

large crowd of women and children, I

observed one Indian of huge stature

pushing his way towards us through

the throng, and gesticulating towards

some one on the outside of the crowd.

We followed him to a group of Indi-

ans, in the midst of whom stood a man
of middle size, with a face of great

intelligence. He remained motionless

until we wei'e within a few feet of him,

when his face lightened up, and with

a bright smile he stepped forward and
gave the white mother's chief a hearty
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grip of the hand. Then he shook

hands with our whole party, followed

by his huge companions. We stood

before ' Sitting Eull ' and his head

men. The grip of those men spoke

volumes to me. It spoke trust and

confidence in the white mother's sol-

diers, and a complete throwing off of

suspicion and dread. It appeai-ed to

say :
' You do not blame us unheard

;

we have been sinned against more than

sinning. Now,at last,wehave met you,

and we know to-day what we never

knew before—that we are safe. You
don't want our lives—we can live in

peace.' I may be thought sentimental

in all this ; but I maintain that none
could have seen that proud wanior,
with his head soldiers around him, as

I did that day, and not have had some
such thoughts.

We were then told that the council

lodge was being ei'ected, and we
promised to go there as soon as we
had dined. After dinner we went to

the council lodge, a large erection of

skins, capable of holding many hundred
people. A buffalo robe was spread for

us to sit down upon, close in front of

* Sitting Bull,' his head soldiers and
chiefs. Here I must describe the

difference between the soldier and
the chief. The chiefs are the head
men in the camp in the time of peace;

they do not fight, but appear to look

after the internal economy of the

camp. In time of v.-ar they fall back,

and the soldiers take command of the

camp ; in fact, martial law prevails. A
' chief,' named ' Pretty Bear,' opened
the proceedings with a prayer. He sat

on the left of ' Sitting Bull,' and
taking his seat he let go his buffalo

robe and displayed his huge muscular
body, painted a bright orange. Next
to ' Pretty Bear ' sat ' Bear's Head,'
an old Indian with a complete bear's

head on his own. The skull had
been hollowed out, and he wore this

strange head-gear as a cap. When he
looked down, and his face was hid,

his appearance was most ludici'ous.

One saw before him what appeared to

be a bear with an Indian's body. All

the men had ' coup sticks ' on their

persons. A ' coup stick ' is a flexible

stick covei'ed with buffalo hide, at the

end of which is a heavy round or egg-

shaped stone. These sticks are most
formidable weapons, and are used for

giving a wounded opponent his quietus,

I understand they did terrible execu-

tion in the 'Custer Massacre.' All

the men, women and children swarm-
ed into the council lodge, and stood

four or five deep inside, and many
hundreds were unable to get in. Great
was the interest and anxietj^ displayed

by the women. The result of the

council was to them a life of peace, or

a return to what they had just left,

with a pretty certain promise of speedy

annihilation. No wonder that these

poor people took a terrible interest in

the proceedings of that day. The open-

ing ceremony was very impressive.
' Pretty Bear,' holding the large peace

pipe in his hands, called on God Al-
mighty and the spirit of their grand-

father (who this gentleman was, when
in the flesh, I never ascertained) to

look upon them that day and have
pity on them. The warriors all held

their right hands aloft. 'Pretty Bear'

reminded the Almighty that he had
been raised to eat buffiilo meat in

order to be strong, but that to-day he
was nothing. He pointed the ])ipe to

the south, saying :
* Thunder is my

relation there
;

' to the west and
north, saying that there they would
be friends ; to the east, saying, if he

had friends there, he would be strong.

He then referred to the Queen, saying

:

'My mother, take the pipe ; under-

stand, we will all smoke for the

country to be full of plenty, and the

land good.' ' I am going to light the

pipe straight,' he continued. By the

word 'straight' he meant with 'truth.'

He then handed the pipe to ' Sitting

Bull,' who lit it with a bit of buffalo

dung, refusing a match that was offered

him. (The Indian considers a lucifer

match to be deception). The pipe

was a huge article, the bowl made
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out of some red stone, the stem very

long and studded with brass nails.

When it was lighted, it was in a very-

solemn manner pointed to the four

quarters of the compass, and then

held to the white mother's great

chief, Lieutenant-Colonel Irvine, who
smoked, great silence being observed.

Sitting Bull, holding the bowl while

everyone of us smoked, said in a

solemn voice :
'My grandfather, have

pity on me ; we are going to be raised

with a new people.' After all the

party had smoked, 'Sitting Bull' smok-
ing with each in turn, the pipe was
handed back to 'Pretty Bear,' who dug
a hole in the earth, deposited the

ashes therein, covered the hole up,

and, taking the pipe to pieces, placed

it on the ground over the ashes. This

they regard as a most solemn oath.

Then the pow-wow was commenced
by ' Sitting Bull,' followed by several

of the warriors. The purport of their

speeches was that they claimed to be
of British descent ; that all the rivers

ran down to the sea, and so far was
their land. The white men came
from the other side of tlie sea. They
all complained bitterly of the way
they had been treated by the ' Long
Knives,' and said they had been fight-

ing on the defensive. They had been
raised in a blanket, and to live on
buffalo meat, and that was all they
wanted, and to be allowed to trade
their robes. They had come to see

the white mother's country, where
their grandfather's spirit told them
they would have peace, and they
wanted to know if the white mother
would protect them, and prevent the
* Long Knives ' from following them.
An incident which I have not men-

tioned caused them great uneasiness,

namely, the advent of three Americans
in their camp. They spoke with
bitterness at being followed by these

Americans, and had not allowed them
to leave the camp until we arrived.

These three people consisted of a
Homan Catholic priest, a scout of the

1

American army, who acted as guide, '

and an interpreter. The priest's mis-
sion, he informed us, was to tell the
Sioux the terms on which they could
return to their agencies, namely, the
giving up of all their horses and
arms. He also stated he had ex-

pected to find them on American soil,

but had followed their trail up to the

present camp. None but a priest would
have dared to enter the Sioux camp
on American soil, and the other two
men trusted to his protection. Had
not 'Sitting Bull' been told by one of

the police officers, pi-evious to the
arrival of these people, that if any
stranger came into their camp he was
to se.id and notify the police of the
fact; there is but little doubt that the

scout's and interpreter's hair would
have been dangling to some lodge pcfle

shortly after their foolhardy act of

entering the camp. ' Sitting Bull ' as

good as told us so.

After a short interview with the

priest, he went with us, and we ex-

plained to 'Sitting Bull' the purport of

this unlooked-for visit. After smoking
a pipe with the priest, * Sitting Bull

'

called the Almighty to witness tha

he was smoking with the Father ; he
never smoked with the whites : and
adding if, in what they wei'e going to

say, there should be any lie between
them, that all people might know it.

The priest explained to him that if he
returned, he must give up his horses

and arms, when his life would be safe,

and the lives of his people. The
reply given to this was somewhat of a

poser : ' You tell me you are a mes-
senger of God I hardly believe you,
for God raised me on a horse, and you
want me to give my horses to the

Americans.' He also said to the

priest :
' You know, as the messenger

of God, that tlie Americans tried to

kill me. Why did you wait till half

my people were killed before you
came 1 I don't believe the Americans
ever saw God, and that is why they

would never listen to me.' Another
warrior asked : ' Did God or the

Queen tell the American people to
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take our horses and arms away ?
' On

the priest asking for an answer as to

whether they were going to return or

remain where they \vere, ' Sitting Bull

'

turned to the white mother's chief

(Lieutenant-Colonel Irvine), and ask-

ed :
' The white mother, will she pro-

tect lis if we remain ?
' On being

again assured of this, he tiirned to the

priest :
' Why should I return,' he

said, ' to give up my arms and horses]

The Americans have nothing to give

me. I am going to remain with the

white mother's children.'

The following is said to have hap-

pened in 1868, in 'Sitting Bull's' camp,
and, if true, of which I have little

doubt, it is no mystery why the Sioux
doubt even the Church. A priest of

the Pioman Church visited the Sioux
camp, baptized several children, spoke

to the soldiers and chiefs about living

at peace with the Americans, and
very shortly after his departure a

troop of cavalry rode into the camp,
killing men, women and children

right and left. It is said that ' Sitting

Bull' then declared that he would never

again believe an American, no matter
in what garb he came. But the visit

and intentions of the man of God

—

Rev. Father Abbot Martin—there is

no doubt of. He considered it a part

of his duty, and is deserving of great

credit for his nerve and pluck in en-

deavouring to recall the lost sheep to

the spiritual fold. But the conduct of

the scout is open to serious criticism.

That he came as a guide to the priest

is, of course, a fact ; but whether that

was merely a cloak is another ques-

tion. It is a patent fact that a good
deal of jealousy existed among certain

American officers at the amount of

'Kudos' gained by General Custer; and
to make an Indian name such as Cus-

ter's is the ambition of not a few offi-

cers. This giiide told us he was Gene-
ral Miles' head scout. Supposing
'SittingBuir and his people had moved
across the line to go into the agency,

the question is, would this guide have

become again his real self, the head

scout 1 Would he have given infor-

mation to his chief of the exact

sti'ength and the feelings of the Sioux,

and would this information have been
to the detriment of 'Sitting Bull' and
his band ? Would they have been at-

tacked 1 I don't say any of this would
have happened, but I do say that find-

ing a man in the camp who was em-
ployed all last year as a scout, natu-

rally gave rise to these thoughts.

An Indian pow-wow is usually a
long, tedious affair, there being so

much repetition, and this one was no
exception. We all felt relieved when
all was over. The priest came to our

tent and had supper with us. We
found him a very nice fellow, well-

read and gentlemanly, a Swiss by
birth. After supper I took a stroll

through the camp, which was com-
posed of some 200 lodges, and close

by there were about 150 lodges of

Yankton Indians, a branch of the

Sioux. I never saw such a happy
people as were those in the camp that

night. Sounds of rejoicing were
echoed far and wide. They felt that

night, for the first time for many a

long, weary month, that they might
henceforth sleep in peace, with no fear

of being suddenly awakened by the-

sharp, ringing report of the Springfield

carbine, or by the clatter of horses gal-

loping through their camp, with sound
of trumpet. They had journeyed on and
on, till at last they had found a haven
of rest. Small nude savages were-

riding colts, two on the one animal, at

miniatui-e stone forts, defended by
other little savages, who, as the

mounted assaulting parties dashed up-

to their forts, rushed out, brandishing

buSalo robes at the colts' heads. This

had the effect of making the small

animals buck and rear, much to-

the childi-en's merriment. Although
but children's play, it was in reality

schooling both ponies and children for

real warfare. A horse fears nothing

so much as a buffalo-robe, and it is by
no means an uncommon practice for

the Indian to use a robe for the pur-
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pose of frighteninc; an opponent's horse.

In the lodges the tom-tom (a rude

drum) was in full swing, and to this,

coupled with the squaws' chants,

which are not unmusical, was the dance

going merrily on. I saw many horses

with the brand of the late General

Custer's regiment, 7th Cavalry, on the

hip, and also numei'ous carbines and
ammunition pouches taken from the

same regiment.

In the midst of this rejoicing but

one man seemed unable to shake off" a

feeling of sadness, and this was Sitting

Bull. He wandered about apparently

musing over all that he had gone

through. I went up to him and

offered him my pipe, which he took

and smoked with me, I fancy what
was weighing on his mind was the

idea of giving up what he calls his

country, as well as thought for the

rest of his people who are still on the

other side. All days have an end, and
at eleven o'clock I was by no means
sorry to turn in under my blankets

—

which I did thinking what a singular

event it was for three or four white

men to be calmly sleeping in dreaded
' Sitting Bull's' camp. I was in the tent

of Colonel Irvine, who had also re-

tired for the night. I had just finished

reading a little of ' Bleak House,' with

my last pipe, when I heard some one
moving near the tent, and the next
minute ' Sitting Bull ' and one of his

head warriors pushed aside the curtain

of the tent, and quietly sat down at

the foot of our beds. This was a most
unexpected visit, and in order to find

out what he wanted the interpreter

had to be awakened. On the intei'-

preter coming in, it was found that
' Sitting Bull ' wanted to see the white
mother's chief about a man from
whom some of his young men had,

years ago, stolen some horses on the

Missouri. He was anxious to know

what he was to do. He was too pooi"

to pay at present. To show that he
was willing to do all in his power to

repay the debt, he told Colonel Irvine

he had, given up some horses, and also

some gold-dust. After this was settled,

he, in quiet and subdued tones, an-

swered all our questions about the

battle at the 'Big Horn.' Many
things he said about the Americans
amused me greatly. The following

shows his respective estimates of the

Americans and himself. He stated

that, shortly after the fight with

Custer, some American soldiers came
to him and asked him to go down to

Washington with eight or ten of his

head men to see the President, and so

settle matters. His reply to them
was, ' The President is as big a fool as

you soldiers are ; if he wants to see

me he can come up here !
' When tell-

ing us this and other things, he ap-

peared much amused, for occasionally

a broad smile broke over his face.

I was particularly anxious to get

General Custer's watch and ring,

which we heard was in the -j^ossession

of one of the warriors, to forward them
to the poor widow ; but I was much
disappointed to find that both had been

lost when crossing the Missouri. The
crossing of this river was one of ' Sit-

ting Bull's ' narrow escapes from the

American troops. The day after h&
had crossed the river, and when camped
on its banks, a sudden rising of the

water carried everything before it. His

people lost everything they had, even

to their very lodges. Had they been

one day later in arriving at the river,

their fate would have been doubtful

:

crossing the river would have been

impossible, and troops shortly after

were marching up on the south side in

search of them. ' Sitting Bull ' says the

great Manitou was with him.
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A WOMAN'S LOVE.

BY ESPERANCE.

THE thought of thee conies back to me
As in a dream

;

I see upon thy silken curls

The golden gleam,

And with the mem'rj comes again

The old, yet unforgotten pain,

Which, since youth's brightest hope proved vain,

Hath constant been !

Those eyes which looked into mj own,

With laughing light,

When first I met you, long ago,

That summer night,

Ah ! little dreamed you that their spell

Would work so swiftly and so well,

Until the love I could not quell

Made wrong seem right !

I throned you as the king of men.

What could I more 1

I loved you as I had not loved

A man before
;

Ah ! God forgive me ! for I know
I made myself a God below

—

But this was all so long ago.

In days of yore.

And now my face is white and wan,

But not with years

Its bloom has all been washed away
By midnight tears !

I had my dream so bright and sweet

It could be nothing else but fleet

—

And, now, the prayer my lips repeat

My Father hears.

Toronto.
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MR. LE SUEUR A:N^D HIS CRITICS.

BY GEORGE IKGLIS, B.A., TORONTO.

r

THOUGH I am not one of Mr. Le
Sueur's original opponents, there

are one or two points in his ' reply ' of

June last, which seem very fairly open

to criticism. Nor will this criticism,

I trust, be given in any unfair or un-

warrantably hostile spirit, much less

with bitterness or lack of due ap-

preciation and thought, but as far as

possible with calmness and charity.

* To receive theological doctrines,' says

Mr. Le Sueur, ' a specially submissive

frame of mind—so at least we are al-

ways told—is necessary; and, of course,

when such a frame of mind can be

commanded, it matters little what doc-

trines are presented, as their success is

assured beforehand. The advocate of

a naturalistic philosophy or morality

imposes no such condition ; he is amply
content with simple candour and hon-

esty of mind. His appeal is to nature,

to human experience, to the rules of

everyday logic, and if the appeal is

not sustained, he is discomfited.' This

then is the state of the case ; this is

what we see on taking a mere cursory

glance, as it were, at the disposition

of the opposing forces. On the one

side are ranged those who fight under
the banner of ' natui'e, human experi-

ence, and the rules of everyday logic,'

and who ' are amply content with

simple candour and honesty of mind.'

What better l)anner could men get to

fight under than this, and is it not evi-

dent that those who do so are a very

good sort of people 1 On the other side,

are those who, if they have a banner at

all, do not appeal to anything soti-ans-

parently rational, but with a submis-

siveness of spirit, peculiarly their own,
cling to something as shadowy and in-

distinct as their own dreiims, and as lit-

tle to be relied on. Indeed, taking them

as a whole, not much can I'e expected

from them, seeing that so entire a

monopoly of common sense and reason

has long ago been secured by their

opponents. The inference is plain. All

ingenuous minds, all who are earnestly

desirous to discover truth, will imme-

diately say to themselves
—

' what more

likely on the very face of it than that

truth should be found with those who
make such moderate, modest, and

plausible claims for them.selves, rather

than with those who have nothing to

commend them but a childish capacity

for sticking to the given and the tra-

ditional ? Such reasoning in a nine-

teenth century AvjJddrung is to be

looked for from many.

If it be the Christian doctrine of

Faith that Mr. Le Sueur would indi-

cate by the expression ' specially sub-

missive fram.e of mind,' and if by that

he understand anything approaching

to a blind, unreasoning, indiscriminat-

ing adoption of whatever is presented

from the pul])it, it may be safely said

that such a view is entirely erroneouF.

It is not true, therefore, that ' it mat-

ters little what doctrines are presented,

as their success is assured beforehand.'

Faith devoid of, and divorced from,

reason, is now here set forth in Scripture

as desirable, nor is it, as far as I know,

the general teaching of the pulpit or the

religious press, while it is, we may easily

grant, opposed to ' nature,' and to ' the

rules of everyday logic,' though not, it

must be confessed, altogether unknown

in * human experience.' In some sec-

tions of the Christian Church, priestly

influ9iice may be too overwhelming,
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and prejudicial to the best interests of

mankind,' but tliat is only where a de-

parture has been made from the true
spirit of the teaching of Christ and his

apostles. The Bible, and especially the
New Testament, nowhere requires any
one to give up into the keeping, either

of an individual, or of a class of his fel-

low-men, his own private conduct and
belief. There is an influence of course
perfectly natural and proper, which
every specially educated class of men
mnst always exerciseoverothers whose
opportunities or abilities have not been
so great, or whose tastes may not have
led them in that particular direction.

No one disputes any reasonable claim
which the lawyer, or th'e doctor, or the
architect, may urge to know more about
lines of thought to which he has given
particular attention, and the best years
of his life, than others can possibly do
whose energies have been otherwise en-

gaged. Why should not the same privi-

lege be granted to those who have given
their best thoughts, and often the high-

est genius, to the study of theology ?

It would seem, apparently, that though
physicians and lawyers are made, and
that, generally, with great difficulty,

theologians like poets are born ; with
this difference, that though poets are

comparatively few, theologians are nu-
merous, v.-ell-nigh co-extensive with
the race in fact. It is curious how any-
thing in the shape of theological teach-

ing seems to act on some minds like the
typical red rag on the proverbial bull.

I should be glad to be made aware of

any such 'specially submissive frame of

mind,' as Mr. LeSueurseemstoindicate
by the half-sneering form of expression

he uses. There is no evidence to prove
that the land of Knox and Chalmers,
at any rate, has ever shown itself spe-

cially submissive, either in mind or

body, and yet it is there that the pe-

culiar doctrines of Christianity, with
all that they involve, have been most
widely diffused, most strenuously in-

sisted on, and most ably defended.

Nor is the case different on this side

of the Atlantic, as Mr. Le Sueur

would discover by taking the neces-

sary trouble.

If Mr. Le Sueur believes in the ex-

istence of an intelligent God, the cre-

ator and governor of the universe, he
must admit, 1 think, at least the possi-

bility/ fif a direct revelation of himself

and his will to his intelligent crea-

tures. The thing is by no means
prima facie absurd, any more tlian it

is absui'd that an earthly father or

master, instead of leaving his son or

servant to guess at what he would
like him to do, and what not to do,

at what would benefit and what would
injure him, should explicitly tell him
both the one and the other. The pos-

sibility of such a communication being

admitted, then, anything purporting

to be such, should at least, one would
think, mei'it the most careful atten-

tion, and if this attention should make
it appear as certainly, as the nature of

the case allows, that the communica-
tion in question is really what it pro-

fesses to be, then for my part I fail to

see that even a ' specially' submissive

frame of mind would Vje altogether

uncalled for.

If he admit the possibility, but deny
the fact, of such a revelation, he must
furnish some satisfactory and rational

explanation of the nature, claims, and
influence of Jesus Christ. Few, now-
a-days, I should suppose, doubt the

fact that such a person really did,

some eighteen hundred yeai's ago, move
about from place to place in Palestine.

At least, if they do doubt, they will

have considerable difficulty in finding

valid reasons for the want of faith

that is in them. Numerous writers,

contemporary or nearly so, in other

respects considered not unx-eliable,

were at least convinced of his reality,

and if the testimony of history is worth
anything, we must admit that such a
being in flesh and blood really did

exist. And, if he did not exist, it

will still require a considerably ' sub-

missive frame of mind' to explain cer-

tain phenomena in human experience

which will, all the same, demand some
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explanatiom, though witliout that hy-

pothesis. Now Ml". Le Sueur, ' what
think ye of Christ I ' Was he an impos-

tor, orn 11 he claimed to be, the revelation

of God, the Son and equal of hisFather,

the light from heaven shining amid the

darkness of this world 1 If he were
the latter, we have a dix'ect com-
munication from God, I imagine, and
what we do not every day see around

us, and can .squeeze between our two
hands, or fully demonstrate to the sat-

isfaction of our own reason, that is,

the much-lamented Supernatural which

has been such a bugbear from the days

of Democritus onwards. But, if on the

other hand, the unseen be the non-ex-

istent ; if human life be little more
than a struggle for existence between
more or less highly developed V>rntes,

springing from darkness, and going

down into darkness, a struggle in which
only the more highly educated, or more
happily constituted, or more favour-

ably circumstanced, have any chance
of being truly moi*al, and therefore

really happy; if the hoary traditions in

many lands of a once happier state, a

golden age where peace and righteous-

ness reigned supreme, but from which
man was cast down by his own trans-

gression, if these be the merest of

myths,where, inthenameof wonder,did
the germs of the notions—that there

is a realm of the invisible no less real

than the present realm of the visible,

though it may be different from it

;

that the shadow of sorrow and suffer-

ing in this life is the result and pun-
ishment of sin ; that this world is a

preparation-place for another stage of

existence ; that man is made in the

image of God and responsible to him
—where did the germs of these notions

come from in the first place ? What
was that wrong-headed bit of original

protoplasm thinking of when it took
up with such fancies ? What was the

cause that produced them 1 Things
don't happen without causes in this

world now, nor did they ever so hap-
pen. Even protoplasm, with all the

wondrous capacities with which its

scientific creators have so thoughtfully
provided it, could not receive impres-
sions without somebody or something
to impress it. If Nature and Ra-
tionality, these much-lauded deities,

abhor anything, I should think it

would be such an abortion as that

—

springing from nothing, receiving im-
pressions from nothing and nowhere,
tending apparently to nowhere and
nothing, or inflicting untold sufferings

on millions of sentient creatures to no
better purpose than that a small min-
ority of w'.at constitutes that wonder-
ful conception ' the race,' should be
able to drag itself slowly and labor-

iously p round the ever-widening circles

of absolute perfection. Truly, a super-

liumanly ' submissive frame of mind '

must be required to believe all this*.

If sin be nothing abnormal in human
nature, but a perfectly explainable

phase of spontaneous development ; if

it be not in its very nature rebellion

against God, and a setting the will of

the creature against the ^ill of the
Creator; if it neither deserve nor will

find any punishment from him, either

here or hereafter ; if such iniquities

only are punishable as can be brought
before a human tribunal ; if those

guilty of other, and, it may be, worse
sins, are amenable to no higher
authority, provided they can keep
clear of the law-courts ; if thez'e be no
offended Deity to propitiate ; if the
sacrifices of the ages mean nothing

;

if the longing hopes of the nations for

a Deliverer, to bring about peace and
reconciliation, and restore again the

Golden Age to man, be inevitably

doomed to disappointment, and have
originated merely in the holiday exer-

citations of interested priests, got up
for private ends best known to thcm-
.selves—curious protoplasm, by the

way, must have formed the primeval

germ of these priests, that it develop-

ed in such an unpleasant fashion

;

if man ought to look to the heights

above, and to the depths below, and
to the mysteries outside and around
him, and to the yet deeper mysteries
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within, and, doing so, solemnly say to

himself, ' I, I alone, am the great " I

am,' to myself, and, so far, to my fel-

low-men, alone am I responsible, sin

against a God is a delusion, reconcilia-

tion nonsense, expiation needless, pun-

ishment a huge injustice, immortality

a dream, and self-sufficiency the highest

virtue of humanity;' if all these things

are so, will Mr. Le Sueur kindly

furnish a 'natural' and 'rational' ex-

planation of the fact that a belief in

their opposites has for the last four

thousand years and more held so deeply

cherished a place in the convictions of

millions of mankind. If these beliefs

arefacts in ' nature,' in ' human expe-

rience,' to which naturalistic morality

so contidently appeals—what have 'the

rules of every-day logic ' to say by way
of explanation 1 It is folly, and worse,

for anyone professing to appeal to

facts, and to rest the truth of his

opinions on their testimony, to leave

out of sight the gi-eatest fact of all, or,

though forced to some extent, to

acknowledge it, to be ever striving to

make it square with pi^e-conceived

opinions or fondly loved hypotheses.

That, after all, try to avoid it as they

may, is the great problem which must

be faced, explained, and solved by

all merely naturalistic and rationalistic

philosophers and moralists—the char-

acterand claims of Jesus Christ as view-

ed in thelightof known principles of hu-

man nature, such as its dislike of being

imposed on,its hatred of and contempt

for shams, especially if these shams

spring from among the lowly-born, the

poor and uneducated. A quack with

a king's crown, or a judge's ermine,

or a philosopher's cloak may long es-

cape detection, but should an ignor-

antlabourer attempt that role he would

speedily be unmasked. The general

run of humanity has no such capacity

or love for being hoodwinked as

many philosophers seem to suppose.

This carpenter of Nazareth, the mean-

est to^\Ti of a despised and corrupt

nation, this profoundest of frauds and

most impious of all men, if he were

not what he claimed to be, the Son of

God, and the Revealer /Vo?rt heaven of

heaven, needs some explanation that

will satisfy any reasonable inquirer.

If he was 7wt the Son of God, and

knew that he was not, though claiming

to be so, then he was a liar and a

knave; if he was unconsciously deceiv-

ing himself, or trying to persuade him-

self that he really was what he pre-

tended to be, he was a fool. If he

were a knave, is it not somewhat curi-

ous that the most inveterate hatred,

the most unwearied criticism, prompt-

ed by the deepest malignity, the cold-

est suspicion, or the most philosophi-

cal indiflFerence, have been forced to ac-

knowledge a character in other re-

spects so absolutely without a flaw,

that it may well stand as the very

incarnation of morality ? If he were

a fool, how comes the universal testi-

mony that his was the keenest intellect,

as well as the purest heart, this world

has ever seen ? On the other hand, if

he really were the Son of God, then he

at least, did not believe, never taught,

nay taught and held the very opposite,

that man's moral nature can become
all it is fitted to become, all it was in-

tended to become, that man can in any

true sense fulfil the real ends of his

being without a higher, that is a super-

natural, assistance. And in thiscasethe

qiiestion resolves itself simply into one

of conflicting probabilities, whether it

is more likely that the Co-eternal of

the universe knows best what is possi-

ble or impossible for man to do, or

whether a certain class of finite think-

ers know best. No one denies that a

morality of some sort is possible with-

out a divine revelation, for man is a

moral being and his nature must so

far manifest itself. Even Nero, speci-

men as he was of the influence of a
purely naturalistic morality, had some

faint glimmerings of a distinction be-

tween right and wrong, and occasion-

ally acted upon these glimmerings.

Will anyone venture to compare a

man who was brought up under the

best influences of the noblest examples
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of heathen morality, with anyone else,

naturally, perhaps, as bad as Nero was,

but who has been brought even to the

smallest extent under the power of

genuine Christianity 1 Will anyone
venture favourably to compare Seneca

himself, or Marcus Aurelius, the very

flower of naturalistic morality, with

the noblest examples of Christian mor-

ality ? Mr. Le Sueur compares them
with Rabelais, Sterne, and Swift, to his

own great satisfaction. How about

St. Bernard, and Herbert, and Heber,

and "Wesley and "Whitfield, and Guth-

rie and Chaliners ? On what grounds

does Mr. Le Sueur conclude that what
failed so comj^letely in the first cen-

tury is going to prove so successful in

the nineteenth ] Gibbon had no lik-

ing for Christianity, rather he had
that hatred for it which a corrupted

heart and a prurient imagination such

as his always have for what condemns
themselves ; but even he is forced to

confess the utterly rotten condition

to which the morality of Rome
and Italy had fallen, and to acknow-
ledge, that in spite of the almost un-

avoidable evils and extravagances at-

tendant on the presence of weak, am-
bitious, or designing men who had
embraced the faith, the influence of

Christianity, with all its peculiar doc-

trines, steadily increased, w-as wel-

comed by thousands who eagerly em-
braced it as the last hope of the race,

and the fulfilment of all their deepest

yearnings, and before very many
years had past, was recognised as the

state religion over the greater pai-t of

the then civilized world. Has moral
corruption an innate inclination to

check itself, and become moral purity,

or how was this great change to be
explained ?

Multitudes of those who lived at the

time, and were surely as well able to

come to a true decision on the subject

as any that live now-a-days, ascribed

the change in themselves and others

to the influence of a higher power than
themselves, a fact they could no more
doubt than thev could doubt their own

existence. Millions since have been
conscious of similar changes, and a.s-

cribed them to the same cause. What
right has any mere negative to say to

a self-conscious positive ' you are notT
The matter, of course, is gi'eatly sim-

plified, and settled to its own satisfac-

tion, if the minus have first of all de-

termined that in the nature of things

there can be no jAus, least of all a self-

conscious one. To say to hundreds
and thousands of men and women who
have had the fullest advantages of

education and surroundings, many of

whom have been endowed with the

richest graces of genius and learning,

who hpve made the most of their op-

portunities for becoming acquainted

with their own nature, its needs and
capabilities, and who solemnly declared,

that all they have morally become was
attainable by no unaided efibrts of

their own—to say to such that they are

entirely mistaken, or else wilfully de-

ceiving themselves and others, is surely

the very height of assurance. And
where these failed, to think that vie can

succeed, shows, to say the leafet of it, a

very considerable confidence in ourown
abilities or good-luck. To my mind,
it would require quite as specially a

submissive frame of mind to belie^e

that this theory of naturalistic mo-
rality is true, so far at least as any-

thing has been advanced in its favour

as yet, as to believe that such a man
as Newton, for example, or Gladstone,

was so little acquainted with his own
nature, had studied mankind to such

little purpose, had read history so

carelessly, had been so prone to take

up merely popular opinions without

due consideration, and seeing that

they satisfied his own mind, had taken

such shallow views of the mysteries of

life and death, as to be utterly mis-

taken in considering the Bible the

only really eflicient restorer of the

moral harmony of human nature, the

only sure foundation for the morality

not only of the individual but of the

State. 1 cannot help thinking that

Mr. Le Sueur is wrong in his inter-
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pretation of Scripture "when he says

the teaching there is that love to God
is ' secondaiy ' to love to man, if by
that he at all mean that it is more
incumbent on us to love man than to

love God, or even that the natural

oi'der of things is to love man first and
God afterwards. He quotes the verse,

' He who loveth not his brother whom
he hath seen, how can he love God
whom he hath not seen ?

' But the

Apostle is not arguing that we should

love our fellow-men even in preference

to loving God, or that the one natu-

rally comes before the other. He is

pleading for an increased spirit of

brotherly love, and the strongest mo-
tive he can urge upon his readers is

the thought of God's love toward
them, though more provoked than they

could ever be by their fellow-men. He
holds that love to men is the surest

yn-oof of love to God, and that any one

living in enmity or at variance with

others, from the very fact of doing so,

shows that he has not the right kind

of love to God. But the Apostle was
no naturalistic moralist, and held no
theory of moral development, teach-

ings that the natural course of things

is for a man to love other men first,

and then, by a gradual process of

spontaneous improvement, to see what
he can do in that way for God. The
thing is no more natural than it is

that children of the same parents

should first set about loving one an-

other, and consider about their father

at some later stage when their feelings

have Vjecome so far developed.

I confess myself unable to agree with

Mr. Le Sueur in what he says with re-

gard to the 'miseries of this world.'

'The ordinary theology,' he says, ' sim-

ply makes the situation worse as re-

gards the miseries of this life, seeing

that it proposes not only to perpetuate

but to aggravate the great mass of mi-

sery, and to bestow its highest consola-

tions where consolation is least need-

ed.' What ordinarij theology proposes

to do I do not know, but all true theo-

logy proposes to do nothing but give ut-

terance to what it believes to be the will

of God as revealed by his Son. ' I came
not to call the righteous but sinners

to repentance.' ' They tliat are whole
need not a physician, bub they that are

sick ;' do these look as if the aim of the

Gospel, and therefore of all theology

worthy of the name, were ' to bestow
its highe.st consolations where consola-

tion is least needed.' ' Ordinary ' theo-

logy may have made many mistakes.

Theologians are but men, even the best

of them, and therefore not infallible.

A divinely-inspired revelation by no
means necessarily involves a succes-

sion of divinely-inspired interpreters,

nor does it prevent men from read-

ing into the originals meanings
which have given rise to teachings

subsequently requiring to be modi-
fied. He goes on to say, ' Natural
morality on the other hand deals with

the miseries of life by looking at

them and trying to understand them
with a view to removing them.' Has
a morality then that believes itself

due to higher influences than man
himself could exercise done nothing to-

wards alleviating and removing the

miseries of life ] and if it has, in what
other way has it gone about it than
' by looking at them, and trying to un-

derstand them with a view to remov-
ing them ?

' Have the hospitals and
asylums, and other institutions of the

kind, which form such a marked fea-

ture of modern civilization, been solely

or principally, or at all, due for their

first origin and subsequent support to

a morality that considers itself self-suf-

ficient for all things ? It is asking us

to believe a good deal surely to ask that.

Naturalistic morality has had lung

enough time to work out whatever was
in it for the ' good of the human fam-

ily,'—where are the results? Where are

its charitable foundations for the first

ideas of which it was not indebted to

Christian morality 1 Where are its

schools and churches, its missions to

the heathen, its colonies of converted

savages 1 What does it work 1 Even
if it did do well enoujih for some self-
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controlled philosophers, what about the

masses who either cannot or will not

restrain themselves, and deny them-

selves, and make themselves all thej

should be ; but who do, millions of

them, cling to the doctrine of the Cross,

which Mr. Le Sueur so kindly patron-

izes as the only charm of any avail to

change their corrupt hearts.

If Mr. Le Sueur intends any such

travesty, as is given in the quotation

that follows, for a fair example of the

general teaching of the Christian pul-

pit, or the Christian press, it is safe to

say that he is most entirely, not to say

wilfully, at sea. ' It ' (that is natur-

alistic morality) ' does not treat sick-

ness or insanity or accident as dis-

pensations of Providence to be warded
off or remedied by fasting and humilia-

tion, but as evils springing from speci-

fic and essentially preventible causes.

It does not trace the breaking down of

the Tay Bridge to divine displeasure at

Sunday travel, but to defects in the

construction of the bridge. It does not

profess summarily to annihilate evil

;

but, at least, it does not erect the eter-

nity of evil, in its most aVjsolute form,

into a dogma, and crush with denun-
ciation any tender soul who may wish
to be allowed to cherish a feeble, flick-

ering hope that there may be some far-

off cessation to the agonies of the in-

numerable "wicked."' Yes, that is just

it. Christian theology and morality
think nothing can be done for sickness

and insanity, and accident, but to fast

and go about in sackcloth and ashes,

and so have done nothing else ! They
think the Tay Bridge and similar disas-

ters are due solely to divine displea-

sure, and not to any shortcomings of

man, and therefore refuse to hold man
to any extent responsible for bad work.
Though evil cannot be summarily an-

nihilated in this world, yet, as a last

comforting thoughtand to punish it for

its contumacy, its eternity, in the most
crushing form, is to be erected into a
dogma ; and that is all that can be said

for the current Christian Morality !

But (a fact which is equally patentj it

G

is Naturalistic Morality that, without
professing its ability summarily to ex-
pel evil from the world, yet does all

that can be done to bring about that

desirable result ! It builds the hospi-

talsand asylums of everytind through-
out the world— in fact, it is the Good
Samaritan of the universe, and to it

be all the praise. Amen ! Just one
other extract. After admitting that
the Gospel narrative of the life of

Christ does certainly supply an im-
pulse to morality, Mr. Le Sueur goes
on to say, ' At the s:\me time, the im-
pulse communicated to many minds
by the Gospel narrative, as commonly
presented, is not of a wholly satisfac-

tory character. Emotional people,

hearing the gospel story, are apt to

imagine that they can overleap all

bounds and intervals by the power of

faith ; and their failure to make good
their high professions brings scandal
on the cause of religion.' Neither,

Mr. Le Sueur, are many other human
impulses 'perfectly satisfactory ' any
more than the common way of pre-

senting the Gospel narrative is. And
if any disastrous effects follow this

mode of presentation, in the case of

emotional people, may it not very
fairly be asked if the fault does not
lie Avith the emotional people them-
selves as much as with either the mes-
sage or the method of its delivery ?

Present anything you like, in any way
you please, and there will still be
found those who will take it up
wrongly and make a mess of it. 'Vir-

tue,' Mr. Le Sueur goes on to say, ' is

safer when it does not aim so hiffh, or
at least when it takes a more reason-

able survey of the difficulties it is

likely to encounter.' There are things

about this statement I do not fully

understand. How high is it perfectly

safe for virtue to aim, or at what ele-

vation should it think of contracting

its pinions 1 What are the difficulties

it is likely to encounter in its flight,

and wherein consists a reasonable, or

more reasonable, survey of these 1

' The impulse, too,' he continues, ' is
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of a doubtful character, in so far as it

disguises the essentially human foun-

dations of morality, and in so far as it

substitutes personal loyalty to Christ

for loyalty to mankind. It having

been settled beforehand that the foun-

dations of all morality are " essen-

tially human," of course, it necessarily

follows that whatever tends to dis-

turb these foundations is somewhat
doubtful. " The love of Christ con-

straineth us " seems to Mr. Stevenson

a talisman of inestimable value.' Yes,

and it has seemed so to millions be-

sides Mr. Stevenson, quite a few of

them not fools either. ' Well,'—Mr. Le
Sueur goes on,— ' if man cannot love

his fellow-man without first loving

Christ, let him by all means begin by
loving Christ.' ' There Paul, my
man,' Mr. Le Sueur would say, ' there

is a comforting pat on the back for

you from the nineteenth century. The
gi'eat goal of life is to love your fel-

low-men, you understand, and though

it comes quite natural, you see, Paul,

for some that I could name, to love

their fellow-men quite as much as

they deserve, yet others, like yourself,

Paul, and David Livingstone, and
Brainerd, and two or thi-ee more,

need something to help them, and so

we allow you Christ as a sort of

stepping-stone to higher attainments.'

If Mr. Le Sueur has as much love

to the species as Paul had, even

though Paul had to begin by loving

Christ first, I, for one, should be de-

lighted to make his acquaintance. He

is anxious that we should keep in

view that ' the thesis against which
he is arguing is that the Apostolic

doctrine of the Cross can alone keep
the world from becoming altogether

corrupt.' "Well, be it so ; this is like

taking time and effort to substantiate

such a statement as the following :

* Well, you see, I should still have
had something, not nearly as much,
perhaps, as I have now, or could have
if I liked, but still something, though
my father had never died and left me
a fortune, and any one who questions

the fact is either a fool or says what
is not true.' jTo take very much
trouble about a point of so compara-
tively little importance might lead

some to suspect that it was owing to a
want of straightforwardness in coming
squarely out with the opinion that any
death and fortune-leaving in the ques-

tion was a superfluous nuisance, and
that it would have been much better

for all concerned had things been left

in their ordinary state.

These remarks have been made on
the supposition that Mr. Le Sueur is

a theist. If he is not a believer in a

personal God there is nothing to be

said. If there really be no higher

power, then, of coi;rse, man must just

jog along in his own way as well as he

can. But before the fact of the non-

existence of a God can be accepted as

proved, some strange phenomena of

human history and personal experience

will require a * natural ' and 'rational'

explanation.
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BY ST. QUENTIN.

Toronto.

TX a cjarden of flowers that fronts the wave,
-i. Wooed by tlie winds of the amorous sea,'
A flower was born more queenly brave
Than ever I dream'd that flower could be.
And this was strange, and this was rare,

Rare and strange as the love they gave.
That this garden of girls with their wind-kissed hair

Was wed to the sun and sea.

Yes, Sheila was born where those roses blew
Sheila was born when the May was seen

:

And the beams of the sun and the swift winds flew
To win sweet love from the new-born queen.

And she, unknowing what love should be,
Gave up her glorious love, I ween,

—

And her face to be kissed by the windy sea,
And her lips to the sun to woo.

So many a day in the sun and shade,
And many when but the winds might play,

Learning its mysteries unafraid,
Sheila, my queen, trod love's sweet way.
But oh ! for sun, and sea, and wind,

A stranger thitherward one day stray'd.
Sigh, passionate souls, for she is kind.

But unkind must be to-day.

And to-day and to-morrow grew on apace
And the maid knew now what love might mean,

And the stranger ran in a kingly race
With the winds and the sun for the flowers' queen.
But oh ! in such a race I know

Old lovers at last must yield the place

;

And the wind died out, and the sun sank low,
And Sheila was mine, I ween.

Ah ! woe that love could ever be dead !

Or ever his kiss or his clasp be cold !

But if passion must die, and Amen be said.
Ah

! let the Amen be most passionate told.
And Sheila went back to sun and sea,

But never, I swear, to the love slie fled.
'*^'

And sunlights and sea-winds weep with me
For love too soon grown old.
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THE FINANCIAL SITUATION IN CANADA.

BY JAMES HEDLEY, TOROXTO.

AFTER the feverish activity of a

series of years of stimulated

production and commerce, the world

of business seemed, for some years af-

ter 1874, to fall into a state of leth-

argy, everywhere known as ' the de-

pression.' A drowsiness, which had
in it moi-e or less of dejection ; of

mourning for the money-making ac-

tivity which was gone, or of gloomy
apprehension for what evils were to

follow the apparent cessation of in-

dustry. Canada, although she did not

feel the decline of commercial activity

as early in this depressed period as

the United States, felt it not the less,

but probably the more severely ; from
her more limited resources, a smaller

development of natural products, and
a greater dependence for her supplies

upon commerce external to herself.

The Dominion, in common with other

countries, found the export of her

staple products falling away through
the gradual decline of the foreign de-

mand. At the same time, our im-

ports continued to be heavier than
they should Vie : partly frotn the diver-

sion into commerce of moneys boi"^

I'owed abroad for Public Works, and
partly from the circumstance that Brit-

ish manufacturers and exporters, find-

ing their products no longer selling in

quantities so great as before to the

United States, Germany, or France, be-

came the more eager to force their

goods upon Colonial markets.

The facilities of credit in Britain,

during the period of 1875 to 1878, of-

fered a strong inducement to excessiv-e

impoi-tation in those years. "We con-

tinued to buy English merchandise in

quantities disproportioned to our less-

ened ability to pay, as the annual bank-
rupt list showed. Our exports of

lumber and timber (by which we re-

spectively mean sawed boards and
squared logs), which in 1873 were of

the value of 828,586,000, had declined

to §24,781,000 in 1875, and to 820,

337,000. in 1876. But our imports of

winesand liquors were one-fifth larger,

in the year last named, than in either

of the preceding ; we bought more
tea, and nearly as much sugar ; more
fancy goods, more silks and satins, were
imported in 1875 than in 1874; there

was no decline in our purchases of

woollens, and but a slight one in that

of cottons ; while in iron and hardware
there was a heavy increase compared
with the year previous. The excess

in value of Canadian imports over ex-

poi'ts, amounted, accepting the Blue
Book returns as accurate, to $173,
000,000 for the five years ending with

1875 ; an amount which is, of course,

partially balanced by the various loans

we efiected in England. Cases of

bankruptcy, in which goods purchased

were not fully paid for, form another

meansof making thebalance. But it has

been contended, and presumably with

reason, that our exports are probably

short-returned to the Customs author-

ities, who are by no means so likely

to look carefully after departing pro-

ducts which add nothing to the reve-

nue as after those from which duties

are collected.

We have been told that the first

Napoleon considered the moral forces

in war to be as tv\'o to one of the phy-

sical. Without applying this estimate

to commerce in these exact propor-

tions, there can be no doubt that- dc»
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pression in commerce leads to depres-

sion in spirits, and a great loss of moral

force ensues. The energies of men are

benumbed by debt, and their spirits

damped by commercial gloom. With

the advent of brighter times the

' moral miasma ' is cleared away, and

energies which had been deadened are

revived. The dynamic effect of the

protective tariff of 1878 upon the

spirits of certain of our manufacturers

was undeniable, whatever view may be

takea of the advantage or disadvant-

age of a protective policy in the cir-

cumstances of this country. For them,

(the m;>.nufacturers), it was a quicken-

ing of hope and activity which speedily

brought some restoration of energy.

But on the other hand, an activity

artificially stimulated seemed to those

of a different school of economy a ques-

tionable good. What to some appeared

to be an era of hope of revival, of in-

creased self-i-eliance and self-help, and

the possession, more largely than ever,

of our home markets, was to a section

of the press a great evil, a certain

burden ujjon the consumer, and a prob-

able clog to the producer. Canada was

being made a dear country to live in
;

and the aggrandizement of ' a few

bloated manufacturers' was denounced

as sure to produce the impoverishment

of the gi-eat body of consumers.

It needs to be borne in mind that

our borrowing abroad for the construc-

tion of Public Works may have unduly

stimulated importation. The capital

obtained in Britain l)y the Dominion

was diverted in part from its purpose,

becoming loans to commerce based

upon Government deposits with the

bank. This assisted overtrading, and

a burden was thrown ujion a class of

importers, which the banks in turn

had to share when the i)inch came, by

carrying over their customers who had

imported too much and had ceased to

make profits. It is probable, too, that

the public deposits had a share in giv-

ing undue stimulus to a branch of our

commerce—the lumber trade—which

over-production, facilitated by a de-

creased demand, had made unprofit-

able.

During the American war, and in-

deed during the whole period from

1861 to 1872, a ready and a profit-

able market was found in the States

for the staple productions of the

Dominion—her timber and lumber,

her agricultural products, and the yield

of her fisheries. She prospered and

was rapidly growing rich. During sul>

se(inent years this state of things un-

derwent a change. The United States,

freed from the incubus of war, sup-

plied themselves with these articles, and

even supplied us with some of them,

whilft doing their best, by means often

of ' slaughtering stocks,' to take away

from our native manufacturers tl^ir

home market for nearly all kinds of

goods made in Canada. At the same

time, the paying capacity of the body

of our consumers became less than it

was during the decade, 1862-1872 ; a

fact the importance of which was not

realized Vjy our mei-chants. These did

not perceive, or did not permit them-

selves to believe, that the prosperity

which added so much to \he riches of

this country in the period named, arose

largely, if not mainly, out of an excep-

tional condition of things in the States,

which is not likely soon to ai-ise again.

The active and profitable demand from

our American neighbours for our prin-

cipal productions gave us, in those

days, the means to sustain a large

trade. Some of our dry-goods houses

could, and did, boast of imports

amounting to millions of dollars, in a

single year, and the imports of hard-

ware houses went higher in the hun-

dreds of thousands than ever they had

gone before.

The aggregate trade of Canada with

all countries in 18/ / , was 'i^ifl,ii ;i,-

000, of which .$158,000,000, or about

91 per cent., was with Great Britain

and the United States. A like propor-

tion was done with these countries in

187 9,when our aggregate trade reached

only .^151,832,000. The relative pro-

poi-^tions of our commerce with these
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countries for seven years, ending with

1879, is shown by the following

figures :

—

Great Britain. United States.

1873 ..S107,2G(J,000 §89,808,000
1S74 . 108,083,000 90,524,000

187o.... 100,379,000 80,717,000

1876.... 83,474,000 75,985,000

1877.... 81,139,000 77,087,000

1878 ... 83,372,000 73,873,000

1879 67,288,000 70,904,000

The percentage which the imports

and exports respectively form of the

total trade may be gathered from the

subjoined table :

—

Imports from U. S. Exports thither.

Year 1873 . . 53"1 per cent. 46 "9 ijer cent.
" 1875.. 62-9 " 371
" 1877..66-6 " 33-4

" 1879.. 617 " 38-3

Imports from G. B. Exports thither.

Year 1873 . . 63 '8 i^er cent- 36 '2 per cent.
" 1875.. 60-1 " 39-9

" 1877.. •IST " 51-3

" 1879.. 46-0 " 54-0

It is clear from these figures that

while our exports to the United States

have become pretty steadily less, and

our imports thence greater, the con-

verse is the case with the mother

country, for we are sending her more

of our products, but purchasing from

her less. Our total trade for the fiscal

year 1879 amounted to $151,733,000,

of which $71,492,000 was exports,

and $80,341,000 imports. The decline

from 1877 was, therefore, 11-82 per

cent.

It was the estimate of Mr. Cart-

wright,while Finance Minister in 1877,

that during each of the then last three

years, Canada had imported from

$10,000,000 to $11,000,000 worth of

goods more than she ought. Not only

that, but, in the opinion of that gen-

tleman, she eai-ned annually from

$6,000,000 to $7,000,000 less in these

years than it had been expected she

would.

The bank failures of 1879 tended to

show that much of the capital of the

wrecked corporations had been mis-

employed. A comparison of the bank

statements for several years will best

show the increase of banking capital,

and the fluctuations of circulation and

of discounts.

The paid capital of Canadian banks,

which had risen from $42,275,000 in

June, 1872, to $58,127,000 in May,
1879, fell to $54,000,000 early in

1880. Discounted bills, which, from
$101,295,000 eight years ago, rose to

$127,200,000 in 1874, declined to

$104,809,000 in 1879, and to $86,-

729,000 in April of the present year,

a decrease of eighteen millions. This

is a significant fall, when we find that

the discounts this year are 32 per

cent, less than those at the highest

point in 1874. Note circulation, which
had reached $28,533,000 in the in-

flated year 1873, fell to a little more
than $16,000,000 in 1879, and shows
a recovery to $18,000,000 in the pres-

ent year.

According to theGovernmentTables
of Trade and Navigation, the total

commerce of Canada for the fiscal year

1871-2 amounted to $190,348,77!^, as

compared with $161,121,100 in the

year previous. The figures were
swelled to $217,304,516 in 1873, the

year of largest commerce, and slowly

declined to $170,523,244 in 1878,

and $153,455,682 in the year ended
30th June, 1879. Of the 1872 aggre-

gate,imports constituted$l 07, 709, 11 6,

or over 56 per cent., exports being

valued at $82,639,663. The imports

of 1879 reached only $81,964,000,
while the exports were in better pro-

portion at $71,491,000. The English

loans necessarily increased the imports

largely, though the imports were, un-

doubtedly, overdone. What these ex-

ports of eight years ago consisted of,

and how our exports of to-day com-

pare with them in relative amount of

difierent classes of products, it will be

worth while to ascertain. We subjoin

the principal items :

—

Exports from Canada. Value.

PRODUCTS. 1871-2 1877-8 1878-9

Eorest §23,685,382 .?20,054,829 -513,797,259

Eielfl 13.378,562 27,281,089 25,970,887

Animals 12,416,613 14,577,086 14,737.393

Eisherie.s 4,348,508 6,929,-366 7,072,203

Minerals 3,936,608 2,869,363 3,187,722

Mauuf'd l 2 389,435 4,715,776 3,228,761
goods j

Ships 332,262 1,236,145 529,824
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The decline in prices of merchandise,

the world over, will account, it must
be remembered, for a good part of the

decline in money value of commodities

exchanged. Prices of staples are

estimated to have declined one-third

between 1873 and 1878. The London
Economist places this decline at 30

percent., and the New York Pvhlic

at 31 per cent. So far, therefore,

from the smaller figures of the later

years betokening a lessened movement
of goods, it was possible to buy and
sell even larger quantities of com-

modities for the same amount express-

ed in money value. The decline in

our commerce from 1873 to 1878 was
21 "67 per cent, and to 1879 it was
29*4 per cent., the last a fraction

under the average decline in value

of commodities. It would appear,

therefore, that Canadians had bought
and sold last year to an extent just

about equal to that of the year 1873.

But the trade took a more healthy

direction. There was less importing
in the two past years ; and the exports

took a departure from the beaten
track of forest products, compi-ising in

larger degree animals and their pro-

duce, tield and sea products, and manu-
factured goods.

For the rest, the business depres-

sion which extended over the whole
business world, may well help to ac-

count, on the principle of reaction, for

a reduction from the figures of pre-

vious years, in the case of Canada, in

the years 1878 and 1879.

The Revenue and Expenditui-e of

the Dominion next claims attention.

It may be of interest to give here the

revenue from Customs and Excise

duties, in the fiscal year 1879, by
Provinces :

CUSTOMS. EXCISE.

Ontario .?4,966,403 .$.S,:?.Sl','2!)1

Quebec 4,738,403 l,4(i!l,0f)2

Nova .Scotia 1,102,58() 221,9%
Xew Brunswick . . IjOSO.O.W 234,309
British Columbia . . .517,2(il \

Manitoba 274,828 ( ,,,„ q„,
P. E. Island 20(;,<)8S (

^-^^'^^^

N. W. Territories. 21,970;

The revenue of the Dominion Con-
solidated Fund, from all sources, in

1872, was $20,714,810, and the ex-

penditure $17,589,468. In 1875, the

revenue reached the highest point of

the last decade, being .$24,648,7 15,

and the expenditure during that year
was $23,713,071. For 1879, there-
venue of Canada was $23,423,360.
The sources of this revenue for 1872
and 1879 are shown below :

—

1871-2. 1878-9.
Customs §12,787,982 S12,912,394
Excise 4,735,651 5,390,763
Public Works . . 1,211,729 2,302,743
Post Office 092,374 1,534,303
Bill Stamps .... 191,918 250,602
Miscellaneous . . 1,095,156 1,032,501

Total 820,714,810 S23,423,.306

The expenditure on Consolidated

Fund ^^ccount for 1879 amounted'to

$24,455,381, against $23,503,158 in

the year preceding, and $23,713,071
in 1875. For the current year thei-e

is a deficit, of which the slight increase

of the tariff last session may prevent

a recurrence.

It was probably too early, at the

date of the latest available return,

June, 1879, to look for much increase

in the export of manufactured goods

as a result of the protective tariff. Nor
has our trade with foreign countries

had time to show any growth as a re-

sult of recent negotiations, or of fiscal

arrangements with foreign countries,

such as the correspondence with France
and Spain, or the subsidy to a Brazilian

line of steamers, and the promised as-

sistance to a line of vessels from Mari-

time Province ports to the West In-

dies. But it is at least suggestive that

the figures of some minor articles of

export, for 1879, compare very favour-

ably with those of 1874.

The present tariff was framed avow-

edly to prevent the inci-ease of imports

from the United States, and in the

hope, doubtless, of restoring to more
nearly its old jiropoitions our trade

with Great Britain. That this object is

being in part attained, may be inferred

from the per-centages for 1879, quoted

above, as compared with other years.
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THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS AND THE TIMES.

BY REV. HUGH PEDLEY, B.A., COBOURG.

AMONG the institutions that have
a place in Canadian scholastic

life is the Theological College. There

is scarcely a religious denomination

which does not, in some way, furnish

the means for educating its rising

ministry. The Episcopal Church has

its College at Lennoxville, and in

Toronto. The Presbyterians have
flourishing schools in Ontario and
Quebec. The Baptists have their seat

of learning inWoodstock, and theCon-
gi'egationalists have theirs in Mon-
treal. The Methodists have several

institutions, the most prominent being

Victoria University, which is fast

wiping out any imputation of an un-

educated ministry that may have been

cast uponCanadian Methodism in days

gone by.

In all these schools are being trained

the men who are supposed to take a

place in society of acknowledged lead-

ership in all mattei'S concerning reli-

gious life and thought. They are

expected to speak with some authority,

if not with entire infallibility. They
are to wield an influence which, re-

garded either from the lofty altitudes

of religious belief or from the lower

standpoint of commercial and sociolo-

gical interests, must, by all thoughtful

men, be deemed of measureless import-

ance. Not only the Christian man
from Christian considerations, but also

the business man from business consi-

derations, the statesman from patriotic

considerations, the man who loves his

home from considerations that aflect

that home, must feel deeply concerned
as to the part taken by the ministry of

the times in solving the problems of

the times. For is it not axiomatic
truth that the welfare of society de-

pends upon the morality of society 1

Is it not also a question of far-reach-

ing importance to what degree the
morality depends upon the religion"?

And, in view of this, must it not be a

matter of vital interest what sort of

men shall deal with these great ques-

tions, and what sort of training they

shall receive to fit them for their

work 1 Believing that our Theological

Colleges have hardly been progressive

enough to suit the age, I would like to

say a few words about their work.

Any one who studies the signs of the

times, the great currents of thought,

cannot fail to see that the work of a
conscientious minister is becoming in-

ci-easingly ditficult. The physical dis-

comforts of the pioneer preacher are

fully compensated for by the com-
plexities which surround his more pol-

ished city brother. Contemporaneous
with the general quickening of men's
brains, as society moves on, comes the

necessity for a more wide-awake and
nervous intellectual life among those

who, in the realm of thought, occupy

the position of leaders. How this

I

manifests itself in religious afiairs a

j

brief glance will shew.

There was a time when the New
j

Testament was I'eceived by the great

mass of the people as true in every

chapter and verse. Though they might

disobey its commands, they did not for

a moment question its right to com-

1 mand. They regarded its voice as

I

being in deed and in truth a voice

) from heaven—the voice of God Him-

I

self. Unread it might be, yet it was.
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even an object of peculiar, and even

superstitious, reverence. Its authority

was as absolute as the axioms in geo-

metry or the laws of thought in

Metaphysics. Other books might be

treated in a doubting, a critical, and
even in a contradictory fashion, but

this book was to be listened to with

bowed head and unqualified assent.

There has been a change, fully ac-

complished in some sections of Chris-

tendom, ominously near in others. The
weapons of the critical historian, which
were forged in order to destroy certain

ideas about Aristotle and Homer, were
turned against the Old Testament, and
finally against the New. The Gospels

and the Epistles, once regarded with

so reverent a gaze, were subject to a

treatment as free and searching as that

applied to any book whatever. Super-

stition oscillated between whimpering
and cursing, but all in vain. Still the

investigation went on, Eichhorn, Pau-
lus, Strauss, Renan, Baur, and a host of

others entered upon the work with an
earnestness the heat of which grew to

an enthusiasm. So successful were
they that they carried with them the

head, if not the heart, of nearly all

(Germany, and nearly all France. To-
day, in the most refined circles of these

countries, the believer in the superna-

tural element in the New Testament
is looked upon with that sort of pity-

ing wonder which we are wont to

bestow upon the man who regards, as

facts, the antics of ghosts, and of

witch-bestridden broomsticks. Nor-
man McLeod, writing from Weimar in

1834, says, '1 am credibly informed by
competent judges that ninety-nine out
of a hundred are infidels.' Christlieb,

the great Evangelical theologian,

writing in 1874, speaks in startling

sentences of the existing breach be-

tween Modern Culture and Christian-

ity, and devotes a chapter to show
how the majority of Germans in all

professions had swung loose from the

Christianity of the New Testament.
Reluctantly he is forced to the belief

that, after centuries of Christianity,

after the spending of millions of money
on churches and seminaries, after the
shedding of the blood of a long line of
heroic witnesses, after the sturdy

battlings and ringing notes of Luther,
together with the quieter eflTorts of his-

colleagues, after all this costly outlay,

Germany is now, in her thought, more
Pagan than Christian. And what is

true of Germany is applicable to the
whole continent in the ratio of the
spread of freedom and education.

There are some who fancy they can
discern in this tempestuous waste of
waters some signs of a turn in the tide,,

some evidences that the Rationalistic

movement has spent its strength, and
the reaction has set in. However,
doubtful that may be, it is beyond lall

debate that such a Rationalistic move-
ment has taken place, and has domi-
nated the intellectual life of the most
thoughtful nation in the world for

half a century.

But our interest is more especially

centered in the English-speaking lands.

What is the religious condition of the-

Mothei'land, and of her two daughters

this side the watery main 1 Very dif-

ferent, certainly, from what it is in

Europe. The thousands of churches,,

up and down these countries, which
every Sabbath call together their mil-

lions of worshippers, shew that the
Christianity of the New Testament has-

still a mighty hold upon the people.

The vaz'ious denominations seem pos-

sessed of enormous vitality, and look

forward with unbounded hope. Mea-
sured by the profusion of its literature,,

the splendour of its architecture, the

power of its eloquence, the melody of

its music, the activity of its Sunday
School operations, the breadth of it.s re-

vival efforts, the magnitude of its mis-

sionary enterjn'ises, Christianity never

touched a higher point of success than

within the last ten years. Still, there

are signs that this state of things may
not continue. When you come to ex-

amine the faith of these millions of

Christian worshippers, you will find

that it rests mainly upon authority. It
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has not been obtained by independent

thinking. Is there not, iii this very

fact, an element of peril, a possibility

of revolution ] Is it not reasonable to

suppose that a religious belief which

has not been built up by free enquiry

is likely to be sadly shaken, if not com-

pletely shattered, by free enquiry.

However optimistically disposed we
may be, we cannot shut our eyes to the

fact that ideas about Christianity of a

destructive nature are being diffused,

with amazing and increasing rapidity,

among all classes of people A few

vears ago, the Westminster Kevieio stood

alone among the periodicals as a dis-

seminator of Rationalistic views. It

no longer occupies that solitary }X>3i-

tion. These views are now advanced

in the Fortnighthj, the Contemporary

and the Nineteenth Century, with a

boldness of thought and a brilliancy

of style which cannot fail to commend
them to thousands of readers. In other

forms, from the massive folio down to

the cheap brochure, these novel ideas

are finding their way to every corner

of society. Thoughts, once whispered

in seci-et, are now being proclaimed

from the house top. Opinions, once

nursed in the coteries of the select, are

now being circulated among all the

people. Doubts, which once lurked

like fugitives in shady nooks, for fear

of ecclesiastical ban, now come boldly

forth from their hiding places. The
press, like some husbandman of gigan-

tic stature, paces up and down the land,

and with liberal band sows all kinds of

thoughts and sentiments—seeds which

fall into unnumbered minds, and are

destined to Ijring forth some sort of a

harvest.

Aye, and the harvest is drawing on

right swiftly. Mr. Goldwin Smith's ar-

ticle, on ' The Prospect of a Moral In-

terregnum,' may be the product of a

pessimist, and yet it is worthy of re-

spect, as coming from a man who has

made it his business to learn from the

past how to study the movements of the

present. He says, ' A collapse of re-

ligious belief, of the most complete and

tremendous kind, is, apparently, now
at hand.' His whole ai-gument is based

upon the alleged fact that Christianity

as a religious belief has given way, and
he goes on to shew the prospect of its

decadence as a system of morality.

That he is not altogether astray in his

estimate of the skeptical tendencies of

the age is evident from our own ob-

servation. It is not long since a young
man told me that the favourite theo-

logical work in a certain medical school

was Greg's ' Creed of Christendom,' a

work which popularizes all that is most
destructive in the books of the Higher
Criticism. It is but a little while since

Canada had a visit from Colonel Inger-

soll. Those of us who did not hear

him are told by those who did that he
is very brilliant, that he has all the

mental and physical qualities which
give a man sovereignty over an audi-

ence, that his wit and audacity are

weapons that work direst mischief to

the faith of any but the most intelli-

gent or the most prejudiced mind. His
works are circulated in cheap form.

They are characterized by that spark-

ling effervescence, that spice of epigram,

which make the sermons of Talmage
so interesting to the ordinary reader.

Now, very learned people may pooh-

pooh his arguments] very pious peo-

ple may be horrified beyond measure
at his irreverence ; very lethargic peo-

ple may see no danger ; but the fact re-

mains that his works are read, that his

comical hits are retailed hither and
thither ; that in the United States he
draws immense audiences, and that,

when in Canada, he lectures twice in

the same place, as^ he did in Toronto,

the number of his hearers being much
larger the second night than the fii'st.

There can be no doubt that all

forms of thouglit, all systems of belief,

however A'enerable with age, are being
handled with the utmost freedom.
Skepticism is becoming more general,

and is protean in its adaptability to
circumstances. There is philosophical

skepticism for the cultur-ed, and pop-
ular skepticism for the masses : the
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Reviews for the select, Colonel Inger-

soll for the people. No Index Ex-

2)urgatoriu.i, whether Catholic or Pro-

testant, whether ecclesiastical or

domestic, is barrier strong enough to

stem the incoming tide. We have

committed ourselves to a popular form

of government, and, if we would reap

its" benefits, we must not timidly

shrink from its perils. Despotism

may meet Free-tliought with torture-

chamber and prison-cell. Republican-

ism dare not, and cannot. Her only-

weapon is Reason. Her only hope is

that out of intermediate chaos will

arise a social fabric, fair, beautiful,

andbuiltupon immovable foundations.

Our age, then, being one of restless

thought, should not the ministry be

qualified to grapple with these j)rob-

lems around which the waves of en-

quiiy are so fiercely dashing 1 It is

not enough that ministers should be

well read in church history, not

enough that they should be able to ex-

pound in logical fashion the Church

doctrines of the Trinity, the Atone-

ment, etc., not enough that they

should understand the architecture of

a model sermon. The.se matters are

quite right in their place, but the

minister must go further. He must

go down to the root question, and en-

quire whether the history, the sys-

tematic theology, and thehomileticsare

based on a really Divine Revelation,

or only on a sex'ies of beautiful legends

which foolish, but reverent, hands

have wreathed about the person of

Jesus of Nazareth, a wonderful, reli-

gious genius that long ago illumined

the land of Palestine. He should

not commence building his theology

till he has struck down through the

sand of traditional belief to the solid

rock of ascertained fact. He should

be able to deal bravely and skilfully

with the actual world of today. He
should be qualified so to master this

great flood of free-thinking that, in-

stead of laying waste all that is fairest

and best in our life, it shall be as the

broad river which fertilizes and clothes

with beauty all the land through which

it sweeps in its stately course.

Believing that no period of a man's

life is more favourable to this radical

preparation for the ministry than his

college years, I would advocate a

manly, courageous dealing with the

doubts of the age in all our theological

schools. Of coui'se, it is true that in

these institutions a certain amount of

time, in some a large amount of time,

is devoted to the study of Apologetics,

or Christian Evidences. But it is also

true that the general rvde is to pi-esent

the views of skeptical writers, either

in the language of the professor, or by

meanL of quotations which must of

necessity be very scant. Now you

cannot do a writer full justice ty
merely quoting him. As well might

you attempt to exhibit the strength of

an army by showing individual soldiers

as specimens, instead of disclosing, in

all their terrible splendour, the long

lines of scarlet, faced with glittering

steel, and the massive squadrons of

cavalry, ready, at a moment's notice,

to shake the earth with the thunder

of their tread. The only way that is

at once fair to the antagonists of

orthodox Christianity, and satisfactory

to the student himself, is to put into

his hands the dangerous works, and

command him to read them. Let him
study for himself the anti-miraculous

philosophy, and the keen criticism con-

tained in the two volumes of ' Super-

natural Religion.' Let him read the

more compact, but less thorough work

of <Treg. Let him look with thought-

ful eye upon the younger Newman, as

he wanders on in his shifting ' Phases

of Faith.' Let him handle for himself

the volumes whichcomefrom Germany,

laden with the thoughts of Baur, and

Haeckel, and Strauss. Let him read

the works of Inger.soll, and, shouhl

that doughty knight come within hear-

ing distance, let him be found in the

audience. Let there be no timid re-

serve. Let our young ministers face the

whole strength of the rationalistic po-

sition. Let them see the gleam of all
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the weapons, the unmasking of all the
batteries. Let them grapple with
that axiom of skeptics which Renan
has so boldly stated :

' The essence of

criticism is denial of the Supernatural.'

Let them, taking nothing for granted,

except the ' cogUo ergo sum ' of the
French philosopher, go down to the
very bottom, and then work their
way up by manful climbing, till they
find themselves at last on the solid

and sun-kissed heights of glorious con-
viction. This training, and this alone,

will fit them to hold their ground in a
manly way amid the conflicts of the
age.

Ah ! but is not this terribly danger-
ous ? is the question we are confront-

ed with. Yes, it is; dangerous to
narrow and inflexible creeds. And
the Churches have taken good care
that their students shall not run much
risk. They occupy the monstrous
position of determining beforehand
what a student shall think when he
has finished his college course. Thev
say, in effect, to a young man :

' You
may think for the next five or seven
years, but you must so think that, at
the end of that time, you will occupy
to a hair's-breadth the same theologi-
cal position as you do now.' It is as
if you were to tie a man to one end of
a hundred yards of rope, and tell him
that he may play the Columbus, pro-
vided he doesn't go beyond the length
of his tether. The student is furnished
with an Ariadne's thread, in the form
of a creed, and, no matter what glories
he may behold in the labyrinth of dis- !

covery, he must, without fail, guide
\

himself back to his starting point, in
order to be considered a tit and pro-
per person to be ordained to the min-
istry. Limitations, which would be
scorned in the realm of scientific in-

vestigation, are (piietly accepted in
the domain of religious thought.

But, to come back to the question
of danger, we find men talking as if

thoroughness of investigation would
inevitably lead to a loosened hold on
Christianity. So much the worse

then for Christianity. If young men
of average intellect, and more than
average morality, find that the more
keenly they study Christianity, the

leas able they are to accept it, and
pi-each it, then must Christianity be

relegated to the dusty lumber-room of

worn-out and superseded I'eligious sy.s-

tems. Sui'ely this outcry of danger
savours more of pallid fear than of a

knightly devotion to the truth.

But suppose there is some reason

for the outcry, suppose that the yoimg
men will become unsettled in their

views, and some of them so unsettled

as to quit the ministry for ever, would
that be an unmixed evil ? Would not

the loss of those who honestly go forth

be more than mjide up by the in-

creased effectiveness of those who
honestly remain behind ? Facilis des-

census averni, you say ; it is easy to

go down into the depths of doubt,

but to get back to the glad upper
world of faith ' hoc opus hie labor est.'

Very true. But what if this laborious

climbing awaken spiritual life and in-

tellectual force'? What, if in the hard

battling up the rugged ascent, a man
has developed within him * the wrest-

ling thews that throw the world.'

What, if by an experience wrought
out in the excitement of spiritual fer-

ment, he is fitted to be a guide to

those who falter where they firmly

trod, and whose lips are ever vocal

with the piteous cry, ' w^ho will show
us any good ?

' Would not this glori-

ous gain be worth all the bitterness of

its purchase ? If it be a divine law,

' Nothing venture, nothing win,' is it

wise for the minister of Christ to try

to escape the v/ide sweep of that law ?

There is one thing sure, that if a

man does not read the books referred

to in college, he either will or will not

read them after he leaves college.

Take the first alternative. He will

I'ead them. What will be the conse-

quence, in all likelihood 1 Simply this.

He will for a time be placed in one of

the most painful positions that an

honourable man can possibly occupy.
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He will have to undergo the terrible

ordeal of facing his oongregation, week

after week, while his heart is being

racked with doubts concerning the

very truths his people are longing to

hear expounded. One moment he will

seem to himself a traitor for remain-

ing at his post, the next moment a

coward to dream of abandoning it.

Then will he bitterly regret that thi.s

conflict had not been fought out under

the more favourable conditions of a

student's life. Take the second alterna-

tive. He will not read these books.

Then, if he be jjastor in a reading com-

munity, he will know less than his

congregation about matters which it

is his special business to understand.

He will stand towards the Bible, as an

ignorant priest stands towards the

Pope, accepting an infallibity that he

has never proved. He will appear l)e-

fore the intelligent world as a spirit-

ual coward, a craven-hearted man,

who dare not face the enemy that is

slowly mastering his domains. He
will become a by-word and a reproach

to the generation which he is confess-

edly unable to lead, and which sweeps

by with disduinlul tread, leaving him
far in the rear. He will be a ' fixed

tigiire for the time of scorn, to point

its slow and moving finger at.' There,

in his shame, he, too, will heap ana-

themas upon the college training which
sent him forth to his work so terribly

unprepared.

From either of these alternative^

—

the Scylla of ministerial petrefaction,

the Charylidis of ministerial agony, the

student may well cry ' Good Lord de-

liver me.' Happ3' the student who
comes out of college sure on some
points though doubtful on many

;

who, when he receives his diploma, has

an unfaltering ' credo ' upon his lips
;

who, laying his hand reverently upon
the New Testament, can say, ' Now I
know that this book is true,' not be-

cause of the hallowed faith of my fa-

ther and mother, or the weighty deliver-

ances of councils and assemblies, or
the general historic belief of Chris-
tendom, but because I have tested it

for myself in the hot fires that burn
around the crucibles of independent
thought, and have found that it con-
tains,beyond all question, the pure gold
of truth. Happy the man who enters
upon his work with such a training,

and happy the country that has such
men in its ministry !

Want of space forbids my noticing
the difhciilties in the way of securing
this sort of an education. Enough,
however, has been said to indicate its

desirability. Against the wave of infi-

delity, whichYan Oosterzee, the Dutch
theologian, prophecies, our strongest

barricade, so far, has been the mud-
built dyke of traditional belief. That
is fast breaking down. It is ours to

see that, when the wild waters have
swejit over it, they shall dash against

the strong buttresses of an enlighten-

ed faith. That this may be effected,

we need, for mini.sters, not men who
are bound hand and foot to certain

systems by the old-time bonds of pre-

judice, but men whose heart and brain
have been baptized with the strength

of truth and freedom. And, that such
ministers should be given to the peo-

ple, it is necessary that they should
receive in college a training most fear-

less and most radical. Boldness in the

assault must be met by boldness in

the defence. The ' root and branch
'

men on the side of Skepticism can be

successfully encountered only by 'root

and branch ' men on the side of Faith.
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PvOU^D THE TABLE.

WALT WHITMAN.*

I
BEGAN to read my friend's essay on
' Walt Whitman,' with a strong feel-

ing of dissent from her estimate of his

poetry. This was founded on the inade-

quate survey of his work afforded by
Rosetti's ' expurgated ' edition, then

the only one within my reach. It was

also founded on the often-repeated gibes

of the Saturday Review, which, of late

years, seems to have altered for the

worse, to be as salt that has lost its sa-

vour, as vinegar unfit for the cruet. The
Saturday has repeated again and again

that Whatman is but a kir;d of rowdy
Tupper, that his writings are full of gross

indecencies. But then the Saturday

has also delivered itself of the dictunx

that Leland's Hans Brietmamis ballads

are destitute of humoiir, a critical ver-

dict which, in my sincerest opinion, com-

pletely abolishes the authority of the

court, and certainly Whitman's metrical

form is like Tapper's, Tupper, the type

of all that is most abjectly degraded in

literature ! But w^heu I came to read

the ' Leaves of Grass,' in the full undip-

ped edition of 1872, the conclusion

was very quickly formed, that Whitman
is not as Tvipper is. Whitman is all that

Tupper is not,— a poet, original, full of

force and fire, ebullient with sympathy
for human life, and for all life. His poetry

Ands one ; he is in the widest sense of the

word, human, and republican ; his poli-

tical teaching is that equality which is

the creed of this our American continent,

his religious philosophy, too, is that com-

prehensive and tolerant recognition of

the correlation of all moral and religious

forces, which, more or less understood

and avowed, characterizes the vast un-

established Church of Free Opinion in

America. My friend has so well set

forth the true estimate of Whitman in

this essay, which has at least made one

convert, that I need add little. But

two words may be permitted on Whit-

* A Note on Mrs. K, Seymour MacLean's Essaj-, in

the carrent number, by Charles Pelham Mulvany.

man's neglect of poetic form, and on
what the Saturday calls ' indecencies.'

In the tenth century, which Hallam
says was the darkest of the dark ages,

this unformed non-metrical rythm was
introduced into the Latin Hymns of the
Church by Notker ; it was kept up by
Gottechalk and others, and is the form
of a great proportion of the sequences
preserved by Mone, Daniel, Neal, and
Kehrein. It was, in fact, the revival of

the poetical form of the Hebrew Psalms,

a form which, in the conservative and
unprogressing East, has never varied.

In the Greek Church the Hymns are of

this form, rhyme and metre never hav-
ing been introduced. In the earlier

Western Church, the Te Denm is the

solitary specimen of this kind of compos-
ition until it was revived by Notker.
With all its absence of form, how grandly

flow the words of one at least of INotker's

sequences, which few, who have heard its

familiar version in a passage incorporated

into the Burial Service of the Episcopal

Church, recognize it as the work of a

tenth century monk, "Media in Vita,

sumus in Morte, quern, ergo petimus ad-

jutorem nisi Te Domine, qui ])ro peccatis

')i,ostris juste displiceris."

' In the midst of Life we are in death,

of whom then may we seek succour but
of Thee, Lord, who, for our sins art just-

ly displeased.' This metre is then by no
means incapable of lending itself to

poetical thought ; the facility which is

its fault, makes it suited to the peculi-

arities of Whitman's rush and hurry of

fancies, he has not time to stop and
carve his meaning into metre, but to the

ear that can hear, there is, as my friend

says in her essay, a subtle music of rythm
peculiar to this Poet and his subject. A
Avord as to the other point. It is a deli-

cate one to touch upon. Our Canadian
Monthly, though it has alwaj^s included

among its contributors some daring as-

sertors of Free Thought, has ever been

a faithful exponent of morality. But the

interest of Truth compels us to say that,

as I tind him, Walt Whitman is not im-

moral, that he is not even a sensuous
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painter of the human figure like Mr.
Swinburne in the earlier volumes of that

great poet. Walt Whitman is, before all

things, a republican. He treats the sub-

ject of sex quite incidentally, by no
means seeking it out or emphasizing it;

but, when he does meet it, he is out-

spoken, as he is about everything else,

and makes short work of conventional
pruderies like the Hicksite iconoclast

that he is.

AFFIRMATION SUSTAINED.—
JUDGMENT FOR DEFENDANT.

I AM sorry for poor ' O Yesse. ' He
may be able to bear all the unpleasant

• things that 'Ono' says of him personally,

for it is but one opinion, even though it

be that of this Autocrat of Round the

Table, and, besides, if the sting of truth
may be measured, as we are told, \>y the
irritation which it produces, he may find

some crumbs of comfort there. He can
perhaps easily enough put up with being
convicted of illogicality with a profund-
ity so deep that no mere masculine in-

tellect can sound it, because Jmmunum
est errure. Nay, he may not be utterly

prostrated by tlie terrific threat of ' such
a rebuke as only a lady (l) can give and
as he would be likely for some time to

remember.

'

All this he may perhaps endure. But
I fear he cannot survive his discomfiture
in his attempt to defend women from
the charges brought against them.

' " O Yesse " nmst either be delight-
fully unobservant.' says ' Ono,' 'or have
very restricted opportunities of observa-
tion, if he has not seen evidence enough,
even in this Canada of ours, that women
are " tempted to seek their object by ig-

noble and debasing means, and to sacri-

fice delicacy, truth and principle in the
pursuit."* English novels,—whether the
authors are men or women,—are full of

such pictures, and novels are at least

supposed to be tolerably correct mirrors
of the life of the day. Indeed no one
need look any farther than Mr. Punch,
who is supposed to be a tolerable author-
ity as to the weaknesses of society, to see
that the words quoted are often only
too fully verified.'

*A sentence is omitted here as seeming superfluous,
tbemeaninsr being sutticientl.v exprcHhtd in wliat fol-
lows. The reader will, however, please satisfy him-
self as to that by referring to page (j6!> of the June
number of the Magazine.

All this formidable bulk of evidence
against the poor women does ' Ono ' pil&
up. Still, I venture to think with ' (>

Yesse '—whether or not he sinks under
it, and I sink with him—that they can
follow the natural instincts, which they
derive from the same source whence
comes their whole being, and which
prompts them to make themselves pleas-
ant and attractive to men, without the-

odious contamination attributed to them^
Come, my dear young countrywomen

of 'this Canada of ours,' tell me, where
is the ' slander ' ? Where is the ' true
reverence for womanhood '

? Cannot you
love your lover or your husband with all

your heart and soul and even make it
' the chief end of your lives ' without
ignoblv debasing yourselves and becom-
ing indelicate, untruthful, and unprin-
cipled ? Perish the thought ! i am
ashamed to be driven to ask you such*a
question. But answer me, please :

Yes or No.

THE REHABILITATION OF
ORATORY.

It has latterly been the fashion to'

assume that the amazing , develop-
ment of journalism during the last half

century or so has altcgether superseded
oratory as a means of influencing public
opinion. The press, never backward in

glorifying its mission, frequently tells

us that the rostrum, and even the pulpit,

give place, so far as any practical and
vital influence over the lives and thoughts
of men are concerned, to this new and
tremendous force. There is no question
that hitherto the course of events has
rather favoured the view. The sj^here

of the orator has been vastly circum-
scribed ; while the journal has taken
possession of the ground and now forms
or voices the opinions of the great mass
of civilized mankind. There are not
wanting, however, signs of the times
pointing to the fact that newspaper in-

fluence, as a moulder of thought, has
about culminated, and that oratory bids

fair to recover a portion, at least, of its

old-time power and prestige.

The increase of the sphere of journal-

ism has been accompanied by an enor-

mous increase of its expenses. The days
are over when James Gordon Bennett
could start the New York Herald on a
capital of 80OO, and Horace Greeley float

the Tribane to a sudden success upon a
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similarly slender amount. J^owadays
fortunes are sunk in the endeavour to

found daily jonrnald, and success, if it

comes at all, is the result of lavish ex-

penditure for years. Newspapers are

valued at millions, and are, in fact, as

much commercial institutions as banks,

railroads, or other large corporate enter-

prizes, requiring vast outlay. We are

apt to draw somewhat self-complacent

and boastful comparisons between the

complete equipment and ample facilities

of the newspai)er of to-day and the

limited sphere of the press as our fathers

knew it, but the modern improvements
have been dearly purchased at the sacri-

fice of independence and outspokenness.

The press is not venal or purchasable in

the ordinary sense of the words. Never-

theless being so absolutely dependent for

its very existence, not to speak of its

prosperity, upon the good will of its con-

stituency—especially the advertisers—it

is tied hand and foot so far as the utter-

ance of new ideas likely to be unaccept-

able to any considerable portion of them
is concerned. Its position, won at im-

mense outlay, and by arduous eti'ort, may
^be jeopardized by an inconsiderate step

running counter tcj popular prejudice. It

is consequently wary of new departures,

and—whatever its nominal politics

—

conservative in the worst sense of the

word. The consideration " will it pay T'

cannot be kept in the background, and
the consequence is that instead of being

ahead or even abreast of public senti-

ment it lags lamentably behind it, as a

rule. So long as the jn-esent relations

of editor, publisher, advertiser, and sub-

scriber remain as at present, this must
inevitably be the case, and the prospect

is that as the newspaj/er system deve-

lops, as the amount of capital at stake is

increased and the commercial element

enters more and more into their calcula-

tions, this stolid im]^>enetrable conserva-

tism will become intensified.

As everybody knows wlio is evensli'^'ht-

ly acquainted witli the working of jour-

nalism, the class with whom it is all im-

portant for a newspaper to stand well,

IS the advei'tisers. In these days of cheap

newspapers, the advertisers virtually

make the general public a present of the

printed matter for the sake of getting

their announcements before tlnm. The
publisher is satisfied if he realize froni

subscription and sales the cost of the

"white paper. The advertising class, that

is to say the moneyed, well-to-do people,

the business community, who as a rule

are instinctively averse to change, and
tenacious of old ideas, are theref(jre the
controlling influence in the modern
daily newspaper. It is no wonder that
the tendency is to run in grooves, to

suppress anything like the individuality

of early journalism, and to taboo as

dangerous any measure which seems to

run counter to bounjeois prejudices or
interests.

Under such conditions there seems to

be an increasing field for oratory as a
means of influencing the masses of the
people whose faith in journalism is weak-
ening day by day. They are beginning to

see that while the battle is vigorously
kept up on the old party lines, and all

sorts of petty, trivial issues discussed
with apparent gravity, the real (piestions

pressing for solution which interest them
are slighted and slurred over. There
is a conspiracy of silence between Grit
and Tory as to any matter involving the
rights of the working classes—who do
not advertise to any extent—or tending
to disturb the serenity of the theological

status—as on the occasion of the visits

of two Infidel lecturers. There are large

classes who have long since ceased to

expect anj'thing like justice or fair play
at the hands of the daily press. If a
large meeting were held in Toronto to-

morrow in favour of Canadian Indepen-
dence, Annexation, or Customs' Union,
it is doubtful whether it would even be
reported. It is certain that it would not
be reported fairly.

Recent indications in the United States

tend to show that, in proportion as a
time-serving and capitalistic jiress has
abdicated its functions of directing

public opinion, the orator is again
destined to come to the front. Rev.
J oseph Cook is by no means to be classed

as a libei'al thinker or a champion of

popular ideas, but nevertheless he does
not talk platitudes, and however antago-

nistic soniy of his conclusions are to re-

ceived opinions he never hesitates in

announcing them. His success is due in

far greater measure to his freedom and
fearlessness in treating of the tojjics of

the day than to his theological or scien-

titic discourses. A speech from Wendell
Phillips has more influence than a thou-
sand editorials in which, to use his own
vigorous language, "you can hear the

chink of the dollar and the lash of the

party whip." Whatever may be thought
of Col. IngersoU'a manner or matter
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his phenomenal success in swaying large

and frequently half-hostile audiences

testifies, as much probably to the reac-

tion against the conventionality and
" respectable " Philistinism of which the

press is the embodiment, as to the ac-

ceptability of his views. The rostrum
can afford to give free enunciation to

new ideas, to advocate popular rights

and champion minority causes, and
hence is likely to assume in the near

future an importance hardly second to

that of which the growth of the press

deprived it.

P. T.

CHIVALRY AND THE SEXES.

In the April number of the Canadian
Monthly appears an article entitled
' Chivalry or Not Chivalry, ' by ' O
Yesse,' who from some of the concluding
remarks, is evidently a man ; and as a

woman's view on the subject may be
worth as much, I would like to saj^ afew
words. With the earlier portion of the

paper I heartily agree, thinking as I do,

that men generally show chivalry to wo-
men in the way of guarding, protecting,

and saving tliem from the hard things m
life. What I wish to remark on, how-
ever, is the A"iew ' (J Yesse ' takes of the

paragraph ne quotes, and which he is so

severe on, " that past experience seems
to prove that as long as women are

taught that their chief end in life is to

please men, their worth and dignity can
never have a secure and sound founda-
tion. ' This ' O Y'^esse ' denies, and this I

athrm, is mainly true, for 1 think on
tliis point a woman is calculated to judge
—one reason being that only a woman
really underntunds a woman. It is often

painful to see how a really good and noble
man is blinded by a very low and igno-

ble woman, just because she flatters his

vanity ; while a true woman's highest
joy certainly is to minister to those she
loves, the woman who is trained to think
her di'mf end in life is to please men
does, I maintain, sacrifice delicacy, at

least, in the pursuit of her object. Mar-
riage, which IS a true union or heart and
soul, is not only the happiest lot for a
woman, but that which will develop her
highest and noblest (j,ualities ; but such
a marriage will never be attained by such
a woman. Her end being ' to please

men ' any one will satisfy her. Her ob-

ject is to be married, regardless how the
end is reached. Can anything be more
pitiable than the loveless and unsuitable
marriages we see so frequently?—and
they are the fruit of the training girls
often, but not always, get—that their chief
end in life is to please men. A pure and
noble woman who is capable of the deep
and lasting affection which ends not with
time, is incapable of obtruding herself
on any man's notice, and the more she
loves him the less she is likely to show it,

A woman may show her love for worldly
motives, for the sake of being married
for a new sphere ; bu+ the more passion-
ately and deeply she lovesthe lesswillshe
in any way take the initiative. True love
in a woman has always a certain amount
of shyness, often avoidance, till she knows
she is beloved, then indeed let her whole
heart be centred on pleasing the offe

man, but not on men generall}'. To my
mind a woman who in any way puts her
self forward in love atfdirs is incapable
of lasting affection ; she feels merely a
passing fancy, or perhaps thinks she is

tired of beiijg single ; but to a woman
who trill}'' loves such a course is sim-
ply impossible, and those who, do not
marry—a large proportion now-a-days

—

what disappointed lives must their's be
if they have failed in their chief end.
No, let girls be taught if God send them
a true love it is their greatest blessing,
if not He knows best, and if, as oftener
happens than is imagined, a woman
loves deeply some one who does not re-
turn it, so that her heart cannot be
given elsewhere, still if it has been a
pure love for a worthy object, and if it

IS known only to God and her ownheavt,
she will be a better and nobler being
single all her life than trying to marry
some one for the sake of being married.
And if she is fortunate in her love she
will make the true wife whose every
pulse beats with the beloved one, who
will help him in his life-work with in-

telligent sympathy, whose love outlives
time or change—a love,«in short, as deep
and lasting as eternity. Could such a
woman condescend to the petty arts

practised by some of our sex to attract

men / No, the woman who can do so is

not worth winning. One does not care
much for a present which will be given
to the first person who happens to ap-
jjear, and not for any personal reason of

preference .
' O Yesse ' seems to me to

liave no conception of a real, loving,
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delicate-minded woman, but I do not

wonder at it. Such women as j'et are

not common, and especially in the colo-

nies, where, even more than in England,

girls in the upper classes are too often

taught to think of nothing but matri-

mony, and have not the resources of

culture and education which keeps their

mind occupied. I trust, however, this

state of things is changing, though

slowly, and that girls of the future will

not regard marriage as a means of live-

lihood. E. B. S.

THE ONTARIO ART SOCIETY'S
EXHIBITION.

There are, perhaps, no subjects di-

rectly connected with the moral and
intellr:ctual adA'ancement of a nation

which at once demand so much the im-

partial comment and constant notice of

the public, and yet in which honest criti-

cism, from one cause or another, is so

difficult to obtain, as the different

branches of Art. The difficulty is ob-

vious, and in a sense, insiiperable. Art
criticism can only be safely confided to

the professional critic, who shall have
prepared himself for the task by a dili-

gent study, not only of the masterpieces

of contemporary andindigenous painters,

but also of those of other countries and
other ages : to one, in fact, who has in

him some standard of comparison, some
touchstone by which to test the ring of

the true metal. Unfortunately, how-
ever, in Art questions, the professional

critic is, of all others, least to be trusted

for an impartial opinion. It is often

true, in Art as well as in cricket, tliat the

lookers on see most of the game. Too
great familiarity with the woi-ks of one's

contemporaries, no less than too great

intimacy with themselves, is pretty sure,

sooner or later, to lead the judgment
astray. It is not only that in a subject

in which individual taste must have
a good deal to say, our tastes are

themselves in turn apt to be swayed by
our likings ; but, beyond this, the most
impartial of commentators, the very
Brutus of art criticism, cannot escape
' the magic of a name ;

' cannot help

seeing in to-day's failure, it may be, the

charm which enraptured him in the suc-

cesses of yesterday and the day before.

It is difficult to believe that the artist

who has given us one year a masterpiece

may the next produce a daub, and so
the daub escapes the censure it merits,

and the public and the painter, aye, and
Art itself, are the worse for the mistake.

So much by way of preface, or apo-
logy, or what you will, for a few
notes on the present year's exhibition

by an outsider, to whom many of the
names in the catalogue (not all the least

meritorious) are absolutely strange, to

whom the Si^ciety's rooms were, in truth,

a first, and a pleasant, glimpse of Cana-
dian art.

Pleasant surely ; for of all things most
calculated to strike a stranger, assuredly

the most encouraging sign of the stand-

ard attained by the contributors of the
Society was the absence, except in a few
instances, of any really bad work. It

may be safely asserted that in this re-

spect the Exhibition might be most
favourably compared with almost any
modern collection of pictures of the same
class. It is a drawback to one's enjoy-

ment, notably of the Grosvenor Gallery,

and to a great extent of the Suffolk

Street Rooms, that the general effect is

rendered far less pleasing by the mass of

rubbish which intrudes itself into com-
pany too good fbr it, while it may safely

be said that in Burlington House itself

a good deal of really bad work finds a
place, whicli, judging from the apparent
standard of the Art Society, it would
fail of here.

It is true that to set against this

there are few pictures which reach a
very high standard, yet as an indication

of art progress and as a test of the good
which has been done by the art school

in the past year, a general average of

good work is surely more encouraging
than the exhibition of a few master-
pieces (always rare, look where yoti will),

to get at Avhich you are compelled to

wade knee-deep through a mass of rub-
bish such as one gladly misses from the
walls of the King Street Rooms.

Less encouraging, however, it must be
confessed, is the absence in the mass
of the drawings of any really skilled

draughtsmanshiiD. Colour, and good
colour, well harmonized, and cleverly

managed in every respect is there, and
pleases tlie eye at every turn, but it is

when one looks for the striking efiects of

natural perspective, for the accurate

drawing of the human figure, nay, even
for the studied details of architecture

and the carefulij^ disposed foregrounds
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which go so much towards making up the

interest of a picture, tliat one cannot fail

ofdisappointment, the more deep Vjecause

the first impression leads one to ex-

pect so much more. The truth must
be told that very few of the drawings
in the rooms will bear very close scru-

tiny, not, be it said, from any lack of

carefulness in detail, or of painstaking,

often laboured, finish, but because few
of our artists have had the training of

professi(jnal draughtsmen, and fewer yet
have fully studied that which lies at the

very foundation of all good painting, the

principles of compositi<jn . The majority
of the pictures seem to have been painted
without any definite object, except a

general notion that this little view or

that bunch of flowers, or yonder farm-
house would make a pretty picture ; and
so the little view, or the bouquet, is

straightway transferred to paper or can-

vas and heijpriinto ! the thing is done, and
the result is a ' painting' it may be, but
most emphatically not a ' picture,' a work
of art in the true sense.

Hand in hand with this want of gen-
eral knowledge of composition, goes, as

may be expected, a certain poverty of

expression, if one may so term it, which
in many cases shews itself in a meagre
repetition of some carefully practised
eifect, sometimes even in a plagiarism of

design or subject matter. A couple of

flower pictures notably were upon lines

somewhat too easily recognizable in this

Bespect—while it was amusing to notice
how often tlie same sunset and group 'of

firs occurred in the paintings of one ar-

tist ; the same blue sky and purple moun-
tains in the distances of a second, the
same boat in theforegrounds of a third

.

Nature, viewed as a whole, 'is capable of

innumerable expressions, suggestive of

innumerable modes of treatment ; too
faitiifully copied in detached morsels,
she is apt to give the idea of sameness,
a»d, be it said, nnnatn redness, whicliit is

one of the objects of true art to remove.
Of course these remarks must be un-

derstood to apply in the most general
sense, to the mass of the pictures ; it is

hardly necessary to say that there are
exceptions to each and every of them,
and a few pictures, at all events, de-
serve special mention.
The first room was rendered doubly

interesting to a stranger by the presence
of several of the diploma pictures of the
newly elected Canadian ^Academicians.
Amongst these, three pictures in entirely

different styles cannot fail of notice from
the most casual observer. Mr. Edson's
charming landscape ' A Trout Stream in
the Forest ' (No. ] 8), is at once a delight-
ful bit of colour, and singularly free
from the defects of composition before
alluded to. It is nature herself, not
slavishly copied piece by piece, but her
spirit transferred to the canvas ; more
than a beautiful painting, it is a, thor-
oughly artistic picture. The same may
be said of Mr. Griffith's ' Peonies ' (No.
70). It is not that every petal of the
beautiful blossoms is carefully drawn,
and glows with tinti the most natur-
al (though this is true). What gives
it a real artistic value is its ' character,'
if one may so phrase it ; the poetry of
the flower is there, and breathes through
the mere material form ; it is a living
and not a dead group. These pictures
have both, and justly, been ^jraised by
tlie public and their representatives;
there is another, of which, so far as we ^

know, no notice has been taken, and yet
which is, to our thinking, so far superior
to any in the room that it is difficult to
discuss it by the side of the others.

' The Beacon Light, St. Johi^'s (Har-
bour' (No. 32, H. Sandham, C. A.) would
attract attention in any gallery in Eu-
mpe. Here again it is not the subject
itself ; nor the mechanical part of its ex-
ecution. A foggy back-ground, dim out-
lines of shipping, and a boat tossing on a
dingy sea. These are painted naturally
and no more

; but there is a nameless
grace and fascination in the picture that
is of itself alone, and springs neither
from the subject nor the mechanical skill

with which it is handled, but from the
real artistic genius that pleases, we know
not why. It may not be out of place to
mention the excellent taste of the frame
of this picture, the rugged quaintness of
which assists in no small degree the gen-
eral effect. Although it may b3 laid down
as a general rule that a frame should be
carefully kept back, and be as little no-
ticeable as possible, there can be no
doubt that on this occasion at least a de-
parture from precedent in this respect
has been a decided gain.

Two good sea pieces of Mr. J. A.
Eraser, (Nos. 51 and 54), and another
of Mr. Sandham's, (' Fish Nets, Bay of

Fundy,' No. 73), are all three wcjrthy of

notice, while at the very entrance of the
room our attention was attracted by the
really exqisiie contrasts of colour in
' Buttercups ' (la), C. Ktouej. The
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bright yellow flowers, in an old blue jar,

are cleverly contrasted with a rich brown

backgrovmd ; and be it said, in this

place, that good backgroiinds are rare,

very rare to find in the Exhibition. What
was said before about the "object" with

which this or that is to be introduced

into a picture, applies with full force to

the background question. There must

be a reason why in this picture a natural

background is in keeping, in that a con-

ventional one,in yet another a mere mass

of chiaro-oscuro. And yet so many bear

the appearance (one cannot but believe

that in many cases it is actually so) of

being composed, on the strictest princi-

ples of economy, of the waste colour left

upon the palette. Mr. Harris's 'Chor-

ister, ' (No. 56), and ' The Rejected

Suitor,' (No. 68), are; noticeable as al-

most the only good figure-drawiag to be

seen in the rooms. The latter is, besides,

a very harnKjnious composition, both as

to the C(jlouring, which bears strong tra-

ces of the influence of the French school,

and as to the arrangement of the back-

groimd and accessories,which are touched

in with a masterly breadth that is worthy

of all praise.

Amongst the water colours, Mr. Mil-

lard's Welsh drawings are perhaps the

more worthy of mention, that in them he

is upon ground which has been so often

gone over by others, that his pictr.res

are easy of comparison with the English

painters of the same school. It must be

admitted, however, we fear, that the

drawings, though pleasing enough in

themselves, are far from exhausting the

capabilities of the scenes he depicts.

Welsh scenei-y is, perhaps, of all others,

the most unapproachable, and the draw-

ings in question, though like enough, no

doubt, to their originals, fail to give the

genius of the Welsh landscape, or the

bright freshness of the Welsh air. The
best, perhaps, in this respect is a careful

drawing of Dolgelly Mills (No. 74), in

which what is evidently Mr. Millard's

strong point, the representation of wea-

ther-worn masonry, comes into strong

relief.

Mr. D. Fowler is decidedly the most
original, if not the best, of the landscape

water-colour painters. Conventionalism

in any form requires the assistance of a

master-hand, and higher praise can hard-

ly be given to Mr. Fowler than to say

that he is, in general, fully equal to the

requirements of the style he has adopted.

' Bremm on the Mo.selle,' (No. 127), i»

undoubtedly a very favourable specimen
of the character with which he is enabled
by its means to invest subjects in which
the stifthess of the masses <>i building and
the general quaintness of their detail

seem to give a license to a semi-con-
ventional treatment. The same holds-

good of a capital drawing of an old Ro-
man Bridge in the Alps (No. 118) but it

may be questioned whether such would-
be natural objects as the fallen trees in

the foreground of the ' Fall and the Fal-

len ' (No. 115) are not rendered slightly

too obtrusive by the heavy outlining of

their limbs, unless indeed, the title is

meant to give the picture a species of al-

legorical significance, in which case it

may be objected that the picture itself

fails to convey any such impression to the
uninitiated.

Mr. M. Martin, who exhibits a large

number of paintings, seems strangely un-
equal in his work. Some of his water-
colours are charmingly clean and spirited,,

notably No. 92, ' Toronto Bay,' while of

his paintings in the first room, No. 1,
' ]\Ioonrise on the Prairie,' did not in-

spire us with any wish to become its pos-
sessor.

The same objection cannot be conscien-
tiously made to Mr. Vemer's pictures,

they are everywhere and they are all the
same. It is not to say that they are not
many of them very pleasing, but there is

a Wiint of character and individuality

about them which detracts rather from
their value. Mr. Matthews gives us some
very pleasing drawings noticeable also for

their cleanness and transparency ; and
Mr. O'Brien, though his large picture

is perhaps a little disappointing, has a
charming bit .of colour in No. 96, 'Eel
Brook Bay, Grand Manan.'

It would be unfair to close our article

without one glance at the designs ex-
hibited in the small room at the end.
Amongst them ' The Beatitudes ' (No.

209) the work of Mr. H. Howard, a new-
ly elected member of the society, is the
more striking from the entire absence of

any other work of merit in the collection.

It is, both in design and execution, a real-

ly excellent piece of missal illumination.

There are of course, many other pic-

tures which might be mentioned and
dwelt upon. Indeed, did space i^ermit,

there is much matter of comment which
might be introduced respecting half a
hundred pictures passed over necessarily
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in such a sketch as this. It has been the

object of tliese notes, not so much how-
ever to call attention to the merits or

demerits of individual works, as to point

out the general features of the exhibi-
tion as they are calculated to strike a
strictly impartial spectator.

Arthur J. Graham.

BOOK EEVIEWS.

2fatha)iiel Havtliorne. By

H

rxry James,
Jr. English Men of Letters, Edited
by Jolm Morley. New York : Har-
l^er Bros. , 1 880. Toronto : James
Campbell & Son.

Hawthorne's literary work is the
aftermath of our Puritan literature.

Alien alike in subject and in treatment
to those writings with which it is really

most nearly allied, it yet preserves their

inward spirit and follows the line they
laid down. The massive works of the
few early Puritans who took to the pen
may be compared to an old rough hewn
chant or Gregorian mass, with its mean-
ings and purposes plainly written on the
surface of its solemn periods. The tales

of Hawthorne, then, would correspond
with the same mass when transformed
by the genius of some modern com-
poser. The motive is there, recurring
heavily and ominously from time to

time ; but it is obscured, hidden and en-
tangled in all the fu2al intricacies of a
more deeply woven theme. The shape
in which it is presented is lighter no
doubt ; but the same key-note is struck
and possibly new meanings and shades
of meaning evolved.

Such a product and of so late a birth

was impossible in England. No Puritan
party has kept together there the senti-

ment and traditions which alone could
nourish it. Such modern Puritans as

England can yet boast are independent
of the past. Their admiration (jf Puri-
tan rule is an admiration of choice, a
selection from among past eras, and in

no way the result of imbroken descent
and family connection. Moreover the
greatest of them all (we mean Carlyle)
has imbibed at least as much from Ger-
man as from Puritan-English thought,
flo that the distinction is all the more
apparent.

It remained for New England to bring
down the traditions, the habits, and the
religious mode of thought of the Puri-
tans unadulterated even to the date of

Hawthorne's birth. Not that this habit
of mind was unaltered—like every o^her
phase of human life it had changed from
within, almost unconsciously no doubt,
but no less really.

It was still, however, free from foreign

alloy, the chain of thought stretched

back its apostolic succession to the early

sufferers for the faith, who had so care-

fully nursed its kindling spark. That
thought, the consciousness of guilt, the
all-powerful drag of sin upon the soul,

the omnipresence of temptati<in in things
that seemed immaterial or harmless to

other men, had manifested itself in many
shapes. It had banished the dance and
the Maypole, the mistletoe and the yule-

log from Merry England, merry no
longer. It had hinted distrust of self to

Cromwell when he was freeing his coun-
try and preparing for the reign of the
saints, but it had none the less disdained

to trouble Bunyan, the poor tinker, with
a dread of his own damnation. It

erected a confessional, an inquisition, in

each man's breast, before which he stood
trembling, at once criminal and judge.

At the dread bar of conscience he ques-

tioned and wrestled with himself, and in

that self-inflicted torture he could not
always tell if the answers were his own,
or if the devils were not whispering
blasphemies in the semblance of his

thoughts.

What varying tricks this overmaster-

ing sense of sin must have produced on
mankind can only now be guessed. Ex-
cept in the lives of good men, who
needlessly accused themselves of many
wicked actions, and in the trials of

witches and heretics, who accused them-
selves of many impossible ones, we have
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no record of its effects. But while its I

force was not yet fully expended, Haw-
]

thorne was born. With a delicately

subtle imagination and the due amount
of half morbid love of seclusion, he
wrou^fht out in his solitude those fanciful

variations of the theme which we all

know so well. It was time that he should

do so. The breath of the nineteenth

century was about to stir even the quiet

New England villages, whence his inspi-

ration was drawn, and in another fifty

years, it would have been too late to have
preserved this faint autumn flower, the

last relic of an expiring flora.

Hawthorne's life, for which we have :

left ourselves too little room to speak of,

fortunately requires little description. It

was quiet and tranquil. Strange to say,

he, like Burns, was set by a kind govern-

ment to do miscellaneous Customs collec-

tion work ; but his spirit did not chafe

against restraint, and the uncongenial

employment only delayed him a few
years in attaining his literary majority.

He even accepted at a later date the post

of Consiil at Liverpool and held it for

some time, and this too after his name
and fame were well established. From
England he went on to Italy, residing at

Rome, and near Florence, and only re-

turning to his native land to die there.

He is the only American author who has

been admitted as yet into this series of

English Men of Letters, from which he
could not well have been spared. The
growing taste at home for American
literature is not a little owing to the

strong hold his novels at once took upon
the reading public of England.

Mademoiselle de ]\JKrmc. A Novel, by
the Author of 'Heaps of Money.'
No. 106 Franklin Square Library.

Toronto : Willing & Williamson.

This is an interesting and pleasantly

told tale of French and English life.

The greater part of the scene is laid in

Algiers, about the time of the fall of the

second Empire, which gives an air of

novelty to the surroundings of the prin-

cipal characters.

There is a strain of English blood in

the parentage of Mile de Mersac, the

lovely and decided heroine of the tale,

which the author has felt justified him
in freeing her from the usual matrimo-
nial constraints under which French

girls 8ufi"er, and leaving her free to be
courted, and to reject eligible matches
at her own sweet will. Jeanne is just

the person to enjoy such an unusual lib-

erty. She is \vrai)ped up in her only
brother Leon, and feels no need of any
nearer love than his. So she dismisses^

the best suitors her friends ofler her,
with the coolest of airs.

At the time the tale opens, two lovers

are laying siege to her heart, an Eng-
lishman of propertj' and taste, named
Barrington, and a French ^'iscount, M.
de St. Luc. From leading the fashion
at Paris and Compiegne in the most ex-

travagant days of Napoleon the Little,.

M. de St. Luc has retired to the coun-
try to nurse the poor remains of his

ruined fortunes. As Jeanne is an heir-

ess, we feel little disposed to wish him
well in his suit, and the sympathies of

the English reader are all with his rival.

In what manner the author developes the
characters of the two opponents, and the
changes that come over our estimates of

them before the tale is finished, we will

not now reveal. But we must own that

the delicate touches, by which oiir good
wishes ai-e made to gradually veer round^
show no sliglit skill on the part of the
story-teller. Mr. Barrington has a most
peculiarl}'^ constituted mind. His aunt,,

who is a good hand at analysing charac-

ter, gives him a well-deserved i-ebufi"

when she tells him, ' Harry, you have
that happy self-conceit that I believe

you would discover some subtle form of

flattery in being called a fool.' The
same lady, who knows, as may be ima-
gined, a little more of Master Harry
than more superficial observers do, is

disgusted at the excessive praise heaped
upon him by his less enquiring friends.
' You, who know my nephew, must be
amused at the way he is spoken of,' she

remarked to Jeanne. ' I often wonder
what sort of a monster a man such as

they describe would really be. Three
grains of Shakespeare, three of Marcus
Aurelius, six of Solomon, and two of the

infant Samuel, with a dash of Joe Mil-

ler, by way of flavouring !—what a nau-
seous draught I

'

Occasionally our author's style reminds
us of Thackeray. Take, for instance,

the opening passage of the chapter in

which poor Leon wakes up after losing

all his fortune to St. Luc at lansquenet
over night. 'Everybody knows what
it is to wake, gasping, trembling, out of
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some gruesome dream. Very gradually

the mind of the sutterer shakes itself free

from the hold of the dread vision. He
rolls his eyes round the familiar walls of

his room and thankfully perceives he is

not in Newgate. . . He realizes with

a deep sigh of relief that he did not

marry hideous old Mrs. Moneypenny
yesterday for the sake of her wealtii, nor
hear of the collapse of the undertaking
in which his whole fortune was involved.

Nevertlielesa, some shadow of the grim
horror will hang over him for an hour or

two, vexing him with a vague uneasiness.

But if such waking sensations

be unpleasant enough, how much more
terrible is their converse ! Calm night

steals away, bright morning comes with

sunshine and stir and sound of voices,

and, behold ! it is the nightmare that is

the reality ! Alas ! it is true that you
are a convicted criminal— Messrs. Brown,
.[ones & Robinson did put up their shut-

ters yesterday morning—and what is

that brown fuzzy thing on the dressing

table ? Can it be an old woman's wig ?

Oh, horror ! horror !

'

The picture of official colonial life, too,

is very good. Madame de Tremonville,

the wife of one of the petty bureaucrats
< if Algiers, is an admirable specimen of

the worst kind of Frenchwoman of the
period. M. de St. Luc pillories her and
the class to which she belongs in these

biting sentences— ' Formerly there were
two classes of women

—

derofcs and wo-
men of the' world ;—one knew what to

expect from each of them, and suited

one's conduct accordingly ; but in these

daj^s a third class has sprung up and is

becoming more numerous than either of

the others— a class of women who are

worldly withoiit being witty, whose reli-

gion is nothing but a superstition, who
are mostly very ignorant, who have no
merit except that of dressing well, and
no passions but vanity and a certain

mean ambition.'

The Mimster Circuit. Tales, Trials and
Traditions, by J. R. O'Flannigan,
Barrister-at-law. Franklin Square
Library, No. 100. Tojonto : James
Campbell & Son.

An Irish subject, touched by an Irish
pen, always shows otf at its best and
brightest. The man who relates a bull
must, or at least ought, to experience a

congenially bovine feeling (so to speak)
similar to that which inspired the ori-
ginal producer. Too many raconteurs
indulge in the perilous notion that
they are chronicling what is beneath
their dignity, and, c(msecjuently, over-
lay their material with semi-apologies,
betraying their own self-consciousness.
Mr. O'Flannigan does not fall into th;s
error. He gives you his jest, or his tale,

his practical joke, or his ghastly murder
without any after-thought. There it is,

too light to bear analysis, too superficial
to base a dissertation on Irish character
upon—take it and pass to the next.
Mr. O'Flannigan, like most authors,

is happiest when he sticks to his subject,
and heaviest in his padding. Early
Irish history can be made attractive in
its proper place and by proper treat-

ment ; but we resent the intrusion into
these jiages of episodes- (intended to W
picturesque), and commencing after this

fashion: 'Evening closed round the
castle of Kilkenny, the day had been
sultry, every object around was distinct

to the sight,' and so on.

We know full well what the precision
of this wonderful meteorological record
of the date of Elizabeth means. Before
many lines we shall see ' a travelled

stained horseman ' bestriding (we are
ready to wager anything) ' a gallant

gray,' who is perfectly certain to sud-
denly 'di-aw rein and admire the scene.'

These dashing horsemen of the middle
ages all do it. It is our firm conviction
that if the ejiisode-writer were depicting
h man riding to the gallows, he would
(from sheer force of habit) make the
victim pause, involuntarily, ' to admire
the scene.' But putting this tale-

writing aside, we can afford to j^raise

the bulk of the book as very readable
and interesting.

It is a curious scene that is disclosed

to us. The deeper tints are laid in with
judicial murders, trials for wichcraft,

treason, agrarian outrages, and ordinary
murders. Criminals' heads are stuck
up on pikes, men are condemned to be
hung ' in forty-eight hovirs ' as late as

the days of O'Connell.

Mixed with all this is the buffoonery

of the bar and the bench, the curiously

primitive manners, the pleaders innc -

cent (when on circuit) of wigs and gowns,
and O'Connell breakfasting in Court on
bread and milk after a drive of ninety
miles, and interrupting the Solicitor-
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General's speech with his mouth half-full

of sandwiches ! Before we judcje the
Irish criminal bar too harshlj' for the
theatrical and rhetorical manner with
which they examined witnesses and the
•apparently unseemly way in which
they interrupted the Counsel for the
Crown, we must reflect upon the disad-
vanfaire under wliicli they laboured (in

common with tlie'r Englisli confreres of

that day) in not being allowed to ad-
dress the jury on behalf of the prisoner,
anrt the necessity for their indicating in

some prominent manner their estimate
of the value of any particular piece of

evi dence

.

Among the lighter bits, this anecdote
of Serjeant ^IcMahon will bear repeat-
ing. In addressing a jury he is reported
to have said :

' My client acted boldly.

He saw the storm brewing in the dis-

tance, but he was not dismayed. He
took the bull by the horns, and he in-

dicted 1dm. for perjury.

The Return of the Princess. By Jacques
ViNCEM. Ko. 51 Appleton's New
Handy Volume Series, New York

;

Toronto : Hart & Eawlinson, 1880.

We must confess to having been much
pleased with this little work. Without
aspiring too high, M. Vincent has con-
trived to sustain his narrative above the
level of common-place experiences, and
to give it a homogeneottsness that carries

our sympathies along with his heroine
from start to finish.

The scene is Egypt,—not the Egypt of

Cheops and the Pyramids,—bttt the
Egypt of to-day, of French fashiims
clashing with Mohammedan traditions,

of clamorous foreign bond holders, and
of the hardly worked, oppressed fellah.

The harem is opened before us, our
Princess Miriam tells us all about it, with
its amusements, its factions and its jea-

lousies. Still, life in a harem is sup-

posed to be monotonous, and one would
not expect much graphic narration from
a person who had spent all her life amid
mutes, women, and eunuchs,—even if

she were doubly a Princess. But ]\I.

Vincent gets over this skilfully. His
princess has been educated at Paris, and
in entering the palace of her father, at

the age of seventeen, she brings with her
the keener insight, the freer instincts of

a western civilization.

The position is sufficiently piqiiante.

We feel with Miriam in her impatience
at those gilded restraints, and rejoice

with her when she contrives (somewhat
too easily it appears to us) to elude her
watchers' vagilance from time to time.

She gets out to visit her own brother,

who has married a beautiful Englishwo-
man, and goes on visits to her half-sis-

ters Hosnah and Farideh, who are both
married and who are the leaders of tlie

two opposed factions of old and young
Egj'pt. Hosnah piques herself on pre-

serving all old customs, rigorous seclu-

sion, strict veiling, ncn-intercourse with
the Franks. Farideh, on the contrary,

throws open her rooms, full of flashy

French upholstery, and entertains all the

stray European population of Cairo. At
one rout, which being held in the harem,
even she could not allow men to attend,

she ingeniously got over her difficulty by
dressing up some of her tallest slaves in

white cravats and black dress suits.

We will not disclose the ending to this

modern story of the Arabian Nights
;

our readers must take our word that it

is moving and original, and seek it in

M. Vincent's pages for themselves.

A Stroke of Diplomacy. By Victor
Cherbcliez. No. 49 Appleton's New
Handy Volume Series, New York

;

Toronto : Hart & Kawlinson, 1880.

The number of pleasant little French
tales and novelettes which Messrs. Ap-
pleton hav'e been the means of introduc-

ing to the notice of the American reading
public during the last few years is some-
thing quite considerable. Apart from
mere numbers too, there is much to notice

and to be pleased at in these volumes.
What a shock it must have given many a
bigoted believer in the true inward wick-
edness of a French novel, to have found
that there are so many of them which
can be read aloud without wounding the
sensitiveness of a typical * 3'oung per-

son !
' Probably the bigoted being in

question will, however, continue to ciier-

ish his belief in the danger lurking be-

tween the yellow covers of the spongy-
papered, invertebrate originals, and will

refuse to make acquaintance with anj^ of

them till they have past the fiery te.st of

Messrs. Appleton's selection.

The little tale now before us is com-
pact enough to be pitt in a nutshell. A
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young lover, a scheming woman with

beautifnl eyes and hair, and long taper

fingers, which give one an unpleasant

idea that they are always about to clutch

something. The scheming woman's de-

signing mother and the diplomatic uncle

who is commissioned to rescue the lover

from his entanglements,—these are prac-

tically the only characters. After the

first few pages the whole action takes

place at Lausanne, and does not require

very many days for its evolution.

Horace, the lover, is a fine, handsome
young fellow, whose life-passion it is to

prosecute his antiquarian researches

deeply into the history of Egypt. This

has kept him apart from women, gaiety

and business, and it is with a w<Mider

akin to a revelation that he experiences

the new sensation—love, when Madame
de Corneuil first beams upon him with

her large brown eyes ' shot with fawn,'

during a congenial visit to the tomb of

Ti. It is upon the two opposing motives,

love for the Pharoahs, and love for Mde.
de Conieuil, that the plot (if the little

sketch can be said to have a formal plot)

hinges.

We do not notice many errors of trans-

lation. Curiously enough, the two we
noted ff)r remark are of directly different

tendencies. In the one case ' it helps

nothing, (instead of ' it is of no avail ')

is a barely literal translation of a French
idiom ; in the other the spirit of the

French language and the consistency

of the characters are alike disregarded by
the introduction in a gentleman's mouth
of the vulgar American phrase ' own up.

'

Notes (Vun Globe-Trotteur ; course ardour

du month, par Emilk d'Audikfhet.
Paris : E. Plon et Cie. ; IS'ew York :

F. \V. Christern; 1880.

Now that travellers have multiplied

beyond the ordinary powers of concep-

tion, and every nook and corner of the

world is bethumped by the industrious

feet of organized parties of sight-seers,

the reader of journeys must not expect

to derive his amusement so much from
the novelty of the place visited as from
the peculiarities of the visitor, either in

his personal qualities or the mode of

locomotion he affects.

In this way we felt an interest in Mrs.
Brassey's Voyage, which the mere places

she saw would not have inspired, and

similarly the Rides to Kiva, Adventures

of the Rob Pvoy Canoe, and a dozen more
of the same class, aim at presenting to

us a distinct flavouring (so -to speak) of

the author as a prevalent ingredient in

the dish.

M. D'Audiffret goes jauntily round the

gh)be in the same spirit. The world (/jcice

the astronomers) is flat enough, but a

true Parisian, fresh from the asphalte

of his native boulevards, may succeed

in imparting a little verce to it. At any

rate, his point of view is so different from

that of a Canadian as to insure some
novelty in his impressions.

Our traveller starts from Paris ' with-

out enthusiasm.' He hints at some in-

explicable reason for his ' trotting' to

the end of the world, but yoii must not

ask what it is. ' There is something in

this great emotion of the heart that re-

minds him of a flower,' so jealously

loved that nobody must so much as snift"

at it. For a mystical half-page or tAvo

he dallies with these concealed feelings,

which explain the deep moments of de-

pression he fell into during his jour-

ney. At least, he says so, but a care-

ful perusal of the book leads us to be-

lieve that he never was really depressed

except on board the Pacific mail steamer,

when he experienced muchaflliction from

the sameness of the cuisine.

' Potatoes et canard, canard et pota-

toes,' boiled, roasted, and stewed, ' c'est

vraiment dommage I'

At any rate, if he left Paris under a

dread of black thoughts, the sight of an

English lady, a fellow passenger, whoni

he meets at Marseilles, soon dissipated

them.
' Quel costume 1

' he exclaims (in-

audibly to the lady, Iqt us hope). The
dress not long enough, nor short enough,
' et en pique blanc, s'il vous ydait !' A
little red cravat she wears creates an in-

appeasable longing on his part to pull

it behind to see if it would throttle her
;

her boots are solid, but ' d'une longueur,

d'une longueur I' When we add that

the head of our unfortunate fellow-sub-

ject was covered with a white Indian

helmet, from which dangled two lengths

of blue veil, it will be easily seen that

the traveller's sense of his national supe-

riority was delightfully tickled.

Nor does he show more respect for

our ecclesiastics, as we find him eagerly

betting whether the heat will make a

bishop they have on board drop his
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gaiters and apron in the passage of the

Ked Sea. It is not often one gets the

chance of betting on a bishop, which
seems to add a piquancy to the ti'ansac-

tion.

Nothing very interesting occurs till

he arrives at Japan, where he makes a

somewhat lengthened stay. He was
always interested in it, he informs us

naively, ' it always seemed to him so

far from Paris !'

He dashes ashore at Yokohama, is

delighted with it, spends there in fact

the most interesting hour ' de flanerie

que jaie jamais tlanee,' and goes to a

hotel of which he only complains it is

too comfortable. Next day he calls on
the " charmant consul," and we may re-

mark here that almost every one he
meets is * charmant,' even if he dislikes

a man, as is evidently the case with the

captain of the Ku?,(/«, he is 'excellent * *

and perhaps the most amiable and
" spiritutV man in the world,' barring a

lugubrious look at table. From Yoko-
hama he goes to Tokio and takes a house
there, living in real Japanese style, and
much delighted with all he sees. Re-
ceiving much hospitality from the mem-
bers of the different embassies, he de-

tei-mines to give a/e^e in return, which
is a great success. The centre piece is a

magnificent fish, apparently most artis-

tically cut up, and embowered in flowers

and fruits. To his great surprise the

fish gives a somersault in the dish, and
the Ja,panese guests proceed to put an
end to its tortures by cutting it in pieces.

We must in justice say that this is al-

most the only instance of real barbarity

recoi'ded in the pages of this book about
Japan.

At last he must leave Japan and fare

onwards to San Francisco. The street

boys of that city surprise him by the
coolness with which they ask for twenty
cents to make up the price of a theati-e

ticket, and get it. He almost puts the
Parisian gamhi to a disadvantage in

comparison with these little beggars.

The Yosemite ' Walley' he does not
visit, but hurries on to Chicago, where
he feels the first whiff of civilization, to

Niagara, and New York. He likes that

sumptuous city, he dwells affectionately

on a truffled capon he has there for dinner,
— certainly it was dear at twenty dollars,

but he adds (with gastronomic exaggera-

tion) it was the Jirsf^ the only dinner I

had since I left Paris the year before !

With this magnificent compliment to

our neighbours we take our leave of M.
d'Audiffret.

Verses and Rhymes by the Way. By No-
ra Pembroke. S. E. Mitchell, Pem-
broke, Ont., 1880.

This volume of verse seldom rises

above amiable common-place echoes of

Eliza Cook's " Old Arm Chair" school of

domestic verse. Some of the verses on
religious subjects are good of their kind.
" The Iroquois Side of the Story" aims
at something higher in the manner of

Longfellow's " Skeleton in Armour,"
which is readable, after one has got over
the unpronounceable Indian polysylla-

bles. But the poem which has most
real merit is a ballad, " A Legend of

Buckingham Village,'' which connnemor-
ates the murder in 1 SO" of an imbecile

girl, it was supposed by her brother the

llev. Mr. Babin. Mr. Babin was the Eng-
lish Church clergyman at Buckingham

;

the girl had been a burden on him ; her

body was found beneath the ice of the

river, and Babin was tried for murder
and narrowly escaped the halter he was
generally believed to have most richly

deserved. Here are a few of the verses :

Away up on the River aux Lifevres,

That is foaming and surging alway,

And from rock to rock, leaping through rapids,

Which are curtained by showers of spray
;

And up here is the Buckinaham village,

Which is built on these waters of strife
;

It was here that the Minister Babin,

Stood and i>reached of the Gospel of Life.

Was his message all noise like the rapids?

Was it empty and light as the foam ?

Ah me ! what "thought the desolate inmate
Of the still upper room of his home ''

Ah ' who knows !—for the chair now is empty.
And the impotent girl is away ;

While the night and the darkness covered
Such a deed from the light of the day.

Tovi Singleton : Dragoon and Draraat-

i.st. By W. W. FollettSjmge. Frank-

lin Square Libraiy, No. 110. New
York : Harper & Brothers.

This is a novel, and deals with such
incidents and events as occur in novel-

life, and not elsewhere. How well we
know those denizens of Novel-land !

How brusquely honest are the charming
old Admirals, shockingly neglected by
the Board of Admiralty that misman-
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ages the fleet of Great Noveldom ! Their

captains of dragoons how manly, how
self-sacrificing and retiringly modest, re-

joicing, moreover, in the possession of

cuticles incapable of sustaining a scar

which will turn out to be other than or-

namental to their bronzed cheeks ! The
dwellers in Novel-land waste no time in

formalities. They know each other at

once, and act with amazing cordiality,

not to say excessive familiarity, from the

moment of introduction. They possess

moreover considerable talent for quota-

tion, and exercise that gift unmercifully.

When they want to shine, how they con-

verse ! With what ready wit (in this

particular instance) do they banteringly

discourse at a dinnerparty about the im-

proprieties of second marriages, regard-

less of the fact that several of the ladiea

present liave visited the altar more than
once. Good English society (in Novel-
dom at least) is no doubt justified in such
conduct, which would be called personal

rudeness elsewhere.

In Tom Singleton,, the reader, if he can
forgive these peculiarities, will find the

tale a fairly readable one. If Mr. Synge
had thought less of its merits, he might
have improved it, and especially he
should have contrived a means to dis-

cover his second hero's little piece of vil-

lainy which would have been less impos-
sible than the one he has described in

chapter xxxix.

MUSIC AI^D THE DEAMA.

THE names of Joachim and Wilhelmj
have for many years been known to

all lovers of music as those of the two
greatest living violinists, and our dille-

tcudi hailed with delight the announce-
ment that one of them was to play here
on the evening of the 27th nit. Herr
August Wilhelmj has been in America
nearly a year, and has made the same
remarkable impression here that he made
in Europe, and has achieved this result,

not by resorting to any meretricious

means of eliciting approbation, but by
the force, strength, and greatness of his

playing. Herr Wilhelmj was met on
Thursday evening by an audience which
was fair in size, but which testified by
its applause during the evening that it

was both critical and enthusiastic. He
played, as announced, the Paganini C'oh-

ccrio in D ; an Andante by Vogrich ; and
Ernst's 'Hungarian Airs.' His playing
was received with such storms of ap-

plause that he was obliged to respond in

each instance, playing a Nocturne by
Chopin, Schumann's ^Ahendlied', and
an air from Bach's Suite in D. His play-

ing is essentially diflerent from that of

any of the greater violinists that have
visited Toronto. It is not by his appeal
to the softer sense of music that he stirs

his listeners ; it is by the expression of

strength, earnestness, and irresistible

power and ease of execution that he
holds his audience enthralled. His style

is as bold as it is free from vulgarities ;

there is nothing forced, and there are no
mannerisms to oSend the listener. His
tone is full and searching, seeming to

draw all the music out of the instrument,

though on the higher strings it lacks the

breadth that should balance the extraor-

dinary weight and massiveness which
characterizes his playing on the lower

ones.

His intonation is occasionally faulty,

but we are'now being taught to look upon
that as a mark of true poetic fire, which
we would, however, rather do without.

His playing of the difficult Paganini con-

certo was so easy in style that none who
were not acquainted with its extreme
technical difficulties could have known
what a tour de force it was. The finest

morceoio, however, was the Bach Air,

which was played beautifully, and sha-

ded exquisitely. Altogether Wilhelmj i»

an artist whose playing is characterized

by largeness of conception, completing a

grand, massive picture, rather than giv-

ing, exquisite finish to details and risk-

ing the loss of unity of effect in the whole.
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Siornora Salvotti assisted as soprana. This
lady has improved very much since her
previous visit to this city.and made quite

an impression by her renderincj of the
ail' from 'Xabucco. ' Her voice is large

and full and of a great range. She also

sang very well Gounod's Ave Maria (on

Bach's PreJwTmm) with the violin ohli-

gato by Herr Wilhelmj. Mr. Max Vo-
grich, a pianist of considerable force and
executive power, played two Lizst solos

and the accompaniments. Herr Wil-
helmj gave two concerts in the following
week, which met with the same appro-
Taation.

On the 10th June, the second concert
of the St. Andrew's Choral Society took
place at the Horticultural Gardens. This
Society has been doing good work in the
•cause of music in a quiet way, and showed
marked improvement over its first efl'ort

in February. On this evening its force

was augmented by an orchestra, which,
while it added to the general efiect, was
still a disadvantage, as its weight was too

much for the chorus, and as it was com-
posed of musicians who had not played
the work of the evening together suffi-

ciently often to produce that unity with-
ovit which orchestral work is rather to be
shunned.

In the opening overture by Nicolai,
* Ein' Feste Burg,' in which is incor-

porated Luther's great Chorale of that

name, this was especially noticeable,

as the strings, as a rule, played very
much according to their own notions of

lime. The first duty of an instrumen-
talist is to remember that there is a con-
ductor, and that he is there for the
player to look at and take his time from,
but unfortunately that important indivi-

dual is generally the last one it occurs
to the player to let his gaze wander to,

or if he should so far forget himself, he
also forgets that the movements of the
conductor are made to give him a faint

idea of where a bar commences, and
where intermediate beats come in.

It is not to be supposed from the above
that the performance was not good ; on
the contrary, when the variety of ma-
terial in the orchestra is considered, as

well as the great difficnlty just men-
tioned, the XJerformance was one which
reflected great credit on Mr. Fisher, to

whose patience, taste, and energy, the
success of theconcert was due. His chorus
.sang well, with care and expression,

thousrh the tenors and basses lacked in

attacking yjower and promptness gener-

ally. It failed to produce an agreeable

impression only when singing extremely
loud passages, which were not musical
from the efforts of the singers to be heard
above the orchestra. The Lauda ISion,

a cantata by Mendelssohn, which con-

tains some very fine choruses, and also

some work which is hardly worthy of

the great master, was a prominent fea-

ture of the jnogramme, and showed
considerable study on the part of the
chorus. The finest work, however, done
by the chorus were the ^Mendelssohn four-

part songs ' Farewell to the Forest,' and
' May .song,' and Macfarren's ' Sands o'

Dee.' The last was trulj' poetically sung,
and it i.s not too much to say that it was
the finest piece of part-singing ever
heard in Toronto. The soloists were
Miss Ferris, soprano, INIiss Dick, con-
tralto, Mr. Doward, tenor. Mr. Schuch,
bass. Mi.ss Ferris possesses a fine, full,

mezzo-soprano voice, and sings with con-

siderable stjde and great expression.

Her rendeiing of the solo, ' Lord at all

times,' in the Lauda Sion, was the finest

of the evening, and showed great study
and a true conception of the tenderness
of the subject ; but her singing of the
' Messiah ' solo, ' He shall feed his flock,'

was not so good, evidently not haWng
been studied so deeply. Miss Dick has
a fine voice, though not a strong one, and
sang her solo, ' He was despised ' (Mes-
siah), very eflfectively, though she gave
way to the popular error of singing it

explosively and abruptly in enunciation.

Mr. Doward did not do himself justice

in his rendering of the Messiah recita-

tive and aria, ' Comfort ye' and ' Every
valley. ' His singing of the latter evinced

a want of confidence in his powers, which
may have been the result of a cold, but
which certainly militated against his suc-

cess. Mr. Schuch was in good voice,

and sang ' Thus saith the Lord ' (Messiah)

with care and declamatory efi'ect. He
also sang the aria, ' But who may abide,'

with jvidgment and expression. The or-

chestra accompaniments to the Messiah
solos were played by a reduced orchestra,

and did not overweight the singers ; still

they lacked in breadth and fullness of

tone, and it would perhaps have been
better to have taken a little more pains

and used a little more determination
with the whole orchestra, and to have
made it serve in these numbers.
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The concert as a whole was a success,

as it showed progress ; and as the selec-

tion of numbers, with the exception of the

Nicolai overture, was not too ambitious,

it also showed that the progress was not

souglit to be made too fast, nor at a rate

beyond the powers of the Sociaty. It

is to be hoped that next season will see
the Society again in the field, as work of
the kind that it has undertaken is de-
serving of encouragement.

LITERAEY I^OTES.

Mr. Swinburne's new volume of

poems is entitled ' Songs of the Spring-

tides,' and contains some charming
' Studies of the Sea ' which will delight

all lovers of verse.

Mr. W. D. Howell's latest novel,
' The Undiscovered Country,' which has

been appearing in instalments in the

Atlantic Monthly has just been issued

in separate form.

The second and concluding volume of

Dr. Wm. Smitli's ' Dictionary of Chris-

tian Antiquities' has just been com-
pleted, and forms a valuable supplement
to the learned editor's 'Dictionary of the
Bible,' issued some years ago.

The ' Life and Writings of Henry
Thomas Buckle' has just been published,
throwing much light upon one of the
most important contributions to historic

inquiry which the century lias produced
—the ' History of Civilization in Eng-
land.'

The latest issues of the Seaside LAhrary
are the new novels of lihuda Brouu'hton,—

' Second Thoughts,'—and of Anthony
Trollope,— ' The Duke's Cliiklren,'—and
a cheap rei)rint of the first volume of

'The Life of H. R. H. the Prince Con-
sort,' by Sir Theodore Martin.

A work dealing with our early Colonial
history, which its author, the Rev. Dr.
Ryerson, has long beun known to be pre-
paring, has just aijpeared from the press
of the Wesleyan Book Room, Toronto,
entitled ' Tlie Loyalists of America and
their Times.'

The eighth and final volume of the
cheap re-issue of Chas. Kniglit's ' Popu-
lar History of England ' has been i.ssned

in the /Standard ISeries, and the ninth vol-

ume of ' Chambers' Encyclopaedia ' has.

appeared in the series of ' Fifty Cent
Volumes,' issued by the American Book
Exchange.

A work of some novelty and of no
inconsiderable interest to lovers of Eng-
lish Literature is announced under the
title of ' Four Centuries of English Let-
ters,' to include, we believe, selections

from some two hundred writers from the
period of the Paston Letters to the pres-

ent time.

' The New Parliament,' just issued
by Messrs Cassell, of London, contains-

a History of the Dissolution, notices of

the Party Leaders, and special biograph-
ies of the new members of the House of
Commons, with a number of Election
Incidents of more or less historical im-
portance.

' Lacrosse, and How to Play it,' by
Mr. W. K. McNaught, from the press of
Messrs. Hunter, Rose & Co., will, we
doubt not, meet with kindly and deserved
reception at the hands of its many de-
votees in Canada, M'ho, in these summer
months, extract so much pleasure from
the game on the ' tented field.'

Messrs. Hart & Rawlinson have
brought out, by anangement with the
copyright owners in England, a Cana-
dian edition of the ' Memoirs of the late

Frances Ridley Havergal,' whose hymns
and devotional songs are well-known and
highly appreciated on both sides of the
Atlantic.

.
A young writer of the sister-province

of Quebec, Mons. L. H. Fiecliette, has
just had the honour of being enrolled a
Laureate of the French Academy, in
recognition of some volumes of verse
which he has recently published. In
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our next issue we hope to be able to give

some notice of his works, which have

thus earned for him the distinction of

his kinsmen in Old France.

A timely and sensible essay on the sub-

ject of 'Money and Paper Currency'

has recently appeared from the pen of

Mr. Geo. E. Casey, M. P. for East

Elgin. It will well repay perusal, and
particularly just now, when so much
fallacy is current on the subject of which

the little volume treats.

' Fossil Men and their Modern Re-
presentatives,' an interesting addition to

the literature illustrative of Pre-Historic

Man in Europe, is the subject of a new
work from the pen of Principal Daw-
son, LL.D. , of jMontreal, some portions

of which appeared in one of the religious

Magazines of England.

The long promised and important work
of Principal Caird, of Glasgow Univer-

sity,
—

' An lutroductiou to the Philos-

ophy of Religion,'—has just appeared

from the press of jMessrs iNIacmiilan &
Co. , and will doubtless receive that at-

tention to which its great merit and the

author's able treatment of the subject

entitle it.

Messrs. Lippincott, of Philadelphia,

have done a service to students of Eng-
lish Literature in reprinting the Pi,ev. Dr.

Brewer's ' The Reader's Hand-book ' of

Allusions, References, Plots, and Stories,

a volume which, with Adams' ' Diction-

ary of English Literature ' furnishes a

comprehensive index to ' Who's Who'
-among English writers and the charac-

ters that hgiire in their works.

Messrs. Niramo & Bain, of London,
(Mr. Bain, we may observe, is a Canad-
ian, the son of a Toronto bookseller,)

are about to publish, under the title of
• The Modern Foreign Librar}',' a selec-

tion of the best novels lA all foreign

countries, to be edited by Henry Van
Laun, the translator of Taine's English

Literature and of the recently issued

Edinburgh edition of the Works of

Moliere.

A delightfully-writtea essay on ' Eng-
lish Chimes in Canada,' from the scholarly

pen of our local antiquary, the Rev. Dr.

Scadding, has just been issued in form
for preservation in collections of native

historical and ecclesiastical literature.

Though written for a specific local ob-

ject, its learned and genial author

manages to import into the essay an old-

world flavour and the interest that

attaches to the Cathedral shrines of the
Motherland.
Mr. Mahaffy's two volumes on the

' History of Classical Greek Literature
'

have been reprinted by Messrs Harper
&Bros. The same firm has just re-issued

Mr. J. A. Symonds ' Sketches and Stud-
ies in Southern Europe,' and the first

two volumes of Mr. Ward's ' Selections

from the English Poets,' with critical

introductions by various writers, and a
general introduction by Mr. Matthew
Arnold. The present volumes of Mr.
Ward's series cover the period from
Chaucer to Dryden ; two additional

volumes will complete the issue, Mr.
Goldwin Smith contributing the critical

introduction to Scott.

Canadian Literature is of late notably
increasing both in extent and range, a
fact which it is gratifying to us to record

in these pages. The following works
have recently appeared from native

publishing houses :
' The Treaties of

Canada with the Indians of Manitoba
and the North-West Territories,' by the

Hon. Alex. Morris, Q. C, M. P. P.
;

' Remini.scences of the Early History of

Gait and the Settlement of Dumfries,
Ontario,' by James Young, M.P.P. ; and
' A Trip to Mexico : notes of a Jour-
ney from Lake Erie to Lake Tezcuco
and back,' by Mr. H. C. R. Beecher,Q. C.

Our native Literature is about to be
further enriched by the early publica-

tion of two volumes of verse of excep-

tionally high merit—one entitled ' For-
gotten Songs,' by Mrs. K. Seymour
Maclean, of Kingston, and the other,
' Orion and other Poens,' by Mr. Chas.

E. D. Roberts, B.A., of Chatham, N. B.,

both writers being contributors to our
pages, and well dowered with poetic

gifts. We look forward with unfeigned
pleasure to their appearing.

INIany readers of the Canadian Month-
ly will appreciate the compliment which
has recently been paid by Mr. Her-
bert Spencer to Mr. W. D. Le Sueur,

B.A. , of Ottawa, one of the most cul-

tured and esteemed contributors to

this Magazine, in Mr. Spencer's hav-
ing warmly commended a recent paper
of Mr. Le Sueur's which appeared in

these pages and which, under the title

of ' A Vindication of Scientific Ethics,'

has been reprinted at Mr. Spencer's

request in the current number of the

Fopular ScienceMoutkhj.
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Many men think that an oflFence can
»lways be nullified by a defence.

It is easy to run down the accoinplish-

mente of your neighbour, but harder to

run ahead of iheni.

A good boy may not become a hand-
some man, but a nice bonnet surely be-

comes a pretty woman.

But few men can handle a hot lamp-
chimney, and say there is no place like

home at the same time.

A little girl being asked by her grand-
father where cotton grew, replied, ' In
old gentlemen's ears.'

Cosmetics are to the face what afiFecta-

tion is to the manners ; they impose on
few, and disgust many.

A conscience is like a corner lot.

Everybody would like to have it, but
few are willing to pay the price.

It is a great deal easier to build castles

in the air when you are young, than it

is to live in tliem when you are old.

Theyoung man who invites his mother-
in-law to go \\\) in the balloon should be
watched. There's murder in his head.

Time is infinitely long, and each day
is a vessel into wliich a great deal may
be poured, if one will actually fill it up.

If a man can be happy and contented
in his own company, he will generally be
good company for others.

A little explained, a little endured, a

little passed over as a foible, and lo !

the ragged atoms will fit like a smooth
mosaic

An old lady says she hears every day
of civil engineers, and wimders if there

is no one to say a civil word for conduc-
tors.

Evil can make promises, but it has no
power to keep them. Virtue, on the
other hand, always gives a little more
than is due.

It is not the number of promises a
man makes, but the number he keeps,

•which gives him a position among re-

spectable people.

A familiar instance of colour-blindness
is that of a man taking a brown silk

umbrella and leaving a green gingham
in its place.

There is no good in this world with-

out an accompaniment of evil. The re-

vival of business has increased the sale

of accordions.

Wisdom and truth are immortal ; but
cunning and deception, the meteors of

the earth, after glittering for a moment,
must pass away.

A poor woman who had been supplied
with bad tea by the grocer, said it was
just as the Scripture said, ' To the poor
all things are poor.'

A young lady, being asked by a boring
theologian which party in the Church
she was most in favour of, replied that

she preferred a wedding party.

No life is wasted unless it endeth in

sloth, dishonesty, or cowardice. No
success is worthy of the name unless it

is won by honest industry and brave
breasting of the waves of fortune.

The poor old negro preacher was more
than half right when he .said, ' Bredder-
in, if we could all see into our own hearts

as God does, it would mos' skeer us to

death.

'

A man went into a butcher's shop,

and finding the owner's wife in attend-

ance, in the absence of her husband,
thought he would have a joke at her
expense, and said :

' Madame, can you
supply me with a yard of pork ]

'
' Yes,

sir,' said she. And then, turning to a

boy, she ailded :
' James, give that

gentleman three pig's feet.'

All should Belect some noble aim,

philanthropic, religious or otherwise
;

because we have splendid opportunities

of reaching our desired end. N\ e have
means every day of getting good and do-

ing good. One of these is bj' books which
we may read and thus improve in mental
culture. Another is throu','h living

characters, whose presence is an inspir-

ation.
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When Mr. John H. Burton, the his-

toriographer of Scotland, visited Ireland

and made his first trial of an Irish jannt-

ing-car, he sententiously remarked to his

feflow-traveller :
' Now you perceive

that we have arrived in a country where

property is scarce, and therefore valu-

able, but where human life is redundant,

and therefore of no account. Here, you

observe, they put the wheels under the

seat, and protect them with the legs of

passengers.'

Bishop Wilberforce once spoke to a

gamekeeper upon a neighbouring estate,

where he sometimes spent a quiet day

shooting, about not going to church.

The man pleaded guilty to the bishop's

impeachment, but added that he read

his Bible on Sunday afternoons. ' And,

my lord,' said the keepei-, ' I do not find

there that the Apostles went shooting.'
' You are quite right,' replied the bishop

;

' but it was because there was no game
in the Holy Ltuid. They went fishing

instead.'

A correspondent of the Hour has a

story at the expense of the oldest Uni-

tarian church in Boston :
' An English-

man who happened iu there, the otlier

day, was so struck by the adherence to

the forms of tlie establishment and the

retention of the name ' King's Chapel,'

that he thought they were hopeful signs

of attachment to the crown of England.
' By Jove,' he declared, ' it wouldn't be

hard to bring you republicans back to

monarchy, all you want is some more
Denis Kearneys.'

A friend of the -sxTiter's spent a part of

last summer in a sequestered village in

the valley of the Tweed. Before she re-

turned home she had become acquaint-

ed with a number of the village folk,

among the rest with one quaint old lady

whom she frequently met during her

walks. One day she encountered Mrs.

Blair at some distance from the village,

and as usual stopped to say a few words.
' I've just met .some grand people in

their carriage, Mrs. Blair,' she said.

' The Countess of Eskdale and her

daughter.' ' Ay, ay, mem, I ken them.
The daughter's Lady Westmuir the noo,

I'm thinking.' ' No, no, you are a little

wrong there, Mrs. Blair,' said Mrs. A.
' The Countess of Eskdale's davighter is

not Lady Westmuir ; she's Lady Braba-
zon.' * Ay, ay, mem, ye're quite richt

;

that's just the name, "Lady Brawbiz-
zon " ' replied the old lady.

A canny Scotchman in Brechin, after

having spent a year or two in the mar-
ried state, had the misfortune, the other

day, to lose his wife. No sooner was he
bereft of the partner of his cares than he
consoled himself with a review of his

worldly circumstances. ' I had,' said he,
' but a shilling in my pocket when I was
married, and now that my wife is dead
I have ninepence, so that 1 have only
lost threepence.'

SIRENS, ANCIENT AND MODERN,

A Song of ' Society.^

In his ship stood Ulysses close-bound to the

mast,
Till the perilous rocks of the Sirens he passed;

His crew of grim sea-dogs each tugged at his

oar,

Their ears stopped with wax to all voices from
shore,

Each stolid, gray wave-worn old face turned
away

From the reef where those treacherous song-

stresses lay.

At the mast stood Ulysses, all eye and all ear,

Secure mid temptation, the temptress to hear.

He saw them—three girls, that, waist-high in

the wave,
To his gaze all their glory of loveliness gave,

Each shape like a statue the King could be-

hold,

Half hid by her tresses of garlanded gold,

And they chaunted this song to Ulysses the

wise,

With voices as sweet as their Hps and their

eyes,—

' Oh come, great Ulysses ! come hither, we
know

Of the home that you sailed from ten long

years ago,

In the dim misty morning, while wailed from
the shore,

The womenwho wept you returning no more,

And we know all brave deeds that the Heroes
have done,

Of the fair, faithless Queen, and of Troy lost

and won

;

Come hither and rest thee, tired Hero, wise

King,
For of all that has charm in the wide world

we sing.'

He heard with delight, and had yielded at

last

!

But his crew were stone-deaf, and the ropss

held him fast,

So those dangerous damsels he safely got past.

Old Homer's quaint tale has a moral quite

new.
And Society's Sirens are dangerous too

—

Though one thinks oneself safe-tied with
bonds that are fast.

One gets wrecked on the rocks of the Sirens

at last.

Twonto. M.
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GREAT BRITAIN'S adverse bal-

ance of trade has long been a

special subject of discussion, some re-

garding it as of no serious importance,

while others recognise in it symptoms
of commercial decline. The steady

increase of this imfavourable balance

not only in volume, but in its propor-

tion to exports and to the increase of

population, is specially deserving of

attention. Twenty years ago, the total

exports of one hundred and fifty-six

millions sterling were eighty-seven per

cent, of the amount of the imports,

while in 1877 the exports were but

sixty-four per cent, of the amount of

the imports. Taking two decaded

periods, 1S.59-G8, and 1868-77, the

average of the first period was, imports,

two himdred and fifty millions, exports,

one hundred and ninety-six millions, or

seventy-eight and one-third per cent.
;

and of the second period, imports,

three hundred and forty-six millions,

exports, two hundred and seventy

millions, or seventy-eight and one-

third per cent., being a slight gain, but
comparing with 1S7G or 1877, greatly

to the disadvantage of the latter pai't of

the period. When viewed in relation

to population, the first period shows
imports, per capita, of eight pounds,
eight shillings, exports, five pounds,
four shillings, or sixty-two per cent.

;

and in the latter period, imports, ten

pounds, sixteen shillings and sixpence,

exports, six pounds, fifteen shillings

and eightpence, or sixty-three per cent.

—a gain of one per cent. On the last

two years of the period (lS76-77)-the

exports only averaged fifty-three per

cent, of the amount of the imports^er
capita.

These large and increasing imports

consist chiefly of two classes, Food
Staples, and the Raio Materials ofManu-
factures. During the second decadal

period referred to, the former class of

imports were as follows :

—

Wheat, Corn and Flour

—

annual average £10,000,000
Tea 11,000,000

Sugar L'0,000,000

Annual average total . . . ..£77,000,000
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or about twenty-two and one-quarter

per cent, of the total importations.

The latter class during the period was

Cotton, annual average . . £57,000,000

Wool, " "
. . 20,000,000

Silk,
" " .. 9,000,000

Total annual average .... £86,000,000

These three raw textile staples

amount to twenty-five per cent, of the

total average import. If to the above

be added timber, averaging say twen-

ty millions pounds per annum, the re-

sults in all amount to over fifty-three

per cent, of the total import -j. To the

Food Imports has now to be added,

meat from America, live and dead,

which will bring the total for these

classes to about sixty per ceat. of the

•average imports.
• I propose for the present to consider

chietiy the item of Corn Supply and its

principal sources, and whether there

be no alternative for the United King-

dom but to continue to pay gold to

strangers for her bread-stuffs, in excess

of her immense exports of manufac-

tured articles. Protectionist writers

on the American side often attr-ibute

the unfavourable balance of British

trade to the supposed decline of English

supremacy in manufactures ; whereas

it actually results from the enormously

increasing consumption of food and

raw material of foi-eign gi-owth.

During a period of years, the supply

of corn has come chiefly from Russia

and the United States As far back as

1854:, the latter country sent almost

one fourth out of a total of eight mil-

lions of quarters. In 1859, Russia

supplied about one-fourth of a total of

ten millions of quarters. But since

then the pro|)ortions have beeni'emark-

ably rnversed. During the five years,

1873-77, the total Corn imports aver-

aged a vsdiie of fifty four millions

sterling. Of this Russia sent a little

over four millions, or 7| per cent

,

while the United States furnished

nearly twenty-one millions sterling, or

33| per cent., per annum. Duringthe
first nine months of 1879, the United
States is reported to have sent the

enormous proportion of about sixty per

cent, of an unprecedentedly large im-

portation.

In 1877, the total imports from the

United States were seventy-eight mil-

lions, and the exports to the United
States, sixteen millions, or about 20
per cent ; showing a balance of trade

against the United Kingdom with the

United States of over three hundred
millions of dollar.s. The total excess

in the United States of exports over

imports in 1878 is returned attA'o

hundi"ed and sixty-five millions of dol-

lars—so that more than their total

excess is with Great Britain.

Russia, in 1877, sold Great Britain

to the value of twenty two millions

sterling, while she bought of strictly

British produce, only a little over four

millions, or about 18 per cent, of the

value of her exports to Great Britain.

Few will dispute the maxim that, in

so far as it can possiltly be guarded
against, no nation should be depend^it^
for her vital supplies on either hostile

or rival nations.

In ships and the material of war,

Bi-itaiu constantly supplies her rivals
;

she herself never depends for these

upon foreign assistance. Indeed, she

does not de[)end upon private domes-
tic sources ; the nation maintains vast

establishments for the manufacture of

her own armaments of war.

However numerous the enemies of

Britain may be, her danger of armed
invasion is not imminent. Her de-

fences by sea and land are her security.

Britain's danger rather consists in

being compelled to buy her fnod and
raw material from rival nations, and
to pay for them in gold, wliile these

nations not only exclude her n)anufac-

tures from their markets, but compete
with her in countries where they could

not sell their raw materials.

While England thus pays vast sums
to strangers for natural products, the

wages to produce which in no way be-
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nefit her own i)eople, she has, on the

one hand, an immense home popula-

tion, insutEciently employed, and, on

the other hand, accessible territories,

won by the bravery and enterprise of

her 4ons, and still held by the Crown,
suitable for the production of all the

food and raw materials that she can

possibly consume. The problem for

British statesmen to day is, how to

utilise those resources, so as to benefit

the nation and make the empire abso-

lutely independent of foreign countries

fur its vital supplies, in peace no less

than in war.

Hitherto, the great colonies have

been peopled through the necessities

of the individual emigrant. Badness

of trade, failure of crops, or personal

misfortune of various kinds, have in-

duced persons in the mother country

to emigrate. They brave the ocean

pa.ssage, and the greater risk of ob-

taining employment or finding a settle-

ment under new and often uncouirenial

circumstances. During a visit to Mani-
toba, last summer, when nearly a

hundred miles west of lied River, 1

met a ribbon weaver from Coventry.

He had toiled with his little effects in

ox carts, for five days over the wet
prairie from Winnipeg—and had yet

several days further to travel before

settling his family on a free * home-
stead.' Emigrants, such as this, en-

dure great privations, but they ulti-

mately succeed
;
yet [ could not but

feel that as a representative of the

class of voluntary iminigrants by
whom the great N>)rch-West is des-

tined ti) be peopled, the Coventry
weaver was suffering disadvantages, to

a large extent, due to tlie si/ste-n.

Mr. FrDude^ in the Eliuburyh Re-

vieio. some time .since urged assisted

Imperial emigration to the Colonies,

instancing the result of the opposite

policy in the Cise of the Irish exolus
to America. Hut no Government has

hitherto been found pre|)ired to fav-

oar such a scheme ; nor has it been
influentially advocated by the pre.ss or

in Parliament. Emigration hitherto

has been individual, not National or
Imperial. It is, therefore,very unlikely

that the British taxpayer will consent
to an outlay in which he has no direct

advantage, merely to relieve the home
labour market, to benefit the unsuccess-
ful surplus population, or to people
Colonies, that in return may exclude
his manufactures by protective tariffs.

To gain the consent of the British

people to an expenditure for emigra-
tion, it must be shown that the outlay
will be beneficial to the home popu-
lation ; and that while the Cjlonies
are being developed, increased trade

and greater independence of foreign
nations will result to Great Bi-itain.

The imports of foreign and colonial

cereals have now reached the enor-

mous value of over .sixty millions ster-

ling, per annum. The growth of this

vast product has furnished no employ-
ment to the British pe.>ple, nor has the

pi'ofit upon it, in any way, benefited

the British taxpayer. It has, indeed,

been landed at the ports, chiefly in
British bottoms, and so has yielded

employment to Great Britain's unri-

valled commercial fleet, but there the
commercial benefit has endt d, for the
[)rice has to be paid in gold.

Instead of thus paying strangers and
rivals for her breadstuffs, why should
not Britain produce them herself from
lands of the Crown ? If the manufac-
ture of their own ships and war ma-
terials by the British Government can
be justified on sound principles of poli-

tical economy, is it unieasonable to

produce the food of the people ? The
alternative is no longer avoidable,

Britain must contimve to enrich rival

nations from which she purcliasi-;s ber

c 'rn, or she must produce it for herself

as a national enterprise. In the his-

tory of nations, the opportunity seldom
arises to utilize vast tracts of fertile

Crown Lands, within ea.sy access to

the mother c )untry. Britain enjoys

this rare opp )rtuuity to-d.iy in the

Djtninion of Cuiada!
Within fifteen days of Liverpool

there is an uulimite 1 are.i of tortile
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prairie land, as yet iinciiltivated, be-

longing nominally to ' The Crown.' In

less than live years this territory could

supply the whole British market with

grain of a quality unsurpassed in the

world. All reports by competent judges

concur in the opinion that the great

fertile belt of Bntish North America

—

stretching westward a thousand miles

from Red Ptiver—will in time become

the wheat-field of the world. In a few

years it will have i-ailway communica-

tion with the seaboard, as well as un-

equalled water highway.s. It, there-

fore, only requires labour and capital

for its development, and for placing

the entire British people, who are its

inheritors, in complete independence

of all foreign food supply.

Individual colonization must natur-

ally be slow, and as such settlers can-

not be expected to have Imperial ob-

jects in view— no matter how great

may be the tide which flows towards

this * illimitable wilderness '—it can-

not result in such timely development

as to overtake the demands of the

British markets, and so to outstrip

foreign competitors.

Instead of such fitful and tardy set-

tlement, I propose that the Imperial

Governmentre-acquii-e extensive tracts

of land in Manitoba and the North-

West territories, and that such lands

be cultivated exclusively foi- thegi-owth

of corn and cattle directly by the

Crown. By arrangement with the

Canadian Parliament, the lands

—

some of which are held as railway re-

serves—could readily be acquired at a

fair valuation. British labourers could

be sent vmder labour conti-acts to cul-

tivate them, and the entire surplus

product could be profitably sold in

Britain on Government account.

These lands ai-e now held at prices

varying from one dollar (4s.) per acre

to five dollars (20*-.) per acre, the latter

being for the belts nearest to the Can-

ada Pacific Railway, now under con-

tract from Winnipeg westward ; the

reserved belts might be left to un-

assisted settlement, for there are thou-

sands of square miles within reason-

able reach of outlets that are fertile be-

yond conception, and that could be ac-

quired for the maximum price of one
dollar per acre.

'J'he descriptions which have been
published concerning the resources of
this northern territory have naturally

been received in Britain with consid-

erable incredulity. Preconceptions of

a country only known as the former
domain of a vast fur-trading company,,

could not naturally be favourable, and
actual observation, on any exten.sive

scale, has been so recent that the Brit-

ish public may well be excused if they
have thought of it uot as a fertile, but
as a frozen wilderness. I may, there-

fore, quote some remarks here concern-

ing it, from sources exceptionally well

informed, or not likely to be unduly
prejudiced in its favour. The Pioneer

Press, a paper published at St. Paul,

Minnesota, makes the following state-

ment :

—

' Within the isothermal lines that inclose-

the wheat zone west and north-west of Min-
nesota, which is being, or is to be, opened tt*

cultivation, lies a vast area of fertile lands,

from which might easily be cut out a dozen
States of the size of New York.'

The lands referred to are all within

the British American North-West,

Mr. Wheelock, the official statistician

for the State of Minnesota, remarks,,

concerning the wheat area of the

United States, that

—

' The wheat-producing district of the
United States is confined to about ten de-

grees of latitude and six degrees of longitude,

terminating on the west at the 9Sth parallel.

Bixt the zone of its profitable cidture occu-
pies a comparatively narrow belt along tlie

cool borders of the district defined for inland
positions by the mean tempjerature of fifty-

tive degrees on the north, and seventy-one

degrees on the south, for the two months cf

July and Aiignist. This definition excludes

all the country south of latitiide forty degrees,

except Western Virginia, and north of that

it excludes the southern districts of Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa,
while it includes the northern parts of these

States, Canada, New York, Western Vir-

ginia, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
the Ked Kiver and Saskatchewan Valleys. In
general terms, it maj- be stated that the belt

of maximum wheat^.ijroductiou lies immed-
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lately north of the district where the maxi-
luum of Indian corn is attained.'

And he remai-ks further :

—

' 1. That physical and economical causes

restrict the limits of wheat culture to the
seats of its maximum production, in less

than one-third of the States of the Union,
within a climatic belt having an estimated

gross area of only 250,000 square miles, from
which nine-tenths of the American supjtly of

T)read and a large and constantly increasing

amount of foreign food must be drawn.
' 2. That within this zone the same climatic

and other causes tend to concentrate the
growth of wheat in the upper belt of the
North-Western States, always preferring the
best wheat districts.

' 3. That Minnesota and the countri/ north-

west of it is the best of these wheat districts,

having the largest average yield, the most
certain crops, and the best and healthiest

grains.'

The whole wheat growing area of

the United States is thus estimated

at two hundred and fifty thousand

(250,000) squai-e miles, whei-eas the

fertile belt of British America em-

braces an area of four hundred and
fifty thousand (450,000) square miles,

estimating nothing higher than 55

degrees north latitude. On the far

western plains the isothermal line of

wheat culture undoubtedly reaches

•considerably north of this limit. It

can, therefore, readily be seen that

the most extensive wheat fields of

America are on the British Canadian
side of the line.

Professor Macoun, during the past

season, made an official inspection of

a very extensive portion of the North-

West. His opinions concerning the

soil and climate are therefore not

•only the most recent, but they are

undoubtedly the most reliable, yet

published. He is reported to have
spokenina recent lecture as follows :

—

' From the 102nd meridian, he had jour-
neyed due west over 13^ degrees of louijitude,

the course embracing a little more than two
•degrees of latitiide ; in other words, he had tra-

velled (j.50 miles west from Fort Ellice, on a
line extending liiO miles from north to south.
Within those limits were included 100,000
•S(piare miles—a territory of vast extent.

' In the country lying to the south of the
Assiniboine, south of tlie yu'Ai)i)elle and
east of the 103rd meridian, there are 800,000,-
•000 acres of land, scarcely any of which is

second-class, nearly all being of the highest
excellence. Nevertheless, being destitute of

wood, all this land would remain unsettled for

years to come, were it not for the abundant
supply of coal. There will, without doubt,
very soon be a rapid immigration from Rock
Lake.

' North of the (^u'Appelle River, and ex-

tending westward as far as the 105th meridian,
lies a region containing not less than from
6,000,000 to 10,000,000 acres which can with
certainty be jtronounced of excellent quality.

There is not a Hner region in the North-West
than that extending along the southern base
of the File Hills and the Touchwood Hills.

' The facts concerning the rainfall are
these :- -As the heat in the spring increasef-,

the rains increase ; then, shortly after the
summer solstice, they decline, and by the last

of August, or earlier, they cease altogether.

After that a period of six months commen-
ces, during which there is very little fall of

rain or sn.jw ; and, with this jieriod, the year
ends. The operations of the season of vege-
tation are as follows :—As soon as the warm
weather of the spring commences the snow
melts. Then, when the frost is out of the
ground to the depth of five or six inches, the
farmer sows his seed. During this time there

is scarcely any rain, but the frost underneath
keeps melting by degrees. The roots of the
young plants keep following down, after the
frost, and increasing in size, till the latter

part of May. In June and July, both the
air and the earth are warm, and everj'thing

rushes to (piick maturity. Next comes the

dry fall, when the grain can be harvested

without injury. These general characteris-

tics apply to the climate of the whole
of the North-West, and the same re-

sults are everywhere observable over tracts

embracing 300,000 square miles. One im-
portant result is that hardness of the grain

which comes largely from the diyness of the

autumn. Another important result is the
adaptation of our immense plains to the rais-

ing of cattle. The whole of the south-western
plains, which formerly yielded food for the
buffalo, will, in our day, become covered with
cattle. Many persons have said that the vast

plains to the south of Battleford are too ex-

posed for the raising of stock ; but God tem-
pers the wind to the shorn lamb. 1'he ad-

mirable adaptation of the climate renders the
successful raising of cattle practicable where,
under other circumstances, it would be im-

i^ossible.'

The special adaptation of the soil

and climate of this vast territory to

supply the foo I requirements of Great

Britain cannot be disputed. All that

is necessary to attain this result are

Capital and Labouu, and these

Britain commands without limit.

I will assume, what is certainly

within the uiark, that, for an outlay

of twenty millions sterling, a territory

larger than England, Ireland and
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-Scotland could be secured. Out of

one hundred millions of acres, tracts

adapted for cultivation could be ac-

quired equal to the full area of the

whole United Kingdom, which con-

tains about seventy seven millions

(77 000,000) of acres— a larn;e per-

centage of which, especially in Ireland

and Scotland, is not under cultivation.

Important drainage works, and the

building of rail and tramways, might
cost two millions more. The convey-

ance, shelter and first maintenance of

an army of contract labourers fi-om

Britain, and the necessary implements
for their work, would probably bring

the whole capital outlay to twenty-
five millions sterling. This at three

per cent, would entail a charge upon
the Consolidated Fund of six hundred
thousand pounds per annum.

For this outlay the Crown would
hold in fee through a Royal (Jommis-

sion a veritable ' New Britain' in the

heart of the continent. All the ap-

pliances for agriculture on the most
extensive scale, entrusted to a male
and female labouring population of

over half a million, which with such
soil and appliances would show results

that would astonish the world.

In tenyears, lands broughtunder such
cultivation could be sold, if need were
for, from two to five pounds per acre,

to the very ])ersons sent out to cultivate

them, if to no others. The investment
would, therefore, undoubtedly yield a
profit on a large scale whenever it was
considered prudent, on the part of the

Crown, to relinquish the enterprise,

and this profit would be a direct gain
to the home taxpayer.

As the result of actual enquiry upon
the spot during the past summer, I

estimate the cost of wheat to the indi-

vidual producer in Manitoba to be
about thirty-five cents per bushel—

-

equal to Is. 5i(/. To make full allow-

ance for outlay on a large scale, I

Avould estimate wheat grown as pro-

posed to cost sixty cents per bushel

—

one dollar (4i-. '2d.) per cental—or say

one half-penny per pound. Such wheat

is grown, and can be grown, yielding-

forty bushels to the acre. As soon as
railways now under construction are

completed, the average cost for car-

riage from any central point to Liver-

pool via Montreal and Quebec, would
be about from sixty to seventy-five

cents (2s. 6d. to 3s. 2d.) per cental,

making the cost at Liverpool 63. 8d.

to 7s. 4d. per cental —equal to 28s.

9d. to 34s. 6d. per quarter. If to this

calculation five per cent, for commis-
sions and charges be added, it would
still leave the cost of wheat in British

ports from 30s. to 36s. 6d. per quar-

ter. The enterprise would thus al-

most from the first be self-sustaining,

yet if ten years' interest were added
to the capital outlay the profit would
still be lai-ge.

If it be said that the delivery of

wheat so pi-oduced would be ruinous

to the British farmer, it may be an-

swered that it would be sold only at

the market price, as now, but with this

important difference between it and
foreign wheat, that it was grown by
British labour on British soil, and that

the profits on its sale would accrue to

the British taxpayer. There can be

no question but that the immense im-

ports of American wheat into British

ports of recent years, coupled with

deficient harvests, have greatly dis-

couraged British agriculturalists. They
feel that land, stimulated by artificial

manures, and costing an annual rental

of from 30 to 40 shillings per acre,

cannot ultimately compete with virgin

soil costing in fee simple but a nom-
inal sum. It is true that the yield

per acre of wheat lands in England is

greater than in any other part of Eu-
rope, aver-aging about 26 bushels per

acre, which is greatly in excess of the

aver-age yield of North American lands;

still, in the face of increasing imports,

the average wheat cultivation in Eng-

land of three millions of acres is like-

ly to decline. This does not necessar-

ily imply a permanent reduction in

the value of English lands, but merely

a change of products. In the colonial
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times, over a hundred years ago, wheat

was extensively grown in the valley

of the Connecticut Kiver, in New
England, and less than 50 years ago

the Genesee Valley, in the State of

New York, was celebrnted for its

wheat. Now its cultivation is almost

abandoned in these districts, for they

cannot comp(?te with the western prai-

ries. Still the lands are more valu-

able than ever ; for tobacco, fruit, and
other products are now profitably cul-

tivated on the former wheat iiekls. In

England similar clianges must occur

with the growth of population. She
is likely to become a gardening rather

than a farming or stock-raising coun-

try. Thus the decline of wheat cul-

ture is more likely to increase the

value of British lands rather than to

lessen it.

Some discussion has taken place

concerning the adaptation of the

North-West for stock raising ; it is

claimed by many that cattle may be

wintered in the shelter of the wooded
streams in the severest weather, and
that, like the Indian pony, they will

scrape the diy snow from the grass. I

think that no I'eliance can be placed

on such statements as applied to cat-

tle-raising on any important scale. In

all the northern and eastern sections

of the territory, cattle would require

winter housing
;

yet, as during the

winter months farming operations pro-

per are suspended, abundant labour

would be available for profitable em-
ployment in attending to the stock.

The true test is the cost of food. At
present hay can be obtained from the

natural meadows without limit. I

have heard the value of the saving es-

timated at two dollars(8s.)per ton, but

consider this too low. It can, how-
ever, be safely estimated at not more
than four dollars (16s.) per ton, de-

livered at reasonable distances from
where it is cut. Root cro}>s are grown
in gi-eat perfection, averaging, it is

said, a thousand bushels to the acre.

Coarse grain can also be grown, pi'o-

ducirig the highest yield. There is,

therefore, no room for doubt that fat

cattle could be raised at a low ex-

penditure on the very territory chiefly

devoted to wiieat growing.

Beyond this, however, the plains

of the South - West are specially

adapted for grazing. Concerning a
very large district. Professor Macoun-

I is rejjorted as saying :

I

' The suitability of the Bow River country

I

for stock-raising is attributaljle, in a great mea-
I

sure, to the Chinook winds, which, coming
from the south-west from Arizona, Wyoming,
etc., greatly tend to modify the climate,
sometimes raising the temperature GO degrees
in two hours. The dry atmosphere is regarded
as a cause of the low temperature not inter-
fering with vegetation.'

These western plains could be
stocked with young cattle from the
Texas herds, and a cross could soon be
obtained which would yield cattle bet-

ter adapted for the British markets
than any now i-aised in the Americaji
territories.

Under competent over.seers, no bet-

ter herdsmen could be found than the

native Plain Indians. The buffalo ia

fast disappearing before their indis-

criminate slaughter by the white man
and the Indian. The only salvation

for the Indian is to employ him as a
herdsman of cattle, and thus ensure
him maintenance. The Indian tribes

on British territories have generally

been peaceable and always loyal. If

kindly treated and wisely employed
they will remain faithful. The attempt
to convert these nomads of the Plains

into farmers is an unreasonable one.

After a long period some, no doubt,

may be induced to cultivate the soilj

but the true and profitable employ-
ment for the Prairie Indians is cattle

raising. Concerning them the writer

above quoted says

:

' The Blackfeet and the Sio)i\: were the
finest men, physically, in the North-West.
The Sioux at Prince Albert ask for work that
they may earn something to jjurcha^e food.

When men talk al)ont danger from Indians,
they do it for place or for plunder ; for, wher-
ever there is an Indian war or scare there is

l)lace, and, when supplies are scarce, there is

plunder.

'

Professor Macoun mentions in-
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stances of actual starvation having

happened among the Indians by the

failure of the buifalo, while the crops

of settlers in the neighbourhood were

left undisturbed. The Indians on

both sides of the line respect English-

men and Canadians, both of whom in

the west they call ' King George

Man.' The British people owe it

therefore to these faithful tribes,

whose titles have been ceded as far as

the Rocky Mountains, to furnish them
with a means of livelihood, by the in-

vestment of capital in stock-raising,

from which it is certain that the return

will be tenfold.

Of the millions who have emigrated

from Gi'eat Britain and Ireland, many
have carried, rightly or wrongly, a

memory of by-past wrongs ; others a

consciousness of neglect, and of dis-

advantages and privation, suflered in

the struggle for existence. In the

peopling of this, the last fertile region

within reach of the Celtic and Anglo-

Saxon races, it is of great importance

to reverse the former feeling. Men
conveyed by the nation to distant

fields, assured of employment, and a

bright future opened for themselves

and their children, would certainly

entertain for the mother country not

only the feeling of loyalty, for which

all colonists are distinguished, but a

warm sense of gratitude which would
bear practical fruit in later years.

The vast North-West offers a free

area for all peoples—for the Ice-

landers, for the Russian Mennonites,

for the Norwegian, the Swede, the

Dane, and the German ; but above

all, it offers a home for the British

people. For them it affords an un-

equalled opportunity of developing

British Institutions on a grand scale,

believing, as they do; that, under such

institutions, there is enjoyed civil

liberty and social order, unequalled

by that of any other system on the

face of the earth.

In the settlement of the older Pro-

vinces of the Dominion, from the At-
lantic to the Great Lakes, the lands

being chiefly wooded, an unnatural

system was adopted. The townships

were surveyed and laid out in farms
of two hundred acres, on each of

which, one or two solitary families

settled, to hew a home for themselves

out of the forest. The early settlers

were absolutely isolated, and were
thus partly deprived of social, educa-

tional and religious advantages which
might have been otherwise enjoyed.

To this day, even in the well settled

districts, this isolation prevails, and
has the injurious efiect of tempting a

large percentage of the youth to for-

sake the farms for the towns. The
unparalleled town growth of America
can largely be accounted for in this

way. There is no excuse for the

repetition of this error in the settle-

ment of the prairie lands of the west.

Nevertheless, such is still being at-

tempted, both in the Western States

of the Union, and in Canada. The
traveller by rail or water may any-

where descry on the horizon the soli-

tary dwelling of the pioneer settler,

probably separated by miles from his

nearest neighbour. The intervening

tract may be held as a railway reserve

at a fancy ]jrice, or by speculators for

a rise in value.

The rational mode of settlement is

the Dorf system of Europe, only on a

gi-ander scale. The sites of agricul-

tural towns should be selected by com-

petent engineers, located not only

with reference to the tract to be culti-

vated, but also with reference to the

facility for drainage, the adjacency of

coal or wood, and the general adapta-

tion for healthful occupation. In this

way, many of the sites chosen would
become populous cities during the

present generation, and would, in

contrast with the accidental locations

of the great centres of population, be

absolute sanatoriums. The construc-

tion of cheap sectional rail or tram-

ways over the pi'airie would meet all

the requirements of transit to labour

and the removal of crops ; but even

without those there is no natural
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road in the world to compare with

the prairie in the harvest season.

It may be supposed by some that

the C'anadian Government and people

would view with jealousy such a vast

Imperial establishment carried on in

direct competition with their home
agricultural industry. At first, no
doubt, such objections might arise,

but they would be based neither on
justice nor on expediency. All public

lands in the Empire are called 'Crown
Lands,' i. e.—held by the Crown in

trust for the people. ' The People
'

surely means more than the residents

of any particular colony—the emi-

grants of yesterday. It must be held

to mean the whole BrlthJt people, by
whose enterprise and valour these

lands across the seas were won.

* They, too, were created heirs of the earth
and claim its division.'

The British emigrant of yesterday has,

therefoi'e,no exclusive rights as against

the British immigrant of to-day, they
have each claims upon the lands of

the Crown, and the Crown has a
claim on their services for the further-

ance of Imperial interests. But the

Canadian people have more than rea-

sons based upon right and equity to

cause them to acquiesce in a scheme
of Imperial colonization. They are

absolutely committed to the vast

undei'taking of a railway across the
continent from the Great Lakes to

the Pacific. The interest on this out-

lay must be paid by the colonial tax-

payers, or else the land reserves must
be sold. No system of individual

settlement can occupy these railway
lands in twenty-five years ; the ' free

grants ' will attract actual settlers,

even to places remote from railways,

so that no large sales will be speedily

made.

The advertising of the lands by a
public company of contractors or other-

wise would, no doubt, assist their

settlement ; but the continent has al-

ready had enough of ' company ' mono-
poly to lead to such a system being

regarded with favour, and to incline

Canadians to px-efer any well con-

sidered Imperial scheme to one of

grasping manipulation of the fair

lands now held in fee sim[)le for the
whole British people. The convey-
ance of large tracts to the Imperial
Government would, therefore, be at

once a solution of the railway problem,

and would also ensure a development
of the country in ten years such as

could not otherwise be obtained in

fifty. All this would be immensely
advantageous to Canada, at the very
time that it secured the highest in-

terests of the Mother Country.

Fopidation is the gi-eat need of the

Dominion of Canada. The outflow of

Biitisli emigration during the past fifty

years has mainly benefited the Great
Republic. The future tide of unas-

sisted immigration will tend to follow

in the wake of its predecessor. Noth-
ing, therefore, can so rapidly people

the Canadian North-West as an Im-
perial scheme, mainly based upon Im-
perial objects.

A large majority of the Canadian
Parliamentary constituencies (although

a small one of the Canadian people),

has in 1878 declared in favour of a

protective tarifi". Such a policy to be
successful, above all, requires consum-
ers ; these would be furnished by the

proposed scheme. All the implements
of husbandry would find an immensely
increased demand, and in such the

Canadian makers are not surpassed

in the world. Domestic woollen and
cotton clothing, blankets, boots and
shoes, and numerous other staple sup-

plies are almost exclusively produced
in the Colony for local use, and the

trade in these would necessarily be

V)enefited. The Lake and Maritime
Provinces would in this way become
to the North-We.st what the New
England States are to the Western
States, and the stimulus would produce

an unprecedented development in all

the Provinces. The products of the

Imperial colony would not be offered

in the local markets, and could not
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therefore depress them. The fruit of

this new industiywould of course meet

the colonial exporter at all British

ports ; but he would then have only

to compete with Imperial wheat, as he

now does with American and Russian

grain ; while on every cental of the

former his country would make an in-

direct profit, and the Empire to which

it is his pride to belong, would become

independent of the foreign wheat fields

of the world.

The Canadian Liberal press and its

leaders predict an early reversal of the

protective policy. This is not likely

to be realized. Following the prece-

dent of the United States, the manu-
facturing interests will acquire in-

creased' political influence ; and the

agricultural majority are, for the most

}jart, indifferent to questions of this

natui-e while they themselves enjoy

moderate prosperity. If the Imperial

colonization scheme were carried out,

the dominant province would soon

be neither Ontario nor Quebec, but

Manitoba, or provinces to the west of

it. These would be largely peopled by

men of Biitish training, and of British

trade ideas ; colonial manufacturers

would, therefore, soon have to compete

with British goods without regard to

tariff, for the wheat and cattle growers

of the West would never consent to

the artificial exclusion of the better

value products of the mother-country

by a protective tariff. Thisview might

tend to prejudice the present dominant

Canadian party against the scheme

;

but their necessities, and probably

their patriotism, would assure their

concurrence.

Beyond all mere questions of trade

policy, I advocate the speedy settle-

ment of British America with a people

loyal to the Biitish constitutional

system, as a counterpoise to the Re-

publicanism of the United States. One
hundred years ago the population of

the revolted American colonies num-
bered about four millions. North of

the lakes and the St. Lawrence was

almost unbroken forest ; the popula-

tion, including the French colonists,

hardly numbered five per cent, of the

successful revolutionists. To-day, after

the lapse of a century, during which
the peoples of the world have been
thrown into the lap of the Republic,

the then Canadian wilderness num-
bers a loyal people, about equal in

number to those lost by George III.,

that is about ten per cent., instead of

five, of the present population of the

Great Republic. These have built

cities, establLshed factories, created

canals and railways, raised cattle and
developed agriculture, in a I'atio which
compares most favourably pr.r capita

with the Republic. They maintain a

commercial navy not only beyond that

of the States, but fourth in rank
among the nations of the world. A
country showing such results under

many disadvantages, deserves to re-

ceive a trial on an ample .scale. It may
then demonstrate to the world that

material prosperity can be obtained

under the well-tried British system,

equal to that which is witnessed under

a Republic, if not even greater : the

system of government often erroneous-

ly receiving praise which rightfully be-

longs to a virgin soil and unexampled
variety of natural resources.

Great Britain possesses in Canada
the chief element that she kcks at

home—^an unlimited fruitful soil. Its

most southern boundary is the forty-

second parallel, and more westwardly

the forty-ninth. In Europe this lati-

tude would place Niagara Falls and
Toronto on the southern boundary of

France, and Winnipeg in the position

of Dieppe. Nor are these localities

actually belied by the summer heat, or

the perfection of their fruits and ce-

reals. The peaches ripened on the

Niagara River and on the south shore

of Lake Ontario are not easily sur-

passed in France ; and the wheat of

the Red River district is certainly not

excelled in Normandy. During the

past summer I experienced heat in

August on the Assiniboine River, a

hundred miles west of Winnipeg, that
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I never knew exceeded in Paris. The
vastness of the American Continent^

stretching far towards the North Pole,

does indeed give a far colder average

winter than that experienced in the

same latitude of Northern Eiirope, but

this severity, does not retard, but

rather increases the fertility of the

soil.

The immense territory from the

Red River to the Rocky Mountains
has a northern slope. The Nelson

River, which empties into Hudson
Bay from Lake Winnipeg, drains the

valleys of the North and South Sas-

catchewan, rising in the Rocky Moun-
tains ; the Assiniboine rising in the

Touchwood Hills, 52 degrees north

and 7 west of Fort Garry ; and the Red
River, which rises to the south, in the

American territoi'ies. This area is al-

most one -fourth the size of Europe.

In the far west the Peace River flows

east, throngh a canyon of the Rocky
Mountains, watering an immense up-

land on which wheat is said to ripen

admirably. The Peace River is a tri-

butary to the Great Mackenzie River,

through Lake Arthabasca and the

Great Slave Lake, also draining the

Great Bear Lake, and emptying into

the Arctic Ocean, cai-rying the waters
north of 55°, fi-om a vast area of which
but little is known, but admitting of

immense possibilities in the hands of

a hardy pioneer race. While the ele-

vated regions to the south of the line

are saline deserts these northern terri-

tories, owing to the lowness of level,

are well watered, covered with dee[)

vegetable mould, and abundantly fer-

tile. There is, therefore, a British ter-

ritory half as large as Europe, within
the wheat-growing isothermal lines,

that is capable of producing in abun-
dance the products of the temperate
zone. This country only awaits the
occupation of it by a hardy population
to be able to supply all the corn and
cattle required by the mother country,
and to develop British institutions

on a scale beyond all previous possi-

bilities.

' I hear the tread of pioneers of nations yet
to be ;

The first low wash of waves, where yet shall
roll a human sea.'

In the history of the world tliere is

no parallel instance where a race and
a system of Government have thus en-

joyed a second opportunity such as is

now within the reach of the British

people. America, with its broad, free

acres, is apparently the chosen field

for the development of the Saxon and
Celtic races, as the British Islands,

clouded by the sea fogs, and washed
by the northern ocean, were their

cradle.

Throj.gh false conceptions of the
rights of the colonists, and the lack of

appreciation of their importance to the
empire, the original thirteen colonies,

with their flourishing western off-

spring, were lost to the Crown.
Stretching from Massachusetts Bay
to the Gulf of Florida, what fairer

field could be desired for the growth
of the tree of liberty ; a plant which
flourished in its island home during
ages when it was lost to other nations ?

The colonists of those days rather

than stniggle longer to right a tem-
porary injustice, flung away the con-

stitutional system which was their

priceless birthright.

Thoughtful men alike of the North
and of the South now admit that there

are fearful risks to the ark of liberty

tossed upon the stormy ocean of a Re-
public of manhood suffrage, and guid-

ed only by the helm of a [)archment

scroll.

On the northern, but larger half of

the continent, there is yet a splendid

field for the development of the Brit-

ish system, administered by a British

people, who will be the yeomen pro-

prietors of the soil. Municipal gov-

ernment is already established ; Pro-

vincial and Federal organizations exist

that admit of unlimited application,

and a system of national education is

founded, that will compare favourably

with any in the world.

Here, then, is a great opportunity
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for English statesmen. By a moderate
investment they can inaugurate a sys-

tem that will furnish desirable em-
ployment to a large section of their

own people ; and that, in a few years,

will produce from British soil, bread-

-stuffs, provisions, and cattle enough to

support Britain's utmost necessities,

and make her mistress of the food

markets of the world.

Britain can thus relieve herself from
dependence, either in time of war or

peace, on hostile or rival nations. She
•can witness in one generation the un-

precedented growth of a prosperous

and loyal people sprung from her own
loins, and enjoying the legitimate de-

velopment of her own institutions.

She can thus span the American Con-

tinent, and afterwards girdle the earth

with a chain of British peoples, speak-

ing her language, enjoying her litera-

ture, her institutions of civil and reli-

gious liberty, and, in spite of her

faults and the calumnies of her detrac-

tors, become more than any other na-

tion a blessing to her own race and to

all the peoples of the world.

THE BATTLE OF LUNDY'S LAXE.

BY MYLES o'rEGAN, MONTREAL.

''T'^IS a sweet September evening and the sun is sinking low
;

-L In a hundred gorgeous colours the Canadian forests show
;

•Streamlets murmur through the valley, song-birds warble in the trees,

There is glory in the sunset, and there's perfume in the breeze.

' Tell us, grandpa,' said young Charley, as his wooden sword he swung,
* Tell us of the famous battle tbat you fought wlien you were young

;

How that scar came on your forehead ; how it is you were not slain ?

For the folks say you did bravely in the fight at Lundy's Lane.'

•Gaily smiled the tall old farmer as he stroked the golden head
Of his fair and favoured grandchild, ' You're a tease, my boy,' he said,

' But if Angus cease his drumming, and if Will from noise refrain,

And if Alice sit beside me, I shall tell of Lundy's Lane.'

Silent, all, they crowded round him when the veteran thus began :—

•

^ I belonged to the " Glengarrys," true and loyal every man
;

At Niagara we joined Drummond, on the morning of the fight.

And with the Royal Scots were posted upon the British right.

* Ah I I never shall forget it, 'twas an evening in July,

Not a rijjple stirred the river, not a cloud obscui-ed the sky,

Swallows skimmed along the ridges, cattle browsed upon the plain,

Where, but tliirty minutes after, lay the wounded and the slain.
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* How the fight began I know not, but the sun had just gone down,
When the Yankees charged our centre with their leaders Scott and Brown •

" Steady, boys," cried our Commander, " when you fire at all, aim low,"

Which we did with dire disaster to the still advancing foe.

' We could see (so close the}' pressed us) their fierce eyes, and faces pale

;

We could hear their execrations when they found their efforts fail :

When the}' bay 'netted our gunners other gunners took their place
;

Breast to breast we fought each other though we were of kindred race,

' Like the billows of the ocean they came on with mighty force
;

As the rocks receive the billows, so we checked them in their course •

And our shot and shell ploughed through them, when defeated they fell back
Making lanes in their battalions, leaving ruin in their track.

* Light departed, but the combat flashed and tliundered all the same,

And the muskets sent forth volleys and the cannon sheets of flame :

As the hour wore on the fighting grew more desperate than before,

And the terrors of the battle hushed loud Niagara's roar.

' On came Scott, who threw his columns 'gainst our front and on our flanks,

But our Drummond, ever wary, met the shock with serried ranks
;

On came Brown with levell'd bay'net through the smoke, and through the night

We could see his steel-line gleaming like a streak of morning light).

' Scott and Brown and the valiant Miller, they were bafiied one b}- one.

And their bravest fell in hundreds with the chiefs who led them on :

Still the odds were telling 'gainst us (we were fighting one to three).

Till the cheers of fresh re'nforcemeuts gave us hope of victory.

' Now a lull came in the battle, and the armies drew their breath,

And the moon from out the low'ring clouds shone on the field of death.

Oh ! my children ! you could never, never wish for war again

Had you seen that field of cai-nage—heard the groans of wounded men.

' They were strewn along the valley, they were bleeding everywhere,

While the dying cried for water in the depths of their despair

—

" Here am I," mocked near Niagai-a, with its deep resounding roar
;

" Here am I, a mighty volume, falling water evermore !

"

' Havoc paused but for a moment—soon the foe he charged again,

Making one last desperate eft'o^'t, but in vain, 'twas all in vain
;

For, though numbers sore oj)[)ressed us, still our hearts and steel were true,

And we kept our ground as tirmly rooted as the stui'dy maples grew.

' Threw we then his shattered columns down the thrice ensanguined slope,

" See, the moon uprise," said Drummond, " now my boys, no longer grope.

Charge !
" oli how we cheered, and charged them till they broke and fled amain^

And they left us in possession of the field at Lundy's Lane.'

'But the scar grandpa,' said Angus, ' tell us how you got the .scarl'

' From a Yankee's flashing sabre, 'twas an accident of war ;'

* But they say. Grandpa, you killed him,' little Alice breathless cried :

' It is getting late, my childi-en, let us home,' the veteran sighed.
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IN THE HIMALAYAS.

A STORY.

BY PROF. WILSON, KING S COLLEGE, WINDSOR, N.S.

WHAT subaltern could keep hia

heart frooi leaping with plea-

sure when, after a long round of

weary barrack duty, h^ mounts to the

hill station of Bdugal, in the month
of May '? I know well those white

bungalow ro(>fs, that soft, placid val-

ley. Even the long walls of the hos-

pital were refreshing.

Anticipations of jolly picnic life

—

of evening dances ; of meny makings,

with no guard duty to interru[)t, and
many a hand-siiaking from those who
had already left the plain.s, tilled my
mind. No school-boy at his summer
' breaking-up ' ever felt in such spirits.

I entered the town with a few

stragglers from the more imposing

hosts of government officials, who had

left Calcutta in Ajiril.

Bjb Gardner, I knew, expected me.

He would be on the look out at the

well-known bungalow that stood on

a declivity at the wayside, embow-
ered in oleanders.

But mv heart jumped as, at that

tender age, it was apter to do than

now, not at the thought of comrades
;

not at the thought of the moon-light

dances, the pretty partners, who were

never wanting, gi'ass widows of many
charms, and new European arrivals,

formidable from their freshness, and

devoted to make life sweet for us at

Simla. I may as well say at once, I

only thought of one face and one f-rm.

It was iib-urd for a youth wi h my
experience to be in love—seriously in

love—yet, upon my faith, I am not

ashamed to avow that the sweetest and
best of little girls was all I cared for

in Simla.

Ada Swan was the only child of a

colonel in the Bengal army—a full

colonel, let me say—for that was an
impor'tant consideration in Calcutta.

Her father was a good-natured fellow,

somewhat a slave to short whist and
well— brandy pawnee ; and she— if

ever there was an angel—bright as

as day, fair as an Eag!ish-born girl,

good teaipered, graceful—how can I

describe her, excepting that half our
men were crazy about her. Didn't

every human being of the other sex

flutter round Ada in a ball-room, or a

promenadrt, as if she had some super-

natural charm to captivate them !

Wiiile the handsome, 'Jie tall, the

dashing girls of Calcutta counted their

one or more admirei-s,s/ie was pet of the

garrison. •A perfectpocket Venus, sir,

'pon my honour, sir,' said old Major
Brovvn. And to think that I was the

lucky man. Of course all my friends

saw how matters stood, and 1 was
come to Simla to be envied. I had
told her rather awkwardly what I

thought about her.

* Don't be a goose, George,' she an-

swered, 'I love you very much, but

wait until we meet at Simla, in the

spring, before we come to anything

serious.'

Before I bid dismounted and or-

dered my servants to carry up my
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traps, my haud was grasped, and a
bearded face was gazing into my eye.

It was Gardner.
' Well, old fellow, glad to see you

at the Hills,' he said, rather abruptly,
* come up, my orderly will take your
pony.'

1 followed him up the little steep,

and as we reached the threshold of

the bungalow, he paused and waved
his hand towards the Sutlej valley.

' Lovely ! by Jove,' he exclaimed,

, and lovely it was.

The vast range—peak, ice-field

and glacier, shone beyond, over a mass
of dark forest and bkck rock, and the
grey current of the classic Hesydrus
flowed in silence through the valley at
our feet The evening was calm, [n
the distance sounded soft strains from
the row of buildings where the band
was discoursing sweet music to mili-

tary loungers. There was otherwi.se

no sound of living creature. The de-
meanour of my old friend was less

hilarious than I had noticed before.

Gardner had been the genial friend
of ten years, the life of our men,
the cheerer of many weary hours to
me ; iu fact, my chief friend in
India.

I missed the news he generally gave
me—gave with twinkling eye and
kindly smile—news conveyed with
playful tact.

Could anything have gone wron^?
I started at the thought. His eyes
as I darted a glance at him, were fi.xed

on me.
' And Ada,' I almost gasped as if I

had read his thoughts.
' Come in,' Gordon, he .said, taking

my arm kindly, almost tenderly.
' Come in ; wliy do you ask ? I have
hardlv the heart to tell you.'

' What is it ; let me know the
worst. Dead?'

' No, married ! married to day at
noon—old Goldie—the rich cotton
man, of Bam bay.'

I was utterly stunned for two days.
* Another of those cursed invitations,'
I muttered, as some one entered.

The orderly made a salute, and laid

the long, thin envelope on the table
one evening. I took it up, was about
to throw it into the fire. Gardner
entered at that moment, and fearing to

provoke remark, or betray to him my
irritation and anxiety, 1 thrust it al-

most mechanically into my pocket.

I had only been in Simla th/ee
days, and had made up my mind to

leave it at next day- break.
* I shall be dreadfully disappointed

to be without you this summer, old

boy,' said Gardner, ' my fun will be
pretty well sjjoiled ; but I don't blame
you. There'll be inquiries for you
this e^-ening at half dozen places,' he
continued, after a pause, 'but I sup-
pose if you're packing up we must
make excuse for you. Who are you
taking with you ?

'

' I'll take Price and a few coolies,

but only these latter as far as Kot-
garh. 1 trust to find a fresh relay

there.'

' But what a funny idea to tramp
through the Himalayas? why not stay

at some other station ?

'

He saw that I had made up my
mind ; and, like a good fellow, didn't

persist. I was too wretched to stay

where I was, and had planned by a
sudden impulse to start on a tour that
T had long promised myself to the
Hindoo Kailas, high and scarcely

accessible ])eaks, where the full splen-

dours of ' The Roof of the World,' not
without accompanying dangers, would
be seen. In the perils and toils of the
ascent, I thought my mind would be
distracted. At any rate, I felt in-

clined to rush ofi' souie whither. I

could not bear to look in the face of

any one who was conscious of my dis-

a[)|)ointment, and I had not fortitude

enough to brave out life in Simla.

Youth and soft- hearted ness are the

only excuses I can give for this.

Gardner h td offered to accompany
me. This I would not hear of, know-
ing what attraction the j)lace had for

him, and moreover preferring in very
truth to be alone.
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I had spent a day or two in prepar-

ation, and the last night in seeing my
little mountain tent put in good order

;

in packing up a plentiful canteen ; in

stowing away in canvas bags a quan-

tity of soupe a I'ognon gras, a French
arrangement for traveller's fare.

' Tho' you aren't in the Terai,

George,' said Gardner, as he dropped

in upon me at one in the moi'ning,
' take plenty of cartridges and your
rifle. Would you like to have Bounce 1

I warrant you he'll be the boy for ti-

gers and panthers.'

Bounce was a thorough bred Eng-

lish bulldog, who had been the terror

of my Maratha body-servant, since

our arrival at Simla. Never had the

tierce look of my ivory attendant so

thoroughly disappeared, as when the

white monster,a8hecalledhim, clanked

his chain and made violent but futile

bolts towards Price from the side of

the compound.
'As to the dog,' I said, smiling, ' I'd

rather be excused, but, of course, I'll

take arms.'

After acouple of hours' sleep, I woke
to hear Price ordering the attendants

about in a most peremptory manner.

He appeared at last with my cup of

coftee. I was struck with his ferocious

air as he swaggered off", his rnoustache

tied up, and his chin in the air, evi-

dently he was proud of his authority

over the coolies he had enrolled in my
service.

Getting u]) early in the moriiing is

not a cheerful thing, but on this occa-

sion, I confess, my spirits fell to zero.

The jokes of Gardner, and his kind

and hearty words did nothing to re-

lieve my dulness. Then I felt it was
almost absurd of me to run away as I

was doing. Irresolution, however, did

not induce me to give up the journey.

I would not change my mind in

spite of pain and almost disgust at the

recollection of that pditii form—those

dark eyes—lips that rivalled coral in

freshness of tint, and then the soft ten-

der tones of her voice, and the playful

words with which she often concealed

what I had once thought were deep
and true feelings of love.

' Your equipment is complete,' said

Gardner, as I mounted my pony, and
the coolies took up their loads,—-bot-

tles, bedding, tent and provisions, and
after them my fat Kunaite cook—last

of all then strutted the Maratha, the

butler and shikari of the expedition.
' Whatever you do,' shouted Gard-

ner with a laugh, as we started along

the bridle path which has been quar-

ried out of tke mountain side with a
labour that almost justifies its pom-
pous name, ' The Great Hindusthan
Tibet lioad.' ' Whatever you do, keep
shy of the Thibetans, who have a fash-

ion after breakfast of employing the
heads of their guests to decorate the

central pole of their tent roof.'

Sick as I was of Indian travelling,

it was a relief to me even to get away
from the jokes and forced cheerfulness,

of my friend. The brightness and
fair prospects of Simla scenery were
painful to me. There is nothing bo
exhilarating to the bright and hopeful,^

as the perpetual smile of a subtropical

region ; but to one in sickness of body
or mind, the sunshine is a bitter and
cruel irony.

The road from Simla to the valley

of the Sutlej was merely a shelf somfr

seven or eight feet wide,—sheer pre-

cipice on the one hand, and a wall

of hill on the other. Along this, i

ventured to ride, trusting to the well-

known disposition of my old and
steady horse, although many travellers

dismount and lead their horses through

the hills. Accidents have so frequently

happened, as to render such a course

prudent ; but I was reckless.

The day came out bright and glor-

ious overhead as we advanced toward

our mid-day resting place.

Gardner had given me plenty to

think about.

He had described the wedding..

The lovely, frail-looking bride, sup-

ported by her red-nosed father, and
the yellow bloated groom, the old

chaplain stuttering through the ser-
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vice :—Ada hatl fainted when the

ceremony was over.

He )iad given me these jiarticulars

without my asking, but in a kind, un-

obtrusive manner, that made me love

the old fellow more than ever.

Mr. and Mrs. Goldie w^ere to go to

Europe in the spring—Paris and Lon-
don. Goldie would buy a place in

England. There he would dress her

out like a doll, said riimour, and drive

her about to show her off, and feel

himself glorified by the admiration

she would excite.

I don't think I took much heed of

the scenery as I chewed these bitter

thoughts. I cursed my ill luck, and
had some difficulty in refraining from
the usual reliections on the sex

—

' Frailty, thy name is woman,' and
so on ; but I did not blame Ada,
though her conduct was a mystery,

und then her last letters had been so

tender.

Spurring my hoi'se, at last I mount-
ed to a hillock on the riglit of the road,

and gazed ai'ound me. I must have
been in an impressionable mood, or I

should never to this day remember as

I do that marvellous scene.

Glimpses of snowy peaks across the

Sutlej
;
peaks rising 26,000 feet, and

in contrast to these, gorges, narrow,
black, precipitous—thousands of feet

below us. Here were hamlets, flat-

roofed and scattered, set on rocky
ridges or in green sloping meadows

;

and, in wild variety, there alterna-

ted jumbled fragments of the moun-
tain side, and steeps of shingle.

Close above were the verdant heights

with magnificent trees, whose outline

and foliage traced itself against the

unutterable blue of the sky, setting

off the darkness of the over-shadowing
precipices.

In the midst of this lovely scene I

pitched my tent under a splendid

deodar.

The Kunaite grilled me a chop from
the stores I had brought from Simla
—ah ! delicacies too short-lived among
the Himalayas ! Price opened the

pale ale, and after my luncheon I lay
in the shade, smoking my cheroot and
lost in reverie. The coolies meanwhile
amused themselves with trundling
boulders to the edge of the hillock on
which we were encamped. Then they
laughed and clapped their hands as
the large stones bumped on the road
below, and thence with a rebound
over the precipice with clattering
thunder, which was re-echoed a thou-
sand times by the neighbouring rocks
and cliffs.

'Better a stone than you or me,
Saliib,' said the Maratlia, pursing up
his lips with a comic expression as
he busied himself in taking to pieces
the tent for our onward march.

1 indolently nodded. I don't think
then that I should have cared very
much if some one had flung me down
to death amid the tropical shade and
quivering leafy verdure of the ravine
below, with its cool and rippling
wfrters. I was restless, and my mind
was in a fever.

Our journey was continued in
short stages. I was beginning to grow
tired of sublime sceneiy. One can get
used even to sky-pointing snowy
peaks, and dark precipices. The gigan-
tic deodars which cluster at intervals

upon the mountain's side almost fail-

ed to strike me, as they had done at
first, with the idea of grandeur and
perfect beauty in union. I was be-

coming blaze.

One morning, however, an incident
occurred. I was seated still and quiet
in the narrow nook where we were en-
camped, not twenty yards from the
edge of the precipitous road. I had
been reading by a lamp. On trying
to light my pipe I thrust my hand in-

to my breast pocket and pulled out
a letter : where had it come from ?

It was unopened ; but directed in
Ada's hand. It flashed across me
that it was the note I had put out of
sight of Gardner, at Simla, thinking
it an invitation.

I eagerly opened it and read its

contents :
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' Dear, Dear George,—Forgive

me : can you ? I have acted as I

thought best— not fur myself, but for

others. Ought not a daughter to do all

she can for a ruined father 1 I dare

not write more.
' Your wretched

'Ada.'

Mv heart beat violently, and the

scene seemed to swim before luy eyes.

At the same moment some one

touched my shoulder. I turned sud-

denly, dropping the letter.

It was a strange figure that con-

fronted me ; a man of about forty.

His features keen, b)-onzed, smiling
;

a Hindoo ; but his costume a carica-

ture of the British gentleman.

The insinuating smile with which

he bowed and took off his battered

white hat was irresistible. At the

same time he handed me a card, on

which I read ' Rajah of Bettihur,

M.A., Oxon.' 1 shook hands with

him ; of course I had often heard of

him. Although the pest, he was also

the amusement, of travellers. He had

spent ten years in England, had been

classically educated, and piqued him-

self on having the remains of an Eng-

lish wardrobe. He would quote

Horace, and boasted of having kept

hunters at Christ Church. I believe

that the most prominent featui-e in

his character at present was bis love

of brandy. The purchase of this lat-

ter commodity, together with the ex-

penses of dancing girls, devotees and

beggars, had exhausted his ready-

money pretty thoroughly, although the

nominal revenues of his estate were

reckoned at some 40,000 rupees,

Government, of course, having a

good pull at these before they passed

through his hands.

I took his card and begged him to

be seated.

He did not seem at all stiff, Rajah

as he was, but lit his pipe and talked

politics, speaking with a rather good

English accent and swearing most cor-

rectly. I was glad of any companion.

and encouraged him to tell of his prac-

tical jokes, his examinations, his horses,

and his wine parties at the great Uni-
versity.

' Bring ina little freshwater, Price,'

I said to the Maratha, who had stood

in half-amused, half-indignant silence

at a distance of about five yards from
us.

I don't know how it was, but as

night wore on the Rajah became up-

roarious. I forget how many bottles

I opened. I recollect that when we
thought him asleep, he suddenly start-

de up and sang some very strange

songs. Heaven only knows what part

of England he picked them up in. I

was relieved when he settled down
into ' Black Eyed Susan' and the Te
Deum.

' By-the-by, I want to show you
how good a shot I am,' he said at

length.

The dawn was breaking as he spoke,

and I was longing for a nap. ' You
have a rifle I see, and he took from
behind i»e the breech loader.

' Allow me ; now Price set up that

marine—empty bottle—put the cork

half way in—fifty yaids.

'

I made a sign to Price to obey. In
an instant the Rajah had shot away
the. upper half of the cork without in-

juring the glass.

After various other displays of his

skill, which was certainly admirable,

though he could only steady the rifle

by leaning against a tree, so drunk
was his highness—he asked for more
cartridges.

My coolies were trembling with fear

already, and the sun was up, and I

—

well, I was pretty well tired out.

' I have no more,' I replied.

' What would we have called that

at Oxford, do you think,' he said,

sneeringly, ' A man who tells lies is

sent into Coventry-cut'
He may have spoken halfjestingly.

I knew he piqued himself on his use

of English phrases and his knowledge

of English social slang. I pretended

not to notice his remark.
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Without saying another word he

shouldered my rifle, and with rapid

thoui^h unsteady steps, went down to-

wards the road that led to Simla.
' He'll not come back again,' said

Price, decidedly.

My first impulse was to let him go,

and perhaps in his blind drunkenness
be dashed to pieces. The next thought
was for my rifle.

There were no other arms in our

cavalcade, excepting an old flint-lock

belonging to the Kunaite, and a horse

pistol of ancient workmanship which
Price sometimes flourished, but had
never ventured in the memory of man
to discharge.

The Oxford graduate glanced over

his shoulder, and cast at me a look of

mingled triumph and malice.

What should we do in case panthers

and wild elephants paid a visit to our

halting grounds in the small hours of

the morning 1 This was a serious con-

sideration.

I hurriedly roused myself and
rushed down to the road.

Now I was reckoned one of the

best runners in days gone by. Per-

haps residence in the hot plains had
impaired wind and limb, or it may
be the watching and talking of the

past night had wearied me. Even the

encouraging ) ells of the coolies, the

cook, and the Maratha, who had rush-

ed to the crest that overlooked the

road to witness the race, did not

seem to lend speed to me. I was dis-

tanced.

On coming round the first turn in

the road, I beheld the Kajah, some
bundled yards ahead, moving in a long

shambling swing, with the glittering

ban-el of the rifle sloping over his

shoulder, and the white hat stuck on
the back of his head.

The absurdity of this race never
struck me. Thanks to my stars, there

were no brother oflicers or special cor-

respondents to report it.

I slackened my pace after a mile of

it, and the Oxford man very know-
ingly slackened his.

Suddenly the road crept round a steep
and perilous part of the mountain's
bre.-ist. A.bove the 'Great Hindus-
than and Thibet Koad,' and parallel to it,

ran another narrower shelf, once the
only path. An easy declivity connect-
ed the old and the new thoroughfare.

The Ptajah disappeared round a pro-

jecting spur of the mountain at an
easy pace.

I was getting out of temper as well
as out of wind, and immediately dou-
bled my speed, thinking thus to gain
upon and catch him annoticed.

On arriving breathless at the turn,

and casting my eyes down the long
sweep of the i-ocky path, the Rajah
was nowhere to be seen.

Here for many a mile towards Sim-
la extended a range of the most fright-

ful precipices. Had he slipped over
the verge and been dashed to pieces ?

The road was narrow, and of hard
slippeiy rock. Nothing but a low par-

apet separated it from the sheer de-

scent, whose depths could only be con-

jectured from thefaintness of the grey

tree-tof)s and shapeless crags which lay

below, bathed in morning vapours.

There was the hum of awakening in-

sect life in the air, and the sky was
breaking into blue spaces as the clouds

parted into dappling fragments and
birds cried and swung themselves from
crag to crag, and from tree to tree.

Perhaps the Rajah has turned to

the right, and mounted on to the

ujjper pathway.

I sauntered down the road. My
attention was the next moment at-

tracted by a moving mass coming up
the path; patches of white and brown.
At last I could discern horses.

It occuirtd to me that some English

ofiicers wei'e on their way to Kotgarh,
a favourite resort of those seeking a

change from the gaieties of Simla.

My first impulse was to go back

;

or to conceal myself by retiring to the

walnut trees above the road. These
might be people I knew, and I never
felt less inclined to meet people I knew
at Simla.
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I was walking towards the stran-

*;ers down the road, and the distance

between us rapidly grew less

Suddenly I heard a hoarse voice

from the heights on my right hand,

and evidently not far from the caval-

cade of ti'avellers. I could detect the

words and air of the ' Te Deum ; ' a

loud drunken rendering of the double

chant so dear to the choir-masters of

Christ Church.

As the strangers came on, I thought

I could discern a girl on a pony, and
an eldei'ly gentleman, evidently her

father. A troop of coolies, with a

palanquin, followed.

The girl—she appeared almost a

child—rode close to the rock-wall.

The gentleman seemed to follow more
to the outside of the road. He rode

a large and powerful chestnut. He
seemed to press on a little, with his

horse's head overlapping the flank of

the girl's pony, as if wishing to protect

her on the side of the precipice, bub

too much afx-aid of the narrowness of

the road to ride abreast.

My practised eye saw this much. I

was also near enough to see that the

Oxonian was sending down pebbles

into the road before them.

What followed took i>laee in a mo-
ment of time.

I set ofl' full stretch, shouting at

him and shaking my fist. I don't

know that my words reached him.

Another shower of stones fell within

H few yards of the horses' feet. I

saw the man on the chestnut forge for-

wai'd, placing his hor.se between the

lady and the brink of the precipice.

They came excitedly for a few paces

neck to neck, as if anxious to make a

lun for it.

' Yes, ride hard past,' I shouted, al-

most losing my head with excitement

and horror.

I had scai'cely spoken, when down
fell a heavy boul'ler which broke into

splinters against the horses' legs.

The horses stopped for an instant.

Then, wild with tenor, the chestnut be-

gan to back, and, in doing so, the rider

tightened one rein, turning his head
towards the rock. This drove back
the white pony, and for an instant

both horses stood pawing and tossing

their heads side by side, with their

heels almost on the deadly brink.

The chestnut reared and plunged as

as if he had felt the spur. His rider,,

spurring and jerking the rein, only

backed him towards the parapet.

Nearer and nearer he drew ; one hind
foot, then another went over.

I was almost up to them as the

horse, with starting eye and snorting

nostrils, hung for an instant on the

slippery edge. His rider's face grew
white ; he seemed paralysed with fear.

There was quite time enough for him
to have extricated himself, even then,

from the doomed horse, whose fore-

quarters wei-e strong. While, with

lashing tail and foaming mouth, the

animal struggled, his rider was motion-

less with clenched teeth and tightened

rein.

Down they went, with a thud, to

the crags below.

I was just in time to seize the girl^

drag her from the saddle of her plung-

ing, pony as, wild with fright and tem-

per, he also backed over the cliff.

It all happened, as I said before, in

an instant.

I laid the girl in the palanquin, and
loosened her veil. I started with a

strange pang.

Great heavens ! it was Ada, She
was insensible, and, perhaps, as yet

\inconscious that she was a widow.

Ten yeare have passed away.

Since I left Kotgarh, Fortune-

has sent me all—wealth and aSec-

tion. I have sold out of the army, and
we live in England, on our own
place. Col. Swan died soon after sac-

rificing his daughter to pay his gam-
bling debts.

I am sitting by a window that over-

looks the Thames as it flows, placid

and clear, by neat copse and smooth
meadows. The scene is bathed in slim-

mer sunliirht.
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' I think that Switzerland would be

nice.'

The person who answers me is a

lady, beautiful above all others to me.

She arranges flowers in a vase on the

breakfast table. I never look at her

without feeling that the least of the

blessings she brought me was that big

Bombay cotton fortune.

' No, not Switzerland,' she replies,'

* I cannot travel again among mount-
ains after that day in the Himalaya.

No, let us go to Rome or to Florence.'
' Rome in July, Ada V

' Well, anywhere you like, darling.'

I did not answer her. Perhaps it

was that the arrival of the post inter-

rupted us. Perhaps it was that her
words had sent me back to the Hima-
laya, and I had recollected how tri-

umphantly Price had pointed to the
horse-pistol with which he had shot
through the heart the drunken Rajah,
as the latter was on the point of push-
ing down upon the palanquin a hang-
ing rock that would have added many
more to the victims of Himalaya
travelling.

THE NUN'S PRAYER.

BY FRANCES E. SMITH, LUCAN.

KIND Father, take Thy child again,

For penitential tear-dro[is flow
;

My heart is breaking with its pain,

And weary with its weight of woe.

I cannot chain the wandering thought,

Nor bid my spirit cease to yearn
;

To break earth's ties I vainly souglil

—

For all my thoughts to earth return.

Loved voices come to me in sleep.

Dear faces make the midnight fair,

And when I wake—the silence deep
Is more than even Faith can bear.

So far away, Thy countless stars

Look down with brightly beaming i-ay,

I, gazing out fi'om prison bars,

See earth a star as fair as they.

If it be sin to .seek in dream.s

The sparkling rill, the flowery wood,
Or crave from Memory lingering gleams
Of all that e'en to Thee seemed good

—
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Then take away this longing heart,

And let it be no more distressed
;

If darkness be life's better part

—

Then let me love the darkness best.

If I have missed Thee by the streams,

Nor knew Thee in the flowery dell.

Nor felt Thy presence in the gleams

Where Evening bids the Day farewell.

And sought Thee in the narrow room,

The unadorned and cheerless cell.

Oh, visit me amidst the gloom,

And with me in the silence dwell

:

If from the path by others trod,

I turned aside secure to rest.

Forgetful that the feet of God
That thorny way unmurmuring pressed.

Thou knowest all—I only meant

To fly from vain and dazzling art.

To where its light Thy spirit lent

—

To still communion with the heart.

If I in ignorance have spurned

The dearest gifts Thy hand bestowed,

And from life's joyous banquet turned

Unmindful whence its beauty flowed,

To all things sweet, and bright, and fair.

For Thy sake—have I said Farewell %

Then make my lonely heart Thy care.

And in its vacant temple dwell,

Like some dark lake, that far away.

Shut in by rugged mountains, lies.

Reflecting all the summer day

No image but the azure sky's
;

And if a sky-lark in its flight,

A moment cast a shadow there.

It may not on the wave alight,

But, singing, soars afar in air
;

So let this spirit bowed to Thee

A rest so far from earth be given.

That in its depths Thou shalt not see

A single thought unmixed with Heaven ;

And if earth's wishes, weak and vain,

Like shadows o'er my pathway stray,

Oh hold my heart above the pain.

Until they melt in Heaven away.
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METHOD IN READING.*

BY MRS. FRANCIS RYE, BARRIE.

IN a time like the present when
verily and indeed there seems to

be no end to the making of books, and
when serials and ' dailies' meet us at

every turn, so that 'literature becomes

more a source of torment than of

pleasure,' it is a serious and almost

awful question, lohat and how shall we
lead.

At first sight one fancies that a nice

discrimination which will enable us to

pick out the veritable jewels, amongst
many imitations, is all that is neces-

sary, and the perfect acquirement of

which seems an easy task. But as we
proceed in our investigation we soon

discover that clouds and darkness

envelope us, and that we stumble at

every step.

One of our first difficulties we find

t# be owing to the doctrine of the rela-

tivity of things ; for what is a good
book for us may be distasteful to our

brother, daughter or friend ; for which
reason it is with fear and trembling

that we venture to recommend what
has delighted and charmed us.

The receptivity of the mind is ano-

ther obstacle to rapid decision in the

choice of books, for opinions that we
may imbibe freely at one time and
amalgamate into our system at ano-

ther period, fall upon a barren and
unfruitful soil.

Then again, the question opens be-

fore us—ought we to choose such books
that only please us? Is it not more
needful that we should consider the ad-

visability of building and adorning with
propriety the structure of the mind 1

* A paper read before the Toronto Womeu's Lite-
rary Club.

Mental dieting is surely as import-

ant as physical, and we should cer-

tainly be as cai'eful not to over-feed,

to avoid indigestion, ^•o take the most
nourishing, most supporting food in

the one case as in the other. Stimul-

ants to excess in lieu of wholesome
diet are as much to be excepted against

mentally as physically. The brain suf-

fers as greatly fiom drams of railway

novels containing poisonings, secret

marriages, and horrible discoveries, ad

infinitum, as it does from the too fre-

quent glass. Newspaper reading, es-

pecially such papers as contain long

accounts of fashions, and tedious des-*

criptions of weddiags and 'at homes,'

might be compared to the effect of a

too large meal of suet pudding, or of

any other fatty compound, for it is

followed by the same state of lethargy

and the same unwillingness to be ' up
and doing.'

We know to a nicety how many
grains of nitrogen and how many of

carbon our systems require to repair

the daily waste ; but, unfortunately, we
have no conception how many new
ideas and thoughts the healthy indiv-

idual is capable of receiving each day
without prejudice to his retention of

them. No Liebig has yet arisen in the

literary world to say—here is the

essence of all thought and imagination,

past and present— hei-e is the expres-

sion of Greek Art and Oriental

Parable—here is the summary of Ital-

ian Poetry and German Metaphysics

—here is the cream of French Philo-

sophy and English Dramatic writing

—here it is—all in this small spoon
;

take it down ; read, mark, learn and
inwardly digest it, and you will rise
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up a new creature—an artist, a poet,

a philosopher.

Time, we have a weak imitation of

this at the present, a kind of beef-tea

;

a concoction of which the principal

ingredient is water—in magazine arti-

cles which try to save one the trouble

of studying an auihor by giving a list

of ail he has written, a criticism of his

style, and a few extracts from each

book, long enough to enable any one

with sufficient tact to appear as if

deeply read in the master's works.

But this solution must not be con-

founded with the genuine Liebig, as it

by no means assumes to possess all the

properties of the original. And if it

did, still it could only be the concen-

tration of one individual, whereas we
want the essential spirit of all human
thought since the pre-historic pex'iod.

We want it, we say, but we know we
shall not obtain it, so the question still

remains—how shall we puisue a course

of literature—how keep up with the

times, and yet not neglect the great

departed ?

I met with a small volume some
years ago, but little known now, which
professed to deal with this troublesome

subject. Amongst other ideas, I re-

member it suggested that to avoid

scattering the attention over an unlim-

ited range of subjects, it would be a

good plan for each person to choose

for himself a certain period in history,

and to confine himself solely to the

literature of that time.

It struck me that very likely it might
be beneficial in some ways to the indi-

vidual, as it would prevent loss of

time from desultory reading; but put-

ting aside the fact that such a system
would tend to narrow the imagination

and to render the ideas exclusive, I

cannot think the general result would
be good.

Imagine a person deeply read up in

Elizabeth's period, meeting a friend

equally imbued with the ideas preval-

ent in Queen Anne's reign ! The mo-
ment one started the subject to bring

in some lately investigated fact, the

other so far from attending, would
instantly try to turn the conversation

so as to give himself some chance of

displaying his own knowledge, each

one deeming it utterly unnecessary to

have the facts of each other's reign

brought under his notice.

In general society, too, this plan

would not work ; for any one would
tire of the most instructive companion
if he could speak intelligently of only

one series of events. The idea of con-

centrating the attention is most cer-

tainly a good one, but it must be

carried out some other way to be uni-

versally useful. It is indeed almost

as important an acquirement to learn

what to miss, as what to read, and it

is a great art to know how to 'skip'

judiciously—to take the cream of a

subject and to leave the rest.

' Skipping,' however, is a dangei'ous

license, and should only be done by
those who are certain of their motives,

and who have learnt how to read. It

should never be recommended or even
allowed to the young, as it leads to a

careless, mindless way of reading, and
is exceedingly hurtful. The old-fash-

ioned idea prevalent amongst young
readers, that whatever is in a book
must be true, is, I am persuaded, a

very healthy one. They should be

taught that the words of great thinkers

are almost sacred, and should be re-

ceived as such.

The tendency among the growing

generation is certainly and unfortu-

natelytowards irreverence. The foolish

want of belief expressed now-a-days

by our young peoj)le does not arise

from careful thought, but from sheer

ignorance, and an innate want of

respect for the opinions of those wiser

than themselves, and is best treated

by a severe snubbing. It is a totally

different thing from the painfully a-

wakened doubts and laboured opinions

of thinking men and women.
To miss out, when reading, what is

mere ' padding' requires some know-
ledge of the author and of the subject,

and of coui'se should never be attemp-
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ted when we are studying the Morks

of masterminds, every atom of whose

tlicught and expression is priceless.

When, however, it can be done,

witliout doubt, it renders the book

more enjoyable, and is a greut conser-

vation of our energy. A living writer

on devotional subjects tells us in one

of his works, that we all of us have

only a certain amount of zeal, and that

it is a great pity to waste our excite-

ment on the cut of a chasuble or the

colour of a vestment, when we need all

our poor little store for graver matters.

In regard to reading, the same thing

may be said ; we must not squander
our modicum of attention on ti-ashy

books, fit only for the waste-paper

basket. Most of us have only a small

portion of each day that we can devote

to reading, and it is therefore of the

greatest necessity that we should learn

to use that time well.

Our hindrances are many ; in some
cases, lack of books or difficulty in

getting the right sort ; in others, a

want of solitude, and there are many
duties which often prevent us from
studying when we wish.

But taking it for granted that our
studies are made tolerably easy to us,

and that a requisite number of books
are at our disposal, we must then turn
our attention to some plan of reading
in order to prevent us from wasting
our time and brain power in what will

never be of any z-eal benefit to us in
our daily life.

After much consideration, I have
come to the conclusion, that with re-

gard to our literary studies, we should
ask ourselves most earnestly—what is

my aim. in acquiring fresh knowledge?—vjhy do I read 1 On the answer to

these questions, I believe, will depend
our whole system of study. Once be
sure of your reasons for learning, and
all you learn will be conducive to the
wished for end and everything will

tend gradually to build up the desired
structure.

Thus, say your aim in reading is to
help you in educating your sons and

daughters ; to form their tastes and
influence their lives ; with this desire

strongly in view, your mind will gra-

vitate naturally to what would be
useful to you in that way. Or suppose
you foresee a future of travelling—you
will then make your course of reading
take such a direction, that when you
visit the great continental cities, you
will not be an unappreciative spec-

tatoi-. Persons whose nearest relatives

or closest companions have already

chosen out their favourite pui-suit,

will naturally (xihless their intellect is

of a higher order) prefer to render
themselves companionable, rather than
to branch out for themselves in a new
path. The most intimate friend of a
painter, or a poet, will delight in rend-
ering himself in some small way capa-

ble of understanding their dreams and
aspirations, so that they may hold
' sweet council together,' and may
* gladly learne and gladly teche '—for

' what rleli^'hts can equal those
That stir the spirit's inner deeps,
When one that l<)ve^i, but knows not, reaps

A truth from one that loves and knows?

'

DeQuincy gives us a test by which
we may find out whether we are study-

ing usefully or not
' A good scheme of study will soon

show itself to be such by this one test

—that it will exclude as powerfully as

it will appropriate ; it will be a system
of repulsion no less than of attraction;

once thoroughly possessed and occu-

pied by the deep and genial pleasures

of one truly intellectual pursuit, you
will be easy and indifferent to all

others that had previously teased you
with transient excitement'

One word as to the spirit in which
to read ; we should read in earnest

;

we should ' do it with all our might,'

and with a true desire to leai-n ; we
should, in fact, all take for our motto
ere we begin a book, Bacon's grand
ever-to-be-remembered words :

' Read
not to contradict and confute, nor

to believe and take for granted, nor to

find Talk and Discourse, but to weigh

and consider,

'
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AN IDYL OF SWAMPVILLE.

(A SONfi WITH ACTION.)

BY F. R.

' Is there not room enough in the world for you and me ''.'— Uncle Toby.

alHOU little graceful thing,

Whirring thy gauzy wing
And plumed horn,

Where wast thou born ?

What feelings of fine scorn

Hast thou for man and all his fleshly ways ]

Compassionate dispraise

Thou nietest out to him, and hummest by,

Fragilest, fairest thing that flits beneath the sky !

What dost thou here ?

What whisperest at mine ear %

Still is the eve.

And yet I fain must grieve

(While sinks the sun, mist-hidden in the west)

At thy depai'ting. Vain were any quest !

How could I single thee again, thou dearest, from the rest ?

For round the marsh
With drummings weird and harsh.

Scores of thy kind hover 'twixt pool and brake:

E'en, if I knew
How could I overtake

You,— only you !

Angelic visitant, fair being of an hour,

Thou who alone hast power
To rouse my deepest self, my inmost I !

Thou delicatest insect, flitting flower !

Sweet, tender, wandering blossom of the night !

Soft spi ite !

— (Squashes the mosquito on his left temple.)

Ah ! so you thought you'd come again and bite me on the eye

!

Barrie.
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CANADA AND HER INDIAN TRIBES.*

BY WM. LEGGO, TORONTO.

IT was fitting that the young bar-

rister of Montreal, who in 1855

was the winner of the second prize

awarded, upon a reference from the

ParisExhi".)ition Committee of Canada,

by Sir Edmund Head, then Governor-

General of British North America, for

an Essay on ' Canada and her Resour-

ces,' who in 1858 delivered before the

Mercantile Library Association of

Montreal a lecture on ' Nova Britan-

nia, or the British North American
Provinces,' which was considered so

able that it was published under the

auspices of that body, and who, in

1859, delivered another one before the

same institution on ' The Hudson's Bay
and Pacific Territories,' should in 1872
occupy the high position of Chief Jus-

tice of Manitoba, a portion of the

country in which he had exhibited so

deep and intelligent an interest ; that

he should, subsequently, have been
raised to the higher position of Lieu-

tenant-Governor of Manitoba, the

North- West Territories and Keewatin;
and that in 1880 he should publish

the valuable work with which we are

about to deal.

Much, nay most, of the romance of

Canadian history centres in its Indian
life, and we are apt, in reading the

highly-coloured pictuies of savage

character, found in Campbell's ' Ger-

trude of Wyoming,' in Longfellow's

'Hiawatha,' in Cooper's Indian stories,

and in Richardson's brilliant tale

' Wacousta,' to be led away from the

* Uhe Treaties of Canada, with the Indians of
Manitoba aTid the Horth-Wext territory. By the
Hon. Alkxandrr Mokris, P. C, late Lieutenant-
Governor of Manitoba, the North-West Territory,
and Keewatin. Toronto : Belfords, Clarke A Co.,
Publishers, 1880.

deep social and high political inter-

est surrounding the Indian popula-
tion of British North America. Un-
til Mr. Pax'kman had pulled aside the
veil which poets and novelists had
woven, and with which they had hid-

den the real character of the Indian,

he jjosed before us as a noble creature,

an Apollo in beauty of form, a Hercu-
les in strength, a Mercury in swift-

ness. We were taught to admire his

bravery in battle, his gentleness in

peace, and his tenderness to the cap-

tive. His eloquence in debate was a

favourite theme, and the pathos of

Logan's appeal was supposed to be
exhibited by all Indians whenever oc-

casion rendej-ed it fitting to be shewn.
Cleanliness in person, truth in speech^

and honesty in dealing, were, of course^

universal virtues, and until Parkman-
appeared, the Indians of the North-
western portions of North America
were popularly supposed to be the-

happy possessors of all these qualities.

But many years passed in their midst,,

and a close study of the Indian in his

native forests, where he roamed, un-

contaminated by what is sometimes
improperly termed ' civilization,' en-

abled Mr. Parkman to paint us a true

picture of poor ' Lo,' and the account
of the dealings of Mr. Morris with the

chief tribes of our North-West savages,

incidentally supports some of the

views of the brilliant American writer.

From Mr. Parkman's books we gat her

that the North American Indian is

cowardly, tieacherous, cruel and vin-

dictive, a liar and a cheat, filthy

—

physically and morally—weaker than
the Englishman, slower than the-
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Irishman, and less ]>ersevering than

the Scotchman—an idler, and vain-

glorious—too proud to work, but not

too |jroud to beg, or, if need be, to

steal. When, therefore, the Bi-itish

emigrant found himself face to face

with this owner of the rich soil which

the one desired to preserve forever as

a hunting ground, and the other

wished to convert into a garden, he

found that the Indian of the Actual
was a creature very different indeed

irom the Indian of the Imaginary.

The question to be solved was momen-
tuous. As a rule, the French, who
were the precursors of the British in

these regions, had treated the Indians

with kindness, and the chief complaint

laid to their charge was that the Jesuit

missionaries were too fond of burning

their converts immediately after bap-

tism, to prevent them from falling

from grace. The French power, how-
ever, was destroyed by the British be-

foi'e it had become necessary to take

possession of any considerable portion

of the Indian territory for the pur])0se

•of civilization, and, therefore, it had
not been compelled to consider the

policy b}' which it should obtain con-

trol of the immense landed possessions

of the Aborigines without incurring

their ill-will, or invoking their armed
resistance. When the fall of Quebec
destroyed the French dominion on this

continent, and gave to Great Britain

possession of almost a continent, the

kindliest relations were kept up with
the Indians, and when England needed
aid in the struggle with her Colonies,

•her Indian allies were never found
wanting. After the independence of

her rebellious subjects had been ac-

knowledged by Britain, many Indians

were transferred from their hunting

gi'ounds, now the property of the Am-
ericans, to the British possessions

north of the St. Lawrence and the

great Lakes; and the lineal descendants

•of many who had I'oamed through the

wilds of what now constitutes the

States ofNew York, Pennsylvania, and
Ohio may at this moment be foiind

quiet and happy on the rich reserves

of the Bay of Quinte, the Grand
River, or the Thames.
The policy of the British and Can-

adian Governments in the treatment
of the Indians has always been kind
and paternal. Its object has Vjeen to

civilize, and Christianize. They have
always been treated justly and gener-

ously—in sti-iking contrast with the

conduct of the Americans, whose poli-

cy has always been, and still i.s, one of

extermination. Of course, no Ameri-
can will admit the fact, but there can
be no doubt that the policy of their

Government, supported by the quiet,

though unexpressed concuiTcnce of

popular opinion, is that the sooner the

Indian population disappear.s, the bet-

ter, and whether it disappears through
the ravages of war, or small-pox, fire-

water, or starvation, is to the Ameri-
can a matter of little consequence.

The Indiana of the country now
forming the Provinces of Ontario,

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick and Prince Edward Island have
never been very numerous since the

conquest, and the British and colonial

authorities have had but little diffi-

culty, and have been put to but little

expense, in dealing with, or caring

for, them. The plan of setting off for

them certain p^trtions of good farming
land, called 'reserves,' and inducing

them to settle on and cultivate these

allotments, was adopted, and has

pi'oved eminently successful. As the

Government holds the title to these

lands, the Indian can neither sell nor

mortgage them ; and as each band re-

ceives an annual sum of money, and
yearly gifts of clothing, farming im-

plements, and materials for hunting

and fishing, the Indian of these Pro-

vinces never sutlers from cold or

hunger, and if he be prudent and in-

dustrious, he may become relatively

rich. By the kindness of Col. Dennis,

the indefatigable and most able

Deputy-]VIinister of the Interior, I

have before me the reports of his de-

partment for the years 1875, '6, '7, '8
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and '9, from wliich I find that the

Indians of Ontario now number
10,000. Of these the Oneidas, are on
the Thames Reserve—the Chippewas,

Moravians, and Munsees are also there

—the Wyandolts are at Anderdon,the
Chippewas, the Ottawas, and Potta-

wattamies at Walpole Island, Snake
Island, Rama, Saugeen, Nawash, the

Christian Islands, and on Lakes Super-

ior and Hui'on. on the north-east shore

of Georgian Bay, Garden River, and
on Manitoulin Island ; the Mississua-

gas are at Scugog River and Mud
Lakes, the Credit and Alnwick ; Mo-
hawks in the Bay of Quinte ; the Six

Nations on Grand River ; the Algon-

quins at Golden Lake, Carlton, Ren-
frew and Nipissing. In the Province

of Quebec there are 12,000, consisting

of Iroquois at Caughnawaga and St.

Regis ; Algonquins at the Lake of

Two Mountains and in the country

north of Ottawa; Abenakis at St.

Francis and Becancour ; Montaignais
at Lake St. John and Betsiamits

;

Amalicites at Viger ; Micmacs at

Maria, Restigouche, and Gaspe Basin

;

and Naskapees on the Lower St. Law-
rence.

The Province of Nova Scotia has

2,000, all being Micmacs. New
Brunswick has 1,400, being Micmacs
and Amalicites ; and Prince Edward
Island has 260 Micmacs. It may
here be added that Manitoba and the

North-West Territories contain 30,000
Chippewas, Crees, Saulteaux, Blackfeet

and Sioux. The Athabasca District

has 2,000 Crees, Assiniboines, Chip-

wagans, and Beavers. British Colum-
bia has 3.3,000, and Rupert's Land
4,000, making a total of the Indians
of the Dominion to be about 104,000,
of whom about 72,000 are found west

of the boundaries of Ontario.

Mr. Morris, after a successful

career as a barrister in Montreal, ob-

tained a seat in Parliament in 1861,
where he represented his native county
of Lanark until Confederation, and
thence to 1872, when he accepted

the position of CJhief-Justice of Mani-

toba. He took an active and leading

part in the negotiations which ended
in the Confederacy of 1807. In 1869
he took office under Sir John A. Mac-
donald as Minister of Inland Revenue
until 2nd July, 1872, when, hishealth
failing, he was induced to tiy the

climate of the North-West, and, taking
the office of Chief-Justice of Manitoba,,

he discharged its duties with credit to

him.self and to the entire satisfaction

of the people, until the 2nd Decem-
ber, when, on the retirement of Mr.
Archibald from the rule of the Pro-
vince, he accepted the Lieutenant-

Governorship of that Province, and
having been appointed commissioner
for Indian aflairs for Manitoba and
the North-West Territories, he took
the leading part in negotiating the

treaties with the Indians, the history

of which he now gives us in the in-

teresting book just published.

Until the Dominion obtained con-

trol of the enormous region known as

the North-W^est Territories, the In-

dians of tlie country had been under
the mild and satisfactory rule of the

Hxidson's Bay Company. But whert

this rule terminated, and the Riel

troubles of 1869-'70 arose, the Indian
mind was much disturbed, and when
in 1871 and sxibsequent years, efibrts

were made by the Dominion Govern-
ment, thi-ough Mr. Morris and his as-

sociate commissioners, to obtain the In-
dian title for the purpose of enabling

the emigrant to secure peaceable pos-

session of the rich lands of the country,

he found the Indians difficult to deal

with. Time pi-essed. The erection o£

a new Province in the newly actjuired

tract ; and the rush of emigrants anx-

ious to settle in the North-West com-
pelled the Government to use the ut-

most expedition in securing the title

to tlie lands which the incomers would
require—for it would have been to the

last degree dangerous to give the In-

dians occasion to say that their lands

had been seized upon, and their rights

invaded. The Indian has always had

a nervous dread of white immigration^
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and a sliarp intellect in bargaining for

the sale of his title—for he claimed the

whole continent as his by preoccupa-

tion and the decree of the Great Spirit

—jealous, grasping, and apprehensive

lie required the most delicate handling,

for the appearance even of a surveyor

with his theodolite and his chain was
sufficient to set on fire a whole tribe.

The whites of Manitoba were involved

in the wretched troubles connected
with the Riel alfiiir

;
party spirit ran

high between those who looked upq;i

Riel as a rebel and a murderer, and
those who considered him, though rash,

still the exponent of sound political

views, since he was resisting what we
may as well now confess was the ill-

advised policy of the Government in

sending up Mr. Macdougall as Lieut.

-

Govei-nor, with a fully equipped staff

•of officers, without consultation with

the people he was sent to govern. The
Indians saw that their invaders were

at war with each other, and the arrival

of the armed force under Colonel, now
Sir Garnet Wolseley, intensified their

alarm ; they were preparing to take

sides in the appi-oaching conflict for

they knew that soon their hunting
grounds would be occupied by the re-

sistless European. No step had been

taken by the Government to purchase

their title, and the result of all these

circumstances was that they were in an
agitated state, and it soon became ob-

vious that the Commissioners at last

sent by the Dominion authorities to

make the necessary treaties, would find

their task extremely difficult and fati-

guing.

Before proceedinaj to describe the

work so skilfully performed by Mr.
Morris and his associate commission-

ers, it will be interesting to notice the

sketch given by him of the treaties by
which the rights of the Indians had
been secured in the western portions of

Upper Canada.

It will be remembered that, in 1811,

the Earl of Selkirk purchased from the

Hudson's Bay Company a large tract

of the territory, then known as Ru-

pert's Land. This tract was very much
larger than the territory forming the

present Province of Manitoba, which it

included, but the settlers brought from
Scotland by the Earl planted them-
selves chiefly on the banks of Red Riv-

er, the centre of their operations being

the present city of Winnipeg. In 1817
Lord Selkirk visited his immense do-

main and bought the Indian title to a

strip on either side of Red River of

two miles in width and extend. ng from
the mouth of the river to Great Forks.

The Indians were made to comprehend
' the de]ith of the land they were sur-

rendering by being told that it was the

greatest distance, at which a horse on
the level prairie could be seen, or day-

lii^ht seen under his belly between hia

legs.' For this tract, now worth many
millions of dollars, the Earl agreed to

pay to the owners, the Chip[)awas and
Crees, each one hundre<l pounds of to-

bacco annually. In 183G the company
bought back the whole tract from the

heirs of Lord Selkirk for .£84,000, and
were then able to give the Canadian,

or rather the Imperial Government, a

clear title in 1870.

^^^Valuable minerals having been dis-

covered on the northern shores of

Lakes Superior and Huron, the Gov-
ernment of the Province of Canada
commissioned the late Hon. W. B.

Robinson to negotiate with the In-

dians holding these lands, and that

gentleman, in 1850, made two trea-

ties, which formed the models on
which all the subsequent treatie-s with

the Indians of the North- West were

framed; their main features being an-

nuities, reserves, and liberty to hunt

and fish on the lands until sold by the

Crown.
In 1862, the Government of the old

Province of Canada obtained the sur-

render of the Indian title to the Great

Manitoulin Island. In 1871, the

Dominion Government, being pressed

in the manner already mentioned, set

seriously to work to quiet the Indians

by arranging with them solemn trea-

ties. It was considered desirable to
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begin with the Ojibbewas or Chippe-

was found between Thunder Bay and

the north-west anjjle of Lake of the

Woods. Mr. Wemyss McKenzie
Simpson was appointed Indian Com-
missioner for the purpose. Having
issued a proclamation inviting the In-

dians to meet him at Lower Fort

Garry, or the Stone Fort, on 25th

July, 1871, and at Manitoba Post, a

Hudson's Bay Fort at the north end
of Lake Mnnitoba, on the 17th Au-
gust following, Mr. Simpson, accom-

panied by His Excellency the Hon.
A. G. Archibald, then Lieutenant Gov-
ernor of Manitoba and the North
West Territories ; the Hon. James
McKay, and Mr. Molyneux St. John,

attended at these points, and, after

much negotiation, succeeded in com-
pleting two treaties—known as Nos.

One and T\vo.jJfThe principal features

of these treaties, for they were identi-

cal, were the absolute relinquishment

to Her Majesty of the Indian title to

the tracts described ; the reservation

of tracts sufficient to furnish 160
acres to each Indian family of five

;

provisions for the maintenance of

schools ; the ])rohibition of the sale of

iiitoxicating liquors on the reserves
;

a present of three dollars to each In-

dian, and the payment of three dollars

per head yearly for ever. Boughly,
these treaties secui-ed the title to a

tract of countiy extending from the

present easterly boundaiy of Mani-
toba, westerly along the boundary
line between Canada and the United
States—the 19tli ];arallel—about 300
miles, and running north about 2-50

miles, including the present Province
o\ Manitoba and forming an area of

about 60,000 square miles of aduiirable

land.

In the same year (1871), it was
found necessary to obtain the title to

the area from the watershed of Lake
Suj)erior to the north-west angle of

the Lake of the Woods, and from the

American boundary to the height of

Land from which the streams flow to-

wards Hudson's Day. This step had

become necessary in order to render
tJje route known as the " Dawson
route " secure for the passage of emi-
grants, and to enable the Government
to throw the land open for settlement.

Messrs. W. M. Simpson, S. J. Daw-
son and W. J. Pether were appointed
Commissioners, and, in July, 1871,
they met the Indians at Fort Francis.

Difficulties arose, and no treaty was
eftected. The matter was adjourned,
and the Indians were asked to con-
sider the proposals and meet again
during the following summer. But
they were not ready tlien, and the
negotiations were indefinitely post-

poned. In 1873, it was determined
to make another efibrt, and a com-
mission was issued to Mr. Morris,
then Lieutenant-Governor ; Lieuten-
ant Colonel Provencher, who had in

the meantime been appointed Com-
missioner of Indian affairs in the
place of Mr. Simpson, who had re-

signed ; and Mr. Lindsay Pussell, but
the latter gentleman being unable to

act, Mr. Dawson, now M.P. for Al-
goma, was appointed in his stead.

The Commission, as now organized,

met the Indians at the North-West
angle late in September, 1873, and
after protracted and difficult negotia-

tions succeeded in completing the

treaty No. Three.

The treaty was of great importance.

It released that portion of the North-
West between the westerly bound-
aiy of Ontario and the Pi-ovince

of iManitoba, and extending north

about 250 miles. Its width is about
the same, and a territory of about

55,000 square miles was released from
the Indian title. It was of the ut-

most consequence that those lands

should be speedily secured because the

Dawson Road runs over them ; the

Canada Pacific Railway in its progress

from Fort William to Selkirk on the

Red River passes through them, and
they are believed to be rich in miner-

als. The cupidity of the Indian,

and his acuteness in bargaining,

were conspicuously exhibited. Mr.
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Morris conducted the palaver. The
demands of the Indians were so

unreasonable, and their obstinacy so

dogged that the negotiations were sev-

eral times on the point of being bro-

ken off, and nothing but the fortunate

combination of skill, patience, firm-

ness and good temper on the part of the

Lieutenant-Governor enabled him to

achieve the diplomatic triumph which

was of the greater value since it struck

the key-note of all the subsequent

treaties, and taught the savage that

though the Government would be gen-

erous, it would firmly resist imposi-

tion- Several days were consumed
in fruitless talk ; the Indians de-

manded a payment down of §15 for

every head then present
; $15 for each

child thereafter to be born forever
;

.$50 each year for every chief, and

other payments amounting to an addi-

tional $125,000 yearly, and that in

addition to their reserves of land, and
the right to hunt and fish. They had
a very high estimate of the value of

the territoiy. They evidently sup-

posed it contained the precious metals,

as during the council a speaker in the

poetic style, peculiar to the Indian, ex-

claimed :
' lite, sound of the rustling of

the gold is under m.i/ foot V)here T
stand : we have a rich country ; it is th'e

Great Spirit who gave us this ; where
we stand upon is the Indi^^' proper-

ty, and belongs to them./^!*'^

The following are the chief articles

of agreement : In consideration that

the Indians suri-endered to the Do-

minion, for Her Majesty, all their

rights, titles and privileges to the

lands described ; Her Majesty agreed :

1. To set aside reserves for farming

and other purposes not exceeding one

square mile for each family of five
;

2. To make a present of $12 for each

man, woman and child in cash on the

spot ; 3. To maintain schools on the

reserves whenever desired ; 4. To in-

terdict the introduction of all intoxi-

cating liquors into the reserves ; 5,

To permit the Indians to hunt and fish

over such parts of the suri-endered

tract as may not be sold by the Gov-
ernment ; 6, To take a census of the

Indian population, and pay yearly, at

points to be selected and notified to the

bands, the sum of .$5 for each man,
woman and child; 7. To expend $1,-

500 annually in the purchase of am-
munition and net twine for distribu-

tion among them ; 8. To supply to

each band then actually cultivating the

soil, or who should thereafter com-
mence to cultivate it ' once for all, for

the encouragement of the practice of

agriculture among the Indians,' the

following articles, viz. ,
' two hoes for

for every family actually cultivating
;

also one spade per family as aforesaid ;

one plough for every ten families as

aforesaid ; five harrows for every

twenty families as aforesaid ; one
scythe for every family as aforesaid

;

and also one axe, and one cross cut

saw, one hand-saw, one pit saw ; the

necessary files, one grindstone, one
auger for each band, and also for each

chief for the use of his band, one chest

of ordinary carpenter's tools ; also for

each band enough of wheat, barley,

potatoes and oats to plant the land

actually bi'oken up for cultivation by
such band ; also for each band oneyoke
oxen, one bull and four cows ; 9. To
pay each chief $25 per year, and each

subordinate ofiicer,not exceeding three

for each band, $15 per annum, and to

give to these, once in every three years,

a suitable suit of clothing ; and to each

chief, ' in recognition of the closing of

the treaty; a suitable flag and medal.'

The ti-eaty was executed by Mr. Mor-
ris, Lieutenant-Governor, J. A. N.
Provencher, and S. J. Dawson, Indian

Commissioners, and by twenty-four

chiefs representing the Salteaux tribe

of the Ojibbeway Indians inhabiting

the ti'act transferred, and it is attested

by seventeen witnesses of whom one

is a young lady, a daughter of Mr. Mor-
ris, who after jiroving her ability, grace-

fully and efiectively, to discharge the

elegant, social duties of Government
House until the arrival, in Winni-
peg, of her mother, was courageous
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enough to accompany her father on

his rough journey to the North-West

angle, and challenge, in their own
camps, the admiration of the handsome
woung ' warriors' of the Ojibbeways.

( The next treaty is known as the

Qu'Appelle (Who calls I) treaty, or No.

Four, and is named from the Qu'Ap-
pelle Lakes where it was made. The
Indians treated with were the Cree

and Saulteaux tribes, and by it 75,000

square miles of most valuable territory

were secured. It includes a portion

of the far-famed ' fertile belt,' and was
the first step taken to bring the In-

dians of that splendid territory into

close relations with the Government.

It extends from the westerly limits of

No. Two, westerly along the American
boundary about 350 miles, and runs

in a north-east direction to the head
of Lake Winnipegosis, about .300 miles

north of the international boundary.

In his report for 1875, the Hon. Mr.
Laird, then Minister of the Interior,

pays a high compliment to Mr. Mor-
ris, for he states, ' that it is due to the

council to record the fact, that the

legislation and valuaVjle suggestions

submitted to your Excellency from
time to time, through their official

head, Governor Morris, aided the Gov-
ernment not a little in the good work
of laying the foundations of law and
order in the North-West, in securing

the good will of the Indian tribes, and
in establisliing the prestige of the Do-
minion Government tlu'oughout that

vast country. A commission was is-

sued to Mr. Morris, Mr. Laird and
Mr. Ctiristie, a retired factor of the

Hudson's Bay Company, and a gentle-

man of large experience among the

Indian tribes. These gentlemen met
the Indians in September, 1874, at

Lake Qu'Appelle, three hundred and
fifty miles nearly due west from Win-
nipeg, accompanied by an escort of

militia under Col. Osborne Smith, C.

M. G. The Commissioners were met
again by the excessive greed of the

savage, and their ditficulties were in-

tensified by the jealousies existing be-

3

tween the Crees and the Chippewaa
but by firmness, gentleness and tact

they eventually succeeded in securing

a treaty similar in terms to No. Three.

The conference opened on the 8th Sep-

tember, and the first three days irere

entirely fruitless ; the Indians seemed
unwilling to begin serious work, for

they were undecided among themselves

and could not make up their minds to

put forward their speakers. On the

fourth day, Mr. Morris addressed

them for the fourth time, and his

speech, given in full in the volume,
shows the style of thought and lan-

guage which was found so efiectual

with these children of the forest.^,'

The account of the conference is ex-

ceedingly interesting. The pow-wow
extended over ^ix days, and the sub-

tlety of the Indian mind is strikingly

exhibited in the speeches of the ora-

tors who strove in every possible way
to dip their hands deeper and deeper

into the Dominion treasury. No epi-.

tome can do justice to the minute ac-

counts of them and the other confer-

ences in which Mr. Morris was en-

gaged while securing these valuable

treaties, and the reader must be re-

ferred to the highly entertaining and
ii>«t>active Vjook itself.

/ Mr. Morris subsequently made a

similar treaty at Fort Ellice with a
few Indians who could not attend at

Qu'Appelle, and he also in July, 187G,

settled troublesome difficulties which
had arisen out of Treaties One and
Two.

In September, 1875, the Winnipeg
or No. Five treaty was concluded.

This covers an area of about 100,000
square miles. The territory lies north

of that covered by Nos. Two and
Three. Its extreme northerly point

is at Split Lake, about 450 miles north

of Winnipeg, and its width is about

350 miles. The region is inhabited

by Chippewas and Swampy Crees. A
treaty had become urgently necessary.

It includes a great part of Lake Win-
nipeg, a sheet of water three hundred
miles in length, having a width of
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seventy miles. Eed River empties

into it, and Nelson River flows from

it to Hudson's Bay. Steam naviga-

tion had been established on it before

the treaty. A tramway of five miles

was in course of construction to avoid

the Grand Rapids, and connect that

navigation with steamers on the River
Saskatchewan. The Icelandic settle-

ment, visited by Lord Dufi'erin, where
he made one of his best speeches, was
on the west side of the lake ; and un-

til the Pacific Railway supplies the

want, this lake must, with the Sas-

katchewan, become the thoroughfare

between Manitoba and the fertile prai-

ries of the West. For these and other

reasons the JVlinister of the Interior

reported that ' it was essential that

the Indian title to all the territory in

the vicinity of the lake should be ex-

tinguished so that settlers and traders

might have undisturbed access to its

waters, shores, islands, inlets, and tri-

butary streams,' Mr. Morris and the

Hon. James McKay were thereiipon

appointed commissioners to treat with

the Indians. They performed the work
partly in 1875, and it was concluded

in 1 876 by the Hon. Thos. Howard, and
Mr. J. L. Reid under instructions from
Mr. Morris. The treaty was made at

Norway House at the foot of the lake,

and its terms are identical with those

of Nos. Three and Four, except that

the quantity of land given to the fami-

lies is analler, and the gratuity was
reducedifrom twelve to five dollars per

head. /
' Tlie^reaties Nos. One, Two, Three,

Four and Five comprised an area of

about 290,000 miles ; but there was
still an immense unsurrendered tract

lying east of the Rocky Mountains,
between the American boundary and
the 55th parallel, containing about

170,000 square miles, which, it was
essential, should be immediately freed

from the Indian title. This was
effected by treaties Nos. Six and
Seven. No. Six was made at Forts

Carlton and Pitt. The great region

covered by it— or rather by the two,

forming together what is officially-

known as No. Six—embraces an area

of about 120,000 square miles, and
contains a vast extent of the most fer-

tile lands of the North-West. The
Crees were the owners of this magni-
ficent territory. They had ever since

1871 been uneasy about their lands^

and had frequently expressed their

desire to treat with the Government.
The Hon. Mr. Mills, Minister of the

Interior, in his report for 1876, thus

alludes to the matter: 'Official reports

received last year from His Honour
Governor Morris and Col. French, the

officer then in command of the Mount-
ed Police Force, and from other

parties, showed that a feeling of dis-

content and uneasiness prevailed very

generally amongst the Assiniboines

and Crees lying in the unceded terri-

tory between Saskatchewan and the

Rocky Mountains. This state of feel-

ing, which had prevailed amongst
these Indians for some time past, had
been increased by the presence, last

summer, in their teiTitories, of the
parties engaged in the construction of

the telegraph line, and also of a party

belonging to the Geological Survey.

To allay this state of feeling, and to

prevent the threatened hostility of the

Indian tribes to the parties then em-
ployed by the Government, His
Honour Governor Morris requested

and obtained authority to despatch a
messenger to convey to these Indians

the assurance that Commissioners
would be sent this summer to nego-

tiate a treaty with them, as had al-

ready been done with their brethren

further east.'

A commission was accordingly is-

sued to Mr. Morris, the Hon. Mr.
McKay, and Mr. Christie. These
gentlemen fii'st met the Indians near
Fort Carlton, on the Saskatchewan,

in August, 1876, and succeeded in

effigcting a treaty with the Plain and
Wood Crees on the 2.3rd of that

month, and with the Willow Crees on
the 27th. The negotiations were ex-

ceedingly difficult and protracted, and
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tke temper, discretion and firmness of

the Commissioners were put to the

severest test. On the conclusion of

the treaty at Fort Carlton, the Com-
missioners proceeded to Fort Pitt,

where they met with no difficulty, and
the treaty was soon concluded. The
Commissioners discovered among these

Indians a strong desire for instruction

in farming, and for missionary and
educational aid. The detailed account

of these transactions is one of the

most interesting portions ofMr. Morris'

attractive book, but the want of space

prevents full quotations, and meagre
ones would spoil the subject. Treaty

No. Six extends from the westerly

boundary of No. Five to the Rocky
Mountains, a distance of about 600
miles, and from the northern bound-
aries of Nos. Seven and Four to the

55th parallel, the greatest width being

about 300 miles. The projected route

of the Pacific Railway passes through
nearly its entire length. This was the

last treaty in which Mr. Morris took

a part. His term of office expiring in

1878, he left Manitoba and returned

to Ontario. A comparatively small

territory, however, lying between the

Rocky Mountains and Nos. Four and
Six was still unceded, and as it was
important to obtain the Indian title

as soon as possible, a commission was
issued in 1877 for the purpose to the

Hon. David Laird, then Lieutenant-

Governor of the North-West Terri-

tories, and Lieut. -Col. McLeod of the

Mounted Police Force. This i-egion

was occupied by the Blackfeet. They
met the Commissioners at the Black-

foot crossing, on the Bow River, on
the 17th September, 1877, and after

five days of tedious ])ow-wowing, the

treaty No. Seven was concluded. The
terms were substantially the same as

those of Nos. Three and Four, except
that, as some of the l^ands desired to

engage in [)astoral instead of agricul-

tural pursuits, they were given cattle

instead of fai-ming implements. The
Minister of the Interior well observes
in his report that ' the conclusion of

this treaty with these warlike and in-

tractable tribes, at a time when the
Indians, immediately across the bor-
der, were engaged in open hostilities

with the United States troops, is cer-

tainly a conclusive proof of the just
policy of the Government of Canada
towards the aboriginal population '

—

to which Mr. Morris adds these signi-

ficant words :
* And of the confidence

of the Indians in the promises and just
dealing of the servants of the British

Crown in Canada—a confidence that
can only be kept up by the strictest

observance of the stipulations of the
treaties.' The area covered by the •
treaty is about 35,000 square mil^s^/^^

This imposing series of treaties se-

cured to the Dominion the rights of the
following Indians : Chippewas and
Crees, of Treaty Nd One 3815 ; do of
No. Two 97 1 ; Chippewasand Saulteaux
of No. Three 2657 ; Chippewas, Saul-

teaux and Crees, of No. Four 5713;
of No. Five 2968; Plain and Wood-
Crees, of No. Six, 6714, and Blackfeet,

of No. Seven, 6519; a total of 29,027
They covered an area of 460,000 square
miles of land whose richness is unsur-
passed by any tract in the world, and
were efl:ected without a blow or a bit-

ter word. They have been faithfully

observed by all parties, though veiy re-

cent events have ijlaced a great strain

on the prudence and good faith of sev-

eral tribes affi^cted by them, and they
stand monuments c^ British justice

and mercy, the sources of untold bles-

sings as well to the original owners of

the magnificent territories they con-

vey, as to the teeming thousands of

emigi'ants who may now till their lands
in security, while their brethren across

the border slee}) with their rifles at their

sides, prepared at any moment to hear
the fearful war-Mdioop of the Indian,

whose lands he knows havebeen stolen,

and whose most sacred rights have been
trampled on by a government whose
policy to them is injustice, and whose
object is their utter extermination.

Besides the mutual advantages se-

cured by these treaties a very import-
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ant one must not be overlooked. They
Lave caused a complete cessation of

tribal warfare. An intelligent Ojibbe-

way Indian trader said to Mr. Morris,

that the change in this respect was
wonderful. ' Before,' he said, ' the

Queen's Government came, we were
never safe, but now I can sleep in my
tent anywhere and have no fear. I

can go to the Blackfeet and Cree camps
and they treat me as a friend.'

Mr. Morris's chapter on the * Sioux

in the North-West Territories ' is es-

pecially interesting, and just now that

Sitting Bull's stay in Canada threatens

to involve us in complications with the

American Government, it is extremely

valuable. Thus far they have given

us no cause of complaint, for they have

not made Canada a base of warlike op-

erations against the Americans, as it

was feared they would. This observ-

ance of international law is due to the

great influence obtained over tli.e In-

dian mind by all British officers—for

the Indian has so profound a respect,

and so warm a love for their Great

Mother over the sea, that he will at

any time restrain his strongest passions

to please her.

Mr. Morris closes his work with a

chapter on the ' Administration of the

treaties, the Half-breeds, and the fu-

ture of the Indian tribes.' The advice

and oi)inions of a gentleman so well

acquainted with the Indian character

as the late Lieutenant-Governor of

Manitoba, cannot be otherwise than

highly valuable. It appears that the

policy of the Government is meeting

with great success. Band after band,

and tribe after tribe, seeing that the

buffalo must soon fail them, are at this

moment anxiously and industi'iously

turning their attention, some to a pas-

toral, others to an agricultural life, and

there is every reason to believe that be-

fore many years the large Indian popu-

lation of the North-West will have

buried the hatchet, and settled down
to the calm of civilized life. This no-

tice of Mr. Morris' admirable and most

opportune book cannot be better closed

than by a reproduction of his own final

words on the

' FUTURE OF THE INDIANS.

' And n^)W I come to a very important
question, What is to be the future of the
Indian population of the Xorth-West ? I be-
lieve it to be a hopeful one. I have every
confidence in the desire and ability of the
present administration, as of any succeeding
one, to carry out the jirovisions of the treaties,

and to extend a helping hand to this helpless
population. That conceded, with the ma-
chinery at their disposal, with a judicious
selection of agents and farm instructors, and
the additional aid of well-selected carpenters
and efficient school teachers, I look forward
to seeing the Indians faithful allies of the
Crown, while they can gradually be made an
increasing and self-supporting jjopulation.

' The}' are wards of Canada. Let us do
our duty by them, and rejjeat in the North-
West the success which has attended our
dealings with them in old Canada for the last

hi;ndi-ed years.
' But the Churches, too, have their duties

to fulfil. Thei-e is a common ground between
the Christian Churches and the Indians, as
they all believe, as we do, in a Great Spirit.

The transition thence to the Christian's God
is an easy one.

' Many of them appeal for missionaries,
and utter the Macedonian cry, " Come over
and help us." The Churches have already
done and are doing much. The Church of
Home has its bishops and clergy, who have
long been labr)uring assiduously and actively.

The Church of England has its bishops and
clergy on the shores of the Hudson's Bay,
in the cold region of the Mackenzie and the
dioceses of Kupert's Land and Saskatchewan.
The Methodist Church has its missions on
Lake Winnipeg, in the Saskatchewan Val-
ley, and on the slopes of the Ilocky Moun-
tains. The Presbyterians have lately com-
menced a work among tlie Chippewas and
Sioux. There is room enough and to spare
for all, and the Churches should expand and
maintain their work. Already many of the
missionaries have made records which will

live in history. Among those of recent times.

Archbishop Tachd, Bishop Grandin, Pere
Lacombe, and many others of the Catholic
Church ; Bishops Machray, Bompas, Arch-
deacons Cochran and Cowley of the Church
of England ; Rev. Messrs. Macdougall, of

the Weslej'an, and Nisbet, of the Presbyte-
rian Churches, have lived and laboured

;

and though some of them have gone to their

rest, they have left and will leave behind
them a record of self-denial, untiring zeal,

and many good results. Let the Churches
persevere and prospw.
'And now I close. Let us have Chris-

tianity and civilization to leaven the mass
of heathenism and paganism among the In-
dian trilies ; let us have a wise and paternal
Government faithfully carrying out the pro-

visions of our treaties, and doing its utmost
to help and elevate the Indian population,

who have been cast ujion our care, and we
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will have peace, prooress, and concord among
them in the North-West ; and instead of the

Indian melting away, as one of them in older

Canada tersely put it, " as snow before the

sun," we will see our Indian population loyal

subjects of the Crown—happy, prosperous,

and self-sustaining—and Canada will be en-
abled to feel that in a truly patriotic spirit

our country has done its duty by the red
men of the NorthWest, and thereby to her-
self. So may it be.'

A SPRING CRY.

O|H come, Spirit, come,

While the day-star is sinking

Behind the red curtains, low down in the west

;

While warm mists are lying

In the vales, and are flying

The doves to their copses, and night-homes of rest.

Oh come, from the stars,

To thy Earth-home, my darling.

And sleep, calmly sleep, in thy soft couch once more :

And, as in thy childhood,

By the brook, near the wildwood,

To-morrow pick violets with me, as of yore.

Oh come, Dora darling !

And cheer this heart aching,

What love is reveal'd in those dark eyes divine

—

I see golden tresses

—

I feel sweet caresses

—

I know thou art near me—these hands they are thine.

Oh rest for a day, dear.

While Spring-flowers are blowing :

I'll not kee]) thee longer away from the skies :

The Cher'^bs may miss thee.

Yet, greeting, shall kiss tliee

Returning—wipe all the Earth-tears from thine eyes.

How blest were the moments
Her spirit-hands gathered

The arbutus, daisies, and violets rare :

Transparent, and shining

—

Though shade- like-entwining

Her silver-bright wings, with her golden tress'd hair.

When parting, she whisper'd
' Dear Father, Immortal

These blooms are we, yester, pl«ck'd down by the stream

Wreath'd round us, forerer.

Like souls link'd together :

'

In the great blue she vanish'd—Alas ! but, a dream.
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THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF BUCKLE.*

BY FRAXCIS RYE, BARRIE.

' I have a spark of liberty in my mind, that will glow and bum brighter and blaze more

fiercely as my mortal remains are passing tu decay.'

—

Hone.

HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE
was born at Lee, in Kent, on

the •2-itli November, 1821, and died at

Damascus on the 29th May, 1862, af-

ter passing a singularly uneventful life

of literary endeavour and attainment.

A recently published biogi-aphy reveals

to us for the first time some few de-

tails which light up for us the long

years of concentrated study and re-

pressed ambition that resulted in the

publication of what we possess of his

great work. Even those readers who

do not feel personally interested in

Buckle may learn something by in-

vestigating the peculiar manner of his

education.

For this man of monumental learn-

ing was, strange to say, innocent of

regular schoolmasters and of college

tutors. He bent not his back to schol-

astic discipline, nor subjected his mind

to the imposition of any method of

study. His teachers were not clad in

flesh and blood, but were the spiritual,

movingthoughts of the great depax-ted,

that came down to him

' Ranging and ringing through the minds of

men,'

* The Life and Writings of Henry Thomas
Buckle, by Alfred Henky Huth. New
York : D. Appleton and Co. Toronto ; Hart
& Rawlinson, 1880.

The History of Civilization in England, by
H.T. Buckle. Toronto: Rose-Belford Pub-
lishing Co. , 1878.

Essays, by Henry T. Buckle. New York :

D. Appleton & Co., 1863.

An Attempted Philosophy of Histoi'y. Les-

lie Stephen, Fortnightly Review, May, 1880.

and embodied and embalmed in all the

precious heritage of books.

Buckle was a delicate boy, and so

much did his parents dread the effect

of overstudy on his constitution that

on the only occasion of his being sent

to school—at Dr. Holloway's, Kentish

Town—express stipulation was made
that he should learn nothing unless he

chose. He appears to have exercised

this prerogative by learning nothing

but mathematics, for which he ob-

tained a prize. His parents, surpx'ised

and pleased, told him to name his own
reward, when he astonished them still

more by asking to be removed from
school ! As they were ' probably as

much frightened as pleased at what he

had done,' they granted his request, and

he left, never to return, being then of

the mature age of fourteen. One other

attempt was made, at a private tutor's

this time, but again his health gave

way and he had to return home. When
he was nineteen years old, his father

died, commending his mother, to whom
indeed he was passionately attached,

to his care. From that time forth his

self-education was uninterrupted.

He was now in the enjoyment of an
income of some £1,500 a year, and his

health steadily improved. 'To this

moment,' he write.s, ' I had read little

except Shakespeare, the Arabian

Nights, and the Pilgrim's Progress,

three books on which I literally

feasted. . . . From the age of

nineteen, I have worked, on an aver-

age, nine to ten hours daily. My
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method was this : In the morning I

usually studied physical science ; in

the forenoon, languages (of which, till

the age of nineteen, I was deplorably

ignorant), and the rest of the day, his-

tory and jurisprudence ; in the even-

ing, general literature.' f

At another page (p. 24, quoting

from his diaiy of October, 1842), we
learn that his first plan was to write a

work on the history and literature of

the Middle Ages. His idea was to run
over the history of each countiy as re-

lated in the best standard works, ' in a

hasty and superficial way,' and then,

attacking the more elaborate books

and unpublished material, to make
himself ' as much a master of the sub-

ject as possible.' This projected his-

tory, as his biographer truly says, 'in-

cluded germs which must inevitably

grow,' and, as his knowledge widened,

the ' History of the Middle Ages ' be-

came too cramped a field for ' his bold

views and sweep of generalization.'

Then it was that he commenced the

seventeen years of incessant work
which bore fruit, in 1857, in the first

volume of his ' History of Civilization

in England.'

These were years of unbroken
•quiet, varied only by journeys for the

benefit of his mother's health and his

own. The mutual love of this mother
and child was beautiful to behold. She
it was whose tender care had protected

his childhood from all the risks atten-

dant on such a frail constitution.

Having presei-ved his bodily health,

she had seen with delight his mind,

too, grow up robust and active. There
can be no doubt that he attributed much
of his love of learning and many of his

noblest thoughts to her sympathetic

leading. We cannot read the passage

in his lectui-e on the ' Influence of

Women on the Progress of Know-
ledge,' \ in which h(3 describes the

principal phase in which that influence

is manifested, without feeling that he

t ' Life,' p. 137.

t Delivered at the Royal Institution, March,
1850, 'Essays' (ubi sap.) p. 230.

is stirred by the memory of his own
youth. After referring to the ques-
tion of hereditary influence, he re-

marks, ' I believe, in regard to the re-

I

lation between men of genius and their

mothers, that the really important
events occur after birth, when the hab-
its of thought peculiar to one sex act
upon and improve the habits of thought
peculiar to the other sex. . . The
understanding of the boy, softened
and yet elevated by the imagination
of his mother, is saved from that de-
generacy towards which the mere un-
derstanding always inclines; it is saved
from being too cold, too matter-of-fact,

too prosaic, and the different proper-
ties and functions of the mind are
more harmoniously developed than
would otherwise be practicable. Thus
it is that by the mere play of the af-

fections the finished man is ripened
and completed. Thus it is that the
most touching and the most sacred
form of human love . . . becomes
an engine for the advancement of
knowledge and the discovery of truth.'

Mrs. Buckle lived to see her son's

fame established beyond question by the
reception which his volume met; but
her life was ebbing fast. She had fol-

lowed the thread of his work as chap-
ter \)j chapter it was finished, and her
heart had almost failed her, lest she
should die before it was completed. •

The only words in it which she was
unprepared to read, writes an intimate
friend, were the few that served to

dedicate the volume to herself, and
these she could hardly behold for tears

of joy. * The second volume was dedi-

cated to her memory alone.'

On the 1st of April, 1859, Mrs.
Buckle died, and, save for a few
friends, her son was alone in the
world. What he felt, it would be im-
possible to tell ; for, strange to say,

this man, so generally regarded as a
machine for the grinding out of argu-

ments, as a superficial generalizer, as

a hardened atheist, had a spirit very

' human at the red-ripe of the heart.

'
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Perhaps the most impassioned piece

among his writings is the noble pas-

sage,* written at this time, in which

he vindicates his belief in the immor-

tality of the soul. He pictui'es there

the happiness of being with those we
love. Our affections heed not fears

nor risks. But sickness comes on, and
' other and yet essential parts of our

affection come into play. ... To
note the slow but inevitable march of

disease, to watch the enemy stealing

in at the gate, the strength gradually

waning, the noble faculties dwindling

by degrees,—to see this, is hard in-

deed to bear. But when even this is

gone ; when the very signs of life are

mute ; when the last faint tie is

severed, and there liesbefore us naught

save the shell and husk of what we
loved too well ; then truly, if we be-

lieved the separation were final, how
could we stand up and live 1'

It was in the essay from which our

last quotation is taken that Mr. Buckle

made the attack upon Mr. Justice

Coleridge which led him into the only

personal controversy of his life. It may
be intei-esting in these present days,

when an English House ofCommons is

attempting to re-impose a religious test

upon its members, to see what views

were held by Buckle in 1859 on such

subjects. Two years before, Thomas
fooley, a poor half-witted Cornish

labourer, of honest and industrious

habits, had scrawled upon a gate a few

words expressive of his dislike for

Christianity. A clergyman laid an

information against him, a clerical

magistrate committed him for trial,

and Mr. Justice Coleridge sentenced

him to no less than twenty-one months'

imprisoment—a punishment ' which

he soon exchanged for the mad-house.'

This arbitrary act of bigotry, as in-

defensible on principle as the woi\st

cruelties of the inquisition, called forth

Buckle's sternest indignation. These

men will die and be forgotten, he

* EsHay on ' Mill on Liberty.'—Fraser's

Magazine, May, 18.59. ' Essays' [uhi sup.), p.

1.53.

said, but the principles they represent
are enduiing. ' The powerful and in-

tolerant judge, seeking to stop the
mouth of the poor and friendless

well-sinker, is but the type of a far

older and wider struggle. In every
part of the civilized world the same-

contest is raging ; and the question is

still undecided whether or not men
shall say what they like ; in other

words, whether language is to be re-

futed by language, or whether it is to

be refuted by force. ... In this

great warfare between liberty and re-

pi-ession, Sir John Coleridge has
chosen his side and I have chosen
mine.' Again, in answer to the argu-

ment that men of this stamp shock
and offend the majority of people,

Buckle reminds us that we can never
be sure the opinion of the majority ia

true. ' Nearly every opinion held by
the majority was once confined to the

minority. Every established religion

was once a heresy. If the opinions of

the majority had always prevailed,

Christianity would have been extir-

pated as soon as Christ was murdered.'

Pushing his argument for liberty of

speech to the utmost,, he urges that,

even if the heretic be admittedly in the

wrong, it is well to hearhim. He points

to the life and energy displayed by
Christianity, while it was yetstruggling

amidst a thousand enemies. Look at

it now, established, protected, guarded
on all sides, the recipient of a cold and
lifeless assent. ' All hail, therefore,

to those who, by attacking a truth,

prevent that truth from slumbering.

All hail to those bold and fearless na-

tures, the heretics and innovators of

the day, who, rousing men out of their

lazy sleep, sound in their ears the

tocsin and the clarion, and force them
to come forth that they may do battle

for their creed. Of all evil, torpor is.

the most deadly. . . . It is the

cold spirit of routine which is the

night shade of our nature. It sits upon
men like a blight, blunting their facul-

ties, withering their powers, and mak-
ing them both unable and unwilling.
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either to struggle for the truth or to

figure to themselves what it is that

they really believe'*.'

On the publication of his second

volume Buckle's health entirely broke

down, and after an enforced idleness,

which must have been peculiarly dis-

tasteful to him, he decided to try for-

eign travel. Even then his unselfish-

ness induced him to take with him two
boys, the sons of a friend, one eleven

and the other fourteen years of age,

with the viewofexpandingtheirminds.

They started in October, 1861, visited

Egypt, went up the Nile to the second

Cataract, saw Sinai and Petra, and
were at Jerusalem by Easter. Here
Buckle is supposed to have caught the

typhoid fever of which he died. He
would not however give way, but strug-

gled on to Nazareth and Akka, getting

worse all the time. Instead of resting

there, he pushed on for Damascus,
where he finally broke down. A fel-

low traveller, who afterwards tried to

make a little litei^ary capital out of

their accidental companionship, was
heartless enough to leave Buckle there

to die alone while he i-ode on to Baal-

bec. The only familiar faces round
the dying man's bed were those of the

two boys, one of whom now writes this

biography in affectionate homage to

his memory.t
Few writers have been more critic-

ised, attacked, and answered than Mr.
Buckle. If the magazines did not hesi-

tate to fall, pell-mell, iipon his views
whilst he yet lived, we need not be
surprised to find that his opponents are

even more ready for the onslaught since

his pen was laid down for ever. So op-

* 'Essays ' [uhi snp-), p. 112.

f Messrs. Appleton's reprint of this book
is carefully executed, as far as it is possi-

ble, without the aid of an editor. Tlie mere
printer of course blindly copies (p. ;i.56) the
reference to a non-existent frontispiece, and
commits some blunders, as on p. 'MO, where a
fine passage from Corneille is spoiled by a mis-
jirint. It is rather amusing-, too, to find the
^mblishers innocently making the world aware
(without the sliglitest excuse) of Mr. Buckle's
v-iews upon their appropriation of his first

vol\une.

posite indeed are the different charges
brought against him that one can, to

no inconsiderable extent, allow the ad-

versaries to cancel and answer one an-
other. Thus it was that Buckle, after

being exhaustively refuted and stren-

uously condemned by one set of maga-
zines for his assertion that we must
look to intellectual laws rather than
mox-al laws for an explanation of the-

progress of civilization and for themain
propelling power that has forced man-
kind onwards, was ardently supported
in this same theory by the Saturday
Revievj, and abused by yet another or-

gan for dwelling on so self-evident a

truism.

Thus again it is that we find the-

terms ' hasty generalizer,' and ' super-

ficial theorizer ' are hurled at his head,
while on the next page we find him
labelled as a man bowed down under-

the crude weight of undigested facts

and caught in the meshes of his own
manifold references and authorities

Let us shortly examine this last charge.

One of the earliest things which
strike a reader who takes up the history
for the first time, is the vast amount of

labour expended in the notes and the
almost encyclopaedic knowledge which
must have been employed to amass so

much detail of illustration. To a super-

ficial student these notes may appear
oiit of proportion to the subject treated

of in the text, and such an one will

hasten to agree with the general charge-

that Buckle was nothing but an inde-

fatigable collector and expert stringer

together of stray out-of-the-way facts.

But, so far from this being the case,

the historian would gladly have dis-

pensed with these arrays of long drawn
authorities had he been able to count

upon generous candour from his adver-

saries. Too well he knew that, owing
to the startling nature of the views he
was about to propound, he could not

be too precise and methodical in giving

chapter and verse for every historical

incident upon which he relied, and in

vouching for his assertions by the evi-

dence of credible witnesses. It was in.
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no spirit of display that he piled up,

collected, compared, and re-compared

his references. His views on the value

of facts are too clear and well-defined

to be mistaken. The man of facts, and

nothing but facts, he despised. ' Such

men there are who will tell you that all

knowledge consists of facts, that every-

thing else is mere talk and theory, and

that nothing has any value except

facts. Those who talk so much of the

value of facts may understand the

meaning of fact, but they evidently do

not understand the meaning of value.'

Taking the example of a coin, he shows

that its value does not reside in the

piece of stamped metal but in the re-

lation that the piece bears to other

things. ' Just so in regard to facts.

Facts, as facts, have no sort of value,

but are simply a mass of idle lumber.

The value of a fact is not an element

of that fact, but is its relation to the

total stock of our knowledge

Facts therefore have merely a poten-

tial value, and the only advantage of

possessing them is the possibility of

drawing conclusions from them. . . .

Pteal knowledge consists not in an

acquaintance with facts, whi-jh only

makes a pedant, but in the use of facts,

which makes a philosopher.'*

So much for the charge that Mr.

Buckle was a man who prided himself

unduly on the number of facts at his

beck and call, while unable to control

and master the genii his magic had

raised up.

Let us now pass to the other charge,

and ask whether the author and his

critics should plead guilty to the

charge of superficiality. Mr. Leslie

vStephen, a writer of some note in these

days, is the latest in the field,! and

his review is full of such expressions

as serve to show a pitying contempt

for 'Buckle's softness of mental fibre,'

and ' the superficiality and arrogance,

trying to one's soul, that often marks

*
' Essay on Influenceof Women ' {uU sup),

p. 173.

t Fortnightly, May, 1880.

Buckle's writings.' It does not need
any gladiatorial skill to point out, as

I will now point out, that this doughty
assailant is himself so superficial that

he has either never read or cannot

understand the views which he so

hastily and flippantly condemns.

When a writer is more than usually

overbearing on men of far higher

calibre than his own, it is peculiarly

pleasant if the impartial observer can

detect him, in that very moment, fall-

ing into a pleasant pickle of his own
devising. To approach the present

case more clearly—when we see Mr.
Leslie Stephen trying to sit down at

once upon Lord Macaulay and Mr.

Buckle, we feel more apprehension for

the safety of the would-be annihilator

than for the men he means to grind

to powder. The matter is brought

about in this way :

—

Mr. Leslie Stephen is anxious to

show that Mr. Buckle (dreadfully

overrated man, I assure you!) is

really ignorant (fancy his conceit !) of

at least one large branch of what he

wrote about. He is ' a half-hearted

philosopher.' ' His references to

metaphysical problems betray the

amateur.' Our critic finds in him
' plenty of short-comings,' and by way
of wind-up (finding himself scarcely

breathed by a round with such a feeble

antagonist) 'he is a kind of philoso-

phical Macaulay.' And Mr. Leslie

Stephen evidently considers that this

is very cutting abuse, tantamount to

calling him a crabbed old hypothennse,

and having, as he imagines, got

Macaulay's and Buckle's heads both

in chancery, proceeds to ram one

against the other in the most accom-

modating spirit. The ' little mill

'

goes on pleasantly enough ; we are

told with complacency that ' both

represent that sort of one-sided com-

mon sense which is alternately ir-

ritating and satisfactory.' But at this

stage the gods interpose. Some evilly

disposed power of the air suggests to

1 Mr. Leslie Stephen to 'give an in-
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stance,' and to that temptation he suc-

cumbs. Intent upon his parallel he
proceeds as follows :

' Buckle would
have taken Macaiilay's view of Bacon
and the inductive philosophy, and
Macaulay,' . , . but here we must
stop the triumphant champion, and
•come to a clear understanding with

him.

There can be no mistake as to Mr.

Stephen's meaning. Pie is trying to

prove Buckle's ignorance of logic and
metaphysics and the general ' balf-

heartedness ' of his philosophy. Be-

fore he finishes his paper, he demon-
strates, to his own satisfaction, that

Buckle really did not know a deduct-

ive from an inductive chain of reason-

ing. It is with this aim that the

present assertion is made.

Our first question to Mr. Stephen
will be this : why does he say Buckle
* would have taken ' such views ? Is

the critic unaware of Buckle's real

views on the subject ? Before speculat-

ing from the premises afibrded by
Stephen's ideal Buckle, as to what
that shadowy being's view of Bacon's

philosophy might or might not be,

would it not been have as well to

have searched in the works of the

Buckle of flesh and blood and f-een

what they really Avere ? It is possible

that this condemner of ' superficiality

has not taken the trouble to do this ?

He needed not to have searched long

before he found it.

Macaulay's views are well known,
and are generally admitted to be

couched in far too strong a language.

He crystallizes them in the following

sentence :
' Bacon stimulated men to

employ the inductive method, . . ,

the only one by which new truth can

be discovered.'* If you can succeed

in saddling Buckle with that opinion,

your task, Mr. Stephen, will be well

accomplished. But, alas ! we have
nothing but assertion for it, and
bushels of proof to the contrary.

For, unfortunately for our critic,

*
' Essay on Bacon '—Longman's Edition of

the Essays, 1869, p. 410.

one of the finest passages in Buckle's

miscellaneous works is entirely de-

voted to an exaltation of the deductive

method of I'easoning ! Three or four

great instances he gives of noble dis-

coveries made by this despised insti'u-

ment since the days when (according

to Lord Macaulay) Bacon taught the

world to throw it by for useless. Al-
though the digression may threaten

to be a little lengthy, I cannot refrain

from extracting part at least of the

passages I refer to.

The first instance is the discoveiy

of the law of gravitation by Sir Isaac

Newton. ' Observe how he went to

work. He sat still where he was, and
he thought. He did not get up to

make experiments concerning gravita-

tion, nor did he go home to consult ob-

servations which others had made, or

to collate tables of observations ; . . .

but he sat like a man entranced and
enraptured, feeding on his own mind,
colouring idea after idea. He thought
that if the apple had been on a higher
tree, if it had been on the highest

known tree it would have equally

fallen. Thus far, there was no reason

to think that the power which made
the apple fall was susceptible of dimi-

nution ; and if it were not susceptible

of diminution, why should it be sus-

ceptible of limit ? If it were unlimited
and undiminished, it would extend
above the earth ; it would reach the
moon and keep her in her orbit. If

the power which made the apple fall,

was actually able to control the moon,
why should it stop there ? .

.
" . .

His mind, thus advancing from idea

to idea, . . neither experimenting
nor observing, but heedless of the

operations of nature, he completed the

most sublime and majestic speculation

that it ever entered into the heart of

man to conceive. *

Haiiys discovery, by the d jn'iori

method, of the i-egularity that governs
the gi-owth of crystals, Goethe's twin
discoveries, revelations we may almost

*Lecture on the Influence of Women, &c.,
'Essays' (ubi sup.) p. 185.
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call them, of a flower being a modified

leaf, and the human skull a modified

vertebra, these are next related. Speak-

ing of the law of the metamorphosis of

plants, Buckle asks :
' Was it disco-

vered by some inductive investigator,

who had spent years in experiments

and minute observations of plants,

and who, with indefatigable industry,

had collected them, classified them,

given them hard names, dried them
and laid them up on his herbarium ?

Not so. The discovery was made by
the greatest poet Germany has pro-

duced. And he made it, not it spite

of being a poet, but because he was a

poet.'

One more illustration he gives, and
it is too beautiful to omit. ' You re-

member that wonderful scene in the

churchyard, when Hamlet walks in

among the gi-aves, whei-e the bru'^jal

and ignorant clowns are singing, and

jeering, and jesting over the remains

of the dead. . . . His speculative

faculties begin to work. Images of

decay croM'd on his mind as he thinks

how the mighty have fallen and have

passed away. In a moment, his ima-

gination carries him back two thous-

and years, and he almost believes that

the skull he holds in liis hand is in-

deed the skull of Alexander.

Then it is, that suddenly he passes into

an ideal physical world, and seizing the

great doctrine of the indestructibility of

matter, that doctrine which in his age

it was so difficult to grasp, he begins

to show how, by a long series of succes-

sive changes, the head of Alexander
might have been made to subserve the

most ignoble purposes, the substance

being always metamorphosed, never

destroyed. " Why, " asked Hamlet,
' why may not imagination trace the

noble dust of Alexander 1
" when, just

as he is about to pursue this train of

ideas, he Ls stopped by one of those

men of facts, one of those practical

and prosaic natures, who are always

ready to impede the flight of genius.

Horatio. , . objects that " 'twere

to consider too curiously to consider

so." What a contrast between the

idea and the sense, between che imagi-

nation and the understanding ! Even
thus was Goethe troubled, and thus,

too often, speculation isstopped, genius

chilled, and the ]»lay and swell of the

human mind repressed, because ideas

are made subordinate to facts, because

the external is preferred to the inter-

nal, and because the Horatios of

action discourage the Hamlets of

thought'!

It is tolerably clear, from these quota-

tions, that Mr. Leslie Stephen, in im-

puting to Buckle exaggei-ated views of

the advantages of the inductive me-
thod, either spoke in utter ignorance

of his real opinions or sought to score

a point by presuming upon the preju-

dices of many of his readers. This is

far from being the only instance of

such carelessness (to give the critic the

benefit of the doubt) to be found in his

pages. No parodist, wilfully bent on
distorting the meaning of an author,

could have produced a more ludicrous

mis-statement than one which Mr.
Stephen stumbles upon, no doubt in-

nocently, at the very commencement
of his paper. ' The general reader of

Buckle's history,' he states, ' was
agreeably thrilled by the statement

that a mysterious fate might at any
moment force him to commit a mur-
der in order to make up the tale re-

quired by the laws of statistics.' The
reader of Buckle, if he be indeed a

reader, will seek in vain through his

pages for the verification of the ' tale
'

thus made up by Mr. Stephen. Bas-

ing by the crude and unscientific ex-

jjression ' laws of statistics,' we would
merely note that all Buckle taught

was that ' in a given state of society a

certain number of persons must put an
end to their lives,' J or commit mur-
der. He very carefully guards him-

self from the misapprehension into

which Mr. Stephen falls, by stating

that this is the general law, ' and the

tlbid. p. 196.

X ' History of Civilization," vol. 1, p. 28.
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special question as to icltn shall com-

mit the crime, depends, of course, upon

special laws.' In effect, our critic en-

tirely fails to see that throughout his

* History ' Mr. Buckle is dealing with

the primary laws that govern men's

actions, that in all cases he rejects the

derivative and proximate springs of

acti®us, and postpones their consider-

ation until he has laid down the high-

est generalizations possible, and has

exhaustively enquired into the funda-

mental gorerning and controlling prin-

ciples. These wider laws affect man-
kind as a whole ; the narrower and
more exceptional rules are more liable

to be varied in their operation by cir-

cumstances and, as we descend the

scale, have a more and yet more limited

sphere of operation, until we come to

the petty influences that merely affect

the actions of individuals. If Mr.
Stephen could not have discovered this

for himself, by a perusal of the his-

tory, he would have had no difficulty

in finding it laid down in Buckle's cor-

respondence, as quoted by Mr. Huth
in his biography. ^

I must regi'et that the exigencies of

space prevent my exposing at length

smother instance of Mr. Stephen's

favourite game of killing two birds

with one stone, the victims on this

occasion being Mill and Buckle. It

might be an interesting puzzle to hunt

up an authority for the statement that

a negro differs from a European, 'only

as a man in a black coat differs from
one in a white.' But in spite of our

critic, I would not advise any one who
was in a hurry to find these views, to

look in either Mill or Buckle for them.

Buckle's views on the effect of phy-

sical conditions upon man's civilization

always were, and appear to be still, a

hard mouthful for the Horatios of

action to swallow. Possibly less dust

would have been raised about it, had
Buckle completed more of his history.

As the fragment now stands, it may
beiihought that too great stress is laid

§See 'Life,' pp. 127-8, &c.

upon the power of nature, and there

is considerable force in this argument,
—with those who will persist in look-

ing upon a torso as a finished statue.

Another point that is much over-

looked, and which, had it been appre-

ciated, would have saved the necessity

for much needless sarcasm, is that the

force of the external aspects of nature
is felt most by the savage, and next
to him by the savage who emerges into

civilization. It is easy to point a sneer

at the ' storms and mists, the dark-

ened sky flashed by " frequent light-

ning " that combine to make Scotland

a most demoralizing place of residence.'

But it is not with the Scot of to-day

that Buckle is dealing, except in so far

as the canny man inherits the instincts,

the manners, and the tone of thought
that were implanted in his remote an-

cestor by such wild scenes of deso-

lation as these. That sky and wind
and sea did influence men's minds of

old, all must admit who compare the

sunny gods of Greece with the wild"

forms of Thor and Odin, or the rosy

clouds around Olympus, with the vast

stern Valhalla of Scandinavian mytho-
logy.

Under the same head Mr. Stephen
attacks the position laid down by Mr.
Buckle that in Europe ' man is more
powerful than nature,' and elsewhere

the reverse. Now this is an extreme-

ly wide generalization, as it may well

be when one deals with quarters of the

world for one's vinits. It is absurd,

therefore for Mr. Stephen to treat it

as though it professed to be a definite

test of civilization, and it is no less

absurd to tiy to explain it away as al-

together nugatory. The critic points

to America as an exception. It is, at

least, doubtful at present how far he
is coiTect in saying that the ' Yankee
conquers the natural forces, which
were too much for the Ojibbeway.'

The old race of mound-builders and
Aztecs wei'e highly civilized but they

have succumbed ; and if it were not

for the incessant pulse of immigration

it mitjht be doubtful how long Ameri-
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ca would present flourishing civiliza-

tion to our eyes. Certainly in the face

of the torrents and tornadoes, the

drought, the frost, and the storms, the

grasshoppers and swarms of insect pests

that assail mankind on this side of

the Atlantic it would be hardly wise

to contend that the human race is not

more severely handicapped here than

in the mox-e temperate countries of

Europe.

It is time for me to draw to a close,

and among a dozen other instances I

will only select one. The concluding

words of Mr. Stephen's paper are to the

effect that Buckle did far less solid

work than many a less gifted man
' who has brought all his abilities to

bear upon some narrow, definite and

managable problem, and therefore real-

ly enlarged thecircleofourknowledge.'

Luckily we can let Mr. Buckle answer

for himself, and so close our paper in

his own well-chosen words. He is

speaking of the rapid widening of the

field of thought, and how impractic-

able it will soon become for any one

i;erson to ' cover the whole of that

enormous and outlying domain. Al-
ready the division of labour has been
pushed so far that we are in imminent
danger of losing in comprehensiveness-

moi-e than we gain in accuracy. In our
pursuit after special truths, we run no
small risk of dwarfing our own minds.

. Look at the language of those

who profess to guide public opinion in

the scientific world. According to

their verdict if a man does something^

specific and immediate, if, for instance,

he discovers a new acid or a new salt,

great admiration is excited and his

praise is loudly celebrated. But when
a man like Goethe puts forth some
vast and pregnant idea, which is to

revolutionize a whole department of

enquiry, .... a storm is raised

about his head, he is denounced as a
dreamer, an idle visionary, an inter-

loper into matters which he has not

studied with proper sobi-iety. Thus is

it that great minds are depi-essed that

little minds may be raised.' *

*' Essays' (all sup.) p. 200.

A MADRIGAL.

(From the French of Frangois Coppee.)

BY ALICE UORTOX.

I BADE the dove : Go, fly, and bring in thy beak
From the Ganges river, where sucli wonders are,

The love-compelling herb that lovers seek ;

—

The dove replied : It is too far !

I said to the eagle : Thy wing doth not tire,

—

For the cold lieart wherein love's flame doth die.

Bring me one kindling spark of Heaven's own fire ;- -

The eac;le said : It is too hiirh !

Then cried I to the vulture : From my heart

Tear out the name thereon engraven by Fate,

That so forgetting, I mny lose my smart ;

—

The vulture said : It is too late !
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THE TORONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

II.

PROCEEDINGS OF SECOND MEETINCx, REPORTED BY THE JUDGE.

"TTT E met this time at the house of
yV Lily Cologne. The house and

Lily resemble each other so much
that one description ought to serve for
both of them. They are alike small,
light-coloured, and set off by a super-
abundance of ornament. When you
enter the house you are shown into a
charming little room, with light-tinted
walls and carpet, over which are
scattered numberless little pictures
and trinkets and objects of vertu

;

when you meet the daughter of the
house you see a charming little per-
son, with very light complexion, eyes
and hair, over whom are scattered
numberless small puffs and ruffles and
frills. She has curls on her forehead,
rings on her fingers, and bows on her
toes—that is when lier toes are en-
cased in her slippers. I have a great
regard for Lily. She does not pretend
to be anything but ornamental, and
she is always that, and often more. I
don't pretend to be anything but use-
ful, and I am not always that, and
never mora Grum and I were talk-
ing about her the other day, as we
were walking down Yonge street. ' I
don't know what to make of young
Cologne,' said Grum, putting up her
shoulders in that aggravating way she
has when anything does not suit her.
' She seems to me to be half angel
and half simpleton.'

'My dear Grumbler,' I replied,
' you are flattering the sex. Do you
really think that most girls have
more of the angel than the simpleton
in their composition 1

'

She looked at me a moment, and
then said :

' You can't corner me in
that way !

'

I thought myself it would be odd if

I could get Grum to acknowledge that
there was any particular good in
anything.

Lily came to meet me last night
with extended hands. ' Last but not
least,' said she.

'I was first,' remarked the Duches?.
' First, but not greatest 1

' said
Doc, with a little conciliatory laugh.

' It's no new thing for the Duchess
to conjiider herself first,' said Smarty.
' She always did that.

'

* It wotdd be a new thing for Smarty
to consider herself impertinent,' was*
the calmly uttered retort. ' Every-
one does that for' her.'

Smai-ty, for a wonder, made no
reply. She Avas lounging, as usual, in
a very unladylike position, her cheeks
full of colour, and her eyes bright
with fun. Her face looks small for
her head, or perhaps it seems so be-
cause her hair grows thick and low-

over the forehead. The girls were all

talking together, except the Poet, who
stood a little apart at an open window,
looking toward the street.

' What is the matter with our
literary friend 1

' asked Grum. ' She
ap])ears to be under a cloud. Do you
think she is heart-broken ?

'

' Oh, no
;
just a little pensive,' said

Doc.
' She doesn't look jocund,' as.serted

Smarty.
* What is the trouble. Poesy 1

' she
called out. ' Has the Lady Godiva
been acting up?' This was in reference
to the heroine of the novel which the
Poet is supposed to be writing. But
the Lady Godiva's originator seemed
not to hear the question.
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I said that some one ought to plead

with her against the folly of trying to

illuminate the whole street with the

light of her countenance, but my
heart was not so unconcerned as my
words. There was something pathetic

in the lonely tigiu-e, in its slender

black draperies, with the soft, black

waves of hair pressing against the

pane. There was no bright hue about

her^ unless the pale blue ribbon around

her throat could be considered as such.

' It's a bad sign for the Poet to put

on a dress the same colour as her

hail', and a necktie the same colour

as her eyes ; it shows that she feels as

gloomy as black, and as blue as blue.'

This profound observation was the

utterance of Lily Cologne.

Without intending any hai"m, the

gii'ls began to make a target for their

wit of the solitary figure at the win-

dow. I slipped over to the Poet's

side and asked her if she were sick.

' No,' she said, slowly. And then,

turning around and facing us all :
' The

fact is, I'm hurt
!

'

Doc thought she had cut herself

with the penknife she had been toying

with, and sprang instantly to her side.

' Oh, it isn't ray fingers,' she said,

with a melancholy smile. ' It's merely

my feelings.'

The tense expression of her face

made me think she was going to cry.

I hoped she wouldn't, for if there is

anything to be shunned and dreaded

it is a burst of emotion from the emo-

tional sex. The awkwai-d pause that

followed was broken by the Duchess.

Generous soul ! She was going to

apologise for us all.

' I am so sorry,' she said. ' We
had no idea that you would '

' Why, Poet
!

' cried Smarty, inter-

rupting, ' what can you be dreaming

of 1 You know well enough that we
don't mean one per cent, of what we
say.'

' Of course, I don't mean you at all,'

exclaimed the Poet, drawing the

Duchess down to a place beside her.

' I mean the person who wrote an

article in this week's paper, severely

criticising a sketch in last week's

issue, which sketch,' she added sar-

castically, and with u[ilifted chin,

' was written by her majesty myself.'
' If I were you,' said the Duchess,

in her soft superior way, ' I would not
allow such insignificant things to

trouble me.'
' That is just what you couldn't help

allowing if you were me. Be thank-

ful, my dear Duchess, that you are

yourself. The more I say I don't care,

the more I do care. I feel a little

rasped, and irritable, and nervous, and
disagreeable. Don't you think, Grum,
that these facts are sufficiently appar-

ent 1'

' I think,' answered Grum, ' that it

would be well for you to cultivate a

little hardne.ss of heart and a good

deal of indiiference. Learn not to care

about things.'

' Oh, I don't think I could do that,'

said the Poet gently. ' By the time I

had learned to be insensible to pain I

might find myself insensible to plea-

sure also. You see it would not pay.

Tell me what to do about it. Judge.'

I was glad she appealed to me ; I

like people to have faith in my willing-

ness to help them, though my ability

to do so is a doubtful matter.
' Doc tells me,' I said, ' that when

a person is, as we say of animals, in

good condition, that is when he is

thoroughly healthy, a scratch or bruise

is a matter of small moment, and
quickly heals over ; bixt when he is de-

bilitated, and his blood impure and
weak, a slight flesh wound ' is apt to

lead to serious and most unpleasant

results. Xow I believe if you were

spiritually strong and sound, and in

the best condition, a hurt like this

would heal over easily. You are in a

morbid state, my dear.'

' I know it,' she said simply, rais-

ing her wistful eyes to my face, at the

end of this little tirade. ' But it is

necessary and right that I should suf-

fer a little under this attack. Some
of the things my critic says are nearly
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true. He denies nie even the poor

satisfaction of calling him an owl. I

I know I have faults,' she added in a

melancholy tone.

' It must be a great shock to you to

discover that you have faults,' said

Smarty, sympathetically, * but don't

let that trouble you. A great many
people are like you in that respect.

Few, very few, in this world of ours,

are the fortunate souls who are entire-

ly perfect, and they, it is also unne-

cessary to add, are so only in their

own estimation.
' Oh ! this is balm to my wounded

apirit,' said the Poet.

Smarty eyed her with the look of a

discerning and benevolent physician

inspecting his patient. ' I didn't know
what to make of your case at first,' said

she. ' You showed some symptoms
of inflammatory egotism—very inflam-

matory—but I'm happy to see it was
a mistake. You are much better than

I took you to be.'

* Oh, don't credit me with too

much,' said the sufferer. * When I

was younger than I am now I used to

soften unripe apples by pounding them
against a post. It made them soft,

but it did not make them good. I feel

as if I had passed through a similar

process ; I'm softened but not im-

proved.'

There was a moment's pause and
then she continued :

* I don't want to think about it, or

let it trouble me, but when you are

cut by a knife, or burnt by the fire,

or wounded by a word, it is not a

question of whether you will allow

yourself to be hurt or not. You sim-

ply ara hurt and that is an end of it.'

* No,' said Doc, ' that is the begin-

ning of it. The end of it is to be per-

fectly cured, and feel well and hap-

py ever after.

'

A faint smile crossed the Poet'.s

face, like a wan outbreak of sun-
shine on a cloudy day. She mused a
moment with her cheeks in her hands,
and then suddenly blushed and rose to
her feet. ' I am prodigiously selfish!

'

she cried. ' I have been spoiling all

our meeting with my paltry tale of

woe.'

' Do you remember that Scripture
text,' asked Gram, ' We that are
strong should laugh at the infirmities

of those who are weak, and always
please ourselves %

'

' No ; I don't remember it, and I

don't believe there is such a text.'

' Well, then,' was the carping re-

joindei, ' if you don't believe there is

such a text, what makes you think we
would act in accordance with it ?

'

'She does not think so,' broke in

Lily Cologne, * she's merely afraid you
win.'

' And upon my word, Grum,' said

Smarty, ' you're enough to make any-
one afraid

;
you are the most outrage-

.

ous member of the Coterie ; I've a good
mind to shake you for it !

'

' That,' replied Grum, looking down
upon her comparatively short and
slender adversaiy, ' requires good mus-
cles rather than a good mind.'

In the momentary struggle that en-

sued, Smarty was carried across the
room and deposited among the sofa

pillows at the further end. Here she

lay for a short time in peace, and then
exclaimed :

' This is what 3'ou might
call a triumph of matter over mind.'

Conversation now became general, but
was suddenly terminated by the un-

conscious Miss Cologne, who, seated

at the piano, began to chant that new
and lovely song beginning :

' Do not trust him, gentle lady,'

the very first notes of which forced us

to stand, not upon the order of our go-

ing, but to go at once.
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THE RECTOR'S FLIRTATION,

A TALE OF THE CANADA CENTRAL RAILWAY.

BY FLOREXCE FAIRFAX, TORONTO.

THE Rev. Jack Lindsay was the

rector of a large but poor
parish in the Diocese of Oratorio ; the

poverty of his barn-like old chnrch,

ruinous parsonage and scanty income
being in shai'p contrast with the

palace-houses, splendid churches and
large incomes of the Bishop and
clergy of the flourishing city of Bye-
and-Bye-Town, fifteen miles from Jack
Lindsay's residence at Skitsville; not

that these favoured ecclesiastics were
Lindsay's superiors in birth, education

or industry. There were few of them
whose preaching was not a subject of

chronic weariness to their congrega-

tions ; whereas Lindsay's extempore
sermons, at all events, never failed to

rivet the attention of his audiences.

But the habit of reading all sides of a

question, instead of one only, had pro-

duced a breadth and outspokenness in

Jack Lindsay's teaching which, though
it was very popular with the laity on
the few occasions when Lindsay was
invited to occupy the pulpit of one of

the great churches of Bye-and-Bye-

Town, made him the most unpopular

of clerics with the clergy. He was
accused of all manner of heterodox

enormities ; he was guilty of eating

sausages on Friday, pork and beans in

Lent—the orthodox red herring was
in his profane estimation literally a

hete tioire—he was on dangerously

friendly terms with the Methodist

minister, with whose congregation his

own fraternized only too well ; his

pretty wife, Lizzie, was a welcome
visitor to the wife of the Rev. John
Knox, D.D., at the Manse, and these

heretical associations were not re-

deemed by what otherwise might have-

raised Lindsay in the opinion of his

brother clergy, his being also on terms-

of cheerful acquaintance with Father
Tom O'Flannigan, of the Church of

the Blessed Bridget at Bve-and-Bve-
Town.

Jack worked hard at his parish,

though he did not pull a long face

over it, or puff himself up in the
columns of the church party papers.

But, though interested in his duties,,

there were seasons when a change was
needed, and a visit to town gave re-

lief to nerves sated with the drone
of harmoniums, the monotonous ca-

dences of chants, the pei-petual drive

into farmers' yards, the sameness of

the conversation of those agricultur-^

ists, and the ever-recurring pork
chops that were as beef steaks, and
pies that were as circular saws. The
time would come, ever and anon, when
Jack would feel that, like Gallio, he
cired for none of these things. Then
he would propose a visit to town,

generally quite suddenly, at the break-

fast table. To this Mrs. Lizzie had
always a hundred valid objections,

which were, however, over-ruled for

the most part : the children, Mary and
Maggie, were consoled for Mamma's
departure by a promise of good things

to come on her return by the evening

train ; they were confided to the able-

bodied damsel who acted as maid-of-

all-work in the humble establishment,

and a short walk brought the Rector

and his wife to the Skitsville Rail-

way Station, when the noon train car-
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ried them in half-an-hour's time to

Bye-and-Bye-Town. Then came din-

ner at a hotel. Ladies who have
much domestic cookery to su[)erinteud

and take part in, find it a pleasant

change to sit down at an hotel table

with the furnishing of which they have

had no part. Then a little shopping,

a few economical purchases at the

dry-goods stores, a visit by Mr. Lind-

say to the public library or the book-

store. This done, it was their custom

to return home in time for tea, which

Jane was wont to set ready on the

table as soon as ever she heard the

whistle of the evening train.

One winter's day, just as they ar-

rived at the Prince's Hotel, on Bank
Street, Bye-and-Bye-Town, a violent

snow-storm came on unexpectedly

—

for in those days Vennor was not,

neither did weather bulletins scare

people into misery by pi-edicting for

the day after to-morrow the storm of

the day before yesterday ; but no
shopping could be done, for the snow
was already a foot deep on the side-

walk, and the sky dai'k with the in-

cessant fall of huge snow flakes. John
June, however, had met Jack at the

book-store, and his adventuroiis wife,

Mary Anne, had donned her seal-skin

jacket and driven away in her cutter

to fetch Lizzie Lindsay to dinner at

their house.

June was curate at one of the

city churches ; his great abilities had

also pi'ocured him the position of In-

spector of Schools, so that he was in-

dependent of clerical dictation, and was
able to live in that state of comfort

which is symbolised by the sacred

herb clover ; he was honest, friendly,

hospitable ; like Lindsay, a Broad
Churchman, he shared with him the

hatred of the orthodox. The ladies

sat by the parlour stove and talked

mysterious things of ' bias ' and
* trimmings,' of the silk that was
sold at a sacrifice by Fleecher and
Shoddy ; of the Valenciennes lace

which little Mrs. Flossy continued to

procure out of Flossy's six hundred

dollars yearly in the civil service. The
gentlemen talked politics and litera-

ture over their pipes in the study :

clerical topics of dogma or ritual, it

must be confessed, they dwelt not on,

though of some clerics they told anec-

dotes or expressed opinions which
those ecclesiastics would hardly have
wished to see printed in the ' columns
of the " High Church Rhinoceros and
Steeplebang Advertiser.'

"

Dinner passed over, and the after-

noon was spent in the luxurious enjoy-

ment of a pleasant drawing-room's

warmth and fragrance, Mary Anne
and Lizzie singing and accompanying
each other at the piano, with voices

not yet spoiled by the weary process

of dragging a country choir into some-

thing like time. Their husbands were
both passionately fond of music ; they

listened while enjoying the Lucretian

happiness of watching the umbrella-

less passer-by struggling with the

storm. As evening came on, Mary
Anne and her husband begged the

Lindsays to be sensible beings, and
stay with them till the next day.

' Do persuade that husband of your's

that the salvation of Skitsville is a

matter that does not require him to

go out into the snow-storm like a St.

Bernard dog,' said June to Mrs. Lind-

say.

' Eest you with me, snow fills the side-walks

wide,
You couldn't catch the " six " train if you

tried ;

Your children all quite safe, j'our girl %vill

see,

Indeed, indeed, you'd better stay to taa
'

sang Mary Anne June, as she sat at

the piano, with a pleading glance at

Jack, from eyes which it was very

difficult to resist, the sort of eyes

which Swinburne calls

—

' The greyest of things blue,

The bluest of things grey.'

But Mrs. Lindsay was not to be per-

suaded; whenever absent for two hours

from her childi-en, she was in a state

of perpetual commotion about theso
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most remarkable of little girls. Her
husband would have been only too

happy to accept their friend's invita-

tion, but Lizzie carried her point with

a rush, hurried on her things, and,

going through with Mary Anne that

unconscionably irritating, and incon-

secutively purposeless process of kiss-

ing, in which women are given to in-

dulge, the Lindsays were hurried oif

to the railway station, and were soon

S3ated in a car ; Lizzie flushed out

into a lovely colour with the cold and
excitement ; Jack over his newspaper

rather sulky at having lost a plea-

sant evening with his friends.

The snow-storm had bated none of

its fury. Great drifts of snow were

reported on the line. Indeed, Jack

heard, with a feeling of gi-ira satisfac-

tion, a remark made by the brakes-

man to the conductor, that the chances

were that the train would be snow-

bound on the way.
' If only we should have the luck to

be stopped where the train could be

backed to town, and Lizzie would have

to stay here, what a lovely time we
should have,' thought Jack, ' but it

would not be at all lovely to be snowed

up further on, with no pleasanter com-

panions than those horrid-looking old

maids opposite,' he continued to solilo-

quise, as two elderly damsels of the

prehistoric period entered the car, of

which, except the Lindsays, they were

the only occupants. They sat on the

seat opposite the Lindsays, of whom
they were seemingly anxious to take ob-

servations. Each sister—for sisters they

evidently were—was the counterpart of

the othei". Their maiden figures, oflf

whose bony framework Shylock him-

self could not have cut a pound of

flesh, were encased in grey cloth

dresses, with rich feather trimming.

Their grizzled, scanty tresses, were

gathered under black velvet hats, from

which nodded, hearse-like, a black fea-

ther, funereal, gorgeous to behold. Such

were the Misses Gritiins, dealers in

Berlin wool and fancy work, who, as

Jack did not know, although he might

have had the sense to guess it, were
the two boss gossips, and the most
energetic and conscientious circulators

of scandal in all Bye-and-Bye-Town.
There were some minutes

—

a mau-
vaise quart-d'heure—before the train

was to start. One grey sister made
advances by some harmless imbecilities

about the cold, to which Lizzie replied

civilly in the same strain. Jack
went on with his newspaper.

Jack's visa-vis was evidently dis-

posed to make his acquaintance. * I

see you are a clergyman by your
dress,' said Miss Gritfins the elder,

which was rather creditable to her

penetration, as Jack, though he some-

times wore the regulation white tie

which the proprieties ordain for clergy-

men and hotel waiters, disliked the

constraint of clerical uniform. ' Are
you one of the clergy of our city

churches ?

'

Jack explained in the briefest man-
ner consistent with civility, that he

was only a country parson.
* And of what parish 1

' said his fair

interviewer.

'Skitsville,' again replied Mr. Lind-

say with all conciseness.

' Oh, indeed,' was the response—the
words were not much, but the intona-

tion conveyed a good deal, accom-

panied with a pious snutfle and a side

glance at the other Miss Grithns.

' And l»ray, Mr.—I do not know
your name, but I suppose you are the

Mr. Lindsay I have heard of—which

church party do you favour, are you

High or Low ?

'

' 1 have no sympathy with party

spirit in religion,' said the hard-pressed

parson, ' and I really must decline to

discuss such matters with a total

stranger.'

This reply, foi'^the moment, abash-

ed her. Just at that time the train

began to move very slowly through a

snow-drift about a mile from the

town. The conductor passing through

informed them that this was to avoid

the danger of upsetting the car, and

said that if they could not get through,
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he thought that they would return to
the station for a snow-plough. The
ladies were much alarmed, but Jack
assured them that, with a snow plout'h,

there could be no difficulty in making
their way. At the same time an idea
occurred to him. He would endeavour
to mystify somewhat the two inquisi-

tive old maiden ladies. He resolved
to address Lizzie in that tone of affec-

tionate deference which men too
seldom address to wives— at least to
their own wives.

' I don't offer you this stupid paper,'

he said, ' because I know there is no-
thing you would care to see in it.'

'No, indeed,' sighed Lizzie, who
was thinking of her Mary and her
Maggie.

' And now that I see the train is

backing to the station, do let me per-
suade you to stay with me till to-

morrow ; believe me it is not safe for
you to go on to-night.'

'Impossible! Oh, howl wishlwasat
home !

' murmured Lizzie, a vision of
Mary eating too much orange jelly, and
]Maggie running riot among indigest-

able pie crust, crossing her thoughts.
' Your ideas of home duty do you

honour, Lizzie dearest, but really you
should allow your life some few
gleams of pleasure. You can get this

chance of enjoyment quite safely—no
one at home will blame you. I will
give you a lively time—there are two
concerts and a theatre,' the tempter
added, pointing to the notices in the
advertising columns of the paper.

Lizzie, who was still deep in tragic
meditation of the mishaps of her in-

fants and the neglect of the hired
girl, only shook her head.

Jack then whispered, ' I have got
ten dollars in my pocket that you
don't know of, and if you will stay to-

night I will give you them to-morrow
to buy dresses for the girls.'

This turned the scale. Lizzie smiled
her consent. The two old maids took
in the situation, and moved away in
horror from the clerical Lovelace and
his victim. Just then the train ar-

rived. Jack and Lizzie jumped into
a sleigh and drove to their friend's
house, where they were warmlv re-
ceived, and Mary Anne and her hus-
band rejoiced to hear the story of
their encounter with their fellow-
travellers. A pleasant evening was
spent by the friends, and next day,
after a little shopping with the pro-
mised ten dollars, Jack and his wife
returned home to find the children all
right and Jane a model to that part of
her sex who condescend, for a pecu-
niary consideration, to preside in the
kitchen.

A week passed and the visit to
Bye-and Bye-Town was forgotten. But
one Sunday evening when Jack drove
home from his latest service at an
out-station ten miles away, his wife
gave him a letter. It was from an
old college acquaintance who was in-
cumbent of a church in town.

' I did not like to give you this
Jack,' she said, ' till the Sunday work
was done, fearing it would worry you.
Read it—it is all some mistake or
some mere trifle.'

The letter was as follows :

—

' Kectory of Saint Sepulchre's, Bye-an-
Bye-Town. Feast of Saint Sym-
phorosa, 1875.

'Dear Lindsay,—There is a most
dreadful scandal current in this town
aboutyourhaving been seen a week ago
in the car.5 persuading a young lady to
stay away from home and go with you
to theatres and other haunts of vice.

Your own conscience must judge you.
Perhaps you are innocent, but, as one
of the primitive Fathers has so acutely
said, experientia docet. It may calm
your troubled spirit to know that we
have got up a brass lectern and two
more candles in the chancel at Saint
Sepulchre's.

' I am, yours truly,

' Blaxk Asterisk.'

Lindsay did not know what to make
of this till he visited the town next
day, and heard the names and descrip-
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tion of the autlaorsof the storj, whenhe

at once perceived its origin. Both the

Bishop of Oratorio and the Rev. Blank

Asterisk, D.C.L., were much amazed

at the innocent basis for so large a

superstructure of scandal, and agreed

that a clergyman's love of flirtation

might be innocent enough if exercised

only with his own v/ife.

LOVE'S DREAM.

BY M. A. MAITLAND.

I HAD a dream of thee at early dawn,

Yet not a dream—as some might understand,-

For from my couch the ' drowsy god ' had flown,

And lifted from my eyes his fairy wand
;

But just a vision that shut out the world,

And every presence saving thine alone,

Which, like a phantom bark with sails unfurled.

Bore down upon me from a port unknown.

So near thou wert that I could feel thy breath ;

—

Not like the flutter of the unseen wing

That comes— they say—upon the cheek of death.

But like the lifeful breath that later spring

Breathes on the folded petals of the flower,

Till leaf by leaf it opens, to expand

Its waxen calyx to the genial shower,

And to the sun-born glory of the land.

And thy near presence at the flush of morn,

So filled my life, so flooded all my heart

With ecstacy of love, that I seemed borne

From earth away, and from the flesh apart.

And now I know what means that mystery,

—

The life that has no portion with the clay,

For what at morning may be ' thee ' and ' me,'

Can be beyond the stars ere shuts the day.

Stratford.
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A TRAGEDY OF ERRORS.

BY D. B. READ, Q.C., TORONTO.

A NOTE of timely warning may
be of service to those who are

really desirous of preserving the liberty

of the subject against grinding oppres-

sion or autocratic power. In a former

contribution to the Canadian Monthly
the writer pointed out the dangerous

power confided to Police Magistrates

and County Coui-t Judges in Interim

Sessions. In the article referred to, I did

not go far enough in describing the ex-

tent of the power. I then limited the

power of sending those convicted to the

penitentiary for years, I should have
said for life. Before the law was made
giving such extensive powers, an ac-

cused party had some protection
;
pre-

vious to being subjected to the ignominy
of an arraignment in the dock for trial,

a grand jury had to carefully investi-

gate the charge, and on their oath say

whether or not the accused should be

put on his trial. It is true the law
requires the consent of the accused to

be summarily tried by the Police Ma-
gistrate or Judge of Interim Sessions.

But what value can be placed upon a

consent given by a timorous woman,
for the first time brought before an
austere judge 1 How much may she

be supposed to know of the import-

ance of having the facts of the case

\rst inquired into by an independent
Vibunal, such as a Grand Jury, with
\e view of ascertaining whether she

)uld or should not be placed on her
il. On her trial for what ] On a
rge made, it may be, by a constable

5*W an enemy, the poor unfortunate
^%gged into the prisoners' dock as if

shVere a convicted felon, instead of
-* Wian being, placed there on a

charge of which she may be wholly
innocent, without investigation had by
any one but the constable and her ac-
cuser 1 A half idiotic man is placed
in the dock and subjected to the same
ordeal. Neither the man nor the wo-
man have counsel to explain their
rights ; they may be too poor or too
ignorant to be able to avail themselves
of the advice of counsel ; hence wit-
nesses against them give a colouring
to facts, which, if sifted by counsel,
might bear a wholly different complex-

,

sion; the prisoner is dazed, bewildered
before the majesty of the law ; his
trial goes on undefended ; he is doomed
not because he is guilty, but because
he is suddenly accused, suddenly ar-

raigned, suddenly tried, and suddenly
convicted, when, if a responsible
ti-ibunal, acting on evidence given be-
fore the accused was placed on trial,

had examined the merits of the case,
the accused would have been spared
the disgrace of being placed in the
dock, and the judge or magistrate
would have been saved the unpleasant
duty of trying a man, with, as it were,
his hands tied behind his back. This
kind of trial is not safe ; by it the
liberty of the subject is jeopardized
every day. A Police Magistrate of a
certain provincial town in Ontario not
long since convicted two persons of an
offence of which they were accused.
The convicted ones, branded as felons,

were in charge of a constable sev-

eral miles on their way to the peni-
tentiary, when it was discovered
they had been improperly convict-
ed ! Here was a dilemma ! A high-
er power was appealed to and aa
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order obtained for their liberation !

Great injustice was done to these

parties by their trial and conviction
;

how much greater would have been

the injustice had they actually been

imprisoned in the penitentiary, even

for an hour. It was only by the

merest chance that they were saved

from this disgi-ace ! May there not be

at this present moment, languishing

in our jails and penitentiaries, persons

convicted of crimes of which they are

innocent, and for which they never

would have been tried if twelve im-

partial men, called a Grand Jury, had

but had an opportunity of examining

into the case 1 An excuse or apology

is made for this kind of summary in-

justice, viz. : that it saves expense
;

but what is expense compared with the

liberty of the subject] Taking into

account the frequency of Interim Ses-

sions, and the expenses connected

therewith, the difference of outlay be-

tween the two modes of trial, that by
jury and that by summary proceeding,

is not so great as fairly to warrant a de-

parture from the time-honoured prac-

tice of allowing a man to be tried by
his peers. Eminent Judges in their

charges to Grand Jurors, in late years,

have been invoking an expression of

opinion as to the propriety of abolish-

ing themselves (/.6'., the Grand Juries)

altogether, or modifying them so that

their numbers shall be reduced. The
press has discussed the subject, and on
the whole, fully and fairly, so that

there remains not much to be said. As
my purpose, however, in writing this ar-

ticle, is to draw the attention of readers

to the rude manner in which the liber-

ty of the subject is dealt with, I may
be permitted to ask one simple ques-

tion, namely : Why not let well alone?

The Grand Jury for centuries has been

a bulwark of British liberty ! It is a

tribunal which protects the weak
against the strong. It is a tribunal

which in times of danger to the State,

in times of revolution, has stood as the

guardian of the innocent against the

minions of oppi'ession ! While the

Grand Jury system lasts, every ac-

cused man knows that his life or lil>

erty is safe till twelve sworn jurors-

have pronounced he shall appear be-

foi'e the bar of justice. He knows-

also that he cannot be convicted un-

til twelve other men haAe, on their

oaths, pronounced him guilty. This is

old time law, a law made as well for the '

protection of the innocent as for the

punishment of the guilty. Let us hope
it may be retained intact, and saved

from the hand of the spoiler. The ten-

dency of our Legislature in Ontario has

of late years been altogether judge-

ward ; in civil matters this may be

well enough : in the administration of

criminal law a full, perfect and impar-

tial trial, not V^y a jvidge alone, but by
a judge with the aid of jurors drawn
from different parts of a county is the

safeguard for the liberty of the people.

A man condemned by the verdict of

his fellow-men will be content ; a man
condemned by the voice of a single

man is apt to feel that the wheels of

justice do not run even. A Judicature

Bill, which for the most part sweeps

away the trial by jury, in most cases,

may have its virtue ; a Criminal Judi-

cature Bill, with a similar effect, would
have no virtue in it at all.

I have ventured to head this article

a ' Tragedy of Error.s. ' I have done

this because of the errors committed, if

not foreseen. In ' The Comedy of Er-

rors,' the situation of the brothers An-
tipholus is at times painfully but ludi-

crously absurd. Antipholus of Ephe-

siis, imprisoned under mistake, was n(

doubt the cause of much anxiety an

trouble to his Antipholusship.

The imprisonment of an innocej

man as a convict is at all times a m
take ; it becomes doubly onerous if t

convicted one feels that his impris-

ment is caused by injustice and wra-

He may be content if accused l^
dozen men and found guilty by^-

other dozen ; he will not be so cor'^t

if only one man even though a jofc*.

much less a police magistrate, ha^^'o-

nounced his doom. The convict oi^^
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in such a case might be disposed to

answer enquiry in much the same man-

ner as ^geon, the father of the twin

Syracusans answered the Duke of

Ephesus :

DoKK—'Well, Syracusan, say in brief the
cause

Why thou departed'st from thy na-
tive home,

And for what cause thou cam'st to

Ephesus.'
^esos— *A heavier task could not have been

imposed

—

Than I to speak my griefs unspeak-
able

;

Yet, that the world may witness
that my end

Was wrought by nature, not by rile

offence,

I'll utter what my sorrow gives me
leave.'

How many may be imprisoned in

Canadian jails whose end has been
wrought by nature, not by vile of-

ence.'

NONDUM EST.

A PSALM.

BY CHARLES RITCHIE.

THROUGH the force and the fury of weariness

As the swift years onward roll,

In the hoiu's accursed with dreariness

Sobbing o'er my own sad soul,

I dwelt, and 'wildered by the sunless sky,

Cried out, as unto Eternity,

How long, Father, to the final day,

And He with answer thundered :
' 'tis not yet ; delay.'

But wherefore ? Thou art lovely as the light,

Deeper than ocean caves, and as the wind,

The master of the strength that bringeth night

Most awful, yet most kind ;

—

Lo ! all we toil and smitten by our grief

Lapse out of time, and fall as every leaf

In the autumn sere, when parched breezes

Wither and the laughing water freezes,

For all our worth is as the grass that fades

Sudden and soon,

Our honour and our power fate overshades

And blasts our noon.

Thou choosest each from out the smoke of toil,

Lest each man faint encumbered by turmoil.

And givest to a hero love's most choicest boon.
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Thou art a mover over land and sea,

Controller of the fountains

That flow from rugged mountains,

And like as they grovr grand in mighty rivers,

Thy hand an humble slave for aye delivers

And blesses with the peace of found felicity.

Now murmurs and new voices call aloud,

because Earth thou hast bowed
And humbled, for Thou humblest all the proud.

One saith, and speaketh as a comely seer :

^ The Lord is great ; He is a man of war
;

Bow down before Him and do ye revere,

From near His glory cometh, and from far

The astounded world hears of His mighty name
;

Forever is He, and shall be, the same.'

' For God, being perfect, cannot change, and ye

Striplings of Time doomed to eternity,

Ye cavil at the mournful moving Death
That smothers you in anger with his breath.

And many mindless ancients call the time

A paltry age o'ergrown with spiritual slime.'

As a precious and priceless gift

The souls of men Thou dost hold.

Evil and good dost Thou sift,

And we think that the age grows old,

And we sigh as a woman who loses

Her darling in the hour of glory,

And thunder at him who chooses

The simplest, most stainless story.

Weakness hath borne us from out her tears.

Changing yet hating what changeless appears,

Toys of to-day and to-morrow we leave,

But God flatters never and cannot deceive,

Nov doth He smite, when we cannot believe.

Forever, yet never ! and the sleep of a slave

Is sweeter and better than rest in the grave.

Blest are they who to virtue restored.

Seek not for wisdom but look to the Lord,

He giveth Life by the power of His Word,
Wings to the wingless, and a crown to the brave.

Montreal.
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THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND.*

BY PRINCIPAL HUNTER, M.A., BRANTFORD.

IN the instruction of the blind, the

problem to be solved is, how far

we can replace the lost sense of sight

by the special cultivation of the hand,

the ear, and the memory. It is popu-

larly supposed that a child, when
blinded, becomes thereby endowed with

a more sensitive touch, with a finer

ear, and a stronger memory. Unhap-
pily this opinion is quite erroneous,

and it often causes most unreasonable

expectations to be formed of the blind.

The attainments of blind persons are

the result of close application on the

part of the student, and of great skill

and inexhaustible patience in the

teacher. We too often find the consti-

tutional weakness that has quenched

the sight, to have also impaired the

hearing, or the vocal organs, or even

the mental powers. The sense of touch

in neglected blind children is strik-

ingly deficient

!

In an educational view, there are

two entirely distinct classes of blind

persons : 1st, those blind from earliest

recollection ; 2ndly, those who have

become blind after some years' distinct

remembrance of the visible world. The
latter are veiy much in the position of

seeing persons blindfolded. In such

cases the loss of sight is an aflliction,

whose magnitude those born blind

cannot even distantly realize. But at

the same time, after the distractions of

the visible world are gone, the quality

of the brain-work may actually im-

prove. Most musicians prefer Beetho-
ven's Ninth Symphony to any of the

preceding, though the great master's

• In the following article I have drawn freely on
my published Official Reports. J. H. il.

absolute deafness precluded the possi-

bility of his having ever heard a single

note in the whole of that sublime com-
position. When he attempted to play
it himself, his fingering of the softest

passages left the music mo?"e inaudible

to his listeners than to himself. To
them the keys were often absolutely

silent, but his mind was doubtless filled

with ' touches of sweet harmony.' So
Milton, during several years of his

blindness, appeared to gain constantly,

not only in majesty of expression, but
what is very remarkable, in descrip-

tive power. ' Paradise Lost' appeared
after thirteen years of total blindness

;

and what was Milton's loss was proba-
bly the gain of English literature. In
our own day, Heinrich Heine's influ-

ence on German politics, or on French
or German literature, did not certainly

decline as his sight receded. The
mental exaltation which is seen highly

magnified in minds of such exceptional

power, is also perceptible in cultivated

blind persons of humbler gifts ; and it

is doubtless due to forced employment
of the reflective faculties.

When we approach the class who
have been blind from early remem-
brance, we enter a sunless world where
there is no colour, no foi-m, no space.

Yet the dwellers evidently enjoy life

more than those who have seen, and
are now blind. The first insight into

the true blind man's world was afibrded

by the observations of Cheselden, an
eminent English surgeon of the last

century. Through the ojieration of

couching, he was, in 1728, so fortun-

ate as to give distinct vision to an in-

telligent boy who had been born blind,

and who was then fourteen years old.
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The surgeon minutely observed from
day to day the growth of visual inter-

pixtation, and recorded the results in

the Transactions of the Koyal Society.

The boy failed at first to identify even
the objects that were most familiar to

his touch. For some months a cube or

any other solid, seen in perspective,

gave him the impression of a set of se-

parate and differently-coloured planes.

His ideas of form, space and colour

were all wild and fantastic. Among
those who have in recent years stud-

ied this most interesting, and, for our

purposes, most important subject, are

Dr. Appia, of Geijeva, and Dr. Louis
Fialla, of Bucharest—both ophthalmic

surgeons. Tl:eir researches confirm

and extend Cheselden's observations.

Dr. Appia had operated for con-

genital cataract upon a young girl

with the effect of giving vision. A
knife, a spoon, a pair of scissors and
other objects perfectly familiar to the

girl's hands were held up before her

now unveiled eyes, and, though the

objects were distinctly seen, she com-
pletely failed to identify any one of

them or to conjecture its lase. Dr.

Fialla's monograph (published inl878),

embraces observations made on no less

than six similar cases—the ages rang-

ing from 10 to 25 years. One patient

could not recognise intimate friends

until he had heard their voices. For-

merly, as a blind man, he could find

his wayalone throiigh his native city
;

but on the restoration of his sight he
was for a time utterly bewildered, and
was compelled to ask his way. Ano-
ther patient completely failed, on see-

ing the surgeon's hand, to conjecture

what it was, and only after an evident

struggle against unbelief, did she re-

cognise her own hand. A pathetic

scene was witnessed when a peasant

girl of seventeen was for the first time
brought within view of the jiarents

that had so tenderly cared for her all

her life. The poor girl could i-ecognise

her own mother only by passing the

hand over her features ! In all these

cases, it is very important to observe

tliat, when persons or objects were
once interpreted by the hand or the

ear, the sight was on every subsequent

occasion sufficient for identification.

This clearly shews how vastly import-

ant the memory is in the effective use

of the senses.

By no means yet discovered can we
substitute one special sense for ano-

ther, so as to furnish the same concej)-

tion. It is not known that light, heat,

electricity, itc, are molecular move-
ments, merely differing in velocity, and
that they are interchangeable. But
as yet, we have not succeeded in exhi-

biting those coloured rays that are

visible to even the unaided eye, as

heat rays distinguishable to the touch.

Something approaching this is seen

when- a blind person applies his tongue

to the surfaces'variously coloured, and
can, perhaps, distinguish white from
black, or even blue from red. This is

really due to the different capacities

for absorption possessed by different

colours, and the blind man is really

contrasting different shades of tem-

perature without obtaining any idea

of different shades of colour. The
reputed distinction of colours by the

once-famous blind poet, Blacklock,

could have amounted to no more than

this : his life like descriptions of the

tints of flowers and land scapes were
certainly, as Dr. Johnson insisted,

derived at second hand. Blacklock,

when but six months old, had been

blinded by small-pox, and no remem-
brance of visual impression could have
survived. Yet, vivid pictures of land-

scapes and natural objects abound in

his poems, which furnished to his

friends, Hume, Burns, and other litter-

ateurs of Edinburgh, new problems

of the greatest interest. Take the

foliowings tudy in flowers :

—

' Let long-lived pansies here their seen ts be-
stow,

The violet languish, and the roses glovf
;

In yellow glory let the crocus shine.

Narcissus here his love-sick head recline
;

Here hyacinths in jnirple sweetness rise.

And tulips tinged with beauty's fairest dyes.'

From the earliest years the sight-
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less child had listened to the choicest

morsels in English literature ; and,

even if we did not know that Spenser

and Milton and Thomson had been

habitually read to him we might

safely have inferred it from such pas-

sages as these :

—

* For, oh ! while othera gaze on Nature's
face,

The verdant vale, the mountains, woods and
streams,

Or, with delight ineffable, survey
The sun, bright image of his parent, God ;

The seasons, in majestic order, round
Tliis varied globe revolving

;
young-eyed

Spring,
Profuse of life and joy ; Summer, adorn'd
With keen effulgence, brightening heaven and

earth.

Autumn, replete with Isature's various boon.
To bless the toiling hind ; and Winter grand
With rapid storms, convulsing Natui'e's

frame ;

Whilst others view heaven's all-involving

arch.

Bright with unnumbered worlds ; and lost in

.
j"y,

Fair Order and Utility behold
;

Or, unfatigued, the amazing chain pursue.
Which is one vast, all-comprehending whole.
Unites the immense stupendous works of God,
Conjoining past with past, and through the

frame
Diffusing sacred harmony and joy :—
To me those fair vicissitudes are lost.

And grace and beauty blotted from my view.
The verdant vale, the mountains, woods and

streams
One horrid blank appear ; the young-eyed

Spring,
Effulgent Summer, Autumn decked in wealth
To bless the toiling hind, and Winter grand
With rapid storms, revolve in vain for me :

Nor the bright sun, nor all-embracing arch
Of heaven, shall e'er these wretched orbs be-

hold.' .

Blind persons generally allege that

they possess a peculiarly sensitive

tract in the face immediately beneath
the orbits of the eyes. Persons des-

titute not alone of sight but of eye-

balls can assuredly distinguish obsta-

cles in their path when these obstruc-

tions rise to the level of the face ; and
in some cases they will even define

closely the dimensions of objects held

>ip Ijefore them. To this singular

sensibility the name of facial j^ercep-

tion has been given. Some writers

refer this faculty to the recognition of

varying sounds reflected fi-om the sur-

face of the object. But very deaf

blind appear to possess it equally with
those that hear. I am disposed to

consider this pei-ception of objects, like

the distinction of colours, as the re-

cognition of various degrees of radiant

heat. We know how even a thin stra-

tum of fog intercepts heat rays, and it

is not then surprising to learn that a

blind man can become befogged, as

well as a seeing man. This " unrecog-

nised sense " can be trained to an ex-

treme degree of sensibility : on credi-

ble evidence, we are assured, that the

great mathematician, Saunderson, had
so educated his facial perception that

he could distinguish clouds on the

horizon. We must, however, remem-
ber that, even if we could make the

faces or the fingers of the blind as

sensitive as M elloni's pile, or Edison's

tasimeter, no visual conception of

colour, or form, or space can arise from
these sources of information. With
the aid of this cultivated sensibility,

various departments of natural phi-

losophy are found to be quite acces-

sible to blind students ; and, under
favourable conditions, there is scarcely

one in which they may not attain ex-

cellence. As an extreme illustration,

may be named Sir Isaac Newton's
friend, Saunderson, above-mentioned,

blind from eight years, unusually well

versed in classics, but especially eminent

in mathematics. To him Newton com-
mitted the exposition of the New-
tonian Philosophy, and by Newton's
personal influence he was appointed

Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at

Cambridge,Newton's own former chair.

Saunderson's inaugural address w^as

delivered in Ciceronian Latin. His
lectures successfully expounded not

merely the Froicipia and the Arith-

metica Universalis, but even the Optics.

Surely a strange subject for a blind

lecturer ; but never were lectui-es on
optics so numerously attended or more
profitably. Sir Isaac Newton will be

admitted to be a supremely good judge

of the exposition demanded by his own
discoveries, and his opinion of Saun-

derson ought to make us very cautious
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in debarring blind youth from any
branches of instruction.

Persons born blind are related to

objects aifected by light much as we
seeing persons are related to bodies

affected by electricity and other in-

visible forces. Our present concep-

tions of the visible world are proba-

bly only one degree less erroneous than
a blind man's ! Are we surprised that

a blind man, when first admitted to

sight, cannot recognise his own hand ?

Well, if one of us that see were sud-

denly endowed with a sixth sense, re-

vealing those now invisible forces, is

it probable that he at first could even
guess at the identity of his own hand ?

Would the simplest body, say a cube,

be recognisable when vibrating under
the swing of its restless molecules !

Now, if we were placed under the in-

struction of a being endowed with this

sixth sense, we should enjoy evident

advantages, though accompanied by
certain disadvantages. On the one
hand, he would teach from a personal

knowledge of the ultimate laws of

matter, and would certainly reveal a

world of wonders. On the other hand,
with but our five senses it would be
impossible to quite realize the signifi-

cance of many of his illustrations. He
would occasionally be talking above
our heads. His definitions would pro-

bably perplex us most of all ; and we
should certainly have to accept many
of his terms in a mitigated, or in a
conventional, sense. Such an instruc-

tor would, in all likelihood, unduly
neglect colour and appearance in his

incessant j^ursuit after more essential

properties ; and it is quite conceivable
that we may thus come to surpass him
in fineness of vision, precisely as

blind persons come to surpass seeing

persons in fineness of hearing.

The practical application of all this

is close at hand. Where a seeing

teacher is instructing the blind, it is

obvious that the perception of the
blind must be accepted as the basis of

the teaching. We must never go out-

side the mental process of our pupil.

If we want to teach a definition, we
mu.st first place a representative ob-

ject in the blind child's hand ; and,

from the impression made upon the

child's touch, gather up the proper

terms in which to frame a definition.

Seeing instructors are naturally dis-

posed to teach blind children their let-

ters by commencing with the charac-

ters in very lai'ge outline. This is

very natural and plausible, but very

fallacious. Blind children cannot, in

embossed characters as these are usu-

ally printed [3-1 G inch square] dis-

tinguish angular from rounded out-

lines ; and it is on the collective im-

pression that they depend for identi-

fying a letter. They never obtain the

same impressions from the small let-

ters occurring in books as they do from
large anatomical alphabets ; and, if

they associate the two things, it is

simply because you tell them that the

characters are of the same form. In
other words, the resemblance is to them
entirely conventional, precisely as

though we had before our eyes two
photographs, one being a microscopical

reduction of the other. We may ac-

cept the statement that the invisible

picture is identical with the visible,

but here we are e^ddently walking by
faith, not by sight. Now, if we are

to instruct blind folk by conventions

and arbitraiy letters—which we are

forced to do,—why not begin just

where we ended, and, setting the pu-

pil's finger on the a that he will meet,

in his books, tell him from the out-

set, whenever you get that impression,

call it a ? And, as we ai-e now in the

way of using what to the learner are

arbitraiy charactei-s, why not give

him at once the arbitrary letters that

best suit his touch, either the Roman
type, or the point print characters, as-

the case may be 1

With blind persons, as with seeing,

the three great initial forces in -^uca-

tion are reading, writing and '.,

tion ; and, in educational inst
; ,

a large share of our time and in^^ '
,

must always be devoted to the diflicult
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task of bringing these prime movers

under the effective control of the blind.

At the first glance, nothing appears

much easier than to make educational

or industrial appliances that mud help

the blind ; but somehow the result is

generally found at an enormous dis-

tance from success, and the experimen-

ter is apt to become sadly discouraged.

I believe that the fallacy underlying

nearly all fruitless experiments in this

field, is the assumption that a blind

child is simply a sighted child in the

dark, and that forms of instruction

adapted to the latter will also answer
the requirements of the former. No-
thing could well be more erroneous or

fertile of educational failures. Though
he be in the dark, the sighted child's

experience of the visible world corrects

his iinjivessions ; he thinks as though

he were in the light, and his mental

horizon is unaffected. The uneducated

blind child thinks as well as feels blind-

ly ; the horizon of his world is the circle

described by his out-stretched arm.

His instinctive apprehension of danger
restricts his movements, and rooted to

a particular spot like a tree, he is apt

to take only such exercise as trees en-

joy—a swaying of the trunk, or gro-

tesque and weird movements of the

limbs. Whenhe does venture to change
from place to place, that all-pervading

appi'ehension betrays itself in his slid-

ing, feding, gait. His nervous oi-gani-

zation appears in the sense above in-

dicated, to have so re-arranged itself

that certain duties of the optic nerve

are vicariously performed by the facial

nerve, and as vSpallanzani found in

sightless birds, the sightless child, when
at length induced to venture abroad,

soon recognises, without actual contact,

obstacles that would injure him, and
he swei'ves in his path. This myster-

ious sense exists in children who are

at the same deaf and blind, and, as al-

ready ui-ged, it cannot therefore be a
Xiort terpretation of varying sounds,

refer t ")ach and Spallanzani both re-

varyir uilar observations made on
!jiL. Jo. The blind child's mental con-

stitution exhibits peculiarities answer-
ing to those in his physique. He is

rooted in his opinion with a pertinaci-

ty that it requires the utmost firmness

to ovei'come ; he is under an abiding
apprehension that there exists some de-

sire to mislead him, and he is therefore

suspicious and distrustful. Even when
asleep, the expression of his features

shows that the mind is still on the alert.

He rarely avows his real object, he ad-

vances to his design with a shv;ffling

gait ; while too often alleging some de-

sign entirely remote, e\ en though there

exists not the slightest cause for con-

cealment. His impressions of the ex-

ternal world are bizarre and deformed
—being nearly all of them second-hand
and coloured by the peculiarities of the

actual observer. Even his direct im-

pressions are not correctly ti-anslated.

His touch enables him, it is true, to

say that A is like B and unlike C ; but
he has no correct, i.e. r/*"?/a/ conception

of A, or B, or C. It has been already

shewn that blind persons, when re-

stoi'ed to sight by surgical skill, have
to completely revise their knowledge
of even of the most familiar objects,

though their comparisons of these ob-

jects remain quite correct. The intel-

lectual process of a neglected blind child

is so peculiar, that, by persons inex-

perienced in such matters, he is not un-

frequently taken for an imbecile—es-

pecially when he happens to exhibit,

in connection with his incoherent talk,

rhythmical motions of the body. His
acquired memory is usually prodigious.

Assisted by a hearing of great depth

and acuteness, he gains an inexhausti-

ble fund of the most trivial recollec-

tions, which he pours forth with great

volubility, but with slight application

to the matter in hand. His knowledge
is an ill-assorted fagot of quotations

;

his reasons are mere sounds,—mere
echoes of some pai-tially understood re-

mark his acute ear has caught. His

temper is apt to be unfavourably af-

fected by his low degree of vitality,

which is computed to be on the average

fully one-fifth less than that of sighted
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children. Such is the blind child as

he is constantly brought to education-

al institutions. With such habits of

mind and body, it can now be under-

stood that his instruction must widely

diverge, not alone from the instruction

of seeing children, but even from the

instruction of persons once sighted but

now blind. This latter class is also re-

presented and fui-nishes, as may fairly

be expected, many pupils of great pro-

mise. The difficulties of teaching those,

who at their birth, or at their earliest

recollections, were blind, and who have

since remained uneducated, are incom-

parably greater than where the eye and

other educating influences have at any
time been at work. Those neglected

blind, though, in age, men and women,
are frequently as helpless as infants

;

they are unable to wash, dress and
sometimes to feed themselves ; to as-

cend or descend a staircase. Their

muscular system is so relaxed that they

cannot lift even light weights ; or, if

they do succeed in lifting them, they

cannot retain them in their feeble

grasp. For a considerable time after

their arrival they cannot guide or hold

a lead-pencil, or even pass a wire

through as wide an apei'ture as an or-

<linary key-ring. So deplorable a state

of helplessness is not elsewhere to be

witnessed among beings whom subse-

quent events prove to be capable of

high culture and much useful labour.

The ti'aining of the blind is thus a most

extensive and a most difficult field of

educational work ; much of the soil be-

ing still unbroken or beset with weeds

that are not all indigenous. To v.n-

derstand the present state of the soil

we must learn something of the pre-

vious husbandry.

The systematic instruction of the

blind—not alone literary, but also mus-

ical, and technical— is, by general con-

sent, held to have begun in 1784 with

the labours of Valentine Haiiy, broth-

er of the distinguished mineralogist.

A poor waif, Francis Lesueur, blind

since he was six weeks old, had strayed

from Lyons to Paris, and one October

day in 1784 while begging and shiver-

ing at a church gate, caught the tender-

hearted Haiiy's notice. Haiiy bribed

this unsavoury lad to abandon a beg-

gar's life on trial, devoted himself for

six months to his culture and produced
educational results so novel and mar-
vellous, that by the aid of the 'Societe

Philanthropique,' he was enabled with-

in two years to extend the instruction

to twenty-four pupils. On the 26th
December, 1786, he exhibited before

the Court at Versailles the attainments

of the pupils in general literary sub-

jects as well as in music. The tender

heart of Louis XVI. was fairly won
when Haiiy laid at the foot of the

throne, as a souvenir of this memorable
occasion, his now famous ' Essai sur

I'Education des Aveuyles,' set up, print-

ed and bound by these blind children,

de.scribing the process of their instruc-

tion, and ending with a most pathetic

appeal to the monarch as their father

and protector. Henceforward the

youthful blind of France became the

wards of the State ; and the Royal In-

stitution at Paris became the proto-

type of all other schools for the blind.

Haiiy's brilliant success set France,

England, and presently all Christian

Europe aflame with benevolent ardour .

towards this hitherto neglected class.

English and Scottish institutionssprang

up having their roofs in private charity

—at Liverpool in 1791 ; at Edinburgh
and Bristol in 1793 ; at London in

1799. Within the next thirty years

six additional institutitms arose. On
the continent as early as 1804, Dr.

Klein became the director of a fam-

ous blind school in Vienna ; and two
years later Haiiy, by special invitation,

founded state institutions at St. Peters-

burgh and Berlin. This example was
speedily followed by Dresden (1809),

Copenhagen (1811)—at first a private

charity—and other European capitals.

The cause of the English-speaking

blind has, to this hour, been moat ser-

iously retarded by the erroneous de-

parture taken in the early British in-

stitutions. These (except at York and
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one or two other places), unlike the

Continental Schools, took no higher

view of the emergency than to provide

some kind of manual employment for

the indigent adult blind. They wholly

missed the real pith of Haiiy's experi-

ments, which conchisively showed

—

what we are now finding to be univer-

sally true of all laVjour—-that success-

ful blind industry must rest on a basis

of general culture ; and further, that,

after skilful training, the youthful

blind ought not to require continued

residence in any special institution.

But, from the very outset, the British

institutions were in most cases avow-
edly asylums, or eveu alms-houses,

whereas the continental foundations

were schools. This erroneous depar-

ture in Great Britain has confused the

entire question, even in minds that

understand the difference between the

education of the young and the care ol"

the infirm, and understand that the re-

(piirements of recruits at Aldershot

differ materially from the requirements

of pensioners at Chelsea.

Haiiy's basis for his entire scheme
was the creation of an embossed litera-

ture. Continuously since 1784-, the

blind youth of France have had a sup-

ply of relief-books repiesenting a lib-

eral course of culture. A printing

press, woiked by the blind them.selves,

has nearly always been busy within

the institution walls. The choice of

type was, of course, the very first dif-

ficulty. Haiiy adopted an italic char-

acter, which was subsequently modi-

tied by both himself and the succeeding

director. Dr. Guillio, superseded by
Koman type in the hands of the direc-

tor, M. JJufau ; and this in turn was
supplanted by the arbitrary point char-

acter arranged by M. Braille, which in

France still maintains its ground.

For fifty years after these advant-

ages had been enjoyed in France, the

I'^nglish-speaking blind throughout the

world remained illiterate. The Asylum
at Edinburgh was one of the best, if

not quite the best in Great Britain.

Yet, in 182G, Mr. James Gall found

—

5

and he might have found for years

afterwards—the blind inmates there

using cords and knots as a substitute

for an alphabet. These string alpha-

bets bore the same relation to literary

training as wampum belts bear to his-

torical narrative, and Vjoth belong to

the same stage of intellectual culture.

Mr. Gall undertook, at his own private

charge, to lead the way to something
better. On the 28th September, 1827,
he published the earliest embossed
book in the English language

—

A First

Book for Teaching the Art of Reading^

to the Bliivl. Mr. Gall used small

Roman letters with angular outlines,

but unfortunately, in his earlier im-

})i-ints, excluded capitals. He succeed-

ed in forming influential committees
in Edinburgh and Glasgow, in 1828,
and in 1829 and in 1831, publicly ex-

hibited in London the results o'btained.

by blind children who had used his

books. These exhibitions kindled a
very remarkable outburst of energy
throughout the entire English-speak-

ing worlil. While the previous thirty

years had established .six Institutions

in Great Britain, the next thirty added
a score ; and, in America, broke ground
with the pioneer Institutions at Bos-

ton, Xew York, Philadelphia, Colum-
bus, Staunton, and Louisville. This
intense activity sometimes wandered
away into mischievous channels, and
created many of the pitfalls that still lie

in the pathway of the blind. The con-

flict of alphabets was a special disaster

in both its near and remote results.

Gall's angular alphabet, which exclud-

ed capitals, took dee[) root in Boston,

where Dr. Howe, after reducing its size

and pruning off its useless lines,

adopted it as the vehicle of his splen-

did series of publications. Under Dr.

Howe's influence, the printing presses

of the Staunton In.stitution and the

American Bible Society, also, adopted

this 'lower-case' angular character. On
Mr. Gall's Glasgow Committee was a

Mr. Alston, who at first coincided in

Mr. Gall's views, but afterwards be-

came the foster father of a type that in
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1837 liad obtained for Dr. Fry the

special gold medal of the Edinburgh
Society of Arts. This alphabet ))ro-

ceeded in precisely the opposite direc-

tion from Gall's, excluding lower case

(i.e., small) letters and using nothing

but Roman capitals. Mr. Alston's

publications comprised the Scriptures,

tlevotional works, and a few school

books. Towards the printing of these,

a subsidy of .£400 was contributed by
Her Majesty's Treasury. This Alston

or Glasgow type found favour at the

Philadelphia Institution, and became,

through its printing press, the vehicle

of a very valuable series of publications

including a large Englisli Dictioiuvnj,

in three volumes. The further issue

of books at Philadelphia was arrested

by a mysterious theft of the entire

fount of type. Roman capitals are still

exclusively employed in the publica-

tions of the Printing Society for the

Blind (St. George's Fields, London),

which number many thousands of vol-

unaes, and commend themselves by
their low price.

By the year 1838, Mr. Gall had
learned that in the excessively angular

outlines of his letters, and in the ab-

sence of capitals, he had wandered un-

necessarily from the ordinary alphabet

used by the seeing, and hud placed

positive impediments in a blind rea-

der's path. In his subsecjuent publi-

cations, therefore, he retraced his steps,

but ihe false lead he had given seems
iintil lately to have exercised a control-

ling influence over the Boston press.

The divorce of the capital and the

small letters came, about this time, to

be generally condemned by the blind

themselves. We iind them reunited

in the private publications of Mr.
Littledale, a blind gentleman of York-
shire, and in other similar cases. The
Rev. W. Taylor, who was at tirst one
of the most strenuous supporters of

Alston's charactei's, resorted to the

combined type in the publications of

the Worcester (England) Society for

Providing Cheap Literature for the

Blind, which was founded in 186c;, and

which is doing valuable work. The
Paris Institution, under the Director-

ate of M. Dufau, restored the capitals

and thus used a combined angular

Roman type. In America, precisely

the same conclusion has been reached,

after trial of the two sysfiems known
on the continent as the Philadelphia

(capital) and Boston (lower-case) let-

ters.

The combined tppe is thus admitted
to be the best of the line alphabets

;

but just here a serious obstacle comes
into view. This alphabet though easily

legible to blind persons of delicate

touch, is, like all other line alphabets,

quite illegible to the hard-handed blind

who, unfortunately, are rather numer-
ous, including nearly all who follow

basket-making or other mechanical

work. Thus at a very early stage,

arbitrary alphabets in strong relief be-

gan to be devised. Of these the only

important are the systems advocated

by Lucas, Frere, Moon, Braille and
Wait. The conflict of these alphabets

with the Roman alphabet and among
themselves, has materially retarded

the educational prospects of English-

speaking blind throughout the world.

Much of the energy that has been
wasted in reproducing the same books
in rival alphabets, might have been

fruitfully applied to the extension of

the blind man's library. After neai'ly

a century of philanthx'Opic efl^ort, the

embossed books now procurable in

England, are sorrowfully scarce—con-

sisting chiefly of the Bible, the Book
of Common Pi-ayer, the Psalms in

Metre, and a few school manuals and
story-books. The Worcester Society

has recently extended the literature of

the English blind by publishing select

works of Goldsmith, Gray, Shelley,

Herbert, and Macaulay. "The Society

has also done excellent service by em-

bossing the texts of Greek and of La-

tin authors. A princely bequest of

<£300,000 stex'ling was lately made to

the blind youth of England by Mr.
Henry Gardner, who left the particu-

lar intent of hLs benevolence undefined.
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The question has come before the Lord
Chancellor, and it is to be earnestly

hoped that an important part of the

bequest will be devoted 'to embossing

in Roman type the masterpieces of our

English literature. On this Continent,

blind youth are more fortunately con-

ditioned than in CTreat Britain, for here

Institutions are regarded as educa-

tional ratherthan charitable. Therange
of excellent school-books is much wider,

and the typographical execution is all

but perfect. English Literature is re-

presented by Shakespeare's Ilamlet,

Macbeth, Kiitg Lear, Julius Ccesa?', Mer-

cluiHt of Venice, Midsummer Night's

Dream; by Milton's entire Poetical

Works ; by Banyan's Filgrim's Fro-

r/ress ; by Pope's Esmy oa Man ; by
Byron's Frisuncr of Chilian, Hebrew
Melodies,a,nd Childe Harold; by Scott's

Marmion, and The Lady of the Lake ;

by Tennyson's Enoch Ardcn, And Dora;

by Dicken's Cricket on the Hearth,

Child's Historii of EiKjhmd, and The
Old Curiosiii) Shop ; and by tales from
Whittier and Hawthorne. In the first

years of embossed publications, the

work in America fell upon the Insti-

tutions themselves, and to this hour the

Boston Institution continues to be a

centre of publishing activity. The
mechanical difficulties that beset this

unremunerative book-work are so great

that the American Congress last year

invested $250,000 for the special as-

sistance of the Louisville Printing

House for the Blind, which has now
for many years been issuing educa-

tional works of the greatest value and
imf)ortance.

JMusic often affords to the afflicted

an easeinont of their [}ain ; but to the

blind it also frequently offers a means
of livelihood. For this latter purpose,

the three important branches are tun-

ing, teaching, and organ playing.

Timing is pre-eminently a blind

man's art. Claude Montal, a student

of the Paris Institution, first clearly

stated the scientific principles on which
the ait is based. His public lectures,

delivered in Paris, were collected in a

treatise, the first edition of which ap»
peared in 1830 ; and a subsequent edi-

tion was awarded a special gold medal
in 1862 by the Jurors at the London
Exhibition. Siou, the present profes-

sor of tuning at the Paris Institute, is

blind. At the Bo.ston Institution, Mr.
J. W. Smith, who is entirely sightless,

conducts this subject with conspicuous
ability and success. Mr. Smith's pu-

pils have recently received a practical

recognition in Boston, that might well

be accepted as a suggestion by many
other cities. The Boston School Board
employs in its Public Schools, 137
magnificent pianos—45 of them being

grand, large sized, and of the very
finest construction. On the 1st May,
1877, the Board took the decisive step

of entrusting the care of these costly

instruments to the blind tuners of the

Boston Institution, the contract being

placed at $1,200 for the year. And
so much satisfaction has been afforded

to the School Committee and to the

fnusical instructors, that the contract

has been since thrice renewed.

Many of the ordinary ))iano repairs

are also quite within the compass of

blind persons ; indeed, at Boston and
Upper Norwood the construction and
repair of pianos are made subjects of

systematic training. Montal, the fam-

ous piano-tuner, became still more
famous as a manufacturer. Indeed,

some of the most valuable improve-

ments in modern pianos are due to the

training given to this poor, blind boy,

at the Paris Institute. In 1842 he
patented in France his first eftbrts for

the improvement of the i)iano-forte.

At the Great Exhibition of 1851, he

attracted muclj attention by three cot-

tage pianos of his own construction.

He carried off a first-class medal at the

Paris Exhibition of 1855. At the

London Exhibition of 18G2, he exhi-

bited a grand piano and an oblique up-

right, for which he received disting-

uished commendation and a gold medal.

In these two instruments were for the

first time seen some of the most dis-

tinctive improvements in modern pi-
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anos. His soft pedal (pedale d"expres-

sionJ acted on an entirely new princi-

ple by diminishing the range of the

key and the hammer. By pressing this

pedal, the keys descend, and, simul-

taneously, the hammers rise, so that in

two ways the range of the blow is de-

creased. The jury, which included

such well-known musicians as Stern-

dale Bennett, Geo. Clerk, F. Gore

Ouseley, used these terms in their

verdict :
' The action of the mechanism

is perfect, and the effect extraordin-

arily beautiful, as the tone may be

diminished to the faintest audible

sound, while the facilities of execution

are perfectly well preserved. It is by

far the most perfect means of prodiic-

ing piano and graduated effects that

has yet been devised for the instru-

ment.' Another decisive improvement

was his sustainin'j pedal (pedale de

prolonfjement) by wliich he succeeded

in prolonging the .sound of any desired

notes orchords amidthepe»;/ec^ stillness

of all the rest. This, up to Montal's

time, had not been accomplished by
any manufacturer. His instruments

exhibited numberless other ingenious

contrivances which have now become
public property. All this surely vin-

dicates the wisdom of the French Gov-

ernment in their ever-generous support

of the Paris Institution. Montal's ex-

ample has not only shown to Govern-

ments the wide world over, how public

expenditui-e for blind men's instiiiction

may be repaid to the public with en-

ormous usury, but it has also nerved

poor, despondent, blind youth every-

where to be up and doing. At this

moment, in Paris, Krebs, another In-

stitution pupil, is fast following Mon-
tal's lead. His piano, exhibited in

1878, received very high commenda-
tion. As teachers and organists, blind

persons have frequently attained bril-

liant success. In the early part of the

last century. Dr. Stanley, the blind

organist of the Temple Chiirch, was
considered one of the celebrities of

London. Handel himself constantly

attended his playing. Within the

first quarter of tke present century, a
dozen distinguished, but sightless or-

ganists, could have been counted in the
Metropolis itself. Herr Pablasek, in a

recent address, cited in a single breath,,

a group of eminent continental musi-

cians— all blind from childhood—be-

tween the earliest and latest of whom
scarcely fifty years intervened—Ther-

esa von Paradis, Mdlle. de Salignac^-

Sophie Osmont, Dubon, Gauthier,

Moncouteau, Labor, Lachnei\ We-
must not forget, too, that Handel him-
self was blind towards the end of his

life, and that he had to be led to the

organ to render his wonderful music.

The great master's life had been em-
bittered by the Philistinism of London
critics, and, with seeming presentiment

of the dread shadow that was swiftly

approaching him, he made tiamsoa the
theme of an Oratorio

;
just as Milton,,

when blind and baited by political

foes, poured forth his soul in Samson
Agonistes. In our own day. Professor

McFarren has had an experience not

dissimilar to Handel's, but with him
the darkness came in the morning. All

honour to the minds that, when their

sun is quenched, bloom in the dark j

and like the night-blooming cereus,

yield both fragrant and wholesome
blossoms !

The industrial training of the blind .

is too extensive a topic ft) be discussed

at the end of a brief paper. The me-
chanical skill and the artistic taste of

which blind operatives prove capable^

are constant matters for fresh surprise.

It is quite remarkable how few occu-

pations are really beyond the reach of

educated blind persons. Even in art

industry the blind have achieved dis-

tinct success ! Kleinhaus, the famous
sculptor of Austria, blind from five

years old, was selected by the Em-
peror, Francis Joseph, to execute his

bust. The blind artist's woi'k is much
visited at Vienna, and it forms the

last of his long series of high-class art

products. Kleinhaus died in 1853.

In Paris, at the beginning of the cen-

tury, a blind sculptor Bui-et obtained
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much commendation from the French

Academy. And to-day, in the rue

<VEnfer, may be seen Vidal, a sculptor

blind from early childhood, who has

won celebrity for his groups in bi'onze.

He particularly excels in scenes of the

chase

!

In every civilized country, educa-

tion is now regarded as the birthright

of the blind, and not as a charitable

donation. The whole course of recent

legislation has been in this direction.

England has, by four different Acts of

Parliament, provided for the literary

and industrial training of indigent

blind. If they are still neglected, it

is due to the Poor Law Guardians

who, unfortunately, are by these stat-

utes allowed an option in the matter.

The universal movement is now to-

wards compulsory education and com-

pulsory appropriations. In the Bel-

gian Legislature, the blind had the

good fortune to be represented by the

distinguished orator and statesman

Rodenbach, who shared their atliic-

tion ; and now in both the govern-

mental and municipal bvidgets of Bel-

gium the education of the blind is an
essential feature. The width and
depth of the current was shown by
the Congress at Paris in 1878. France
summoned the nations to di.scuss the

condition of the blind. The response

was immediate and cordial. Nearly
all the eminent educationists of the

blind throughout the world attended.

Scarcely a country, though far distant,

remained unrepresented. Egypt was
there ; so was Japan. Even the
* heart of Africa' seems to have been
touched by the appeal, for Abyssinia
was there. Paris has well earned the

right of leading this mighty move-
ment. Away back in the 13th century,

she founded, in conjunction with St.

Louis, an asylum for fifteen score

blind — the now venerable Quinze-

Vingts which she still maintains and
cherishes as a tender page in her long

records. In the 14th century, Paris

invented a new word, ' philanthropy,'

a practical illustration of its meaning

having already gone before. After
nearly five centuries of reflection, Pa-

ris found that an asylum was not the

best form of kindness for the Vjlind,

and she estaVjlished the fii'st school for

their instruction. With all her levity,

Paris has shewn herself a kind mother
to the children of sorrow and afilic-

tion. By her charitable administration

she now im])0ses on herself a burden
of .<$.5,000,000 annually. To the af-

flicted children gathered within her

famous Institution for the Blind, she

has offered great advantages. The re-

sults of this and of similar benevo-

lence are everywhere visible. The
public recognition of blind persons is

emphatic. One of the most extensive

and best managed railways in France,

is administered by a blind man. The
late Congi'essof Educationists at Paris,

was presided over by M. Buffbn, a

namesake and a blind nephew (three

generations removed) of the illustrious

naturalist, who also in his later life

wrote in darkness. In his Pojndar

Astronomy, Francois Arago, after his

sight had been eclipsed, conserved for

French Science the ripe fruit of the

renowned lectures by which he had
charmed at the Observatory vast au-

diences for more than thirty succes-

sive years. His more afflicted brother,

Jacques Arago, became blind before

middle age; but exchanging his artistic

pencil for an equally graceful pen, he

pursued his exploi'ations, and he has

left us some delightful souvenirs of a

blind man's wanderings round the

world. I have already cited names
eminent in music and in art. French
literature has been enriched by the sa-

cred orator, J. le Jeune, to whom Mas-
sillon owed great obligations ; by the

brother historians, Thierry ; by the

poets, Delille, Autran, Deschamps,

Heine, and by many other brilliant

writers whose misfortune it doubtless

was to be blind at all, but whose good

fortune it was to be blind in France.

In Ontario our seeing children are

by law declared entitled to receive a

liberal education. If, by a pitiless law
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of statistics, a certain number of these

seeing childi-en are blinded in their

earliest years, how does that change

the obligation ? Their minds are now
more receptive than before ; and now
that the dominant sight is dethi'oned,

the subdued senses of hearing and

touch become exalted. These unfor-

tunate youths are therefore a highly

educable class, and so far from for-

feitingthat education which our School

Law makes their birthright, they

ought now to be drawn nearer to the

public heart ; they ought to become in

an especial manner the children of the

Province. A large number of youth-

ful blind still lie without the Institu-

tion walls, neglected, and year by year

sinking into lower mental and physi-

cal condition. Many of these ruined

bodies and minds that we are now
struggling to rebuild were once chil-

dren of the fairest promise. They are
now helpless anc^almost hopeless. What
chance for such unfortunates in the
stern conflict of life ; and why, by de-

laying help to the young, furnish more
recruits for the same forlorn-hope ?

Most of these sightless youths are not

blind of intelled, but merely await
timely light to unfold their powers.

' Deliver not the tasks of might
To weakness, neither hide the ray
From those not blind, who wait for dajv

Though sitting girt with doubtful light.'

In this favoured Province it ought
to be our ambition to lead the world
in all educational matters ! But let

us not delude ourselves. Without
more generous expenditure we cannot
even keep abreast of the time. In a-

fair race, Ontario thinks her children

at least a match for any. Has On-
tario the courage of her opinions %

A TEMPEPvAKCE EPIC.

(An Appeal for the Drunkard.

)

BY G. G. PURSEY, TORONTO.

" Lead us not into temptation."

—

Jesus.

'T~^WAS centuries ago—Paradise lost !

J- Hope of regaining Eden, there was none.
Full many a harvest had been gathered in

Of bitter woe, remor&e, disease and death

—

Fruit of a broken law, both just and good.

Still leaning on a fragile, broken reed,

Still seeking aid from whence no succour
[comes,

Man straitened, cast his lojiging ej'es around,
If haply he might find a remedy,
That would in some degree alleviate

Those dire results, and lull the pangs within.

A cruel Pemon, on destruction bent.
Was stalking weirdly up and down the earth,
Watching his opportunity to work
A deadly and infernal scheme, well plann'd,
Which would detroy the last desire for good.
And seal man's destiny for endless woe.

This end in view, a cordial he'd prepared

—

potent extract of invtrted life.

Whose principle had been distill'd from deaths
Which he alleged those properties contained,.

That man in his extremity required,

To lubricate the eai'thclogg'd wheels of life,

Invigorate his spirit, heal disease

—

At once the panacea for all life's ills.

With goblet running o'er ^\^th sparkling juice-

Uplifted high—with fascinating smile.

Persuasive words, affecting sympathy
For man, beneath his burden groaning, sick

at heart,

He readily secured an audience
And broached his deep-laid plan to willing

ears.

And thus he spake :
—'What means that fur-

rowed brow,
That languid eye, that careworn countenance ?

What mean those deep di'awn sighs, that seem
to reach

The inmost chambers of thy tortured soul,

Straining the tissue-fibres of thy throbbing
heart ?

Hast thou no friend to whom thou canst ap*
peal.
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Willing and a1)le to repair thy loss ?

Art thou content thus hopelessly to live,

A drudging beast of burden all thy days,

Perpetual toil, no respite, no redress ?

Why e'en the elements are chartered to op-

pose,

And frustrate thy designs and enterprise :

When grisly want impels ti) delve the soil

And plant the wholesome seed, forthwith
spring up

The noxious thistle and the bristly thorn,

Are these with timely thrift plucked by the
root,

Straight is withheld the fructifying Sun ;

Or else the fountains of the sky are closed
;

And should thy husbandly, in spite of this,

Attain at length to full corn in the ear,

Comes then the cyclone or the thunder-bolt.

Crushing at one fell swoop thy cheiish'd

hopes.
Thy little ones are blighted at the breast.

The partner of thy bosom droops and dies,

And thou art left alone despised, forgot !

No comfort here, uo hope of future liliss.

' Would'st, if thou couldst, avert thy dismal
doom,

And taste of joys thou hast a right to feel ?

List now to my suggestion ; I have power.
By virtue of a secret I possess.

To change this gloomy aspect of thy fate.

And turn the tide of sorrow from thy gates,

Show thee bright rays of sunshine through
the clouds,

The present light with joy, the future hope ;

See ! I have here prepared, a simple drink.
Pleasant to taste, delightful in effects

;

'Twill nerve svipplj% and sinew for thy Awork,

Thy spirit cheer, remove thy load of care,

Bury in deep oblivion all the past.

Open thine eyes to all that s beautifid

—

Cause thee to feel the measure of a man.
Come, drink, and prove me, if my words are

vain."

Man was begiiiled, and took the i^roffer'd cup,
An<l certainly the Demon's words were true

;

For all the virtues that he claim'd were there,

And more, the long sought remedy was found
;

Life, health, and pleasure, this Elixir gave,
Gloomy forebodings turn'd to joyous mirth,
Listracting fears gave place to brightest hope,
All anxious thoughts and pressing cares re-

tired,
' Here's to our friend, who gave us wine,' he

said,
' Henceforth our tutelary god is he.

'

All this it did, and did it all too well

;

When care was banished, banish'd too was
love,

Except the love for that which wrought the
change ;

With love, all disposition to provide
For hearth and home ; duty was pushVl aside

;

Under its influence, men could sit unmoved
And hear their helpless children cry for bread ;

Mothers, erstwhile of tender heart, and fond,
Now, strange to tell, forgot their sucking

babes
;

Man would ignore his sacred nuptial vows,
Woman, incontinent, degrade her sex.

Sons, spurn theiraged parents' rightful claims.
Daughters, to virtue lost, desert their homes.

Full well that wily Demon knew the power
Of that fell drug, t' enchain the appetite.
The passions rouse, excite to hellish deeds.
The conscience sear, retain its direful grasp.
And stir up baseness never dreamed before.

The weaker natures no resistance made.
The stronger dallied, and were overcome.
The pure and chaste gave up to wantonness.
Honour and innocence were undermined,
Each added draught from that insidious cup
Welded another link into the chain.
Wreck, spoliation, total ruin. Hell,
FoUow'd the wake of that destroying fiend!

Was it not strange, that man with reason
blest.

When such results as these had been produced.
Should not at (mce renounce the fatal cup
And brand the Demon as his chiefest foe

;

1'urn back again to God's pure gift and free.
The health-imparting, royal, sparkling brook.
In pristine innocence, enough for all ?

But strong the manacle, the purpose weak.
And man a slave to sensuality

;

Reason and judgment, moral power dethron'd.
His downward course an impetus received,
The wisdom of the ages cannot stay.

Look back through all the generations past.
And trace the record of this crying sin.

Were this the only evil rampant here.

It woidd alone the book of life deface
With many a blacken'd page of horrid deeds.
And throng the downward road to duskv

[death.

All down the ages has this curse prevailed.
Leaving an awful train of woe behind ;

Thousands of giant minds has it despoiled.
Sparing nor mitred brow, nor crowned head ;

Ermine and chasuble together fall,

'J he priest and people, both alike have erred.
The stalwart yeoman and the brawny serf,

Kesign their manhood to this treacherous
[fiend.

What Empire, Kingdom, Principalitj-,

Or State, this dread usurper ovei-takes

Will have to face a formidable foe ;

A mighty conqueror, whose ruthless hand
Has left its millions reeking in their blood.

And dragged proud kings beneath his chariot
wheels.

Emptied the coffers of the merchant prince.
Reduced the affluent to bepgary ;

And on th' escutcheon of our fair domain.
There is a sjiot most foul, a fearful blur

—

It saps the revenue of any state,

To care for those who care not for themselves.
And yet we put a premium on crime.
To fatten the excise- -and fill our jails

—

Disease, Death's hydra-heatled harbinger.
From this infatuation gathers sti-ength.

Finding recruits in every walk of life,

Stamping out real enjoyment of that boon
So rare, yet so desirable, sound health.

Must this unhapi)y state of things remain ?

Will man who .-ubjugates the elements,
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To this vile jMssion yield obedience ?

Soar to the sky upon aerial wings,
Then wallow in the mire among the swine?
Can the vicegerent of this heauteous earth,

Barter his cro^vn for a pernicious drug ?

With powers well-nigh divine measure the
[stars.

Then in the gutter lie a drivelling sot ?

Christians, awake, friends of the fallen, rise

Lovers of right and freedom to the fore !

Advance and with a well directed blow.
Strike at this ruling evil once for all.

The Demon's fancied safe retreat alarm,
Where for long ages he has been enconsced,
Behind the social customs of the state,

Protected by the mighty arm of law.
At every vulnerable point lay siege

;

Until this cruel enemy is crushed.

His votaries on 'liberty' declaim,

—

Of ' Tampering with the rights of freeboiii

men.'
Of freedom, unadvisedly they prate.
And talk of what no real existence has.

Is he in freedom, born with appetites
In the ascendf nt o'er his moral powers,
Subjected, at life's start, to influences
Which drag him down below humanity ?

Is such a one in equilibrium.
Free to choose righteousness, and shun the

[wrong ?

Once man was free, ere venom coursed his
veins.

Before he yielded to the tempter's voice,

In balance then, 'tvdxt good and evil free
;

But having made sad choice the poise was
[lost,

Nor ever will that equipoise be gained,
'Till nature is redeemed, and sin subdued.

What thoughtful parent would obstructions
place,

Before his child, essaying to be free
From leading strings? Orwho would wilfully
Direct his brother, blind, too near a pitfall.

Saying, ' He's of age, and will his own steps
guard ?'

Man is but a blind child, his mind befogged.
And step uncertain, not quite safe alone

;

E'en in his highest earthly Frtate, much less
That poor unfortunate, that wreck of man.
Whose human is quiescent, and whose form
Is so distorted, as to seeiri but as
A soulless vehicle of morl>id lust.

—But man is there, though hidden from the
si'.'ht—

Away in the interiors of the soid.

Guarded by Heaven— sacred to holy things.
There is a secret chamber, closed to sense.

Upon whose plastic walls there are inscribed,
In characters time never can erase.

The innocence of childhood's simple loves.

Each ]mre aifection, every tender thought
Cherished throughout the life, though now

forgot.

The impress of a mother's matchless love,

The record of a father's giiardian care,

All holy aspirations, good resolves.

However faint or transient they might lie,

'Een though, but as the gentle breeze, scarce

felt.

Fanning the soul's half wakened conscious-
ness.

Or as the flickering taper on the sight.

All written there, treasured and guarded
[there,

Nothing of good too trivial for His care.

For had not He whose will and purpose is

The world's salvati'-n this provision made,
Man would have lost his humanness.
And ceased to be a man. ( )f mercy this.

For howsoe'er degraded he may be.

He still possesses, though to him imknown.
In charge of Heaven, the basis of a man ;

Although the life apparent be as black

As Erebus, and no redeeming trwit appears.

Yet in the stillness of deep solitude.

Or pressed by weight of woe, or trials sore,

That inner door will sometimes be unbarred,

A healthy recollection issue thence,

A gentle whisper from the biiried past,

Another call from the now forgotten Heaven,
To turn aside and reason on his state.

And seek deliverance from the galling yoke.

He loudly calls for help ; brothers respond,
_

Let all who love their neighbour and their

God,
And seek our Father's kingdom to advance.
Whose daily prayer ascends before His throne.

That they from evil be released, and led

Not into such temptations as may press

Too heavily ux>on a weak unguarded spot.

Respond, and help to snap asunder hands
Which, from our apathy, enclose his soul,

And set him free, as love, and truth make
[free.
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THE HISTORY OF CONFEDERATION.

BY A, V. MC, WOODSTOCK. v/

"^^0W that the last sad rites have
-i-^ been lately paid to one of

Canada's statesman, and the lifeless

form of one whose memory will long
,

remain fresh in the thoughts of after

generations has been restored to the in-

animate dust of earth, it may not be

uninteresting to take a retrospect of

the past history of this country in re-

gard to one of its essential features.

It wall be well to scan, with an un-

biassed mind, the history of the past

regaiding the great question of Cana-
dian Confederation. Nothing can be

fairer than for the impartial observer

to give to the statesmen, past and
present, who have been instrumental

in this great work their due measure
of the f)i'aise belonging thereto.

It will Ije remembered that in 1840,
a union of the two provinces, then
Upper and Lower Canada, was made,
with but one Parliament, and with an
even representation for both prov-

inces. Then there was no Home Rule,

no Local Legislatures, but the entire

machinery was worked from the capi-

tal. As we have just said, the union
involved an equality of representa-

tion for each Province. This might
originally have been fair, but it soon
became a great cause of complaint with
Ontario, as that Province pushed for-

ward and excelled in material pro-

gress the sister Province. It was soon
felt that Constitutional Reform was
necessary, and that Representation by
Population must be an essential ele-

ment in that reform. As Ontario in-

creased in material wealth, this was
more and more forced upon the public

mind and attracted the attention of

the public men and the press— ' the

mainspring of public opinion and
thought.' As Sir John Macdonald
plainly put it in 1865, the political

circumstances of the country had be-

come such, that some remedy must be
applied. The existing state of affairs

was very unsatisfactory to Upper
Canada. Its population had in-

creased far beyond that of Lower Can-
ada, to such an extent, that the system
then in force of equal representation

by the two provinces, presented some-
what of an anomaly. The late Hon.
George Brown led the party from this

Province who were clamouring for Re-
form, and the rugged eloquence and
vigorous enthusiasm of that gentle-

man had awakened us to a sense of

the existing defects. The cry of ' Re-
presentation by Population' was heard
and proclaimed from every hustings in

Upper Canada, and was just as vi-

gorously answei-ed by Lower Canada.
The Lower Canadians felt that such a

reform would entirely reform them out

of existence. They felt that the out-

come would be constant political war-
fare between the Canadas—and that

one territory—and that their own dear

Province— would be governed by ano-

ther Province of entirely opposite in-

stincts, and that the bitterest struggle

that had ever taken place between the

two provinces would ensue. There
were suggested three modes by which
the deadlock then existing, the anarchy
then dreaded, and the ends which
thus retarded our prosperity, could be

averted. These modes, in the words
of a Canadian statesmen, were

—

First : A dissolution of the existing

union, thus leaving the two Provinces

as they were before 1841. In regard
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to this, it may be said that no large

party countenanced such a ' backward'

reform, whereby the two Provinces

would be put liack into the very un-

satisfactory and undesirable position

they were in before the union in 1841,

that our credit would be materially

impaired, and that instead of one pow-
erful and vigorous nation, it would
create two weak and practically insig-

nificant governments.

Second : Representation by Popu-
lation, woven in with the existing

state of Constitutional Government.
The defects, as I have said, in such a

system weremany. It would have given

Upper Canada a governing power over

its sister Province; that, under such

a state of affairs, it would, if it were
to remain intact, slowly but eventu-

ally end in the complete overthrow of

the peculiar French institutionswhich

were the pride of Quebec, and the grar

dual assimilation of the laws, customs,

rights and privileges of that Province
to those of the dominant power, Upper
Canada. The two races had thus, and
still have, traditions and rights widely

diverse in their nature, and it would
have been harsh, if not cruel, to have
thus bound down our sister Pi'ovince.

Nor could it fairly be expected that

Lower Canada, with all her national

pride—that pride which is the glory

of the French race the world over

—

would have listened to such a scheme.
Herpublic statesmen, such men as Car-

tier, Dorion, Holton, and others, who
were revered by the French Canadian
people, and who were relied igpon to

protect their interests, would not listen

to it. It w-as felt on all hands, that to

have efiected such a reform, would
have been the worst of tyranny, and
would have been but a precursor of

violent, nay bloody, conflict between
the Two Races.

Third : The last mode, that of a
Federal Union, presented the only
practicable solution for theimj^ending

difficulties. The details, however, of

such a union were not likely to be

easilv settled. Some were in favour

of a Legislative Union without local

Parliament whatever, while others

strongly ui'ged as a panacea for our
troubles the existing form of govern-

ment.

This brings me to the main ques-

tion of this article. I have shown the

great and impending perils that were
threatening ruin and dissolution to

our fair Canada, I have explained

the several remedies proposed, and
that the last one presented to the

mind of our public statesmen the

only full and complete solution for

the troubles. 1 wish now to lead the

reader to the consideration of the

question, ' to whom is mostly due
the credit of bi-inging to fulfilment

this great national sckeme.' In order

to do this question proper justice, bear

with me while I quickly pass in re-

view the many steps taken by our

statesmen and others, in which this

great reform was ingrained.

The first public suggestion which
contained the germ of our new con-

stitutional relations was made by the

Hon. Mr. Imlache, a leading politi-

cian of Nova Scotia, who submitted to

the Im])erial authorities a scheme of

Colonial Union. But this was so far

in advance of public opinion, and I

may say, of piiblic requirements, that it

can only be looked at as an historical

landmark in the study of this great

question, and not by any means as

having any influence on its growth.

In 1815, Chief-Justice Sewell, a

leading lawyer, and public-spirited

citizen of Quebec, also moved in the

same direction. The year 1822 is the

next historical date to w^hich we have

to refer, when Sir John Beverley

Robinson, acting on a Commission
from England, reported in favour of

Federal Union.

I come next to a resolution passed

in the Imperial Parliament in 1837,

which had for its mo-'i/ the remedying

of the existing difficulties. Commis-
sioned thereupon by the Government
to formulate some scheme for the

alleviation of the Canadian difficul-
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ties, Lord Durham, in 1839, re-

ported as follows :

—

' I am averse to every plan that has

been proposed for giving an equal

number of members to the two Pro-

vinces (Upper and Lower Canada) in

order to obtain the temporary end of

outnumbering the French, because I

think the same object will be attain-

ed without any violation of the prin-

ciple of representation, and without

any such appearance of injustice

in the scheme as w^ould set public

opinion, both in England and Ameri-
ca, strongly against it ; and because

when emigration shall have increased

the English population in U|)per

Canada, the adoption of such a prin-

ciple would operate to defeat the

veiy purpose it is intended to serve.

It appears to me that any such elec-

tive arrangement founded on the pre-

sent provincial divisions would tend to

defeat the purpose of union and per-

petuate the idea of disunion.

' How inseparably connected I

found the interests of Your Majesty's

Provinces in North America, to what
degree I met with common disorders,

requiring common remedies, is an im-

portant topic which it will be my
duty to discuss very fully befoi-e

closing this Report. Again, on my
arrival in Canada, I was strongly in-

clined to the project of a Federal

Union, and it was with such a plan in

view that I discussed a general mea-
siire for the government of the Colo-

nies with the deputation from the

Lower Provinces, and with various

leading individuals and bodies in both
the Canadas.

' But I had still more strongly im-

pressed on me the great advantage of

a mutual government, and I was
gratified by finding the leading minds
of the various Provinces strongly and
generally inclined to a scheme that

would elevate their countries into

something like a national existence.'

After referring to the position of

the United States along the whole

length of our boundary on the south,

and its consequent influence on this

country, he proceeds :

—

' If we wish to prevent the exten-

sion of this influence, it can only be

done by raising up for our North
American Colonist some nationality

of his own, by elevating these small

and unimportant communities into a

society having some objects of a

national importance, and by thus giv-

ing the inhabitants a country whicK
they will be unwilling to see absorbed
into one even more powerful.

' A union for common defence

against foreign enemies is the natural

bond of connection that holds together

the great communities of the world,,

and between no parts of any kingdom
or state is the necessity for such a

union more obvious than between the-

whole of these Colonies.'

How wonderfully wise are these re-

marks, and how prophetically has he

marked out the feelings of the present.

Canadian people in regard to our na-

tional status. He goes on :

—

' The bill (which he recommends)'

should contain provisions, by which

any or all of the other North Ameri-
can Colonies may, on the application

of the Legislature, be, with the con-

sent of the two Canadas, or their

united legislature, admitted into the

Union, on such terms as may be
agreed upon between them. As the

mere amalgamation of the Houses of

Assembly of the two Provinces would

not be advisable or give to all a due

representation to each, a parliamen-

tary commission should be appointed

for the purpose of forming the elec-

toral divisions, and determining the

number of members to be retui'ned on

the principle of giving representation

as near as may be in proportion to

population. The same commission

should form a plan of local govern-

ment by elective bodies, subordinate

to the general legislature, and exerting

a complete control over such local af-

fairs as do not come within the pro-

vince of general legislation. The plan.
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SO formed should be made an Act of

the Imperial Parliament, so as to pre-

vent the general legislature from en-

croaching on the powers of the local

bodies. A general Executive on an
improved principle should be estab-

lished, together with a Supreme Court
of Appeal for all the Xorth American
Colonies.'

How justly the di.sputed title of
' Father of our Confederation ' should
be given to Lord Durham, I will leave

to the judgment of the reader of these

sentences, written in 1839—twenty-
five years before Confederation was ac-

tually completed by this wise union
of the two contending pai'ties in 1865.
This remarkable Report certainly con-

tains all the e.ssential elements of our
present system, and besides first sug-

gests to our politicians the scheme of

Ilepi'esentation by Population, as ap-

plicable to our position.

In 1838, the lamented Bishop of

Toronto, John Strachan, writing to

the Secretary of Lord Durham, who
was seeking expression on the subject

from Canada's public men, wrote as

follows :

—

' I have only to add, that it will

be a great pleasure to me to contribute

everything in my power, to the pros-

perous issue of Lord Durham's admin-
istration ; and if Mr. Pitt considered
the constitution which he conferred
on the Canadas one of the glories

of his life, ichat glory must redound to

the statesmen icho gives a free constitution

to the British North American Colonies,

and by consolidating them into one
Territory or Kingdom, exalts them
into a Nation, acting in unity and
under the protection of the British
Government ; and thus not only ensur-
ing them happiness, but preventing for

ever the sad consequences that mi^'ht

arise from a rival power getting pos-

session of their shoi-es.'

Shortly after this, public attention
Avas further called to the importance
of the question of Federal Union, by
a society which embraced many of our
fervent and enthusiastic public men.

The leading members of this society

—

The British Canadian League—were
Hon. George Moffat, Thomas Wilson,
Hon. George Crawford, Hon. Asa H.
Burnham, Mr. (now Sir) John Mac-
donald, John W. Gamble, Ogle R.
Gowan, John Duggan, Hon. Col. Fra-

ser, George Benjamin, Hon. P. M.
Vankoughnet, and Mr. Aikman. In
November 3rd, 1849, at a meeting of

the League, the follo^ving resolution

was passed :

—

' That whether protection or reci-

procity shall be conceded or with-

held, it is essential to the welfare of

this colony, and its further good
government, that a constitution should

be framed in uni.son with the wishes

of the people, and suited to the grow-
ing importance and intelligence of this

country, and that such constitution

should embrace a Union of the British

North American Provinces, on mutu-
ally advantageous and fairly arranged

terms, with the concession from the

mother country of enlarged powers of

self government.'

Symptoms of the growth of public

opinion on this question now became
more frequent, and amongst other ex-

pressions of the time I may instance

the vigorous and able writings of Mr.
P. S. Hamilton, of Nova Scotia, in his

letters to the Duke of Newcastle, in

1855. In these letters the subject was
very carefully and fully handled, and a

good deal of information was brought

to light.

We pass on to the year 1856, when
the subject was first brought before

the Canadian Assembly, by Sir Alex-

ander Gait. This able statesman urged

the Federal scheme upon the consi-

deration of the House, in forcible and

well chosen language, and by his able

advocacy gave an impetus to the reali-

zation of the national idea which was

generously acknowledged by all at the

Quebec Conference. It had not, ho'^-

ever, been made an issue by either

party, but public thought had been
unaltered, and it was being felt that

it was the only legitimate remedy for
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the inter-provincial difficulties which

cropped up day by day. Hon. George

Brown was, through the press and on

the public platform, pi-essing upon the

people the principle of Representation

by Population, and Quebec looked upon
tliat scheme as fatal to its national

existence. Shortly after, a little book,
' TheNew Britannia,' was published by
the Hon. Alexander Morris, then M.P.,

for South Lanark, now M.P.P. for

East Toronto. The following quotation

will shew the spirit which animates

the whole pamphlet :

—

' The dealings with the destinies of

a future Britannic empire, the shaping

its course, the laying its foundations

broad and deejj, and the erecting there-

on a noble and enduring superstruc-

ture, are indeed duties that may well

evoke the energies of our people, and
nerve the arms and give power and
enthusiasm to the aspirations of all

true patriots. The very magnitude of

the interests involved will, I doubt
not, elevate many amongst us above
the demands of mere sectionalism, and
enable them to evince sufficient com-
prehensiveness of mind to deal in the

spirit of real statesmen with issues so

momentous, and to originate and de-

velop a national line of commercial
and general policy, such as will prove
adapted to the wants and exigencies of

our position.'

This little book called forth abun-
dant expressions of sympathy and ac-

ceptance from the general public, and
also received a very eulogistic recog-

nition from the late Hon. T. D. Mc-
Gee, who used the following eloquent

language in noticing the work :

—

' Whatever the private writer in his

closet may have conceived, whatever
even the individual statesman may
have designed, so long as the public

mind was uninterested in the adop-

tion, even in the discussion, of a change
in our position so momentous as this,

the union of these separate pi-ovinces,

the individual laboured in vain—pei--

haps, sir, not wholly in vain, for al-

though his work mav not have borne

fruit then, it was kindling a fire that
would ultimately light up the whole
political horizon and herald the dawn
of a better day for our country and
our people. Events stronger than ad-
vocacy, events stronger than men have
come in at last like the fire behind the
invisible writing to bring out the truth
of these writings, and to impress them
on the mind of every thoughtful man
who has considered the position and
probable future of these scattered
jjrovinces.'

We now pass to the year 18."J8,when

we see that great progress in the Con-
stitutional Reform was made. In that
year tne shortlived Government of
the late Hon. Geo. Bro%vn was formed,
and one of the planks and endeivours
of that statesman and his colleagues

was to remedy the existing evils and
bring about a Federal union. But
the Government's existence was so

short that its plans wei-e not fully

matured and did not result in any
measure or proposition. In the same
year a famous despatch was sent to

the Colonial Office signed by Sir Alex.
Gait, the late SirG.E. Cartier and Hon.
John Ross, members of the succeeding

government. This document stated that

very grave difficulties now presented

themselves in conducting the Govern-
ment of Canada ; that the progress of

population had been more rapid in the

western section, and claims were there

ma'de in behalf of its inhabitants for

giving them re[)resentation in the Leg-

islature in pro{»ortion to their num-
bers, that the result is shown in an
agitation fraught with gi'eat dan-

ger to the peaceful and harmonious
working of our constitutional system,

and consequently detrimental to the

progi-ess of the Province ; that this

state of things was yearly becoming
worse, and that the Canadian Govern-

ment was impressed with the neces-

sity of seeking for such a mode of

dealing with these difficulties as may
for ever i-emove them.

In 1859, the Lower Canada Lib-

erals of the Canadian Legislature is-
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sued a very important manifesto from !

which we cull the following extract :
\

' Your committee are impressed

with the conviction that whether we
consider the present needs or the pro- i

bable future condition of the country,
I

the true, the statesman-like solution is

to be sought in the substitution of

u purely federative for the so-called
j

legislative union ; the former, it is be-
|

lieved, would enable us to escape all

the evils, and to retain all the advant-
i

ages appertaining to the present union.
!

* * * *

' The proposition to federalize the
j

Canadian Union is not new; on
j

the contrary, it has been frequently
j

mooted in Parliament and in the- press

during the last few years. It was, no i

doubt, suggested by the example of
j

the neighbouring States where the ad-

mirable adaptation of the federal sys-

tem to the Government of an ex-

tensive territory, inhabited by people

of diverse origins, creeds, laws and cus-

toms, has been amply demonstrated
;

but shape and consistency were first

imparted to it in 1856 when it was

formally submitted to parliament by

the Lower Canadian Opposition as

offering, in their judgment, the true

corrective of the abuses generated un-

der the present system.'

* * * *

' By this division of power the Gene-

ral Government would be relieved

from those questions of a purely local

and sectional character, which, under

our present system, have led to much
strife and ill-will.

* * * *

' The Committee believe that it is

clearly demonstrable that the direct

cost of maintaining both the federal

and local governments need not ex-

ceed that of our present system, while

its enormous indii'ect cost would, in

consequence of the additional checks

on expenditure involved in the new
system, and the more direct re-

sponsibility of the public servants in

the Province to the people imme-

diately affected by such expenditure,

be entirely obviated.

' The proposed system could in no

way diminish the importance of the

colony, or impair its credit, while it

presents the advantage of being sus-

ceptible, without any disturbance of

the federal economy, of such terri-

torial extension as circumstances may
hereafter render desirable.'

This manifesto was signed by Hons.

A. A. Dorion, T. D. McGee, L. T.

Drummond, and L. A. Dessaulles.

I come now to the great meeting of

Reformers of XJpjjer Canada, known
as the 'Toronto Convention of '59,'

comprising 570 delegates from all

parts of the Province. Several reso-

lutions were passed, many of them of

not more than i)arty interest or

party purpose. Here are the two
cfeief resolutions

;

' 5. Resolved,—That, in the opin-

ion of this assembly, the best practic-

able remedy for the evils now encoun-

tered by the Government of Canada
is to be found in the formation of two
or more local governments, to which

shall be committed the control of all

matters of a local or sectional charac-

ter, and some joint authority charged

with such msftters as are necessarily

common to both sections of the Pro-

vince.

' 6. Resolved,—That while the de-

tails of these changes proposed in the

last arrangement are necessarily sub-

ject for future arrangement, yet this

assembly deems it imperative to de-

clare that no government would be

satisfactory to the people of Upper
Canada which is not based on the

principle of representation by popu-

lation.'

From this, henceforth, the question

came more prominently day l)y day

before the Canadian mind, and more
and more generally was this scheme

receiving intellectual hospitality from

all classes.

The provincial mind, in the words

of the eloquent Mr .McGee, had under
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the inspiration of this great question,

leaped at a single bound out of the

slough of mere mercenary strug-

gles for office and was taking part

on the high and honourable ground,

from which alone this great question

could be considered in all its dimen-

sions—had risen at once to the true

dignity of this discussion with an elas-

ticity that did honour to the commu-
nities which had exhibited it, and
which at once gave assurance that we
had the metal, the material out of

which to form a new and vigorous

nationality. The jieople had been

given some sound mental food, and
thoughtful and intelligent men had
been given a topic on which they

could fitly exercise their powers, ' no
longer gnawing at a file ' and doing

battle for mere party factions.

One motive in the expediency of

this federated scheme, })resent to the

mind of every Canadian statesman,

was the fact that the policy of our
American neighbours was always ag-

gressive, and that theacquisition of ter-

ritory seemed to be afeatureof theiram-
bitious existence. It was remembered
that the acquisition uf our country had
been the tirst aim of the American
Confederacy, and that though unsuc-

cessful for the time, no one would
venture to declare the continued eman-
cipation of the British American Pro-

vinces distinct and disunited. In this

connection let me quote the eloquent

and statesmanlike words of one of

Canada's patriots, Dr. Connolly, Arch-
bishop of Halifax :

—

' Instead of cur.sinf<, like the buy in the up-
turned boat, and holding on until we are fairly
on the blink of the cataract, we must at once
begin to pray and strike out for the shore by
all means, before we get too far down in the
current. We must at this most critical mo-
ment invoke the Arbiter of nations for wis-
dom, and, abandoning in time our perilous
position, we mu.-<t strike out boldly, and at
some I'isk, for some rock on the nearest shore
-some resting place (if greater security, A
cavalry raid or a visit from our Fenian friends
on horseback, through the plains of Canada
and the fertile valleys of New Brunswick and
Nova 8cotia, rr.ay cost more in a single week
than Confederation for the next fifty years

;

and if we are to believe you, where is the se-

curity even at the present moment agaiuHt
such a disaster ? Without the whole power
of the Mother (Jountry by land and sea, and
the concentration in a single hand of all the
strength of British America, our condition is

seen at a glance. Whenever the present dif-

ficulties will terminate-—and who can tell the
moment ?—we will be at the mercy of our
neighbours ; arul victorious or otherwise, they
will be ennnently a military people, and with
ail their app;irent indifference about annex-
ing this country, and all the friendly feel-

ings that may be talked, they will have the
power to strike when they please, and this
is precisely the kernel and the oiily touch-
pi liut of the whole fjuestion. No nation ever
liad the jxiwer of conquest that did not use it,

or abuse it, at the very £rst favourable op-
portunity. All that is said of the magnan-
imity and forbearance of mighty uatiins can
be explained on the principle of sheer inexpe-
diency, as the world knows. The whole face
of Europe has been changed, and the dy-
nasties of many hundred years have been
swept away within our own time, on the
principle of might aloue — the oldest, the
strongest, and an some would have it, the most
sacred of all titles. The thirteen original
States of America, with all their professions of
self-denial, have been all the time, by money,
by power and by war, and by negotiation, ex-
tending their frontier until they more than
quadrupled their territory within sixty j'ears ;

and believe it who may, aie they now of their
own accord to come to a full stop ? No ; as
long as they have the power, they must go on-
ward : for it is the very nature of power to
grip whatever is within its reach. It is not
their hostile feelings, therefore, but it is their
Ijower, and only their power, 1 dread ; and I
now state it, as my solemn conviction, that it

becomes the duty of every British subject in
these Provinces, to control that power, not by
the insane policy of attacking or weakening
them, but by strengthening ourselves— rising,

with the whole power of Britain at our back,
to their level ; and so be piepared for any em-
ergeuc}'. There is no sensible or unprejudiced
man in the c<munuuity who does not see that
vigorous and timely jjrejjaration is the only
possible means of saving us from the horrors
of a war such as the world has never seen. To
be fully prepared is the only practical argu-
ment that tuin have weight with a powerlul
enemy, and make him pause beforehand and
count the cost. And as the sort of prepara-
tion I speak of is utterly hopeless without the
union of the Provinces, so at a moment when
public opinion is being formed on this vital

Ijoint, a.s one deeply concerned, I feel it a
duty to declare myself unequivocally in fav(.'ur

of Confederation as cheaply and as honour-
ably as possible—but Confederation at all haz-
ards and at all reasonable sacrifices.

'After the most mature consideration, and
all the arguments I have heard on both sides,

for the last month, these are my inmost con-

victions on the necessity and merits of a mea-
sure which alone, under Proviilence, can se-

ciu°e to us social order and peace, and rational
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liberty, and all the blessings we now enjoy

under the mildest Government and the hal-

lowed institutions of the freest and hapi)iest

country in the world.

'

The question now was ripening

;

the people had begun to look the

matter fairly in the face, and were
recognising in this scheme the only

possible remedy for the troubles.

Government after Government took

the question in hand. Some were
bolder than others, but all recognised

in the federal idea the prominent

issue before the Canadian people. In

1862 the Imperial authorities sent a

despatch to the Governor of Nova
Scotia, distinctly giving the British

American Colonies direct authority to

consider the question of a union, and
desiring that the result should be com-
municated to England.

The Canadians acted on this des-

})atch. The Reformers of Upper
Canada authorised the Hons. George
Brown, Wm. McDougall, and Oliver

Mowat to join hands with their oppo-

nents, and coalesce for the common
good and for the development of a

fair and st.itesmanlike scheme for the

union of the Provinces. 1'he follow-

ing is the resolution on which these

gentlemen acted when they entered

the Tache-Macdonald Govei-nment :

'Moved by Mr. Hope McKenzie,
seconded by Mr. McGiverin :—That
we approve of the course which has

been pursued by the Hon. Geo. Brown
in the negotiations with the Govern-
ment, and that we approve of the pro-

ject of a federal union of the Canadas,
with provision of its extension to the

Mai'itime Provinces and the North-
Western Territories, as one based on
which the constitutional troubles now
existing should be settled.'

In 1858, Messrs. Gait, Cartier and
Ross were sent to England to confer

with the Imperial authorities on this

question, and to press upon them the

spirit of the Governor's (Sir E. Head)
speech at the closing of the House
that year, which contained the follow-

ing paragraph : ' I propose, in the

course of the recess, to communicate
with Her Majesty's Government and
the Governments of the sister Pro-
vinces on another matter of great im-

portance. I am desirous of inviting

them to discuss with us the principles

on which a bond of a federal charac-

ter, uniting the Provinces of British

North America, may perhaps here-

after be practicable.'

This was the first time the question
had appeared in the Governor's speech.

The scheme was ably represented to

the Imperial authorities by these

gentlemen, and the result of this visit

was duly reported to the Canadian
Parliament.

When Canada proposed to move in

1859, Newfoundland alone responded;
in 1860 Nova Scotia moved in the

matter, but New Brunswick alone

co-operated. The British Government
was leaving the matter entirely in

the hands of the Canadians for agree-

ment. By a happy coincidence of cir-

cumstances, just when an administra-

tion had been formed in Canada to

solve the existing ditiiculties, steps

had been taken by the Lower Pro-

vinces for a conference on the ques-

tion of a Maritime Union. Now was
the glorious opportunity, and gladly

was it seized. The public statesmen

of British North America joined

hands, forgot their old and bitter op-

position, and by united action and
generous compromise, the Confedera-

tion was practically made a reality.

The members went back to theii' Pro-

vinces, and agitated and warmed up
the people to a true sense of the great

and noble work that had engaged

their attention, and the treaty—for it

can be called by no other title—was
laid before the i-espective Legislatures.

At the Canadian Session of 1865,

the Coalition Government, which had
been formed to efiect the great end,

laid the result of their labours before

the representatives for their approval.

The Legislature was composed of the

very cream of the Canadian intellect

and statesmanship, and able and
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vigorous were the addresses which

marked parliamentary deliberation of

the project. The scheme was peisist-

ently fought V)y Messrs. Dorion,Holton,

J. Sandfield Macdonald, Dunkin, M. C.

Cameron, notso much against the prin-

ciples of Confederation, but on the

question of expediency, of details, kc.

1 should here give the names of the

Coalition Government which effected

Confederation, as follows :

Hons. E. P. Tache, Premier ; John
A. Macdonald, Atty. -General, West;
Geo. E. Car tier, Atty. -General, East

;

Alex. T. Gait, Minister of Finance
;

Alexander Campbell, Commissioner of

Crown Lands ; Thos. D. McGee, INIin-

ister of Agriculture ; J. C. Chapais,

Commissioner of Public Works ; Geo.

Brown, President of the Council; Wm.
McDougall, Provincial Secretary ; W.
P. Rowland, Postmaster-General ; H.
L. Langevin, Solicitor-General, East

;

James Cockburn, Solicitor-General,

West.
The debate lasted fi'om February

3rd, 1865, until March 10th, of the

same year, when the resolutions were
agreed to by the Assembly by a vote

of 91 to 33. A committee composed
of Hons. Macdonald, Cartiei-, Gait,

Brown, Robitaille, and Haultain, was
appointed to draft an address in accord-

ance with the resolutions, and on July
1st, 18G7, the Provinces of Ontario,

Quebec, Nova Scotia, and New Bruns-

wick were linked together by the silk-

en thread of mutual love and interest,

' No pent up Utica, contracts our powers,
But the whole boundless continent is oxirs,'

words which we have as fair a right

to use as our American cousins. The
Confederation enables us to bear up
shoulder to shoulder ; it gives us unity,

strength and mutual interest ; it na-

tionalises the inhabitant of our hos-

pitable country, be he French, German,
Scotch, Irish, English or of what na-

tion soever he may belong ; it gives us

a status in the world of nations and
binds us closer and in more endearing
relations to the Mother Country.

G

The words of the Hon. Thos. DArcy
McGee, at the final debate, express so

fully the position Canadians occupy
that they are deserving of a place here.

' We haA'e no traditions and ancient

venei'able institutions ; here there are

no aristocratic elements hallowed by
time or bright deeds ; here every man
is the first settler of the land, or re-

moved from the first settler one or two
generations at the furthest ; hei-e we
have no architectural monuments, cal-

none of those popular old legends which
ling up old associations ; here, we have
in other countries have exercised a
j)owerful influence over the Govern-
niunt; here, every man is the son of

his own works. This is a new land

—

a land of pretensions, Vjecause it is new,

because classes and systems have not

had that time to grow here naturally.

We hav<^ no aristocracy but of virtue

and talent, which is the only true ar-

istocracy, and is the old and true mean-
ing of the term.'

I have now traced the history of this

question from the utterances of a Nova
Scotian down to its final issue in 1865.

I have shewn that to no one man is

due the credit of this great work. The
result had been brought about by a

number of circumstances and the im-

pending conflicts between the two sis-

ter Provinces, Upper and Lower Can-

ada ; it was the work of mutual con-

cession and comjjromise. But noble

must have been the motive of our pub-

lic leaders when old strifes were hushed

in the urgent call for reform and when
the Hon. George Brown and his col-

leagues joined hands momentarily with

their old opponents for the common
good. No mercenary thought stirred

that manly action, and for many ages

to come the names of the first men in

the Confederation Government who
brought about this result in a spirit of

compromise will be indissolubly linked

with Canadian history. But they

are gradually passing away from this-

earth ; still a green spot will be kept

in Canadian hearts for these patriots.

Tach6, McGee, Cartier, Brown—all
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liave gone to their last resting place inscribed on the tablets of their minds

and but few of the other leaders re- 1
and it is left to posterity to waft back

main. These illustrious persons have the answer in kindness and fulness of

passed away, some quietly wrapt in na- heart.

ature's soothing sleep; but two have

fallen by the cruel hand of the assassin

without seeing the fruition of the gi-eat

Sir John Macdonald, Sir Alexander
Gait, Sir Charles Tupper, Hon. A.

Mackenzie, Sir S. L.Tilley—these men
measure to which they had lent such a i

remain to weld more firmly together

helping and generous hand. i the great superstructure of Confedera-

' I vowed that I would dedicate my tion, and to rear upon it an edifice

powers to thee and thine ; have I not
;

stately and enduring. May they live

kept my word? ' seemed to have been I long to enjoy its shelter and its shade !

VOICES OF THE LOVED ONES.

BY ESPERANX'E.

' On the shores of the Adriatic this custom prevails. There the wives of the fishermen

come down about sunset, and sing a melody. After singinj,' the first stanza they listen awhile

for the answering strain from off the water, and continue to sing and listen till the well-known

voices come borne on the tide, telling that the loved ones are almost home.'

BROTHERS, the sunset waneth,

And fadeth the Autumn day

And soon from the puiple hill-tops

The giox-y will pass away :

E'en now do the crimson streamers

Grow paler, and yet more pale,

And thus it is, also, brothers,

Far off in the dear home vale

—

There, out of the humble homesteads

That hide in the valley's shade.

From each of the well-known dwellings

That throng in the hill-girt glade
;

Een down from the hill-side cabins,

In clusters of three and four.

Our loved-ones are flocking onward,

To join on the sanded shore
;

There, whilst from the dark'ning hill-tops

The shadows steal athwart the plain,

They'll sing in the deep'ning twilight

To welcome us home again.

Haste, brothers, our nets are laden.

And over the water's breast,

A breeze from the Alpine summits

Is hushing the waves to rest
;
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"Whilstj even as I am speaking,

The heavens grow dull and gray,

Tbe crimson and gold that lit tliem

Have past from the world away !

For, up through the eastern ))ortals,

Swift steaieth the Autumn night,

Whilst the day, on its downward passage,

Takes with it the crimson light.

Haste, brothers ! for they will wait us,

And wonder we do not come
;

I know there are two awaiting

To give me a welcome home !

The one is a blue-eyed woman,
Her hair in a shining braid,

And—type of its dark-skinned mother

—

She holds in her arms a babe.

My cabin is on the hill side,

Inland from the wave-worn shore,

Yet never a night but, landing,

I find she is there before
;

My baby will spring to greet me,

And I, in his cunning play

Will deem that my earth is Heaven,
Forgetting the toilsome day !

But, hearken ! across the water,

I fancied I heard the strain

Borne out on the wand'ring breezes,

But now it is still again !

Yet even again it riseth.

And now it is clear and strong,

—

And O, to the weary fisher

—

How sweet is that welcome-song !

It tells of the true hearts waiting

With love that can never die

—

But, sing ! for they cannot see us.

And wait for our glad reply !

Soon, soon we shall land amongst them,

Our children and faithful wives

—

God bless them ! that thus they lighten.

The fishermen's weary lives.
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CANADA'S PRESENT POSITION AND OUTLOOK.*

BY PRINCIPAL GEO. M. GRANT, D.D., QUEENS UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON.

I
HAVE tried to sketch Canada's

development, down to the time

when she emerged from th(3 status of

the ancient French Province, or the

British colony hermetically sealed from

the sea for six months of the year, into

the present Dominion, with a territory

Hl>o\it the size of Europe, her frontiei-s

on three oceans, and in possession, for

all practical pui-poses, of political and
commercial independence. We have

now—as a friend from Maineremarked—
' quite a big farm, hut it wants fenc-

ing badly.' What about the fencing, or

the organization, for purposes of gov-

ernment, of our numberless arpents of

snow and ice ?

We have imitated both the United

States and Great Britain in framing

our constitution. It is on the federal

})rinciple, with the central authority

strong, and tending to become stronger.

The various Provinces preserve their

autonomy for local and private mat-

ters, for property and civil rights, and
for education. All other important

matters are handed over to the Gen-
eral Pai-liament that meets in the City

of Ottawa, and acts through a Cabi-

net, which, after the British model,

may be considered a Committee of Par-

liament. The limits of the local and
of the Dominion authorities, respec-

tively, and the superiority of the latter

as regards all questions on the bound-

ary line between the two, are so clearly

defined that questions of State rights,

or rather Province rights, can hai'dly

* The fourth of a series of articles on ' The Domin-
ion of Canada,' from the jfraceful pen of the author
III ' Ocean to Ocean,' appearin-f in Scribner's Monthly,
with illustrations by Mr. Hy. Sandham, of Montreal.
'Jhe series, we lielieve, is shortly to appear in bouk-
form, with the Scrihier embellishments.

emerge, or at any rate become serious.

The appointment of the Provincial

Governors, and of the inferior and
supreme Provincial Judges, as well as
of the Judges of the Court of Appeal
for the Dominion, is in the hands of

the Central Government. All our
lawyers look to Ottawa. Our Judges
are independent, and are almost our
only aristocracy. Though appointed
by a Government representing one
party in the State, they hold office dur-

ing good behaviour, and have no temp-
tation to carry their previous political

bias to the Bench. The Central Gov-
ernment regulates trade and commerce,
navigation and shipping, banking, and
everything thereto pertaining. It ha&
also entire control of the war power.

If, as Carlyle puts it, ' the ultimate

question between every two human be-

ings is " Can I kill thee, or canst thou
kill me," ' such ultimate question is

not likely to be agitated at any time
between a Province and the Central

Government. There is no military or

naval force of any kind to do the bid-

ding of the Provincial authorities. The
sword Ls indubitably in the hands of

the Dominion as a whole. The powers-

of the General Parliament being so

large, the necessity for local parlia-

ments is sometimes questioned. Young
men, ardent for a speedy unification of

the country, and old men who would
model all creation on the British Con-

stitution, as if it had originally been

let down from heaven, advocate a le-

gislative union of the Provinces simi-

lar to that which binds together Eng-
land, Scotland and Ireland ; with one
Parliament to take cognizance of every-

thing not strictly municipal. Practi-
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<;ariy, that would be as difficult in our
|

case as the United States would have

found it a century ago, or would find

it now. The British Parliament, le-

<nslating for two small islands, finds

itself overworked, though its members

-work—and without pay—like galley-

slaves for more than half the year. It

is easy to run up to London from John

O'Groat's or the Land's End, but the

expense of getting small local Bills

through Parliament, is enormous.

What would it be in our case ! Pro-

vincial Legislatures are necessaiy,

but certainly not such as those we

have — which, like a well-known

class of horses, are 'all action and

no go.' Their work, except where it

touches on education, is municipal

rather than political, but they ape the

paraphernalia of the Central Parlia-

ment all the same as when they bad

real power, and fight out trumpery

matters as if political issues were in-

volved. What with our Centi-al Par-

liament and these seven local parlia-

ments revolving round it like satellites

round a sun, we Canadians have a

governmental machinery as extensive

and expensive as the heart of politician

could desire. There are signs that even

our patient people are getting tired

of the burden, and a new party will

probably arise on this issue. Very

simple machinery would be sufficient

for all that our local legislatures

have to do. Their revenue comes

chiefly from the Dominion treasury,

and flows into them without etiTort.

The chief items of expenditure are

fixed. More business, and business

requiring more thought, is done by

many a mercantile house with two or

three clerks than is done by several of

them ; but they maintain party lines

with ridiculous tenacity, make politi-

cal speeches for the electorate, vote

themselves large indemnities, and cling

to Windsor uniforms, black rods, ush-

ers with swords and all the trappings

that may be excused as the gilding of

power, but are oflensive as the symbols

of nothing. A paddle in a birch-bark

canoe is better than a steam-engine,

and cheaper. The expense at present

is incredible. Thus, the thi-ee Atlan-

tic Provinces, with a population be-

tween them about that of Maine, have

three Governors, five or six local

houses of parliament, and I shall not

venture to say how many heads of de-

partments. Let us stick to the three

Governors. Their salaries and the cost

of keeping u\» their residences amount

to about forty thousand dollars a year !

Maine, I believe, gets a very good

Governor—occasionally a duplicate

—

for one thousand dollars. When the

Province of Manitoba was carved out

of the unploughed prairie, the Central

Government sent a Governor to rule

over it with a salary equal to nearly a

dollar per head of the population.

Think of the poor little Province, not

yet out of moccasins, with such finery !

This was the doing of one Government.

The next bettered the example by

sending another Governor, with the

usual salary, Windsor uniform, and s(5

forth, to the adjacent territory before

it had got even the moccasins on. The

Dominion Legislature itself is on the

same extensive and expensive scale.

Few grudge the fifty thousand dollars

that our Governor General receives. He
is the personal link between the mother

country and Canada. We could not get

the right kind of man for less. He is

the crown and apex not only of our

political edifice—which is on the King,

Lords andCommons model—but of our

social life as well. His indirect influ-

ence and functions are more valuable

than those that are exppsssed in stat-

utes. Having never belonged to either

: of our political parties, he exercises a

powerful influence on l)oth. He can
' bring the leaders of Government and

j

Opposition together under his roof in

circumstances where political difler-

ences have to be ignored, and where

the asperities of conflict are softened.

You see the good features of your ad-

i versary through the flowers of the

dinner-table, or at bonspiel on the ice,

i far better than through the thundery
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atmosphere of debate, and it is hard to

play the irreconcilable with opponents
when you ask their wives and daugh-
ters to toboggin or fiance. Our Gov-
ernors-General are expected to encour-

age art, education, and all that tends
to develop the higher life of the coun-
try ; and to diffuse charity as well as

hospitality liberally. This they do at

a cost that leaves very little of the fifty

thousand dollars by the time the year
is half over. So that few object to the
salary, who consider the circumstances.
But in everything else about our Legis-
lature there is room for the axe or
pruning-knife. When Dr. Chalmers
surveyed the Cowgate of Edinburgh
and saw the thousands of dirty, un-
kempt men and won:en streaming out
of the whiskey shops, his eye glowed
with enthusiasm, and turning to one of

his city missionaries, he remarked, 'A
fine field, sir ; a fine field for us

!

'

Certainly, were I a politician, I could
wish for no finer field than that which
Ottawa presents. The Ignited States

think a Cabinet of eight sufficient.

We, with one twelfth of the popula-
tion, surround our Governor-General
with thirteen, giving to each of the
baker's dozen seven thousand dollars

a year, and his indemnity of another
thousand Eight thousand a year in a
country where most cler^fymen have to

be content with eight hundred or less,

adjutants-general of militia with seven-

teen hundred, and where bishops,

principals of universities, and such like

celestial mortals live comfortably on
two or three thousand !

' " Mori" the
more you get, ^'pro pairifi,' out of your
country, " dtilce est," the sweeter iit is,'

says Mr. Samuel Slick. The thirteen

Colonies began with twenty-six sena-

tors ; we, with seventy-two. Our
House of Commons starts with nearly

as many members as your House of

Kepresentatives now has. At our rate

of representation, your House should

have some three thousand members.
Every man of our three hundred and
odd Senators and Commoners gets a

thousand dollars for the two or three

winter months he spends in Ottawa,

besides mileage and franking perquis-

ites. Some of them live the whole
year on half the money. But I must
not go on, or every politician in the

United States will migrate to Canada.

Partly because the Queen has given

titles to sundry individuals who are or

were politicians, a suspicion seems to

be arising in some quarters of the

United States that a deep scheme ex-

ists for establishing an aristocracy in

Canada. No one acquainted with our

conditions of living, and with the tem-

per of our people, M-ould entertain such

an idea. We are devoted to the mon-
archical principle, Ijut any aristocracy,

save that of genius, worth or wealth,

is as utterly out of the question with

us, as with you. We think it a good

thing that the Queen, as the fountain

of honour, should recognise merit in

any of her subjects : but such recog-

nitions have to stand the test of pub-

lic opinion, and except in as far as the

titles are upborne by desert, they give

no more real weight than ' Honour-
able ' or ' Colonel ' gives in the United
States. If men will work harder in

the public service, inspired by the hope
of getting a ribbon, it would be Puri^

tanical to gi'udge them the reward.

Knighthood bestowed on judges or
nineteenth-century politicians does

seem somewhat of an anachronism.

But men are queer creatures and even
when they care little for the title, their

wives may care much. Educated as

she is, the thought of being one day
addressed as ' your Ladyship ' thrills

the pericardial tissues of the average

woman. This is about all the title

does for her or her husband. It

gives neither money, place nor privi-

lege. The idea of a privileged aristo-

cracy, or a court, between the repre-

sentative of the throne in Canada and
our homespun farmers, no sane man
would entertain. The fact is, that

while we have strong monarchical pre-

dilections and traditions, and would
fight to the death for our own institu-

tions that recognise monarchical su-
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premacy, we are, perhaps, more demo-
cratic than you. Our institutions re-

llect the national will, and our Execu-

tive can be unmade in a day by the

lireath of the popular branch of Par-

liament. The Executive is composed
of men who mu.st be members either

of the popular or the senatorial House.
There they are during the session, face

to face with their opponents, obliged

to defend every measure and to with-

draw it if they cannot command a ma-
jority in its fav^our. If beaten they

must resign, and the Governor-General

at once sends for some one who reflects

the views of the House more faithfully,

and intrusts the seals of office to him.

If no one can form a stable govern-

ment, His Excellency dissolves the

popular House, and the people have
the opportunity of returning new men,
or the old members back again, re-in-

vigorated by their descent among
their constituents. The Governor-Gen-

eral, the centre of our government, is

fixed and above us. His responsible

advisers may remain in oflice during a

lifetime, or may be turned out after

having tasted its sweets for twenty-

four houi's. We hare no idea of throw-

ing the central point of government
periodically into dispute, and just as

little of putting a yoke on our necks
that by no possibility can be got rid of

till after a term of years. We think

that our present system combines the

opposite advantages of being stable

and elastic, and that there is nothing
like it in the world.

When the Queen selected Ottawa
as the capital of Canada, loud mutter-

ings rose from cities like Toronto,

Kingston, Montreal and Quebec, each

of which had pi-eviously been the capi-

tal for a lonijer or shorter time, and
each of which considei'ed its claim su-

perior to those of a city just being

built of slabs away up in the back-

woods. But time is vindicating the

wisdom of the selection and at any rate

Ottawa is certain to be the capital for

a century or two, when it may give

place to Winnipeg. Without compar-

ing it with Quebec—the historical

capital—the site of which is the finest

in America, Ottawa can hold its own
with most of our cities as regards

beauty, accessibility, possibilities of de-

fence, and central position. Two rivers

winding through and around it, and
tumbling over the picturesque falls of

the Chaudiere and Kideau, the broken

wooded cliffs rising abruptly from the

Ottawa, crowned with the magnificent

Parliament buildings, the Laurentian

range giving a well-defined back-ground

of mountain forms, are the features

that at once arrest a stranger's atten-

tion and that never pall. From the

cliffs and from the windows of the

Government offices above, a glorious

picture is hung up that makes one

anxious to be a Government clerk or

deputy or employee of some kind or

other—the Chaudiere Falls, pouring a

volume of water almost equal to Nia-

gara into the broad basin below. This,

and the view from the Sapper's bridge,

redeem Ottawa in my eyes and recon-

cile me to its being the capital. Of
course, I am boimd to believe that

Kingston should have been chosen,

but that ' the king can do no wrong '

is an axiom in British law and opinion.

Canals, railways and the river give all

parts of the country easy access to Ot-

tawa ; and though, ten or twelve years

ago, it looked more like the back-yard

of the Government buildings than any-

thing else, it is becoming more and
more a fit centre for the Dominion.

In the winter months it is crowded

with strangers, lobbyists preponderat-

ing, though Rideau Hall, first under the

sway of the Dufferins and now with

Lord Lome and H. Pi. H. the Prin-

cess Louise, is a formidable competi-

tor of the lobby, and attracts a differ-

ent class of visitors. Lord Dutt'erin,

as a wonderful advertising agent, was
worth more to Canada than all her emi-

gration agencies. A fair speaker in the

House of Lords, the air of this con-

tinent, where eveiy uian naturally or-

ates, made him blossom out into ora-

tory that surprised those who had.
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known him beat. Having begun,

there seemed no end to him. He^was
ready for a speech, and always a good

one, on every occasion. Unless his

Irish heart and fancy deceived him-

self as well as us, he took a genuine

pride and interest in Canada, and
' cr.'icked us up ' after a style that Mr.

Chollop would have envied. Lord
Lome is not equally florid or exhaust-

less and we like him all the better.

The mass of our people are very plain,

matter-of-fact farmers, and it is ques-

tionable if they ever fully appreciated

Lord Dufierin. They read his won-

derful speeches and did not feel quite

sure whether he was in fun or in earn-

est, whether he spoke as a business

man, or post-prandially and as an
Irishman. They only half believed

that they were the great, good and

generous people he declared them to

be, or that they had such a paradisai-

cal country as he constantly averred.

Never could man make a summer
more readily out of one swallow, than

Lord DufFerin. Lender his magic wand
long winters fled away, or forty de-

grees below zero seemed the appropri-

ate environment for humanity ; snow-

clad mountains appeared covered with

vineyards, and rocky wildernesses

blossomed as the rose. Our terribly

prosaic people were just beginning to

get slightly tired of the illimitable

sweetmeats and soap-bubbles, and even

to fancy that the magician was partly

advertising himself. ,Loi"d Lome is

commending himself to them as one

determined to know facts, anxious to

do his duty, and not unnecessai'ily

toadying to the press. He and his

wife are already exercising a salutary

influence on Canadian society. I do

not know if the citizens of a republic

quite understand the feeling of loyalty

that binds us to a House that repre-

sents the history and unity of our Em-
pire, and how the feeling becomes a

passion when the members of that

House are personally worthy. A thrill

of subdued enthusiasm runs through

the crowd in whatever part of Canada

the Princess appears, simply because

she is a daughter of the Queen ; and
when it is known that her life and
manners are simple and her own house-

hold well managed, that she is a dili-

gent student, an artist and a friend of

artists, and that her heart is in every

attempt to mitigate the pains and mis-

eries of suffering humanity, she leaps

into the inmost heart of the people,

and they rejoice to enthrone her there.

The spirit of chivalry, far from being

dead, has gone beyond the old charmed
circle of noblesse and kniglits, and
found its home among the common
people. The influence of such a Prin-

cess, especially over our girls, before

whom a worthy ideal is set by the ac-

knowledged leader of fashion, is one

that no true philosopher will despise.

Many of us are gi-ateful for such an
influence in a new country where the

great prize sought is material wealth,

its coarse enjoyment the chief happi-

ness dreamed of by the winners, and
opportunities of selfish idleness and
dissipation popularly considered the

boons enjoyed by their sons and
daughters ; where the claims of cul-

ture are apt to be overlooked in the

struggle against nature, and the laws

of honour disregarded in the contest

for place. What Shakespeare sajr, of

Queen Elizabeth we apply to our own
Princess :

'She shall be * *

A pattern to all princes living with her,

And all that shall succeed * * * Those
about her

From her shall read the perfect ways of hon-
our,

And by those claim their greatness, not by
blood.

'

Whatever influences society in Ot-

tawa, will reach over the country, for

the capital is becoming more than the

political centre of the Dominion. Our
legislators come from the people, and

we need not be ashamed of the per-

sorrnel of either House. In Canada as

in Great Britain, the best men are

willing to serve the state, and a strang-

er who judges us by our legislatures

\\\\\ not go far astray. They are di-
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vided into two great parties, and each
party includes representatives of the
various denominations and races that
compose our people. The dividing
line between them is neither race, nor
religion, nor geography. It is some
times difficult to know what the divid-
ing line is, yet the necessities of party
so completely prevent them from split-

ting u[) into ihe various sections and
cross sections to be found in the legis-

latures of France and Germany, that,

as in great Britain and the States, in-

dependent members' are few in num-
ber.

^

With us, too, the ' independ-
ents ' have the rather shady reputa-
tion of being waiters on Providence or
sitters on the fence.

After confederation, the main ques-
tion betwet^n the two great political

parties turned on the Ijest method of

constructing the Canada Pacific Rail-
way. During the di.scussion, the Li-
Vteral Conservative leaders fatally com-
promised themselves with a would-be
contractor^ and a general election in
1673, sent the Reformers into power
with an enormous majority. In 187S,
a fiscal fpiestion predominated overall
others. Xhe Reformers contended that
Canada's industry and commercial po-
licy Should be determined generally by
the Principles of free trade. The Liberal

Conservatives urged 'a national policy.'

At t\xe general election, all the I ro-

vinces—New Bi-unswick excepted

—

voted heavily in favour of the national
policy. Several facts indicate that this

decision reflected more than a passing

sentiment on the part of the people
;

arid that, though details may be
<5haiiged from year to year, the two
principles will be kept in view of
' measure for measure ' with all neigh-

bours, and the adjustment of the tariflF

so as to foster industries suited to

Canada. For instance, the great Prov-
ince of Ontario, which always gave a

majority to the Reformers, deserted its

leaders on this question, and returned
Liberal Conservatives in the propor-
tion of three to one. Again, the Prov-
ince of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward

Island are historically and naturally

free-traders, but they, too, gave large

majorities in favour of the national

policy. To understand the full signi-

ficance of the position taken, it must be
remembered that almost all our public

men had previously been free-traders.

We have few independent thinkers, and
are accustomed to take our opinions on
most subjects from England. Probably
nineteen out of twenty writers there

are not only free-traders, but consider

belief in protection, more absurd than
belief in witchcraft. It is no longer

' Jew, Turk or Atheist
May enter here, but not a Papist.'

Any one may enter good society in

Great Britain but a protectionist. For
all purposes of trade, it is held that

nations do not or should not exist.

Various causes predisposed us to hold

the same views on the subject. Being
in favour of maintaining our connec-

tion with Britain, there was no desire

to adopt a radically different commer-
cial policy. The desire was all the

other way. Besides, the arguments in

favour of fi-ee trade as the right sys-

tem for all nations are demonstrable.

Every one must admit that confining

ourselves to the region of abstract prin-

ciples, the protectionist has little to

say for himself ; that the truths of free

trade are truths of common sense ; that

it would be well to have trade as free

and unfettered as labour ; that when
trade is free the buyer and the seller

are benefited, and that when it is

shackled both are injured. Most per-

sons also admit that protection is not

a good thing in itself ; that it is, at

the best, only a weapon of defence or

retaliation, and that it is intended to

be temporary ; that its general effect

is to enrich the few at the expense of

the many, and that its tendency is to

form rings to control legislation in the

interests of the few. All this was
understood thoroughly, yet the Canad-

ians voted protection with an enthu-

siasm quite perplexing when we con-

sider what evoked the enthusiasm.
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Bishop Berkeley once started the ques-

tion of whether it was possible for

a whole nation to go mad. In the

judgment of an orthodox free-trader or

an ordinary Englishman, the Domi-
nion must have gone mad in 1878.

The great aim of politicians and people

in England is to get taxes reduced. A
Ministry trembles for its existence if it

imposes an additional tax. But here

the general cry was ' Increase the

taxe« !

' The great dread of the people

was that the men they had returned to

Parliament would prove false to them
by not taxing them enough. And
when new duties were imposed and old

duties doubled, enthusia.stic votes of

thanks were sent from popular asso-

ciations to the Cabinet Ministers for so

nobly redeeming their ])ledges. It

was altogether a very curious phase of

national sentiment.

How did the thing come about 1

Temporary and jiermanent causes co-

operated. Financial depres.sion made
many people willing to try a new
policy. Some believetl that it was
possible to get rich, not only by the

old-fashioned ways of working and
saving, but by a new patent according

to which everybody would take from
everybody, and yet nobody be any the

poorer. Then, with the debt and ex-

penditure of the Dominion incx-easing

and the revenue deci'easing, we had
the unpleasant fact of annual deficits

to face. Since the formation of the

Dominion, its debt has nearly doubled,

and at the present rate of increase it

will soon be equal per head of popu-
lation to yours, with the important

difference that in the United States

the debt is becoming smaller, while

the revenue shows remarkable elasti-

city, whereas in the Dominion pros-

pective liabilities are indefinite, and
revenue can be increased only by fresh

taxes. Neither of the two political

parties proposed to diminish expendi-

ture, and as additional revenue had to

be raised, a cry for re-adjustment of

taxation, with the object of fostering

native industries, could plead a solid

basis of necessity as a justification.

Two other causes co-operated. In this,

as in all other impoi'tant steps taken
by them in political development,

Canadians have been greatly influenced

by the example of the United States.

Half a century ago, the spectacle of a
people on the other side of what is

only a ' line,' self-reliant, self-govern-

ing and prosperous, had much to do
with determining us to have a govern-

ment responsible to ourselves. Again,

the national spirit evoked in the

United States during the civil war
influenced us toward confederation.

We saw on a grand scale that, where
the dollar had been called almighty,

national sentiment was mightier. Ca-

nadians, with such an example before

them, could hardly help feeling that

they must rise aliove petty provincial-

ism, and aim at being a nation. In
the same way, they felt that if a pro-

tectionist policy was good for you, it

must be good for them. They are

quite sure that, whether you can do
other things or not, you can do busi-

ne.ss, and that you seldom get the worst

of a bargain. Certainly, if imitation

be the sincerest flattery, they ought to

get the credit of being your greatest ad-

mirers. Along with the feeling that it

would be wise to imitate, was a sore-

ness begotten of the fact that they had

tried to charm you into free trade or

reciprocity, and had failed. You would

not reciprocate their semi-free-trade

attitude. The Canadian manufacturer

waxed angry, and even the farmer be-

came irritated. The manufacturer

saw that if he established himself on

one side of the line, he had forty-four

millions of customers, and if on the

other side he liad only four millions ;

and, still worse, that his rival, who
had forty millions as a special market,

could afford to ' slaughter ' him who
had no special market at all. And the

farmer felt that his neighbours would

not likely tax his grain unless it was
their interest to do so, and argued

accordingly that it must be for his.

interest to tax their grain as much as
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they taxed his. As a matter of fact,

such notions influenced the average

bucolic mind. Besides, there is a cer-

tain satisfaction to human nature to

hit back, even though it may injure

rather than benefit. Nations have

not got yet beyond the spirit of the

Jewish code of an eye for an eye, and

a tooth for a tooth. Perhaps few have

got so far. Another cause that made
the proposal of a national policy po-

pular was the distinctively Canadian

spirit that is growing stronger every

year. Men in whom this spirit is

strong believe that each country must
legislate entirely with a view to its

own interests ; and that if Great

Britain found free trade beneficial,

and the United States found protec-

tion necessary, Canada might find a

mixture of the two best adapted to its

special position. These men were irri-

tated at the patronizing language too

often used by British newspapers, and
at the inconsistent language of politi-

cians of the Manchester school, who
with one breath declare the colonies

Tiseless CO the Empire, and with the

next express amazement that they

should presume to understand their

own business, and to act independently

in fiscal matters. The changes recently

made in the tariff will have, at least,

the one effect of teaching all concerned
that Canada, like the mother-country
itself, studies what it considers its own
interests, and does so in the faith that

what benefits it most will in the long

run benefit the Empire most. Any
other relationship in fiscal matters

between Canada and the rest of the

Empire, must be matter of special

agreement. Until such is come to, the

present relationship of commercial in-

dependence must continue.

It is interesting to note how the

countries most concerned have taken
this change of fiscal policy on our part.

You, on the whole, have recognised

our right to cut our coat according

to our cloth and according to our
fancy. You have been accustomed to

do so yourselves, and must have wond-

ered at our entertaining the question,.

' Will other countries be offended i£

we act as if we were no longer in a

state of commercial pupilage ?
' But

Manchester has scolded as it never

scolded before. Mr. John Bright de-

clares that our present trade policy is-

not ordy injurious to the inhabitants

of the Dominion,—poor children, wha
cannot take care of themselves,— but

that, 'if persisted in, it will be fatal to its

connection with the mother- country.'

There is the shop-keeper's last word to

his pastor—'If you don't deal at my
shop, I will leave the church.' If the-

life of a man could be summed up in

the one duty of buying in the cheapest

and selling in the dearest market, a

change in the Canadian tariff might

break up that wonderful thing called

the British Empire. But only Man-
chester thinks so and Manchester is

not the Empire. You are far morfr

guilty of the deadly heresy of protec-

tion than we. But of you, Mr. Bright

writes more in sorrow than in angeu.

Of us, always more in anger than in

sorrow.

Whether the change in our tra Ifr

policy will prove beneficial to the

Canadian people, or the reverse, I

will not predict ; but it is safe to say

that in spirit it will V>e continued

henceforth, except in so far as it may be

modified by treaties. There is now on

our statute-book a resolution to the

effect that, as you lower duties on oux*

products, we will lower duties on

yours. We thus hold out the flag of

peace. But the tendency of the pre-

sent state of things is not only to ham-

l)er free intercourse between two peo-

ples who should be one for all purposes

of internal communication, but to

build up new walls between them.

The longer men build at these the

higher they make them, until, at length

important interests in Canada will be

opposed to every form of reciprocity.

Besides, the Treaty of Washington

did not settle the fishery question.

And surely the time for a .satisfactory

settlement has come. All the points-
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in dispute, the question of headlands

and bays especially, are as much in

dispute as ever. After 1883, when
the present term of occupation for

which you have paidl us terminates,

they will crop up again. The respon-

sibility rests upon you as it is your
turn to take the initiative.

The commercial relations of Cana-
da aie simple and easily understood.

Our trade is pretty much confined to

three countries,—the United States,

Great Britain, and the West Indies.

The commercial capital is Montreal.

A walk in spring or autumn along the

massive stone wharfage that lines the

glorious river, flowing oceanward with
the tribute of half a continent, is suffi-

cient to shov/ its unrivalled facilities

for trade. A dozen lines of ocean-

going steamships are taking in cai'go,

and improvements are ])rojected to af-

ford indefinite expansion for others.

But Montreal has the great disadvan-

tage of a long winter to contend
against. The contrast between Octo-

ber and January is the contrast be-

tween life and death. Quays, docks,

sheds, and everything else up to the

revetment wall have been wiped out.

The ice-covered river has risen to the

level of the lowest streets, and an un-

broken expanse of ice and snow
stretches up and down and across to

the opposite side. Business has fled,

except that which keen curlers delight

in, with the thermometer at 20' below
zero. In April, the ice begins to groan,

melt and shove. Everything that i-e-

sists has to yield to the irresistible

pressure, and, therefore, everything
had been removed in time. Huge
cakes pile above each other, and, as

the I'iver rises, the lower parts of the
city are often completely inundated.

Scarcely has the ice commenced to

move, when the labourers are at work
fitting the sections of sheds, clearing

the railway track, and putting the
wharves in order for the spring work.
The channels of trade open, and life

throbs again in all the arteries of the

city.

Montreal abounds in contrasts. No-
where else in Amei-ica are past and
present to be seen so close to each
other. Landing near the Bonsecours
Market, from the steamer in which
you have run the Lachine Rapids,
everything speaks of nineteenth-cen-

tury life and rush. You have just

passed under Victoria Bridge, one of

the greatest monuments of modern
engineering skill, and steamers are

ranged along the exten.sive wharf-
age as far as the eye reaches. But go
up the lane leading to the quaint,

rusty looking Bonsecours Church, hard
by, and at once you find yourself in

the seventeenth century. A small
image of the Virgin, standing on the

gable nearest the river, points out the
ciiurch, which otherwise would be
scarcely distinguishable from the ruck
of" old buildings built all around and
on it. Pi'ss the queer little eating-

houses anil shops, thrown out like but-

tresses from the walls of the church,

and turn in from the busy market to

say a prayer. The peasants who have
come to market deposit their baskets

of fish, fruit, or poultry at the door,

and enter without fear of anything
being stolen while they are at their

devotions ; or sailors, returned from a

voyage, are bringing with them an of-

fering to her who they believe suc-

coured them when they prayed, in

time of peril, on the sea. Inside, you
can scarce believe you are in America
—you are in some ancient town in

Brittany or South Germany, where
the parish church has not yet been

deseci'ated by upholstery or modern im-

provements. The building, and every-

thing in and about it, the relievos on
the walls, the altar, the simple but ex-

quisite antique pulpit, are a thousand

times more interesting than the huge,

stiff towers of Notre Dame and the

pi'ofusion of tawdry gilt and colour in-

side, which everybody goes to see,

while not one in a hundred has heard

of the Bonsecours Church. The cathe-

dral and the Jesuits' church are loudly

modem ; but the Bonsecours—though
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the old cliurch was burnt in 1754

—

takes us back to the past, and reminds

us of Marguerite Bourgeoys, who laid

the foundation-stone more than two
centuries ago. The Baron de Fan-

camp gave her a small image of the

Virgin, endowed with miraculous vir-

tue, on condition that a chapel should

be built for its reception in Montreal.

Gladly she received the precious gift,

and carried it out to Canada. As en-

thusiastically, the people of Montreal

seconded an undertaking which would
l)ring such a blessing to the city.

From that day, many a wonderful de-

liverance has been attributed to our

Lady of Gracious Help. No wonder
that the devout French sailor, as he

goes up and down the river, looks out

for the loved image and utters a

prayer to Mary as it comes in sight.

From the Bonsecours (the first stone

church built on the island), a short

walk along St. Paul Street (the street

that constituted the city at first) leads

to Jacques Cartier Square, where Nel-

son stands with his back to the water

—the first time he ever stood in such

a position, as an old salt grumbled
when he saw the monument. Passing

around the corner to the magnificent

new City Hall and the old Govei^n-

nient House opposite, where Benjamin
Franklin set up a newspaper with the

remark that, if Canada was to be

Americanized, it would be only through

the printing press, a semi-subterranean

smithy suddeidy airests your atten-

tion. The sight and the sounds are

so unexpected in such a centre that

you look down. Through the horses,

carters, and rows of horse-shoes hang-

ing from the low roof, you see that the

modern Vjlacksmith has taken posses-

sion of one of the old, strongly-built,

arched vaults where the Government
long ago kept its archives and other

valuables. Here, too, the past and
the present are clasping hands, for the

current of life, running more strongly,

has the same colour and direction as in

Franklin's day. The French tongue
is universally spoken, and the Ultra-

montane, conversing with his compa-
triots, still speaks of Englishmen in.

Canada as foreigners.

The west end is altogether another
city. Formerly some of the best

French families lived here, but gradu-
ally they moved away to the east end,,

drawn by the influences of race, reli-

gion, traditions and sympathies. The
splendid mansions on Sherbrooke
Street are occupied by English and
Scotch merchants ; and the Windsoi^
is an American hotel after the best

model. But, go where you will in

Montreal, it is not possible to forget

that you are in a Roman Catholic city.

A group from the Seminary ; a pio-

cession of Christian Brothers ; a girls'"

school out for a walk, with softly-

treading nuns quietly guiding them ).

a church near the Windsor silently

taking form in imitation of St. Peter's;,

the Hotel Dieu ; the enormous and
ever-growing establishment of the-

' Sceurs Crises,' who care for every

form and class of suflFering humanity,,
from helpless foundlings to helpless,

second childhood ;—thus by matchless

organized bands, in mediaeval garb,

shaping the lives of the boys and girls,

and by stone and lime on a scale that

Protestantism never attempts, Rome
everywhere declares herself,and claims

Montreal as her own.

Toronto considers itself the intel-

lectual capital of Canada, grudgingly

acknowledging Ottawa and Montreal
as, in the meantime, the political and
commercial centres. University Col-

lege is a noble building, and respect-

aV)ly endowed. The Act of Confedera-

tion left education in the hands of the

respective Provinces, and as there is

no uniformity in laws or practice, a
separate article would be needed to do

justice to the subject. The general

piincijjles of the educational system of

Ontario and the Maritime Provinces

are those that prevail in the United

States. All public schools are free,

are supported chiefly by local rates,

and the rate-payers elect trustees to

manage the schools. The main differ-
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ence between the Provinces which I

have specified, is that in Ontario edu-

-catiou is not only free but— if the bull

:\ie permitted—compulsory, and that

"l-{oman Catholics who desire to estab-

lish separate schools with their rates

.may do so where they are strongenough

to support them. In such localities,

the school-rates of those whe desire a

separate school are collected for that

purpose, and those schools share in the

legislative grant in proportion to

their attendance. In the Province of

•Quebec, the religious principle divides

the public schools into two classes still

more markedly. A council of public

instruction ai)|)ointed by the Provin-

cial Government is divided into two

committees^the one with certain pow-

ers as far as schools for Roman Catho-

lics are concerned, the other with sim-

ilar powersover the Protestant schools.

Local board.s are constituted on the

same principle of division according to

religion, but as in most parishes there

is only the one church, and the masses

are devout and submissive, the schools

are practically in the hands of the hier-

archy. Their condition is far from

being satisfactory, except in the prin-

cipal cities, where co-ordinate boards

exist side by side, and where enough

of wholesome rivalry exists to insure a

measure of excellence.

In Montreal, the system, so far as

the Protestant community is con-

cerned, is as perfect as in the best

cities in Ontario, the course from the

common schools to the University

being open to all, and free the whole

way tip to every promising scholar.

While elementary schools have always

been defective in quality and quantity

in Quebec Province, it is otherwise as

regards provision for the higher kinds

of elementary and collegiate educa-

tion. Classical, industrial, commercial

and theological colleges are to be found

in every centre, connected with one

or other of the various educational

communities that the Church encour-

ages, and with every Bishop's See. In

these institutions the children of the

best families and promising boys ob-

tain an education which, though
neither comprehensive in range, nor
scientific in method and spirit, equips
them fairly for their proposed work in

life, and enables them to apj>ear to

advantage in the world and in Parlia-

ment. The French members of the

legislature are a better average in

point of education than the English.

They are certainly their superiors in pre-

cision and elegance of language. In
founding institutions for higher educa-

tion, the Protestants of Quebec have
not shown as much liberality in propor-

tion to their wealth as the Roman
Catholics. The rich Montreal mer-
chants, who have built palatial resi-

dences for themselves by the hundred
at the foot of the mountain, have done
comparatively little even for McGill
College. The Scotchman who founded
it more than half a century ago built

for himself a monument more lasting

than brass ; but few of his fellow-

citizens have been animated by his

spirit. But with scanty means Mc-
Gill has done first-rate work ] and
when Dr. Dawson became Principal it

got something better than money.
Education in Canada is left to the

respective Provinces. Religion, ex-

cept in Quebec Province, where the

Church of Rome reigns over homo-
geneous masses of submissive children

and enjoys a semblance of State

Churchism, is left to the individual.

With us, as with you, the fruits of in-

dividualism are seen in the multiplica-

tion of sects, and in the keen rivalry

existing between them that leads to

the erection of half a dozen churches,

and the genteel starvation of half a

dozen ministers, in almost every

village. It is instructive to note the

different outcome of the principles of

Protestantism in Germany, in Great

Britain, and on this side of the Atlan-

tic. We see how the same funda-

mental principles are modified by the

character of peoples and by their

historical developments. In Germany
an almost boundless liberty of thought
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in theology is allowed within the

Church. The results of scholarship,

and theories on the results, are pub-

lished without fear of consequences,

-while in outward things the Church is

hound hand and foot, and works
simply as the Government's moral
police. There is no dissent to speak

of. The Church represents whatever
spiritual force there has been, or is,

in each kingdom or duchy ; and the

churches to-day are geographically and
in all outward things, about as the

Peace of Westphalia left them, though
the state of theological opinion varies

with every generation.

In Great Britain the established

churches enjoy more outward liberty,

and allow less liberty of thought than

in Germany ; they include great varie-

ties of theological opinion, but this is

made ground of serious reproach a-

gainst them by vigorous dissenting

organizations that constitute an im-

portant element in the spiritual life of

the nation. There are religious cir-

cles in England and in Scotland that

assume that the Church ought to be

based on peculiarities of dogma, ritual

and discipline, and not on the broad

principles of Christianity, and that

anything like breadth is inconsistent

with moral and spiritual earnestness.

In Canada, as in the United States,

no Protestant chuich has any official

recognitif)n or advantage above ano-

ther, and our boundless liberty of or-

ganization has led to the formation of

sects representing every variety of

opinion. Astonishing outward reli-

gious zeal and clattering activity has

been generated by our ' fair field and
no favour' plan. Each sect feels that,

if it is active enough, the whole coun-

try may be won over to its side. Half
a dozen zealous men, or half the num-
ber of zealous women, will build a

church, with a mortgage on it, proba-

bly, and engage a minister who well

knows that, whether he quickens spi-

ritual life or not, ' them pews must be

filled.* A competition among minis-

ters is insured, in which the sensitive

and honourable often come off second
best. People who have made large

money sacrifices for the sect are not
inclined to belittle its peculiarities.

The sect is ' the cause,' and the cause

is the Lord's. The old idea of the

Church as the visible body of Christ,

including all who are professedly His,
and all who are animated by His
spirit, is lost. A church is merely a
club, with its well-defined constitution

and by-laws. If you think outside of

these, you must leave the club, and
form or join another, or live without
connection with any club ecclesiastical.

That our condition of things is fav-

ourable to the development of sects is

undoubted. Whether, notwitstanding

the advantage of free church govern-

ment, it is more favourable to the

growth of true religion than even the

condition of things in Germany, may
be doubted. The German army
marched in the last war to the tunes

of popular hymns as often as of pa-

triotic songs. Their serried ranka
swung into Metz singing a grand old

hymn dear to the heart of every true

son of fatherland. Would or could a

British or American army do likewise?

But the church of the future has not

taken shape yet, in the old nor in the

new world.

In Canada, there is little theological

scholarship and less speculation. 1 am
not acquainted with a Canadian au-

thor or volume known in Europe, so

far as these departments of literature

are concerned. It may be that the

churches have too much rough mis-

sionary work on their hands to give

their strength to scholarship ; or that

the conditions of things in the churches

do not encourage independent think-

ing; or that nineteenth-century mental

and spiritual inquietude has not yet

influenced the Canadian mind. The
people generally are attached toPuri-

tan and evangelical theology, and pos-

sess much of the old robust faith. They
contribu'e with extraordinary liber-

ality to build churches, and, according

to their means, to support the minis-
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try. The trouble is that in many
|

places they have too varied a ministry ,

to snpporc. Many of our ecclesiastical I

edifices, notably the Anglican cathe-

drals of Fredericton and Montreal, and

the Scottish (St. Andrew's) churches

of Montreal and Toronto, are as per-

fect specimens of architecture, after

their kind, as could be desired

Robust health characterizes the

Canadians, not only religiously, but

from whatever point of view you look

at them. The world has no finer

oarsmen than those of Halifax, St.

John, and Lake Ontario. A look at

the crowds who throng the fairs held

every autumn near the chief centres,

or at the army of the Ottawa-river

lumbermen, or at our volunteer re

views, is enough to show that they
* bulk largely in the fore-front of hu-

manity.' That they preserve the mili-

tary spiiit of their ancestor.^, recent

instances evidence. On the occasion

of the last Fenian raid, companies of

militia, supposed from their muster-

rolls to represent ten thousand men,

were called oiit. Making allowances

for absentees, cases of .sickness and

other causes, a total of eight thousand

were expected to appear at the ren-

dezvous. Instead of eight or ten, foui--

teen thousand actually presented them-

selves. The explanation is that cloth-

ing is issued to the companies every

third year. As new men take the place

of those who from year to year drop

out, the company is maintained at the

regular rate ; but, in every district,

members whose names are not retain-

ed on the rolls keep their uniforms.

When there was a prospect of service,

these oldsters flocked to the standard,

and companies appeared with double

their normal strength. Two Irishmen

were looking out for a good point from

which to see a steeplechase. ' Mike,'

exclaimed one, as they came to the

worst-looking ditch, ' here's the spot

for us ; there's likely to be a kill here,

if anywhere.' Our volunteers are as

eager to be in at the death as if they

were all Irish. Four years ago, the

Government established a military

college at Kingston, on the model of

Woolwich and West Point, for train-

ing officers. As we had no standing

army, it looked like a case of putting

the cart before the horse, and ' they
*

•said that young men would not attend

when no prospects of future employ-

ment were held out. But young meu
of the best class are eager to attend.

The institution is well officered and
has about a hundi^ed cadets. I do not

know what examination is required

before entering West Point, but the

standard at Kingston is lower than at

Woolwich. The duty of self-defence

has been imposed by the Imperial

Government on Canada, as part of a

predetermined policy, and the duty

has been cheerfully assumed. This is

simply another step taken in the

coui-se of oar development from politi-

chI nonage to the full responsibilities

of maturity, and, like all the previous

steps, each of which was thought dan-

gerous at the time, it has had the effect

of binding Canada more firmly to the

Empire. The opponents of responsible

government declared that it meant
the creation of several little provincial

republics. The opponents of confede-

ration argued that it involved separa-

tion from the Empire. When Great
Britain withdrew her regiments from
the inland Provinces, and sold or

shipped oft' even the sentry-boxes,

people on both sides of the water as-

serted that this, at any rate, meant
the dissolution of the Empire. And
when a change is made in our tarifl",^

or when an official has his salary di-

minished, Cassandras all round pro-

phesy that this must lead to separa-

tion. Yet Canada is more in love with

the old flag to-day than ever, and
though the general commanding bit-

terly complains that the militia vote-

is always the one Miost easily reduced,

the real reason is not indifi'erence, but

a sense of security. Some companies

of mounted police to protect and
watch the Indians in the Xorth-West,

two batteries of artillerv stationed re-
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spectively at Kingston and Quebec,

and an effective militia of 40,000—
the whole costing about one million

dollars a year—constitute the present

war power of the Dominion. In case

of need the militia could be increased

indefinitely. The warlike spirit of

the people and their sympathy with
the mother-country were shown two
years ago, when the Eastern question

seemed likely to culminate in war
with Russia. Though it's a far ciy

from Canada to Constantinople, ten

thousand of the militia volunteered
for service, and had war broken out,

their ofTer would have been accepted.

And what as to the probable future

of this ' Canada of ours ?
' The pre-

ceding articles indicate the point of

view from which I am likelv to regard
. .

.- o
such a question. Attempts have been
made to enlist popular sympathy in

favour of schemes of independence,
annexation, Britannic confederation
and the like, but in vain. None of

these schemes has ever risen to the
dignity of the hustings or the ballot-

box. They have all been still-born.

No interest has been taken in them
by the people. Canadians, like all

liberty-loving people, are keen politi-

cians. In this respect we err by ex-
cess rather than defect. We have too
much politics. Our press takes up
nothing else heartily. Give a practi-

cal question, and the country will

ring with it to the exclusion of almost
everything else. Let a statesman pro-
pose to the ])eople a remedy for one
of the evils of their present constitu-
tion or condition, such as sectionalism
or over-government and they will deal
with it intelligently. But they calmly
ignore fancy politics. And just as a
healthy man does not know that he
has a stomach, so the best sign of
their robust political health is that
eloquent writers cannot persuade them
that their present con<iition involves
serious dangers, and that something
dreadful will happen unless they tack,
or back, or do something heioic.

Some years ago the Canada First

7

party was supposed to favour inde-
pendence, but they rid themselves of
the imputation, and the common sense
of the people rejected the scheme be-
fore it was formulated. To break our
national continuity ! Did any people
ever do that in cold blood ? To face
the future with a population of four
millions scattered over half a conti-
nent, whereas we now belont^ to an
Empire of two or three hundred mil-
lions ! Would we be stronger in case
of war, or more respected in time of
peace 1 Would we govern ourselves
more purely or economically, or would
there be more avenues of distinction
open to our young men 1

Mr. Goldwin Smith, who formerly
advocated independence, believes that
annexation is inevitable. Mr. Smith's
literary ability is so marked that every-
thing he writes is widely read ; but in
his estimate of the forces at work he
has never taken full account of the
depth and power of popular sentiment.
One of his phrases indicates that he *

could understand if he would. Refer-
ring to extravagant English eulogies
on Lord Dufferin, he remarked that
Lord Diiflerin had as much to do with
creating Canadian loyalty, as with
creating the current of the St. Law-
rence. The illustration is a happy one.
The force of the most deeplv seated
sentiment, like that of a mighty river,
is seen only where something opposes
itself to the current. Cotton is kino-,

it used to be said. Every one thought
so, but when action was taken accord-
ingly, a kinglier power made light of
cotton. Sentiment is the strongest
thing in human nature. It binds the
family and nation together, and rules
the world. Where true and deep sen-
timent exists everything is possible.
' But see how— as in your trade jwlicy—sentiment gives way to business con-
siderations,' it has been said. It does
not give way. A more vulgar fallacy
was never put in words. Because a
bank manager refuses to give special
accommodation to his father, is he ne-
cessarily unfilial ? Canadians are wil-
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ling to entertain any proposals that

the Mother Coiintry may make with

regard to closer political and commer-

cial relations. These must be, not on

the old basis of dependence, but on the

present basis of equality. And such

proposals may be made before long.

If not, why then a century or two

hence we may set up house for our-

selves. In the meantime, we give af-

fection for affection, and share the for-

tunes of the Mother Country and the

dangers of our connection with her.

Toward the United States there is

no feeling in Canada but friendship,

and a desire for increased intercoui'se

of every kind. It is not our fault that

there are so many custom houses on

the frontier lines. But, were there no

other reasons, the one consideration

that puts annexation totally out of the

question with us is that it involves the

poHsihility of our having to fight some

day against Great Britain. 1 dislike

to suggest such an unnatural possibili-

ty. The suggestion would be criminal

in any other connection. But my ob-

ject now is to go down to the ultimate

basis on which our present relations

rest. It is easy to declare that such

a contingency is impossible. Impro-
bable ! yes. But impossible ! no ; as

long as Great Britain and the United
States remain separate, and human na-

ture is human nature. Therefore, an-

nexation is an impossibility to us until

the grander scheme outlined by our

Joseph Howe can be carried into effect

—namely, some kind of alliance or

league of all the English-speaking peo-

ples. That would be a consummation
worth hoping for, worth praying for, as

men used to pray. It would be the

first step to the ' federation of the

world.

'

' Then let us pray that come it may
As come it will, for a' that

—

That men to m^en the world o'er

Shall brothers be, and a' that.'

FORGOTTEN SOXGS.

BY KATE SKYMOUR MACLEAX.

THERE is a splendid tropic flo%ver, which flings

Its fierj disc wide o[)en to the core

—

One pulse of subtlest fragrance— once a life

That rounds a century of blossoming things,

—

And dies,—a flower's apotheosis : nevermore

To send up in the sunshine, in sweet strife

With all the winds, a fountain of live flame,

—

A winged censer, in the starlight swung
Once only,—flinging all its wealth abroad

To the wide deserts without shore or name

—

And dying,—like a lovely song, once sung

Bv some dead poet,— music's wandering ghost-
s-Eons ago blown out of life and lost.

Remembered only in the heart of God.

Kingston.
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eouj^d the table.

SOME TALK ABOUT A RECENT
BOOK.

LAST month P. E. B. gave us a con-

tinuous and connected review of

Dr. Bucke's wnrk on ' Man's Moral Na-
ture.' I want to tou:h in a desultory

way on a few other points.

The learned doctor apparently desires

to test the nietaphj'sical hard-headedness
of would-be readers of his book, for the

tirst of his chapters is decidedly ' tough
reading.' Its title is ' Lines of Clea-

vage. ' Lines of Cleava'^e ? Yes, that is

suggestive. I see a fair garden, into

which many readers desire to enter,

therein to pluck the fruits of knowledge.
At the entrance stands a grisly armed
tigure, bearing on his shield the device
* Chapter One.' With him fight those

who essay to enter the garden. Swing-

ing a shining battle-axe, he inflicts 'lines

of cleavage' on the unfortunate brains of

those whose intellectual head-pieces are

not of the strongest. Once past this for-

midable obstacle, however, the way is

comparatively smooth.
In its simple earnestness, its breadth

of view, its high moral tone, this book
strongly recalls the old Swedish seer,

Swedenborg. There is the same earnest

love of mankind, the same substitution

of wide-reaching, deep-rooted principles

for narrow, arbitral^ dogma. But Dr.

Bucke builds his conclusions on solid

premises of material fact, whilst the

really great conceptions of Swedenborg
are obscured by liis mysticism and the

stron'4 demands he makes on his readers'

credulity. Bucke's basis is fact : Sweden-
borg's basis is fancy. You adopt Bucke's

conclusions because of his premises.

You adopt Swedenborg's conclusi<jns in

spite of his premises. Ainid much which
an ordinary reader of Sivedenborg is

obliged to reject, here and there a great

luminous fmnciple shines out, and one
feels, 'This is True.' Whilst the

hardest of facts form the basis of Dr.

Bucke's arguments, he is free from mere
materialism.

The third chapter of the doctor's

essay ('headed " The Moral Nature and
its Limits), is a great help to clearness of

thuught, and will well repay careful

study. He analyzes our mental opera-

tions, and helps u^ to discriminate be-

tween the scope of our intellect and the

scope of our moral faculties—two sepa-

rate things which are too much mixed
up in popular conceptions. Though
closely related, they are distinct, and
should not be confounded one with the

other. Our churches insist on a certain

iidellectual attitude as being essential to

salvation. Surely this is a mistake, and
see how it narrows the ground of accept-

ance ! Surely it must be the moral

attitude that is all important. Take for

instance a Roman Cattiolic, a Protestant,

a Unitarian, a Jew, a Mahoramedan.
Each has a widely different intellectual

attitude towards the Creator and the

future life ; but tbey meet on a common
ni'^ral plane when each tries to fill til the

will of God, so far as he knows it. The
intellectual basis must be the basis of

the minority, for all cannot be intellec-

tually correct in their views of the

Infinite. The moral basis is wide enough
to include faith and love wherever they

are found. Surely the religious beliefs

and convictions of the intellect are only

of value as channels for our moral im-

pulses to flow through, as giving them a

concrete shape, as outward manifesta-

tions of the spirit within. A belief or

opinion can have no real intrinsic value

from a religious standpoint : its value

comes solely from the nKjral quality of

faith or love or conscience on which it is

based and of which it is but the expres-

sion or manifestation. Hence the revolt

against the idea of anyone ' being

damned for his opinions.'

What will determine a man's lot in

the next world ? Not his opinions here :

not even his actions here : but what he

is, deep down in his inmost self, when
stripped of all disguises in the next

world ; matured, no doubt, by t'ne hard

experiences of this world, but divested

of merely fortuitous earthly accretions.

So thought Swedenborg, and so think
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many who never read him. Of the
moral and intellectual elements which
make up the inner self of a soul,

the moral must be by far the more im-
portant one. Anything which enables
us to realize more clearly the proper
scope and province of these two parts of

our nature, and the distinction between
them, is of great value.

Dr. Bucke's definition of Faith as a
moral quality is very interesting, though
a little hard to grasp at first. He holds
that Faith is not mere intellectual Be-
lief, though the two are often so closely

entwined that it is hard to separate
them. Faith is to some extent syn(jny-

mous with Trust, Courage, Confidence.
A recent conversation with a lieterodox
friend of mine will illustrate this point.

He said, ' Like Abou Ben Adheni, I had
hoped to be writ as " one who loves his

fellow man" ; but as I do not believe in

several things which orthodoxy says are
essential, I have hitherto thought my-
self deficient in Faith. Even in regard
to a future state, I can only cherish a
hope that we shall live after death : I

am not sure of it. Yet I have no fear

at the prospect of my unclothed spirit

meeting its Eternal Father. The possi-

bility of a future state affords me only
joy. Now it seems to me that if Dr.
Bucke's definition of faith be correct,

this trustful feeling of mine about the
next world means that I have a respect-

able modicum of faith. What do you
think '\ ' I thought he was right. ' Your
position,' said I, ' is very different from
that of a man who hugs sceptical ideas
in order that he may indulge in vice un-
checked by the fear of future conse-
rpiences, and who does not want to be-
lieve in a future life,—hopes there {&

none : in whom the wish is father to the
thought.' 'This book,' said he, 're-

minds me of <i recent remark of (J oldwin
Smith's,—'Apparently, if the new faith is

going to be a religion in a proper sense
of the term, there must be in it an ele-

ment which no learning or science can
supply, but which must be the outcome
of a moral and spiritunl effort such as
gave birth to Christianity.'

To anyone interested in .scientific

matters, chapter 3, • On the Phj'sical

Basis of the Moral Nature,' will prove
delightful reading. The doctor marshals
fact after fact and argument after argu-
ment, with an easy How of good, vigor-
ous, expressive English, in support of

the theory he holds : namely, that the
great sympathetic nervous system, which
clusters thickly around the heart, is the
physical seat and organ of the moral
nature ; in the same way that the cere-

bro-spinal nervous system is the acknow-
ledged seat of the intellect. If your
physiology is a little rusty, get some
elementary work on anatomy and read
the chapter "On the Nerves"; that is

all one needs to enable him to follow the
writer's argument. When I am inter-

ested in a theory, T like to hear the

other side of it, and I hope that some
learned professional brother of Dr.
Bucke will charge fiercely down upon
this idea, if he will only do so in lan-

guage that ordinary mortals can under-
stand. Perhaps this has already been
done : if so, I would like to hear of it.

Referred to in this bald waj-, the subject

may appear to be a dry one, but chapter
3 is not dry. Alas for poor Phrenology,
already sorely di.scredited by the cold

shoulder of the scientific world, here is

another blow for it. Phrenology locates

the moral organs of Benevolence, Con-
scientiousness, Veneration, Hope, and
Spirituality in the upper portion of the
brain, the great ganglion of the cerebro-

spinal nervous system. If Dr. Bucke
be correct, they are not there—not even
in that system of nerves at all.

The peculiar charm of this book is the
union of faith with practicability, of lofty

aspirations with common sense, of

enthusiasm with close reasoning. It is

only rarely that the author becomes a
little fanciful or impractical. It is per-

haps hard to get into a sufficiently

optimist mood to follow him to the full

extent of the conclusions he arrives at

in his later chapters. But we can
follow him a long way, and it is pleasant

to have our faces turned in the direction

to which he points forward.

R. T.

LITERATURE AND POLITICS.

A Di.STASTE for Literature and a dis-

like of men of letters, characterized

one of the most despicable of Eng-
lish Kings, that Second George whose
vices were unredeemed by the wit of

the Second Charles ; the courage and
administrative power of the Second Wil-
liam, or the Second Henry. ' I hate
Boets and Painters,' was the character-
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istic saying of the most iin-Eii^lish and
un-kingly of English kintjs ; and the

policy of discountenancing literature was
that of the most corrupt of English

ministers, that Walpole whose name is a

synonym for bribery, who with all his

personal abilities as a mere party leader

is only reninmbered for the utter base-

ness of his political morality. The C3'ni-

oal filth of his conversation one specimen
of which—a thoroughly fitting one for the

jjurpose of embalming such a character

—survives the carrion of his memory, the

maxim that ' every man has his i>rice.

'

Alas I a similar attitude towards litera-

ture and literary men in a still more
marked degree characterizes the leaders

of both the great political parties in

Canada. Sir John possesses all Wal-
pole's faculty of personal infiuence, but
like Walpole he is incapable of ap[ireciat-

ing literary art in any form. The same
indifierence to literature and literary

men is quite as cynically espoused by
the leader of the opposition, the Moses
who is to guide Gritism in its slow
journey to the Promised Land of Office.

Neither of these men,—the leaders of

the two great parties,—care much about
Canadian literature beyond what they
hire for political use from part}' hacks.

Fancy Sir John Macdonald, like Mi'.

Gladstone, or even his own prototype

Disraeli, writing essays upon art, or

society novels ! J'ancy Mr. Blake like

John Bright, pausing in the midst of his

denunciations of political foes, to quote
a new book of poetry, a long passage
from memory, and congratulating the

nation and the language on possessing

such a writer as the author of the ' Epic
of Hades.' It would need an excep-
tionally vivid imagination to picture Mr.
Blake showing a similar appreciation of

any Canadian poet, however that poet's

works might be commented on by Eng-
lish statesmen of the calibre of Mr.
Gladstoneor Mr. Bright. Unlike England
where every leading man on both sides of

politics has made a name in Literature,

political men in Canada are conspicuous
for the absence of literary talent and liter-

ary sympathy. This is perhaps most
strongly marked in the members of our
local (Government. For in the bestowal
of such positions, connected with Educa-
tion for instance, as in other countries
would be the reward of literary merit,
nothing is thought of but the efifect on
the vr.te market. Political hacks with-
out any literary claims are put into such
places as School Inspectorships, some of
whom, as in late iiotorious instances,
publicly disgrace the country by the dis-
play of ludicrous ignorance.

Signs of literary revival are not want-
ing in Canada. A new growth of younger
and more vigorous writers is coming to
the front. Would it not be worth while
to conciliate the literary spirit ? It is a
somewhat bitter thought for a Liberal and
a Republican, that the Government of
this essentially Republican country fails

to give to literature or art that amount
of recognition which, in accordance with
all the traditions of English political life,

members of the English royal family
have so frankly and generously bestowed.
The influence for good on Canadian art
of the Princess Louise has already pro-
duced a marked effect. One of the first

visits paid by Prince Leopold on his ar-
rival in Toronto was to the most distin-
guished man of letters resident in this
country.

It is unwise in those in power to pro-
voke the contempt and the hostility of a
class of men whose support of any inde-
pendent party may help to turn the scale
against the Pharisees and Sadducees,
who at present sit in high places. The
elements of new political combinations
are in the air ; the younger men through-
out the country are beginning to think
for themselves, and to think on new lines.

Nationalism in one form or other of its

expression is likely to supersede the ob-
solete Tory or Grit Tweedledum or
Tweedledee of Colonial politics. In any
fight against Philistines in Office, the
snubbed and neglected literary men may
not prove the least formidable foes.

M.
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BOOK KEVIEWS.

Hemhdscences of the Early History of
Gait and the Settlement of Dumfries.
By James Young, M.P.P. Toronto:

Hunter, Rose & Co.

In this little volume Mr. Young has

gathered with great diligence all the in-

teresting memorabilia of the first settle-

ment of his native town and of the en-

closing Township of Dumfries. The
original block of land, containing about

94,305 acres, was purchased in 1798 by
one Philip Stedman (of the Niagara

District) who, without paying a penny
of the principal, sold it in 1811 for pre-

cisely the same sum to the Hon. Thomas
Clarke, of Stamford, in the County of

Lincoln ; and he, after five years, sold

it again to the Hon. William Dickson,

but at an advance of £15,000—thus

raising the purchase money for the entire

block to about a dollar per acre. Mr.
Dickson was a native of Dumfries in

Scotland ; and, arriving in Canada in

1792, he settled in Niagara, where he
practised law. The new township he
called after his Scottish home. For the

development of his projected colony,

Mr. Dickson induced Absalom Shade, an
energetic young carpenter, to emigrate

from Bufi'alo and attach himself to his

fortunes. Shade soon became his em-
ployer's factotum,—his pioneer, mill-

wright, architect, attorney, store-keeper.

Ii} its embryo stage the village was
known as Shade's Mills, though its post-

office had been called by Mr. Dickson
after his early friend and schoolmate,

the novelist Gait. Tlie author of

' Laurie Todd ' and ' The Annals of

Our Parish,' visited the settlement in

1827, as Commissioner of the Canada
Company, and left so favourable an im-

pression that the inhabitants concurred

in Mr. Dickson's choice of name, and
the village was christened in commemo-
ration of the genial novelist's presence.

Among the .startling episodes in the

youth of the settlement was a visitation

of the cholera which, accompanying a

travelling menagerie, decimated the vil-

lage in a few days. The narrative of this

dread visitation reads like a chapter in
Defoe's 'History of thePlague.' The early
history and subsequent development
of the town are described by the author
with a minuteness—a loving minuteness,
—that shows the spirit of the Antiquary.
Indeed, to Mr. Young's own energy, as a
journalist and a citizen. Gait is not a
little indebted for its prosperity ; and
his pleasant volume of reminiscences is

at once of much local interest and of

permanent value as material for our
Provincial history.

Bunyan, by James Axthony Froude ;

Morley's English Men of Letters Se-
ries. New Y'ork : Harper Brothers •

Toronto : Willing & Williamson.

We naturally expect a good deal from
so promising a subject as the life of Bun-
yan, treated by a writer like INIr. Froude.
Nor does the result altogether disappoint
us. We have here a carefully planned
and clearly written record of the outward
events of the life of probably the most
dramatic and imaginative soul that ever
gracad the Non-conformist i-anLs. We
have a fair account of Bunyan's inward
struggles, and of course the biographer
steers clear of that mistake into which
most men fell before Southey's life ap-
peared, the error, that is, of construing
too literally the self accusatory expres-
sions whichthe converted tinker made use
of in his fragment of autobiography. But
it is impossible to refrain from comparing
the present work with thetwo little essays

on the same subject from the pen of an-

other modern historian. Macaulay has
gone over the same ground, though with
much less detail, and the contrast be-

tween the two results is very striking.

Macaulay and Froude may almost be
looked on as men of the same generation,

and yet what a change is to be remarked
since the greater of the two was taken
from us ! Macaulay's views were cledr

and decided ; an antagonist might per-

suade himself that they were even op-
pressively dogmatic ; certainly no one,
friend or foe, will allow that Macaulay
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had any doubt upon questions which
seem unfathomably dubious to Mr.
Froude. To the historian of the Revo-
lution it was no moot point whether Bun-
yan or his ' persecutors ' were in the

right.

There was no q\xestioninj? about the

horrors of Bedford Jail, the ' Den ' in

which Bunyan passed so many years.

We feel that ]\Iacaulaj' sympathises alike

with the man and with his cause, and
our hearts, too, go out towards his in

sympathy and compassion.

How few are the years thatliave passed

since Macaulay wrote thus I and how has
the spirit of the times changed in that

short space, so as to cause Mr. Froude
to look at Banyan's sufferings from such
an entirely diliei-ent standpoint ! In
speaking of that cause and that religion

which elicited INIacaulay's admiration,

why does the later historian adopt a

semi-apologetic tone, why regard it criti-

cally as from a ground of vantage ? In
the first place the relative positions of

religious parties have shifted with un-
precedented rapidity in these last few
years. Men of advanced thought see

what Macaulay neither saw nor felt, that

a great gulf lies betwixt them and the

theology that formed the very atmos-
phere whicli Bunyan breathed. Macau-
lay would not have written these words,
' The conventional phrases of Evangeli-

cal Christianity ring untrue on a modern
ear, like a cracked bell . . . we can
hardly believe they ever stood for sin-

cere convictions, yet these forms were
once alive with the profoundest of moral
truths.'

To Mr. Frovide the cast of thought for

which the Puritan fought and was im-
prisoned is beccmie a dead husk, the

truth it f)nce contained and cramped is

flitting freely round seeking a new em-
bodiment. It is not our wish, nor would
this be the place, to discuss these views
except in their bearing upon the particu-

lar piece of literary work before us.

We have already said that Macaulay's
sympathies are undoubted, and we would
add that it is to this we must attribute

much of the beauty which marks his ap-

preciation of Bunyan's cliaracter and
works. The shiftiiig chmd-battlements
of a modern Doubting Castle can hardly
be expected to atl'urd Mr. Froude so

favourable a point of view, nor should
we look into liis sketch to see the colours

laid on as brilliantly or with so firm a

hand. The present obtrudes itself upon

the vision of the past. Whilst we are

aVjandoning ourselves to the wonderful
introspection of Bunyan's conscience a
reference to ' modern doubts about reve-

lation and the truth of Scripture ' (p 40)
creeps in and goes far to break the spell.

Nor is this all. Even in matters of his-

tory we find the absence of sympathy
leading to unexpected conclusions.

Most men of liberal views are of opin-

ion that no greater breach of common
faith and honesty was ever committed
than was involved in the revival at the
Restoration of the penal laws against

Dissenters. Without the aid of the

modern Presbyterians, that Restoration

(which has kept company with every ad-

jective from ' glorious ' downwards),
would have been impossible. With an
enormous Parliamentary majority of the

Cavalier party, and with the vast pre-

ponderatiou- of power thrown into the

scales of the Monarchy by the forces of

reaction, it would have been safe for the

government to have fulfilled the promises

to which it owed its existence. All the

world knows on what specious excuses

those pledges were broken, what feeble

resistance was opposed at fii'st to the

church and parliament, and, when that

was overborne, with what ill concealed

alacrity Charles II, passed Act after Act
for the persecution of his non-conforming
subjects. All the world knows it, and
Mr. Froude excuses it.

* It was pardonable, even necessary,'

(p 07) in his view. Bunyan, who
declined obedience to these laws, was
mistaken ; Mr. Froude evidently thinks

he concedes a good deal in not altogether

ctmdemning him as ' too precise '

(p. 71).

But his exertions are devoted to prove

that the so-called persecutors were harm-
less men. ' He was not treated with

any roughness,' ' he compelled the court

to punish him,' ' they were going already

to the utmost limit of indulgence,' ' the

most real kindness was to leave him
where he was,—that is in thecommon jail

at Bedford ;—these are the expressions

that rise to Mr. Fronde's lips. Nor is he

the man to shrink from riding his para-

dox to the death, as may be seen by his

remarks on the trial of Faithful at Van-
ity Fair, as given at p. 1G2. The par-

allelism between the two trials was too

close t9 be ignored, and as Mr. Froude
has justified the judges who imprisoned

the author, so My Lord Hategood, his

congenial Jury, and Envy, Superstition

and Pickthank, the witnesses for the
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Crown, must need have his'good word as

well. ' It is difiicult,' Mr. Froude says,
' to see how they could have acted other-

wise than they did .

' Faithful might be qiiite right . .

' The revolution he desired might be
extremely desirable . . . but the
prisoner cannot " complain if he is ac-

cused of preaching rebellion."
'

Most readers will agree with us that if

originality of view is only to be obtained
by means of such special pleading as

tliis, it would be better to dispense Avith

the charm of novelty and even to put
up with the slur of humdrum dullness.

It certainly shows some courage to ac-

cept a literary brief from Prince Beelze-

bub in support of the juiisdiction of his

High Court of Injustice at Vanity Fair.

The Hlstorij of the Decline and Fall of
the Roman Empire, by Edward Gib-

bon, with notes by Dean Milman, M.
Guizot, and Dr. William Smith. New
York : Harper tt Brothers. Toronto :

James Campbell it Son, and Willing &
Williamson.

This is a worthy edition of one of the

greatest of the great books of philoso-

phical history, one of those masterpieces

of style and thought to read which is in

itself an education ; the work above all

others, which has stimulated and in-

formed the liberal ideas dominating
the literature of to-day. It is quite

true, as Mr. Morison has said in his ad-

mirable life of Gibbon, lately published
inMorley's Series of English ilen of Let-

ters, that the 'Decline and Fall' can
never be superseded

;
yet, since Gibbon

wrote, many new sources of information
have opened. Much has been said both
on(|uestionsof scholarship and on matters
of theological and historical criticism

which made a new edition of this His-

tory desirable. This has been achieved
in the beautifully printed volumes before

us. And not a little of the facility, with
which we read a great work such as Gib-
bon's, is due to the charm of ])leasant

type, paper and binding which does not
degrade the subject matter of the writ-

ing. A work like the ' Decline and Fall

'

deserves all the honours and endjellish-

ments of typography and binding, and
such honours it has received in the pre-

sent edition. We suggest, however, to

the future editor's of Gibbon's Great
History, that a series of maps, illustrat-

ing the territorial changes of the empire,
would be a most valuable addition. The
adoption of this plan has greatly in-

creased the value of such books as Mt.
Green's ' Short History of the English
People.' The notes which are given
from such writers as Messrs. Milman,
Guizot and Smith, are of the greatest
importance as a supplement to the text.

In fact no edition of Gibbon's History is

complete without these comments of

modern thought and research.

Gibbon, more than any other great
writer of the last century, has suffered

from inadequate criticism. As Mr. Mor-
ison has shewn, tlie few weak passages
in a life of rare uuseltishness and virtue
have been made the theme of the per-

sonal gossip wliich degrades and stulti-

fies literature. His relations Avith his

first love, Mdle. Curchod, hontjurable as

they were to his self-denying sense of

duty, have been twisted into an accusa-
tion of inconstancy. Yet few men's lives

pi*esent such a noble picture of sustained
intellectual effort, of love of truth for

truth's sake, of personal amiability

which retains the regard of a married
sweetheart and the afiection of a step-

mother. Gibbon's style has been dealt

with after the same manner. Even in

Mr. Morison's book there is much that

might have been omitted, as to the in-

fluences which contemporary writers ex-

erted over Gibbon's methods of expres-

sion. Such speculation we believe to be
valueless. No doubt the peculiar tone
of irony in Pascal's ' Letters,' and still

more in Voltaire's, may have stimulated

a tendency to satire which we believe to

have been a part of Gibbon's nature.

His style is all his own, perspicuous as

Livy, concise and epigrammatic as Taci-

tus, it is free from the ponderous Latin-

isms of Jolmson, and escapes the ten-

dency to historical paradox, the partisan-

ship, the weiglit of rhetorical anti-

theses, which disfigure the burnished
gold of Macaulay. As an example of

this, we invite the attention of the stu-

dent to the clear and lucid narrative of

the C'fesars, from Commodiis to Diocle-

tian, in the first volume; to the irruption

of the Goths, the cold grey dawn of

Christianity, and the battle for existence

of its sects, to the standing forth of

such figures as Constantine, Julian,

Athanasius. Many of the episodes are

of marvellous beauty, told in language
instinct with a sense of the poetry and
the pathos of human life : for instance,
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the story of the romantic vicissitudes of

the Empress Valeria, in the tirst volume.
Gibbon possesses one requisite for a just

appreciation of History—a keen sense of

humour. Hence he has been a subject

of special hatred to ecclesiastical Philis-

tines, to whom a sense of humour is of

all things most dreadful. We have heard
from this source a great deal about Gib-
bon's '.'>neers.' His sneers, like those

of Voltaire, are simply the expression of

his thorouLjhly human sympathy in

dealing with the otherwise inexplicable

facts of life.

The least valuable portion of the new
notes we find to be those of Dean Mil-
man, in the two celebrated chapters in

which Gibbon accounts, by purely na-
tural causes, for the growth and success

of early Christianity. As far as the re-

ligifuis question is concerned, we believe

that Christianity has nothing to fear

from the fullest criticism of the second-
ary causes which made it the success in

its vigorous youth, for which we look in

vain from its decrepitude to-day. If

the faith of the Book and the Church is

of Divine origin, the secondary causes

of its success were divinely ordained
;

and Gibbon's estimate of these, no doubt
far from exhaustive, is, as far as it goes,

unanswerable. Dean Milman's first lit-

erary success was as the advocate of

orthodoxy, his reputation was pinned on
to that of the great writer to whom he
constituted himself a literary parasite.

But he learned from Gibbon broader and
more honest views— and the 'Latin
Christianity,' is no iniworthy sequel to

the ' Decline and Fall.'

We especially direct the attention of

literary students to this illu3tri(nis

writer as a model of style ; and this in

two respects. In the first place, as Mr.
Morison has well said. Gibbon shews a
master's command of his subject, co-or-

dinating, arranging, grouping together
the complex miiltiplicity of his material.

In this control of a vast subject, he is re-

markable, when we compare his work with
that of Mr. Buckle in the ' History of

English Civilization.' But, in the second
place, Cibbon's Hi3t(jry is noteworthy
for the purity, the fire, the force of his

style. Whatever is to be seen he has
eyes to see. Even in the superstitions

which it is his duty to detest and his na-
ture to despise, he can see ' the soul of

good in things evil. ' For instance, when
he contrasts the good effected, by the
Bishop 0% Carthage, Dwogratias, with

the triumphs of Belisarius—Deogratias
had turned the churches of Carthage to a
good purpose little contemplated by their

founders, by utilizing them as hospitals.

Gibbon remarks, ' Can we compare the
successor of Hannibal with the successor

of St. Cj'prian \
' M. Guizot's notes are

most valuable. This edition de luxe of

one of the greatest books we possess
brings Gibbon's History fully up to the
stand -point of modern thought, and
supplies, in the best form of type and
paper, an intellectual enjoyment to

which as yet modern literature presents

no parallel.

TJie Virginia Bohwilans ; a Xovel, by
JohnEsten Cooke; Harper's Library
<ti American Fiction, No. 14. New
York : Harper & Brothers. Toronto :

Hart & Rawlinson.

We reallj' luid thought they were dead.

We thought so, because, you know,
they really ought to be. Those virtu-

ous wandering acrobats, in crumpled
fle.shings and tawdry tinsels,—how far

have they marched along dusty pages !,

(roads, we should have said)—what un-
timely graces of character they have ex-

hibited, what contrasts they have afl'ord-

ed to the viciously respectable spectators

that look down upon them I Is it any
wonder that we should have fondly im-
agined that the moral strain and physi-

cal wear and tear they have undergone,
in even our limited experience, must
have done for them ? We had not seen
them lately, and we did hope their circus

performance was ' played out.'

But it was not to be. Here they are

again,—the ilown of better days, slightly

idiotic and given to tears in his secluded

moments, but a gentleman by birth and
feeling, and perfectly game t(j turn up
trunqjs in the line of recovered relations

within ten pages of the end of the tale.

Here is his son, a talented turner of

S(jmersaults, who saves a lovely lady

twice, first from a carriage accident and
then from a most accommodating and
savage panther. We need not mention
that he risks his life on each occasion

or that he catches brain fever and de. ir-

iously mvn-murs out the secret of his

love, which the young lady in question

overhears just in the nick of time, or

that he suffers pangs of remorse in hear-

ing that she heard him ; we do not
mention these circumstances because
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would be an insult to the perception of

our readers to teli them anything so

self-evident.

Then there is the heavy man, giant,

lifter of weights, catclier of cannon-balls,

who holds detectives (in the pay of the

gentlemanly villain) over perpendicular

cliffs at arm's lengtli, until they disclose

their employer's base designs. Surely
it is unnecessary' to say that this man,
who begins the tale in a lively manner
by smashing the circus manager, is at

heart the most delicately gentle being, a

compound of motherly gentleness and
fatherly care, and that he is devotedly
attached to a small tightrope d;incer of

tender years, named Mouse, whom he
carries in his arms and generally adores.

These qualities, as we well know, always
hang together, and the appearance of a
particularly vicious, beetle-browed man,
given to drink and frowning, always
makes us look out for the little girl who
is going to twine lier fingers round his

brawny fist, and we have never yet been
disappointed.

Then there is the nice old grey-haired

pastor, needed to throw the unexpected
virtues of the Bohemians into bold relief

by the contrast of his more regular

goodness. But we do not care for the
little scene which the Rev. Mr. Grant-
ham, the Lefthander and Mouse got up
at p. GO. They must all have been read-

ing Les Miserable^, or the Lefthander
would never have demanded shelter so

brusquel)'^ or so much in tlie vein of Jean
Valjean at M. Myriel's door.

' 1 am in distress, my child is sick.'
' Come in, friend.'
' I am a common man, a cii'cus-actor,

will you lodge us .?

'

'Yes.'
' You know nothing about me. I may

be a tramp or a thief. You are not
afraid 1

'

' Mr. Grantham took Mouse in his

arms :
" No, I am not afraid," he

said.
' " 1 have money," said the Lefthand-

er, "I will pay."
' As he spoke he took gold from his

pocket, Mr. Grantham put it aside

gently. " Are you hungry ?
" he said.

' " If you should recjuire anything
during the night, friend, you will find

me in the room underneath, there is no
bolt on the door."

' " You are not afraid of my robbing
you ? " repeated the Lefthander. Mr.
Grantham shook his head.'

It is true that the acrobat does not

steal the candlesticks, when he departs

before dawn, which is the only stroke of

originality about the scene. It is im-

possible, however, to say how things

might have turned out if the candle-

sticks had been silver. But it will be

readily admitted that it was too bad of

these characters to go through this little

farce and get good, innocent Mr. Esten

Cooke (who never readFantine—oh, no !)

to take it all down as original !

The rest of the tale is on a par with

this. The rich villain turns out to be
Mouse's father, and after needlessly

spending much money and planning

several futile burglaries in order to get

at the evidence of his marriage to

Mouse's mother, suddenly and quite as

needlessly goes round on the other tack,

owns his crimes, acknowledges his child,

and dexterously gets himself shot at the

right moment in a fii^dit between United
States cavalry and illicit whiskey distil-

lers. Mr. Cooke's style is very chaste.

In an amorous description, such as this :

' The R. K. lips grew mournful, and the

L. B. eyes were half closed, weighed
down apparently by half-suppressed

tears,' he is probably tmequalled. A
smaller minded man would have prefer-

red to repeat the adjectives ' red, ripe'

and ' large, brilliant,' rather than indi-

cate them by their initials, but what a

nameless charm would have been lost in

the slavish process I

T]ie Life of His Eotial Higlines^ the

Prince Consort. By Theodore Martin,
Vol. V. New York : D. Appleton &
Co. Toronto : Hart ifc Rawlinson,
1880.

Although we must readily admit that

Kings, Princes, and Serene Highnesses
can, even now-a-days, find mtich to do
in the way of work, and can also suc-

ceed in doing it honestly and well, yet

we see nothing in this elaborate memoir
to lead us to believe that the lives of such
illustriotis personages will ever afford

any instructive reading. The present

volume, for instance, divides itself

sharply into two different sections, one
treating of the general Home and Conti-

nental politics of the day, and the other
relating to the domestic life of the Royal
Family. Now the first division is at-

tached by the slenderest thread to the

biography of which it forms so conspicu-
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OU8 a part. We have a page or two of

Napoleon's clesi<(ns, of Cavour's intri-

gues, of Lord Cowley's despatches, or

Lord Palmerston's speeches. At the end

of all an extract from a letter to Baron

Stockmar gives the Prince Consort's

views on the svihject, and forms the sole

link by virtue of which a chapter of Eu-

ropean history has been palmed off upon

us as part of \he life of Prince Albert !

This part of the book, however, is at

least of some use, but the domesticities

of the Royal family, Avhich make up the
{

other half it, are neither amusing nor in-
|

strnctive. Even the Court-news-man
j

must prefer the less detailed, but more

recent, news of Royalty to be found in

his favourite corner of the papers.
,

It is no doubt highly satisfactory to
j

be told on the unimpeachable authority
j

of their parents tliat
'

' Vicky " and "Ber-

tie " were always very good, pious and
j

affectionate children. [t did not need
j

this book to assure the public that Her
|

Majesty and the Prince practised all the
j

homely and domestic virtues. King
j

George III. did the like, yet never had '

his private life embalmed in five volumes,
j

with such perfection of detail as this,— !

"Time flies . . . to-morrow we leave

" beautiful Balmoral. . . We shall

"stay two days at Edinburgh, that we
" may see a little of mamma, and travel

" over nicfht to Osborne, where, if we
" leave Edinburgh about seven in the

" evening, we shall be next morning at

" breakfast about nine" (p. 162).

On one of two grounds only (neither

of which exists in this case) can a royal

biography be excused ; either the royal

personage must be so great a character

that, like Napoleon I. we should have

wished to see his life written, although

he had never put on the purple,—or

overwhelming misfortune must supply

the place of true greatness of soul. The

latter exception covers the case of the un-

fortunate Louis XVI. But what can we

do but laugh at the pathos that finds the

ceremony of the coronation of the pres-

ent King of Prussia " very touching,
"

and thinks " there was hardly a dry eye

in the Church !

"

Much is said in these pages with the

view of exalting the Prince Consort's re-

putation as a European statesman. No
one will deny that his continental train-

ing had opened for him many sources of

intelligence and information which would

lie outside the range of the ordinary In-

sular Mini-., iv of Foreign Affairs. He

made good use of these advantages and

placed his special knowledge freely at the

disposal of the Cabinet. But we look m
vain through this volume for any proof

of that unerring sagacity with which his

admirers are too ready to endow his

memory. The charge of entertaining

German feelings was, no doubt, pushed

against him in his lifetime to an unfair

extent, and it has been quite as foolishly

entirely ignored by his flatterers ever

since that time. The Prince himself

never denied the existence of these Ger-

man principles, which were, of coiirse,

part of his nature. On the vital subjects

of the policies of Italy and Prussia, they

clearly swayed his mind to a semi-un-

conscious state of opposition towards the

prevalent English sentiment.

When Count Cavour was compelled,

by the success of Garibaldi's rising in

Sicily and ^'aples, to assume the con-

trol of that vast popular movement and

to accept the fealty of Italy for his mas-

ter, all Phigland sympathised with him.

But Prussia did not like this awkward

recognition of popular rights and refused

to recognise the government which had

inherited the aflection of the estranged^

subjects of King Bomba. Too clearly we

1 see which side the prince was upon. All

' the diflicult circumstances that had

i

pushed Cavour on were, in his eyes,

1
cunning devices of Cavour's own plan-

'

ning. Venetia was to be snatched next.

The out-spoken dispatch in which Lord

John Russell justified the course adopted

by Victor Emmanuel's government wa-s

disapproved alike by Prince Albert and

the Grown Prince of Prussia.

The same spring of action is seen in

the readiness with which he believed that

Italy, now consolidated, Avould become

a vassal of France, and march under its

banners to the destruction of Germany.

This improbable forecast was enough to

make him oppose the unification of Italy

and to pen the complaint to Lord Clar-

endon, which we find at p. 320. ' Every

anil German movement is received with

enthusiasm here, viz., that of the Ital-

ians against Austria ; of the Hungarians-

against the same ; of the Danes against

Schleswig-Holstein ; of the Poles against

Russia and Austria.' Of course, it was

much t.. be regretted that in all these

cases it happened to be the German Go-

vernment and none other that was op-

pressing subjected and weaker nations,

—but that could hardly be imputed as a

fault to English public opinion, which
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simply sided with the weaker party
wherever it was to be found.
The excessively Prussian tone observ-

able in all this has caught the bio-
grapher also, and we find him gravely
stating that the King of Prussia was in-
disposed ' on moral no less than on po-
litical grounds, to establish an empire
upon the spoliati.m of his brother Sove-
reigns '

(p. 248). The political balance
of convenience no doubt shifted, after
the date referred to

; and as for the
moral grounds,—well, they do not ap-
pear to have troubled Prussia very
much : It is strange that with all his
sympathy for Prussia, the prince seems
to have held the fixed opinion that that
-country was powerless for any great
effort, although she was at that time
upon the threshold of her greatest mo-
•dern achievements.

lUustreitedBiographies ofthe Great AHists.
Sir Peter Paul Rubens, by Charle.s
W. Kett, M. a. London : Sampson
Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington.
Toronto : Willing & Williamson.

The fact that immediately strikes one
in reading the life of Rubens, is the in-

dependent freedom of his position. We
cannot help turning to our own country
-and remembering that Hogarth was
forced to paint tavern signs for a living,

that Wilson could only obtain purchasers
among Jew bi-okers, and nearly died of
starvation, and that even Turner was
unable to sell one of his finest pictures
at the absurdly low price of one hundred
and fifty guineas.

How this Avant of appreciation con-
trasts with the honours, titles and friend-
ships lavished on Rubens and his free

and bold way in dealing even with
royalty—witness his letter to the Duke
of 3Iantua's secretary, intended to be
reported to his patron the Duke. His
Highness wished Rubens to go to France
to paint the court beauties there. Rubens
answers ' seeing the kind of commission
I cannot imagine the Duke will give
their ^Majesties a full idea of what I am/
and a little further on he suggests that
some one else should do the paintings
and that he need not lose his time 'in

works to my notion low, vulgar and
open to all.' We cannot imagine Sir

Joshua appealing thus to one of our own
Royal Georges even through the filtering

medium afforded by any number of sec-

retaries. This, however, is the tone and
magnificence of manner which Rubens
adopted throughout his life, not that he
was independent of his art ; on the con-
trary, he had a keen eye to its business
aspects, and complained bitterly when
money was owing to him for the works
of his brush.

]\Ir. Kett evidently does not thorough-
ly admire Pv,ubens' works, and ever and
again alludes to his want of the highest
feelings in art. Colour and style are
this master's characteristics,—of the lat-

ter <|uality Fuseli saj's ' he levelled his
subject to his style, but seldom, if ever,

his style with his subject. ' Rubens can
be understood and a[)preciated only on
the continent and best at Munich.

This little volume has numerous illus-

trations of the artist's more celebrated
pictures, but little can be said in favour
of the woodcuts. Some in fact are
wretchedly executed, noticeably ' The
Triumph of Silenus,' ' The Lion Hunt,'
and the ' Repose in Egj'pt.' The repro-
ductions of portraits are decidedly the
most carefidly done.
Mr. Kett gets a little confused at times,

as at page 7, where he speaks of a statue
sitting in two provinces. The reader is

compelled to stop and try to imagine
what idea was really meant to be con-
veyed by this jihrase. Even when told

that the imaginary statue is by Michel
Angelo and that the provinces are small
ones, he feels it can't be done and simply
has to ' give it up.'

The book is well indexed and care-

fully printed, and is on the whole a
handy and interesting little work.

I Clara Vanghau ; a Novel by R. D.
Blackmoke. Xo. 120 Franklin Square
Library. Harper Bros. : New York,
1850.

Mr. Blackmore informs us in his pre-

j

face that this is his maiden attempt at

novel writing ; that it has been carefully

revised and that it has been ranked (as

j

he seems to think wrongly) by the ' in-

i dolent reviewers ' in the class of sensa-
' tion novels. We do not wish to boast

,
a too extensive accjuaintance with this

j
class ; but we should not hesitate to call

a story which contains two murders (one

]

real and one attempted), a kidnapping,
a heroine who removes bricks with her
taper fingers and a penknife in order to

escape from an underground dissecting-
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room in which she is immured, sundry

other minor yet hair-breadth escapes, to

say nothing of a full complement of

broken hearts, assorted vows of revenge

and various mysterious daggers,—we

should not hesitate to call such a story,

we say, a fair specimen of the tribe and

quite up to the average.

Clara Vaughan is a heroine of the right

sort. Though exquisitely beautiful she

roams London alone, visits an under-

ground cellar (by no means to be con-

founded with the before mentioned dis-

secting-room) in company with a detective

to watch certain Italian conspirators ;

forces her way into the private room of

her father's murderer and confronts him

face to face. She is of course clever and

knows everything, so we are not at all

surprised at her elegant remark to her

uncle :
' Child do you call me ? Me who

urn seventeen and have lived seven such

years as I have and no one else !
'

The story turns upon the revenge she

seeks for her father who was stabbed in

bed when she w;is ten years old. Natur-

ally everything comes right in the end,

though she endures enough in the process

to kifl two or three young women of un-

heroic mettle.

Chaiirer, by Adolphus W. Ward. Eng-

lish Men of Letters Series ;
edited by

John Morlev. New Yt)rk, Harper

Bros. ; Tcjronto : James Canqjbell &
Son, 1880.

We may take it for granted that

Chaucer's will be the earliest life, in

order of date, that is to be embraced in

this series. Before his time there is no

one man of letters whose life and works

could furnish out material for a small

volume. Even in the case of Chaucer,

Professor Ward has experienced some

difficulty in collecting enough matter to

fill his pages, and has to fall back to a

considerable extent upf)n the delineation

of the age the poet lived in ; a process

which has the effect of a somewhat
sketchy p(U-trait surrounded by an inor-

dinate amount of gilt framing.

The knowledge we possess of this our

earliest Englisli poet, apart ivom the in-

ternal evidence presented to us in his

works, is curiously scanty and it scarcely

touches at all on the literary side of his

character.

It is hardly too much to say that if

Chaucer had not happened to have been

a courtier, soldier, ambassador, controller

of Customs and clerk of the works, we
should barely possess a single record of

his external life. Luckily the State

Papers in connection with these offices

still exist,in orderto fix for us the salient

dates and to supply the skeleton frame-

work \q)on which his biographers hang
(with more or less success) their delinea-

tions of the breathing and moving sub-

stance of his true, inner existence. No
wonder that with such scanty data it is

found somewhat difficult to adjust the

ideal Chaucer with the ex-controller of

Customs who had to forestall his annui-

ties and even to obtain letters of protec-

tion from the king forbidding any one

to sue or arrest him for the space of two-

years.

HiT relations with his wife, too, appear

wrapped in some little mystery, and we
can only conjecture how it was that he

contrived to enjoy the favour of Richard

If. without forfeiting that of his suc-

cessor.

In dealing with the very slight ma-
terial at his disposal, Prof. Ward does

not seem to us to have been over suc-

cessful. One short chapter would have

held all the undoubted facts of Chaucer's*

life, which we now have to hunt for up

and down the volume amid seas of con-

jectures and critical remarks upon his

works. The general effect produced on

us by this mode of mis-arrangement has

been unsatisfactory.

It is pleasant to picture to ourselves

the world that Chaucer lived in. Up
and down the broad Thames, spanned

by no bridge between the city and Kings-

ton, go the barges of king and noble,

whilst swan and cygnet plume them-

selves by osier beds and eyots. The
fishermen spread their nets beneath the

shadow of the Hall at Westminster,,

already grey with age, and quickly,

sharply, ring the masons' trowels hard-

by, where the clerk of the works, with

his abstracted looks and down-cast eye,,

inspects the newly rising piles of fair,

white Caen stone. London is in the

country The wide river, unimprisoned

by banks, spreads its fenny meadows,

rare places for wild fowl, right up to the

ancient walls. The houses of great men,

embosomed in trees, stretch in a long,

line down the windings of the river be-

tween the king's palace at Westminster

and the city proper, their gardens run-

ning back to the clear pebbly strand.

You may see King Edward start for
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France, may hear high debate in Parlia-

ment, may evf r and anon see a peasant

revolution break upon those pleasant

palaces and shiver them and itself into

a thousand atoms, or you may watch
Bolingbroke go by on Richard's favourite

steed,—and .yet, a hundred paces oft',

there is (piiet, and a cool, green sward
studded with the eyes of a thousand
daisies and the voice of a nightingale

ringing through the copses.

There lay the secret. England was
fair, her men were brave, the tide of life

ran through every c]\annel of the State,

but this was not enough. The young
springtide woods, they, too, are fair, but,

lacking the song of the bird, you cannot
draw its full fragrance from the primrose
bank or the sloping field where the cow-
slips nod and cluster. England lay mute,
the beauty of its youth passing away un-

recorded, when the voice of Chaucer
broke the spell. Through him we see
the splendour of a noon-tide chivalry,
by his help we recognise the Icjwly worth
of the poor Parson and his brother which
would have passed unnoticed by any
chronicle, and each movement of national
life, for good or for evil, comes to him as
it were with an appealing look to

" make its meaning good."

This he did, not didactically but dra-
matically, portraying in narrow space
the difterent types he saw so plentifully
around him, and never losing that air of
freshness and that love of nature which
are among his greatest charms. On turn-
ing to Chaucer after reading other poets,
we feel as he felt at the return of the
joyful spring season :

' Fnl is mjai hert of revel and solas.'

LITERAET ^OTES.

ATIMELY and well-conceived Essay
on the present ' Revision of the

New Testament and its Probable Re-
sults,' has reached us from the pen of

the Kev. James Wallworth Davis, B.D.,

bearing the imprint of Messrs. Hunter,
Rose & Co., Toronto.

Messrs. Appleton & Co., of New York,
have, we learn, nearly completed ar-

rangements for the publication of a
series of ' American Men of Letters,'

to match Mr. John Morley's English

series, and of which the first issues will

be Hawthorne, Washingt<jn Irving, and
Poe. The series, we iinderstand, is to

be sufficiently compi'ehensive to admit
statesmen, as well as political writers

and literary men generally. Mr. Gold-

win Smith has been asked to prepare the

volume on Washington.

The Rev. W. H. Withrow, M.A., the

cultured editor of the Caiuxdian Metho-

dist Magazine, has just brought out, in

book form, a serial story, entitled 'Ne-
ville Tnieman, the Pioneer Preacher,'

which has been appearing in the Maga-
zine under his charge during the past

year. The story deals with certain phases
of Canadian life during the War of 1812,
and portrays incidents connected with
Evangelical Methodism and the heroic
character of its earl}^ pioneer preachers,
which give considerable historic value
to the work.

We are in receipt of a pamphlet, bear-
ing the date Toronto, ]928, purporting
to be ' The Memoirs of a Canadian
Secretary,' posthmnously published, and
relating the history of political events,
particularly with regard to the National
Policy, and other incidents in connec-
ti(jn with Canadian affairs, happening
previous to the year above mentioned.
Tlie brochv re will be interesting to those
who exercise their imaginative faculties

in divining what is in store for us in the
years to come.

The Calendar of Queen's University
and College, Kingston, for tlie years
1880-81, has just been sent us by Messrs.
Hart & Rawlinson, and is tangible evi-

dence of the strides made by ' Queen's,'

Tinder its enthusiastic and hard-working
Principal, Dr. Grant, since he assumed
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the Presidency. The appearance of the
Calendar is also indicative of the posi-

tion the authorities of tlie College desire

to assume for it in the race for first rank
among the higher Educational Institu-

tions of Canada. Appended to the Ca-
lendar are the Examination Papers in

.\rts, Theology, and Medicine for the

past session.

Messrs. Dawson Eros. , Montreal,
have just brought out an interesting re-

cord of a journey undertaken by the

Pev. D. M. Gordon, of Ottawa, from
Victc^ria, B. C, by way of the fekeena

River, the Peace Piver F*ass. and the

Lesser Slave Lake, to Eort Edmonton
and Winnipeg, Manitoba. The itiner-

ary makes a good-sized duodecimo
volume, bearing the title of "Mountain
and Prairie," and is embellished with a
number of drawings from photographs
taken by some members of the party—
of the C. P. H. Engineering staff—with
whom the author travelled. We hope to

review the book at some length in our
next.

Messrs. J. P.. Osgood, of Boston,
have with commendable promptness
translated and published in book form,
under the title of ' English Confer-
ences,' the lectures recently delivered
at the Roval Instiintion, London, by
M. Ernest Kenan, on Rome and Chris-

tianity. The volume comprises, in addi-

tion to the dissertation on Marcus Aure-

lius, ffnir lectures on the following topics :

The sense in which Christianity is a
Roman work ; The legend of the Roman
Church—Peter and Paul ; Rome, the
Centre f)f the Formation of Ecclesiastical
Authority; and Rome, the Capital of
Catholicism. The work abounds with
fine passages descriptive of the condition
of Rome in the early Christian era, with
graphic sketches of incident and cha-
racter which can scarcely fail to enthral
the reader.

The clever and genial cartoonist of
Grip, we are glad to learn, is about to
project a Portrait Gallery of Canadian
journalists, litterateurs, and artists, to
be i)ri'duced in a wash of colo\ir, some-
what after the style of the Vanity Fair
cartoons, photographing the idiosyncra-
cies uf manner and bearing of each sub-
ject, without the exaggeration vrhich, in
the case of theEnglis'ii serial, frequently
descends to caricature. The series is to
be accompanied by well-written letter-

press sketches of Avhatever is of moment
in the biograjjhical histc)ry of each of
the characters treated of, with a critical

study of their productions. This new-
enterprise of Mr. Bengough's will, no
doubt, receive such favour as is the*

meed of one who has done so much
to happily illustrate, in his peculiar de-
partment, native contemporary political

and social historv.

BPvIC-A-BEAC/

A sea-horse is a sea-horse.

When you see him in the sea

;

When you see him in the hay,

A bay-horse then is he.

' I am afraid that I am going to have
a stiff neck.' ' Not at all improbable, ray
dear : I have seen strong symptoms of it

ever since we were married.'

' What pretty children, and how much
they look alike I

' says C, during a first

visit to a friend's house. ' They are
twins,' his friend explains. ' What, both
of 'em ?

' exclaims C, greatly interested.

The teacher had been telling the story
of David, and said in ending ' All this
happened more than three thousand
years ago.' Whereupon one little witch
looked up and said, ' O dear ma'am
what a memory you have got !

'

A young lady surprised the gentle-
manly clerk by offering him fifty cents
in payment for a dollar purchase. ' It

amounts to a dollar, if yoti please,' said
the gentlemanly clerk. ' I know it does,'

was the answer, ' but papa is only pay-
ing fifty cents on the dollar now.'
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' What is the worst thing abo\it riches?

'

asked the superintendent. And the new
boy in the back class under the gallery,

who only came in last Sunday, stood up

and said, ' Their scarcity.' And in his

confusion the superintendent t<jld the

school to rise and sing ' Don't be weary,

children.'

In his current expositions of Scripture,

an old Scotch minister had his own way
—which may not have been a peculiar

way—of dealing with passages hard to

be understood. He would say:—'No
doubt, my Christian brethren, there is

a great difficulty here, as the commen-
tators are agreed upon that ; so let us

look the difficulty boldly in the face and
—pass on !

'

A story is told of a sexton of Biggar,

who, on one occasion, was staring and
glowering at Sandy M'Latchie as the

latter was zig-zagging his way home-
wards. This was evidently too much for

Sandy's patience, f<ir, turning round

—

' Ye auld gravedigger clodhopper,' ex-

claiimed Sandy, on catching the sexton's

eye, ' ye needna stare and tak' stuck o'

me ; 1 gang to Carluke when I'm bu-

ried ?

'

A San Francisco man went into the

country to avoid a predicted earthquake,

and on his journey was rnn awny with
in a stage-cuach, and, being thrown out,

fell into the creek and barely escaped
drowning. On getting ashore, he was
tackled by a bear, and, when he finally

escaped tlie animal and got to a ranche,

the proprietor came out with his dog and
gun and almost killed him, thinking he
was a robber. Ke avoided the earth-

quake.

Dumas, the elder, had a weakness for

placing himself and his friends at the
service of every new acquaintance he
made. Once upon a time he sent to a
friend an ornament of the swell mob, as

it afterwards ajipeared, with one of the
most gushing of letters of introduction.
' Throw wide open to him the doors of

your house and your heart ; treat him
as you would me,' and so on. Shortly
afterwards Dumas encountered his

friend who was decidedly frigid, and on
his demanding an explanation of this

coolness, his friend said, ' Don't you re-

member sending me a gentleman with a
very enthusiastic letter of introduction V
' Yes, yes ; fine fellow—real heart of

gold—full of wit—charming companion.'

' Yes, T dessay, but he stole my watch
from off the mantelpiece.' ' What ?

Your watch too ?

'

THE SUMMER PARA.DISES OY
TORONTO.

No. I.

—

The Island.

We have gone through ' I love ' in all moods
and all tenses,

Yet the false, foolish phrase, it still charms
us to hear

;

We're not tired of the pleasures that Hanlan
dispenses

At ' The Point ' with its programme —
boats, bathing, and beer.

From the wharf, as we move, how the steamer
is dashing

Through the calm of the lustrous, clear,

mirroring lake !

See the diamond sj^ray from the paddle-wheel
splashing

;

See what glory of emeralds gleams in her
wake.

How they crowd, how they crush, as the
pier we move on to,

Sure, the city's ' gilt youth ' looks its gayest
to-day.

The light, brown haired, laughing girl-face

of Toronto,
The lithe manly forms of the boys of the

Bay.

And the light canoe sweei:)s around lakelet

and inlet.

Each boy-captain king of his watery realm 1

As he goes glad at heart with his girl for a
pilot.

And Youth at the prow is, and Pleasure at

helm !

And the children ! each type of imp, sea-

nymph, and fairy,

Bare legs in fresh water, bare heads in
fresh air—

Give them pop corn in handfuls, of buns be
not chary.

Make each little face bright with all joy it

can share.

Do we meet in the crowd— poet, publisher,
printer.

Fellow-workmen who toil for the booksel-
ling tribe ?

Ho ! bartender ! quick ! of the beer be no
stinter,

To each other's good health which in turn
we imbibe.

But the city, far west in the ^un-setting glory.
The signal for homewaid returning pre-

sents,

Of our ti'ip to the Island this tells you the
story.

Where to go and return only costs one ten
cents.

M.
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OUR North-west is a fruitful

mother of authors. Her vast

plains, billowing away to unknown
horizons, give to the traveller an in-

spiration there is no resisting, and in

spite of enemies, he must write a book.

So was it in the days of tho Veren-
•dryes, and of those equally gallant

Highlanders—^many of them broken

chiefs and men from CuUoden— who
founded the North-West Company. So
is it in our day. Milton and Cheadle,

Hind, Butler, the Eirls of Southesk

and Dunraveu, Horetzky, Dawson,
and a multitudinous host who have
been content to figure in newspapers,

pamphlets, reports, or blue books, have
told the story of the 'GreatLone Land'
over and over, dwelling lovingly on
every detail of what they saw, and how
they lived, while trapping, travelling,

and camping. There is a wonderful
charm in the free life of forest and
prairie, where a few words with an In-

* Mountain and Prairie : a Journey from
Victoria to Winnipeg, ( ia Peace Kiver Pass,
by the Kev. Daniel M. Gordon, B.D., Ottawa.
Montreal : Dawson Bro.-s. ; Toronto : Willing
A Williamson, 1880.

dian guide take the place of newspa-
pers, telegrams, and the tattle of socie

ty ;—a charm of which, to judge by the

circulation of the books describing the

life, even readers at home get some faint

flavour. For, though we ought by this

time to be somewhat tired of the

North-West, each new work about it

is eagerly bought, even by a Canadian
public that is not given to buying
books. ' Mountain and Prairie,' just

published by the Dawsons of Montreal,

is therefore sure of a welcome. It is en-

titled 10 a special welcome because of

its own merits, the trustworthiness of

the author, and the absorbing politi-

cal interest connected with the Can
ada Pacific Railway.

Mr. Gordon travelled over much of

the old and some new ground. He
writes naturally, without exaggeration

of language and sentiment, and with-

out invention of thrilling incidents.

He almost apologizes for not having

been scalped, or at least scared, by the

Indians. He has not even killed ' a

grizzly,' for the edification of his rea-

ders, nor filled a single chapter with

minute descriptions of how his dog
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looked while eating, sleeping, or skulk-

ing, and how his hoi'se gazed upon him
with unutterable poems in his large

eyes, when drowning. We accompany
him from point to point of his journey,

feeling instinctively all the time that

we are in the company of a reliable

narrator, and a man so genial and
ready of resource, that we would
like nothing better than to camp with
him. Like every one else who knows
anything of the Korth-West, he has
faith in its future ; but he neither be-

littles the difficulties in the way, nor
shuts his eyes to unpleasant facts. En-
thusiasts about the great Peace Eiver
country will be annoyed that he gives

his own experience instead of confining

himself to theirs, and that he is con-

tent to say concerning the vast plateau

with its millions of acres yet unbroken
by the plough, that prohobly wheat
will be a safe crop, inasmuch as it ais

cultivated on the river flats, whose
elevation is 800 feet less ; and they
will simply not believe him, or insin-

uate that he has some sinister end in

view, when he mentions that the
wheat at the Mission adjoining Dun-
vegan and at Hudson's Hope were
hopelessly injured by the frost last

August. All the same, we are thank-
ful to get the facts. Reasonable beings
can be trusted to make their own de-

ductions.

Mr. Gordon accompanied the party
sent last year to examine Northern
British Columbia, and the Peace Pviver

and Pine River Passes, leading from
the Rocky Mountains to the prairies

on this side. The party consisted of

Messrs. Cambie and Macleod, of the
Railway Engineering Staff, and Dr.
G. M. Dawson, of the Geological Sur-
vey, whose notes on the general char-
acter of districts visited by him, as
well as on his special department of

their geology and natural history, are
always valuable. Mr. Gordon's book
is chiefly a record of the impressions
made on him from day to day as he
travelled from the Pacific coast to the
Peace River country, and thence on

the home-stretch to the Saskatchewan
and Red Rivers. The illustrations

are from photographs by Dr. Dawson
and Messrs. Selwyn and Horetzky,.

and the maps from the most recent in

the Departments of the Canada Pacific

Railway, and of the Interior. These
features may be considered essential ta
a book of travels. They certainly add
greatly to its value, and make it at-

tractive to all classes of readers.

My present purpose, however, is-

not to review or give extracts fi-om

' Mountain and Prairie.' Books of its-

class can be judged of from extracts

only as a house can be judged from a

specimen brick. He that would form
a correct idea of Ijook or house must
inspect the whole for himself. I would
merely refer in passing to the descrip-

tion of what is, perhaps, the most suc-

cessful mission to the Indians in the

world, Mr. Duncan's at Metla Katlah,

and at the same time take the liberty

of advising all who are interested in

our Indians on this side of the Rocky
Mountains, to read the Hon. Alexan-

der Morris's recently-published work^
' The Treaties of Canada with the In-

dians of Manitoba, the North-West
Territories, and Keewatin.' In this-

paper I intend to refer only to two
subjects suggested by Mr. Gordon's-

book, which are now occupying men's

minds, and which, if I mistake not,

are likely to occupy them still more in

the immediate future. I refer to the

Chinese question, and more particu-

larly to our Pacific Railway problem,,

involving such points as the proper

Pacific terminus, the expediency of

beginning construction so soon on the

Pacific slope, and the best route from

the Saskatchewan to the Rocky Moun-
tains.

The first of these que.stions has risen

into continental importance this sum
mer by the two great political parties

in the United States elevating it to

the dignity of a plank in their Presi-

dential platforms. This tribute to

their good cause must be gratifying

to the hoodlums of the Pacific coasts
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The other question is of more imme-
diate interest to Canadians. It in-

volves, in one way or another, all the

issues now before us as a people, issues

so great that our very existence is

bound up with their determination.

Such a question should surely be dis-

cussed on its merits, and as much as

possible apart from political or party

interests. Every man who has an in-

telligent opinion should express it

calmly, if it be in him to speak calmly.

If not, why then let him speak or

write in the best way he can.

The Chinese question is a compara-

tively small one, so far as Canada is

concerned. All the more shame to us,

that an uncertain sound was given on
the subject at the outset ; and that one

or two agitators, who pose as friends of

the working man, were allowed to fancy

that the idea of excluding Chinamen
from our shores could be entertained

for a moment by our House of Com-
mons. In the XJnited States, the agi-

tation is formidable, though, even there,

it is more formidable in appearance

than in reality. However, as mere
politicians never see beneath the sur-

face, there is some excuse for them if

they think that a tub must be thrown
to the whale, when the whale takes the

shape of the great States of California

and Oregon. And so Pcepublican vies

with Democrat in courting Kearney-
ism even when Kearneyism is getting

shorn of its locks. We could not ex-

pect anything else than an anti-Chin-

ese policy from the Democratic party.

Not having fugitive negroes to hunt,

it naturally takes to hunting Mongol-
ians. And when a man like Senator

Bayard based his opposition to Chinese
immigration upon patriotism and a
philosophy of history, how can we
blame the rank and file for taking up
the cry more loudly than before, of

*ihe Chinese must go,' or ' no more
Chinese must come.' Who could blame
Legree for buying slaves, when the

ablest Presbyterian clergyman in New
Orleansdefended in pulpits and church
courts the divine right of slavery, with

I

power and even with passion ! But
1

we expected something very different
from the Bepublican party. It had
taken its stand on human rights. Un-

I der that sign it marched to victory.
And now it seeks, and will seek m
vain, to conjure with the spells of its

beaten foe. Its position towards the
Chinese, combined with those proud
boasts of what it did for the slave,
with which the platform opens, is ano-

!
ther illustration of the truth that a
political party is apt to exhaust its

I

strength in doing one great work.
That done, its mission is fulfilled, and,

;

—like the Corn law league—it should
dissolve. If it determines to maintain
its organization, it ossifies. Corrup-
tion follows, and then—the sooner the

I better—death and burial. However,
as I have said, United States politi-

cians may plead that they are under a
strongtemptation tospeak ambiguously
or immorally on the Chinese question.
Canadian politicians can hardly plead
even that. Everything is to be said
in favour of bringing more Chinese
into Canada. Nothing in favour of
expelling those who are already in.

And the anti-Chinese party with us is

scarcely more influentialthan the tailors

of Tooley Street in Great Britain.

The Chinamen in British Columbia
are, as a class, ' sober, diligent, frugal
and trustworthy.' My experience was
the same as Mi-. Gordon's. I never
saw better servants, and only wish
that I could have induced one to come
east with me. They get good wa^es,
and are quite willing to take all that
they can get. They have no decided
prefei'ence for a low wage. It must
be admitted that, instead of spending
their money on brandy and soda, or
calling for tubs of champagne, in which
to wash their feet, like the jolly miners
who were welcomed so cordially into

the Province, and who have left it much
as they found it. Chinamen save as
much as possible to take home to their
parents and children, or as a provision
for old age. Such patriotism, filial

piety, and forethought, I have heard
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indignantly denounced. ' They are

objected to,' says Mr. Gordon, ' by the

saloon-keeper,' who gets no custom

from them ; by the indolent, whom
they prevent from exacting exorbitant

wages for a minimum of work ; by

agitators, who try to win the favour

of the white working-man, and by
others who are more or less influenced

by those olyectors. And yet, remove
the Chinamen, and you disturb every

industry in British Columbia ; exclude

their future immigration, and you in-

crease the cost of working your future

factories.' Yes, exclude them, and

your factories will be ' future' for a

"long time. Jf there is one thing that

British Columbia needs more than any-

thing else in the world, it is abundance

of labour. It has physical difficulties

of no ordinary kind to contend with :

torrents roaring for miles through

gloomy canyons, seas of mountains,

magnificent distances. Th'ere is no

hope of its resources being developed

unless abundant capital flows in : and

capital will keep away while cheaj) la-

bour is excluded or threatened. Can
capitalists who have to pay mechanics

85 a day compete with those who
pay 82 \

The anti-Chinese cry anywhere is

absurdly and fundamentally opposed

to human rights ; but the absurdity

waxes to the zenith when we consider

the very small white poi)ulation of the

verv big Province, and the fact that

those few whites are themselves com-

Itarativelv recent immigrants. There

areabout'30,000Indians, 10,000 whites

and 5,000 Chinamen in British Colum-

bia. There would be some show of rea-

son in 1 he aboriginal inhabitants saying

to the others, ' you white and yellow

strangers must go.' But though the

red man beholds his favourite fishing

grounds seized and the very gi-aves of

his forefathers grudged to him, he gives

all the children of the Gi-eat Spirit

kindly welcome. It is a party among
the recently ai rived whites that steps

forward with the cry, ' this country is

ours ; we cannot compete with the Chi-

nese; the Chinese must go.' On what
groimd must they go ? ' They are im-

moral,' it is piously answered. Why
then do you not pass laws to exclude

immoral people of every nationality ?

' They work more cheaply than we.'

But, though working men in former
days smashed improved machinery on
that ground, they do not dream of do-

ing so now. Give then the Chinaman
the same toleration that you extend to

machinery. Do not smash him. Ma-
chinery is just what British Columbia
needs. 'They pay in very little to the

Government in the shape of taxes.'

Lower Canadians have been accused of

this same crime against Her Majesty's

Exchequer. But both Chinamen and
French Canadians pay more taxes than

m;ichinery at any rate. ' They will

not become naturalized ' Do English-

men, who go to China to seek their for-

tune, take out letters of naturaliza-

tion there ? Besides, what inducements

do you hold out to tempt them to take

such a step ? ' They associate closely

together and so control the market.'

Is clannishness a crime, and rigging

the market a Mongolian invention 1

' TJiey do not bring their wives with
them.' If the men are insulted is it

any wonder that they are slow to bring

their women. I am almost ashamed
to argue the question. ( )ne word on
it ought to be enough. By what rigid

do we propose to exclude from Canada
men of any country who come ofiering

to do honest work for us ? Of all peo-

ple in the world, how can we who be-

lieve in the unity of the race and the

love of God for humanity listen with

patience to such talk 1 And, with re-

gard to what people can we entertain

it with so little decency as with regard

to the Chinese, who—to begin with

—

asked only to be let alone, and on whom
we forced ourselves in the name of the

rights of man. If the game of exclu-

sion is to be played, the Chinese will

be delighted. They have no doubt that

they can get on better without us than
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we without them. And they have only

to stop giving us tea to bring us to our

knees.

As to the phases of the Pacific Rail-

way qtiestion which I have indicated,

]Mr. Gordon has come to the conclusion

that Edmonton is a necessary objective

point on the main line ; and the most
• lirect course from Edmonton is by the

Yellow Head Pass, and thence by the

Thompson and Eraser Rivers to Bui--

rard Inlet. He is thus substantially

at one with the present and former
Goveriiments in their location of the

line and selection of the terminus; and
though he says nothing on the expedi-

ency of beginning construction on the

Pacific slope this year, it is clear that

if the right route has been adopted,

commencing now in the mountains may
be premature but cannot be fatal. But,

if Edmonton is not a necessary objec-

tive point, and if the northern route

leading to Port Simpson be the one to

which opinion is gravitating, then the

ten millions of dollars we have under-

taken to spend between Yale and Kam-
loops might just as well be thrown into

the sea. What then should we do, in-

stead, it may be asked 1 Do ? We
should do nothing towards building a

mile of the line in British Columbia
until at any rate there is 2:)ractical un-

animity among competent authorities

as to whether it should go to Burrard
Inlet or Port Simpson. We should on
no account take a possibly fatal leap

in the dark. Is it asking too much to

plead for delay till some responsible

engineer can tell us positively whether
the northern or soiithern line is the

right one, or is it now too late to ask 1

Formerly Tasked in various public ways
for a good deal more. Again and again

I have maintained that we should not

begin construction on the Pacific slope

until we had from a million to a mil-

lion and a half people in the North-

West. That may have been an extra-

vagant contention on my part. I do
not think it was. It seems to me an
eminently reasonable position to take,

and a rough test that the people gen-

erally could understand as readily as

experts.

Governments, however, ai'e wiser
than the people, and members of the
House of Commons are more powerful
than King Canute. They believe that

they have only to vote millions, and
that of course the millions will be
forthcoming. This is not to he won-
dered at. But that a particular route
and terminus for the Pacific Railway
should be adopted by successive

Orders in Council before the Chief
Engineer, or any other engineer, or
competent authority, would venture to

say which of the two great competing
I'outes was the right one, seems to me
so wonderful that I am inclined to

question my own sanity. For, of

course, I cannot think of questioning

the sanity of twenty or thirty Cabinet
Ministers.

Mistakes are made in connection

with every great undertaking. That
is a matter of course, l^o one need
wonder therefore that mistakes—some
of them diplomatic, others engineering

—have been made in connection with
the Pacific Railway. As practical men,
too, we have to look at recent, rather

than at ancient, mistakes. Surely then
the two mistakes for which least ex-

cuse can be offered were committed,

(1) when an Order in Council wasj^ass-

ed in July, 1878, adopting the Burrard
Inlet route; (2) when another Order in

Council was passed, in October, 1879,

endorsing that decision. The route

adopted may turn out to be the right

one ; but neither Government had the

necessary data to decide a question

involving issues of such magnitude.
Consequently, no matter what the

pressure in each case, the action was
immoral. Political necessity is ["lead-

ed in justification. That is, we were
politically compelled to take a step

that might lead to an irretrievable

loss of at least ten millions to begin

with. Had we really drifted into so

preposterous a position? The British

Columbians, we are told, were resolv-

ed to have justice ; resolved, that is, to
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have performance instead of promises.

They had been tantalized too long.

They had come to believe that pro-

mises about the railway were made
only to be broken, and they were de-

termined to have a bit of railway

somewhere, though it should cost the

life of the Dominion. What was life

without the railway? No doubt
political British Columbia took this

tone, and exerted pressure, and even
used threats. But surely we are al-

lowed to examine their position, and
in doing so we are to assume that the

people of British Columbia have the

same kind of common sense that peo-

ple elsewhere have. Now, in the

name of common sense, what benefit

are the bulk of the people of Vancou-
ver's Island and of British Columbia
to get from a railway beginning at an
insignificant village in the heart of

the mountains of the mainland, then
winding away from them for an hun-
dred miles or so, and ending nowhere;
costing about 8100,000 per mile;
with a total population of two or three

hundred souls along the whole hun-
dred miles, and with no population,

and no hope of population beyond ?

Certainly, no benefit, it will be an-

swered at once, unless the hundred
miles in que.stion be a necessary part

of the main line. But, if no compe-
tent authority ventures to say that the
main line should take this route ; if

the Chief Engineer says, ' I am not
in a position to decide, for it may be
found in the course of a year or two
that the main line should go hundreds
of miles to the north'—what then 1 I

would like an average British Colum-
bian to give a reply. In his absence
I may—with submission—suggest

what might have been done.

The state of the case being as I have
described it, could not a Cabinet Min-
ister have been found in one Govern-
ment or the other, wise enough and
bold enough to have assembled the

British Columbia representatives in

some tea-room and have discoursed to

them substantially as follows :

—

' Gentlemen, we all—you as well as

I—are anxious to preserve this Confed-

eracy of ours ; we know too that its

various parts must be linked and wel-

ded together with iron ; that organic

filaments will weave themselves round
those long iron rails, and make us

truly one people ; but look calmly and
as practical men at the present posi-

tion. Here we have Marcus Smith
contending vehemently against this

Burrai'd Inlet route ; men likeSelwyn,

Hox-etzky, and others, declaring that

we should cross the Saskatchewan, be-

low Prince Albert, make direct for

Peace River, and thence to the Pacific

by the Pine Pviver Pass ; and above
all, our Engineer-in-Chief repeatedly

asserting that the facts under his hand
do not yet warrant him giving a de-

cided opinion, and therefore counsel-

ling delay. No sane man then will

venture to say that it is clear that the

main line should go to Burrard Inlet.

If we adopt a route in ignorance, and
it turns out that it is a wrong route,

we shall not only have thrown away
ten millions, but we shall have thrown
away for ever all hope of getting a

Canada Pacific Railway ; for no Go-
vernment would ever try it again, after

such a gigantic blunder had been com-
mitted. Therefore, would it not be bet-

ter all round for us to give you the in-

terest of the ten millions for additional

judges, dry-docks, wet-docks, dykes,

pumping machinery, branch roads,

subsidies to steamers, or anything else

under the sun likely to benefit all

Canada, and particularly your intelli-

gent constituents, until we get more
light, and are clearly and unmistak-

ably in a position to commence con-

struction ]
' If the representatives saw

in some such proposal as this, only ft

snake in the grass, a cunning scheme
to induce them to consent to further

delay, and very likely they would, when
the Victorians would not change a

letter of the inscription on their arch

at LordDufierin's request, and make it

' Carnarv«n terms or Reparation/ in-

stead of ' Carnarvon terms or Separa-
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tion,' what then 1 Would it have been

quite impossible for our hypothetical

Cabinet Minister to have said, ' very

well, gentlemen, we shall employ or

allow you to employ the most skilled

actuary in Canada. Let him make
out a statement, showing the direct

and indirect damages you have sus-

tained by Confederation, and we shall

})ay the bill, and allowyour Local House
to spend the money. That, or any-

thing else in reason, or a little out of

reason, we are willing to do. But a

leap in the dark that may imperil our

national existence we will not take.'

All this may have been politically im-

possible. I do not profess to be ac-

quainted with how now todo things. But
I submit that by some such straight-

forward proposals, British Columbia

—

if not the representatives—could have
been satisfied. If not, the Dominion Go-
vernment would have shown that they

were resolved to do justly, generously,

and wisely, but not madly. Standing

on that ground, reasonable beings

would stand beside them. And it

would have mattered little whether
there were a few score irreconcilabies

or not.

The foregoing argument is based on
the fact that no competent engineer or

observer, who has seen both Southern

and Northern British Columbia, has

—so far as known to me—declared

absolutely in favour of the Burrai'd

Inlet route. Many will think this

incredible, but let there be no mistake

on this point. The late Engineer- in-

Chief always urged delay, on the

grounds that neither British Columbia
nor the Prairie country on this side

was sufficiently known, and that the

consequences of a mistake in the loca-

tion of the main line would be deplor-

ble. In his Report for the year ending,

April 5th, 1879, he says :
' During the

last Session of Parliament, I was called

upon to express my views with regard

to the question of a terminus on the

Pacific Coast, and the location of the

western end of the line. I submitted
the opinion that it would be desirable

to gain full and complete information
regarding a northern route by Peace
or Pine River, and the vast territory

through which a northern route has
been proposed, with respect to which
little is now known. The Government,
however, deemed it essential that con-
struction should commence without
further delay in British Columbia, and
I was directed to state the route, which,

under the circumstances, I would ad-

vise should be placed under contract.

Accordingly, I recommended that if no
postponement for further examina
tion could be admitted, and if the

immediate commencement of theRail-

way was imperative, that the choice

should fall on the route by the rivei's

Thomson and Fraser to Burrard In-

let.' In other words, Mr. Fleming
said, the Northern route has not been
examined yet, and it should be ex-

amined before a decision is come to
;

but of all the routes proposed in Cen-
tral and Southern British Columbia
the Burrard Inlet is the best. He was
right. Bute Inlet was the worst and
Burrard Inlet the best. But the

Northern route might be far better.

He asked for delay, but delay could

not be granted. A change of Ad-
ministration took place, and the Chief

Engineer again pleaded for delay.

His plea was listened to, and the ex-

pedition which Mr. Gordon accom-
panied was sent, in the spring of 1879,

to examine the unexplored regions on
the coast, in the mountains, and along

the Peace River. So great was the

eagerness to have no unnecessary de-

lay, that a synopsis of their reports

was telegraphed, in September, to

the Chief Engineer ; and he, hav-

ing considered it, addressed, ©n
the 30th of September a communica-
tion to the Minister of Railways, de-

claring that enough was now known
to justify still further delay. Pointing

out that a line leading to Port Simp-

son would not only accommodate the

Peace River country, but that the

cost would be considerably less than

that of the Burrard Inlet route, he
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adds, in language which—coming from

a man who is known to weigh every

word he utters or writes— is most em-

phatic :
' There can be no doubt that

the examinations made this year, of

which partial returns only have as

yet been received, go to show that the

northern route possesses advantages

greater than previously known. From
what has been brought to light, I

would consider it unwise at this stage

to adopt and begin construction on

either the Burrard Inlet or Bute In-

let routes.' Notwithstanding this de-

cided opinion, an Order in Council

was passed on the 4th of October, re-

adopting the Burrard Inlet route.

Parliament endorsed the action, and
construction has commenced. How
many notes of exclamation should be

inserted here 1

Not to speak of other work of va-

rious kinds, in other places, Mr. Sand-

ford Fleming has given us in the In-

tercolonial Railway a road which it is

scant justice to say ' ranks second to

none on this continent,' built through

a country where nature has interposed

almost every conceivable obstacle to

the engineer, and built at the cost

originally estimated. Every reader

of the history knows, too, that the

credit for this great achievement can-

not be given to the Government Com-
missioners. Claims connected with

the work amounting to several mil-

lions, incurred through disregard of

his remonstrances, official and unoffi-

cial, are still unsettled. He has been

offered $G,000 a-year to adjudicate on
these, and rejected the otier. He does

not pretend to be a judge, least of all

upon matters on which, having ex-

pressed strong opinions, he is not qual-

ified to be a juryman. If ever man
deserved well of Canada, Mr. Flem-

ing does. But he never did more faith-

ful public service than when persist-

ently pleading for delay in locating

the western end of the Pacific Rail-

way. He is no longer Chief Engi-

neer. Have we so many able and in-

corruptible public servants that we
can afford to let him retire into pri-

vate life 1 His right place now is in

the House of Commons.
Mr. Gordon woidd probably ask, if

the Railway goes by Peace River, do
you not sacrifice Edmonton and the

Bow River country ? Not at all, in

my opinion. A branch railway would
be constructed from Prince Albert, to

run between the two Saskatchewans
towai-ds the Bow River. This would
be one of the most important feeders

of the main line.

I do not advocate the Peace River
route. All that I submit is that

safety seems to lie that way ; that

there is no necessity for immediate
action ; and yet, that we are taking a

leap in the dark, and in the opposite

direction, and in a country full of

precipices, because a few heated gentle-

men clamour loudly that ' something

must be done.'

I have said my brief say on two of

the subjects suggested to me by
'Mountain and Prairie.' Writing
about the Railway, I feel tempted to

go on with the subject and ask, should

a Company or the Government build

the road 1 But perhaps it will be time

enough to consider this question when
offers are made by a Company. Some
readers may accuse me of having

wandered far from the book I am re-

viewing. I haA^e allowed myself to do

so, for this article is intended not as a

substitute for, but as a guide to, Mr.
Gordon's book.
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FOURTEEN YEARS AGO.

BY ESPERANCE.

UNRUFFLED lay the moon-lit bay
When, from the pine-fringed shore,

We lightly stepjjed into the boat,

A merry band of four.

Our laughter rang upon the air,

Our words were glad and gay,

For we were blithe and careless then,

Tn youth's brief holiday.

My sister Grace, and Nell, her friend,

Together hand in hand,

With little Willie boy and I,

Made up the tiny band.

Wee Willie was but six years old.

He would be twenty now,

With black-brown eyes and floating curls

That swept across the brow.

We left the darkness of the shore.

Where, 'neath the watei''s breast,

The shadows of the drooping pines

Lay peacefully at rest.

The moon was low ; and far ahead,

Upon the open bay,

Still wider as it neared the west,

A shining pathway lay.

Just where the waters kissed the sky,

—

As white as driven snow,

And piled as high as winter drifts,

The clouds lay long and low.

O'er these the shining pathway climbed^

A golden belt of light,

Then, in the azure vault above.

It disappeared from sight.

But where it seemed to pierce the sky

The moon in splendour lay,

A fitting portal to the courts

Of everlasting day.

Wee Willie clasped his little hands,

And, on his baby face,

I saw a look of wondering awe,

The former smiles efface.

A moment silently he sat

And did not speak a word.
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Nor did he hear us when lae spoke,

Or answer if he heard
;

At last he turned with hands still clasped,

And pleadingly he said :

* O please do row us over there !

Please do, dear brother Ned !

Because you know— ' He let his hands

Drop idly on his knees,

—

* It might lead right straight up to Heaven,
Row quickli/, brother, please !

See that must be the golden gate,

And if we're not too late,

"We might perhaps get in to-night

And have no more to wait

!

God must have opened wide the gates

That all who wished might come,

Perhaps He knew how glad we'd be

To see His lovely home !

will it not be nice, dear Grace,

To sleep in Heaven to-night ]

It must be such a lovely place,

For there 'tis always light !

Row quickly, brother, quicker, please,

For I should almost weep

If after all we were too late

And found them fast asleep I

'

1 could not bear to thwart the child

Whom best I loved on earth,

—

A charge bequeathed me by the one

Who left us at his birth,

—

And so I rowed with added speed

To please and humour him,

Nor ever hinted to the boy

How vain his foolish whim
As every now and then he cried :

(Did I my speed abate)

* Row quickly, brother, quicker, please !

We surely shall be late !

'

Alas ! poor Willie !—from the west,

In gold and crimson state,

The moon dropped slowly to the sea.

And God had closed the gate.

How Willie cried ! his little heart

Seemed breaking in its grief,

Nor yet could anything I said

Afford the child relief.

Nell stooped to pai-t the sunny curls

And kiss the flushing brosv,

* You shall go home, dear Willie, soon,

So soon, dear, though not now !

'

"She only spoke to soothe the child
;

But Willie was not strong,
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E'en from his birtli we had not thought
To keep our darling long,

And now there flashed across uiy heart
A swift i-ebellious pain,

'What if the thoughtless words came true,

And all our care proved vain 1

'

A flower upon the water's breast

Which caught the childish eyes,

And Willie leaned across the boat
To grasp the floating prize.

Too late an arm was stretched to save,

The lily floated wide,

And we, without a warning word,

Were launched into the tide.

I was the only one could swim,
One could not rescue three,

And yet I knew not which to choose,

For all were dear to me !

But to my mind swift memory brought
The words of one long dead :

*My baby-boy I leave to you
To guard and cherish, Ned !'

And so I swam to save my boy,

And caught him in my arm,
And soon had placed him on the shore

Beyond the reach of harm.
But suddenly I felt that strength

Had left my every limb,

And fcr myself I feared not death,

But still I strove for him !

My Willie boy ! so fair in form
And with such winning grace,

—

He must be rescued—in the world
To fill some noble place !

But all in vain my frantic strife.

Although I fought the wave.

My little Will and I sank down
To fill one common gi-ave.

Ah ! so I thought—but ere the day
Had driven back the nijiht

I woke and opened wide my eyes.

Then closed them at the light.

They nursed me back to life again

Though I had prayed to die,

Why should I live when all I loved

Had found a home on high 1

Dear Willie ! God had heard his prayer.

And, though we were too late,

Had not refused him entrance in,

Nor made him longer wait

!

One, only, left of that wee band,

—

I would that he had died,

And slept together with the rest

235
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Beneath the waveless tide !

But God knows best ! both life and death
Are His to deal at will,

And human hearts have only this :

To suffer and be still !*****
Why I was saved of all the four

I shall not know till when,
Beyond the golden gates of Heaven,
We four shall meet again I

GOING ON AN EXCURSION.

To Ladies onhj.)

BY E. A. W,

SOMETIME this summer you, who
are the careful and tired mother

of a comparatively care-free and un-

tiring family, hear or read of a cheap
excursion, which leaves your nearest

railway station at an early hour on
the morning following, for a not far-

distant city, and returns in the even-

ing. You feel very much like going
on it, but there are objections to be
considered and disposed of. In the

first place, all excursions are cheap,

and you are in the habit of consider-

ing them common. You are natu-

rally, and on principle, averse to chea])-

ness and commonness ; but you will

not let this aversion stand in the way
of your pleasure, especially when you
remember that these despised quali-

ties are characteristic of some of the

best things on earth. Secondly, of

course, you have ' nothing to wear ;

'

but, after musing upon the possibili-

ties of your wardrobe, you discover a

suit which will not be too cool for the

dewy morning nor too warm for the

burning noon, a*nd which will not be

strikingly inappropriate for either the

farm-waggon, the railway train, the

steamer, or the street-car. Then you
think that, after all, perhaps you had
better not go ; there is so much to be
looked after, and the family cannot

spare you. But the family, upon being

appealed to, assert, with cheerful and
not very complimentary alacrity, that

they not only can but will gladly spare

you, and every one unites in saying

that ' you need rest, and you ought

to take a day.' Now that it is repre-

sented to you as a duty rather than a

pleasure, all your objections vanish.

The next point is to select a com-
panion for your little journey, and
your mind instantly reverts to the one
friend who is not veiy wise, not very

brilliant, not very handsome, but

whom you are prone to regard in the

light of an ' old shoe ;
" the easy,

confident, faithful, affectionate soul,

who doesn't know how to give or take

offence. This friend's name we will

take for granted is Jenny.

In the morning, while dressing, you
make up your mind very seriously

that you are going to take a pleasure

trip, and a pleasure trip it shall he.

No insect cares shall be permitted to
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intnule, no trifling annoyances dis-

turb you. Ttie host of Lilliputian

worries, which daily demand entrance

at the door of your mind, must be

gently but fii-mly given to understand

that you are not at home to them.

None of these things shall have power

to cheat you out of the genuine holi-

day spirit, which is to the holiday it-

self what life is to the body.

The sleepy little youngsters come
down stairs just in time to see you
ofl", and I hope you are old-fash-

ioned enough to tell them to ' be good

children while mamma is gone.' When
they are grown old they may look

back uponit with the same half-smiling,

half-pathetic feeling with which you
recall the days when your mother
said that to you before going away.

When you arrive at the depot you
are ten minutes l)efore time, l)ut the

train is, of course, very much more
than that behind time. You are on

the point of exclaiming, ' How tire-

some !
' but, remembering your new

re.solution, you say, instead, ' How
fortunate that we remembered to

bring " The Confessions of a Frivo-

lous Girl " along with us.' Neverthe-

less, you have no idea of reading the

book. It is nice to have it along in case

of need, ))ut the need is not apparent

yet. You think what a dreadfully

characterless and unsuggestive place

a railway station is, and wonder why
the people who hover round it and
saunter in and out look as if they

were made to correspond with it.

denny tells you that the prettiest rail-

way station she ever was in was the

one where she stopped three or four

summers ago. It was a common pine-

board affair, but it was built appa-

rently in a clearing of the woods, and
it was profusely decorated inside with

branches of cedar. ' It fairly smelled

sweet and just as good as blossomed
in the drst,' s;iys Jenny ; and then
she goes on to tell about a pair of cur-

tains in a parlour she once was in,

which were dotted all over with sprigs

of cedar, certain to keep fresh for fi\'e

weeks anyway, and the effect of

which was so cool and pretty. By
this time the cars have come, and
you are comfortably seated in one of

them. You make a little joke about
the train l)eing no sooner in than
you are in, too, and Jenny, who is

looking after the flowers, and the
tickets, and the ' Frivolous Girl,' still

finds time to smile. That is one
of your friend's good points—your
little efforts are never thrown away
upon her. You now talk about the
different dresses in the car with head
gear accompanying them, and alter-

nately raise the window to let in the

air, and shut it down to keej) out the

dust. On leaving the car there is a
grand scramble for the boat. Every-
one is terribly anxious to secure a

good seat for ' His Majesty myself.'

You protest against it, not verbally,

but in actions, which are proverbially

known to speak louder than woi'ds. In
this case, however, they do not speak
long enough to be heeded. It is

impossible to stand on your dignity

when the crowd behind are pushing
you on, and the crowd in front are

given to making sudden lurches and
pushing you back. You feel heated
and disgusted, but in the midst of it

all, you are conscious of Jenny's eyes,

blue, cool, smiling, surveying the scene

with tran(]uil amusement, and then
you suddenly remember which of you
it was that made a determination not

to be troubled by trifles.

After the hurry is over everyone
discovers that there was not the slight-

est need to hurr}'. It is breezy and
cool, and delightful on the boat. Pre-

sently the band on the upper deck let

on a little music, and then as suddenly
shut it oft" again. This by way of cele-

brating— economically—your depar-

ture from land. For all practical

purposes. Lake ( )ntario might not just

as well be the Atlantic Ocean, but foi"

all unpractical purposes, it might just

as well be. It is possible on either

body of water to watch the land recede

from view, or to speak pro.saicaliy, to
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watch the land staying just where it

was before, and know that you are

receding from it. The sui'ging waters,

the free pure winds, the larger sky

—

these are not of earth—they belong to

the lake and the ocean.

You will observe that though there

are seats and to spare on the steamer,

some restless spirits will persist in

walking to and fro, among them one
or two whom you have noticed several

times before on the train, and in dif-

ferent parts of the boat, and whom
you will very probably see many times

again in the city, and on your way
home. There is no reason for this rule

of repetition in the meeting of strang-

ers, but there is seldom an exception

to it. About the middle of your voy-

age, the band deals out a little more
music—with a frugal hand—and again

when the spires of the city come into

view, there is the sound of minstrelsy,

and a suggestion of parsimony in

its production. Everyone goes to the

forward part of the vessel, and bends
an attentive ear to the gentleman who
is telling his own party the names of

the difierent churches from which the

spires arise, and the sti'eets on which
they are situated. With a sigh you
exchange the dreamy cloud-like

motion of the boat for the rattle

and clatter of the streets. The sun
glares down iipon the hard sidewalk,

over which the excursionists are poured
like a short stream flowing into a

never ending river. Then follows the

usual routine—a search for a dining-

room, a little sight seeing, a little shop-

ping, and lastly, a visit to a friend in a

far away street, whom you have not

seen for years. She herself opens the

door for you, and utters a long drawn,
' Why-v-y !' of amazed pleasure before

she fully recognises you, and realizes

that you are there. Then there are

embracings and exclamations, and a

thousand questions asked and an-

swered. She is wrapped in wonder at

your sudden appearance, until you
explain that you came over on the

excursion, when she seems to consider

it natural enough. She is determined
that you shall partake of an early tea.

Jenny teleg-i'aphs to you that there is

no time. You falter out— ' There is

no time !
' but your hostess laughs at

both of you. She speaks of time as

though it were synonymous with
eternity. You will mortally offend her
if you go, and you will be in mortal

fear of missing the boat if you stay.

Of the two evils you choose the latter.

Your visit is rather a warm, hur-

ried and exciting affair, but you had
a lovely time notwithstanding. Yoii

acknowledge that to yourself as you
drift towards home over the still

waters in the heavenly moonlight. In
spite of being tired out, you are ab-

sorbing enjoyment now. Everyone else

is tired too, but they do not all look

happy. Some of them look resigned

—

and there are others who look unre-

signed. These last are doubtless poor
rich people who are so accustomed to

the lap of luxury that a moonlit sail

on a smooth lake seems rough by com-
parison. You pity them from the

bottom of your heart. Some of the

more vivacious try to sing, but the

attempt dies a natural and painless

death.

When you i-each home it is very

late, and you hrmly believe that there

is a separate ache in every bone in

your body. But that wholesome sleep-

compelling weariness is in itself a

novel sensation. You sit down in a

rocking-chair and draw off your
gloves, and lean back, and talk for

([uite a long time to your husband,

whose paper dropped unheeded to the

floor at the beginning of your narrative.

You need not be surprised because he

looks at you so often and seems so

interested and attentive, because, as

you know, it is a long, long time since

he has seen you looking so tranquil,

and talking so brightly, and sitting

down to rest, without any fldgety fancy

work in your fingers. I do not think

you will regret having done such a

very common thing as going on a cheap

excursion.
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THE ASYLUMS, PRISONS, AND PUBLIC CHARITIES OF ON-

TARIO, AND THEIR SYSTEM OF MANAGEMENT.*

BY JOHN W. LAXGMUIR,

Insixctor of Prisons and Public Charities for Ontario.

IN these years of advanced civiliza-

tion, the moral and material

standing of a nation or community is

judged and determined by well-defined

standards. If the morality of a com-

munity is low and vitiated, it follows

that its religion is not that having the

impress and approval of the Divine

Master, whose whole earthly life and
teaching were devoted to the elevation

of fallen humanity. Or, looking at

the converse of the proposition, if a

country is possessed of a sound and
effective system of education, we look

for and generally find wide-spread in-

telligence, a large degree of social

culture, and a marked development

in all things pertaining to the arts

and sciences ; and if, with wide-

spread intelligence and unblemished

morality, a nation is also blessed

with large material resources, and its

people are skilful and enterprising, we
almost invariably find national great-

ness, together with the largest degree

of comfort and contentment that such

a condition of things secuz-es.

There are also equally unfailing tests

by which the status of a nation in

the scale of civilized humanity can be

determined ; and none is more certain

than that afforded by an examination

of the system designed by a country to

supply the needs of its moral, mental,

and physical defectives, and of its de-

pendant classes generally. If a state,

blessed with large national resources

*A paper read before the National Confer-
ence of Charities and Correction, at Cleve-
land, Ohio, on the Ist July, 1880. •

and other advantages of a material

character, neglects to make proper and
sufficient provision for its afflicted

and offending classes it assui-edly wilU
to the extent of such neglect, occupy
an inferior position in the scale of civil-

ized humanity ; and the more wealthy

and powerful such a defaulting nation

is, the greater will be the national

shame attaching to such neglect. It

is the solemn duty of the state, by
some oi'ganization or other, to pi'ovide

for her insane, her indigent orphans^

and her homeless sick, and to care for

those who have been so afflicted as to

be unable to care for themselves.

Moreover, with regard to offenders-

against the law, if for no higher ob-

ject than that of public economy, it is-

in the direct interest of a community
that they should be graded and classi-

fied in a properly devised system oi

prisons and reformatories.

Of all the vexed problems in sociai

science, the one involving the care of

the criminal and dependant classes,,

and relating to the systems of mana-
ging the prisons, asylums, and public

charities designed for their accommo-
dation, is, perhaps, the most intricate-

and the most difficult to solve. Apart
from the financial and social difficul-

ties which must always surround the

question, the extreme sensitiveness of

public opinion in respect to all matters-

relating to the care and custody of the

classes coming within the scope of

charitable and correctional systems,

while being one of the greatest safe-

guards against improper treatment or
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maladministration, is at the same time

one of tlie chief elements of danger

that has to be guarded against.

That the inmates of our prisons

and reformatories must be deprived of

their liberty, and for the time being

subjected to disciplinary control
;

that the insane in our asylums must
be carefully watched and needfully i-e-

strained ; and that the helpless poor

in our refuges, and the orphans and
abandoned waifs in our benevolent in-

stitiitions must be subjected to whole-

some rules and regulations, renders the

care of these classes, under such con-

ditions, a work involving the most
'delicate and careful management, and
requiring, in its performance, the high-

est order of talent and executive abil-

ity. Moreover, even with these indis-

pensable qualities, the honest and

faithful administrators of a charitable

and corrective system, and the execu-

tive heads of the institutions and or-

ganizations attached thereto, will al-

ways find cause for constant anxiety,

continued watchfulness, and the exer-

cise of the largest amount of discretion

and well-directed zeal.

Having regard, therefore, to the

difficult and delicate surroundings

which must always attach to the care

-of the offiBnding and dependant classes,

it follows that the systems intended to

supply their needs should, in the first

instance, be devised with the greatest

care, and should afterwards absorb all

that is good in any other system which

lias stood a practical test.

It is neither the object nor the inten-

tion of the writer to enter into a criti-

cal comparison of the respective charit-

able and correctional systems in exis-

tence in the various civilized countries

of the world ; but rather to furnish a

brief outline of that obtaining in the

Province of Ontario ; and at the outset

it is proper to state the number and
character of the institutions coming
within the scope of the .system to be

reviewerl.

The correctional, reformatory, and
charitable institutions of Ontario com-

prise, in their relations to the Grovern-

ment and to the Provincial system of

management, three distinct classes, as

follows :

—

Firstli/. —Institutions erected solely

at the expense of the Province, and,

when founded and organized, entirely

maintained and exclusively controlled

by the Provincial Government. The
institutions of this class comprise four

hospitals for the insane and one asy-

lum for idiots, an institution • for the

education of the deaf and dumb, an
institution for the education of the

blind, a central or intermediate prison

for male offenders, a reformatory for

boys, a reformatory for women, and an

industrial refuge for girls, the two last

named being now in course of erection.

Secondli/.—Gaols erected and main-

tained jointly by the Government and

the various counties of the Province,

namely, thirty-seven county gaols,

and eight district gaols in unorganized

texTitories, the latter being built and
maintained in the first instance by the

Province.

Thirdly.—Charitable institutions

founded and erected by cities and

towns, and by private individuals in

a corporate capacity, and which are

only partially maintained by the Pro-

vince, but whose affairs are under the

inspectorial supervision of the Govern-

ment. The institutions of this class

comprise twelve general hospitals,

fourteen houses of refuge, twenty-one

asylums for orphans and neglected

and abandoned children, and four

magdalen asylums.

These one hundred and seven insti-

tutions are all comprised in and form

part of the correctional, reformatory,

and charitable system of Ontario, and

in all their relations to the Province,

and in their systems of management,
are placed by law under the supervi-

sory control and inspection of a Gov-

ernment official, known as the Inspec-

tor of Prisons and Public Charities.

In order to convey a correct idea of

the system of supervision and inspec-

tion, it will be necessai-y to define, ?s
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briefly as possible, the duties of this

official.

These comprise the statutory in-

spection three times a year of the

asylums for the insane, of the institu-

tions for the deaf and dumb and the

blind, and of the prisons and I'eforma-

tories belonging to the Province

;

twice a year of all the county gaols

;

and once a year of all hospitals and
charities aided by Goverement. The
designs for new buildings required

in all branches of the service have
to be prepared under the Inspec-

tor's directions, and all the repairs

connected with the buildings owned
by the Government are under his

supervision, as is also their furnishing.

Besides the general oversight and
control of the maintenance routine of

the institutions established by the

Province, he has to frame the by-laws

and regulations governing their disci-

pline, management, and general econ-

omy, and to. approve of the by-laws

made by corj^orate bodies for the

government of other charities. He
is further empowered and required by
statute, as a commissioner, to investi-

gate upon oath into all irregularities

which may occur in the administra-

tion of the affairs of the institutions,

or in the conduct of their officials. He
is charged with the letting of all con-

tracts for supplies, and with the super-

vising of the purchase of goods requir-

ed in' the Government institutions, as

well as with the monthly audit of the

accounts incurred for their mainten-
ance, and of the statements of their

revenue. He has also to make an an-

niial audit of the receipts and expen-
ditures of all charities aided by Pro-
vincial grants. He has to make en-

quiry into the cases of all lunatics

committed to the county gaols, and
to arrange for their removal to the
various asylums ; and he has to direct

the transfer from the county gaols of

those prisoners sentenced to the Cen-
tral Prison. He also has the charge
of the estates of lunatics admitted to

the asylums, who have no committee
2

or guardian appointed by the Court of
Chancery, and he is effectually em-
powered to deal with such estates as
the statutory committee of such luna-
tics.

It is hai'dly necessaiy to point out
that such extensive powers, the chief
of which have just been detailed, would
not be conferred upon any official with-
out a direct check and partial control
being exercised over him by the Gov-
ernment conferring the authority, and
this is very simply but most effect-

ively furnished. One of the members
of the Ontario Government is the exec-
utive head of the Inspector's depart-
ment, and with him the"*lnspector is

in constant communication, consulting
with and advising him respecting all

matters pertaining to the institution

service. This Cabinet Minister is of
necessity a member of the Legislature
of the Province. He is, therefore,

both as a Cabinet Minister and as a
member of the Legislature, together
with his colleagues in the Government,
directly responsible to the people for

the pi'oper administration of the af-

fairs of the institutions referred to. He
introduces and takes charge of all legis-

lation required in connection with the
])ublic institution service, and obtains
the requisite money appropriations for
their maintenance.

Such being the method of super-

vision and control, we may now pro-

ceed to a review of the different

branches of the system.

With regard to the correctional and
reformatory institutions, it will be
noticed that tliey form five distinct

and separate grades, namely :— 1st.

Common or County Gaols ; 2 ad. Re-
formatory School for boys ; 3rd. Re-
formatory School for girls ; 4th. Cen-
tral or Intermediate Prison for men

;

and 5th. Reformatory for women. In •

addition to this chain of prisons and
reformatories, the Dominion Govern-
ment maintains, in each of the Prov-
inces, a Penitentiary for such adult

convicts as have been sentenced for

periods of two years and over. These:
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six classes of custodial institutions

form one of the most complete series

of prisons and reformatories that

exists in any country," and constitute

a system which, with respect to the

grading and classification of offenders,

is quite vip to the highest standard

that has yet been advocated by the

most advanced reformers in this im-

portant branch of social science.

Each county in the Province has a

gaol at its capital or county town,

which is built and maintained con-

jointly by the county and the Prov-

ince. These gaols, although managed

by sheriffs and county councils, are

largely under the control and super-

vision of the Government Inspector.

That officer frames the regulations

with respect to clothing, dietaries, la-

bour, and all questions of internal

economy ; and when these regulations

are approved of, as they have to be, by

the Lieutenant Governor in Council,

they have the same force as statutory

law. Differing from the United States,

the sheriff, gaoler, or gaol official is not

allowed to have the slightest pecuniary

interest in the prison dietaries or sup-

j)lies, or in anything connected with its

financial affairs. As the result of this

provision, the average cost of the gaol

dietaries is only ten and a half cents per

day for each prisoner. If a gaol was

faulty in its original construction, as

many were, and requires alterations,

additions, or repairs, the inspector,

with the consent of the Lieutenant-

Governor in Council, has power to

order these to be proceeded with, and

if the county neglects or refuses to

comply with the order, the Govern-

ment can compel the work to be done

by mandamus. The good effects of this

authority are shown by the fact that

all the gaols of the Province, with one

or two exceptions, are structurally up

to the most approved modern require-

ments. Notwithstanding this, how-

ever, owing to the number of these

gaols, their location in all parts of the

Province, and for other obvious rea-

sons, it was found impossible to pro-

vide hard labour for the prisoners

whose sentences had that condition at-

tached to them. In consequence of

this, prisoners were left in almost ab-

solute idleness, a condition of things

which, even under a perfect classifica-

tion, is the greatest cause of demoral-

ization in a common-gaol system, and
at once renders these necessary local

establishments mei'e nui series of crime

and vice. To overcome, or to, at any
rate, lessen the bad effect of these

evils in common-gaol life, the Central

Prison was founded and opened in

1874. This prison is an intermediate

one between the common gaol and the

Dominion Penitentiary, and is for the

custody of adult male prisoners who
are sentenced to prison under two
years ; for terms in excess of which,

convicts are sentenced to the Peniten-

tiary. Prisoners may be sentenced

by the judiciary of the Province direct

to the Central Prison, or any prisoner

who is under sentence to one of the

common gaols and is physically and
mentally fitted to perform hard la-

bour, may be transferred to it under
the warrant of the Government in-

spector. The estah)lishment is provided

with the means of keeping every per-

son committed to it employed at

hard labour, having attached to it,

along w4th other industries, a brick-

yard, wherein upwards of one hun-

dred prisoners are kept at work, a

broom factory for one hundred more,

and a shoe and tailor's shop, where all

the boots and shoes and clothing re-

quired for the common gaols and all the

public institutions of the Province are

made. Notwithstanding the short

period sentences of the prisoners com-

mitted, which, of course, very seri-

ously affects the financial results of

the prison labour, the Central Prison

is fast approaching a self-sustaining

basis. Altogether, after an experience

of six years, the Central Prison may
be reported to have been entirely suc-

cessful in all respects in accomplish-

ing the oVjjects of an intermediate pri-

son between the common gaols and
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the Penitentiary, and it is now one of

the most important links in our pri-

8on system.

In regard to the Reformatory for

Boys, it is to be regretted that up to

a recent period that institution very

imperfectly fulfilled its design. During
the last session of the Legislature,

however, an Act was passed having

for its object an entire change in the

system, and an appropriation was also

voted for alterations in the present

structure and the erection of addi-

tions thereto. The changes in the

administration of its affiiirs involve

the complete reorganization of the in-

stitution in respect to discipline, in-

terior economy, and structural ar-

rangement, so that in its future opera-

tions the Pteformatory may in the

most effectual manner perform the

great and important work for which
it was designed. In short, it is in-

tended that, instead of being a prison,

with all the objectionable features and
surroundings of such an institution, it

shall become a reformatory school,

in the most liberal sense of the term,

for the education, industrial training,

and moral reclamation of juvenile de-

linquents.

With regard to the reformatories

for women and girls, both of these

institutions are now being fitted up,

and will be ready for the reception of

inmates some time during the present

month. In the construction of the

Reformatory for Women, the most
advanced designs have been intro-

duced, so as to obtain as perfect a sys-

tem of classification as it is possible

to have in the various dormitories,

shops, work rooms, and other depart-

ments of the institution where the

inmates associate. Thex-e are twelve

distinct corridors or wards in the

building, to each of which is attached

a separate work-room, and, in addi-

tion, the general workshop is divided

into two flats and five distinct com-
partments. Means are provided for

serving the meals either separately or

in partial association, as may be found

most desirable ; and there are also

four distinct yards for airing and exer-

cise. In fact, the structural arrange-
ment of the building secures the means
for as perfect a classification of the
inmates as can be obtained under the
partially associated system, and as

effective and practical a method of

separation, in my opinion, as under
the silent or solitary system.

The building to be used for the pur-

poses of the refuge for girls com-
prises a wing of the reformatory for

women, from which it is entirely cut
off". For all practical purposes, the

disjunc^^ion of these two institutions,

although they are under the same
roof, will be as complete and effective

as if they were miles apart. The
rooms and other portions of this re-

formatory are well lighted, airy, and
cheerful in appearance, the most dis-

tinctive feature of the whole structure

being the entire absence of everything

of a prison character. There are no
cells, iron bars, or gates, and the

sleeping rooms are all of the asso-

ciated character, with space for from
five to twelve beds in each.

With respect to that branch of the

system relating to the care and treat-

ment of the insane classes, I have al-

ready stated that there are in the

Province four hospitals for the in-

sane, and one asylum for idiots, the

whole having a receiving capacity for

two thousand seven hundred patients.

All these institutions are entirely

maintained and directly controlled by
the Government, there being no pri-

vate asylums whatever in the Province.

In the Toronto Asylum, however, two
wings are set apart and properly

fitted up for the reception of the bet-

ter class of paying patients.

The asylum structures are all plain

but substantial. In providing ac-

commodation for the insane, the lar-

gest proportion of whom are drawn
from the lower classes, all expensive or-

namentation and elaborate structural

adornment have been carefully, and I

think wisely, avoided. The entire cost
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of these asylums, including their fur-

nishings, amounts to 81,520,730, or a

capital cost of s566 for the structural

accommodation of each lunatic. At
the London Asylum, where a large

quantity of land is attached to the

institution, the cottage system for the

care of the chronic insane has been

in successful operation for five years.

The cottages are placed in groups up-

on the grounds, each group, of which

there are three, having accommoda-

tion for thirty men and thirty women,
which number of patients are looked

after by a man and his wife and

one attendant. The capital cost of

these cottages is equal to 8278 per

inmate.

The four asylums for the insane

have each certain counties allotted to

them from which they receive patients.

The sufficiency of the asylum accommo-

dation to meet the requirements is

best shown by the fact that while

there is accommodation for 2,700, the

number now in residence is 2,450,

leaving at the present time vacancies

for 250. No insane persons whatever

are maintained in local hoiises of

refuge, all being in the public asylums

referred to.

There are three methods by which

lunatics are admitted to the asylums,

namely : First. Upon the certificates

of three qualified medical practitionei'.s,

each stating that he has personally

examined the patient, separately from

any other medical practitioner, and

that he finds such person to be insane,

and specifying the facts upon which

he has arrived at such conclusion.

Second. When a person is committed

to one of the common gaols of the

Province as being dangerous to be at

large, such person may be removed to

an asylum upon being certified to be

insane by two qualified medical prac-

titioners and the County Judge. Third.

If a person be charged with the com-

mission of some offence, and, upon be-

ing arraigned, be acquitted by a jury

upon the grounds of insanity, the cer-

tificate of the court to that effect will

enable the prisoner to be sent to an
asylum.

Like the asylums for the insane, the

two institutions for the education of the

deaf and dumb and of the blind are both

maintained and controlled by the Gov-
ernment, the counties of the Province
contributing nothing towards their

sup})ort. The former has a capacity

for two hundred and fifty deaf-mutes,

and the latter fin' one hundred and
seventy-five blind pupils, about; which
numbers are now under instruction.

Board and education in the institu-

tions ai'e free to all deaf and dumb
and blind persons between the ages of

seven and twenty one, and indigent-

or{)hans are in addition clothed and
maintained at the expense of the

Province. The period of instruction

is seven years, which may in special

cases be extended. Besides a literary

education, the male youths in the

institution for the deaf and dumb are

taught the trades of shoe-makino;. car-

pentering, and cabinet-making, as

well as farming and gardening; while

the females are taught dress-making,

general sowing, and house work in all

its details. At the institution for

the blind, the male pupils, in addition

to receiving literary and musical in-

striiction, are taught basket and
wicker work and cane-seating, and the

females the use of the sewing and
knitting machines, hand-sewing and
knitting, and general fancy work.

Coming now to the last branch of

work, namely, hospitals for the treat-

ment of bodily diseases, refuges for

the pool-, orphanages, etc., only within,

the last six years has this class of in-

stitutions been subject to Government
supervision and inspection. Before

that time the Legislature annually

voted funds in aid of their main-

tenance, but exercised little or no
supervision over the administration

of their aflfairs, leaving that in the

hands of the local boards of manage-

ment. The parliamentary grants in

aid of these charities were not then

based either upon the work performed.
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•or upon the number of inmates in the

respective institi;tions, but an arbi-

trary sum was voted to each. More-
over, many of the structures used

were quite unfitted for the purposes

of the charities, and in some instances

the administration of affairs was of

the most lax character, and no proper

or uniform method of obtaining

tabulated statistical information was
employed. To overcome these defects

an Act was passed in 1<874 to regulate

the public aid to hospitals and charit-

able institutions, and to provide for

their Governmental supervision and
inspection. Under the provisions of

this Act a certain fixed sum per day
is paid by the Province for the main-

tenance of each patient or person ad-

mitted, and in order to stimulate and
encourage private and municipal sub-

scriptions to these charities, the Prov-
ince gives, in addition to this fixed

allowance, a further sum per day for

each inmate, equal in the aggregate to

one-fourth of the money received from
a,ll other sources than Provincial aid.

The workings of this Charity Aid Act
have produced the most satisfactory

results. New and well-arranged hos-

pitals have been erected, and old ones

reconstructed
;

private subscriptions

have been largely augmented ; and
greatly increased efficiency in manage-
ment has been obtained in nearly every

institution subject to its provisions.

I would now direct attention to a
few of what I conceive to be the

best features of the system I have
been endeavouring to outline. T place

first that which is common to the

public service throughout Great
Britain and her dependencie.s, namely,
the permanent aijpointment, or, to

use the ordinary terra, the appoint-

ment during good behaviour, of all

officers and employes connected with
the service. I believe this to be an
essential requisite to the faithful and
-effective performance of official duty

;

but in no branch of the puVjlic service

ts it so vitally important as in that re-
'

lating to asylums, prisons, and public 1

charities. As mentioned in a former

part of this paper, the care and treat-

ment of the dependant and offending

classes is a work requiring the most
delicate and careful management, the

detailed routine of which, apart from
the various branches requiring pi'C-

fessional skill, can only be acquired

by close observation and matured ex-

perience. Given, on the pai't of an
officer, the requisite ability, combined
with a conscientious determination to

perform his duty faithf ally, and every

year's service and experience adds to

his value as a public servant. In this

way permanency of tenure constitutes

a bond between the State and the

official, and in the compact I have no
hesitation in saying that the State is

the decided gainer.

Another point of almost equal

importance relates to the supei'vision

and inspection of the public institu-

tions. Direct and sufficient authority

is vested in the Government Inspector

to deal promptly with all defects, ir-

regularities, and troubles as they

arise, no matter whether the defects

ai'e of a striictural, administrative, or

disciplinary character. Other methods

of inspection may be equally, and per-

haps more, effective, but unless in-

spectors, commissioners, boards of

directors, or other officials or bodies

of a like character, are, in addition to

their inspectoral and recommendatory
powers, clothed with sufficient execu-

tive authority to remedy defects and
supply deficiencies, it appears to me
that the prime requisite of a system

is wanting.

The third point I would refer to is

the direct association of a member of

the Government in the administration

of and control over the affairs of all

the institutions comprised in the sys-

tem. Only through this executive

association of a Cabinet Minister,

which, under a responsible form of

Government, is the direct authority

of the people, could such ample pow-

ers be delegated to the Goveniment
Inspector.
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The fourth and last point to which

I -would direct attention is the cost

of maintaining the Public Institu-

tions under the Ontario system. The
charge upon the Treasury of the Prov-

ince during the fiscal year ending on

the 30th September last, for the main-

tenance of such of those institutions

as are exclusively owned and managed
by Government, and the aid granted

to hospitals and charitable institutions,

were as follows, namely :

—

Asylum for the Insane Toronto .S83,72o.22

Asylum for the Insane. London 9.5,081.74

Asylum for the Insane, Kings-
ton - - - 51,345.85

Asylum forthe Insane, Hamil-
' ton - - - - 37,186.42

Asylum for Idiots, Orillia - 18,95.5.14

Total cost of maintaining asy- ——

-

lums - - - 280,894.37

Institution for Deaf and
Dumb, Belleville - - .S38,.589..50

Institution for the Blind,
Brantford - - - 29,515.15

Total co.st of maintaining In-

stitutes D. & D. & B. - 08,104.05

("entral Prison, Toronto - 07,071.75
Reformatory for Boys, Pene-

tanguishine - - 28,427.00
Common Gaol maintenance

equal to .S1:J2,3.50.08, about

4 paid by Government 40,784.09

Total cost of maintaining pri-

sons and reformatories - 1.30,284.04

Aid to Hospitals -

Aid to Refuges
Aid to Orphan Asyljms

Total aid to charities -

Total Provincial expendi-

43,700.83
] 0.009. 19
13,410.42

73,720.44

ture - .«;.505,003..50

Less revenue derived from
Ijaying patients in Asy-
lums and from Central
Prison labour - - .Sfi5,829.42

Net charge upon Provincial
Trea.sury - - - 8499,174.08

A critical analysis of these figures

will, in my opinion, shew that the

strictest economy consistent with ef-

fective management is observed in

the administration of the aflfairs of

public institutions embraced in the

system, a result which is largely due to

the controlling supervision exercised

1 by the Inspector's department overall

purchases of and contracts for sup-

plies. The daily average population

1
was 2,208, thus making the weekly cost

i

per patient equal to §2.48. The daily

average attendance of pupils at the

I

institution for the deaf and dumVj was
215, and the annual cost per pupil

' was 179.40; and at the institution for

I

the blind the daily average numVjer in

I

residence was 169, and the annual

j

cost [er head $174 20. In the Cen-

\
tral Prison the daily average num-

}

ber in custody was 329, and the daily

j

cost for food per i)risoner was four-

1 teen cents, and for clotliing, salaries,

j

wages, and all other expenses, twenty-

five cents, or a total of thirty-nine

! cents for each jjrisoner. In the Re-
formatory for Boys, the daily average

population was 208, and the annual

I

cost per head was 8136.24. The daily

j

cost of dietaries in the common gaols.

[

was ten and a-half cents per prisoner ;

and of clothing, salaries, and wages,

and all other expenses was thirty-

seven and a-half cents per day, or a

total of forty-eight cents per day.

No portion of the expenditure of

maintaining the Government asylums
is borne by the coitnties, but an an-

nual revenue of about $30,000 is

received from paying patients I may
here state that the cost of asylum
maintenance in Ontario is very lai"ge-

ly reduced by the products of tlie

farms and gardens attached to the asy-

lums and cultivated by the inmates.

During the past year .$30,000 worth

of products were taken from the asy-

lum lands, which cau«ed a direct re-

duction in expenditure to that

amount.

I have thus endeavoured to give

within the comj)ass of a necessarily

brief paper such as the present, an
outline of the charitable, reforma-

tory, and prison system of the Prov*

ince of Ontario, and the results of its;

working. That the Province is fully

alive to the importance of the inter-

ests involved in the system is shown
by the fact that during the past de-
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cade, she has founded and erected at son, a reformatory for women, and a
an expense of nearly two and a-half refuge for girls, which, along with the
million dollars, three hospitals for the

\ institutions established prior to Con-
insane, an asylum for idiots, two insti- federation form one of the most com-
tutions for the deaf and dumb and the plete, charitable and correctional sys-

blind, a centi'al or intermediate pri-
,

terns on the continent.

PER TOTAM NOCTEM.

BY CIIAS. RITCHIE, MONTREAL.

I AM thy lover true, and seek for thee

Throughout the deathly silence of the ni"ht,

In time of darkness, half confused by light.

And plead as if thou still must sheltered be
From my keen gaze, Love of Eternity.

My prayers, my tears, my cries, are unto Right
Till morning heal mine oft-offended sight.

The blushing day, with murmurs of false pcaca,

Lithe rivalry and sharpness of a sting.

That troubletli though the veiled leaders cease

To scorn my song, and this my wandering
Comes with her meek f^iir-shining eloquence

And the strong-hidden language of the heart

Fulfilling all things, soothing by ])retence

And wiles we know not either where or whence.
Save that our wounded souls crave to dejiart.

The chilly, dawnless season of my youth,

While I lose thee, a laggard from thy throne,

A fond creed-worshipper of scornful truth

Left to the wildness, bitterly alone

Bles'ieth but as a mourner from the grave

Of one beloved, praising h-is sad God.

Ah ! spotless face of innocence now save.

Teach me the pathway that thy feet have trod.

For all my deeds and praises of thy name,
Mine efforts in the brightness of the sun.

Honours by man bestowed and widening fame,

Health ])urchased by dear Nature kind, and now
All that I think, or breathe, or utter fond

Hath been as foulness in thy wondrous eyes
;

Bring forth, O thou most loved, in calmness done
The pi-ize of Life, the rapture of the skies

;

Kneel, O my sin-vexed soul, and look beyond—
Li the eternal Heaven can dwell no mysteries.
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OLYMPIA MOEATA.

BV 'FIDELIS,' KINGSTON.

EVERY tourist who reaches Heid-
elberg,—from Mark Twain back-

wards,—visits, as a matter of course,

the romantic old Schloss—the crowning
glory of the charming bill-girt little

city on the Neckar, with its massive

relics of mediaeval architecture and a

life gone by ; its picturesque position

and delightful view;— its hoary ivy-

mantled towers entwined with associa-

tions of which not the least interesting

are those linked with the history of the

noble and beautiful but ill-fated Prin-

cess Elizabeth, first of England, then of

Baden, and last, though but for a short

time, of Bohemia. But few travellers

probably find their way to the quiet

old university church, lying near the

pretty Atdage and close to the unpre-

tending group of buildings that com-
po.se the university ; where, under a

plain grey stone, lies the dust of a wo-

man who was almost a contemporary

of Elizabeth, as noble as the fair Elec-

tress, perhaps more noble in all that

constitutes real nobility, and almost as

unfortunate in the ' few and evil days

'

of the life that followed a tranquil and
happy girlhood.

One sunny August Sabbath after-

noon we had been listening in this cool,

c[uiet Universitdt-khrhe to a suggestive

sei-mon from the University jireacher,

on the text, ' The kingdom of God is

within you.' It was appi-opriate enough,

as will be seen from the outline of the

life which follows, that, after such a

sermon, we should go to seek the monu-
ment, of which, years before, we had

heard with interest—to the learned

lady—Olympia Morata. The name
seero.s, from association, to breathe the

aroma of the culture and classical learn-

ing of the age following the Eenai.s-

sance, when the literatures of Greece
and Rome M'ere enthusiasticallj stud-

ied, and their study was by no means
restricted to the masculine sex. The
old grey stone tablet, with its quiet

academic surroundings, seemed to sug-

gest an atmosjjhere of tranquil study

and classic repose, in which a noble in-

tellectuid womanhood ripened into rich

maturity, out of reach of all di.stui'bing

and distracting influences. Very dif-

ferent, however, was the real lot that

fell to Olympia, at least during the last

five years of her short life ; but the

real circumstances though far from the

ideal contemplative life one could im-

agine as a fit setting for a thoughtful

student, were such as drew out, in no
ordinary degree, the faithfulness and
devotion of a natui-e as morally noble

and truly feminine as her mind was
highly endowed and carefully culti-

vated.

Olympia Fulvia Morata— her very

name having a classic ring—was born

ac Eerrara in 1528. It was a time

when storms were beginning to gather

threateningly in the religious and poli-

tical hozizon. New thoughts were wak-

ing in men's minds, and the quickened

intellect of the Renaissance was begin-

ning to chafe restlessly against the still

strong barrier of superstition and ec-

clesiastical tyranny ; and the natural

growth of opposing forces was prepar-

ing the inevitable conflict that culmin-

ated in the Reformation struggle. The
father of Olympia, Pellegrino Morata,

had come from Mantua to Eerrara as

tutor to the brother of Ercole II., the

reigning Duke, who belonged to that

haughty family of D'Este, whose fair
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tbuthaughty Leonoi-a an 1 her tyrannical

brother had, some generations before,

^o disastrously wrecked poor Tasso on

,his voyage of life. Kenee, the reigning

Duchess, had been educated with Queen
Margaret of Navarre, and was, like her,

accomplished in the science and learn-

ings of her time ; like her, too, a noted

sympathiser with the holders of the

'new oi)inions' in religion, which were

beginning to attract so mucli attention.

Her court became a place of retreat

for over bold theologians and suspected

literary men. Calvin himself resided

there for a time. Clement Marot, the

poet, Languet, Amico Paleario, Celio

Curione and Peter Martyr, were among
those who enjoyed its liberal protec-

tion. Professor ]Morata's views, how-

ever, seem to have been rather ad-

vanced evenforthatliberal atmosphere,

for we tind tliat he was obliged to leave

it for a time in consequence of some
published theological writings and to

teach for a time at Venice, Vicenza

and other places. He w^as, however,

intercec'ed for and permitted to return

when his daughter Olyrapia was about

eleven years old. His unsettled life had

not prevented his giving due care to

her educalion, for in the following year

the Duchess Renee selected Olympia
to be the companion in study of her

own daughter, the young AnnaD'Este.
Her proficiency at that time w^as al-

leady remarkable ; for a girl of twelve.

She could write lettei-s in Latin and
translate Boccaccio into the same
tongue, had begun the study of Cicero

and of elocution, and even of science

and philosophy. The atmosphere of a

court did not seem to interfere with

her purstiit of study. She now attend-

ed regularly the univei'sity lectures,

those of her own father, of Celio Cur-

ione and of the celebrated Chilianus

under whom she advanced rapidly in

•Greek. She wrote dialogues in Greek
and Latin after Plato and Cicero, and
<;ontinued to study Cicero, philosophy,

and the art of public speaking, which
•does not seem to have been thought at

all out of place as a feminine aocom-

plishment. Tier father, at all events,

took a warm intere t in her progress

in it, for lie writes, at her request, a

letter full of judicious advice, in which

he tells her that ' pronunciation rather

than action is the important point in

speaking,' and closes with the exhorta-

tion to which all orators should give

heed :
' Strive that your speech be

made pleasant in the speaking. The
seductive power of the Goddess of Per-

suasion, the suavity of Pericles, the

bees on the lips of Plato, the chains of

Hercules, the lyres of Oryjheus and
Amphian, the sweetness of Newton,
nay, the grace of Christ Himself was
nothing else than a sweet, soothing,

cheerful, soft speech, not affected nor

elaborate, but beautifully, delicately

and subtly harmonised. The greatest

orator will change the sound, not only

in every sentence according to its sense,

but in every word. I, for my part,

would rather hold my tongue than

speak harshly, inarticulately or un-

pleasantly.'

At sixteen, Olympia had prosecuted

her study of Cicero and of elocution to

such good purpose, that, at an age when
most boys are only entering college,

she was requested to give Iectm*es in

the L^niver-sity— a com])liment which

it would be difficult to match, even in

these days of honour to female stu-

dents. Behold, then, this actual

Portia discussing, we may be sure

with all due gravity and dignity, the

Paradoxes of Cicero, in the halls

where were accustomed to lecture the

most learned men of the age ! If any
little growl of discontent arose among
the gossips of that day, it has not

reached us across the distant roar of

turbulent centuries. We are told, on

the contrary, that 'there was no notion

of rivalry between the sexes, any

more than between classes, in the

State. All were at liberty to do their

best, and they had an audience suffi-

ciently critical to rate whatever was

said at its real worth.' If it seem al-

most incredible that Olympia could at

so early an age lecture on Cicero, be-
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fore * a critical ' audience, let it be
remembered that in those days of com-
paratively concentrated education,

neither boys nor girls were tortured
with a dozen ' ologies ' and 'isms.'

Modern science was not ; modern his-

tory was in the future. Newspapers
and magazines were unknown. There
wei-e no ever-changing Pai is fashions,

prolific in frills, and flounces, and
shinings and other devices contrived
for wasting material and time. The
school-girl was not being perpetually
* driven,'—now from mathematics to

music, now from classics to cooking-

classes 1 So it is not so much to be
wondered at if a thoughtful, studious
girl of that age should drink some-
what more deeply of the ' Pierian
Spring ' than her modern representa-

tive with all the most approved ' me-
thods ' is likely to do. AndOlympia
was by no means deficient in house-
wifely arts, as we tind from her later

history. But people were content to

live more simply then, and house-
keeping did not absorb so large a
portion of a woman's vitality as it

does now—in America especially.

For three years more, Olympia, con-

tinued to lead her tranquil student life

at the Court and University, studying,

lecturing, and, we may be sure, diffus-

ing around her the elevating influence

which a noble and highly cultivated

womanhood must always exert. Her
nineteenth year, however, brought
unlooked-for changes. Rome was be-

ginning to feel her-self threatened by
the growth of liberal thought, and the
King of France joined with the Pope
in urging the Duke of Ferrai'a to

purge his Court of the heretics in

whom it was known to abound. Er-
cole had not the strength of mind to

resist the pressure, even though his

own wife was a sympathiser with the

obnoxious class. Olympia's o])inions

must have been decided and openly

expressed ; for she was obliged to

leave the Court, and, even in the com-
paratively humble home where her

father was fast failing in health, she

was subjected ioa worrying espionage,

till she was almost afraid to be seen
reading her Bible. In the year follow-

ing, her father died, and Olympia was
left the mainstay of the family, her
mother being an invalid, and her three

sisters and brother all younger than
herself. But Olympia had learned to

drink at purer fountains than those of

mere earthly pleasure. ' I do not re-

gret,' she writes, ' the short-lived plea-

sures which I have lost. God had
kindled in me a desire to dwell in

that heavenly home in which it is

more pleasant to abide for one day
than a thousand years in the courts of

princes.'

But though Olympia's higher re-

sources made her independent of the

luxuries of courts, they did not in the

least chill the womanly impulses of a

warm and loving natvire. A certain

Dr. Andrea Griinthler, standing ap-

parently in no awe of her erudition,

fell in love with Olympiji, and Olym-
pia fell as honestly and thoroughly in

love with the young German physician

as if she had never dreamed of any-

thing else than love and marriage.

Soon after their union, when Dr.

Griinthler had gone to seek a home
where both could Vjreathe more freely,

Olympia's passionate devotion finds ex-

pression in a letter to the absent one.

' I greatly grieve that you are away
from me and will be away so long

;

for nothing more grievous or more
painful could befall me, and I wish,

denr husband, that you were with me,

so that I could show you more clearly

how great is my love for you. You
would not believe me if I wei-e to tell

you how I long for you ; nothing is so

hard or ditfioilt that I would not wil-

lingly do it to give you pleasure, yet

I could bear anything for your sake

more easily than your al)sence.'

InleavingFerrara, theyounghusband
and wife were entering upon a life in

which there was not henceforth to be

much repose for either. Olympia took

with her her little brother of eight

years old, that she might herself
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superintend his education. Their first

stopping-place was Augsburg, where

Dr. Griinthler's recommendation to

the Archduke Ferdinan4 procured

him the patronage of Herman of Gu-
tenburg, whose physician he Vjecame

for a time. Having but little society

at Augsburg, Olympia found congenial

occupation in translating the Psalms

into Greek verse. Dr. Griinthler was

subsequently offered a position at Liuz,

but declined it in favour of Schwein-

furth, where he thought his wife would
find greater liberty. It was, besides,

his native home, and there the young
couple decided to take up their abode.

But the spirit of war and turbulence

was abroad. Noble ' filibusterers' took

advantage of the general confusion to

make raids at pleasure to find spoil

for themselves and occupation for their

troops. One of these noble leaders,

Albert Alcibiade, of Brandenburg, en-

tered Franconia at the head of an army
and billetted on unhappy Schwein-

furth a part of his force. Oppressive

exactions, siege, famine, plague, were
the consequences to the innocent in-

habitants. Numbers of the citizens

died, Dr. Griinthler was struck down
by the plague, and restored by Olym-
pia's devoted nursing, to find bombs
shattering the houses of the city, from
which he and Olympia were obliged to

take refuge in their wine cellar. Soon
after, Albert's army vacated the city,

which it could no longer hold, and the

Prince Bishop's aimy of defence en-

tered and pillaged hapless Schwein-

fui'th, as a punishment for having had
the invader's force quartered upon it

against its will! Olympia and her hus-

band escaped to Hamelberg, where the

inhabitants were afraid to allow them
to 1 emain for more than four days. At
their next stopping place, they were
arrested by an officer, under pretext

of orders from the Prince Bishop to

kill all refugees from Schweinfurth, but
werefinallysetat liberty and found shel-

ter at Kineck, whose Count received

them kindly, and sent them on to the

Court of Frbach, There they remained

for some time, and the Count eventu-

ally procured for Griinthler an ap-

pointment in the University of Heid-
elberg. One of Olympia's first cares,

when she found a resting-place for her-

self, was to seek a servant among the

refugees from Schweinfurth. She and

her husband had escaped from the

burning city with barely their lives,

and scarcely even clothing. Her books-

and manuscripts had been nearly all

destroyed, though a few of the latter

were, strange to say, rescued from de-

struction. A number of her friends^

however, sent her presents of books to

make up for her loss. That she was-

not likely to indulge in useless repin-

ing, we can be sure, not only from her

unselfish character, but from the tone

of a letter which she had written to a

student friend full of wise counsel and

sound philosophy. 'Do not,' she says,

' trouble yourself too much for fear lest

these sad times interrupt your studies :;

you will not lose much by that, for

there is as much good in securing

whatever you have acquired, as in ac-

quiring something new. Even if you.

go to war, you can find time to read

some one book without a teacher, for

everything cannot be got from teach-

ers ; they can only point out the way
to the fountains. I advise you, there-

fore, to read some one book, to read it

again and again, and weigh its mean-

ing, for it is better to know one thing

well, than many things moderately.'

At beautiful Heidelberg, then^

Olympia, storm-tossed as she had been,

found a brief season of rest under the

shadow of the magnificent castle, no

ruin then, but full of the knightly and

martial stir of the Elector's Court.

One can imagine with what delight

Olympia's cultivated eye would rest

upon its stately halls and rich archi-

tectural decorations, its beautiful

gardens, or the superb view command-
ed by its broad terrace or Altan^

while she, doubtless, recalled the still

recent history of the unfortunate

Princess and Electress Elizabethj

whose noble presence still seemed to,
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<;ling around her happiest home. But
life had little more to offer to Olym-

pia, either of sweet or bitter, though

something of the latter was still to be

xaingled in her cup. It seemed as if

misfortune pursued the refugees. The
.plague broke out in Heidelberg with

all its horrors. Olympia again es-

-caped the plague, but the trials and

shocks through which she had passed

had undermined her constitution, and

she slowly sank under a wasting fever.

During its progress she wrote to her

•old friend Celio Curione, in calm con-

templation of her death : 'I commend
to your care the. Church, that what-

ever you do may be for her pi-ofit.

Farewell, mobt excellent Curio, and

when you hear the news of my death,

do not grieve, for I know that my life

will only begin after death, and I

wish to be dissolved and be with

€hrist.'

Her dying hours were characterised

'by the same calm repose and dignity,

the same realization of the higher un-

•seen life, that had borne her through

:so many trying scenes. Her husband

thus, with a tendtr eloquence, describes

her death :
' When she was almost dy-

ing, waking a little out of sleep, I saw

Tier look pleased and smile softly. I

went nearer and asked why she smiled

sosweetly. " I saw just now," she said,

•** a quiet place filled with the fairest

and clearest light." When she could

speak no more through weakness,

"Courage," I said, "dear wife; in

that fair light you will dwell" Again

she smiled, and nodded her head. A
little while afterwards she said :

" I

.am quite happy ! " When next she

spoke, her eyes were already dim. "I

'can scarcely see you any longer," she

•said, " but everything seems to me full

-of the mo.st beautiful flowers." They
Avere her last words. Soon after, as

if overcome by sweet sleep, she

breathed forth her soul. For many
days she had repeated that she wished

for nothing but to be dissolved and be

with Christ, whose great mercies

towards herself she never ceased to

speak of when the disease allowed,

saying that He had illumined her

with the knowledge of His Word, had
weaned her mind from the pleasui'es

of this worFd, had kindled in her the

longing for eternal life. Nor did she

hesitate, in all she said, to call hers^elf

a child of God. She was asked by a

pious man if she had anything on her

mind that troubled her. "For all

these seven years," she said, " the

devil has never ceased to try by all

means to draw me from the faith

;

but now, as though he had shot all

his darts, he nowhere appears. I feel

nothing else in my mind except utter

quiet and the peace of Christ."'

So passed away the gifted and learn-

ed Olympia Morata, at twenty-five

years of age, in the fii'st bloom of

womanhood, and after five years of a

married life, which, with all its out-

ward trials, seems to have been, in it-

self, one of entire happiness and mu-
tual trust. Such of her wi-itings as

escaped destruction at Schweinfurth

were collected by her friend, Celio

Curione, and published in a volume
dedicated to Queen Elizabeth. It is,

however, chiefly in her few remaining

letters, that the noble simplicity and
wisdom of her character reveal them-

selves. Here is a passage, which had
theologians laid it to heart, might have

prevented the schisms and divisions

which Imve worked such havoc in the

Christian Church :
' About the Sacra-

ments, I know there is amongst Chris-

tians a great controversy, which would
easily have been settled long ago, if men
had taken astheir counsellor, not their

own vanity, but Christ's glory and the

good of His Church, which is advanced

by concord.'

The life of Olympia Morata is worth
a dozen treatises on the ' higher edu-

cation ' of woman, illustrating as it

does the value of the most thorough
mental cultivation, in not merely ele-

vating the character and taste above
frivolous and transient pleasures, to

those which can give so much nobler

and truer satisfaction, to either man
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or woman ; but also in giving stimu-

lus and direction to every true woman-
ly impulse, and a mox'e intelligent

grasp and wider perspective to the

jnost uiidoubting Christian faith.

There are honest 'female agnostics' no
doubt, but Olympia belonged to a

higher class of minds and characters

than they ; and without relinquishing

one iota of the reason God had given
her, could rise in humble and devout
aspiration to be further taught by Him
concerning those higher mysteries of
our being and truest life, which must
forever evade and baffle the boldep.t

efforts of the mere intellect of man,,

but which God has revealed to those
who look to Him in love and trust.

LOVE IN ABSENCE.

[From the German of Goethe.)

BY G. L. M.

nr THINK of thee when the sun's golden glimmer

O'er the sea streams
;

I think of thee when o'er its billows shimmer

The pale moonbeams.

I see thee when, upon the distant highway,

Clouds of dust arise
;

The darkest night when the steep narrow pathway

The wanderer tries.

I hear thee when, with a dull, sullen roaring,.

Biilows foam high
;

In silent woods, when scarce a leaf is stirring.

Thou still art niah.

With thee I am, where'er thy wanderings lead thee

I still am near :

The sun sinks down, the bright stars beam upon me,-

Would thou wert here !
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ONLY A LETTER.

BY F. BLAKE CROFTON, B.A., TRURO, X.S.

AVERY little reflection would
show anybody that an ex-

haustive category of the cases where

the difference of a letter has had
.important results would be imprac-

ticable. In the history of many,
perhaps of most, nations, religions,

and sciences, there have been grave

discussions hinging on a single let-

•ter of the alphabet ; and myriads

of disputes have ai'isen on the same
naiTOw issue among the critics and
editors of deceased authors. In their

individual lives most people who read

and correspond have seen anger or

mirth, loss or gain, caused by the

omission, addition, ormisplacement ac-

,

•cidental or designed, of one letter.

Clearly there will be no systematic

treatise on the subject, until another

and more long-lived Bacon is born,

who will consider ' all knowledge his

province.' A few examples, however,

may serve as well as a long lecture to

awaken some people, in this careless

age, to the folly of despising minute
accuracy in speaking or writing.

The change of a letter was directed

by Jehovah in order to make Sarai

mean ' a princess,' a title befitting the

mother of Israel. Other persons have

exalted themselves by a letter with-

out any warrant, human or Divine.

Many a Smith orBrown has blossomed

into a Smyth or Browne, perhaps

aVjout the same time that he has

bought a carriage or appropriated a

crest. jNIany an Irishman or French-

man has veneered a plebeian name by
the patronymic 0' or D'.

' Not Angli but Angeli,' Pope Gre-

gory the Great said the light-haired

•captives were to be, and the result was

the christianization of Britain, if we
are to credit the pretty, but disputed

tale. Whether Petros was originally

written with a capital or small initial

lettei', "whether it should be translated
' Peter ' or 'a stone, ' is one of the

points disputed between Catholics and
Protestants in perhaps the most con-

troverted passage of the New Testa-

ment. In another verse of the same
volume there is a less famous dispute

as to whether a word, which in most
cases may mean either ' evil ' or ' the

Evil One, ' should begin with a capi-

tal or not. Who the person and what
the text, I forget ; but I remember
from my student days that somebody
questioned the authority of an utter-

ance of Christ, arguing with some in-

genuity that the word ' Christ ' in that

particular passage was the translation

of an error ; that the true reading

should be chrestos (the good or worthy
man) and not Christos.

It wks the difference of a letter be-

tween ' God ' and ' good, ' and of one

or more letters between the cognate

terms in eveiy Teutonic language, that

led Max Miiller to dispute the etymo-
logical connection of the words. This

is the converse of the reasoning of the

ranting philologist who, by cutting off"

one letter after another from the first

word, traced a connection between
devil, evil, vile, ill, and 'I

!

—and proved

triumphantly that the Tempter's or-

dinary name was 'the wickedest word
in existence !

'

The conflict of opinion between the

Semi-Arians who maintained the }io-

moiousia, or similarity of essence, and
their opponents who maintained the

homoousia, or sameness of essence, of
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tbe Father awl the Son, agitated

Christendom until the Council of Nice

embodied its decision in the Nicene
!

Oreed, in which the crucial words were

those that are translated * of one sub-

stance with the Father.

'

In Mr. Schuyler's ' Peter the Great'

& more frivolous quarrel in the Greek

Church is alluded to. In the reigns

of Peter and his predecessor, people

were found willing to suffer martyr-

'doni for such puerile questions as

whether the name of Jesus should be

pronounced ' Isus ' or ' Yisus.
'

Every second scliool boy knows how
prominently the digamma figures in

the Homeric controversy. This let-

ter, it is argued, still existed, or at

least was pronounced, in the supposed

time of Homer : otherwise the fact is

unexplainable that in his poems a

final vowel—contrary to the rule— is

rarely elided before the initial vowel

of any word which is known to have

•once begun with a digamma, or which

in a kindred language begins with a

consonant interchangeable with that

letter. But the digamma was obso-

lete soon after Homer, certainly long

before the poems that bear his name
•were revised by direction of Pisistra-

tus. Therefore, it is reasoned, either

they were not an accretion of separate

ballads ; or, if they were, these bal-

lads must a^/have been written pretty

close to the alleged date of Homer. It

will be remembered that the letter s,

appended to the word it, was a means
of detecting poor Chatterton's literary

forgeries ; for tlie form its did not ex-

ist in Rowley's time.

A British M. P., who despised his

r's, was criticising the government in

a speech, and alluded to ' the dissen-

tients brought over by its peculiar

modes of argument.' His ' brought'

sounded so very like ' bought,' that he

was promptly called to order, and
•even when he had explained that he

had only said ' bwought,' members
still doubted his explanation, so ex-

actly did ' bought' appear to fit the

passage. The climax in a very ludi-
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crous incident was effected by another
ill-articulated r. A little three-year old
boy was taken by his parents for the
first time to morning service in an
Episcopal Church, in Nova Scotia.

They sat in the front seat of the gal-
lery in full view of the people in the
nave and aisles, except for the very
partial shelter of a railing. After some
time, his father noticed the boy sitting
while the congregation was kneeling,
and fearing that the child would grow
tired of the posture, he whispered,
' Kneel down,' and went on with his
devotions. Now the child's idea of
kneeling happened to be going down
on one's hands and knees, as in hisfa-
vouiitegameof 'bear.' A fewmoments
afterwards, father and mother were
simultaneously startled by seeing their

son on all fours, facing the congrega-
tion and sometimes grasping a rail, as
a bear in a menagerie might grasp the
bars of its cage. It only remained for
him to growl. At tnis juncture, un-
fortunately, came one of the prayers
that are prefaced by the formula, ' Let
us pray.' 'Let us pway,' read the
clergyman. ' Let us play,' little Ar-
thur thought it was. He was pleased
at the invitation and growled ' Ow-
w-w !

' It was not a veiy loud growl,
and it was not very long before his

father stopped him ; but some members
of the congregation heard and saw
him.

Another indistinctly sounded letter

enabled a western assemblyman of

elastic conscience to palm off a mock
excuse upon an angry and insulted re-

presentative of the people. The latter

rose to a point of order, and objected

that the speaker had questioned his

veracity. ' I never doubted the gen-
tleman's voracity,' explained the of-

fending assemblyman, speaking with
equal indistinctness ;

' for I believe it

is that very voracity which has led

him into error !'

A deacon in Maine, who liad occa-

sion to call at his pastor's house, no-

ticed that the servant who opened the

door looked particularly sulky, and
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on enterins; the study he found the

parson sitting moodily with his elbows

on the tuhle and his face buried in his

hands. ' "What's the matter V asked

the deacon, sympathetically. ' Help to

pay, and no money to pay with,' mut-

tered the clergyman. At this the

deacon left the room and called a meet-

ing of churchwardens, not to increase

but to stop the minister's salary. For
to his horrified ears, the poor man's
moan had sounded, ' H—1 to pay !

'

Some of the embarrassing positions

in which foreigners sometimes find

themselves placed, arise from the mis-

pronunciation of single letters. This

was the case with the German who
mortally offended a young amateur ac-

tress by saying she was the j^es/, when
he meant to say she was the heat oi the

association. This was also the case

with Thackeray and Tenny.son in Paris,

at least, according to one of the 'Anec-

dotal Photographs ' in Tmtli. ' Ne
laissez pas sortir le feu,' was Thack-

eray's instructions, as he went out for

a walk without his travelling com-

panion. Now the waiter would doubt-

less have guessed the meaning of this

British French, had not Thackeray

pronounced feu as exactly like fou,

that the man carried out his instruct-

ions to the letter, turning the key upon
the indignant.Teunyson, and treating

his remonstrances and threats as the

mutterings of a madman. What an
opportunity to see ' the poet's eye in

a hne frenzy rolling !

' The English

spinster who fell sick in France, and
requested that the mMecin might re-

main by her bedside, must have felt

rather shocked when she discovered

that the difference of meaning between

mMecin and mededne, was the same
as the difference between ' physician'

and ' physic.

'

' What am I to do, if she bawls and

shoots at me 1
' asked a Scotch bailiff

who was ordered to serve a. summons
on a noted virago. ' You may shoot

her in self-defence,' answered the just-

ice, forgetting that the Scotchman's

'shoot' is the Englishman's 'shout.'

The result would have heen homicidal^

had not the bailiff been armed with the-

flintlock horse-pistol of the period.

The piece luckily missed fire, and, be-

fore he could lecock it, the myrmidon
of the law was on his back, ' having
his hair parted on both sides,' as he-

said, describing his discomfiture.

Half of the multitudinous mistakes

of compositors are mistakes of a single

letter. I have seen a correspondent's

'real friend' represented as a real fiend,

by the type-setter ; an indolent repre-

.sented as an insolent character ; the-

bugler as the bungler of the regiment ;.

a gild waiting for her cousin, as wailing

for him ; an English poet as an Eng-
lish port ; a boot-maker as a boat-

maker. Most of these were probably

harmless, but the last, being in an ad-

vertisement, may have put some in-

tending customei'S to inconvenience.

Some years ago the notice, xo charge,

instead of xo change, appeared in one

of the advertisements of an industrial

exhibition. Some of the simple peo-

ple who were attracted and disap-

pointed by the announcement, sus-

pected it to be an accident with a pur-

pose ; and it certainly, but for the

respectability of the management,
would have looked uncommonly like

ground-bait.

The mishaps and absurdities arising

from indistinctly vsiitten letters, are

still more numerous ; for it must be

remembered that a large proportion of

compositors' eiTors, too, are traceable

to careless handwriting. When the

Conventicle and Five Mile Acts were
in force in England, a young man was
seized and sentenced to a short term

of imprisonment for conducting a re-

ligious meeting. In announcing the

news to his mother, a correspondent,

either carelessly or ignorantly, omitted

to specify the sentence of the Courts

but ended his note with a reflection, in-

tended to be soothing :
' He hath been

condemned on earth, and lauded in

heaven.' The u in 'lauded' looked

exactly like an n; and the poor wo-

man, fancying ' landed in heaven,' was
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» gentle euphemism for ' put to death,'

fell into a fit, and continued ill until

she was relieved by a message from

her son. A misunderstanding may
occur from misreading even familiar

handwriting. A physician, suddenly

summoned to visit a paralytic woman,

chargedhis sister-in-law, who happened

to be in the house, to inform his wife,

who was out. The former, having

soon to go to her own home, wrote the

following memorandum for her sister

on the doctor's slate :
' Tom has gone

to see a lonely woman, twenty miles

away, on the road. Will likely

be away all night.' The doctor's wife

took the ' lonely ' to be ' lovely,' and

spent a night of sleepless jealousy.

Next morning she hurried to her sis-

ter's for details and sympathy, and got

details and raillery.

' If there are no chickens, kill the

cock,' wrote a Southern planter, of the

olden time, to his overseer. He was

returning from Washington with an

invalid wife, for whom he wished to

provide some chicken broth. The se-

cond c in the last word "looking exactly

like an o, and there being no chickens

available, the order threw the overseer

into consternation, which might have

ended in his actually killing the cook,

according to his apparent instructions,

had not his master been one of the

kindest slave-owners in the State.

* Make the idiot close his month with

a stroke,' was the command which an

irascible merchant wrote to his confi-

dential clerk, touching a raw appren-

tice who was temporarily in charge of

the books. The recipient ot the order

mistook ' month' for ' mouth,' and the

first time the luckless apprentice ven-

tured to indulge in conversation, liter-

ally ' closed his mouth ' with a smart

.slap. During the Irish Rebellion an
English subaltern, placed on trial for

remissness in defending the barracks

under his command against a mob,

made an unusual defence. Fearing a

local disturbance, he had written to

his colonel for instructions, and had
been directed to ' keep the place at all

hazards.' The accused officer alleged

that he had taken the word ' place ' to

be ' peace/ and producing the colonel's

missive in support of his plea, he was
acquitted.

In both writing and conversation

the literal errors proceeding from ig-

norance probably outnumber those

proceeding from carelessness. Some
of the former are just as amusing, and
others just as serious, as any of the

latter. A large number of genuine,

as opposed to invented, Malaprop-isms
are blunders of a single letter. In
dift'erent private notes I have seen a

professor styled a domino in all gravity

and sincerity ; a decidedly flippant

clergyman styled a reverend gentle-

man; heavy artillery styled heavy
ordinance ; a ven/al styled a venal

fault ; cannibalism styled anthropo-

phagi ; a typographical styled a topo-

graphical error ; and Acadia (more
than once) styled Arcadia. This last

reminiscence reminds me that many
names of places are distinguished by
a single letter, and that ignorance of

such distinction must cause consider-

able worry to post office officials.

Patting St. John's for St. John,
Kingstown for Kingston, Norristown
for Morristown, or Morristown for

Moristown, has, doubtless, sent many
a letter on a lengthy tour, never to

reach its proper destination. In
London alone thousands of lettei's are

delayed, if not lost, every month from
having no distinct letter, or a wrong
letter, affixed to the name of the great

metropolis. Some of tho.se who ad-

mired and mourned Th<i liimnd Table

may recollect how ridiculous a figure

a correspondent signing himself ' A
Priest of the Holy Catholic Church

'

once played in its columns. The ob-

ject of his letter, which the editor

must have inserted with malice afore-

thought, was to criticize the expres-

sion, ' Protestantism has failed to be

a religion suited to every kind of,

even the Aryan, man.' The only-

effect of his letter was to show that

he had confounded the ethnological
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term 'Aryan' with the theological

term * Arian !
' Other persons seem-

ingly confuse the latter word with

the name of a certain Greek musician:

at least, one might suppose, from the

current New York pronunciation, that

the Arion Society's balls are gather-

ings of Arian heretics !

There are persons whom a simple

spelling mistake, sometimes of a single

letter, haunts to their grave if it does

not prematurely send them there.

Among these ])romises to be the otti-

cial who in an evil hour wrote that he

was 'a biger man than Grant,' and

the lately elected French Academician

who, immediately after his election,

spelt Acodeviie with two final e's in a

jmblished letter. Through the per-

sistency of the newspapers these men's

'sin is ever befoie them.'

A large, but, 1 fear, an uninterest-

ing, volume could be filled with the

simple record of passages in classical

authors where critics and comraenta-

toi's have fought long and hotly over

a vowel or a consonant. It is true

that the alteration of a single word by

a single letter may entirely change

the meaning of a passage, and that

the pa'^sage may be one adduced in

ptroof of some impoi-tant and disputed

point. It is further true that much
linguistic, antiquarian and historic

lore may l>e garnered from the most

trivial discussions of the learned. But

in most cases it looks like a waste of

ingenuity and pains to expend so

much of them on such questions as

changing or retaining a letter that

can only mend or mar the sense of a

single line. Endless disputes about

the text certainly increase the difii-

culties disproportionately to the plea-

sures of students. Eesearch in quest

or in demonstration of a philosophical

law affecting a particular letter is, of

course, anoti3er and far from a frivol-

ous mode of spending time, serving

often to establish interesting facts in

history or ethnology.

The mispronunciation of one letter

in ' shibboleth' brought death to many

thousand Ephraimites. Were the

United States at war with Great Bri-

tain, there are several words that would
distinguish uninformed enemies from
friends, Ity means of a single letter.

' Cleik ' would jierhaps be the surest ;.

but ' buoy,' ' gape,' ' depot,' ' mercan-

tile,' besides sundry proper names,
would also be good oral shibboletlis.

Written shibboleths of one letter

would probably be more numerous
and sure. Their spelling of ' fulfil,'

' skilful,' 'Jennie,' 'traveller,' 'labour,'

' bazaar,' 'ambassador,' 'centre,' 'axe,'

' practised,' (which I here spell a

I'Anglaise) would, however, distinguish

many Americans from Englishmen, by
one letter only in each instance. There
are othei' words in which the articida-

tion of one letter, though not marking
a difference between nations or dis-

tricts, would help one to guess a man's

class and breeding in the dark. For
example, it is almost universally true

that the gentry of Great Britain and
Ireland do, and the peasantry do not,

omit a vowel in pronouncing, ' inter-

esting ' or ' iliedicine,' and change a

vowel in pronouncing ' Derby ' or
' Berkeley.'

' What harm can it do to omit a

silent letter I
' is asked sometimes by

the more ignorant advocates of phone-

tic spelling. There are several an-

swers to this question. A letter that

is silent in one district, or among one
class, is often sounded in another dis-

trict^ or among another class, and
henci' the written word would have

two forms, each form strange to mil-

lions and unintelligible to thousands

of people. Again, as Trench observes,

a silent letter may stamp the lineage

and descent of a word, may embody an
interesting historical fact or moral les-

son. Take the unsounded consonant

from * debt,' ' reign,' ' deign ;
" and the

words have little apparent connection

with ' debeo,' ' regno,' ' dignus.' Take
it from ' Wednesday ' and ' Lincoln,'

and collateral records of the Scandi-

navian mythology and the Roman oc-

cupation of Britain will be lost or
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weakened : it will no longer be easy

for children to remember that the

latter word meant Lin colony, and the

former Woden's day. Without its

mute I, nothing would remain to iden-

tify ' alms ' as the offspring of elee-

mosune ; and the wholesome lesson

taught to raany who now notice its

derivation would be lost—that alms

should proceed morally, as the word
does etymologically, from ^JzVy, and not

from a desire to increase the giver's

credit in this world or the next. The
retention of the silent a in ' deacon '

—

the accented letter of the parent word
makes the fact more immediately

patent that deacons used to be sei'-

vants or attendants, not censors or

moral guardians of the pastor and the

flock.

Of course, many of the imaginai-y

errors of Mesdames Malaprop, Rams-
bottom, and Partington depend upon

one letter. So do a large proportion

of miscellaneous quips and jests, sar-

casms and epigrams. It was Theo-

dore Hook who grouped ' the Prince

of Whales and the Dolphin :
' it was

an irreverent reporter who headed his

copy, ' The Prince of Whales at the

College of Sturgeons.' A Church of

England divine, whose name escapes

me, caustically observed that the

Ritualists were ' Papists all but the

P.' A Scotch professor (was it not

Professor Blackie 1 ) had occasion,

after some interruption or other, to

write on the door of his lecture-room,
' Professor will meet his classes

at the usual hour.' A venturous stu-

dent changed ' classes ' into ' lasses
'

by erasing the c ; but the ready pro-

fessor brought the laugh over to his

side by rubbing out the I also. Every
one has heard of the vindictive Qua-
ker, whose principles forbade him to

beat a mischievous dog ; but who
managed to have the beast chased and
killed by his neighbours, by simply

shouting, ' Bad dog ! bad dog ; ' which
was naturally mistaken for the warn-

ing cry of ' Mad dog ! mad dog !

'

This literal subterfuge, it is to be

feared, was hardly a more valid moral
justification than the addition of an
r in the expletive 'marry,' or the
changes of a letter in 'darn,' 'gad,'

or the Shakspearian * chrish.' A^ re-

lation of Mrs. Partington sent an
amorous missive to his lady love,

which he mal-appropriately headed, ' A
Lover's Missile.' It was returned,

with the following epigram :—

-

' Yon call this thing " A Lover's Missile :

"

A letter gets you your dismissal

;

For 'tis uot thus, you dunce, Love's dart
Is wont to pierce a woman's heart.'

There was bitterness and truth in

l'vticlC{y jest that the letter most in-

jurious to Ireland was the absent t.

To know unusual as well as the

usual modes of spelling words may
sometimes prove useful. A very large

sum of money was won by an Eng-
lish sharj)er upon a single letter in the

word ' reindeer,' between fifteen and
twenty years ago. It was the eve of

a great race, and bookmakers from all

parts of the country mustered in force

in the smoking I'oom of a certain

hotel, drinking and betting and pro-

phesying. All at once a stranger im-

pressively stated his opinion that

Reindeer would be the winning horse.

Reindeer was an outsider, hai-dly men-
tioned in the betting, and the stran-

ger's announcement was heard with

smiles. • What horse did you say ?

'

asked one of the knowing ones.

' Reindeer.' ' Reindeer !
' exclaimed

the bookmaker, derisively. ' Yes,

sir, R-a-i-n-d-e-e-r,' retorted the un-

known, defiantly, as if nettled at the

other's tone. 'And I don't see any-

thing laughable in my opinion, either.'

he added, as a ripple of laughter went
through the room. ' The laugh is at

I your spelling, I fancy, not at your

I

opinion,' said one of the sporting men.

J

' What's the matter with my spelling {

\

Didn't I spell it R-a i-n-d-e-e-r I '
' Do

you want to back your orthography 1

'

i

' If you like.' ' I'll bet you £100

I

you're wrong.' 'Done.' There were

I

many lovers of ' a soft thing in the

j
room ; and the greenhorn ( ] ) ac-
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cepted all their offers. When all the endorsed therein. I ara sorry I can-

money had been put up, somebody not determine, by reference, the stran-

asked by what authority the question ger's aggregate winnings, or his name,

was to be decided. At that time or the name or date of the race-meet-

Webster's and Worcester's dictionaries ing. But the incident, though here

were not so commonly used in Eng- told freely from recollection only, ac-

land as they ai-e now, and one might tually occurred. The English papers

calculate with confidence that either were considerably exercised over it
;

Johnson or Walker would be suggest- and some corrrespondents argued that

ed. Johnson's Dictionary was pro- the man had no right to the money,

posed and accepted, and the stranger's as he was clearly betting upon a cer-

uTiusual orthography was found to be tainty. But this was never proved.

AN APrvlL DAWN.

BY IvATE SEYMOUR MACLEAN.

ALL night a slow soft rain,

A shadowy stranger from a cloudy land.

Sighing and sobbing, with unsteady hand

Beat at the lattice, cf^ased, and beat again,

And tied like some wild startled thing pursued

By demons of the night and solitude,

Keturning ever—wistful— timid—fain

—

The intermittent rain.

And still the sad hours crept

Within uncounted, the while hopes and fears

Swayed our full hearts, and overtiowed in tears

That fell in silence, as she waked or slept.

Still drawing near to that unknown shore

Whence foot of mortal cometh nevermore
;

And still the rain was as a pulse that kept

Time as the slow hours crept.

The plummet of the night

Sank through the hollow dark that closed us round,

A lamp lit globe of space ; outside, the sound

Of raindrops falling from abysmal height

To vast mysterious depths rose faint and far,

Like a dull muffled echo from some star

Swung, like our own, an orb of tears and light

In the unheeding night.

But when the April dawn
Touched the closed lattice softly, and a bird,

Too early wakened from its sleep, was stirred,

And trilled a sudden note broke off, withdrawn.

She heard and woke. All silently she laid

Her gentle hands in (uir's, with such a look as made

A ra'iibow of the tears it fell upon,

Caught from another and heavenlier dawn,

Kingston. Fixed—trembled—and was gone.
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UNIVERSITY TRAINING.

BY A. O., M..\., TOROXTO,

AT the present time this suhject is

somewhat jTominently before

the Canadian public, in connection

with the appointment of an English

graduate to one of our University

chairs, and it may not be out of place

to offer some remarks indirectly bear-

ing on the necessary qualifications to

be sought in a man who would fill the

office of a University teacher with

credit to himself, honour to the coun-

try, and benefit to his students. In
making such remarks, I wish to look at

the matter from the standpoint of the

ti-aining such a teacher should undergo
so as to be in the best possible manner
qualified for his important work.

It will, I dare say, be readily ad-

mitted on all hands that the education

of a i)rofessor, though in some mea-
sure identical witli that of, say a High
School teacher, is necessarily in a great

many respects essentially different.

Not only is this difference caused by
the fact that the former has more ma-
ture minds to work upon, larger ex-

perience on the part of his pupils to

aid him in their instruction, but the

knowledge he communicates miist of

necessity be characterized l)y a larger

grasp, a greater regard to the broad

and general princii)les of his subject

than is to be expected or, indeed, de-

sired in the case of the pedagogue.

He must also have a stricter regard to

the degaridc'— which, be it noticed,

are not by any means the inhivtin:,

but rather inclusive of them— of the

language or science he teaches. To
use a familiar illustration—the school-

teacher lays the foundation, which he

may lay roughly but still strongly, and
with a due regard to the absence of

anv flaw that might be an element of

weakness in the succeeding structure,

but the canons of taste and architec-

tural beauty he can afford to ignore,

as elements with which he is not par-

ticularly concerned. The professor, on
the other hand, to whom is entrusted

the rearing of the visible and aesthetic-

ally important part of the edifice must
be regulated by wider reaching and
more scientific principles. A tyro

may almost be entrusted with laying

the foundation, provided he bring to

the work painstaking and energy, and
be governed by the easily intelligible

directions of the ground plan, but the

builder must have judgment, discrim-

ination, and, above all, as we think,

mature and extended experience.

Without this, it matters not how great

his reputation may be, his work will

bo comparatively worthless, and the

structure he rears, a miserable and
conspicuous failure.

Of course, in saying this, we do not

forget that experience is not every-

thing. There are natural qualifications,

witJiout which no amount of experi-

ence will make a man a successful

teacher or professor; but let us suppose

both teacher and professor, equally

endowed with these, and even (for the

sake of argument) possessed of an
equal amount of erudition, we main-

tain that experience, and experience of

the kind that is sometimes called, and
not inaptl}', culture, is the discrimin-

ating quality that fits a man for dis-

charging properly the duties of a pro-

fessorial chair. If he be deficient in

this, he is nothing but a dominie in a

professor's robes, and we do not know
anything more utterly incongruous

and practically inefficient, uidess, in-

deed, a professor wielding the ferule.
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Now the question emerges, where

is this experimental culture to be ac-

quired ? The answer of a great many
would be—practically anywhere ; any-

where, that is, where educational mat-

ters receive anything like due atten-

tion. From this finding we must

dissent absolutely. The conditions

under which this highest form of

<iducation is cultivated are such as can-

not be found apait from old established

seminaries where, for years, it has

been made a specialty, and where the

modes of tuition and lines of study

have been specially adapted for its ac-

quirement. A moment's thought will

jKiffice to conrlnce most candid people

that facts bear out this assertion, nor

is it difficult to see why. Perhaps

it is only in the universities of Eng-

land and Germany that languages,

for example, are studied philosophi-

cally. In those of Scotland, Canada,

and America there is more of the

student's attention directed to the

minutiPB— the mechanical qualities

of a language,— and hence it is that

such a science as, for example, com-

parative philology is almost unknown,

or only known in a very elementary

degree in the Universities of these

countries. They have produced many
brilliant but, we venture to say, very

few really profound classical scholars,

and the gi'eater number of their

alumni who have risen to eminence in

other sciences owed their success to

the influence either of an English or

a German University.
' But why should this be so ?

' is in-

dignantly asked. The answer is more

easily given in the one case than in

the other. England owes her Univer-

sities rather to endowment liberally be-

stowed than to the fai--seeing legisla-

tion of patriotic statesmen ; and the

honors they were enabled to confer,

together with the substantial pecuni-

ary benefits that accompanied them,

supplied both a powerful incentive

and a munificent reward to him who
had the intellect and the industry to

justify him, in his own mind, in aspir-

ing to their possession. They, more-

over, gave him years of leisure, and if

he felt so inclined, a lifetime of ' let-

tered ease,' in which to follow out and

enlarge his previous acquirements both

in the way of personal study, and

the communication of instruction to

others. In Germany, on the other

hand, no such splendid inducements

have been held out, but the natural

bent of the Teutonic mind is towards

acquisition and retention in this, as in

more ignoble directions, and to that is

to be ascribed the front position that

race holds among the nations in

point of education and culture. A
plodding— or, as Dr. Johnson would
call it, a doggedly determined— dispo-

sition, especially when there is thrown

in an innate tendency to philo.sophical

investigation, is bound to succeed in

study as in everything else. So much
for what we deem the causes of the

pre-eminence of these two nations.

And now for the causes of deficiency

in the others we have mentioned.

Scotland derived many and substan-

tial benefits from the Reformation,

not the least of which was the system

of education inaugurated by Knox,
under which the sons and daughters

of her poorest have, for centuries, re-

ceived a far better practical education

than those of the middle-classes of her

richer, but, in this matter, far less

fortunate neighbour, England. But

the one drawback has been that her

Universities were modelled too much
after the fashion of her parish schools

and their endowments made far too

small to serve efficiently the object

they were meant to accomplish. They

are, therefore, to this day little more

than the upper forms of her High
Schools and Grammar Schools and

feeders for real Universities. Con-

servative in matters like this Scotland

certainly is, however Liberal she may
be in politics, and there is little or no

indication of change for the better in

her Universities even in the present

day. A partial exception mightperhaps

be made to this sweeping assertion in
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the case of Edinburgh ; but, as regards

the others, we might apply to them
all the sarcastic epithets used by the

facetious Professor Blackie in speaking

of Marischal College and University,

Aberdeen (merely changing the locali-

ty) :
' That bit schule i' the Broad-

gate,' or perhaps it was ' Tiie Broad-

gate Academy,' we forget w.hich.

With regard to the universities of

•Canada and the United States it is suf-

ficient to say that they, incommon with

many other institutions in these coun-

tries, labour under the disadvantages

incident to comparatively young coun-

tries and cannot be expected to reach

the zenith of their strength per saltum.

With any but the more mechanical, or

what are called the exact sciences, they

mast be content to admit themselves

as only developing an acquaintance.

Perfect familiarity will by and by most
surely come. But they must have pa-

tience for that time. Hence we argue,

and surely not without reason, that

the fitting place to seek for a thorough-

ly efficient professor for such a subject

as classics, to occupy a chair in our Uni-
versities is, beyond question, Oxford,

where it is well known their study is

made an almost exclusive speciality and
where proficiency in them is the surest

and shortest way to the acquisition of

university honors and emoluments.
Without a doubt the possession of ex-

j)erience in tuition is a most essential

pre-requisite to a professor and should

be looked upon as almost indispensable,

but, as a matter of fact, that qualifica-

tion is not always attainable, especially

where the emoluments offered are not
so large as to command the market.

If any further argument in this di-

rection were necessary we might add
it in the form of an illustrative case.

Leyden was, in the last century, and
Edinburgh, Paris, and perhaps Vienna
in the present are, considered the best

medical schools in the world. If then
an opportunity were offered us of ob-

taining one of the leading physicians or

surgeons of those schools as a medical
professor here in Ontario, would it not
be almost ridiculous to raise the cry of

'injustice to C!anada and native schools

of medicine ' when such a man was ap-

pointed ?

We are not to be understood as de-

preciating either Scotland or Canada
in what we have said. Both countries

deserve the greatest praise for the sys-

tems of education they have adopted
and are carrying out. They are un-
equalled by any nation in the world,

with the exception perhaps of Ger-
many, in elementary education. But
for the reasons above indicated they
have been neither of them, from cir-

cumstances, adapted to the growth of

what we have called ' culture ' or high-

er education. Not that they are, either

of them, liable to be stigmatized as un-
cultivated, nothing could be a grosser

libel, but it seems to us that rem acu
tangimics when we say that Scotland
has come short in this matter because
she lacked partly the means and part-

ly the inclination, and Cinada simply
and solely because she has not had the

opportunity.
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THE TORONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

III.

PROCEEDINGS OF THIRD MEETIXO, REPORTED BY THE DUCHESS.

I CANNOT avoid thinking that our
newly formed Coterie and its say-

ings have been thrust upon public no-

tice in rather an unceremonious way.
Had I been ajjpointed reporter for the

first meeting, I would have introduced
each member, if not by her own Chris-

tian name, at least by some other
Christian name ; but Doc appears

serenely unconscious of any improprie-

ty in setting the heathen appellations

which we have invented for each other

before the eyes of polite society. This
gives our Coterie an air of Bohemian-
ism, which I should be sorry to think
it possessed. For the sake of redeem-
ing any evil reputation which we may
have made, I should like to remark
that we do not greet other girls of our
acquaintance by calling out 'hello'

at them in the street ; we talk in

low tones, we do not laugh aloud in

railway cars and other jiublic places
;

and, in general, we woxild as soon be
seen with brass jewelleiy as with bra-

zen looks and manners. I think I may
go even further, and assert that we are
guiltless in the slightest degree of the
vulgar desire to attract attention. To
these rules (except the last) my friend

Smarty is an exception. It is not very
polite to speak ill of the liveliest mem-
ber of our Coterie, but then—truth is

mighty and will prevail—at times even
over politeness. Smarty says she isn't

a bit boisterous—she is only girlster-

ous—but I see small difference between
the two.

Our last meeting was informal en-

ough. We had been summering in

various parts of the country—fleeing

to the mountains for shade or to the

rivers for coolness—for, however per-

fect Toronto may be in other respects,

it is unpopular as a summer resort

—

when the majority of our members,
who were camping out near Lake Erie,

sent a summons in our various direc-

tions for the rest of us to join them
there. In response to the invitation,

I started at once for the lake, but I

tarried a few hours in Toronto, trying

to persuade Grum to go too. There
is really nothing to account for Grum's
presence in the city in August, except

pure perversity. If she were in a

cooler place, she might suffer for lack

of something to grumble at. 1 told

her of what the Judge had written

—

that she wanted us all to spend our

monthly meeting day in going across

the lake to Dunkirk, and that a few
miles beyond that place was the village

of Fredonia, which she had heard pro-

nounced the prettiest village in the

United States.

' Prettiest grandmother in the Uni-

ted States !
' said Grum severely.

This remark did not discourage

me for I remembered that though

Grum's actions always run parallel

with her words, the line representing

the latter makes straight for the north,

while her line of action invariably

tends toward the sunny south. She
imagines that hoih lines run in the di-

rection of bitter weather, but the rest

of us know better. As a rule, when
she sneers at anything, it has already

found favour in her eyes, and when she-
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flirectly sets her face against it, it is

only because that is the most favour-

able position for taking it to her heart.

' I'll not stir an inch out of this

dear, dusty old town for all the pretty

villases in existence,' she exclaimed

vehemently. Accordingly, in a very

short time, we were on our way south-

ward.

It was highly delightful to be to-

gether again. The Poet said she

thougtit ' together ' was the most poet-

ical word in the language. Doe's

every-day expression of contented

sweetness was perceptibly deepened.

Lily was in exuberant spiiits. I felt

a little troubled at heart about meet-

ing Smarty, for we had not parted the

best of friends. My plan was to treat

her with elegant formality and luke-

warm reserve. But we all know what
becomes of the l:>est laid plans. Before

I could deliver myself of a bow of just

the right temperature, she seized im-

petuously upon me, exclaiming :
' Are

this the Duchess 1 It were ! It am !

Sit still, my beating heart
!

' Of course

it was impossible to be dignitied after

this ridiculous apostrophe, but I really

think I shov;ld not have subsided into

weak giggling and embracing, had she

only spoken grammatically, and said,

' Be,' instead of ' Sit.' The Judge and

Grum did not kiss each other, but

there was a very impressive handshak-

ing between them. They are Vjoth

noticeably tall, but in every other way
there is a marked difference in their

appearance. The Judge would be

called tine-looking, I'ather than good

looking, and her eyes are full of sin-

cerity, and faith, and j)ur[)0se ; Grum
narrowly escapes being handsome, but

she looks critical, questioning, unsatis-

tied.

The next morning we were as happy
as sunny skies and smooth water could

make us—that is, all except the

(irumbler. 'Oh, dear!' said she, 'if

I had only brouLiht a chess board along,

[ might be playing chess now.'
' Oh, dear I ' echoed Snuirty ;

' if I

liad only brought an orchard .alone, 1

might be climbing peach trees now.*

S!ie glanced round while speaking, and
then broke into her stock phrase, ' Sit

still, my beating heart I
' This ejacu-

lation was caused by the approach of

a young gentleman—a Torontonian,

with whom we are well acquainted.

He was straw-hatted, linen-coated,

cool, breezy and self-possessed. After

the inevitable questions as to whether
we were enjoyinc; the sail, and whether

any of us had been sick, he said :

' Do you object-to my smoking?

'

' Very much, indeed,' answered Doc.

The youth looked surprised. He
had already produced a cigar, in the

expectation that his query would re-

ceive the conventional reply. Doc
being a hygienist to the core, of course,

has peculiar views, but I think in this

case she expressed the feeling of the

majority. The words were blunt, but

her tone and glance were perfectly

sweet-natured.
' Then,' with a laiigh, ' you must

want to banish me to the other end of

the boat.'

'Oh,' cried Lily Cologne, who was
never found guilty of banishing a man
from her side on any provocation, ' we
object to your smoking at the other

end of the boat.'

' Yes,' said the Judge, ' we object to

your smoking anywhei'e, at any time.'

' Upon my word,' exclaimed the

young man, tossing his just-lit cigar

into the water, ' are you all disciples

of Trask 1 Do you think it sinful to

smoke 1
'

' No,' .said Grum, who, as the

smoker's own cousin felt no need to

modify her usual plainness of sjjeech,

' it's worse than sinful— it's senseless.'

Her cousin looked at her mock-

ingly-
' Kow, then, my illustrious kins-

woman, you are in a tight place.

Granting that it is senseless, how are

you going to prove that senselessness-

is worse than sinfulne.ss ]

'

' Hawthorne says,' replied Grum,
' that sin may be forgiven, but awk-

wardness cannot. What is true of.
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awkwardness, I think, applies with

equal force to folly.'

* Mr. C ,' put in Smarty, ' you
must excuse my fellow-travellers.

They are generally much more polite

than they are to-day ; but tliat model
of propriety '—nodding at me—' and
myself are the only ones who really

know how to behave.'

The insulted youth bowed several

times in a gratified manner to both of

us, and then withdrew to talk to the

Poet, who at the other side of the

«teamer was absorbing the scenery, as

she expressed it—drinking in the lake

Smarty called it.

' There,' said Lily, ' we have driven

him away. If we had been a lot of

Women Righters, armed with um-
brellas and spectacles, we couldn't

have acted any worse. I hate strong-

minded women,' she added, rather ir-

relevantly.

'And 1 detest weak-minded women,'
said Grum, sna]>pishly.

' We couldn't have acted differently,'

declared Doc. ' I dislike tobacco, be-

cause it is a poison.'

I said I disliked it because it was
unclean.

' And I,' said the Judge, 'because it

so frequently enslaves its user.'

'And I,' said Smarty, * because
silly young men think smoking is

rather a superior thing to do. But I

wouldn't for the world,' she added
"with a laugh, ' have my gentlemen
friends break themselves of the habit.

It does me so much good to twit them
about their little weakness. Not
long ago at a picnic in the woods I

tolvl Tom L that hitherto I had
always considered tobacco a very use-

less weed, but now I saw my mistake
— I saw that even the meanest of

created things was made for some good
purpose. And then I thanked him
for smoking a cigar—it kept the mos-
quitoes away so perfectly.'

' Did he laugh 1 ' asked Lily.
* No. He preserved outwardly all

the calmness of the sphinx, and never

showed that he saw the point at all.

It is really painful to me,' she added,

pathetically, ' to have to waste a joke
upon that sort of people.'

At Dunkirk our time was chiefly

occupied in searching for the street cars

that were to take us to Fredonia. ' It

must ever be remembered,' said the

Judge, with mock grandiloquence, as

we at length seated ourselves in one of

these conveyances ;
' that we are now

strangers in a strange land, and we
must keep our eyes and minds open to

receive new impressions.'

' Well,' said Doc, 'anybody with one
eye and half a mind could gather a har-

vest «^f new impressions here.'

' And charming impressions too,'

said the Poet.
' Tiie States seem to be a pretty

country,' observed L. Cologne.

We had previously laboured with

this young person in regard to the im-

propriety of calling a small section of

the State of New York ' The States,'

but to no avail. She said, in justifica-

tion of her course, that she knew sev-

eral American girls who called Canada
Canady, and she considered that much
more incorrect than calling their coun-

try the St.'ites.

We passed a great many pretty

houses with lawns, large and little

about them, but all noticably well

kept. There wei-e children playing un-

der the trees, and gentlemen reclining

in hammocks, and ladies of different

ages rocking and reading on vine-

wi'eathed verandas.
' I always thought,' remarked Doc,

that Americans were a peculiarly ex-

citable, fast, and nervous people, h\it I

know better now. This shows that an
ounce of personal observation is worth

a pound of book-talk.' The rest of us

entreated Doc not to expose her ignor-

ance by making any more such re-

marks, but it was no use.

' There is a place about half way be-

tween Dunkirk and Fredonia,' said the

Judge, ' which is called the half-way

house, and I have heard mention made
of a park in connection with it. Now
I have an idea that we cannot afford to
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miss seeing this park. The great art

in travelling is to skip nothing of in-

terest or importance.' Accordingly

we notified the driver of our intention.

When we discovered that the park

consisted of a score of melancholy

trees, keeping watch over one or two
disconsolate benches, all power to ex-

press our emotions forsook us. Smarty
was (he first to regain her presence of

mind. She said :

' Hit still my b—.'

' All !

' interruj)ted the poet, ' my
fancy pictured a scene majestic with

thedignity of century-old oaks, adorned
with marble statues of unsurpassable

beauty, bedewed with the silvery spray

of plashing fountains, and ravishing

with the music of nightingales, but

never even in its wildest flights did

my imagination paint such a scene as

this !'

' The reason,' said Doc, ' why so

much is said of English parks and so

little of American ones is that the lat-

ter beggar description.'

' Well,' remarked Lily, ' I've heard
a good deal about the characteristic

scenery of the States, but this is rather

too characteristic for me.'

'Now girls,' pleaded our leader, with

a heavy heart, ' be a little merciful,

can't you 1
'

' Why, Judge,' I cried, ' this is the

very best place we could have to eat

our luncheon in.'

She smiled at this, and she looked

even better pleased when Grum de-

clared that she never cared for the

royal privilege of exhibiting at meal-

time ; and, as the next street car

would pass up in half-an-hour, we
couldn't have had things arranged
better.

We divided off into groups in

Fredonia, and went our several ways
in search of * impressions,' turning all

our experiences into a common fund
in the evening, as we came back
across the lake. We had all walked
about a good deal, some in the ceme-
tery, and some along the streets, and
in the shops, and were all well pleased.

But Doc and the Poet, who had been

through the State Normal School to-

gether, were better pleased than any-

one else.

' How does it compare with our

Toronto Normal School ?
' I asked.

' Oh, it is not nearly so tine as ours,

of course,' said they, with the natural

pride of youthful Canadians. ' The
grounds ai-e not so pretty, and the

museum does not amount to anything,

but it was quite our equal in every

other respect. There is a very in-

teresting school of art in connection

with it, and the lady artist in charge

of it showed us some really good paint-

ings—the work of her pupils.'

* Do you mean to say that th©

teachers of this Normal School do diitj

during holidays 1
' inquired Grum.

' No ; we mean to say that one of

the teachers does, because she is an

enthusiast in art.'

' Who showed you round 1
' asked

the Judge.
' We don't know,' answered the

Poet, in deej)ly mysterious tones ; and

then both laughed. * But we might

ask somebody when we get home.'
' What do you mean 1 ' queried

Lily.
' Well, there was an excursion to

Fredonia to day, and he said he be-

lieved he had shown all Canada through

that building.'

' And who is he ?
' I asked, with

pardonable scorn.

' We don't know,' they said again,

and laughed more than ever. ' An
American, probably.'

' For pity's sake,' exclaimed Lily,

' tell us all about it.'

•Well,' began Doc, 'it was this

way. We asked a gentleman at the

door of the hotel if he could direct us

to the State Normal School. He
offered to show us through, and was

very obliging and polite. He borrow-

ed keys, and showed us everything,

and took all kinds of trouble in our

behalf. Then, on our way back to

the hotel, he invited us to be seated

on his lawn, which was much plea-
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santer than the hotel ]iailour ; and

when the Poet praised the ayjjiearance

of a new kind of hammock in the

next yard, lie brought out his own
and hung it for us. He shook down
some harvest apples for us, and acted

in all respects like the friendliest and

best-informed of grandfathers. I su])-

pose this is the American fashion of

treating strangers. When the street-

car came along he hailed it, and bow-

ed his acknowledgements of our

thanks, and the only thing that sur-

prised me was that he did not say we
must be sure to call at his house next

time we chanced that way.'

' What did you talk about ?

'

' Oh, everything connected with

Toronto and Fredonia and—and the

park.

'

' The park I ' groaned the Judge.
' Yes ; he looked real pleased when

he heard that we got out there.'

' Well, I think,' said Grum, ' that

you two have acted with just as little

discretion and prudence as two Ameri-
can girls would have shown.'

' Which proves,' said Doc, ' that

we are fully as capable of taking care

of ourselves as any two American
girls would be.'

' We'll not bicker about it,' .said the

Poet; and these were the only pleasant

words between us during the rest of

our voyage toward 'the better land.'

THEKLA'S SONG.

FROM THK GERMAN OF SCHILLER.

rr^HE dark clouds gather, the forests roai".

The maiden walks on the verdant shore,

The wild wave lashes with might, with might,

And she sings out there in the gloomy night,

Her eyes all faded with weeping.

The world is empty, her heart has died,

Ko more a wish from its depths is sighed.

' O Father, thy child call back and bless,

For I have enjoyed earth's happiness,

A harvest of love I've been reaping.'

Fergls. A. W. W.
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BY FREDERICK STEVENSON, D.D., MONTREAL.

IT is impossible to read the article

by Mr. Le Suear in the June num-
ber of this magazine without feeling

that the writer is thinking earnestly

and, as it seems to him, clearly. There

is no deficiency of intellectual vigour or

of moral emotion, but on the contrary

a refreshing amplitude of both. And
yet I have seldom read anything that

showed more instructively how an able

man may throw himself into an im-

portant controversy and miss the

points that constitute the key to the

position to be carried. It is not too

much to say that his criticisms of

*Fidelis' and myself are, in the full

sense of the words, beside the mark.

He does not meet us, he runs round

us. His statements, in great part,

may be true or untrue ; they do not

afiect our positions, nor, as it seems to

me, any positions for which we, or any
one else, need care.

One word, before I go further, as to

what the qiiestion in debate really is.

It is. not whether man is by nature a

moral being. Both 'Fidelis' and I at-

test that he is, with all the energy we
can command. Nor is it, as Mr. Le
Sueur says, whether the ' doctrine of

the Crobs can a'one keep the world

from becoming altogether corrupt ;' a

form of statement which is complicat-

ed by questions as to what is the true

doctrine of the Cross, and how it is to

be discriminated from mistaken doc-

trines, as well as open to doubts as to

the exact condition meant by ' alto-

gether corrupt.' Mr. Inglis has spoken
effectively, if a little severely, on the

attempt to narrow, and even to con-

fuse, the (juestion by stating it thus :

The real (juestion is whether religion,

in its form of Chridtianity, has done
important things for the moral life of

those who have accepted it, and whe-
ther these things are of a nature to

constitute a strong proof of its sub-

stantial truth. ]f this is not the es-

sential point in debate, it is not easy

to understand why so lai-ge a portion

of Ml'. Le Sueur's articles should be

occupied in minimising the moral re-

sults of the Gospel, or why he should

call it immoral to believe a doctrine

true because we know it to be good.

A man says, ' 1 was untruthful and
intemperate ; I am now honest and .so-

ber ; my belief of Christ's words and
my love for His character have brought
the change ; I cannot, therefore, doubt
that His mission is divine.' 'Fidelis'

and I (and, as I understand him, Mr.
Inglis) hold that such a man is pro-

bably correct in the account he gives

of his change of chai'acter (supposing

the change to be real), and if so that

he is warranted in the inference he

draws. We hold that it is a divine

thing to bring about changes such as

these, and a strong proof of the divine

origin of the influences on the person

that does it. Is this so or not ? that is

the important i[uestion.

Now I quite admit that Mr. Le
Sueur is in a certain sense right when
he complains of a want of detiniteness

in tb<i discussion. A (juestion like the

one I have stated can scarcely be de-

bated between * Fidelis ' and myself

on the one side and him on the other,

before certain preliminary terms are

settled. The.se terras are, however, by
no means what he supposed them to
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be. It is not of any consequence that

' Fidelis ' or I define our creed further

than it is defined in almost every sen-

tence of our writing. Christianity has

not been in the world so long without

men knowing its main outlines. And
it is these alone that we are now con-

cerned to defend. As much of Chris-

tianity as is common to Mr. Chan-

ning, for example, and the Pope, or,

if we prefer a different type of ortho-

doxy, the Moderator of tlie General

Assembly, will be sufficient for our

])urpose. When this is so, to create a

diversion about accurate delinitions is

to trail a red herring across the scent.

This is no question of nice interpreta-

tion, it is simply this : Is the Gospel

of Christ a superfluity and a hindrance,

or is it in its great central doctrines,

—

the being of God, the authority of

Christ as His messenirer and revela-

tion, and the life of the woi'ld to come,

—good in its tendency ;unl probably

true 1

The definiteness needed is of an-

other sort, and it is due from Mr. Le

Sueur if it come at all. What is it

that he wishes to effect 1 Is it to show-

that the ideal of God, of Christ, and

of a future life, may be laid aside with-

out loss to our moral consciousness \

If it be, let him tell us so. Hitherto

he has done two things, with an itera-

tion which, if I may say so without

offence, is getting a little wearisome.

He has told us that Morality and Re-

ligion are separaV)le from each other,

and he has dwelt upon the fact, with

a I'elish which brings him back to it

again and again, that religious people

are by no means perfect. All this

may be true, but what then ] I want

him to tell us what are the elements

in religion which lie thinks may be re-

moved without loss, and what will re-

main of Morality when they are gone.

For example, reverence for an ideal

of perfection is an element of religion.

Can we, without loss, lay aside that 1

Shall we be as pure, as unselfish, as

philanthropic, when we no longer love

and reverence Him whom we believe

to be these in full measure ? I do be
lieve that when I try to live for others

or when I endui'e scorn and reproach

for the sake of truth and good-will, I

have the approval and sympathy of One
who knows the whole case, and whose
approval is better worth having than

that of the entire human race, because

He is wholly good, and they are only

imperfectly so. Will morality lose

nothing if that belief be destroyed ?

Has the thought, ' Thou God seest me '

never been a restraint upon vice or an
inspiration to virtue 1 A (piestion not

to be answered, I must think, by tales

about the unseemly conduct of young
men at a funeral, but by a careful con-

sideration of the laws of mind, and, if

by an appeal to facts, then by a care-

ful and widely extended induction.

Again, our moral consciousness in-

cludes the sense of obligation; we feel

that as we say we ' ought ' to do right.

Those who l)elieve in God hold that

the si)ecial sense of obligation involves

the power to which we are responsible,

and of which it is an outcome and an
inspiration. They have, therefore, a

full and adequate explanation of that

element of our moral nature. There

is, as they think, no other explanation

that does not sacrifice the fact to be
explained. To make it, as Mr. Bain

and Mr. Spencer do, the result of pun-

ishment is to put the cart before the

liorse, for punishment is deserved suf-

fering, and, as distinguished from mere

pain, involves the idea and the sense of

obligation. It is equally impossible to

get it out of the calculations of utility,

because while these can guide us to

what is prudent, they cannot, taken

alone, show us the relation between

the prudent and the dutiful. Why
ought I to do what is beneficial to

myself and to others 1 I know that I

ought, and feel it in the form of a

whispered ' thou shalt,' in the very

centre of my soul. What is that com-

mand, uttered in the intimate struc-

ture of man's being \ Is it the echo of

an hereditary experience 1 If so, of

what experience ] Surely not of pain
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simply, for it is wholly different from

these instinctive shrinkings, from wild

animals, for instance, or from dark-

ness, which are the probable relics of

times when our savage ancestoi-s lived

in the woods, and attacked each other

under cover of the night. And if it is

derived from the experience of moral

pain, then we trace it back to earlier

instances of itself, and its real oi'igin

is still to seek. Is it, again, the result

of many generations of social approba-

tion and disapprobation % But here,

also, we are treading a circle, for disap-

probation involves the sense that the

thing disapproved 'ought' not to have

been done.

But—and here I ask my reader's

careful attention—a system of morals

that does not explain the sense of

obligation leaves a cardinal peculiarity

of our moral consciousnecs ' out in the

cold.' It is like the commentator
who said he would look the dithculty

full in the face, and—pass on. It is,

in fact, not a system of morals at all,

but simply ot prudential directions

for the conduct of life. Here, then,

is a point of contact with religion

with which a fair reasoner must deal.

I am not the only reader who thinks

that even so able a book as the 'Data

of Ethics' fails to give us a satisfactory

solution. Mr. Goldwin Smith has

quoted that brilliant book as an
illustration of the fact that duty as

duty is inexplicable, except on the

basis of theism. And Mr. Le Bueur
will allow that when Mr. Spencer

fails, it is not easy to succeed.

Yet, again, what is Morality but a

life accordant with the fitnesses and

tendencies of our nature, in a word,

the life that man is adapted to ? And
what is Religion but an acknowledg-

ment of God as the author of al)

things, including the nature of man ]

If, then, a God exists, Morality is the

pursuit of ends that He has chosen

by means that He has appointed.

How, in that case, is it possible to

separate Morality from Religion, even
in thought 1 The acknowledgement

and acceptance of duty as an appoint-
ment springing out of the character

of God, and enforced by His will, is

as plain a matter of moral right as
reverence to parents, or honesty to-

wards other men. God can be ex-

[

eluded from the sphere of duty only
by the disproof of his existence, and

j

all attempts to remove Him from it

j

otherwise are a waste of thought and
! of speech. Duty is something we
owe ; the authority to whom we owe
it, the idea of whom is therefore im-
plicit in the notion itself, is God. Let
God disappear from consciousness and,

thougli convenience, elegance and
prudence may remain, duty as duty,

righteousness as right, virtue as virtue

have no longer a meaning. On this ,

])oint I permit myself to repeat, be-

cause it is that to which I wish my rea-

ders to give an especial attention, viz.,

I
it is not only that love and reverence

for God supply motives and goodness
additional to those involved in our re-

I lations with other men, it is that duty
' loses its distinctive character as duty

if we are not under relations to a

Being higher than man. It. is possible

: that men may be kind and truthful,

if the agnostic philosophy prevail, on
condition always that it can be clearly

shown that it is for their interest to-

be so. But the sense of duty, as dis-

tinguished from that of interest, will
' have lost its foundation, and, like

! other castles in the air, will gradually

vanish when men awake to the con-

I
sciousness of their actual condition.

Will the moral life be uninjured when
the feeling of duty is no more % Take
away the gentle but inexorable ' I

ought ' of conscience, and, as some of

us think, man will have taken many
steps backward in the direction of hi»

monkey ancestors. Exactly what he
will be I cannot undertake to say, but

he will be something quite different

from what we now mean by a moral
being.

This is my answer to Mr. Le Sueur
when he asks for a definite issue. I

say, that the issue is not confuted by
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* Fidelis ' or by me, but if it be confuted

At all, it is so by himself, and that be-

cause he does not tell us plainly what
he wished to remove and what exactly

will be left to us after the process. We
are asked to believe that ' Religion

'

is of very little consequence, and that
* Morality ' is safe after it is gone. I

ask to know more clearly how mucli is

to be taken and how much left, that

we may judge for ourselves.

Though it is desirable to avoid mere-

ly verbal criticism, 1 am almost com-

pelled to notice some of the remarks in

which Mr. Le Sueur replies to ' Fide-

lis ' and myself, because he has taken

positions v.hich give completely mis-

taken views of what we maintain, and

others which are, as I think, destruc-

tive to his own argument.

In a way that seems to me strange,

Mr. Le Sueur alternately exalts and
minimizes the effects of religious feel-

ing on human life. Sometimes he

makes morals of religion. Sometimes
he tells us that it will not be missed

if we take it away. But in one place

he does both in the same sentence so

af; to contradict himself almost formal-

ly and in words, he says, ' I should be

the last to deny that the thought of

God is with many a powerful influ-

ence : that in some it dominates the

whole moral life ; but what I contend

is that the development of morality

follows its own course and that what-

ever is healthful in any morality that

is strongly tinged by theology is of na-

tural and human crigin.' Now, does

Mr. Le Sueur mean to say that the

thought of God—that is of infinite per-

fection, moral and spiritual—is an in-

fluence merely harmful so far as it is

real 1 Does it dominate the moral life

simply t5o ignore it? Am I the wor.se

man because I think of perfect love

and goodness as my guide and my
friend 1 Jf so, his sentence is intelli-

gible, though his theory is a little para-

doxical. Eut if he means that in some
men the thought of God is an influence

for good, then how can it possibly be

true that, in this case, the development

of morality ' follows its own course '

—

a course, that is, wholly independent

of the belief in God—and that what-

ever is healthful in thifi morality is of

purely human origin ? I find in these

utterances quite as much to puzzle me
as in the darkest saying^s of the most
metaphysical divines.

Much is made of the fact that St.

John asks ' he who loveth not his bro-

ther whom he hath .seen, how can he

love God whom he hath not seen ?
' and

that St. Paul tells us that that which
is natural is first and afterwards that

which is spiritual. But all this has
nothing to do with the question con-

cerned, not with an order of ideas ia

time, but with their relations in rea-

son. Many a man has seen that two
peVjbles equal in .size to a third were
therefore equal to each other who never

heard of Euclid's maxim about equali-

ty. Yet that maxim was implied iu

the conclusion all the while ; deny it,

and the conclusion falls to the ground.

So of duty ; it is done often and for long

without explicit reference in words or

in thought to its basis in the character

of the Absolute Being. And yet it is

true that if that basis be denied the

sanctity of duty is denied with it. My
love for my brother, as an instinct,

arises with my consciousness, but a

time comes when I ask why my bro-

ther is to be loved and what is the

meaning of the sentimentofduty which
sanctions me in loving him. Is it, as

history has been cynically called, ' a

fiction agreed upon,' or has it a root in

the unchangeable realities of the uni-

verse 1 Those who believe in God have

an answer to these questions—those

who do not will, I am afraid, ultim-

ately find that they have none which
the reason of mankind will accept as

satisfactory.

I will not follow Mr. Le Sueur in

his biblical comments. A writer who
insists that to believe one's Bible is

identical with believing in the ' eternal

Vjurning ' of the majority of mankind
may be worthy of all attention in many
respects, but it will scai-cely be found
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that hii forte is the exegesis of the sac-

red text. When, moreover, he distinct-

ly refuses to weigh probabilities or to

examine what it is ' reasonable to sup-

pose,' preferring what he calls ' facts,'

while the very matter of research is the

meaning of the facts, and the relations

in which they stand to the conclusions

he draws, I do not see how any argu-

ment can place him in a more unrea-

sonable position than he voluntai'ily

assumed. A book, which on the face

of it is a venerable monument of the

eternal and religious thought which
hns moulded vast numbers of the elile

among mankind, and which is held sac-

red by many of our own contemporar-

ies, is assuredly worthy to be treated

otherwise than thus.

Mr. Le Sueur charges 'Fidelis ' with
' prejudice and passion.' With all re-

spect, I ask is it wise to use such
words, words which cannot but be pain-

ful, and which if used without good
reason are irritating also. For myself
I do not see why the charge is made.
The only evidence of prejudice I can
discover is difference of opinion from
himself, and of passion I f-ee no evi-

dence at all, unless by passion be
meant, an emotion of perfectly kindly
regret at what the writer believes to be
a position of mistake inA'olving a seri-

ous moral loss. As between ' Fidelis
'

and Mr. Le Sueur I cannot help think-

ing that a majority of readers will be
of opinion that ' Fidelis ' is consider-

ably the gentler and more forbearing

in tone.

Mr. Le Sueur had said that ' world-
liness is a vice pre 'jiling chiefly among
the so-called pious,' * Fidelis ' says

this is a sketch * certainly not flatter-

ing.' On this Mr. Le Sueur rejoined

that, far from saying that all the pious

were worldly, he plainly hinted that

some of the woi'ldly did not fall with-
in the class of the so-called pious. I

do not see the force of the words ' far

from saying.' The two members of

the antithesis to which they are pre-

fixed are not contradictory, but quite

consistent with each other. All the

pious may be worldly, and yet there
may be many worldly who are not
pious. Every horse is an animal, but
there are plenty of animals that are
not horses.

I do not quote the passage, how-
ever, to make much of a momentary
slip of thought which is a trifle after
all. Of far more consequence is the
assertion that Mr. Le Sueur used the
words ' so-called pious ' to avoid cast-

ing a stigma on the word pious, or
meant them to be taken, therefore, in
contradistinction to some such phrase
as ' really pious,' or ' truly pious,' so
that ' Fidelis ' does him a ' great in-

justice ' in supposing he referred to

sincerely religious people, and espe-

cially in saying that he represents the
worldliness he describes as a specimen
of the fruits of Christianity. I cannot
congratulate Mr. Le Sueur on his

clearness of expression if his meaning
really was as he has represented it. From
the original passage no one would for

a moment have dreamed that the
phrase ' so-called ' was used in any
othev sense than as an intimation that
what people call piety was, in his

mind, chiefly nonsense, or, as we say,

moonshine. We are the more likely

to attach that meaning to the words
because it is in that sense, and in that
only, that they have the least rele-

vancy to his ai-gument. If pious people

are especially worldly, there is some
reason to believe that piety and mo-
rality are wholly disconnected ; but if

the piety is only ' so-called,' that is if

it is not piety at all, no possible con-

clusion can be drawn from their char-

acters as to the relation between
religion and moivils. If real religion

is inconsistent with worldliness—in

other words, with rulgar selfishness—
there is no longer any serious difier-

ence between Mr, Le Sueur and tLo

rest of us. The power that lifts us

above selfishness must be one of the

mightiest and most necessary in the

world. So far from having no con-

nection with morality it is the ' ethe-

rial and fifth essence ' of the moral
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life. If it is a falsehood that exerts

such a power, I suppose it must be

disbelieved^ though in that case we
are brought face to face with a funda-

mental vice in the structure of things

—a vice which renders faith in the

stability of law. or the continuance of

human progress, or in anything else

except pai-adox and chaos, a ground-

less, and therefore a fanatical, assump-
tion.

Mr. Le Sueur's optimisticviewof the
world is very interesting, and I do not

wish to distui'b it. But he must not

tell us that those who see a prevalence

of toil and misery among mankind
hold a view ' to cause indignation.' It

is a question on which each man must
speak for himself, and there is nothing

to be indignant about if he sj)eak

honestly. A man of cheerful tem-

perament and good health may think

well of life, while one who takes

things seriously, or has suffered much,
will be likely to feel, as the elder Mill

did, that ' the game is not worth the

candle.' But the striking fact is that

views of life cry out, if I may so put

it, for another life beyond, and that to

such a degree that I wonder any man
can think with complacency of man's
existence here apart from the hope of

a hereafter. If the darker view be
the true, and the march of humanity
be to sad and solemn music, the pro-

cession seems meaningless as well as

melancholy if there be not a life in

which the imperfect shall be com-
pleted and the wrong set right. In
that case, as ' Fidelis ' says, it is a

mocki}ig consolation to tell the host of

sufferers around that in a thousand
years to come there may probably be a

generation of equally transitory be-

ings who will suffer less than they. If,

on the other hand, human life is even
now noVjle and rich, and tending to be-

come indefinitely more so as time goes

on, the thought that it must be cut

off in the flood-tide of its splendour

' To perish rather, swallowed up and lost

In the wide womb of uncreated night,
Devoid of sense and motion '

is simply tei'rible. To call the desire

to live selfish when a man's life is not

only in itself good and pure, but a

source of good to others, is such

palpable absurdity that only the exi-

gencies of controversy can account for

the use of such language by men of

integrity and aljility. The deeper and
fuller life becomes the dearer will it

be, and if the doctrine of social de-

velopment be true, it requires the hope
of immortality to redeem the prospect

which it opens from harrassing the

spirit of man with the tortures of

Tantalus. If there be no futui-e life,

the cup is dashed from man's lips

when his thirst is most intense or the

draught most clear and refreshing.

Mr. Le Sueur tells us that it is a

'sad misunderstanding' of his position

to suppose that he wishes us to think

it an unimportant thing to lose Christ

and life and immortality. He askf, •

' when and where did I so miich as

speak ' of losing these. And then he
goes on to say that he does not know
what ' Fidelis ' means by losing Christ,

or in what sense ' life ' is used. I wish

to speak as gently as I can, but it

seems to me verging a little towards a

practising on our credulity to write in

this way. A man loses Christ when
he ceases to believe in him as the Son
and Revelation of a God of Love, he

loses the life Christ came to bring

when he loses communication with

such a God, he loses immortality when
he ceases to believe in a life of person-

al consciousness beyond the grave. I

do not think Mr. Le Sueur can deli-

berately say that he did not know this

to be the meaning ' Fidelis ' attached

to the words. And if he did know it,

he will know another fact also, name-
ly, that the one object of his own ar-

ticles has been to prepare us for resign-

ing these beliefs by showing that we
can live extremely well without them.

Having disposed of the paper of

' Fidelis,' Mr. Le Sueur turns to mine.

I have anticipated much that would

otherwise need to be said by the state-

ment with which this article opens.
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With every disposition to feel the

foi'ce of an opponent's argument I

cannot think that mine has been fairly

met. When I say that the Gospel

acted like a charm in changing the

moral complexion of the ancient world

I am met by the fact that Marcus
Aurelius, a heathen emperor, was a

good man, and that, Rabelais, Stern,

and Dean Swift, Christian clergymen,

were not. I quite admit it, but what
then 1 Does the inconsistency of a soli-

tary clergyman here and there prove

anything about the moi'aJ tendency of

the Gospel ? Does anyone suppose that

the robe of a clergyaian can make a

man pure and good simply by being

worn 1 Mr. Le Sueur must be laugh-

ing at us. I almost think he was
laughing, too, when he gave us the long

extract from Dr. Newman, quoting me
down, as he thought, by the use of

that veneraVjle name. The thoughtful

reader will see that the quotation is

only apparently and not really rele-

vant. Di% Newman does not deny
the power of the Gospel to change the

characters of men, though he draws a

distinction—T think not a tenable dis-

tinction—between the more social and
the more spiritual virtues, claiming

these last as the especial fruits of

Christianity. But the question is not

one to be settled by the opinions of Dr.

Newman or of any other authority

however eminent. It is too late in the

day to tell us that the name of Christ

has no power to bless and heal. Every
Sunday I look into the faces of men
v/ho are living proofs of that power,

and vast numbers of other clergymen
<lo the same. And even Dr. Newman
says in this very extract, ' In barbar-

ous times, indeed, the Church was suc-

cessful in effecting far greater social

order and external decency of conduct
than are known in heathen countries

;

and at all times it will abash and check
excesses to which conscience itself con-

demn us.' If this is true of tlie mere
presence of the Church, what shall we
say of a sincere belief in the Gospel 1

I have contended that the Gospel,

involving as it does the being of a
righteous God, supplies a basis for the
sense of obligation. That is, as I care-

fully explain, the belief in God gives

a meaning to the peculiar form of con-

sciousness ex{ t essed in the words ' I
ought ' and their equivalents. I go on
to say that none can explain the sense
of desert or ill-desert which is inter-

twined with the very fibres of our na-
ture, none, that is, can vindicate the
rationaUtij of the moral impulses, but
those who trace them back to the ulti-

mate structure of the laws of nature
;

in other words to the character of the
First Cause itself. And, I add, this is

to make the First Cause not it but he,

it is to clothe it with consciousness

and will. All this my critic so entire

ly misunderstands as to suppose me to

maintain that the belief in God is an
infallible guide to right actions taken
in detail. He asks what are our ab-

solutely right impulses, and argues
that we can only detect them by the
study of results. Be it so, but I ask
again what does right mean 1 Is it

simply useful 1 If so, and a man asks
why should I do what is useful, what
are we to an.wer ? If we say you are

bound to do it, he will reply, who
binds me ? If my nature, then why
should I obey my nature? If society,

then what right has society over me 1

Power it may have but how has it

right 1 And in like manner we may
challenge in succession eveiy human
authority. But if I have a natural
conscience, needing guidance indeed,

but enforcing the right as right, and
if that conscience be the echo in me,
not of the ' arbitrary and unintelligble

j)lacitum of the First Cause,' but of

the unchangeable character of that

cau.se, then I know what my conscience

is and whence its aiithority flows.

Does Mr. Le Sueur seriously mean to

tell us that the utterance of conscience,

taken as the command of God, to do
justice, speak truth, and love our fel-

low-men is an ' arbitrary and unintelli-

gible placitum ?' How is it arbitrary,

or, what is the same thing, unreason-
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able 1 Has not Mr. Le Sueur been la-

boriously proving that reason issues

these very commands ] And in what

way can they be unintelligible 1 If, as

we are told, we can discover them by

our unaided common sense, surely we

must be capable of understanding

them. Or does he mean that they be-

come arbitrary simply because God

wills them, and unintelligible because

He approves them 1 Of all the placita

which can be ascribed to God I should

have imagined the placitum which

rests on human goodness to be the

most obvious in its reasonableness and

the easiest to understand. The fact

is that a theist has all the grounds Mr.

Le Hueur points out for the accept-

ance of moral truth, with this eminent

advantage that he can trace it back to

an origin which gives a reasonable and

adequate account of its binding force.

In reply to my assertion that the

character of Christ is a moral type of

inestimable value, Mr. Le Sueur gives

us an account of the virtues of the

North American Indians as they

struck the kindly appreciation of

Father Theodat. One likes the good

father the better for his love to the

people of his charge, but he would

have been a little astonished to find

his pages quoted to prove that we can

do very well without the influence of

Christ. I have not much to reply to

this part of the paper. There is no

disputing about tastes, and if Mr. Le

Sueur really thinks that the wigwams

of the Hurons disclose a state of

morals which renders the influence of

Christianity superfluous, he must be

left to the enjoyment of l)is, I should

think, solitary opinion.

My assertion that love to Christ is

an impulse toward good is met by the

objection that ' virtue is safer when

it does not aim so higli, or at least

when it takes a more reasonable sur-

vey of the diihculties it is likely to

encounter.' I do not see what there

is in love to Christ to prevent our

taking the most elaborate survey of

difiiculties. We shall meet with no

deficiency of these in the records of

His biography, and apart from that

we may think of them as miich as we
will. It is right and wise to count the
cost of the higher life—a cost by nO'

means disguised or minimised by Jesus-

himself. But when our critic says

that the impulse derived from love to-

Christ Ls of doubtful character, ' in sO'

far as it substitutes loyalty to Christ

for loyalty to mankind,' he goes fur-

ther, and takes a position which
strangely illustrates the confusion of

thought into which many able writex's

are just now falling. Who is Christ

but the supreme lord of men 1 How
can I love men less by loving Him
more'? Or if we regard Him as the-

realized ideal of moral perfection, will

our loyalty to that render us insen-

sible to the claims of practical good-

ness ? Pointing to the poor and friend-

less, and speaking of benefits con-

fen-ed on such. He says, ' Inasmuch
as ye have done it unto the least of

these my brethren ye have done it

unto me,' and now we are told that

loyalty to Christ is to render us insen-

sible to the claims of mankind ! How
much further is it to go, this new
habit of placing our higher duties in

contradiction to our lower 1 One
half expects that before long we shall

be solemnly warned not to love our
mother because we cannot possibly

indulge such aflfection in consistency

with the duty we owe to our brothers-

and sisters.

Mr. Le Sueur says that I constructed

a dilemma for him, but that there is-

' nothing in it' He is mistaken in

both points. He ' constructed ' the

dilemma, not I ; nor can I think it

true that there is nothing in it, for it

seems to me that Mr. Le Sueur is

himself in it, and I am very far from

thinking him nothing.

I shall only notice Mr. Le Sueur's

complaint of my tone of 'jaunty con-

fidence,' so far as to point out that he

is a little hard to please. If we speak

with caution, and refrain from strong

assertion, we are anked ' what in the
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name of honesty ' our words mean.

If, on the other hand, we express the

conviction that the Gospel is true,

and will be found, after all criticisms,

essentially unaltered so as to prevail

over its obstacles, we are told of our

'jaunty confidence ' and our ' trium-

phant and least seemly tone.' It seems

to be demanded of vis that we be nei-

ther hopeful nor despairing, neither

confident nor ajjprehensive. It may
be owing to the extreme limitation of

my abilities, which it would appear tit

me more for the tea-meeting platform

than for the literary arena, that I find

it impossible to hit and to keep the

delicate mean which appears to con-

stitute my critic's ideal.

Mr. Le Sueur having alleged that

it is one of the characteristics of our

age that ' augurs try not to laugh in

one another's faces,' I said that this

implied a charge of dishonesty against

clergymen as a class, and assei'ted with

warmth that to my certain knowledge
the charge was untrue. He meets me
by quoting Dr. Phillips Brooks, as he

says ' to very much the same eflfect

'

as himself. I I'eply that the ' effect

'

of Dr. Brooks's words on me is widely

different. Dr. Brooks was reproving,

and rightly, a want of frankness in

dealing with difliculties, and in the

confession of altered views, which he

thought unwise and uncandid, but he

never said or insinuated, as Mr. Le
Sueur distinctly did, that the unbelief

that he discussed had i-eference to the

truth of Christianity itself. He speaks

of the minister ' who tries to make peo-

ple believe what he questions in order

to keep them from questioning what he

believes.' A sentence wliich implies

that faith is still unshaken in all but

what such a man esteems as non-es-

sential positions. So I read Dr. Brooks,

and so read I agree with him. But if

he did not mean that ; if he meant to

say that it is characteristic of minis-

ters, as a class, to be secret unbelievers

in what they publicly preach,—then I

say of him exactly wliat I said of Mr.
Le Sueur, I know Dr. Brooks well,

and admire him much, and have the

most perfect confidence that he meant
nothing of th« kind. But I am not,

as Mr. Le Sueur thinks I am, so pusi-

lanimous as to be afraid of his ' repu-

tation and infiuence.' The question

is simply one of fact, and whoever

speaks to the contrary, I must main-

tain what I believe and know.
And now let me join Mr. Le Sueur,

as I heartily do, in the expression of

my regret that so much of personal ex-

planation and correction should have

filtered into our debate. I can assure

him ^hat, although I have written with

freedom, I regard him not only with

sincere resj^ect, but with very much of

personal sympathy. His difliculties

are mine, for I, too, am a child of our

'mother age.' I know what it is to

to feel the earth shaking under my
feet and to see the heavens themselves

grow dark under the attacks of ghast-

ly and benumbing doubt. I will not

claim to have ' fought my doubts and

gathered strength,' but at least I have
' forced them ' till the light seemed to

break. I find the light in the Gospel

of Christ, purged of these accretions

by which men have surrounded it, and

brought back to the simplicity and

comprehensiveness of the Master's

Words and Work illustrated and en-

forced by Apostolic comments. It is

because I believe that what is called

' agnosticism ' is a solution that is no

solution, that the human spirit can

no more rest in it than the physical

frame can be fed upon the east wind,

while Christ is the leader of men for

ever, that I have written as I have.

AVhether Mr. Le Sueur will ever come

to think with me it is, of course, im-

possible to say, but it is a duty, not

only to believe what we say, but to

say what we believe, and I have spok-

en my thought for the benefit ofwhom
it may concern.

Meanwhile that both Mr. Le Sueur

and I may live bravely and die calm-

ly, and may find that death is not the

end but a glorious beginning, is my
desire and hope.
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TOABEAUTIFULGIRL.

{Translated from Victor Hugo.)

OX thee, as yet, the hours have smiled,

Thy girlish grace adorning,

Uh ! laugh and sing—be still a child

—

Thou blossom of tin; morni-ig I

Seek not the future to presage.

The sky may frown to morrow :

Man struts his hour upon the stage,

Accompanied by sorrow.

Our lot is hard, though few our days.

The eye, now brightly beaming.

That loves to shed abroad its rays.

With teai's too oft is streaming.

i'air child I no giief its drops of gall

Within thy cup infuses :

Thine innocence enchants us all

—

Tliine ignorance amuses.

Pure lily, safe fi'om storms and tears

That bow the heads of otiiers,

Thy tranquil happiness appei^rs

Reflected from thy mother's.

With thine enjoyment of the hours

No cares or troubles mingle :

In spring, tliou sportest amid flowers,

In winter, by '.he ingle.

The poesv that glorifies

Thy life, thou dost inherit

:

Thy mother has it in her eyes.

Thy father in his spirit.

Let tly sweet Maiytime pass in mirth,

Joy flits, with scarce a warning

—

The gloomiest of us all on earth

Have had our cloudless morning.

A blessing, then, receive from me,

Thy fate is only human :

iVngel ! a martyr thou must be.

Child ! thou wilt be a woman !

Montreal. <^eo. Murray, M.A.
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A LEGEND OF THE UPPER OTTAWA.

BY P. A. X.

^ I'^HE legend takes ns back to fifty

J- years an^o. Then a tribe of the

Blackfeet Indians was encamped on

Hudson's Bay Territory, and at a short

distance from one of the Company's
out-posts. Big Moose was a stalwart

young brave, and Little Fawn, a dark

beauty of the tribe. They loved ; the

father of the girl had been negotiated

with, the bargain struck, the oaths

taken, and the marriage-day appoint-

ed. That .saddest of courtships, an
Indian courtship, progressed, and true

love seemed to run a smooth course.

It was now in the fall of the year,

and the frost was already on the

ground, when Big Moose and others

of the tribe, returning from the traps,

came upon the body of a white man.

They soon ascertained that he was not

dead. He had sprained his ankle, and
was unconscious from pain and expo-

sure. When he had been brought to

himself his hurt was tended, and the

))Owerful young brave, lifting him up
on to his shoulders as if he were a pap-

poose, strode with him into the en-

campment.
The Blackfeet ai'e the most hospi-

table of the North-West nations.

They are honest, honourable, and un-

suspecting ; and are friendly to tlie

white man. Whatever of wrong has

been done Vjy individuals of the nation,

has been done by the direct influence

of the white man himself.

The pale-faced stranger was a hand-

some man, with fair hair, round sun-

burnt face, soft curling beard, atul blue

eyes, which now could brigliten into

joy, deepen and intensify in sympathy,
and anon soften and beam into love.

He shared the wigwam of Big Moose.
He had but lately a/rived at the Com-
i:)afiy's out-post, and while hunting had
met with the accident which, but for

the timely assistance of the Indians,
would have proved fatal to him. The
friendly Indians at once despatched a
swift messenger to the out-post, with
the intelligence of the safety of the
subordinate.

The white man remained two weeks
among the Indian wigwams. The hand-
some pale-face soon captivated the
hearts of the simple Indian maidens.
He had a callous heart. The red man
is not patient under injury, and is

quick to discover it. The young braves
were jealous, but they did not forget

the rites of hospitality. But the white
man did. In vain Big Moose played
on his melancholy reed in the soft

moonlight around the wigwam of Lit-

tle Fawn. It was the oft-repeated tale

of a white man's selfishness and heart-

le.ssness ; of his indiflference and dis-

dain for Indian purity and honour.

When the Company's servant left the

Indian wigwams, restored in health

and sound of limb, he carried with

him the heart and honour of Little

Fawn.
Scarcely a week after the white

stranger had returned to his post, the

Indian ceremony, whi^h made Big

Moose and Little Fawn husljand and
wife, was performed. Very soon the

tribe journeyed south. Big Moose
hunted and fished, and supplied his

wigwam with food and skins ; and

Little Fawn performed her hard and
toil.some part as quietly, ])atiently, and
uncomplainingly as Indian women do.
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The brave loved his wife. They shared

plenty, and they tasted hunger toge-

ther ; and when they could get lire

water, they also drank that together.

The following summer found Big

Moose and Little Fawn, with an aged

squaw, learned in herbs and medicine,

all alone, encamped by a small tribu-

tary of the Upper Ottawa. The Indian

had sallied forth to fish, with a smile

on his lip and joy at his heart ; for

had not the wise woman said that on
his retui-n he would be greeted with

the cry of his new-born pappoose 1 and

the Indian's heart w^as glad.

But on his return, the squaw re-

ceived him with deep intonations and
gesticulations, indicative of grief and
anger. Little Fawn was dead. Be-

foi'e she died she had gathered her

pappoose to her bosom, and had smiled

on it. And the babe wailed out its

short existence on the mother's breast.

Big Moose looked and recognised the

wrong that had been done him, and
his heart was hot within him.

In the bottom of a little hollow they

dug a gi"ave, and there they buried

the mother and child ; and they heaped

a cairn of stones over them. Over the

grave, the Indian swore an oath to be

revenged on the white man. E'er

nightfall he was vilely drunk. But
ftie oath of revenge was none the less

deeply recorded for that.

Fifty years ago the village of the

second shoot on the Bonnechere was
not very large,—a few houses, a tav-

ern, smithy, general store, and grist

mill ; a small church and school-house.

It was situated a few miles above the

confluence of the Bonnechere with the

Ottawa, at the head of a beautiful cas-

cade, with a fall of some thirty feet,

where, during the dry season, the tiny

stream sent its fallen waters shooting,

dancing, and gleaming among the

smooth, worn boulders—now disap-

pearing, again reappearing, ever play-

ing hide and seek. Or, during spring

and summer, the swollen tide rushed

onward, regardless of impediment, car-

rying many a trophy of its headlong
course on its broad bosom. In the

first case, the cascade was charming
and pretty—in the second, it was
grandly beautiful.

The prettiest girl in the village was
Jessie Rigby, the smith's daughter.

Some of her dear friends were chari-

table enough to say she gave herself

airs, and, forsooth, thought herself too

good for BillTupman, her cousin, and
heir apparent to her father's smith
business. The truth was that, though
long time loved hy Bill, Jessie was yet

heart-free. Bill was a good, honest

young fellow, who was willing to wait,

deeming the prize well worth waiting

for ; and he shrewdly guessed that in

the exercise of patience he had more
chance of ultimate success than in un-

duly pressing his suit.

Aboutacoupleof hundred yardsfrom
where the cascade made its final plunge
into a deep pool, thence to send its

broadening waters seething and whirl-

ing onward in the middle of the river

bed, was a small island, overgi'own

with low bushes, which formed them-
selves into a natural arbour. Daring
the low-water season, one side of the

channel was dry, making a clear pas-

sage to the islet ; en the other side,

the sti'eam whirled and dashed against

the precipitous banks of the wooded
shore. To the island and its arbour
the village maids frequently went,

one read while the others worked.

Jessie was very often the reader.

She was a good reader. The power
of reading well is a gift soon recog-

nised, and quickly conceded by all.

Her indulgent father, in periodical

visits to Bytown, whither she ac-

companied him, allowed her to select

her own books. These were, for the

most part, well selected ; therefore she

was better informed than could have
been expected of a girl reared in the

village of 'the second shoot.'

One summer afternoon Jessie be-

took herself to the island. She carried

with her her latest acquisition. It was
a copy of Joanna Baillie's tragedy,
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De Montford. The woods were still,

and the abrupt bluff called ' The Pin-
nacle,' was already casting the shadow
of its receding length across the val-

ley of the Bonnechero. She crossed
the river bed, passed lightly over the
short path round the bushes, till the
other side was reached. Here the
path abruptly terminated in a sheer
descent of four feet, where the water
lapped the side of the islet. Turning
to the right, and grasping the gnarled
branch of a cedar, she dropped down
a distance of two feet, alighting on a
little platform of earth and stones,
formed on the intertwining roots of
the bushes. The floor of the arbour
to which this platform conducted was
but a foot higher, and easily gained.
Seating herself on a rustic bench, the
village maid was soon deep in the
study of the grand character of Jane
de Montford, totally oblivious of im-
pending danger.

Life in the village was usually very
quiet; the only occurrence which pro-
duced much stir, was the passing of the
results of the winter's lumbering oper-
ations in the woods, in the shape of
sawlogs and squared timber. The
squared timber cut on the Bonnechere
wasthen of excellent quality. As there
were no slides, the timber was all sent
over the cascade, and it is needless to
say was not much improved by the pas-
sage.

The river drivers were, as a rule,

rough men, given to fighting and riot-
ing

; and the quiet villagers generally
felt easier when the driving season
Was over.

For the last few days the water
had been rising slightly, but, as was
well known, the river had been dam-
med up at the third shoot many miles
above. In about a week later, the
collected water and timber would be
allowed to escape, when something like
a flood might be expected.

But scarcely had Jessie Rigby be-
come absorbed in her book, than the
water was observed by the villagers to
be rising at an unprecedented rate. By-

and-by, logs began to make their ap-
pearance. The conclusion was at once
arrived at that the dammed waters had
broken loose, and the flood was in full

swing, carrying with it the escaped
timl)er. An alarm was given. "The

danger lay in the timber becoming
stuck fast in the narrowed channel
where the bridge spanned the river,

which would result in the bridge being
carried away.

Within an hour the cascade had be-
come grandly beautiful, and the bushy
spot in the channel was once more sur-

rounded by a rushing tide.

The logs and timber were now pass-

ing under the bridge, rushing, jam-
ming, jolting, hurrying forward to
plunge into the turmoil of the cascade.

The villagers watched the bridge war-
ily. They were accordingly much re-

lieved when a party of river-drivers

was descried making all speed down
the river bank to the threatened spot.

Already the danger was imminent.
Some of the longer timber had got
jammed aci-oss the stream at the bridge.

Now began a rare scene of activity

and dexterity. The men pushed, and
backed, and strained with their spiked
poles, cursing and blaspheming in a
medley of languages.

One of the most active and daring
of the river-drivers was a man named
Dan McDonald, who seemed to dare
danger for the love of it, who con-

trolled the efforts of the rest, and
whose shouted directions were obeyed
implicitly. He was a fair, hand-
some man, with a round, sunburnt
face, soft curling beard, and blue eyes,

which now could brighten into joy or

deepen and intensify in sympathy, and
anon could beam softly into love :

whence McDonald came, none of his

fellows knew. He had been sent up
in the spring to the shanty as a river-

driver, and had soon proved himself

an adept at the business. He was a

good fellow with them—riotous in the

brawl and fearless in the strife—hold-

ing his own with any of them. Was
there an adventure involving the plun-
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derincj of a hen-roost or cabbage-gar-

den ? McDonaUl was the man who
planned it and carried it into execu-

tion. Was there game to be tracked

and brought down 1 McDonald and his

huge deer-hound Clyde, did the busi-

ness. Through it all, however, the

drivers were haunted by a suspicion

that he had been other than he now
was ; that he had had a gentle up-

bringing and a good education.

A clearance for the time being had
been effected at the bridge, when a

huge piece uf choice timber made its

appearance, riding gallantly on the

black water. This piece of tin ber was
valuable, and had been ^IcDonald's

especial care. Jt passed under the

bridge and was in full career for the

cascade. Feeling anxious to see it in

the safety of the stiller waters below,

he madedown the western shore, which
was low and rose very gently, Avhile

the eastern bank was precipicous.

The timber cleared the ca.scade, and
rapidly traversed the di.stance inter-

vening, till it reached the islet, against

which it struck with great force, and
with a dull thud. ]t was the shock of

this collision which aroused Jessie

Kigby from the study of the * noble

Jane de Montfoid,' to a knowledge of

her own danger. A loud .shriek es-

caped her lips, as she realize 1 rather

than saw, that she was cut off from

communication with the shore.

Her shriek fell upon .'McDonald's

ear, as he was turning away to give

his assistance at the bridge. The jdace

was new to him, yet he concluded the

cry of distress must have come from

the island. ' Go, good do<,', go,' he

said, and Clyde at once plunged in

and gained the island, disapjjeared

among the Vjnshes, and jiresently re-

appeared wagging his tail and await-

ing his master.

McDonald did not hesitate, but

swam acio.ss to the island, an<l fol-

lowed Clyde. He reached the other

side where the path terminated, when
a plaintive voice imploring his aid

broke upon his ear. Turning toward

the arbour he saw a female figure

kneeling, a i)ale face blanched with

fear, a heavy fall of rich black hair

covering the shoulders, the hands
clasped and extended towards him, the

short open sleeves of the period re-

vealing the beautifully rounded arms.

He took in the situation immedi-
ately. The timber had lodged against

the platform of intertwining roots.

The one end was thus fast, while the

other swayed with the torrent. McDon-
ald seized the cedar branch and swung
liimself into the arbour. He now stood

upon the timber and ollered to lead

Jeosie on to the upper pUtform. But
at this moment the roots gave way,

and the timber turned over into the

water, carrying them both with it.

McDonald caught her in his arms,

while she clung around his neck. She
had fainted. They w'ere now in the

outer current, which was rushing with

great velocity. He wisely allowed him-

self to becarried past the island, when,

using one hand, he strove to gain the

quieter waters of its lea, and so with

comparative ease gained the shore.

Tlie adventure had been observed

from the bridge, and a group of vil-

lagers received the unconscious Jessie

from his hands. A ducking is nothing

to a river-driver, and soon McDonald
was again at work at the bridge.

From that hour he was a changed

man. lie was as active and as thor-

ough at his avocation as formerly. His
fellow-workers trusted and instinct-

ively obeyed his directions as before,

but they began to experience that

they had lost their boon companion.

McMonald was now under the infiu-

ence of a ])a8sion which never yet

failed to ennoble a man—honourable

love for a virtuous woman. Happy
the man who yields to such a passion,

and pursues it till he has gained that

noblest prize in the world's gift—the

love of a true woman.
Being ]»rom|)t in all his actions, he

yielded ; and resolved that he should

])rove himself not unwortliy to carry

off the i)rize. He loved Jessie Kigby
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with an honest love, which had fol-

lowed none but the purest incentives

from the moment of its inception. He
had looked upon this girl, and saw in

her eyes modest and quiet self-posses-

sion, in her demeanour, gentle firm-

ness ; and in the village maid as a

whole, he saw dignified womanhood.
In himself, he saw much from which
his mind now revolted. There was
good birth and up-bringing despised^

education trampled under foot ; there

was mudi folly, waywardness and sin,

and a mind fast becoming degraded by
continued association with ungracious

surroundings.

He reniembsred a mother dying

while she forgave him for all the pain

his waywardness had caused her, and
of a father disowning and disinheriting

him ; of his sinking lower and lower

in the social scale, until he came to

Canada as the Company's seryant ; of

his getting weary of that ; and of fin-

ally finding himself a driver on the

Bonnechere river.

During many days McDonald
thought of these things, and with him
to resolve to do a thing was instant-

ly to set about doing it. He resolved

on reformation, and was determined
to be what he could be, and ought to

be, in the estimation of others.

Hehad received the warmly spoken
thanks of old David Rigby, and when
Jessie had recovered the effects of her

misadventure, he liad visited her, and
had been encouraged to repeat the

visit. At first grateful, she was at

all times kind and gentle to him. He
now attended closely to his personal

appearance, and to many beside Jessie

he appeared prepossessing. But she

discovered in him a man of better

education than she had yet met, with

a mind capable of culture. It was soon

discovered in the A'illage that this was
more than an ordinaiy river-driver.

He was very soon generally liked.

Clyde always accompanied his master
in his visits to the Rigby's, and was
quite at home there.

All the timber had now cleared the

cascade and the Bonnechere, and had
been made up into one huge raft on
the grand river. In a day or two the
raft would be on its wav to Bytown.
McDonald returned to the village of

the second shoot from Bonnechere
Point to pay his farewell vi.sit to

Jessie Eigby, and on this occasion he
had resolved that he would tell her of

his love. He was aware of the teme-
rity he was guilty of in thus address-

ing this pure and high-minded girl,

but he was not without hopes that his

suit would be kindly received. He
was also desirous of giving proofs of

his refoi-mation, and was willing to

wait till time had tested its reality.

He told his love, and with it gave
the general outline of a foolish and
wasted life, and expressed the deter-

mination which' he had formed if she

would plight him her troth, to prove
himself to her and the world a good
man and true. Jessie Rigby ac-

cepted his proffered love, and gave
him hers in return, telling him she

trusted him, but that he must now
go and establish his character in the

eyes of her father and before the world,,

which being accomplished, come pov-

erty or plenty, she would be his true

and devoted wife.

The moon was in the western
heavens when the lovers walked on to

the bridge from which could be viewed
the cascade, and beyond the islet, the

scene of their first meeting. Neither
said much, but each leaned on the rail,

clasping tightly each other's hands.

They looked neither at the cascade

nor at the isle, but both strove to look

into futurity. Clyde sat between
them on his haunches, and earnestly

scanned the face of the one and of the

other. Did the doggish mind compre-

hend the bond wliicb existed between
them 1

It was at this moment some one
came staggering past them. It was a

drunken Indian. He looked at Mc-
Donald fixedly, raised his hand and
shook it menacingly. Clyde growled,,

and the Indian, uttering a deep gut-
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tural sound, stalked off in the direc-

tion of the woods. The moon had
shone full in that tall Indian's face,

and McDonald had recognised hiui as

Big Moose. He felt something like

a sensation of fear come over him,

and his face paled. Why he should

experience this feeling he could not

have explained, and it did not leave

him at once.

McDonald recollected the matter of

Little Fawn, and though he, being

now under better intluences, was pre-

pared to regai-d that transaction as a

detestable thing, yet he was totally

unaware of its tragic ending. Jessie

saw the menacing attitude of the In-

dian and the disturbed countenance of

her lover, but feared to ask the cause.

She felt as if a cold, icy hand had
been thrust between them.

In silence they turned homeward.
At parting he implored her to trust

in him, and, with a burst of affection,

she renewed her vows.

At Bonnechere Point the raft lay

out on the Ottawa, ready to start on

the morrow. Here in the centre was
the sleeping booth, and yonder the

cook's cabin, in which Clyde is es-

conced. There lay a pile of rough,

stout, board-bladed oars, to be used in

propelling the raft, and here and there

stand short masts, on which will be

stretched the triangular sails, to help

to lighten the men's labour.

On the whole extent of the raft but

one man is to be seen. McDonald is

there alone ; the men have gone on
shore, but he no more join.s in their

riot. He sits all alone on the edge of

the raft at the point farthest out on
the river. His eyes follow the east-

ward direction of the river ; the full

moon shines clear and beaiitiful in

the west. His heart is full of love and
exjiectation, and his deep blue eyes

are soft and joyous. He thinks of

Jessie's generosity towards him and
how she had |)»on)ised to follow him to

poverty or j)lenty. But he plans that

on reaching Bytown he will engage in

some better employment, and, on hav-

ing established his respectability, he
will lay ])roofs of his reformation be-

fore his father, who will gladly re-

ceive the repentant prodigal ; and
when he returns to claim his bride, it

will not be as a poor man, but as a

gentleman. As he thinks of this

consummation, a moisture, the first

that had dimmed that bright eye for

many a year, blurred the shimmering
track on the onward course of that

black river.

Just the n the baying of Clyde from
the cook's quarter struck on his ear.

He turned quickly, and not too soon,

for a fe>v feet from hiui was crouiihed

a dark figure, which was advancing
with a gleaming knife in his hand.

They sprang simultaneously to their

feet. The Indian's eyes gleamed with

hate and fury. McDonald put out his

hands and cried, ' Big Moose, what
would you do ?

' for the fear came
back upon him. But at the same mo-
ment the men grapj)led with each

other. McDonald's object was to get

possession of the knife, and the In-

dian, perceiving his design, caught it

in his teeth, while he tlu'ew the weight

of his powerful frame on his antago-

nist, and grasped him round the neck,

McDonald had not the power of the

Indian, but he carried into that strug-

gle the strength of desperation. His
hope lay in Clyde ; it was a delusive

hope. He could not call out : he felt

a dizziness and a ringing in his ears.

They were on the extreme edge of the

raft. Clyde rushed to the aid of his

master, and leaped upon the Indian.

The weight of the hound carried Itoth

men into the water. The Indian re-

laxed not his grasp on his enemy's

throat, and they Ijoth sank and were

caught in the swirls and eddies of the

river.

Jessie Rigby stood on the bridge,

where a view of the cascade and the

islet beyond could be liad. But she

saw neither the cascade nor the islet.

In the midst of that soft moonlight

she turned to look into futurity, but

could not pierce the impenetrable veil.
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It was then that Clyde put his cold

nose into the hand that hung loose by

her side. The dog whined and

crouched at her feet. She knelt down
beside him. ' Clyde, Clyde, why are

you here 1 ' she cried, as tears came

into her eyes. And the same trem-

bling came over her as when she

looked into McDonald's altered coun-

tenance in the presence of that tall

Indian with the hand outstretched

menacingly.

Many weeks after the villagers

learned that far down on the Grand

Eiver two bodies had been found

—

one a white man's and the other an

Indian's. And the Indian still grasped

the white man round the neck, and

between his teeth was a knife. The

features of either could not be recog-

nised. Jessie Rigby said nothing, but

she remembered her lover had paled

before the stalwart Indian upon the

bridge. And she feared that in that

life whose general outline she knew to

have been sinful, there were par-

ticulars it was well she did not know
— that in dying in the clutches of his

foe perhaps McDonald had expiated

some particular sin of that stained

manhood.
Clyde remained with her, and years

after, when she accepted her cousin,

she gave him the love of a true and
devoted wife, and their little ones

think no fun so good as a gambol and
frolic with Clyde.

THE SUMMER NIGHT.

(For Music.)

BY CHARLES PELHAM MULVANY, M. A.

A H ! how this summer night

-^^ Brings back again

Memories of lost delight

To heart and brain !

Flower-face and dark-brown tress—
Limbs locked in close caress

—

Wild with all happiness !

Wild with all pain !

What bounds our brief, bright Day ?

Darkness unknown !

JOY, with swift wings, away

Quickly hath flown.

Yet ere Death ; Winter lowers

While Love
;
glad hours are ours

—

Fill them with wine or flowers,

Kiss me, my own !
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CLOUD BOUND.

{A u ArtisVs Experience in the Wlittp Mniintains of Nev: Hampshire.)

BY M. MATTHEWS, TORONTO.

EAKLY in August, fully equipped

for a sketching trip, I found

nivself comfortably ensconced in the

Mount Pleasant House, a well-kept

hostelrie on the lino of the Portland

and OgdensVjurg li;iilroad,not far from

the famed Crawford Notch, whose

verandah commands a full view of the

creat Presidential chain of mountains.

This is, consequently, a convenient

point for head quarters for those who
wish to become thoroughly acquaint-

ed with the western aspects of the

main group of mountains on this con-

tinent other than those of the Pacific

coast. The Crawford Notch alone

would employ a true artist for several

summers, furnishing him ever with

something new. After spending some

days in the ' Notch,' witnessing a

gi-eat variety of effects, as seen from

below, I set up my easel right by the

roadside whence rose the lofty and im-

posing sides of tie Notch, formed on

the right by Mounts Willard, Willie,

and Crawford, and on tire left by the

sturdy old Webster, who stands out in

a bold manner, as if he wished to claim

all the credit for that sidfi at least, and

desired not to allow you to see any

more of the valley than the portion he

him.self enclo.ses. Working nearly a

week here, and returning eveiy evening

to the hotel, I met with an adventure,

giving me an ex])erience of mountain

life, which might well bring some wi.s-

dom, and which, indeed, should teach

a wholesome lesson to other travellers

than myself. In this affair, Mount Web-
ster played an important part. Sunday

morning broke in a threatening and
overcast manner ; the mountains were

as invisible as if they had been thou-

sands of miles away, until near noon
;

but this hour brought a change, and,

as if by magic, the vast misty curtain

was rent into numberless fragments,

the summer breezes wafting them
away towards the Atlantic, presenting

a glorious view of the eternal hills

grouped around their chief, old Wash-
ington. Notwithstanding the formid-

able accounts, so plentifully given by
fellow tourists, of the terrors of the

mountain paths (in my self-conceit I

discounted these), I conceived the

plan of immediately ascending to the

hoai-y summit of the father of moun-
tains, disdaining, of course, the use of

that insult to one's athletic powers,

the mountain railroad. As Sunday
afternoon seemed as suitable a time

as any for a quiet stroll over the

hills to the Glen House, I started out

on my expedition. The sequel, how-

ever, will j)rove the vanity of mj'

plans. Leaving my sketching kit, in-

cluding a good mackintosh, behind, it

being a hot and sultry afternoon, I re-

solved to try the solitary climb in the

lightest possible trim. At a quarter

to two, after a walk of six mile.s, J

reached the foot of Mount Webster
(where the ascent begins, near the

Crawford House). I at once struck into

the .spruce woods and found the trail,

but by a stupid oversight, not being a

smoker, I carried neither axe, matches,

nor, indeed, any means of kindling a

fire ; notiiing, in fact, but a small poc-



ket sketch book, an umbrella, and a

revolver, besides the slim tweed suit 1

wore, so confident was I of accom-

plishing the trip with ease. Pausing
a minute to contemi)late Gibbs' Falls,

a beautiful little cascade close l>y the

trail, and about one hundred yards up
ifce steep ascent, 1 was much charmed
by the beauty of this lovely nook.

Hard by was a tent, under some of the

thictest evergreens, occupied by a

party of yowths, who might be stu-

dent;) from Yale, or car-shop appren-

tices, for all that their appeai-ances in-

•dicated ; a fortnight roughing it in

the mountaiiif!, feeding blackflies and
mosquitoes night and day, had not had
a pleasing ellect upon their frontis-

pieces. One of the lads was at that

time quite blind with swollen eyelids,

caused by bites, and was entirely de-

pendent on his companions for forage.

These young men 1 liad met befoi-e in

my daily rambles, so we were old ac-

quaintances ; they told me that two
of their ])arty had gone up the moun-
tain at daybreak, and were expected
to return in an hour or two. Turn-
ing to the falls, I discovered at the

foot an individual busy with sketch-

block and colours. He proved to

be a prominent member of the thea-

trical profession, and quite a talented

amateur artist. Of course, kindi-ed

tastes and the situation prompted me
to address him, and on my informing
him of my intention to visit the sum-
mit that afternoon, with some surprise

and excitement he broke out with,
* Good heavens, you'll be lost !

' He
further stated that he had himself

come down from the top on the pre-

vious evening with a party who had
gone up the railroad, and that it was
' the most infamous travelling ' he
ever experienced.

These remarks caused me to con-

sult my watch, which showed that

I could reckon on five hours of

daylight in which to climb the five

miles. Thisseemed sutHcient for onewho
rather prided himself upon his tramp-
ing powers, so bidding my new found
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friend goodbye, I resumed the upward
journey which from this point was of

rapid ascent, still through heavy spruce
woods wet with the morning rains,

the way partaking more of the nature
of a watercourse or torrent than a path.

Here and there short stretches had
been bridged with a diminutive kind
of corduroy, which showed that in

former years, at least, it had been a
frequented route. It was now, evi-

dently, quite neglected and untra-
velled, full of rriniature Niagaras,
l)onring over rocks and boulders. My
boots being strong, and my muscles
still comparatively fresh, these were
not much regarded ; so, after ascend-

ing what appeared to be about two
miles and a half of this laborious tra-

velling, I reached a small ledge where
the tall spruces were thinner, enabling
me to get a glimpse between them of

the blue grey face of Mount Willard,
grandly rising upon the opposite side

of the valley. Some axe-marks on a
tree-trunk here caught my eye and a
small pine board, nailed at about seven
feet from the ground, displayed this

time-worn legend :

—

' To the Crawford House, one mile.'

Here was a damper !

I had then only come one' mile up
the mountain side, and as I scanned
the surroundings, the heavy spruce
woods .seemed to darken the way and
threaten the near approach of night.

However, ' Excelsior ' was still my
motto, and onward and upward I went,
feeling that every bou-nd must bring

me nearer to that vast panorama which
I knew was in store for me so soon as

I should leave the stiHing woods, and
drink in those free mountain breezes

which play upon the unclad regions

above. In about another half mile,

the ascent became less abrupt ; and
then voices ahead struck upon the ear,

and in a few moments more the figures

of my two camping friends came into

view. After recognition and saluta-

tion, they said they had come from
the summit, but ' it was an awful
way,' and that unless I * looked smart'
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it was doubtful whether I could reach

the Summit House, or even the foot

of the cone, by nightfall. Having still,

however, four hours of day before me,

I pushed on, feeling encouraged by the

gradual diminution of the timber, and
tinding the track still quite discernible

in the increasing light, and also plenty

of clear cold water to quench the thirst,

which by this time the exertion was
creating. At last the woods dwindled

into 'scrub; ' still marking and plainly

enclosing, my brooklet way, and ano-

ther half hour's vigorous walking

brought me out into the open. I was
still on Mount Webster, and the view

on all sides was grand and awe in.spir-

ing. The country was a vast sea of

niountiiins, far surpassing any sight

my eyes had ever been regaled with.

At my feet lay the wide valley of the

Ammonoosuc, and a small speck of a

lighter green among the heavy wood-
lands, with a still smaller streak of

white ribbon winding through it, eight

English miles to the west, denoted a

clearing of some five hundred acres, on
the margin of which ran the P. it O.

Railroad, and the Mount Pleasant

House was just vi.sible. The sensation

was much the .same as that experienced

on other mountain tops, but the scene

was unique for all that. It was not Al-

pine, nor Welsh, nor yet Scotch ; but
it was vast, grand, and of a character

to be seen nowhere else but in New
England. At this moment, the toils

of the a.scent were forgotten ; or per-

haps served only to enhance the gra-

tification experienced ; and I felt that

1 would, willingly, endure ten times

the exertion for such reward ; even
though, in that lonely spot, I felt strong-

ly my own insignificance, and compa-
risons with insects actively suggested

themselves to my mind. Here I made
a slight outline of the main features of

the scene, and then, resuming my pro-

gress towards the round domelike
head of Mount Pleasant, whose top-

most stones reared themselves some
hundred feet above me, still half-a-

mile away— five thousand feet above

the sea. This peak is connected with
Webster by a curtain of rock which
forms a convenient bridge, which I

now proceeded to traverse. To climb

now did not seem difficult, for though
on that rocky pavement, the path had
disappeared, in such clear open space,

a little scrambling must take me on
over that ancient Morion towards the

towering cone of Washington beyond.
Between these two peaks the connect-

ing curtain was apparently not de-

pressed more than three or four

hundred feet, and my hojjes of gain-

ing the summit were then hiiih.

Nevertheless, the necessity of making
the best of my way was becoming ap-

parent. So hurrying on, I rushed up
to the top of Pleasant, intending to

stay just five minutes there, and then

to lose no time in reaching the foot

of the road (made by United States

engineers) leading straight up the cone

of Washington. I was becoming
anxious to make this point before

dark, so could spare l)ut little time

for the view from Mount Pleasant.

Passing a small cairn of stones placed

upon the highest knoll, and surround-

ed for a few yards by a stunted herb-

age, such as might afford pasturage

for mountain sheep or deer, I soon

reached what I had expected would
be the descending slope on the further

side, but was startled to find that in-

stead of this a sheer j i:;cipice of at

least five hundred feet yawned beneath

me. While I stood for a moment
and looked round for signs of a trail,

for 1 knew that one ])assed over tbis

hill-top, suddenly a den.se cloud struck

the mountain, wetting me nearly to the

skin, and, what was then much more
serious, entirely ob.scuring every ob-

ject within twenty feet, thus rendering

it an entirely ho[)eless task to attempt

to refind the path or rather trail. The
situation was forlorn. Thinly clad,wet,

the cold wind warning me not to re-

main inactive from dread of rheumat-

ism, without any means of procuring

fire—j)athless, shelterless, and alone,

not daring to move rapidly, after find-
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ing how suddenly one might come upon
tremendous precipices, the prospect

was a cheerless one. I have tried to

explain that my ascent had elicited

the fact that the base and lower sides

of these mountains are densely wood-

ed ; the brows are covered with more
stunted timber, and this dwindles

gradually into a belt of scrub spruce,

varying from one to five feet high,

and of a density somewhat resem-

bling that of a well-cropped garden
hedge. The impossibility of travel-

ling through this, particularly when
soaking wet, will be understood. Near
the summit the scrub disappears,

leaving the bare rock with heath, wild

thyme, moss and the like. I was
now a prisoner upon the top of this

mountain, in such a fix that sight was
of trifling use, voice of less, though,

at the risk of being ridiculed, I will

own, I felt a strong impulse to shout

for help. In my despair I fired a

shot from my revolver, but a moment's
reflection told me that was useless, as

in all probability no human ear was
within two or three miles, while the

wind howled past in mocking volume,

as if to laugh at any effort I might
make to attract attention. Remem-
bering the j)eculiar rounded form of

the peak on the side I had come from,

I resolved to descend a short distance

and attempt to skirt the dome in a

south-westerly direction, steering en-

tirely by the form of the hillside

which, indeed, was the only guide
available in the impenetrable mist
with which I was enveloped. By
this plan I hoped to find again the

trail, and descend Webster the way
I had come up. I soon found, how-
ever, that below the brow the sides

of the dome became suddenly steeper
;

and, though this perhaps indicited

more decidedly the direction I was
attempting to follow, it was much
more difficult to make progress. At
one place, on alighting upon a huge
boulder, it gave way beneath me and
went crashing and thundering down,
I knew not where. Bat that I held

on to some roots above, I had cer-

tainly followed it, and then I should
never have written this. To make
matters worse, I was .soon, in spite of

all care, again in the scrub spruce and
getting deeper and deeper into trouble

in it, until, at length, sinking
exhausted and breathless in the deep-

ening jungle, visions of my whiten-
ing bones found by hunters in

years to come, now rapidly crossed

my mind, and my feelings cannot
be described. In that extreme mo-
ment, when earthly hope was gone,

I turned my thoughts inward for such
help .IS a suppliant at a higher throne
than that of earth might receive.

The momentary rest restored my
wasted strength, and hope revived

again as my judgment cooled. Rising,

I resolved to try and reach the open
ground above once more, as tlien, at

all events, I should know where I was,
and, with my revolver, could better

defend myself if attacked by beasts.

I therefore climbed persistently up-
wards, going as straight as I could in

the darkness, until I began to find the
scrub thinning, and again I gladly

reached the open. ' Now,' thought I,

' with my umbrella to windward, I

must do sentry duty until daybreak,
when perhaps I may have strength
left to discover the lost trail, and,
bai-ring fogs, may yet reach the haunts
of men, either on Mount Washington
or by returning the way I had come.'

I here commenced a weary tramp
to and fro, turning each time in my
tracks, but had not taken more than
two tui-ns when my heart leaped with
joy to see the moon emerge from its

misty veil, and very soon the cloud
itself passed off. I could now discern

the old dome pretty completely, and
discovered that I was on the west side

and not far from the trail I had come
by. This I soon found, and hurried

along on the back track, fearful lest at

any moment another cloud (of which
I could see several in the sky and not
far off) should come between me and
the moon which now was low.
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I rushed along the winding trail,

twice losing, and in each case re-

gaining it with difficulty
;

pools of

water were nothing now, rocks and

scrub -were nothing, my only anxiety

being to get sufficiently into the brush

wood to make sure of not losing the

path again. Of course, I considered

it madness to dream of making Mount
Washington by an untried path in

the darkness
;

particularly as I knew

that light would not be available for

more than half-an-hour at most. How-
ever I got back into the woods, and

the moon went down as I began my
descent of that dark path, every inch

of which (some two miles) had to be

felt with the umbrella, which was now
folded, until I heard once more the

rumble of Gibb's Falls. Tliis con-

sumed some five hours, costing me
many a tumble and bruise, until at

last, when just above the Falls, the

thick foliage made it so dark that it

was impossible to find my way fur-

ther; vines and underbrush obscured

the path, and this, with branching

watercourses (the main path was one)

leading over the Falls, brought me to a

stand. Here I remained some min-

utes resolved to await daylight as it

was not now so cold and thinking

it better to wait three hours than

to risk going over the falls some
fifty or sixty feet It now occurred

to me that the camp of my young
friends of the day before could not be

far away, and that by shouting I

might bring assistance. I proved my
lungs to the full, and presently an an-

swer came ; another shout, and yet

another ; in a few moments more the

welcome gleam of a lantern broke

through the trees, and my worst trou-

bles were over. I trudged back the

six miles by road, and thankfully

reached my snug quartei-s in the

Mount Pleasant House, where an old

guide next day told me that I had a

narrow escape, and that, some time

ago, a man left the Crawford House,

early in the morning, in the way I had

done; and had never been heard of

since.

IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.

BY SARA DUNC.S^.

Strathroy.

A BAFFLED, disappointed, worn old man,

-^-^ Heavily burdened with a life time's span

Of dreams and prayers and purpose unfulfilled.

Humanity hath scorned him, and hath stilled

His broken cry for pity. Hopeless tears

Oft thickening in the dim old eyes, I ween.

Dull the fair vision of what might have been.

Crowned mockingly with sad, unhonoured years,

Bespattered with contempt, footsore and lame,

Weary, full weary with the blows of fate.

He waits your scornful doling at the gate
;

Be kind, O friend, for Failure is his name !
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THE WOMEN OF THE NORTH-WEST.

BV H. ROWAX MAYXARD, OTTAWA.

EACH of the older Provinces of

Canada still stands gazing to-

wards the Western sun, with one fair

hand, perchance, shading her straining

eyes from the almost too brilliant rays,

while the other points forward to the

broad billowy land that is just awak-
ening from its long restful sleep. But
while cry after ci-y goes out to the

young men, telling them to go forth

and conquer the new world that is

opening up to them, we do not hear
one word addressed to the young wo-
men. Surely women's influence will

be needed, and will be felt, in the great

North-West, as it has been felt, in

greater or less degree, since the days
of Eve. I wonder that no one has ap-

pealed to the girls of Canada, to fit

themselves for the prairie life, that, in

many cases, will be theirs. The neces-*

sity of their being initiated into the
mysteries of butter-making, ikc, is so

obvious that it speaks for itself.

But the needs of the mind, not lying

so much on the surface, are apt to be
overlooked in the struggle for daily

bread, and the culture that would sup-

ply them, so crushed down under the

weight of household duties, that it will

take whole genei-ations of fosterinsf

care to nourish it into life again.

In a new country, where the men
have to work from dawn till dark,
where, if they have any leisure, they
are too wearied to do aught but rest

;

where the only literature they have
time or inclination for, is of the light-

est order, the women ought to be the
refiners and elevators of everyday life.

As in the days of ancient Britain,

when the Lady, that is, ' bread-giver,'

could fead and, perhaps, even write a

letter, and in whose hands the manners
and morals of the household rested, so

in the North-West, our women will be
the only ones who will have leisure to

cultivate aesthetic tastes, and in their

hands will lie, in a great measure, the

education of the coming generation.

Would it not be well then for our
girls to prepare themselves for this

responsibility, and be ready to go
forth into their new, hard life, with
their artistic tastes so developed that

they may be quick to detect the many
' things of beauty,' or capabilities for

beauty, in their surroundings, and be
able to make them ' a joy forever,'

and a refreshment to the wearied
toilers.

A log cabin is not necessarily ugly
—in fact, it always has the first ele-

ments of beauty, usefulness, and fitness

for the purpose for which it was de-

signed. If barren of ornament, still

that barrenness is less hurtful to the

aesthetic eye than vulgar adornment.
How many an artist soul has its

yearnings stifled by middle class ele-

gance ! How strong must be the
a:?sthetic taste that can struggle into

birth thi-ough the appalling weight of

ordinary well-to-do furnitui-e, hand-
some green rep curtains, with perhaps
a geometrical pattern in gold oriel ; a
' nice light brussels that won't show
every speck,' of some impossible bil-

lowy pattern, and a ' really good set

of parlour furniture.' The girl feels

the dulness and ugliness, and without
understanding its cause, tries to im-

prove the look of the room with a few
parti-coloured antimacassars, a green
mat on the red table, a red mat on
the green ; a blue and silver bracket
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on the white and gold wall ; a flimsy

wall pocket on this side of the mirror,

a heavy one on that. And she has a

certain measure of success, for these

things, if not too ugly, either in them-

selves or in relation to the othei-s, do

give the room a certain comfortable

look that does away with the impres-

sion that one often receives on enter-

ing a ' drawing room,' of having got

into the tag end of a furniture shop

by mistake.
' But cultivate that girl's asthetic

tastes, send her to a log cabin, and see

what a thing of beauty, a picture to be

carried in the min I's eve, through all the

long, hot fleld-day, she may make it.

In these days of pretty, chea]> cliint7es

and combinations of soft, falling un-

bleached cotton and Turkey red, it

does not take much money to make a

home picturesque. Pine, or any com-

mon wood, is not necessarily ugly
;

varnished it would look far better

than the painted imitations of foreign

woods that we see in ' good ' houses

here. Walls to be kept clean and

Ijrif'ht need not be whitened. Let

every girl who thinks of going out

West learn the art of colouring walls

—doing it well, so that it will look

soft and not rub off; and let her learn

what tints are most becoming and

most suitable for mural decorations.

Then, if the funiiture has the beauty

of strength, comfort, and suitaVjleness

to its surroundings, a gi-eat advance

will have been obtained towards mak-

ing that home the nursery of aesthetic

tastep.

If some attention be not paid to

these things what have we to look for-

ward to ? Who does not know the

well-to-do farm house, with its best

patch-work quilts, resplendent in red

or green stars and half-moons on a

white ground ? Who cannot foresee

the prosperous farmers going into

Winnipeg, with their wives to get

new furniture, and choosing ' nice,

cheerful,' light wall-paper, stiff chairs,

shiny spindle-legged tables, bright

china vases? Then there will be the

old, old story—more struggles through

the commonplace, more souls weighted

with ugliness. In vain beauty smiles

forth from the waving corn-fields,

rustles in gladness through the sum-

mer trees, or wails mournfully among
the brown net-work of boughs that

break the monotony of the wintry sky.

Within, the stiff, black hair-cloth sofa

and stiffer chairs grimly hold their

own on the dingy carpet ; the dull,

cold wall absorbs the faces of those

who have the misfortune to be near

it
;
gaudily-dyed grass ornaments the

mantel-piece, and happy the owner
thereof should it he of elegant white

marble.

There is a |»retty picture of Swiss

Jife in Miss Mulock's ' Young Mrs.

Jardine,' where the people are both

simple and elegant—liy-the-way, how
often do we see those two words to-

gether—and where, though no one is

rich, and all have to work, yet all are

cultured. May we not hope that this

pictui-e will V)e, to a certain extent,

true of our ))rairie life? It is for our

women to decide, and we hope that

they will p)ove worthy of their charge.
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THE (JASTLE BY THE SEA.

{From the German of Uhland.)

BY GOWAN LEA.

HAST seen yon castle standing

Beside the crystal sea,

Around its tower commanding
The white clouds wand'ring free :

Hast seen it downward bending

To kiss the water clear,

Its summit high ascending

To touch the heavenly sphere ]

" Ah yes, I know its seeming

—

That castle by the sea

—

The moon above it gleaming,

The mist about the lea."

Did breeze and crested billow

Sound loudly forth and long,

And from the festive chambers

Came there a mirthful song 1

"The wind and e'en the ocean

But uttered plaintive sighs,

A wail of deep emotion

Called tears into my eyes."

O did'st thou see the waving

Of the monarch's crimson gown,

The precious jewelled setting

Of the fair queen's golden crown
;

A maiden were they leading

With rajjture and with grace,

Celestial glory beaming

Upon her lovely face ]

" The regal pair were sitting

Without a chaplet rare

In mourning robes and fitting :

The maiden was not there."

Montreal.
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EPISODES OF A LAW OFFICE.

BY A TORONTO PRACTITIOXER.

DURING my practice it has often

been my lot to come across

queer clients, strange events, interest-

ing correspondence, and amusing inci-

dents, and it occurred to me that a

short sketch of a few of them might

help to pass an idle half-hour.

I was once sent for to see a person who
was an inmate of the Provincial Luna-
tic Asylum, and whose estate was
under the fostering care of the Court

of Chancery. I was admitted to see

him, and was shewn into a private

room, but was advised to be careful.

He was a stout-built, able-bodied man,
who,Vjy his own exertions, had amassed
considerable property, but an heredi-

tary- disease had overtaken him and
placed him under control. He ap-

peared to be rational in some of

his remarks, and was, in his own
opinion of course, confined unjustly

and wanted me to obtain his release.

After a time he began to talk on
other subjects and remarked that he
sometimes saw Chinamen constructing

machines, which they floated on the

top of the building. Suddenly he

asked me if I could box. I answered
in the negative, at the same time edg-

ing toward the door. He graciously

replie<I that he would teach me the

noble art, and straightway doubled up
his fists, which, in addition to the

very earnest, determined expression

in his eyes, made me consider ' dis-

cretion the better part of valour,' and
I ignominiously took to my heels,

thankful to have e.scaped a rough

handling, and with all doubts re-

moved as to his being in the right

place. Afterwards I received letters

from him reiterating his assertion as to

his saneness, and in one he asked me
to send up some of my clerks to join

him and others in a game of cricket.

On another occasion I was sent for

to see another inmate of the same in-

stitution. I had read the papers upon
which he had been sent there, and so

knew his mania. I had a chat with
him and his answers were intelligent

on the subjects about which we con-

versed. Casually I remarked about
electricity, and thus struck the elec-

tric spark. He told me, in an excited,

earnest tone, that he was an electric

battery ; that he could hear sounds
from long distances, and could convey
sounds and messages to persons a long

distance off, and it was a shame to

shut such a man up, as he would be

useful to the Government in convey-

ing messages. ' I hear people now
talking miles away,' was one of his

remarks. As the telephone has since

come into tise, ])erhaps he was the

forerunner of Edi.son, but in advance
of the time.s. Another illusion was
that the ' Ku Klux Klan' were con-

tinually after him, and had got all his

]>roperty : but for this it might now l)e

said an important discovery was smo-
thered through ignorance.

One morning an elderly woman
came into the office with a large

bundle of papers, in a Chancery suit

between herself and her husband. She
had a sharp, discontented face, and
snemed to be a formidable customer to

deal with, and had many complaints

to make, among others that her Inis-

band had i)Ut kis property out of h\fi

hands to prevent her getting any
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maintenance from him. She repre-

sented that there was a mine of wealth

to any la^\'7er who might choose to dig

for it, and that her last solicitor had
grossly neglected her business. I

promised to give the matter dvie con-

sideration, though a bundle of papers

«ight inches thick was not very pro-

mising. Knowing that her former

solicitor was a good miner where there

was any ore to be dug, I thought I

would see him first. So soon as I

mentioned the name to him, his ex-

clamation, not to ' have anything to

do with her,' was quite sufficient to

deter my proceeding further. ' She
will haunt and abuse you; I recovered

some money and did all that could

be done for her, yet the only I'ecom-

pense I got was abuse ;

' so I de-

cided to put the papers aside. A few
days afterwards she called to know
what I had done. I told her I had
made enquiries, and found there was
nothing in her case, and handed back

to her the papers. She looked at the

bundle and at me, and then accused

me of having kept some of them. I

assured her that I had not done so,

but she departed in high dudgeon.

We are often bothered with people

who have legal grievances. They take

\\\) your time with long stories of the

wrongs they have suffered ; want you,

at your own risk, to take up some
intricate and often impossible case

;

and it is not without difficulty that

you rid yourself of them.

In answer to my ' come in,' a woman
about forty-eight years old, of com-
mon place appearance and incongru-

ously dressed in weeds and colours,

made her entry into my office. Her
husband had lately died without a will,

and she and two gentlemen had been

appointed to administer the estate.

They, as she represented, had been
robbing her and the estate ; and the

lawyer she had already employed had
also robbed her. I had heard such
stories of wholesale robbery before, and
was not at all overpowered Vjy the re-

cital of her wrongs
;
yet although I

undertook the investigation of her af-

fairs, I was not over sanguine of fall-

ing among thieves. I never before

had so much trouble with a client as I

had with her. Her husband had been
a miser, and died a miseraVjle death
from a surfeit of green vegetables ; and
she was equally avaricious. This, cou-

pled with ignorance and suspicion of

everybody, rendered her anything but
an angel. I was often deluged with
instructions, information of large sums
of money and securities (which had no
existence in fact) which had been ab-

stracted, and as I frequently paid no
attention to half that was said, she on
several occasions told me she had lost

confidence in me, yet although I

sought to be relieved 1 could not get

rid of her, and was so involved in the

suit that I could not retire from it with-

out causing her loss. A suit in Chan-
cery, however, was too much for her,

and she succumbed to it and jaundice.

By her will she endeavoured to do
one good action in providing for the

establishment of a free libraiy in her

native town. Out of this arose an ex-

tensive litigation, illustrative of one
of the many anomalies of law. Be-

cause she had no personal property ex-

cept a mortgage on real estate, and
because the bequest entailed the neces-

sity of purchasing land, the Court held

that the gift was void under the mort-

main law. An amusing incident oc-

curred in Court in a suit which had
been brought on behalf of her estate.

She had lent money to a woman whose
notes were taken for the amount. To
recover the amount of these her exe-

cutor sued and the defendant put in a

set-off made up of sei-vices rendered, at-

tendances during her illness, etc., all of

which were charged at an exorbitant

rate. During the trial the defendant's

counsel was called out of Court to go

into the Criminal court for a moment.
The defendant, who was a woman, had

just gone into the witness box, and so

her counsel asked Mr. B., another

counsel, to go on with the case for a

few minutes, at the same time putting
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ijito his hands the statement of the

set-off. Knowing very little about the

case, Mr. B. thought he was to repre-

sent the plaintiff and to cross-examine

the defendant as to her accounts and
after running his eye over it and ob-

serving the excessive charges, be pre-

pared for battle. He began by asking

her in a sarcastic tone : 'Pray who
helped you to make up this nice ac-

count V to which she answered in a

shai'p aggressive tone, 'No one.' Af-

ter remarking to her that the charges

were outrageuu.s, he began to examine

her severely upon the several items.

This roused her tera])er and she pitched

into him and vice lerMi. The bystand-

ers and judge, who knew of the error

B. was labouring under, were much
amused, but the altercation was too

hot to allow Mr. B. to hear the whis-

pers of his opponent to the effect that

the witness was his client. What in-

creased the witness's indignation was,

that she thought Mr. !?. was an inter-

loper, and was examining her out of

pure impudence. Her counsel's clerk

rushed into the other court with the

information that there was the d—

1

to pay, that B. and Mi-s. M. were quar-

relling, and that he must come in at

once. B. was at last made to under-

stand his mistake, whereupon he

drop[ied the witness and his brief and
made a sudden exit out of court.

One day I received a letter enclos-

ing a bill in Chancery, and an intima-

tion that my client would be down in

a few days to instruiit me. Shortly

afterwards a young married woman
made her api)earance in the oilice and
informed me that she was the daugh-

ter-in-law of the defendant and at-

tended to his busine.ss, and would in-

struct me in the matter in (juestion.

Like most women she was governed

rather more by her feelings than her

reason, and so the instructions and pro-

posed mod(! of defence were strong,

emphatic and voluminou.s. She at-

tended totho case through all its stages,

and at the trial looked after the wit-

nesses, and instructed counsel, whilst

her husband stood by with quiet admi-

ration and acquiescence. Lady clients

are often ditiicult to manage, and will

rush at things in a headstrong manner,
and are ready for anything. This one
informed me during the sittings of the

Court that she thought the plaintiff's

witnesses would not be worth much.
On my asking the reason, she coolly

informed me that she had given money
to a friend to treat them with liquor

at the tavern. I failed to make her

perceive the impro])riety of such a pro-

ceeding and the bad effect it might have

on her defence.

We often come across queer wills,,

letters, and documents, as well as

singular clients. The other day I re-

ceived the following instructions for a

chattel mortgage :
' i Doo give to Mr

F t two gree horses two bea merses

(mares) and two new Duble wagens
and two spring Colts in seycurtey for

$100-;")0' (meaning one hundred and
fifty dollars). A client's letter, whom
I advised that his suit had terminated

adversely to him, after, of course, stat-

ing that the Court was wrong, ended

with the woi d.s, ' mores et tempores.'

One lady-client's letters, which gene-

rally covered eight closely written

pages, had to be handed to a clerk for

him to read and make a short synop-

sis of.

The other day a resident of Ireland,

accompanied by his wife, turned uj)

in the otiice. His brother had died

in Canada, leaving a small ])roperty,

and he and his wife had crossed the

Atlantic to look after it, supposing

there was no ])erson here caj)al»le of

doing so. I came across a letter which

he had wiitten to his decea.sed bro-

ther, a few extracts from which I will

give. After stating that their mo-

ther was dead, he goes on :
' So your

three brothers lived together for to

years and was intended to live so un-

till we seen we could not keej) house

without a womankind so theji we three

agree<l for Josejdi to get married so

he is now nine months mariied to a

a girl of the name of C from the
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parish of S of a most respectable

family and got to hundred pounds

sterling with her as a fortune so us

three enjoyes much comfort with her

since we met some would be piitty

farely circumstanced for living if we
could get men and women for to

do our work . . . Dear brother

since it is the will of Almighty God
you have no eire of your oune for

your property would it not be well

done for you to make your will and
secture it for whatever friend you
think most worthy of it and that

would not shorten your dayes.' The
writer of ihe aboA*e was Joseph, and,

like the Joseph of old, was the victim

of a woman, though, to judge from
what he says, the honeymoon was not

over. The hint about the will was an
opportune one, and the concluding

sentence consolatory, though Joseph
is not the only person who thinks

grim death appears as soon as a testa-

mentary document has been executed.

Seldom I think have testators been

so extraordinary in the expressions

made use of in their wills as the cele-

brated ' Dr. D.' Some of my readers

may have seen his, but I venture to give

a few extracts :
' I leave the property

of G. and all other handed i>roperty I

may die possessed of to my sisters H.
S. and E B. The former because she is

married to a minister whom (God help

him) she henpecks ; the latter because

she is married to nobody, nor is she

likely to be, for she is an old maid and
not market ripe. I leave my sister J.

my Bible, the property formerly of my
gi-eat great grandmother, and when
she knows as much of the spirit of it as

she does of the letter, she will be a bet-

ter Christian than she is. 1 also leave

my late brother's watch to my brother

S., exhorting him at the same time to

give up whiggery, radicalism, and all

other sins which do so easily beset

him. I leave my brother A. my big

silver snufi' box, as 1 am informed he
is rather a decent Christian with a

snug belly and jolly face. I leave

Parson C. (Maggie's husband), the

snuff box from the S. . . militia,,

as a small token of my gratitude for

the service he has done the family, in

taking a sister that no man of taste

would have taken. I leave John C.

a silver teapot, to the end that he may
drink tea therefrom, to comfort him
under the afiiiction of a slatternly wife.

I leave my silver cup with a sovereign
in it, to my sister J. G. D., because
she is an old maid and piou.s, ajid will

therefore necessarily take to hoarding,

and also my snuC" mull, jis it looks

decent to see an old woman taking
snuff'

I lately came across a singular, and
at the same time a hard, case. A man
had been advised that it was not likely

his wife would have any children. He
made his will by which, after provid-

ing for his wife, he gave his property
to his brothers and sisters. He was
taken suddenly ill and died, but the
day after he died his wife gave birth

to a son. This son was cut out by the

will. Had he been born the day be-

fore, the will would have been revoked
and he would have succeeded to the

property.

An old gentleman calling on me the
other day reminded me that we have
sometimes obstinate clients. Some
property had been left to him by his

father, under whose will he took an
estate tail, which he could at any time
bar. He entered into an agreement tO'

sell the land, but afterwards rued his

bargain and refused to carry it out.

A suit was brought in Chancery to-

com])el him, and a decree was made
by the Court, ordering him to convey
the land. He refused to sign the deed
and was committed to gaol. He re-

mained there for se\eral months and
refused to sign, though solicited to do
so by his wife and friends. He had a

notion in his head that if he died in

gaol without signing the deed, his

children would get the land. I saw him
often and, though he suffered greatly

from the confinement, continued ob-

stinate. At last I convinced him that

though he died in his obstinacy, it
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•would not alter matters, and in one of

his weak moments I persuaded him to

sign the deed. The person to whom
he had agreed to sell the land, and
who was the cause of his incarceration

was his brother. Family jars are the

most irksome and desperate quarrels

that come under our notice. Husband
and wife when they go to law are very

fierce, and the hate gets to a white

heat, but sometimes cools down. I

remember acting for a woman whose
husband h:Kl ill-treated her. I insti-

tuted proceedings against him, but he

•expressing a desire to make some {)ro-

visions for her without further litiga-

tion, they came together to the othce

to have the necessary pa[)ers drawn.

He was rather an amusing, cunning

fellow, and never said ' I will,' but al-

ways made use of the Royal ' We.

'

They sat one on each other side of me
•whilst I was preparing the p;ipers. I

was diverted by his occasionally walk-

ing round at my back and getting on
his knees and taking her hand, en-

treating her to return. She was, how-
ever, obdurate, probably knowing that

his protestations were like the winds,

changeable. On a subsequent occasion,

however, he induced her to live with

him again, having been adNnsed that it

•would have the effect of destroying

her settlement. It was not long be-

fore he resumed his former conduct

towards her, and she again left him,

whereupon he brought a suit to set

aside the .settlement 1 liad drawn, but

technical as the law may be, it was
expansive enough to prevent him from
benefiting by his conduct.

Last summer, an old woman, I

should Judge she was seventy years

yeai-s old, called on me and wanted
j>roceeding8 taken against her husband,

with whom she had lived forty years.

Jealousy was the only cause of the

trouble. She had grandchildren nearly

grown up, and several childntn of her

own, who were willing to take care of

her, but she object^-d to going to them
because, as I su8j)ected, she could not

get liijuor at their houses. I endea-

voured to persuade her to live with

one of her daughters, but she was ob-

stinate, and so I obtained a separate

maintenance.

Sometimes breach of promise of

marriage cases come under our cogni-

zance. I remember an action being

brought for a broken-hearted damsel,

but before the trial of the case was
reached she had allowed her outraged

affections to be soothed by the love of

another swain. She and her husband
came to the othce together to acquaint

us of the fact of the marriage, and de-

sired to know if the case could not

still be proceeded with. It was sug-

gested to the husband that perhaps he
might have cause of complaint because

the faithless lover had broken his en-

gagement and he had been induced to

stej) into his shoes. A young man
came with the defence to an action

brought against him for breach of

promise of marriage. He admitted

that he had promised and broken

troth. All is said to be fair in love

as in war, and 1 suppose the same nde
prevails in law ; at all events, it is

frequently adopted. He was asked if

j

he thought the young wou)an would ac-

I

cept him if he went and offered to

marry her. He thought she would

not, and was advised to go and try

i his luck. He went in much trepida-

tion, fearing that she might accept his

proposal, but the datiisel's irate father

threatened to kick him out of doors.

A plea of tender and refusal was put

I
in on behalf of the defendant, and no

more was heard of the action.

I was engaged in a case in which

jiremeditated perjury and forgery were

made use of freely. I had brought a

suit to set aside a deed which my client

alleged had been made to defiaud him

of a debt due to him by the maker of

the deed. The land had been conveyed

to the children by a former husband

of the grantor's wife. The def<!nce

was that the wife had advanced to the

])resent husband some of the children's

money on account of the land, upon

1 the understanding that if the money
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was not returned within a year, the

land should^ belong to the children
,

that this agreement was put into

writing at the time ; and that it was
in pursuance of this agreement the

land had been conveyed to the chil-

dren. Before the case was brought

on for trial several attempts were

made to see this document, but it was
kept back on one j)retence or another.

The wife went into the witness box
at the trial to give evidence, and pro-

duced a document, which she swore

was the one referred to in the defence.

It was written on English note paper,

vith violet ink, and was fresh look-

ing. The document purported to

have been made some six years pre-

viously, and drawn up in the United
States, where they seldom use English

note paper. On cross-examination, she

adhered to the statement that it was
the true document ; that it had been

in her possession ever since its date,

either about her person or in her bed-

room. She explained how it was drawn,

where, and by whom, and stated that

en the day it was dated she was en-

gaged in her usual occupation, which
was a huckster of vegetables. On
searching it was found that the day
of its date was a Sunday. Befoi-e her

cross-examination was concluded the

Court rose, but before leaving the

bench the Judge spoke to her in a

severe tone and pointed out to her

that the appearance of the document
discredited her story, that it was writ-

ten with ink which was not in use at
the time, and he warned her to be pre-
])ared to tell the truth next mornin».
In answer to the first question put to
her in the morning, she admitted that
she had procured the document to be
drawn a few weeks previously, w-hich
at once ended the defence.

I will conclude with a couple of
Court episodes. A barrister, who had
more assurance than learning, was
laying down a certain proposition as
being the law. The Judge, not being
satisfied, asked where he found his
law. The barrister read from a text-

book, upon which the Judge said,

'Mr. G., what case is cited in sup-
port of the text ?

' The counsel looks
at the foot notes and sees ' Smith v.

Jones, ubi snpra.' With a self-satis-

fied smile helooksup and says, "Your
lordship will find the case reported in
Supra's Reports," upon hearing which
his lordship subsided. Some forty
years ago, when classical knowledge
was not so easily attained, nor, per-

haps, so requisite as it Ls now, a well-

known barrister, popular with juries,

was engaged for the defence in a horse
case. The plaintiff's counsel had
pi-aised the horse in high terms. In
his speech to the jury on belmlf of

the defence, his opj)onent said, * Why,
gentlemen of the jury, after hearing
my learned friend, you would suppose
the horse was a regular Bellyrutfin

'

( Bellerophon).
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THE BENNETT CASE.

BY NICHOLAS FLOOD DAVIX, TORONTO.

BENNETT has passed bevond ver-

dicts and reprieves. To use one
of his own attempts at poetry,

' Through the dark, sad nijstery
Of God's sacred history,'

He has gone.

Nobody, siill le.ss the writer, can have
any desire now to array before the bar

of literary criticism the merits of a case

already dispo.sed of by what must be con-
sidered, on the whole, an unexception-
able tril)unal : nor is there here, and at

present, any intention of discussing

the social, jhsychological, ?nd religious

questions which the circumstances

preceding, attending,', and following the

fatal event of the 25th of March, sug-

gest. Even with the few legislative

problems which stand up in the path
of one explorinf; this dark and melan-
choly story of expiated crime, if

there was inclination and time, there

is no K])ace to deal. No complaint of

any im|x>rtance calls for deliberate ex-

])rf'8sion. It was no scandal to hang
Bennett. He received a fair trial.

The demeanour of Mr. Irving in this

a.s in all other cases, when 1 have seen

him represent the Crown, was a model
for a {)rosecuting counsel. The Judge
was Mr. Justice Cameron, who^e
charge was one of the most severely

impartial judicial utterances I ever

beard. Mr. Irving was satisfied. I

was satisfie'l. Some of the jury seem
to have entertained stroni; opinions on
the case before entering the box. This
was jierhaps unavoidablf, and, under
any circuiiistances, it may be the re-

sult would not have been other than
it was. But, for this very reason, the

trial, with its surroundings, furnish

the best possible oj)portunity for re-

proving sentiments and conduct incon-

sistent with fairness, to say nothing of

the Divine Spirit of our Lord, which
is suppo.sed to be abroad amongst us. It

may, at the same time, be possible, with-

in the compass of a few fugitive pages,

to correct some of the mistakes of per-

sons who took an interest in the case,

and to point out what is the law of

homicide, about which the humblest
person in the community is supposed
to be accurately informed, but concern-

ing which, so far as it relates to wound-
ing, followed, after the lajjse of some
time,bydeath, there isvery considerate
ignorance even amongst educated men.
It will, I hope, be remembered that I

am not writing in an organ of legal

opinion, read exclusively by lawyers,

but in a popular magazine, and there-

fore addressing, in the main, a lay

audience.

The Press forgot its duties and, I am
sure without design, acted with un-
fairnes.s. News])apers are the officers

of a court with very real powers

—

that of public opinion ; and before

this tribunal they arraigned Bennett,

using language which no pro.secuting

counsel dare use to-day in any court

of the em|)ire, but which was very

familiar whtm Scroggs and JettVeys,

and lawyers of their stamp, were at-

torneys-general for the vilest of the

Stuarts. Thi.s, of cour.se, coloured, nay
dyed, the source whence hisjudgeswere

to be drawn. ' liennett,' says the By-

stander, 'went into the dock with the

rope round his neck ; for writers, not

meaning to do anything wrong, yet, as
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we think, forgetting what is due to a
]

prisoner awaiting his trial, had been

all along calling him the imirderer and

the assassin.' And at last, by su])-

pressing the speech of the prisoner's

counsel they, thoughtlessly again, shut

the prisoner's mouth. Suppose it was

a Russell instead of a Bennett who
was on trial for his life. ' Ah ! there

is a great difFerenoe,' some one will say.

Justice knows of no diffei-ence until

after the verdict. Audi alteram pariem

ought to be a sacred rule with a news-

paper under all circumstances; but es-

pecially when the subject of their

criticism is chai-ged with the most sei i-

ous of all crimes. If the newspaper

insists on being the judge, whether the

two sides shall or shall not be heard,

there is at once established a tyranny

of a very hateful kind. To prevent

such a tyranny, is one of the great ob-

jects for which rival newspapers are

established. But after all has been done

that is possible in this way, it is clear

an unscrupulous newspaper proprietor

has portentous scope for the exercise

of injustice and wrong. The news-

paper, from being the organ of people

with ideas, is rapidly becoming the

chattel of mercantile speculation.

There is money to be made by it. It

is passing under the control of the ig-

norant and acquisitive, greedy men
without ideas, without love of liberty,

without passion for right, and owing

to the injustice of the anonymous sys-

tena by which one man gets the credit

of another's brains, genius is enslaved

to the usurer and the Jew. The na-

tural order is reversed ; Prospero is in

the thrall of Caliban ; the author of

' The Light of Asia,' an Oxford man
of learning and genius, if ever such

drank at the sacred fount in those

venerable halls, is the editor, or shall

we use Mr. Gordon Brown's word in the

witness box, the ' amanuensis' for Mr.
Levi, or Mr. Lawson Levi, or Mr.
Levi-Lawson, or whatever else he calls

himself now, and when Levi gives the

order for the Telegraph to right-about-

face and fire into the ranks of its

friends, Arnold has to execute the

ignoble movement. There is no check

on the newspaper save the public opin-

ion it does so much to create.

The majestic impartiality of our
criminal jurisprudence is apparently

little appreciated, especially among
women, whose education occupies it-

self chiefly with fitting them for the

marriage market, where it would
seem the prize-taking qualities are

not those which make a wise counsel-

lor, a solid friend, and a fie shaper of

the mind and character of offspring,

but rather such as appeal to the

senses. After the struggles of centu-

ries, after wrongs which should never

be forgotten, and triumphs which
should make some of the leading names
of English jurisprudence household

words for all time, on most of us the

severe beauty of Justice in her noblest

mood is lost. That mood and mument
is not when she, amid universal ap-

probation, bids palpable innocence go

free, but rather when, in the face of

prejudice and passion, in the din and
clamour made by brutal sentiment,

whose owners take it for an evidence,

expression, and justification of their

humanity, she, athwart some forlorn

wretch, forgotten by his cup-com-

panions, abandoned by those who
sucked the same paps, around whom
the toils are closing, flings the shield

of her protection, and standing b}''

him when, it may be, his own mother
has forsaken him, says, ' For you as

much as if you were the noblest of the

sons of men are those helps and tests

by which I secure that only the guilty

can possibly sufler.' I found some
men who thought I ought not to liave

allowed myself to be retained for

Bennett ; while the ladies were so

united on this point, that one was
tempted to say that in fixing the sex

of Justice the ancients were guilty of

fulsome flattery. I was shocked to

find how general is the incapacity for

pity of that noblest sort, which, with-

out wishing to stay for a moment the

hand of justice, can feel for the strau-
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gled felon as well as for the dying
hero. Even the ranks of Tuscany could

scarce forbear to cheer when Horatius

flung himself into the boiling Tiber,

and the merit of shedding a tear over

sufi"ering, in sentimental or heroic

situations, is not very great. The idea

seemed to be, especially as I have in-

dicatetl, with women, whom we men,
gladly deceived by the charm of dif-

ference of sex, are apt to think of as a

compact of finer human clay than our-

selves, that Bennett should huve been
prosecuted by all the power and with

all the ailvantages at the disposal of

the Crown, and have been left with-

out any one to plead his cause. I sup-

pose some of the young women, and
women no longer young, who, with
their heads tossed up, declared what
they would do with the accused but
untried man, thought they were show-
ing themselves embodiments of virtu-

ous indignation ; in reality, they were
demonstrating what a small moral and
intellectual interval there may be be-

tween thf civilized woman and the

squaw. One professional friend told

me I should make a V»itter enemy of

Mr. Gordon Brown. I replied that I

knew Mr. Gordon Brown better, and
that if I made an enemy of every

man in Canada I would do my duty
to my client. When Ambrose Rook-
wood was Vjeing tried for conspiracy

against the life of King William III.,

his counsel, Sir Bartholomew Shower,
was making apologies for the boldness

of the line of defence. The greatest

of England's Chief Justices at once
reprover! Iiiin :

' Never niakeapologifs,

Sir I>artholomew ; for it is as lawful

for you to V>e counsel in this case as in

any other case in which the law allows

counsel. It is expected you should

do your Vjest for those you are assigned

to defend against the charge of high

treason (though for attempting the

king's I if*'), as it is expected in any
other cane that you do yo<ir duty for

your client.'

Some curiosity has been manifested

both as to the substance and manner

of the defence. Why did I not set up
the plea of insanity 1 I think, in Can-
ada—thanks to the strong sense of our

people—the plea is a weak one. How-
ever, no medical man of character

would say that Bennett, after he had
been a few days in prison, was insane.

One friend examined him for me and
told me he was perfectly sane. He
was undoubtedly in an unsound state

of mind on the '25th of March and for

days before. Writing and keejiing

upon his person criminatingdocuments

would indicate madness, were it not

that those documents sho^ved that he
contemplated suicide and therefore in-

tended that those documents should be

found upon him. The character of

these documents is undoubtedly crazy,

and it would have been easy to get

medical men of authority to predicate

his insanity on the basis of these let-

ters alone, if I could have paid them.

Even then there would have been the

question whether the insanity was not

superinduced. If i-t was it would fur-

nish no answer to a charge of murder.

INIachaon, who wrote to one of the pa-

pers in an excellent spirit, seemed un-

aware that if a man, by drinking, ren-

ders himself furious or insane, he is re-

sponsible for what he does, and if he
kills any one while in that state is

guilty of murder. It is an established

fact that excessive quantities of whis-

key develop in some organisations

homicidal mania, just as rape and ex-

cessive bierdrinking seem, as regards

brutal natures, correlatives. But Ben-

nett had no money. It turned out

that the mortgage, of which he appears

to have talked a good deal Ijefore

the tragedy, and which he assigned to

me to work up his defence, had no ex-

istence. The Government refusal to

])ay the necessary cost of obtaining the

evidence of experts.

The same pecuniary infirmity be-

longed to luy eflforts to obtain medical

testimony respfcting the pathology of

the case. More than one medical man
declared Mr. F'rown oughi not to have
died; some dwelt on alleged malprac-
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tice ; but, save the generous few who,
unpaid, gave evidence at the trial, all,

with smug cowardice, told me they
would not say in the witness box what
they told me. I shall have to return
again to the medical aspect of the case.

Meanwhile I cannot but express my
regret that such persons as ' Old Army
Surgeon ' did not communicate with
me when their opinions would have
been of some practical value ; or was
he one of those whom I found unwil-
ling to give their opinions openly 1

One of the mistakes of ' Old Army
Surgeon ' may be given as typical of

those of other correspondents. He
properly dwells on the importance of
the distinction between elongated and
round bullets, and the character of

their respective wounds, and seems to

think both were overlooked. Had he
been present at the trial he v/ould have
known that Dr. Thorburn was cross-

examined at length on this point, that
Dr. Clark was asked about it, and that
Drs. Philbrick and Bethune were ex-
amined upon it.

Machaon never errs while he con-
fines himself to ' trying the spirits,'

and his astonishment at the aberra-
tions of human sympathy, as manifest-
ed within the last six months in Toron-
to, will, upon reflection, be shared, it is

to be hoi:>ed, by some of the victims of

hysterical sentiment, Nothing can be
more certain than that Bennett in his

sober senses would never have killed

Mr. Brown, nor I believe any one else.

He had, as I could have shown, only
I feared to give an opportunity to the
prosecution of calling his real or re-

puted wife, a kindly reputation among
his fellow-workmen. The letters were
all written within the period of his

drunken spree. 1 told the jury the
Hon. Geo. Brown was wrong in refus-
ing to sign a paper which appeared to

have merely stated that he had been
five years in his emjdoyment. Nobody
will believe he was five years in that
service without doing his work satis-

factorily. I should have been criminal
as an advocate if I did not state the

above proposition. Whether it could be
successfully maintained from the stand-
point of an impartial critic is another
question. Bennett clearly did not go to
shoot Mr. Brown down, else he would
have fired at him on entering the room.
If he had a homicidal purpose it was
contingent on what to his shattered
and distorted sense of justice seemed
a great wrong.

De Coursier murders a brother,,
firing into his victim's body twice.
He plans the deed and carries it out
when unexcited by drink. Because of
a hideous circumstance in the history
of the relations between the two broth-
ers, but which clearly made no part of
the motive to the crime, a portion of
the press writes in favour of commu-
tation of sentence. Ladies of the first

respectability and high intelligence,
finding in most inodorous material
food for sentimentality, interest them-
selves in the convict ; a petition is-

numerously signed, and, after the Min-
ister of Justice has advised the denial
of its prayer, Mr. Rainsford rushes
ofi"to Ottawa to persuade the Govern-
ment to reconsider a step taken in
the face of the whole country. For
the wretched Bennett there was noth-
ing but invective which made the re-

sult of the trial a foregone conclusion.
' Is it probable,' asks Machaon,

' that the pistol exploded in conse-
quence of Mr. Brown grasping the
wrist of Bennett and struggling with
him?' It is hard to say. But much
more than this had to be considered

;

not only are the general presumptions
of law recognised in criminal jurispru-
dence, it has peculiar presumptions of
its own. If it is proved that the ac-
cused had a loaded weapon in his hand
which went ofi" in the direction of the
person injured, the prosecution is re-

lieved from showing that death or
grievous bodily harm was intended.
The burden of proof is on the prisoner.

It is for him to make it plain that the
presumption of culpable motive is er-

roneous ; or at least to throw such a
doubt thereon, that to act on it will
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not appear safe to a conscientious man,
alive to the doctrine that in the in-

terest of justice, that is, of the whole
commumty, and of the prisoner as a

member of that community, the bene-

fit of any doubt redounds to the de-

fence.

In the Bennett case, the tiring of

the pistol had to be inferred from cir-

cumstances. It was not denied, and
there could be nodoubt, that the pistol

was in Bennett's hand when it went
oil". Did it go otf by accident ] Did
the vigorous shake the Hon. (leorge

Brown gave him send it oti ] Did the

deceased touch the trigger in the

scutile ? But there is a question before

these. How came the }»istol to be in

Bt-nnett's hand J This cannot be ans-

wered on any innoceiit hypothesis,

though theories are admissible, and, it

may be, probable, which exclude the

idea of murder. On the 26th of

March, he seemed astonished and
shocked at being charged with shoot-

ing with intent, and then gave me the

explanation that he took the pistol out

of his pocket intending to place it in

bis left hand, in order that he might
search for a paj»er. But no paper was
found in the revolver pocket and it is

certain no jjaper was there.

Strange to say, the most damaging
point in this part of the case was never

brought out by the prosecution, just

as in the De Coursier case the darkest

feature, the possession of the poison,

was also pjixsed over. Tlie pistol was
placed in the hands of two witnesses,

Inspector Stuart and Policeman Cireg-

ory, but they were not asked to ex-

])lain to the jury the action of the

hammer, which had to be cocked Vjb-

fore the trigger would act. Did Ben-

nett go into the Glohe olhce carrying

the hammer cocked ? Very unlikely.

Did he cock it there? It was because

of this, that I consirlered I gained a

great advantage by keeping out a ])or-

tion of the evidence given Vjefore the

Coroner. All Mr. Brown uttered out

of hearing of the prisoner (which the

witnesses swore before the Coroner was

spoken within his hearing, though one
question answered by all of them in

the allirraalive showed this to be im-

possible), I thouirht in favour of my
client, until Mr. Houston told how Mr.

< Brown, when the prisoner placed his

I
hand behind his back, heard a ' click.'

Put away Bennett's letters, put away
all he said after the fatal act, take

only the naked circumstances enacted

within Mr. Brown's room and in the

lobby outside, and let tliat 'click' with

its metallic sound fall on the jury's

ear, and the task of an advocate would
be a difficult, if not an impossible

one. But with all the facts!

We speak of a ' chain ' of circum-

stantial evidence : a rope is the best

figure. Take the rope here, cord by
cord, of legitimately proved circum-

' stances; the buying the pistol ; the dis-

' missal ; the refusal of a recommenda-
;
tion ; the contemplated suicide ; the

I

earnest inquiries a few minutes before

j

the tragedy whether Mr. Brown is

alone in his office ; the report of the

pistol ; the cries of ' murder ; ' the

,
struggle ; the pistol warm from re-

cent discharge ; one chamber empty
;

the wound ; the bullet found which
is like others in the prisoner's pos-

session, and in the unloaded cham-
bers of the revolver ; the documents

I

found in prisoner's possession, all

I

written recently and registering a

determination to kill three persons,

one being so described as to apply by
no possibility to any one but the late

Mr. Brown; this determination to kill

declared to be contingent on Mr
Brown's doing, a secuiid time, what it

was proved and admitted he did do,

namely, refuse to sign a paper having

reference to a term of service ; the

jirisoner's description of his act as do-

signed to one policeman, and using

language to another which was fairly

open to a like construction. Put all

' these cords together, and it will be
' s(!en the cable of fate is not stronger

than that which bound Bennett to his

doom.

Very much less evidence would
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have been enough to make a jury,

taken from an excited and inflamed

people, find a verdict of guilty. But
the public mind svas—shnll I say pre-

pared ? —by reading of Bennett's trou-

bles with two women, one of whom
claims the sinister status of the sti'an-

gled man's widow. Whatever view
may be taken of his relationship to

these women, while the worst did not

place him l)elow the character of men
of losv dissipated hahits, the very best

shut the door of sympathy against

him. Every man thinks with becom-

ing severity of the licentiousness and
harshness to women of other men,
just as every woman, whatever her

own conduct, is a ' dragon of virtue

'

when she discusses the frailties of her

sisters ; and without inquiry, the vir-

tuous young lions of the paragraph

column saw an opportunity for roaring,

and they roared. How much better,

how much more decent, how much
more satisfactory, to have allowed the

evidence, as set out above, at the pro-

per time and before an authoritative

tribunal, its legitimate work. The
law presumed him innocent ixntil he

was found guilty by a jury of his^

countrymen ; the press, the boasted

organ of progress and enlightenment,

proclaimed him guilty, and c tiled for

vengeance before he was tried. Refer-

ring to similar conduct on the part of

newsjmpers in England in other days.

Best, in the course of a noble passage,

unfortunately too long to transcribe,

says :
—" Under colour of the horror

of the crime, but more probably with

the view of pandering to excited curi-

osity and morbid feeling, a course has

been taken, calcul>ited to deprive of

all chance of a fair trial, the unfor-

tunate individual who was suspected of

it' He goes on to show that in thisway
the jury, and in most cases the j udge, are

unconsciously and imperceptibly de-

prived of all capacity for impartiality.

The evil can only be realized by suj)pos-

ing a strong case of cii'cumstantial evi-

dence against an innocent person, and
the press howling away all possibility

6

of a fair inquiry and a deliberate judg-
ment. The Mail, which is now, both
in size, appearance, news, and ability,

the first ])aper in the Dominion, even
as it is the ablest paper on the con-

tinent, will, I hope, when next a pri-

soner is on trial for his life, set an ex-

ample of reticence and self-control.

Bennett, when apparently in a reli-

gious state of mind, and on the point

of death, denied his guilt. But he ad-

ded, the liquor was in him, and so the

matter occurred. It is possible, there-

fore, to hold the case against him
proved, without branding him as a
liar and a hypocrite in the most solemn
and awful of situations. But in any
case the history of criminal trials re-

duces to zero the ground for believ-

ing dying declarations, however accom-
panied by religious professions. Pal-

mer, the poisoner, died protesting his

innocence. So have hundreds regard-

ing wlio.se guilt there could be no
doubt. So powerful is the desire of

human esteem ! The profession of re-

ligion itself may be our expression of

that desire. Even when the criminal's

religious profession is sincere it must
be I'emembered that good influences

are recent, and that loose and debased
views of morality and the character of

God are not inconsistent with piety.

Will one small lie (he may think),

which does no one any harm, outweigh
all his repentance or withstand the

purgation of all his tears 1 The co-

operation of egotism and imagination

may suborn memory and drug and de-

bauch conscience so far, that the

criminal persuades himself that his

will was never inflexive to the imput-

ed motive. The curious, but not rare,

anomaly of false confession of guilt,

not only where there might have been

a criminal, but where there was no
corpus delicti, and therefore no possi-

bility that the confession could be

true, adds to the infirmity of dying

utterances, and makes it wholly im-

possible to pay any attention to them
when opposed to facts.

The only hope of saving Bennett
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from the gallows rested on grounds
having nothing to do with that por-

tion of the case to which alone con-

fessions and protests could have anv
reference. The wound was superficial.

It never touched a muscle. There are

no veins or arteries of any importance
in the locality. Dr. Tliorbiirn swore
it was not mortal. I do not want to

analyze the medical evidence. I have
said there was no scandal in hanging
Bennett. But henceforth, after what
was witnessed at that trial, it will he

scandalous should the Government, in

any case where medical (juestioiis

arise and the i»risoner is j)Oor, refuse

to supply funds aiieijuale for securing

that the forces shall, at least, approx-
imate to equality. Xo matter who tlie

prisoner was, with like professional

interests involved or supposed to Ije

involved, there would, of course, have
heen the same phenomena in the wit-

ness hox, and ])rior to the trial the

prisoner's counsel would have met with
the same reluctance on the j)art of

medical men, unpaid, to often(l, or do
what tijey thou:^iit would ofl'e.'id,power-
ful men in their profesnion, as regards
interest, coimection, and inHuence. It
was admitted on all hands that Mr.
Brown was, to say the least, very im-
prudent in liolding the (r'/of}i; meeting
livedaysafter thewouml; it wasproved
that on the following day, when Dr. Ai-
kiussaw him for tlie first time, there
was a [Kitch of live inches of ti.ssue bor-

deringon mortification ; thathenceforth
the chance of Mr. Brown's constitution

triumphing, or as the doctors would
put it (U) which I don't object), of
saving Mr. Brown, was reduced to zero.

For some reason or other it seems to

have been thought that Dr. Thorburn's
reputation was involved in maintaining
the following jiroposition :—^That a
man of sixty, whose life had been con-
Kuriied in inces-sant toil, making a
sfK-echoftwo hours and a half while
Hud'ering from a gun-shot woun<i, does
riothing to precipitate liis death. To
maintain this proposition l)r. Aikins,
certainly an astute and z<?alous wit-

ness, and who was not present at the-

(f'/obe meeting, declared that from long
accjuaintance with Mr. Brown (I suj)-

pose being fully acquainted with his

unexcitable, phlegmatic temper), and
from the fact that Mr. Brown was
accustomed to making speeches (his

speaking, no doubt, Di. Aikens i-e-

Hected, being accompanied with a
frigiil temperature of body and mind),,

speaking for two hours and a half

would not excite /////( .'

Had Mr. Brown been a man of

ordinary will, l)r. Thorburn's reputa-

tion would have been involved. But^
as ^Nlr. Gordon Brown said, his

brother's tem[)erament was such that

it would have done him more harm
to have forced him to forego holding

the meeting than to have let him have
his way. It would have been the

same if for the words ' holding the

meeting' are substituted * drinking a
quart of whiskey.' The uncontrollable

strength of will of the deceased ab-

solves Dr. Thorburn, who did the

next best thing in his power; he
attended the meeting, watching his

patient through the perilous en-

deavour. The next day the wound
was in a condition to inspire alarm.

At the trial Dr. Thorburn swore that

inllainmation had showed itself the day
liefore the meeting. He did not swear

this at the impiest. He also said that

Dr. Aikins was called in befor# the

day on which he came. Dr. Aikins

did not remember this. We had not

Dr. Thorburn's notes, though I gav«t

Mr. Fenton notice that I would call

for them. I believe Dr. Thorbnrn
was nnstaken as to the chronology of

the indammaiion. It is to his credit

to believe this. If, after the syniptoms

were of a character so inflam«>d as to

suggest further advice, he allowe«l

Mr. Hiown to hold the meeting, or

countenanced his holding it, or did

not feel called on to drug him into

(piief, if necessary, his conduct would
be dillicult to ilefend.

With a young patient rest would

have been an essential condition of
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recovery. It was essential in the last

degree for a man of Mr. Brown's age.

With rer,t tlie chances were all in

favour of recovery. Had we here a

state of things whence it was im-

possible such a want of certainty as

to the cause of death should not

arise as is contemplated by the Judge
when he tells the jury that they must
give the prisoner the benefit of the

doubt 1

Looking, however, at the law, not

as it is popularly supposed to be, but

as it actually is, no one could reason-

ably quarrel with the verdict. If a

man is shot at and slightly wounded,
and in consequence of developments

connected with that wound he dies, it

is murder, no matter how gross the

want of skill of his medical attendants,

or how wililly imprudent soever may
have been his own behaviour. Unless

it be shown that the applications

ordered by his medical men, or his

own acts, were directly and solely the

cause of death, the person who inflict-

ed the wound is guilty of murder.

The law makes a distinction between
murder and shooting with intent to

kill, though there can be no moral
difference. But no distinction is made
between the ca.se of one who kills an-

other instantaneously, and that of a

man who has inflicted a slight wound,
which, owing to a doctor's want of

skill or to his own misconduct, passed

from non-mortal to deadly. 80 that

you might have two men tried for in-

flicting wounds precisely similar in

character, with similar weapons, on
individuals of the same age, and of

equally healthy conditions—the equal-

ities ft iling only as regards the skill

of their medical men or their own
caution, and yet one shall be found
guilty of murder and hanged, the
other of wounding with intent to kill.

or do grievous bodily harm, or of

common assault, and punished accord-

ingly. Thus the man whose victim
dies is evidently punished for what
he is not responsible. The law today
is as it was laid down by Lord Hale :
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'It is sufficient to consfitute mur-
der, that the party dies of the wound
given by the prisoner, although the
wound was not originally mortal, but
became so in consequence of negli-
gence or unskilful ti-eatment ; but it is

otherwise where death arises not from
the wound, but from unskilful appli-
cations or operations used for the pur-
pose of curing it.' The distinction here
is surely very fine. How are the jury
to say whether death resulted from a
wound rendered mortal by improper
treatment, or from improper treat-

ment irrespective of the wound?
' In the majority of cases,' says an
euunent authority,* ' such a distinc-

tion could scarcely be established ex-
cept upon speculative grounds, and in
no case probably would there be any
accordance in the opinions of medical
witne.sses. In slig'U and unimportant
wounds, it might not be difficult to

distinguish the effects resulting from
bad treatment from those connected
with the wound ; but there can be few
cases of severe injury to the person
wherein a distinction of this nature
could be safely made ; and the proba-
bility is that no conviction for murder
would now take plnce if the medical
evidence showed that the injury was
not originally mortal, but only became
so by unskilful and improper treat-

ment' The question is wliether this

probability should not be embodied in

a statute, so as to remove as far away
as possible from our judicial prece-

dence the disturbing influence of popu-
lar passion. There are still stronger

expressions of opinion by Dr. Taylor,

which I read to the jury, but which
are supported by no controlling autho-

rity. When I spoke above of this

learned author as an authority, I used
the word only as we aj)j)ly it to a man
eminent in any walk of art or science.

I have alluded to the misapprehension

on the subject of homicide. It seems
to be thought very generally, that if

* The Principles and Practice of Medical
Jurisprudence. By Alfred Swain Taylor,
M.D., F.R.S. Vol. 1, p. 571.
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a man was in an unwholesome state of

bodv, or if his own imprudence so in-

flamed an injury', that what was not

raortal should become mortal, or if his

wound was unskilfully treated, or if

he refused medical assistance, or re-

fused to be guided by his medical

man, that in any one of these cases

the inflictor of the wound could not

be brought in guilty of murder. But
as I have indicated all this is misap-

prehension. In a case of Kelly tried

for tiie murder of constable Tall)0t,

the plea of malpractica was rai.sed ; but

when Mr. I'utt sought to go into the

question, whether the wound was

treated ski'fuUy or not, lie was at once

stopped by the Chief Justice, and was

allowed to proceed only on the state-

ment that he intended to ]»rove that

the operation made by Mr. Stokes

was the direct cause of death. The
VniUet struck Talbot in the back of the

neck, fracturing and splintering the

atlas. The immediate cause of death

was inHammation of thespinalcord and

its membranes. Mr. Stokes considered

it necessary to remove the bullet. In

this operation a small artery (the oc-

cipital) was divided, but the fjuantity

of blood lost was triHing.

Talbot was an informer, and the

verdict of 'not guilty ' belong.s to that

cla-ss of venlicts where sentiment—
pometimesin favour, sometiuiesagainst

the accused — has overborne law and

evidence. In the case of Ciovernor

Wall it WAS attempted to be shown in

evidt-nce that the deceased had de-

stroyed himself by the immoderate

use of spirits while under treatment

in the hospital ; but the Lord Chief

Baron told the jury that no man was
authorized to place another in so

|)erilous a predicament as to make the

j)n'8ervation of his life depend upon

his own prudence. In like manner
the law will not regard neglect to call

in a medical j)ractitiontrr, or refusal

to receive his advice, a.s mitigatory

(The Queen V. Hul.ne ; Uej. v. Tra-
vers, Taylor, vol. 1, p. 574.) So with
cases where death would have been
avoidable but for some unhealthy con-

dition of body [The Queen v. Bell). In
the case of The Queen v. Wallis (tried

at Cambridge in 1864), the plea was
put in that the prisoner was entitled

to an acquittal if the cause of death
were partly traceable to injuries and
partly to natural or other causes.

Counsel quoting Johnsons case*
Baron Channell overruled the plea,

saying that it was l)ad law in the face

of recent decisions. But for the in-

juries the woman would not have
died ; therefore the act of the prisoner

was the moving cause of her death.

Perhaps this meets what might be
called the common-sense demands of

the case. But it does not seem cor-

rect or consistent reasoning ; and what
cannot be described as correct reason-

ing must be of doubt'ul policy when
embodied in law. ' It is homicide,'

say the Conimi-ssioners appointed to

define the Criminal Law on important

subjects of homicide, 'although the

effect of the injury be merely to ac-

celerate the death of one labouring

under some previous injury or infir-

mity, or although if timely remedies

or skilful treatment had been applied,

death might have been jirevented.'

This is precisely what was laid down
by Lord Hale, that 'if a man have a

disease which, in all likelihood, would
termii)ate his life in a short time, ami
another give him a wound or hurt

which hastens his death, this is sucli a

killing as constitutes murder.'

Is the law relating to homicide sat-

isfactory ? May not certain changes

be made therein with advantage I

These are interesting questions to

which I hope, at an early day, to re-

turn. At present I have exceeded

the space at my disposal.

•Lew ill's C. ('., Tol. 1, p, 167.
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THE HEROISM OF LA PETITE MARIE.

BY BLANCHE L. MACDONELL, MONTREAL.

IT was Saturday eveninj?, and there-

fore an unusually busy time in

the shop of Pere Lacoste, who owned
the one houtiqm in the village of Beau-

lieu, monopolizing the small trade of

the community, while it contained

everything which the modest requii-e-

ments of the villagers could possibly

demand, from bread to brandy, candles

to calico, pins to ])ipes. The shop also

served as Post Oiiice, besides offering

a place of rendez-voa.-i for all the gos-

sips of the village. After the celebra-

tion of Grande Messe, Sunday is en-

joyed as a festival by the French
Canadians. On the present occasion

habitants from the country drove in to

visit their friends in Beaulieu ; there

was dancing, card playing, and je.sting

going on all through the village. M.
le Cure himself did not hesitate to

take a hand at a staid rubber of whist

with some of his parishioners of the

better class. Gaiety being the order

of the day on Sunday, Saturday even-

ing was the fashionable time for shop-

ping in Beaulieu, that hour combining
the two-fold advantage of supplying

one's wants, while it afforded an ex-

cuse for social gatherings. The Cana-

dian being naturally gregarious, socia-

bility was one of the most marked
features of life in the small community.
It was fortunate that it was so, for in

winter, covered and hemmed in by
snow, during many weeks of spring

and autumn, cut off by numerous
leagues of impassable i-oads from
any commr.nication from without, re-

mote from any lai-ge town, Beau-
lieu might as well have been situated

at the North Pole, so far did it seem

I'emoved from the busy turmoil of the

world.

At the time we write of, it was the
termination of a most unpleasant and
an unusually severe winter. For long

months the village had been suiTOund-
ed Ijy massive drifts and ponderous
banks of snow, until it had seemed
likely to be buried beneath the weight
of crisp whiteness ; then the brighten-

ing days had brought sudden, violent

thaw. Colour and glitter faded from
the solemn white landscape, the exhil-

arating breath of winter changed to a
chilly, penetrating dampness, icicles,

sparkling with a variety of delicately

evanescent hues dissolved i-apidly into

water, the sunlights of early spring

speedily converted huge masses of daz-

zling snow into yellow slush.

It had rained heavily for a week, a
downpour of mingled sleet and water,

the river appeared like a solid wall of

grey mist, the village streets a succes-

sion of miniature lakes and rivers,

through which the villagers waded on
their wooden sabots ; but in Pere La-
coste's shop there was plenty of warmth
and brightness. The raftered ceiling,

black with age and smoke, was hung
with hams and bacon, the lamps in

the window cast long, quivering rays

of brightness upon the gleaming pud-

dles without, while around the great,

red-hot stove, was gathered a group of

men, discussing in their guttural jyn/ojs

the height to which the river might be

expected to rise when the ice shove

would take jilace, and the amount of

damage the flood would cause.

Behind the counter. Pere Lacoste, a

little, dry, shrivelled old man, with a
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parti-coloured tuque pulled down over

his ears, argued and bargained with
animated gestures, as though the fate

of the nation depended upon each

separate decision, regarding a jiound

of candles and half a pound of tea.

Pi-re Lacoste was an autocrat in his

own domain, but he enjoyed the fas-

cination of bargaining quite as well as

the satisfaction of a clear profit. He
was assisted by his little servant, who
•wasas sweet as .she was lovely, forMarie
Lednc was allowed to be the prettiest

girl in the parish of Beaulieu. Even
M. le Cure, who had taken infinite

trouVjle to impress the dangers of van-

ity upon the young girl's mind, de-

lighted privately to point her out to

his friends as a pure type of Canadian
beauty. La petite Marie was really

charmingly pretty in a blushing, dim-
pling, softly-rounded styleof loveliness,

irresistibly seductive. The clear, olive

complexion, soft as velvet, changed to

richest crimson upon cheek and lip,

the Vjrown eyes wore tender and liquid

as those of a young fawn, the dark
hair clustered around the small head
in picturesque wavy ringlets which
would have delighted an artist. A
dainty little figure in her skirt of

df.rk blue homespun, and niantelt-t of

crimson flannel, she moved busily to

and fro. JShe was an orphan, and
merely the little servant of Mere La-
coste ; but in that piiniitive st: te of

Eociety was treated much as a daugh-
ter would have been by tlu; childless

old couple. Marie was far too busy
to notice the sly glances of admiration
cast in her direction, the most sul)tle

flatteries awoke no response in her girl-

ish breast, her heart had so long held

one image sacred that there was no
room forany weaker impression. There
•were few in Beaulieu insensible to

the charm of la petile Marie's lovely

liughirg face and gentle manner,
but the fxcej-tion was the one whom
in all \\n- woild the desired most to

projiitiate.for was not Pere Vanier the

father of L«'on, whom she had loved

all her life. Michel Vanier was not

an accessible person, however, and all

the girl's shy conscious efforts at con-

ciliation were met either by a fierce

scowl or a muttered curse. Michel
always proclaimed hiiiKself openly to

be a woman hater, and declared that

the devil must be a woman : had he
not lost his only son through a woman's
wiles ?

Pere Vanieihad originally been the

village black.smith, but had abandoned
his trade in order to turn his attention

to speculating in grain ; carrying on
this business in a small way. Be-

ing keen, shrewd and cautions, he

eventually realized a considerable for-

tune. With more energy and purpose

than most of his countrymen, in intel-

ligence he had risen above them, but

hard, bitter and suspicious in charac-

ter, he was universally dreaded and
disliked. There were those in the vil-

lage who remembered him in his youth
as simple, friendly, genial, until one

ill-fated day when he returned from

one of his business expeditions to

Vermeuil with a wife, a pretty, flighty

creature with bold black eyes and
soft caressing manner. An immigrant

from Old France, with ways strangely

in contrast to the simple and homely
modes of life known to the villag-

ers, the i)eo)5le of Beaidieu looked

on her with suspicion. M. Le CurcJ,

on c|ue.stioning her, regarding her an-

tecedents, looked sober at her jesting,

evasive answers, but Michel was trust-

ingly, enthusiastically happy. He
awoke abruptly frcuii his Fool's Para-

dise, when the little Leon was about

three years old. As he staited for his

work one morning, his wife bade him
good bye with a kiss and a laugh.

When lie letunied at night the child

was crying loudly, the house seemed

strangely empty and desolate. The
mother ha<I weaiied of the dull mono-
tony of her life and had fled to join a

conntiyman of her own whom she had

loved in early youth. She was never

heard of in Beaidieu again. Michel

uttered no word of anger or condem-

nation, his wife's name never passed
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his lips, but he grew suddenly hard

and morose. Michel Vanier proved a

stern father to his boy after that, and

the child soon learned to escape from

the dreariness of his home to the more

cheerful society of his youthful com-

panions. Leon never learnt to pene-

trate l)eneath his father's stern exterior,

never gues.sed at the passion of ten-

derness which struggled with distrust

in the old man's breast, or dreamed

that jealousy influenced Michel in his

hatred to Marie Leduc quite as much

as did any consideration of worldly

prudence. The young man was twen-

ty-two before the quarrels between

himself and his father became so fierce

and frequent on account of Pere La-

coste's little servant that Leon resolved

to leave Beaulieu and seek his fortune

elsewhere. In early youth hopeful-

ness is natural as the air we breathe :

there was strong mutual faith and af-

fection between the lovers, so Marie

could turn an April face with smiles

struggling through the tears to Leon

as she bade him farewell, sure that be-

fore long he would return to claim

her, confident that his love was change-

less as her own.

Six months had passed, and in that

time only one letter for Marie had

found its way to Beaulieu. A letter to

Leon Vanier was a work of infinite

trouble ; while to Marie hand writing

was as incomprehensible as Egyptian

hieroglyphics would have been. Her

eyes glowed with soft fire as M. Le

Cure read it aloud, slowly and impres-

.sively, while her aunt, old Madelon,

who was the Cure's housekeeper, ut-

tered subdued murmurs of approval.

He never refjuired to read it a second

time, the young girl knew every line

by heart. Leon had left Quebec, and

had gone to Montreal ; if not satisfied

there he might, perhaps, go to the

United States ; but Marie must keep a

strong heart as he thought c)f her con-

tinually, and all would yet be well.

Of Quebec, Marie had heard, in a

vague, far-off way, but Montreal and

the States to her were simply ces

fays-lh, places as remote and vision-

ary as Alaska or Siberia, but true af-

fection is very patient and she felt

confident that all must be well because

Leon had assured her that it would.

' Eh bien, petite Marie,always busy.

I seek green riband but don't hurry

on my account, my time is my own. I

can wait a little better than most,' and

Rosalie Chauvin seated herself leaning

her ajuis on the counter with the lei-

surely air of one who intended to en-

joy herself in a deliberate fashion,

i^.osalie.or La Comife^aa shewas called

by the villagers, in allusion to the long

train which she always wore, and

which she considered a distinctive

mark of fashion and good breeding,

was a tall woman with a broad, good-

natured face and bright black eyes.

She wore a light cotton dress, with a

a long narrow train which floated and

twisted around her feet like the folds

of a serpent, la ([uma dela co/ncte, as it

was styled by her companions, half in

envy, half in derision ; a short pink

jacket adorned by green bows, while

her hair, instead of being covered by

a close cap, as was the custom

of the matrons of the village,

was built up into an imposing struc-

ture of puffs and rolls, ornamented by

long loops of yellow riband. She

looked important ; there was patroniz-

ing self-importance in every move-

ment; the nervously vivacious man-

ner, the mischievous sparkle of the

black eyes, the sly humour which

peeped out in every line of her quaint

face—all betrayed the fact that she

had tidings to communicate. Rosalie

had spent a short time in service at

the nearest town, and therefore prided

herself upon her knowledge of the

world. On her return to her native

village she had married Poleon Chau-

vin, an elderly widower, who, having

made all his property over to his chil-

dren, lived upon the allowance grant-

ed by them, with the avowed purpose

of spending the remainder of his days

in enjoyment. Poleon and Rosalie

could scarcely be said to live in idle-
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ness ; they were incessantly occu|)ied

bv a more engrossing occupation than

that afforded by the most laborious

employment. They were the most

invetei-ate gossips in the whole com-

munity, passing their time, like the

Athenians of old, * in hearing and
telling some new thing,' and being bent

ujx)U 'distracting' themselves, often

succeeded in distracting their neigh-

bours likewise. No scandal-moiigering

dowager, no society journalist, could

have worked harder in collecting ma-
terial for rncy morsels of gossip, or

have taken more trouble to circulate

them. No one died or was born with-

out the attendance of either Poleon or

Rosalie. They attended every funeral

or wedding within twenty miles ; not

a sale was made, a quarrel started, a

love affair broken off, in which they

didnottake almost as prominent a share

as the parties imniediately concerned.

There was not a ])article of malice in

the com])Osition of either, but the

childi.sh, irresponsiVtle love of chatter

often worked as much harm as the

most determined wickedness could

have accomplished.
' Hein ! petite ^larie, not married yet?

Tliou must not waste thy pretty face

in waiting for unworthy coquhis who
will never return.' One or two of the

smokers ])aused and looked over curi-

ously as />« Cometi'-^ shrill voice reached

them. Marie's face crini-soned, })ut

she continued quickly displaying her

store of bright coloured ribands. Kosa-

lieadmired, criticised, cheajx'ned, then,

looking up sliarjily in the giiTs averted

countenance, said, abruptly :

' Didst know tliatLeon was married,

little onel' Marie looked at her ear-

nestly, perplexed and bewildered. All

power of thought seemed suspended.
' Of what Leon do you speak !

' she

aflked, striving to steady the tremor in

her voice.

' Main certdinemenl, of I^eon Vanier,

ma jmnvre enfuTtl^ thou dost not

know all, then. A rich girl in Mon-
treal f»ll in love with him, and now
it's nearly a month since they were

married. Leon was always handsome
;

good fortune for him ; but hehm, sad

tidings for thee, nifi Jilifi. It's no shame
for thee to grieve, for here we are all

friends who wi.sh thee well. Mon rieux

heard it from Jules Boudreau, who
heard it from one who had but lately

returned from Quebec' The colour

faded swiftly, leaving a white face set

like a mask, from which the dark eyes

stared blankly. The faith of a life time

was swept away in an instant, until,

becoming conscious of the cuiious

glances resting upon her, jiride came
to her aid. These ])eople were no
longer friends and neighV)ours, but

enemies, with prying, mocking eyes

to be distrusted and dehed.

Tiens, it's all the fault of Pere Mi-

chel, vienx sceUrat. There he lies ill

with rheumatism, chuckling over the

ill he has wrouirht. Having quar-

relled with old Nanon, she left him
this morning. She will return, sans

doiilc, when her ill-humour is over,

but at pi-esent he is alone,' cried Rosa-

lie, delighted at the sensation she was
creating. Pere Lacoste patised to

wonder and question, the smokers

drew near to listen ; several customers

stopped short in their bargaining to

utter voluble comments, while Marie,

apparently the only unmoved specta-

tor, assorted her ribands with ostenta-

tiously alFected indifference. 'Why did

she not feel more that which had so

deeply wounded her,' she asked her-

self. Presently, when she jealized it

all, she would drop down where .she

stood, if only she could conceal her-

self from all those cruel, tjue.stion-

ing eyes.

When, a little later Mi-re J^acosto

came to take her j)lace in the shop,

she e8ca])ed gladly. '7'he Presbylere,

the home of M. le Cure, was but a

short distance from Pi-re Lacoste's

;

taking lier little wooden sahnts, and

thro\\ing a thick shawl over her head,

Marie pa.ssed out into the inten.so

blackness of the night.

Old Madelon, who sat basking

drowsily in the warmth and bright-
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ness of her comfortable kitchen,

glanced up sleepily asher niece entered.

She was a round dumpling of a little

old woman, with eyes like black beads,

and a quaint, puckered face. The

kettle sang cheerily on the stove, the

fat gray cat purred softly and lazily.

Madelon's knitting had fallen into her

lap ; her face wore an expression of

complacent repose, but one hasty look

at Marie aroused all her faculties into

keen alertness.

'Mais, niais!' she exclaimed, rising

hastily. The soft character of the

girl's beauty contrasted strongly with

the scornful bitterness of her expres-

sion. She was not thinking, only

feeling with passionate bitterness

that she had been wronged and de-

ceived ; shame, love, disappointment

and yearning regret rent her with a

deadly struggle of feeling.

'Mais, what ails thee, n'a cliirie,

that thou hast an air so strange and

wild ?
' demanded Madelon, with a

sharp, anxious glance.

'Leon is married,' she said, in a

hard, strained voice.

Madelon felt it due to her position,

being thus established under the very

shadow of the Church, to admonish

her pretty niece very severely in

public, while in private she was her

most enthusiastic admirer. Marie

laughed hysterically.

' Of what Leon dost thou speak 1

'

' Of my Leon, or of the Leon who
was once mine, but has now become

the husband of some other woman.

It's of that woman's Leon I speak, the

man who has deserted and shamed me.'

Madelon laid her hand gently upon

her niece's shoulder, but in the im-

patience of her pain the girl drew her-

self away from the kindly touch.

' It's the fault of Michel Vanier.

Leon loved me once. If his father

had left us alone we might have been

happy together. Oh !
' throwing up

her arms with a sudden gesture of

tragic passion. ' They say le hon Dieu

is just; if there is justice in Heaven,

may Michel Vanier learn what it is to

be helpless, wretched and desolate as

I am to-night.'

That night, while the rain-storm

beat upon the roof, Marie lay awake
through the long hours of darkness.

The old, wilful, womanly faith died

hard, leaving a sting which she knew
must rankle forever. As the moments
passed, the natural gentleness of her

character re-asserted itself, passion

faded ; the fierce scorn and bitterness

which had agitated her became sub-

dued only to be succeeded by the

keener and deeper emotions of love

and loss.

Towards midnight the rain ceased,^

and the silence of the village was ab-

ruptly broken. Lanterns flashed to

and fro ; there was the heavy tramp

of hurrying feet, shouts were heard,

the hoarse voices of men mingling

with the shriller cries of women and

children. The girl arose and dressed

herself rapidly. The wliole household

was in a state of commotion. The
ice-shove had taken place during the

night. On account of the late heavy

rains the liver was rising rapidly. So

great a flood had never been known
in Beaulieu. The lower portion of

the village was already flooded. M. le

Cure, aided by the villagers, was

busily employed in rescuingthose whose

houses, being in exposed situations,

had become submerged at once. Marie

listened in silence to all Madame La-

coste's voluble explanations. Her
thoughts flew swiftly to Michel

Vanier, who had ruined her life, and

who was now lying helplessly crippled,

alone in his desolate home, with the

river rapidly rising around him. For

a moment a glow of wicked delight

thrilled the girl's whole being ; the

next she prayed that the thought of

her heart might be forgiven. Was
the old man not desolate like herself?

There was no one within reach to

whom she could ap])eal for aid ; and

a few moments later, following the

tender impulse that guided her, she

was making her way down the

Grande Rue.
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Michel Vanier lived nearly two

miles out of the village, in a jjrecisely

opposite direction to that taken by

M. le Cure and his helpers, and it

was no easy task to walk such a

distance, through roads and fields

which resembled bogs, so deep was

the mud and slush.

Once Marie had passed out of the

l)recincts of the village, she left all

light and movement behind her. On
the lonely high-road there reigned a

solemn imjiressive silence, broken

only hy the occasional splash of oars

in the distance, or the far-cti' warning

cry of boatmen. The wind howled

dismally, blowing chilly over the

•waters, and held her back. The
lowering cloudsthrew stingingshowers

<lown with the darkness
;
ponderous

drifts of snow, honey-combed by the

recent rain, and rivers of mud and

slush, rendered pedestiianism difficult.

Marie sank almost to her knees in the

soft, wet slush,—stumbled, fell, and

recovered herself repeatedly. She

trembled with cold and excitement.

The lonely scene was replete with

superstitious terror to the unlearned

girl. A .strange horror of desolation

came over her, but she did not heed,

possessed of Vjut one desire, one ])ur-

pose, a quiet steadfastness, battling

with the jihysical sensations of cold

and weariness ; for the moment she

was dulled to all else. Jagged, ir-

regular rifts appeared in the clouds, a

pale, watery-looking moon peered out,

faintly, being fitfully reflected upon
tlie turbid waves beneath. The girl

<(.nld not fail to see that at every

step the waters were steadily ad-

vancing.

Just wliere four cross-roadsmet, soli-

tary in the unceitain light stood an

open wooden jiavilion, in summer (tur-

tained \ty vines, but now bare and ex-

])Osed to the violence of the winds.

There were high wooden steps leading

up to the interior, ami inside, suspend-

ed upon three crosses hung life-size

figun 8 of our Lord and the two thieves.

The colouring was glaring, the forms

distorted, the features ghastly and con-

vulsed, yet all borrowed a strange pa-

thetic majesty from the .shadowy light,

and to little iNIarie the picture was as

real as the most delicate imagery could

have presented. The .scene was fam-
iliar : she had often vi.sited the shrine

with her village companicms. Only the

summer before, when the village trees

had been denuded by caterpillar.s, or

later, when long continued drought had
threatened the harvest, M. le Cure had
organised .several processions when,
singing caniiqnt'H and chanting litanies,

the whole village had visited the altar

theie erected.

Without a moment's hesitation,

Marie mounted swiftly, knelt a mo-
ment in adoration before the central

figure, repeating aloud with a piteous

cry, ' Dear Lord, who loved and suf-

fered, have mercy upon us all,' and
with the words still echoeing on her

lips passed swiftly away.

The river in sluggish, inky pools cov-

ered Michel Vanier's fields, obliterat-

ing all trace of fences, while the banks

were marked only l)y tossing tufts of

trees, creaking wildly in the wind. The
flood had advanced farther still, as

Marie saw when she entered the kit-

chen, for it already wa,shed the floor to

the depth of several inclie.s. It was

a substantially built stone house with

high, peaked roof and projecting eaves,

facing the river, but now surrounded

by water on every side. Obliged to

wade for some distance to reach the

door, diip])ing, panting, breathless she

raised h»r lant<Tn and looked around.

There was no light, no lire in the stove,

the room was empty and deadly cold.

' Peie Vanier, Pere Vanier,' cried

the clear girlish accents.

'And who goes there?' resjionded

tlie ohl man's rough voice from above.

}fe was alive, tl.en, and witli a joyful

exclamation Marie mounted the steep,

crooked staircase. There was neither

light nor heat, the house was bare as

the home of the poorest. Though
Mich<l was rich he had cared little for

either comfort or ornament. A gaunt,
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haggard old man, with strongly marked
features and bushy brows, he lay upon

his bed in sullen impatience. At the

sight of the girl he burst into sudden

fury :

' Ha ! is it thee, Maiie Leduc ! Thou
hast come to see the old man caught

like a rat in his hole, to triumph over

his helplessness. Oh ! had I but my
strength how I should drive thee from

me.'

Marie drew back timidly ; the furi-

ous tones, the look of hatred, inspired

her with a sort of shuddering reluct-

ance. Looking down at him she said

piteously :

' But, indeed, Pere Vanier, I came
to help you, for the water is rising and
now surrounds ihe house. When I

heard the tidings to-night I wished you
ill but indeed I repented and came to

aid you.' Michel looked at the pale

face full of sad gentleness and laughed

mockingly.
' I know thy baby face and cunning

wiles, thou fanciest the old man may
be easily beguiled but I know too well

the sort of help of which a woman is

capable. Be gone, girl, be gone !

' There
was a long pause, Marie regarding him
with a lingering gaze of wistful an-

xiety : when she spoke her voice was
very low.

' Did you not know that Leon is

married ? lost to me as well as to you.

You owe me some repai-ation, you
are lonely as I am, I only ask that

yon will allow me to help you.' The
simple ])athos of her pleading penetrat-

ed through the crust of bitter cynicism

which had over-grown the old man's
better nature; he gazed at her steadily

with an expression that was firstdoubl-

ful, then wistfully and, finally, almost

tenderly.
' Is there then no truth in any hu-

man being?' he groaned.

C^uickly Marie lit a lamp and then

built U[) a fire in the great open chim-

ney, though from the stairs she could

watch the water rising swiftly and
steadily.

' Could you not walk, Pere Vanier ?

I would assist you and the water is not

yet so very deep.' Pere Vanier smiled

grimly.
' I could not so much as raise my

feet and it would require two men to

lift me. Leave me, and while it is

still possible save thyself.'

' It is no longer possible, and I will

never leave you until we are saved to-

gether,' the girl answered simply and
gravely.

Michel could not have been induced

to own that he dreaded darkness and
solitude, but from that moment it seem-

ed as though Marie had gained some
magnetic power over him, reaching,

touching, softening every thought. She
held the feeble hand and tried to get

the half-closed eyes to turn to her,

whispering tender, soothing words as

to a little child, until a pale gleam in.

the eastern sky showed the comingday.

When Michel had fallen into a startled,

uneasy slumber, she rose and looked

from the window. There was water

eveiywhere, stretching a bioad, glit-

tering expanse, like an inland lake
;

she trembled and grew faint as she

heard the gurgle and click of the waves

against the floor—the flood was rising

to the second storey. There was no-

thing to be seen but the water melting

into soft clouds, nothing to be heard

but the ripple of water against the

hou.se. The east was breaking into

goMen-tinted clouds which were re-

flected in the waves Vjeneath, the wind

shivered over the river and ruffled it

into eddying currents. The mists part-

ed, changed from cold gray to fleecy

white, and then, where the early sun-

beams touched them, to golden glory,

and finally floated away in feathery

wreaths of mist.

Marie's first im])ulse was to lie still

and allow her distracting thoughts

time to calm. Slowly the scenes in

the past shaped themselves before her:

with singular vividness her excited

imagination recalled all the events of

the night. The memories of bitterness

and wrong returned, the keen edge of

wretchedness was entering her soul,
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but stung into a fever she found relief

in action. How could she extricate

herself from the difficulties and dan-

gers which environed her ?

She was so young, the current of life

floweil so swiftly through her veins,

could she die there alone ? She had
heard her aunt tell about three women
whose lives had been lost in a great

flood, which had occurred in Madelon's
youth. Only one boily had been found,

it was that of a young wife, a mere
girl in years, torn and mangled by the

fierce currents, while the little babe

clasped in her arms, looked peaceful

as a sleeping cherub Leon, happy
with that other woman, would never

know that she had i;iven her life for

his father. Anything would be a re-

lief from the terrible fear wiiich she

now felt had been haunting her for

hours, and which, unless she could

overcome it, would soon paralyse all

•nergy. Looking around she found a
heavy iron hammer. Her hands trem-

bled, Vjut nerved by new ho|>e she suc-

ceeded in knocking off the double win-
dow ; Marie drew a great breath of

relief as it fell with a spla.sh, and the

cold, damji air blowing into the room
seemed like the breath of life. Then
a great cry escajted her ; ringing out
clear and shrill and loud, it echoed and
vibrated over the flood, causing Michel
V'anier to start up in sudden fright,

and attracted the attention of MT le

Cur«?, who, aifled by two stout parish-

ioners, was returning from a solitary

farm-house to whose occupants he
had been carrying relief.

'That cry comes from Michel Va-
nier's,' exclaimed the good priest.

' I take Idame to myself that never
once during this night of peril have I

thought <if the lonely ohl man.'

Leaping at once into a boat the

y)riest and his companions pulle«l ra-

pidly to V'anier's cottage. Kntering
by an upper window a painful scene

met their gaze.

Exhaustion and severe physical pain

had combined to weaken the old man's
intellect. He clung to the young girl

like a helpless child, nervous if she

quitted his side, or if his eyes could

not rest upon her face. Pmstrat*^ as

he was, the incidents of the night and
the devotion of Marie had wrought a
rapid change.

* M. le Cure,' said Michel solemnly

as he was being tenderly lifted into

the boat. ' Hear me tell you that

this is the bravest and sweetest as

well as the loveliest girl in all Beau-

lieu. I pray you, when you have lei-

sure, to write a word to my Leon,

bidding him rettirn for I shall be

proud and happy to have her for a

daughter.'

Marie was now too stunned and

worn out by emotion to dread obser-

vation, the hot tears streamed down
her white face. All fears and wants

had seemed dead within her, but oh !

it was hard that this should have

come too late. She cried pitifully

out of a strange compassion for her-

self, and the tears relieved both heart

and brain.

M. le Cur^, not being content to

accept La Cometc's story as unim-

peachable authority, determined to

learn the truth by writing to Leon
Vanier. When, in answer to his sum-

mons, Leon made his appearance, in

Beaulieu, no one except Michel and
Marie could have rejoiced more sin-

cerely an<l unselHshly than did the

Ciir6. Another L<'on V^anier, a name-

sake and distant coiisin, ha<l married

in Montreal ; this Leon wasqlad and

eager to claim his bride. Marie be-

came one of the happiest of wives, the

lonelv hoq^e giew bright wilh hope

and happiness, and in the tenderness

of his children and the cares.ses of liis

little grand-children in his old age,

Michel Vanier learnt again to love

and trust his kind.
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ON A LITTLE OATMEAL.

A SCOTTISH SKETCH.

I
WAS in Scotland for the greater

part of the &umnier.s of 'G.5 and
'66. Too hard work in dingy, dirty,

smoky London had rendered ine some-

what of an invalid, and I was not

sorry to hear my good old friend, Dr.

Farley recommend for me a length-

ened sojourn in the North of Scot-

land, where the bracing, healthy,

scented air would, he said, do me
more good than all the tonics the

whole faculty could prescribe. My
nerves were, he considered, the chief

seat of ' the trouble,' and ' bracing

up ' was what I wanted. ' Don't you,'

said he, * go to any of those tourist-

haunted, fashionable resorts. You
will only be worried by cockneys like

yourself me>-ting you at every turn

(complimentary, 1 thought) ; but,

probably, also, be half-ruined by the

harpies known as guides, boatmen
and hotel-keepers. 1 advise you to go

to Glennaver. It is a quiet, out-cf-

the-way place, known, I fancy, to no-

body but myself and its inhabitants,

and possesses all the elements condu-

cive to rest, healthful recreation and
rational holiday-making for a deter-

mined, plodding, money-maker like

yourself.'

' Accommodation for man and beast

to be had, I suppose ?
' I enquired.

' Yes, and, strange to say, of the

best for both. The hotel, or what
would be called a hotel anywhere else,

is kept by old Janet Mcintosh, a

douce, well-to-do old person, with a

face as ro.sy as a winter pippin, a

manner as cheery as a May morn, and
a heart as warm as her own ingle-

side on a winter evening.'

I laughed at the doctor's enthusias-

tic description, and resolved to patron-

ize the hostelry. 1 made the good
landlady's acquaintance within a fort-

night of my conversation with Dr.

Farley, and found his description of

her not a whit overdrawn. I learned,

moreover, by-and-by, that her his-

tory was not without a spice of un-

usual romance—unusual, at least, in

the Highlands. In her earlier days
she had followed the drum, having

wedded a sergeant in a Highland
regiment, whom she had met when he
was on a recruiting expedition in the

north. Janet bravely followed him
to the war, and report said that she

did good service alike in the field and
the hospital, attending to the wants of

the wounded. Having lost her hus-

band by the chance of war, she con-

tinued witli the army throughout the

campaign, and by means of Scotch

frugality and the liberal allowance

made to her by the officers of the

regiment whom she ' laundried ' in

health and ' did for ' in illness (as

Mrs. Gamp would have phrased it),

she was enabled to come back to her

native j)lace a comparatively rich wo-

man. She opened the inn of the

Macallum Arms in the little hamlet
that lay in the centre of the glen, and
kept it with a degree of orderliness

and respectability that might be look-

ed for in vain in far more pretentious

establishments. Peace to her ashes !

She has now gone to ' the land o' the

gane-awa',' and, I fear, has left few
like her, even in the Highlands.

My days spent in this remote glen

were somewhat monotonous, but yet
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the very reveree of wearying. The air

of the mountains Viraced me up and

incited nie to continual physical exer-

tion. I took l.jiig exploring walks ; 1

fished for trout, and occasionally, and

not unsucces-sfully, for salmon, under

the guidance and tuition of a venerable

brother of the angle who had never

been twenty miles from tlie stream

on the banks of which he was born,

and whom I should like to introduce

to the reader, were there time to do so,

for he was most unmistakably 'a cha-

racter.' But he must for the pre-

sent give way to more important per-

sonages and to events possibly more

interesting tlian those that character-

ized old Sandy's jdacid existence.

One day as I was walking slowly

along the course of the Baynac, a fa-

vourite trouting stream of mine, rod

in liand, basket on shoulder— passably

well that same basket was tilled, by the

wav— and rather inclined for a siesta

than for further exertion in the way
of tishing, 1 stumblnl on a young lad

— he was not more than tiftcen—re-

clining on the bank of the Baynac and

absorbed in a book. It just suited

my humour at the moment to rest

and listen to him (he was reading

aloud). It was the nierfst impulse of

the moment. The so-caHcd trivial

events of life count for more in the

sum of human life than the cents or

the [Mince of finance.

By the side of this lone Highland
' bum,' for it was nothing more than

what our friends in the lake district

call a ' beck,' I found this boy re iding,

with a gusto that was manifestly ap-

pn-ciative, the glorious lines of the

' blind old man of Scio's Rocky Isle.'

His Scotch pronunciation notwith-

standing (for my *'M.v was habituated

to the foolislily anglicised accents of

Oxford), I could not help being car-

ried away by the faultless elocution of

the Ijoy-reader. Andromache spoke

to Hector then, if ever she did, and I

positively revelle«l in the glorious

words and conjured up the scene be-

fore me.

Suddenly lie paused. The illusion

was dispelled, the vision broken. I

felt as if, by the sudden stroke of an
enchanter's ^aud, I had been canied

away from the war-Ieagured walls of

Troy and de])Osited, suddenly and un-

expectedly, by the side of a Highland
•burn.' And looking at the boy, who
had dropped into a reverie with the

well-thumbed Homer in his hand, I

found presented to my awakened sight

the somewhat ordinary picture of a
sparely— yet cleanly—clad stripling in

a tartan kilt and velveteen jacket,

whose blue dreamy eyes seemed yet to

b-ihold the picture that had but now
faded from my view.

The circumstances, as the reader

may suppose, were enough to awaken
my curiosity, and, after a little, I ac-

costed him. His answers I found in-

telligent beyond even my excited an-

ticipation. I saw in a moment that I

had to deal with no common mind. He
was eviilentlyone of tho.se many 'dow-

ers that blush unseen,' and are in im-

minent danger of ' wasting their sweet

ness' on a comparatively ' desert air.'

It would only weary the reailer were

I to record our conversation then or

our many interviews after. Truth to

tell, they are to me as treasures em-

baln)ed in memory, not likely to be

ever forgotten, even if 1 should reach

second childhood, for they are among
the most cherished reminiscences of

the dearest friend 1 ever had on earth.

What 1 learned regarding him is

soon told. He was poor, far ])oorer

than even I supposed from his appear-

ance. He was ' the only son of his.

mother and she was a widow,' IJis

fathei- had been what the Scotch so

hapjdly describe in the phra.se 'a ne'er

do-weel.' Clever, and even gifted, he

had early fallen into the snare of boon

companionship, and while all who
knew him acknowledged him capable

of doing and becoming aui/f/ihu/, he

ended liy becoming nolhtiig and tilling

a i>remature grave, the victim of dis-

sipation and disappointment. His

widow l(;ft alone to struggle with the
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world faced it bravely, like the noV>le-

hearted woman she was. J^he toiled

early and late at the meanest kinds of

work and kejjt her boy comfortably

and cleanly, if not very handsomely
clothed, and contrived, moreover, to

give him an education such as was,

and is, within the reach of the poorest

in rural Scotland. What that means,

let any one judge who knows that it

is no uncommon thing to find a herd

boy, on a Scottish hillside, solving on
a slate, extern porisfd from a Hat slab of

stone, some of the problems that are

the pet horrors of an Eton or Harrow
boy. I have my.self seen a farm ser-

vant, in rough corduroy and moleskin,

poring over Sir William Hamilton's

'Theory of the Absolute,' by the side

of the kitchen fire in a Highland farm
house, and able to speak intelligently

and thoughtfully regarding it. Such
sons form Scotia's pride.

Willie Forbes was a son woi-thy of

his mother. Never very strong in

physique his mind early took to his

books, and the long winter evenings

were spent in ])atient study while his

mother busily and silently spun oi)po-

site to him. Jn the summer months,
he earned a few sliillings by doing such

light work as he was capable of for

the farmers around, and all were kind
and helpful to the mild-mannered or-

jthan son of Widow Forbes. The
teacher who ruled over the parish

school at which Willie got his educa-

tion, was one of a thousand. Having
been a poor boy himself, he knew what
it was to have a thirst for learning and
a difficulty in satisfying that craving.

He was, in consecjuence, extremely

kihd to all who were in a similar jjosi-

tion, helping them with necessary

books and, in more than one instance,

remitting those 'fees' which, though

small in themselves, were of no slight

account to teacher as well as pupils.

All honour to him. He is yet alive

and filling a high position in the pro-

fession ; and, it I do not give his name
here, it is because I know he would
prefer to remain unknown.

After our chance rencontre, Willie
ForV^es and I became inseparable com-
panions. I was a constant visitor at

the humble fireside of his mother, and
many pleasant and profitaVjle evenings
were spent there in reading and di.s-

cussing the ditTerent classical writers,

whose works, notwithstanding some
years of professional labour, I had not
entirely forgotten. I wasastonishedand
delighted at the enthusiasm, readines.s

of comprehension, and grasp of thought
exhibited by the l)oy, and predicted

for him a brilliant future at college, a

prediction that was afterwards fully

reali, ed.

The few months of my .stay, in the

summer of '65, .soon ]ias.sed aw-ay,

and I returned to London much im-

proved in health, though not yet quite

able to cope with the unceasing round
of duties devolving on me in my pro-

fession. I was fortunate in having
for a partner a man of untiring enei'gy

and sterling uprightness, so my en-

foi-ced rest was not so much a hard-

ship. Matters went on much as usual,

and in due time I went back to my
Highland home. I had heard regular-

ly from Willie Forbes, and when I

reached Glennaver I delighted him by
a gift of what seemed to him a com-
})lete library of classical authors. They
were a heterogeneous mass of well-

thumV)ed copies of the authors of

Greece and Home that had seen some-
what hard service in my school-days,

and had, since that time, reposed un-

disturbed in a corner of my sanctum,

in Gray's Inn. They formed not only

a subject of study, but also the theme
of many a reminiscence of my old

school-days, which it would be hard

to say whether Willie or I enjoyed

most.

He had not been idle in the inter-

val since my last visit I could see

for myself what strides he had made,

and his enthusiastic teacher bore the

amplest testimony to his wonderful

progress. He was to go to the * bur-

sary competition ' that autumn, and

high were the hopes entertained of his
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success I'V all in the glen. His teacher,

especially, was confident of his carry-

ing everything before him.

' He is out of sight the best boy in

every resj^ct I ever had,' said he to

me one evening. ' and I only hope we
can manage to keep him at school all

summer.'
' Why should we not ?

' said I
;

• what is there to prevent him ]

'

' Money, sir ; or, 1 should rather

say, the lack of it. Not that his

schooling would be expensive (this

much I knew from Willie, who was

charged nothing for " fees '), but you

see his mother can hardly make ends

meet as it is, and Willie must earn

something to till the " girnel," or

rather " bowie,'' where the widow

keeps her me;il.'

I'ould we not manage to help him ?

'

said I. ' How much would make it

right ?

'

' Well, I dare say a five pound note

would be as much as he could earn in

the half-year, and that would keep

them going till the competition.'

I need not say that the money was

provided, and the kind-hearted teacher

overcame the scruples of the widow
against receiving it, by making out

that Willie was such a help to him in

the school that it was only his right

to receive it. Thus Willie and I

talked and walked and worked toge-

ther during that summer as before.

By the time I was prejtaring for

my return, I had become as strong and

well as ever, and my young friend

was anxiously looking for the great

day of ' the compctitii)n.' To let my
reader understand what I mean by

this, it will be necessary for me to en-

ter into some little ex|)lanation. The
Scotch Universities have what are

called bursaries, anglici' Scholarships,

which are oi)en to entrants in the Arts'

course, and decided by competition.

They vary in amount, from i.'3.3 to £9
annually, for the four yj^ars of the cur-

riculum, 'i'lu-y have been left l»y be-

nevolent friends and nfumni of the

colleges for the benefit of i»oor but as-

piring students, and have proved a

great boon to many a struggling lad,

afTording him the stepping-stone to

such hiimble fame and competence as

he aspired to. Aberdeen University

is speciallv favoured in this respect,

and to it Willie was to go in October

of the year '6G, followed by the good

wishes of all who knew him, and the

prayers of his widowed mother. I

need scarcely add that I eagerly looked

for tidings of his success (of which I

felt confident), in my rooms, in the

metropolis, assured that my protege

would crown all our hopes, and lay

the foundation of a successful career

by leading the list of competitors.

I was disappointed. Whether * the

glorious uncertainty ' of competitive

examinations was to blame, or we had

overestimated the talents and learning

of our young friend, I cannot tell

(though I hardly think it was the

latter), but he only came in /////(/.

There was consolation, however, in the

fact that he gained a I'L'O bursary

—

that is to say, for the next four years

he was to receive ,£''J0 annually, mimts

the amount of the class fees, which

averaged about £8 a-year. This was

a very slender sum for a young man
to subsist on, to be sure ; but, then,

oatmeal is never very dear, and lodg-

ings in the (Jallowgate of Aberdeen

are marvellously cheap. So he ac-

cepted the bursary and entered on col-

lege work.

I had occasion to go north in the

following winter, on business connect-

ed with a case of di.sjxited succession,

in which several of the witnesses lived

in the TK-ighbourhood of the Granite

city, and I called on Willie Forbes.

Wiiere did I find him? Well, 1 de-

scribe the place as I saw it. and 1 leave

the reader to jinlge of its fitness as a

place of study for a boy of seventeen

years old.

In a narrow street, malodorous as

Tophet, in a ' close ' in that street

scarce wideenough fortwo to jja.sseach

other, was the ' entry ' to Willie

Forbes's lodgings. Up a staircase
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redolent of cats I sciamljlcd to the

attic where he lived. There I found

him absorbed among his books. In '

deshabille, for the atmosphere was

close, he was toiling, ' grubbing among
Greek roots,' and rendering immortal

verse into that ' promiscuously be-

gotten tongue '—as some one has
;

called it— English. With a glad cry

he greeted me, and in a short time we... • T
were in intimate confabulation. J

learned in that hour sometliing of

Scottish student life ; I learned also
|

to appreciate that per/ervidnni in-
;

geniuvi that has raised so many of

Scotland's sons from the plough-stilts

to the helm of human thought anden-

tei'prise. I learned that young men
could live on less than eleven pounds

sterling for live months, paying, at

the same time, two shillings a week
for the little room that served for par-

lour, dining-room and bed-room, gas,

tire, and washing not included. I

learned the mystery of a breakfast

that only cost a half-penny (not count-

ing the bread). It consisted of a de-

coction of tlie husks of oats ' steeped,
'

i.e., soaked, in water until the mealy

particles swelled and thickened, so

that, on being boiled, they formed,

with the water, a beverage of the con-

sistency of molasses. I learned how
wholesome and, above all, how cheap

bullock's liver is when fried for din-

ner, costing not more than twopence
sterling ; and I found out that it is

not, after all, a very bad thing to go

supperless to bed if one have read a

glowing account of one of the Homeric
feasts just before turning in.

I spent part of the evening with

Willie and went with him to his classes

next day. The professors I do not

care to dwell on. They were, most of

them, more like schoolmasters than

professors, to my English eyes, with

the exce])tion of one, the professor ot"

Greek. He was Willie's favourite

and mine. Of a tall, somewhat spare,

tigure, he impressed one as the ideal

of one of the disputants in the Aca-

dhni. His face was redeemed from

plainness by the granJeur of his

massive forehead an J the dreamy and

thoughtful expression of his eyes. An.

enthusiastic Grecian himself, he was

well fitted to lead others in the path

of Hellenic lore. I am glad to say

that my estimate of him has been fully

warranted by his subsequent works.

Tie also was, I learn, one of the noble

band who studied the classics ' on a

little oatmeal.'

1 would have helped Willie gladly

to a better room and more nourishing

fare, but I knew his spirit of inde-

pendence would be hurt by my doing

so, and I came away with a d = ep sense

of the heroism of Scotch students in •

general, and of Willie Forbes in par-

ticitlar.

At the close of the session, Willie

stood first in three out of four classes,

and second in the other, receiving

from the Principal of the University,

amid the delighted plaudits of his as-

sembled class-fellows, a congratulatory

address of the most complimentary
kind. His teacher and I, you may
depend, were not behind in our felici-

tations, and we both felt entitled to

revel in the i-emarks of the ' I-told-

you-so ' description. Willie was in-

duced to come to London to see me
and rest fc^- awhile, and I found him
sorely in r/eed of it. By dint of much
expostulation and, finally, by Dr. Far-

ley's command, he was induced to

give up his books for a time, and the

rest had a most salutary effect, not-

withstanding the din and dust and
smoke of London. By and by, we
got him a position as tutor in the

family of a friend of the Doctor's

where he had a comfortable home and
very light duties. The house was on
the outskirts of North J-ondon, in the

immediate neighbourhood of Winch-
more Hill, and Willie, in that plea-

sant neighbourhood, soon shook ofl'

the effects of his winter's asceticism

and hard work, and, at the same time,

laid in a stock of health for the com-

I ing winter. The money he earned

there not only sufficed to keep his
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mother in unwonted comfort and lei-

sure, but left him sutiicient to secure a

more satisfactory diet and lodgings on
his return to Aberdeen.

And here, virtually, his life '<m a

little oiitnieal ' ended. His services

were sutiicient h' in request to provide

well for his simple wants, and he had
no need to stint himself any longer.

But the habits of frugality that he had
learned in the days of his necessity

never left, him altogether. Thus it

was that on his leaving the L'niversity

of Aberdeen with double tirst-class

honours (classics and philosophy), and
a piir-se well filled with scholarship

money, he took it into his head to

study law and get called to the bar.

His mother, after the manner of

Scottish mothers, had long urged him
to enter the Church, that she might,

ere she died, see him ' wag his pow in a

pu'pit,' but whether he did not natu-

rally incline to tliat profe.ssion, or was
swayed by the somewhat seltish argu-

ments of a certain old barrister who
had never been anything very dis-

tinguished in the profession himself,

but who wished very much to have
his protege as his companion and
fellow student a little longer. I cannot

tell. Willie kej)t terms, read hard,

and, as was his wont, carried all be-

fore him. Hi' is now a C^.C, a noted

pleader (his elocution is a natural gift,

well-cultivated, and almost faultless),

and not an unlikely candidate for the

woolsack. May I live to see it ! His
old mother has long gone the way of

all fiesh, her latter days being sjient in

such comfort as she never ilreamt of

enjoying, and pn nd with all a mo-
ther's unselfishness of the success of

her boy. He is married to a niece of

mine, whom I might safely reckon as

not the least potent f)f the influences

that brought him to London, and her

old bachelor uncle is, as you may sup-

j)Ose, a very frequent visitor at their

cheerful fireside. And we often spend

a part of the summer in Glennaver,

where the friends of Willie's youth

are all proud to shake bands with the

tall, handsome, and famous London
lawyer, who ran a barelegged kilted

laddie to the parish school in his

youth, who herded for the farmers,

and who studied hard and rose to emi-

nence ' on a little oatmeal.'

If I have, in the above imperfect

i-ketch, concealed the true name of my
friend, and the place of his birth, it is

not l)ecause he is ashametl of either,

but because the mere narrative of the

facts should suffice to encourage all

boys to fight bravely the battle of life,

under whatever difliculties and disad-

vantages they may labour, assured

that success may be commanded by

those who strive to deserve it.

SONNET.

Mo.NTKKAI,.

THK Siiiiiiier'H golden gl^ry now hath pant,

Ancl l>y tliost- c<m,1 jimi short .Antumnil eves.

The fading flowtrs, tlic* <'ry and clianging leaves,

We know that Htilleii NVii ter conietli fa t.

Tlie twittering hwhIIow, too, hat\ cliirped hi.s last,

.\n<l .I'er the foHHing waves, southward dotii hie
To bask and carol 'neatli a mellower sky—

Tired nature's voice si^dis in tJK! rismi; blast.

The whispi-riii woocIh foretell the years di cease

In sliort , liarsli inurniur.s, n dlening in my view,

lint wlieii tlieoe bn'.'eini^ siininnr htats shall ceaso.

And the last |>hantoin leases hang brown rnd few
Mid frozi-n death, doth come tlie J'rince of Peace,
And the Blrung voice— ' Ijn I make 1 pU things new I

'

F, Henky Caktke.
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EOUXD THE TABLE.

A HUSBAND'S RESPONSIBILITY
FOR A WIFE'S DEBTS.

This is an age of disillusion, and one

of the illusions of which \vv. are getting

rid is the idea that husV)ands are respon-

sible for the pecuniary liabilities of their

wives. S(jnie timeag<j the English pub-

lic were surj^rised by a legil decision

that a certain inn-keeper should not be

compelled to pay the bill of a linendraper

for articles which his wife had bought

from the draper on credit,—of her hus-

band,—as the unfortunate tradesmaji

supposed. But the husband pleaded that

he had forbidden his wife to buy goods

on credit, and that the tradesman had
no authorisation from hiui to supply

them ; and, strange as it may seem to

those who have still some faint belief in

the honour of Britons, the plea was ac-

cepted. It was not maintained that the

articles furnished by the tradesman were

in any degree unsuitable to the station

of the purchaser, or that any imdue
pressure had been used by the trades-

man to induce her to buy. It was
judged quite sufficient that the husband
had put his veto on the credit system,

and that the tradesman had no guarantee

from hiin for the payment of the goods.

Of couise such a decision puts an end to

the old idea that husband and v/ife are

one. If a man's wife needs a guarantee

from her husband tliat he will pay the

debts she incurs, it is plain we can no
longer call her either his better or his

worse half. They are two separate units

in the eye of the law, not even so close

a partnership as a jnint-stock company,
—limited ! Jt might be as well to revise

the marriage service, and expunge from
it the declaration " with all my worldly
goods I thee endow." For it is hard to

say in what sense a man can be said to

endow his wife withail his worldly goods,

if he is to repudiate the payment of her
lawful debts. And the decision also

puts an end to the idea that the husband
esteems the honour of his wife his

own. Nay more, it oj^ens up an easy
method for a husband and wife to com-

bine to victimize tradesmen. If the
master of the house Hnds that his finan-

cial embarrassments are going to make it

inconvenient to meet his draper's or even
his grocer's bill, all that he has to do is

to make a formal intimation to his wife

that he is not going to pay for things

taken on credit, and she may feed and
clo'.he tlie whole family comfortably at

the tradesman's expense, secure of even-
tual immunity. <)i course it may be
pleaded, en revanche, that the husband's
supposed liability to pay all his wife's

debts may often subject him to great
hardship, when, as frequently happens,
weak and extravagant women are be-

guiled by artful tradesmen into running
up ruinous bills. Of course this is a
hardship, and often a great one. But
the man who marries an extravagant and
self-indulgent woman cannot expect to

find life a bed of roses. And the ques-
tion is, v:hich is to sufi'er for his own act,

he who has given the woman his name
and protection, and covenanted to ' en-

dow her with his worldly goods,' or the

tradesman, who, relying tipon the hon-
ourable fulfilment of such a contract,

supplies the wants of his customer as the

wife of her husband. No houourable

man could wish to accept the latter of

these alternatives. It would therefore

simply provide dishonourable men with
a new method of evading just liabilities,

of whicli, we may be sure, they would
not be slow to take advantage. And
their wives, if similarly disposed, would
have little siruj)le in taking advantage
of their credit to give liberal orders for

goods for which neither they nor their

husbands would be under the disagree-

able necessity of paying. To the women
who allow their dressmaker's bills to lie

over for years without paj'ing a sou,

shopping under such circumstances

would be perfectly charming !

Of course it may be siid, and with
some show of plausibility, that this de-

cision that a husband is not to be held

liable for debts contracted by his wife

without his distinct authority, is the

natural corollary of the decision that a
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wife's property is not to be taken to pay
her husband's lialiilities. But there is

a very trreat difference between the two
cases, and tliere on^lit to be an eijually

great distinction. The assumption which
underlies the mutual rehitions and
duties of husband and wife is the idea

that the former is the bread winner
and protector, the hitter the loaf giver

or home provider. Hej^oesout to lal)Our

for his family's support, she abides at

home, directs the utemiiji'. and is sup-
posed to turn his earnings to the best

account. Each Ijenrs jiart of the com-
mon burden, and the wife's pan is no
less necessarj- than the hnshand s to tlie

common well being, whence it follows

that the earnings of the husband should
be considered a common ])ur.se to be tised

by her prudently for the comfort of the

family, including herself, for certainly

her time and work are worth her own
comfortable maintenance. JJut when
the wife happens to have pro|>erty of her
own, it is an accidental circumstance,

not supposed to be contemplated in the

<»rdinary arrangt^ments of social life.

Either it hiis been earned by her own
exertions previous to marriage, or it has
been left or given to her by a father or

Borne other relative. In either ciuse, an
h(moural)le man will not wish to make
use of the principal, at all events, but
will consider it oidy fair that it should
remain intact, a provision for widow-
hood or old age. The interest wliich

such money bears, or the money which
a wife with a special v<Jcitioii may earn
nftt;r man'iage, mii;ht rea8<»nably, in

onlinary circumstances, f^o into the com-
mon purse for the common good, though
even this is wisily protected by the Taw
from a lazy, proHignte or reckless hus-

band, who might either L'amble away his

wife 8 money, or take iidvantage of it t<j

gratify his own idleness an<l self-indul-

gence. .S(»ciety supposes that, in ordi-

nary circtimstanc'M, a husband is able

to earn the subsiBtence of his family
without relying on property ir.ssessed by
his wife in her own ri:,'lit, her contribu-

tion of tiiiif iiH'l liilniiir being her fair

share of the family burden. Tlieieforo

it is a rii^ht and just eiiactitient that pro-

tects a wife's jiroperty from bein-/ sacri-

ficed against her will to a husband's
liabilities ; but it is not a just arrange-

ment to secure the husband from jtaying

the lawful debts of a w>iiian for wliose

s ipport he, by the very act of his mani-
age, makes himself responsiide before

the world. Aiul if tradesmen are to feeP

Cfunpelled to ju'otect themselves by de-
manding the husbiind's guarantee before-

giving credit, wives w<»uld feel them-
selves placed in the humiliating j)osition

for them, of being on the same footing

with respect to the tradesmen as an ordi-

nary upper servant or housekeeper.
Tnidesmen too will have to choose, in

many c.ises, between offendin,' their

customers and securing theiuselves from
loss. And wives wh<j have parsimon-
ious husbands whose ideas as to what
they re<[uire for their comfort or that of

their faunly are on a very penurious
scale, will either have to suffer positive

discomfort or to find some way of mak-
ing up, by their own earnings, for their

husbands deficiencies. For a seccmd
case, in which a husband was not held
responsilile for debts contracted by his

deceased wife, for groceries for the fam-
ily use, is even a stronger illustration of

tile principle which absolves a htisband

from ' providing for his own ' when he
can i>lead a prohibition to take goods on
credit. One good effect it miiilif have,

possibly, to promote the system of cash

payments, liut as the world goes, it is

much more likely to provide dishonest

debtors with a loop-hole of escape at

their creditor's expense. F.

WO.MAN'S WOUK.

V l:i I'l.V TO "A (ilKI- OK TIIK I'KKI'U).'*"

Ill \N'E been waitini^ to see whe-
ther some motherly jierson wimld

not reply to your sensible article ; l)ut a«
that individual has not troubled herself

to come to the front, you will perchance
excuse an old maid for giving a jiartial

answe". But, first of all, he sure you
say to Mr. Charlie, that there are first-

class business men in our city, who have
reached the toj) of the tree, without
' doIn^ the mean things' that /f

wrongly sii])poses ' necessary to yet «)n ;'

nun who can proudly look the whole
woild in the face, and who count truth

and honoiirof infinitely more valut! than
gold. Let your lover take such as these

Yor •xaniples, woik on with steady per-

severance, and he will find that success

in life is i>erf<ctly compatible with stern

adlu-ience to right and duty.

* .See Canadian Monthly for .liine.
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Your remarks concerning working

girls are, in the main, just. Parents,

brothers, and above all, ' society,' which
is in your opinion the chief offender,

•ought to look at these things in a some-
what difterent light. That time is com-
ing apace. In addition to these lines of

employment spoken of by youi'self, many
women do work that is usually c^isid-

•ered only appropriate for men, and this

attests the fact that they possess the

requisite ;ibility. Let me cite one or

two cases froir. actual life, with the cir-

cumstances of wliich 1 am personally

cognizant. Some years ago, a young
mother, with three small children, was
suddenly deprived of her husband, under
peculiarly distressing circumstances. He
had recovered (to all ajjpearance) from a
slight attack of fever, came down to To-
ronto on business, took cold, suffered a

relapse, and died in about two days. He
was a job printer, auH had a small es-

tablishment combined with a stationery

and fancy goods store, in a village to the
north of Toronto. Shortly after his

death the young mother gave birth to

twins, which of course added to the bur-
den of care. To the astonishment of

the villagers, they learned that she in-

tended to carry on the small stationery

store herself, and thus maintain the little

ones. She proved competent and busi-

ness-like ; the neighbours and country
people aroinid, patronized her store,

partly, no doubt from sympathy, for

both herself and husband had been much
respected. The printing presses were
sold when a favourable opportunity of-

fered, and I am happy to be able to

state that the young mother has proved
herself a thorough business woman in

every particular. Another instance. A
widow was recently left with six chil-

dren, the eldest being a lad of about
thirteen years old. Her husband had
been a druggist and popular with the
town's people. According to coun-
try custom, groceries and fancy ar-

ticles were also sold at his shop. The
widow concluded to continue the busi-

ness, save the compounding of prescrip-

tions, and has done so successfully for

over a year. One of her card advertise-
ments lately came into my hands, and I
was pleased to see tliat she was plucky
enough to go into business in a tho-
roughly business-like way. The.se cases
clearly prove tliat women can work if so
inclined

; of course, it is happily not all
why have such a powerful incentive as
the successful up-bringing of a family ot
little ones. As for you, my dear ' Girl
of the Period,' let me advise j-ou to en-
deavour to turn your music to good ac-
count. You would be too dutiful a
daughter to go against the wi.shes of
your mother and attempt any employ-
ment of which she would not approve.
Work of all kinds is, in my opinion,
bono irable, except that which is directly
or indirectly connected with the liquor
traffic—and, personally, I used, even in
childhood, to cause my dear old aunt
great annoyance, by declaring tiiat it

was my duty as an orphan ' to <;et my
own living,' and citing the English
Church Catechism as a most redouVjtable
authority. She never listened with any
degree of patience, was shocked at such
' unlady-like ' wishes on my part, and
would preach homilies, longer or shorter,
as the case might be, on the duty of
contentment, in which virtue she feared
1 was sadly lacking. Even after attain-
ing years of discretion, I did not apjjly
f(n- a teacher's certificate until she had
gone home to her rest, not thinking it

right to worry one in her old age who
had filled a mother's place to a large fam-
ily of orphans, and filled it well.

In conclusion, I have only to say that
a mother's duty, generally speaking, i.s

at hiime, among her children. No one
can innocently delegate such a position
to a mere outsider. Her presence is

imperative even in the nursery, where
the minds of young children are fre-

quently polluted by ignorant, or perhaps
even vicious, servant girls. No money
consideration whatsoever should induce
a mother to neglect the duties which are
hers by the most sacred of obligations.

A Genuine Old Maii»,
Toronto.
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Sketches and StudiiJi in Soufhern Europe,
by JoHX Addinwton Symonds. New
York : Harper & Bros. Toronto :

James Caiiii>bell & Son, and Willing

and Williamson.

The literature, liistory and scenery of

the Mediterranean, what subjects for the

poetical mind I How ine.xhau.stible in

the food they furnish for reHection, how
wide in tlie far-reacliing analogies which
they suggest ! Three or four worlds
seem tumljled one on the toj) of another,

worlds whose inhabitants have varied so

utterly, b\it wliich have ]>asked under
the same suns and hailed the spring with

the same flowers that nod around their

ruins to-day. There is the Greek world
for the lowest stratuui ; look at it where
the temples of Girgenti stand between
the sea and the Sicilian hills. The bro-

ken columns of rough sandstone are of

a ' dusky honey or dun amlter colour . .

here and tliere jiatchcs of a red deposit,

apparently of bn^ken ci rraline, make
the surface crimson. . . 'IIk; fragments
of masonry are tufted with wild palm,
aloe, a8j)hodel, and crimson snajj-dragon.

Yellow blo.ssoming sage and mint, lav-

ender and n:i;:nonette sjirout from the
crevices. The gra.ss around is gemmed
with l>lue pimpernel and convolvulus.'

Or for a spot of more human interest,

visit the ohl stone ({uarries of Syracuse,

where the tlower of Athenian youth,
taken prisoners in the unfortunate ex-

pedition of N'ikias, slowly perished of

fever and want.
Change tlie scene, and roll up flu;

world's history for some centuries. Thate

ruins grew \inder Roman hands, if one
can call them ruins that still preserve

their perfect arches and stern masses of

masonry intact.

'So smooth and perpendicular are the

uuftporting walls ' of tlie I'ont du (Jard,

that enormous a<nieduct with its triple

tier «if arches, ' that scarcely a shrub or

tuft ot grass has grown upon them in all

these years. . . The domed summer-
clouds sailing across are conipreh<iided

in the gigantic sjian (jf tliese perfect

semi-circles, which seom rather to have
been described by ]\Iiltonic compasses of

deit}', than by merely human mathe-
matics.'

Greek art and Roman strength serve
as the clear cut maker's marks upon
these old monuments, to tell us of the
definite national characteristics of the
men who built them. Our next world
is not so clearly mapjied out, and bears
no such signs of individuality. There
is Something chaotic or mixe<l in

the Italian-Gothic age that 8i>eak3 to

us of the varied races, Franks, Lom-
bards, relics of old Latin races, Goths
and Greeks that struggled together for

a precarious supremacy. Take, for ex-

ample, the Cathedral at Palermo. ' The
genius of Latin Christianity determined
its basilica shape. No Ijronze doors were
wrought by smiths of Trani or Pisa.

Its walls were incrusted with the mo.saics

of Constantinople. The woodwork of

its r<iof was designed 1 y Ori< ntal decor-

ators. Norumn sculpt rs added tlieir

dog-tooth and cheoron to the mouldings
of its porches ; Greeks, Fienc'.imin and
Aralis may have tried their skill in turn
upon the capitals of its cloisters.'

Lastly, there is the world of the Re-
nai.ssance, which still sjieaks to us
through all the varied excellence of ar-

chitecture, sculpture, painting ami de-

corative art, and the spirit of which, we
are fain to confess, although so near to

us, is as much dead as is the inspiiation

that j)iled up the temple ma.sses at Pius-

trom, or reared the thousand clustering

pinnacles and statues of Milan. All

these four worhls are dead, ami on their

ruins lives the little parasitic life of to-

day, which will certainly leave no great

matiirial works to keep comi»any witli

the marvellous relics of the past.

Mr. Symonds tells of all this, and of

much besides, with the ease rif one who
has thoroughly niastererl his subject.

W hether lie is descriliing the sciJiiery (jf

the Cornice, or the bust of Caligula ;

—

whether he is telling the history of old

Florence, or the Atheiiiuii siege of Syra-

cuse ;— in criticising the jioetry of Lu-
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cretius, or in singing the popular songs

of Tuscany, he is equally at home.

His translations are always clear and

scholarly, and often become ([uite admir-

able. Here is a specimen of the Tuscan

rispetto, very sweet in its half-resigned,

half-quendous melancholy :

' If there be wretched women, sure I thhik

I too may rank anionij the most forlorn,

I fling a palm into the »ea, 'twill nink

;

Others thruw Icml, awl it is lightly borne.

What have 1 done, dear Lord, the world to cross?

Gold in niv hand is f..rthwith turned to dross.

How have'l made, dear Lord, Uame Fortune wroth ?

Gold in my hand is forthwith turned to froth.'

And so the sung goes on, repeating

the same sad idea, the gold of expecta-

tion ever turning into the dust and ashes

of realized fruition. Or take a verse or

two from the magniiicent chorus of the

Mpenads that winds up Poliziano's Orfeo.

' With ivy coronals, hunch and berry.

Crown we our heads to worship thee I

Thou hast bidden us to make merry
Day and night with jollity !

Drink then ! Bacchus is here ! Drink free,

And hand ye the drinking-cup to me !

Bacchus 1 «e all must follow thee I

Bacchus ! Bacchus ! Ohfe I 0!.6 '.

'See, I have emptied my horn already :

Stretch hither your beaker to nie, I pray :

Are the hills and the lawns where we roam un-
stea<iy ?

Or is it my brain that reels away ?

Let every one run to and fro through the hay.
As ye see me run ! Ho I after me I

'

And away go the mad Bacchanals,

with their maddening chorus ; a strain

not unwortliy of Swinburne.
Where there is so much to praise it is

an untliankfiil task to point out blots.

Luckily in the present case it is soon

accomplished. We must put down to

inadvertence the making use in the
chapter on llimiui of Sir Thomas
Browne's fine rhetorical expression, ' the

tramplings of three conipiests,' without
any acknowledgment. The same re-

mark ajjplies to the very evident adop-
tion of Macaulay's explanation why the
love of wild mountain scenery is so pure-
ly modern a growth. 'J'he passage in

the appendix on blank verse (a very
thoughtful and useful essay, by the way)
which speaks of Phcebus entering his

desecrated palace in Keats' Hyperion is,

however, an unmitigated error ; it was,
of course, Hyperion, the old Titanic
sun-god, and not the Pluebus-.X polio
who supplanted him, of whom Keats
sanor.

Samuel Lover, a Biographical Sketch,

with selections from his writings and
correspondence, by Andrew Jamrs
SvMiNoTOX. New York : Harper &
Bros. Toronto : James Campbell &
Son.

' Painter, Etcher, Lyric Poet, Musical-

Composer, Executant, Novelist and Dra-

matist !

' These opening words of de-

scription, taken from ]Mr. Symington's
preface, will give an idea of the wide
range of Samuel Lover's accomplish-

ments. Hi.s fame, during his lifetime,

was chiefly based upon his great success as

a miniature paniter, a branch of art that

may be said to have been lost to man-
kind tince photography sprang into ex-

istence. Partly on account of the decay
of this style of painting, partly on ac-

cotmt of the evanescence of that per-

sonal interest which once clung around
the portraits of his famous beauties, and
also from the fact that miniatures are of

a retiring nature, apt to hide themselves

in old cabinets and the secret drawers of

worm-eaten bureaus, for all these rea-

sons people have ceased to associate

Lover's name with his paintings. But
his writings, and especially his songs,

show no sign of becoming out of date,

and it is on them that his claim for grate-

ful remembrance will long be success-

fully based.

In his short prose tales, such as ' The
Gridiron,' or ' Barny O'Rierdon, the

Navigator ' (both of which Mr. Syming-
ton gives us here), the humour depends
less \\]>o\x the incidents narrated than

upon the keen appreciation shown by
the writer for the Irish character, and
the delicate manner in which this ismade
to uphold its comical side by means of

dialogue. To our mind moi-e art is

shown in his minor pieces than in the

better known ' Handy-Andy,' with all

its exuberance of rollicking fun and
startling adventure. The latter is a

iuur-(le-furre, whilst the little sketches of

Irish life are inimitably natural and not

at all overdrawn.
As a poet. Lover never aspired to any-

thing great. He knew full well that he

had not got the making of a liyron or a

Shelley in him, to say nothing of men
of yet greater geniiis. He went to work
contentedly at songs, society-verses, op-

erattas, impromptus and lyrics. Wed-
ding these to new and taking tunes, he

caught tbe public ear, as it were, with a

double charm. His ' Rory O'More ' and
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his 'Willow Miichree ' arc not likely to

he forjL^ntten in a hurry, and his ' Whist-

ling Thief is bound to furnish annise-

nient for some generations yet to come.

When we think how familiar such songs

as these become and how intimately they

are associated with our hours of inno-

cent revelry, we appreciate at its full

value the genius of their author, and
can almost believe that he has bnjught

more into the common fund (»f happi-

ness than S' me greater writers whose
works lie undisturbed upon our shelves.

Mr. Symington had the advantage of

a personal friend.ship with Lover, and
has shown considerable tact in putting

tiigether this little volume of reminis-

cences. It is well and neatly got up,

and not too long, in fact it is just the

sort of life that was wanted, and does

not overburden the reader with exces-

sive detail.

Judge a lift Jiini ; a popular explanation

of Leading Topics in the Law of the

Land. Hy liEN.r.\Mi\ Valohan Ab-
bott. New York, Hari)er »t Bros.

;

Toronto : W^illing it Williamson.

Mr. Abbott di.sclaims in his preface

the intenti<m of supplying the jtublic

with another book of the ' ?]very Man
hi.H own Lawyer' class. Neither is his

work in any sense a professional treati.se,

althotigh (being written by a lawyer) it

aims at professional accuracy in its slate-

ntents. It is indeed a general view of

the laws of the United States, studied

from the 8tHn<l-point of the general jMib-

lic, and chiefly devoted to sucli prom-
inent subject a as possess a more or less

vital interest to every one. For in-

stance, it is hardly too much to say that

the average .American is a persistent

railway traveller, and, judging by tiie

new«pai>ers, suHirs from more than his

fair share of accidents, colli.^ions and
break-downs. What are liis rights

agaiiiht the Railway Company under
such circumstances 1 What shoidd lie

do, or refrain from doing, in order to

avoid giving the deliiujuent Company a

chance to raise the dreaded j-lea of con-

tributory ntgligence i How far can h«

safely oppose the mandate of the some-

times supercilious conductor, ami what

part of his baggage can be Miiiaslied or

lost by the aforesaid Coiuiiany with ini-

jiuiiity fin thegrouml that it is not jier-

sonal luggage ? All these (|uestions (and
many more of the same kind will read-

ily suggest themselves) present them-
selves every day to thousands of travel-

lers, often demanding an immediate an-
swer, and re(iuiring some prompt action

on the part of the unprofessional pas-

senger, without which his remedy may
be lost or comiironiised.

Then agaai there is the <livorce law.

We will not otlend our neiglibotirs by
saying that the average American has
been, or expects to be, divorced from
his wife ; but statistics sliow that a very
considerable proportion of citizens avail

themselves of the * unexamjiled facili-

ties ' for getting rid of their help-mates
afl'orded by some of the State Courts.

It may be said that there is no necessity

for enlighteningthe public as to the gen-

eral principles of divorce, inasmuch as

no one need be in such a hurry to get

divorced or marry some one else who has
undergone that process, but that they
can att'ord the time it would take to con-

sult a lawyer on the stejis to be taken.

Unfortunately the divorce business in

the United States has got into the hands
of a class fif lawyers whose advice de-

liberately misleads the ii'iiorant, each
divorce 'shyster' e.vtolling the ethcacy

of the decree obtainable by his means,
while he well knows that in a large num-
ber of cases it will V)e treated as waste

paper bj- all Courts outside the State in

which it was granted. It is to be feared

that the officers of the dillerent Courts
sometimes lend themselves to this prac-

tice, allowing notice of citation to be
served on the respondent by publication

in some obscure country paper thou-

sands of miles away from the actual do-

micile of the parties. Where personal

service is re<piired, the m<ist ingenious

devices are resorted to. The meanest
trick was that of the man who took his

wife to San Francisco, anil then, pre-

tending business that detained him
there, shipped her home before him. He
jiartcd most atl'ectionately, puling a su-

])erb boiKpiet <)f hot-house flowers into

her hands as she 8tej)j)ed off the steamer
on t<) the ti'iider for shore,— alas I for

the treachery of men, the disconsolate

wife, when the venstl was well out in the

offing, cliscovered among the blos.soms,

' latet an($iii8 in licrlm.
'

— a summons to appear in a divorce

suit I It is pleasant to know that when
she turned uj), justly indignant, .some
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months afterwards, the CJourt set aside

the decree that had been obtained by
such fraudulent means.
Some of the cases cited by Mr. Abbott

sustain the reputatiim of his profess-

ional brethren for adroitness in devisin<^

defences to tlie most unanswerable
claims. Under the head of ' Cruelty
to Animals ' we find a suit brought by
the owner of a small and inoffensive pet

dog that had been ' chawed up ' without
provocation by the defendaTit's large and
vicious mastiff. The defence relied on
was that the small dog had not got on
the properly tagged collar rtfjuired V)y

laiv, and that by Statute ' any per-

son ' hnfling a dog running at large in

that ccmdition might kill it I This truly

ingenious plea was, we regret to say,

overruled ; the Court appaiently think-

ing that if the animal creation once got

in their end of the wedge and could
quote a judicial decision in favour o[ a

dog being a ' person, ' they might in

time aspire even t(i citizenship and the

suffrage.

Although not technically coming un-
der the same head, (' Cruelty to Ani-
mals ') we may here mention with appro-
val the constitutional law which, in some
States limits the session of the legisla-

tures to a certain term, sixty or a hun-
dred days. Would that our own over-

worked legislators would put some such
loving constraint upon themselvts for

their own good I The Statute need be
but a short one, and, with the fitting

preamV)le, ' Whereas the tongue is an
miruly member,' might be emblazoned
in letters of gold over the Speaker's
chair, in full view of the other unruly
Members. We would not go so far as

some of the States do, which, with a
depth of satirical self-knowledge we
should hardly have expected to find,

limit the pay of their ''uuscript Fathers
to a certain term, and allow them to con-
tinue serving their coiuitry as much lon-

ger as they like— laYAort^ indemnity I

The Heathen Chinee and the ineti'able

Indian come in for our notice. The law
as to tlie pure-blooded redskin is of

course plain enongh ;—the curiosities of

Indian jurisprudence come in at the bor-

der-land, where the lialf and (juarter-

breeds chiefly i-eside. One ingenious
Yankee homicide jileaded that he was a
Choctaw, and not amenable to the ridi-

culously straight-laced laws of America
for his peccadilloes. He was of pure
white blood, but had married a scjiiaw,

and pleaded that by treaty with the

Choctaws any one who contracted a ma-
trimonial engagement with a dark faced

beauty became, if not an Indian, an In-

dian-in-law. The Court admitted the

sufficiency of his plea, hnt upon strict

investigation of the facts found that the

so-called squaw was not so red as she was
painted, her grandparents having left

the tribe and settled in Mississippi as

ordinary citizens.

Mo better instances of the folly of at-

tempting to make people moral and re-

ligious Vty Act of the Legislature could

be found than those which are given in

the chapter on Sunday laws. Case after

case occurs in which the employer, after

instigating the man to Vjieak the law and
do some quasi-necessary woik, has made
use of the Sabbatarian enactment to

evade payment of wages, or damages for

some accident caused by his own careless-

ness. So rigid are the laws in s(mie States

that a Jew wIkj has kept his Sabbath, is

compelled to keep another with equal

strictness the very next day.

We have much pleasure in recom-

mending this book as a very amusing
and instructive work.

Alexander Pope. By Leslie Stephen.

English Men of Letters' Series. New-

York : Harper & Brothers ; Toronto :

James Campbell & Son.

It has been well remarked that Pope,

had he been born in the Middle Ages,

would never liave lived to display his

genius to the world. His distorted .shape

and feeble constitution would have con-

demned him to an early death, or to the

living tomb of some monastery, where his

fancy would have been stifled in uncon-

genial routine. But if it is true that

the fierce struggle for existence in the

past woidd have been too much for his

physical resources, it is none the less

true that the deep and intense earnest-

ness of modern thought would have been
fully as overwhelming to his mental pow-
ers Just in the nick of time did that

bitterly sportive spirit comedown to in-

spire the tottering, rickety frame and to

receive the jdaudits of a most exacting

age. The wits of the preceding genera-

tion had been, as a rule, men of high

breeding, handsome in port and gesture,

capable of winning a lady's regard by
the graces of their persons as well aa
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of commemorating the success of their
gallantries by the skill of their pens.
Such men formed the taste <>f the fash-
ionable world, and the critical ab'lities

which they may almost be ^aid to have
created, contimially demanded better
and better verses, more recondite atiect-

ations and a more poignant satire. The
increasing audience whicii the poet com-
manded,—his circle of admirers or de-
tractors extending beyond tlie confines
of the Court, and gradually ejubracin,' an
ever widening circle of clubs and coffee-
houses,—lessened the effect of the per-
sonal graces which had once formed no
inconsiderable part of the fashionable
poet's stock-in-tratle, and increased the
weight which attached itself to his real
abilities as a verse maker. Under such
circumstances as these, when wit wjis,

as it were, glorifieii, the largest share of
that enviable (piality was gifted upon a
little cripjde, of undistinguished birth,

unjxjpular religion, and unprepossessing
appearance.

Jiy sheer force of abilit}', b}' diligently
writing such verses as his public loved,
onlyinanrinnerititinitelysui)eriorto that
of any of his i)redece.s3ors.— \>y lavishing
on unworthy objects a satire that would
have deserved unmitigated admiration
had its motive been higher,— by these
means Pope leapt to the pinnacle of fame.
Incapable of insj)iriiig love himself, he
coul I sing the tender pa.'^sion so that, all

the beauties of .St. James' should learn
from him how to express their fluttering
eniotitjiis.

Too weak to pull on the three pair of
stockings that gave some slii;ht appear-
ance of substance to his sj indie shanks,
it was he who could best sing of Achilles
arming for the fray, \\\i\\ deadly rage at
his inmost soul for the loss of I'atrocles.

With a mind and body that i[uivered
with sensitivenefcs at a liarsh word, lie

would descend unprovoked into the
arena of embittered controversy and
bring the dunces round him in a mad-
dened crowd, longing for revenge and
too dull ami blockish to know how
thoroughly their puny foe discomfited
them. Others might live, intri;^UH, make
love, drink deej>, or rule the world of

fashion, but to this little man ahine was
given the power to embody the spirit of

his ai'«; ill living words, and to bestow
ujion the wit aii'l gullantry of tlie time
a language of its own.

I'ope wrote much, and with great care,

elaliorating and re-casting his verses till

he had suited his own fastidious taste.

His first idea of a line or couplet was
often crude and commonplace, but by
dint of ringing the changes on the words
that made up the sentence, by frying ad-
jective after adjective till the right epi-

thet wiis found, and often by entirely

transposing the limbs of his periods, he
generally succeeded in turning out a
hnished and epigrammatic poem. This
care however, its a rule, was devoted to the
production of exipiisite form, and the
bent of I'opes genius never cast upon
liim the necessit}' of attempting to ex-
press a really difHcult ihougiit in apt
words. His ' Ess ly on Man,' is a good
example of his utter inability to grasp a
chain of I'easoning and present it as a
coherent whole to his reader's mind.
Everyone remembers the lines in which
he calls on his friends to

' Expatiate freely o'er this scene of Man,
A iiiiylity maze I but not without a plan.'

It may not be efpially well known that

the first edition read :

' A mighty maze of walks infhont a
plan.' How c infused must the mind of

the p<^)et have been when his ' system of

ethicks' left it uncertain whether the sub-

ject of which he sung was under the rule

of Chaos or of Order I No better in-

stance coultl be given of the intellectual

weakness of this great man, and (revert-

ing to our first remarks) we can see how
poorly pope would have succeeded in

the intellectual struggle of to-day if we
try to imagine a philo-sophical poem by
Tennyson or lirowning submitting to be
radically altereil in as vit.il a point as

the one we have indicated above.

Mr. Leslie Stephen liiis done his work
well ; the facts of Poi>e'slife are carefully

marshalled, and we have the benefit of

the latest researches of Dilke and Elwin
into the vexed (juestion of the publi-

cati<tn of Pope's letters. His contem-
poraries had a pretty just idea of the

crookedness which the jioet thought
fit to employ in bringing his ejiistles be-

fore the world, but it is only lately that

the full facts of the case have been
brought to light. They certainly dis-

close an aiiumnt of vanity, petty intrigue,

and what Mr. Stephen aptly designates
' haiid-to-iiiouth lying,' in the existence

of which all admirers of Pope would give

much to be able to disbelieve.
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Reata : Whafs in a Name. A novel, by

E. D.Gerard, (from Blackv:ood) Ho.
122 Franklin Square Library. New
York : Harper Bros. Toronto : Wil-

ling & Williamson.

To have been published in Black-

wood's Magazine is usually sufficient

passport fur a novel. Although ' Old
Ebony,' as Kit North loved to call his

Magazine, has fallen into the sere and
yellow leaf which is the symptom of old

age in even the best regulated periodicals,

its Editor still preserves the peculiar per-

ceptive faculty that enables a man to

single out a good work of fiction. Many
really capital tales have appeared in its

columns, and none amongst its poorest

have been dull.
' Reata ' is no exception to the rule.

Mr. Gerard has contrived to interest us

from the first. The scene of the novel (all

but a few early chapters which pass in

Mexico) is laid in Austria and Austrian

Poland, but whether the characters are

in the one hemisphere or the other they

are alike true to nature and evidently

studied from life. Take the heroine

'Reata' herself, with her hot impulsive

Southern temperament and swiftly-de-

termined will. What a contrast she

affords to the fair German beauty
Hermine, sleepily sentimental, with a

wealth of light hair, but not an atom of
' go ' in her ! Reata at times is charm-
ing. Perhaps we like her be.st iti lier

untamed moods, particularly with her

pet dog at the Mexican noiche. Otto,

the hero of the first part of the tale (of

whon) hereafter) overhears her discours-

ing thus outside his window, the first

morning after his arrival from Europe :

' Come along, my ov/n precious Camel !

Why are you behaving in such a ridicu-

lous manner, my priceless Porcupine ?

Oh, I see you have a cactus leaf sticking

to yo\ir tail ! Give a paw, White Puppy,
and I will take it off; and the Bright

Puppy must give a paw too. Now it is

all right again, my old Camel, is it not ?

'

All that Otto can see out of the win-
dow is an insignificant white terrier, ac-

companying his mistress to the woods.
He afterwards asks to be shown the col-

lection of animals in question, and feels

it a great come down when the small

terrier alone is introduced to him, as

having been honoured by Reata with all

these extraordinary names ! She has a

penchant in this direction, as we see by

a little incident that occurs between her
and Otto. Soon after he arrives at his

aunt's house ' Reata ' begs him to allow
her to go on calling his aunt as she had
been tised to do. ' I tried leaving it off,'

she says, ' as 1 thought you might dis-

like it ; but the effect is too great and
will probably undermine my constitu-

tion. ' Otto begs her to relieve her mind
and call his aunt what she chooses. After
some little coyness she is persuaded to

tell the name, which turns out, to Otto's

great amusement, to be ' The Ancient
Giraffe' ! 'You see,' said 'Reata ' apolo-

getically, ' she is very tall and has rather

a long neck it has always struck me.'
Her relief is great at Otto not minding^
it in the least, and she remarks with
great naivete, ' it isn't so very dreadful,

is it ? I am sure you must often have
heard young ladies in Europe calling

their friends by similar names ?

'

As for Otto, he turns out to be a hand-
some incarnation of seltislmess, to such
an extent indeed that it becomes painful

to read about him. Btit we are not con-

fined to his society, and speedy retribu-

tiiui awaits his misdoings. Une more
extract we must give ; it is a racj' des-

cription of a dinner party in Poland.
The assembly is a large one, and the

guests are seated at a table, or rather

tables, ' of five or six different shapes
and heights pushed together. The tine

white damask tablecloth has to make
several stejjs up and down hill, and there

is danger of bottles and glasses slipping

down over the deceitful surface. Two
or three really vahuible china plates

have taken place among the variously

shaped, variously coloured, also some-
times variousl}' chipped crockery that

covers the board. A running accom-
paniment of butter-eating is kept up
during the whole meal, every one of

course helping him or her.self with the

knife they are eating with.' The menu
is absurdly long, and there are immense
pauses between the removes, which are

alternately national dishes, such as ox
tongue cooked in a sweet sauce of

almonds and raisins, and French jdats,

which in the hands of a Polish cook

have ' lost all their Frenchness and their

lightness.' A gentleman ' elegantly

transfers a large slice of ham from his

own plate to that of a lady two j)laces

off,' and another 'flower of the flock,'

who prides himself on speaking French,
' lightly disposes the picked bones of his

chicken in an artistic circle outside hia
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plate, to make ruoni fur :i second help-

ing.'

It must not be thought from this that

the author always keeps you among siich

niisophisticjited i>eople as these easy go-

iu'j poles. Fashionable life at Vienna
and elsewhere is also depicted, and with
the same spirit throui,diout. We can
heartily recoinniend the tale.

Thr Htnii i>f HoHfiiid, by Henky Hav-
ARD. No. 121 Fninklin Sipiarc Lib-
rary. New York : Harper llrnthcrs

;

Toronto : James Cam^jbell iV f5on.

This is a plea.«ant, gossipy acc<n'nt of

the travels of three boon companions
anionij the dykes and polders of the
Zuyder-Zee. Tliey start in a Dutch
tjdlk, ima of those roomy-cabined, round-
slerned craft we are familiar with in tlie

canal pictures of Cuyp. .As our author
is a Frenchman, we may be sure that
creattire comforts were not forgotten.

Mr. Spieers is recorded to have found
a strange, exotic jileasure in thrashin<4 a

boy in a liackjiey coach, and in like

manner, M. Havard, Van Heemskerk,
ami Haron Constant de Kebec(jue seem
to have derived excejitional delight in

exercisiu'j; their culinary and ga.stronom-
ical skill on board a boat. Certainly, to

judge from a imuii which they preserve
in these l^iges, they were no mean
adepts in the arts of the ruiainr. Love
for the good tliint;8 of this life did not,

however, prevent them from exi)erienc-
ing the higher feehngs aroused by the
sight of numerous scenes of heroic
struggles against the cruel sea and the
yet more cruel Spaniard. Here is a
strange record of the seige of Middel-
burg hy the I'rince of Orange, in ir)74.
* On this day (2lht of February) I, .\n-

dries .Mathieiisz, married my wife, aiirl

to c. lebrate our wedding we had cakes
of liDHeed and liorseH' flesh at two schil-

lings a pound.'

The country greeting, if you jiass by
unticcoiupanied, is of course '(Joeden
«lag, l»ut if you have friends with you,
the salutatinii \n varied to ' I)r»g drie' or
' dag vier,' (.<. g-p(,<l <biy to the three (i>r

four) of you. 'J'wo travellers are saluted
with ' iJag /.amen,' g"od-day together.

which greeting is f)CCJisionally ad<lreHS(il

by a roguish boy to a traveller who.se

sole com{)Hnir)n is an ass or a dog !

Many little intt-resling pieces of des-

cription are to bo found in this book.

M. Havard is evideiitlj- well read both
in the histoi-y and the architecture of

the district, and able to impart his

knowledge pleasaiith". Here is a nice

little l>it of biography, bringing out into

the light one of the world's unpretend-
ing helpers and workers, the fat porter
at the Stad-huis of l<eru'en-op-zoom.
' He was engaged to sweep out the
rooms, dust the chairs of the worshipful
Councillors, watch over the inkbottles

and pens,— to perform in fact all the
ofhces of the little-lucrative post of

niunici|ial doorkeeper. One day his

conscientious taste for cleanliness led

him to a vast garret, where, within the
memoiy of man, no one hail ever set

foot. Ill this dark and dusty place lay,

pell-mell, a great mass of jiapers, large

and small, registers, ledgers, and day
bfioks. These were the archives of

liergen-op zoom. Our brave \>orter

opened b..oks, turned over registers, and
endeavoured to decipher the anti(]ue

writing.'

After much trouble, for he was an
uneducated m.iii, he succeeded in read-

ing and understanding them, and, struck
by their importance, * took an audacious,

extraordinary, and unheard-of stej) ; he
asked permission to put the archives in

older I' The powers that be supposed
he wanted to dust them and accorded
leave. To their intense surprise, after

months of grubbing and carpentering,

they found their bare, dusty garret

changed into a 'large room, entirely

furnished with book shelves ; in place

of a shapeless mass of dirty, waste paper,

they saw large manuscript books, chrono-
logically classified, and archives arranged
in i)erfect order.' All honour to the

reverent care of the poor porter at the

Lonir.s Ailvitncril GV"f//'»^(/(i/, for the use

<if Schools ami Colleges, loO pp., 4to.,

with Maps and Illustrations. Mon-
treal : .lohn Lovell, 1880.

In ihe matter of Canadian treatises

on (Jeiigraphical scu-ncc, we have at last

enier;,'eil, not only into the clear light (jf

day, but into the full noon-tide glare of

a ilay in the latter jiart of the nineteenth
century with all the converijing light

which a score of sciences sheds n|)on it.

In this branch of education, at all event."!
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Canadian literature can now hokl up its

head and invite criticism with confidence

as to the result. Thanks to the unwea-

ried efl'ort and the patriotic enterprise of

that veteran publisher, Mr. Lovell, of

Montreal , we have in this elegant Atlas-

quarto a text book on gei)<^raphy which,

it may be safely said, is far superior to

any work in use in the schools of Eng-
land, and is, at least, the equal of any
text-book on the subject used in the

United States. Indeed, among the lat-

ter—and we are familiiir with most
of them — we know of no b(jok which is

at the same time so full and accurate as

this, nor is there any within our cogniz-

ance which, while giving such ample de-

tail of American and JJritish American
geography, treats so fully of that of the

Old World. While justice is thus done
to countries whose political and geogra-

phical history demand the prominence
here given to them, the space devoted
to the statistical and descriptive account
of Canadian geography marks it out as a
distinctively national enterprise. Here
the teaching profession, as well as the

general public, will be likely to apply
those tests which local knowledge will

be sure to suggest in appraising the
accuracy and general merit of the work.
Having ourselves submitted it to rigid

scrutiny, and to.many and critical tests

in this, as well as in other departments
of the book, we would say that he would
be a captions critic indeed who failed

to form a high opiniem of tha value
of the book, not o!)ly as an elaborate

educational text-book, but as an impor-
tant work of reference to the general
public who may turn to its pages in

search of information on political and
industrial matters. The myriad readers
of the daily newspapers will, in these
days, appreciate what is said in regard to

this latter point. The excellent Atlas
interleaved with the book adds a farther

value to it in this respect. To Canadians
especially, the admirable maps of the
Dominion and the several Provinces will

further commend the book to those who
will use it as a scho(jl manual as well as

to those who will consult it as a gazetteer
and work of general geographical refer-

ence. The publisher, in this new product
of his press, has put the coping-stone
upon the edifice which his industry and
patriotism have built up in the minds
of his countrymen to his honour and
credit, and we have no doubt that the
work will at once take the first place in

the educational institutions of the coun-
try as a manual of geography in all res-
pects most creditable to the authorship
and to the publishing enterprise of our
young Dominion.

Thf. Masters of Genre PanituKj : being
an Introductory Handbook to the
study of Genre Painting. By Fred-
KKicK Wedmork. London : C. Kegan
Paul & Co. Toronto : Willing it Wil-
liamson, 1880.

We cannot altogether sympathize with
Mr. Wedmore in his evident desire to
elevate the position of Genre Painting.
It is natural he should be enthusiastic
over his .subject, but in his anxiety to
separate Jan 8teen, Terbnrg, Metsu and
a few favourites frtun their more vulgar
and realistic contemporaries, he w(mld
fain rank these auiong the greatest Mas-
ters of Painting.

The word genre means a great many
tilings in French, but when used with
regard to painting, it describes the anec-
dotal style, or the portraiture of the
every day home life of ordinary human
beings (.Vir. Wedmore might have ex-
plained this, by-the-by). Genre paint-

ing preaches no higli ideal, raises in us.

no lofty sentiment or kindling enthu-
siasm, and needs but little art education
or culture to be appreciated. In the
absence of all the higher and more poetic
intellectualities of the art, it appeals na-
turally to the ' people,' for vulgar minds
delight in seeing their own ways and
uianiier of living reproduced. To prove
the truth of this, you have but to fol-

low one of the " herd ' through a 2>icture

galleiy ; he passes carelessly over many
master-pieces, but is at last brought to a
stand still before a picture entitled ' The
first glass of beer,' (^r something to that
effect. His hands come out of his poc-

kets, his face lights up, he nudges his

wife. ' Now that's what I call nateral,'

or ' it's exact like our Bill,' are his appro-
priate remarks, as he grins with pleasure.

A modern writer has well said :
' the

greatest artist is not he who enters our
house to put on our clothes, to conform
to our habits, to speak to us an every
day idiom, and to give us a representa-
tion of ourselves ; the greatest artist is

he who guides us into the region of hia

own thought, into the fields of his own
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ima^^ination. and who there, while show-
ing us ideal furms and colours, makes us
fi-r a moment lielieve, by force <<f the

truth in his ticti >ns, that these regions

are those in which we have always lived,

—that these forms and colours, created

by his <,'enius, are the forms and colours

of nature herself.'

Mr. Wedmore's style is a very inter-

esting one, which makes one the more
regret that so many of his sentences are

complicated and confused. He writes

with such apparent admiration of his

subject, that his reader can hardly help

being carried along with liim in spite of

mental protestations. In following him,
we. too, get enthusiiistic over de Hooch's
sunshine flooding some quaint Dutch
room, or peepinfj in throuLrh a small case-

ment and reflected by numerous trifling

objects ; we. too, are fain t<i admire the

yellow browns* and pale golden greys of

Van der Meer, or the wonderful expres-

siveness of tiie hand when treated by
Watteau, but we cannot,— no, we really

cannot— share Mr. Wedmore's excite-

ment over a picture byChardin, consist-

ing solely of ' three tiny onions and a
gliiss of water I

'

The author lias another good quality,

now-a-days somewhat remarkable ; he is

humble and speaks in terms of respect

and reverence of the greatest critic of

our day.

Rembrandt, De Hooch, Van der Meer,
IVIaes, Watteau and Chardin receive most
of Mr. Wedmore's attention. Rem-
brandl, as he himself admits, is not pro-

perly A genre f>ainter ; btit there is no
doul>t he exercised a very extensive in-

fluence over the Dutch jiainters of the

17th centurj', and so is placed by Mr.
Wcdmore ai the head of the school.

T}ie. dfiiilf . a Man>ial for the Canadian
Militia (Infantry). Compiled by Lt.-

(,'ol. W. \). OiTKU, Commanding the

Queen's Own Riflts. Toronto : Willing

& Williamson, 1880.

The afipear.ince of this excellent little

manual on the Interior F^conomy of ji

RfU'inifnt, by thf commanding oflicer of

"The QuetiiH Own Rifles," K-ts the
reader, who may have no other and per-

sonal knowledge of tlie matter, into the
secret of the hii^h state of « fhciency of

that regiment, and accounts for the co-

hesion and esprit de corps which, what-

ever in the past have been the vicissi-

tudes of the Canadian Militia, have
always been manifest in "The Queen's
Own" of Toronto. The explanation is

at once found in the thorough training

and extensive professional kni>wledge
which Col. Otter exhibits in this new
militia manual, combined with a per-

sonal enthusiasm and devotion to the
service, which has long marked hiui out
as one of the best officers of the force to

be found in or out of the Dominion.
The Guide, which is a compact and
scientific manual of a soldier's duties, is

arranged under the following heads :

Interior economy ; duties ; discipline
;

dress ; books and correspondence
;

marches and encampment ; forms ; and
bugle calls. Under these divisions a
mass of most useful and practical in-

formation, clearly and succinctly written,

is given, which must he of the greatest

service to evtry memlier of the force.

If the Canadian Militia is to be more
than an ' army on pajier,' and to realize

the motto of the gallant regiment over
which Col. Otter jiresides

—

In Pace
Paratux—it would be well indeed that

at least every commissioned and non-
commissioned otticer of the force should
be possessed of a copy of this jidmirable

pocket instructor in the duties of the

cami>, barrack or field.

The Ages before Moses: a series of lectures

on the Book of Genesis. Ry JoHK
Mf.vRo GinsoN, D. D., Chicago. New
York : A. D. J'. Randoii.h & Co ; To-
ronto : Willing & Williamsim.

This is one of the most interesting vol-

umes that have for a long time appeared
from the ohl-fashioned orthodox school

of Christi.m apologists. It consists of

twelve lectures— j)art of a scries on the

Piiitateiuh— delivered by the author in

the S»con<l Pnsbyteriiin Church, and in

F'arwcll Hall, (Jhicago. Well-written and
sparkhng, with most apt and attractive

illustrations, it hohls one's attention

from beginning to end, while the argu-
ments cliarm the nailer by their fresh-

ness and oiijinality, and convince one
by their simple. Hound, common sense.

The book is a valuable contribution to

the theological literature of the day, and
should be read by all who are interested

in current religious (questions.
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Second TJioiujhts, by Rhopa Buoughton.
Appleton's New Handy Voluiue Series,

Kos. 55 andSG. New York : D. Apple-

ton & Co ; Toronto : Hart and Raw-
linson.

This tale is conceived in a more sub-

dued manner than is usually the case

with Miss Broughton's works, but it

does not suffer any diminution of interest

in consequence. The relationship of the

hero and heroine towards each other is

certainly not novel, bur is well worked
out. Miss Gillian Latimer commences
with hating Dr. Burnet in much the

•same way as Lucy Snowe hated M.
Emanuel in ViUetfe, jyasses through all

the proper stages <>f quarrelsome dislike,

ijccasional reconciliations and fresh out-

bursts of antagonism, to finally arrive at

tlie point of admiration and love. Their
first meeting and lier enforced journey
in his company up to L<jndon is very
well told. It is winter time and the

Doctor (they are at daggers drawn al-

readj') ventures to pull up her window
to keei) out the cold blast. Hhe would
have shut it herself if left alone, but
' since he is doing her this little service

without asking leave, a spirit of foolish

and irrational contradiction prompts her

to say, stiffly :
'' Excuse me, I prefer it

down." "Down?" he repeats, with
unconcealed incredulity. " .Are you
serious?" " ( ertainly, I am," she re-

plies shortly, nettled at the suggestion

of its being possible tl.at she should in-

dulge in pleasantry witli him and doubly
exasperated by the consciousness that

she is making a fool of herself, " I like

air." ' Of course she gets nearly frozen,
and has finally to invoke her enemy's
aid to get the provoking window shut.
We will not single out any of the pretty
numerous instances of bad English in
the book for special condemnation, but
we should like novelists to tell lis what
they mean, by giving their heroines,
when angry, a ' wreathed neck' ?

Tlie Undiscovered Connirij. By W. D.
HowKLLS, Toronto: Rose-Belford
Publishing Co., 1880.

This Canadian reprint of the latest

story by the Editor of the Atlantic
Montldii and the author of some of the
most charming books of travel which
modern artistry in letters has given us,

will doubtless find a large circle of read-
ers on this side of the line 45°. Like Mr.
Payn's recent book, ' Under One Roof,'
with which readers of this magazine are
familiar, ' The Undiscovered Country '

deals with tlie novel subject of Spiritual-

ism ; but unlike Mr. Payn's creation
there is no i iend in Mr. Howell's story
whose plottings form the incidents of

thrills and excitements so dearly loved by
English readers of fiction. Mr. Howell's
tale, however, if characteristically Ameri-
can, is none the less str(mg or lacking in

interest. The student of psychology will

be particularly engrossed in the st(iry,and

the general leader will find much to at-

tract in the hne characterizations in the
book and in those graces of style which
is the especial charm of this writer.

BRIC-A-BRAC.
ROBERT BURNS.

BY HENKY W. LONGFELLOW.

I see amid the fields of Ayr
A ploughman, who, in foulT)r fair,

Sings at his task.

So clear we know not if it is

The laverock's song we hear or his,

Nor care to ask.

For him the ])loughing of those fields

A more etliereal harvest yields

Than sheaves of grain :

Songs flush with puriile bloom the rye ;

The i)lover"s call, the curlew's cry,

bing in his brain.

Touched by his hand, the wayside weed
Becomes a flower ; the lowliest reed

Beside the sti'eam

Is clothed with beauty
;
gorse and grass

And heather, where his footsteps pass,

The brightest seem.

He sings of love, whose flame illumes

The darknes.s of lone cottage rooms

;

He feels the force.

The treacherous undertow and stress,

Of wayward passions, and no less

The keen remorae.

At moments, wrestling with his fate,

His voice is liarsh, but not with hate ;

The brush-wood hung
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Above the tavern door lets fall

Its bitter leaf, its ilrop of gall,

Up<in his tongue.

But still the burilen of his song
Is love of right, ilisdain of wrong

;

Its master-chords
Are nianhood, free<lom, brotherhood ;

Its di-cords are an interlude

Between the words.

And then to die so young and leave

l'nfinishe<l what he might achieve ;

Yet better sure

Is this than wandering up and down.
An old man in a country town,

Infirm and poor.

For now he haunts Ins native land

Ah an immortal youth : his hand
( Juides every plough :

He sits beside each ingle-nook ;

His Voice is in each rushing brook,

Each rustling btmgh.

His j)resence haunts this room to-night,

A form of mingled mist and light.

From that far coast.

Welcome beneath this riM)f of mine !

Welcome ! this va/^ant chair is thine.

Dear guest and ghost.
- HitrjHr'x M<i;/(i:ine.

Every violation of truth is not only a

sort of suiciile in tlie liar, but it is a stab

at the health of huniun society.

One of the saildest and most vexatious

trials that comes to a girl when she mar-
ries is that she lias to di-scharj^e her

mother and depend on a servant-girl.

* Yes. lie may be a good scholar, and
all that, but he can't p ibs a beer saloon.'

was what <iiie literary gentleman remark-
ed of another on the street.

' We wish,' says a Texas newspaper,
' that a few fif our citizens could be {)er-

mitted to live till they die a natural

death, so as to show the world what a

magnificent, healthy country Texas really

is.'

A certain painter was braguing of his

wonderful conunand of colour to a frieml

one «lay. His friend <liil not seem to

take it rjiiito all in. 'Why,' exclaimeil

the painter, ' d(» you know that there

are but three painters in the world, sir,

who nnder«tand colour/' 'And who
are they /

' at last asked the friend.
' Why, sir, I um f»ne, and—and—and
- and— 1 forget the names of the other
two !

'

What part of the eye is like the rain-

bow .' 'J'he iris. What part is like the
schoolboy I The impil. What part is like

the globed The ball. What part la like

the top of the chest .' The lid. Wliat

part is like the ]>iece of a whip .' The lash.

What part is like the summit of a hill ?

The brow.

A little boy, four years old, having
often been told it was wrong to ask for

anything at table, was down at dessert.

After patiently waiting for some time
without being noticed, he exclaimed,
' Mamma, please may I have an orange,
if I don't ask for it /

'
' Yes, dear,' was

the reply. But, after a considerable

interval, the little fellow, not getting his

orange, again adressed his mother with,
' Pleiise, mamma, I'm not asking for an
orange.' This time he was duly re-

warded.

Mortimer Collins, a hard-shell Bajitist

preacher, was on an Alabama River
steamer in the old days of racing. The
capiain, seeing a rival boat half a mile
ahead, began to curse, and ordered tar,

pine-kiiots, bacon, etc., to be thrown in,

to kindle the tire as hot as possible ; and,
as the steam got higher and higher, the

fatalistic jireaclier eilged his way farther

back on deck. The j<dly captain, see-

ing this, tajiped him on the shoulder and
said :

' Hallo, Hiothur H., I thought
you was one of them fellers what be-

lieve that what is to happen will hap-
pen.' '.So I do,' said the preacher;
' but I'd like to be as near the st rn as

possible when it does happen I'

A lantern-jawed young man stopped
at the post-oHice last Saturdaj', and yell-

ed out :
' Anything for the Wattses ?'

(Jeorge, our polite postmaster, rei>lied,
' No, there is not.' ' .Anything for Jane
Watts?' 'Nothing.' ' Anything for Ace
Watts r 'No. "Anything for Hill Watts T
' No, Sir.' 'Anything for 'J'oin Watts?'
'No, nothing.' ' .Anythitig for fool Joe
Watts I

' ' No, nor l)ick Watts, nor Jim
Watts, nor Sweet Watts, aior any other
Watts, dead, living, unborn, native,
foreign, civilized or uncivilized, savage or
barbarous, male or female, white or bl.ick,

friincliised or disfrauchiscd, naturalized
or oihurvvise. No, there is positively
nothing for any of the Wattses, either
individually, severally, jointly, now and
forever, one and inseparable.' The boy
looked at the pontmaster in astonishment
and said, ' Please look if there is any-
thing for John 'J'lioinas ^^ atts.*
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ANNAPOLIS ROYAL AND THE EXPATRIATION OF THE
ACADIANS.

BY ARTHUR HARVEY, TORONTO.

JUST as, in this epoch, many succes-

sive discoveries in the domain of

physical science have bhized out upon
the world, so, three centuries ago, dis-

coveries in geographical space, rapid

<*'a wonderful, were astonishing the

nations of Eui^ope. The achievements

of Columbus, Vasco de Gama, Sebas-

tian Cabot, which ' doubled for them
the works of creation,' * set them a-

building fleets and manning them by
public and private enterprise. Lust
for power and territorial expansion

and a fierce greed for gold seized all

maritime states, who eagerly strove

to discover, and, when discovered, to

possess and keep, new lands in every

quarter of the globe. In this spirit

the Spaniards and Portuguese made
the Southern Atlantic and the Pacific

Oceans their great cruising grounds,

while the colder climates of the North-
Western Atlantic were left for the

English, the French, the Dutch. The
important year for us here is 1604,
for then it was that De Monts sailed

* Humboldt's Cosmos.

from Havre de Grace to take posses-

sion of his Government in Canada. Of
his four vessels, one sailed for Tadous-
sac, one for Cape Breton, and two
went a-cruising with himself. With
him was Champlain; with him were
De Poutrincourt and many priests,

gentlemen and ministers ; also one
hundred and twenty farmers, artizans

and soldiers.

The Bay of Fundy, then called La
Bale Francaise, is a funnel through
which all winds blow with unusual
violence ; and the prevailing currents

from the west and south, warm airs

from the Gulf Stream and the Mid-
dle States, coming there in contact

with cooler strata, dense fogs are the

rule—bright, sunny weather the excep-

tion. Its currents are fierce and
therefore dangerous ; its shores rocky

and usually precipitous, and no more
uninviting spot can well be found in

what we call temperate latitudes.

Even now there is no greater source of

anxiety to the inexperienced traveller

than its seemingly perilous navigation,

for fog trumpets are oftener useful
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than lights in making port, and the

swirl of the tides, wliich rise at some
points over fifty feet, seems fraught

with peril, as vessels, borne upon the

crest of the bore, appear about to

be dashed nj)on the land. Scylla and
Chaiybdis are as nothing to the dan-

gere which beset its channels, and we
may indeed think of Horace's rohur

ft as triplex as being about his breast,

who first dared its navigation.

It is not hard to figure to ourselves

the early French explorers, coasting

along the iron-bound shore which ex-

tends from Cape Sable to Cape Blo-

midon, where the clifls are high, the

sea wall being the northerly edge of a

range of lofty hills, a hundred miles

in length and three or four miles across.

Anxiously they must have been peer-

ing through the mist to search for a

river mouth, for a safe anchorage, for

a fertilevalley, whilenothingbut water-

worn precipices, covered at their base

with abundant seaweed, and on their

crest with forests of stunted .spruce,

could have met their view. They per-

haps thought that King Henrys
minister, the great Sully, was- truly

in the riglit when he opposed the ex-

tension of French enterprize so fai-

northwards, and preferretl the mines
and other natural wealth of the fSouth

as promising to the nation better

returns. They had tried the Atlantic

coast, looked in at Port Ro.ssignol (now
Liverpool), and left it hastily ; they

stayed on shore at Port !Mouton for a

month, and in vain sent out their boats

to fin<l a fit locility. They had tried

St. Mary's Bay, on the Bay of Fundy
side, but two or three weeks there

disgusted them, so what mingled joy

and astonishment must have possessed

them when they came to a narrow
strait, i^'l'i paces wide according to

Champlain, and passed through what
is now ]>>igby Gut, intoa sjjacious har-

lK)ur, from which they could perceive

a lovely valley with rich meadow
lands, anfl with well-timbered slopes

«'Xt<.'nding eastwanl further than
the eye could reach ! We can see

them floated up the harbour by the

tide, landing where the river joins the

sea. Port Koyal they fitly called the

])lace, joyfull}- accepting the name
Champlain jiroposed, and the river

they named the Dauphin, the title of

their monarch's eldest .son.

Byron says that on this changeable

globe the two things most unchange-
able are the mountain and the sea, and
this will come home to most visitors to

the spot, as it has come home to the wri-

ter, who pass out of the Bay of Fundy,
after anxiously listening to the dole-

ful sound of the steam-whistle at the

entrance to this narrow Digby gut,

damp and disgusted with the fog

banks, shivering with cold, the frame
if invigorated certainly irritated by
the bleak winds, wondering if it is safe

to approach the shore witliout seeing

it. They will be swiftly swept into the

basin, and find that they have left

the mists behind, with a sharp line

of demarcation l>etween them and a

cloudless sky. The temperature has

ri.sen ten degrees in as many minutes.

Instead of the dreadful roar of break-

ers against what are rightly inferred to

l)e massive, pitiless rocks, they will see

the ripple of placid water upon a 'leb-

bly beach ; instead of the black spruce,

(dwarfed Ijy the absolute want of soil)

which is the usual vegetation of the

coast, they will find fertile meadows
aljout the shores ; and as these slope

gently upwards to the hills, they will

perceive similar forest growths to those

of the fair Province of Ontario

—

beeches, maj)les, elms—and will under-

stand the feelings of l)e Poutrin-

court, who at once made uj) his mind
that, although the imperial views of

De Monts might, as they diil, lead him
to a less peninsular situation, and not-

withstanding that from its position

Port Koyal could n(!ver be the seat

of empire or the capital of a great

country, yet it was a place where he
and his might be usefully and plea-

santly emjiloyed, and could liap|)ily

spend their days. l)e Poutrincourt

was evidently not of the lordly, ambi-
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tious type, but was a genial gentleman,
\

fond of good living and with a love

for adventure. He planted corn, and

rejoiced to find an excellent increase.

Though once driven to leave, with

•others, he returned, obtaining a ces-

sion of the })lace all to his friendly

and pious self. He brought out, this

second time, a band of jolly good fel-

lows, whom Cham]jlain formed into a

SocieU de bon temps, of whom each al-

ternately undertook to provide for the

rest, and see that they wanted neither

food nor fun. There was a joyous

•company, and we hear of three quarts

of wine a-day for each. L'Escarbot was

there, unlike mo.st historians, a con-

vivial soul, with a turn for making
verses. Louis Hcbert was there,

Olaude de laTour also ; Poutrincourt's

son, young Biencourt ; and with him a

young Latour. Ah, me ! what a plea-

sant time they must have had in that

happy valley, two hundred and seventy

odd years ago ! But there were no
women with them. Had there been, our

chatty friend L'Escarbot would have

told us so, and the garrulous Jesuit,

Father Biard, would have said so, in

his Relations. Douljtless thi.s want
was complained of in their festive

hours ; doubtless, too, when sickness

and death clouded their experience,

which did happen, they pined for a

sight of the face of some Ijeloved fair

one ; longed to see mother or wife, or

sisteror sweetheart again ; and, doubt-

less, this it was which eventually sent

many of them wandering from the

Royal Port ; even De Poutrincourt

finally leaving, before Argal came on
his errands of destruction—re-entering

the Royal service and getting killed at

St. Mery, in the act of taking it for

his king.

The meadows above alluded to ai-e

singularly formed. Where the tides

rise every day above the marshes bor-

dering a river, there cannot be any-

thing but mud flats; but where, once
or twice in a year, the spring-tides

reach, thei'e will be no trees or bushes,

merely marsh grass, more or less luxu-

riant. In the Bay of Fundy, or rather

in the derivative and secondary bays,

thei'e is a difference of from five to

fifteen feet between neap and spring

tides, thus a larger space than in any
other part of the .sea-coasts of America
was there originally fringed with mea-
dow. Around Port Royal, there may
be a mile or two of such land on each

side of the river ; but this feature is

most noticeable on the southern and
western shore of the Basin of Mines,

where a natural meadow, to which the

name of Grand Pre has from the first

naturally been joined, stretches for

eighteen miles along the railway.

There are other such marsh meadows
in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick,
worth now from i?100 to 80OO j)er

acre, for by dikes and abbatues the

sea has been very perfectly kept o9',

and cultivated grasses have taken the

place of marsh plants. But let me
quote L'Escarbot, on his arrival at

Port Royal :

—

' Finally, being in the Port, it was
to us a marvellous thing to see the

fair distance and the largeness of it,

and the mountains and hills that en-

vironed it. . . . At the very be-

ginning we were desirous to see the

country up the river, where we found

meadows almost continually for over

twelve leagues ("36 miles), among
which brooks do run without number

. The woods are very thick on
the water shores.'

But, though there are other such

meadows, there is no other spot in all

Acadia so favoured by climate. It is

indeed a happy valley, and its advant-

ages, not its drawbacks, were present

to the eyes of its first settlers.

So f ir the French alone are con-

cerned with the locality of which we
speak. Another race now comes upon
the scene. The Virginia Company
having been formed in England, ob-

tained a Royal Charter from Queen
Elizabeth, and the British i)lanted their

institutions upon .-\merican soil. Their

first capital was at Jamestown; means
and men were not wanting ; the mari-
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timesupremacy of our MotherLand bad
recently been established by the defeat

of the S])anish Armada, and really the

English of those days almost awe the

modem reader by their daring ex-

ploits, their reckless bravery, their

greed for honour, their contempt for

death. We ought to read history

more, to fully know what a grand

heritage we have in the doings of our

forefathers.

In 1613, when the English had been

settled in Virginia for seven years, a

sijuadron of ten or eleven fisuing craft

came north, as was their wont, con-

voyed by an armed vessel under Cap-

tain Samuel Argal. He was informed

by the Indians that the ' Normans '

were near Monts Deserts, with a ves-

sel, and at once it was decided to at-

tack them. The battle did not last

long ; the French surrendered ; Argal

took prize some vessels found tish-

ing on the coast, where they were

thought to be intrudere, and returned

to Virginia. A^^ain ordered north-

ward to destroy all the French set-

tlements and posts in Acadie, which,

to 46' north latitude, they claimed,

he destroyed St. Sauveur and Ste.

Croix, and going to Port Royal under

Indian j)ilotage, he found it deserted,

the French iuhabitant.s having taken

to the woods. The British and Frencii

Crowns were not at war at this time,

and the Governnient of Virginia, sup-

posing they had a right from prior di.s-

covery, j»roceeded as above. Very
little is known of the doings of the

next few years ; the State Papers

ought to be searched, in the Canadian

interest; but in 1621, James I. gave

all Nova Scotia (including what is

now New Brunswick), to Sir William

Alexander, the previous rights of the

other British colonies having been re-

troceded or otherwise secured. It

»f;em8 probable tliat he took possession

of Port Koyal. But in 162.") James
I. died, an<l when his son, Charles i.,

mariifd Ht.-nriftta of France, it was
stipulated in the marriage treaty that

Acadia should be ceded. In 1627,

war between England and France
broke out, and at the peace of 1629,

confirmed in 16.32, Acadia and Cana-

da were given back to France. By
the peace of 1629, all conquests

were to be held, and no restitutions

made except as to places taken two
months after the treaty. Port Royal
was taken by Kirk in 162(S ; in 1629^
Chamjilain and Du Port capitulated to

him at Quebec; the peace of 1632
was made to .settle disputes as to resti-

tutions, and De Razilly was autho-

rized by the French king to take

possession of Port Royal, the ' Com-
pany of New France ' organizing to

hold and develop the territory.

Now the French became the assail-

ants. At Pentagoet, or Penobscot,

they pillage (1632) a trading house,

set up there by the New Plymouth
folks, in 1627, and during the civil

war between D'Aulnay and La Tour
(a most interesting episode, only ter-

minated by a marriage between the

widow of DAulnay and widower La
Tour, at Port Royal) they took a most
arrogant stand. One of D'Aulnay's
acts in this civil war was to carry some
of La Tour's settlers from La Heve to

Port Royal, and these are perhaps
justly called the founders of the

Acadian race.

This conduct naturally irritated the

New England people, and the cession

in 1632 of what had been actually

con<iuered was not relished by either

the home country or the colonists, so

in 16.54, we find (Jliver Cromwell
putting his heavy hand tlown, and, as

usual with him, with force and means
adequate to his end. At the time of

the Dutch war, (.'romwell sent a fieet

to take the Dutch colony of Manhat-
tan (N.Y.), and ordered Massachu-

setts to furnish 500 troops to aid.

Peace happening, this enterprise was
abandoned, but the captains of the

ships had orders, after taking New
York, to attack and conquer Nova
Scotia. This they did, and thoroughly.

Port Royal capitulated in August.

The forty or fifty families who had
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homes there, preferred to stay there,

thinking that the place would a<jain

revert to the French rule, for at this

period there was no war between

France and Enj^land. In 1655, a treaty

was made between the Powers, but

Acadia was not restored, the ques-

tion being one of ""boundary and re-

ferred to a commission. By the treaty

of Breda, twelve years later, restitution

was to be made as far as Acadia was
concerned, and although the Colonies

claimed that Acadia and Nova Scotia

were distinct places, still, in 1G70, by
order of Charles II., the whole coun-

try was handed over. In 1671, the

census of Port Royal gives it 66 fami-

lies, with 361 souls ; horned cattle,

580 ; sheep, 406 : arpents of land cul-

tivated 3641. In 1686, another census

gives to Port Royal 95 families - 622

persons ; and to the Bay of Mines, 57

souls.

In 1687, the instructions sent out

are that Menneval the Governor is to

reside at Port Royal, which is to be

rebuilt ; the fort to be an earthwork,

soldiers and inhabitants to be em-
ployed to build it.

As hinted above, severe fighting

often took placein America between the
French and English, while in Europe
there was peace between the two
crowns. The Indians were in a pecu-

liar position • and we must take a

short glance at their relations with the

rival nations. The original owners of

the soil, seeing themselves gradually

but surely pressed back by both

races, were driven to war, now with

one, again with the other, of the con-

tending powers, but they were gener-

ally friendly to the French. As Du-
quesne said to them in Council :

' The
English clear away the forests, they

then deprive you of your subsistence,

that is, by destroying the objects of

your chase. The French, however,

leave the woods untouched, except in

the immediate neighbourhood of their

posts.' Again, the French had a spirit

of adventure which led them to con-

sort much with the Indians. French

officers from Canada used to put on
the Indian dress and fight with them,
and even in Champlain's own history

we find that he took ])art for a whole
season in a war between two powerful
tiibf's. He passed a winter with the

Hurons, in the district now known as

the County of Simcoe, whence he and
his Indian allies descended the Trent,

crossed from Kingston to Oswego, and
attacked another nation at or near
Syracuse. Nor were the Indians of

those days such as are now seen about
our cities, or on theii Canadian reser-

vations. They were numbered by the

hundred tiiousand ; war was their pas-

sion, cruelty their delight. They were
apt scholars in the art of using the

new weapons which the Europeans in-

troduced, and to procure them and
other articles of foreign manufacture
they pursued the chase with avidity,

and would bring furs for hundreds of

miles to the established markets. The
policy of the French was to conciliate

these people, to excite them against

the British, and it was too often the

case, when some Indian outrage was
committed on the confines of a British

settlement, to find a French Canadian,

pure or half-breed, connected with the

affair. Thus the animosity between
the Atlantic colonies of Britain and
the Acadian and Canadian colonies of

France was nourished, until it reached

a point of mutual bitterness, hard for

us to fathom.

In 1690, Count Frontenac sent

three expeditions against the English

settlements. One from Montreal at-

tacked and surprised Schenectady

;

another from Three Rivers burned
Berwick on the Maine and New
Hampshire border ; a third from Que-

bec destroyed Falmouth in Casco Bay.

In all the.se expeditions the Indians

were made to play a principal part. As
reprisals for these attacks, in which
hundreds of lives and much valuable

property were destroyed. Sir William

Phips was sent to attack Port Royal,

which surrendered to his fleet; he then

assembled the inhabitants and made
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them take an oath of fidelity to Wil-

liam and Mary, the sovereigns of

England. He left at once, and the

next year the French under Yillebon

resumed possession. The power of the

Indians maybe inferred from this, that

inltJi'S, they surprised and burned An-
dover, 2") miles from Boston. In 1700,

Villebon died, and M. de Broullon suc-

ceeded him. He recommended the

building of the fort at Port Royal in

masonry, and rei)orted the militia of

the place as six companies, or 328 men.

He offered, with a few ships and 800
men from ( "anada to take Boston. He
repidsed an expedition under Church,

and was succeeded by Subercase. A
serious attempt to ca])ture it was made
in 1707, the expedition retiring with

serious loss, the saving of the place

l>eing attributed to the timely arrival

of some Canadians. Two years after-

wards (1710), General Nicholson came
up with .*}6 vessels, a regiment of ma-
rines, and four regiments commis-
sioned by Queen Anne, and on the

3rd of October, summoned Governor
Subercase to surrender. The latter had
about 300 men ; the British 3,400, be-

sides the sea forces. The latter landed

on the Sth, and began a violent at-

tack, when Subercase capitulated. The
garrii-on, and such of the inhabitants

as chose to go were .shipped to France
and the place was christened Annapolis
Royal, in honour of the Queen.

This conquest was destined to be

permanent, but the French did not

recognise it as sucL, and the Marquis
de Vaudreuil, the very next year,

commissioned the J'aron de St. Cartin

jis his lieutenant in Acadia, and sent

instructions to maintain the subjects

of the French crown who remained in

the country in due obe<liencf'. In

1711 the inhabitants and Indians

engaged in open war, invested the

place, and reduced it to some ex-

tremity. The fighting in other parts

of the continent, however, prevented

the French from succouring it, and

by the Treaty of Ttrecht (in 1713),

Acadia ''and Newfoundland) were

[

ceded to the Queen forever ; Cape
Breton was, however, toremain French,,

and Louisbourg was selected as its

capital.

In the capitulation of Port Royal
the following were the conditions as-

to the French settlers :

—

' That the inhabitants within

cannonshot of Port Royal shall re-

main upon their estates, with their

corn, cattle and furniture, during two
years, in case they are not desirous

to go Ijefore, they taking the oaths of

allegiance and fidelity to Her Sacred

Majesty of (Mreat Bi-itain.'

Thus, clearly, those who did not take

the oath had no right to remain at all,

and this privilege for the ])eople in the

JxndwK- terminated in October, 1712.

Their union with the Indians in 1711

and their blockade of the fort had
been treason, which destroys all claims

at law. In 1713, however, the

Queen made a new offer, writing to

Nicholson :
' Trn.sty and well be-

loved, we greet you well. Whereas-

our good brother the most Christian

King hath, at our desire, released from

imprisonment on board his galleys

such of his subjects as were detained

there on account of their professing

the Protestant religion. We, being

willing to show by some mark of our

favour towards his subjects how kind

we take his compliance therein, have
therefore thought fit hereby to signify

our will and pleasure to you that yon

;

permit such of them as have any

!
lands or tenements in the j)laces under

your government in Acadie and New-
foundland that have been or are to be-

yielded to us by virtue of the late

iVeiity of Peace, and are willing ta

continue Our subjects, to retain and

enjoy their said lands and tenements

without any molestations, as fully

and freely as other our subjects do,^

or may possess their lands or estates,,

or to sell the same if they shall rather

' choose to remove elsewhere.'

Naturally, they were to swear un-

con<litional allegiance, but the idea of

neutrality wasmost sedulously brought
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forward by the agents of the French

interests, the principal of whom were

the priests, who were in receipt of pen-

sions from Quebec. The French dis-

couraged any English from settling

among them, and continued on every

occasion to stir up Indian animosities

against their conquerors. The In-

dians received presents of arms and
ammunition from the French Gover-

nor of Canada, and so noticeable was
the adverse influence that in 1718 the

Lieutenant-Governor of Annapolis

wrote to the Marquis de Vaudreuil,

asking him to send a missive ' to

show the inhabitants that those that

have a mind to become subjects to

the King of Great Britain have
free liberty according to the articles

of Peace, signed at Utrecht, ' * "^

and that all those who shall not

become subjects to His Majesty
King George, you will please to

give them orders to retire to

Canada, Isle Royale, or to any other

part of his ^Most Christian Majesty's

dominions. I must also desire your
Excellency will please to communicate
to them and the savages the firm alli-

ance between the two Crowns, that

ill-designing men may not continue to

represent to the savages in your in-

terest that the English and French
are still enemies. Also if his Lord-
ship of Canada and Quebec would
please to give orders to all mission-

aries that are among the French in-

habitants in this country not to act

anything contrary to King George's

interest in these his dominions,'

The reply was evasive on all points.

Lieutenant-Governor Mascarene, in

1748, writes to Governor Shirley :

—

'In 1714 Mr. Nicholson * * pro-

posed to the French inhabitants the

terms agreed on for them at the
Treaty of L^trecht, which were to

keep their possessions and enjoy the
free exercise of their religion * * *

on their becoming subjects of the
Crown, or to dispose of them, if they
chose to withdraw, within the space

of a twelvemonth. They, to a man,

chose the last, having great promises

made to them by two officei's, sent

here for that purpose from Cape
Breton. •' * * But these not
sending vessels to fetch away the in-

habitants, they remained, and, though
often required to take the oath of

fidelity, they constantly refused it.'

In 1720 Col. Phillips, Governor,
writes about two French priests as-

suming to be governors : 'The French,
who are in numbers above 400 fami-

lies, pay obedience to them as such, as

they say they acknowledge no other,

and will neither swear allegiance nor
leave th-^ country whenever required.'

Agtiin, ' There will ever remain a
great obstruction to our happiness

whilst the pi-iests and Jesuits are

among us, for it is not to be imagined
with what applications they encourage
the French and Indians against sub-

mitting to His Majesty's government,
and even their sermons are constant

invectives against the English nation,

to render it odious to the natives.'

He says further, ' In time of peace

they may remain quiet, but in case of

war they will be enemies in our
bosom.

'

The Lords of Trade reply, ' We are

of opinion (as the French inhabitants

seem likely never to become good sub-

jects while the French governors and
their priests retain so great an influ-

ence over them) they ought to be
removed as soon as the forces we have
prepared to be sent to you shall ar-

rive in Nova Scotia for the protection

and settlement of your Province.'

In 1722 a dangerous Indian war
liroke out, and the Indians actually

besieged Annapolis. It lasted until

1725. In that year Armstrong, Gov-
ernor, says :

' 800 Indians intend to

attack him in the winter, by the un-

derhand orders of the French Govei--

nors of Quebec, Troy River, INIount

Royal and Cape Breton.' Again he

asks the Duke of Newcastle, Colonial

Secretary, for 'authority to oblige the

French inhabitants to take the oath or

quit the Province, for we never shall
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be safe or secure as long as they are

permitted to be snakes in our boaoms
that would cut our throats on all oc-

casions.'

In 1726 Armstrong induced the An-
napolis people to take the oath and
wrote on the margin of the document,

in accordance with their request, that

they would not be re(juired to carry

arms. This was, of course, an unau-

thorized proceeding, but it is the only

colour that can be found for subse-

quent pretensions.

In 1730, Governor Phillips (reap-

j)ointed) induced the whole body of

Acadians on the Annapolis river to

take what seemed to them a simple

and unconditional oath. However the

term.s of it were objected to by the

Lords of Trade, and a fresh oath came
into vogue in 1G8S under which the

word 'heirs' being left out, a fresh

oath had to be taken for every reign.

Armstrong followed asGovernor. In

1731 he writes that 'the French in-

habitants are a litigious sort of people

and so ill-natured to one another as

daily to encroach upon their neigh-

bours' ]»roperties, which occasions con-

tinual complaints—yet they all unani-

mously agree in op|)Osing any order of

government' He ordered a house to

Ije built on the Basin of Minces, where
he said :

' I design to fix a company
for the better government of these

more remote parts of the Bay of Fun-
dy, and, as I hope, to perfect it, not-

withstanding all the oppositions I meet
from the rebellious spirits in those

parts incited to opjrose it by Governor
St Avril. " * The Indians are

also employed in the affair, and use

for an argument, that although the

English con(|uered Annaj)oli8, they

never did Mines and these other parts

of the Province.'

In 1731, apprehensions of war aris-

ing.a report was made on N'ova Scotia.

It said, ' the French only esteem the

oath of allegiance they have taken

to bind them to b«'Corae neutral,

and they believe it will not even hin-

der them from joining the enemy when

attempts from Cape Breton and Ca-

nada shall be made, in conjunction

with the Indians, to conquer the Pro-

vince.'

(jovernor Phillips (who was in Eng-
land) was consulted by the Lords of

Trade. Said he, ' jis to the present in-

habitants they are rather a pest and
encumbrance than of advantage to the

country, being a proud, lazy, obstinate

and untractable people, unskilful in

the methods of agriculture, nor will

be led into a better way of thinking,

and (what is still worse), greatly dis-

affected to the government. They
raise, 'tis true, both corn and cattle on
marsh lands that want no clearing,

but have not, in almo.st a century,

cleared the quantity of 300 acres of

wood land.'

The French, too, had their reports

made. 1 n 1 735 the Du VivierMenioire

upon Acadia reads. ' The .inhabitants

who remain there' (after the treaty of

Utrecht) * are now very numerous.

They liave preserved the hope of re-

turning to their allegiance to the

King. We may be tissured of the af-

fection of the savages of the country.

The missionaries are incessant in keep-

ing them in the disposition they feel

for France. * * * One may reckon

on the zeal of the inhabitants and of

the greater part of the savages.'

In 1741 war was actually declared.

Du Vivier,at Louisbourg, having early

information, swooped upon Canso, car-

ried the 70 or 80 soldiers and the few

Jiritish inhabitants j)risoners to Louis-

bourg. They were allowed to remain

there for a year and were then sent to

Boston. Stealing upon Annapolis came
)00 Indians headeil by M. le Loutre,

their.Jesuit missionary, but were kept

at bay. Then, coining from Louisbourg

througli Mines, down rushed the French

force under Du Viviei', Imt (Jovernor

Ma.scarene had the good fortune toes-

cape capture, the Frcjnch returning,

owing to the non arrival of their sup-

plies, by sea. In 1710 the New Eng-
land j)eople fitted out an army of 4,000

and with the assistance of a naval
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force captured Louisboui-g. By the

terms of the capituktion, the inhabit-

ants were allowed to remain in their

houses until they could be transported

to France, and in all, 600 soldiei's,

1,300 militia, 560 sailors and 2,000

inhabitants were transported to France.

The captors kept the French flag flying

for a time to decoy French vessels in,

and £600,000 worth of prizes were
taken at the mouth of the harbour.

Meantime Mascarene, at Annapolis,

continued to be annoyed by the trea-

sonable carrying of inforniation as to

his strength and movements to the

French authorities of Quebec by the

inhabitants around him, and the active

aid given by them to JMarin, a French
officer, who, with 300 men, came down
from Quebec to Mines; tlience sailed to

Louisbourg, where he arrived too late

to prevent the capitulation.

The French btiicial report of 174.')

to the Count de Maurepas states :—
* As regards the disj)osition of the

inhabitants towards us; all, witli the

exception of a very small portion, are

desirous of returning under the French
dominion. Sieur Marin, and the

officers of his detachment, as well as

the missionaries, have assured us of

this ; they will not hesitate to take

up arms as soon as they see themselves

at liberty to do so. . . The reduc-

tion of Louisbourg has meanwhile dis-

concerted them. M. Marin has re-

ported to us that the day he left Port
Royal all the inhabitants were over-

powered with grief. This arose only

from their apprehension of remaining

at the disposition of the enemy—of

losing their property and of being de-

])rived of their missionaries. . . ,

The Acadians have not extended their

])lantations since they have come un-

der English dominion, their houses are

wretched wooden boxes, without con-

veniences and without ornaments, and
scarcely containing the most necessary

furniture.'

Enormous preparations were now
made by tde French Government. In
1746 the Due D'Anville sailed from

La Rochelle with 11 ships of the line,

20 frigates and 34 transports, I'c, with

instructions to recapture and disman-

tle Louisbourg, take Annapolis and
leave a garrison in it ; thence he was to

go to Boston and burn it, afterwards

to harry the coast, and finally to visit

the English sugar islands in the West
Indies. An exact history of the move-
ments of this armada would be very

interesting ; sutiice it to say here that

through storms and other disasters no
part of its designs was achieved, and
scarcely a ship returned to Europe.

We now come to an incident of war-

fare or the Grand Pre, at Mines. A
Colonel Noble was stationed there to

overawe the French settlers and pre-

vent their sendim,' aid to the French

troops at the head of the Bay of Fundy.

He had about 470 men with him. They
intended to fortify themselves in the

spring, and anticipated no attack dur-

ing the winter. M. De Ramsay how-

ever, in command at Beausejour (Cum-
berland), at once sent out Coulon de

Villiers with 240 Canadians and 60

Indians. They prepared wicker work
sleighs and snow shoes for the whole.

Twenty-five Acadians joined them and

of their own accord took up arms. Af-

ter sleeping at Windsor one night and

at the Gaspereau part of the next, and

obtainingguides to point outtheliouses

occupied by the English, the attack be-

gan at 2 a.m. in a furious snow storm.

The English were surjjrised in their

beds ; Col. Noble was killed, fighting

in his shirt, and with him fell many
others. The English, who were in the

houses not attacked, collected together,

some 350, and made a sortie, but with-

out snow shoes, with snow about four

feet deep, and with only a few rounds

of ammunition left, could do little
;

they therefore capitulated, agreeing

not to carry arms in that vicinity for

six months.

Nevertheless De Ramsay was or-

dered to withdraw from Cumberland,

another great French fleet having been

totally destroyed, which was command-
ed by La Jonijuiere and was met by
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Admirals Anson and AVarren—with

the usual result.

In 17 18 came peace an<l the Treaty

of Aix la C'liMpelle. liy which Cape Bre-

ton was rostort'd to France.

If we now for a few moments cease

the examination of nurely local mat-
ters, however gieat their interest, we
shall l)eal>le to discern what the French
Government were really aiming at in

America. It was nothing less than
the Empire of the Continent ! Not
all at once did the idea dawn upon the

nation, still less did the En^lisli colon-

ies at tirst coni])rchend its significance;

but we who have Ix^come habituated

to the commerce which passes over the

railroads and fills the vessels of inhabit-

ed America, can more easily grasp the

magnificent plan. "While the British,

true to their instincts, were settling

l>y the sea and consolidating by agri-

culture the estal)lishment8 they had
formed, the French had been exploring

and getting to understand the signifi-

cance of the wondeiful system of the

American interior water ways. Hen-
nepin, La Salle, Manpiette, and a host

of other travellers' names are or should
be househohl words to us. And where
the Jesuit carried theCrossor the mer-
• hant his wares, there soon the I*'leuis

de Lis were graven on stone battle-

ments, or given to the breeze from the

tlag stall' of an earth work.

Looking at the sites of most of the

old French forts, we see that they were
all intended to be links of a long iire-

gular chain guarding the boundaries of

that New France whieh it was a dream
«>f Le (ir;ind Monarque to see extend-

ing from Queliec to New Orleans, not

merely as a nominal [)ossession, but an
actual <loniinion,garn8oned throughout
by soldiers and militia of the French
race, inhabited liy none but the votar-

i=i8 of the Church of which he was the

eldest son, tributary in commerce to

none but his subjettK, and in taxation

to the French exclmpier alone. The
great dithculty was to establish a na-

tural boundary, and here the bold con-

ception came to be entertained, to seize

a 'scientific frontier ' and make the Al-

leghanies the dividing line between the
French and F^nglish races. Had this

been succes-sfidiy acconiidished, that

frontier acquired and held, what a dif-

ferent Anierica we rIiouKI behold to-

day ! Yet it was very nearly achieved.

(Quebec was the central point and main
military ai*senal of the Empire, Louis-

bourg was to be the naval depot,

where fleets could be safely harbouretl

tooverawe and dominate the commerce
of the British settlements. Montreal,
itself a fine position, was guarded by
Crown Point, unlawfully erected in

I7.'>1. Fort Frontenac commanded
the foot, and F'-rt Niagara, seized in

1 720, dominated the head, of Lake On-
tario; Fort Rouillc (where Parkdale
now is) was a sort of dependency of

the two lattt'r. 1 )etroit commanded the

western lakes; at Clevel-md there was
a fort. The name of St. Louis betokens

its French origin ; and one of the most
important, Fort Du(|uesne, was where
Pittsimrg now stancls. at the junction

of the Alleghany and the Monenga-
hela, commanding the Ohio Valley.

By the Peace of Aix I^a Chapelle

(1748), Cape Breton, which had been

taken by a gallant combined effort of

the colonies, was surrendered to

France, and hostages were delivered to

ensure its surrender. Acadia was to

belongto Creat Britain. Now Acadia,

as the British understood it, Mas not

delivereil, La Corne and othei-s hold-

ing the New Brunswick positions, anil

the fact of Britain giving hostages

galled the pride of all who spoke the

English tongue. We cannot now well

understand the fierce hatred which

animate<l the two nations; intense in

Eur()j»ean<l on the seas, intenser in the

American Colonies, but we shall pre-

sently have a pic'ure of ferocity to

draw which, not altogether unu.iual in

kind, will almost justify that hatred.

Border warfare is moreover always
worse than any other.

The Ohio country appears first to

have attracted the notic«! of the French
leaders in 1750, when by commission
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of the Marquis de la Jonquiere, a

l>oily of troops umler Joncaire visited

it, seizing the property and persons

of such traders as they found there,

confiscating the former, while the

latter were sent prisoners to France.

In 1753, Major George Washington
(afterwards a successful rebel and
the first President of the United

States) was sent by the Government
of Virginia to reconnoitre the ad-

vances of the French on the Ohio. At
their fort on French Creek, there

were fifty canoes of bark and one

hundred and seventy of pine, drawn
upon the bank; there were prepara-

tions making for a permanent lodge-

ment
j
and the control of the Ohio

trade, valued at £40,000 a year. Re-

turning, he reported this, and Colonel

Frey was instructed to proceed with all

haste to the confluence of the Alle-

ghany and the Monongahela, and to

capture, kill and destroy all persons

who should endeavour to impede
liis ojjerations. Frey dying, George
Washington succeeded him. Virginia

raised £10,000 for the ex2:)edition, 400
men, 10 cannon, SO barrels of powder.

Ward, an ensign, who had been sent

in advance, put up a fort there, from
which the French, under Contrecd'ur,

ejected him, strengthened it, named it

Duquesne, and occupied it with HOO
or 1,000 men. As Washington was ad-

vancing from Fort Necessity, he met
a party of thirty-five French, under
Jumonville, who had a written paper
in his hand, warning the British oti'.

Washington—either from fear or in-

experience—opened fire ; Jumonville
and many others were killed. Contre-

C(eur, angered at this, at once sent De
Villier to attack Fort Necessity,where
Washington capitulated. This affair

seems the most discreditable of any in-

cident in Washington's life. True, he
was but twenty- two years of age, and
we may perliaps forgive the trepida-

tion which led to the murder of Ju-
monville. De Villier forgave, mag-
nanimously, but lie made Washington
admit the facts, for the cai)itulation

runs as follows—signed of course by
Washington and De Villier both, the

OJie as granting, the other as accepting,

the situation :
' As our intentions

have never been to trouble the peace

and harmony which reign between the
two princes in amity, but only to re-

venge the assassination which has been
done upon our officers, bearers of a.

citation, as also on their escort, die.,,

we are willing to grant favour to all

the English who are in the said fort

upon the following conditions:' kc. , (tc^

This De Villier was the same who had
attacked and killed Colonel Noble and
others %t Grand Pre. as above related,

and we may learn from this among many
instances what advantages the French
had, possessing the interior lines of

communication, and able to place their

best troops and ablest men just where
at particular times they were most
needed. This accounts in part for the

fact that while in all Canada there

were but 80,000 people at this time,

the Engli.sh in America numbering a

million, the latter were kept in a con-

stant state of harassment and alarm
Washington's letter to his brother

about the first skirmish, which he calls

' a battle,' now exposed him to a great

deal of ridicule. In the letter he said

' I fortunately escaped without any
wound. ... I heard the bullets whis-

tle, and believe me there is something

!
charming in the sound.' Walpole
(Memoirs) says of this, alluding to an
article of the capitulation by which

no further military work was to be

done by the captured party for a year.

' The Fi-ench have tied up the hands of

an excellent fanfaron, a Major Wash-
ington, whom they took and engaged

not to serve for a year.' On hearing

the story about the charming sound of

l)ullets the king ((leorge II.) re-

marked :
' He would not say so if he

had been u.sed to hear many.' Loid'

Orford writes of him :
' This brave

braggart learned to blush for his rho-

domontade.'

Of course, the ' amity between the

, princes ' could not last long under sucbi
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circumstances. The English Ministry
•were instructing their American Gov-
nors 'to thrust out every intruder upon
their back hinds,' while the French
were preparing to hold, up to the Al-
leghanies, every river, valley, and
mountain pass. So a powerful French
fleet was prepared— 22 men of war,

six famous regiments, comprising

3,000 men, and with trifling excep-

tions, got safely to Quebec, where the

<Janadian Government had raised-"),000
militia, GOO Indians, and 400 regulars.

The P.ritish sentoutGeneral Biaddock,
and the furces were to be two regiments

of foot, trained on Eurojtean battle-

fields ; two regiments to be raised in

America; the King's independent com-
l>anies were to be joined to the force,

which altogether was to be composed
of 12,000 to 15,000 men. With this

force a simultaneous movement was to

be made by Braddock against Duquesne,
by Shirley against Niagara, and by a
third against Crown Point, while Col-

onel Lawrence, who commanded in

Nova Scotia, was instructed to captui'e

Beausejour. £10,000 were sent to

Virginia, which was authorised to

draw for as much more ; Pennsylvania
was furni-shed with cannon and mili-

tary stores. Nor was a fleet wanting,
equal to the rest of the preparations.

In 17'>"» the mask was thrown off by
both powers, and tlie dogs of war were
let slip.

Space fails to follow (Jeneral Erad-
dock in detiil. An impeiious, impet-

uous Irishman, a strict <lisciplinarian,

a man of tho highest courage, he would
probably have made his mark had
his command been in Europe. En-
tick shall describe him to us :

—'This

gentleman, placing all his reliance

upon the single point of courage and
discipline, behaved in that haught)-

and reserved way that he soon ilis-

gu-it<^'d the peojile over whom he was
t^> comnumd. His soldiers could not

relish his severity in matters of disci-

j)line, and, not considering the nature

of an American battle, he shewed such

C50ntempt towards the Provincial forces.

because they could not go through
their e.xercise with the same dexterity

and ability as the regiment of Guards
in Hyde Park, that he drew upon him-

self their general resentment.' The
writer finds in his notes the follow-

ing passage, whose author, he can-

cannot at this moment trace— * When
the minds pf men were exasperate

with the thrill of national dishonour,

for tlie first and last time does Biad-

dock's name iipi)ear, staining with its

shameful character the pages of his-

tfiry. ' Such has been the general ver-

dict. Braddock died, beaten ; his

family connections were not the most
highly placed, and people spit upon
him. Washington, whose mortal mould
we have discerned above, had the op-

portunity of retrieving his dislumour
;

circumstances favoured him, and he is

now a hero, nay a demi god, the

Father of his C!ountry. Let us at

least consider in Braddock 's case that,

with the exception of Virginia, the

Colonial Governments would provide

no money and few men; that he could

get no transportation ; that the whole

endeavour of the American people

seemed to be to make money out of

the expedition, so that Washington
(whom he took as his (liilf-dc-ramp)

had to say :
' They are a pe()])le who

ought to be chastised for their insensi-

bility to danger and disregard of their

sovereign's expectations.' In fancy

the battle scene can l)e readily conjured

up as clearly as if Braddock and Wash-
ington were here in t'u; fie.sh. After

great delay, Braddock approaches

through the foiest Fort Ducpiesne.

About ten miles from this point he is

to ford the Monongahcia river. Know-
ing that Indian spies are all about him,

lie judiciously. <lisplays his strength,

and all the ])ag('antry of old fashioned

l^uropean war is seen in the licai't of

the American backwoods. With l>ands

playing, with their scailet uniforms

Idazing their l»riglitest in that July

sun, the colours of the regi incuts gaily

flying^ with gleaming musket barrels

and a fine display of artillery, their
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towering bear skin caps seemingly

making giants of the men, whose step

is as ponderous and measured as on

parade, the army crosses the stream,

expecting that night to reach the goal,

towards which, after gnawing delays,

they have plodded for so many hot

and weary marches. On the other

side, the French commander doubts

whether to evacuate the fort or not,

but De Beaujeu, the captain in com-

mand, popular with Indians and
men, Indian himself as to attire,

begs hard to be allowed at least

to make an effort at resistance. He
has reconnoitred the whole country,

and thinks there may be chances.

Leave is reluctantly granted, and,

tilling the hearts of his savage allies

and of his militia with his own love of

daring and confidence they leave the

fort Almost too late for them.

Braddock has gained the top of the

river bank ; he has but seven miles

now to go ; he seems to have a nearly

level country before him, though
densely wooded, but a couple of gul-

lies, one on either side, he has failed

to reconnoitre, he does not, perhaps

he could not, know of their existence.

In one of these the French forces,

which have just had time to reach it,

lie cachees. It flanks for several hun-

dred yards the line of march. Sud-

denly rings out a volley. With the

first shot, otFgo the Pennsylvanian car-

ters, saving their precious skins, as

they did at Bull Run the other day,

but rendering orderly retreat and
thereafter rallying impossible. The
British, of course, return the fire, but

except that De Beaujeu is seen to

spring forward, killed, it is well-

nigh ineffectual. Again, with a drop-

ping fire, the British i-anks are

thinned. The grenadiers see no enemy,
they gaze up into the trees to fir.d

him ; from the ground, from every

bush, the deadly missiles come. True
to their discipline, some of them rally,

they huddle themselves together
;

Washington begs of Braddock to let

the Provincials do some tree fighting

on their own account ; some attempt
it ; but Braddock, raging with anger at

what he thinks is mean skulking for

shelter, is seen striking the men with
his sword and ordering them to form
line for an advance. Himself shot
through the lungs, he refuses to order
a retreat. Stunned, mentally, by the
unexpected reverse, so fatal to his

own pride, his prospects, and his army,
he still urges the clearing of the ravine

by artillery. We see the horses killed

;

the men able to stand back to back
and die with resignation, but not to

take an initiative. Finally Colonel

Dunbar orders a retreat, and one-third

of the host alone reach the protecting

shores of the Monongahela. We can
see the scene ; but let us refuse to cast

dirt at Braddock, Let us pity him
rather, as a football of fortune.

The other side is eloquently given
for us by Edwards in his history of

the campaign :

—

' An hour before sunset the French
and Indians retui-ning to the fort

halted within a mile's distance, and
announced their success by a joyful

uproar, discharging all their pieces,

and giving the scalp halloo. Instantly

the great guns I'esponded, and the

hills around re-echoed to their roar.

Pushing hastily on, the majority of

the savages soon apjieared, blood-

stained and laden with scalps, and
uncouthly arrayed in the spoil of the

army. Tall grenadiers' caps sui'-

mounted their painted faces, and the

regimental colours trailed disgracefully

at their heels. With less disordered

pace the French succeeded, escorting

a long train of pack horses borne

down with plunder. Last of all, and
while the parting light of day lingered

on the beautiful bosom of the Ohio,

appeared a small party who had
dallied behind to make the needful

preparations for the crowning scene

of horror. Before them, stripped

perfectly naked, their faces blackened

and their hands bound behind their

backs, with reluctant steps, were
driven twelve British regulars, on
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•whom Gods sun had shone for the .

hist time. Delirious with excitement,

their V>arbarous conquerors could

hardly wait for the tardy night to

consummate their unhallowed joy.

A st-ake was at once sunk on the op-

jx)site l)ank of the Alleghany, whither

the crew repaired, the prisoners lost

in dumb sorrow at the surprising fate

which they now began to comprehend.

Here, one by one, they were given

to the most cruel and lingering of

deaths. Bound to the post under the

eyes of their remaining comrades and
of the French garri.son wlio crowded
the ramparts to behold the scene, ,

they were slowly roasted alive. Coals

from an adjacent fire were first applied

to various parts of the victim's jier-

«on. Sharp splintei-s of light, dry '

J
line wood were thrust into the flesh

and ignited, to consume and crackle

Vieneath the skin, causing the most
exquisite tortures. His trunk was
seaifd with red-hot gun-barrels ; blaz-

ing lirands were thrust into his mouth
and nostrils; boiling whiskey was
poured in flames down his throat,

and deep gashes made in his body to

receive burning coals. His eye-balls

were gradually consumed by the

thrusts of pointed sticks or the appli-

cation of a lieated ramrod, and the

warrior was j)rizfd the most highly

who could furthest prolong smsibility

in his prey and extract a renewed cry

of anguish from the wretch who had

almost ceased to su O'er— his weary
soul hanging upon his trembling lips

-— willing to take its leavi;, but not

suffered to depart. The last expedient

was generally to scalp the poor crea-

ture, and on his bare palpitating

>)rain flash gunpowder, or throw a

handful of live ashes.'

Let us imagine the influence upon
men's minds of such a calamity as

this. To tin- first stunning eflt-ct fol-

lowed a clenching of the teeth, a rlcter-

mination of all lirave and patriotic

.men to spend thfir fortunes and tlifir

lives to redeem the disasU'r. Poor
Braddock, dying, gently murmured, .

' Well, who would have thought it, we
must be prejiared and beat them ano-

ther time.' And herein, at least, every

British heart beat in unison with his.

Meantime, at Beausejour, the Brit-

ish were successful. A French ])riest,

I^e Loutre, who had sjjent his life in

attending more to politics, in keeping

ali\e the disaflection of the Acadians,

was the ruling si)irit of the siege.

When they were asked to join the

French troops, the first who came for-

ward said, they were willing to bear

arms for the French, but for their se-

curity they must have positive ordei-a

to arm and defend the fort under pain

of serious punishment in case of diso-

bedience. This the commandant com-

plied with, sending orders to the effect

to all the captains of militia. After

the capture of the place. Col. Moncton
ordered the Acadians to come into the

fort. He off"ered them ])ardon on con-

dition of their taking tlie oath of alle-

giance ; they gave ujt their arms but

refused the oath.

If we now take up Murdoch's IHs-

tory of Nova Scotia as a guide, it will

soon lead us to the termination of this

long pa[)er.

At the Governor's house in Halifax

(which had been founded in 1749,

and was at once made the seat of gov-

ernment'), were read memorials from

the Acadians regarding the return of

their arms. Tlie coniinandant at Fort

Kdward, through whom tlu'V were de-

livered, said that for some tinje they

had been civil and obedient, but at the

delivery uf the memorial to him, they

had treated him with indecency and

insrtlence. The Halifax people thought

they had received information of a

French fleet being in the Bay of Fundy
—as any hope of French assistance

led them to display an insolent and
unfriendly feeling. The signers of the

mcmoi ial were asked to come as a de-

putation to JIalifax. On their doing

BO, after some preliminary conversa-

tion, tliey wcnr asked to take the oath

of allegiance, but they replied tlu^y were

not come prepared to answer on this
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point, and they wished to go home to

consult their people. This was re-

fused ; they retired to consult, and,

returning, said they were ready to take

it conditionally. Tliey were told the

conditional oath had been disapproved

of by the king, and the council could

not accept any oath but an absolute

one such as all other subjects took.

They still declined, were allowed that

night to reconsider, and in the morn-
ing refused again.

The council, after consideration,

were of opinion • that directions be

given to Captain Murray to order

tlie French inhabitants to choofic

and send to Halifax new deputies,

with the general resolutions of the said

inhabitants in regard to the oath, and
that none of them for the future be

admitted to take it, having once re-

fused to do so, but that effectual mea-
sures ought to be taken to remove all

such recusants out of the Province.'

In about three weeks the resolution of

207 Annapolis Tliver people came in:
' We here send thirty delegates, but we
enjoin upon them not to engage upon
any new oaths.' The deputies were
called in, and said they could not
take any oath, ' except what was
formerly taken, which was with
a reserve that tJiey should not be
obliged to take up arms, and if it was
the King's intention to force them to

quit their lands, they hoped they
should be allowed a convenient time
for their dej)arture.' They were told

they must either take the oath with-

out any reserve or else quit their

lands, for that alt'airs were now at such
a crisis in America that no delay could

be admitted, and if they would not
become subjects, to all intents and
purposes, they could not be suffered to

remain in the country. They replied

they were determined, one and all,

rather to (juit their lands than to take
any other oath than they had done be-

fore. A week later, memorials came
in from Pizequid (Windsor), signed by
102 inhabitants, and from Mines, by
203, both refusing peremptorily to

take the oath of allegiance to the King
of England. After mature considera-

tion, it was unanimously agreed that to

prevent, as much as possible, their at-

tempting to return and molest the
settlers that may Ije set down on their

lands, it would be most proper to send
them to be distrilmted amongst the
several colonies on the continent, and
that a sufficient number of vessels

should be hired with all possible ex-
pedition for that jjurpose.

About this date, Lieut.-Governor
Phips, of Mass., in a letter to Col.

Lawrence, commenting on the defeat
of Braddock, says :

' I must propose
to your consideration whether the
danger to which His Majesty's inter-

est is now threatened will not remove
any scruples . . . with regard to the
French neutrals, as they are termed,
and ?'ender it both just and necessary
that they should be removed.'

Lawrence, writing to Moncton, men-
tioning the resolve of removing the

French of Mines, Annapolis, tfec,

says

—

' And as to those about the Isth-

mus, most of which were in arms,
and, therefore, entitled to no favour
from the Government, it is deter-

mined to begin w'ith them first.'

The distribution was to l)e very
systematic :

From Annapolis, .SOO wore t.iu'otoPhiladelphia.

200 "
-

New York.
30(t

"
Connecticut.

200 "
Boston.

Ymni Mines, .500
" N. Carolina.

1000 "
Virginia.

.")00 " Maryland.

Lawrence further writes :—
' The inhabitants, i)retending to be

in a state of neutrality between His
Majesty and his enemies, have con-

tinually furnished the French and
Indians with intelligence, quarters,

provisions, and assistance in annoying
the Government, and while one part

have abetted the French encroach-

ments by their treachery, the other

have countenanced them by open re-

bellion, and 300 of them were actually
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found in arms, in the French Fort at

Beansejour, when it surrendered. .

As their numbers amount to

near 7000 persons, the driving them off,

with leave to so whithei-soever they

pleased, would have doubtless strength-

ened Canada with so considerable a

number of inhabitants, and as they

luive no cleared land to give them at

present, such as ai-e able to bear arms

must have been immediately employed

in annoying this and the neighbour-

ing colonies. To prevent such an in-

conveniency, it was judged a neces-

sary and the only practical measure

to divide them among the colonies

where they may W of some use, as

most of them are healthy, strong peo-

ple ; and as they cannot easily collect

themselves together again, it will be

out of their power to do mischief, and

they may become profitable and, it is

pos'siVjle, in time, faithful subjects.'

At fJrand Pre, the men were assem-

bled in the church, and were there in-

formed by General Winslow of the

K ing's intentions. He said that through

His Majesty 'sgoodness they had 'liber-

ty to carry otl" their money and house-

hold goods. . 1 shall do every-

thing in my power that these goods be
secured toyou ; also that whole families

shall go in the same vessel, , . and
make this remove as easy as His Ma-
jesty's service will permit.' At Chig-

necto resistance was made, and the

houses were all burned, the British

losing several killed and wounded.
One of the transports was taken pos-

session of by the passengei-s, carrieil

into the River St. John, and burned.

About .")00 skulked in the woods and
projected an attack on Annapolis in

the spring, which did not take place,

and in memorials they sent to Quebec
they clearly justify the British action

by representing their constant loyalty

to France. This is, however, the closing

scene. In 1758 the French were
everywhere worsted, and in 17r)9 the

ritup (le (/nice was given to the French
PZmpire in America by the capture of

Quebec.

THK GKE.VT SPIRIT.

BY MKTA, SIM( <»E.

TT7HP:KE Ih thy dwelling. Mighty Spirit ? Tell

VV Hast Thou a secret lioine beyond the reach

Of thouijht thiit'.s limited / Or dost Thou dwell

Within our grasp, yet deigning not to teach

Our darkened minds of thine abiding place I

O Infinite and Just I tliis human lieart

Will not presume to ask to see Thy face,

iJut teiich, O teach nie, wliere jind what Tiiou art.

Methiiika I f< el Thy hreatli in ev'ry breeze

That fans the earth, ami in tlie constant light

Of sun and moon my litful vision sees

The glimmer of Thine eyes supremely bright.

Ves, Thou art ev'rywhere, and these are Tliee.

Whatever Thou hast formed, tiow bears a part

Of Thy great self ; in all thiuijs I can see

Something,' that claims t-u- worship of my heart.

And BO will 1 a<lore, unseeing still

The centre of supernal majesty
;

And all my life with adoration till,

For if I worship aught, I worslnp Thee.
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CLINKEE.

A PROSE IDYL.
)

BY ST. QUENTIX, TORONTO.

CHAPTER I.

CLINKER lived on King Street.

Gaining her living by most
shameless acts, of which, nevertheless,

Clinker was not ashamed ; on the con-

trary, she gloried in them.

Some people, I notice, always glory

in shameless things, doubtless feel-

ing that, being destined for such, they

are fulfilling destiny ; and it is right

for a man to glory in filling greatly

his appointed sphere.

Therefore the shameless glory. And
I, having frequently observed this to

be the case, have derived just edifica-

tion from it. This is why the thistle

rears its haughty head while the violet

is lowly. It is also the reason why
the full-stemmed weeds flourish so

bi'avely while the scented flowers need

much care and watering.

Some people, I remarked, always

glory in shameless things ; Clinker

was one of these people.

I doubt whether it was a glory de-

rived from a conscious reasoning on
her part, that ' being born a weed, I

will be a notable one.' This is, no

doubt, the course of reasoning which

the weeds pursue, while the timorous

flowerets are content with being fair,

not caring to be notable. Clinker, I

cannot help thinking, reached her re-

sult by intuition, and not by reason-

ing. This I think because of her

age.

Clinker's age was eleven. Only
eleven, and yet her arts were mani-

fold and very wicked.

2

Such of these arts as came under
my notice I will retail, though the

artist instinct and the inimitable exe-

cution which belonged to Clinker can-

not be retailed.

I retail them as a tablet to her

memory. Clinker was eleven, and
she sold papers.

Two things by no means reprehen-

sible in themselves, you will notice,

and yet —, well, with her genius, it

was a broad enough foundation to

rear a very reprehensible structure on.

The manner in which I became ac-

quainted with Clinker was after the

following :

I was walking, as I sometimes do
when the afternoon is waning, and
handsome dresses and faces are thick-

ening, on the south side of King
Street. I must confess that on this

occasion I was not alone. Unfortu-
nately, and, as it subsequently proved,

to my ultimate loss of much peace of

mind, I had a companion of the fair

persuasion. And I was using every

art which is known to men below to ad-

vance myself in her good graces. I was
weak enough to be most ignobly de-

sirous of appearing well in her eyes.

Sic semj)ei' tijrotiibus ! Boys will

do these things, you know.
This thing was not unnoticed as I

passed—unconsciously passed—by the

observant Clinker. May Clinker paid

even especial attention to it, saw her

opportunity, and marked me for her

victim ; basely, cruelly, marked me
for lier victim. Took advantage of

this momentary and most regretted
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weakness, and saw in it a prosj^ect of

gain.

So that suddenly I, who a moment
Ijefore had only one companion, found

mvself joined by a second ; suddenly

discovered myself to be the centre one

of three, and we three were doing

King Street together.

I was conscious of this third with-

out looking directly at her. An in-

stinctive presentiment of impending

evil kept my eyes averted. But a

third was there ; who it was I did

not know. I know now, too well.

It was Clinker.

It was, of coui-se, necessary to ig-

nore this third, and my conversation

at once grew astonishingly animated.

I talked frantically, perhaps wildly
;

at the same time, I kept my eyes with

most unholy dread away from the

third, whom I did not know.

I knew only a dead chill was creep-

ing over my heart. The high gods

sometimes warn men thus-—and in

dreams when that fatal moment has ar-

rived when the gates of peace are past

forever.

A cold chill was creeping over my
heart ; why, I could not tell. I can

tell now. It was a warning the high

gods had sent t<j tell of those gates of

peace closing behind me.

At the same time, in my inner soul,

I felt that presently there would come

a horrible pau.se in the conversation,

and then

—

The pause came, I shuddered invol-

untarily. Then the pause was filled

—

not by me, not by my friend, but by

Clinker.
' Please sir, Pa died yesterday.'

I did not hear of course, and re-

newed or tried to renew the conversa-

tion. At the same time I knew that it

was no use.

' And please sir. Ma is sick in bed.'

1 could not help hearing this, and

calmly turned my gaze full tjjjon the

little girl, as if for the first time con-

scious of her cxisttnce.

The day cJime when I paid for that

attempt to ignore Clinker.

But as it was I went on talking. In
vain, as my sinking heart told me.
Fate hung over me.

'And I have nine little brothers,

sir, an' five on 'em with measles.'

I i)aused in my talk. The picture

of those nine little brothers rose up
involuntarily before me. I wondered
many things of them. I wondered if

they had all snub noses, and a vision

of those nine little brothers engaged in

deadly conflict for the possession of

the one pocket-handkerchief belonging

to the Clinker family tilled me with
delight.

* Please sir, we have no nionev to

bury Pa.'

This recalled me from my wonder-
ing, and reminded me that I must get

rid of this pertinacious young woman.
Perchance, if I had been alone, I might
have sworn. Nay, who knows I

might even have told this little girl

that I did not believe her. Not being

alone, I fumbled in my pocket.

Clinker observed my uneasiness.
' And there is nothin' in th' house

sir, t' eat.

Clinker, you see, was a shameless

little girl. For Clinker's Pa wasn't

just dead, and her Ma wasn't sick,.

and she had no little brothers. At
least, this was my opinion.

' Please sir,' and here Clinker began

to cry, ' 'aven't had nothin' t' eat

three days.'

Worse and worse Clinker.
' And Pa will lick me if I go home

an' no .money.'

Then Clinker's Pa must have the

art of reviving with rapidity.

' And Ma '11 whale me.'

Which it is to be hoped she does,

if only to show how a really moral in-

valid can triumph in an eniergency

over any auiount of physical prostra-

tion.

' And please sir, won't you pity a

poor orphan who is alone in the

world ]

'

Really this is very contradictory,

Clinker. How can I believe you 1

Woree, how am I to get rid of you ?
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I suddenly turned to Clinker. I

place ten cents in her hand.

Clinker departed.
' Poor child', I said compassion-

ately to my ompanion—though I was

not, I now confess, expressing my real

sentiments— ' Poor child, I guess she

has a pretty hard time of it.'

Thus, you see, I gained a reputation

for philanthropy.

But Clinker had rather made game
of me, and I was wroth, neither do I

candidly consider myself a philanthro-

pist.

Was this the last of Clinker 1

CHAPTER ir.

AGAIN the sinking sun was shin-

ing down the length of the

street. Again—oh ! to further loss of

peace of mind. I was not alone.

Again I was most eager to be agree-

able.

Which, in passing, you will excuse

the digression while 1 remark how
very curious it is that men show their

admiration for women in this way.

For if a woman is beautiful, why so

also are some pictures I know of ; but

men do not chatter away to a picture

to show their admiration. Or if a

woman has an eminent wit, why so

also have some books I have heard of

!

But men prefer letting the book talk

rather than themselves. I think a

man should be silent and rather grave

before a woman he thinks gi-eatly of.

This is my private opinion. It is

probably wi-ong. Anyway, I never

act on it. This, however, would you
believe me, is the very reason why I

think it right. B(!cause—privately

—

if it were a wrong opinion, I would
be sure to act on it. It is a very

happy thing when a man knows him-

self so certainly as to make himself

thus sure and infallible in his dis-

crimination of the right and wrong in

opinion.

However, I have been leaving the

sun shining and myself eager to be
agreeable all this time.

But a cloud comes over the sun,
and a chill in the air, and a pause in.

the conversation.

Why did I turn pale suddenly ?

Why turn cold ?

' Please sir. Pa died yesterday.'

I turned.

Clinker was there, looking up with
shining, innocent eyes.

' And Ma is sick in bed.'

Those innocent Vjlue eyes ! how
winningly they looked up at me ! and
the little red mouth parted in its en-

treaty. The roll of papers lay under
her arm unfolded, and the little faded
shawl, with its many colours running
into one another, clad the small timid

shoulders.

Has wickedness always got such

eyes and such gentle grace 1 I would
almost then be wicked.

Or was it only the get-up of one of

Nature's actresses, with the sweetness

in her eyes, and the genius in her
brain ?

Faith ! In little Clinker's case I

know not what it was. I only know
that I looked at her admiringly a
minute, and then with anger.

At the same time I put my hand in

my pocket and fumbled about.
' And I have nine little brothers,

sir
—

'

Oh Clinker ! I had no smaller

change, and I handed her a quarter,

and sl'a she went away I smiled sadly

and said: 'Poor little child. I daresay

her life is not a happy one.'

While inwardly 1 vowed vengeance,,

all the time gaining additional sancti-

ty for philanthropy.

Did I ever see Clinker again ?

CHAPTER III.

IT was Saturday afternoon, and I

was hurrying along the prom-
enade.

I was alone.
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Yet not quite aloue, for acquaint-

ances were all before and Ijehind me.
When I heard the dreaded patter

of little feet at my side.

I knew my time was come.

At the same time I vowed that

vengeance had aiTived.

' I will put up with it no longer,' I

said. ' I will tell her that she is a little

humbug.'
' Please sir

—

'

' Clinker, I have heard all that be-

fore
;
your Pa is not dead, your Ma

is not sick, you have no little brothers

;

go away.'

How dreadful 1 felt at having had
to parade the street so many minutes
with this little shameless girl.

But I had sj)oken and avenged my-
self now ; I had told her how well I

had seen through her naughty, lying

ways, her base and indefensible tricks.

She knew now that her innermost soul

in its wickedness lay bare to me.
A glow of pride rose in my heart

;

she would try it no more on me now.
She would feel abashed by my stern-

ness and depart.

No!
She had not gone yet ; .she was trot-

ting along Vjy me still.

Prrhaps she had not heard.
' Clinker,' I said, ' go away

;
you

have no Pa, you have no Ma, you
have no little brothers

;
go away.'

Surely she would be abashed now.
I did not know Clinker.

Slowly she turned her face upward,
her little head was put mockingly to

one side; she put out her wicked lips;

she turned her saucy eyes to me ; she

pouted and then—laugh(;d—yes, jwsi-

tively gave a nieriy little ringing

laugh !

' Now go away Clinker,' I repeat-

ed, sternly.

'Please sir,'—boo—boo—'a j)oor

orjihan,'— lioo— boo— ' nothin' t'eat

three days,'

—

Ijoo—boo—boo, ending
with Clinker's holding her apron to

her eyes.

What could I do there, in the mid-
dle of King Street ?

Acquaintances were constantly pass-

ing and looking curiously at me. How
could I go on with this little base

thing trotting by my side crying? I

had no change—I said so— 1 coloured

with vexation ; I groaned in anguish

of spirit, at the same time 1 had to do

it, anything to get rid of her ; I gave

her a dollar bill—all I had—I told

her never to come near me again.

' Mind, Clinker, never come near

me again.'

Did she ?

CHAPTER IV.

IT is three months later.

I shall leave Toronto to morrow.
Leave friends and home and family.

I can endure it no longer.

I am actually and really a prisoner.

I dare never venture out of the

street door, nor among the friendly

ways and paths of men. All I see of

life is from behind the curtain, which

I wrap round me before looking out.

I dare never open the front window.

I dare never be seen standing at it.

I did it rashly one day, and no sooner

was I there than that little red shawl

and the saucy face appeared weeping
acro.ss the rt)ad, with the apron up,

and calling on me to remember her

nine little brothers.

Since that dreadful day, when I

spoke sternly to her and handed her a

dollar bill, Clinker has never left me.

I am haunted by her.',

I could not go on King Street, but

she would appear trotting contidently

beside me.

She fo]low(;d me to my office, and
when 1 shut the door, sat on tin; steps,

I went to a Lacrosse match once.

How she got in I do not know, probal)ly

through a hole in the fence, but there,

on the grand-stand, she addressed me,

and tohl me 1 should be glad to hear

two of her little brothers were better,

but—boo—boo— «tc., Ac, till I came
and put some money into her hand.

It was a familiar thing for my
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friends to see me everywhei*e with this

little girl.

They began to ask for introductions

to her. They inquired if her mother had
quite consented to the engagement.
They frequently congratulated me

on my good fortune.

I can stand it no longer.

I am perfectly helpless.

My valise is packed beside me, I

almost think I shall go to-day.

It would gain me a day at any rate.

One day of peace, and rest, and free-

dom from trouble.

Oh ! how I long once more for

peace, for rest ; to go where news-
boys and newsgirls are unknown, and
red shawls have not been invented.

Where fathers and mothers and
brothers are not recognised, and mea-
sles is a thing unheard of.

Goodness ! what is that at the front

door 1

Through the window it looks as if a
red shawl were fluttering there !

Merciful heavens ! Oh ! who is

that ringing the dooi'-bell ?

It cannot be—yes it is ! Where is

my valise ? Oh, here ! Let me get out.

I grab my valise, jam on my hat,

open the front door suddenly, and fly

past a little figure standing there.

I just see in my haste that it has
on a red shawl, that its head is bare,

that it has a roll of papers under its

arm.

Never mind ! I am off* now. Good
bye I I am on my way to the station.

I will soon be away from the accursed

city.

HuUoah ? What's that ?

CHAPTER V.

WHAT indeed !

Street urchins were running
past me in the opposite direction to

the one I was pursuing.

I paused a moment in my flight to

see what was the matter.

There was a large crowd in my

rear, and those in the centre seemed
straining to see something, while those
on the outskirts were evidently dis-

cussing the same.

An accident I suppose, said I to

myself, and I was heading again for

the station when a thought struck me,
and wheeling about I made straight

for the crowd.
' What is it ?' I asked of those near-

est me.

'Nothing; just a little girl run
over.

'

Just then a movement in the crowd
disclosed to me a little red shawl.

x\.nd this little red shawl was the

centre of attraction.

In a moment I was by it, and lean-

ing over it.

' I know the little girl,' I said.
' Call a cab.'

I leant over the little motionless
body.

The papers were still held tight to

her side under her arm, the shawl had
fallen a little off", and the white lips

and the eyes were closed.

The face was pale and a little drawn,
and the forehead and lips were moist
with the water they had dashed on
her.

' Room there ! How did it happen ?

'

The crowd fell back a little while

two or three voices answered. * She
was rimnin' 'cross the i-oad and a but-

cher's cart did it for her. I was
standin' close by, an' seed the 'ole

thing, and. .sez I, it's a accident, and 50

it was.'

These men were evidently philo.so-

phers, they said it was * a accident

'

and so it was.

Could anything be more conclusive?

Daniels all, with prophetic instinct,

they said it was 'a accident,' and so it

was.

At the same time a policeman and
a cab came up.

' The gentleman knows her,' said a

voice or two.
' Where does she live 1 ' I asked the

policeman.
' Near the Don, facing the marsh.*
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' I think I will have her taken to the

hospital'

The policeman thought so, too, as

also those Daniels. But just then the

eyes opened. I think they saw nothing

of the crowd but only my face bending

over her. She recognised me at once,

and a slight weary smile passed over

the lips a.s her eyes closed again.

'She said soniethin' sir.'

'What is it. Clinker?'
' Home 1

'

' Very well,' I said, and together we
lifted her into the cab.

' Send a lad straight and get a doc-

tor,' I said to one of the Daniels, ' she

has fainted again. Send him sti-aight

to the Don, any policeman will show
him the way, and I will pay expenses.'

' I will that, sir, send him straight

away.'

And then I and the policeman drove

off with Clinker stretched on the seat

opj)08ite.

I suppose when I left the house in

such a hurry Clinker tried to follow

rae and got run over. I don't know,
because I never inquired, but enough
was brought outafterwardsto make me
sure this was the way. Poor little girl

anyway, I said to myself as we di-ove

along, I'll .see now, whether she has
nine little brothers or not.

Wh<?n we did approach the Don it

seemerl ( 'aljby knew where she lived,

too, for hedrove u[) clo.se to an old cabin
with rags stuffed through the broken
windows and geese cackling before the
door.

Some neigldxturs came out to stare

at the cab, and as we carried Clinker
in, a kind ol<l body hobbled after mut-
tering to herself.

She h«-Iped me to make Clinker
conifortiibh' on the pallet, telling her
to ' Ink u\), luk >ip,' but Clink<!r could

not ' luk uj( ' oi- even across the room
where an ol<l, childish man sat ciouch-
ing over the fire.

Was there anyone else but the old

man who lived with Clinker, I asked.

No ; no one else, and Clinker was
his only support, and small thanks the

old man gave her, always complaining
what would he do now ? Clinker had
got on so well lately, some kind gen-

tleman in the city had taken a fancy

to her I

I sup]iose that means me I I thought
to niy.st'lf. Yes, I suppose 1 have been
rather kind to her, and 1 looked at the

pale figure lying on the pallet with all

the red gone from her lips and the

light from her eyes.

When the afternoon had waned, the

doctor come and gone, 1 knew Clinker

would not live through the night, and
I determined to sit up till the end.

The old grandfather did not seem to

understand much what was Koinij on
but sat lubbing his bunds over the fire

and casting frightened glances at me
every minute, V)ut scarce one to the

dying little In-ead-winner.

( linkf-r had not spoken since that

one word 'home,' but moaned I'est-

lessly now and then.

And then the night fell and the old

lady who had tried to make things

comfortable left us alone. From her

I learnt that Clinker's mother had died

two years l)efore, and she had sujiport-

ed the old man since. She had no
little brothers and never had.

Then I lit a bit of candle and sat by
the bed, the old man sitting still over

the fire giving me his frighttnied

glances.

I drew my chair close to the pallet

and watched. I watched many hours.

It was about midnight. I think I

had fallen into a doze when I awoke
suddenly.

I felt a trembling hand on my
shoulder ; then I looked up and .saw

the old man looking curiously into

my eyes.

' Wus it you wus koind t'er ? Wus
it you she tellod me uv 'gen an' agen]

' 1 suppose so.'

He looked at me a moment more
wonderingly, and then went back to

his seat at the fire, but gave mo no

more curious glances, only looking

silently at the pale ashes.

I did not doze again, but watched on.
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Once or twice Clinker half turned

moaning. Then later the last bit of

candle went out and left us alone in

the darkest dark before the morning.

I could not see her face or the

figure over the fire-place. Then, by-

and-by, through the window the white
light began to steal in.

The cabin stood right near the lake

where the river joins it. As I looked

out, a mist lay on the water, chill

and white, but the cold dawn still

left the room half in shadow.

The old man in his chair slept in

the shadows. But on Clinker's face

the light crept.

I drew nearer to her and watched
in a kind of apathy.

It seemed hard to recognise this

pale, dying child with the saucy paper-

seller ; harder to imagine that this

paper-seller was the unfailing support

of that unknowing old man.
Anyway, I watched as more light

stole in.

Then I saw Clinker as it were wake
lip. She opened her eyes and fixed

them on me, but withno look of re-

cognition.

The recognition came in a minute,

and a lurking, tired smile played on
her lips as her eyes closed again.

I leant over and whispered, ' Well,

Olinker, how do you feel now ?

'

She did not answer for a minute.

Then the lips quivered again be-

neath the little laughter playing on
them.

Then— ' Please sir, I have nine

little brothers, and five
'

But that was too much for her, and
she seemed to have lost consciousness

a moment, for her face was so still,

and I was getting uneasy, when she

opened her eyes again and turned a
little.

Then her eyes grew large and ques-

tioning.

' You mustn't talk. Clinker.'
' Pa and Ma,' she said, slowly.

I answered nothing. Then I saw
the lips moving again, and the ghastly

shadow of a smile stirred her mouth
once more

I put my face veiy close, and heard
the words she was trying to whisper,

' The nine little brothers—there.'

' Where 1
' I was going to ask, but

watched her eyes instead where they
wandered away from me and over to

the dark corner where the old grand-
father lay crouched in his chair

sleeping.

1 looked, and her meaning was quite

plain as her eyes and lips both repeat-

ed ' there ' over again.
' Oh ! he is your Pa and your Ma

and your nine little brothers,' I said

to myself, wonderingly.

Then I looked back at Clinker. She
lay perfectly still now, with her eyes
closed, but that ghastly little smile
still on her lips.

She did not move for many minutes.
I put my hand on her forehead sud-

denly, and then rose hastily and went
to the window.

The mist was rising from the lake
as the sun -rise breeze came over and
drove it up the river. And some of
the clouds above were getting a flush

of red on their skirts.

The old man still lay sleeping in his

chair. Clinker, too, lay wrapt in sleep

with that strange smile on her mouth.
But Clinker's sleep was a longer

and a stiller one than his !
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'REMEMBER ME.'

BY ESPERANCE.

REMEMBER thee ? Ere yet the sun
Has its diurnal race begun,

Thy name is on my lips, in prayer

I

That I thy future lot may share
;

For thoughts of thee come with the light

To sui)jilement the dreams of night.

Remember thee ! When in the sky

The noontide sun is riding high.

And up and down the busy street

I hear the tramj) of many feet,

My poor heart yearns with quickened pain,

To hear tltij footstep once again.

Remember thee I When in the west

The glowing sun has sunk to re.st,

And kindly twilight stoops to lay

A mantle o'er the .sleeping day,

I stand and watch the j)aling sky,

And think how brightest hopes may die.

Remember thee I When day is done,

When evening's shadowed hours have run,

When midnight's banner is unfurled

And silence cloaks the sleeping world,

I clasp my hands in tearful prayer.

Committing thee to Heaven's care.

Remember thee I From break of day
Till night again has ])a.ssed away.

In weal or woe—on memory's shriue

Jteigns one dear image, that is thine !

Small need to say :
' Remember me !

'

When every hour I think of thee !

•Rentember me I' Ah, now these words.

Which once you spoke and seemed (o mean,
Are but to you a hollow form.

And that you Hj)oke them but a dream I

Whilst I—through all the yeai-s to be

—

Shall evermore remember thee !

YORKVM.LE.
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THE MARVELS OF SCIENTIFIC LOGIC

BY 'G., TORONTO.

rilHE splendid triumphs won by
JL physical science since its disen-

thralment by Bacon from the shackles

of religious bigotry, and more especi-

ally the advances she has made within

the last comparatively few years, must
be acknowledged by all. These tri-

umphs have been so magnificent, these

advances have been so gigantic, that

we might almost be excused, if, in our

amazement, we should cry out :
* Is

there anything too hard for Science?'

These ti-iumphs can be denied only by
the ignorant ; they can be contemned
only by the ungenerous ; they can be

ignored only by the bigoted and the

ungrateful.

But while all this is true, while

science has delivered herself from the

fetters of slavery, and thus nobly

shown herself worthy of all freedom,

is she not inclined, and especially in

these days, to forge for others the very

chains which she herself so joyously,

and with such determination, long ago

cast off' forever. Knowledge has been

wonderfully increased by the untram-

melled freedom of the senses ; science,

in the raptures of her felt liberty and
power, declares that all knowledge, ex-

cept what the senses afford us, is a

phantasmic dream. Relief from a

tyranny of mind is but the j)relude to

the more loveless tyranny of matter.

Complaining bitterly of the one-sided

dogmatism which regards man as made
in the image of his Creator, and as the

destined heir of immortality, science

treats us to a dogmatism even more
one-sided, a dogmatism which makes
man the foolish sport of undesigning

chance. If there is any slavery in-

volved in a belief in the ' Unseen,
^

science offers us no more satisfactory

substitute than the still more abject

slavery involved in a cringing submis-

sion t") a shallow and soulless 'seen.'^

Casting aside the idea of a God as the

fetish of ignorant superstition, and in

this way getting rid of any ultimate

test of truth, science laughs to scorn^

as the very climax of unthinking folly,

the notion of pxitlb in the teachings of

a Paul ; V)ut she demands the most im-

plicit trust in all the observations and
surmisings of a Huxley. Scouting

Jesus of Nazareth as a person wholly

ignorant of the real wants and crav-

ings of humanity, she presents to us

the eyes, nose, ears, fingers and palate

of Darwin, of London, and calls on us

to fall down and worship, strongly re-

commending us, at the same time, to fill

ourselves both for time, and for eter-

nity—if there is any—with what
husks our own senses can secure.

And truly, are we not bound by

the very laws of our being, to accept

as purest and most unadulterated gos-

pel, the assertions of these same phi-

losophers, to receive them with as

frank and unwavering a faith as, nay

rather with a faith infinitely more
frank and more unwavering than, the

reasonings of anyone else—of Paul, for

example, or Newton ] For, do they

not tell us of what they have seen and

smelt, tasted and handled, of this new-

word of life which they preach ] Does

not the whole constitution of nature

comjjel us to believe that Haeckel has

an () priori better claim on our atten-

tion as a speaker of ' the truth, the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth,*"
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when he calls on us to believe on his

outhoritt/, &nd on the authority of those

whose senses teach the same lessons as

his own, that man has the past of a

V»rute behind him, and the future of a

brute before him ; that he is the lineal

-descendant of a cejihalopod, and foster-

brother to a monkey, a better claim,

we repeat, than Paul, when he tells us

that we are the sons of God, fallen in-

deed, but capable of being restored,

capable of becoming co heirs with

Christ, and the inheritors of a blessed

immortality 1 Is it not quite clear?

What could be more so ? Is it not a

jyriori more reasonable to conclude that

the infinitely little is the source of all

things rather than the infinitely great

;

that the infinitely l»ase is nearer to the

Divine truth of things than the infin-

itely noble ; that the infinite negations

of a blind, unintelligent chance afford

a more satisfactory explanation of the

mysteries of existence, than the infin-

ite perfections of a wondrous person-

ality ? Let it Vje settled then, on the

authority of modern science, not that

there is any dogmatism in her asser-

tions, for does she not abhor dogmat-
ism, but simply that a beginning may
be niatle ; let it be settled that truth, to

be the truth at all, call it moral, or intel-

lectual, or physical truth, or what you
will, must be either seen, or smelt, or

heard, or tasted, or fel t. Nay more, sci-

ence is not content with this ; she goes

further ; she makes yet larger claims

on human credulity. Quite a])art from

the notion of a thing's being true or

false, science assures iis that what can-

not be brought under the cognizance

of those five senses is really the non-

existent. There is no use of j)utting

in the saving clause ' f<>r us,' the non-

existent, for ' we ' are the last resort,

whatever is non existent for us is ab-

solutely so. 'iliis being granted, how
beautifully simple everything becomes!

It matters not that you may find your-

self amncioiiH of a something which

convinces you of the extreme possi-

bility, of the greatest conceivable pro-

bability, that at least there may he

forms of existence which cannot be
brought under this censorship, science

sets down her foot and says no. And
science, that revels in a perfect Para-

dise of undogmatism, is convinced
that faith in the teaching of a Paul or a

Luther is evidence of exceeding child-

ishness, or, at best, of an undisciplined

intellect ; while implicit reliance in all

her own vapourings is proof positive

of a very seventh heaven of large-

minded intelligence. And what must
be the teaching of science regarding

consciousness and any facts it may be

supposed to deal with ? Why, of

course, it having been laid down as an
unassailable fiist principle that what-

ever can neither be seen, .'^mel led, touch-

ed, tasted nor heard, is the non-exist-

ent, it is in vain to appeal to what we
call consciousness, for both eyes, nose,

ears, tongue and finger are utterly at

fault in seeking to discover it, always

have been, and always will be. In
the same easy w-ay, what is sometimes

regarded as the spiritual nature of

man is got rid of. So is the existence

of God. So is every form of intelli-

gence higher than the human. So is

every state of existence different from
that to which man is accustomed.

What an interesting picture is now
]»resente(l to view ! This automaton,

this 'thing,' pulled hither and thither

by what iire conveniently termed
' laws,' this.bundle of bones and for-

tuitous collection of atoms, this mys-

terious meeting place for wandering,

homeless ' tiains ' of sights, and smells,

and sounds, and tast<!8, and touches
;

this victim of chance and sport of the

winds, by ploughman and philosopher

called ' man,' is, like j>oor Mr. Punch,
kept in almost jxirpetual motion.

These merciless ' laws' give it no icst.

Jt must forever be staling about with

its eyes, or poking hen- and there

with its nose, or doing sonietliing with

one or other of these infallible feelers

which it has, or it c<!ase8 to be. If

man rests, he not only darkens but

goes out altogether. This automaton
• rttusona ' too, sometimes ; here too, of
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course, as in everything else, in strict

conformity to ' law '

; and its reason-

ings, if for a moment we suppose them

used by one of its brethren lower

•down in the scale of existence—the

cocoon fi-om which the butterfly

spi'ings, for example—would be some-

what as follows. ' I see nothing but

what is immediately around me, 1

sviell nothing but what I can perfectly

explain, I have no evidence that there

is any higher form of existence, or

any loftier scale of intelligence, or any

more exquisite spectacle of beauty

than what my senses offer to my ap-

prehension, therefore naturally I con-

clude tliat there ore none such.' Of
course we know tbe cocoon would be

quite correct in his conclusions, that

the stern logic of facts would amply
justify any claims he might put forth

to be considered an accurate and pro-

found philosopher.

This then is the logic of science

—

of a kind. Whether it be of science

of the highest kind, or only of science

' falsely so-called,' there may perhaps

be room for difference of opinion. But
can we wonder that some should de-

voutly exclaim ' Oh, if this indeed

be science, if her claims to reverence

and worship rest on such foundations

as these, then from all such infirmities

of the flesh and of the spirit, " Good
Lord deliver us.'"

Science has made many notable

discoveries. She has dissected some
few thousand dead bodies, or mil-

lions, for that matter of it. She
has also made some more or less

questionable experiments on living

animals. She has pushed her obser-

vations into almost every corner of

our globe, and as a result of these

researches it has been strongly borne

in upon her mind that there are really

some very striking points of resem-

blance between the skeletons and the

general bodily constitution of man, and
of some of the lower animals. As some
would phrase it, * They are formed on
the same plan,' * Therefore,' reasons

science, ' there is no evidence of design.

there is nothing to show that any in-

telligent mind conceived such and

such a plan, or in any way put its con-

ceptions into visible form.' ' Concern-

ing one row of pins,' reasons science,

' the existence of another row of pins,

a little larger, or a little smaller, or a

little different in other respects, con-

clusively proves two things. First,

that no intelligent mind was engaged

in the manufacture of either row
;

Second, that tlie one was evolved from

the other.' This maybe 'advanced'

modern science ; but it is scarcely lo-

gic, either ancient or modern. Fol-

lowing out these marvellous 'trains'

of thought and reasoning of hers to

the proper logical conclusion, science

sagely determines that certain teach-

ings of such men as Socrates, and

Plato, and Zoroaster, and Confucius

and Paul, were but as the vague and

fantastic visions of those who dream,

the crude enquiries of persons not

blessed with the happy knack of be-

lieving nothing but what they could

see with their eyes, or squeeze between

their fingers. Here is some of the

wisdom which according to 'advanced'

science is to revolutionize society, to

show man what he really is, and what

he may become, and which is sure,

sooner or later, to upset any such non-

sense as is contained in the words, ' In

the beginning God created the hea-

vens and the earth.'

What an improvement this is now !

'A few billion years or so ago( a billion

here or there makes very little differ-

ence), there was an atom, a protoplas-

mic granule.' How this atom came

to be at all is one of these esoteric

teachings which science keeps so closely

to her-self, but at any rate there it waF.

This mysterious globule, like Topsy,

somewhat ' 'spected' it would grow,

since it might just as well be busy as

lie there and do nothing. So it set to

work and grew. And it grew in this

way. First of all, it split itself into

two equal parts ; then each of these

parts in the same way split itself into

two, and so on and bo on, until by
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this continuous process of splitting it-

self, or to speak scientifically, bj this

process of unceasing Jimon, it ' dcve-

loped,' and became an ascidian, or

something like that ; bv-andby a

simian ape, and by-and-by a man,
who stoo<l, and gazing at himself in

rapture, cried out from the depths of

his amazement, ' Behold, I am a

man !
' This is all so simple, so na-

tural, and clear, and in every way so
' rational," that, of course, it puts all

notion of design entirely out of court.

Ordinary people, not versed in the

wondei-sof scientific logic, might think

that this manner of working in the

protoplasm was no argument at all

against design, but merely a disclosure

of the way in which the designer car-

ries out his purposes. But, ' Oh dear

no,' says science. ' No such thing.

By no means.' ' I immediately grant,'

says she, ' that if you see a completely

linished watch for example, all in good
trim and beautiful running order, you
may have .some fair enough excuse for

supposing that a (h-signcr has had some
hand in the manufacture. But if you
see the various little i)arts of which
the watch is compo.sed lying separate

from one another, and gradually one
little part being add(;d to another little

I»art, then just as certainly have you no
right to think of a designer at all.' If

science objects to this way of putting

it, and claims that she still admits de-

sign, and a designer, even when the

watchujaker is seen busily at work
putting the parts together, will she

then kindly lof-ate the design and the

designer ? We see neither it nor
him, nor do we smell them, nor taste

t^iem, nor touch them—how then does

science know they exist? If design

may be invJHible, and y«'t none the less

really existent in the c iHf> of tlu^ con-

struction of a watch, how dofs science

know that there is not some design in

the construction of the watchmaker
himself, just as invisible, yet no less

real? Is the designer, which science

admits to l)e engaged in the construc-

tion of the watch, a personal or an

impersonal one ? If .she is not pre-

pared to speak ]>ositively on this

])oint, perhaps she will tell us whether
the mind of any one of her votaries

who is busy with the </eA/V//t of proving

that there is no design, is a )iersonal

or an impersonal one ? If she still

refuses to give us a definite answer she

will surely at least let us know how
she comes to be so positive on some
other points—the brute ancestry of

man, for exam])le. Surely the spirit

of a man that is in him is highly wor-

thy of attention, and any mm of sci-

ence should be able to sjteak with at

least as muck authority on that point

as on what occurred so long before he
was born.

But if science gets rid of the dif-

ficulty by categorically denying the

existence of any design whatsoever,

then the whole universe, the human
part of it at least, is reduced to a state

of idiocy, and the scientist who at-

tempts to change the established order

of nature is the gieat^'st idiot of all,

because he is going directly in the face

of his own opinions, at least of what
oiKjht to be his opinions, if he is con-

sistent and endeavouring to change
what must have been ])()tent in 'that

atom ' during the twilight of eternity,

and which has been .self-evolved there-

by, according to the immutable * laws
'

of fate.

But if science acknowledges that

there is personality involved in the in-

visible design engaged in the construc-

tion of a watch, how does she bnov—
not conjecture—she must leave that

to religion—but how does she hioin,

and how will she prove, that there is

no personality involved in the efpially

invisible design of constructing a

watchmaker or a universe? And if

there may be design, and invisible

design, anri an invisible designer, en-

gagf«I in the construction of the asci-

dians and the (ichinoderms, and the

watchmakers and the naturalistic sci-

tMitists, etc., h'tw does science know
that this invisible personality may not

be able to cany out his puri>oses ivith.
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out visible tools as well as vjith them,

and how does science knov) that this is

not actually the case ? A nd if there

should be such a personality, can sci-

ence give any valid reason for the be-

lief that he is in duty bound to reveal

all hisplans,and purposes, and methods

of working to her ? With all that

dearth of lofty themes for the exercise

of the poetical talent, which is so

loudly complained of by many at the

present day, we wonder that no one

has seen fit to draw insi)iration from

the spectacle of that lonely bit of

primeval protoplasm, so intinitesimally

small, yet gifted with such boundless

potentialities. Without Ijeginning of

days, or end of years, it is certainly

the Melchisedec of the scientific

world !

This scientific fancy of the design-

less and tuidesigned development of a

designing creature called man, is surely

one of the ' undesigned coincidences
'

between science and unreason ! The
teachings of Plato, and of Paul, which

link us to the ineffably perfect, to the

transcendently noble, in one word, to

the Divine, are to be given up, and in

their place are to be substituted the

teachings of Haeckel and others, teach-

ings which join us irremediably to the

dust, and bind us to the brute with

fetters that cannot be Ijroken. And
on what authority ? What testimony

do these apostles of this new gospel

advance to justify us in abjuring the

ancient beliefs in the loftier nature

and destinies of man t Simply the

testimony of their own senses, and the

senses of those wlio think along with

them, that, and some very crude sur-

niisings which they make about

their various observations. If it is to

be a mere setting of authority against

authority in this way, of the asser-

tions of Christ and Paul against those

of Huxley and Darwin, if there be no
authority higher and more infallible

than the human, to which a last ap-

peal may be made,— and science has

swept away all such,—then at least we
may say

—

' Of two such lessons why forget

The nobler and the manlier one ?

'

One lesson at least science should by
this time have taught Vjoth friends and
foes alike, and that is a lesson of un-

sparing criticism, nor can she wonder
if those who are not disposed to take

her ipse dixit for everything, show a

a settled determination to accept from
her as truth, nothiny ivUatever, except

what is proved by evidence the most in-

contestable and convincing. IfPa ul was
mistaken in his viewsconcerning man's

nature and destiny, it is at least as

likely that neither Darwin nor Haec-

kel are perfectly infallible in theirs.

If the chei'ished convictions and yearn-

ing hopes of millions of mankind are

wholly without good foundation, and
are inevitably doomed to disappoint-

ment, we may be pardoned for refus-

ing to receive as indeed ' the Messiah

which was for to come,' the surmis-

ings of certain fortuitous combina-

tions of material particles, ' deve-

loped ' under very special circum-

stances, and self-styled * naturalistic

philosophers.' Let us turn, then,

from the culture and learning of the

first century as represented by the

Apostle Paul, to the culture and learn-

ing of the nineteenth century as repre-

sented by Huxley, Darwin or Haeckel;

from the untutored reasonings of the

one, to the trained scientific reasonings

of the others. Let us go from the Gos-

pel of Salvation to the gospel of degra-

dation, from the old ' gospel of the Son

of God ' to the new * gospel of dirt,'

and let us examine the arguments ad-

vanced by an ai)Ostle of one phase of

the advanced thought of today. In

his work on 'The Development of Man'
Haeckel has these sentences :

—

' From the fact that the human egg

is a simple cell wo may at once infer

that there has been, at a very remote

period, a unicellular ancestor of the

human race resembling the amoeba.

Again from the fact that the human
embryo originally consists merely of

two simple germ-layers, we may safely

infer that a very ancient ancestral
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form is repi-esented by the two-layered

Gastra-a. A later embryonic form of

the human \)eiTig points nit/i equal cer-

taintif to a primitive worm-like ances-

tral form which is related to the Sea-

Hquirts or Ascidians of the present

day.' What, now, is this we have here

at the very threshold of the book !

' At once infer,' ' sufeltj infer
'— can it

be that the great question of man's

ancestry rests on no basis more sub-

stantial than 'inferences' after all, and
on Haeckel's attempts to bolster up
these * inferences 1

' And how is it,

then, that when we see a certain fact

of to-day, we may so much ' at once

infer ' that another fact existed mil-

lions of years ago, that the two are in-

dissolubly connected as cause and ef-

fect, that without the one the other

could never have been ? Why is the

inference such a ' safe ' one, that the

existence of two simple germ-layers in

the human embryo, leads inevitably

to the conclusion that ' a very ancient

ancestral form is represented by the

two-layered Gastraia ?
' And if the

' certainty ' with which we point to

various 'primitive worm like ancestors

related to Sea-scjuirts or Ascidians ' is

nothing more than ' equal ' to the ' cer-

tainty ' produced by inferences con-

cerning Anuebas and Gastra'a8,we may
be pardoned for doubting if that ' cer-

tainty ' is of the highest order.

From the knowledge we have of our

own ability to design, and from the

necessity laid upon us of Ijelieving

that the existence of a watch, a chair,

or a bedstead, involves the ])revious

existeiiceof adesigningniintl, we miglit

go further, and ' infer ' that a very ra-

tional way of accounting for the ex-

istence of a flower, the moon and stars,

or of man himself, is to presume the

pre-existence of a designing mind
mighty enough to conceive such things,

and to i»ut its conceptions '\nU> visilile

form. Can science show the ground-

lessness of such an inference, or yror/?,

not merely assert, that there is no such

mind ? ' J'ut' says science, anrl notice

that at best we have only her word for

it, as represented by Haeckel and
others, ' such an infeience would be
absurd and without any foundation
either in common sense or reason.'

Because plants, animals and men grow
by a process of continuous fission of

ultimate particles, Haeckel 'infers'

that there is no design evinced in their

production, but only a process of evo-

lution. We have quite as good grounds
for the ' inference ' that this process of

ti.ssion is only the designer's mode of
workiny. How would science show
that the one ' inference ' is scientiiic and
ineveiy way ' rational,' but the other

wholly unscientific and irrational. It

is no breach of charity to suppose, that

like humbler people, Haeckel would
just need to say that in his own opinion

his own inference was the best. Doubt-
less this solution of the difficulty might
be comforting to himself, not of neces-

sity very satisfactoiy to others. We
also might ' infer ' that eVery system

of laws involves the existence of a

law-<//?vr, that evolution itself, that

is, the ' law ' under which things are

evolved, implies an cvolver ; but no, in

the opinion of .science, such inferences

would be 'wholly unscientific' They
could not pretend to be nearly so ' ra-

tional ' as some inferences of Haeckel's,

for example, that certain phenomena
in connection with human lift at ihc

l)rc>>enl daij, point inevitably to the

conclusion that certain other pheno-

mena, in connection with the hrutelifc

of millions of years ago, were the re-

mote, indeed, but at the same time,

the only efficient, causes of the former,

the neces.sary antecedents without

which thes(i could not j)o.ssibly liave

come into existence ; and tliat, th^re-

Jr>rc, to suppose any designing mind in

the matter, is unnecessary, and <|uite

out of the (juestion. Science in her

own opinion having forever done away
with tlie ancient phantasies of a revela-

tion, and any form of intelligence

higher than the human, what possible

test has she, capable of convincing

anyone, on subjects not open to the

demonstrative evidence of the eyesight
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that Lis own ideas are not just as re-

liable as her's ? According to some of

the teaching which is so prevalent

just now, each man is inevitably wed-

ded to his own opinions, and science

has no excuse for supposing that man-
kind care to be troubled with unsolv-

able problems of her's rather than

with those of anyone else. Haeckel
and his school are particularly strong

upon what they call ' the science of

rudimentary organs.' The child-like

' faith ' that is placed in this pillar of

the new departure is very touching.

There are certain muscles, it appears,

and organs of the human body, for

which, for the very life of him,

Haeckel can conceive no use, and as

any want of understanding on his

part clearly points to the one great

conclusion he is ever striving to

establish, he immediately pronounces

judgment,—a veritable ' thus saith

Sir Oracle :
' 'I and my fellow-be-

lievers can see no use for these miiscles,

therefore man is spontaneously '* de-

veloped " fx'om some brute or other

that had a use for them, a use so

evident that it could not have escaped

our attention—had we been there to

see, as in the case of John Gilpin.'

This is so plain, and lays so slight a

burden on man's powers of ' faith

'

that we may well wonder how dark-

ness should so long have covered the

land, and gross darkness the people.

The grand ^purpose' of the 'ad-

vanced ' scientific school is to hold up
to the view of an admiring and re-

generate woi-ld the great doctrine of
' Furposelessness ' or Dysteleology, or,

in other words, one cherished ^pur-

pose ' of HexT Haeckel's life is to prove
the absence of ' purpose ' in the uni-

verse. If we are all so much the

mere ci'eatures of chance, if ' design
'

has so little to do with our own
existence, and the existence of what
we see around us, if 'purpose' is such
a phantasm in this world, why do
these philosophers write to us so

much 1 Why do they not let us alone?

No ' purpose ' was involved in their

formation, none in our formation,
there can be no ' purpose ' in their
writing, and none in our reading it if

they do write, why then so much
waste of time and nervous energy, to
say nothing of pens, ink and paper 1

At the best, all these teachings of
science amount but to this, that when
certain fortuitous combinations of ma-
terial atoms, which it has pleased
other and larger collections of similar
atoms to call ' eyes,' are placed in cer-

tain circumstances, they undergo a
modification called ' sight,' which, in
this case, amounts to a number of
little bkck marks on a white back-
ground 'only that, and nothing more.'
As these ' eyes ' turn themselvea
backwards and forwards, they ' see

'

more and more of these little marks,
but nothing further. According to
Haeckel there is no evidence of any
design. Another fortuitous aggrega-
tion of atoms called a 'nose' next
attempts to solve the mystery, but
with like ill-success. And so with
the other three ' infallibles ' which
are to do such wondei-ful things for

the race. But, terrible to relate, none
of them can detect anything but the
mere little black marks—no design
whatever. Any ' rational ' man, then,
with a scientitically-trained mind, will

naturally say to himself : ' What Ls

the use of wasting time poring over
page after page of these things? I
shall treat them as facts of nature
ought to be treated. I notice that
large numbers are almost identical in

size and shape, and it would be a very
good exercise to classify them accord-

ingly. Indeed, I can't conceive how
they ever came to be arranged in the
order in which they now are. It is

very absurd. No order or arrange-

ment whatever, not the least evidence

of design manifested. It is very
astonishing, but I must do my best to

rectify matters. And more especially

must I do this because some people

have got it into their heads that there

is design here, and that these little

marks mean something, and were
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neant to mean something. What
I

lamentable ignorance!' What, then,

was Haeckel's ' design ' in writing

these big books of his, and tr/iere was

it? Anyone seeing him at work would

have observed nothing but a collection

of ' atoms,' of a certain size and shape,

and niiissed together in a i)articular

wav, busily eng:igedina kind of auto-

matic movement with another collec-

tion of atoms called a pen, on yet an-

other collection called paper, the re-

sult being that this third collection

took a somewhat dilFerent appearance

from what it did the moment before.

But this would be all. No unpre-

judiced onlooker could say that he de-

tected any evidence of design on the

part of the largest collection of atoms,

for such design could l)e neither seen,

smelled, heard, tasted nor felt. Nor
could that collection of atoms itself give

any reason for believing that it had any

design on hand, for these tests would

be equally at fault in its case ; no

microscope could bring the ' design '

into view, no lancet could lay it bare to

thegaze of admiring worshippers. Now,
what is Herr Haeckel ? Are matters in

that direction on/// what they seem, or

^iomething eU<' i Does what we are

jileased to call matter conceal abso-

lutely nothiiKj in the ca.se of the philo-

sopher writing his books, or does it 1

Will science give a categorical answer.

Yes or No ]

If science says 'yes,' or if she grant

merely that there may he .some power

behiiul that visible matter and work-

ing through it; something that directs

the ])on ; .something that is Ijusy un-

folding ' thoughts,' yet, itself all the

while remaining invisilde ; if this l>e

80, will science kinrlly enlarge the

scope of its thoughUifor a moment, and

yive us some valid rea.soii, win/, be-

hind the visiltle and felt of nature as

a whole, there may not be some un-

seen, no doubt, but none the less real,

power working out Its purposes'? If

science grants this she must go further,

and grant that this power is a personal

power,orshemu8tdenyherown person-

ality, for both stand or fall on equally

good evidence, or want of evidence.

If she admits its personality, she ad-

mits all that is required, for she ad-

mits the existence of a Being, that to

her at least is supreme, seeing that

she herself forms part of the ' nature

as a whole,' behind which, and through
which that Being works. If she denies

the personality of that power, then
neither has she any better reasons for

believing in her own personality, and
why should any one trouble himself

as to what an unreasoning, imf)er.sonal

automaton either says or does 1

But if on the other hand, science

says ' no,' then, in her wonderful com-
passion for human ignorance, will she

kindly tell us just exactly what is to

1)6 understood by that little word
' will,' the 'will' of man, and what
al.so by these three other little words,
' I,' ' thou,' and ' he,' explaining to us

in a perfectly clear and logical way, so

that there can be no mistake, the va-

rious differences between them, and
all the manifold relations they bear to

one another. In short, let us have the

whole mystery, if mystery tiicre be,

which lias .so long been thought to

suiround the.se words, let us have it,

once and for all cleared up. Modern
science oljects to anything like mys-

tery, to such mysteries for instance, as

the existence of God, the fall of man,
the immortality of the soul, and other

little matters such as these. Of every-

thing that is, ' superhuman, or super-

natural,' she strives to get rid in the

shortest and easiest way, by denying

the fuct. Now, here is a little mys-

tery, human enough, surely, in all con-

science; let science at once take mi-

crosco])e and scalpel, and set about its

solution. If she does not Hnd the pro-

cess so very simple, denial of course is

always sutliciently easy. 'J'lie digging

for wisdom which the wise man of old

so earnestly recommen<led is seen to

be (piite a material process after all,

and .surely if j)er8everance in the work
beoiily longcuough and strong enough,

it will in time be rewarded V>y a glimpse
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of the virgin gold. Here then is a

nice little lump of virgin gold if it can

only be got iit, quite a nugget. And
indeed as science has at length got on
the only straight and reliable road to

knowledge, a road which is to be trav-

ersed as a hound traverses the high-

way—under the guidance of the nose

—we may hope before very long to

hear of the great and original discov-

ery of the 'I.'

Science is loud in its condemnation
of anything like dogmatism. Before

closing this examination, let us take

one more passage from Haeckel, and
see if it be altogether free from that

most objectionable quality. It is with
reference to the great doctrine of Dys-
teleology or ' Purposelessness ' that he

thus writes :
' Almost every organism

with the exception of the lowest and
most imperfect, and especially every

highly-developed vegetable or animal
body, man as well as others, possesses

one ormore structures which areuseless

to itsorganism,valuelessfor its life-pur-

poses, worthless for its functions. Thus
all of us have in our bodies various mus-
cles which we never use, e. (j. the mus-
cles of the surrounding ear, and parts

immediately surrounding it. These are

of great use to most mammals, but in

man, etc., not possessing the power of

pricking up the ears, useless. Our an-

cestors long ago discontinued to make
use of these, therefore we have lost the

power of using them. The very anci-

ent fable of the all-wise plan, accord-

ing to which the Creator's hand has
ordained all things with wisdom and
understanding,' the empty phrase

about the purposive ' plan of struc-

ture ' of organism, is in this way com-
pletely disproved. The favourite phrase
' the moral ordering of the world ' is

also shown in its true light by these

dysteleological facts. Evidently a
beautiful poem is proved false by ac-

tual facts. None but the idealist

scholar who closes his eyes to real

truth, or the priest, who tries to keep
his flock in ecclesiastical leadingstrings,

can any longer tellthe fable of the

3

'moral ordering of the world.' It exists

neither in nature nor in human life,

neither in natural history nor in the
history of civilization. The terrible and
ceaseless ' struggle for existence ' gives
the real impulse to the blind coui'se of
the world. A ' moral ordering ' and
a ' purposive plan ' of the world can
only be visible if the prevalence of an
immoral rule of the strongest and un-
designed organization be entirely ig-

nored." Now this of course sounds very
well, very bold and philosophical, and
all that, but what is the real force of
it 1 Haeckel argues somewhat in this

way :
' If there had really been an in-

telligent Creator in the universe, a Be-
ing capable of forming a design, and
carrying it out, he would doubtless
have disclosed all his plans and pur-
poses to me, Haeckel. He would have
left me in doubt or ignorance about
nrithiug. He would have fully ex-

plained to my why he did this and this,

and this, and hoiv he did it. For ex-

ample, he would have given me a full

account of why he put certain muscles
into man's ears without at the same
time giving him the power to prick
them up; whether, when he made man,
he had any notions of beauty and fit-

ness at all, which determined him to

provide an external ear, rather than
save himself a little extra trouble by
creating a lot of crop-eared knaves. I

have not had any such revelation

—

therefore there is no God.' For our-

selves we rather think that when the
Almighty made man He was not so

much pressed for time as some seem to

suppose. Time was not so excessively

precious in those days that mere bald
' utility ' was sure to cany the day
against beauty. Of course there is

great room for difference of opinion.

To some the spectacle of a man with-

out ears may be a much more beauti-

ful sight than usually falls to their lot.

But at any rate, we have grave doubts
if the ' ear-muscle ' argument against

the existence of a designing Creator,

or the ' purposive plan * of the uni-

verse, be a particularly strong one.
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But to continue Haeckel's reasonings :

' There are a great number of things in

this world that I cannot fully explain,

therefore in my wisdom T conclude that

there is no (.iod, no evidence of design

in the universe, and that any one who
fancies there is design, is by that very

fact convicted of childish folly, and a

love for old wives' fables. It is my op-

inion that long ago certain hides dis-

continued to make use of certain mus-

cles, thtrrfore ve have lost the power of

moving them ;' there/ore we may con-

clude that these brutes were our an-

cestors, because they had certain mus-

cles and used them, whereas we have

certain muscles but do tiot use them
;

there/ore we have been " developed

"

from these brutes ; therefore there is no

design ; therefore no designer ; there-

foie no God j therefore no truth in

many things mankind hashithertobeen

accustomed to believe.' In this way
Haeckel settles the whole matter to his

own satisfaction. He fancies that he

fairly overwhelms the believers in de-

sign when, with a tremendous flourish

of.trumpets, he tells us that the ' Phy-

siological functions, or vital activities

concerned in the evolution of the in-

dividual, and of the race, are growth,

nutrition, adaptation, reproduction,

heredity, division of labour or spec-

ialisation, atavism and coalescence.'

' Well,' we may say, * and what if they

are 1
' Science, as represented by this

school of philosophy, seems to suppose

that she undoubtedly proves the foun-

dationless absurdity of believing in the

existence of design, because she shows

the probaVjilities that, on condition that

a plant or an animal grows, and is

nourished, and is adapted to its sphere

in life, and has l)een re[)ro<luced from

others like itself, and has mnnyof the

qualities of its predecessors, the prolja-

Vnlity, that, if all this has taken place,

it will be the animal it is, and none

other. There is nothing very new or

profound in all this. Tlie probabilities

all go to show that in such and such a

case the animal will l)e just so and so

and none other, liig words used in

I such a way prove nothing but thateven
philosophers may sometimes use words
without meaning, or at least without

seeing that the meaning of those they

do use can very easily be turned against

themselves. For what, it may be asked,

are ' Growth ' and ' Nutrition ' and
' Adaptation ' and ' Reproduction ' but

names expressive of ' laws ' in accord-

ance with which the designing mind
works, just as a watchmaker constructs

a watch in accordance with certain
' laws ' of mechanics, or a violin-maker

constructs a violin in accordance with

certain ' laws ' of sound. The unrea-

sonableness or improbability of such a

view cannot be shown. If Haeckel ob-

jects to the doctrine of design, or * pur-

posive plan of the universe,' simply

because he has never seen such design,

he is in the very same dilemma as re-

gards 'growth' and 'reproduction,'

etc. He has never seen ' growth ' nor
' nutrition ' nor ' reproduction.' Nei-

ther has he smelled them nor heard

them, nor tasted, nor felt them. He
has seen indeed that a thing has (jrown,

that is to say, he has observed a change^

w hich he calls, 'growth,' but ' growth '

itself he has never seen. ' Growth ' is

a mere word expressive of a ' law ' or

mode of procedure. ]f he wishes to make
i
any progress beyond the mere obser-

vation of the senses, he is as much
I shut up as the deist is to make infer-

I

ences of his own, just as, in fact, he
' doe.s. But with this difference : The

deist 'infers' that the existence of

things in nature necessarily involves

the pre-existence of some creative

mind mighty enough to harbour such

conceptions and to carry his designs

into execution. This being makes all

things according to the counsels of his

own will, ju.st as the scientist does as

viuch (IS possible ACQOTiWwg to the co\ir\-

sels of his own will, these counsels

presenting to man the appearance of
' laws ' or modes of procedure. The
man of science also makes inferences,

but ventures no further l>ack than the

'laws,' and these 'laws' he endows
with all sorts of wonderful capacities
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One would almost take them for a

sort of living creature. An animal,

we are told, grows by the 'law' of

growth ; it is nourished by the ' law '

of nutrition ; it is ' developed,' in

short, by the * law ' of development

;

or, to put the matter in other words,

and with meaning equally clear, it

grows because it does gi-ow ; it is

nourished because it is nourished ; it

is ' developed ' because it is developed.

Now, if both are in this way shut up

to their own inferences, in order to

give anything like an adequate expla-

nation of what seems to demand ex-

planation, what possible test have the

votaries of science but the test of in-

dividual opinion, by which they de-

termine that the inferences of others

are not just as logical and in every

way as legitimate as their own 1 They

naturally enough, perhaps, think their

own opinions the best, but their think-

ing it does not make a thing so ; nor

will it go far towards making others

believe it so, unless they support mere

opinion by some of that more conclu-

sive evidence which they so clamour-

ously demand from believers in reve-

lation, for example. If science asks
us to reveal to her our God, let her
first unfold to us those ' laws ' of hers
which she so intelligently worships

;

that mighty ' struggle for existence
'

which she deifies so largely. Let her
prove that even such a stiiiggle as that
could not enter into the plans of a
designing intelligence. If she de-

mands demonstrative evidence of crea-

tion and revelation, let her furnish
demonstrative evidence of develop-
ment. But if she herself Ls forced to
have recoui-se to inferences, let her
suppoit these inferences by reasonings
so convincing that others will be com-
pelled to acknowledge them as the
most ' rational ' ones that can be got.

If she cannot fully explain the mys-
tery of the natural that lies all around
her, let her confess that for her at

least the sM/fernatural exists, and let

her learn humility. O, Science ! great
indeed is thy faith in thine own abili-

ties, but not yet, at least, can we say,
' Be it unto thee even as thou wilt,'

A LOVE IDYL.

BY C. P. M.

G'
LORY of the summer night

Through the casement glimmered bright,

As its lustre long ago

Juliet lit on Romeo,
Stole upon the flowers that slumbered

Gave them kisses many-numbered,
Such cold kisses, years a-gone,

Dian gave Endymion

;

But fairer things those happy hours

The moonbeams kissed than sleeping flowei-s.
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One I loved was there reclining,

On her brow the moon was shining,

Falling like a zone of pearl

On the slim waist of the girl

—

Argent lustre, faint and meet,

For her soft unsandaled feet I

Ah, that night! my soul is weary

Days and nights seem dark and dreary

—

As that hour comes once again.

Wild with jileasure, weird with p.iin
;

For her soft arms were around me,

And her slender lingers bound me :

—

Fingei-s ever beating time

On mv brow, to some old rhyme,

Some old song I was re]ieating.

Ever beating, beating, beating,

Till my heart pulsed sad and slow,

And to her I murmured low,

' Break the spell, O lady, pray,

I with thee no more may stay
;'

But she twined her arms around me,

And her slender fingei-s bound me.

Still I see her through the years

Free from stain of Time and tears.

Torrents of her dark-brown hair

Thrown around me everywhere.

Eyes half-languid— face that shows

The clear olive mixed with rose

—

Oh ! what words will half express

All her lavish loveliness !

Duty cried in vain ' away !

'

l\e<\ lips kissing whispered 'stay
;

Tsone liave watched us, none shall know
Why this hour I love thee so ;

'

And she clasped her arms around me.

And her slender Gngers bound me :

—

Yet I panted for the strife

And the battle-field of life
;

Yet 1 longed one day to stand

Fighting for the dear old land
;

By the side of some who love me
;

With the trampled flag aVtove me ;

Yet I longed to live; or die

In the ranks of liberty
;

So in that lone hour was she

Life—ambition—all to me.

TORO.NTO.
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THE PRINCIPLE OF COPYPvIGHT.

BY E. LAFLEUR, MONTREAL.

SHOULD the lights of authors in

their published works be consider-

ed as a right of pi-operty entitled to pro-

tection from the common law, or mere-

ly as a species of monopoly created and

regulated by the legislature, and in-

tended to promote the advancement of

learning % This has long been a vexed

question among philosophical jurists,

and the literature of the subject re-

veals a oreat variety of opinion among
the most eminent thinkers. During

the last few years, especially, the gen-

eral public has been admitted to the

debate by nearly all the leading re-

views ; and such events as the appoint-

ment of the English Copyright Com-
mission in 1878, the Congress of Men
of Letters in Paris in the same year,

and the repeated endeavours which
have recently been made to establish

International Copyright between all

civilized nations, have been watched
with keen interest and with agenei-al

desire for a definite solution. Whe-
ther or not this solution has been

found, the discussion thus set afoot

has at least had the result of eliciting

a clear and unmistakable restate-

ment of the points at issue, and of

bringing to light all the arguments on

both sides of the question. In con-

troversies of this kind, where the dust

of the fray so often hides the devices

on the shields of the combatants, we
can hardly overrate the importance of

a clear apprehension of the problem,

and an intelligent estimate of what has

been done towards its solution.

But perhaps the most valuable out-

come of this renewed consideration of

the subject is the growing recognition

of its vast practical importance. There
have not been wanting writers of abil-

ity who have stigmatized it as an
otiose and frivolous enquiry : one of

those Upies fatui of metaphysics which
have no bearing on the practical pro-

blems of life, and which, by their

perennial recurrence, each time Jin a

slightly difiei'ent form, are ever tempt-

ing us away from the sure paths of as-

certainable knowledge. Such was the

opinion of Macaulay, who, in a bril-

liant but shallow piece of declamation,

told the members of the House of

Commons that they need not inquire

into the nature and origin of property

in oi'der to vote on a measure relating

to the rights of authors. * I agree, I

own, with Paley,' he says, ' in think-

ing that property is the creature of the

law, and that the law which creates

property can be defended only on this

ground, that it is a law beneficial to

mankind. But it is unnecessary to

debate that point. For even if I be-

lieved in a natural right of property

independent of utility and anterior to

legislation, I should still deny that

the right could survive the original

proprietor. . . . Even those who
hold that there is a natural right of

property must admit that rules pre-

scribing the manner in which the ef-

fects of deceased persons shall be dis-

tributed are purely arbitrary and origin-

ate altogether in the will of the le-

gislature. ' * A modern reviewer t who
shares Macaulay 's opinion both as

* Speech on Serjeant Talfourd's Bill, 5th
Feb. 1841.

t Mr. Eflwanl Dicey in the Fortnightly Re-
riev) for December, 187S.
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to the nature of property and as to

the futility of the present inquiry,

attempts to cut the Gordian knot of

the controversy in a similar manner.
His reasoning is briefly as follows :

—

' Since all property is Vjut the ci-eature

of the law, it matters not whether Me
regard literary productions as proper-

ty or merely as state rewards for the

encouragement of learning. For what
the law has made it may unmake, cur-

tail, or regulate in the way which is

most conducive to the public good.'

Mr. Matthew Arnold, too, tells us*
that if we go deep enough into the

matter we shall find that there are no
natural rights at all, but only law-

made ones. Consc(juently, cadit fjucrs-

tio ; and literary inen are only talking

twaddle when they complain of inva-

sion of their inalienable rights. In-

stead of as.sumirg such a lofty tone

they should endeavour to convince us

that their claim is based on considera-

tions of expediency.

Now it is quite possible for anyone
to l>elieve with these critics that all

rights are creatures of the law, that

law Ls ultimately based on e.xj>ediency,

and that the legislatuie can (in the

abstract) do as it chooses with every-

one's rights, and yet to understand the

outcry of authors against the disre-

gard of their liglits, whether or not
they choo.se to apply to them the epi

thets ' inviolable,' ' inalienable,' ' na-

tural,' or any of the numei-ous mean-
ingless adjectives which are so fre-

quently emjjloyed in speaking of

all kinds of f>roi)rietaiy lights. For
if, following out Mr. Matthew Arnold's

excellent advice, we go as deep as we
can into the subject, we cannot fail to

observe that, whatever be the origin

of rightp, there are some whii-li are re-

garderl as more stable and more endur-

ing than i.thera It will be obvious,

even to a sufierficial observer, that

there is a vast diflference between a

law establishing trade regulations, an<l

one providing for the disinherison of a

• FoHnightly Review, March, 1880.

man's successors after the lapse of a
few years, or depriving a ])erson of his

goods and chattels during his lifetime.

Violations of municipal regulations

are lightly punished with a fine and
are not recognised beyond local limits;

but an infraction of proprietary rights

is visited with the most severe retri-

bution and gives rise to extradition if

necessary. Mr. Matthew Arnold thinks

that piracies of copyrighted works are

no violation of pro| erty, but merely a

miserable piece of inddicacn on the part

of thePhilistine middle classes. Hence
the proper punishment in such a case

is a high-bred contempt, and the gov-

ernment in.stead of passing coi)yright

laws ought to direct its attention to the

civilization of thatwretched and odious

genus. But as Mr. Matthew Arnold
makes no diH'erence between this and
other rights, he ought logically to ad-

vocate the same kind of punishment
for the Philistines who push indelicacy

so far as to deprive us of our coats and
purses. 1 have no doubt that such

a theory would be very popular with the

gentry in question, but in the victims

of this policy it would hardly develop

that sweetness of temjter which Mr.
Arnold desiderates .«o much.

The reason for this diflerence in the

estimation of diflerent cla.sses of rights

is not hard to find. Those rights

which are based on wider generalisa-

tions and more complete inductions,

and which have received the .sanction

of almost universal consent during a
very long period of human existence,

have come to be regarded with pecu-

liar veneration, and are jealously

guarded from ei.croachments. And iic-

cordingly, all legislatures are cautious

al)out tampering with such rights, and

will refuse to meddle unless theclearest

jiroof is given that they are entirely

out of harmony with tlie conditions of

modern civili/jition. Now there is no
right which is more universally re-

cognised by the law of all civilized

countries than that of private pro-

perty. It is regarded as being at the

basis of a large num'oer of our social
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institutions, and every legislator knows
with what caution it must be ap-

proached.

Expropriations, Insolvency laws,

Compensation laws, and all such mea-
sures are regarded as high-handed

and temporary expedients. Their only

justification is the extraordinary and
abnormal state of things which neces-

sitates heroic remedies. The fact that

they are acknowledged to be depart-

ures from strict justice, and are re-

sorted to in peculiar circumstances

only in order to prevent greater evils,

is a conclusive proof that the import-

ance of the distinction between some
rights and others is not a mere fig-

ment of the jurists, but on the con-

trary is based on a real difference. We
need notem ploy such words as 'inviol-

able,' ' inalienable,' ' natural,' and the

like, in order to protect these rights

from hasty legislation ; we need only

point out to incautious reformers that

what they are proposing to abolish is

inextricably bound up with a great

many other institutions, and that un-

til they are prepared to consider the

question iu all its length and breadth,

and to offer us something less chimer-

ical than the dreams of Communism,
they must join with us in upholding
and defending, for the present at least,

a system which we are not ready to

super.se le. If, thsn, authors succeed

in showing that tlieir title in published

works is undistiiiguishaljle from recog-

nised rights of [)roi)erty and ought to

be assimilated to them, they will as- I

suredly place their pretensions on a

very different footing, and their recla-

mations will command at least as
]

much attention as those of the Irish

land- holders at the present time.

But further, the convictions which
j

guide us in framing our laws, will also

dictate our moral judgments concern-

ing infractions of the rights in ques-

tion. Who does not see that, accord-

ing as we believe an author's rights to
|

be merely a sort of monopoly, unjust
|

in principle and at variance with eco-

nomic laws, but tolerated as a neces-

.sary evil, or else a title equal in sa-

credness to that V>y which a man holds

the produce of his land and the work
of his hands, we shall regard the same
actions with very different feelings ?

While on the one hand we might look

with some leniency, on an infraction

of a monopoly which, to a great num-
ber appears as ' an odious tax on the

most innocent of pleasures,' and pun
ish the offenders with a fine ; on the
other hand, a conviction that proprie-

tary rights have Vjeen invaded would
justify us in giving the hard names of
* theft' and 'receipt of stolen goods,' to

the unauthorized publication of a lit-

erary performance and the pui-chase

of pirated editions, and in punishing
the offences with the penitentiary.

I have said enough, I trust, to vin-

dicate the inquiry which I purpose to

make from the charge of futility and
irrelevancy. My apology for devoting

so much space to a rebuttal of this ac-

cusation is, that it seemed indispen-

sable to make it clear at 'the outset

that there is a real difficulty to be

solved, when .so many writers will have
it that thei-e is no ca.se to go to the jury.

It would be impossible, within the

limits of this paper, to attempt any-

thing like a history of opinion on the

sul ject. It would be hard to decide

which theory has the weight of opinion

in its favour. The presumption
against the idea of literary property

as being of recent date in comparison
with the antiquity of the conception

of other forms of property, is repelled

by the reffection that it could not,

from its very nature, attract the

attention of a rude and primitive

})eople. As Mr. Castambide says :

' Les causes de cette difference sont

cependant naturelles. D'abord la

I)ropriete mobiliere ou immobiliere est

aussi vieille que le monde ; la pro-

priete intellectuelle n'est concevable

que dans une periode tres avancee de

la civilisation, et aussi dans une 6po-

que de liberte.'* It was, in fact,

* Traite des Contrefagons, p. 2.
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with the invention, and still more

-with the liberty, of printing, that the

question assumed a practicable ira-
,

portance. Since these great events

the literature of the subject has been

steadily increasing, and both sides of

the question have found distinguished

advocates. Probably M. Kenouard

is right in saying * that legislators

have, as a general rule, dealt with

copyright on the assum{)tion that it

was a monopoly ; while literary men
and speculative writers have leaned

towards the opposite opinion. But

there are many exceptions to this

statement. Thus the expression
' literary property,' which occurs in

several of the Euroi)ean codes, points

to an assimilation of literary produc-

tions to other kinds of property. In-

deed, an article of the Code of Sar-

dinia expre.ssly declares that the pro-

ductions of the mind are the jjroperty

of their author.! In France, although

a law wa.s passed, after a long debate,

on the 5th of July, 1874, to expunge

from the code the word ' property
'

when used with reference to literary

productions, yet up to that time the

wording of the law was favourable to

the pretensions of authors, and in

sjjite of the changes, as M. Nion re-

marks, J most of the provisions of the

Civil Code antl of tlie Code of Pro-

cedure are inexj)licable on the theory

that the rights of authors are mere

rewards for labour. Even in England,

where (as in the Prussian code) the

•opyright enactments avoid the use of

the word jirojjerty, it is to this day a

bone of contention among legal writers

whether the celebrated Act, 8 Anne,

c. 10, aflirmed or denied the existence

of authors' rights at coMuion law, and

whether the measure was intended to

supplement or supersede the common
law rights, if any existed.

§

* I>roit» ilf» Aitfeum, I., p. 439.

i A'iot), Droit* Civiln dt» Antcurs, Arlinlrii

et Iiirrutenfn, ji. 20.

XOp.rit., p. 20.

^ In the leading cane of Donnhhon v. Bfrkrt,

4 Uurr. 240H, tlie I,or<lM<lt(i<le(l, li> a majority

of one. that the Statute of Anne had taken

Nor is there a perfect unanimity

among sjteculative philosophers. While
on the one hand we count Voltaire

and Diderot, and in our own day Mr.
Herbert Spencer,* among the advo

cates of literary property, we have on
the other side the imposing authority

of Immanuel Kant. The Socialistic

writer.* are, of course, only consistent

with their j)rinciples when they de-

claim against the odious principle of

copyright, and assert that ideas are as

free and unsusceptible of aiipropria-

tion as the air which we breathe.

t

They do not, however, make an excep-

tion of literary property, but consider

it as an illustration of one vast system

which is inifputous and hurlfvd in all

its aspects. Nearly all tlie writers

who have opposed the recognition of

literary property have drawn most of

their stock arguments from the re-

pertory of the Fourierists ; but, as I

have already remarked, such argu-

ments labour under the fatal defect of

proving too much.

In attempting to disentangle the

thread of conflicting opinion on this

subject, our first endeavour sho\dd be

to see whether there are any points of

real agicement between the conflicting

theories, if we succeed in finding a

common staiting point, we shall be

able to note with exactness where the

divergences begin and to examine

their causes. Now there seems to be

one i)oint on which all writers of any

note are at one, namely, that what is

called ' Co])yright before publication,'

is a right of property. The doctrine

is thus laid down by Phillips :
— 'The

term copyright in its popular, if not

I
in its legal, acceptation, incliules two

' away tlie coniinnn law ri^'htu, Imt the .Tud^jpH

wduid liiivf been e<nially divideil on this jioint

I

ha<l nut I.iird .Mansfield refrained fruni nio-

tiveH of etiiinette fr<'ni diliverinj,' on this occa-

nion the opinion which he had formerly ex-

I

i)re««ed in .Millur v. Tai/lin; 4 I'wrr. '2'.iO'.i.

• See especially •Sniiril .'latirx, ch. 11, and
' Mr. Spencer's examination l)efore the (Jopy-

riKht (..lommisHion.
'

+ '{'he aldest exposition of the tenets of So-
cialiMts on this snlijeet will he found in M.
Louis Ulan.'H Oryiuisoti n du Trarail.
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rights which differ widely in their

origin, nature and extent. The fre-

quent application of the term to each

of these indiscriminately seems to

have tended to an occasional inaccuracy

of language in reference to one or

other of them, and ])erhaps to some
misapprehension of both. They are,

it must always be remembered, dis-

tinct and several rights. Copyright-

befcre-publication is the more ancient

of the two. It is the exclusive privi-

lege of first publishing any original

and material product of intellectual

labour. Its basis is property ; a vio-

lation of it is an invasion of property,

and it depends entirely upon the com-
mon law ; the privilege is simply a

right of user, incidental to the pro-

perty exclusively vested in the abso-

lute and lawful possessor of the mate-

rial product.' * 'I his principle may
be regarded as established by the con-

current opinions of all legal writers on
Copyright, and the jurisprudence of

all civilized countries.! That this

right of property is in the ideas them-
selves and not merely in the words in

which they are clothed is also a well

settled maxim. As Mr. Drone says :

* The woids of a literary composition
may be changed by substituting others

of synonymous meaning ; but the in-

tellectual creation will remain sub-

stantially the same. This truth is

judicially recognised in the established

principle that the property of the

author is violated by an unauthorised

use of his composition with a colour-

able change of woids ; the test of

piracy being, not whether the identi-

cal language, the same words, are used,

but whether the substance of the pro-

duction is unlawfully appropriated .'J

To the doctrine above enunciated

* Law of Copyright, pp. 1 and ,2. London,
1863.

t Mr. E. S. Drone's recent work on Copy-
right (Boston, 187!*) may be con'iulted for a
WtX, of English and American authorities on
this j)oint. The French law is laid down by
Kenouard, ' Droits des Auteurs,' voL i. p.
435.

ifPage 79.

there are few objectors, and these

may be safely challenged to point out

any qualities essential to the exercise

of the right of property which are

wanting in literary productions. The
qvcpstlo vexata of the whole contro-

versy is concerning the effect of pub-

lications on an author's rights. Pub-
lication, it is argued, is a making over

to the public of the author's ideas, a

cession of all his rights appertaining

thereto. As soon as he publishes his

work he loses all his common law
rights, and enjoys only those conferred

on him by the special Acts relating to

Copyright. That such is the case in

fact is admitted ; but we have to in-

quire whether the present state of the

law in this behalf is what it ought to

be.

What then is the effect of publica-

tion on an author's rights 1 Taking
it for granted that an author is the

proprietor of his unpublished works,

should publication curtail or destroy

his rights, and, if so, to what extent 1

It is clear that if the author loses

any of his lights, it must be by volun-

tarily dispossessing himself of them by
sale, gift, or otherwise, or else by cir-

cumstances, natural or legal, which
are incompatible with their continu-

ance after the act of publication. Post-

poning for the present the author's in-

tentions, express or implied, let us

inquire whether the act of publication

carries with it a necessary and un-

avoidable deprivation of any of his

rights. We can hardly avoid the con-

clusion that he does lose some of the

rights which he enjoyed before publi-

cation, and that he loses these with-

out his own volition, and as a necessary

conseauence of his own act For,

whatever may be his desires in the

matter, it is perfectly clear that when
he has once published his work he no

longer has the exclusive possession

of it :
* Semel emissum volat irre-

vocabile verbum.' He has com-

pletely lost his absolute control over

his ideas, and cannot regulate their

dissemination or stop their effect.
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To this extent it must be admit-

ted that his former rights have suf-

fered a diminution. But with what

nhow of reason or justice can it

be pretended that because he loses a

part, he must also lose the whole of

his rights? That because he is per-

force deprived of the exclusive posses-

sion of his property, he must also be

held to have lost the right to derive

the pecuniary benefit which his pro-

])erty might yield ? What logical or

juridical connection is theie between

these propositions ? It might as well

be argued that because a man loses his

reason, he loses therewith, not merely

certain civil rights which require the ex-

ercise of that faculty, but all his rights

as a human being, all title, for exam-

ple, to receive his sustenance out of

his own jjroperty. How can it be as-

serted that because publication in-

volves a loss of exclusive possession,

it must entail a deprivation of rights

which are not incompatible with the

absence of such jxjssession, as for in-

stance, the right to the sole enjoyment

of the proKts derivable from the sale

of an author's works ] The clearest

proof that there is no abstract or prac-

tical im|)OS.sibility in the persistence of

this right when the author has ceased

to be tlie only holder of his thoughts,

is the fact that during the brief period

of protection granted him by the ex-

isting copyriglit laws, an author ac-

tually does enjoy exclusively the [)rotits

of his works. To those who urge that

the publ'c must in time become the

owners of the author's thoughts ac-

cording to the well-known legal maxim,

that uncontrolled jjosscssion for a con-

siderable time is changed by the law

into proprietorshi[), it is a sufHcient

answer to (|uote the eiiually familiar

rule that no one can pres<-ril)e against

his title ; and, as we shall see,

the public holds the authors ideas

under an implied contractt which

precludes the possibility of such pre-

Hcriptive rights. liesides, the legal

analogy above mentioned is far from

perfect. The possession which gives

rise to acquisitive prescription in

material property is very different

from the partial possession of the pub-

lic in an author's ideas. For it cannot

be denied that if the public has the use

and enjoyment of a work, so has the

author. This is a peculiarity of liter-

ary property which must not be passed

over.

When the arguments adduced in

support of the theory of involuntary

loss of proprietorship fail to convince,

the opponents of literary property

change their front, and advance the

theory that by publication an author

voluntarilij parts with all his rights in

his book for the price which it brings.

In other words, his adoption of the

only means by which his work can be-

come rennmerative shall be deemed
satisfactory proof of his intention to

dispossess himself of such a benefit for

a paltry and utterly inadequate con-

sideration. He shall be presumed to

convey for a few shillings a right which

may be worth hundreds of pounds.

The real nature of the contract between

the author and the public is correctly

stated by INIr. Drone :
' The author

impliedly says to the reader, " I will

grant you the perpetual privilege of

using my literary jtroduction in return

for a small sum of money, hut on con-

dition that you do not injure it and

render it worthless as a source of profit

to me, b}' multiplying and circulating

copies. I will provide you with a

manuscript or printed copy to enable

you to read and enjoy the work. That
copy shall be yours to keep for ever,

or to dispose of as you please ;
but in

the intellectual contents of tiie book

you have simply a right of use in com-

mon with thousands of others. This

j)roperty and the right of multiplying

it I reserve to myself. It is worth

8-0,000 ; but I will admit yo\i to a

common use of it for one <lollar.'
*

This ' common use ' is afterwards ex-

plained to mean a right to ' all the

enjoyment, improvement, instruction

•The Law of Copyright, p. 11.
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and information to be derived from the

book.' The thoughts which the book

may suggest ai'e legitimately his, buthe
has not the right to reproduce the ori-

ginal ideas of the author in such a way
as to render them unprofitable. He
must not publish a book whose chief

value consists in borrowings from an-

other person's work. He may in fact,

make a fair use of other people's

thoughts, and the precise meaning of

this expression may be gathered from
a consideration of adjudicated cases re-

lating to piracies of copyrighted works.

The intention of the author in publish-

ing is obviously too clear to leave room
for any doubt. The only question

which might be raised is whether the

same construction is put on the con-

tract by the public. It seems pretty

evident, however, that the purchaser

of a book cannot mistake the intentions

of the author in making the bargain.

Does it ever really enter into the head
of any book-buyer that he is getting,

for four or five shillings, the right to

publish the work of which he has pur-

chased a copy 1 Can he imagine for a

moment that the proprietor would part

with such a privilege for such a price 1

As Mr. Justice Aston remarked in

Millar v. Taylor, * ' the invasion of

this sort of property is as much against

every man's sense of it as against rea-

son and moral rectitude. The buyer
might as truly claim the merit of the

composition by its purcliase as the right

of multiplying the copies and reaping

the profits.'

But this doctrine of an implied con-

tract between author and purchaser

does not exiet merely in in foro con-

scientice. It has been judicially re-

cognised at least in England in all the
leading cases on copyright, and the
only reason why there is no copyright
after p\iblication at common law in

England is, that the 8 Anne, c. 19, is

considered as having abolished the pre-

viously existing common law right, f

*4 Burr. 2303.

t See especially MiU'xr v. Taylor sup. cit.
;

It appears to me, moreover, that the

doctrine receives strong confirmation

from a fact which seems to have been
generally overlooked by the champions
of literary property, and which exhibits

the deniers of an implied contract in

flagrant contradiction with themselves.

I refer to the protection aflforded by
the law of nearly all countiies to lec-

tures delivered orally, precisely on the
ground of an implied contract between
the lecturer and his audience. To
cite a single case out of a number
which might be instanced, we find, in

AhernetJiy v. Hutchinson* where the

plain'ifF attempted to restrain the pub-

lication of lectures delivered orally,,

that Lord Eldon granted the relief ' on
the ground of breach of an implied

contract between the lecturer and his

audience, that the latter would do no-

thing more than listen to the lecturer

for their own instruction.'!

Now what is the difference between
the publication of an author's thoughts

in the form of an oral lectui-e, and
their publication in the restricted sense

of the term, namely, by printing Lhem ?

The fact of the lecture being oralb/ pre-

sented to the audience instead of gra-

jjhically is unimportant. The only real

difference is in the number of the pub-

lic. When an author desires to address

himself to a small audience, he em-
ploys the oral method of expressing

his thought, but if he wishes his pro-

ductions to be widely disseminated, he
clothes his ideas in the more durable

dress of w^ritten or printed characters.

The implied contract is the same in

both cases, and the author who adopts

the latter method of making known
his ideas does no act which can be

construed into a waiver of the right

Donaldson v. Becket, 4 Burr. 2408 ; Jeferys v.

Boogeii, 4 H. L. C. 9C1.
* 1 H. & T. 39, (luote.l by Phillips, p. 3.

+That the French juiispnulence on this

point concurs with English decisions may be
seen on reference to the following authors :

Kenouaril, op. cit. Vol. I. pp. 131 and 145 ;

Blanc, Contrefa^ons, p. 283 ; Nion, o(). cit. p.
iS") ; Gastambide, p. 75 ; Le Jeune, Le Livre
des Nations, 58.
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granted him by law and approved by

all thinkers, in his oral lectures. Un-
til it has been clearly shown that in

printing and publishing his work, the

author manifests an intention of

changing the terms of the contract, the

public cannot be credited wilh enter-

taining the extravagant and unreason-

able expectations ascribed to it by

some writei-s, and which are in reality

contined to a limited number of un-

scrupulous publishers. The school of

which M. Renouard may be taken as

the ablest exj)onent, must, in order to

be consistent, either deny altogetiier

the existence of an implied contract

in the case of an oral lecture, or else

admit its presence in the dealings be-

tween author and bookbuyer.

If the preceding analysis be correct,

and the existence of an implied con-

tract be satisfactorily established, our

case is made out. For it is obvious

that the right of multiplying a work

and enjoying the profits of its sale is

merely incidental to a right of proper-

ty which has been curtailed indeed,

but not entirely destroyed. It is no

longer a ])rivilege granted to authors

against all sound economy merely

becau.se they are an interesting class,

requiring encouragement, but a riglit

of justice which the common law

should enforce without the sui)er-

fluous and questionable a.ssistance of

special enactments. I have already

endeavoured to show the profound

modification which our legislation and

our moral judgments would undergo if

this derivation of author's rights from

pro])ertv were generally received. Mr.

Spencer* would cease to deplore 'the

sad bluntness of moral feeling ' implied

in the policy which for the [)resent pre-

vails. There can luiidly be any doubt

that an immediate result of the general

acceptance of this proposition would

be, that no civilized nation could de-

cently o[)po8e itself to International

Ooi)yright.

This inquiry cannot be closed, how-

* ' Social Statics,' ch. xi., §2.

ever, without noticing an objection

which is urged at great length, and
with much apparent satisfaction, by
the opponents of literary property. If

literary productions are a species of

property, it is argued, then this pro-

perty must, from its very nature, be

j)erpetual. This result is eageily seized

upon, and is considered as the mludio
ad absiirdinii of the theory. The im-

practicability of a perpetual copyright

and the intolerable evils consequent

upon its recognition, supposing it were

possible to enforce it, are triumi)hant-

ly demonstrated, and from the unten-

ablencss of the conclusion, the fallacy

of the promises is inferred. But we
ax'e liy no means forced to admit that

because ideas are property, all the

privileges appertaining to this kind of

pro{)erty ought to be perpetual. We
may freely admit that there are almost

insuperable obstacles in the way of al-

lowing the exclusive control over the

publication of an author's thoughts to

be vested per])etually in his heirs or

assigns. One of the most injurious re-

sults of this system would be that in

very many cases an author's heirs

might, from ignorance, bigotry, or

even worse motives, V)e induced to pub-

lish his works in a garbled and muti-

lateil form, or even to suppress them
altogether. In a cause celr'nef in our

own day, we were presented with the

very unedifying spectacle of the family

of a distinguished thinker endeavour-

ing by all means in their power to pre-

vent the world from knowing his ma-

tured and detinitive judgment on some

of the most important historical and re-

ligious (piestions of the day. Had it

not been for the illegal but hond-jidc

])uVtlication of the remarka])le work,
' L'Espagne et la Liberte,' by the fam-

ous ex-pere Hyacinthe, posterity would

not have formed a correct estimate of

the real convictions of Montalembert

Numerous cases will readily suggest

' + La famille de MnntaUmberl va. La Bihlict

1
thifinf. Utut>fr*rHc. Sec the April and Mav

: n^Inll)er^ of tliiit review for 1877, for a full

account of this intereatiiig case.
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themselves in which great injustice

might be done to the memory of an
illustrious author, not to mention the

irreparable loss caused to the public,

by allowing the privilege of reproduc-

tion to rest forever with the author's

representatives. But what does all

this prove 1 I have already observed

that literary property has its peculiar-

ities, and that if we deduce our con-

clusions by parity of reasoning from
other forms of property, we are likely

to go astray. Authors are far from
desiring a law which would be preju-

dicial to their reputation, but they
firmly insist on their title to the pecun-

iary yield of their work. It may be
advisable to provide against the possi-

bility of the evils above refeiTed to,

but the remedy need not touch the ex-

ercise of the only privilege which au-

thors arc interested in claiming.

When men of letters shall no longer
be obliged to seek the protection of en-

actments which consecrate the vicious

principle of monopoly, but shall go
for redress to the common law, which
says :

* iibi jua, ihi remedium '—a new
era will have opened in their history,

comparable in importance to that
which was ushered inby Milton's 'A reo-

pagitica.' There are signs that such an
era is not very far off, and that the
literai-y pi-ofession will at length suc-

ceed in obtaining a recognised status.

When such recognition does come, it

must always be a source of pride and
gratification to authors to reflect that
their battles for civil rights have been
fought, not with the sword, but with
the pen, and that their Magna Charta
has been obtained without the blood-

shed which has so often stained the
justesi of causes.

IMPROMPTU LINES

Written in an old Album.

I KNOW not whose dear hands
Have traced the lines upon these faded leaves

:

Some still may bear in this or other lands

The pilgrim's staff; some still may bind the sheaves,-

Earth's golden recomjiense of sweat and toil

;

Or, like the ' Good Samaritan ' of old,

May bind a brother's wounds in * wine and oil '

;

But some, I know, in calm and I'estful told.

Are clasped within the quiet of the tomb.
Like faded rose-leaves in a chalice shrined.

Whose scent reminds us of their summer bloom,

So these dear Souvenirs can bring to mind
The friends of other days, the tried, the true.

And voices, huslied long since, breathe yet again

The love that never failed : dear, faithful few !

Whose tender memory soothes our spirit's pain.

Stratford. M. A. Maitlaxd,
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THE TORONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

PBOCEEDIXGS OF FOURTH MEETING, REPORTED BY LILY COLOGNE.

I
TOLD the girls that I didn't choose

to act as reporter at this meeting

and begged them to let me off; but they

only laughed and said that beggars were

not expected to be choosers. 1 thought

that was mean, so I said I wouldn't

mind it so much only 1 disliked to

write upon old brown wrapping paper,

and when they wanted to know what

reason existed that I should do so, I

explained that of coui-se I wanted the

satisfaction of knowing that what I

reported was worth the paper it was

written on. I think that observation

' reached,' as the revivalists phrase it,

the hearts of my hearers. Some of

the girls whistled, the others looked

off sideways and laughed. I think they

might have looked at me. It is just as

the poet says, that the gi-eat pleasure

of making a remark which does not fall

wholly Hat, is to have the person who
does you the honour of laughing at it

look you fully in the face for one mirth-

ful moment. The glance must be rapid,

half surprised, and wholly radiant. Too

much surprise would be insulting, and

a lack of it would convey the impres-

sion that the remark laughed at was not

in the first flower of its youth. Be that

as it may, the Poet asserts, and I agree

with her, that any girl who laughs with

manifest unwillingness, and refuses to

acknowledge Vjy a glance the source

from which her laughter flows, is

' Fit for treasoDH, stratagems, and Bi)i)il>j.'

I hardly dared to quote the whole of

that Shake-spearean pa-ssago. It has

been a stock quotation so long that it

has lost all its original strength and

flavoiir, and the soui) made of it is apt

to be insipid.

Our last meeting took place on a

very warm afternoon, and I noticed for

the first time the relation that exists

between temper and temperature. As
fast as one rises the other seems to fol-

low. I was late getting ready, and
that made me nervous, for I know the

Judge thinks it almost dishonest to be

carele.ss about kee])ing appointments.

Then I had to hunt for my button

hook, and if there is anything I dislike

it is cruising about on a voyage of dis-

covery among all one's belongings in

search of something which will be sure

to turn up in the most absurdly pro-

bable place of all. In my hurry to fas-

ten my boots I tore off a button, and

in my hurry to sew it on I broke the

needle. Even the donning of my fav-

ourite dress did not bring me unalloyed

content, for I was haunted by the fear

that Ma would say the waist was too

tight. She says that regularly every

time I wear it. She put my baton for

me, and fastened my gloves, and ar-

ranged a little bit of pink geranium at

my throat—not that I cannot do such

things myself, but sometimes my mo-
ther likes to do them for me and I like

her to—and all without saying a word
to mar the pleasure of the occasion.

When at last I was ready to go, and

she had not mentioned my waist, a

great wave of unreasoning gratitude

swept over me, and I just dropped my
face on her shoulder a moment and
whispered, ' Oli, Ma, you are a thou-

sand times too good to me. I never

appreciated the true worth and beauty

of your character as I do at this

moment !
' She answered and said :

I

' Why, my girlie, if I were as good a
I mother to you as I ought to be I would
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never let you weai- this tight dress.'

I didn't say anything then—I just

turned and fled.

' Well, I declare, if here isn't little

Lily, lookingas prim as a postage stamp
and as pretty as a chromo !

' That was
the kind of salutation I received when
I came among the girls, and in the

state of the weather and my nerves I

did not find it a pleasant one.
' Now, Smarty,' I said, ' I haven't

done anything to you, have 1 1 Then
what makes you want to torment me ?

'

' I beg your pardon,' returned the

offender ;
' 1 meant to be compliment-

ary, but you are haid to please. How-
ever I take it all back, your clothes

look as if they had been put on with
a pitch-fork, and you're as ugly as sin

—

as ugly as virtue I mean. Now are you
satistied 1

'

' Lily may be satisfied,' observed the

Judge, gravely, * but I am not. Vir-

tue is not ugly, and I don't like to

hear you say so.'

' Well, I'll not say so ; I'll merely
think so.'

' Smarty says that,' remarkedGrum,
* because she imagines it is smart, and
not because it is true. She doesn't

mean it.'

' Faith !
' exclaimed Smarty ;

' I don't

know half the time what I do mean
and what 1 don't, but it doesn't matter

so long as I have Grum around to

act as interpreter—and a dear, sweet
charitable interpreter she is too.'

' 1 don't consider virtue downright
ugly, but it is apt to be a little homely
and frigid and prudish and monoton-
ous—sometimes like an old maid whose
age is no longer uncertain. Profession-

al good people are apt to be neither at-

tractive nor interesting. But I like

them notwithstanding.' Thus spoke
the Duchess.

' So do I,' said Grum, ' when they
don't run by machinery. I can't bear

oast-iron Christianity. Talk about be-

ing hardened in sin, it's just as bad to

be hardened in virtue.

* Scoffer,' exclaimed the Poet, * for-

bear !

'

' You must let me have the last word
on the subject,' said the Judge, ' and
it is this : Nothing can be so ugly as

sin, nor so monotonoiis, nor so unsat-

isfying. If goodness is not beautiful

it is because the good people who prac-

tise it do not try to make it so. But
I think for the sake of goodness we
ought not to try lightly and frivolously

to dispose of such serious questions.

'

' And I think for goodness' sake we
ought to dispose of all serious qiiestions

at once and forever,' said I. * The
weather is much too melting for us to

be moralising.'

'How are you getting on with your re-

porting. Daffy Downdilly?' asked Doc.
I exposed my note book to view.
' That's very well,' said Grum, pat-

ronizingly. ' I shouldn't wonder but,

like Goldsmith, you would write like

an angeh'
' Why '?

' I questioned ; for a com-
pliment from Grum was rare indeed.

* Because, like him you talk like

poor p
'

'Grum !' broke in Doc vehemently,
' you're too bad !

'

' She's only indulging in bad-inage,'

said Smarty,

There seems to be something doubt-
ful about Grum's compliment, but its

hard to say what. I really must de-

vote some of my leisure time to the

study of Goldsmith hereafter.

We went around to the back of the

house, where a group of three well-

grown trees offered a grateful seclu-

sion from the impertinent gaze of the

cold world and the hot sun.
' Tarry with me, I pray thee,' said

the Poet to the Judge, as they walked
on before, ' and let us recline upon this

green sward, and give that repose to

our noble Roman feet which they so

greatly need after the fatigue and toils

of the day.'

'Dear me !
' exclaimed the Duchess,

quite shocked at the appearance of two
girls lying out on the grass together

;

' what a spectacle !

'

' What a pair of spectacles, you
mean,' corrected Smarty.
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' My ideal of enjoyment,' said the

Judt^e', ' is to get out of conventional

attitudes and conventional attire ; to

get into a gown and slippers which

were designed and executed in the

same spirit that animated the origi-

natoi-s of the declaration of independ-

ence, and to look for hours together

through green branches at the blue

' Oh, I daresay,' said Grum indiffer-

ently. ' Yes, very tine.'

' i think so too,' said the Poet, ' but,'

plaintively, * I could wish that the no-

bly developed waist of my friend the

Judge did not completely obliterate all

the scenery on the other side of it. I

like a generous waist, but when you

can't see a church steeple over it
'

But here the hand of the Judge

was laid over the sp^^aker's lips, and

those two undignified creatures began

to behave in a way that must in spite

of the weather have made the Duch-

ess's blood run cold.

' Oh, by the way,' said Grum, nod-

ding at the Duchess, * I have a bone to

pick with you.'

* I never pick bone.s,' replied her

Highne.ss.
' Well, I have some fault to find.'

' Yon startled me I ' was the sarcastic

rejoinder.

' Don't be long finding it, (Jrum,' I

said, ' for it is nearly time to go home.'

' It is right here,' remarked the ad-

versary, taking up the September No.

of the Can'adian Montiilv, which she

had brought out with her. ' In the last

sentence of your report, you say that

" these were the only pleasant words

between u.s." Now my dear friend, T

should be sorry to catechi.se, but do

you remember what particular sin it

was that brought Ananias and Sap-

j>hira to an untimely end?'
' Oil, < Jrum,' cried the Duchoss, half

laughing and lialf distres-sed, ' I thought

I said that there were no unpleasant

words betw(!en ua' ' It must have been

your elegantly illegible handwriting,'

suggested the Poet.

'I suppose so,' admitted the Dutch-
ess. ' I really cannot lay the blame to

the printer or proof-reader— that

would be a little too vulgar.'

' It doesn't matter,' said Doc, ' only

we don't want people to think that we
all share Grum's little weakness—that

of disagreeing with everything and
everybody.'

' Now Doc,' said Grum,' if you fancy

that you can indulge in such remarks

as that without repenting of them af-

terwards, I shall take the earliest op-

portunity of undeceiving 3'ou.'

' I heard lately,' observed the Judge,
' that our Coterie was not at all a ti.xed

fact, but was merely the invention of

a single individual.'

' Oh I ' said we all ; and over this

instructive piece of news, we felt that

we had a right to mingle our smiles.

Before we parted the Poet was pre-

vailed upon to read a scrap of her

rhyme, which the Judge had unno-

ticed taken from her pocket. She said

it was unfinished, that she had not

written a beginning or end to it yet,

nor found a name for it, but we said

that was all right. Then she said it

wasn't fit to be seen, but we told her

we didn't want to see it—we just

wanted to hear it. So she finally read

the following, and let me copy it :

—

I tread through life the common way,
A rocky prvth o'erjjrown with care-t,

And all who look upon mo say,

How hard this lonely pilgrim fares.

They cannot nee my wind's that fly

From stolid eAith to starUt sky ;

That float me through the heavenly sky.

The tumult and imrest of life,

Discords that are of lifi- a part,

Tlif warrin),' elements of Htrife,

1 cannot he.ar : within my heart

A Hong in HWr-llinx ceaselessly,

Set to a stnmt;, sweet melody ;

A sweet eternal melody.

listless hands O fevered head,

() tears that flowed from tired eyes,

O tiitterer tears that were unshed,
(» heart that stirred with lon^'ing cries,

Where have you fled? where foiuid re-

If.'a'je ?

l)ee|) in the rising tide of peace
;

In the deep murmuring tide of peace.
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THE PREROGATIVE OF THE CROWN IN COLONIAL
LEGISLATION.

BY THOMAS HODGINS, M.A., Q.C., TORONTO.

' rj^HERE is no Act of Parlia-

-L ment,' says Sir Edward Coke,
' but must have the consent of the

Lords and Commons, and the Royal
Assent of the King. Whatsoever
passeth in Parliament by this three-

fold consent hath the force of an Act
of Parliament.'^ 'The King has the

prerogative of giving his assent, as it

is called, to such Bills as his subjects,

legally convened, present to him,—.that

is, of giving them the force and sanc-

tion of a law.'- ' The Sovereign is a

constituent part of the supreme legis-

lative power, and, as such, has the

prei'ogative of rejecting such provi-

sion.s in Parliament as he judges pro-

per.'* 'It is, however, only for the

purpose of protecting the Royal ex-

ecutive authority that the constitution

has assigned to the King a share in

legislation ; this purpose is sufficiently

ensured by placing in the Ci'own the

negative power of rejecting suggested

laws. The Royal legislative right is

not of a deliberative kind.'^

The legislative form of Acts of Parlia-

ment would imply that the Sovereign is

the sole legislator, suVjject to the assent

of the two Houses of Parliament :
' Be

it enacted by the Queen's most Excel-

lent Majesty, by and with the advice

and consent ' of the Lords and Com-
mons ; but this form, as other forms
in our constitutional system, means
that the Sovereign represents the State

itself. The power of the Sovereign

(1) 4th Inst. 24.

(2) Bacon Abr. Prerogative, 489,
(:i) 1 Blackstone, 261.

(4) (Jhitty on the Prerogative, 3.

in name, is the piiblic authority of the

nation. All the supreme powers of

the state, legislative, executive and ju

dicial, are by the constitution, vested

in him ; but, in the exerci.se of all his

powers, he is advised, directed and con-

trolled by other state functionaries.

He is named as the sole legislator ;*

but he can neither enact nor alter any
law, but by and "with the advice and
consent of his subjects legally con-

vened in Parliament. He is supreme
in the administration of the executive

functions of the nation, and in hisname
all treaties are made ; but he can per-

form no act of executive power, nor

exercise the Royal prerogatives, nor

make a treaty, without the advice

and assistance of others, who must
assume the entire responsibility of hLs

every act. He is the sole proprietor

and universal occupant of all the land

in the empire, but he ' cannot touch a
blade of grass nor take an ear of corn'

without the authority of law. He is

supreme in the administration of jus-

lice, and in his official capacity is said

to be present in all his courts ; but

though he should l>e personally pre-

sent and sit on the high bench of one

of his courts,'' he could not deliver an
opinion nor determine any cause or

ih) In the Statute Quiu emptors, the King-

alone speaketh : Dominun Rtx. inParlinviento,

&c., concessit.

(6) In the Court of King's Bench, the

Kings of this realm have sit on the high
Bench, and the .Judges of that Court on th©

lower bench at his feet ; but judicature only

belongeth to the .Judges of that ( 'ourt,and in

his presence they answer all motions.—

4

Inst. 7?.
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motion, but bv the mouth of his

judges.'

What are called the Eoyal Prero-

gatives of the Sovereign, are those in-

herent executive powers and privileges

•with which he is invested as represent-

ing the highest public authority of the

state, and which may be exercised

within limited and defined constitu-

tional usages by and with the advice

which the law and the constitution

has assigned to the Chief Executive

Magistrate of the Empire. These pre-

rogatives, therefore^ as part of the

executive powers of the State, are the

official, not personal, powers of the

(1) Sir Edward Coke thus rebuked James
I. for Jisserting a prerofrative rif(lit to judye

whatever cause he plea-sed in his own person,

free from all risk of prohil'itiipns or appeals :

Coke. C. J. (all the other jiulj.'es assinting)

—By the law of England, the King, in his

o vn persfin, cannot adjudge any case, either

criminal or betwixt party and party. The
form of giving judgment is idrn (onsidernttnn

cM per curium ; so the Court gives the judg-

ment. So in the King's liench the King may
sit, but the Court gives the judgment. Er(io,

the King cannot take any cause out of any of

his courts and give judgment on it himself.

From a roll of Purliament in the Tower of

London, 17 lli'h. II., itapjiears that a con-

troversy of land between the i)arties having,

been heard by the King, and sentence having

been given, it was reversed for this- that the

matter belongeth to the Common Law.
Kiiiil Jainef.- My lords. I always thought,

anil by my soul 1 h.ive often heard the boast,

that yoiir l^nglish law was four.de<l upr)n rea-

son ! If that be so, why have nr)t I, and
others, reaMjn, as well a.s you, the judges*

Cokf. C. J. -True it is, please your Ma-
jesty, that C,i,(\ has emlowed your Majesty

with excellent science, as well as ijieat gifts

<if nature; but your M:ije-ty will allow me
ft say, with all reverence, that you are not

learned in the laws of this your realm of P^rig-

iand ; and I crave b-ave to remind your Ma-
je-ty that causes which concern tlielife.or

inheritance, or goods, r.r fortunes of your>-ut>-

ject8, are not to l>e decided by natural rea-

Hon, but by the reasim and judgment of the

law, which law is an art which requires long

Htii.ly and experience before a man can attain

to a'co^nizance of it- The law is the golden

met-wand to try the causes of your Majesty's

subjects, and it is by the law that your Ma-
jesty i« i)rotect<'d in safety and peace.

Km'/ JiniifK {in a great rage). Then, am I

to be iindfr the law which it is treason to

affirm?
Cokr, C. J.—ThuH wrote Bra<ton : Kex non

delwt esMe Bub hondne, sed xub Deo et Leffe.'—

Lord < "ampbeirH Lives (pf the Cliief Justices,

V. L I>
'<i-51 ; l'-^ Coke, G3.

Crown. They ai-e derived from, and
are jiart of, the grant of sovereignty

from the people to the Crown, and
are to be exerted for the advantage

and good of the people, and ' not for

their prejudice, otherwise they ought

not to be allowed by the law.''- They
form i)art of, and are, generally speak-

ing, as ancient as the law itself, and
the statute iJe Preroijatira Regis, is

merely declaratory of thecommon law.^

Tlie Prerogatives of the Crown ex-

tend to the colonies as an essential

part of the constitutional system of

government to which the people in

the colonies, as subjects of the

Crown, are entitled. The Preiogative

in the colonies, unless where it is

abridged by grants, kc, is that power
which, by the common law of Eng-
land, the Sovereign could riglitfully

exercise in England.* But in the

colonies which have different and
local laws for their internal govern-

ment, the minor prerogatives and in-

terests of the Crown must be regulat-

ed and governed by the peculiar and
establi.shed law of tlie place. Though
if mich law be silent on the subject, it

would appear that the ])rerogative, as

established by the English common
law, prevails in every respect, subject,

perhaps, to exceptions which the dif-

ference between the constitution of

the United Kingdom and that of the

dependent dominions may necess:irily

create. By this principle, many of

the difficulties which fretjuently arise

as to the Sovereign's foreign or co-

(2) The exercise of the Itoyal Prerogative

by the Crown, has been held to be ultra

rircK in the case of l^etters Patent under
the Great Seal : Lnn;t v. Hinhnp of Cape-

town, 1 Moore's P. C. N. S. 411 ; in the case

of an Order of the Queen in Co>iiicil, Attor-

ticildciieval v. Bishop of ManrhiKlcr, L. II. 3

Kq. 4.'')0, and in the ca.se of a Treaty with a

Foreign Power, The J'tirlement Jielye, L. R. 4

P. [). 12'.).

(.'i) Chitty, 4. This statute was rejiealed

in part in 18()3.» See 1 Kev. St.-it. (Fmperial)

i:U. The Imperial Acts, (» & 7 Vic. c. 94,

and l."> k H) Vic. c. U'J, relate to the Preroga-
tive in the Colonies.

(4) Chalmer's Opinions, 240.
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lonial prerogative may be readily

solved.^

In colonies acquired by conquest or

cession, the Sovereign, in addition to

the ordinary prerogatives, possesses a

prerogative power of legislation, which

may bo exercised with or without the

assistance of Parliament. But the

Sovereign may preclude himself from

this exercise of his prerogative legis-

lative authority, by promising to vest

it in a Governor and legislative

assembly, and thereafter—even during

the interval between the Royal Charter

and the meeting of such assembly,—the

Sovereign cannot impose a tax on the

inhabitants,- nor exercise his preroga-

ive power of legislation within the

colony.^

The authority of the Sovereign in

each of the colonies is represented and
executed by a Governor to whom are

assigned such prerogatives as are es-

sential for the government of the

colony. The Governors of colonies

are, in general, invested with royal

authority. They may call, prorogue

and dissolve the colonial assemblies,

and exercise other kingly functions
;

still they are but the servants or re-

presentatives of the Sovereign.*

A colonial assembly cannot be leg-

ally convened without the Sovereign's

writ of summons.'' The Governor has

no exclusive authority in this depart-

ment of his office ; the writ of sum-
mons for an assembly issues in the Sove-

reign's name, tested only by the Gover-

uor.*' ' While tlie Province (Maryland)

was in the hands of the Crown, who
was caput, 2)'>'in(^^piurii et finis of the

General Assembly ? the King, or his

deputy, the Governor? Not the Gover-

nor ; upon no principle can he be con-

sidered caput vel principiuni, for the

(1) Chitt}', 26.

(2) A conquered country may be taxed by
the authority of the Crown alone.—Chalmers'
Opinions, 231.

(3) Per Lord Mans6eld, C. T., in CampbeU
V. Hall, 1 Cowper 204. See also Attorr.ei/-

Oeneral v. Stavart, 2 Merivale, 158.

(4) Chitty, 34. (.5) Chalmers' Opinions, 327.

(6) l(dd. 323.

assembly was commenced and was
held by the King's writ of summons,
attested only by the Governor. Nor
upon any principle can he be consider-

ed fi)iis of the General Assembly, for

upon the death or removal of a Gover-

nor, the assembly did not, in law,

cease and determine, but was kept

alive by the King's writ and subsist-

ed. Only the King then could have
been caput, principium et finis ; upon
his demise a dissolution followed.'"

The Prerogative of the Crown, in

assenting to Acts of a Provincial Leg-

islature, may be legally communicated
to the Governor of a colony.*

The extent of the exercise of the

royal prerogative in the American
colonies, prior to the Revolution ,will

furnish some precedents by which the

law of the prerogative in the colonies

may be determined. The American
colonies were divided into three

classes. Eight^—Maine, New Hamp-
shire, ]\tassachusetts. New York, New
Jersey, North and South Carolina

—

were called Provincial Governments,

and derived their governmental func-

tions directly from the Crown, by
Koyal Charters. In these the Crown
appointed the Governors. Three

—

Pennsylvania, Delaware and Mary-
land—were called Proprietary Gov-
ernments, and derived their govern-

mental functions through the grant

made by Royal Chartei-s to the pro-

prietors of those colonies. In these the

proprietors appointed the Governors,

who appear to have exercised, sub si-

lentio, their powers as if appointed by
the Crown.^ Two—Connecticut and

Rhode Island—were called Charter

Governments, and enjoyed, by Koyal

Charter, the democratic privilege of

electing theirGovernorsand assemblies

by the votes of the freeholders. But

by the statute 7 et 8 William III. c.

22, it was required that all Governors

appointed in Charter and Proprietary

(7) Chalmer's Opinions, 326.

(8) Ibid. 310.

(9) Stokes' British Colonies, 2»r4.
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Governments, before entering upon

the duties of their ottices, should be

approved of by the Crown.'

The Governors thus appointed or elect-

ed, exercised the power to call, prorogue

and dissolve the colonial assemblies.

' The prerogative in relation to their

General Assemblies is at least as ex-

tensive as ever it was in England. In

respect to our Parliament, and this

prerogative of the Crown, whatever

the extent of it may be, eveiy Gov-

ernor, by his commission, is empow-

ered to exercise in his particular Pro-

vince."-' They, as the representatives

or deputies of the Sovereign, and with

the concurrence of the colonial assem-

blies, made laws suited to the emer-

gencies of the colonies, but * not re-

pugnant or contrary to the laws of the

realm of England.'^ They, with the

advice of the councils,* established

courts, apfiointed judges, magistrates,

and officers
;
panloned offenders ; re-

mitted fines and forfeitures ;
levied

military forces for defence, and exe-

cuted martial law in time of invasion,

war, or rebellion." And in the Pro-

prietary (Llovernments, tliey exercised

within their respective colonies all the

usual jjrc-rogatives which in provin-

cial governments belonged to the

Crown.''

The form of enacting laws in the

various colonies was not uniform. In

some the Koyal name was not used,

and the enactment was declared to be

(1)
' Thin Htatutt- w;v<, if at all, ill obHcrvecl,

and 8«einH to have jiroduced no efcential

change in the colonial policy.' —.Story on the

(Jonstitution, s. IGl.

(2) C-'halnierH' Opinions, 2.39.

(3) 7 dk 8 William III. c. 22, b. 9, enacted

that all lawrt, hy-lawH, twugeH or cuKtoms in

force in any of the I'lantationH repn),Tjant to

the law« of En^'land, then or thereafter to ))e

ina<le in the Kingdom, ' ko far a-s wuch laws

hhall relate to and nienti((n the Maid I'lanta-

tionn,' are illegal, null, and void to all intentw

ami |)urj>o«ei< whatnoever. See alno Imjjerial

Act« 2<; & 27 Vic. c. H4, and 28 & 29 Vic. c. e;i.

(4) The (.'ounriU, in nome colonieH, had le-

ginlative as well as executive jxiwers.

(.'>) Stok !«, 1.").5
; Story, b. 1.59.

(6) Stf kes, 22 ; .Story, s. 160.

made by the Governor, with the con-

sent of the Council and Assembly.^ In
Maryland (a proprietary government)
the form was :

' Be it enacted by the

King's most Excellent Majesty, by
and with the consent,' itc." In Penn-
sylvania (another proprietary govern-

ment) the form was ' Be it enacted by
the Honourable Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, and the Honourables Thomas
Penn and Richard Penn, Esquires,

Proprietors, by and with the advice

and consent of the representatives of

the freemen of the Pi ovince in general

assembly assembled. "•' Several of the

Royal Chartersand instructions{)rovid-

ed that all laws passed in the several

colonial assemblies, and assented to

by the Governors, should remain in

force until the plea.sure of the King
should be known ; and each Governor
was required to send to the King for

approval, all laws so assented to, im-

mediately after the passing thereof.'

The laws so sent then received the

express as.sent or disallowance of the

Crown by an order of the King in

Council.- But in the present Parlia-

mentary Colonial Constitutions this

course has been considerably vari-

ed, generally leaving the Governor
power to give the Crown's as-

sent, thereby superseding the neces-

sity of an Order in Council, except

for the purpose of disallowing.* So
long as the prerogative of disallow-

ance was not exercised, the Act con-

tinued in force under the assent given

by the Governor, on behalf of the

(7) ChalmerH* Oi)inion8, .310. In Jamaica,
the general form seemH to have heen :

' May
it plea«e your most excellent Majesty that it

may he enacted. Be it therefore enacted by
the (Jovernor, Council, and AHseuil)ly of this

your Majesty's Island of .Jamaica.' .See fur-

ther, W.atson's Poweis of Canadian I'arlia-

ment, i:W.

(8) Chalmers' Opinions, '.V)2.

(9) Pennsylvania Archives, ]7")G-C0, p. 121.

(1) Story, H. 171. Maryland, Connecticut,
and Kliode Island were not re<|uired to trans-

mit their laws for the approval of the Crown.

(2) Chalmers' Opinions, .340.

(3) Mills' Colonial Constitutions, .33.
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Ofown. But it was at one time a re-

ceived maxim that the Crown could

at any time, however remote, exercise

the pi-erogative of disallowing any
Ooloniiil Act which had not been con-

firmed by an Order in Council. ' This,

however, maynow be numbered among
those constitutional powers of the

Crown which have been dormant foi-

s. long series of yeai's, and which
would not be called into action, except

on some extreme and urgent occa

sion,'' and then only in cases where the

Imperial Parliament had not placed a
limitation upon this exercise of the

prerogative. Tliis supervision of the
Crown over the legislation of the
colonies, appears to have been claimed
and exercised by virtue of the pre-

rogative, and by virtue of the depen-
dency of the colony on the Empire, in

order that the laws appointed or per-

mitted in the colony might not be
extensively changed without the as-

sent of the central authority of the
State.

-

The colonies (says Governor Pownall)
had therefore legislatures peculiar to

their own separate communities, sub-
ordinate to England, in that they
could make no laws contrary to the
laws of the mother country ; but in
all other matters and things, uncon-
trolled and complete legislatures, in

-conjunction with the King or his de-
puty as part thereof. Where the King
participated in this sovereignty over
these foreign dominions, with the
Lords and Commons, the colonies be-
came in fact the dominions of the
realm.^ 'These colonial legislatures,

with the restrictions necessarily aris-

ing from their dependency on Great
Britain, were sovereign within the
limits of their respective territories.'*

(1) Howard's Colonial Laws, 26.

(2) This is substantially the judicial opin-
ion affirming the right of appeal from Colon-
ial Courts to the Sovereign in Council.—
Vaughan's Reports, 290, 402.

(3) Pownall's Administration of the Colo-
nies, l;i9,

(4) Story, s. 171.

Whatever constitutional usage may
be deduced from these references

to the extent and exercise of the

Prerogatives of the Crown in the Ame-
rican colonies, it would appear that,

although the power to appoint the

Governors of these colonies was exer-

cised by the Crown, the Proprietors,

and the people, yet as the two latter

derived their power primarily from the

Crown, their appointments seem to

have created no con.stitutional diffi-

culty in vesting in their appointees, as

Governors, the right to exercise the

Crown's prerogative, so far as the same
was requisite for the legislative func-

tion of their government. It seems to

have been conceded even in days when
Personal Rule was a marked feature in

Imperial affairs, that, as the prerogative

was vested in the Crown for the bene-

fit of the people,"" and for the exigen-

cies of good government in the colo-

nial domain of the Empire, that pre-

rogative could be lawfully exercised

by the Governor whether communi-
cated to him by direct or indirect

grant, or by necessary implication of

law, and especially where, as a prin-

ciple of constitutional law, the assent

of the Crown was a pre requisite to

the making of colonial, as it was to

the making of Imperial, laws ; and
thus the prerogative right to give or

withhold that assent must have vested

in theGovernor acting for and as repre-

senting the Crown within the colony.''

The territory now forming the Pro-

vinces of Ontario and Quebec was
placed under Provincial Governments
from the first; and, although no repre-

sentative assembly was established for

(5) The recognized modern doctrine is, that
all prerogative rights are trusts for the bene-
fit of the people.—Mr. Mowat's Memorandum
Sess. Papers (Can.) 1877, No. 89. p. 9.5.

(6) A legal and confirmed Act of Assembly
has the same operation ami force in the colo-

nies that an Act of Parliament has in Great
Britain.—('hitty, 37. The legislative bodies

in the dependencies of the Crown have »nb

modo the same powers of legislation .as their

prototype in England, subject, however, to

the final negative of the Sovereign.— 1 Broom's
Commentaries, 122.
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the former Province of Quebec, the
|

prerogative in respect to legislation

within that territory was main-

tained in the Quebec Act of 1774,
j

which provided that every ordinance of
1

the Governor and Legislative Council,

wlihin six months of the passing

thereof, should be transmitted to Eng-

land and ' laid before His ^Majesty for

his roval aj)probation, and if His

Majesty shall think tit to disallow

thereof, the same shall cease and be

void' (s. 14). In the Constitutional

Act of 1791, 31 George III. c. 31,

it was provided that in Upper Can-

ada and Lower Canada, the laws

should be enacted by His Majesty,

by and with the advice and consent of

the Legislative Council and Assembly

in each Province ; and that all laws

passed by such Council and Assembly,

and assented to by His Majesty, or in

His Majesty's name by the Governor

or Lieutenant Governor of each Pro-

vince, should be valid and binding (s.

2) ; and the Governor was empowered
' to summon and call together an As-

sembly for each Province ' (s. 13), and

to do other acts ' in His Majesty's

name.' By the Union Act of 1840,

so much of the former Act of 1791 as

provided for constituting a Legislative

Council and Assembly, and for the

making of laws, within each Province,

was rejtealed, and it was enacted

that within the united Provinces

Her Majesty should have power, by

and with the ailvice and consent of

the Legislative Council and Assembly,

to make laws for the peace, welfare and

good government of the Province of

Canada, such laws not beingrepugnanL

to that Act, or to such partsof the Con-

scitutional Actof 1 7 9 1 , as were not then

rejiealed. The Governor was emj)ower-

ed, ' in Her Majesty's name,' to sum-

mon and call together the Legislative

A8senil)ly, and to assent to, or with-

hold a.ssent from, or reserve, Bills

pas.sed by the Council and Assembly.

The legislation in the former Pro-

vinces of Upper »md I.,ower Canada,

and Canada (now the Provinces of On-

tario and Quebec), was enacted in the
name of the Sovereign, by and with the

advice and consent of the Council and
Assembly ; and by 18 Yic. c. 88 (C. S.

C. c. 5), it was enacted and declared

that the form * Her Majesty, by and
with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Council and Assembly of

Canada, enacts as follows,' should

thereafter be used in all Legislative

Acts. In the Provinces of Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Ed-

ward Island and British Columbia,

prior to Confederation, the Boyal
name was not used in their Legislative

Acts, but their legislation, neverthe-

less, afl'ected the Crown's Prerogative

in these Provinces.

The British North America Act
established two separate Jind inde-

pendent governments, with enumer-

ated, and therefore limited, parlia-

mentary or legislative powers. These

dual legislative sovereignties take

the place of, and exercise the func-

tions and powers formerly vested

in, what was practically one govern-

ment. Each of the separate govern-

ments derive their legislative powers

from the same instrument, and each^

in a measure, is dealt with as if it re-

lated to a separate teiritorial govern-

ment ;' and the Act, neither expressly

nor impliedly, confers upon either

government a legislative jurisdiction

over the other. The separate power

to legislate on certain classes of sub-

jects is declared to be * exclusive.'

' Where the power to legislate is

granted to be exercised exclusively by

one body, the subject so exclusively

assigned is as completely taken from

the others as if they had been ex-

pressly forbidden to acton it.'- ' Where
two legislative bodies exist, each hav-

(1) The Fefleral (Jovernnient andthe States^

although l-"')!!! exi«t within tlie same U'lrito-

rial liiiiitH, are Hcpanite ami di.Htinct nove-

rciKiitien, acting HejiaratHly and indipcmU-ntly

of each other, within their respective H|)heres.

Collector V. Dnii, 11 Wallace, U. S. 113.

(2) Per Ritchie, C. J., Reoinn v. Chandler^

1 1 Hanney (N.B.), 557.
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ing distinct and exclusive legislative

powers, there must be care exercised

by each to avoid encroachments by
either Vjody upon the exclusive powers

of the other. '^ 'As an abstract pro-

position it may be affirmed that if the

Dominion Legislature were to enact

that some of the matters vested in the

Parliament—for instance " Bills of

Exchange and Promissory Notes "

—

should be litigated only in a particular

local court, and not in any other court

whatever, such an enactment would
be unconstitutional, because it would
be an encroachment on the exclusive

powers of the Provincial Legislature. '-

' A confirmed Act of a legislature,

lawfully constituted, whether in a

settled or conquered coIoTiy, has, as to

matters within its competence, and the

limits of its jurisdiction, the operation

and force of sovereiijii legislation—
thougli subject to be controlled by the

Imperial Pail lament.'" ' But in cases

of concurrent authority, where the

laws of the State ai-e in direct and
manifest collision on the same subject,

those of the Union, being the supreme
law of the land, are of jjaramount au-

thority, and the State Laws so far,

and so far only, as such incompatibility

exists, must necessarily yield
'*

In the creation of these dual gov-

ernments, the statutory powers or

prerogatives of the Crown were neces-

sarily divided ; some were assigned to

the Do ninion, and some to the Pro-
vincial, Governments, to the extent
necessary for the complete and efficient

exercise of the ' exclusive ' authority

of each.

It was not politically necessary, ex-

cept for a harmless rhetorical purpose,

to enact in the British Noith America
Act that ' the Executive Government

(1) Per Harrison, C J., Ret/ina v. Law-
rence, 42 Q. B. Ont. 174.

(2) Per Wilson. C. J., Crombie v. Jackson,
34 Q. B., Ont. 575.

(3) Per Willes, J., Phillipg v. Eyre, L. II.

6 Q. B., 20.

(4) Per Marshall, C. J., Gibbons v. Ogden,
9 Wheaton, U. S. 130.

and authority of and over Canada is

hereby declared to continue, and be

vested, in the Queen.' Nor was it

necessary, except as giving a key to

what were to be the Covernor-Geneial's

functions and jurisdiction in Pro-

vincial Legislation, to declare that 'the

provisions of this Act, referring to the

Governor-General, extend and apply to

the Governor General for the time be-

ing, carrying on the Government of

Canada on behalfand in the name of the

Qaeeii.' By constitutional usage, all

Governors of colonies carry on their

governments 'on behalf, and in the

name, of ' the Sovereign, as repre-

senting the chief executive autho-

rity of the State. In Canada, the

Governor -General's assent to Bills,

his appointment of Lieutenant-Gover-

nors, Privy Councillors, Judges and
other functionaries, and his other

acts of Government, within his juris-

diction, are ' on behalf, and in the name,

of the Queen,' by and with the alvice

which the law and the constitution

has assigned to him.''

It will, doubtless, be conceded that

the Colonial Prerogatives of the

Crown, may be vested by statute or

Royal Commission, in a Governor-Gen-

eral or in a Lieutenant - Governor
;

some of such prerogatives ea; necessitate.

(8) ' The distinction drawn in the statute be-

tween an act of the Governor, and an act of

the Governor in Council, is a technical one,

and ai'ose from the fact, that in Canada, for

a lonj,' period before confederation, certain

acts of administration were required by law
to be done under the sanction of an Order in

Council, while others did not require that for-

mality. In both cases, however, since respon-

sible government has been conceded, such
acts have always been i)erformed under the

advice of a responsilile mini-try.'— Sir J. A.
Macdonald's Meuioramlum, H. of C. (Imp.),

1878-!), p. 109. His Excellency's Ministers
'(whose recommendation is essential to action)

are responsible, not merely for the advice
given, but also for the action taken. The
Canadian Parliament has tlie right to call

them to accoinit, not merely for what is ])ro-

posed, b\it for what is done,—in a word, what
is done is practically their doing —Mr.
Blake's Memorandum, Sess. Papers, (Can.)

1877. No. 89 p. 4.52. See also Todd's Parlia-

mentary Government in the Colonies, p. 79.

341, 414.
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may be held to belong to bim by virtue

of his oflice.as in the caseof the Govern-

ni-s appointed by proprietors, orelected

by the j>eople, before referred to.'

But, without discussing this last

point, enough may be found in the Bri-

tish North America Act to elucidate

the extent of the Prerogative of the

Crown in the -ocal legislation of the

Provinces.

It has been shown that the Gover-

nors and Lieutenant Governors of the

old American colonies exercised the

Crown's prerogative of calling together

the Legislative Assemblies in the Sov-

ereign's name. In the former Provin-

cial Governmentsof Canada, the Lieut.-

Governors of L^pper and Lower Can-

ada, and of Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, and the Governor of Can-

ada, were specially authorized ' in the

Queen's name,' to summon the Legisla-

tive Assembly of these Provinces ; and

by section 82 of the British North

America Act, this power is expressly

conferred upon the Lieutenant Gover-

nors of Ontario and Quebec, and by

fair inference, from sections 88 and 129,

upon the Lieutenant-Governors of

Nova Scotia iind New Brunswick. The
Imperial Colonial Regulations also

jjrovide that the Governor of a colony
' has the power of issuing, in the

Queen's name, writs of summons and

election to call together the represen-

tative as.seniblies and councils where

they exist, and for the election of their

members ; and also that of assembling,

proroguing and dissolving legislative

bodies.

'

The legislature, so summoned in the

Queen's name, has exclusive legislative

authority to make laws in certain

cla8.ses of subjects defined >ty section

92 of the Britisii North America Act,

and which laws by the unrepealed

clatises of tlie ( 'onstitutional Act of

1791, are to be 'assented to by Her

(1) The LortU (Vmimiiwioneni for Trade and
Plantationn communicated with the <iov-

emorn of thexe colmiiH.^ ; and to the l.ieu-

tenant-dovernor (»f i't-nn-'ylvunia, if not <o

otherw, royal inMtniotioim were i,'iven. P«nii-

Bylvania Archive?, 1740, p. 016,

Majesty,' or to *be made by Her Ma-
jesty by and with the advice and con-

sent ' of the local legislature. These
laws, which, by the Act of 1791,

require the assent of the Crown, are

the laws relating to * the time and
place of holding elections' (s. 25), re-

pealing or varying laws then exist-

ing, or in so far as the same should

thereafter be repealed or varied by
temporary laws (sees. 3.S and 50),

altering the constitution of the

Courts of Appeal of Upper and
Lower Canada (sec. 34), varying or

repealing the provisions of tiie Act
respecting the Clergy Reserves (sec.

41), altering the law then established,

with respect to the nature and conse-

quences of the tenure of lands in free

and common soccage (sec. 43). The
Union Act of 1840, also provided that

'Her Majesty shall liave power, by and
with the advice and consent of the

Legislative Council and Assembly, to

make laws for the ])eace, welfare and
good government of the Province of

Canada, such laws not being repug-

nant to this Act, or to such jmrts of the

said Act [of 1791]. passed in the thirty-

fir.st year of his said late Majesty, asare

not hereby repealed . . . and that all

such laws, being passed by the said Leg-

islative Council and As.semlily, and as-

sented to by Her Majesty, or assented

to in Her Maje.sty's name, by the

Governor of the Province of Canada,

shall be valid and binding to all intents

and j)urposes.' Of the classes of sub-

jects, specially mentioned in this Act,

which are now within the legislative

authority of the Provincial Legisla-

tures, are, the establishment of new
and other electoial divisions, and al-

teration of the system of representa-

tion (•». 26), laws relating to or affecting

HerMajenty's Prerogative touching the

granting of waste lands of the Crown
witliin the Province (sec. 42), amended

by 17 it 18 Vic c. 118, s. G, the consti-

tution of the Courts of Appeal, of

the Court of Chancery for l^pper Can-

Hda, and the place of ho!<ling the Court

of Queen's Bench of Upper Canada
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Csec. 43), the revenue and the chai-ges

thereon (s.s. 50 57). And it was
provided that the words ' Act of the

Legislature of the Province of Cana-

ada,' in the Act should mean * Act of

Her Majesty, Her Heirs or Successors,

enacted by Her Majesty, or by the

Governor, on behalf of Her Majesty,

with the advice and consent of the Leg-

islative Council and Assembly of the

Province of Canada.'

These Imperial Acts were ' laws in

force in Canada ' prior to the passing

of the British North America Act, and
are therefore, by the 129th section, con-

tinued in Ontario and Quebec, as if

the Union had not been made ; and be-

ing Imperial statutes are not subject

to be repealed, abolished or altered, by
the Parliament of Canada or by the

Legislature of the Province. Tiie same
section continued in force in Ontario

and Quebec, the Provincial statute to

which Her Majesty was an enacting

party, under the Union Act of 1840,

which declared that the laws should be

enacted in the name of Her Majesty
;

and it also continued all the laws so

enacted in the name of Her Majesty
relating to the classes of subjects

within the legislative authority of the

Provinces, subject nevertheless to be

repealed, abolished or altered, by the

Legislature of the Province, according

to the authority of that Legislature

under the Act.

The powers, authorities and func-

tions which, under these Acts, were,

at the union, vested in or exercisable

by the former Lieutenant-Governors

of Upper and Lower Canada, and the

Governor of Canada, are, by the 65th
section, so far as the s;tme are capable

of being exercised after the union, in

relation to the governments of Ontario
and Quebec respectively, vested in,

and shall or may be exercised by the

Lieutenant-Governors of Ontario and
Quebec respectively, with the advice

and consent of the Executive Council
of the.se Provinces.^

(1) The following is the 65th section of the
B. N. A. Act:- 'All powers, authorities,

Without considering whether the
Governors of the former colonies of

America have established a constitu-

tional usage respecting the preroga-
tives of the Crown,- either with or
without Royal Instructions, it would
appear that, by the express pro-

visions of the B. N. A. Act, the
Lieutenant-Governors of Ontario and
Quebec are invested with the power
to exercise such prerogatives of the
Crown as were, by former Imperial
and Canadian statutes, possessed and
exercisal)le by the Governors and
Lieutenant-Governors of the Provinces
which now comprise Ontario and Que-
bec ; and that to the extent to which
these statutory prerogatives were vest-

ed, these Lieutenant-Governors re-

present the Crown within their res-

pective Provinces, in a higher and
more real sense than the judges re-

present the Crown in the administra-
tion of justice—styled as they are, in

legal proceedings and statutes, 'Her

and functions which under Acts of the Parlia-
ment of Great Britain, or of the Parliament
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, or of the Legislature of Upper Can-
ada, Lower Canada, or Canada, were or are
before or at the union vested in or exercised
by the respective Governors or Lieutenant-
Governors of those Provinces, with the ad-
vice, or with the advice and consent of the
respective Executive Councils thereof, or in
conjunction with those Councils, or with any
number of members thereof, or by those Gov-
ernors or Lieutenant-Governors individually,
shall, as far as the same are capable of being
exercised after the union, in relation to the
Government of Ontario and Quebec respec-
tively, be vested in and shall or may be exer-
cised by the Lieutenant-Governors of Ontario
and Quebec respectively, with the advice, or
with the advice and consent of, or in conjunc-
tion with the respective Executive Councils,
or any members thereof, or by the Lieu-
tenant-Governor individually, as the case re-

quires, subject nevertheless (except with re-

spect to such as exist under Acts of Parlia-
ment of Great Britain or of the Parliament
of the United Kingdom of (Jreat Britain and
Ireland,) to be abolished or altered by the re-

spective Legislatures of Ontario and Quebec.'

(2) Usage is, according to the British sys-

tem, as obligatory as express enactment,
where there is no express enactment to gov-
ern. Many constitutional rules have no other
foundation than precedents. --Mr. Mowafa
Memorandum, Sess. Papers (Ont.) 1874, No.
19, p. 3.
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Majesty's Jiulges ;' the ' Queen's Jus- '

tices,' or 'Judges of Her M;gesty's

Courts."'

In defining the legish\tive autho-

rity of the Parliament of Canada, the

Act in etfect prescribes that the

legislative form of en ictment shall be

the Queen, by and with the advice

and consent of the Senate and House
of Commons ; and it was proper so to

presciibe, for the Legislatures which
preceded it, had no uniformity in their

enacting forms. But in the Piovinces

each Legislature was left to the form
of enacting laws which the prior

constitutions had either prescribed or

allowed.

-

The provisions of s. 54 of the B. N.
i

A. Act, as made applicable by s. 90 to

the Legislature, read as follow.? : It 1

shall not be lawful for the Legisla-

tive Assembly to adopt or pass any
vote, resolution, address, or bill for

(1) It is evident, therefore, that in a modi-
fied, but most real Ken^e, the Lieutenant-
Governor of the Canadian frovinre.s are
representatives of the ('rowt'.—Todd's Parlia-
mentilry Government in the Colonies, 42.

(2) A distinction is said to exist between i

the terms ' Parliament ' and ' Letdslature,'
in the British North America .\ct, by
which some undefined superiority in power
or privi]ei,'e beIon','s to the former over the
latt»-r. liut the House of (Vinnnons of the
one, and the Le,'islative \Hsenil>ly of the

;

other, are called int<j existence Ij^' tiie sanu ,

iiistninient ; and they represent, for separate '

powers of lej^islation, tlie same aiithority— the
p^-ople. And by the juil^jTiient of the hii/he^t

(Jonrt of .-Vjtpeal, binditr,' on tlie colonies, it ;

has been decided that colonial legislative

b<xlies have not the inherent Parliamentary
powers and |)rivilcj{es of the Imperial Parlia-
ment ; and that, in tlie iil)senc<; of ex]>reKs

grant, the ler H rnnguftiulo Purliamiiili, \v hich
is inherent in the two Hotises of the Imp>erial
Parliament, does not l>elong to colnniai legis-

latures—nor even the |>ower to punish for

contempt, which is inherent in every ourtof
justice as a Court "f K«*cord. Hut liy the IHth '

section of the li. N. A Act, amended by the
Imp. Act, ;18 & :i'.> Vic. c. 38, the I'arliament
of Canatia may by statute clothe itself with
Parliamentary jMiwers and priviletres.—See I

Dojilr v. F.ilroner, L. R. I P. (
". .Vi.S ; Keilhi I

v. (Jiirton, 4 Moore's p. C. (»:{ ; Frntnn v.

H<tmpt'ni, 11 Midire P. (J. .117; Ldiidnn v. '

W'Kidicorth, 2 .Sup. Ct. Can. l-'iS ; ("halmers'
Opinions, '2f>'), See also as to the t'Tms
'central legislature' and "local legislature,'

Im .. Acts. ;i2 Vic. c. 10 ; .iJ & .H Vic. c. .W ;

37 & ;W Vic. c. 27.

the appropriation of any part of the
public revenue, or of any tax or impost
to any purpose that has not been tirst

recommended by Message of the Lieu-

tenant-Gevernor.

This clause might rea 1 as a rule of

procedure, but for the recognition

wiiich it gives to a constitutional doc-

trine in Parliamentary Government,

—

' that no moneys can be voted in Par-

liament, for any purpose whatsoever,

except at the demand, and uj)on the res-

ponsibility, of Ministers of the Crown.'*

The rea.son of this doctrine has been
thus stated :

' The Crown, acting with

the advice of its responsible Mini-ters.

being the Executive power, is charged

with the management of all the reve-

nues of the country, and with all pay-

ments for the public .service. The
Crown, therefore, in the first instance,

makes known to the Commons the

pecuniary necessities of the (rovern-

nient, and the Commons grant such

aids or supplies as are required to sat-

isfy these demands ; and provide by

taxes, and by the appropriation of

other sources of the public income, the

ways and means to meet the supplies

which are granted by theni. Thus the

Crown demands money, the Commons
grant it, and the Lords assent to the

grant. But tiie Commons do not vote

money uule.ss it be required by the

Crown ; nor impose or augment taxes

unless they be necessary for meeting

the supplies which they have vote<l, or

are ab jut to v(jte,for supplying general

deficiencies of the revenue. The Crown
has no concern in the nature or distri-

bution of taxes ; but the foundation of

all I'arliamentary taxation is— its ne-

cessity for the public servici) as de-

clared by the Crown, through its con-

stitutional advisers *

Thus there is directly introduce! in-

(3) 1 T«Mld'H Parliamentary Government, 428.
' It is clear that every petiti'in and m.ition for

a grant of pui)lic money slmulil, on the ground
of econnmy. and for the saft-ty of the jieople,

be initiated l>v the respmsible Ministers of

the eVown.'— 1H2 Hans. u'tH.

(4) May's Privileges of Parliament, 584.
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to the Provincial Legislative proce-

dure, the well recognized Prerogative

of the Crown is asking from the peo-

ple in their Assembly, ihe supplies

necessary to carry on the Executive

Government of the Crown in the

Province, in the same manner as sup-

plies are demanded in the Imperial

and Dominion Parliaments.

In view of the express enact-

ment, that the Executive Govern-

ment and authority of and over

Canada is vested in the Queen, and
that the Governor-General carries on

that Government on behalf and in the

name of the Queen, it cannot be con-

tended that his a&sent to Bills in

Canada, or the Lieutenant-Governor's

assent to Bills in the Governor-Gene-

ral's name in the Provinces, is other

than the Queen's assent. The Queen
cannot be personally present in the

Imperial as well as the Colonial Legis-

latures, to give the Crown's assent to

Bills ; nor can the Governor-General be

personally present, to represent the

Queen, in the Dominion as well as in

the Provincial Legislatures, to give the

Crown's assent. Whatever might be

the contention as to the position and
functions of the Lieutenant-Gover-

nors if the section, making him a part

of the Provincial Legislature, stood

alone,^ that position is made a dele-

gated or representative one by the con-

scruccion which has been given to the

clause (s. 56 with s. 90), which reads that

when the Lieutenant Governor assents

to a Bill in the Governor-General's

name, he is to transmit such Bill to the

Governor-General. In no other place

in the Act is the official assent of the

Governor-General referred to ; and it

is introduced there more as regulating

proccdui'e than as conferring an inde-

(1) There shall be a Ijegislature for Ontario,
consisting of the Lieutenant-Governor, and
one House styled the Legislative Assembly of
Ontario (s. Git). In (Quebec there is a similar
provision, but giving two Houses (s. 71). In
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, the consti-
tution of their Legislatures is continued sub-
ject to the provisions of the Act (s. 88),

pendent right; and from that consider-

ation,as well as from the express words
of the statute, which show that the

Governor-General has only derivative

or representative, and not absolute,

powei's and functions in legislation, it

may fairly be conceded that the com-
mon law of the Prerogative respect-

ing the Crown's assent to Bills—and
without which it is admitted, they

can have no validity
''—has it not been

abrogated in respect of the legislation

of the Provincial Legislatures.

This right of the Crown to give or

withhold the Royal assent to Acts of

Parliament is possessed by the Crown
as part of the Royal Prerogative. The
Imperial Parliament therefore in deal-

ing with that prerogative, in respect of

colonial legislation, provided that that

assent should be required to Acts of

the former Legislatures of Upper and.

Lower Canada, an J Canada, and im-

pliedly or expi-essly has placed the same
condition on Provincial legislation,and
has thus continued that prerogative in

the Provinces. ' It is a well established

rule that the Crown cannot be divested

of its prerogative, even by an Act of

Parliament passed by the Queen, Lords
and Commons, unless by express words
or necessary implication. The pre-

sumption is that Parliament does not
intend to deprive the Crown of any
prerogative, right or property, unless

it expresses its intention to do so in

explicit terms, or makes the inference

irresistible.'

"

It might also be lu-ged that the

classes of subjects which are within

the legislative authority of the Provin-

cial Legislatures necessarily make the

Crown a part of those legislatures.

They have power to alter the terms of

the Confederation Act as to their own

(2) No Acts of Colonial Legislatures have
force until they have received either the as-

sent of the Governor in the Queen's name, or

the lloyal assent when reserved and trans-

mitted for consideration.—Cox's British Com-
monwealth, 525.

(;j) Per GWynne, J., Lenoir v. Ritchie, .3.

Sup. Court Can. 633.
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coastitation— an exercise of sovereign-

ty, heretofore exercisable hy Imperial

statute or Royal Charter. They can
exercise the power of taxation, which
is an incident of sovereignty.' They
control the sale of the Crown domain
— lands, timber, mines, minerals and
royalties,—the revenue from the sales

of which were supposed to form part of

the hereditary revenues of the Crown,-'

and they possess that right of eminent
domain which is defined to be one of

these reserved rights of sovereignty.^

They have power to pa.ss laws atfecting

property and civil rights in the Pro-

vince ' to the same unlimited extent

that the Imjierial Parliament have in

the United Kingdom.'' They also es-

tablish Courts of Civil and Criminal

Juri.sdiction, one of which, now within

their legislative jurisdiction, was called

'His Majesty's Court of King's Bench.'

in an Imperial statute,-^ and from which
Courts all writs issue in the nameof the

Queen ; and their criminal courts have

the right to try the subjects of the

Crown for their life or liberty." ' The

(1) McCuUoch V. State of Maryland,^ Wheat.
U.S. , 316 ; Leprohon v. City of Ottawa, 2 App.
Ont. 522.

(2) The Imperial Act 15 k 16 Vic. c. .39,

recites doubts that the revenuen from the sale

of Crown Lands in the colonies were part <jf

the revnniit-s surrendcrfl by their Majesties
Kin^ William IV. anil C/iieen Victoria, on the
pa'siny of the Civil List Bills of IKJO and
18.'17 ; and recites that the land* of the Crown
in the colonies have been hitherto tenanted and
disjMised of, and the moneys arising' from the
<«ame, whether on sales or otherwise have been
ajipropriated by and nnder the authority of

the Crown, and by and under the authority of

the several colr.nies. The Act tht-n |»rovides

that the api»ro[iriationH of such revenues to

public purposes within the colonies sh.all be
valid, provided that the surplus of such here-

<liUiry cavual revenues nr)t ajiplied to such
public purjHises, shall be earned to and form
f>art of the Consolidated Kund. See also the
Union Act of 1.S40, ss. 42 and .14.

(.'{) Hump's Notes of Constitutional Deci-
sions, 179.

(4) Per Strong, J., In re Ooodhne, 19 (Irafit,

Ch. (Ont.) 4.V2.

(.'») Union Act of 1840, s 42 and see C. S.

U. (;.,c. 10.

(6) Thf (Provincial) CouHs are the tribu-

nals of Her Majesty charged with the execu-

jurisdiction of the colonial judicatures,

in point of law, invariably emanates
from the King under the modifications

of the colonial asseml)lies.' " And it

may be said that they are called ' Her
Majesty's Courts,' in the Imperial Act,

25 Vic. c. 20, which prohibits writs of

JIaheas Corpus to issue out of England
to any colony where Her Mnje^ty has a

lawfully established court or courts ofjus-

tice having authority to issue writs of

Habeas Corpus. The power to abolish

these 'Queen's Courts' or to alter their

titles or jurisdiction, rests with the

Provincial Legi-slature.

The conclusions from the foregoing re-

view would seem to be : (1 ) That to the

extent of the powers and prerogatives

of the Crown, capable of being exer-

cised in relation to the Government of

the Provinces, by virtue of the express

or implied grant of such powers and

prerogatives by the Imperial and Cana-

dian statutes, the Lieutenant-Gover-

nors represent the Crown in their res-

pective Provinces. (2) That to give

the force of law (o the enactments

of the Provincial Legislatures, the

Crown's assent is requisite. (3) That

the Crown, in calling their Assem-

blies and assenting to their laws, is a

constituent part of the Provincial

Legislatures.

The discussion of the cpiestion in-

volved in this paper might be pursued

further, and take a wider scope than

has been accorded to it. Hut what has

been here suggested mty lead to a

more accurate and thorough review of

our constitutional system, and of the

extent of the Prerogatives of the Crown
—exercisable as ' the will of the peo-

j)le,"*— in each of the Governments

established by the Confederation Act.

tion of all laws to whidi she has K>ven her

sanction, in virtue of tht- m-w constitution.

—

Per Ko\irnier J., I'alin v. Lnni/loin, .i Sup,

Ct. Can. 59.

(7) Chitty, :«.

(8) In a democracy, the exercise of sover-

eij^nty is the declaration of the people's wilL—
Plowden's Jinn An'jiorum, 2^Vi.
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It has been justly remarked that the

erection of a new government, what-

ever care or wisdom may distinguish

the work, cannot fail to originate

questions of intricacy and nicety ; and

these may, in a particular manner, be

expected to flow from a constitution

founded upon the total or partial in-

corporation of a number of distinct

sovereignties. Time alone can mature
and perfect so composite a system

;

explain the meaning of all the jiarts
;

and adjust them to each other in a

harmonious and consistent whole. ^

(1) The Federalist, No. 82. »

THE GANE-AWA' LAND.

BY A. M. R.

[In the extreme North of Scotland—in the Orkney Islands especially--' The Land o' the

Leal ' is called ' The Land o' the Gane-Awa.']

OH ! fair is the Land o' the Gane-Awa',

Fairer than eye o' the earth-born saw,

Till he's passed through the gates o' the living and dead.

There is rest in the Land o' the Gane-awa—

'

Nae storms beat there, nae cauld winds blaw,

But the tired han' rests and the thocht-rackit head,

And the ingatiiered flocks nae disturber dread,

For the wings of oor God are aboon them spread.

There's fadin' nae mair wi' the Gane-awa',

The bluims o' eternity ever blaw

In the blissfu' God keepit gairdens there
;

Nae shadow or clood in the clear blue lift,

Ajad heaven's saft breezes ken nae shift

:

A rijjpleless calm is its sea evermair,

Nae billow of trouble, or toil or care

Breaks on the shores o' that land so fair.

O, would I were there, wi' the Gane-awa',

For the shadows o' even' begin to fa',

And the warld is lauesome as it can be

When a' that I lo'ed are awa' fiae me.

The wife o' my heart an' her bairnies three,

'In the Gane-awa' Land them a' I'll see

An' blithe will oor meetin' an' greetin' be,

To live evermair whar' they never dee,

In oor Father's hame in Eternity.
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ECCENTRICITIES OF A BOARDING HOUSE

BY HAYDOX HOLME.

XT has often been eur lot to experi-

ence the annoyances of hotel-life.

Once we ruled a suite of apartments,

and thought oui-selves somebody in

consequence. We have grumbled and

growled at the restraints of home-life,

but never until the time of which we
are now going to write had we known
what it was to be one in a boarding-

house.

Perhaps the house we were at, pro-

perly speaking, we ought not to call a

boarding-house. We were told soon after

our first week there that ours wasn't a
' Boarding-house.' ' It was a — a—
that is to say— ,' the lady of the home
could neither find nor coin a word to

suit her idea of what it i-eally was,

but, anyhow, it wasn't a boarding

house. Tl)is was satisfactory, so we
made no reply. The house was one,

was the first one, of a row of six

quondam rough casters ; they were

now biicked up all round with brick

of a particularly red colour. It was a

two and-a-half storey house ; had a

large bay window, two large bed-room

windows, and one small attic window,

for a frontage, hidden from view by

the usual melancholy looking shutters

of green. An all wall side, and a be-

liiiid— well, as 'twas hidilen from

hight by other buiMings, not necessary

to say. It was on (iroater Street,

and by right of succession was num-
bered fourteen.

We had heard of \\ Groater Street,

long \h'.Ioth we made its arjuaintance,

as a very good place to stay at ; the

board was good—three daily papers

liad said so numbers of times— the

boarders respectable, attractions in the

way of unmarried ' eligiblesses,' and
' the comforts of a home ofi'ered,' and
we were advised, if we didn't believe

all this, to go and experience the

truth of it by expressing ourselves,

bag and baggage, to give 14 Gro;iter

Street a trial. The adviser was a

friend—we flattered ourselves that he

was —so we thought we might trust

him. Before taking his advice, we
casually happened to look at our di-

rectory for 11 Greater Street, found it

in its pro|>er order under the G's, and
then we turned to the C's for the

name of the tenant at that addresa

What we read alarmed us so much
that we must give it to the reader,

and if it fails to alarm him or her

—

well—all we can say is it alarmed us.

We read, ' Crowes, Mrs., wid Jas.'

' Wid Jas,' what was that ? What
could a ' wid Jas ' be ? We turned

to our Webster. Over the leaves of

him to the W's. Looked rigiit tiirough

from })eginning to end, then fiom end

to beginning, but no * wid Jas ' could

we find. Unsuccessful after another

careful search, we thought an expla-

nation could be got from the J's, and
Ijecame still more alarmed when no
' Jas ' rewarded our look through that

letter's words. We then thought of

our friend, and began to try and re-

member whether, by word or deed we
had ever injured him that he should

consign us without any preparation to

such a dreadfully-sounding something

as a ' wid Jas.' That a ' wid Ja.s.' was
a very dreadfid something we didn't

doubt, especially since Wel)8ter had

no track of it. We congratulated

ouselves ujion our escape, and men-
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tally decided to think no more of

14 Groater Street, with its undefin-

able tenant ; an 1 to this day we
might have remained in ignorance

of the house's inside, had not accident

interpreted what neither Webster nor

our own knowledge of things could do.

When the accident happened we were

told that we were a ' stupid,' or some-

thing similarly expressive, for not

knowing better, and that anybody

ought to have known what ' wid Jas
'

meant. We will suppose, then, that

everybody does know, which will save

us the trouble of ex])laining.

We entered our boarding-house as

a boarder, one terribly hot summer
evening ; the sun all day long had been

throwing down his most intense heat,

sending the thermometer up some
thirty degrees higher than was neces-

sary to have had the temperature com-

fortable, and at 6.30 took an offered

seat at the table, when the following

introductions were given :

—

Mrs. Crowes was the presenter :

' We Miss Lane, we Miss Sadie Lane,

we Mr. Hendryson, we Mr. Dim me-

low, we Mr. Bertie Diminelow, we Mr.
Stitches, we Mr. Arches^ we Mr. Du-
pernay.

'

We made our bow as each name was
called, and listened attentively to the

diff'erent voices say, * How d'ye do?'

'Good evening'—and once or twice a

weak nervous voice forgetful of the

time of day, murmurs an almost inau-

dible good morning. Introductions are

capital fun sometimes. Nothing gives

us more amusement than to form one

of a number at a drawing-room gather-

ing, and to note how the last arrivals

endure the martyrdom of a lengthy list

of introductions. 'Tis very seldom you
come across one who can be sufficiently

self-composed under such circum-

stances as to acknowledge each one
presented without blundering. We
have seen often neatly dressed, slightly

moustached, slimly built young men
enter a drawing-room, and stand facing

the company, feeling about as comfort-

able as a condemned culprit, waiting

on the scaffold for the hangman's
finishing touch ; they become consci-

ous of having hands that don't seem
to hang naturally no how, their feet

too are sadly in the way, hands and
feet soon have their position altered,

one of the former probably gets sent

into a pocket and the other is given a

moustache or watch chain to play with.

A presentation is made. The un-

nerved one bows, and although the

hour may probaVjly not be far from
midnight, says, ' Good morning.' Ano-
ther name called, he is uncertain what
to say this time—repetition gives the

impression of nervousness, so he can't

say 'good morning,' he ventures 'How,'

and then some strange impulse sends

the poor fellow off" the track and
makes him conclude the sentence with
' Good evening.' Here sensible of the

disconnectedness of this remark, he

blushes himself into a perspiration,

and dare not again open his mouth to

address any of the succeeding ' intro-

duced,' he shuffles about as though on

spi'ings, nodding his head before the

name is given and not doing so when
it is ; invariably bowing to the wrong
pei'son, and occasionally, probably as a

special mark of his appreciation of that

particular one's acquaintance, giving

two bows to the same person. When
the misery is over, the poor fellow

scrambles into a seat without waiting

for one to be off"ered him, and with

more haste than politenes.s. Feels ill

for reuiainder of the evening.

Our first tea was passed in almost

complete silence, characterized by no-

thing more than frequent ' may 1 trou-

ble you's ] ' Thanks !
' ' Thank you I

'

and ' Excuse me !' So we took the op-

portunity to study, as well as we could,

each one of our new acquaintances. As
soon as tea was over, we adjourned in

company with all the other boarders,

not including Messrs. Stitches, Arches

and Dupernay, to lounge about the

doorsteps. Mr. Hendryson and Miss

Lane coupled an<l occupied one step,

Miss Crowes and Mr. Dimmelow, to-

gether, monopolized another step.
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Mr. Bertie Dimmelow and Miss Sadie

Lane, armed eachother's neck, and were

on the bottom step, while Mrs. Crowes
preside*! over all tlie coui)les, and all

the steps on the top step. We jtist

stayed long enough to notice this much,
and then, well, we won't go so far into

details a.s to S'ly what we did.

In a very short time we got very

friendly with all at 1-i Groater Street.

It never takes us long, after becoming
acquainted with j>eople, to get to
' know ' them ; and as soon as we
' knew ' our sisters and brothei-s of

the 14 Groater Street board, we be-

gan to take a most particular interest

in the house.

In Mrs. Crowes we found some-
thing to interest more from the very

fact of that something in Mrs. Crowes
amounting to almost nothing. She
was a little woman, transplanted from
one of the Southern States, of rather

good figure, fresh but very insipid face,

thin, small, straight no.se, large gi'ey-

gi-een eyes, little shapeless mouth, an
indifferent set of teeth, and hair rapid-

ly becoming grey. At table, Mrs.
Crowes seldom spoke. We never
heard her ofier an opinion about any-

thing, unless it was on that very safe

topic the weather. Her (juietness may
have been the natural result of having
nothing in her to make her otherwise.

She hfi-self accounted for it by saying

that past trouble was the cause of it.

We would have l»een inclined to fa-

vour this rea.son could we consistently

have done so ; we couhln't ; because

Mi*s. Crowes was too fond of repeat-

ing the details of her troubh-s. Every-
thing she would ttdl - -even the most
sacred secrets of the absent ' unbreath-

ing.' True sorrow likes to have none
to share orsyrni>athi/e ; but no heart-

sorrow can possibly be so called if it

lays bare its sorrow before the whole
world without license or distinction.

Then her manner, when talking ' trou-

bles,' was repulsive ; there was no-

thing refined or delicate about lier.

Those who liHfl long parte<l from her to

tread the uncertain path were, seem-

ingly, only remembered for their

faults ; fretfully, complainingly, al-

luded to, and on their lifelessness she

threw the whole blame for her present

poverty-stricken life. The constant

ever-present e.xpression on Mrs.
Crowes' face was that of a pouting
child ; her mouth's lower lip lapped

over its top one always when her fea-

tures were at rest, and this, probably

more than anything else, gave the ex-

pression ; her nose, if we may so

speak of it, was a complaining nose

;

it was nearly straight, had one slight

ridge about half way down ; this was
the part—the ridge was—that seemed
to be complaining. It looked as

though it wanted to get higher u]) or

go lower down, and, since it could do
neither, had adopted a fit of the blues,

which it will never part with. In in-

teresting contrast with this dissatis-

fied nose were the grey-green eyes

which we have referred to : they were
of a certain kind of grey-green whose
colour would be dithcuit to describe,

so we won't attempt to picture them,

though if we call them sea sick col-

oured eyes, we think nothing better

would describe them. Then these in-

definitely-coloured eyes were rimmed
with a circle of black, and, somehow
or other, always made us uncomfort-
able when they looked our way, espe-

cially at night-time, when they glared

most unpleasingly.

Mrs. Crowes was very changeable

and most inconsistent. Oftentimes we
have heard her make remarks which,

if not agreeing with the ideas of tho.se

to whom addressed, she would cancel

by othei-s entirely opposite. It was a
very small matter to have her alter

her oj)inion three times in succession.

You hear her say something—don't

agree with it—no more does she

—

then begin to qualify your disbelief,

gradually believing what she led off

with, and, nothing daunted, Mrs.

Crowes will change cars again. In
domestic matters, M..s. Crowes was
just the same ; she changed her ser-

vants once a week for two months,
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and once a fortnight for the next

three ; one day praising them, the

next day parting with them. We
never knew her to have a servant

which she didn't say was the best girl

that ever worked for her, and the

worst girl that ever went out to ser-

vice. The most pitiable feature of

Mrs. Crowes' character was the lack of

discipline she showed in the education

of her daughters. She had two, Fanny
and Patty, and anything these two
wanted they had only to sulk and
pout for, and they were sure to get it.

This sort of cruel kindness has results

of a not very attractive nature before

many years of it pass. Fanny, Mrs.

Crowes' eldest daughter, at the time

of our becoming acquainted with her,

had just about passed her seventeenth

year. She was a little, slightly-made,

half-formed creature, with a head
small as a large-sized doll, and about

as empty. Her hair was inclined to

be black, but uncertain whether to

remain brown, and in keeping with

her eyebrows, what little there was of

them. Her features were childishly

small; a flat-bridged, shapeless nose, a

pretty, kissable moulh, with quick-

passioned lips, and a chin so small

that less of it and there would have

been none at all. She had merry,

laughing eyes of greyish brown, clear,

and, a great pity, they would have
made quite a handsome set-off to her

plain, though pleasing, features if one
of them had not the unfortunate

drawback of being malformed. She
had a cast in her eye. It was not very

perceptible unless seen from a dis-

tance ; at table it would not be no-

ticed, except when something or other

had tended to ruflie her, and then, her

features sullenly at rest, the defect be-

came painfully manifest. She kept

concealed by a fringe of hair a fore-

head which, when deprived of its co-

ver had the singular effect of giving

to her face an appearance like that of

a Chinese baby. Her smile was her

best, and we might as well add, her only

attraction ; her face was made for smil-

5

ing, and its owner was quite conscious
of this, at least we should imagine so,

since we scarcely ever saw her with-
out her smile. Many mouths smile,

and the smile is becoming; but when
extended into a laugh, either an idiotic

or unpleasing expression is given to

the face. Not so with Fanny's mouth;
it smiled a pretty smile ; it laughed
and made her positively charming.
We cannot say much of Miss Crowes'
accomplishments or attainments, be-

cause she had nothingof eitherfor us to
mention. She had seen little of school,

had left at a time when most girls be-

gin in earnest to learn something, with
acquirements sufficient to enable her to

know the difference between a verb and
a substantive, to do a multiplication

sum without bringing it to an incredi-

ble total, to be positive that Holland
was a Dutch possession, and Queen
"Victoria the reigning sovereign of

Great Britain. She had become early

impressed with an affectionate regard
forunpetticoated humanity, which soon
showed itself in the person of a most
ordinary specimen of the race for

whom she professed undying love.

Him she fondly hoped and openly con-

fessed she would marry, and indeed
she might so have done, had not a half-

witted youth of raw, uncouth appear-

ance, in harmony with the enfeebled

condition of his intellect, succeeded in

alienating her affections and succeed-

ing to them. They plighted their troth,

wrote each other letters of impassioned
adjectival eloquence— he was board-

ing in their house, by-the-by, but that

did not prevent epistolary love

—

called heaven to register their vow,
and six weeks afterwards ' bust up

'

with a word duel of terriV)le and fierce

invective. A little interval and Miss
Fanny was again in the toils, out again,

in again, once more out, and at the

time of our meeting, was negotiating

for another trial. She did not seem to

be particular to whom she gave what
she would call her love ; if it was only

to a male she was satisfied, whether
that male were an idiot or an express
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driver. Her uncontrolled passion for

' fellows ' had seemed to have had the

effect of rendering her incapable of

doing anything else but spoon and

write love letters. "We noticed that in

the house she did very little, almost

notliing, and would complain if given

an hour of household stitching to do,

though she would sj>end a month over

a pair of slippers for some favourite

* he.' She was in fact incapable of

giving her mind to anything of a sub-

stantial nature ; to get through a good

novel, even, was a most difficult task

for her, and if she did get through it,

it would not be in less than six weeks'

time ; she had application in nothing,

was entirely devoid of anything that

meant mind, and gave great promise of

eventually becoming one of Pojkj's

women, who have no character at all.

She could talk about nothing but

trifles, was always ready for pleasure

of no matter what kind, never knew
what to do with the time when no

pleasure was to be had, would burst

into tears if disappointed of any ex-

pected enjoyment, and was so intensely

selfish as to think that everyone ought

to give way to her in everything. We
derived much pleasure from watching

Fanny at table. At times she had a

sort of superfluous wit, which she would

use to the best advantage, would even

attempt sarcasm, but this she was very

poor at, and she was so ridiculously sen-

sitive, that if it were returned she would

go from the room in teai-s. Sarcasm must

be able to stand sarcasm, and this Miss

Fanny could not do. Fanny had a sis-

ter, and Mrs. Crowes another ilaughter.

Fanny's sister and Mrs. Crowfs' other

daughter was called Patty ; kIu; was

four years the junior of Fanny, and

though only a child of about thirteen

summers had the intelligence of a girl

of n)ore than hers ister's age. She had a

rather «juef;r face, nothing pretty al>out

it, very bright eyes and flat features.

She had an uncontrolled avei-sion for

ever)-body masculine
;
gifted with quick

percef)tion, she never mi.ssed a chance

of takingoff* people, and many was the

time we ourselves, who take a pecu-

liar ])ride in not saying or doing

anything that would lay us open to

sarcasm, have hatl to acknowledge the

result of Patty's merited shafts. And
yet .she was only a child; but such a

child that many long out of their child-

hood would not be able to withstand

Patty's retort. We had seen all who
had seats at our table— in particular

Mr. Hejidryson and the two Dimme-
lows, looking most uncommonly small

after receiving sarcastic attention from
Patty — completely nonplussed, and
unable to stem the current of laughter

running the round of the table by a

suitable reply to her remark. For her

sister. Miss Patty had a sort of super-

cilious contempt, which showed itself

in constant sneers, and occasional

struggles to scalp her, when Fanny had
dared to rouse to an unusual degree

hert<;niper. Patty had inspired Fanny
with an affectionate reverence for her

which amounted almost to fear ; and
we have often been amu.sed when we
have seen Fanny slighted by some one

make for her sister's assistance, and
hover round her applauding with con-

tinual smiles the quick ?nd appropriate

retorts Patty made to her antagonist.

Thus frequently Fanny's battles wei'e

fought by proxy, and to Patty was she

much indebted for this kind of valua-

ble service. Like her sister, Patty was
wilful and would have her own way

;

unlike her sister she was always getting

it, both from her mother and from

Fanny. If the latter wouldn't yield to

her, Patty would instantly fly at her,

and make for her hair, grasping a

handful and holding on like giim death

until she got what she wanted. Of
course Fanny's loves were enjoyment

to Patty, though she seldom taunted

her sister with them, unless she was in

any way inconvenienced by them.

Literature of a fictitious nature, Patty

would devour with all the eagerness

of a naljob at dinner ; and for one

Ixjok read by her sister, Patty had
read a hundred. Sensible in many
things, we could not help liking Patty,
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and it will much surprise us if she

•does not develop into a decently clever

girl.

We were not long at 14 Groater-

street, before we began to notice our

house was divided into two parties. It

was not by any special arrangement,

but simply an understanding between

the Lanes, the Dimmelows, Hendry-
son, and the Mrs. and Misses Crowes,

that they formed a circle to which the

two divines (Arches and Dupernay),

and the one lawyer, Mr. Stitches, were

entire strangers. We ourselves sided

with neither ; kept aloof from both

sides, seeing everything, saying noth-

ing, ' knitting ' like Dickens' Madame
Defarge. The former were the 'House,'

the latter the 'Opposition ;' the for-

mer were arranged on the east side of

the table at meals, with Mrs. Crowes
presiding at the north end ; the latter

were seated along the west side, having

Mr. Stitches for their leader, occupy-

ing the south end chair. Whether any
unpleasantness had taken place be-

tween these parties before our time we
cannot say ; nor could we find out,

though we tried hard to get to know
from the most communicative of our

boarders, Mi\ Stitches and the Dimme-
lows. We only learned, and this came
out by accident, that Mr. Stitches, an-

noyed at the irregularity of their meals,

in particular, the six o'clock dinner,

which for twouionths was never served

until generally after seven, had, to use

an expressive phrase, ' gone for ' the

lady of the ' home ' like a hot blister.

She, the L of the If, had taken the

matter before her ' family,' as she

<;alled ' the house,' they discussed the

matter openly befoi'e Stitches, and
Stitches, becoming excited, did not use

church prayer-book language, as Mark
Twain is so fond of phrasing it, and too

freely gave utterance to disagreeable

truths. But so it was; whatever may
have been the real cause we cannot
possibly say, war had been declared be-

tween the two sides. Whenever the

House made a joke and laughed, the

Opposition looked at each other and

cynically smiled, and whenever the

Opposition made a mistake, and itself

looked awkward, the House would smile

it into a profusion of blushes. If one

side could get an opportunity to sneer

at the other, it never missed it ; and
whichever side left the table first, was
laughed out of its chair, and out of the

room, generally having the pleasure

of hearing some afl;ectionate remark

passed on it befoi'e it got well into the

hall. Each meal was a repetition of

the preceding, consisting of a general

reap-up of pa.st disagi-eeables and awk-

wardnesses, alluded to by obscure hints

and ambiguous remarks. This pleasing

state of affairs was never varied by

any friendly interchanges between the

sides, but was continued all along,

until our boarding-house broke up.

Mr. Hendryson, of the ' house,' was

one of Mrs. Crowes' oldest boarders,

in fact, we believe he was the first

that entered 14 GroaterSt. as a boar-

der, when that place was advertised as

a good, comfortable home for homeless

young men. We knew Mr. Hendry-

son when we were clothed in all the

innocence of short frocks and long

drawers ; or rather, we were acquaint-

ed with him—-we cannot say we knew
him—because we remember to have

had a strange, unaccountable fear of

him, and had we ' known ' him, this

fear would never have existed. We,
somehow, always liked to be in his

presence, and never tired looking at

him, yet still we would turn as un-

comfortable as his Imperial Majesty

the Czar of all the Ptussias would in

his bed at sight of some unknown in-

truder entering his chamber at dead

of night, whenever he looked our way;

and if perchance he were to address

us, we are mindful how his doing so

would upset the ordinary working of

our heart. His influence over us con-

tinued after his departure, and for

hours afterwards brothers and sistei's,

cats and dogs, marbles and tops, had

no attraction whatever for us. We
can't describe him as he was at this

period of our existence j we only re-
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member liim to have had a large, aw-

fullv-solemn-shaped head, big, soft,

brown, gentle eyes, a great sepulchral

tone of voice, little to say, and a song

calleil ' I'm afloat' In coiu-se of time

Mr. Hendryson left our part of the

glolje , and got afloat to a foreign

shore. We heard of him occasionally

through the medium of the postal

union, and our big brother, who cor-

responded with him. Years rolled on,

and one bright, sunny—no, one cold,

windy—morning, about the close of a

very fair sample of the chilling dreari-

ness of an English sunless summer,
we oui^selves stood, handkerchief in

hand, heart in mouth, and tears in

eyes, on the deck of a huge traverser

of the mighty deep, waving last fare-

wells to pas and mas, brothers and

sisters, uncles and aunts, cousins and
friends, church sjnres and chimney

tops, Liverpool and England, ticketed

for the same land to which our friend,

]Mr. Hendryson, had preceded us. As
we bounded along

' Old ocean's gray and melancholy waste,'

we thought of Mr. Hendryson and
'I'm afloat.' We hummed and
whistled the latter until our throat was
hoarse, and our whistle blown away

;

and in due course we increased the

population of tlie land of the setting

sun by landing on its soil. We pitch-

ed our tent by Ontario's waters, in a

city that might be beautiful, but which

isn't ; in sigiit of a large sandbank,

marshy, unshaded, intensely hot, and
the home of a man skilled in the use

of a pair of oars, called an island, but

wliich isn't ; and amongst a ])eople

who would Vje aristocrats, but who
aren't.

In this city we came across Mr.
Hendryson, and our h<'art forgot to

throb when he looked at us, spoke to

us, and asked us how we were. We
tossed aV)o»it the city, staying at dif-

ferent places, until we finally settled

at Mra Crowes— wid .fas— at 14

Groater 8t., as per the recommenda-
tion of our friend previously referred

to, and were rather surprised to meet
there—Mr. Hendryson. We soon
began to take particular notice of

him who had in our youthful years*

had so great an influence over us. We
watched him intently, we made in-

quiries about him, we kept him con-

stantly in our mind ; we got well

posted in his every movement ; we
heard he w-as in love ; we must know
his girl ; we did know his girl, it was
Miss Lane ; we breakfasted on him,

lunched on him, dined on him, and be-

fore long ' had ' him.

Seated at the table, Mr. Hendryson
looked a six-footer standing in his

boots. A good judge of height would
see his measure was about live feet

seven inches. Nature, when she

thought of him, gave him a very long

back, liut finding she had not legs in

stock to correspond, mounted him on
a pair that were very much too short

to be proportionate to his trunk.

Hence the delusion. His head was
large, unusually so. It was a well-

shaped, handsome head, covered with

close-cut, curly hair, black as jet,

soft as velvet; a good, broad, square

forehead, smooth as a mirror, its

only fault being that it looked

more intellectual than its owner
was; eyes large, of a beautiful dusk
brown, well set at proj)er distance

from each other, arched by well-mark-

ed Ijrows of raven black ; nose a little

too heavy, and too ridged to be Grecian,

with a Koman })eginning and mongrel
ending, inasmuch as its last ridge had

a slight upward tei^dency ; a good-

shaped mouth, which, however, needs

the small black moustache that rounds
the top of it to make it look hand-

some ; clear cut chin, and an alto-

gether that gave to his face an ex-

pres.sion some wonld think awfully

clever, others stnpidly dull.

We have often attemptc d to draw
Mr. ]I»'ndry8on out, but could never
gf't much satisfaction from his con-

versation. He sr-ldoni spoke, and his

replies were generally no more satis-

factory than ' Is that so?' uttered in
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the old, slow, sepulchral drawl. "We

never heard him come out with any-

thing original, except once. The

occasion was—we can't remember

—

we thought we knew it—it has gone.

We are sorry. He was not well i-ead,

we think; with perfect truth we might

say he was not read at all, though he

had a small collection of pretty good

books, for in all our six months' ac-

quaintance we have no recollection of

ever seeing him with any one of them

in his hand. Occasionally we have

been by when something like litera-

ture was seemingly interesting him,

and after a quarter of an hour, wlien

he had finished with the book—he

never read longer than ten minutes at

a time—we have, as though without

any purpose, casually picked it up,

and have invariably found the book

or magazine, as the case might be, of

the very lightest possible literature.

"We have no reason to believe he had

ideas beyond his business and his

lady. Certainly nothing else appear-

ed to have any interest for him, and

when separated from both of tliese,

time seemed to hang as heavy over

him as remorse over a condemned

criminal. It is within our recollec-

tion that the even tenor of his exist-

ence would sometimes be relieved by

an occasional visit to an exhibition of

the brute force of humanity, as given

by professional wrestlers, boxers,

quondam prize-fighters, kc, who make

a living by catering in this way

to the low animal nature of mnnkind,

or to a lecture where some well-known

sensational lecturer was todeliver, with

the tongue of superficial eloquence be-

fore a crowded audience of generally

unthinking humanity, who are well

able to digest the frothy surface mat-

ter they give their twenty-five cents

to hear, a series of jokes, anecdotes,

and sparkling inanities, largely adver-

tised on flaming posters as a lecture

under some smart catclii)enny title.

To both of these kind of meetings he

would go for just the selfsame pur-

pose ; both gave pleasure, both inter-

ested, both passed an hour away easily,

and an equal amount of benefit was

derived from them, inasmuch as both

were forgotten in less than twenty-

four hours. Sunday mornings were

terrible times for him. He had not

his business ; he had not his lady, she

being called away tohelpachurch choir.

Mr. Hendryson was lost. He made

the day as short as possible by rising

at eleven, sauntering through a lazy

toilet, then loitering over breakfast

until the hour for meeting his lady

arrived. After dinner he and his lady

would adjourn to kisses, hugs, and

drowses in an arm-chair ; and by the

heartiness and loudness of their kisses,

the powerfulness and protractiveness

of their hugs, the unanimity of their

being, as illustrated by both slumbering

at the same time, would ensample the

delights and beauties of love. The

afternoon thus passed, Mr. Hendry-

son and future Mrs., at the call of tea,

would slowly propel their respective

selves forward with what little energy

their soporific condition would allow,

and with what assistance and encou-

ragement each got from the other in

the way of sundry jerking shoves,

and frequent stoppages for an exchange

of kisses on the way from their sit-

ting-room into our boarding-house

dining-room. In the evening Mr.

Hendryson would attend his lady as

far as the church gates, she having to

leave him there, as her preseiice else-

where was required for materially as-

I sisting the musical part of the service,

and having taken a very back seat

in the church, Mr. Hendryson would

then, being incapable of doing any-

thing else, make comfortable prepara-

tions for a sleep, as soon as the an-

nouncing of the text gave leisure for

his doing so. We have, at the close

of a Sunday evening, been somewhat

surprised and intensely amused when

at times Mr. Hendryson would cri-

ticize the doings and movements of

other boarders in the house during the

day ; and, mindful of the profitable

manner in which he himself had spent
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it, we have known him to express

his entire disapproval that so and so

should (for no matter what object
j

he went, whether for instruction or I

information), have attended a sacred
|

concert at some Roman Catholic I

church, and for a quarter of an hour

he would discourse on the sin of light-

ly observing the Sabbath. A fort-
;

night previous to this he may have

spent a Sunday afternoon boating on

the lake. We have said the express-

ion of Mr. liendryson's face by some

might be thought awfully clever, by

others stupidly dull. We ourselves

have seen him at times when we could

hardly believe 'neath that intellectual

forehead lurked not thought, origin-

ality, and splendid capacities for nur-

turing the higher functions of the in-

tellect ; his qiiiet re.serve, the calm

philosophy that beamed from his large

thoughtful eye, the measured utter-

ance and dignified bearing, seemed to

argue against our unbelief; but ano-

ther time we would dine with our eyes

u[>on him, and wonder that we could

be so blind to the real interpretation

of our friend's face as to mistake his

quiet reserve for other than a confes-

sion that he had nothing in his empty
head to make him otherwise, his large,

stupidly vague, and meaningless un-

expressive eye to give any other im-

pression ; his slow, sepulchral drawl,

for more than what it was, a consist-

ent characteristic of a slugni.sh, unam-
bitious nature. He lor.k"<l a paragon

of learning, we thought, when we fir.ft

knew him ; lie looked a parody, we
thought, when, a few months later,

we knew him better. The liking we
had for Mr. Hendryson when very

young will, however, never die out;

we cannot say why not, but suppose

it must be a case of Dr. Fell, slightly

reversed

—

' I do not like tliee, Dr. VvW,' kc, &c.

We know him—not Dr. Fell, Mr. Hen-
drj'soii,—to ))e ho thoroughly honest

that we could trust him with anytliing,

no matter what; we would nc^vr-r doubt

his word, and though too much loving

has made him most egregiously selfish,

we honestly believe, when called upon
to do it, he would sacrifice all personal

feelings to benefit another in any way.

We have seldom seen him in a temper,

not that he hasn't got one ; but hav-

ing so very little energy within him,

he gives us the impression that he is

altogether incai)able of sustaining the

extra exertion of giving way to it.

Hendryson was in love ; we think

we have said so before ; he was not

only in love, but at some no very dis-

tant date he had intentions of getting

the name of Miss Lane changed into

Mrs. Hendryson. The loves of these

two must have been a constant

source of enjoyment to the opposition;

it certainly was to us. They were of

lovers the most ridicxdously and child-

ishly loving; they sat together of course

at table, and it was so pretty to see

them at tea ; they would drink out of,

and playfully i»ut [jieces of bread, cake,

or cheese into each other's cups ; some-

times essay to drink both at once from

the same saucer; embrace and kiss

every five minutes ; call each other

naughty, and make pretence to have
been injured, then cry, and for a time

refuse to be comforted or reconciled,

with other sweet innoconcies so nice

and so interesting to all present. We
must describe Hendryson's lady. Miss

Lane. Puttirig aside her ' s](Ooniness,'

which was in reality called into being

by Hendryson's soft-heartedncss, there

was no one at 1-i Groater Street, for

whom we had a greater respect than

Mios Lane. That isn't saying much
though, but still it suffices to say that

we liad respect for her. It would not

explain quite enough to say that we
liked her, and it would give a wrong
impression to say that we loved her.

There was not that aliout lier pei-sonal

appeariuice that would please, much
less attract. She was of average

height, laige build; her face; was small,

very round, very full, anil if, as some
say, nose characterizes mind, she must
have had a sujjerabundance of it.
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Her's was a very large nose ; starting

from the forehead with a ridge, it

gracefully curved its way until dan-

gerously near meeting the upper lip,

when it stopped short and sharp like

the beak of a parrot. Her mouth was
small, sternly set, indicating determin-

ation, decision, and firmness. She had
a good forehead, large and high. A
face that, as we have said, would not
please ; at first sight, certainly not, but
we think it might after getting used
to it. We never saw it—the face—but
it greeted us, and others too, with a

smile so genuine, so everything good,

that we could not, if we would, help

liking its owner ; and then her smile

was so much in harmony with her dis-

joosition, it was in fact the visible, al-

ways-present duplicate of her disposi-

tion, given to her to help the smiled-

upon to keep in mind the invisible.

She treated all alike, high and low, the

clever and the insignificant ; to all

alike courteous and condescending.

Careless and indifferent to public

opinion, she was not afraid to do
things right, proper, and truly wo-
manly, but which conventionalism

considers out of the pale of its

world of shallow, sliam, heartlessness

and unreality. She had wit and
sarcasm enough to discomfort any-
one, but never, save when the conduct
of her victim called for it, did she use

either. Even then she knew well how
to temper justice with mercy. We no-

ticed as a peculiar feature of Miss
Lane's character that she always sided

with the weaker party, if anything hap-

pened to make any one in the presence

of others and herself look what we may
call sheepishly awkward. By her well-

timed interference and skilful supposi-

tions, she would set at ease the dis-

comfited, and her clever wit and happy
retort never failed if necessary to turn
the tables upon the browbeater. She
wasan al ways-ready , never-tii'ing cham-
pion of distressed humanity ; and then
Miss Lane was clever. She was well-

educated, well-read, and gifted with
conversational powers of no slight

worth. She was a perfect musician, a
complete mistress of the duties of a
hostess, a faultless lady in the drawing
room ; hers might have been the char-
acter of which to have loved Steele
said was a liberal education. We never
knew any one that knew Miss Lane
and didn't like her. We wouldn't have
known any one that knew Miss Lane
and couldn't appreciate her. The Op-
position, even though she was of the
House side, all liked her, and all had oc-

casion to do so, siice it was she who
kept her side from going too far with
sarcasm and sneers at the expense of

the legal and theological occupants of

the Opposition benches.

Besides the Hendryson-Lane love,

we had another couple in our boarding
house whose fondness for each other
caused, if anything, more amusement
to the House. The other couple that

loved was, female, Fanny Crowes ; male,
Eedward Jaynes Dimmelow. Fanny
Crowes we have already noticed ; Red-
ward Dimmelow we now come to no-
tice. He was called Red for short.

How we did like little Red ; he was so

funny, and so uncommonly original

in his funniness that the whole House
and Opposition liked him. He was a
British boy ; according to law still an
infant—not quite twenty-one ; of short

and rather stumpy build, not much
more than five and a half feet high ; his

face was about as broad as it was long
;

he had little blue eyes, that always
closed when he laughed ; large oratori-

cal mouth ; florid complexion, and a
nose, such a nose ! Nature had in-

tended it for a rather passable nose, and
a passable nose it had been until Red
wao, about fourteen, when a cricket ball,

struck with fatal accuracy, had caught
in on the side and end, slightly dam-
aging its perpendicular. Singularly

enough a little later on another cricket

ball struck with similar accuracy, light-

ed on the same place and still further

damaged its perpendicular; a third time
did a cricket ball make for and hit the

same part of Red's nose, and probablv

a fourth might have done the same
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thing but that by this time the in-tho-

wav piece of cartilage had l)een com-

pletely knocked round and out of the

Wiiv. No nose will allow a cricket ball

to strike it three times without rebel-

ling, and so Ked's nose must not be

blamed forhaving turned itself so much
out of the perpendicular as to make of

itself a very irregular, almost shapeless

mass. However, despite his much cric-

ket-balled nose. Red was not a very

bad-looking fellow. It was at table

that Ked showed most to advantage.

Then he had such a long list of anec-

tlotes, jokes, kc, that day after day he

kept the whole table in roars of laugh-

ter. He amused us a whole month with

tales about a dog he once owned ; each

meal brought some fresh dog tale, until

we began to wonder when Red's dog-

days were coming to an end. After

the dog was used up Red had some
thing else ready for us. He was a

walking comic paper, and his stock of '

* funnine.s.ses' never seemed exhausted.

Every evening when his tea was over.

Red would waltz round and round the

room—he always felt hapjiy when his

feet were slippered with tight fitting

patent leathers—jumping over chairs,

summersaul'ing, and never jiassing

the younger Dimmelow but he would

try how near he could whisk his hand

over his head without touching the

hea<l. Oftentimes, of course, he caiight

the head a pretty liarrl hit. The young-

er Dimmelow naturally resented being

thus scalped, and would start uj) from

a bite at a jiiece of l)read and go for

the intere.sting skip about pretty live-

ly ; a scene generally ensued. Two j)air8

of Ifgs and four arms, for the space

of nearly five minutes, wildly tossed

about the floor in unutterable confusion.

The figljt over, Red would resume his

antics, an<l commence a series of gym-
nastic feats with the tables, chairs, and

lounge, winfling up with a recitation

from the table as platform. Red was

awfully fond of reciting. Whether he

could recite we won't say ; anyhow he

was satisfied that he could, and three or

four times a week would favour the

house with a recitation, generally of the

blood and-thunder style. It was after

having vowed eternal affection for sev-

enteen girls at different periods of his

existence, ringed the engaged finger of

two.andalmostjiromiscdtodo the same
kindness fur three others, that Red had

finally made uj) his mind that none of

the female sex held his heart so much in

bondage as Mrs. Crowes' Fanny. He
accordingly negotiated, found she was
negotiable, and the next day called

upon heaven to register the vows of

himself and latest. Heaven, however,

had V>een called upon to do the same
thing so frequently that we very much
doubt whether the registration was ef-

fected. At the time Red became Fan-

nied, he was receiving ami forward-

ing love and kisses to another Fanny
called Louisa, who dwelt far, far away,
' o'er the glad waters of the dark blue

sea,' as Byron sings. This Louisa was
in due course notified of the moon's

change, and to the notification was ap-

pended a postscript, rending something

to the effect that ' your sorrowful Red
hopes his ex-Louisa won't take tlie sep-

aration too much to heart.' Red was

a slightly conceited Red, and thought

so much of himself that he was quite

convinced that all those about whom
he had once spooned and sighed, also

thought so much of him that they

would never get over his loss. In

jiaiticular, this Louisa he thought

would never survive the receipt of his

' changed cars;' in fact, he openly con-

fessed his satisfaction, that the news

would prove very detrimental to her

health, and likely lay her low for

months. It may liave 8inj)rised him,

we don't know, it must have annoyed

him, we are sure^ when not two months

after the Red-Loui.sa correspondence

ceased, information was received by

Red's brother that the supposed heart-

broken Louisa was about to marry an-

other Red for whom slie had long en-

tertained an afTection as ardent as ever.

Th(! loves of Red and Fanny very

aptly illustratefl the saying that' love's

course seldom runs smooth
;

' the prime
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reason for its not doing so in their

case was to be found in Fanny her-

self. We have Vjefore spoken of the

changeable nature of this young lady's

heart ; so it was quite natural that

she should, on the least encourage-

ment from another male, transfer her

affections. From Bertie Dimmelow, a

brother—the younger by two years

—

of Red, she got so much that it soon

found its reward in Fanny's complete

surrender, Bertie's triumph, and Red's

dismissal. Red, being of a very ex-

citable and impulsive nature, could

scarcely contain himself. He almost

went mad ; kept so for two days,

finally settling down into a terrible

state of melancholy. He refused all

attempts to get him to eat, appeared

at meals with a face as long as a coun-
terskipper's yard-arm and as yellow

as the jaundice ; at night tossed rest-

lessly to and fro in his bed, sleepless

and sick at heart. We heard his

monotonous moan for a whole week
of nights, from 10 p.m. to 4 fi.m. the

next morning. He once sharpened

his razor, felt its edge, and—got no
further. He next made for the bay
one early morn e'er the sun had scarce

opened its heaven of light upon ano-

ther day, and taking a short, hurried

run, stopped as he reached the water's

edge. AH this time the younger bro-

ther—we afterwards learned, thanks
to the over communicativeness of

Redward Jaynes—had been fooling

around Miss Fanny just for sheer

amusement, delighting in the state of

mind his interference had thrown Red
into. This young eighteen-year old

piece of impudence, it seems, took an
intense jjleasuie in tormenting and
jjrovoking his elder whenever a chance
offei'ed. Oftentimes we have heard
Red threaten to break his head, and
never did head deserve breaking so

often as that youth's did. Bertie's

unparalleled cheek stopjied at no-

thing, so that it surprised no one
in the house when every one in it

learned that he had been making love

to Bed's girl. Bertie had only been

out from England some few weeks
when we met him at 14 Groater
Street ; he wa.s, consequently, some-
thing of a greenhorn, but, like most
greenhorns, thought the world of him-
self, walking the streets with a most
condescending, supercilious air, as

though owner of all the land, instead

of an uncertain five or six dollar

a-week clerkship.

A slimly built youth, fair-haired and
blue-eyed, with a face as innocent as a

baby's, some called him pretty, others

sweet. We took an intere.st in him
for many reasons, though we didn't

like him. He amused us ; he tried

so hard to be witty, liked much to

to attract attention, and was happy
when he raised a laugh ; then we dis-

covered he would be sarcastic, and he
never missed a chance of getting off a

little sarcasm, such as it was—rather

mild at all times. One reason why
we didn't like him was, because he was
—we thought so—such a terrible

hypocrite ; he seemed always, so to

speak, to be looking two ways. Then
there was a certain something else

about him—we did't know what ; but

it was expressed in his walk. (Joing

down the street he seemed to have
his head down, and, somehow or other,

at the same time, seemed to have it

up ; he always hugged the edge of the

sidewalk, and had a most undecided

trend that we didn't like. His very

innocent look we distrusted ; then,

when he spoke, he spoke slowly,

seemingly uncertain what opinion he

should offer in order to agree with

your's. He was too watchful, too rest-

lessly observant ; his look, his smile,

his walk, his talk, his all about him,

had what we may call a ' doubleness
'

in it. We wouldn't trust him. In
conversation, at times, he was good

;

he said things once in a way that de-

noted thought, and gave occasion for

us to believe that he might grow up a

little above the average man.

Iiliss Fanny was only destined to

receive the love of Red's brother about

a fortnight ; at the end of that time
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•we 'lappened to interrupt a scene that

was taking place in our boarding-house

dining-rooiu. The hourwas eleven, a.m.

;

the dramatis persona: wei-e Bertie Dim-
melow, Fanny Crowes, and Redward
Javnes. We were passing the room
on the way to our bed. Fanny was

kneeling on Vjoth knees, Red was

kneeling on one knee, both looked

highly tragic; the younger Dininielow,

seated on a chair in a serio-comic at-

titude, seemed to be listening to ano-

ther vow his brother was troubling

heaven to register. Wc heard a loud

sounding kiss, immediately followed by

Reds voice, in a delirium of ecstacy,

repeating ' Mine, mine for ever,' three

times, without stopping, to which Mr.

Bertie pinaforically added, '"hardly

ever, Amen ;
" ' from all ol' which cir-

cumstances we came to the conclusion

that the recently divided couple had

again Ijecome one. Such proved to be

the case ; and for the next month or

so, a more loving little couple than

Red and his Fanny could not have

been found in a six day.s' march. A
few days after the re-union, the two

hit upon the idea of setting themselves

a course of study. It was certainly not

a bad idea, since it would have done

neither of them any harm if both

could liave begun their education en-

tirely anew. L'esirous of being sys-

tematic in their workings, they got

up a routine ; we were by s{)ecial fa-

vour privileged to see it. < )ur memory
may be a little at fault, but still we
have a recollection that it was made
up of something like the following :

Monday eveninjs'fnim 7.00 to 7. 1"), Gret-k.
" " 7.1'> " '.*.4"», J{t'(!reati()n.

Tuesday " 7.00 " 7. l.>, French.

Tuesday from 7.15 to 9.45, Recreation.
Weilnesday - - Recreation.
Thursday from 7.00 to 7.15, Latin.

" " 7.15 " y.45, Recreation.
Friday " 7.00 " 7.15, Sinj^nj,'.

" " 7.15 " 9. 4.">. Recitations
and Recreation.

Saturday " Whole holiday.

It very forcibly sti-uck us that there

was a certain amount of ingenuity

displayed in the get-up of this routine,

which college boys of the present day
would not fail to appreciate if a simi-

lar allowance for ' recreation' relieved

the heavy studies of theirdaily classes.

Red and Fanny set to work in

downright earnest ; they shut them-

selves up in our dining-room, and, after

making a great display of paper, pens,

ink, and a small library of books, on a

certain Monday evening .sat down to

Greek. As neither of them knew any-

thing about Greek except Red, who
was perfect in the alphabet, they nat-

urally found 'Greek' pretty ditticult

stuff, and five minutes of the alloted

fifteen had not passed before they were

locked in each other's arms, hugging,

kissing, and talking very 'un Greeky;'

they continued thus until long after

nine, quite forgetting Ihe evening's

other study, 'recreation.' We are of

opinion every other evening's work was
simply a re})etition of the first, until in

a very short time the two found the

extreme severity of the tasks they had
allotted them.selves beginning to tell

upon their health, so they were com-

pelled to adjourn ' studying.' They
took a three months' holiday, and when
the three months ex])ired, extended

the holiday for another three. Classes

were never res>imed.

(To be continued.)
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THE RETURN OF APHRODITE.

BY GRANT ALLEN.

DEEP in Cytliera a cave,

Pealing a thunderous psean,

Roars, as the shivering wave

Whitens the purple ^gean :

There to astonish the globe,

Terrible, beautiful, mighty,

Clad with desire as a robe.

Rose Aphrodite.

Never again upon earth

Like her arose any other
;

Got without labour or birth,

Sprung without father or mother ;

Zeus, from his aery home,

Seeing the roseate water

Lift her aloft on its foam,

Hailed her his daughter.

Sweet was her shape, and is now ;

Sweeter the breath of her kisses
;

Delicate ivory brow ;

Wealth of ambrosial tresses ;

Mouth that no favour denies ;

Cheek that no ardour abashes 3

Languishing eyelids and eyes,

Languishing lashes.

Seeing her luminous face

Shine as the ocean that bore her,

Every nation and race

Worshipped her, falling before her
;

Chaplets they culled for her fane.

Fairer than any can cull us
;

Greece gave her Sappho's refrain,

Rome her Catullus.

Soft was the sound of their lyre,

Luscious their lay without cloying.

Till, as a billow of tire.

Crushing, consuming, destroying,

Wasting her wines in their spleen,

Spilling her costly cosmetics,

Swept the implacable, lean

Horde of ascetics.

Darkness they spread over earth,

Sorrow and fasting of faces
;

Mute was the music of mirth,

Hushed was the chorus of Graces :

Back to the womb of the wave.

Terrible, beautiful, mighty.

Back v/ith the boons that she gave.

Sank Aphrodite.

Down the abysses of time

Rolled the unchangeable ages,

Reft of the glory of rhyme

Graven in passionate pages
;

Sad was the measure, and cold,

Dead to the language of kisses ;

Sadly the centuries rolled

Down the abysses.

Kow in the ends of the earth

Tenderer singers and sweeter,

Smit with a ravening dearth.

Cry on the goddess and greet her

Cry with their rapturous eyes

Flashing the fire of emotion ;

Call her again to arise

Fresh from the ocean.

Hot as of old are their songs.

Breathing of odorous tresses,

Murmur of amorous tongues.

Ardour of fervid caresses
;

Trilled with a tremulous mouth

Into the ear of the comer,

Warm as the breath of the South,

Soft as the summer.

Under the depth of the wave.

Hearing their passionate numbers,

Piercing her innermost cave,

Waken her out of her slumbei-s,

Soothed with the sound of their strain,.

Beautiful, merciful, mighty,

Back to the nations again

Comes Aphrodite. —Temple Bar^
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WHAT IS MONEY ?

BY G. MAXIGAILT, LONnOX, ONT.

THE people of Canada have lately

been rudely awakened to a doubt
as to the sufficiency and soundness of

their currency ; and, froui the multi-

tude of suggestions thrown out in

many quarters, it seems that they

now sfok a circulating medium that

shall be at once abundant yet valu-

able, cheap yet sound, securing full

wages to labour, high jirices for pro-

duce, a low rate of interest ; and all

this without throwing burthens on the

tax-payers. In short, they want a

National Currency.

I have read many communications

made by individuals, and many resolu-

tions adopted by public and quasi

public bodies, on this suViject, and in

my simplicity I find much that I can-

not understand, and more that I can-

not assent to. The whole theory of a

National Currency, which is to banish

gold and silver from circulation, and
aboli.sh them as the standards of mone-
tary value, seems to me to be a com-
plicated tissue elaborately woven out

of a confusion of uh-as as to values, as

to the nature of trade and contracts,

and as to what things Covernments
can, and what they cannot, do.

Having at hand one of the most la-

boured lucubrations on a National Cur-

rency, I will make some cpiotations

from it, with some comments on its

eriors.

Here are some of the flashes of

electric light which the writer throws

on the subject :

—

' Money is a creature of a stan)j) or

the law, irre8[)ective of any material of

an innate or intrinsic value sujiposed to

ije contained in such. It is the Gov-

ernment stamp that makes money of

value, no matter of what material it is

made.'
' The State reserved its sovereign

right of making the people's money,
and by becoming responsible for it.'

Now, the historical and financial

truth is, that as soon as the exchange
of commodities, by barter between
savages, rose to the dimensions of

commerce, tradersfelt the need of some
convenient representative of value and
medium of exchange ; and they had
recoui-se to the precious metals, gold

and silver, these being valued and
treasured by all nations—why, we
need hardly stop to inquire. Being
attractive to the sight and touch,

being durable, malleable, easily melted

and moulded into iiseful and orna-

mental forms, limited in quantity, of

small bulk, and easily transported,

these metals were obviously the most
convenient repre.sentatives of value in

all countries. Long before any Gov-
ernment or any large dealer in these

metals thought of coining them, pieces

of gold and silver, given and taken by
weight, formed the 'current money
with the merchant.'

Wlien at length Governmentsunder-
took to coin money, they did not un-

dertake to fix its value. To this day,

in coining gold and silver, the Gov-
ernment only certifies, by its stamp,

that these coins are of a certain

weight and purity of iiu'tal, and exactly

like tlie other pieces issuing from under
the same die. The Government does

not pretend to fix their value. That
depends u[>on the natural laws of

trade, and the condition of the market
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for commodities and services, where

and when the coin passes from hand

to hand.

As to ' the Stales reserving its sov-

ereign right of imiking the peoples

money ' -we do not know what Gov-
|

ernments claim this monopoly. The

people of Canada are quite at liberty

to make their contracts and payments
:

inEnglish, French, German, or United
,

States money, if they choose to_ do so.

According to this writer's notions of

money, the chartered banks here

manii'facture the people's money, in

the shape of bank bills; and ^ some

successful gold miners in the United
^

States and elsewhere have been in the
|

habit of coining their bullion, stamp-
|

ing it with their own die, to certify

the weight and purity of the metal.

All that they have to avoid is imitat-

ing the die of the United States or of

any other Government. To do so

would render them liable to the

penalty of counterfeiting.

The way gold and silver get into

circulation is this : As the certificate

of the Government as to the purity

• and weight of the coin is more to be

relied upon than the certificate of any

individual or corporation, he who

wishes to turn his bullion into money

carries it to the Government mint,

and for a very small per centage, to

cover the cost of coinage, has it assay-

ed, melted, purified from excess of

alloy, and coined for him.

A fain, this writer tells us that 'The

Government reserves the right to fix

the length of the yard, the specific

gi-avity of the pound, the size of the

busliel, and the ralae of the dollar.'

This writer has very confused no-

tions as to the nature of value. The

Government fixes the weight and pur-

ity of the coin, but it has no more

power to fix the value of a gold or

silver coin than the value of a bushel

of wheat, or of an ox or a sheep.

Value is the result of labour and skill

applied to some useful end, for which

men are willing to give other valuables

in exchange. A labourer, by doing

some useful work, creates value for

which men are willing to pay wages.

Labour laid out on land may turn un-

profitable acres into a valuable farm.

The farmer, by the industrious and

skilful cultivation of a field, grows a

crop of wheat, thus creating value for

which others are willing to pay. Ano-

ther, by skilful breeding and feeding,

may rear a herd of cattle or a flock of

sheep, and create value in that way.

A skilful mechanic may create value

in the shape of waggons, or ploughs,

or other implements. An enterprising

labourer may go to the gold regions,

and toil and dig for gold, certain that

for all the gold he gets, other people

will give him value in exchange. But

the Government is not employed in

creating value. It can find its full

and best employment in giving security

to, and administrating justice among,

the people who live under its rule,

In making money, the Government

does not create value. If it coins

gold and silver, a very small percent-

age covers the expense of the coin-

a-^e ; the value lies in the material

coined. If it issues paper money, it

does not create, but simply transfers,

already existing value, mortgaging as

much of the tax-payers' property as

may be necessary to pay the claims of

the holders of the government paper,

whether bills or bonds.

Again, this writer says :
' Take a

farmer who hires A. and B. to work

for him at §10 a month each ;
at the

end of the month he pays A. a couple

of sovereigns, and B. a §10 bill on

one of our banks ; B. can buy on the

market just as many necessaries of life

with his paper money, as A. can with

his gold.'

So he can ; but does not the writer

see why it is so ? If B. prefers gold

to paper, he can go to the bank and

demand gold ; the bank dare not re-

fuse it for fear of being put into bank-

ruptcy.

From the essential nature of a cur-

rency, all paper money consists of

promises to pay on demand something
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of value, or at least to receive it at a

certain value. If the holder of the

paper money has no legal means of en-

forcing the fulfilment of the contract

on the face of the bill, he has no se-

curity that he will be paid. If the

bill be issued by a bank, the holder of

it can compel the bank to cash it or

go into bankruptcy ; but if the bill be

issued by the Government, the holder

has no means of compelling payment
Even if the government paper money

be receivable in payment of public

dues. Governments have so often is-

sued such an amount of this paper

money that only a small part of it

could be absorbed in the payment of

these dues. This has happf^ied in Rus-

sia, Austria, France, and elsewhere,

and more than once in the United

States.

We know of no Government that

has ever attempted to fix the value of

money. This wovdd have been some-

thing like decreeing that a dollar shall

be ecjual to a bushel of wheat, or a

quarter of mutton, or .seven pounds of

butter. Many Governments indeed,

have attempted to fix their paper

money at the standard of gold and sil-

ver, and then make it a substitute for

them, to the exclu.sion of these metals
;

and all of them have utterly failed.

This writer asserts that ' Nothing

has fluctuated in the market during

the last fifteen years like gold.'

'Gold and silver have always in-

creased in a greater ratio than other

commodities.'

It is true that with the progress of

geographical discovery and mining

enterprise, the quantity of gold and

silver in use has accumulated more

rapidly than most other commodities,

and through centuries and tens of cen-

turies their purchasing power has

been falling, It took less gold or sil-

ver U) buy an ox or a bushel of wheat

in the time of Julius C:esar or of Wil-

liam the Conqueror, than now. But

this fall in value, from increase in

quantity, has been gradual, except at

two particular eras, the first in the

sixteenth century, when a great influx

of the precious metals into Europe en-

sued from the Spanish conquests of

Mexico and Peru. The second era,

less marked in its effects, in the mid-

dle of this century, from the great

yield in the gold regions of California

and Australia. Except at these pe-

riods the increase in quantity, and
consequent decline in value, of the pre-

cious metals have been very gradual,

little affecting contemporary pecuniary

interests within any one century
;

while the prices of all those annual
productions necessary to human sus-

tenance and the maintenance and pro-

gress of civilization have fluctuated

greatly from year to year in every

country, the value of gold and silver

varies almost impercei)til)ly from one

year to another. The bulk of commo-
dities are produced to be consumed,

and perish in their u.se. But the pre-

cious metals are for the most part pre-

served for their u.ses, and the small

ac'piisitions of each year are added to

the great accumulations of pa.st years,

little aflfecting their quantity and
value.

This comparative stabilitj/ of value in

the precioii.i metals, is one of the chief of

the many qualities rendering them pecu-

liarhj fit fur the measures of value in

commercial exchanges.

We cannot conceive where this wri-

ter learned that ' Nothituj ha^jliictuated

in the market during the lastfijteen i/cars

like gold.' Has he been watching

the fluctuations of the United States

paper currencyof which, within the last

eighteen years, it sometimes took .S200

and sometimes much less to purchase

$100 in gold ; and has he mistaken the

fluctuations of the paper currency for

the fluctuations of tlie standard by

which its value was measured ]

Another fact may have helped to

mislead him. The United States are a

gold producing country ; but the value

of gold has been artificially depreciat-

ed there by tin; jjrotective tariff policy,

which aims at selling every thing to

every body abroad, and buying nothing
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from any body abi'oad ; so that the suc-

cessful miner cannot use his gold in

purchasing the productions of any fox'-

eign country but at great loss.

This writer tells us that ' all govern-

ments ought to issue their own legal

tender paper money, the quantity to

be limited by Act of Parliament, and
kept steadily at the same rate of in-

crease as that of the wealth and popu-

lation.
'

* The production of the precious me-
tals would soon cease, were their cir-

culation as money confined to the pro-

ducing countries, or if they were sold

by the ounce, as wheat is by the bushel.'

' The proper material for money— it

would seem that for convenience the

lightest material should be u.sed, and
one that has no use in the arts and
sciences, in other words, one that has

no commercial value.'

This National Currency must repre-

sent some thing that has value. The
government cannot promise to pay
1—or 5—or 10—or 50—nothings !

Shall a dollar bill, no longer represent-

ing coined silver, now represent a bush-

el of wheat, or two bushels of oats, or

a quarter of mutton, or a square rod of

land, or an able-bodied labourer day's

work 1 For no man will sell any thing

for this bill, until something of value

stands behind and endorses it, to give

it a definite value. And all these use-

ful and therefore valuable things we
have named as endorsers, are of very
fluctuating values. What shall these

government promises represent, gold

and silver being banished 1

This writer tells us that ' Money is

valuable in proportion to its power to

accumulate value by interest.'

' The law of interest or percentage

on money as much governs the rent or

use of property, and consequently the

reward of labour ' as the law of gravi-

tation governs the descent of water.'
* Interest at two per cent is a higher

rate of interest than a people can af-

ford to pay.'

* What we want now is a National
Currency, at such a low rate of inter-

est, that the labour and production of

the country will be fully rewarded,

and thus bring prosperity to all.'

We hope the writer understands

wliat he means in these sentences. In
our simplicity we do not. But we have
observed that where and when interest

is low, wages ai-e usually low, and
where interest is high wages are usual-

ly high. Who is to lend money at two
per cent 1 Individuals will find more
profitable employment for their cash.

Will the Dominion Government lend

its national currency to all who wish

to borrow at two per cent, and thus

bring prosperity to all 1 Has this wri-

ter discovered the means of turning

Canada into the Utopia of Sir Thomas
More 1

This writer next tells us that ' in-

creasing the volume of the currency by
legal tender would not derange values.'

A currency is needed to make pay-

ments on that portion of the property

in the country which is changing

hands. As all the sales in the year do

not exceed at the utmost the value of

one-third of the property and produce

in the country, and as each portion of

the currency may be used in ten or

twenty transactions of sale and pur-

chase, it has been estimated that the

value of the w^hole currency of a

country seldom equals one-thirtieth,

perhaps, not one-fortieth, of the value

of all the property thei'e.

A Government issuing paper money,

may increase the nominal amount of

the currency ad libitum ; it can double

it, quadruple it, make it twenty-fold

what it was, but it cannot perma-

nently increase the purchasing power
of the currency in the slightest degree.

It can only raise the nominal prices of

all commodities to any height. But
the twenty-fold millions of the new
issue will buy no more commodities

than the original millions did. This

has been proved in many cases besides

that of the French Assi(/nats, which

depreciated until a thousand francs

would not pay for a pound of butter.

I have seen, in old houses in the United
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States, trunks, half full of ' Continen-

tal money ' paper issued by the United

States Congress during their war with

England for their independence, and

the history of this currency runs pa-

rallel with that of French Assigyiols.

And similar instances have occun-ed in

the United States and elsewhere of

late years.

This writer tells us that ' no govern-

ment, however, should make a cur-

rencv of a material of which it cannot

supply a (juantity adequate to the

wants of the people ; for it cannot be

necessary to have a representative of

value scarce, so long an there is an

abundance of actual value susceptible

of representation— such for instance

as the property of all British North

America.'

The National Currency is then to

represent landed property instead of

specie. Whose landed property ? Are

the lands of the farmers to be mort-

gaged forthe redemption of any amount

of National Currency which the Go-

vernment may see tit to issue, on unfor-

seen emergencies, for the furtherance

of sanguine enterprises, or the main-

tenance of extravagance or corrup-

tion in the administration ] Is this

currency to be redeemed in detail by

exciianging it for an acre or two from

each farm in the country 1

Tlie currency of a country and the

material elements that compose it, are

not usually furnish<'(l Ijy the Govern-

ment. And where Governments have

undertaken to provide a currency, they

have always been i)laying tricks with

it, to the defrauding of tho.se who re-

ceive it in payment. Without going

Vjack to heathen anti(piity, the very

names expressing money in Europe

prove this. The English pound was

originally a pound Troy of silver, and

e<juivulent to sixty-six shillings
;

now the pound sterling is so re-

duced in weight by successive degra-

dations, that it is worth only twenty

HhillingK. The French did worse. The

livie or Jrauc was originally a pound of

silver ; but step by st<.-p the govern-

ment mint brought it down so low, that

it will take n)ore than seventy livres

or francs to weigh a pound. A similar

gradual degradation of the weight of

the coins from the government mints,

can be traced in the languages of other

countries ; to say nothing of the fre-

quent debasement of the purity of the

metal. The latest instance known to

us of this kind of fraud occurred in

the United States silver coinage three

years ago. The Government bought

s.H,l 18,973. 2G worth of silver bullion,

and made out of it silver coin to the

nominal value of S39, 085,088, 00, ex-

pecting to make a profit of 85,560,714.-

74. But I understand that this specu-

lation or peculation, has not proved

successful ; for as the value of silver

coin is simply the value of the pure
silver in it, and this coins falls fifteen

or sixteen per cent, short of the due
amount, people decline to apply for it,

and the bulk of it is left in the mint.

In latter times Governments have
tampered less with the coinage, but

perpetrated their frauds upon the peo-

ple by the i.ssue of paper nioney, jiro-

misingto pay coin on demand, and often

utterly failing to redeem that promise.

The untold nnllionsof French yls*i^72a/«

afford one instance, although the con-

fiscated lands of the emigrant nobles

were assigned as collateral security.

The untold millions of United Stivtea

continental money afford another. The
Russian paper r^/Wc, now depreciated

.so fur below the silver ruJdc,— affords a

third instance. The Jjank of England

notes which the Government made a

legal tender during the war with

France, robbed creditors of from 30 to

40 per cent, of their dues. The United

States Treasury notes, made a legal

tender during the war of secession,

robbed the creditors yet more largely.

Almost every Government in Europe

and America lias afforded proofs of the

fraiidulent nature of a government
legal tender jiaper currency. In a word,

it is tlie worst currency a peojjle can

be saddled with.

Is tlu! Dominion Government wise
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and honest beyond all others? Short as

its life has been, has not the adminis-

tration of its powers at times fallen into

the hands of men little to be trusted

in policy or finance ? Why should we
urge it to the exercise of powers which

other Governments have not only

failed to use beneficially, but always

perverted to purposes of fraud ?

If we trace the origin of paper

money, we may arrive at some sound
principles as to its uses, and as to the

limitations of its usefulness.

A bill of exchange is an order to

pay a stated sum, addressed to a

foreign or distant correspondent, on
whom the drawer of the bill has

money claims or credit. This bill is

sold to some one who has use for the

money at the place on which the bill

is drawn. If the bill is cashed by the

party on whom it is drawn, it has

served all the purposes of coin with-

out the expense and risk of transpor-

tation. If the bill is not cashed it is

worthless abroad, and the holder must
look to the drawer of it for indemni-

fication. We do not know how long

bills of exchange have been in use.

Possibly the merchants of Tyre and
Sidon used them before the days of

King Solomon.

A bank bill is a promise made by a

banking company to pay, on presenta-

tion of the bill at their counter, so

much in gold or silver coin. The bill,

passing from hand to hand, serves

uses very similar to that of a bill of

exchange. The moment any doubt
arises as to the promise on the face of

the bill being kept the holder carries

it to the bank counter and demands
cash. Any delay in cashing it depre-

ciates its value. A permanent failure

to pay renders it worthless, even if it

be a bill on the Government Bank and
a part of the National Currency.

A bank bill originally represented

an amount of silver or gold coin,

which it was inconvenient or hazard-

ous to carry about one's person. In
this, their original purpose, they are

exceedingly useful. But here the use

G

of paper money ends, and the abuse of
it soon begins. In order to make
money cheaper and more plentiful,

Governments permitted the i.ssue of
bills for small and smaller amounts

—

billsfor.f.5,for.«2,for.Sl;thenforoOcts.,

for 25 cts, and in the United States
many years ago, bills for 12| cts. and
6|- cts. entered largely into the circu-

lation. Mostof this rubbish, which per-

ished in the hands of the users,wasclear,
but dishonest, gain to the banks or
the Government that issued it, and the
loss of so much value to the commu-
nity, and especially to the poorer
classes. But as it disappeared, new
batches of these shin -plasters took its

place.

But these small bills effectually

drove out of circulation the coin—the
real standards of monetary value.

The people, who know what money is,

always keep their silver and gold,

which has a value always and every-

where, and most of it ultimately goes
abroad, and they pay away their paper
money of only local, and often of

doubtful, value. Thus an inferior cur-

rency always drives a sounder cur-

rency out of circulation. This has
happened everywhere, Canada not ex-

cepted.

It is absurd to talk of gold and sil-

ver as a cumbrous currency. Eveiy
man who wears a watch carries about
with him, a weight equal to from .$.30

to $50 in gold, and from %2 to $3
in silver. Whoever complained, how-
ever, of being burthened with the

weight of a watch 1

But this writer, whom we have
quoted so often, has a positive antipa-

thy to gold and silver. He would glad-

ly outlaw them, and banish them from
the realm, and leave us no available

standard to test the value of the flood

of the national currency paper with
which he would inundate the country,

until it became as cheap and valueless

as the Fi'ench Assignats.

How much delighted this writer

must have been on reading the deci-

sion of the United States Supreme
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Court, which decreed that contracts

to deliver gold expressly were fulfilled

by paying the nominal amount in

United States legal tender bills. But
what does he say now, when he sees

the United States, after suffering for

eighteen yeai-s the varied evils of a

fluctuating and depreciating National

Currency of legal tender jjaper, have

lately, by great efforts and at great

sacrifices, raised their currency to some-

thing like a par with gold 1 Yet they

have only succeeded by depreciating

the value of gold through a fiscal legis-

lation that discourages its exportation,

by preventing the importation of that

which would pay for it. The United

States are still wandering in the finan-

cial mazes of a National Currency, and
are not yet out of the wood.

The country which enjoys the

soundest currency at this day, and

for years back, is England. But it is

not a National Currency in this sense

—that the Government furniiih^s the

currency. Any one who has bullion

can send it to the Mint and have it

coined at a trifling cost. The Govern-

ment thus merely furnishes, by the

stamp of the die, a certificate as to the

purity and weight of the metal. The
Government issues no paper money.

The Bank of England is not allowed

to issue any bills for less than five

pounds (about •*-')), and must pay in

gold every one of its bills j>re8ented at

its counter. The consequence is that

the ]»aper currency really represents

the value promised on the face of the
i

bill ; l»ut tiie Government is not re-

sponsible for the debts of this great

banking company.
Notwithstanding the number of

banks which have failed, defrauding

and ruining multitudes who have ac-

cepted their worthless bills us money
(thus the Bank of < Glasgow failed two

years ago (or thirty iiiillions of ilollars,

and the Bank of the I'nited States, in

18.37, for more than fifty millions),

yet the amount which the peoj)le have

lost by all these bank failures, would

not make ten per cent., perhaps not
five per cent., of the losses sustained

by the depreciated and often-rei)udiat-

ed paper currency, which their own
Governments have forced upon them.

No people can safely confide in a

currency of promises to pay on de-

mand, issued by the Government ; for

there is no higher authority to be ap-

pealed to for the enforcing of the ful-

filment of these pi-omises ; and this

easy mode of raising funds, perpetually

tempts the administration to improvi-

dence, extravagance, and corruption.

But the Government may safely per-

mit banks to issue promises to pay
money (but not in small bills), for it

can ])rovide safe-gu:irds to enforce the

keeping of these promises. The natural

law-controlling trade, and the rivalry

of the banks with each other, will

assist in kee})ing their issues within

bounds.

There is something dangerously fas-

cinating to the popular mind in this

notion, that money can be made plen-

tiful, yet retain its value, so that every-

body can be accommodated, and the

country made prosperous, simply by a
Government issue of large quantities

of legal tender paper money. Yet this

notion is ([uite as visionary and false

as that which sj)urrcd on the alchy-

mists of old to labour at transmuting

the baser metals into gold.

From the essential nature of money,

it is impossible to make the currency

at once plentiful, that is, abundant for

everyl)ody, and, at the same time, a

sound lepresentative of value. But if

the Canadian currency be somewhat
wanting in soundness, two simple

measures will reform it.

1. Let the Government gradually,

but not slowly, call in its own is-sues

of bills, bogiunirig with the lowest in

value.

'J. Let the Government gi-adually,

but not slowly, prohil>it banks and all

others from issuing jiromisesto pay on

demand any sum below ^10.
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THE LEGEND OF ST. HILDA'S BELLS.

BY HKREWARD.

'TpROM the pleasant vale of Whitby, by the German Ocean shoi-e,

-t? Floats the sweetness of a legend handed down from days of yore,

When that hardy North Sea Rover, Oscar Olaf, Son of Sweyn,

Swooping down on WhitVjy's convent, bore her Bells beyond the Main

—

Far away to where the headlands on the Scandinavian shore

—

With reverVjerating thunder—echo Baltic's sullen roar
;

And sad the night- winds o'er the Yorkshire fells

Beinoan'd the absence of St. Hilda's Bells.

But the storms of Scandinavia, (Dane and Viking's sea-girt home),

Smote the Baltic's angry breakers, lash'd them into seething foam.

Whose white-crested, heaving mountains drove the saffron-bearded Dane
{Him the Saxons feared and hated, Oscar Olaf, Son of Sweyn)

Drove him back to cloister'd Whitby, and the German Ocean wave

Eolls and breaks with ceaseless moaning o'er the North Sea Rover's grave :

Aye, rolls and breaks, as when it moaned the knells

Of Oscar Olaf and St. Hilda's Bells.

Oft the Nuns and Mother Abbess of St. Hilda's lofty fane

Sighed to hear the silver chiming of the Convent Bells again
;

Oft the herdsman on the moorland, and the maiden on the lea.

Mourned the missing iron songsters borne away beyond the sea
;

For it seemed as though the accents of the dear old Bells no more
Would be heard in pleastnt Whitby by the German Ocean shore,

That evermore the North Sea's surging swells

Would drown the music of St. Hilda's bells.

Aves, Credos, Paternosters, pleaded at St. Hilda's shi'ine,

(Sacred altar where the franklin's and the villein's prayers entwine,)

These, and presents rich and goodly, to that convent old and quaint,

Touched tlie heart of good St. Hilda, Saxon Whitby's Patron Saint

;

For 'tis writ in fisher folk-lore at her word old Ocean bore

Ou his crest the ravished songsters, stranding them on Whitby's shore
;

And oft again o'er Wliitby's woodland dells

Was heard the sweetness of St. Hilda's Bells.

Years have fled a-down the ages since those nigh-foi'gotten times
;

But each New Year's Eve the waters echo back the convent chimes,

And—'tis .said—the youth who hears them, ere the coming year has fled

(Flinging single life behind him) shall have press'd the nuptial bed
;

Sweet belief, and quaint old legend, wafting long-forgotten lore

From the pleasant vale of Whitby by the German Ocean shore,

Where strolls the ancient fisherman who tells

Of Oscar Olaf and St. Hilda's Bells.

Toronto.
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IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH.

BY JOSEPH POOLE, WINDSOR, N. S.

' For it may be
That while I speak of it a little while,

My heart may wander from its deeper woe.'
Tennyson : CEnone,

THE days are nearly all dark. Now
and then comes a little while in

which 1 can think, and speak, and see

things as they are. But these moments
of light fly quickly ; and even while

they last are haunted by the fearful

dread of returning darkness. And if

it is ever possible to keep down this

dread, I can still have no pleasure, for

my mind becomes so overwhelmed by
the flood of sad recollections, that es-

cape, even in the blindness and wild-

ness of delusion^ are welcome to me.

I have been made a sort of jdaything

of fortune. My life has been some-

thing like the punishment of Tantalus.

Happiness seems always to have been

just within my grasp ; I reach forth

my hand to take it, and it is gone !

Nature, too, has played iier pranks with

me. Like * poor, proud Byron '— if I

may compare small things with great

—I present, mentally and physically,

a series of curious, almost revolting,

contrasts. But I will not speak of these.

Let me only say, that endowed with

(pialities which, I am confident, would
have enabled me to fill, with some de-

gree of credit, any position in life, by a

strange menUil atfliction I am forever

prevented from being of u.se to my fel-

lowmen.

Of my mother I have no recollection

whatever. She die<l when I was an

infant in arm.s. My father was a law-

yer, and we lived in (^ueensborou^^h, a

quiet old fashioned Canadian town in

he Maritime Provinces. He had in-

herited an ample fortune which had
been increased by close attention to his

profession. I know that he loved my
mother most fondly, and at her death

all the affection which he had for her

he tran.sferred to uie. I never felt the

want of a mother's care, for he, as Hec-
tor to his wife, was father and mother
and all to me.

From childhood I was subject to

fits of temj)orary insanity. These fits,

though not of long duration, were fre-

quent in occurrence ; a shock, a fright,

or even a word or unusual .sound, being

sometimes sutticient to bring one on.

This, of course, efl'ectually kept me
from associating with boys of my own
age, but with my father I was never

lonely ; he never grew tired of teach-

ing me, of talking and walking with

me. We were all in all to each other,

and the few years in which I enjoyed

that love were the happiest in my
whole existence.

Until I was fifteen I had no tutor.

Too delicate to go to school my father

had been my only master. At that age,

however, a gentleman was engaged to

tiike charge of my education and I

ceased to be undei the direct control of

my father. His duties toward me be-

ing thus lightened, he gave hiniHelf to

his profession more couqiletcly than

ever. I also worked hard, for I found

that companionnhip among my books

which was denied to me among my fel-

lows.

As I grew oldtr my father and I
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gradually drifted away from each other.

I had no love for his studies nor he

for mine ; our tastes differed and our

interests diverged. I felt the separa-

tion keenly at first ; but he did not seem

to mind. I know that he loved me as

well as ever ; V)ut I was not all to him

that I had been. I became jealous and

fretful, but he did not seem to notice

it. What troubled me most was the

thought that we could never again be

to each other what we had been. I

could not Ijecome a little boy again, and

it was the love and care that he had

given me as a little boy that I wanted.

Like every interest I have ever had,

my affection for my father was morbid

and exacting in the extreme.

When I was about twenty years of

age, I began to grow stronger than I

could ever have hoped to be ;
I had

not had one of my fits for over a year,

and in other ways I had improved.

One morning my father called me into

his room

—

' Henry,'said he, 'I have been think-

ing for a long time that you had bet-

ter go to college, Dr. Murray tells me
you are quite strong enough, and it

will do you a great deal of good to mix

with other men. You cannot live here

always like this.'

This was a great shock to me, I hated

to go abroad, and it was like death to

me to be separated from him.
' That is what you want,' I cried.

* You want me to get strong so that I

can go away from you and be no

more trouble to you ; then you will

marry and I will he away, and will

not annoy your wife. Why don't you

tell me that you want to marry 1 You
are tired living with me and you know

it ; but there was a time when it was

not so. You did not wantme to go away

then ; but you are very different now.'

• I have no intention of marrying

at present, Henry,' replied my father,

* at the same time let me tell you that

it is by no means improbable that I

may
;
perhaps it will Ije better for you

to have a mother ; still we need not

talk of that yet,'

' I will never have a step-mother,' I

answered ;
* I will never even call your

wife my friend
;
you want me away.

Very well then, I will go to college.

Does that satisfy you?'
' It will do you good, Henry,' was

all I heard him say, as I hurried from

the room.

In the autumn I went to King's

College, in Nova Scotia. It was a

dreary time ; the dying summer ; the

falling leaves, the ' calm decay' of all

things around, and my own lonely po-

sition, a stranger among strangers,

combined to give me a feeling of utter

desolation ; a feeling which was made
ten times more bitter by the idea that

he, whom I loved best on earth, had

ceased to care for me. The days drag-

ged on slowly and wearily ; nothing

gave me pleasure, and I am sure I

gave none. My father wrote me kind,

long letters, in return for which I sent

cutting, short replies. I tried to see

if my coldness would draw from him

one word of reproach Ijut it did not

;

if he felt any sorrow he gave no sign

of it.

I did not go home at the Christmas

or Easter vacations. In the spring

my father visited Montreal, returning

home by way of Windsor, where he

remained for our Encoenia. During

the summer he spent much of his time

from home, chiefly in Montreal and

Ottawa, When the autumn came, I

was glad to go to back to Windsor.

Shortly after my return to college,

my father again went to Montreal,

and in a few weeks I received a let-

ter from him, in which he announced

his engagement to a lady of that city
;

he gave me no particulars about my
future stop-mother, and I asked for

none ; I wrote a cold formal note of

congratulation, and never again men-

tioned the subject in any of my letters.

This was the only occasion on which

my father showed that my actions

could wound him ; I had pretended to

take no more interest in his wife than

in the merest stranger, and I think he

never forgave me for it.
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The marriage took place just before

Christmas. From several sources, I

learned that my step-mother had been
a Mrs. Allan, a widow, with a grown-
up daughter. They had once been
wealthy, but since the death of my
father's predecessor, they were in ra-

ther poor circumstances. The daugh-

ter, I heard, was not to live in Queens-
borough, but to remain with her

friends in Montreal.

In the following summer I returned

home for vacation. My letters from
my father had lately become so rare

and so formal, that I knew nothing

more of my mother than what I have
stated. I found her to be rather a

stout person, middle aged, good-na-

tured, good-mannered and ordinar}'.

Contrary to my expectation and in-

tention, I liked her very much ; she

was invariably kind to me, and stu-

died my comfort in a way which was
particularly pleasant ; I liked to talk

with her, and I think she really cared

for me. My father, too, was pleased

that we agreed so well ; and some-

thing of our old familiarity was estab-

lished between us.

As the summer wore on two events

happened which changed the whole of

my subserpient life ; the one was the

recurrence of those tits of temporary
in.sanity, which caused the doctors to

decide against my returning to college;

the other was the sudden death of my
father from apoplexy.

I will not dwell on tho.se sad, dreary

days. The shock was greater to my
mother than to me ; it almost seemed
at one time as if she could never cheer

up again, and I sent word to her

daughter to comf to us injmediately
;

before hf*r arrival, however, my mother
recovered her spirits, and Miss Allan

delayed her coming until the autumn.
It was a cold, windy day, in the end

of Hepterubfr, when (iertrude came to

Queensborough. We drove to the sta-

tion to meet her. She travelled from
Montreal with some friends whom my
mother seemed to trust.

Naturally I had thought a good

deal about her, and had formed some
idea of what she was like. Our pre-

conceived notions of persons and things

are almost sure to be wrong ; I had
imagined a short, stout, fair person,

somewhat like my mother. The woman
I met in the station, therefore, not a
little surprised me. I was not in the

waiting-room while the greeting be-

tween my mother and her daughter
took place, but as I entered a few
moments after, a tall, graceful, elegant

girl came forward and held out her
hand. Her figure was emphatically

what the French call svelte ; her com-
plexion was of that delicate nut-brown
tint, so celebrated by the old ballad-

singers ; her hair was brown, and her

eyes were brown too ; large, deep,

serious eyes they were. Perhaps her

features were a little too small ; but
they never seen)ed so to me.

As she held out her hand, her lips

were slightly parted, but not in a
smile. Neither of us spoke. The
meeting seemed to both of us, I think,

full of seriousness and meaning ; a
meeting, J felt, that should have taken
})lace long before.

I was next introduced to a tall,

grey-bearded, elderly man, a man who
would have been handsome had it not

been for his piercing, restless eyes,

which gave an expression of anxious,

almost evil, unrest to features other-

wise clear-cut and cla.ssical. This

gentleman promised to call on us dur-

ing his stay in Queensborough. My
mother thanked him for taking care

of her daughter, and we said good-

night.

During the drive home, and, in fact,

throughout the whole evening, Ger-

trude scarcely sj)oke to me, nor I to

her. She talked little, and what she

did say was addressed to her mother.

There was a simple stateliness about
her which I have ransly seen in a

young woman, and which could not
fail to make her a noticeable woman
wherever she might be. She had
spoken little to me, but just before

she went to her own room she came
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forward to where I was, Lolding out

her hand with indescribable grace.

* You are very good to let me come

to you,' she said, in a soft, low voice.

' I hope we shall like each other,

brother.'
' Let us love each other,' I answered,

warmly.
.

'Perhaps,' she said, and a faint,

mournful smile flickered on her face.

The next morning was bright and

warm and I took Gertrude over the

house and grounds. The house was

an old-f^^shioned wooden one, large, !

square and low, with verandahs around

three sides. A large garden extended

at the back and a lawn in front,

while hedges and trees screened us

from the road.

We had been over all the premises,

and sat down at last in one of the

lawn seats. She gave a little sigh and

said :

' How quiet and peaceful it is here!

And, indeed, I need quiet. You

don't know how I longed all summer

to get away from the busy, dusty

town.'
' I am glad you like it,' I answered.

' I hope you will always consider this

your home.'
' Home ! It is a long time since I

have had a home. You can't call

boarding-houses, and shabby boarding-

houses at that, by such a name. My
life has not been a very pleasant one.'

' Whatever 1 can do to make it so

now, I shall alwaysbe glad to do,' 1 said.

'Thank you, Henry; I am sure

you will always be kind. But it

doesn't seem real that I can have

fallen among friends. People always

have seemed to take such a pleasure

in slighting me. I suppose it must

ever be the case wlien one is poorer

than one's ac(iuaintances.'

' But it could make no difference to

you what others thought or said about

you ?

'

' Yes ; it did make a difference to

me. Wlien one is rich one can do

what one pleases. But a poor girl

has to bear taunts, and cuts, and

snubs, and smile as though she did

not see them, because she knows that

her position in society depends upon

the caprice of those who are pleased

to patronize her. And position in so-

ciety is almost as necessary as daily

bread to those brought up as I have

been.'
' You will find nothing like that

here, I hope.'

' No. Everything speaks of peace

and contentment here. It is so dif-

ferent from the rushing, foolish life

I have been leading. But I was

tired of it long ago, only I had to go

on. There was nothing else for me to

do ; and when one's life has run in a

groove it is hard to get out of it. We
shape our own courses, but when once

those courses are shaped, it is difficult

not to follow them.'
' But you have got into a new course

now ; will it be hard for you to follow

that 1
'

' I don't know. I like it now be-

cause it is novel, but when once I be-

come used to it I may wish to be away

again. Did you never feel a restless

something within you that seemed to

drive you on to do something, you

could not tell what 1 Do you know

what it is to desire the unattainable,

and to be unable to submit to what

you know must be borne %

'

As Gertrude was speaking a cab

drove up the avenue and the gentle-

man whom I met at the station alight-

ed. He walked acro.ss the lawn to

where we sat, and my mother, on see-

ing him, came from the house. I

, could not help noticing the look of

pleasure which suddenly flashed in

Gertrude's eyes as she saw the stran-

ger ; nor could I fail to perceive the

coldness of my mother's greeting.

After a few minutes' ordinary conver-

sation, she said, in a tone that reveal-

ed a meaning deeper than the words

implied :

' You will be going back soon, I

suppo.se, Mr. EgertonT
' Not very soon,' he answered, with

slow emphasis.
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' Oh !
* she said, in a tor,e of dis-

pleasure and surprise.

' May I speak with you a moment V
he asked, turning to Gertrude.

SLe led the way into the house
without a word. I saw that there

wa.s an understanding between all

three, and thought I guessed what it

•was about.
' Who is this man ?' I asked of my

mother wlien they were out of healing.

'He is an old friend of her father's,'

she replied, with as much indifference

as she could assume. ' He has always
been very kind to Gertie.'

* Does she like him ]

'

* I believe so.'

* ]\ri/ much 1

'

' I think she does,' still indifferently.

' Can he mean to take Gertie away
from us so soon ?

'

' (Jh dear, no !
' she said, with a

nervous little laugh. ' He is old

enough to be her father, and besides,

he has a wife and three children.'

This somewhat relieved me ; but I

was, nevertheless, a little puzzled. He
remained with Gertie an hour or

more, and at tlie end of that time

drove away, without seeing my mother
or me again. During the morning, as

I was sitting on the verandah, Gertie

came out and sat beside nif.

'Do you mind,' she asked, 'if I

take the carriage this afternoon? 1

want to go to the town, as I have
some shopping to do.'

* Certainly, I don't mind,' I replied.

' Order the carriage whenever you
wi.sh it. Shall I tell your mother you
are going 1 .She had belter go with

you, had she not ?

'

' Oh no, Henry ! Piease don't tell

her. I shall do very well by myself.'

In the afternoon slie drove away alone.

A month pas.scd uwsiy, on tlie whole

very ])lcaHantly. Gertrude and I be-

came fast friends. She interested me
more than I ever thought anyone but

my father could. She made a great

difference to us. It did not seem the

same house, nor did I seem to live the

same lift-, as before. It was not that

she was lively, or gay, for she was
never that. On the contrary, she was
invariably quiet, serious, and reserved.

One would almost have said that she

had lately undergone some great

trouble, for she wore that air of calm
dignity which grief brings to some
natures and which is so graceful and
touching in a beautiful woman.
We always spent our mornings to-

gethei-. Sometimes we took long

walks into the country or around the

shores ; sometimes we drove, or rode,

or stayed quietly at home to read.

They were very pleasant those fine

October mornings spent with such a

beautiful companion. But the after-

noons—we never spent them together.

Every afternoon, without an excep-

tion, Gertie drove into town alone and
returned alone. She never once men-
tioned where she had been, or what or

whom she had seen, and no one else

spoke of it. There seemed to be a
tacit understanding between all three

that the subject was not to be broach-

ed. I could not but have a pretty

correct idea of whither she went, and,

if for no other reason than to avoid

scandal about her in the town, I

thought she ought not to go there. At
first J hoped that it woultl soon end,

and that it would be unnecessary to

speak about it But seeing it go on
for a month or more I naturally be-

came anxious, and at last determined
to speak to my mother.

One evening she was arranging

something on the mantel-piece, and
Gertie was out of the room. I went
over and leaned upon the mantel])iece,

and tried to look stiaight in her face.

' Mother,' said I, calling hor for the

first time by that sacretl name, 'where

does Gertie go when she drives into

town ?

'

She Ijlushf'd a little and tried to

speak carelessly.

'To Mr. Egerton's, I suppose.'
' I thought HO,' I replied ;

' and if he
is a married man, as you say, is it

quite right for her to go to him as she

does ?

'
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* No ; at least I suppose not But
lie has always been so kind to her I

really don't see what harm there can

be in it.'

* There may V)e no harm in it, but in

a small place like this we should take

every possible precaution against scan-

dal.'

For a moment she seemed to be

thinking, and did not speak.
' You are right, Henry,' she said at

last. ' But Gertie look.s on liim quite

as a father.'

' We are Gertrude's natural protec-

tors now, and slie has no need of

others,' I replied. ' If Mr. Egerton
wishes to see her let him come here

like an honourable man.'

She held down her head, and when
she looked up again there were tears

in her eyes.

'I willspeaktoGertrude,'she said, 'but

don't say anything to her yourself.'

' Very well,' said I ;
' Gertie's own

good is all that promjits me to speak

of the matter.'

W'i said no more about it, and my
mother left the room. The same
evening, as Gei-tie said good-night and
took her candle to go to her own
room, my mother followed her out.

From where I sat 1 could see them
cioss the large square hall to the

stair-case. Gertie turned round with

an air of displeasure, as though she

anticipated something. She looked

very queenly as she stood at the old-

fashioned staircase, holding her train

in one hand and a candle in the other.
' I told you he must go away,' said

my mother in a whisper, but loud

enough for me to hear. ' Henry has

spoken to me, and he must go at once.'

1 can never forget the look that

Gertrude cast back at me. Anger,
pride, contempt, were all expressed on
that lovely face. I did not think that

she could have looked so ; but I ad-

mired her more in her wrath than
-ever I had before.

'Andif Ichoosethathe should not go?'

ciied she, ' who is to dictate to me ?
' '

' Then you must bear the conse- I

quences,' said my mother, as the
haughty, angiy woman swept up the
stairs.

The next morning Gertrude was
only a little more quiet than usual

;

that was all. No allusion was made
by any one to what had happened the
night before. In the afternoon she
drove away as usual ; something told
me that it was for the last time, and
1 hung unea.sily about the place until

she returned.

As she drove up to the door T went
to hand her from the carriage. I saw
at a glance that something unusual
had happened. Her lips were almost
bloodle.ss, her face was pale, and her
eyes had a stony, unconscious stare,

which spoke of a gieat grief she was
determined to suppres.s. \\ ithout a
word she passed to her own room, and
did not come down again that day.

Late in the evening I sat in my
bed room in the dark thinking about
poor Gertieand her troubleandof what
I could do to help her. All our bed-
rooms opened on to the balcony, which
ran along the side of the house. Sud-
denly I heard Gertie's window open,
and she came out to walk. For nearly
half an hour I watched the tall figure

pa.ss and re-pass my window. At last

i determined to speak to her. Open-
ing the window I stejiped out, and
waited for her.

' Gertie,' I said, ' what can I do for

you. Tell me.'
' Nothing,' she answered, in a voice

strangely unlike her own.
' Think,' I returned. ' You know

I would do anything to save you from
even a little trouble. Can you not
make a friend of me ? Won't you
trust me ?

'

She did not answer, but dropped
wearily into one of the balcony .seat-s,

with a sigh that was almost a moan.
1 sat down beside her and took her
hand. Suddenly she started from her
seat, took a step forward, and grasped
the balcony rails.

' I cannot bear it,' she cried. * It is

too much. I will go away. Order
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the carriage. I will go away ; I will

not stay here.'

' Gertie,' aiid I, putting ray arm
around her and trying to place her in

a seat, ' try to be calm.'

She spi-ang away from me.

'Calm?' she cried. 'How can I

be calm ? How can I sit here

and be calm, and know that in a

few houi-s it will be all over ? And
I could stop it now if 1 would.

But I must go on living your dull life

here—all alone. And just because I

am j)oor. H I were rich I vmiild do

it ; I would do it in spite of you all.

You have no power over me—none of

you. You could not stop me. And
what do I care for the world 1 What
right has any one to say whether I

ought to do this or that, right or

wrong ? AVhat I chose to do would

be right if only I had money. But I

liave none, and it must be all over

—

for ever. Yes, that is the worst of

it. If it were only for years I could

bear it and wait. But foiever and

ever ! Oh ! it is too cruel !

'

' Don't .say so. Gertie,' said I, trying

to console her. ' There must always

be hope.'

• No ; there is no hope. Even when
we die it will be always the same.

There is no hope anywhere. I have to

submit to what will never be changed

—and I can not 8uV)mit. Oh 1 I wish

we couM both die now !

'

She clasped her hands anil looked

forward in dry-eyed despair into the

night. It was very [titeous. Like a

fMjor caj^ed bird, Vieating its wings

against the bars which it cannot even

bend, she opj>osod lier own will to a

fate which she knew to be imchange-

able. Vov a few minutes neither of

us spoke. I had had my own trou-

ble, and I knew where I liatl always

found a soothing relief for all rebel-

lious and despairing moods.

'Gertie,' I said, gently, 'there is

one who will help you if you will only

ask Him.'
' Who? she asked, turning round,

and as if interested.

* Don't vou know ?

do.'

I think you

' Oh, yes !
' .she answered, impa-

tiently. ' There is no use in that. I

cannot pray ; I never could.'

' But won't you try now 1

'

' No. It would do no good. If I

could pray at all I would jiray that

things might be changed. But it is

too late for that. They can never be
changed—never, never.'

' But He will help you to bear what
cannot be changed.'

She turned around and caught both

my hands.

'0, Henry!' she exclaimed, wear-

ily, ' don't speak of it. I have not

lived the life that you have lived. I

am not good, l)ut you are. I am a
wicked, worldly woman, and must re-

main so. Don't let us talk any more.'

She took my arm ; I led her into

her room, and lit a candle. Can I ever

forget that haggard, yet lovely face,

ami those wild, brown eyes 1 I shall

see them always, even when I die. O,

my poor Gertrude, when I think of

what you suffered during those few
hours, I can forgive you everything.

I could not but admire the manner
in which Gertie ])ore her.self on the

day after this wretched night. The
same cpiiet, stately air, the same half-

sad smile, the same grave, serious ex-

pression charaeteiized her. She was
a brave won)an. None but a brave

woman could have shown such perfect

mastery of her feelings or such con-

summate self-control. No one but my-
self knew how she was suffering, and
my sole thought was how I could help

her. If some good man, now that Eger-

ton had gone, would come and win her

love? If I could be that man? My
heart gave a great bound ; but I put
the notion aside at once. What could

a beautiful, hi;,di s])irited woman care

for a half-mad, moping invalid like

me?
The weeks slipped Ity quicklyenough

—happy, quiet weeks tln^y were for me,
but very monotonous and dull for poor

Gertie, I think. As the winter came
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on, Queensborough society began its

season. Our society was not very select,

but it was passable. It was very old-

fashioned, and held firmly to the some-

what stiflf English etiquette. Every
winter regularly the same people gave

balls and dinners, to which the same
people always came.- I thought Gertie

would like to * go out,' and insisted on

her doing so. Although caring little

for any kind of society, I always went
with her. She was greatly admired,

and had many ready to throw them-

selves at her feet. At first she liked the

excitement, but she soon grew weary
of it. Nothing seemed to interest her,

except the ariival of her letters from
]\Iontreal.

We lived on a large island, and in

winter when the crossing was bad, we
wei-e often without mails for two or

three days, sometimes for eA'en as

many weeks. On such occasions it was
painful to witness Gertrude's dejec-

tion and despair. No amusement that

we could think of was sufficient to

arouse in her the slightest interest.

She would sit for hours without speak-

ing, stai-ing blankly out at the blind-

ing snow ; or would pace restlessly

through the house, as though she were
a prisoner eager to be out of it.

At times, however, she would cheer

up a little; and then she was most kind
and tender to me. I was by this time

quite in love with hei-, and she was
aware of it. I scarcely knew how to

interpret her kindness — one day it

would inspire me with hope, at another
it would only make me more certain

that we could never be anything but
brother and sister.

Once that winter we had been with-

out any mails for nearly three weeks
—the weather had been so bad. Every
day the boat did not cross brought a
new disappointment to Gertie. With
most persons the oftener disappoint-

ment comes the less they feel its bit-

terness. But it was not so with her.

The ])robability that a thing will hap-

pen of course heightens hope and ex-

pectation. Eveiy new day she was

more hopeful than the last, and the

pang was consequently harder to bear.

At last, on a wild, stormy, cold morn-
ing, the mails came in. It was too fright-

ful a day to send any of the servants

to town ; but I could not resist the

look of dumb pleading in Gertie's eyes.

Thi'ough the deep snow-banks, and in

the face of the bitterest wind, I made
my way to the post-office. There were
letters for my mother and myself, but

none for Gertrude. It seemed bad
enough to come into town, but it was
worse to go back with such news. She
met me at the door with eager, out-

stretched hands.

'There is no letter,' I said, as quietly

as I could.

' No letter ?
' she said.

I shook my head.
' There is a letter. I know there is

a letter—and you are keeping it from
me. Oh, you cowai'd ! to keep a let-

ter !

'

I was staggered. Before I had time

to I'eply she had gone to her room. At
mid-day she came down to dinner, but

did not speak to me. She was very pale,,

and I could see that she was suffering

the most intense disappointment.

In the afternoon I resolved to go to

town again, though the storm had not

abated. The clerks were sometimes

careless, and a letter might have been

mislaid.

My mother and Gertie came into

the hall as I was wrapping up.

* Henry, you shall not go,' cried my
mother.

' Yes, yes ; let him go,' said Gertie

with eagerness.
' For shame, Gertrude,' I could hear

my mother say as I closed the door.

She was right after all ; there was

a letter which had not been put into

the box with the others. I returned

home with a lighter heart than I had

had for three weeks. Gertie did not-

meet me this time, but I sent the

letter to her.

I went into the sitting-room and

sat down all alone, watching the snow-

storm, and thinking of Gertrude. I
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had my back to the door, and heard

no one enter. Suddenly a soft, low
voice said :

' Henry !

'

I turned round and saw Gertie at

the door. She advanced half way into

the room and stopped, as if in hesita-

tion. I rose and went towards her.

' Henry, "I have come to beg your
pardon,' sho said, with her head bent,

and her cheeks on tire, a.s I had never
seen them before. * I have been very
selfish and unkind—and—and will

you forgive me 1

'

* Don't you know,' T said, ' it is my
greatest pleasure to do anything I can

for you ] Vou have only to command.'
' But I have no right to command,'

she answered, and I could see tears in

her eyes as she spoke.

1 thought the time liad come at

last.

' Gertie, dear,* I said, taking her

hand, ' won't you give me the right to

do things for you ? You know 1 love

you. Do you think you could make
a great sacrifice, and become my
wife ?

'

She took a step back from me, and
turned very pale.

* I did not think of this,' she an-

swfred slowly, ' and—and—I must
have time to think.'

* Take time to think,' I rej)lied. ' I

know I have little to offer you, but
you will have my whole love, even if I

am only a
'

' Madman ' I was going to say, but
I was too agitated to utter the word.

' I will tell you to-night,' she said,

as she turned to leave the room.

That evening, as I .sat in the twi-

light, my mother canie in and sat down
beside me.

' I am very sorry to hear what you
have done,' she said, (juietly. 'I

would have sjioken to you before, but

1 thought it was too soon. It is too

late now ; and you will never take

back your offer?'

' Never, unless Gertie gives it

back.'

' And she will not do that. You

don't know her as I do. I hope you
never may ; but you will—I am sure

you will. I am her mother and
your's, and it is right that I should

warn you. She will marry you ; and
do you care to know whv 1

'

' Why ?

'

' Because you are rich. She will

do anything for money ; and she has

no heart. For years she has been in

love with John Egerton, and he with

her. All Montreal knows it, and I

know it. I thought her coming here

would end it, but it has not, for she

cares more for him than ever. She
will marry you because you are rich,

and she thinks that she can master

you, and make you do what she

pleases. But I know she will not do

that, and you will both be unhappy.

I say this only f(jr your own good,

Henry ; and it is my duty to say it.'

' If Gertie will entrust her happi-

ness to me, it is a great gift, at any

cost,' I replied.

' She thinks that money will bring

her happiness. She is trying to se-

cure her own happiness, and she will

ruin your's. That is all that can ever

come of it.'

She left me, and I tried not to

think of her words. But over and

over again they would return. It

was if someone had tfied to blacken

the fairest character that ever existed,

or to [)ersuade me that the lily was

nof pure. I waited patiently for the

summons to hear Gertrude's answer.

At last she called me into the draw-

ing-room.

She stood under the light, and I

could see the play of her l)eautiful

features.

' I have considered, Henry,' she

Bitid, 'and—and if you think that I

can make you happy
'

'Tiien you <lo love me, darling,' I said.

Then, and not till then, I com-

pletely forgot my mother's words.

We were married early in the

spring. For our wedding-tour we
went to Montreal. I would much rather

have remained quietly at home, but
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Gertrude wished to visit her fi-iends,

whom she had not seen for so long.

I tried my best to dissuade her from

it, but without success ; her whole

heart seemed to be set on it. Seeing

her so determined, I became just as

anxious for the visit as she was, but

from different reasons. My suspicions

were aroused. A stronger man would

have put tliem aside at once, but I

did not. I watched and mused on

them, I fed them and nourished them,

till I had got myself into such a state

that the worst certainty would have

been better. But in justice to myself

I must say that, as subsequent events

showed, my suspicions were well-

grounded.

We intended staying two months in

Montreal. As Gertie said, she had
many friends, and all of them seemed
to try their best to treat us kindly.

Every night dux'ing the first month
we had engagements of some kind.

Gertie used to remark in her half sai--

castic way the difference between her

present and her past position in so-

ciety there, and the graceless manner
in which some of her friends recog-

nised that difference.

I cared nothing at all for the gaieties

we went through, and took my part in

them more from a sense of duty than

from anything else. A man will do a

great many disagreeable things when
he knows they are expected of him.

But the mox-e we went out the moi-e

morbidly jealous I became. Every-
where we met John Egerton, and
Gertie might almost be said to spend
all her evenings with him ; for in

crowded rooms those who wish it can
always secure the same seclusion as

passengers in thronged thoroughfares.

They seemed to have a recognised right

to each other's society, much in the

same way that two engaged persons

have. I knew that people talked

about my wife acting so, and sneered

at me. I was confident that Gertie

cared more for that man than for me,
her husband, and yet I dared not
speak to her. That which created in

me only a feeling of pity for her as an
unmarried girl filled me with mad
jealousy now that she had become my
wife; And yet I seem to have loved
her more. I think I loved and hated
her at the same time—that is what
makes jealousy.

At first I tried to disguise my feel-

ings, hoping that I should get over my
suspicions ; but as the days glided on
I no longer cared to conceal them. I
grew sullen, silent, and morose. Ger-
tie perceived this change but took not
the slightest notice of it. She did not
even ask me if I were unwell, and she-

never fpoke of Egerton.

One evening we were at a large ball

at the house of one of the leading la-

dies in the city. Gertie looked unusual-
ly lovely—dressed in some sort of a
cream-coloured dress with brown vel-

vet. Throughout the evening Egerton
seemed never to leave her side ; I could
do nothing but stand and stare at them.
I knew that attention was attracted

both to my own conduct and hers, but
I cared little for that. I was standing
by a door watching Gertie and Eger-
ton waltzing ; suddenly I heard my
own name, and two men came up and
stood behind me watching the dancers^

apparently without recognising me.
They were talking about my wife.

' She's a queer one,' said one of
the two. ' Old Egerton ought to be
ashamed of himself. But one would
think the girl would give up that sort

of thing now.'

'Why]' asked the other. 'They
like each other, and why shouldn't they
have as much of each other's company
as they can get, if only for the sake of
old times?'

' What sort of fellow is the hus-

band 1

'

' Oh ! lots of money, you know.
Good old Nova Scotian family, but, be-

'

tween ourselves, they say he is not
quite all there, something wanting in

the upper storey
;
you understand ?

But lots of money you may be sure, if

Gertie Allan knows her business, and
I think she does.'
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'I wonder whathethinksofthisstrong

—friendship 1
' he asked with a sneer.

* He lets her do pretty much as she

likes. That's always the way with these

rich, retired, weak-minded fellows.

She's head of that family, I imagine.

"What is it Vivien says about King Ar-

thur ]
" Sees what his fair bride is

and does, and winks." Well, that's

what our friend does—he winks.'

I could stand it no longer. I saw

Gertie sitting down with Egerton. I

rushed across the room to where she sat.

' Come away from this,' I muttered

savagely.

She looked at me in some surprise,

but quickly recovered herself.

* Very well, Henry,' she said quiet-

ly ; ' you look tired and I am tired too.'

During the drive to.the hotel neither

of us spoke. When we got to our

rooms I threw myself half sitting, half

reclining on a lounge. Gertie, having

taken off her wraps, entered the sitting

room. She came and sat down besside

me and took my hand in both hers.

Leaning forward she half whispered :

' My boy must he a good boy, he

must not be jealous when there is no

occasion.'

Her face was quite close to mine,

there was a smile on her lips, but a

strained, anxious, look in her eyes.

' How do I krow there is no occa-

sion 1
' I asked. * What proof have 1

1

'

' What proof ] My word.' She an-

swered, di awing herself up proudly.

' I cannot trust you.'

' Henry, what do mean 1

'

' Vou have deceived me. I can never

trust you again.'

' Deceived yo\i 1

'

' Yes. You have l)roken a vow ; or

rather you have taken a vow which

you never intended to keep.'

' And what vow, pray t

'

' The vow to honour and love your

husVjand. Did you ever hear of that 1

'

' Is it my fault that I have broken

it 1 Supi^se I have tried to keep it

—

and God knows I have—and suppose

I have found nothing in you to honour

or love, is that my fault 1

'

' If you cannot honour me,' I re-

plied, stung to the quick by her words

;

' you can at least respect the name you
bear. A woman has nothing but her

good name—I have given you mine

—

you need not have disgraced it.'

' How dare you ?
' she cried, blush-

ing a deep crimson.
' Y"ou have become a common talk—
' She took a step towards me, and

seemed to peer into my face with a

wicked, malicious smile.

' You are not responsible for what
you say,' she hissed. ' Y''ou are a

madman.'
The blow was aimed in the right

place. For a moment it stunned me,

but when I came to my senses I was
cooler. One thing was (juite clear to

me—we must return home immedi-

ately ; at all events we must leave

Montreal. While I had been making
this resolution Gertie had walked into

another room. I went to the door
;

she was standing by the table in the

centre. I tried to speak as coolly as

possible.

' You had better make all necessary

arrangements,' I said ;
* we leave for

home to-morrow evening.'

' You cannot mean it, Henry,' she

said in low, thrilling, pained tones.

' Certainly I mean it,' I replied.

' I will not go with you. I cannot

go back to that dreary life again. I

cannot go ; it is impossible.'

' You are my wife
;
you will do as

I desire.'

' Leave me then,' she said, and I

went away.

Though much against her will, Ger-

trude made all her preparations tore-

t\irn home quietly and, apparently,

cheerfully. We drove to th(^ houses

of a few of our ino.st intimate friends

to say goodV)ye, and in no word or

deed did she betray the least disinclin-

ation to leave Montreal. Circum-

stances, she said, had compelled us to

leave for home sooner than we had ex-

pected. That she felt any regret at

doing so no one but myself could pos-

sibly imagine. She made her fare-
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wells calmly and serenely, without

any greater or less show of feeling

than the occasion seemed to demand.
Had all our plans been made by her-

self she could not have can-ied them
out with more alacrity. But alone

with me she was ditferent. It was not

that she made any resistance to what
I had commanded ; on the contrary,

she took every means whereby we
might not be delayed. But she was
silent, cold and proud. All that day
she scarcely spoke to me except when
it was absolutely necessary that she

should.

During the journey home I tried to

make her forget what had happened
and to be fiiends with her, but she

met every eflbrt that I could make
with a chilly haughtiness which made
me almost desperate. As we ap-

proached our journey's end, I leaned

over to her, as she sat opposite me in

the car, and whispered.
* Are we to be like this always 1

'

' Like what 1
' she asked.

' Are we never to be better friends?

'

' We are quite friendly enough for

me,' she replied.

' You are satisfied then 1

'

'Perfectly.'

When we had settled down at home,
Gertrude became more distant and un-

happy than ever before. A deep
melancholy seemed to press upon her.

She scarcely ever spoke to her mother
or me. No woi-k, no amusement,
could ever allure her from the gloomy
thoughts to which she seemed always

a prey. I, at last, gave up even try-

ing to please her. She who formerly

had made our house so pleasant, now
made it just as unpleasant. I could

not bear to see, day after day, that

beautiful face, sometimes with a look

of utter, hopeless misery, and some-

times calm and cold as marble. Whole
days I would aljsent myself from
home, but my coming or going never
seemed to arouse the slightest interest

in her ; she never even asked me
where 1 had been.

But the more she became opposed

in spirit to me, the stronger grew the
desire in me to crush her. If she
could not love me I determined she
should fear me. I watched the mails
carefully to see that she received no
letters from Egerton. For a while I
watched in vain, but at last one did
come. Gertie was at her desk writing,

and I took it to her. She looked up
as I entered the room. I threw the
letter on the table.

' Understand, Gertrude,' I said,
' you ai-e to receive no more letters

from this man.'
' Who can prevent it 1

' she asked,
proudly.

' I can, and will.'

' You !
' she I'eplied in a tone of the

most contemptuous scorn.

I said nothing more on the subject,

but resolved to take even stricter pre-

cautious, so as to intercept any othei's

that might come from him.

The days slipped by, and it was
midsummer again. Gertie's unhappi-
ness did not decrease, nor did my
burning jealousy. But there were
times when I would have given all I

possessed in the world for a smile or a
kind word from her.

One evening I sat on the balcony
just outside our bedroom window, how
long I sat there I cannot .'say ; but I

think I must have fallen asleep ; when
I woke it had grown quite dark, and
the light from our room shone out on
the balcony ; I got up and looked in

through the window, Gertie was in

thei-e, arrayed in a long white dress-

ing gown, her hair in a tangle of brown
curls falling over her shoulders, with
her hands clasped before her; for a
minute she gazed intently at a minia-

ture painting, which was propped upon
the table by a book ; then she began
to pace the floor, backwards and for-

wards, apparently in the deepest dis-

tress. An intense longing to be loved

by this grand creature, my wife, stole

over me j opening the window noise-

lessly,! entered; her back was towards

me, but she turned round sharply ;

—

* Ha ! you watched me 1
' she cried
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in a frightened voice, snatching up the

miniature.

'No Gertie, I did not watch you
;

I would never wish to be a S[)y upon
your actions, if only there ci>uld be a

little more conHdence between us.'

She hung down her hea<l and said

nothing.
' I would do anything for you,' I

continued, ' if you would only let nie
;

let us both turn over a new leaf, dear,

and be friends ; think of the years we
will probably have to spend together.*

'Yes, think of them !' she cried.

' We are oidy just beginning them
now, and if we are commencing like

this, how shall we go on, and what
will the end be ] C) Gertie, think of

that We are young, and can change

ourselves now ; but it will soon be too

late for that ! Don't let u.s make misery

for each other, you were made to be

liappy, and my happiness is in yours
;

if you cannot love me, you can let me
love you, and we, at least, can be kind

to each other ; and the day may come,

in God's own time, when you will learn

to care for me a little.'

' No, I can never do that,' she cried

passionately ; 'you don't know me, or

you wijuld not speak so ; if I had any
way of annulling my vows I would do

so this very nij^ht ; O Henry ! if you

have any j>ity, if you wish to be kind

to me, send nie away fn^m you, let me
go back to him

—

'

' Gertrude,' I cried reproachfully,

* is this the appeal you make to me

—

your husband.'
' Yes

;
you are my husband ; but

there is no real l)ond between us ; I

would give anything to Ik; free again
;

I knew I could never love you, but I

did not think I could hate you as I

do. Is there no way in which I can

}je free again I

'

' Yes, I will kill you, for you miglit

aA well be dead I ' I hurried from the

room ; I felt that if I stayed longer I

might do something which I would

regret ; a certain burning in my brain,

and a peculiar metatuorphosis which

seemed to l^e taking place in all things,

warned me that reason was forsaking

me ; while I had still sutticient control

over myself, I went into my own room
and locked the door ; I threw myself

on the little bed, and surrendered my-
self to what I knew must follow. Or-

dinarily, I cannot reciiU what hap-

pens, or what I think when I am in

this state, but this time I had a dim
recollection of fearful, horrible visions

of Gertrude, not my own beautiful

Gertrude, but a woman with her face,

only old and ugly. T knew that Gertie

was in the ne.xt room, but still she

seemed present with me ; all the while

I kept saying to myself, ' she might
as well be dead.' I must have lain

there a long while, because the moon
ro.se late, and by-and-by I saw its

beams steal across the floor ; I can re-

member getting up then and saying

aloud, ' The time has come ;' then,

perfectly conscious of what f did, but

yet unable to resist the impulse which

movetl me, I went silently down stairs

to the dining-room and procured a

sharp carving knife ; I came up-stairs

again and entered Gertie's room ; she

was in bed and .sleep ; the jjlace was
j)erfectly silent, and the moonbeams
fell right across the y)ed ; I stood be-

side her, watching the play of light on

the glittering blade ; suddenly she

made a .slight movement and awoke.
' Henry is that you?' she a.sked.

' Yes,' I answered, ' I have come in

to kill you.'

I sat down on the bed, and took

both her hands in one of mine. She

could not move, and dared not scream.
' You would not kill me, Henry ?

'

she said piteously.

' Yes.'

I held the knife high so that the

moon shone on it.

She shut her eyes, and screamed for

very fright. Hearing her voice made
me lau;,'h. I sat on the bed laughing

loud and long. The noise woke my
mother, who stole into the room. As
soon as I saw her, I got up and went
out by the door that communicated
with my own room, laughing all the
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while, I undressed then and went to

bed. 1 could hear them lock and bar

every door, but it only made me laugh

the more. All night long, those two
frightened women sat there, shivering

and trembling. I fairly shook with
inward laughter as I heard their

voices.

In the morning I was better, but
I could recollect every circumstance of

the pi-evious evening. Gertrude re-

mained in her own room and would
not see me. To show that I was all

right again, I walked into town for the

mail. There was a letter for Gertrude
from John Egerton, I procured a pen
and re-addi-essed it to him. When I

got home the carriage was at the front

door, and I met Gertrude dressed for

going out. She would have passed me
without speaking, but I would not al-

low it.

* Do you see this 1
' said I showing

her the letter, and the changed direc-

tion.

She looked at it, and then at me.
' You will repent this,' she muttered

in a low, hard tone, 'bitterly', bitterly,'

Without another word she entered

the carriage and drove away.

For three days afterwards I did not

see her. She shut herself up in her

own room, never leaving it.

On the third afternoon, px-etending

that I did not care, I took my gun and
went out to shoot. But I did not fire

a shot. I lingered around the fields for

an hour or two, and then returned to

the house. As I approached from the

opposite side to the general entrance, I

saw a man walk slowly up the avenue.

As he drew near I recognised him. It

was John Egerton. With a cry of joy
my wife, rushed from the house and
threw herself into his arms. I raised

my gun and fired. I can remember no
more.

Manydays passed after thatof which
I have no recollection whatever. When
reason next returned, I found myself
in a strange room, bound to a bed with
ropes. There were attendants in the

room, and my mother sat bv the bed.

7

' Henry do you know me ?
' she

asked.

' Yes, mother. Where am I ?

'

' You are not well, dear, and—and

—

we thought it better
'

At that instant my eyes fell upon
the window—the big window with
iron bars.

' The mad-house !
' I cried.

It was indeed the mad-house, the
place which my imagination had al-

ways pictured as the most horrible in
I the world, where I had always feared
I that I should come. In my frenzy, I

I

tried to break the cords which bound

j

me, but I saw the utter uselessness of

j
that.

' Henry, for God's sake try to keep
quiet !

' cried my mother,

]
'Yes mother, I will be quiet."

I lay back trying to recall the past.
' I remembered everything distinctly.

j

' Where is Gertrude !
' I asked.

I

There was no answer.

I

' Tell me the worst ; I can bear it.

I Has she left me ?

'

}

' O my boy, don't think of her ; she
is not worthy of it !

'

' Has she left me,'

I
' She has left you. You were too

good for her ; don't think about it.'

I lay for a while in a sort of dream.

I

The certainty was a little sickening,

j

but it did not greatlj'^ move me. One
gets so used to p.iin after a while that

its effect becomes deadened, and new
shocks make but little impression.

' And did she go without leaving one
word for me ]

' I asked after some
time.

* She left you this,' said my mother,
drawing a letter from her pocket.

I opened it eagerly and read the fol-

lowing :
—

' Forgive me Henry if you can. I

was not fit to live with you. It is

better that I should go away. True
love could never exist between us. Try
to forget me—you are free—marry
again, for I am dead to you. Think of

me as dead. Be kind to our mother.
Good-bye for ever. Gertrude.'
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The days pass slowly here. 1 have de]iarted than to earth. I look upon

got used to my surroundings, and I my past as from a great distance, as a

shall never leave them till 1 die. And io\\\ might view the events of its life

that will soon he. 1 feel that the in the flesh. The end must be very near

shadow of death has fallen upon me
;

at hand

I belong more to the world of spirits
i

THE WHIP-POOR-WILL.

BY ' FIDKLIS,' K1N(;ST0\. ,

Oil, whij)-poor-will,— uli, whip-poor-will !

When all the joyous day is still,

When from the sky's last deejiening blue

Fades out the last soft sunset hue,

Tliy tender jilaints the silenced fill.

Oh, whip jioor-will,—oh, whip-poor-will '

In the sweet dusk of dewy May,
Or ])ensive close of Autumn day.

Though other birds may silent be,

Or flood the air with minstrelsy.

Thou carost not,—eve brings us still

Thy i)laintive burden,— whip-poor-will !

When moonlight fills the snnin.ci- night

With a soft vision of delight,

We listen till we fain world ask

For thee some respite from thy tiisk
;

At dawn we wake and heai- it still,—

-

Thy ceaseless song,—oh, wlii|)-p')or-wiri !

We hear ihy voice, but see not thee
;

Thou seemest but a voice to be,

—

A wandfiing spirit,—breathing yet

For parted joya a \ain regret
;

So plaintive thine untiring thrill,

Oh, whip-j)oor-will,—oh, wliijt jtoor will !

Ofi, faithfvd to thy strange refrain,

—

Is it the voice of lovo or pain ?

We cannot knf)w thou wilt not tell

The secret kept so long and well
;

What moves thee thus to warblo still,

—

Oh, whip-poor will,—oh, whip poor will ?

— Scribners Monthly.
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EOU^D THE TABLE.

MORE 'CONFIDENCES'—ST[LL
MORE CONFIDENT.

IT is just awfully good of that dear
' genuine old maid ' to try to en-

lighten me, as she does in the Septem-
ber number of the Canadian Monthly.
Of course 1 c intrived to draw ' Mr.
Charlie's ' attention to it as soon as pos-

sible. I think a good deal of Charlie's

opinion. Here is, pretty much, what he
said about it. ' She's a good old soul

evidently, but just as evidently she has

not been in business ; if she had, she

would have known batter than to talk

that twaddle about "business men at

the top of the tree " who have reached

that airy situation by " counting truth

and honour of iuHnitsly more value

than yold. " Society is simply not in

a state to permit of such men rising

to the top. It ought to be, but it isn't.

There are many merchaut.s, traders and
professional men who fully correspond
to her description. It is upon these,

as a basis, that the other kind erect

themselves. They couldn't do it other-

wise ; for without a solid basis of hon-
esty and integrity somewhere, trade
would cease. Hath your monitress never
seen the Eastern proverb :

" The mean-
est reptiles are found at the tops of the
highest towers ? " To this an English
philosopher has added, " there is always
a judicious expenditure of slime in the
process of climbing." Adherence to

right and duty does not always find per-

sonal success as its reward. Instead of

reaching tlie top of the pillar, it some-
times stops short at the pillory. All his-

t )ry is against the good old lady's award.
Few, if any, of the men who have best
served the age they lived in have died
rich, and many have not even lived re-

spected. It is so still. Nor do such men
complain. Why should they ? How can
any one whose chief aim is to be of use
to others—to the world at large—expect
anything else than to be "used up?"
But they differ from our "old maid"
friend in this, that they don't deny, or
ignore, even to themselves, the limited

exfent of their financial success. If they
did, their several bank accounts could be
brought lip in evidence to convince any
unprejudiced jury.'

So much for Charlie. Isn't it odd that
I shrjuld remember his words so exactly I

Bat there is a kind (,f impressive white-
heat style about him when he is roused
that bnrns into one's memory. For m}'-

s ilf, ' think my ' genuine old maid ' ad-
viser—and I am sure she is ' ganuine

'

in her advice—does not meet my case

very well in those she cites. Both her
instances are married women who, at the
death of their husbands,found a path they
had already partially cleared for them.
That they had pluck enough to follow it

up is 'greatly to their credit,' and jnstgoes

to show what possibilities there are in us
wom-^n. What I asked, and again ask,

is, why are not such paths opened up to

u^ by our teachers and parents from our
earliest days—why are we not trained

to usefulness — independently of the

((uestion of mirriage altogether ? Is it

not true that namarried women also have
frequently proved themselves capable of
' business enterprise and trade success,'

as Charlie would call it ? Then further,

if I am to be ' too dutiful a daughter to

go against the wishes of my mother and
attempt any employment of which she

would not approve, why is not my mo-
ther to be so dutiful also as to point me
to, and educate me for, some employ-
ment of which she wonld approve I Why
is it that most mothers, aware that even
the much-lauded matrimony implies du-

ties which maypossibly eventuate in run-

ning a book or drug store, utterly omit to

educate their daughters so as to be use-

fid as well as ornamental ? What have
I done, too, that ' a genu'ne old maid '

should turn me over calloisly ' to culti-

vate my music ' as the only means of

possible livelihood ? I have already said

I have no special talents in that line
;

and it is notorious that women already

over-crowd that profession. Does she

advise it because she knows that only in

that walk of life, or in ' governessing,'

will I be free from part of that social
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ostracism which society bestows on wo-

men whi> work for bread ? It is exactly

that attitude of society which 1 wish to

see altered. 1 am glad to hear th;it the

change ' is coming apace.' I had not

noticed it. It ought to come ; and then,

perhaps, it will bring with it more ju3t

views regarding the duties of a mother.

For when women have learned to mix
more with each otlier in mutually shar-

ing the toils of daily life, and, without

Lowering the standard of true ladyhood

— i. e. retinement—have thus ditfused it

more easily among all classes, it may be

quite possible to find a woman, as pure

in lieart and as cultivated in its express-

ion as the mother herself, to tend and
lovingly care for the children <»f several

mothers while these are thus left free to

do suitable wnrkinthelnisiness or profes-

sional world which shall enable them to

support their offspring. I fancy division

of labour among women is as needful as

among men. Some men are sjiecially

fitted for the internal gui<lance of affairs

—douiestic business-work, if one may
call it so—such as office work, store-

keeping and management, or the re-

search, or study-part of })rofessional

life. Others are efjually well suited to

external occupations and the rougher

kinds of handicrafts, agricultural or me-
chanical. Each department is alike

honourable. F^ach class is of the great-

est use to the other. Each helps the

general sum of results attained. A simi-

lar division is needed among women.
Women are not all of the same genius,

though each is a woman ; m< n are injt all

of thi- same genius, though each is a man.

Cultivaticm and refinement, either in

a man or woman, does not alter that

natural bent of his, or her, genius. It

merely makes its special ouiflow more
perfect and beautiful. A cultivated me-
chanic will shf.w his cultivation and re-

fimnient in the mechanism he constructs

or plans. A refined lady, however highly

cultivated, still longs to use her culti-

vated natural powers in w(*rk j>eifr)riiied.

When opp.rtunity for this has l)een

given by a wise and natural diM-^ioii of

labour among wonnn, then my 'Kinder-

Gartt'ii ' tireain may possibly he realized,

and he woman to whose genius the care

of chihlren is a delightful work, giving

full scope to all the retin»nient and cul-

ture she can attain, will be allowed to

help other women to be useful also ac-

cording to their natural bent, 'i'hen,

not on uiun only, will the whole weight

of supplying the world's necessities be
thrown ; for women will be able to do
their share.

Let me confess that, in much I have
said, I maj- be unconsciously quoting
<'harlie; still, even if I am, that does
not, in mij opinion, make the ideas any
less sensible. And if ' a genuine old
maid ' wants to set me right again, I've

half a mind to leave it to ' Mr. CharlTe '

to fight it out. If he could convey on
paper the expressi<m of heartfelt enthu-
siasm he wears when he talks about it,

I almost think that 'genuine old maid'
would fall ill 1

; but of course she
wouldn't I .Such ridiculous nonsense !

Still she might I I I On second thoughts
I won't let Charlie reply. I'll do it my-
self, if need be.

' A Girl of thk Periou.'

' A HT'SBAND'S RESPONSIBILITY
FOR A WIFE'S DEBTS.'

A REJOINDER,

At our last social gathering we were
told by ' F. ' that ' of C(jui8e it may be
said, and with some show of plausibility,

that this decision that a husband is not
to be held liable for debts coiitractetl by
his wife, without his distinct authority,

is the natural corollary of the decision

that a wife's laoperty is not to be taken

to pay her husband's liabiliiies. But
there is a very great diti'erence between
the two ciises, and there ought to be
an equally great distinction. 'ihe as-

sumption wliioii underlies the mutual
lelations of husl)and and wife is the

idea that the former is the bread-winner
and jn-otector, the latter the loal-giver

or home jirovider. ' Is she / \\ hat loaf ?

It cannot be the one of which he is the

winner. ihey cannot both give the

same brea<l. W here does she get it ]

She does not buy it anil jiay for it, be-

cause, if she ' hajipens to have projierty

of her own, it is an accidental circuni-

Htanco not sujiposed to be contemplated
in the ordinaiy arrangements of social

life.' We are told that he wh<i makes
two blades of grass grow where one grew
before, is a true benefactor of mankind.
Wliat must she be who makes two loaves

of bread stand where only one stood

before. ISot to speak it ]irofanely,

wu have hero a new miracle of loaves.

One loaf jilays two parts, and ininisters

to iw(j functions. It a])pears first as the
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provision of the bread-winner, and next
as that of the loaf-giver. Never was a

loaf made to go so far. This is cut and
come attain with a vengeance. This is

certainly to ' turn his earnin'/s to the

best account.' Such housekeeping as

this enters uj^on the sni^ernatural. You
have only to carry the same conjuration

into beef-steaks, breeches and boots, or

whatever else may be required for ' home
provision,' and you have Fortunatus'
Purse at once. This is surely the quality

which will command the ' matrimonial
market ' of the future. These will in-

deed be valuable wives. Plain or dowdy,
no matter, these are the girls who will

ride triumphantly over the heads of all

the belles in town.

Stay though !

Will there be outward marks or indica-

tions by which the possessnrs of these sn-

per-uxorial powers wi:l be known ( If not,

men will be as much at a loss as ever,

and the proverbial eel may slip through
their fingers after all.

We are told that the wife's ' contribu-

tion of time and labour '
(?) are ' her fair

share of the family burden.' Allowed
at once ;

' fair ' is good. Equal is an-
other matter. 1 have looked into Adam
Smith and MacCulloch and Ricardo,
and I find that there is labour which is

productive and labour which is non-pro-
ductive. The husband's labour is pro-
ductive. The wife's labour is non-pro-
ductive. We may again quote ' there is

a great difference between the two cases,

and there ought to be an equally great
distinction.' The husband's work means
money. It can be turned into bread
and butter. And, when half-a-dozen
hungry little mcniths are gaping round
the table, it is not difhcidt to estimate
the importance of him who fills them.
The phantom bread of the 'loaf-giver'
will not be found to fatten.

To the victor the spoils. To the la-

bourer his hire. To the bread-winner
his meed of thanks. Why grudge it to

him / Why set up this woman of straw,
this ' loaf-giver,' to tilch away half his

credit from him ? The wife may be all

that is excellent and admirable in her
own sphere, she may be all tliat is beau-
tiful and lovable, but she is not the
bread-winner nor the loaf-giver. What
warm-hearted woman, what true mother
does not take delight in the tl. ought
that it is the husband of her choice, the
father of her little ones, who ministers
to them I

We are taught to speak of our Father
in Heaven. Beware how you lower by
one iota the attributes of fathers on
earth. There is profanity in it.

A. B. C.

ART AS REPRESENTED AT THE
AUTUMN FAIRS IN CANADA.

As coming more under the notice of

the writer of this article than any of the

minor industrial gatherings, the Toronto
Exhibition of 1880 will naturally form
the basis of remarks incited by personal

observation of the general display made
by those artists and would-be yrtists

who aspire to represent their country in

what they fondly hope may be called a

National ExhiV)ition. How far this is

so let us proceed to consider. In the first

place a careful examination of the walls

or even a perusal of the catalogue makes
plain the rather unpleasant fact that

man}', we may almost say the bulk, of

the best names in Canadian Art do not
show themselves. Why is this ? Why
is it that, instead of embracing the

capital, or apparently capital, opportun-
ity for putting itself directly en rappoit

with its patron, the public, the artistic

profession holds aloof, and persistently

refuses, in spite of the golden baits held

out in the shape of money prizes, shaken
and dangled as it were before the eyes of

needy but proud men, in spite, we say

of such temptation these men keep their

wares hidden away in their own rooms,

refuse to bring out their bantlings

to bask in the sunshine of popular

favour and to accept the reward which
the ' bourgeois mind ' of the directors of

Industrial Fairs naturally think should

prove irresistible to sane and intelligent

beings. This question we will answer.

The facts are these. Artists well know
that under existing arrangements to send

their works to the Exhibition means not

only that they will have to run the gaunt-

let of much careless handling, thereby

incurring damage, but what to their

sensitive minds is far worse,— it really

amounts to setting them up as targets

for such incompetent marksmen as are

usually selected as judges to hre their

random shots at in the shape of immense
glaring, red, blue and yellow prize

tickets, missies which have a most pro-

voking habit of striking the worst pic-

tures ; and so persistently year after year

has this been the case that it has become
the general custom witli the few visitors
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who iM.ssess any knowledge i>f art to

totallv disregard the prize awards in

forming their estimates of the respective

work.". Now, inscrutable as this may be

to the uninformed mind, there is much
•_'ood reason in the view taken by the

artists of this matter. We believe the

different branches of industrj- in idl the

other departments of the Exhibitions

have a controlling voice in their manage

nient, while the directors seem to think

th.it the artists either have not sutticient

intelligence to do this or they imagine

they posstss too much. Accordingly, they

do not trust the management of the Art

(jallery to artists, but try to do it them-

selves, and the result of course is a plain

and decided failure, -failuie to satisfy

or obtain the confidence of the profes-

sion, and certain failure to present any-

thing like as credi'aMe an Exhibition as

should be put before the public.

Artists, though unlike other men in

many respect*, and we freely admit the

comi'arison is not in all respects and
always in their favour, have still, a

keen sense of justice, and their sensitive

nature will not allow them to brook the

handling which they oftju meet with

from vulgar wealth. Tlie situation seems
at present U) be this that unless a mark-

ed refonn takes place in the Hystem of

Exhibitions the best artists will more
completely withdraw their support, and
the Exhibitions lose what is i)erhaps,

and certainly might be, the most pro-

nounced attnu;ti(»n <jf their buildings.

Let it not, however, be inferred from
what has been said that there were no

f^o*Kl i)ictures in the Toronto Crystal

Palace this year, fhtMiew Vice-I'resident

of the Ontario Society of Artists would
alone redeem it from this charge ; and
besides that gentleman's work we noted

several very meritorious jiictures by
members of the S(x,iety and others

;

though it is whispered that unless a

change be made in the mana<;ement and
the 1 rize systtm abolished there will be
much fewer of these to be seen next
year. Loan collections, too, though a
very good device in some cases, to hllup
as on this occasion, cannot be dejjended
upon for a repetition year after year as

this course would soon exhaust the lf>cal

works, and after exi>erience of lending
it is found that owneis btcome more
chary and lefuse aifain to contribute.

For a peimanent annual display there is

no refource but the work of our own
studios and there is no valid reason why
these should not furnish such a collection

as would give delight to both the public

and the sptcial class stnctly called

lovers of art. One incident of the Ex-
hibition in Toronto, it is pleasing to re-

cord, was that the leading journals,

both the chief newspapers of the Pro-
vince, warmly took the matter up and
advocated a somewhat similar reform to

that urged here. The situation bears a

rather cheering aspect when we remem-
ber the number of Exhibitions which
now ciill for contributions from the easels

of Canadian artists. In May there is the

Art Union Exhil)ition of Toronto ; then
follows that <if our new Royal Canadian
Aca<lemy, which next year will be held

in Halifax, at about midsummer, which
brings us round again to the Tonmto
Industrial (provided that be put on a de-

sirable basis); and then the -Art Associa-

tion of Montreal intends hf)ldingat least

one exhibition of CHna<lian work eash

winter. These opportunities for coming
before ihe art world will be something in

advance of the ail\aiitag<'8 oHered to art

in times past. Let us hope that in the

future we may have a much more brilliant

field to ofler to talent and genius than

we could but a short time ago have

expected to hold out. «

BOOK HKX'IKW.^.

T/i' fJ/e iiii'l W'urkof W'illiiim Axipmhix
Muhlrnht-rrj, by Annk .Avkks. New-

York: Harper A' I'rothers ; Toronto:

Jamen Campbell & Son.

It waJi fittintf that the life of «u(h a

man as Dr. Muhlenberg should be writ-

ten ; it was also fitting, ami indeed ne*

cessary, that it should \»'. done by one
who wiis both intimate with him and
thoroughly understood him. He was a

great i.ian. gnat as a schoolmaster,

plnlanthropist and organizer, while his

simple and unostentatious piety and his
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^uiet, indomitable energy and useful

career made him beloved by all who knew
him. Hundreds of men, many of whom
have risen to eminence in the United
States, owe their intellectual training to

him ; while St. Luke's Hospital in New
York and St. Johnland, a model village,

not far from the same city, are lasting

monuments of his loving spirit and per-

severing mind. He belonged to that

school of thought in the Protestant

Episcopal Church to which he gave the

name of Evangelical Catholic—a sort of

aasthetical Low-Churchism. During his

long life, extending over eighty years,

he came into contact with many leading

ecclesiastics and scholars both in Amer-
ica and Europe. The book before us is

written by one who knew him personally

for more than thirty yenrs, and contains

not only a very good summary of his

life, but also many of his wise sayings

and practical suggestions, extracts from
his publications, some of his hymns, and
a large number of amusing and instruc-

tive anecdotes. It is a volume that few
will take up and leave unread.

Vivian, the Beauty, by Mrs. Annie Ed-
WARDES. Appleton's New Handy
Volume Series. New York : D. Apple-
ton & Co ; Toronto : Hart and Kaw-
linson.

This is a superlatively silly tale.

Vivian Vivash, for such is the title-role

heroine's impossible name, is an English
professional beauty of the present day.

If we are to accept all the society

papers tell us about these professional

toasts as gospel truth, we must admit
they are a sufficiently ugly outcome of

our boasted civilization. But the ladies

who occupy so much space in photo-

graphers' windows and the columns of

Truth and Vaidty Fair are modest and
retiring compared with the study Mrs.
Edwardes puts before us. It is conceiv-

able that, in very clever hands, such a

study might possess some pyschological

value ; but the shallow yet exaggerated
manner in which the subject is treated

in these pages cnly moves one to dis-

gust. The tendency of the ' profession
"

no doubt does not point towards the
most delicate refinement of character
and conduct, but Vivian is painted as

bluntly, personally and unreasonably
rude. The ' beauty ' whose tastes are

pampered and whose fancies are met
and anticipated by her admirers, natur-
ally becomes more or less selfish.

Vivian, however, does not content her-
self with this, but shows iier self-seek-

ing, her disregard of others, and her
readiness to sacrifice the comfort and
happiness of her companions for her own
ends, in the most oj^en and unblushing
manner. Mrs. Edwardes, in her anxiety
to show the profundity of her acquaint-
ance with the symptoms of this modern
social ganifrene. overshoots her mark,
and by making Vivian Vivash talk
openly of the tricks of the ' profession,'

she thoroughly convinces us that her
knowledge of the class in question is

derived from the public journals and
not from any occult source of informa-
tion. It would be perfectly impossible
for three English people, one a lady in

her own right, and the other a baronet
of good family, to sit down at a stran-

ger's table, as the precious trio do in the
present case, and deliberately insult

everyone present. Nor would even a
' foil ' like Lady Pamela Lawless ven-
ture to mouth such a piece of buffoonery
as she is credited with when she intro-

duces the party to the astonished in-

mates of Schloss Egmont, The tale is

as stale as the characters are intended
to be novel, and the general result

entirely unworthy of having even a
waste half-hour bestowed upon it.

Russia, before and after the War : by the
author of " Society in St. Petersburg,"
translated by Edward F. Taylor.
No. 112 Franklin Square Library.

New York : H.arper Bros. Toronto :

Jas. Campbell & Son.

Various as are the phases of European
politics we may safely affirm that nearly
all their issues are afi"ected more or less

by the possible or probable future action

of Russia. The Slavophil may see in

that huge empire a vast regenerative

force, the adherent to a policy of Turco-
Anglican supremacy may regard it as a
treacherous enemy to be baffled by cun-

ning diplomacy, bnt both and all alike

will agree that we should seize every
means of acquiring some real informa-
tion as to the internal economy of Rus-
sian society and the motives which will

probably shape its conduct in the events

of the immediate future. For such pur-
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poses the present work deserves serious

attention.

It is difficult to get at the truth about
Russia. To the foreitpier, its imposing
mass, apparently moving to war or peace

at the iuiperious dictate of a single will,

presents an impression of overwhelming
unity and unanimity which would seem
to be irresistible. But in truth this

effect is but attained by a rigid stiper-

ficial discipline, beneath whose mask of

steel play all the convulsed and contra-

dictory impulses of opposing opinions

and partic.-*, which would freely show
themselves upon the political counten-

ance of a more civilised nation. Of late

years we have seen much of this and
have been aide to guess more. The
foreigner has, in some respects, attained

a better point of observation than is

afforded to native Russians, whose press

is fettered and who are denied by the

rigorous censorship (-f the iiost-otHce

scissors what stray light might lie derived

from foreign newspaper comments. Be-
tween the revolutionary sheets of the

Nihilists and the licensed inanities of

the jirivileged firess, the subjects of the

Czar tind but few organs of enlighten-

ment.
Much has been written about the

Universities of Russia, and the unruly
nature of the students. Our author
speaks of them from personal experience,

and his account is sufficiently disheart-

ening. When he matriculated at St.

Peter.sburg in 1855, discipline, form and
rigid adherence to ride in the perpetual

wearing of the semi-military uniform
were the most distitictive marks of Col-

legiate exi-stence. After the perfunctory
examination on entrance was over, the
appropriate formtda of admission was
•' You may order your uniforni'*. ' Hero
a motley crowd of lltissims, < leorgiann,

Germans, Crimtans, and evon .lews wire
hustled with thieats along the most
antifjuated muds to learning. The jiro-

fessors held tlie agreeable jiosition of

spies and watched at the tiitatres by
turns to catch any lawless student wh<j

vt-ntured toapjieariu the wrong uniform.

All interest in events of public imjurt-

a:ice wiw dead. The evil news of the
c^ipturo of Sebast'ipol did not so much
as break the ciinent of small talk or

excite any expn-ssioii of feeling, and
t<^jpic8 of literature, science and art were
iinaVde to attract the attention or con-
verShtion of the (ilumni. Since that

time half concessions have been tenta-

tively made, and, not succeeding, the
authorities have tried repression and a
return to the old military system. As
it is, the studerits feel they must stand
by each other in the most mutinous
excesses, lest all the reforms so grudg-
ingly conceded them should be once
more swept away. Our space will not
enable us to do rn<ire than say that this

book contains much useful information
on the state of Russian parties for the
last (piarter of a ceirtury.

A Dictionary of C/tridian Antiquities.

By William Smith, D. C. L., being a
continuation of the ' Diciiouary of the
Bible,' in Two Volumes. Illustrated.

Toronto : Willing & Williamson. 1880.

Dr. Smith's well-known Dictionaries

of Classical .Anti(piities and of the Bible
have done for stuilents of these subjects

the service of collecting an immeirse
variety of learning, the result of encyclo-
p;eJic study and rare critical acumen.
The value of these works has long been
established, no one can begin to read for

classical honors without the one ; the
other is etpially necessary to the clerg}'-

man who seeks to enjoy t]y» results of

the vast wealth of modern learning in

reailingtlie Bible. A similar good work
is aimed at by the present book, whose
two handsome volumes are richlj' and
profusely illustrated. What the Diction-

ary of the liible has iicconiplished for the
Biblical Period, the Dictinuai-y of Cliiist-

ian Antii(uities accomplishes for the
stmlent of Church Hist(jry. The dithcult

trisk of impartiid inatnient has been fnl-

tilled as far as i>ossil)lo— this wo have
tested by examining the articles written

on two Winds which furnish a crucial

test, ' Bishop ' and ' i'.aptism.' On
the former, while no opinion is expressed
as to the existence in sub-apo't'-lic times
of the .separate office or jurisdiction of

the liishop, as dist,inguished from that of

the Presbyter, every salifiit evidt nee as

to the nature of tin- otlicu is fully given
;

tl'.e leader is furnished with all the facts

of the caio aud is left to form his own
conclusion. For all the details of Church
history, for all the steps of that marvel-
lous evolution of the mediaival aristocra-

tic hierarchy fifuii the primitive commun-
ion of the catacombs, this Dictionary gives

all that the student might seek, at vain

expense of time and money, through
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libraries of works like that of Bingham.
The ' Dictionary of Christian Antiqui-

ties ' has reference to a period which has

interest for all Evangelical Churches, aiid

for all students of Biblical liiterature. A
more limited field is left for a Dictionary

of the Middle Ages, a connecting link

with a Dictionary of the ' Reformation
Period,' andperhaps another of 'Modern
Thought,' both of which might well till

a place inadequately occupied by such
partial and inaccessible books as Peter

Bayle's on the one subject, or the late

George Cornewall Lewis's clever but
doctrinaire work on the other.

This Dictitmary, moreover, supple-

ments our fewgoi d luxjks on Church His-

tory—Milnian's of the Latin Church and
Robertson's kss satisfactory book (m the

Three Primitive Centuries. It does this

in a far mere accessible form, and is full

of interesting information on pi ints

which btar so closely on the genesis of

our civiliz-ition and culture.

The greatest credit is due to the Tor-

onto publishers, Messrs. Willing & Wil-

liamson, for the entorpri.se shewn in

their arranging for a Canadian edition of

so important a work, as well as for the

admirable manner in which they have
placed it before the public.

The Story of an Honest Man. By Ed-
MOND About. New York : D. Apple-
ton & Co. ; Toronto : Hart & Raw-
linson, 1880.

M. About has, in the present woik,
turned his versatile talents to the fabri-

cation of a tale in the manner of the

ali-eady classical fictions of M.I\L Erck-
mann-Chatrian. '1 here is the grand-
father, the old volunteer of '92, wh<j is

nick-named La Fraiir.e from his patriotic

spirit, a spirit which induced him to run
away frum his family in 1814 by stealth

to join the army that defended the sacred

French frontiers.

He was a peasant, and his son, Pierre

Dumont, was a carpenter, whose human-
itarian notions earned him the title of
' my fellow creatures.' Evidently the

lover of the aristocratic nf)vel or the
seeker after delineations of fas-hionable

life may as well turn aWay at once from
these pages. They contain those fu 1

details of life in a country district and
in a small provincial town, in which
modern French fiction findssuchacharm.

The deep-seated love which the peasant
proprietor feels for his mother and for

the little patch of mother-earth which
supports the family, has of late found
many exponents. It must surely be the
sign of a demand for literature among
people of this class, when we find skilled

writers like M. About devoting them-
selves to the production of such elabo-

rate studies of every-day life in the
middle and lower ranks of French pro-
vincial society.

The hero of our tale gives us his first

recollections, commencing with his old
grandfather, his smeoth-shaven face,

bronzed by exposure to a reddish hue,
and his fair hair ' which had never made
up its mind to become white,' falling in

curls upon his neck. The Dumont
family are a sort of peasant-aristocracy,

and pride themselves on the clannish-

ness with which they hold together,

and the care with which they hand down
the family virtues from generation to

generation. Dumont, the father, is a
successful carpenter and machinist, with
a contriving he:Kl and generous heart,

which keeps him rather poor while as-

sisting his less fortunate brothers and
sisters. Still he has achieved a better

position than that of his father, and the
earliest lessim he inculcates to little

Pierre is, that he, too, must follow the
great law of progress and surpass his own
father's successes.

Piei're goes to the local college, a
miserable institution, where Greek and
Latin are badly ground into the boys,

and a most wretched management seems
contrived to stunt and cripple both
bodily and mental gro>vth. Perhaps
some of the most interesting pages in the
tale are those which speak of the college

and of the wonderful advances that are
made when a new principal is installed

in 1844, who upsets all the old rules and
breathesthe air of lifeintotheinstitution.

It will not do to follow our hero's ad-

ventures in detail much further.

Lovers of the now fashionable art of

porcelain painting will be attracted by
hearing that he goes into the crockery

and majolica business, and earns laurels

as a designer and manufacturer. At the

close of the tale—swoop ! down comes
the Prussian horde of invaders, and the
* honest man' volunteeis, as his grand-
father did before him, to assist in re-

pelling the invasion.

This must, we fear, be the conclusion,

de riym'ur, of all such biographies for
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the next ten years or so ; the details of

<leath. wounds, or successful returu

being varied t<> taste. On the whole

the translation is much ui<>re carefully

done than usual ;—we have only marked
one glaring fault, ' rev<»lutionary memo-
rle.<' instead of ' revolutionary memoirs.'

Little Comedies. By Jvlian Stcrcis.
Apjileton's New Handy-volume Series.

No. 59. New York : D. Appleton &
Co. ; T«)routo : Hart & Rawlinson.

Six minute plays, averaging thirty

pages apiece, and these pages rather

widely printed ; plays too, with a cast

of two, i>r, at tlie most, three characters

to tinfold their plots. Sucli slender things

as these may well be called little come-
dies.

They are slii,'htly constructed and
small in their dimensions, and can no
more satisfy a lu-althy dramatic appetite

than a moutliful (»f puff-crust rt'ould ap-

pease the hiinger of a school-boy fresh

from the cricket tielJ.

liut. if we set aside the two pieces

called ' Half-way to Arcady' and ' Ma-
bel's Hoi}- Day,' which are botli couched
in verse, and are, to our mind, inferior

to the rest, we shall find that these ephe-

meral productions may possibly fulfil a
purjMiso. Every one knows the r;tgefor

parlour acting, which afflicts at times the

best regulated communities, often leav-

ing; as distinct m.irksof its rava^'es as an
epidemic of inHuenz I or erjsipelas. In

BU'jh cases a dose of Mr. Stur^'is's patent
prepar;iti(»n muy prove efliciicious, and
will, at any rate, lessen the inconveni-

ences enilured by the patient and ap-

plausive audience. It is hard, indeed,

if the worst amateur conipnny that ever
entertained feionio\is designs upon the
Lfuiy of Lyoim c»nn<»t muster two decent
actors who coidd unilertake such a trifle

as ' Picking up the I'ieces 'or ' Heather.'

The rust of the would-be i»erfoni>er.s will

feel far more at home on the front

benches, pulling the uiducky two into

tatters than they woidd have felt on the

boardn, im[»ersonating comic servants,

obtrnsive cr)nfidant8, old men and yokels
with impossible diahcts.

Mr. Sturgis is at his haf)pi<'st wheti he
portrays the latctst phasfn of fashionable

doiiothingism or the affectJiMonn of mo-
dem art. The male interlocutor in
* Heather ' is puzzled to account for his

love for that healthy, irrepressible and
vulgar tlower. High Art tells him it is

too assertive. ' It is not a sun-flower
;

it does not even wish to be a sun-flower
;

it is not wasted by one piissionate sweet

desire to be a sunflower ; it seems to be

content with itself.' Only those of our
readers who have seen how the sun
flower is hunted to death by the artists

oftheschool of Hurne-Jones will entirely

appreciate this little bit of satire.

The pas-siage which we have (pioted

occtirs in a solihujuy addressed by the

hero to his dog, modelled much after the

fashion of the celebrated talk between
Launce and his cur in the Tiat Gentle-

men of Verona. We rather like the

fpiaint way in which the lover's ridicu-

lous substitute for a flower discloses it-

self in the following bit of musing :

—

* She loves me—she loves me not,—she

loves,—no ; she—but I perceive you do
not like me to jtlnck hairs from your

tail !
'

Mr. Sturgis's dialogue is often smart

ami telling, but he aims too much at

imitating the Shakespearean repartee as

indulged in by such characters as Bea-

trice and Benedict. A few examples,

taken at random from ' Fire- flies,' will

show our meaning. Bice and Bino meet
masked, and do not know each other.

Bice remarks that many a mask hides

wrinkles.

Bino. ' Not yours, on my life I Your
mouth is not old.'

Bit'K. ' No yottuger than my face, I

give you my word.'

Further on she says :
' You wear a

mask on your mouth.'

I'.iNo. ' Nay, 'tis but an indifferent

niustjichc.'

BicB. ' .1 most delicate friwji: for

fibs.'

Thomas Moore, his Life and Works, by

Andkew J. SvMiN(.TON'. New York:

Har|>er S: Brothers ; Toronto : James
Campbell & Son.

This little sketch forms a companion
volume to the 'Life of Lover,' by the

same author, which we lately reviewed

in these columns. It is writtoti in a

similar vein of i:<nial appreciation, and
contains, as diil its forertinner, an agree-

able niixtnn! of anecdotal biogra[)hy and
extrai-ts from the author's works.

Thomas Moore wjis born in 1780 ;
his
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parents being trades-people at Dublin.

Although Lord Byron, who knew and
loved the poet well, was able to say of

him with truth, that ' Tommy dearly

loved a lord,' yet ' Tommy ' was never
forgetful of his old father and mother,
or desirous of concealing the position

from which he sprung.

Had the poet been less gifted with the

social arts that endeared him to the first

circles of English fashion, he might per-

haps have taken a more practically de-

cided stand as an Irish patriot than he
did, and his p(jlitical verse might have
rang with a truer, sterner tone ; but in

no other respect does it appear that he
was injured by his intimacy with the

lettered aristocracy of the time of the

Kegencj^
The days of patronage were hardly

over, for Moore was not twenty-three

years old and had published scarcely

anything of note, except his translations

of the Odes of Anacreon, when Lord
Moira procured lain an Admiralty post

at the Bermudas. The duties of his

office could be performed by deputy
;

but Moore crossed the Atlantic to take
possession and appoint a locum tenens.

On his way home he visited the States,

Niagara and Toronto, and passed down
the St. Lawrence, a trip to which we
owe the charming ' Canadian Boat Song,'

so well-known to our readers, and the

lines to Lady Charlotte llawdon, in

which he speaks of the spot

—

'Where the hlue hills of Old Toronto she 1

Their evening shadows o'er Ontario's bed."

Soon after his return he married, and
went to reside near Dovedale, in Derby-
shire. The ' Twopenny Post-bag,' a col-

lection of satires, was his princijjal work
of this period, although the Irish Melo-
dies were being written, arranged to

music, and put before the public from
time to time ; the first being published
in 1807. So great a reputation did
Moore obtain from ihese occasional

poems that, in 1814, Messi's. Longman
agreed to pay him £3,000 for a poem
which was then unwritten, and as to the
merits of which they consequently could
not form an opinion. In three years
(Mr. Symington says four, but the dates
do not bear him out) the poem, Lalla
Rookh, was completed and reached six

editions in as many months.
In 1818, Moore became financially

embarrassed through the defalcations of

his deputy at Bermuda. It was thought
well for him to ."pend some time in Paris
out of the way of the unpleasant com-
pany of Sheriff's officers, till hfs credi-
tors could be settled with. He was soon
able to return, a free man again, and
never was in actual need of money after-

wards, although it is truetliat his gene-
rous, open-handed mode of living pre-
vented him from saving am thing out of
the £oO,(iOO he was calculated to have
made by his pen alone.

It is impossible to commit to paper an
adequate conception of Moore's wit, hu-
mour, and fancy. Much of his brilliancy
was expended conversationally, and is

to a great extent lost to us. His satiri-

cal and humorous poems, however, re-
main, and the structure of their verse
and the curious surprises of their rhymes
often recall to our memory the famous
legends of Thomas Ingoldsby.
Mr Symingt(jn has not given manj-

extracts from the poet's correspondence;
here is one phrase that brims over with
warm Irish affection, an affection that
must be playful and can no more help
showing itself by a smile than can some
different r^atures help showing their

fondness by suppressed grumblings.
Moore is going home to his mother and
writes to her that the thought of it will

'2Jut a new spur on the heel o/ /iis heart.'

If the letters of Moore are not laid

heavily under contribution, his diary
has not been forgotten, and well might
we expect these stores to be rich which
are to be found in the daily records of a
man who passed his life with Rogers,
Byron, Sydney Smith, Luttrell, Erskine,
Lord Mahon, and Lord John Russell.
A few examples will suffice, and must
serve to wind up our notice without fur-

ther apology.

26 July, 1821.—' Luttrell told a good
phrase of an attorney, " I am sorry to
say, sir, a compromise has broken out
between the parties."

'

11 June, 1823.— ' Foote once said to
a canting sort of lady that asked him if

he ever went to church, "No, madam
;

not that [ see any harm in it ?

"'

21 Sept., 182(>.—'Quoted the saying
of a Spanish poet to a girl, " Lend me
your eyes for to-night ; I want to kill a
man." '

2 July, 1827.— ' Lord Lansdowne re-

ceived a letter from Ireland, speaking of

the " Claw of an Act," evidently think-
ing that clause was plural.'
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Eealth. By W. H. Corfield, M. A.,

M.D. (Oxon), &c. New York : D.

Appleton & Co. : Toronto : Hurt »t

Rawlinson. 1880.

These Lectures were originally deliv-

ered at the Society of Arts, under the

auspices of the Trades' GuiUl of Learn-

ing and the National Health Society.

Altho\igh very well adapted to the pur-

poses fur which they were delivered, we
have not been altogether able to pur-

suade ourselves that tlieir reproduction

in book-form was really needed, either

in London or New York. If we take

the first seven chapters, we find they
contain just the s.imu sort of elementary
description of our nervous system, of

the respiratory organs, of the bony frame-

work of our bodies, Ac , as is to be

found in any good introductory work on
Physiology. It is iiuite riyht that such

informalitm should be given, over and
over again, in the shape of lectures to

people who will never have a chance or

the inclination to open a book upon the

subject, r.ut it is quite an<jther thing

if every lecturer who can describe the

valves of the heart is to have a short-

han<l repijrter, as Dr. Corfield had, to

jot down his account as something too

precious to be lost.

The latter half of the book, contain-

ing the author's views on pure air and
water, wholesome food, good drainage,

epidemic disea-ses, and sanitary devices

generally, is less hackneyed and more
likely to prove of use. To an .\uieiican

public tlie Doctor's opinions will < cca-

sionally prove a little distn-steful. They
will not relish the stern di-'^apiaovid with

which he regards their favourite box-

8t<jve, which he coiidiMuns on account of

ita drying the air, and pKnluciiig an un-

due amount <jf carbonic oxcide gas, be-

sides the smell of hot iron which it dif-

fusf'H about the room. Neitlicr will they

like the condeinnatiou of mulfins, crum-
petsand newbre.'id, which are ho xury in-

dige.stil>le, siiys Dr. Corfield, frotu their

doughy nature as to go sometimes by
the name of ' sudden deaths.' Tiiis lit-

tle bit of spite will be naturally regarded

as a slap at the Yankee preparations of

dough and paste, which, because they

are barely cooked oncv, are usually cjill-

ed ' bi.Hcuits ' by our logical neighbours

acToHft the line.

The first pait of the book wf)uld have

been improved by a few diiigrams, but

the only illustration it contains from

first to last is a very simple one of two
scjuares of difllerent sizes, which might
easily have been left to the imagination
of the reader. The point it is intended
to elucidate is the excessive liability of

young children to suffer from external

coM. He says very truly that the

smaller the child the greater proportion

will its surface bear to its bulk. He
proves this to deinonstation with his

two cubes, one ten times larger than
the other, and winds I'.p, in the true

spirit of the scientific demonstator, who
is not hai)py unless he can add the

Q. E. D. to his problem, ' What is true

of a cube is true of a baby !

'

The old joke about seeing as far as

most men through a millstone must be
abandoned, if we are to accept the state-

ment made (on p. 'J22) upon the author-

ity tpf Professor Peltenkofer, that a can-

dle can be blown out through a brick,

if (mark me, there is much potency in

your (/) you only concentrate the breath

on one point. In our own parlour expe-

riment we have always found this to be

exactly the point where the difficulty

comes in. 'J he Profe.s8>r must be a
very great nian, for we find him quoted
further on as doubtim.' if the celebrated

IJroad street pump at Westminster really

did cause the cholera in that neighbour-

hood, although people who had water

sui>i>lied to them from it at a distance

were attacked by the disease and the epi-

demic passed away soon after the pump
was closed up. It recniires all the abili-

ties of a ' great (iermaii hygieiiist ' to be

able li'it to see so clear a coiiiuction be-

tweeu cause and efiect. Probably it

would not sliake his doubting soul at all

if he were iiiforihed that the pump in

que.stion <liew its sparkling but death-

dealing waters from the subsoil of what
was once a pest-house field, originally

given by Sir Walter Haleigh to the cor-

poration at a time when the snipe Hitted

over the fields which are now covered

with the bricks of IJroad street and the

stucco facades of Regent street. Here
the dead cart had discharged its ghastly

load, year in and year out, as the plague

paiil its passing visits to St. Manin-in-
the- Fields aixl the parishes outside the

city walls. And long after the last bell-

man had chanted his dismal stave, 'Bring

out your dead!' the poison germs so

carefully stored away beneath the sod

had once more betrayed their presence,

and g(me forth to reap their harvest,

some fifty, some a hundred-fold.
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A History of Classical Greek Literahire.

By the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy, M. A.

New York : Harper & Bros. ; Toron-

to : Willing & Williamson.

The progress of archaeology during
the past thirty-five years, in its eflFect on
Greek literature, can be strikingly seen

by comparing the well-known work of

Dr. K. O. Miiller with these volumes of

Professor Mahaff)'. In our day the

pickaxe and shovel have become tools of

refined research. At one time literary

conjecture threatened to crush out of

life all positive knowledge. Was the

subject the topography of Troy? Pre-

sently the heap of literary guess-work
rivalled the mounds of the Trojan plain;

but Dr. Schliemann's pickaxe has revealed

how slightly related the contents of the

literary mound were to the contents of

the other. So at Mycenpe ; and when
Schliemann gets to work at Sardes and
Orchomenas there will be rare fun in

store for godless sc(jfi"ers. Even at an
earlier date some ludicrous mishap befel

the critics. The position in its trilogy

of the ^schylean drama, The Seven
against Thebes, was a favourite subject

of lucubration among the Germans : the
discovery of the Medicean didascatise

revealed the fact that of all the guesses
only one was correct ; but this particu-

lar guess had L>ng ago been abandoned
by Hermann, its author ! On the other
hand, some far-sighted prophecies of

the earlier scholars have been verified

in a most interesting, and indeed re-

markable, manner. The inscriptions

lately disinterred by Curtius at Olym-
pia prove the lost Greek letter digamma
(representing our if) to have been com-
monly used in Elis ; while Cesnola's ex-

cavations at Cyprus exhibit it in the
Cypriote syllabary as late as the fourth

century B. C. The Cypriote syllabary

also carries forward to the same date the
letter yod or y, which, at a much earlier

era, had become quite lost to the Hel-
lenic alphabet.

In archaeology, the most trivial ' find

'

often involves far-reaching issues. An
iron nail, or even a rust-stain, implies

an epoch in civilization. The wall-scrib-

blings and etchings of ancient loafers at

Pomjieii have thrown new light on old
Roman life ; and thus these idle graffiti

on the crumbling stucco have come to

rank with solemn treatises on bronze or
marble. About the middle of the 7th
century B. C, Greek soldiers were serv-

ing under the king of Upper Egypt,
Psammetichus, or Psamatichus, as they
spell him oft. Once they beguiled an
idle hour by scrawling five or six lines
of Greek on the leg of a colossal figure
that stands near the modern Abu-Sim-
bel . This ancient graffito exhibits by no
means the oldest alphabetical forms, and
the peally archaic Greek writing may
have long preceded. Modern opinion
had generally settled down to the be-
lief that Homer's poem must have been
preserved by professional reciters who
handed down these treasures from one
generation to another for between two
and three centuries. By the discovery
of this inscription the entire controversy
has been re-opened, and many other dis-

turbing f.icts have followed in quick suc-
cession. The student will thank Pro-
fessor Mahaffy for his artistic cotip d'ceil

of the general Homeric question, and
for his resume of the great discussion
that has now in various phases lasted
for more than twenty-three centvuies.
German criticism, from Wolf's famous
Prolegomena down to the present, has
for the most part been consistently de-
structive, but sometimes mutually de-
structive : it has, of course, denied the
unity of authorship in the Iliad and
Odyssey conjointly, or even singly : it

has even challenged the poetic merit of

Homer's most admired passages. The
parting scene of Hector and Andromache
—the most famous passage in any litera-

ture—has in all ages t<niched the heart
and extorted admiration ; but, in our
day, a German critic declares it the in-

terpolation of an inferior hand ! Mr.
F. A. Paley has in some points outrun
even German scepticism ; but English
criticism has sometimes been too conser-
vative. Colonel Mure contended for

the unity in authorship of the whole of

each poem, while Mr. Gladstone stoutly
affirms the personality of Homer, his

historical reality, and his authorship of

both poems. Dr. Schliemann's realism
laughingly oQ'sets the prevailing German
scepticism : on the one hand, the very
existence of the Homeric cities is dispu-

ted ; but Dr. Schliemann would show us
now actual Troy and Mycenae ; he can
scarcely refrain from identifying the
very necklace of fair U elen and the scep-

tre of lordly Agamemnon. Our present
author adopts Grote's Hnmeric theory,
but with important modifications. Tlius

viewed, the Jliad known to us incloses

much of the original Achilleis, but seve-
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ral heroic lays have been, if we may so

say, grafted on it at various points,

openings being etl'ected by sjine severe

pruning. These grafts have seriously

altereil the form and f.iliage of the ori-

ginal poetic gi-owth. In the original

plan, Hector and Patroclus must have
had places of high courage and renown,
one as the formidable antiigonist, the

other as the honoured companion of

Achilles. In the present Ilial, they
have receded to the second or third

place in heroism. Hector has been hu-
miliated to exalt the pedigree of certain

(Jreek families, whicli, in the historic

perio 1, atfected to trace their descent

from Dionede. Aja,\ or Agamemnon.
The i)er8onaiity of Homer being sur-

rendered, our author awards the placj

of honour in Greek literature to ^-Esc'iy-

lus, whose language he finely character-

izes as "'thit mighty diction in which
the epithets and tigures come rolling in

np;in us like Atlantic waves.'*

The chapter on the Greek Theatre is

especially valuable. It notices the in-

scriptions recently disinterred at Athens,
and edited by Komanudes ; it also em-
bodies the author's personal explorations
at the sites of ancient theatres where the
acoustic and scenic arrangements are
still quite ap]>arent. In the groat thea-

tre of Syrauuse, whose cap.icitv ranged
from 1(»,"0(K) to 20,00<) auditors, Profes-
sor Maharty found that a friend talking
in his ordinary tone could be heard per-

fectly at the furtliest seat, and that too
with the back of the stage open. Here
is something for modern architects to
meditate on.

In his low estimate of the poetry of

Pindar, and the philosophy of .Socrates,

our critic will prol)ably find some eager
antagonists, but his arguments exhibit a
front that is not very assailable.

His orthography sliows some playful
ecciutricities : wliy write nitlnn and not
rifinv, and retorlc; if we adopt Nikias
and Kimon, why retain c in Alcibiades !

LITERAPvY .NOTES.

A new edition of the Works of Father
}*rout (the R«v. Francis Mahony) is

about to be published in popular form
by the Messrs. Koutledge.

A well conceived and suggestive work
r)n Self-culture, moral, mental and phy-
sical, has just been published from the

l)en of Mr. \V. H. Davenport Adams,
bearing the title of ' Plain Living and
High Thinking.'

A Volume entitled ' Passages from the
Prose Writings of Matthew Arnold,'

has just been brought out in England.
The selections are classirtod under the
following divisions : Literature— Poli-

tics and Society— Philosophy and Re-
ligion.

Mr. Francis Parkman's forthc<jming

work on ' Montcalm, dealing with the

final strnggie between the Knglish and
French colonists in ('anada, is, we learn,

in an advanced stage of j»reparation.

The volume, it is suited, will begin with

the Peace of Aix-la-C'hapello and end
with the capture <>f Quebec and tlie

death of Wolfe.

The Duke of Argyll has projected a
series of papers on ' The Unity of Nature

'

which are to appear serially in the Con-
ieiiiporanj Reeifir. When completed they
will form a complement to his Grace's

notable book ' Tiie Peign of Law,' and
will doulitU'ss be an important nuidern
addition to the theistic side of the argu-

ment fronx Design in Nature.

A WoKK on ' Egypt, T)e8crii)tive, His-

torical, and i'icture8(iue,' from the Ger-
man of Prof. (i. Ebers, is annoiuK-ed to

appear in ab )ut forty monthly parts,

from the jiress of Messrs. Cassell iV: Co.,

of Ijond(jn. The work is to be illustrated

by eight hundred drawings which are

said to be of unexampled magnilicence

and beauty.

'A sen.sible, well-written book, show-
ing a real knowledge <»f the subject,

and containing many hints likely to be
serviceable to beginners in Literature,'

<m the subject of '.Io\irnals and Jour-
nalism,' hiw just been issued in Eng-
land, by Mr. .I(jhn Oldcastle. Mc.s8r.4.

Field iV Tuer are the publishers.
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The third and fourth vohimes, com-
pleting the work, of Mr. Justin Mc-
Carthy's ' History of our Own Times

'

have just appeared in England. They
cover the period from the accession of

Queen Victoria to the General Election

of 1880. The fourth and concluding
volume of Mr. John Richard Green's
' History of the English People ' has
just been issued by Messrs. Macmillan, of

London, and Harper Brothers, of New
York.

Mr. W. Fraser Rae, the translator of

TaJne's ' Notes on England,' and the
author of ' Westward by Rail,' ' Colum-
bia and Canada,' &c., has just commen-
ced a series of biographical sketches of

the founders of Jsew England, to be
published in Good Words. The first of

the series, on John Winthrop, the father

of Massachusetts, appears in the Sep-

tember issue. Mr. Rae is at present on
a visit to Manitoba and the North-West.

The October number of The Biistander

reaches us as we ai'e about to go to press,

and we cannot refrain, before closing our
pages, from calling attention to the high
excellence of the new issue. Its appear-
ance lays the reader under further and
weighty obligation to the distinguished

writer from whose pen it pr(jceeds. The
notable subject dealt with in the new
number, as was to be expected, is ' the
Pacific Rail waj' Agreement,' and this and

a disquisition on 'Freedom of Discussion,'

which follows it, are handled with a

freshness, originality, and vigour which
makes a powerful impression upon the
reader. Detractors may make light of

the work to which the writer of Tlie Bij-

stauder has addressed himself, in issuing

this serial, but no sane reader of the pub-
lication can fail to appreciate the pro-
found thoughtfulness of its articles, or
doubt the infiuence which such fearless

and independent criticism can have upon
the thought and opinion of the country.
We can but note here two other articles

in the present number which are especi-

ally worthy of perusal—one on * the
Presidential Election,' and the other a
reply to Mr. Pringle's ' Defence of In-
gersoll.' The first of these is marked
by keenness and accuracy of observation,
and an intimate knowledge of the history
of Parties in the United States ; the
other by a broad catholicity and a re-

markable effectiveness in dealing with
the phantoms of Modern Doubt. The
service which this periodical is rendering
to the literature of Canada which, like

the nation itself, is only in process of

formation, is simply incalculable. To
the journalist it is a mine of thought and
a life-long education in criticism and the
art of saying things. To the politician

and the people generally, it is at once a
guide and an inspiration.

BRIC-A-BEAC.

OPE IN MEMORY OF ADELAIDE
NEILSON,

'Ave et Vale.''

Ah ! lost star of the stage, into the night,
sunk where no eye shall see !

Fast that gate of the grave, darkness of death
husheth and hideth thee ;

Thou whom all of the gods graced with their
gifts, bidding each charm be thine.

Aphrodite in form, voiced like a muse, filled

as with fire divine,
Shall we see not again, hear thee no more,
never beholding now

Those fair tresse.s of gold, never again, crown-
ing the queen-like brow

;

Shall no Juliet now speak with her lips,
win with the charm she wore ?

Shall not Rosalind's voice wake into life, pas-
sion and pathos more?

Farewell, thou whom we loved, true is the
word, that which the Seers have sung,

Be not envious at death, they whom the gods
grace with their love die young ;

So pass, star of the stage, into the night,
there, where for all who dwell

It is well, we are sure, therefore, for thee,

sure it is also well.

—Charles Pelham Mllvany.
Toronto.

An old coachman meets his master at

a Scotch railway-station, having liad

several ' halves' during his wait. Mas-
ter, sniffling :

' What's this, John / I

get the smell of whiskey offyou again !

'

John :
' Weel, weel, my lord, I've felt

the smell o' whuskey aff you mony a

time, and I ne'er said ocht aboot it I'
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CANADA.

All-worthy Oflfapring of Earth's noblest,

Thou :

Bold in thy blameless life and staunch-knit
frame

(Through which full course, as thy stout
deed-i proclaim.

The healthful currents that from freedom
flow).

Thou standst among the nations I On thy
brow

Beams Virtue's diadem, whose jewels
briijht,

Kejit l>y thy jealous care, a peerless light

Unwaverin.? shed. With e<jual balance, lo.

At thy right hand sits Justice, Mercy-
crowned I

Thy hand-maid Honour; while firm at

thy side

Stands armoured Loyalty, pointing with
l)ride

To thy Iiui»erial Mother o'er enthroned I

Champion of .lustice. Truth and Liberty,

As thev are great, so shall thy glory be !

— K. lU'TLANU Manners.

' See here,' said a fault-finding hus-

band, ' we must h.-\ve things arranged

in this house so that we shall know just

where everything is kept.' ' With all

my heart,' sweetly answered his wife :

* and let us begin with y<><ir late hours,

my love. I shouM dearly love to know
where they are kept.' He let things

run on as usual.

Two grandsons of a late millionnaire

had (jtiarrelled, but were reconciled not

long since over a yood dinner and a bot-

tle or two. Quoth one of them to the

company, after the other had departed,
' That is my brother, you know. We
have had a ditlerence, hut it is all set-

tled, you understand. Same blood in his

veins as in mine, you perceive. He can

have a hundred pounds from me if he
Wiitits it. Yes, by George, lie oan have

a thousand I Yes, ten thousand—if he
gives me the securities !

'

Sir Humphrey Davy, when a raw,

awkward young man, once fuund himself

in the comjiany of a number of litorary

men much older than himself, nnd the

convi-rsation turned on the jxietic beau-

ties of Milton. In the middle of a de-

clamation of one of the poet's linest jias-

sages by an enthusiastic admirer, Davy
interposed the infelicitous remark that

ho ' never cnuld understand Milton.'
* Very likely, sir,' said one of the com-

pany witheringly- 'nothiuK more like-

ly ; but surely you don't mean to blame

the poet for that ?

'

During a debate in the American
House of Representatives on a bill for

increasing the number of hospitals, one
of the Western members arose and ob-
served, ' Mr. Speaker, my opinion is

that the gineralitj' of mankind i:i gineral

are disposed to take the disadvantage of

the gineralty of mankind in gineral.'
' Sit down,' whispered a friend who sat

near him :
' You are coming out of the

same hole you went in at.'

The Minunres de Mailame de Rnnvsat
contain many capital stories, but none
neater in repartee than that of Bonaparte
and Gre'try. 13<mai>arte was in man}'
respects less great than some of his ad-

mirers have given the world to under-
stand. One of his favourite tricks was
to disconcert people bj' protending to

forget tliem, just as at one time he took
immense pains to captivate lii* soldiers by
always managing to r..-collect tliem. He
used to go round the ladies of his Court
and enjoy the amusement of throwing
them into confusion by asking them,
' Pray, who are you i

' Gentlemen who
atttn<U'd his receptions in a semi-official

way were exposed to similar interroga-

tions. Grctry, a member of the Insti-

tute, frequently attended the Sunday
recepticjns, and the Emperor was always
coming up to liim and askini,' iiis name.
One day Gretry, who was tired of this

perpetual question, answered the Em-
peror's nrJely-uttered ' .\nd you, who
are you ?

' by replying, ' Sire, I am still

Gre:ry.' Ever afterwards the Emperor
recognised him perfectly.

A BALLADINE.

She was the prettiest girl, I ween,

That iiiiirtal eyes had ever seen
;

Her name is Anabel ( 'liristiiie,

Her bangs were curled witli liandoline.

Her cheeks were snxMithed witii vaseline,

Her teeth were bnislie.l with fine dentine.

Her lace was washed in coaline,

Her gloves were cleaned with gasoline,

She wore a dress of grenadine,

Looi>ed over a skirt of Itrilliantine.

Hit petticoat was bombazine,

Her f'lot was sliod witli kiil Imttine,

Her wounds were healed with cosmoline.

Slie sailed away from Muscatine
In a sliip tliey called a brigantine.

Slie Hirted with a gay manne
Till tliey reached th" ]{epul)lic Argentine,
Wliere they were married by the Dean,
And lived on oleomargarine.

— Scribner.
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THE EARLY YEARS OF THREE RIVERS '*

BY \VM. KINGSFORD, C.E., OTTAWA.

THIS volume, from the pen of Mr. B.
j

Suite, is, in every way, creditable
j

to him. It is the result of reading
j

and care, and is marked throughout
by good taste and good feeling. Natur-
ally Mr. Suite writes as a French-

Canadian. His motto is faire aimer

la patrie, and he feels a laudable pride

in the courage and endurance of his

ancestors. Himself a native of Three
Rivers, this work is a record of the

early times of the city. Gathered
from original sources of inquiry, it

must have been a labour of love. It

contains much which, in our condi-

tion of knowledge, is original and trust-

worthy; and we do not doubt but here-

after future writei's of history will

quote his pages as an authority. The
style is pleasing and animated, so that,

barren of interest and matter of fact

as many of the incidents naturally

must be, he makes pleasant reading

out of much that is common-place.
The task Mr. Suite has set himself is

* Chronique Trifluvienne, par Benjamin
Suite. Montreal : Compagnie d'lmprimerie
Canadienne, 1879.

1

to trace the history of an infant settle-

ment, until it outgrew the troubles and
trials which for forty years threatened
its existence. His effort is to bring
back these times vividly before us,

and hence he portrays scenes of every
day life, of which the account can have
interest only from the view in which
he places them, and from the memo-
ries the events themselves awaken.
Two important events changed the

whole aspect of the world. The ap-

plication of movable types to printing
by Faust and Guttenberg, during the
second half of the fifteenth century,

and the Reformation, to which the
stimulus given by printing to human
intelligence, to a considerable extent,

led some years later. We do not say
this from what is called the Protest-

ant stand-point. When Luther com-
menced his crusade against the Papacy
of that date, he had on his side men
like Erasmus, Dean Colet, and Sir

Thomas More. No one with greater

bitterness assailed the corruptions of

the hour than Erasmus; but he hesi-

tated when his companions went for-

ward. But if his advance in opinion
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was not to the same extent, at least he

gave his impress to the field where he

remained, and whatever the word used

mav be, change undoubtedly followed

in the life and government of the an-

cient religion. Half a century later,

Loyola started on his extraordinary

career, and the influences which he

ci-eated were in full force when the

events chronicled in this volume were

taking place. The Jesuit has played

a large part in the early history of

Canada, and for much ot the time his

action was uncontrolled, more espec-

ially in the years which Mr. Suite

chroniclea His power was supreme,

as governorafter governor experienced.

Mr, Suite commences his history at

the period when Three Rivera was the

limit of European civilization. Mon-
treal was then Hochelaga, a hourg of

the savage, and the western waters

had been scarcely frightened from their

secunty by the strange apparition of a

white faca The fort at Three Rivers

was constructed in 1634. Some few

•olonists had estaVjlished themselves

within its shadow, and in a short time

appeare<l the inevitaVjle Jesuit Father,

concealing, under his unobtrusive hum-
ble look, the keenest ambition and a

remorseless jealousy of the Recollet

who had pn-ceded him, intent on a

I)olicy which was to end in the ruin

of the unhap[)y Rod Man who became
his convert, and to sap, over the larger

domain of the continfnt, the power of

the race and the cree<l he was working
BO hard to establish on the tradition-

ary rock of faith. There were al)Out

seventy souls in the {dace at this date.

The nurnlicr increased scarcely to one
hundre*! in the next four years. Jiut

at this perioti the wliole French popu-

lation in Canada was scarcely two
hundred. This handful of men was
literally the advanced guard of civili-

zation, and a stern fight they and their

descendants harl before them, in which
for half a century their existence never

ceasod to l>e im|)erilled. These men
came from Normandy as a rule—the

ancestors uf the race of the coiireurs des

hois, and the descendants of those war-

riora who coucpiered England, whose
deeds will live for ever in the Tapes-

try of Bayeux. They came generally

from Rouen, L'acn,Fecamp, and Fleury.

Champlain's map of 1632, which
sets forth the explorations to within

five yeara of its date, gives no indica-

tion of hahitalion Franfaise above Que-
bec. But the records seem to establish

that, as early as 1617, settlement com-
menced. The situation at that date

was favouraVjle to trade. Itself at the

foot of the River St Maurice, which
wjis ascended to its source to cross to

the tributaries of the Gatineau, for

that river to be descended, so that the

Ottawa could be gained. On the op-

j)Osite shore, the mouth of the Riche-

lieu was forty-five miles to the west
;

while on the south shore the Rivera

St Francis and Nicolet are more im-

mediately in the neighbourhood. We
can trace in these days much the same
consequences as have hitherto taken

jdace as settlement advances west.

First came a few traders and Indians.

As the numbers increase, the mission-

ary apj)eara uj)on the scene until a

religious organization is established.

The church was then built ; and the

fort followed, as the necessary protec-

tion against outward attack. Mr.
Suite tells us that Three Rivers held

j>088e88ion of the tratiic for twenty
years, and it was not until 1656 that

Montreal, to any extent, partook of it.

It was then that the great commerce
of the West may be said to have Uiken

its rise, and to control which the wars

of the next century succeeded. How-
ever the (piarrel may be descriljed by
other names, the real struggle was, if

the 'peltry ' and Indian wares should

pass by the Mohawk to the Hudson
and to New York, or whether it was
to keep to the St. Lawrence, and take

French si.'ips to France, and if the

supplies the Indians needed were to

come by QuelxiC or by New York. That
struggle is still being continued. If

not in the same form, at least as zeal-

ously. The Dominion expenditure on
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"the canals has alone the end in view

to bring the produce of the West to

Montreal and the St. Lawi-ence. The
enlargement of the navigation is to

make it possible for vessels to start

from Chicago for Europe, and to bring

back an unbroken cargo of manufac-
tured articles to an American port on
Lake Michigan. The early inhabit-

ants of the United States, the English

-colonists, v/ei-e desirous that no canoe

should pass below Lake Ontario, that

the trade should ascend to the Mohawk
and find its way to the Hudson. The
struggle of Nouvelle France was to

bring everything eastward. In the

•earlier history the St. Lawrence was
not looked upon as the channel to the

west • it was the Ottawa which was
followed. The northern part of the

Island of Montreal offered no such im-

pediment as the Rapids of St, Louis,

the Lachine Rapids. The Ottawa was
taken to the mouth of the Matawan.
This stream was followed to the port-

age which led to Lake Nipissing and,

by the French River, Georgian Bay
was gained. Access was thus had to

the Huron Country. The Jesuit Fort,

the traces of which remain, near the

line of the Midland Railway, was
reached by this route. The ruins yet

stand on the shore in the great bay
into which the Severn discharges, a

branch of which penetrates to Pene-
tanguishene, one of the most beautiful

of the many picturesque sheets of

water on the continent.

It has been the fashion to speak of

Jacques Cartier as the founder of

Canada. Cartier certainly visited the

country, and he passed a winter here.

In 1534, his first voyage terminated

at Gaspe. His second voyage was in

1535. He reached Montreal, passed

a few days, and wintered at Quebec in

1536.* In 1540 he again sailed to

• ' Plus proche dudit Quebec, y a une petite
rivifere qui vient dedans lea terres d'un lac dis-

tant de noatre habitation de six k sept lieues.

Je tiens que dans cette rivifere qui est au nord
et un quart du Nord-ouest de nostre habita-
tion, ce fut le lieu oil Jacques Cartier yvema,

Canada in the expedition organised by
Roberval, and returned to France in

1542. The mode of his departure
gives one not too favourable a view of

his character. Cartier then disappears
from history. There is no trace of his

presence, either in legislation, or man-
ners, or jurisprudence, if we except
the material memorial of some timbers
found in the River St. Charles, which
has been considered to be the remains
of the Herniina. Cartier was not even
the first to 'discover' Canada. The
country had been visited in 1518 by
De Levis

; and Verazzani, ten years
previous to Cartier's expedition, pene-
trated the St. Lawrence. The loss of
Verazzani in the expedition of 1525,
for he was never heard of after leav-

ing France, has caused his name to be
lost sight of, and explains why so lit-

tle is known of his previous voyage.
The real founder of Canada is

Champlain, and any non-recognition
of this fact is a disregard of history.

Champlain appears on the scene for

the first time in 1603, some thirty

years before the records of Three
Rivers are marked by any interest.

From 1543 to 1598 no effort of any
kind was made to fit out an expedi-
tion to the St. Lawrence, or to colonize

the country. It was in 1542 that Car-
tier abandoned Roberval in the Har-
bour of Newfoundland, by all accounts,
in the night time. Roberval pushed
on to Quebec and wintered there, and
in the following summer, leaving a
band of some thirty behind him, he
returned to France. The fate of these

men must ever remain unknown. In
the succeeding year the brothers Ro-
berval equipped a vessel and proceed-

d'autant qu'il y a encores a une lieue dans la
rivifere des vestiges comme d'une cheminee,
dont on a trouve le fondement, et apparence
d'y avoir eu des fossez autour de leur loge-
ment, qui estoit petit. Nous trouvasmes
aussi de grandes pifeces de bois escarries, ver-
iiioulues et quelques trois ou quatre balles de
canon. Toutes ces choses monstrent evidem-
ment que c'a eote une habitation, laquelle a
este fondee par des Chretiens. '--(^uvrea de
Champlain, Book III. ch. 4, Yoy. 1608.
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ed to sea, but were never heard of.

The vessel probably foundered. It

was not until 1600 that Chauvin's ex-

pedition started for Canada, and made
a settlement at Tadousac. We do not

hear that Quebec was reached. Cer-

tainly it was not \intil 1603 that

Champlain ascended the St. Lawrence

to visit Hochelaga, when his progress

was stopped by the Lachine Rapids, to

which he gave the name of the St.

Louis Eapids. Thus sixty years had

passed since the thirty Frenchmen had

been left by Roberval at Quebec. It

is strange that not a vestige of tradi-

tion clings to their memory, except

the slight traces spoken of by Cham-
plain. One would think that some
trace of their presence would have

V>een retained, some slight vestige of

their past, in the language in use when
Champlain arrived. Some sound would

have conveyed to his mind the fate of

his abandoned, forlorn countrymen.

Some weapon or utensil would have

been found as a memento of their fate.

We can picture to ourselves these men
pining away one by one, hope having

departed, and the feeling sinking into

their souls that they had no home but

with the red men, no lot but the In-

dian scpiaw and the filthy wigwam.
Or did they make some effort to leave

their prison, and regain their country

in a vessel built by themselves? An
imi)enetraV>le mystery covers them;

no record of language, no utensil,

no weapon, no tradition, was ever

discovered to testify that they had
lived and suffered. One theory is

plain, they covdd not have remained

in the country, for they would have

left children behind them in middle

life when Champlain came. Were they

attacked and killed and eaten in some
terrible time of famine, or did they

trust their fortunes to the seas ?

Menv/ria est quam mens rcpelit ilia qua',

fuaunt, saith Cicero. But where can

memory aid in the history of these

first colonies, abandoned by their coun-

trymen in France to their fate 1

It was in 1608 that Champlain laid

the foundation of Quebec, and became
the founder of Canada. Champlain's
words may again be quoted :

—
* II

n'en pent trouver de plus commode ny
mieux situt' que la pointe de Quebec
ainsi appelle des sauvages, laquelle

estoit remplie de noyers.'

The early theories of Cartier's expec-

tations seem to have been but slenderly

entertained by Champlain. His good
sense and his ])ast experience did not
lead him to look for the silver and sold
of Peru. His duty was to found a.

colony, and there is little to show that
he had any taste for, or foresaw

at that date any prospect of gain by,

commerce with the Indian. The fur
trade was then unknown. A plenti-

ful supply of furs could be obtained.

But there were other requirements. If
the trader grew out of the situation,

the trader had to seek for furs, and he
had to pay for them. Above all he
had to be fed, and it was plain that

the food could not come from France.

Champlain, therefore, turned his first

attention to the means of existing in

the new land, and one of his efforts

was to plant wheat and rye. The crop

from this virgin soil must have been

excellent. One of the early mistakes

of Champlain was to listen to the re-

presentations of the Indians, and to

intei-fere in their quarrels. The con-

sequences were not foreseen. His
temporary triumph brought terrible

retril>ution. In after years the re-

venge it called forth threatened the

destruction of the colony, and the

feelings it created j)owerfully operated

to narrow French domination within

the limit which it could never perman-
ently i»ass. The Algonijuins j)ersuaded

Charn)»Iain to assist them against the

Iroquois, the Five Nations, and this-

stej) was the commencement of a (juar-

rel never to be teniiinated, while it

potently contributed to the event-

ual uprooting of French ]>ower in Brit-

ish N^orth America, It proved the

cause of the utter destruction of the

Hurons and the other Indians whose
forkunes were linked with the French
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cause. It was during this expedition

that he discovered L ike Cliamplain, al-

though these waters were doubtless

well known to him by report. It was at

the Chambly rapids that he must have

been stopped, when his men deserted

him. But Cham[)lain continued his

route to Lake George, where the en-

emy was descried and encountered. It

was then that we see the commence-
ment of that policy which will always

be a blot on the French escutcheon in

Canada. The Indians were allowed

to torture their prisoners. It is said

that so late as 175.5, when Braddock
was defeated by De Beaujeu, on the ad-

vance to Fort du Quesne, the British

soldiers who were made prisoners were
tortured by their Indian allies. The
Jesuits in no way discouraged this

-conduct. Their motto appeal's to have
been Laissez les faire. Mr. Suite gives

an example of this feeling in his chron-

icle. We quote the words of this re-

liable writer in his own language, so

we shall not be accused of misrepre-

sentation :

—

* On iesattaqua vaillamment ; mais,

en verity, lis soutinrent lechoc avec un
courage et une dexterite non attendus,

mais, au bout du compte, se croyant

trop faibles pour resister aux assauts

qu'ils devaient attendre le jour sui-

vant, ils demanderent qu'on ne tirat

point de partni d'autre pendant la nuit,

et cependant ils s'evaderent a la sour-

dine devant la pointe du jour. " Jean
Amyot, plus rempli de courage qu'il

n'a de corps," les suivit a la piste et en
decouvrit une cache dans le tronc d'un

arbre. Deux Iroquois avaient ^t(t

blesses et sept fort blesses. On trouva

dans leur redoute quelques arque-

buses plus grosses et plus longues que
celles des Francais. Deux sauvages

du cute des Trifluviens avaient et6, tues

et six Frangais blesses ; I'un d'eux

mour^it peu apr6s a Quebec ou on les

avait envoyds pour etre soignes a

ITIotel Dieu. Jean Amyot conduisit

son prisonnier a Quebec. La on fit

avouer a cet homme qu'il etait I'assas-

sin du P^re Jogues. " M. le gouver-

neur le tint en prison huit ou dix

jours ; enfin les sauvages de Sillenj

s'ennuijant, M. le Goiivernenr le leur

envoya ; il fut briile le 1 6.

' 'line fut dans lestourmentsqu'une

heure. Son corps fut jete dans I'eau.

II fut baptise et morut Men. '

'

(Jouraal des Jesuites, p. 95, liela-

tion 1647, p. 73.)

The italics are ours.

The advantages of Three Rivers as

a trading station were early seen, and
these records commence when it emer-

ged into something like a community.
M.de Montmagny was then Governor-

General, and M. de Champfleur, Gov-
ernor of Three Rivers. The place by
this time had become the rendezvous

of the Attekamegues from the St. Mau-
rice, and the Algonquins from Allu-

mette Island. The word Huron, fam-
iliar to us, is French. The name
comes from hure, the crest of the wild

boar, to which, it was held, the head
dress of the Indian bore some resem-

blance, and the term came to be used

to distinguish the friendly Indians,who
embraced Christianity, in contradis-

tinction to those of the Five Xations,

at enmity with them. There was a

chronic state of war ; the French were
few in number, uncared for in France,

incapable, from their poverty of re-

source, of the least aggressive move-
ment. The Iroquois, numerous, war-

like, utterly false and treacherous, of-

fered peace when events on the Mo-
hawk made an enemy the less neces-

sary, and broke the truce if they held

it advantageous to recommence ag-

gression. In the neighbourhood of

Three Rivers the Algonquins made
some efforts towards clearing the land

and settling down; but neither white

nor red man could count upon reaping

his harvest. Three Rivers appears to

have early gained the preference over

Quebec with its Indian visitors. It

was nearer to the West, and possibly

more sans faoon. But the establish-

ment of Montreal ultimately inter-

fered with the advantages it possessed.

In 164:1 there was the usual alarm.
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Two white men Imtl been seized in the

winter of 1G40, close to the rising

town. One would scarcely have ex-

pected that the Iroquois would have

been in hiding in February, but such

was the case, and the possession of

these men led to an expedition, con-

sisting of twenty canoes, in which the

double purpose seems to have been to

detach the French from any alliance

with the Algonquins, and to obtain

firearms. The Iroquois, in spite of

the poverty of numbers and resources

of the French, felt their rising power,

and found themselves unable to cope

with their ancient enemies when
ranged with the new comers. The two

men were brought in by the expedi-

tion, and it was hoped that by their

intervention the end in view could be

accomplished. There was another

incidental request The Indians de-

manded thirty-six guns. Marguerie,

one of the |>ersons who, on parole, car-

ried the message, is recorded to have

j)layed the heroic part of Regulus.

Himself a ])risoner, sent as a hostage,

with the prospect of having his fingei-s

cut off one by one, his nose slit, his

eyeballs strii)ped, and finally to be

burned — cast all thought of self

aside, and recommended the refusal of

the request But time had to be

gained. A canoe was sent off to Que-

bec for the Governor-General, and ne-

gotiations were opened, the Indians

being given to understand that it was

only the Governor-General who could

enter into a treaty that was binding.

They therefore settled themselves

down, ]»rotected themselves with trees

in the form they followed, and awaited

his arrival. M. deMontmagny cam&
One of the first sights lie witnessed

was an Algonquin canoe taken, the

women killed, and the man carried off

a prisoner. A meeting was held, the

Indians gave over the white men,and it

w as understood that M. de Montmagny
was to visit the Iroijuois in the morn-

ing. The scheme apjKjars to have Ijeen

to seiwi the Governor-General him-

self, and to have made his exchange

the basis of future demands. But the-

scheme failed, for, from the com-
mencement, the French declined to
enter into any arrangement which
would not include their Indian al-

lies. In the meantime an armed
sloop arrived from Quebec. The Iro-

quois saw that they had to deal with
men who believed that their best pro-

tection was in force. The Indiansthere-

fore declined any further meetings
waved the scaljj of an Algontjuin in

defiance, and made preparation for

their return. Their encampment wa&
attacked by cannon. Leaving fires

during the night in the fii-stfort, they

vacated it for a second fort, which
they had constructed in their rear,

and so managed to retreat with little

loss ; the cannon, however, caused

great dread.

For some years, until about 1660,

the colony was constantly subjected to-

scenes of this character. The records-

are of greater or less interest, but they

are marked on the part of the Indian

by the same ferocity and craft, by the

Frenchman with the same constancy

and courage. Entirely neglected by
France, the wonder is that the French
Canadian was not swept away. That
such was not the case was owing en-

tirely to his gallantry and endurance.

The neglect of the colonist in America
by the French Government was to a
great extent the result of the religious

character given to the emigration.

There were doiibtless thousands of

Protestants in France who would liave

shared the fortunes of their coun-

trymen. The dirticulties of the hour

would have given more serious occu-

])ation than quarrels about the extent

of the Real Presence and the number
of sacraments. One thousand French-

num of any creed would have chased

these Indians to their strongholds, and

in a few months would have taught

them a lesson the red man would never

have forgotten. But the Jesuit was
there with his narrow, gloomy, un-

compromising faith. Careless of his

own life, he was equally indifferent to
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the happiness and welfare of others.

Garneau well says he desired to make
a Paraguay of Canada. Ready to de-

vote himself to flames and torture,

possessing the courage,with the intoler-

ance, of fanaticism, he started for the

west doubtful if he would reach the

first rapid above Montreal. When tor-

tured and burnt, another took his

place. One feels how more wisely and
nobly all this devotion might have been

exercised. It was in this struggle in

France, as in most others, that the

real object was lost sight of. The
dread of Protestantism with the gov-

erning classes was something more
than mere dogma. As in England,

the fear of Puritanism was that it

would engender thoughts of personal

rights and liberty, which would shake

existing institutions. The persecution

by the Anglican prelates of any free-

dom of thought in religion, which cul-

minated under Laud, concealed the

desire to crush any efibrt for greater

personal liberty ;—a struggle to take

the form of war, turmoil, and diffi-

culty for nearly a century, and which
really and in fact only took a settled

form in the third decade of this cen-

tury. The leaders in France knew
well what they were battling for.

Sully tells us that when Protestant-

ism seemed on the eve of triumphing,

Catharine de Medicis remarked, * We
shall then say our prayers in French
instead of in Latin. '* But the duc-

tile mind of the people had no such

complacent opinions. They were
taught early in life a deep and rooted

bigotry, as the end of their being, and
under its influence for 40 years their

countrymen in Canada were left on
the verge of destruction.

But the Fi-ench in Canada never
lost their self assertion, and their for-

*
I
On a soutenu que Tinteret de la vraie

religion n'entroit pour rien dans la politique
de cette reine. Temoin cette parole qu'on lui

entendit dire, lorsqu'elle crftt la bataillede
Dreux perdue :

" Eh ! bien, nous prierons
Dieu en Frangais.' '—Note.Sully's Memoires,
An 1586. Vol.1.

' titude was unshaken. They must have
felt that their lives depended on their

own efibrts alone. They felt that

their safety lay in the fears of their

enemies. Taken prisoners in 1652,

Agontarisati, with one Ta Alleurat,

two of the most formidable of their

enemies, they burnt them at Three
Rivers. No one can deny the neces-

sity of this act. The Indians, of course,

were duly christened before execu-

tion, sine ceremoniis. ' Prior Francisciis

vocatus est, posterioi Franciscus,' so

runs the Jesuit record. There was no
hesitation in Three Rivers, and it was
felt that there could be none. In Au-
gust of the same year, the Governor,

M. Duplessis Bochart, hearing that

some inhabitants of the place had been
attacked at the entrance of the Saint

Maurice by some Iroquois canoes,

at once organized an expedition against

the Indians, who were in hiding at

Cap de la Madelaine. Seeing the en-

emy, he attempted to land among the

sedge and reeds, trusting to his gallan-

try and courage. In a few moments
he fell dead. Seven of his country-

men were sacrificed with him, some
dying of their wounds, and one being

burnt. Mr. Suite gives the names of

the fifteen killed and wounded.
It is not possible, in our limits, to

run through the record of these events.

The struggle still continued. M.
Boucher has left a record of the state

of feeling. ' A wife is ever fearful

that her husband, who in the morning
has started for his work, may be
taken or killed, and she may never
again see him. For this reason the

habitants are generally poor. The
Iroquois kill their cattle and prevent

the crops from being harvested, burn-

ing or pillaging the farms as occasion

offers.'

Itwas this same Boucher,whosename
must ever be remembered in the an-

nals of Canada as having been the
principal instrument in turning the

aspect of affairs. In 1661, he went to

France accredited by the then Gover-

nor, M. D'Avangour. Colbert was then
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in the ascendant. Boucher obtained

ihe ear of the king, and awoke his de-

sire to extend his glories by the firm

establishment of La Nouvelle France.

The result was that reinforcements

were sent. They, however, tardily

came : still their presence gave hope

and vigour to the colonists. They
were followed by others ; finally the

celebrated Carignan Regiment ar-

rived, and the days of Iroquois terror

passed away for ever from Three

Rivers.

But from the days of Champlain to

Tracy, the colony passed through a

terrible ordeal. Its first forty years

of life have but few parallels in mod-

em history. In 1621, the European
population of Canada was under fifty,

and new blood was but slowly poured

in from ?2urope. It is not, therefore,

a matter of sui-prise that Quebec was
taken by an English expedition, under

Sir David Kirk, in 1629. There was

a strong party in France who consider-

ed La Nouvelle France a costly and
dangerous accjuisition, that had been

well got rid of. The French Am-
bassador in London had the reputa-

tion of entertaining this view. The
public opinion of Fi-ance in those

days was the opinion of the Court
Champlain's genius ranged it on his

side, and his representation to Riche-

lieu led to the adoption of op))08ite

views. Champlain knew and under-

stood the wealth and value of Canada,

and a series of Champlains might have

changed the destiny of the country.

The treaty of 8t Germain accordingly

restored French Canada to France,

and in 1633 an expedition started

with new settlers. We may say that

it is really at this date that the his-

tory of Canada, as a colony, com-

mences. In the eaily stage of colo-

nization the efibrt had been to get

adventurous Hpirits to cross the seas.

Religion had had little influence on

the choice. Two-thirds of Cham-
plain's crews had l»een Protestants.

Under the great Henry and Sully

toleration had been j>ermitted. But

the Protestants, yearning for personal

liljerty, ill accorded with the arbitrary

theories of the French Court. It was
resolved that such aspirations should

be excluded from the new settlement,

and that when any Protestant ofiered

to join the exi)edition he should be

refused. It was determined that here-

after in America, the taint of what is

called heresy should not exist Cham-
plain is .spoken of as being very strict

as well as n ligious, but of dogmatic

views. There is nothing to show that

he did more than conform to the

views of the French Court. French-

men of his character in those days had
few philosophical opinions, and they

changed from one side to the other as

their interests dictated. It remained

for the next century to produce the

men who should turn the current of

thought in Europe. The proximity of

the Protestant colonies of New Eng-

land and on the Hudson, then called

the Orange River, suggested to

French Statesmen the policy of rais-

ing up in Canada a totally diflferent

language and creed, which could not

be tempted to swerve from its alle-

giance and oithodoxy,whose prejudices,

in no way relieved by education, could

ever be appealed to or excited. Had
the dagger of Ravillac not destroyed

the career of Henry so sooii after

Champlain's first expedition, Cham-
plain's life, to our mind, would have

taken a difiVrent impression, for he

was thoroughly and truly a great man,

above that deformity and passion, and

the mean malignant instincts which

are the invariable accompaniments

of bitterness, mediocrity, and dis-

honesty. The Governors who follow-

ed Champlain— till we come to Tracy

— excejttnig his immediate successor,

Montniagny, were not men of capacity,

and were not fitted to deal with the

difficulties which threatened the life

of the community. Montmagny had

the example and traditions of Cham-
])lain ; moreover, he difl not sufter

from the same difficulties which mark-

ed his successors—the eflforts of the
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Jesuits to control the whole policy

and government of the country, and to

place the State under the heel of the

Church. Montmagny remained until

1647. As early as 1(3 15, the Recol-

lets had established themselves in the

colony. TheJesuitsdid not appear un-

til 1625, and it was not until ten years

later that they commenced their re-

markable missions. It was after Mont-
magny's departure, in 1648 and 1649,

that the Hurons were destroyed, ;ind

Breboeuf and Lallement tortured and
burned. D'Aillebout was a man en-

tirely deficient in energy. Lauzon
was insulted by the Indians under the

very guns of Quebec. D'Argenson
better understood the situation, and
asked for tioops to commence an ag-

gressive movement on the Iroquois
;

but no aid was forthcoming from

France, and he was continually

thwarted by Bishop Laval, intent on
establishing the pre-eminence of the

Church, and who finally obtained his

removal. D'Avangour, who succeed-

ed him, was a blunt soldier, but was

equally powerless. He was recalled

at the instigation of the same clerical

influence. De Mezy followed, to be per-

secuted as his predecessors had been.

He died in two years, and Tracy came
in 1665. It was his vigorous policy

which changed the fate of the country,

and that such was the case was owing

to the mission of Boucher to France,

who, to have attained his purpose,

must have been a remarkably able

man. Boucher came to Canada when
only seven years of age, and he may
claim to be the first native Canadian

of eminence. That he was the first

Canadian ennobled by Louis XIV. is

a trifling matter compared to the re-

putation he has left of honesty, ability,

courage and worth. We may add

here that it is one of the most curious

points of Three Rivers history that the

first men ennobled were all from
Three Rivers—Boucher, Godefroy,

Hertel and Le Neuf. Mr. Suite traces

the various branches of these families.

Senator de Boucherville yet represents

the first of these names. The family

of Godefroy have lost their ancient

splendour. M. de Hertel is also not

among the wealthy. Le Neuf left

Canada at the conquest.

Possibly no more enterprising ex-

pedition was ever undertaken than

that under Courcelles in 1666. We
know the fact, not simply from French,

report, but from the narrative which,

is given of the expedition in the

documentary history of New York.
In the depth of winter, Courcelles,

with 600 volunteers, passed along the

frozen St. Lawrence, marching on
snow-shoes, carrying their provisions

on trccineaux, till the Richelieu was
reached. The Richelieu was then as-

cended to Lake Champlain—crosing

to Lake George the waters were traced

to wheie the Fort of William Henry
was afterwards built, and the trail

was taken to the Iroquois country
;

but, says the English record, ' by
mistake of his guides, happened to fall

short of the castles of the Mauhaukes,
and to encamp within two miles, at a

small village called Schonectede. The
consequence was that a deputation was
sent to Monsieur Coursell, to inquire

of his intention in bx-inging such a

body of armed men into the dominions

of His Majesty of Great Britain.'

' Surely,' saith the writer, ' so bold

and hardy an attempt (circumstances

considered) hath not happened in any
age.' Courcelles got safely back, but

he lost some men, having dropped in-

to an ambush consisting of nearly 200
Mohawks, planted behind trees, who
at one volley slew eleven Frenchmen,
whereof one was a lieutenant. The
wounded men were sent to Albany.

Experience had now established that

there could be no safety for Canada
until the Irotpiois were made incap-

able of injuring the settlers. A series

of forts was therefore constructed

along the waters by which be ap-

proached. One at the junction of the

Richelieu and St. Lawrence ; one, the

celebrated Chambly Fort, at the foot

of the rapids ; one a league to the
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south, at Ste. Therese : one, which
gave rise to the present town of St.

John's, on the Richelieu ; one, Fort
St. Frederick, at Crown Point, and
eventually Fort Ticonderoga was built.

It is not shown on the Carte du Lac
Champlain of 174S, par le Sr. Auger,
arpenteur du Roy en 1732 fait a Que-
l>ec, le 10 Octobre, 1748. Sign^, De
Lery. Lake George was then known
as Lac St. Sacrament. The English

forts commenced attheGreat Portage,

Ijetween the waters of Lake Cham-
plain and the Hudson. The first was
built in 171 J. There was al.so another
fort on Lake Champlain, Ste. Anne, on
Isle La Motte, about twenty leagues

above Chambly. It was here that

Dullier de Casson pas.sed a winter.

It was in 1G(JG that Tracy organ-

ized his expedition, and inflicted the

chastisement on the Indians which
led them to keep their peace for

twenty years. He commenced by
hanging a boasting scoundrel at Que-
bec, who, at his own table, declared

he had murdered the Governor's ne-

phew, young Chazy. With 1,300
men, in the early autumn weather,
when the heat had ])assed, and the
swamps were dry, and the flias, those
pests of Canaflian sylvan life, had dis-

appeared, he followed the track of

Courcelles. His success must have
exceeded his expectations. He burn-
ed five Irorpiois fortifications—with
the food they contained, retaining
only what was neces-sary for himself,

and took possession of the country
for his master— so far as ceremonial
went—and returned to Quebec.
The result of the peace is evident.

In 1GH8 the population increased to

11,249; in 1GG7 it was something
over 4,300.

Rut tlie French Canadian remained
poor.* It was not until he lived

• II rt^e dariH la Notivelle AnKleterre iino
ojnilence dont il Kcmhle rin'on ne Hait |)<>int

profiler, et daiiH la Noiivelle fVaiice, une
j»auvret<' ca<,li<'<- par un air d'aiHanot <jni ne
par'iit jK.int etii.ii<'. I>e commerce et la culture
doi plantatiorw fortifient la iireiniifre, I'indus-

under the blessings of English lilierty

that he became rich and independent.

He had nothing to learn in the shape
of gallantry, courage and endurance.

When we praise the .Jesuits for their

courage and fortitude, we omit to

state that it was simply the tone of

the country. Every man carried his

life in his hand. He never knew
what the day would bring forth.

When danger came he had to meet it.

He could not count the odds, and he
could never better his situation by
hesitating to face it. His life was one
unceasing struggle against numbers,
but he remained undaunted and self-

reliant, with his nerve unshaken and
his heart true and firm and right.

He was thrifty and industrious, but
he could get no further than merely
living. Nobody was in want, but
there was no money. Canada was
regarded in France as an annexe where
the Mother Country could obtain the

articles she wanted, and where she

could .sell the articles she manufac-

trie dew habitani snutient la Hecomle, e t le goftt

du la luitiim y repand un ajjrf nit-nt intini. Le
colon AriKlois anuussedu l)ieii ct ne faitaucune
depense superflue, le Francois point de ce
qu'il a et souvent fait parade de ce ((u'il n'a
jwint. Celui-la travaille pour ses heritierH,

celui-ci laiose lea siens dans la necessitt^ oh il

8"eHt trouvt^ lui-meme, de se tirer d'affaire

comnie il pourra. Les Anglais-America ins ne
veuleiit point de guerre, parce qu'ilH ont
Iteaucouj) ;i ])erdre ; ils ne menagent jioint le8

KauvageH,i)arce((irils ne croient point en avoir
hesoin. l^a jeunesse I''ran<;aise, ]>ar les raisons

contraires, deteste la paix, et vit hien aveclea
naturels du pays, dont elle s'attire aisement
I'estiine pendant la giierre, et raniitie en tout
temps. . . . Tout le monde a ici le neces-

saire pour vivre : on y pave jieu au Roi

;

I'hahitant ne connait point la taille ; il a du
pain a l)on marchc', la viande et le i)oissonn'y

Hont paw chers ; inais le vin, les t'tofTes et tout
ce i|ii il faut faire venir de France cofttent

heaucouj). Jjes itlus .'i plaindre sont les

gentilshoinnies et les officiers <\\n n'ont que
leiirn appointt'iiients, et <|ni sont charges d©
faniille. J^es fennnes n'a|iportent ordinaire-

ment iniur dot )i le>irH maris que lieaucoup
d'esprit, d'aniitic, d'agrement et >ine grande
feconditc. Dieii r<-pand sur les niariagefl,

dans ce pavn, la lii-ncdiclion <ju"il rejiandoiti

sur ceux <les patriarclies ; il taudroit, i)our

faire Rid)MiHter de si nonibreuses families,

<|u'on "y men.1t aussi la vie des patriarches»
mais le temps en est paoHc.
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tured. Therefore the French Cana-

dians could only buy and sell in

France. But in the days of Iroquois

invasions there was scarcely anything

to sell, for the commerce in furs was

nearly destroyed, and by all accounts

money was not often handled and

rarely ever seen. Later in the history

of Canada it was the habit of the offi-

cials to deal in all sorts of merchan-

dize, making what in modern language

is called ' rings ' to keep out the

legitimate trade. There was then

what always happens in such circum-

stances, favoured individuals became
rich, while the country was impov-

erished. The people existed.

We are getting, however, entirely

beyond the limit of Mr. Suite's labour,

which closes at 1665. With men of

education, and with all those acquaint-

ed with the epoch of which he treats,

he will obtain consideration. Litera-

ture, however, has so few rewards in

Canada that we question if he will

gain any substantial recognition of

what he has done. He has the satis-

faction, however, of knowing that he

has added some pages to Canadian
literature, which will not pass away,

but be quoted with Charlevoix, Le
Mercier, and Mfere L'Incarnation, for

he has revivified the past by the ori-

ginal records. We have only one

piece of criticism to make. He intro-

duces the numeral * 8 ' (huit) to ex-

press the W, For example, IsondS-

tannen. It seems some of the Jesuit

writers took this course, and Messrs.

Laverdier ik Casgrain printed the

text of the Jesuit journal in this

form. These Indian languages have
passed away, and hence there is little

consideration required for any delicacy

of sound regarding them. But were
it otherwise, and if there be no W in

French, we have ou or git to represent

it. Surely we do not require a new
letter to bring out this nice distinction

in Indian, when we can do without
it in Paris in the type of the dramas
of the Theatre Fran^ais or the Ser-

mons of Notre Dame. To our mind,

it is too much like the enthusiasm of

the Fonetik Nuz : we hope never to

meet it again. Even the merits of

Mr. Suite fail to reconcile us to this

formidable innovation.

There is one more point before we-

close, on which we wish to speak.

We have said that the time has come
when Jacques Cartier should take his

true place in history—not metaphori-

cally, but actually, to descend from the-

pedestal where it is proposed to place

him,—for there has been some talk,

of erecting a statue to him. If there

be any statue raised to the founder of

Canada it should be to Champlain,

and we believe that there is not a voice

in Canada which would not accord

with this honour to the memory of a

great man. If we pvit ourselves right

in this respect, there is another minor

point which calls for attention. The
late Sir George Cartier always insist-

ed that the word Dominion should be
translated by Puissance. He appears-

to have got bewildered in this respect,

and that he made it a personal matter.

Any contradiction with respect to it^

he almost regarded as an insult. His

personal qualities led many to accept

his opinion. But we never heard

anyone justify it. Years have fled

since poor Sir George passed away,,

and it is with no desire to wound his

memory that we say the time has

come when we should cease to appear

ridiculous in the eyes of the French

litterateur and of all French scholars.

The proper translation of the word

Dominion is to gallicise the word with

a masculine noun Le Dominion. If

this be objected to there is la Con-

fideration Canadienne. But are we
a Confederation ? Has not the word

Dominion the greater significance?

We put it to any French Canadian

man of letters if this view is not cor-

rect, to Mr. Suite himself, to Arthur

Buies, Chauveau, Abb6 Cosgrain, Hec-

tor Fabre, even to Mr. Pagnuelo, or

the distinguished Father Braun, or

the author of La Comedie Infernale.

Mr. Baby and Mr. Masson are both
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students of Canadian histoiy and col-

lectors of Canadian books and por-

traits,—we would leave the point with

them, indeed, with any man of

sense who knows French, and we are

very sure that he will say with us

that to translate the English word

Dominion, as we use it, hy the term
' Puissance ' is simply a folly.

Perhiips some of the gentlemen we
name may take the matter up. Why
not our friend Mr. Suite, of whom,
we trust, we only take leave for a

short period.

ABSENCE.

BY ALICE irORTOX.

SURELY the blest are those who stay

Rather than those who rove,

—

Few can remain a year away
Nor miss a face they love.

And if our fears are unfulfilled.

And every dear one there.

We find that our own place is filled

—

That we have grown to spare.

The friends who mounied to see us go.

And wept such tears about us,

Have learnt, because they must, wo know,

To get on well without us.

Grass grows not over graves so fast

As new love ousts the old
;

If our joys pas.s, our griefs scarce last

Until our teai-s are cold !

Absence has half the powerlessnesi

And hopelessness of death :

—

What the eye sees no more, the heart

Hardly reinembereth.

Tho dove should fly nor east nor west,

But in her green copse wait.

If she would one day build her neat,

And keep a faithful mate !
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ECCENTRICITIES OF A BOARDING-HOUSR

BY HAYDON HOLME.

11.

ry^HERE is another member of the
-L ' House' side ofour boarding-house,

whom we have not yet noticed. We
must say a word about Sadie Lane

;

she was the younger sister of Hendry-
Bon's Miss Lane, of low stature, round

as a beer-barrel, and with as much of

a figure, sallow-complexioned, with

bloodless lips and hair banged over

her forehead like the strings of a floor

mop.
The curiosity of her sex Miss Sadie

had to a three-fold extent ; it afforded

lis endless amusement to see her on
the street ; she slowly rolled along

with a kind of vacant stare, stopping

at every store window gazing at its

contents, until she knew every article

in it, and the marked price of every

article off by heapt. She would never
pass an advertisement bill, a conspi-

ciious sign-post, or a street car laden

with advertising matter, but she would
read out loud what was printed there-

on ; a man-fight, a dog fight, any kind
of a row she would stop to see the end
of; would spend hours leaning against

the railings of some concert-hall,

listening to what was going on ; and
whenever, or wherever, she saw a

crowd, would be sure to add to its

number ; anything to see, she would
see; anything to hear, she would hear.

When in the house, Sadie never seemed
to know what to do ; she would sit for

hours in one position, staring with un-

interested interest at the cat, fire, or

stove pipe, crooning with ceaseless

monotony ; occasionally she was visited

by a gigantic specimen of mascidine

humanity, who had, to use an expres-

sive phrase, 'a sort of hankering after

her.' Donald Robertson, the gigautie

specimen, was about ^ix feet high, with
shoulders broad as a Dutchman's,
strong as an ox, and with a voice loud
and thunderous enough to waken the-

Seven Sleepers; alongside of her huge
lover, Sadie looked most interestingly

comical ; when taking her Donald's
arm, by holding hers as straight up as

she could possibly get it, her fingers-

would just reach ; his strides were so

long that Sadie could not by any
means keep up with them, and conse-

quently was always an arm's length

behind. Donald looked like a lum-
brous canal barge having a small boat
in tow ; he—Donald—when he came
to see Sadie, would amuse her all the
evening with shouting and laughing ;

he had a terribly powerful voice, and
an always-present grin. Laughing
and ' lunging' were his only accom-
plishments, and both he could do to per-

fection ; we never saw him but we saw
his grin and heard him shout ; he had
one favouriteword—we have forgotten

it though—formed of a combination of

the first syllable in the names of a num-
ber of people with whom he once

camped a season amongst the ' magni-

ficences' of Muskoka, and this word he
would, when in our boarding-house,

roar out with terrific thunderousness.

He was a very good fellow was Don-
ald, kind-hearted as a sister of mercy,

a mass of good nature, and as thor-

oughly honest as the hanger-on of a

travelling circus.

And now we may introduce the
' Opposition ' party of our boarding-

house.

Mr. Stitches, the law student, was
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the oldest boarder on the ' Opposition '

benches, and seemed to be acknow-

ledged that side's leader. He was a

little fellow, was this Mr. Stitches—

a

very little fellow— tive feet five. He
had a small head, the top of which he

kept constantly shingled, so that it

looked like a much cut-up patch on a

skating-rink ; his face was a very

funny one, oval as an egg, flat as a

grid-iron ; nose that was all nostrils,

and eyes so small that spectacles had

to assist them to do their work. He
sometimes wore a beard and mous-

tache ; occasionally wore neither ; hair

on his face became him better than

hair ofi", as the lower part of his face

was all angles and very shapeless.

Stitches, when talking, had a peculiar

habit of shaking his little scrubby

head, and when he became excited it

was quite amusing to hear his rapid

utterance and note how well his head

kept time to what he was saying. He
was ea.sily irritated—the least annoy-

ance troubled him like sea-sickness.

Jf a meal was delayed half an hour he

fumed and fretted like a caged lion,

and didn't get over it for a week. He
was nearly always grumbling ; he
grurah)led so much that we really be-

lieve his grumble was so much a part

of his nature that without it he could

not exist. One peculiarity about him
was that he was always fancying him-

self ill, and what with his physicing,

ilieting, cold-bathing and flannel cloth-

ing, he might have been the most de-

licate consumptive that ever breathed.

He had six medical works constantly

on hand for easy reference if he felt

a new ache or pain, and quite a drug
store of patent medicines in his room.

The jKKjr little fellow, too, was always
complaining of h>eing cold ; he seldom
got warm even in summer. Before

October was fairly in, he got out his

winter wraps, fur cap and ulster, and
every day met you with the same
question, ' Isn't it cold ?

'

Mr. Arches and Mr. Dupernay oc-

cupie<l H room on the top fliit adjoin-

ing Mr. Htitohes. They were study-

ing for the ministry, hence the house
spoke of them as the 'divines.' Mr.
Arches was a long and lanky divine,

quite six feet from the earth, a good
specimen of Euclid's definition of a

line— 'length without breadth'—he
had evidently grown faster than he
ought to have done; his limbs didn't

seem to have a proper understanding
with the body, the arms hung from
his side like two pump handles, and
the legs, awkward and ungainly, one
would think, had been nailed into

position ; they followed the body in

such a loose, slovenly manner when
walking. Mr. Arches had a long

thin, though rather heavy-featured,

face, high cheek-bones, and methodist-

parson expression. He was not a bad
fellow, seemed to be well-read and
clever; like most divinity students was
excessively nervous, blushed much,
and once a week knocked his tea or

cofi'ee over.

His room-mate and brother divine,

Mr. Dupernay, was a French Cana-

dian. He lacked in length, and had
in breadth what Arches had in length

and lacked in breadth. Heavily made,

with a back broad enough for a church

foundation, and long, so long that his

back was all you would notice if you
saw him going before you down the

street. When he walked, this back

of his was Vjf.nt, doubled and crooked

like a railway car after a collision, es-

pecially if he walked fast ; then it

wriggled and twisted about most
singularly. He had a l)ig, thick head,

heavy, loose kind of features, wore

glasses, through which, somehow or

other, he could never look at you ; he

would lift them—the eyes—occasion-

ally, but drop them again hurriedly as

soon as he caught yours upon him,

with the shoeijish exj»res.sion generally

seen on a fellow's face when caught

ki.ssing a girl. He simpered so inno-

cently when he talked—which was
seldom—as every time the mouth
opened it sent a blush all over his face.

In his movements he was as awkward
as Arches was in appearance, falling
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down stairs every other day, always

knocking against someone, and never

coming to table without upsetting two
chairs, and generally tripping over the

door-mat.

Stitches, Arches and Dupemay
seemed very fond of each other, and
appeared to have one feeling in com-

mon with regard to the house. An
injury from the House side to any of

them was received by the whole three

as an injury to all of them.

Visitors occasionally came to our

boarding-house. There was Miss
Oastiron, a huge Amazonian, weighing

about two hundred pounds, who never

came but she brought some kind of

ailment with her.

It was pitiable to behold her delicate

frame, and to listen, as she half

lounged on the most comfortable seat

in the room—she always made for

the best seats—to a long and decidedly

interesting list of her illnesses. She,

{x>or dear ! must have lived a weary
life ; from her own account she had

suffered from all and many more of

the usual ills flesh is heir to, probably

had touched and tasted every patent

puff brought out for the cure or alle-

viation of said ills, and to gull gullible

mankind. When we first met her

—

we were introduced to her voice first

—she was descending from her sick-

room to greet us with a grasp of her

clammy nine-inch hand, mourning her

lot in a tone of voice which—harsh

at its best—had, through the training

she had given it, become one of the most
hideously, unearthly, and scratchy mo-
notone. She frightened us. We thought

a resuiTection had taken place, and
the new life, shrouded in its grave-

attire, was coming to speak of the

horrors of rooming six feet below the

earth. When her gigantic frame
darkened the door-way and stood be-

fore us, looking strong enough to draw
a ton of coal the length and breadth

of a nine-acre newly-ploughed field

—

well, we thought, invalid! Not much!
We spoke to her, muttered some-
thing in sympathy with her suffer-

ings, kept looking anxiously (o the

door, and felt so relieved when we
got from her. We kept our distance

when she was by after that, only

hearing of her as a dangerous gossip,

mischief-maker and general all-round

black cat-loving ' Di-sagreeable.' Miss
Castiron was forty years old.

Another ancient spinster whom we
occasionally saw was a not badly
figured, but plainly featured, lady of

red-coloured hair. The general house
opinion as to her age svas that she had
lived thirty-five years ; her own

—

shared by none but herself—was
that she was ten years younger ; Vjut

as she had given this as her age for

quite a number of years, it was not
unnaturally considered by the ma-
jority as a fable. Miss Bell Bellian

—she got that name soon after her
advent into the world was registered

—had for a very long period, extend-

ing from her early teens to her second
tens, been under the delusion that she

was in love. Doubtless she was, and
the only difference between hers and
the average love was that the favour-

ed ' he ' did not seem to have the

slightest inclination, much less inten-

tion, of becoming ' Barkis.'

He had seen her about twice a year
since meeting her first, and during
that time had Vjeen constantly kept in

mind of her being still in the flesh by
the receipt of numerous gifts, from a
sraoking-cap to a spittoon, a dressing-

gown to an easy-chair.

Like Miss Castiron, Miss Bell

Bellian was ardently fond of cats.

She had six, three in constant attend-

ance, one for each shoulder, and one
for her lap. Her disposition was pe-

culiar ; on the slightest provocation

she would fly into a fearful rage,

snap and snarl at all times, whether
in company or out. She had a faded

complexion, shrunkall-angles' kind of

face, mean-looking eyes, short up-

turned nose, and a shrieky voice, in-

tensely disagreeable.

Two more ladies completed the list

of female visitors. Miss Maddish

—
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such a dear girl—was one. She never

had anything to say, but somehow or

other was always saying something.

She minced her words so delightfully,

and simpered so charmingly, that

—

well—it made ill-natured people speak

of her as a much affected, senseless

little idiot. They oughtn't to say

such things though. The other was
a sister of Donald Robertson, chris-

tian-named Eva. It must have run

in the family—that laugh—as like

Donald, Eva, too, was never seen

without a laugh-extended mouth, and

she laughed so easily. Hold your

finger up, and she would roar herself

almost to death. She was a bright-

looking girl, was Eva, but too heavy.

She was as large as two ordinary-

sized girls. We ought to mention

Miss Katie Ways as another visitor,

only she never came unless to a meal.

She also was full-bodied. Rotundity
— female rotundity—seemed in high

favour at 1-i Groater St. The two
Lanes, Miss Castiron, MLss Robertson,

IMiss Ways, five big, sfjuare females

—

they would hold down their side of a

pair of scales with twice the number
of average-sized females trying to

Vjalance the other side.

Of males none but Robertson and
a Mr. Bilton, a nice young man of

faultless attire and careful utterance,

stiff" figure, and ever-present semi-sar-

castic grin, were regular visitors

Robertson came to see his little lump
Sadie, and liilton had a leaning to-

wards Fanny, Dimmelow's girl. Hence
his rather frequent visita

As winter, with its long and cheer-

less nights, drew nigh, our boarding-

house dining-room became quite a love

bower. EveryV>ody was loving. Every
evening, tea over, all fell to hugs an<l

kisses. Hendryson an<l Miss Lane in

one arm-chair loved. Dimmelow, the

elder, with Miss Crowes in another

arm-chair loved. Dimmelow, the

younger, took Miss Sadie to arms and
kisses in another cliair—not an arm-

chair—until sharp at seven Robertson

and his sister Eva would be round,

when Sadie was transferred to the

foi-mer, and Bertie Dimmelow ac-

cepted the latter. The Opposition

bad even got love-infected. L'pstairs

the divines, for want of ' Divinenesses,'

werehugging each other likeadrunken
man a gate post, while Law was in

the kitchen kissing the servant. We
must confess that we, too, felt bad, so

bad that we must get something to

love and hug. We tried, and tried,

and tried, until—we got the cat.

DecemVjer came, and its .sharp frosts

opened the skating rinks. We often

spent our evenings, on iron and ice,

at a rink not very far from 14 Groater
Street. There we frequently noticed

Bertie Dimmelow skating and whirl-

ing around with his brother's girl,

Fanny Crowes. We thought it strange

Red was never about, and a ])ity, too,

since the couple evidently appeared to

us to be flirting rather too zealously.

It was nothing of our business though,

so vs-e skated about and ' knitted,' and
said nothing. A fortnight or more of

this passed, when one evening, a partly

starry, wholly moonlight night, the ther-

mometer registering one degree below
zero, as we leaned against a fence sur-

rounding the rink we were on, gazing

upwards into space, with thoughts of

the future alternately troubling us

with probabilities, and encouraging us

with ])0.ssil)ilities, something dashed
passed us with the rapidity of a light-

ning flash, and almost frightened us
off" our feet and on to our back. We
looked, and as we did so the profile of

Redward Jaynes Dimmelow whirled

round a corner, and was lost to view.

We had noticed and spoken to Bertie

Dimmelow and Miss Crowes some
short time previous : they were sitting

arm-in-arm on a form, looking very

loving, and apparently were hapjiy.

Red must have caught them thus ; and,

in a few moments, as his ' faithlessfair
'

an<l guilty younger l>rother, we saw
rapidly whizz past us, with him in full

])ursuit, wjis evidently trj-ing to re-

new the catch, we Vjecanie interested,

and followed. For ten minutes the
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race and chase was kept up, the cou-

ple dodging about and doubling back

so frequently that poor Red didn't

know what to do. He scuttled aboi;t

hither and thither like a big bottle

tossed at the mercy of the waves, and
only caught them when the runaways
stopped to unskate. Bertie took oiX

Fanny's skates and his own. Red
had lost his key and was trying hard

to borrow one. He succeeded just in

time to hear his brother's mocking
* good night,' and see him take the

arm of his once-loving Fanny leaving

the skating rink.

We had had enough skating for

that night, so we, too, left the rink and
followed Red, who, thinking the cou-

ple had gone towards the house, ran

off after them with all the eagerness

of a policeman in chase of a burglai-.

When we reached the house the cou-

ple were not in, nor did they put in

an appearance until an hour after-

wards. Red, flushed and agitated

like a sensitive prisoner at the bar, was
trying to tell Mrs. Crowes and
Hendryson what had happened. He
did tell what had happened, but
not until Bertie was heai-d did the

real state of the aflfair come out.

Then it ti-anspired that Bertie had
wageied with Red that he could take

his girl away from him. Red, sure

of himself alone, having Fanny's love,

accepted the wager, one of the condi-

tions being that he should not inter-

fere for a fortnight with either bro-

ther or girl. A week of the fortnight

had not passed when Red, becoming
uneasy, had gone to see how the wager
was likely to result for him, favour-

ably or otherwise ; he knew Bertie

and Fanny were at the rink, so to

the rink he went. He saw them, and
so saw them that jealousy and rage

got the better of him ; he forgot the

wager, himself, and so gave Fanny's
mother the above, which she after-

wards learned from the villainous

younger Dimmelow himself.

The scene that followed the arrival

home of Dimmelow junior and the

fickle Fanny was interesting in the
extreme. Dimmelow junior, after

getting into the house and laying aside
his skates, immediately went up to
bed, or rather to his room. He was
followed there by his brother and the
Crowes—Mrs. and Miss—who were
conversing loud enough for inhabitants
of a deaf and dumb asylum, and in
language more expressive than choice.

From their noisy and excited manner
all the opposition boarders were cer-

tain something was wrong, and, natu-
rally, all the opposition boarders want-
ed to know what. We saw the di-

vines horizontally inclined at the head
of the stairs, their heads stretching so
far forward as to be just above the edge
of the third flight, whilst law, stand-
ing on the tip-toe of his right leg, the
left leg high in air, was half hanging
over the bannister ; his position was
extremely perilous. A sigh breathed
behind him might have sent him over
altogether.

We noted this much and then en-
tered the Dimmelows' room. Don't
ask how we got into the room. Don't
ask why we were privileged to wit-

ness the play, but remember that we
—like all other we's whose pen is the
public's—get passes to eveiything and
every place that has a part in our nar-
rative. Well then, we entered the
room, and the first note we made was
with i-eference to the position of the
company. Mrs. Crowes sat on the
couch with her hands crossed, her feet

ditto, and her temjjer most ditto ; she
was much flushed and very excited

;

she looked annihilation, or as near to
it as she possibly could, and if we had
had time to be frightened would have
scared us out of the room. Her daugh-
ter, the heiress, who had been crying
before we entered the room, half lay

on the couch, behind her mother's
back, her dishevelled hair streaming
over her forehead, and tears streaming
down her face. She lay like a stricken

deer, and looked as pathetically miser-

able as a dying parrot. Occasionally

she would lift up her aching head and
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cast reproachful glancesat the younger

Dimiuelow, lying down again with

something between a smothered sigh

and a stifled sob. Ten feet of carpet

separated the culprits from the irate

mother and heart-broken daughter.

On a cane-bottomed chair lolled,

lounged and otherwise tried to seat

himself, in as cool and unconcerned a

manner as possible, the younger Dim-

melow, coatless, slipperless and a little

undressed about the neck, seemingly ,we
thought, enjoying the mischief he bad

so well and wickedly brought about,

from the fact that when the ladies

weren't looking we frequently noticed

his characterless mouth smile with un-

disguised pleasure, and afterwards as-

sume an expression as innocent as a

baby's dream, and as hypocritical as a

Judas's kiss. At right-angles from

this youth's unreality, wildly throbbed

the diseased heart of its much and

many loving owner, Redwood Jaynes.

He—R. J.—had eighteen inches of bed

for his seat, though he might have had

more, but was in such a nervously-

agitated state of mind as not to be

able to maintain a hold on even that

much of the bed. So restless was he

that several times he nearly left the bed

and sat on empty air; eventually land-

ing on the carpeted floor, after falling

through three feet of space. He tried

crossing his legs, and placing his arms,

then his hands in various positions,

finally conquering his seeming St.

V'itus's dance Vjy placing his left foot

over the right knee, leaning on the

knee of the left, and energetically

rubbing the stockinged foot of the

same. As is generally, we might say

always, the case in rows, neither side

can, owing to its state of mind, pos-

sibly frame its remarks with anything

like ordinary intelligibleness, much
less with grammatical sequence, so

that, as this row was no exception to

the nde, it was charactenzed only by,

on the fetrale side— a few tears, five

intenogatory shrieks, six exclamatory

ditto, a lot of wild, unmeaning adjec-

tives, a numWr of beautiful nouns

—

aliases for the younger Dimmelow's
special benefit and adoption— some
feminine gall, a sprinkling of uncom-
pleted sentences, beginning with
' You— ,' and ending there, owing to

the nervous agitation of the fair de-

claimer, all of which our poor pen
could not do justice to, unless we
could accomjiany them with a series of

pictures illustrative of the same, giv-

ing attitudes, i\:c., concluding with a

notice to quit, and exit of mother and
daughter ; and, on the male side, ab-

surdly worded and most laughable i-e-

]»lies, contradictory evidence, mild sar-

casm, spleen, won't-do-it-again avowals,

graciously oflei-ed apologies (scorned),

good-night (snubbed), with an accept-

ance of the 'notice.' The door closed.

The law just saved himself from fall-

ing over to the landing below in his

hurried anxiety not to be seen by Mrs.

C as she issued from the room, and
the divines quietly but rapidly stole

away into their roost. Five minutes

had not been added to the nineteenth

century's age since ^lrs.and MissChad
left Red and Bertie before the room
was again entered, this time by Mr.

Hendryson, who, with a face as solemn
as a judge's assuming the black cap,

wanted from the younger Dimmelow
an explanation of his conduct. The
guilty younger did not give it. If he

had intended an explanation he was
prevented from giving it by what
we are now going to relate. Red-

ward Jaynos, still writhing under the

slight that his pure love had suflTered

from the faithless Fanny's fickleness,

was buining for some kind of revenge.

None seemed to him more revengefid

than the return of all the ' loves ' in

the shai)e of sulistnntial matter which

he had accepted from his ' now-no-

more,' so, instead of calmly retiring to

rest, as the hour was pretty late, and
waiting till the moirow for further

steps, he immediately began to gather

up everything of his that had once been

Fanny 'k. First, he tore from its nail

on the wall, a framed motto, reading

something like the following :
' What
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is Home without a Mother ;' savagely

opened the dooi- and bursting into his

quondam lady's room, fiercely flung the

innocent motto on to her evening couch

and the bed-clothes-covered-form of

Fanny's sister, Patty, giving utterance

to the extent of his feelings by a vehe-

ment ' there,' then turning hurried for

something else.

This proceeding suggested to Fanny
that she ought to do likewise, and so

for a space of fifteen and a half minutes
the reminiscences of other and happier

days were returned to their respective

•donors. All this time the house was
in a perfect bedlam of uproar. Ked was
bellowing, Fanny boo-hooing ; Patty,

flom beneath her sheets and blankets,

kept up a constant enquiry, ' when that

Pinafore business was going to end?'

Mrs Crowes on the landing, stormed
and stamped about like a legion of

Jezebels let loose ; the villainous Ber-

tie hemmed and coughed to prevent

death from too mucli laughing ; below
Miss Lane and Hendryson— the latter,

had got frightened out of the room by
Red's fury—were smothering ; above,

law and theology lay on the floor kick-

ing and roaring with uncontained de-

light ; outside, tpiiet and hushed as a

Ludding thought fell the unheard snow.

AVhile the returns were being made
we amused ourselves by taking an in-

ventory of the ' goods.' They were of

a very miscellaneous and interesting

character. "We observed the follow-

ing :

The outcome of the female love first

returned was, as we have said, a

framed motto ; then followed a pair of

woiked slippers, very red ; a walking
stick, very knotty ; a tie, very blue ; a

snuff box, a tobacco pouch, a match-
holder, an eye-glass, some tooth picks,

three portraits (she), a bottle of Rad-
way's Ready Relief, full, and one of

Clark's Blood Purifier, half full ; litera-

ture well represented by ' Lost for a

Woman,' ' His Last Crook, or a par-

ish Priest's Excentricities,' by May
Agnes Hardtoford ;

' Observations on
t'ae Colorado Beetle,' by Christopher

Columbus ;
' Black-eyed Susan ;' a pug-

ilistic love poem by Lord Byron

;

'Tramps Abroad ;' ' A Warning by a
Police Magistrate,'—this was a pam-
phlet,—a Common Prayer, ten tracts,

and .some jewellery.

The male love receiving again what
was his, had flung into hLs room—four
portraits (he), a box of Florimel for

the Teethand Breath, a nearly emptied
bottle of Eau-de-Cologne, some stuff

called Vegetine, a tooth-brush, a hand-
mirror, a hair-comb, several ribbons, a
pair of No. 5 shoes, the red slippers

he had returned only a few minutes
previously.

We couldn't understand why Miss
Fanny brought these back ; we could
only speculate and think that, seeing

them in her room, and being at a loss

to find some of Red's gifts just at the
moment, in her excited state of mind
recognised only the slippers as one of

the gifts that had passed between
them ; hence their arrival in Red's
room. We would have been better

pleased if Fanny had not made the
mistake, as one of the slippers, hurled
with some violence, hit our respect-

able self right in the eye. Complet-
ing the list came a fan, a number of

nick-nacks, and a lot of thirty cent
literature, amongst which we noticed
' Nono,' and another work with an
unpronounceable French title ; we for-

get it. Anyhow, it was the sequel to
' Nono,' several cheap sheets of music,

and a pair of skates. In addition to

all this each received a number of en-

velopes, stamped and unstamped, cov-

ering lots of love, little of sense, and
plenty of kisses. But the way in

which these beautiful presents were
picked up and returned was truly an
intei'esting sight. Fanny's room was
about five yards from Red's, entered

from, indeed was a continuation of,

the landing, an end room, whilst Red's
was a side room, and it would almast
have made a door-knocker laugh to

have seen the interesting couple rush-

ing backwards and forwards from each

of these rooms. Thev seemed to be
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trying which could get rid first of the

now-unloved trash, and not unfre-

ijuently did they collide with each

other, once or twice so severely that

both must have felt the effects for

some time afterwards. We almost

roared when Florimel for the Teeth

and Breath came flying into the room,

passing en route Clark's Blood Purifier,

journeying to its destination, the Eau-
de-Cologne bottle meeting Rjulway's

Ready Relief bottle, smashing each

other into pieces and scattering their

liquid contents over the landing car-

pet ; and the Common Prayer hurry-

ing past ' Nono ' and the ' sequel,' as

well it might. It is no exaggeration

to say, that when we got into a conve-

nient comer, we laughed until we
almost cried. It was rare fun.

After the storm subsided, Red and
his scoundrel of a brother retired to

rest, whilst Fanny, her mother, Mr.
Hendryson and Miss Lane sat round
the dining-room fire and held a parlia-

ment, until two or three hours past

midnight. They all agreed that the

younger Dimmelow was a most con-

temptible cad, a sneaking hyjiocrite

and impudent rascal, who deserved

hanging and to come alive and V)e

hanged a .second time.

Of course, on the following day, a

sort of funereal gloom hung over the

house, we kept a constant look out for

more, but save for noticing that Red's

brother, with most unpardonable and
exceerlingly Viad taste, sat at table

laughing all the time, the two divines

and the one law snjiling at and whis-

pering to each other, occasionally

glancing at the Dimmelow brothersand

Mis-s Crowes with humorous interest,

we did not hear or see of anything
worth recording. Beforetheday closed,

however, we learned that the notice to

(|uit given to the brothers had been

cancelled by Mrs. Crowes, who for

preRsing private reasons wanted theni

R little longer in her house.

For somf^ time previous, and up to

a}x)ut a wefk }»efor»' the scene we have

just recorded took place, 'somethings,'

—they called them ' rehearsals,'—were
of rather too frequent occurrence at our
boarding-house. There was a 'rehear-

sal ' taking place almost every third

night ; they were attended or rather

parts in the ' rehearsals' were taken by
three persons, always the same three

—

Donald Robertson, Redward Jaynes,
and Miss Fanny. What they ' re-

heaised ' we never learned ; we fre-

quently heard them allude to some
'grand act' that was to come off be-

fore a private gathering in the dining-

room at 14 Groater Street some time
or other ; and it would have been, no
doubt, a very interesting ' grand act,'

certainly a most uncommon one; there

was such a terrible amount of un-

earthly shrieksin it, every two minutes
a peal of laughter, and every three,

cock crowing was indulged in with
more energy than correct imitation.

The ' grand act ' nevf r came off.

Our sketch is now near its close.

After the Dimmelow row it became
pretty evident to all in the house that

a V>reak-up in the shape of some de-

partures, would be the result. A
stranger dining at 14 (Jroater Street,

about this time, would not fail to have
been struck with the quiet and solemn-

ity of the proceedings at every meal ;

a death cloud seemed to hang over the

table ; every one was as quiet as a

door mat, and not only so, but as un-

comfortable as a tender foot in a boot

filled with small cinders. Miss Crowes
could hardly lift her eyes from her

jilate without her face crimsoning with

hot blu.shes. The Dimmelow brothers

sat the meals through with the bril-

liant red of a guilty conscience never
leaving their faces for a moment. If

law spoke for theology to rejily, law
purpled the hu»> of a roostor's comV),

and theology's face became as scarlet

as the juice of red currant pie. Mrs.
Crowes and Hendryson also blushed

at nothing and for nothing. Miss Lane
only hud sufficient control over her
sympathetic nerves to keep her blood

flowing its ordinary flow, and of course
wf, who aie so hardened as to be ca-
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pable of doing almost anything bad,

without our conscience upbraiding us

with its tell-tale blush.

Thus a fortnight passed away, and

the first departure from our boarding-

house came.

It had been known more than a

week previous in the house that the

younger Dimmelow was going on the

following Saturday. The villainous

young reprol>ate, as his time drew
nigh, seemed to grow more and more
insultingly impudent. He didn't say

anything, but he looked unutter-

able insolence. He ceased l)lusbing

—

we often thought this interesting

youth could colour his face at will

—

and looked the table round with

an air of complete indifference to

the position he had placed himself and
others at 14 Groater Street in, staring

hard at Miss Fanny until her hot

blushes almost boiled the water in the

glass by her side, and passing remarks
touching upon the past, provoking and
jtaining to those who had been inter-

ested in that past. His time came.

After a Saturday's dinner, late on
in December, his unsatisfactory roll

passed our dining-room window, after

leaving the house for the last time.

None of our boarders, save ourself,

bade him ' good bye.'

He went, and two weeks later fol-

lowed Mr. Red, the brother, who, how-
ever, still under the influence of Fan-

ny's magnetic love, was drawn back
into her folds, after less than a month's
absence, and we doul>t not will leave

the Crowes family never again, unless

with his going he takes the eldest

daughter away with him as his Mrs.
Ked.

The divines were called ofl" to the

mercies of another boarding-house
next, and they in due course were
succeeded by the law, who felt too

lone and cold tenanting the top part
of our house, with none other beside.

A short interval and Mr. Hendryson,
with his Miss Lane, after a week-day
visit to church, and a series of *I
will ' responses, being duly registered,

and advertised next day—man and
wife—went forth from 14 Groater
Street to battle with life and play

house-keeping, and then, like the last

verse of ' Ten Little Nigger Boys,'

there was only left one more to go.

That one was the veracious chronicler

of these adventures.

We silently stole away one bright

moon-light night, about the time when
January's death was to give February
birth, six days after the last departure.

A hundred yai'ds from the house, we
turned, and as we did so the moon
sank beneath a thick black cloud,

darkening the region of 14 Gi'oater

Street, hiding herself from our view
for a time, and our boarding-house

from us for ever.

LIFE is, like a tear

Born in the sad de[)ths of a woman's eyes

—

That l)rims up slowly through them, and then lies

And rocks as in a cradle, warmly hid

In the rich brown shadow of her glossy lid :

And then peeps out beneath it waiily,

Quivei-ing in tremulous uncertainty,

And rainbow'd like a bubble in the sun

Upon the twinkling verge —until, with one

W il<l leap and gush of ripe intensity,

It darts away.
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UNFORGOTTEX.

BY A. M. MA( IIAK, KIX(;STOX.

MARGARKT .' I see tliec yet

In the quiet woodland way,
AVliile the sun, about to set,

Crowned thee with a rosy ray.

Dost i-eniember,— dearest one

—

Tliat October evening rare,

How tlie hazy crimson sun

Sank into tlie purple air ?

]Jow the scarlet luaple burnetl

Through the pine tree's dusky shade,

AVhile the placid stream returned

All the glory that it made?

How the river sweeping wide.

Wandered toward the glowing west,

Rosy-tinged its glassy tide,

Shadowy islets on its breast 1

Dost remcmljcr all the jiain,

All the sweetness, all the glow

—

How we felt that loss was gain

—

Parting—union—loving so ?

Dost remember how, with tears,

Then we sought, since part we must,

Strength to meet tlie lonely years.

The sweet strength of love and trust ?

]fow we looked across tlie long

Vista of this lower life ;

—

Heaven makes ])erfert every song

])rowned an)id the earthly sti-ife I

How we ftilt that souls that love.

Though life's tossing waves rliviile.

On th»' Father's heart above

Still together may abide !

Yes ! for well I ween, thy In-art

'Could not learn the woid forget,

Though our lives have moved apart,

Still, my lov«', -Margaret

—

Thou, 1 know, art waiting y<'t '.
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ON THE BASIN OF MINAS.

BY THOMAS CROSS, OTTAWA.

LEAVING the pretty and thriving

Village of Parrsboro', in Nova
Scotia, a drive of some two miles in a

south-westerly direction brings the

traveller to an eminence commanding
a scene of extraordinary beauty.

Down below, the broad expanse of

the Bisin of Minas. To the right, a

few hundred yards away, the bold

promontory of Partridge Island gives

to the landscape a foreground of such

striking grandeur as at once to rivet

the eye. To the left, the pictured

rocks of the New Red Sandstone

(the Bunter Sandstein, or gat/ sand-

stone of German geologists) trend far

away to the eastward, forming, with

the rich verdure of the overlying

country, a combination of colour rare

and striking. In front, placed in fine

perspective by the neai'er features of

the scene, and at a distance just suf-

ficing to bring out all its grandeur,

towers Blomidon, noblest of American
headlands, nearly six hundred feet

above the waters ; its .steep base of

bright red .sandstone partially covered

by bright green bushes, and sur-

mounted by two hundred feet of per-

pendicular Vjasaltic cliffs, crowned by

the ' forests old,' upon which the eyes

of Evangeline once looked from across

the Basin.

At the foot of the hill is a solitary

and quiet hostelry, known as the
' Ottawa House,' where we propose

to take up our quarters for a few

weeks, sure of clean rooms, unfailing

kindness on the i)art of the house-

hold, and perfect freedom.

People who go to the sea-side in

summer for the purpose of meeting

the same people they meet in winter,

and doing the same things they do

in winter, and bearing the same
fashionaVile yoke they bear in winter,

of course know where to go ; but

people in quest of a thorough chang'e

of life, as well as of air and scene,

and craving a respite from those eter-

nal and unchanging ' amusements '

without which it has been well said

that life would be tolerable, these

people cannot always hear of a place

abounding in all things they seek,

and free from all things they would

escape from ; and to them I would

speak of the Basin of Minas.

When we turn up Principal Daw-
son's ' Acadian Geology,' and find

that the rocks of these shores con-

sist of ' New Red,' carboniferous and

trap, we are in some degree prepared

for the learned author's statement,

that * for grandeur and beauty of

coast scenery, this part of the Minas
Bdsin and the Minas Channel are

not surpassed by any part of the

eastern coast of North America.' For

the trap will give us bold and peaky

headlands like Partridge Island and

Cape Sharp, enclosing deep quiet bays

with pretty wooded islets. (3r else it

will rise, as at Blomidon, in a sea-

wall of columnar basalt of over-

powering majesty. The ' gay sand-

stone ' will furnish those broad bands

of bright colour which from afar call

for 'three cheers for the red, white

and blue.' Nature herself stamped

the British colours on these coasts.

The rich verdure combines well with

the painted rocks below ; and if we
leave the coast the inland scenery
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displays a variety no less ]»leasing

—

rich farms, luxuriant forest, pretty

trout streams, anil cascades hidden in

deep rocky dells, and overhung by

interlacing foliage.

The ordinary attractions of sea-side

and country- are here in perfection.

Capital batliini,', with caves and pro-

jecting friendly rocks whither lx»th

bexes may retire, separate though not

far sundered, while preparing for a

hapjiy meeting in the waves
;

gootl

roads to many a lovely spot ; streams

where a man may kill more trout in

a dav than he finds comfortable to

carry. But the distingui.shing pur-

suit herealx)ut is that of hunting ibr

'sj)ecimens'

—

i. e., of the ametliyst,

agate, jasper, stilbite, iVrc, for which

the locality has for many a year been

famous. 'J'he ti-ap clitls and the shores

at their base have long Ijeen ran-

sacked by geologists and un.scientitic

visitors too, but yearly the thaws and

frosts of spring dislodge fresh mas.ses

from above, disj (laying new treasures,

and the pretty minerals of the zeolite

family and most of the varieties of

quartz, may be studied in their most
beautiful forms.

Beneath the basaltic cliHij of Blo-

midon, the ]>ebbles we tread on are

watei-worn amethysts. Walking round

Partridge Island at low tide, we pick

our 8te]»8 among crystalsof stilbite and
calcsjiarthrown tlown fromalx)ve with

the falling ma-sses of 'almond-cake'

trap. At Two Islands, stones of most

iinj)romi8ing aj)j)earance, more like

unwashed [Mstatoes than anything else,

prove the unwisdom of judging by ap-

ftearances. One skilful tap of the ham-

mer, and we liave a little cavern filled

with fresh and sparkling beauties,

amethyst or acadiolite.

The fact of having these pretty

things brought under one's eyes, of

being in a measure forced into their

company, is attendefl with results bene-

ficial in at least a U'm|»orary way. Any-
thing so undeniably pretty or * nic«;,'

captivates the ladies at first sight.

They soon hunt for these gems with all

the ardour of fair gamblers at Baden
or Homl>ourg, scrambling over the

rocks with an enei-gy wljich soon

proves the vanity of shoes with thin

and narrow soles and heels in the mid-

dle. Doi-sal muscles and lungs, almost

annihilated by corsets, are not the

things for this rough and wholesome
work. But they stick to it nobly.

Their interest in the beautiful oV>ject8

of their search, exten<ls to the (|ues-

tiun— What are they and how came
they to be? And from the gems them-

selves attention is drawn to the rocks

round about. For on these lovely

shores the ' elder scrijiture, writ by
(iod's own hand' is so plain, that even

those who know not the alphabet of

the writing, see that there is writing.

Here, a bundled feet overhead and
standing on end, is a broad slab of

sandstone, liearing, fresh as in the be-

ginning, the rijiph'-mark it took from
the wavelets, when it lay, a level ex-

j)anse of soft sand, beneath the ebb
and How of the tide. There, left be-

hind by the wasting away of the softer

rocks which enclosed them, are verti-

cal walls of hard traj), once seething

torrents of lava, j)Oured from some
submarine vent over the sands, then

covered afiesh by new dejiosits, and
finally upheaved by anew volcanic ef-

fort into the position we .see them in.

So ]ilain a page of the ' manu.scripts

of God,' as that of the clifl's of West
Bay, is rarely to be found. In jilaces

like this, the re|)ressive cruelty of fash-

ionable education shows itself pain-

fully ; education, falsely so-called, which

leaves its victim physically incapable

of enjoying this glorious nature, and
without the mental etjuipment, the

Hy/i, r, of natural 8cience,which would

help its poss«'ssor to a lational enjoy-

ment of the earth we live in.

But all tlie ))eauties of this northern

coast cannot keep our eyes from the

southern shore of thf^ Basin. Tiue, it

has no beatities sueli as we liave 8|token

of. P'ortowering headlands and painted

rocks, we shall have low marshes and

flats of red mud ; for clear green wa-
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ter, red puddle. But as imperial

Blomidon gave an amethyst to the

crown of France, so those low-lying

diked marshes have given to English

literature one of its purest gems, mov-
ing and charming all gentle hearts

throughout that ' Greatei' Britain

'

which girdles the world. For over

there, hidden by the gi-eat promon-
tory, once stood the ' beautiful village

of Grandpre.'

It is strange how ])roximity to its

scene awakens our interest in the sad

page of Acadian history, written by
the American poet in characters more
lasting than brass. In vain the ar-

chives of Nova Scotia tell us the Aca-
dians were unwilling and troublesome

subjects, and had to be removed. Poe-

try has thrown its 'arm around them,
and we see but their simple lives. Ar-
cadian though in Acadia, and the

saintly sweetness of Father Felician,

full of all the poetry of that wondrous
religion, and above all the picture of

Evangeline, one of the loveliest forms
of womanhood ever presented by his-

tory or fiction. Alas, the stories of

the women who interest us, whether
in history or fiction, are uniformly

sad stories.

Taking the steamer PJarl of Duf-
ferin, at Partridge Island wharf, a run
of some three hours brings u.s to Wolf-
ville. As we near the shores, we see

the long line of dikes, built by the in-

dustrious Normans to secure the rich

wide marsh, the Grand PrL No need
to ask the whereabouts of the classic

spot, and we reach it after a drive of

some twenty minutes through a roll-

ing ' new red ' country, a land of rich

farms and orchards, and smiling gar-

dens and pretty homes ; a land where,

as in Evangeline's day, the richest are

poor (or what a modern millocrat

would call poor), and the poorest live

in abundance. Here and there an
ancient apple tree, standing alone in

a field or by the way-side, is pointed
out as a 'French apple tree.' We
reach the supposed site of the ' French
Chapel,' the church of Father Felician,

where the unfortunate peasants re-

ceived their harsh and cruel sentence.
Here are two or three large stones
which may have formed part of the
foundation, and near by is a hole
filled up with stones, said to be a
' French well.' On what was the
north side of the church, if it stood
here, is a row of vast and ancient wil-

low pollards. The scene before us is

well described by the poet—

Vast meadow.s stretched to the eastward,
Giving the village its name, and pasture to

flocks without number
;

West and south there were tields of flax, and
orchards and cornfields,

Spreading afar and unfenced o'er the plain
;

and away to the northward
Blomidon rose, and the forests old ; and aloft

on the mountains
Sea-fogs pitched their tents, and mists from

the mighty Atlantic
Looked on the hapjjy valley, but ne'er from

their station descended.

Standing in silence on this spot, the
ghosts of a century and a quarter ago
l)ass before us, obedient to the po3t's

resistless wand

—

Soon o'er the yellow fields, in silent and
mournful procession,

Came from the neighbouring hamlets and
farms the Acadian women,

Driving in ]jonderous wains their household
goods to the sea-shore,

Pausing and looking back to gaze fmce more
on their dwellings,

Ere they were shut from sight by the wind-
ing road and the woodland.

Close at their sides the children ran and urged
on the oxen.

While in their little hands they clapped some
fragments of playthings.

So fresh and profound is the sad-

ness that comes over us, that it might
be yesterday, and not a hundred and
twenty-five years ago—
When on the falling tide the freighted vessels

departed,
Bearing a nation, with all its household gods,

into exile,

Exile without an end, and without an exam-
ple in stor}-.

So complete was the destruction of

the unfortunate settlement that when
a Connecticut colony took possession

of the Acadian farms, five years later,

they found no trace of their predeces-
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sore, save some sixty ox yokes, and

the bones of several hundred shee[)

and oxen which had perisiied daring

the firet wincer.

Nought l>ut traliti"iii reniaiii.s of the l»eau-

tiful villa,'e of tSntnil fi\,

andeventraditionissilentonthishaimt-

ed spot itself. The 'forest primeval' is

gone, and the Norman caj* and kirtle

of hnmes]'iin. None speaks the tongue

of Evangeline, and her story, though

true as it is sweet antl sorrowful, is

heard no more in the scenes of her

early days. The people of the neigh-

Itourhood wonder what the stranger

'goes out for to see;' and why he

stands uncovered under an old wil-

low tree, gazing so long and so sadly

across a wide flat marsh.

FAME AND LOVE.

( Translufed ffom J "trior Iliajo. J

BY i;EO. .MURKAY, .M..\.

~\"ITHEN, dearest, thou dost speak of Fame,
VV With hitterness I smile

—

That ])hantom—a delusive name

—

Shall me no more beguile.

Fame passes quickly froni our ken,

Pale Envy'n Idazing lirands

Spare its white statue only when
I'eside a tomb it sUinds.

ICiirth's so called hap])ine8S takes wing,

Imperial power decays :

Love, noi.sHlcKs lovr', alone can bring

True Kolacf* to oiir dnys.

I Jisk no blessings here below,

Except tliy smile and song :

Air, sunshine, shade, the flowers that blow,

To all miiikitid behmg.

WImti from thy presen<e sundered far.

In joy or sorrow's hour,

J miss tiiy glance iilonf, my Star,

Thy fragrance, ( > n)y Flower 1
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Beneatli the lids that veil thine eyes
Illumined from above,

A universe of feeling lies,

I seek for jiought but love.

My soul, that Poesy insi)ires,

With thoughts to man unknown
Could fill the world—yet it desires

To fill thy heart alone.

Oh, smile and sing ! my ecstasy

Transcends Elysian joys,

What matters now yon crowd to me
With all its roaring noise 1

Too keen at length my rapture seems,

And so, to cause its flight,

I call before me in my dreams
The poets' forms of light

:

But still, regardless of their blame,

I'll love thy soothing songs

More than the stirring trump of Fame,
While Heaven my life prolongs.

And if my name on wings of fire

Should soar to worlds above,

Half of my soul would still desire

To linger here, and love.

Sadly, or pensively at least,

I'll love thee in the shade

—

Loves radiance ever seems increased

By dusky twilight's aid.

O Angel with the starry eyes !

O maid, whose tears are sweet

!

Take my soul with tliee to the skies,

My heart is at thy feet.

Montreal.
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A GIRL'S ATTEMPT AT FISHING.

BY J. M. Tors.

SINCE the 1st of May the mascu-

line portion of our town has been

hugely exercised over ' trout tishing.'

Fishing-tackle and baskets have Ijeen

lirought forth from winter resting-

places, and there is hardly a corner of

our garden which do< s not show traces

of promiscuous digging for unhappy
wornis.

We have had several treats of trout,

and a warning from our domestic that
* she'll leave ' if slie has any more to

<lres8 and cook—a tlireat which has

not alarmed our Ijoys very much.

I am the only girl among a lot of

brothers, and as I heard them relate

in glowing ternis the delights of the

sport, I felt keenly the disadvantage

of belonging to the weaker sex. Hav-
ing ineflectually offered all .sorts of

bril)es if they would take me on one of

their excursions, it was with extreme
])leasure I received and accepted an
invitation to join a party of l>oy8 and
girls who were going, under the chap-

eronage of my friend, Mi-s. K(;lly, for

a day's fishing to a trout stream some
miles away. Having the mi.sfortune

to be eighteen, and a 'grown-up young
lady,' my prt-sence at fii-st, I fear, was
not regarded with gr«iat fiivour bv the

rest of the party ; but I made myself

agreeal)leand trust that, if tlx-y did not

find me an acquisition, at least I was
not a kill joy. We went by train as

near to our destination as possible and
a merry party we made. We had a

goodly sujiply of • nice things,' in sub-

stantial lunch baskets, goo<l spirits,

and a 6ne day.

The lioys all sneered at tli*- idea of

my catching anythiiig,and tired my soul

with an intense desire ' to do or die.'

Once arrived at the stream our i>arty

separated, each one to choose a spot to

entrap what members of the finny tribe

he or she coidd. The stream was a

pretty one, an<l looked like a silver

thread winding in ami out of the trees

that grew on its banks, Vmt we didn't

stop to .idmire its beauties, only wait-

ing to hear Mrs. Kelly's last instruc-

tions to be back in time for lunch in

the shady nook she had chosen. I

made friends, no matter how, with

Jack Taylor. ' Jack dear,' I said in

my most coaxing manner, and taking

hold of the somewhat unwilling boy's

arm, ' won't you put on my bait for

me ?

'

With an inimitable look of scorn and

an 'Oh, you're .S(|ueaniish, are you?

What sillies girls are !
' he jtroceeded

to coinjily with my lequest, turned up

the end of his oyster can, heli)ed him-

self to a large fat worm and com-

menced to pierce its body with the

cruel liook.

I turned my head away at the first

glimjise of the operation ; but with that

fatal fa.scination to look at the sight

that we wish to avoid .seeing, of course,

I looked round again. The sight of

the helpless, wriggling body, <piite un-

nerved me, and with a mercy too late-

ly aroused, I bfggc<l Jack to let it go.

Not lie. He finished his work with

boyish nonchalance, hee<lless of my re-

(piest ; lo;:ically explaining to me that

it would feel worse being ' half-done

than fini.shed ;' ' besides,' he rejoined,

' how can you fish without sometliing

to tempt 'em? I can tell you (point-

ing to the worm^ I've giv<-n you a prime
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fellow ; ' and his eyes gloated with sat-

isfaction on the thick spiral body of his

victim, * and,' added he, 'it '11 V)e worse

for the tish, for he'll be thinking he's

makin' a good mouthful, and the first

thing he'll know will be a hook in his

gills, he's hauled on shore and cooked

and eaten himself instead.'

' I hate fishing. I'll never taste him,'

I exclaimed with disgust. ' I can't

think how you can be so cruel.'

'Tain't cruel ;' and glancing at me,
* any ways i/oii won't catch anything,

so I may as well keep the rod myself,'

retorted Master Jack with lofty con-

tempt.

His cool, contemptuous words and

manner put to fiight my tenderness,

and made me more determined than

ever to get a fish. I seized my rod,

saying, ' I suppose, as the worm is

pierced through it won't sufler more
by being thrown into the water.' Jack,

glad to be off on ' his own hook,' as he

expressed untrammelled action, did not

wait for ray thanks.

I struck off alone to seek what I fan-

cied might be a haunt of the ' speckled

delicacies,' and threw my line over an

open space of clear water ; but after pat-

iently waiting for about fifteen minutes

for a ' bite,' and getting none, and re-

membei-ing that fish are said to lurk in

dark placed, I walked further on until

I saw a spot on the other side of the

stream which was well shaded by trees.

This, I thought, suited the require-

ments of my case. At the first 'throw

'

my line only reached mid-way, the

second brought it, if anything, nearer

to me, a third throw sent it on the edge

of the shadow ; but I wasn't to be

baulked, so after some further unsuc-

cessful efforts, I at length succeeded in

getting it in the desired place, and
stood quietly waiting fur the tug that

was to inform me a fish was nibbling.

It was a long time before I felt

any pull on the line that could justify

such a hope. It was pretty warm,
the sun shone disagreeably in my eyes,

and unpleasantly suggested freckles

innumerable, and sun-burn to my com-

plexion, which I secretly prided my-
self on being exceptionally fair. The
rod was heavy, and the bank of the

stream too muddy just there to sit

down, so I began to tire of such ex-

ceedingly still sport.

Just as I was about to remove my
rod to a new place, however, I felt a

drag on the line, and in an instant

was oblivious to fatigue and heat in

the glorious thought of coming vic-

tory. I gently drew up my rod, and
felt sure from the weight that I had
caught a remarkably tine specimen of

trout. Indeed, it was so heavy, it

wouldn't come up at all, or at least

not until I bent all my strength on
the refractory object, cracked my rod

in the effort, and almost fell back-

Avards. When at last the thing did

come uut of the water, instead of the

beautiful fish I expected to see, I was
disgusted beyond measui'e to find no-

thing attached to my hook but a
quantity of water-grass and a piece of

decayed wood that my hook had
torn off the trunk of some tree which,

had long lain hidden under the water.

I began to wonder where the ' fun '

in fishing came in, and felt inclined

to go back and sit with Mrs. Kelly
under the trees ; but remembering
that such a course of action would
only prove what my brother and Jack
had declared, ' that girls weren't fit

for fishing,' I gathered together my
ebbing enthusiasm and determined to

try again.

I perceived the necessity of getting

rid of the grass and wood, and,throwing

my rod on the ground, pulled some of

the string-stuff oft". In doing so I ut-

terly ruined my gloves, which I had
kept on to save my hands ; but now,

reckless of consequences, and finding

the wet gloves uncomfortable, I drew
them off, and with dainty fingers

picked off all I could of the adhering

rubbish on my line. In doing so I

noticed that, in some way or other,

half the long worm hung on the hook,.

yes, and the horrid thing, to my utter

astonishment, really seemed to be
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alive. It is needless to say, I did not

replace the struggling ' half ' on the

hook, notwithstanding Master Jack's

exjilanation of the additional misery

the worm suffered by half-way doings.

I walked on some distance by the side

of tilt- little rivulet until I came to a

part wliere there were no trees gi*ow-

ing, and, I devotedly hoped, none
concealed.

My line seemed to develop a strong

inclination to fall on the muddy bank,

in.stead of the middle of the stream,

as I desired this time—disgusted as I

was with shaded spots. 80, after

several vain attempts to send the tire-

some thing there, I raised my arm with

all my strength, being impatient of

delay, and sent it with such swinging

force that it rebounded, going nearlyas

far behind. The first thing I was
conscious of was a sharp pain on the

back of my head.

A sudden puff of wind having

blown my hat across the water, I got

a pretty hard blow, and casting down
my rod to discover the cause, 1 felt a

rapid and agonizing up-heaval of my
back hair, and the awt'ul conviction

that iiook, lead—and, horror of hor-

rors, the ' worm !
' had caught in my

much-admired golden Iock.s, almost

depriving me of my senses.

I tugged njadly at the line, tearing

out enough of my ' capillary ' to have
furnishefl love-sonnets for two or three

lovei-s. How I wished that 1 had
followed the advice of some of my
girl-friends, and worn a switch,— ' it

would have l>een off in a minute.' I

screamed, shrieked, but to no purjKJse.

I had wandered too far away to be

heard by the othei-s. I danced round
in the most absurd fashion, and still

my hair held in a gordian knot the

wretched worm and hook.

At hist I caltned down somewhat,
and by breaking away the liair that de-

tained the unwelcome pri.soner, with

a last vigorous, excruciating pull, my
head was free, when worse than any-

thing I haiJ endureil, J felt a slimy,

cold, < rawling thing on my neck, and

before I could arrest its progress, it

had wriggled with loathsome move-
ment down my quivering back.

Shiver I ! I should think I did—great

drops of perspiration stood on my
face, I was moist with fear, and trem-

bling from head to foot with disgust

and loathing at the glutinous contact.

How my poor back conti-acted, but

—

' The more I trieil tci ;;et it off,

The more it .stuck the fa^ster.'

A liorrilde creeping sensation ran

all over me as I felt the .squirming

thing cling to my shaking frame. In
my life I had never felt so distracted.

Without any thought of possible

spectators ("not that there was much
chance of any), I had the waist of my
dress off and my hand on a search for

the reptile that I felt sticking to lue. As
my fingers touched it, my tlesh, already

the proverbial 'goose-flesh,' became,

if I may use the e.xpression ' more
goosey.' But I didn't hesitate long,

and to the intense relief of my Ijack,

drew away in haste and adiled di.sgust

at the object which had caused me so

much jierturbation, a long viscous

blade of green grass !

!

I was sitting resting after my late

exertions, but pie.sently the hot sun

beating down on my unprotected face^

aroused me to the fact that I must go

and get my hat which was securely

caught in some bushes on the other

side of the stream, no kind wind hav-

ing Vjlown it back to me. The water,

some two to four feet deep, couldn't

be waded, so I set otf on a search for

a bridge. After walking quite a dLs-

ance, I discovered the trunk of an old

tree that spanned it, it was round and
8lip|»ery—the bark worn smooth by the

combined influences of age and water,

was covered with moss and lichens,

and looked a rather tre.icherous foot-

wav,— but I thought that with due

care it might .serve my puipose. With
cautious steps I got ovt-rsafely tMiotigh,

rescued my hat, rather the wor.se for

its' trip, and retraced my steps to the

primitive l^ridge which, I liavenodoubt,
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I would have found as useful as be-

fore, if it hadn't been that my dress

caught in an inconvenient branch that

time had not yet worn away from the

})arent stem. I looked hastily around

to see what was detaining me, forget-

ting the insecure nature of my footing,

and, before I knew where I was, fell

into the water with a splash.

I was not in the least afraid of being

drowned, for Mrs. Kelly had chosen

that particular stream because it was

too shallow to endanger the life of any

of her party— besides my feet touched

the bottom ;— but I confess I was con-

siderably put out by the accident.

In novels there are always conven-

ient young men to help maidens in

distress and to throw the halo of ro-

mance over similar misfortunes, but

as I quickly regained a standing pos-

ture, I failed to find anything roman-

tic in my situation, but a good deal of

unpleasantness. I scrambled out of

the hateful stream as well as I could

and tried to adjust my intensely cling-

ing garments, thinking with dismay of

the comical figure I would be obliged

to present to the laughing eyes of the

boys and girls.

However, there was no help for it,

I had to go back and get Mrs. Kelly

to tell me what to do.

That walk was a labour, I can tell

you. It was with difHculty I dragged

myself alung, my boots seemed to have

become water cans, and made a fear-

ful slushing sound as they carried

me wearily on. My white skirts, free

from starch, became unnaturally long,

and gathered reeds, grasshoppers and

mud, as they trailed after me ; the

soft little curls that usuallv are so be-

coming to me, had vanished ; long

strings of hair had taken their place

and became channels for water to ooze

down over my cheeks and the ridge of

my nose ; collar and cuffs hung limp,

and looked as helplessly forlorn as I

felt ; indeed I was a very sorry look-

ing, dejected damsel.

Luckily Mrs. Kelly was alone, she

advised my going to the station which

was the only house visible, to beg some
dry clothes from the station-master's

wife—advice which I followed.

An hour afterwards, clothed in

such articles of dress as that kind wo-
man could lend me, I had given up all

idea of making any further acquaint-

ance with old Izaak Walton's favourite

pastime, and was ready to agree with

any one ' that girls wasn't fit to fish.'

I got some dinner there, and waited at

the station until the i-emainder of the

party came to take the afternoon train

home.

They had evidently had a jolly time,

though on enquiry I learned that the

net result of the day's fishing was four

chubb and six small trout, which

Jack Taylor said was ' as much as any
one could expect when girls were

along,' and gave it as his solemn con-

viction that ' a grown-up young lady

falling into a creek was enough to

frighten away every fif;li in it.' Con-

vinced of my unlearnedness regarding

matters piscatory, I couldn't contra-

dict him.

I reached home that evening with a

face as red as a lobster, a dilapidated

hat and ruined gown, as the only re-

wai'd of my ' first,' and I venture to

add, my ' last ' attempt at angling.
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TRYING TO TURN THE TIDE.

BY * ROSE,' SIMCOE.

APART from the many, alone, I stood

While watching the masses stemming the flood
;

They were jostled together, each in strife,

They were trying to turn the tide of life,

Trying to tnrn the tide.

The j>ain on the faces of many there

Told tales of sorrow and tales of dcsjiiiir

:

With their arms in anguish extended wide,

They were trying to turn life's fearful tide,

Trying to turn the tide.

And some who were there were strugiiling with woe,

And some were battling with passion, tlieir foe :

They were striving 'gainst fate that con(]uei"s all

They were fighting their life, and many did fall

Trying to turn the tide.

Some cried for an ehb, some cried for a llow,

Some shrank from the waters, fearing to go :

They were sjtending their years in Vjitter strife,

They were trying to turn tlie tide of life,

Trying to turn the tide.

I noticed that some grew fainter each day,

—

Their strength and courage were wearing away
;

Then they s<jught the life they had sc jrned Ijefore,

But they found, alas I they had struck tlnj shore

Trying U) turn the ti<le.

Then they fouglit once more with their shortened hreath,

Not tlie tide of life, but the tide of death :

And as many, prostrate with anguish, lay,

They wer*- calling, calling, seeming to say,

' Mighty One, turn the tide I

'
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RUSSEL OF THE EDINBURGH ' SCOTSMAN.'

BY H. G. GRAHAM.

FOUR years ago there died one
of the most representative of

Scotchmen, and one of the most pi-o-

minent men in Scotland, one whose
writings had given more constant in-

terest to politics and more vivacity to

conversation for thirty years than
those of any other man. His name
was as familiar to everyone in the

obscurest cranny of the country as was
his figure in Princes Street of Edin-
burgh. As he walked along to and
from his office, big and burly, with

his genial rubicund face full of clever

expression, his tilted inquisitive nose,

like an incarnate note of interroga-

tion, his Vjright eyes peering through
his spectacles, and his hat a little

back on his enormous head, as if to

see the better below as well as through

his glasses, passers-by would whisper,
' That's Russel of the " Scotsman," '

and then they would look back curi-

ously to see his broad—not too gainly

—slioulders disappear amongst the

afternoon crowd, like a three-decker

amidst a fleet of sloops. A journal-

ist's fame is slowly won and quickly

lost ; his writings appear without his

name, so that his personality is hid-

den ; the subjects on which he writes

are ephemeral, so that his papers

which to-day are, to-morrow are cast

into the oven. Soon, therefore, his

reputation, however great, passesaway,

and even a generation will soon arise

in Scotland that knew not Rus.sel.

And yet, fieeting as his fame may be,

for thirty years Russel was able to put
the mark of his genius on the news-

paper he edited, and by that paper to

influence greatly the whole political

3

and public affairs of Scotland, to re-

present lay opinion in ecclesiastical and
economical questions, and common-
sense ii every social movement.

Dead now only four years, it is al-

ready difficult to get details of the past

life, and instances of the long-famed

humour, of this journalist who was so

powerful, of this nature that was so

charming ; this writer with many foes,

this man of many friends. These
friends tell—and are never tired of

telling—of the quickness of his con-

versational wit, the endless jokes and
overflowing jollity, the stories that con-

vulsed them in those old days and
nights at dinner or supper parties, at

social gatherings or sporting expedi-

tions, or at ' The Nest,' the scene of

many a convivial saturnalia of the Ed-
inburgh Angling Club, with its ' con-

course wild of jocund din.' But alas !

when you say to these appreciative

friends, ' Come, do tell us something
about him,' they are silent. The charm
is left on them, the impression of .social

delightfulne.ss remains, and that is

nearly all.

Alexander Russel was born in Ed-
inburgh on December 10, 1814:. His
father, who was a solicitor, died when
his son was young, leaving his family

to the care of a mother who had much
originality and great shrewdness of

character. After a school life which
was marked by his usual independence,

relieved by keen sports and varied er-

ratic reading, he entered a printing es-

taVjlishment, where he acquired that

mechanical aptitude which served him
well in his first connection with the

press. Early in boyhood he became *
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acquainteil with Mr. John Johnstone,

then etlitor of the Inverness Courier,

and found true and kindly friends in

him and his able wife, who edited

Tail's Miigozine, and who is best

known as author of the novel ' Clan

Albvn,' and as chief contributor to

' Exlinburgh Tales,' which, if not read

now, are still readable. Through them
' A lick,' a-s they called him, was intro-

duced into literature, and Vjy writing

for Tait'n Mayazine he got practice for

liifi pen, initiation into staunch Lil)eral

I>olitics, and acfpiaintance with literary

characters of Edinburgh. Amongst
these friends was Hogg, the Ettrick

Shepherd, whose coarse humour af-

forded him much amusement and sup-

plied him with many stories. Russel

was working hard for his living, and
all the harder l)ecause he enjoyed work,

and liked to be in<lependent of others,

as he liked to be independent in his

views. There was as much earnest as

jest in his reply to a friend who asked

him once, 'What is your coat-of arms?'
' My shirt sleeves,' he answered. Whig
principles he esix)used with all his

heart, and defended with all his

strength ; and he used to tell how,

when the news of the defeat of the Re-

form Bill in 1831 reached Edinburgh,

full of excitement and wild indignation

he rushed off from town, wandering

about the Pentlands till darkness fell,

trying to cool his youthful wrath in

the bracing breezes of the hills.

Adopting journalism as a profession,

he was ai)i»ointed editor of the Berwick
AditrlUeriix IJS.'JO. His remuneration

was not enormous

—

101. per annum
j)aid in weekly instalm);nts. * For

this,' wrote the proprietor, ' I will ex-

pect you to devote a portion of each

rlay, less or more, to the reading of

newspapers, selecting and abridging

from them Parliamentary report^s and

other news. New publications and

the literary periodicals must have your

notice. And you will also have to write

I'olitical articles and a summary of

news Huch as we have hitherto had.

On the occurrence of an election or any

great meeting I will re(|uire your aid

in reporting. And, lastly, the attacks

of o\ir political adversary will be ex-

pected to produce your retort.' The
last clause is decidedly good. And in

such euphemistic and highly dignitieil

terms the new editor was appointed to

maintain Whig princijdes, and crush

his political rival with the well-known
urbiuity of a ])rovincial print. Local

newspapers must indulge in personal

amenities, else how can inhabitants

exist in these country towns, where
the streets are usually so dull and de-

serted that on a market-day you won-
der where on earth the people have
come from, just as you wonder at the

buzzing noisy reapi)earance of Hies on
the window panes, on a sunny winter's

day, from behind the genial retirement

of the shutters. But the prescribed

editorial work did not take up all his

time; nights when fun was fast and
furious alternated with evenings full

of steady (juiet reading, and it was dur-

ing his stay in Berwick that he laid in

that store of literary information which
used to puzzle friends and foes alike,

as he illustrated his arguments with

choice l)its from Swift, apt coujdets

from Pope, recondite j)as.sages from
Dryden, lines from Goldsmith and
Thomson. Big volumes in short-hand

still survive full of copious extracts

from authors, chiefly in old standard

English literature, whom he loved to

quotethroughouthisjournalisticcareer,

and he was sj)ecially fontl of the old-

fashioned poetry, with its formal mea-
sure, and its feet that are as stately as

a minuet.

In 1842 Russel wa.T appointed edi-

tor of the Fife llrrnhl. Jn his new
post he had more congenial work, and
in his new residence he had more
genial society. The best (|ualitieH of

the journalist now got free play, and
the Scotch political leaders soon recog-

nised his power and welcomed his

friendship, while eager readers en-

joyed his articles, bul)l;ling over with

^

exul>erant non.sense, or, rather, extra-

l vagant sense, and sedate citizens shook
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their heads over his audacious assaults

on time-honoured ways. Politics in

Fife were keen, and party feelings

were strong, so that every week the

Whig Fife H"rald and the Tory Fife

Journal attacked each other with ap-

palling fury. The Tory paper was
under the editorship of James Bruce,

an able, genial, accomplished man (not

unknown in literature, liy his ' Classic

Portraits ' and ' Eminent men of

Aberdeenshire '), and while the rival

papers were in deadly hostility the

rival editors were boon companions,

and would make merry at night over

the virulent leaders of the morning in

which they assailed each other, and
sometimes they would secretly ex-

change editorial chairs, and assault

their own papers with ferocity.

In the course of two years Russel,

after an unsuccessful application for

the editorship of a Glasgow paper,

became editor of the Kilmaniock Chron-

icle, newly started, and for six months
he resided in that town, of which he

had afterwards no very savoury recol-

lections. During this time, also, he

had been appointed by Mr. Duncan
Maclaren to write leaders in an Anti-

Corn Law newspaper, called the67won-

icle, at the rate of £50 a year, and
to attack with all his force the Pro-

tectionist party. This brought him
into correspondence with the Great

League Council, and under the notice

of Richard Col)den. Soon, however,

a post was oftered him w^hich fulfilled

hrs journalistic ambition. His writ-

ings in Cupar had attained more than

local fame, and were sometimes quoted

in influential papers throughout Scot-

land, and attractetl the attention of

the proprietors of the Scotsman. In

1845 he was appointed sub-editor,

while he was occasionally to act also

as a reporter. Mr. Charles Maclaren,

who was ut that time editor-in-chief,

was the type of a hard-headed, saga-

cious, unhumorous Scotchman. He
knew political economy as thorouglily

as he did geology. His conscientious

articles were written with great pain.s.

and the sentences were so carefully

rounded, that they immediately rolled

utf every reader's recollection ; and he
would examine a ridiculous town coun-

cil squabble with as much sobriety as

he would a piece of Silurian strata.

A joke he could in a manner see, but
certainly he could not feel it ; and he
would laboriously turn it round and
round, as if it were a curious speci-

men, and carefully examine it to see

what was in it. For instance, some
one having quoted from ' Candide ' the

incident which veraciously relates that

ever-' time Dr. Pangloss coughed he
spat out a tooth, the editor, gravely

calculating how few teeth man has at

his best estate, after a pause of serious

rumination, very thoughtfully re-

marked, ' Well, he couldn't go on long

at that rate.' Now, however, he had
a colleague who was his opposite in

everything except staunch Liberalism

and steady accuracy, and he could

only marvel mutely and awfully, as

does a sedate hen that has hatched a

duckling, at the exuberance of humour
and the fertility of resource of his

sub editor. In perfect astonishment

he observed that his young man could

joke on everything. ' Now,' added he,

'for my pairt I can joke, but then I

joke with deeticulty.' By the end of

the year, ]Mr. Maclaren ceased to act

as editor, although he held the post

formally till 1849, when he finally re-

tired, owing to an honourable aver-

sion at i-eceiving credit for work he

had not done.

We have been told by one who
heard them that the last words of

Lord Elgin on his deathbed were, * I

wonder what The Times will siy of

me,'and this anxiety assuredly did not

arise from fear of what 'Ihe Tiines it-

self might say, but of what his coun-

try thought of him ; for he knew well

that what such a i)aper said to day,

society either had thought yesterday

or would repeat to-morrow. People

are apt to estimate very lightly the

power of a Scotch paper in compari-

son with that of such jjrcat English
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cont^mpoi-aries. In London there are

so many aMe newspapers, all compet-

ing with each other, each speaking to

some particular section of readers, and
trying to neutralize the effect of the

others, that no one journal is omni-

|)otent. But in Scotlantl, where there

was only one powerful representative

Liberal paper, which had no Conser-

vative rival of any force, which was
read by men of lx)th parties and of all

ranks, its influence was enormous to

shape political thought in every town
and village in the country, and eveiy

class of the people. When Kussel sat

in the editor's chair, article after arti-

cle came forth which sur]iri.sed by its

easy mastery of every i»olitical sub-

ject, and delighted by its easy humour;
and as each morning's paper appeared

eyes scanned eagerly the columns to

see if there was another racy article

out, and as they read the eyes bright-

ened, the mouth relaxed into an ex-

])ectant grin, and the grin widened

into a broad laugh. Every wide poli-

tical question was discussed with ad-

mirable pith and ingenuity ; but what
the ordinary jieople enjoyed most, we
suspect, was often his ' adnni-able

fooling,' and no country gives finer

scope for it than Scotland, with its

few imjKjrtant towns, its many self-

important citizens. Public bodies,

busvlKxIies, and presbyterif-s were in-

valuable to hirn, and after he had ex-

hausted many a lea<ler upon some
foolish divine or eminent citizen, he

knew that he would brmk out in fresh

jdacfs again, and atlbnl scope for his

(Jargantuan mirth. 'There are pick-

ings on him yet,' the editor would con-

fidently say.

While I'liHwl staunchly supported

Wliig iiifasures aiul Whig b-aders, he

never Mi it the duty of a journal

which assunu-H a high place to be the

mere mouth[»iece of a party or theol>-

sequious echo of a statesman. Never
extreme in his views, he said that the

pr»*«ent L<>rd I)erV>y, if he only joine<l

the Lil»»'ral side— a wish now fultillr'<l

—would represent best his principles.

Whenever an aggressive or retrogres-

sive movement was on foot, lie firmly

set his foot upon it. He was too hon-

estto justify measureswhich he deemed
unjustifiable, whatever people might
say, or however subscribers might mur-
mur. Bravely and alone the ^'cohimm

ridiculed the alarms of Papal Aggres-

sion and condemned the Ecclesiastical

Titles Bill of 18"il, when even staid

citizens lost their heads, asmuch asfan-

atic Protestants, who, ' like those who
take hay fever the moment they smell

grass, can never l>e e.\|>ected to keep
their senses when the faintest whifl'of

Pojte is in the air.' Then in one day.

by one post, a third of the subscribers

gave up the paper— and that was no
slight matter at a time when the sub-

scribers were only a twelfth of the jnt-

sent number. In the course of his

editorship he had many a hanl fight to

make in defence of hisWhig principles.

In his own time he was not always

successful. In vain he tried to moder-

ate the bitter V)ig(itry which in the

Anti-Maynooth agitation leil to Mac-
aulay's rejection in f2dinburgh ; in vain

he tried to hush the anti papal outcry

which led to the abortive Ecclesiastical

Titles Hill ; in vain he opj)Osed the

petty Piadical clitjues which cau.sed no-

iiodies to be sent to represent the Scot-

tish capital in Parliament ; single-hand-

ed he fought when in 1S.">4 Macaulay
retired, and fortunately Adam Black

was returned. In lb()S we find hini

anxious to get a man of mark to stand

for the city. He asked l)ickf ns, but

in October I)ickens wrote :
' My con-

viction that I am more useful and
hapjiy as I am than I would be in Par-

liniufnit, is not to be shaken. There

is no man in Scotland from whom I

would consider this suggestion a great-

er lionour. ' And months before— in

Jidy— Hussel had been in correspon-

dence with Sir Henry L. Bulwer, who
consented, at his recpu-st, to stand if

there was any chance of success. But
though not omnijiotent in Edinburgh,

his influence was immense throughout

the countrv. When Sir W. Harcourt
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swooped down upon the Kircaldy

burghs to oust in 1858 the old Whig
member, the Scots)nan attacked him
with unequalled energy and persistency

•day by day. Harcourt rejoined as day
by day Russel assailed him, and no
terms were measured, no love was lost.

It is well known lunv a criticism on
Mr. Duncan Maclaren, M. P., caused

an action of libel in 1S5G, resulting in

(.iamages of 400/. ai^ainst the tSrolsman.
' Very hard,' as Eussel would plain-

tively remark, 'for only (pioting what
•somebody else had said.' Libelled for

having likened a respectable M. P. to a
' snake,' the editor said, in a very rare

pun, referring to his opponent's arith-

metical skill, ' if he is not a snake,

no one can deny at least that he is a

remarkable adder.' Mulcted in dam-
ages for the freedom of his pen, Rus-
sel retained through all this matter the

sympathy of the public, and, four years

after, a handsome testimonial was pre-

sented to him for his unsurpassed ser-

vices to the Liberal cause. In eccles-

iastical questions the same impartial

Jove of fairness and freedom was shown.
Evangelical, Ritualist, Broad C'hurch-

man, Gorham, Bennett, Colenso in

England, Dr. Robert Lee in Scotland,

had each and all toleration demanded
for them ; ;md it mattered nothing to

him that after some bold article, next

morning's post brought letters from in-

dignant subscribei-s, saying, ' Sir, be

good enough to cease sending me your
paper from this date.'

When Mr. Russel joined the Scots-

tnan it came out twice a week, on Wed-
nesday and Saturday ; and only when
the newspaper stamp duty was abo-

lished, in 1855, did it come out daily,

and even then at first in the modest
dimensions of a modei'ate sized pocket-

handkerchief. In the old bi-weekly

times it was comparatively easy work
for a journalist. Then he could think

out, read up, and talk over a sul)ject,

while an editor like Maclaren gravely

tapped out geological specimens with

his hammer, or Russel grew wild over
j

•curling ; and when he had written on

,

it, two days at least would pass before
fresh news would arrive to cruelly
overturn, like a castle of cards, every
ingeniously constructed theory. Mr.
Russel illustrated the contrast between
present days of hurry and the leisurely

times when news jolted laboriou.sly

along at ten miles an hour by post, by
the little incident of a clerk in the
ScutsiiiuH office in London being locked
out, and unable by his knocking to

rouse the sleeping ^lerk within. In a
minute he wires to the office in Edin-
burgh, requesting a telegram to be .sent

to the ofhce on Fleet Street, to bid the
slumbering clerk let him in. Quickly
the telegram comes and the tinkle of

the bell opens the sleeper's eyes, and
he reads the me.ssage, ' Open the
doo)-.' While all-important news
took days to travel when Russel began
work, long before he ends it a message
travels 900 miles in a few minutes on
the insignificant errand of directing
that a door be opened, while the man
hardly leaves the door-step till it is

done. And yet he considered that the
average articles of to-day are quite as
good as in the deliberate days of old.

Albany Fonblanque wrote two short
leaders a week for the Examiner, and
found his strength exhausted, and
needed his two or three months of aii-

tumn yatching to recruit ; but the mo-
dern journalist, who has six articles a
week, at least, to write, works at high
pressure. He cannot elaljorate, and
often is in consequence all the more
successful. The points that strike the
editor's mind to-night are just those
which will convince the citizen's mind
to-morrow; the arguments which come
soonest into his head are exactly those
which will most readilyenter into other
people's. No doubt leaders, which,
like rolls, must come piping hot to
breakfast, get a little stale by keeping

;

but they form that daily bread which
nourishes wonderfully the political sys-

tem of the people.

Russel for many years had to go
off to his office every night, and re-

turned about three or four o'clock in
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the morning, after seeing the paper

thi-oiii,'h the press. 8on5etime| he

wrote three articles a day, and, if in

tlie spirit, woviUl do thein with great

»-api(litv. Two iKXiks li*^ liad always

bv liis side— a concordance to Shake-

gjieare and a concordance to the Bible,

l)oth of which he knew astonishingly

well. When in conversation as to any

acro.stic a Scriptural ' light ' was need-

ed, he was sure to find it. If he was

wont to startle reverent natures by

the audacity with which he couched

his humour in biblical jihrase, and

shocked even still more some Presby-

terian souls by his irreverence in using

the quaint language of the Shorter

Catechism, he after all meant no harm.

Indeed, the articles whijh annoyed

some prudi.sh minds most, we suspect,

he did not write. While often ad-

miring friends would say or write to

him that ' thf-y were glad to recognise

his Hne Homaji hand at last,'—he

having written without intermission

for months ; at other times they

would jdeasjintly say of an article he

had never touched, ' < )ne of the best

thingsyou ever did.Russel.' Of course

on these trying occasions he looked in

answer with an air of simjile bashful-

ness which contirmed them in their

sagacious o]»inion, and gave them the

satisfactory imjirpssion they had done

and Kaid a vfry kind thing.

While thus luisy <lay and night in

liis editorial work, h^ ha<l to corre-

spond with and to be int^^rviewed by

jiolitical and local magnates from all

(piarters ; not only Whig leadfi-s to

advise, but burghs in sfarch of a can-

di'iatf and candidatfs in search of a

burgh ; flitb'rent classes, who l>esouglit

him to TukI a cJass representative

;

and fHrncrfj, who came to him pro-

fessing themselves indifferent as to

j^K)litical opinions, but wishing from

him a mend^'r ' soond on liaifs and
rabliits.' If an unknown randidatf

8tart*»d for any jilacp, he knew at once

all his anteff'dents ; or, if he did not

at the moment rff-ollfct, up went liis

sfiectacl'^s ov«-r his fon-hfad, his fea-

tures jnu-kered with aggi-ieved per-

plexity, as he muttered, rubbing his

bald head, ' Bless my soul ! My mem-
ory 111 list be going,' merely liecause he

did not remember what it would be a

marvel if any mortal knew ; then

gradually his face would brighten as

he called to mind some appearance or

disaj)peaiancc of the gentleman in

cpiestion in rather equivocal circum-

stances, and with rather shady views,

long years ago, in some obscure nook
of the political woild. ()\\ one occa-

sion Lord John Russell was wonder-

ing in some company who a certain

per.son whs, when the editor reniinded

him that In* had been one of his lord-

ships own secretaries.

liesides these distractions, he found

time for reading and for reviewing, for

occasionally writing for the ' Edin-

burgh, 'or the 'Quarterly,' or for 'Black-

wood.' Turning to ore article in the

'Edinburgh' on 'The Highlands—Men,
Sheep and Deer,' we find a very good

examiile of his thorough and careful

work, his ciirious versatility of illustra-

tion and argument, in the manner in

which he exposes the outcry against

depopiilation raised by poets, theorists,

sentimental uneconomists and politi-

cian.s. The manner in which he begins

must have delighted the commonsensi-

cal mind of excellent old Charles Mac-
laren.

' Not many false sentiments have had

more injurious or foolish consequences

than that to which Cioldsmitli gave

new wings when he sent forth the as-

sertion

—

A liiiK.' tlii'if waK, ere EnK'laiid'K (,'rii-fM bi-ijiin,

\Vlifn evt-ry r<Ki<l of ground maiiitHineil iti*

man.

It is nither sharp jtraetice to encounter

I

poetry with Hrithnietic, I)Ut it may be

useful to hint by way of illustration,

that a rood of ground never yet main-

tained its man in Englpn<l or anywhere
else. It takes four roods of pretty

good gif)und to maintain a sheep. Al-

though England now maintains at least

threefold th«' pojailatir.n of the time

ere her griefs Ijegan, it is found that
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even in her richest agricultural dis-

tricts sixteen roods are required to

maintain a man. .In Ireland an at-

tempt was made to make ten roods

to maintain their man—perhaps the

nearest approach ever made in these

latitudes to the Goldsmithian propor-

tions—and we saw and felt what it

came to.'

So lie goes on with curious detail

to expose one by one the pathetic

crotchets of sentimentalists.

The cares and fatigues of the office

were not without relaxation. Now he

was in Ireland with his friend Mr.
Hill Burton ; now, with the same com-

panion, 'jumping' in Jura (for he pro-

tested it was impossible to ' walk/ and
only possible to jtrogress there by
'jumps ' over hag and crag and bog).

One year he was in Skye, another fish-

ing by the Ettrick, another in Suther-

land, letting few facts or fish escape

him. Then he felt the glory of hav-

ing no work to do to-day, of having

no care for the morrov\\ Palmerston
might declare war, but amongst the

hills around Gairloch he would never

hear it ; Disraeli might change his

policy, and Gladstone might denounce
it ; but neither the epigrams, which
passed for conviction, of the one, nor

the mellifluous sentences of the other,

awoke echoes 1)y the side of Loch Ma-
ree. What mattered it to him, in his

holiday enthusiasm, even if, as he un-

reeled his rod, the kee[ier damped his

matutinal ardour by telling him there

was ' only a happenin' beast,' or by
grudgingly owning that ' there micht

be transient brute.' There he stood in

the stream as the hours went expect-

antly by, cold, lonely and chittering
;

for though—as he wrote— ' the wind

was in his eye and the water in his

boots, yet hope, the charmer, lingers

still in his heart.' [The printers, to his

vexation, ivouhl persist in printing the

sentiment :
' Hope lingers in his IkU.'^

There he would stay ' till the hour

when no man can fish, and every sen-

sible man takes thought of what he

shall eat and how much he shall drink

and wherewithal he shall be bed-

clothed.'

Yet amidst all his amusements he

had his eyes, ears, and mind open to

everything. There was not a shep-

herd he met by the river-side that he

did not question, it might be about

the relative feeding properties of the

soil or feeding powers of the sheep and
deer ; not a farmer did he meet and
delight with his talk over their toddy

at the little inns, from whom he had
not (juietly extracted facts about the

rental, maniire, and cropping. Of
course everything ludicrous took his

finely outrageous fancy, as when he

broaches a delightful theoiy that

Highlanders kept to their native dis-

tricts because of the difficulty present-

ed to Highland emigration by the de-

mand of a half-penny pontage at Perth.

A local guide-book, having described

some wretched elevations as ' the most
beautiful hills in Scotland,' he is re-

minded of a funny passage in Miss
Porter's 'Scottish Chiefs' (which he

cannot possibly have read since boy-

hood), where she speaks of the Scot-

tish army wheeling its march along

beneath the frowning gigantic range

of the Cor.storphines. The absence of

trees in Caithness caught his whim-
sical comi)assion, for is it not asserted

that ' up Strathaladale, within the

Sutherland boundaries, there is a clump
of the scrubbiest birches that ever dis-

graced the name of " a wood ;

" and
the Caithness people came thirty or

forty miles to picnic on that happy
l>og, and revel in forest scenery.' This

Caithnessian defect is visible even in

the interiors of the churches, the tim-

ber in which the natives owe much
more to the sea than to the land ; and
even pulpits, it is said, being ordi-

nai-ily constructed, and that with little

adaptation to altered circumstances,

out of the wrecks of fishing boats. He
audaciously asserts that ' in one Caith-

ness kirk which had been fitted up
with timber not much altered from the

state in which it had been cast ashore,

a friend found himself embarked in a
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pew inscribed, ' The Brothers of

BanflF; ' while the minister appeared

to be considerably at sea in a pulpit, '

which, as all men might read, had in

its unregenei-ate days buffeted the

waves as the ' Jane of Portsoy.'

Meanwhile, though enjoying richly

the ludicrous aspects of everything,

few men were more susceptible to the

charms and Ijeauty of scenery,—the

song of the birds, the glint of light

and play of shadows upon the moun-

tain side, the solemn loveliness of si-

lent moorland lochs, and the hoary

memories of historic scenes. Few men
knew, few men gave him credit for,

deeper thoughts than those he spoke

lightly and jocularly to his friends,

and yet few could describe Vjetter, and

feel more keenly than he, at once the

humoursof men, the pleasures of sport,

and the picturesqueness and mystery

of nature ; as v,e see in his paj>er on

his ' Angling Saunter in Suther-

land':—
' At Scourie, if the angler, slightly

sated by diligence in his pro] ler avoca-

tion, desires to seek variety of interest,

he has it at hand. There is the island

of Handa, probably the moststupenl-

ous cliff scenery in the British Islands.

No description, no expectation is felt

adequate when, aftei- the slow ascent

from the landward side of the island,

you at once stand on a wall of rock

700 feet sheer al>ove the Atlantic,

which chafes and thunders eternally

against that mighty battlement. Here,

the front presente<l to the assailing

surges is without ledge or cleft that

would give footing to a bird, or hiding

to an insect. There you see it rent and

worn l)y the storms of ages, an<l look

down ui»on the fallen turrets and upon

the savage and half f-nroofed bays,

within which the wiM waters are at

one moment lying in grim repose, the

next roaring and leaping in fierce im-

patience. Standing on this sulilime

rampart, awed by the alternating sil-

ence and the thunder of ocean's artil-

lerj", as each slow, succeeding wave
crashed against the repelling rock, or

rushed booming into the caves and
bays, a singing bird, unseen on the face

of the cliff, sent forth a strain so low,

so clear, so sweet, like a spirit visitant

from some far and better world. Awe
stole in Vn' eye and ear in ])resence of

that tiuceless war between the invad-

ing ocean and the defying land ; but

so it was—a deei)er though less dieary

dread came from tlie faint notes of that

tiny and unseen songster. No Hue-

strung mental frame was required to

hear in it an echo and memory of that

"still small voice," which, issuing, we
know not whence, is heard ever and
again amid the loudest storms and
fiercest ttimults of our moral state.'

We think that a man who could

write in such a strain and with such a

style had powers of tender feeling and
expression far greater than either the

out.>>iile world, or even his intimate

friends, ever gave him credit for pcs-

sessing.

In these angling expeditions Kusscl
acquired a remarkable acquaintance

with the rivers and their inmates ; of

every salmon cast and every bend of

the streams : and of the deep myster-

ious question, ' What is a parr ?
' And

his knowledge theoretical and practical

rendered his fre({uent evidence valu-

able liefore Parliamentary counnittees,

and his suggestiors practical in legisla-

tion. Writing with readiness and ful-

ness of information, his articles in the
' Quarterly,' ' Blackwood,' and ' The
Scotsman ' were afterwards expanded
into his well-known work on 'The
Salmon.'

[

By the Ettrick, where he often re-

sorted, he had much to try his skill,

andagood deal more to try his patience;

and we suspect the Lowlanders were
not so ' poor s]»irited ' as the Higliland-

I

ers, who in .Sutherlan<l incurre<l the

lofty contempt of tlie Southern keep-

I

ers. ' Tliini j)oach I ' said to the editor

I one of these wlio had confessedly 'dune

i
something on his ain accoont,' both with

!

gun and leister, on his native Ettrick.

' When I cam' first I gaed to the folk

in the clachan up there, and said, (juitc
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bold, " I hear ye hae guns aniaug ye
;

you maun pit them awa'." Ye'll no

believe me, sir, but the puir-speerited

deevils actually did it. Besides, if

ane o' them does mair guid for liimsel'

ony nicht than the rest o' them, some

o' them is sure to tell. JToo can folk

be poachers when they've nae honour?'

It was on one of these fishing holi-

days that a clei'^yman met liini, and
on the editor askin^,' him if lie ever

tished, he answered that ' he was only

a ti.sher of men.' 'I am afraid you

don't make much of it then,' lejoined

Eussel ; 'fori looked into your creel

•on Sunday, and there was very little

in it.'

Every great conversationalist has

his limited store of aiu cdotes which

have seen an enormous deal of dinner

service. One naturally compassionates

the wives and offspring who have to

listen to the same jokes with the same
air of perennial surprise. With Russel,

on the other hai.d, the effort was, not

to evade, but to get the anecdotes

—

* Tell us that story again,' peoi)le would

ask, and certainly they never asked in

vain ; and after all, what faint recol-

lections remain of his talk, so vivid,

so bright, so intelligent, so ready, so

witty—only a few anecdotes with the

ludicrous touches gone, only a few
meagre jokes with the )-ich mellow fun

away. At dinner, topic after topic

came and went ; a new book, a new
measure, politics, ecclesiastics, society,

are all discussed, brightened by some
fresh thought, or illustrated by some
quaint story, each guest being with

kindly tact brought into the tide of

talk, as the host chatted and sipped

his grog,—he having ]iersuaded him-

self firmly that the doctors ordered

him to take whisky on the jjrecarious

ground that they had ordered him not

to take wine. One remembers vaguely

how the conversation went. He may
be speaking of the difficulty of concil-

i:itiiig those whom he has ridiculed in

his ]'a[)er, for those who have little

dignity to spare cannot forgive the loss

of it; and he mentions how Mr. Lowe

one day wisely remarked, ' You can't

uni)ull a man's nose.' The talk turns

on Lord Melbourne, and he describes

the interview between the ea.sy j)eer

who was sha\ing and the secretary to

the Lord Advocate, when he brings

before him the draft of some bill.

' Well, ]>Ir. M., this is another of your
demned Scotch joh»s, I presume T 'Just

so, my Lord ; so, having settled the

pieamble, we will now jjroceed to the

clauses.' Strong minded women are

spoken of, and a lady remai'ked that

one noted female emancii^ationist, of

masculine aiJ)jearance, is much more
of a lady than one who had, the day

before, sharply criticised her. 'Well,

she is much more of a gentleman, at

any rate, my dear,' consolingly con-

ceded the editor, with quiet sarcasm.

Speaking of self-educated men, he

n)entionsa remark by Emer.son; when
some one spoke of Abraham Lincoln as
' a self made man,' the ithiio-sopher

quietly said, as he thought of that ill-

made figure, ' that saves Providence

then a great deal of responsibility.'

The Ballot question suggests the case

of a farmer, who said to his landlord,

in disgust at the new Act :
' Afore,

everybody kent that I voted for your
lordship, but noo the waurst o' 't is, if

I gaung to the poll, folks micht think

I was voting according to my con-

.ccience.' The editor relates his exper-

ience of the Irish. He recalls instances

ot" their bulls, as, for instance, the en-

tiy he found in the inn-album, hj a

Colonel :
' I sto])ped here by mere

chance, and would advise every peison

to do the same.' He recalls their in-

veterate desire for money— if gained

without any labour : the boatman in

Killarney having coolly and objurga-

tively athrmed an object in the dis-

tance to be a ' rale Irish eagle,' while

Russel's companion in travel denied

it. * In that case,' rei)lied his friend,

' we'll soon know—if it's an Irish

eagle, it will pounce on the cumpany
and ask for sixpence for showing it-

self.' The clergy are brought in for

some chaff, and he mentions how King-
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lake in liis drawlirii; tones reuiaikeil

that ' be tliouglit the c'.er;L'y could be

indictetl under the common law against

fortune-tellin.'.' ' As far as my exper-

ifiice goes,' remarks a guest, ' it is

rather ////sfo: tune telling.' Somehow
tie talk ]>a&ses on to the humbug
of servants' registers, the keeping of

which, he jirotests, is the easiest pro-

fession in tlie world, and requiring the

mobtlimited of capital---for it only needs

a |)en, a s'aeet of papt, and a l>ottle

of ink. The name of (Jharles Maclaren
makes him tell how at a large i';trfy

the grave and respectable appearance

of t a" gentleman suggested that he

shouM be asked to say grace. In deep

agitation he rose, and in confusion he
began, and made one oitwo bewilileied

efforts to SHV it. At last, looking round
the company in abject despair and an-

guish, the unfoilTinafe victim to re-

spectability exclaimed, ' Ladies and
gentlemen, my memory has clean gone
to the deevil.' ' Why, your hair is

getting grey,' says Russel to a friend.

* Yes, but there's |>lenty of it, at lea.st,'

looking at the editor's head, a Sahara
of baldness. * Oh yes,' added he; 'you
see mine preferred death toilishonour.'

Strangely few true anecilotes reinain

of him, although of no man are there

more false ones told, and often told

very cleverly. Asking him one day
if he had said some witty thing re-

f»orted to V»e his, he answered, 'I only

wisli I eould.' ])riviiig past a well-

known drtft man who was haranguing
a crowfl of little children :

' Now,' re-

marked I^ussel, with a laugh ;
' give

that man a little education and make
liim a minister, an<l, Idess you, he

wuuld never be found out' Those
very proper an<l pious persons who
met him first with the notion 'that he

wa« thfit dreadfid .Mr. Kiissel,' went
away with the impresKion that he was
* a most charming man.' Old ladies

without an idea beliind their ringlets,

old gentlefin-n without a thought be-

yond their flenomination ortheir crops,

sat and listene*!, worthy souls ! as the

e<litor jtoured cfut stories and made

joke.s \\liile they were themselves
Hfraid to smile in case what he said

was meant to be serious, and were
afiaid to look solemn in case he had
meant to be funny, and therefore pre-

.served an expression of wonderful
mental and facial perplexity. ' Poor
old chap, I like him,' the host woultl

say, when the sim])le guest had de-

jiarted in his goloshes. ' He is a very

decent old fellow, do you know ?

though he cannot see a joke, and his

grace is far too good and long for the

dinner,' he remarks as some respect-

able di.ssenting minister goes oft". Ab-
surdities and tollies struck his humor-
o>is mind, l-ut defects and weakness
raised his pity. Benjamin Franklin
tells of an old gentleman with one de-

formed foot, who always judged of a
nian^s character by noticing whether
lie looked at the shapely or the maim-
ed limb first. Well, Kussel would in-

stinctively notice the deformed foot

first, but he wouhl pretend he had
never seen it, and would act .so that

others might not notice it. This ami-

ability [tervaded his whole character.

He could not blame in jirivate, though
none could hit harder in public, for he

hated the infliction of pain on any being

he met, and this cpiality servants knew
to his cost; and he felt apologetic and
awkward when he tried to find fault,

as if he were really the culprit himself.

And, curiously enough, though none
were (juicker to own the nieiit of

others, lie was absurdly shy and cIum'rv

at )»i-aising ; and as one who knew hiui

well says, 'he .s«'emed to think there

would lie some of the Hnobbislme.ss of

[(atronage in piaise for work well

dotie ; ' while he recognised without

jealousy the talents of othei-s, and
even sometimes sjipjiressed an arti< ie

by himself to insert one by a fri>-nd

which he considered more of)' ctive

than liis own, or rather tiian give dis-

appointmenf.

])uring the last ten years of his life

he had more ease an<l could take moie
lei.sure, although he wrote constantly

frf»m sli«-<'r pleasure, and laughed at
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those who anxiously bade him give up
work as being too much exertion. Cer-

tainly the old Ijuoyancy had abated,

the exuberant spirits had diminished
;

for after the death of one of his sons

by drowning, which caused him unut-

terable grief, he never was quite the

same man, although there was still

wonderful vivacity and heartiness.

Sometimes he went up to London, en-

tering into the most brilliant political

circles, gathering clusters of Liberal

friends round him, in the lobby of the

Hovise of Commons, and at many a

club, and getting in Parliamentary

coteries i-efreshment for his jnded po-

litical ideas. Xot that he considered

London journalism itself devoid of

nairowness, nor lacking an amount of

Cockney arrogance an-l superfluity of

ignorance on unmetropoliLan aflfairs

and interests, as if ' thei-e were no
world without Verona's walls.'

In 1869 he visited Egypt, in order

to be present at tlie opening of the

Suez Canal, of which he wrote home
grapliic notes. The incongruities of

the scenes and the gravity of the oc-

c.ision impressed him with equal I'eadi-

ness, and through all the mischances

of his journey he carried the same
even good natui'e, whether through

the inevitable sickne.ss in the Bay of

Biscay, on the third day after which
he re-appeared on deck, ' looking puri-

fied V)y suffering,' or during the mise-

ries of Egyptian travelling, through

unpopulated places by day, and in

populated beds at night. Although as

open to see the excelhjnce of foreign

ways and scenes as was that candid

Aherdonian, who, on first seeing St.

Paul's, owned that * it made a clean

fule o' the kirk o' Fittie,' it may be

suspected that he had some sneaking
sympathy with the Scotch bailie who,
on seeing the niMJestic Pyramids,
asked, ' Whatidiotbiggit thaethings(

'

At any rate he enters extremely rap-

idly into Thackeray's feelings when, in

his book, the novelist said, ' they are

very big,' and then ' :lropped the sub
ject and went home again.' He tries

his best, however, to write impres-

sively, for he feels bound to say some-
thing. ' And these are the Pyramids !

is the first thought, if not the excla-

mation, of every beholder ; and in the

mere fact that they are the Pyramids,
whose history, Ijuilders, uses, and age-

have bafiled human inquiiies for gene-

rations, is the source of the interest

and solemnity with which they are

gazed at. You feel that to see them
is an event in your life, though yon
cannot satisfactorily explain to your-

self why it should be so '—and so on..

Neithei do the sandhills,, seen as he

sails down the canal, impi-ess him
deeply when he discovers that these

form the land of Goshen :
' If that

land was of old anything like what it

is now, depend upon it, that when.
Joseph invited his brethi-en to dwell

there, he only meant to be upsides

with them for their previous maltreat-

ment.' But not lightly did he feel

the moment when they arrived at

Suez, and ' glad with grave thoughts,'

proved the t)iumphant success of that

great work which brought east and
west 8,000 miles nearer to each other.

In November, 1872, he went abroad

again, but this time it was the first

serious attack of his illness which
drove him away from Edinburgh at a

season when, as in Pope's Castle of

Spleen, ' the dreaded east is all the

wind that blows,'and sought a warmer
climate. For some time he stayed in

Arcachon Mnd entered into all the

beauties and interests of the place

—

such as they are. Asa spoi-tsman,

how pathetically he laments the utter

absence of life in the woods. ' For
some years ))ast everybody has been

shooting everything, so that now no-

body can shoot anything. During
three weeks we have seen only one
sparrow and heard another ; and as

to singing birds, such as the lark—of

which the French cookery l)Ook so

afii.'ctionately says, "This charming
songster eats delightfully with bread-

crumbs "— it has arrived to them to-

be extii-pated ; and when some igno-
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i-ant giiU does appear above the hori-

zon, shots l)egiu going off all along the

shore and from patiently waiting

boats, as if a regiment of volunteers

had broken into tile-tiring.'

He afterwards jiassed on to Portu-

gal, whose lovely <Jintra he admirably

describes ; to Spain and northern

Italy, with eye more sensitive than

most tourists to the beauty of the

sunny South. On the whole he was
not sorry to quit France, its formali-

ties and its orticialism : as many will

agree with him that, 'though they

manage things better in France, they

manage them a great deal too much.'

Pleasant as idleness and travelling

were to him, work an<l home were plea-

sinter still, and though a man of
' cheerful yesterdays and confident to-

morrows,' illness was rendnding him
that life was a very uncertain thing.

In the frequent spasms of hiscon)plaint

lie sometimes could only write kneel-

ing. Yet how full of life and energy

be was — so keen for work, .so Ijriglit in

society, so surrounded by ol<l friends

and ready to make new friend.slii|)S.

No one met with njore peojjle, and yet

it is curious that he was miseiably shy

of public apjiearance, he hated to itp-

pear on j)lattoniis, he wa.s in agony at

the prospect of making au after-dinner

speech ; and when asked to stand as a

o;indidate for the Lord Rectorship of

Aberdeen in 1^75, he ileclined the hon-

our at once. But in private he was
not shy, and rejoiced in the presence

of friends round his table. What a

luiniber and variety of faces had ap-

peared there in Kamsay Cianlens in

old days, at (."liester Street in later

years, who talked and laughed theii'

bfst I Thackeray, up in Klinlmrgh

1 tfcturing on ' The ( ieorges '
( wlmn Ay-

t jun bade him ' stick to the Jeamses '),

•c ime and was not even cyidcal ; James
Hannay, clever and conceited, wouM
tell his most piq<iant stories aii<l prove

his claims to a dormant peerage ( A-hicli

his host remarked ' it would i»c more
to the point if he could prov«; a «lor-

mant half crown '; and then roll oH'

with more than his usual sailor's gait

to the Courant otiice to write a spite-

ful article on the editor of the Scots-

iiKin :' Mr. Grant DulT would come,

fre.sli from some Elgin oration and
with some fre.sh schemes on European
jtolicy ; Dr. Robert Lee, of Old Grey-

friars, cleverest of ecclesiastics, most
liberal of Churchmen, ablest of debat-

ers, would often turn up sarcasms at

his * preposterous ' brethren in the

Church, or as he delicately cut up some
' pious goose ' of a minister who was

stirring charges against him of heresy ;

Captain Burton even ai)peared in the

cour.se of going to and fro on the earth,

and would tell some risky tales and ut-

ter .some wild opinions on polygamy,

and leave the iini)re.ssion, as ladies hur-

riedly left him, he had on emergency

fed on—and rather enjoyed— a fellow-

creature ; Fitzjames Stephen would ap-

pear, not the least fatigued by his de-

feat at Dundee, having proved too good

for the place, and very thankful for his

new friend's powerful support ; George

Cooml;e ancl Hill lUutou of course

were of old frequent guests ; and Lord

Neaves, too, although of adiH'erent pol-

itital faith, who would send upstairs for

the pre.st'ntation cojty of his ' Songs,'

whicli he knew was in the house, and

give the company the benefit of his

own musical interpretations, already

very familiar to some of them. Now
there came the Lil»eral whip to talk

over political prospects, and get coun-

sel about a new movement ; and now
local magnates dined who could tell

the chances of the next Edinburgh con-

test or the new waUu- sclifmo of the

Provost ; now it was Professor Hux-
lev, so fresh, so unalarming, that, as a

clergyman finishes saying grace; at din-

ner, Russel exclaims, ' Halloa, was

that vou saying grace, Profi'ssor ?

'

' No,' replies he nx-ekly and bl.indly,

' I tiitflt I know my place in nature.'

Kussel's house was the meeting place

of all sorts and conditions of men

—

certaiidy not «'xcluding clergy : dis-

senting miidsters, narrow in doctrine

and Kidicil in politics, holding protec-
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tion in religion, and free-trade in corn
;

Broad Church clergy, whom he regard-

ed as rational beings ; worthy old mod-
erate divines who were admirable at

table and sadly dull in thepul|)it, who
preached the driest of sermons, and
gave the driest of sherry— wlio, in fact,

from the good wine and bad discourses

they gave, as Lord Robertson of face-

tious memory said, ' were much better

in bottles than in wood.'

When peoi)le wish to know a man
they are never satisfied till they know
his creed, and in the case of ]\Jr. Kus-
sel it is not easy to gratify such a wish.

To pious temperaments who measure
natures by the straitest of rules he was
'a most regardless man ;

' and in spite

of his steady attendance in Old Grey-
friars Church, he was asserted, with
j)ious recklessness of assertion, 'never

to be in the house of God ;
' and when

he ridiculed clerical folly and sectai*-

ian bigotry, they gave hiQi up as lost

;

truly, as he said, his prairie was in none
of the churches. Brought up as a Uni-
ted Presbyterian, he died in connection

with the Church of Scotland, having
with many of its clergy much friend-

ship, and with its general liberality of

feeling most sympathy. An established

Church—whose policy he often con-

demned, and who.se flaws he never
wearied of pointing sarca.stically out

—

he yet maintained to be the best safe-

guard for independence of thought
and expression, as lifting its ministers

above the servile need of teaching for

doctrines of God the commandments
of the pews. He did not believe in

hard, dry dogmas ; he winced under
dogmatic assertions which tried to de-

fine the incomprehensible and to limit

the illimitable ; and he did not trust in

preachers who professed to know the

mind of God when they did not even
know their own. The fact is that in

him there were, as in most men, two
conditions of mind, one that was be-

lieving and the other which was doubt-
ing. These alternated according to

temperament and society, and, like

those old-fashioned barometers, with

the figure of a man at one end and the
figiire of a woman at the other, one of
which comes out to mark the weather
as the other goes in, .so according to
circumstances and intellectual atmos-
phere, the feminine belief comes out a.'^

the masculine doubt retires. There
was much of the old Scotch religious

character in Russel to the last. As
the language of the Catechism clung
to his memory, so religious associations
and beliefs clung to his mind. Amidst
all the Bohemian regardlessness of
form, there was a deep vein of senti-

ment, w.Mch increased with his years.

He loved religious teaching that was
simple, and touched with a vein of true
feeling, and he always retained a liv-

ing awe of the unseen and a loving
reverence for the Master of our faith.

No doubt the ' articles ' he wrote did
not exactly square with any articles of
faith that men sign. He belonged, ac-

cording to the saying, to that religion

to which all sensible men belong, and
which all sensible men keep to them-
selves.*

His death was unexpected ; the
symptoms which had startled him
ever and anon were becoming more
frequent, but yet he had no fear. One
day, not long before his death, he had
been at the office and had dictated
three articles, one of which appeared
five months after he had died. On
July 18, 1876, when he was looking
forward to going to the quiet and plea-

sant leisure of the country, he passed

* It is useful to trace a story to its origin
;

and as manj' attribute the saying to which we
refer to Samuel Rogers and others, here is the
true source, which is found in John Tolands
ClitJophorus, c. xiii. ' This puts me in mind
of what I was told by a near relation of the
old Lord Shaftesbury. The latter, conferring
one day with Major Wildman about the many
sects of religion in the world, they came to
this conclusion at last : that notwithstanding
these infinite divisions caused by the interest
of the priests and the ignorance of the people,
all wise men are of the same religion : where-
upon a lady in the room, who seem'd to mii:d
her needle more than their discourse, demand-
ed with some concern what that religion was ?

To which the Lord Shaftesbury strait reply'd,
" Madam, wise men never tell."
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awav, after a short illness, with the

suddunness which attends heart dis-

ease. As the news of his death ijuickly

sped, it cast a sorrow, sincere and

dec ji, over the country, to which his

writings had for a generation, to po-

litical friends and foes alike, Wen
a source of never-failing delightful-

ness. The untiring vigour of his work,

the clearness and pith of his style, his

jikill in political dialectics, his unsur-

passed political knowledge, his re-

markable powers of sarcasm, his rare

sense of the ludicrous, his wit and

mirthfulness, were familiar to all read-

ers. The real generosity of nature,

the sterling honesty of purpose, the

exquisite simi)licity of character, the

warm, genial, kindly, trustful nature,

however, were known most to those

who knew him best. Men who have

held a prominent place in the world

lio not like to Ije forgotten when they

(lie, or to think that their memory
will soon pass from the minds of those

thev leave lit-hind. Such a fate Kussel

really feared. It is natural truly to

wish to l>e missed for long years to

come, and to hope that in m:iny a fam-

iliar gathering of old friends,

Amid their good cheer

Some kind heart may whisper
' I wifih lie were here.

'

Amidst the now swiftly thinning

ranks of his past friends, that wish

has been felt and uttered many and

many a time, with all their heart, since

he went away.

—

flaser's Magazine.

AUTUMN.

BY SARA DUNCAN, UllANTKORU.

' (^\ STATELY maiden with dreaming eyes,

^-^' With Summer's secret so wondrous wise.

Wandering free tinder gentler skies.

By the Itiooks where the water is foaming I

* Wrapped in thine own mysterious haze.

The soul of thine Indian Sumn)er days,

A golden glory in all thy ways,

Tim l>ravely apjiarelled thou'rt roaming !

* Alas, fair niaiden : The winds are cold,

And the mists are gray that wcrre all of gold,

Sjieed thee away ! Thou art growing old !

'

And she saith good-bye in the gloaming I
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THE TOKONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

PROCEEDINGS OF FIFTH MEETING, REPORTED BY THE POET.

' T LIKE the kind of looking-glasses

-J- thej have in the house,' observed

Lily Cologne, slowly revolving before

the object of her admiration. ' They
make a person look so pale and inter-

esting.
'

The house referred to is a very fine

one, situated on Jarvis-street (more
explicit than that in its location I dare

not be), and, although it is richly and
beautifully furnished, its chief adorn-

ment is the Duchess. By this I do

not mean that Her Grace is what is

vulgarly known as a raving, tearing

beauty, for she is not ; but she has a

good deal of style about her, and style

in society seems to be of as much im-

portance as it is in literature. One i*e-

spects people and books when they
are full of information, and shuns
them when they are shallow. One ad-

mires them fora handsome appearance,

and likes or dislikes them, chiefly, I

think, on account of that subtle inde-

finable individual thing called ' style.'

' There are an hundred faults in this

Thing,' says Goldsmith of his master-

piece, and I have frequently thought
the same of a friend of mine, whose
charm for me is as real and lasting as

is that of the ' Vicar of Wakefield.'

Smarty says she sutFers from a con-

stant desire to do or say something
that will startle or shock peoi)le who
are habitually as ' polite as peas,' and
I have heard other girls make similar

remarks. It seems to me that that is

an accomplisiiment in which any Ijar-

barian might excel, but to do or say

something that

' Sets one heart at ea«e,
Ami giveth happiness or peace,"

requires very little less than genius.

Don't I remember one evening last

winter, when I was taking tea with
the Duchess. I nevci- take tea with
any one else, for Doc would have us
believe that tea is the ruination of the

nervous system, and all that, but one
can't lesist the cup that cheers, when
it also intoxicates— intoxicates b}' its

appearance, I mean. That is the kind
of teacup they had there— frail and
delicate us an eggshell, and fit to put
to the lips of an Old-World Duchess.
Through some unaccountable piece of

awkwardness, the adage ' There is

many a slip,' etc., was very literally

illustrated in my case that evening,

and 1 was dismayed to find my cup
upset and its contents threatening the
carpet. Then came the maid-servant
to poke me with one elbow while the

other was bent on retrieving my mis-

doings. If the rest of the company
had only laughed a little or said some-
thing about taking warning by this

downfall it would not have been so

bad, but they were too hopelessly high
bred for that. They simply as.sumed an
air of studied unconsciousness, which
by force of contrastseemed to add tomy
misery. Suddenly a welcome sound
fell upon my ear. It was a little half

shriek from the Duchess, who, strange
to relate, had upset her tea in much
the same way that I had done, and
who now fa.stened all eyes upon her-

self by the frantic way in which she
drew Itack from the table and ex-

claimed o\er the misiiap. Then everv-

body looked relieved, and some smiled,

ami one of them asked what it was
we had been reading that att'ected oi;r

nerves that way. And so we V>egau

to talk alout books and be happy once
again. But that delileratelv designed
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ami artistically accomplished accident

did seem to me to be the very pink

Hower of Christian kindliness and

courtesy. I diil not thank my preser-

ver in words. No : I knew a better

])lan than that. Previous to this atlair,

the Duchess had asked me— on seven-

tv-times-seven different occasions, I

lielieve—to write in her preference

album, and I had invariably declined,

with thanks, as the editors say. But

this evening I did not wait for the

four-hundred -and -ninety -first invita-

tion. 1 just attacked the album as if

it had l>een an arithmetic and worked

out the answers to the ijuestions with

all the .skill I knew. In the li^^lit of

my dtdiverance at the tea-table, I could

not 1^ sorry for the pains I took nor

the pains I suffered.

But to return, as the novelists have

it, to our last meeting. (Jn our arrival

we were confronted by tlie Irish girl,

of whom Smarty inquired :

' Arrahjbedad thin, and can the likes

of ye tell us whether the young rais-

thress is not at home, upstairs, or

where she is, faix V
The girl did not look plea.sed, and I

was about to put in a conciliatory

word— for that little affair of the el-

bow was long ago forgiven—when the

Duchf.ss ap[>eare»l to give us kindly

greeting and to invite us upstair.s. She

did not drive us up a.s if we had been

a flock of geese, but she herself led the

way. At the top she turned with a

smile, and said :

' Do whistln something, Smarty, T

hhall fancy that you <lon't feel at home
unless you do.'

Thf-reujion, Smarty, glancing at the

luxurious ap|»ointm»Mit8 alxiut her, be-

gan softly to whistlf a few bars from

the w>ng of Arthur Hugh Clougli,

one of the lines of which runs thus :

' Hfrw |ik-aHAnt it im t^>have nn>n<v, heigli ho !

' What a pretty tune,' exclaimed

Doc. 'What are the words to it '?

•Oh, the words,' returned theW^hist-

ler, with a shrug, ' are very iK>or

—

they're not worth repeating,'

'Smarty,' I said in a low aside,

while the othei-s were chattering to-

gether, ' I don't think it would have

been in good taste for you to repeat

the words here, but you need not have
called them poor, I think them very

tine.'

' Now Poesy,' exclaimed the Irre-

pre.ssible, ' I wonder at you praising

up vour own works in that style.

Don't you remember that parody you
wrote :

' How pleasant it is to be funny, heiyh ho I

'

' Well, it was the parody I was
whistling.'

After that I V»egan to pay attention

to what the others were saying, and

then it was that Lily Cologne made
that remark about looking-gla.sses,

with which I bej^an this report.

'For myself,' said the Judge, 'I pre-

fer a mirror, which, without any tiat-

tery, will let you see yourself as others

see you.'
' B»it so many of them are construct-

ed on a system of misrepresentation,"

observed Lily mournfully, and then

she went on to relate a melancholy cir-

cumstance which moved us deeply

—

but not to tears. It appears (I like to

say 'It appears'—it sountis so much
like a jirofessional reporter), that once

when she was travelling in the depths

of the country .she met with an acci-

dent which bruised her forehead and

enforced a few hours stay at the vil-

lage inn. On going to the glass to

discover the extent of her injuries she

was surprised to behold her image in

a (li.s.solving view, as it were, which led

her to believe, as she herself exj>re88ed

it. that she had 'gone all to pieces.'

Closer investigation, however, reveale.l

the encouraging fact that her woist

fears were groundless, and that she

WHS only cross-eyed, and crooked-faced,

and fri'-;htfully gashed in the brow.
• Words cannot express my thankful-

ness,' concluded Lily, 'when I reached

home and found that my mother re-

cognised me at first glance.'

When we came down stairs the
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Duchess produced some different pieces

of fancy work, at which she had hxtely

been employed, for the girls' inspection.

I don't care for that sort of thing my-
self, but did not dare to say so. Grum
was more reckless, and consequently

•came to grief.

' I nuiMt say,' she remarked depre-

catingly, ' that I can't see the use of

it.'

' Oh, it isn't intended for use,' re-

turned.Doc. ' But can't you see the

beauty of it 1

'

' No, I confess I cannot see any-

thing in it.'

' Perhaps ' put in Smarty, who must
always have something to say, ' it isn't

necessary thut our friend should see

anything in it.'

Grum turned a deaf ear to this re-

mark, and went over to the piano,

where she produced a musical uproar

by leaning both arms on the keys at

once. The Duchess .sent an inquiring

glance or two in her direction, and
finally went over to shew her some
new music, leaving us to our own re-

sources. Doc thereupon put her arm
around tlie waist of the Judge (that is

to say, as far around as it would go),

and together they wandered off to look

at some new books. Smarty's eyes

lazily followed them us she .said :

' I suppose the reason why it is

called fancy-work, is ijecause the idea

that you are working when you are

busy with it is merely a fancy.'

' Perhaps,' res[)onded Lily indiffer-

ently. ' Oh ; I must tell you a new
way to make a cigar case : First you
take a common pine box, line it or

paint it.'

That was all I heard of that sen-

tence. Whenever I read in a paper
for making, what the writer is sure to

call a ' thing of beauty,' in which a

pine box or board box has to be lined

or paintt'd or otiierwise decorated, I al-

ways turn away and try to think of

something else. In turning away this

time, I found myself near the piano.
' T have heard that he is something

wonderful,' remarked the Duchess.
' He is everything that is wonder-

ful,' said Gi'um with energy. « When
you have once listened to Liszt, you
don't want to hear or see pianos or

piano-players any more. You just

want to go off to some nice quiet place

and hang yourself.'

' But suppose,' I suggested, ' that you
couldn't find any place convenient.'

' Oh, then,' said Grum, ' you could

do nothing but sink deeper and deeper

into the bottomless pit of your own
conscious infei'iority.

'

The thought that Grum could really

and strongly admire anything, moved
me very much—away over to where
the Judge was standing.

' What are you reading now-a-days

Doctor,' she asked?
'Nothing at all.'

' Well, there are thousands of books
worse than that. Do you find it in-

teresting 1

'

' I can't say that it is exactly thril-

ling, but '

—

1 listened no longer. The conver-

sation of a girl who can live without
x-eading something every day of her
life has no charms for me. In the

middle of the room Lily Cologne was
admiring a picture, and Smarty was
su[)posiiig that the Duchess would as

soon think of hanging a circus poster

on the wall as a chromo.
If the rest of the girls think that

this report has anything fragmentary
and unfinished about it, let them re-

member how they divided themselves

asunder refusing to conform them-

selves unto the commonest laws which
, govern the ordinary pul)lic assembly.

In spite of this we parted then as al-

ways * ever the best o' friends.'
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^^ -4 MOSQUITO.

TO A MOSQriTO.

BY STEPHEN MfSLOGAN', OTTAWA.

HAIL, wingtnl torture, born of ill !

Foe to my sweet repose !

Thou'st venom in thy nasty bill

For unprotected toes.

This night, about the hour of nine,

I tumbled into bed
;

AVhere soon I heard a sound divine,

From out thy tuneful head.

I closed my eyes with might and main ;

I roM'd and toss'd till two
;

And then I tumbled out again

To search about for you.

And lo ! thou earnest gaily Ity,

Blowing thy dismal horn
;

But, hy the rood, tliou'rt doom'd to die

Before the break of morn '.

How bold on my submif-sive hand

Yon fill your fami.shcd frame

With the red juice! b»it, where you stand.

You'll e'en disgorge the same !

How dext'rously you ply yo>ir lance

In taking blood from mc !

Methink.> some(!oilege may, perchance,

Have made you an M. D.

Enougli : I'm tired ; and you have dined
;

Now Ki-t your conscience right

;

For verily it's in my mind

To end your days this night.
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(COPTRIOHT.)

THE BLACK ROBE.

BY WILKIE COLLINS.

before the <^tory.

FIRST SCENE : BOULOGNE SURMER
THE DUEL.

ry^HE doctors could do no more for

-L the Dowager Lady Berrick.

When the medical advisers of a lady

who has reached seventy years of age
recommend the mild climate of the

South of France, they mean in plain

language that they have ai-rived at the

end of their resources. Her ladyship

gave the mild climate a fair trial, and
then decided (as she herself expressed

it) to ' die at home.' Travelling slow-

ly, she had reached Paris at tlie date

when I last heard of her. It was then
the beginning of November. A week
later, I met with her nephew, Lewis
Romayne, at the club.

' What brings you to London at

this time of the year ?
' I asked.

' The fatality that pursues me,' he

answered grimly. ' 1 am one of the

unluckiest men living !

'

He was thirty years old ; he was
not mari'ied ; he was the enviable pos-

sessor of the fine old country seat,

called Vange Abbey ; he had no poor

relations; and he was one of the hand-

somest men in England. When I add
that I am, myself, a retired army
othcer, with a wretched income, a dis-

agreeable wife, four ugly children, and
a burden of fifty years on my back, no
one will be sui-prised to hear that I

answered Romayne, with bitter sin-

cerity, in these words

:

' I wish to heaven I could change
places with you !

'

' I wish to heaven you could !
' he

burst out, with equal sincerity, on his
side. ' Read this.'

He*handed me a letter addi-essed to
him h; the travelling medical atten-

dant of Lady Berrick. After rest-

ing in Paris, the patient had continued
her homeward journey as far as Bou-
logne. In her suffering condition, she
was liable to sudden tits of caprice.

An insurmountable horror of the chan-
nel passage had got possession of her

;

she positively refused to be taken on
board the steamboat. In thisdifliculty,

the lady who held the post of her 'com-
panion,' had ventured on a sugges-
tion. Would Lady Berrick consent to
make the channel passage, if her
nephew came to Boulogne expressly to
accompany her on the voyage ? The
reply had been so immediately favour-
able, that the doctor lost no time in

communicating with Mr. Lewis Ro-
mayne. This was the substance of the
letter.

It was needless to ask any more
questions.—Romayne was plainly on
his way to Boulogne. I gave him
some useful information. ' Try the
oysters,' I said, 'at the restaurant on
the pier.'

He never even thanked me. He
was thinking entirely of himself.

* Just look at my position,' he said-

' I detest Boulogne ; I cordially share
my aunt's horror of the channel pas-

sage ; I had looked forward to some
months of happy retirement in the

country among my books ; and what
happens to me ? I am brought to Lon-
don in this season of fogs, to travel by
the tidal train at seven to-morrow
morning— and all for a woman with
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whom I have no sympathies in com-

mon. If I am not an unlucky man

—

who is ?

'

He spoke in a tone of vehement ir-

ritation, which seemed to me, under

the circumstances, to l>e simply ab-

surd. But my nervous system is not

tlie irritable system—sorely tried by

night study and strong tea—of my
friend Komayne. ' It's only a matter

of two days,' I remarked, by way of

reconciling him to his situation.

' How do I know that ?
' he retort-

ed. ' In two days the weather may
be stormy. In two days she may be

too ill to be moved. Unfortunately, I

am her heir ; and I am told I must
submit to any whim that seizes her.

I'm rich enough already; I don't want
her money. Besides, I dislike all

travelling—and especially travelling

alone. You are an idle man. If you

were a goo<I friend, you would offer to

go with me.' He added, with the deli-

cacy which was one of the i-edeeming

points in his wayward character. 'Of

course, as my guest.'

I had known him long enough not

to take oft'ence at his reminding me, in

this considerate way, that I was a poor

man. The proposed change of scene

tempted me. What did I care for the

channel pa-ssage ? Besides, there was

the irresistible attraction of getting

away from home. The end of it was

that I accepted Komayne's invitation.

II.

SHORTLY after noon, on the next

day, we were eHtablishe<l at Bou-

logne—near Lady Beirick, but not at

her hotel. ' If we live in the same
house,' Romayne reminded me, ' we
hhall be bored by the companion and
the <loctor. Meetings on the stiiirs,

you know, and exchanging bows and
small talk.' He hated those trivial

conventionalities of society, in which

other people delight. When some-

bodyonce a«ke<l him ' in what company
he felt most at ease,* he made a shock-

ing answer—he said, ' In the company
of dogs.'

I waited for him on the pier while

he went to see her ladyship. He joined

me again with his bitterest smile.
' What did I tell you 1 She is not well

enough to see me to day. The doctor

looks grave ; and the companion puts

her handkerchief to her eyes. We
may be kept in this place for weeks to

come.'

The afternoon proved to be rainy.

Our early diiuier was a bad one. This
last circumstance tried his temper
sorely. He was no gourmand ; the

ipiestion of cookery was (with him),

purely a matter of digestion. Those
late hours of study, and that abuse of

tea, to which I have already alluded,

had sadly injured his stomach. The
doctors warned him of serious conse-

quences to his nervous system, unless

he altered his habit.s. He had little

faith in medical science; and he greatly

over-rated tiie restorative capacity of

his constitutirjn. So far as I know,
he had always neglected the doctor's

advice.

The weather cleared towardsevening,

and we went out for a walk. We passed

a church—a Roman Catholic churcli, of

course—the doors of which were still

open. Some ])Oor women were kneel-

ing at their prayere in the dim light.

' Wait a minute,' said Romayne, * I

am in a vile temper. Let me try to

put myself in a better frame of mind.'

I followed him into the church. He
knelt down in a dark corner by him-

self. I confess I was surprised. He
had been baptized in the Church of

England ; but, so far as outward

practice was concerned, he belonged

to no religious community. 1 had often

heard him spaik with sincere reverence

and aduiiration of the spirit of Chris-

tianity—but he never, to my know-
ledge, attended any jdace of worship.

When we met again outside the church,

I asked him if he had been converted

to the Roman Catholic faith.

' No,' he said, ' I hate the inveterate

striving of that priesthood after social

/
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influence and political power as cor-

dially as the fiercest Protestant living.

But let us not forget that the Church

of Rome has great merits to set against

great faults. Its system is adminis-

tex-ed with an admiraVjle knowledge of

the higher needs of hiiman nature.

Take as one example what you have

just seen. The solemn tranquillity of

that church, the poor peoj)le praying

near me, the few words of prayer by
which I silently imited myself to my
fellow-creatures have calmed me, and

done me good. In our country, I

should have found the church closed,

out of service-hours.' He took my
arm, and abruptly changed the subject,

' How will you occupy yourself,' he

asked, ' if my aunt receives me to-

morrow ?

'

I assured him that I should easily

find ways and means of getting through

the time. The next morning, a mes-

sage came from Lady Berrick to say

that she would see her nephew after

breakfast. Left by myself I walked
towards the pier, and met with a man
who asked me to hire bis boat. He
had lines and bait at my service.

Most unfortunately, as the event

proved, I decided on occupying an
hour or two by sea-fishing.

The wind shifted while we were out

and before we could get back to the

harbour, the tide had turned against

us. It was six o'clock when I arrived

at the hotel. A little open carriage

was waiting at the door. I found

Romayne impatiently expecting me,

and no signs of dinner on the table.

He informed me that lie had accepted

the invitation, in which I was includ-

ed, and promised to explain every-

thing in the carriage.

Our driver took the road that led

towards the High Town. I subordi-

nated my curiosity to my sense of

politeness, and asked for news of his

aunt's health.

' She is seriously ill, poor soul,' he
said. ' I am sorry I spoke so petulantly

and so unfairly, when we met at the

club. The near prospect of death has

developed qualities in her nature,

which I ought to have seen before

this. No matter how it may be de-

layed, I will patiently wait her time
for the crossing to England.'

80 long as he believed himself to be
in the right, he was, as to hi^ actions

and opinions, one of the most obsti-

nate men I ever met with. But once
let him be convinced that he was
wrong, and he rushed into the other

extreme—became needlessly distrust-

ful of himself, and needlessly eager in

seizing his opportunity of making
atonenT^nt. In this latter mood he
was capable (with the best intentions)

of committing acts of the most childish

imprudence. With some misgivings,

I asked how he had amused himself in

my absence.

'I waited for you,' he said, 'till I

lost all patience, and went out for a

walk. First, I thought of going to the

beach, but the smell of the harbour

di'ove me back into town,—and there,

oddly enough, I met with a man, a

certain Captain Peterkin, who had
been a friend of mine at college.'

* A visitor to Boulogne ?
' I in-

quired.

' Not exactly.'

' A resident?

'

' Yes. The fact is, I lost sight of

Peterkin when I left Oxford—and,

since that time, he seems to have
drifted into difficulties. We had a

long talk. He is living here, he tells

me, until his affairs are settled.'

I needed no further enlightenment

—Captain Peterkin stood as plainly

revealed to me as if I had known him
for years. ' Isn't it a little imprudent,'

I said, ' to renevv your acquaintance

with a man of that sort ? Couldn't

you have passed him, with a bow V
Romayne smiled uneasily, ' I dare

say you're right,' he answered. ' But,

remember, I had left my aunt, feeling

ashamed of the unjust way in which

I had thought and spoken of her.

How did I know that I mightn't be

wronging an old friend next, if I kept

Peterkin at a distance 1 His present
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position may be as much his misfor-

tune, jX)or fellow, as his fault. I was
half inclined to pass him as you say

—but I distrusted my own judgment.

He held out his hand, and he was so

glad to see me. It can't be helped

now. 1 shall be anxious to hear your
opinion of him.'

' Are we going to dine with Capt.

Peterkin ?
'

' Yes. I happened to mention that

wretched dinner yesterday, at our

hotel. He said, " Come to my board-

ing-house. Out of Paris, there isn't

such a table d'hote in France." I tried

to get off it—not caring, as you know,

to go among strangejs—I said I had

a friend with me. He invited you
most cordially to accompany me. More
excuses on my part only led to a pain-

ful I'esult I hurt Peterkin's feelings.

" I'm down in the world," he said,

*-and I'm not fit company for you and

your friend.s. I beg your pardon for

taking the liberty of inviting you !

"

He turned away, the tears in his eve.s.

What could I do ?

'

I thought to myself, ' You could

liave lent him five i)Ounds, and got

rid of his invitation without the slight-

est ditficulty.' If I had returned in

rea.sonable time to go out with Ro-
mayne, we might not have met the

caj)tain—or, if we had met him, my
presence would have prevented the

confidential talk, and the invitation

that followed. I felt I was to blame
—and yet, how could I help it ] It

v.as useless to remonstrate ; the mis-

chief was done.

We left the Old Town on oiir right

hand, and drove on past a little colony

of suburban villas, to a house stand-

ing by itself, surrounded by stone

walls. As we crossed the front gar-

den on our way to the door, I noticed

against the side of the house two ken-

nels, inhabited by two larj(e watch-

dogs. Was the proprietor afraid of

thieves 1

III.

^r^HE moment we were introduced
-L to the drawing-room my sus-

picions of the company we were likely

to meet with were fully confirmed.
' Cards, ])illiards, and betting '

—

there was the inscription legibly writ-

ten on the manner and appearance of

Captain Peterkin. The bright-eyed

yellow old lady who kept the board-

ing-houBe would have V)een worth five

thousand pounds, in jewellery alone,

if tlie ornaments which profusely cov-

ered her had been genuine precious

stone.s. The younger ladies present

had their cheeks as highly rouged and
their eyelids as elaborately pencilled

in black as if they were going on the

stage, instead of going to dinner. We
found these fair creatures drinking

Madeira as a whet to their appetites.

Among the men, there were two who
struck me as the most finished and
complete blackguards whom I had ever

met with in all my experience, at

home and abroad. One, with a brown
face and a broken nose, was presented

to us l)y the title of ' Commander,'
and was described as a person of great

wealth and distinction in Peru, tra-

velling for amusement. The other

wore a military uniform and decora-

tions, and was spoken of as ' the

General.' A bold bullying manner,

a fat sodden face, little leering eyes,

and greasy-looking hands, niadf this

man so repellant to mo that I privately

longed to kick him. ]{omayne had
evi(lently been announced, liefore our

arrival, as a landed gentleman with a

large income. Men and women vied

in servile attentions to him. When
we went into the dining-room, the

fascinating creature who sat next to

him held her fan before her face, and
so nmde a j)rivate interview of it be-

tween the rich Englishman and her-

self. With regard to the dinner, I

shall only report that it justified Cap-
tain Peterkin's boast, in some degree

at least The wine was good, and the
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conversation became gay to the verge

of indelicacy. Usually the most tem-

perate of men, Romayne was tempted

by his neighbours into drinking freely.

1 was, unfortunately, seated at the

opposite extremity of the table, and I

had no opportunity of warning him.

The dinner reached its conclusion
;

and we all returned together, on
the foreign plan, to coffee and cigars

in the drawing-room. The women
smoked, and drank liqueurs as well as

coffee, with the men. One of them
went to the piano, and a little im-

promptu ball followed ; the ladies

dancing with their cigarettes in their

mouths. Keeping my eyes and ears

on the alert, I saw an innocent-looking

table, with a surface of rosewood,

suddenly develop a substance of green

cloth. At the same time, a neat little

roulette-table made itsappearance from
a hiding place in a sofa. Passing near

the venerable landlady, I heard her

ask the servant, in a whisper, ' if the

dogs were loose ?
' After what I had

observed, I could only conclude that

the dogs were used as a patrol to give

the alarm in case of a descent of the

police. It was plainly high time to

thank Captain Peterkin for his hos-

pitality, and to take our leave.

' We have had enough of this,' I

whispered to Romayne in English.
* Let us go.'

In these days, it is a delusion to

suppose that you can speak confidenti-

ally in the English language, when
French people are within hearing.

One of the ladies asked Romayne ten-

derly, if he was tired of her already.

Another reminded him that it was
raining heavily (as we could all hear),

and suggested waiting until it. cleared

up. The hideous General waved his

greasy hand in the direction of the

card-table, and said, ' The game is

waiting for us.'

Romayne was excited, but not stupe-

fied, by the wine he had drunk. He
answered, discreetly enough, ' I must
beg you to excuse me ; I am a poor

•card-player.'

The General suddenly looked grave.

'You are speaking, sir, under a strange

misapprehension,' he said. ' Our game
is lansquenet—essentially a game of

chance. With luck, the poorest player

is a match for the whole table.'

Romayne persisted in his refusal.

As a matter of course, I suppoi'ted

him, with all needful care to avoid

giving offence. The General took

offence, nevertheless. He crossed his

arms on his breast, and looked at us

fiercely.

' Does this mean, gentlemen, that

you distrust the company 1
' he asked.

The broken-nosed Commander, hear-

ing the question, immediately joined

us, in the interests of peace—bearing

with him the elements of persuasion,

under the form of a lady on his arm.

The lady stepped briskly forward,

and tapped the General on the shoul-

der with her fan. '/ am one of the

company,' she said ; ' and I am sure

Mr. Romayne doesn't distrust inel'

She turned to Romayne with her most
irresistible smile. ' A gentleman al-

ways plays cai'ds,' she resumed, 'when
he has a lady for a partner. Let us

join our interests at the table— and,

dear Mr. Romayne, don't risk too

much !

' She put her pretty little purse

into his hand, and looked as if she had
been in love with him for half her life-

time.

The fatal influence of the sex, as-

sisted by wine, produced the inevit-

able result. Romayne allowed himself

to be led to the card-table. For a

moment, the General delayed the be-

ginning of the game. After what
had happened, it was necessaiy that

he should assei-t the strict sense of

justice that was in him. ' We are

all honourable men,' he began.

'And brave men,' the Commander
added, admiring the General.

' And brave men,' the General ad-

mitted, admiring the Commander.
' Gentlemen, if I have been led into

expressing myself with unnecessary

warmth of feeling, I apologise, and re-

gret it.'
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' Nobly spoken !
' the Commander

pronounced. The General ]>ut his

hand on his heart and bowed. The
game began.

As the ]>oorest man of the two, T

had escaj)ed the attentions lavished

by the ladies on Romayne. At the

same time, I was obliged to pay for

my dinner, by taking some part in the '

proceedings of the evening. Small

stakes were allowed, I found, at rou-

lette ; and, besides, the heavy chances

in favour of the table made it hardly

worth while to run the risk of cheat-

ing, in this case. 1 jilaced myself

next to the least rascally looking man
in the company, and played roulette.

For a wonder, I was successful at

the first attenijit. My neighbour

handed me my winnings. ' I have

lost every farthing 1 possess,' he whis-

pered to me piteously ;
' and I have a !

wife and children at home.' I lent '

the poor wretch five francs. He
smiled faintly as he looked at the

money. ' It reminds me,' he said, 'of

my last transaction, when I borrowed

of that gentleman there, who i.s bet-

ting on the General's luck at the card-

table. Beware of employing him as I

did. What do you think I got for

my note of hand of four thousand

francs 1 A hundred bottles of cham-
pagne, fifty bottles of ink, fifty bottles

of blacking, three dozen handkerchiefs,
,

two pictures by unknown masters, '

two shawls, one hundred maps, and— '

five francs.' \

"NVe went on playing. ^ly luck de-

serted me ; I lost, and lost, and lo.st

again. From time to time, I looked

round at the card-table. The • dfal
'

had fallen early to the General ; and
it 8eeme<l to be ind^-finitely prolonged.

A heap of notes and gold (won mainly

from Komayne, Jis I afterwanls dis-

covered) lay before him. Ah for my
neighbour, the tinhappy jKjssessor of

the bottles of blacking, of pictures by
unknown mastf-rs, an<l the rest of it,

he won, an<I then rashly presumed on

his goo<l fortune. Deprived of his

last farthing, he retired into a corner

of the room, and consoled himself

with a cigar. I had just risen to fol-

low his e.xample when a furious up-

roar V>urst out at the card-table.

I .saw Komayne spring up anil

snatch the cards out of the General's

hand. ' You scoundrel,' he shouted,
' you are cheating I' The General start-

ed to his feet in a fury. ' You lie !

'

he cried. I attempted to interfere;

but liomayne had already seen the
necessity of controlling himself. * A
gentleman doesn't accept an insult

from a swindler,' he said, coolly. 'Ac-
cept this, then !

' the General answer-

ed—and spat on him. In an instant,

Romayne knocked him down.
The blow was dealt straight between

his eyes ; he was a gross bit^-boned

man, and he fell heavily. For the

time he was stunned. The women
ran, screaming, out of the room. The
peaceable Commander trembled from
head to foot. Two of tlu; men present

who, to give them their due, were no
cowards, locked the doors. ' You don't

go,' they said, ' till we see whether he
recovers or not.' Cold water, assisted

by the landlady 'ssmelling-salts, brought
the (ieneral to his senses after a

while. He whispered something to

one of his friends, who immediately

turned to me. ' The General chal-

lenges Mr. Romayne,' he said. ' As
one of his seconds, I demand an ap-

pointment for tomorrow morning.' I

refused to make any appointment, un-

less the doors were first unlocked, and
we were left free to depart. ' Our
carriage is waiting outside,' I added.
' If it returns to the hotel without us,

there will be an in<|uirv.' This latter

consideration had its effect. On their

side the iloors were opened. On our

side thn ajipointment was made. We
left the house.

IV.

IN consenting to receive the Gene-

ral's rcpr<'.s(;ntativeH, it is needless

to .say that I merely desired to avoid
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provoking another quarrel. If those

persons were really impudent enough
to call at the hotel, I had arranged to

threaten them with the interference

of the police, and so to put an end to

the matter. Romayne expressed no
opinion on the subject, one way or the

other. His conduct inspired me with

a feeling of uneasiness. The filthy in-

sult of which he had been made the ob-

ject, seemed to be i-ankling in his mind.

He went away thoughtfully to his

his own room. ' Have you nothing to

say to me 1
' I asked. He only an-

swered, * "Wait till to-morrow.'

The next day the seconds appeared.

I had expected to see two of the

men with whom we had dined. To
my astonishment the visitors proved
to be officers of the Greneral's regi-

ment. They brought projiosals for a

hostile meeting the next morning ; the

choice of weapons being left to Romayne
as the challenged man.

It was now quite plain to me that

the General's peculiar method of card-

playing had, thus far, not been dis-

covered and exposed. He might keep
doubtful company, and might (as I

afterwards heard) be suspected in cer-

tain quarters. IJut that he still had,

formally speaking, a reputation to pre-

serve, was proved by the appearance
of the two gentlemen present as his

representatives. They declared with
evident sincerity, that Eomayne had
made a fatal mistake ; had provoked
the insult offered to him ; and had re-

sented it by a brutal and cowardly
outrage. As a man and a soldier, the

General was douljly bound to insist on
a duel. No apology would be accept-

ed, even if an apology were offei-ed.

In this emergency, as I understood
it, there was but one course to follow.

I refused to receive the challenge.

Being asked for my reasons, I found
it necessary to s[)eak within certain

limits. Though we knew the General
to be a cheat, it was a delicate matter
to dispute his right to claim satisfac-

tion, when he had found two officers

to carry his messiige. I produced the

seized cards (which Romayne had
brought awaj with him in his pocket),

and offered them as a formal proof that
my friend had not been mistaken.
The seconds—evidently i)repared for

this circumstance by their principal

—

declined to examine the cards. In the
first place, they said, not even the dis-

covery of foul play (supposing the dis-

covery to have been really made) could
justify Romayne's conduct. In the
second place, the General's high char-

acter made it impossible, under any
circumstances, that he could be res-

ponsible. Like ourselves, he had
rashly associated with bad company ;

and he had been the innocent victim

of an eiTor or a fraud, committed by
some other person^present at the table.

Driven to my last resources, I could

now only base my refusal to receive

the challenge on the ground that we
were Englishmen, and that the prac-

tice of duelling had been abolished in

England. Both the seconds at once de-

clined to accept this statement in jus-

tification of my conduct.
' You are now in France,' said the

elder of the two ' where a duel is the

established remedy for an insixlt^

among gentlemen. You are bound to

respect the social laws of the country

in which you are for the time residing.

If you refuse to do so, you lay your-

selves open to a public imputation on
your courage, of a nature too degrad-

ing to be more particularly alluded to.

Let us a.ljuurn this interview for three

hours, on the ground of informality.

We oixght to confer with two gentle-

men, actinof on Mr. Romayne's behalf.

Be prepared with another second to

meet us, and reconsider your decision

before we call again.'

"The Frenchmen had barely taken
departure by one door, when Romayne
entered by another.

' I have heard it all,' he .said quietlj'.

' Accept the challenge.'

I declare solemnly that I left no
means untried of opposing my friend's

resolution. No man could have felt

more strongly convinced than I did.
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that nothing could justify the course

he was taking. My remonstrances

were completely thrown away. He
was deaf to sense and reason, from the

moment when he had heard an impu-

tation on his' courage suggested as a

possible result of any affair in which

he was concerned. ' With your views,*

he said, ' I won't ask you to accompany
Die to the ground. I can ea.sily find

French seconds. And, mind this, if

3'ou attempt to prevent the meeting,

the duel will take j^lace elsewhere—
and our friendship is itt an end from
that moment'

After this. I suppose it is needless

to add that I accompanied hinr to the

ground the next morning as his se-

cond.

That night he made his will—in pre-

paration for the worst that could hap-

pen. What actually did happen was
equally beyond his anticipations and
mine.

"TXT E were jtunctual to the ap-
» '^ pointed hour—eight o'clock.

The second who acted with me was
a French gentleman, a relative of one

of the officers wlio had brought the

challenge. At hi.s suggestion, we had
cho.sen the pi.stol as our weapon. Ko-
mayne, like most Eiigiislimen at the

present time, knew nothing of the use

of the swonl. He was almost (-(jually

inex|»erienced with the pistol.

Our opponents were late. They kept

us waiting for more tlmn ten niinutea

It was not pleaKant weather to wait in.

The diiy had <lawned damp and driz-

zling. A thick white fog was slowly

rolling in on us from the seju

When they di<l appear, thedem-ral
was not among them. A tall, well-

dressed young innn saluted iCDinayne

with st^'rn courtesy, and siid to a

stranger who accotiipiini'-d him, ' Ex-
|)lain the cii'ciiniHtance.s.'

The stranger proved to be a surgeon.

He enterefl at once on the necensary

explanation. The General was too ill to

appear. He had been attacked that

morning by a fit—the consequence of

the blow that he had received. Under
these circumstances, his eldest son

(Maurice) was now on the ground to

fight the duel, on his father's behalf
;

attended l)y the General's seconds, and
with the General's full approval.

We instantly refused to allow the

duel to take place ; Romayne loudly

declaring that he had no (juarrel with

the General's son. Upon this Maurice
broke away from his seconds ; drew
ofi one of his gloves ; and, stepping

close up to Romayne, struck him on
the face with the glove. ' Have you no
quarrel with me now ?

' the young
Frenchman asked. ' Must I spit on
you as my father did 1

' His seconds

dragged him away, and apologised to

us for the outVjreak. ]iut the mischief

was done. Romayne's fiery temper
flashed in his eyes. ' Load the pistols,'

he said. After the insult publicly of-

fered to him, and the outrage publicly

threatened, there was no other course

to take.

It had been left to us to produce

the pistols. We therefore requested the

seconds of our opponent to examine,

and to load them. While this was
being done, the advancing sea-fog so

conqdetely enveloped us, that the duel-

lists were unable to see each other.

We were oldiged to wait for the chance

of a iiartial clearing in the atmosphere.

RoMjayne's ten) per had become calm

again. The generosity of his nature

spoke in the words which he now ad-

dresed to his seconds.
' After all,' he said, ' the young man

is a good son— he is bent on re<lressing,

what he believes to l)e his father's

wrong. Does his Hipping his glove in

my face matter to Me? 1 think I shall

tire in the air.'

' I hhall refuse to act as your second

if you do,' answerwl the French gen-

tleman who was a.ssisting us. 'The
GenerHl'.i son is famous for his skill

with the pistol. Jf you didn't see it in

his face just now, I did- he means to
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kill you. Defend your life, sir !' I

spoke quite as strongly, to the same
purpose when my turn came. Romayne
yielded—he placed himself unreserv-

edly in our hands.

In a quarter of an hour, the fog

lifted a little. We measured the dis-

tance ; having previously arranged (at

my suggestion) that the two men
should both fire at the same moment,
at a given signal. Romayne's compo-

sure, as they faced each other, was, in

a man of his irritable nervous tem-

perament, really wonderful. I placed

him sideways, in a position, which in

some degree lessened his danger, by
lessening the sui-fnce exposed to the

bullet. My French colleague put the

pistol into his hand, and gave him the

last word of advice. ' Let your arm
hang loosely down, with the barrel of

the pistol pointing straight to the

ground. When you hear the signal,

only lift your arm as far as the elbow;

keep the elbow pressed against your

side—and fire.' We could do no more
for him. As we drew aside—I own it

—my tongue was like a cinder in my
mouth, and a horrid inner cold crept

through me to the marrow of my
bones.

The signal was given, and the two
shots were fired at the same time.

My first look was at Romayne. He
took off his hat, and handed it to me
with a smile. His adversary's bullet

had cut a piece out of the brim of his

hat, on the right side. He had literally

escaped by a hairbi-eadth.

While I was congratulating him,

the fog gathered again more thickly

than ever. Looking anxiously to-

wards the ground occupied by our ad-

versaries, we could only see vague,

shadowy forms hurriedly crossing and
re-crossing each other in the mist.

Something had happened! My French

colleague took my arm and pressed it

significantly. ' Leave me to inquire,'

he said. Romayne tried to follow

;

I held him back—we neither of us

exchanged a word.

The fog thickened and thickened,

until nothing was to be seen. Once
we heard the surgeon's voice calling

impatiently for a light to help him.

No light appeared that v}e could see.

Dreary as the fog itself, the silence

gathered round us again. On a sudden

it was Vjroken, horribly broken, by an-

other voice, strange to both of us,shriek-

ing hysterically through the impenetra-

blemist. 'Whereishe? ' the voice cried,

in the French language. ' Assassin !

Assassin ! where are you 1 ' Was it

a woman 1 or was it a boy ? We heard

nothing more. The effect upon Ro-

mayne was teri'ible to see. He who
had calmly confronted the weapon
lifted to kill him, shuddered dumbly
like a terror-stricken animal. I put

my arm round him, and hurried him
away from the place.

We waited at the hotel until our

French friend joined us. After a brief

interval he appeared, announcing that

the surgeon would follow him.

The duel had ended fatally. The
chance course of the bullet, urged by

Romayne's unpractised hand, had

struck the General's son just above

the right nostril—had penetrated to

the back of his neck—and had com-

municated a fatal shock to the spinal

marrow. He was a dead man before

they could take him back to his fath-

er's house.

So far, our fears were confirmed.

But there was something else to tell,

for which our worst presentiments had

not prepared us.

A younger brother of thefallen man
(a boy of thirteen years old) had se-

cretly followed the duelling party, on

their way from his father's house

—

had hidden him.self—and had seen the

dreadful end. The seconds only knew
of it when he burst out of his place

of concealment and fell on his knees

by his dying brother's side. His were

the frightful cries which we had heard

from invisible lips. The slayer of his

brother was the * assassin ' whom he

had vainly tried to discover through

the fathomless obscurity of the mist.

We both looked at Romayne. He
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silently looked back at us, like a man
turned to stone. I trietl to reason

with him.
' Your life was at your opponent's

mercy,' I said. ' It was /«? who was
skilled in the use of the pistol ; your
risk was inBnitely greater than his.

Are you responsil)le for an accident ?

Rou.se youiself, Koniayne ! Tliink of

the time to come, when all this will

be forgotten.'

• Never,' he said, ' to the end of my
life.'

He made that reply in dull mono-
tonous tones. His eyes looked wear-

ily and vacantly straight before him.

The extraordiiiaiy change in him
startled me. lie showed no signs of

a coming loss of consciousness —and
yet, all that was most brightly anima-
ted in his physical life seemed to have
mysteriously faded away. I s]»oke to

him again. He remained impenetra-

bly silent ; he ajipeared not to hear,

or not to understand me. The sur-

geon came in, while I was still at a
loss what to say or do next. Without
waiting to be asked for his ojiinion,

he observed Komayne attentively,

and then drew me away into the next
room.

• Your friend is sufferincr from a se-

vere nervous shock,' he said. ' Can
you tell me ativthing of his halnts of

"life V
I mentioned the prolonged night-

studies, and the excessive use of tea.

The surgeon shook his head.
' If you want my advice,' he pro-

ceeded, ' take liini home at once.

Don't subject liim to further excite-

ment, when the result of the duel is

known in the town. If it ends in our
appearing in a court of law. it will be

a mere formality in this case, and you
can surrender when the time comes.

Leave me youraddrens in Ix)iidon.'

I felt that the i)est thing I could do
was to follow his advice. The boat

cro88e<l to Folkestone at an early hour
that day—we had no time to lose. Ko-
mayne offered no objection to our re-

turn to England ; he seemed perfectly '

careless what became of him. ' Leave
me quiet.' hesaid ; 'and do as you like.'

I wrote a few lines to Lndy Berrick's

medical attendant, informing him of

the circumstances. A quarter of an
hour afterwards we were on board the

steamboat.

There were very few j)assengers.

After we had left the harbour, my at-

tention was attracted by a young Eng-
lish lady—travelling, apparently, with

her mother. As we passed heron the

deck she looked at Romayne, with
compassionate interest so vividly ex-

pressed in her beautiful face that I

imagined they might be acquainted.

With some diHiculty, I prevailed suf-

ficiently over the torpor that po.sses.sed

him to induce him to look at our fel-

low-]iassenger.

' 1)0 you know that charming per-

son ?
' I asked.

' No,' he replied, with the weariest

indiflference, ' I never saw her before.

I'm tired—tired— tired—tired! Don't

speak to me ; leave me by my.self.'

I left him. His rare personal at-

tractions—of which, let me add, he
never appeared to be conscious—had
evidently made their natural apj)eal

to the interest and admiration of the

young lady who had met him by
chance. The expression of resigned

sadness and suti'ering, now visible in

his face, added greatly, no doubt, to

the influence that he had unconsci-

ously exercised over the sympathies of

a delicate and sensitive woman. It

was no uncommon circumstance in his

past experience of the sex—as I my-
self well knew—to be the object, not

of admiration only, but of true and
ardent love. He had never reciproca-

ted the passion—had never even ap-

peared to take it seriously. Marri i^e

might, as the phrase is, be the s ilva-

tion of him. Would he ever marry 1

Le.iningover the l)ulwark, idly pur-

suing this train of thought. I was re-

called to prenent things, by a low,

sweet voice—the voice of the lady of

whom I had been thinking.

'Excuse me for distuibing you,*
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she said, ' I think your friend wants
you.'

She spoke with the modesty and
self-possession of a highly-Vjred wo-
man. A little heightening of her co-

lour made her, to my eyes, more beau-

tiful than ever. I thanked her, and
hastened back to Romayne.

He was standing by the barred sky-

light which guarded the machinery. I

instantly noticed a change in him.
His eyes wandering here and there, in

search of me, had more than recovered
their animation—there was a wild

look of terror in them. He seized

me roughly by the arm, and pointed
down to the engine-room.

' What do you hear there 1
' he

asked.

'I hear the thump of the engines.'
' Nothing else ?

'

' Nothing. What do ,ijou hear 1

'

He suddenly turned awav.
' I'll tell you,' he said, ' when we

get on shore.'

SECOND SCENE : VANGE ABBEY—THE
FOREWARXINGS.

VI.

As we approached the harbour at

Folkestone, Romayne's agita-

tion appeared to subside. His head
drooped

; his eyes half-closed — he
looked like a weary man quietly fall-

ing asleep.

On leaving the steamboat, I ven-
tured to ask our charming fellow-pas-

senger if I could be of any service, in

reserving places in the London train

for her mother and herself. She
thanked me, and said they were going
to visit some friends at Folkestone.
In making this reply, she looked at

Romayne. ' I am afraid he is very
ill ?

' she said, in gently- losvered tones.

Before I could answer, her mother
turned to her with an expression of
surprise, and directed her attention to

the friends whom she had mentioned,

,

waiting to greet her. Her last look,

!
as they took her away, rested tenderly
and sori-owfully on Romayne. He

! never returned it—he was not even

j

aware of it. As I led him to the train

i

he leaned more and more heavily on
my arm. Seated in the carriage, he
.sank at once into profound sleep.

We drove to the hotel, at which my
friend was accustomed to reside when
he was in London. His long .sleep on
the journey seemed, in some degree, to
have relieved him. We dined toge-
ther in his private room. When the
servants had withdrawn, I found that
the unhappy result of the duel was
still preying on his mind.

' The horror of having killed that
man,' he said, ' is more than I can bear
alone. For God's sake, don't leave
mel'

I had received letters at Boulogne,
which informed me that my wife and
family had accepted an invitation to

stay with some friends at the sea-side.

Under these circumstances, I was en-
tirely at his service. Having quieted
his anxiety on this point, I reminded
him of what had passed between us
on board the steamboat. He tried to
change the subject. My curiosity was
too strongly aroused to permit this : I
persisted in helping his memory.

' We were looking into the engine-
room,' I said, 'and you asked me
what I heard there. You promi-sed to
tell me what i/ou heard, as soon as we
got on shore

'

He stopped me before I could say
more.

' I begin to think it was a delusion,'

he answered. ' You ought not to in-

terpret too literally what a person in
my dreadful situation may say. The
stain of another man's blood is on
me '

I interrupted him in my turn. ' I
refuse to hear you speak of yourself
in that way,' I said. ' You are no
more responsible for the Frenchman's
death than if you had been driving,

and had accidentally run over him in

the street. 1 am not the ri^jht com-
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panion for a man who talks as you do.

The proper person to be with you is a

doctor.' 1 really felt irritated with

him— and I saw no reason for con-

cealing it.

Another man, in his place, might

have been offended with me. There

was a native sweetness in Romayne's
dis|)Osiiion, which asserted itself even

in his worst moments of nervous irri-

tability. He took my hand.
' Don't be hai-d on me,' he pleaded,

• I will try to think of it as you do.

Make some little concession, on your

side. I want to see how I get through

the night. We will return to what I

said to you on board the steamboat

to morrow morning. Is it agreed 1'

It was agreed, of course. Tliere was

a door of communication between our

bedrooma At his suggestion it was

left open. ' If I tind I can't sleep,' he

explained, ' I want to feel assured that

you can hear me if I call you.'

Three times in the night I woke,

and, seeing the light burning in his

room, looked in at him. He always

carrie<I some of his books with him

when he travelled. On each occasion

when I entered the room, he was read-

ing quietly. ' I suppose I fore.stalled

my night's sleep on the railway,' he

Sitid. ' It doesn't matt<;r ; I am con-

tent. Something that I was afraid of

has not happened. I am used to wake-

ful night.s. <.»o back to bed, and don't

be uneasy about me.'

The next morning the deferred ex-

planation was put off again.

' Do you mind waitingalittle longer?'

he asked.
' Not if you parti :ulaily wish it.'

' Will you do me another favour?

Vou know that I don't like London.

The noihe in the streets is <liHtraiting.

iJ^-Hides, I may Udl you I have a sort

of distrust of noise, since ' He
8topy>ed, with an appearance of con-

fusion.
• Since I founrl you looking into the

engine room ?
' I asked.

' Yes. I don't feel inclined to trust

the chances of another night in Lon-

don. I want to try the effect of per-

fect quiet. Do you mind going back
with me to Vange ? Dull as the place

is, you can amuse yourself. There is

good shooting, as you know.*

In an hour more, we had left London.

VIL

"TT'AXGE Abbey is, as I suppose,
V the most solitary country house

in England. If Romayne wanted quiet,

it was exactly the place for him.

On the rising ground of one of the
wildest mooi-s in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, the ruins of the old monas-
tery are visible from all points of the

compass. There are traditions of thriv-

ing villages clustering about the Abbey,
in the days of the monks, and of hos-

tel ries devoted to the reception of pil-

grims from every part of the Christian

world. Not a vestige of these buildings

is left. They were deserted by the

pious inhabitants, it is said, at the

time when Henry the Eighth sup-

pressed the monasteries, and gave the

Abbey and the broad lands of Vange
to his faithful friend and courtier. Sir

Miles Romayne. In the next genera-

tion, the son and heir of Sir Miles built

the dwelling-house, helping himself

liberally from the solid stone walls of

the monastery. With some unimpor-
tant alteiations and repaii-s, the house

stands, defying time and weather, to

the presi-nt day.

At the last station on the railway

the horses were waiting for us. It

was a lov(;ly moonlight night, and wo
shortened the distance considerably

by taking the Itridal |)ath over the

moor. Between nine and ten o'clock

we reached thr; Abbey.
Years had j>assod since I had last

been Romayne's gmyjt. Nothing, out

of the house or in the house, seemed

to have undergone any cliange in the

interval Neither the good North-

country butler, nor his buxom Scotch

wife, skilled in cookery, looked any
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older ; they received me as if I had

left them a day or two since, and had

come back again to live in Yorkshire.

My well-remembered bed-room was

waiting for me; and the matchless old

Madeira welcomed us when my host

and I met in the inner-hall, which

was the ordinary dining-room of the

Abbey.
As we faced each other at the well-

spread table, I began to hope that the

familiar influences of his country home
were beginning already to breathe

their blessed quiet over the disturbed

mind of Romayne. In the presence

of his faithful old servants, he seemed

to be capable of controlling the mor-

bid remorse that oppressed him. He
spoke to them composedly and kindly;

he was affectionately glad to see his

old friend once more in the old house.

When we were near the end of our

meal, something happened that startled

me. I had just handed the wine to

Romayne, and he had filled his glass,

when he suddenly turned pale, and

lifted his head like a man whose

attention is i;nexpectedly roused. No
person but ourselves was in the room

;

I was not speaking to him at the

time. He looked i-ound suspiciously

at the door behind him, leading into

the library, and rang the old-fashion-

ed hand-bell which stood by him on

the table. The servant was directed

to close the door.

' Are you cold 1
' I asked.

'No.' He reconsidered that brief

answer, and contradicted himself.

« Ye.s—the library fire has burnt low,

I suppose.'

In ray position at the table I had

seen the fire : the grate was heaped

with blazing coals and wood. I said

nothing. The pale change in his face,

and his contradictory reply, roused

doubts in me which I had hoped never

to feel again.

He pushed away his glass of wine,

and still kept his eyes fixed on the

closed door. His attitude and expres-

sion were plainly suggestive of the act

of listening. Listening to what?

After an interval, he abruptly ad-

dressed me. * Do you call it a quiet

night 1
' he said.

' As quiet as quiet can be,' I replied.

' The wind has dropped—and even the

fire doesn't crackle. Perfect stillness,

indoors and out.'

* Out !

' he replied. For a moment
he looked at me intently, as if I had
started some new idea in his mind. I

asked as lightly as I could, if I had
said anything to surprise him. Instead

of answering me, he started out of his

chair with a cry of terror, and left the

room.

I hardly knew what to do. It was
impossible, unless he returned imme-
diately, to let this extraordinary pro-

ceeding pass without notice. After

waiting for a few minutes, I rang the

bell.

The old butler came in. He looked

in blank amazement at the empty
chair. * Where's the master 1

' he
asked.

I could only answer that he had left

the table suddenly, without a word of

explanation. ' He may perhaps be

ill,' I added. * As his old servant,

you can do no harm if you go and
look for him. Say that I am waiting

here, if he wants me.'

The minutes passed slowly and more
slowly. I was left alone for so long a

time that I began to feel seriously un-

easy. My hand was on the bell again,

when there was a knock at the door.

I had expected to see the butler. It

was the groom who entered the room.
' Garthwaite can't come down to

you, six-,' said the man. ' He asks if

you will please go up to the master on

the Belvidere.'

The house—extending round three

sides of a square—was only two sto-

reys high. The flat roof, accessible

through a species of hatchway, and

still surrounded by its sturdy stone

l)arapet, was called 'The Belvidere,'

in reference as usual to the fine view

which it commanded. Fearing I knew
not what, I mounted the ladder which

led to the roof. Romayne received
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me with a harsh outburst of laughter

—that saddest false laughter which is

true trouble in disguise.

' Here's something to amuse you !

*

I»e cried, ' I believe old Garth waite

thinks I am drunk—he won't leave

me up here by myself.'

Letting this strange assertionremain

unanswered, the butler withdrew. As
he passed me on his way to the ladder,

he whispered, * Be careful of the

master! 1 tell you, sir, he has a bee in

Ids bonnet this night.' Although not

of the North-country myself, I knew
the meaning of the phrase. Garth-

waite suspected that the master was

nothing less than mad !

Komayne took my arm when we
were alone—we walked slowly from

end to end of the Belvidere. The
moon was, by this time, low in the

heavens ; but her mild mysterious

light still streamed over the roof of

the house and the high heathy ground

round it. T looked attentively at Ko-

mayne. He was deadly pale ; his

hand shook as it rested on my arm

—

and that was all. Neither in look nor

manner did he betray the faintest sign

.of mental derangement He had per-

haps needless alarmed the faithful

old servant by something that he had

said or done. I determined to clear

up that doubt immediately.
' You left the talde very suddenly,'

I said. ' Did you feel ill ?

'

* Not ill,' he replied. * I was
frightened. Look at me— I'm fright-

ened Ktill.'

* What do you mean ?

'

Instead of answering, he repeated

the strange question whith he Lad jmt

to me down staira

' Do you call it a quiet night ?

'

Considering the time of the year,

and the exposed situation of the

house, the night was almost preterna-

turally (juiet. Thr(juglu)ut the vast

0|»en country all rouii<l us, not even a

breath of air could be heard. The
night-birds were away, or w<!re silent

at the time. But one sound was au<li-

ble, when we stood still and listened

—

the cool quiet bubble of a little

stream, lost to view in the valley-

ground to the south.
' I have told you already,' I said,

'So still a night I never remember on
thi.s Yorkshire moor.'

He laid his hand heavily on my
shoulder. ' What did the jtoor boy
say of me, whose brother I killed ?

'

he asked. ' What words did we hear

through the dri})ping darkness of the

mist ?

'

' I won't encourage you to think

of them. I refuse to repeat the

words.'

He pointed over the northward
parajiet.

' It doesn't matter whether you ac-

cept or refuse,' he said, ' I hear the

boy at this moment there !

'

He repeated the horrid words

—

marking the pauses in the utterance

of them with his linger, as if they

were sounds that he heard. '

' Assassin ! Assassin ! where are

you ?

'

' Good God !
' I cried, ' you don't

mean that you really h,'ar the voice 1

'

' Do you hear what I say 1
' I hear

the boy as plainly as you hear me.

The voice screams at me through the

clear moonlight as it screamed at me
through the sea-fog. Again and
again. It's all round the house. That

way now; where the light just touches

on the tojis of the heather. Tell the

servants to have the horses ready the

tirst thing in the morning. We leave

Yange Abl)ey to-morrow.'

Tliese were wild words. If he had

siKjken them wililly, I might have

shared the butler's conclusion that his

mind was deranged. There was no un-

due vehemence in his voice or his man-
ner. He spoke with a melancholy re-

signati'iii—he seemed like a pri.soner

snltinitting to a sentence that he had

deserved. Ucmembering the cases of

men suHering fiom nervous disease

who had Ix-en haunted by ajiparitions,

I asked if he saw any imaginary fig-

ure under the form of a lioy.

' I see nothing,' ho said ;
' I only
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hear. Look yourself. It is in the

last degree improbable— but let us

make sure that nobody has followed

me from Boulogne, and is playing me
a trick.'

We made the circuit of the Belvi-

dere. On its eastward side, the house

wall was built against one of the tow-

ers of the old Abbey. (Jn the west-

ward side, the ground sloped steeply

down to a pool or tarn. Northward
and southward, there was nothing to

be seen but the open moor. Look
where I might, with the open moon-
light to make the view plain to me,
the solitude was as void of any living

creature as if we had been surrounded

by the awful dead world of the moon.
' Was it the boy's voice that you

heard on the voyage across the chan-

nel 1
' I asked.

' Yes, I heard it for the first time
—down in the engine-room ; rising

and falling, rising and falling, like the

sound of the engines themselves.'
' And when did you hear it again 1'

' I feared to hear it in London. Tt

left me, I should have told you, when
we stepped ashore out of the steam-

boat. I was afraid that the noise of

the traffic in the streets might bring

it back to me. As you know, I pas-

sed a quiet night. I had the hope

that my imagination had deceived me
— that I was the victim of a delusion,

as people say. It is no delusion. In

the perfect tranquillity of this place,

the voice has come back to me. While
we were at table I heard it again

—

behind me, in the library. I heard it

still when the door was shut. I ran

up here to tiy if it would follow me
ii.to the open air. It /cfs followed me.

We may as well go down again into

the hall. I know that there is no es-

cajjing from it. My dear old home has

become horrible to me. Do you mind
returning to London to morrow 1

'

What 1 felt and feared in this mis-

erable state of things matters little.

The one chance that I could see for

Romayne was to obtain the best medi-

cal advice. I sincerely encouraged

5

his idea of going back to London the
next day.

We had sat together by the hall fire

for about ten minutes, when he took
out his handkerchief, and wiped away
the perspii-ation from his forehead,
drawing a deep breath of relief. ' It
has gone !

' he said faintly,

' AVhen you hear the boy's voice,'

I asked, 'do you hear it continu-
ously !

'

' No, at intervals; sometimes longer,

sometimes shorter.'

' And, thus far, it comes to you sud-
denly, and leaves you suddenly ?

'

'Yes.'
' Do my questions annoy you ?

'

' I make no complaint,' he said

sadly. ' You can see for yourself—

I

patiently suffer the punishment that I

have deserved.'

I contradicted him at once. ' It is

nothing of the sort ! It's a nervous
malady, which medical science can con-
trol and cure. Wait till we get to
London.'

This expression of opinion produced
no effect on him.

*I have taken thelife of a fellow-crea-

ture,'he said. 'I have closed the career
of a youngman who, but for me, might
have lived long and happily and hon-
ourably. Say what you may, I am of

the race of Cain. He had the mark
set on his brow. I have my ordeal.

Delude yourself, if you like, with false

hopes. I can endure—and hope for

nothing. Good night'

VIIL

EARLY the next morning, the

good old butler came to me, in

great perturbation, for a word of ad-

vice.

' Do come, sir, and look at the mas-
ter I I can't find in my heart to wake
him.'

It was time to wake him, if we were
to go to London that day. I went
into the bedi'oom. Although I was no
doctor, the restorative importance of
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that profound andriuietsleepiuipressed

itself on me so strongly that I took

the responsibility of leaving him undis-

turbed. The event proved that I had

acted wisely. He slept until noon.

There was no return of ' the torment

of the voice'—as he called it, poor fel-

low. We passed a (juiet day, except-

ing one little interruption, which, I

am warned not to pass over without a

word of record in this narrative.

We had returned from a ride. Ro-

mayne had gone into the library to

read ; and I was just leaving the sta-

bles, after a look at some recent im-

provements, when a pony-chaise with

a gentleman in it drove up to tlie door.

He asked politely if he might be al-

lowed to see the house. There were

some fine pictures at Vange, as well as

many interesting relics of anticjuity
;

and the rooms were shown, in Ro-

niayne's absence, to the very few tra-

vellers who were adventurous enough

to cross the heathy de.sert that sur-

rounded the Abbey. On this occasion,

the stranger was informed that Mr.

Romayne was at home. He at once

apologised — with an appearance of

disjtppointuient, however, which in-

duced me to step forward, and speak

to him.
' Mr. Romayne is not very well,' I

said ;
' and I cannot venture to ask

you into the house. But you will be

welcome, I am sure, to walk round

the "rounds, and to look at the ruins

of the Abbey.

He thanked n)e and accepted the in-

vitation. I find no great difliculty in

describing him generally. Ho was el-

derly, fat and chef-rful ; buttoned up

in a long black frock coat, and ])re-

senting that closely shaven face, ami

that inveterate expression of watchful

humility aVjout the eyes, which we all

associate with the reverend personality

of a priest.

To my 8UI prise, beseemed, in some

degree at least, to know his way about

the jdace. He made straight for the

dreary little lake which I have already

mentioned, and stood looking at it

with an interest which was so incom-

prehensible to me, tiiat I own I

watched him.

He ascended the slope of the moor-
land, and entered the gate which led

to the grounds. All that the gardeners

had done to make the place attractive

faileil to claim his attention. He
walked past lawn, shrubs and flower-

beds, and only stopjjed at an old stone

fountain, which tradition declared to

have been one of the ornaments of the

garden in the time of the monks. Hav-
ing carefully examined this relic of an-

tiijuity, he took a sheet of j>aper from
his pocket, andconsulted it attentively.

It might have been a plan of the house

and grounds, or it might not— 1 can

only report that he took the path which

led him, by the shortest way, to the

ruined Abbey church.

As he entered the rooHess enclosure,

he reverently removed his hat. It was
impossible for me to follow him any
further, without exposing myself to

the risk of discovery. 1 sat down on
one of the fallen stones, waiting to see

him again. It must have been at least

half an hour before he apjjeared. He
thanked me for my kindness, as com-

jtosedly as if he had cpiite expected to

find me in the place that 1 occui)ied.

' 1 have Ijeen deeply interested in

all that I have seen,' he said. ' May I

venture to ask, what is perhaps an in-

discreet question on the part ofa stran-

ger?'

I ventured on my side, to inquire

what this (piestion might lie.

' Mr. Piomayne is indeed fortunate,'

he resumed, 'in the possession of this

beautiful place. He is a young man,

1 think :

'

' Ves.'

' Is he married?'
' No.'
' Excuse my curiosity. The owner

of Vange Abbey is an inUM-esting per-

son to all good anti«|uarie8 likeu)yself.

Many thanks again, (iood day.'

His pony-cliaise took him away. His
last look rested—not on me—but on
the old Abbey.
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IX.

MY record of events approaches

its conclusion.

On the next day we returned to the

hotel in London. At Romayne's sug-

gestion, I sent the same evening to

tuy own hou.se for any letters which

might be waiting for me. His mind
still dwelt on the duel : he was mor-

bidly eager to know if any communi-
cation had been received from the

French surgeon.

When the messenger returned with

my letters, the Boulogne post-mark

was on one of the envelopes. At
Romayne's entreaty, this was the let-

ter that I opened tirst. The surgeon's

signature was at the end.

One motive for anxiety—on my
part— was set at rest in the first lines.

After an official inquiry into the cir-

cumstances, the French authorities

had decided that it was not expedient to

put the survivor of the duellists on
his trial before a court of law. No
jury hearing the evidence would find

hiin guilty of the only charge that

could be formally brought against him
—the charge of ' homicide by premedi-

tation.' Homicide by misadventure,

occurring in a duel, was not .-i punish-

able offence by the French law. My
correspondent cited many cases in

proof of it, strengthened l)y tlie pub-

licly-expressed opinion of the illustri-

ous Berryer himself. In a word, we
had nothing to fear.

The next page of the letter informed

us that the police had surpiised the

card-playing community with whom
we had spent the evening at Boulogne,

and that the much bejewelled old land-

lady had been sent to prison for the

offence of keeping a gambling house.

It was suspected in the town that the

General was more or less directly con-

nected with certain disreputable cir-

cumstances, discovered by the autho-

rities. In any case, he had retired from
active service. He and his wife and
family had left Boulogne, and had gone

away in debt. No investigation had
thus far succeeded in discovering the

place of their retreat.

Reading this letter aloud to Ro-
mayne, I was interrupted by him at

the last sentence.
' The inquiries must have been care-

lessly made,' he said. 'They ought
to have applied to the police. I will

see to it myself.'

' What interest can you have in the

inquiries ?
' I exclaimed.

' The strongest possible interest,' he
answered. ' It has been my one hope
to make some little atonement to the

poor people whom I have so cruelly

wronged. If the wife and children

are in distx-essed circumstances (which
seems to be only too likely) I may
place them beyond the reach of anx-
iety—anonymously, of course Give
me the surgeon's address. I shall write

instructions for tracing them at my
expense—merely announciug that an
Unknown Friend desires to be of ser-

vice to the General's family.

This apjjeared to me to be a most
im])rudent thing to do. I said so

plainly—and quite in vain. With his

customary iuipetuosity he wrote the

letter at once, and sent it to the post

that nifflit.

ON the question of submitting him-
self to medical advice (which I

now earnestly pressed upon him), Ro-
mayne was disposed to be equally un-

reasonable. But in this case events

declared themselves in my favour.

Lady Berrick's last reserves of

strength had given way. She had
been brought to London in a dying

state, while we were at Vange Abbey.

Romayne was summoned to his aunt'a

bedside on the third day of our resi-

dence at the hotel, and was present at

her death. The impression produced

on his mind roused the better part of

his nature. He was more distrustful

of himself, more accessible to persua-
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sion than usual. In this gentler frame
of mind he received a welcome visit

from an old friend, to whom he was
sincerely attached. The visit—of no
great importance in itself—led, as I

have since been informed, to very seri-

ous events in Komayne's later life.

For this reason I briefly relate what
took I'lace within my own hearing.

Lord Loring—well known in so-

ciety as the head of an old English

Catholic family, and the possessor of

a magniticent gallery of pictures—was
distressed by the change for the worse
which he perceived in Komayne, when
he called at the hotel. I was present

when they met, and rose to leave the

room, feeling that the two friends

might perha[>s be embarrassed by the

presence of a third person. Romayne
called me back. ' Lord Loring ought
to know what has ha])pened to me,'

he said. ' I have no heart to sjjeak

of it myself. Tell him everything,

and if he agrees with you I will sub-

mit to .see the doctors.' With those

words he left us together.

It is almost needless to .say that

Lord Loring did agree with me. He
was him.self disposed to think that the

moral remedy in Komayne's ca.se, might
prove to be the best remedy.

' With submission to what the

doctors may decide,' his lordship said,

' the right thing to do, in my opinion,

is to divert our friend's mind from
himself. I see a plain necessity for

making a complet*^ change in the soli-

tary life that he has been leading for

years past. Why shouldn't he man-y ?

A woman's influence, by merely giving

a new turn to his tlioughts, might
charm away that horrible voice which
haunts him. Perhaps you think this a

merely sentiinj-ntal view of the case?

Look at it practically, if you like, an<l

come to the same conclusion. With
that tine estate—and with the fortune

which he has now inherited from his

aunt— it is his duty to rnarry. Don't

you agree with rne?'
' I agree most cordially. But I .see

serious ditiiculties in your lordship's

way. Romayne dislikes .society ; and,
as to marrying, his coldness towards
women seems (so far as I can judge) to

be one of the incurables defects of his

character.

'

Lord Loring smiled. ' My dear sir,,

nothing of that sort is incurable, if we
can only tind the right woman.'
The tone in which he spoke sug-

gested to me that he had got 'the right

woman '—and I took the liljertv of

.saying so. He at once acknowledged
that 1 had guessed right.

' Romayne is, as you .say, a difficult

subject to deal with,' he resumed. ' If

1 commit the slightest imprudence, I

shall excite his suspicion—and there

will be an end of my hope of being of

service to him. I shall proceed care-

fully, I can tell you. Luckily, p6or
dear fellow, he is fond of pictures !

It's quite natural that I should ask

him to see some recent additions to

my gallery— isn't it? There is the traj>

that I set ! 1 have a sweet girl to tempt
him, staying at my house ; who is a

little out of health and spirits herself.

At the right moment, 1 shall send

word upstaira She may well happen
to look in at the galleiy (by the merest

accident), just at the time when Ro-
mayne is looking at my new pictures.

The re.st dej)en(ls, of course, on the

effect slie produces. Jf you knew her,

I believe you would agree with me
that the experiment is worth trying.'

Not knowing the lady, I had little

faith in the success of the experiment.

No one, however, could doubt Lord
Loring's admirable devotion to his

friend—and with that I was fain to be

content.

When Romayne returned to us, it

was deci<le<l to sulimit W\s ca.se to a

consul tation of physicians at the ear-

liest jiossilile moment. When Lord
Loring took his departure, 1 accom-

panieil him to tin* door of tin; hotel
;

|H'rceiving that he wished to say a

word more to me in jtrivate. He had,

it seemed, decided on waiting for the

result of the medical consultation,

before he tried the effect of the young
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lady's attractions ; and he wished to

caution me against speaking prema-

turely of visiting the picture gallery to

our friend.

Not feeling particularly interested

in these details of the worthy noble-

man's little plot, I looked at his car-

riage, and privately admired the two
splendid horses that drew it. The foot-

man opened the door for his master

—

and I became aware, for the first time,

that a gentleman had accompanied

Lord Loring to the hotel, and had
waited for him in the carriage. The
gentleman bent forward, and looked

np from a book that he was reading.

To my astonishment, I recognised the

«lderly, fat, and cheerful priest, who
had shown such a knowledge of locali-

ties, and such an extraordinary inter-

est in Vange Abbey !

It struck me as an odd coincidence

that I should see the man again in

London, so soon after I had met with

him in Yorkshire. This was all I

thought about it at the time. If I had
known then, what I know now, I might
have dreamed, let us say, of throwing
that priest into the lake at Yange, and
might perhaps have reckoned the cir-

•cumstance among the wisely-improved

opportunities of my life.

To return to the serious interests of

the pi-esent narrative, I may now an-

nounce that my evidence as an eye-

witness of events has come to an end.

The day after Lord Loring's visit, do-

mestic troubles separated me, to my
sincere regret, from Romayne. I have

only to adil, that the foregoing narra-

tive of personal experience has been

written with a due sense of resjjonsi-

bility, and that it may be depended on

throughout as an exact statement of

the truth. •

JoHX Philip Hynd
(late Major, 110th Regiment).

CHAPTER I.

THE COXFIDEyCES.

IX an upper room of one of the

palatial houses which are situated

on the north .side of Hyde Park, two
ladies sat at breakfast, and gossiped

over their tea.

The elder of the two was Lady
Loring—still in the prime of life

;
pos-

sessed of the golden hair and the clear

blue eyes, the delicately florid com-
plexion, and the freely developed

figure, which are among the favourite

attractions popularly associated with

the beauty of Englishwomen. Her
younger companion was the unknown
lady admired by Major Hynd, on the

sea passage from France to England.

With hair and eyes of the darkest

brown ; with a pure pallor of com-
plexion, only changing to a faint rose

tint in moments of agitation ; with a

tall graceful figure, incompletely de-

veloped in substance and strength-
she presented an almost complete con-

trast to Lady Loring. Two more op-

posite types of beauty it would have
been hardly possible to place at the

same table.

The servant brought in the letters

of the morning. Lady Loring ran
through her correspondence rapidly,

pushed away the letters in a heap,

and poured herself out a second cup
of tea.

' Nothing interesting this morning
for me,' she said. ' Any news of your
mother, Stella ?

'

The young lady handed an open
letter to her hostess, with a faint

smile. ' See for yourself, Adelaide,'

she answered, with the tender sweet-

ness of tone which made her voice ir-

resistibly charming, * and tell me if

there were ever two women so utterly

unlike each other as mv mother and
myself ]

'

Lady Loring ran through the letter,
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as she had run through her own cor-

respondence. ' Never, dearest Stella,

have I enjoyed myself as I do in this

delightful country hoiise— twenty-

seven at dinner every day, without

including the neighbours—a little car-

]>et dance every evening—we play

billiards, and go into the smoking-

room—the hounds meet three times a

week—all sorts of celebrities among
thecompany, famous beauties included

—such dresses! such conversation !

—

and serious duties, my dear, not neg-

lected—high church and choral service

in the town on .Sundays—recitations

in the evening from Paradise Lost, by

an amateur elocutionist -oh, you fool-

ish, headstrong child I why did you
make excuses and stny in London,
when you might have accompanied me
to this earthly Paradise ]—are you
really ill 1—my love to Lady Loring

—and of course, if you are ill, you
must liave medical advice—they ask

after you so kindly here—the first

dinner bell is ringing before I have
half done my letter—what am I to

wear ?—why is my daughter not here

to advise me, Arc, iVrc, iVrc'

' There is time for you to change
your mind, and advit^e your mother,'

Lady Loring remarked with gi-ave

irony as she returned the letter.

* Don't even speak of it ?
' said Stel-

la. ' I really know no life that I

should not ]»refer to the life that my
mother is enjoying at this moment.
AVhat should I have done, Adelaide,

if you had not offered me a hajipy re-

fuge in your house ? My " earthly

Paradise" is here, where I am allowed

to drenm away my time over my draw-

ings and my books, an<l to resign my-
self to poor hejilth and low spirits,

without lifting dragged into society,

and (worse still) threatened with tbat

"medical advice" in which my poor
dear mother believes so implicitly. I

wish you woiild hire me as your "com-
j)anion," and let me stay here for the

rest of my life.'

Lady Loring's bright face Itecame

grave while Stella was 8i)eaking.

' My dear,' she said kindly, ' I know-

well how you love retirement, and how
differently you think and feel from
other young women of your age. And
I am far from fcrgetting what sad cir-

cumstances have encouraged the natu-

ral bent of your disposition. But,

since you have been staying with me
this time, I see something in you
which my intimate knowledge of your
character fails to explain. We have
been friends since we were together

at school—and, in those old days, we
never had any secrets from each other.

You are feeling some anxiety, or

brooding over some sorrow, of which

I know nothing. I don't ask for your
contidence ; I only tell you what I

have noticed—and I say with all my
heart, Stella, I am sorry for you.'

She rose, and with intuitive deli-

cacy, changed the subject. ' I am
going out earlier than usual this morn-

ing,' she resumed.' ' Is there any-

thing I can do for you ?
' She laid her

hand tenderly upon Stella's shoulder,

waiting for the reply. Stella lifted

the hand and kissed it with passionate

fondness.
' Don't think me ungrateful,' she

said ;
' I am only ashamed.' Her

head sank on her bosom ; she bui-st

into tears.

Lady Loring waited by her in

silence. She well knew the girl's self-

contained nature, always shiinking,

except in moments of violent emotion,

from the outward betrayal of its trials

and its sufH-rings to others. The true

dcjtth of feeling which is marked by

this inbred modesty is most fre(|uently

found in men. 'I'he few wouk-ii who
po.«sess it are without the communica-

tiveconsolations of the feminine heart.

TRey ar(! the noblest—and but too

often the unhappiest of their sex.

• Will you wait a little before you

go out?' Stella asked softly. She

liad conquered her tears, but her head

still drooped while she spoke.

I^ady Ijoring silently returned to

the chair that she had left— hesitated

for amoment—andthen drew it nearer
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to Stella. ' Shall I sit by you 1
' she

said.

' Close by me. You spoke of our

school days just now, Adelaide. There

was some difference between us. Of
all the girls, I was the youngest—and
yon were the eldest, or nearly the

eldest, I think 1

'

' Quite the eldest, my dear. There

is a difference of ten years between us.

But why do you go back to that 1
'

' It's only a recollection. My father

was alive then. I was at first home-
sick and frightened in the strange

place, among the Vjig girls. You used to

let me hide my face on your shoulder,

and tell me stories. May I hide in my
old way, and tell viy story 1

'

She was now the calmest of the two.

The elder woman turned a little pale,

and looked down in silent anxiety at

the darkly beautiful head that rested

on her shoulder.
' After such an experience as mine

has been,' said Stella, ' would you
think it possiblethati could ever again

feel my heart troubled by a man—and
that man a stranger 1

'

' My dear ! I think it quite possible.

You are only now in your twenty-

third year. You were innocent of all

blame, at that wretched bygone time

which you ought never to speak of

again. Love and be happy, Stella

—

if you can only find the man who is

worthy of you. But yon frighten me
when you speak of a stranger. Where
did you meet with him 1

'

' On my way back from Paris.'

' Travelling in the same carriage

with you?'
' No—it^jwas in crossing the Chan-

nel. There wex*e few travellers in the

steamboat, or I might never have no-

ticed him.'

* Did he speak to you ?

'

' He never even looked at me.'
' That dosn't say much for his taste,

Stella.'

' You don't understand—I mean, I

have not explained myself properly.

He was leaning on the arm of a friend

;

weak and worn, and wasted, as I sup-

posed, by some long and dreadful ill-

ness. There was an angelic sweetness

in his face—such patience ! such re-

signation ! For Heaven's sake keep
my secret. One hears of men falling

in love with women at first sight. But
a woman who looks at a man, and feels

—oh, it's shameful ! I could hardly

take my eyes off him. If he had
looked at me in return, I don't know
what I should have done—I burn
when I think of it. He was absorbed

in his suffering and his sorrow. My
last look at his beautiful face was on
the pisr, before they took me away.

The perfect image of him has been in

my heart ever since. In my dreams,

I see him as plainly as I see you now.

Don't despise me, Adelaide !

'

' My dear, you interest me indescri-

bably. Do you suppose he was in our

rank of life 1 I mean, of course, did

he look like a gentleman 1

'

There could be no doubt of it.'

' Do try to describe him, Stella.

Was he tall and well dressed ?

'

'Neither tall nor short—rather

thin—quiet and graceful in all his

movements—dressed plainly and in

perfect taste. How can 1 describe

him ! When his friend brought him
on board, he stood at the side of the ves-

sel, looking out thoughtfully towards

the sea. Such eyes I never saw be-

fore, Adelaide, in any human face—so

divinely tender and sad—and the col-

our of them that dark, violet blue,

so uncommon and so b3autiful—too

beautiful for a man. I may say the

same of his hair. I saw it completely.^

For a minute or two, he removed his

bat—his head was fevered, I think-—

and he let the sea breeze blow over it.

The pure light-brown of his hair was

just warmed by a lovely reddish tinge.

His beard was of the same colour

;

short and curling, like the beards of

the Roman heroes one sees in pictures.

I shall never see him again—and it is

best for me that I shall not. What can

I hope from a man who never once no-

ticed me 1 But I should like to hear

that he had recovered his health and
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his ti-anquillity, and that his life was a

happy one. It has Keen a comfort to

me Adelaide to open my heart to you.

I am -getting bold enough to confess

everything. Would you laugh at me,

I wonder, if I
'

She stopped. Her pale complexion

softly glowed into colour : her grand

dark eyes brightened— she looked her

loveliest at that moment.

'I am far more inclined, .Stella, to

cry over you than to laugh at you,'

said Lady Loring. ' There is some-

thing to my mind, very sad about this

adventure of youi-s. I wish I could

find out who the man is. Even the

}>est descrij)tion of a person falls so

short of the reality !

' I thought of showing you some-

thing,' Stella continued, ' which might

help you to see him as 1 saw him. It's

only making one more acknowledg-

ment of my own folly.'

' You don't mean a jtortrait of him !

'

Lady Loring exclaimed.
' The best that I could do from re-

collection,' Stella answered, sadly.

' Bring it here directly I

'

Stella left the room, and returned

with a little drawing in pencil. The
instant Lady Loring looked at it, she

recognised Komayne, and started ex-

citedly to her feet.

'You know hiiii I
' cried Stella.

Lady I/iring had placed herself in

an awkward position. Ifer husband
had describe*! to lur his interview

with Major Hynd ; and had mention-

ed his project for bringing Romayne
and Stella together, after first exacting

a promise of the strictest secresy from

his wife. She felt herself bound—
doubly lK)und, after what she had now
dis<^-overed—to respect the confidence

placed in her ; aufl this at the time

when she had l>f;t rayed herself to

Stella ! With a woman's feline fine-

ness of perception, in all casf.'s of sub-

terfuge and concealment, she picked a

part of truth out of the whole, and
answered harmlessly without a mo-
ment's hesitation.

' I have certainly seen him,' she

said— ' probably at some party. But
I see so many people, and I go to so

many i)laces, that I must ask for tin.e

to consult my memory. My husband
might help me, if you don't object to

my asking him.' she added slily.

Stella i-natched the drawing away
from her, in terror. ' You don't mean
that you will tell Lord Loring !

' she

said.

' My dciii- child ! how can you be
so foolish \ Can't I show him the draw-
ing without mentioning who it was
done by ? His memory is a much bet-

ter one than njine. If I say to him,
'• Where did we meet that man? "—he

may tell me at once — he may even re-

meniVier the name. (.)f c 'urse, if you
like to be kept in suspense, you have
only to say so. Jt rests with you to

decide.'

Poor Stella gave way directly. She
returned the drawing, and affection-

ately kissed her artful friend. Having
now secured the means of consulting

her husband without exciting sus-

picion, Lady Loring left the room.

At that time in the morning. Lord
Loring was generally to be found

either in the library or the picture

gallery. His wife tried the library

first.

On entering the room, she found

but one person in it— not the j)erson

of whom she was in search. There,

buttoned up in his long frock coat,

and surrounded by }x)oks of all sorts

and size.s, sat the plump, elderly priest

who hail l>een the especial object of

Major Hynd's avei-sion.

' I beg your pardon, Father Ben-

well,' said Lady Loringi ' 1 hojte I

don't inteiTupt your studies ]

'

Father Benwell rose an<l bowed,

with a pleasant j)aternal smile. ' I

am only trying to organise an im-

proved ariangement of the library,'

he .said simply. ' Books are com-

panionable creattires— members, as it

were, of his family, to a lonely old

jjriest like myself. Can I be of any

service to your ladyship 1
'

' Thank you, Father. If you can
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kindly tell me where Lord Loring

is
'

' To be sure ! H is lordship was here

fiva minutes since—he is now in the

picture gallery. Pray permit mel

'

With a remarkably light and easy

step for a man of his age and size, he

advanced to the further end of the

library, and oi>ened the door which

led into the gallery.

' Lord Loring is among the pic-

tures,' he announced. ' And alone.'

He laid a certain emphasis on the last

word, which miglit or might not (in

the case of a spiritual director of the

household) invite a word of explana-

tion.

Lady Loring merely said, ' Just

what I wanted ; thank you once more,

Father Benwell '—and passed into the

picture gallery.

Left by himself again in the library,

the priest walked slowly to and fro,

thinking. His latent power and reso-

lution began toshowthemselves darkly

in his face. A skilled observer would
now have seen plainly revealed in him
the habit of command, and the capa-

city for insisting on his right to be

obeyed. From head to foot, Father
Benwell was one of those valuable

soldiers of the Church who acknow-
ledge no defeat, and who improve
every victory.

After a while, he returned to the

table at which he had been writine;

when Lady Loring entered the room.

An unfinished letter lay open on the

desk. He took up his pen and com-
pleted it in these words :

' I have

tlierefore decided on trusting this

serious matter in the hands of Ar-

thur Penrose. 1 know he is young

—

but we have to set against the draw-

back of his youth, the counter-merits

of his incorruptible honesty and his

true religious zeal. No better man is

just now within my reach—and there

is no time to lose. Romayne has re-

cently inherited a large increase of

fortuiie. He will be the object of the

basest conspiracies—-conspiracies of

men to win his money, and (worse

still) of women to marry him. Even
these contemptible efforts may be ob-

stacles in the way of our righteous

)iurpose, unless we are first in the

field. Penrose left Oxford last week.

I expect him here this morning, by
my invitation. When 1 have given

him the necessary instructions, and
have found the means of favourably

introducing him to Romayne, I shall

have the honour of forwarding a state-

ment of our prospects so far.'

Having signed these lines, he ad-

dressed the letter to ' The Reverend
the Secretary, Societyof Jesus, Rome.'

As he closed and sealed the envelope,

a servant opened the door communi-
cating with the hall, and announced :

'Mr. Arthur Penrose.'

{To he conthmed.)

WORLDLY PLACE.

EVEN in a palace, life may be led well !

So spoke the Imporial sage, i)urest of men,
Marcus Aurelius. But the stifling den
Of common life, where, crowded up pell-mell,

Our freedom for a little bread we sell,

And drudge under some foolish master's ken,.

Who rates us if we peer outside our pen

—

Matched with a palace, is not this a hell \

Evpjt, in a jmlace ! On his truth sincere

Who spake these woids, no .shadow ever came
;

And when my ill-schooled sj)irit is aflame

Some nobler, ampler stage of life to win,

I'll stop and say :
' There were no succour here !

The aids to nobler life are all within.'
—Matthew Arnold.
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MOKALITY WITIIOUT THEOLOGY.

BY \VM. D. LE SUEUR, B.A., OTTAWA.

THE Rev. Dr. Stevenson, in the

kindly reply he has made to my
article in the June number of this

magazine, on tlie relations between
Morality and Religion, lias brought

the discus.sion to a critical point, and
thus enables me to say, in compara-
tively few words, all that the interest

of my argument requires. The only

thing that troubles me is this : Dr.

Stevenson has conceded so much that

I am compelleJ to believe he is jire-

pared to concede more ; and, nntil

we know for certain the limit to which
he is willing to go, it is iuipo.ssible to

say how far his views and mine really

differ. In answer to my demand for

something like a definition of the sense

in which he understands Christianity,

when he speaks of it as something with

which the moral life of humanity can-

not disi)ense, he tells us that he means
'as much of Chiistianity as is com-
mon to Mr. Channing, for e.xample,

an<l the Pope.' Well, then, as what
is * common to Dr ("banning and
the P()[»e,' can only be what Channing
himself held of Christian doctrine,

we find Dr. Stevenson adoi)ting, as

his line of tlffence in this discussion,

simply the I'niUtrianism of a gt-nera-

tion ago. Ijftt it not be suppo.sed that

I am here using an argument ad in-

vidiam. Far from it. Dr. Steven-

son, no doubt, comes many degrees

nfjarer the Po[)e in his personal belief

than Channing did ; but the position

is this, that the excess of his belief

over what the eminent Unitarian held

dws not enter into his concej)tion of

essential Christianity, or at least of

that Christianity which is required as

a supplement to natural morality.

This, as far as it goes, is very satis-

factory. It helps me at once to a par-

tial answer to the question my ojipo-

nent puts when he asks what ai"e the

elements in religion which I think

might be removed without loss to mo-
rality. I answer (provisionally), all

t/iat (JlianniiKj left out of his schema of
doctrine. Morality, therefore, does

not at all dei)end for its support upon
the doctrine of the Trinity, or upon
that of the Atonement. But it is my
turn to ask a question here. Why was
the line drawn at Channing? Was it

because he was a Ijeliever in miracles,

and professed his readiness to accept

anything that could be clearly jiroven

from Scripture ? If so, then Dr. Mar-
tineau falls below the line, and must
be considered as cut off from the full

moral life that it was Channing's pri-

vilege to enjoy. I have serious doubts,

however, as to wliether Dr. Stevenson

is prepared to draw any line that

would consign Dr. Martineau or the

leailing representative Unitarians of

to-day to a position of moral inferior-

ity. With Dr. Martineau's writings

and character, Dr. Stevenson is, no

doubt, more or lessactpiainted : but if

he also knows the writings of such

men as the Rev. M. J. Savage, of Bos-

ton, the Rev. J. Chad wick, of Brook-

lyn, and others whom I coidd name,

he must be aware that it would be a
jierilous thing to say that the mor.ility

which these men—far in advaiice as

they are of Channing, doctiinally

—

j)r(nich and exeirq)lify is of a lower

order than that to which Channing
hiuiself attained. If, however, I am
in error, and the line was drawn at

Channing on the specific ground of his
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unresei'ved acceptance of Biblical mira-

cles and doctrines, then I am quite pre-

pared to avow my conviction that the

highest moral life is compatible with a

disbelief in miracle and the freesthand-

lingof Scrij)ture in subordination to rea-

son. I must here express my surprise

that my opponent should deny the legi-

timacy of my demand for some clear

definition of the sense in which he

used the terms Christianity and reli-

gion. He says that ' Christianity has

not been so long in the world without

men knowing its main outlines.' Yet,

he knows perfectly, that after Christ-

ianity had been for centuries in the

world, men slaughtered one another

by thousands over questions of doc-

trine ; and that a simple profession of

what he would, pei-haps, be disposed

to call its main outlines would, in

many ages, have consigned the person

making it to the rack, or the stake.

What to day are ' the main outlines of

Christianity ' to the Roman Catholic 1

And outside the Roman Catholic

Church, who pretends to have any au-

thority to say what the main outlines

are? The most fundamental doctrines

of a system are not generally those in

which its e.special virtue resides, for

these it may share with other systems.

Take for example the existence and
personality of God. This is a doctrine

of Christianity ; but so it is also of

Mohammedanism and Judaism. Take
the doctrine of an incarnation : Brah-
minism and Buddhism both possess

this element in full development. It

is sui'ely legitimate to ask wherein lies

the essential virtue of Christianity as

compared Avith these systems ; and,

when Christianity is put forward as the

indispensable supplement to natural

morality, it is equally legitimate to

ask at what point, in what way,
by virtue of what inherent and
peculiar property, it accomplishes
the resiilts attributed to it. Dr.

Stevenson was, of course, not con-

scious of the evasion really involved

in referring me, in answer to my re-

quest for a definition, to the vague

and shifting conceptions that float

through society at large. To some the

essence of Christianity resides in its

doctrines, and they would rather be

guilty of a crime than err in ttje faith;

others find ifc in certain emotions

awakened in them by the practices of

religion; others again make it a matter

of life and work. The latter was the

view taken in a reported sermon that

lately fell under my notice. To go to

the average man for a definition of

Christianity would be about as hope-

ful as to go to the first passer-by for

an exposition of the philosopliy of

Kant. When a special function is as-

signed to anything, the thing itself

should be susceptilUe of being special-

ised. In the present case a very special

function is assigned to Christianity
;

and it is not only fair, it is the most

natural, and, indeed, inevitable thing

imaginable, that a demand should be

made for such a definition as shall do
away with all doubt as to what is con-

sidered the essential thing in it that

works the alleged result. I go further

:

I say that those who make the claim

should be forward, of their own accord,

to remove all doubt on the subject, in-

stead of accusing enquirers of ' trailing

a red herring across the scent' Such

a definition G. A. M. was prepared to

give. He did state that what the

world required to save it from cor-

ruption was ' th i apostolic doctrine of

the cross
;

' and I am quite sure he

would not have accused me of trailing

a red herring across the scent, if I had

asked him to explain a little more
fully what he meant by the words he

had used. Dr. Newman again, instead

of shrinking from definitions, is every-

where labouring to define what he

means by Christianity, when he places

it in o])position to other systems, or

to what is natural in man. And so

with everyone who has a clear grasp

of Christian doctrines ; but not so

with those who are uncertain as to the

doctrinal ground on which they stand.

Far be it from me to reproach the Rev.

Dr. Stevenson with not being a more
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rigid floctrinarian than he is : but, at
the same time, if his repugnance to

definitions arises, in any degree, from
doctrinal vagueness it is, to use his
own H^ire, verj like drawing a red
herring across the scent, to |»retend
that the demand for definitions is it-

self unreasonaVile.

I am told that it is I who require
to be definite. Well, I have endeav-
oured to be so, and I do not think it

has been shown that I have failed in
this respect The fallacy that is in-

volved in this attempt to turn the ta-

bles on me is one, however, that can
be very easily exposed. .My position
briefly stated is this :—that morality
does not depend for its direction or sup-
port upon any supernatural revelation
or influence. This position does not re-

rpiire me to discard, or to treat as of lit-

tle account, any i>erfional influence that
may ever have been exerted in the
worlJ

; and all that can be received as
historically true in regard to the great
leaders of humanity in the past forms,
from my point of view, part of the re-

alized trea.sure of natural morality. If
I am asked whether I consider it a
matter of great moment that Jesus of
Nazareth should have lived the life he
did, and utK-red the words he did, I

Kay Yes, I look upon it as an hi.storical

incident of the highe.st importance. 80
was tht; ai»pearan<e in another sphere
of Mahomet, and in another of (iau-
tama. 80, in the intellectual region,
must we account the activity of an
Arihtotle and a Shakespeare. But what
the believers in Kvolution maintain is,

that these historical inridents, striking
as they are, arid even seeininglv out of
relation to contemjiorary facts, were
yet the product of antecedent causes,
and exerted their influence by virtue
of a certain j>revious work of jmpara-
tion in society. It do«;H not rest with
the upholders of this view to show
that certain events were not of a
«u[KTnatural character

; it behoves
those who believe them to have ha'

I

that character, to prove it. It rnHts
-with those who rc-ognihe a n.ituia!

and a supernatural, and who earnestly

proclaim the weakness and insutii-

ciency of the natural, apart from the

.supernatural, to show us where the

one begins and the other ends. The
advocate of a naturalistic morality is

as definite as he can be expected to be

when he takes up his position clearly.

If you would attack his position you
must show that certain things which
he has eml traced as natural are super-

natural, and that what is merely na-

tural is not suflicient for a perf(!ct mor-
ality. The definiteness is thus re-

quired from tho.se who make distinct-

ions, and who di.scourse confidently as

to the relations of the things they dis-

tinguish. When therefore, the Rev.

Dr. Stevenson says that ' the definite-

ness needed is of another sort, and it

is due from Mr. Le Sueur, if it come
at all,' he is not doing ju.stice to his

own perspicacity.

I am asked if ' reverence for an
ideal of perfection' can be laid aside

without loss, I answer No ; but that

natviral morality makes ample provision

for such reverence, and that history is

full of examples of it (piite unconnected

with any theological l)elief. When
Longinus says that the man of letters

should write as in the presence and

under the eye of the great masters of

style, and should constantly ask him-

self what Plato or Demosthenes would

say to this or that, he illustrates rev-

erence for an ideal of literary perfec-

tion. The lion of Clucronea and all

the montiments reared by national gra-

titude to the nu'inory of departed he-

roes, bespeak a feeling nearly akin to

reverence, foi' the noble in action.

Nothing indeed is more conspicuous

on the face of history, than the fact

that great deeds inspire euiidation and
homage ; and if so, how can it be sup-

posed that a naturalistic morality

should be embarrassed in presence of
' reverence for an ideal of peifection,'

which in simply a more r<*fined and ab-

stract form of one of the must wide-

spread of human sentiuients—admira-

tion of whit is gooil.
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As to the tlieistic belief which, ac-

cording to Dr. Stevenson, lies at the

foundation of the sense of duty, I must
frankly state that I look upon that it-

self as one of the products of the hu-

man mind, and not as something im-

posed upon it from without, or com-
municated (as some would affirm) by
special revelation. Important there-

fore, as its reactions may be upon mo-
rality, I cannot look upon it as con-

trolling mox'al evolution, nor can I at

all share the view that the sense of

duty derives from it all its vital power.

Dr. Stevenson asks :
' Why ought I to

do what is beneticial to myself and
others ?

' and he answers that he feels

a whispered ' thou shalt ' in the very

centre of his soul. If the agnostic phi-

losophy prevail, however, a senne of in-

terest alone, he consider-s, will prompt
any kindness or truthfulness that men
may subsequently display. Here I

cannot refrain from a quotation from
one who is probably classed as an ag-

nostic, Matthew Arnold :
—

' Nay, look closer into man I

Tell me, can you find indeed.
Nothing sure, no moral jilau,

Clear prescribed, without your creed!'

A closer view would, I am persuaded,
convince Dr. Stevenson that the sen-

timents of charity and brotherhood
which now obtain among men are
much more deeply rooted than he takes
them to be. 1 am not arguing now,
nor do I feel disposed to aigue at any
time, ayainst theism as a form of be-

lief ; but what 1 seem to see clearly is

this, that if, apart from a belief in (Jod,

men can only be swayed by self-in-

terest, the belief in God furnishes no
escape from the domination of that
motive. Let us sup[)ose, for a moment,
that we are dealing with a man who,
having never heard of God, avows that
he is only governed by self-interest in

his relations with other men. You
then persuade him that there is a God

;

and you unfold to him, as well as you
can, the character of the Being in

whom you pei-sonally believe. What
then '\ The man has never been moved I

to any unselfish emotion by the spec-
tacle of human unselfishness, and it is
not in the least likely that your words,
however fitly spoken, will awake any
such emotion in him now. He has
never yet loved his brother whom he
has seen, and how is he going to love
a Being whom he only knows hy hear-
say, and whose attributes far tran-
scend his comprehension ? He will
govern himself in relation to this new-
ly-discovered Being precisely as he has
done in relation to his fellows. He
will ask :

' What can He do to me, or
for me r He will assuredly neither
fear Him nor serve Him for naught.
It is needless, however, even to resort
to this supposition

; for if Dr. Steven-
son will press the question, why should
a man do right to his neighbour, we
may carry it on by asking, why should
a man obey God ? The latter question
has generally been answered by theo-
logians in terms of pure self-interest,

and is so answered to-day in the con-
sciousness of the vast mass of Christen-
dom. The answer is, because God has
heaven to oft'er as a reward, and hell
to threaten as a punishment. If this
answer is repugnant (as it is) to the
finer sensibilities of some, the fact is

due, as I firmly believe, to the pro-
gressive purification of human rela-

tions. Men and women who can be
disinterested toward one another are
ashamed not to be so towards the su-
preme object of their worship. Dr.
Stevenson, however, in an unwary
moment, concedes the whole point at
issue, when he says that ' the acknow-
ledgment and acceptance of duty as
an appointment springing out of the
character of God, and enforced l)y His
will is (here I italicise) as plain a mat-
ter of moral rigid as reverence to parents
or honesty toward other men.' JNlen

swear by the greater and illustrate by
the more evident ; and I rejoice to
find that the duty of obeying God's
will is here compared with the more
instinctively-understood duty of rever-
ence to parents and honesty to our
fellow-men.
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Mv opiX)nent has devoted consider-

alile space to the discussion of special

points in mv June article ; and in re-

gard to most of these I must leave my
readei-s to draw their own conclusions

from what has already ajipeared. In

regard to one or two, however, it seems

proper that I should otier brief ex-

jdanations. I am charged with having

almost 'formally contradicted ' myself

in the following words :
' I should h)e

the last to deny that the thought of

(iod is with many a powerful influence,

that in some it dominates the whole

moral life ; luit what I contend is that

the development of morality follows

its own coui-se, and that wliatever is

healthful in any morality that is

strongly tinged by theology is ' of na-

tTiral and human origin.' I can easily

believe that a person not accustomed

to the point of view from which these

wonls were written migiit tiiid them

somewhat ol>scnre ; but once seize the

right 8tand-i)oint, and the obscurity

vanishes. Assume, for a moment at

least, that there are laws of moral evo-

lution, and that the course of that evo-

lution is, in general, as traced by Mr.

.Spencer in his latt^st work ; it is still

])o.ssible to conceive that the thought

of God taking posse.ssion of an indivi-

dual mind profoun<lly affects its moral

sentiments, ad<ling to the intensity of

some and ])08.sibly diminishing that of

othfi-s. The thought of (iod, for ex-

ample, may add to the solemnity of a

formal oath, and pro ftinto diminish

the sense of responsibility in regard to

simple artirmations. Miiny shrewd

])enjonH argue for the retention of judi-

cial oath-taking, on the expn-ss ground

that multitudes of men who would lie

freelv, if unsworn, are more or less

compelled to tell the truth when sworn.

The thought of God learls them to

wish to interjiose a thumb between

their lijis and the Bible, but esUib-

lishes no genernl obligation to tell the

truth. On the contrary, it may Vie

said to rob that obligiition of much of

the natural force it would have were

it not for the special solemnity at-

taching to the formal oath. The
thought of God urges some men on
to the most painful of ascetic ob-

servances, and, on the other hand, dis-

inclines them to take any interest in

schemes for the removal of social

abuses, or for any amelioration of the

material conditionsof human life. Let
Dr. Newman again be my witness.
' ^[any pursuits,' he says, 'in them-
selves right and honest, are, neverthe-

less, to be engaged in with caution,

lest they seduce us ; and i/iose perhaps

with especial caution (italics mine)
irtiich tend to the loell-heing of men in

this life. The sciences, for instance,

of good government, of acquiring

wealth, of preventing and relieving

want, and the like, are especially dan-

gerous ; for tixing, as they do, our ex-

ertions on this world as an end, they

go far to persuade us that they have
no other end.'-^ According to this

teaching the moral risks that our

greatest social reformers run are sim-

ply immense. Jt was once said, ' How
hardly shall they that have riches en-

ter into the kingdom of Heaven,' but

Cardinal Newman, to who.se mind the

thought of God is ever j)resent, sup-

plies us with a far harder saying still,

' How hardly shall the toiling bene-

factors of humanity enter into the

kingdom of Heaven !

'

It will hel|) to dissipate the obscu-

rity of my language in the sentence

above rpioted to remember that the

Bible itself lays down the principle

that men frame gods after their own
iniage ; and (Jol. IngersoU but follows

this thought to a legitimate conclusion

when he sententiously reverses the

statement that ' an honest man's the

noblest work of (iod.' Let a man be

])ure in heart, and his God will be a

pure Go<l ; let him be imjture, and

what does the Psalmist, s])eaking in

the nanu' of the Divine Being, say to

him ?
' Thou thoughtest that 1 was

altogether such an one as thyself.'t

• Parrtchial ami Plain Sermons, Vol. vii.,

page 30. t Psalm 1. , v. 21.
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Here is the whole case in a nutshell.

Moral evolution follows itsown course;

the thought of God (6rst, however, of

Gods) emerges and exerts a varying

influence, at times profoundly colour-

ing men's lives, but in no way destroy-

ing the ultimate dependence of moral-

ity upon the general conditions of

human life. The ' thought of God '

being the thought of the particular

God that the jiioral condition of the

individual enables him to conceive, it

does not thwart moral evolution, but

simply supplies to the individual a

synthesis for his scattered, and often

not too concordant, perceptions of

right and wrong. This is the resolu-

tion of that tangle of words which my
-critic could only compare with ' the

darkest sayings of the most meta-

physical divines '—a terrible image of

darkness indeed.

Dr. Stevenson makes a safe state-

ment when he says that ' exegesis of

the sacred text ' is not my ' forte,' but,

though I readily admit the conclusion,

I am not prepared to grant the suffi-

ciency of the evidence by which, in

this case, it is supported. Let Dr.

Stevenson ' quote my folly ' if he will,

but let him quote it on good gi'ounds.

The doctrine of the ' eternal burning '

of the wicked, and the companion doc-

trine that the wicked were the great

majority of mankind, the thronging

multitudes upon the broad road lead-

ing to destruction, have held their

place too long in Christian belief to be

brushed aside with a word. The ages

when the^e doctrines were unques-

tioned ivere the ages when the Bible

was believed in without reserve, with-

out arrihre ^je»see of any kind. The
age when these doctrines are becom-
ing a burden intolerable to be borne,

is one in which the question of the in-

spiration of the Bible gives rise to in-

numerable difficulties in the minds of

all intelligent men who still incline to

hold the doctrine in a general way. To
this extent, what I said upon the

point in question is justified by the

most palpable and obvious facts ; and

Dr. Stevenson, I respectfully submit,
must deal more seriously than he has
yet done with the subject if he wishes
to invalidate my position. In de-

clining to follow Fidtlis into certain

rather refined argumentations, I may
have expressed my.self hastily, but
I leave my vindication to those who
took the trouble to observe how far

what Fidelis urged was from touching
the point at issue, and how purely
evasive the question he sought to

raise appeared.

Exception is taken to the words
'prejudice and passion,' which I used
in connection with the article of Fi-

delis. I may, of course, have been mis-

taken in my estimate of certain fea-

tures in the article in question, and if

so, I sincerely regret having em|)loyed

the language complained of. But it

is hard, I submit, not to suspect the
existence of one or other, or both of

the mental affections referred to in a
case like the following (not mentioned
in my article in the June number). In
replying last January to G. A. M., T

wrote as follows :
' If we say that

Christianity-not perhaps as interpreted

by G. A. M. in the present year of grace,

but as interpreted by the average con-

sciousness of mankind in diff"erent ages
—has been pre-eminently the parent of

persecution, we shall hardly encounter
contradiction.' The parenthesis it will

be observed, is here of the greatest im-
portance to the sense of the sentence

;

yet Fidelis ignoring it entirely, writes :

' We are told that Christianity " has
!
been pre-eminently the parent of per-

j

secution."' QuMlified, as I qualified it,

!
my statement e.x presses the Ijarest his-

torical truth ; but strip away the qua-
lification, as Fidelis has done, and
there is room for the objection he pro-

ceeds to raise. I grant the possibility

that neither prejudice nor passion was
at woik here ; but I hold that it is

most unsatisfactory to be quoted in

such a fashion from whatever motive,

or under whatever circumstances.

The only other point that seems to

1 demand notice, is where I am accused
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of ' attempting to narrow and even to

confuse the (juestion, ' by stating it in

a particular way. Dr. Stevenson says

that a previous writer (to whoni I did

not think it neces.sary to rejily, the

discussion being already in able hands

on the side which he represented, ami

two opponents at once being enough for

a person of ordinary pugnacity), ' has

spoken efiectively if a little severely

on this point' What struck me in

reading the article in (piestion, was

that the writer had shown very scant

respect to a contributor to this Maga-

zine, the tone and style of whose paper

certainly entitled him, apart from

everything else, to all possible consi-

deration. I refer, of course, to G. A . M.

,

who handed me the (juestion in the

precise form in which 1 am ridiculed

for having taken it up. If I rightly

understand Mr. Inglis, the doctrine

that ' the apostolic doctrine of the

Cross ' is necessary to the moral life

of the world is too absurd for discus-

sion, or, at least, is not worth discus-

sing ; and Dr. Stevenson apparently

agrees with him. I make bold, how-

ever, to say that G. A. M's atiirmation,

or something equivalent to it, marks

the true line of separation between the

naturalistic and the supernaturalistic

theories of moral life and develop-

ment ; and that Dr. Stevenson, if he
wishes to argue on any distinctively

Christian grounds, will have to ad-

vance from the standpoint of Chan-
ning to that of G. A. M.

Here, therefore, J close the discus-

sion upon my side ; for although I

should l)e glad to hear from Dr. Ste-

venson again, and trust that he will

try to set one or two points in a clearer

light, and especially tell us his reasons

for making essential Christianity type

itself in Channing, I do not think

that any further statement of n^y side

of the (juestion is necessary. My first

article on the subject was publislied in

January last : and I could scarcely ex-

cuse mvself to the readers of the

Monthly, were I to open another year

with a further instalment of polemic.

Dr. Steven-son's kintl wishes, as ex-

pressed in the concluding paragraph of

his article, meet upon my part with

the most cordial response ; and, though

my thoughts are not occupied with

that future life of which he speaks, I

can hope an<l trust that we may both

come to understand and realize the

true signiticance of this life, and enjoy

the gieat peace which, as I believe

and almost know, comes of a loyal

acceptance of the conditions of our

existence here.

FAITH FULNKSS.

I'.v I si-i:i; \\< K.

rpAKE them away ! lioth the veil mid the cliai)let,

JL And all the gay fin'ry intended for trie,

Tell nie, in mercy, I shall not be married !

Tell nie, () tell me, I still shall l»e free !

Free to remendjer a dt-ar one departed,

Free to be onlv the bride of the dead

—
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O what a niock'iy a cliaplet of roses,

And drap'ry of lace on tliis poor aching head !

Evei y fond thought of the brain they would cover
Centres, alone, in that grave in the sea

—

Clings to the mera'ry of him whom I worshipped,
He who was nearest and dearest to me !

Well they may robe me in satins and velvets !

Cover the heart that is throbbing with pain !

Well they may tell me my waiting is useless !

Tell me I never shall see him again !

Never till severed the thread of existence,

Never till life and its sorrows are o'er,

Till in the joy of an endless reunion

Stand we at last on the Heavenly shore !

Yes, they have told me my darling has perished.

Told me his vessel was wi-ecked on the sea !

Mother, I tell you they all are mistaken.

For in my visions he cometh to me,

Not as a spirit—but just as he left me.

Just as I saw him long years ago
;

Blue are his eyes as the day that he wooed me.
Brown are his curls o'er the forehead below.

Light is his step as the deer's on the mountain,
Merry his smile as the sunshine of day,

—

Mother, 'tis thus he appears in my dreamings,

God has not taken my lover away !

O when he whispers in tones I have listened.

Holding my hand in his own all the while,

() when I haik to his words of affection,

Finding my joy in the light of his smile,

How, do you think, can I dream of another
Taking the place which was given to him ?

Claiming the love which is his—and which never
AVaiting and watching are able to dim !

If I should give, to the one you have chosen,

That which you bid me—the gift of my hand,
What were it worth when my heart is another's 1

Mother, I dare not obey your command !

He you have chosen is noble and faithful.

Richly deserving the whole of my heart,

Then wei'e it sin to be wedded unto him
When I can give him not even a part!

No ! take the tin'ry in which you have robed me !

Here are the flowers from my poor aching head

—

Now I am free when he comes back to claim me.
Or I am ever the bride of the dead.

529
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WAVES OF LEGAL HISTORY,

BY K. N. McFEE. B.A., MONTREAL.

HISTORY is the record of the

great movements, changes and
achievements of the past, traced out

bj the light of modern progress for

the instruction and guidance of the pre-

sent and future. The course of history

is not a steady onward progress over a

beaten road, but is rather the wayward
track of a wave over the ocean of life,

now rising aloft on the topmost crest

of advanced thought and enlighten-

ment, and aiion sinking low in the

trough of ignorance and gross sup-

erstition. At one time we see man-
kind reaching the pinnacle of civiliza-

tion and refinement under the enlight-

ened sway of an Augustus Ctesar, at

another time we see it grovelling in the

deptli of barbarism under the degener-

ating and materializing intluences of

the dark ages. But with this alternate

rising and falling, there is withal sub-

stantial progress and tlie human race

has advanced greatly and universally

during the period of its existence upon
the earth. As it is with history in gen-

eral so it is in an especial manner with

legal history. Herf, too, the progress

has not b<'en uniformly onward, but

has been marked by many a period of

retrogression and many an era of stag-

nation. During the course of the

world's history, so far as it has been
handed down tons by tradition or by
written record, we can distinguish

times of great legal activity ami periods

marked by unwonted advances in legal

thought. It is noteworthy, too, that

these legal fermentations have not been

of a merely local character, but that a

widespread and universal improvement
in laws and jurisprudence over the civ-

ilized wor]<l can be traced during spec-

ial and well-detined periods. The earli-

est system of laws of which we have
any record was promulgated by IVIoses

for the Jewish ))eoj)le, and is remark-

able among early codes for the humane
and enlightened spirit which j)ervade8

all its enactments. Though manifest-

ly adapted for a primitive and pastoral

peojde, in which it resembles the first

legal endeavours of other nations, it is

characterized by a wisdom and fore-

sight to which these are stiangers. Its

provisions respecting slaves and deb-

tors are noted for their leniency and
thoughtfulness. We have no account

of the state of legal thought among
contemporary nations, but we know
that many of the Jewish laws were
drawn from Egyptian sources, and we
have hints in the sacred record which
give reason to infer that a law of na-

tions was known at that early period,

and that the institution of so thorough

and i»erfect a system of law as the

Mosaic code was not a solitj'ry and
isolated phenomenon, bvit that the legal

movement, of which Moses was the

great exj)onent, extended to surround-

ing nations as well. Thus we read that

the Israelites before attempting to pass

throtigh tli(! territory of the Auionites,

sent ambassadors to Sihon the king,

asking his permission to do so and pro-

mising to reK])ect the rights of private

property.* This reipu-st was preferred

in almost similar terms to those which

a King of France would employ in ask-

•Numberu .xxi. 21.
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ing permission of the King of Italy to

pass through his dominions with an

army of fighting men, and shows that

some at h;ast of the principles of inter-

national law were recognised at that

time.

An interval of about eight hundred

years elapses before any decided gen-

eral system of law reform can be dis-

cerned, although isolated legislators, at

various periods within that interval,

effected important improvements in

local laws. Thus Lycurgus completed

the Spartan code shortly after Jeho-

shaphat estaVjlished judges throughout

Israel, but no general legal illumina-

tion occurred until the age of 8olon,

when a widespread and universal re-

vival of the legal spirit Vjecame mani-

fest among all civilized nations. Draco,

the famous Athenian legislator, drew
up his code of laws so noted for their

severity about the year 624 B.C., and
shortly afterwards Solon, reputed one

of the seven wise men of Greece, re-

modelled the Athenian constitution

and perfected its jurisprudence, mate-

rially improving upon the laws of

Draco. At precisely the same period,

Josiah, King of Judah, found the

ancient book of the law of Moses, and
re-established these laws throughout
Israel. If, too, we give credence to

the rationalistic commentators of the

Bible, the Book of Deuteronomy was
written at this epoch by the prophet

Jeremiah, and contains a wonderfully

complete and systematic code of Jew-
ish law. To the same period al.so the

promulgation of the Twelve Tables of

lioman law has been referred, the

tradition having been handed down to

us of a visit of the Roman Decemvirs
to Solon, the Athenian legislator. Al-

though this visit may never have been

made, or only made a century latei*,

the tradition is an indication of un-

wonted legal activity taking place in

Bome at that time. The appearance

of Cyrus, and the rise of the Empire
of the Medes and Persians, whose laws

were so fixed and unalterable that

they have become synonymous with

unchangeability, belong to the same
period. Thus all the nations of any
historical importance at that time
seem to have })articipated in a general

legal awakening, of the details of

which, however, we have but slight

record.

Passing over another eight hundred
years of legal quiescence, we come to

the age of Justinian, whose influence

upon legal development has permeated
all succeeding legal systems. During
this interval the Roman law had been
gradually, but imperceptibly, growing
in breadth, comprehensiveness and
liberality. The Twelve Tables which
had satisfied every legal requirement
in the infancy of the Roman people
when the complications between man
and jtian were few and primitive,

were found insufficient to solve the

more intricate questions springing out
of an advanced civilization, and some
amelioration of law had to be ob-

tained. This legal development, or in

the words of Sir Henry Maine, this

adaptation of law to social wants and
necessities, was carried on by three

great agencies of legal reform which
that distinguished juiist has pro-

foundly and beaulifully generalized

from the history of legal progress,

viz., Fiction, Equity and Legislation.

But the growth of Roman law did not

keep pace with the advancement of the

Roman commonwealth in influence

and military supremacy, and it was not

until theRoman power, having reached

its greatest height, was far on its decline

that the Roman law attained its

fullest maturity. The wealth of legal

principles for which it is so famous
was the product of the years of de-

cadence of the Roman Empire when
it was tottering to its fall. To Gains

and Papijiian, to Paul and Uli)ian,

who lived in the second and third

centuries of our era, we are indebted

for the fulness and comprehensiveness

which characterize the Roman law.

They laid the foundation and built

the walls of the noble edifice of Ro-

man jurisprudence, so Ihat all that
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remained for Justinian was to lay the

corner-stone and give completeness to

the structure by cementing and con-

solidating the labours of his prede-

cessors. This he did with the able

assistance of Tribonian, who carried

out the plans of his master with con-

summate wisdom and skill. The
fame of Justinian, therefore, is not

that of an originator of law, but

rather of a systematiser and compiler.

He gathered together and put into

permanent form the scattered frag-

ments of previous commentators and
legislators, and published them in

three well-known works, the Institutes,

Digest and Code. These have been

handed down to us in complete

form, and have entered largely

into modem legal systems. This

legal effort of Justinian was the

dying gasp of Roman culture. As the

setting sun illumines the sky with

the greatest richness and brilliancy, so

the e.xtension of Roman power is

marked by a splendid halo of legal

glory. It seems as if the light of legal

progress, which had been burning with

steady brilliancy for a couple of cen-

turies, shone now with unwonted
splendour just before its final extinc-

tion. The illumination of Justinian

is succeeded by an almost total dark-

ness. In the chaos and confusion

which attended the dismemberment of

the Roman Empire, all regard for law

is ca.st aside, and no trace of legal

spirit or legal advancement is discer-

nible. The irruption of hordes of law-

less barbarians, and tlie supremacy
which they attained over civilized na-

tions, extinguished everywhere all

legal culture, and reduced Europe to a

state of primitive barbarism. The
dark ages followed, wholly devoid of

mental culture of any kind, and a for-

tiori of legal culture. For eight centu-

ries, the wliole of Eurojte was sunk in

the grossest ignorance and supersti-

tion.

At times a faint beam of enlight-

enment glimmers amid thesuirounding

darkness, as in the days of the Vener-

able Bede, and the patriotic Alfred,

but the.se are wholly exceptional in-

stances, and do not betoken any uni-

versal amelioration of the prevailing

barbarism. During this period the
feudal system grew into a gigantic

power, embracing in its iron grasp the

Aryan nations of Europe. The despo-

tism and aggressiveness of the feudal

barons became at length intoleralile,

and the commercial and artizan classes

united with the sovereigns to curb
their unruly spirits. Many anecdotes

are told by the ancient chroniclers to

illustrate the untamed spii'its of the

barons. One of the best of them is,,

that which gives the pun made by
Edward I. ujion one of his lords named
Bigod. Edward had asked his barons

' to accompany him on an invading

, expedition to Gascony, this they de-
' clined to do, alleging that their feudal

oath only obliged them to tight at

home. Baron Bigod was spokesman,

, and gave their answer to the king.
' By God (Bigod) you shall go or

hang ' said the king in a rage. ' I,

by ( Jod (Bigod) will neither go nor
' hang ' replied the baron. And go he
did not. Again, when the same Ed-
ward ai)pointed a Commissioner to en-

quire by what title his barons held

their lands, the Earl of Warrenne
throwing his sword haughtily upon
the table in front of the Commissioner
said, 'There is my title, by the sword
my ancestors, fighting at the side of

William the Norman, won their lands,

and by the same title, I, their descend-

ant, intend to pre.serve mine.' Such
was the (iniiiifis of the barons during

this feudal period, and many of them
were strong enough to defy their kings

with im|)unity, j)aying them merely

nominal homage. But the feudal sys-

tem was too rigid to withstand the en-

croaciiments of advancing civilization,

and had to succumb to the attacks of

the wise legislators of the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries. This was the

jieriod of the legal renaissance as the

.sixteenth century was of the religious

[ and philosophical renaissance. In every
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country in Europe there arose at this

time men of superior legal talent, who
devoted their energies to reducing

order and system out of the crude and
anomalous collections of laws every-

where prevailing. This is the age which

produced Alphonso the Wise, of Cas-

tile, Saint Louis of France, Frederick

of Sicily, and our own Edward I.

kings imbued with a fine legal spirit,

of great administrative ability, posses-

sing wonderful power of organization

and thoroughly in earnest in carrying

out liberal measures of reform. They
had rough and unyielding material to

work upon, and some of the means
which they employed to carry out their

plans might not commend themselves

to the refined tastes of the nineteenth

century ; but more lenient measures
would not have been effective. At any
rate the monuments of jurisprudence

which have come down to us from that

period, attest the wisdom and enlight-

ened spirit of these ancient lawgivers.

The celebrated Spanish code. Las Por-

tidas, the most comprehensive system
of laws puVjlished since the time of

Justinian was digested by Alphonso
the Wise, King of Spain, whose fame
in the sciences rivalled that of the

Arabian. The good St. Louis of France
was so meek that when some of his

seditious subjects reproached him in

the coarsest terms as unworthy to

reign, and fit only for a cowl and a
cloister, he replied calmly, and unaf-

fectedly. ' It was all too true, and no
one could be more sensible than him-
self, how unworthy he was of the

station to which Providence had called

him/ and yet he succeeded beyond any
of his predecessors, in curbing the

spirit of his barons, and in materially

diminishing their power. This prince

is also noted for his Etablissements, a

compilation of the local customs, pre-
[

viously unwritten, in force in several

of the French Provinces, viz. : Paris, i

Anjou and Orleans. From this mon-
arch may be dated the growth of the i

French legal system, which reached its I

perfection in the Code Napoleon, and

from which is derived the great body
of the civil law of Lower Canada.

Frederick the Second of Germany
and First of Sicily, is equally celebra-

ted for his law reforms. He abolished
private combats, effectually checked
baronial usurpations, and appointed a
Superior Court for both kingdoms.
But his greatest work was the codifi-

cation of the laws of his predecessors,

which he promulgated under the name
of Constitutions, published both in the
Greek and Latin languages. The
basis of this work was the Lombard
law

; but he also borrowed from the
Roman civil law. He was assisted in

these reforms by his Chancellor, Peter
delle Vigne, a man of great learning

and consummate ability, a worthy
Tribonian for this Sicilian Justinian.

Such was the age in which Edward
the First lived, and such were the en-

lightened contempoi-aries by whose in-

fluence he was surrounded, and among
whom he shone with no inferior lustre.

Edward was himself a man of acute
legal mind, and possessed in a high de-

gree the faculty of organization. ' His
passionate love of law broke out even
in the legal chicanery to which he
sometimes stooped, but in the judicial

reforms to which the first half of his

reign was devoted we see the handi-
work of our English Justinian.'

The character of Edward was
formed under the supervision and
training of one of the wisest and
most patriotic statesmen that ever
guided the helm of English affairs,

Simon de Montfort, Earl of Leicester.

To De Montfort we owe the incep-

tion of our present representative

system, and the settlement of the fun-

damental principles of our English
Constitution, of which we are justly

so proud. And to Edward, the pupil

of Siraon, who did honour to his

teacher, we owe the consolidation of

the constitutional principles introdu-

ced by Simon, and also the adoption

of a great system of legal reform which
has endured to the present day. The
influence of the training of De Mont-
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fort was aViundantly manifest \fi the

development of Edward's character

during his life, in his military as well

as in his legal and constitutional

achievements. The veteran states-

man himselt' noted this with j>ardun-

able pride, when on the eve of the bat-

tle of Evesham, he rode to a hill to re-

connoitre the armv of Edward, which

was advancing to attack him. Seeing

the orderly arrangement in which Ed-

ward had drawn up his forces, his ex-

perienced eye at once recognised the

training of his own skill. ' By the

arm of St. James, ' he cried, ' they

come on in wise fashion, V)ut it was

from me they learned it.
'

Apart from the su{)erior training

which he enjoyed, Edward })Ossessed

great natural ability. Phy.sicully he

was the Wau ideal of a ])erfect man.
' Tall, broad of cliest, and long of

limb, he was capaVtle alike of endur-

ance and action ;' a powerful swords-

man, and trained athlete, he encoun-

tered, single handed, a famous free-

booter after the battle of Evesham,

and forced him to sue for mercy. He
was brave without being reckless, and

courageous without being rash. ' Great

in counsel, ingenious in contrivance,

and rajtid in execution, he had a pas-

sionate desire to be a model of the

fashionable knighthood of Lis day.'

But in disposition he was ' a typical re-

presentative of his race, wilful and
imperious as his people, tenacious of

his right, and indomitable in his

jdide, qualities which w^-re overlooked

because of the sympathy and consider-

ation hemanifested for his soldiers and

his ]»eople. This was shown especi-

ally during the Welsh campaign, when
his whole army was almost destroyed

and the survivors reduced to great dis-

tress. Some of his soldiers liad man-
aged to forage a cask of wine, and pre-

sented it to him, but he refu.sed, say-

ing he <Iid not wish to feast when so

many of his followers were starving.

Ti»e motto of Edward was ' keep

troth, ' and he was all his life a truth-

loving and honourable king. It is true

' he sometimes kejtt the law in the
letter rather than in the spirit, and
strained lejfal rights beyond the line

of equity, ' but this was the etiect of

a mind prone to legal chicanery, and
that delighted in adhering to strict

forms of law. If we compare Ed-
ward with the kings that preceded

him, and with those who came after,

we cannot but admire the wisdom of

his statesmanship and the enlightened

and temperate use he made of his ex-

alted position. ' He had, besides foi'ce

and honesty, a clear perce|»tion of true

policy and an intuitive knowledge of

the needs of his people.' ' The im-

provements in the laws, the elaborate

arrangement of rights and jurisdic-

tions, and the definite organization of

government which mark this reign

were unquestionably jiromoted, if not

originated, l)y the personal action of

the king.
'

II.

The legal fame of Edward and his

claim to the title of ' English Jus-

tinian ' rest, not upon any code or di-

gest compiled by him, but upon the

jterfection and comj'leteness to which
(jaa<i ]>tr saltum the law attained dur-

ing his reign. He had to assist him
in these reforms Chancellor Burwell

and Erancesco Accursi, the former a

man of great and varied endowments,
to whom we owe the Saxon tinge

which our laws and constitution re-

tain ; the latter a man of jirofound

erudition whom Edward brought from

the Continent to aid him in bringing

his laws into accordance with the

spirit of the Kouian law, of which

Accursi was a wollknown ( xponont.

Eor new life had been infused into

the study of Iioman Law by the dis-

covery, a short time before, of a com-

plete cnpy of the works of Justinian

in the Library of AmaKi, and a class

of enthusiastic students and commen-
tators had grown uj) on the Continent.

The Legal Reforms of Edward n)ay
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be treated under four heads, according

as they related to—I. The Constitu-

tion. II. The Church. III. Private

Rights. IV. The Administration of

Justice.

The principal changes effected by
Edward in the Constitution had refer-

ence to the composition and powers
of the respective Houses of Parlia-

ment. Former kings had assembled

in Parliament persons belonging to

the various classes of their subjects,

but none of them had ever formed a

complete representation of the three

estates of the realm, as at present con-

stituted. The clergy, for instance,

xised to assemble in convocation apart

from the laymen, to pass canonical

regulations, and grant spiritual taxes;

but they were for the first time sum-
moned to Edward's model Parliament
of 1295, as representative of the one
spiritual estate of the realm. The
bishops and higher dignitaries of the

Church held seats ex officio, but the

inferior clergy were represented by
duly elected delegates. The clerical

members, however, did not coalesce

with the other constituents of Par-

liament ; they obstinately persisted

in voting and deliberating by them-
selves, so that, after a couple of

centuries, they ceased to be summon-
ed, and have now no direct representa-

tion in either House. Those prelates

who were wont to be called to pre-

vious parliaments stil! took their seats,

notas clerical representatives,however,

but as spiritual barons. It is tliese

who are now the sole standai-d-bearers

of clerical interests in Parliament, in

which they are still possessed of some
influence, having lately defeated the

bill legalizing marriage with a deceased

wife's sister. In our Canadian con-

stitution, however, the clergy are not
assigned any representatives, and
their influence in public affairs is alto-

gether indirect.

The baronage, too, was brought
under Edward's remodelling influence.

The tenure of land, which had, from
time immemorial, entitled the proprie-

tors to a seat in the Great Council,
was now considered insufficient, and
the hereditary reception of the king's
writ became an essential qualification

for the king's councillors, and the
true mark of nobility in the peerage.

The lesser barons, who were not
summoned as peers, were compensated
for the loss of their seats with the
Lords l)y a representation in the Com-
mons. The knights of the shire
were elected by the full county court
in which the lesser barons had a
predominating influence. The rights

of the commercial classes to a voice in
the deliberations of the Great Council
of the nation were recognised by the
summons to the principal towns to

send two representatives each to Par-
liament. Similarly, the importance
and influence of the cities obtained
recognition by having two seats allot-

ted to each; The Commons in Edward's
model Parliament of 1295 thus com-
prised two knights from each shire,

to represent the landed gentry of

England ; two citizens from each city,

to represent the commei'cial interests

of the large trade centi-es, and two
burghers from each borough, to repre-

sent the manufacturing and artizan

classes of the town.s. This is essen-

tially the present constitution of the

English Parliament, and to Edward
the First must be ascribed the honour
of giving the English people so

thorough and complete a system of

representation. It is worthy of note
here, however, that Parliament was
not divided into the two Houses of

Lords and Commons, as at present,

for nearly a century later. It then
consisted of but one House, compris-

ing three bodies, which deliberated

and voted separately, and usually

granted different amounts of taxes, the

Lords giving sometimes an eighth, the

Clergy a tenth, and the Commons a
fifteenth.

Though Edward was fond of power,
keenly sensitive of his rights and te-

nacious of his privileges, the powers of

Parliament were enlarged during his
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reign, and its functions strictly de-

fined. He fii-st recognised the exclu-

sive right of the representatives of

the j)eoi)le to grant taxes, and lx)und

himself ' from henceforth for no occa-

sion to take any manner of aids with-

out the common assent of the realm.'

He was also the first to concede defi-

nitely to the Commons the right to

I>articipate in the legislation of the
kingdom, and the Statute of ' quia
emploren,' passed in 12yO, was prob-

ably the last case in which the assent

of the Commons was taken for granted
in legislation.

In his struggles with the Church,
Edward showed a wisdom and fore-

sight which stamp him as our greatest

of kinga The clergy of the thirteenth

century were large landownei-s, and
their j>ossessions were augmenting
rapidly and steadily, not only Ijy natu-
ral increase of wealth, but by the do-

nations and bequests of the spiritual

sons of the Church. Many tenants in-

chief, too, desirous of escaping the la-

borious and irksome duties which
they had to perform as vassals to secu-

lar lords, ti-ansferred their feudal alle-

giance to the religious corporations,

which were less exacting of feudal ob-

ligations and did not recpiire their ten-

ants to jierforiii military service for the

king. As the military and financial

strength of the kingdom was weakened
by thes«; tmnsfcrs, the celebnited Stat-

ute (le J,'e/i;/in>ii>f oi' Mortmain was
[lassed to stop this drain upon the royal

resources. It enacted ' that no reli^i-

OU8 or other person should acquire or

appropriate to himself any lands or

tenenif-nts so as such land should come
into Mortmain.' This statute is the

foun'lation of our law of Mortmain,
and had the cflect of |)Utting a check

u[)on the giganticevil of allowing lands

to be Ix'conje locked up in the hands
of religious associations.

TIm; sovereigns of Europe were,

alx>ut this time, at variance with the

Po|>e ; but the contest was carried on
with i>olitical rather than with mili-

tary weaj>ons,act« and bulls taking the

l)lace of sword and spear. The kings

always considered tlie ecclesiastical

wealth a reserved store from which

they could draw supplies at pleasure

when they were in need. The clergy

finding these drafts becomin" too fre-

quent remonstrated, but without effect.

They then appealed to the Pope, who
issued a bull, forbidding the clergy to

j»ay taxes to support the temporal

power. But the European sovereigns

were too poor to forego so jtrofi table

a source of revenue, and they set

the Pope and his bulls at defiance.

Edwaid forced his clergy, almost at

the point of the sword, to grant him
aids in spite of the Pa]>al prohibition.

The bull having l>ecome a dead letter

was repealed a few years afterwards.

About the year 1300, the throne of

Scotland Ijecame vacant, and Edward
put forwanl a claim to the Scottish

I

crown. Pojte Boniface VIII. ordered

!
him not to mole.st the Scots until he

had appeared at Rome and proved his

claim to that kingdom. Our constitu-

tional king replied that he could do

nothing without the consent of his

barons, and forthwith a.ssembled a par-

liament, and laid the matter before

them. The jiarliament, having given

the (juestion due consideration, passed

a resolution affirming the aV>solute in-

dependence cf England in temporal

matters with respect to any foreign

judge, or power whatsoever, and as-

serting their unalterable determination

that the king should not answer before

tlie Pope as to his rights to the King-

dom of Scotland. In such terms was
the freedom of England of any foreign

control positively and explicitly as

serted, and the principle of temporal

indepeuflence definitely established.

This bold assertion of parliament was
f(dlowed in 1.'507 i»y the still bolder

step of prohibiting the payment of tal-

lages by religious commmunities to

their superiors in foreign lanils, which

had been a constant drain upon the re-

sources of the country. By these mea-

sures, Edward instituted the system

of anti-Roman legislation which has
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characterized our country ever since,

and which caused the principles of the

Reformation to take such deep root on

English soil.

While Edward was engaged in

these contests with the Roman hier-

archy, the domestic interests of this

kingdom were not neglected, and he

consummated most importaiit changes

in the hody of the laws and in the ad-

ministration of justice. The Statute

of Westminster Second is a veritable

code, embodying the principal statutes

then in force, and introducing reforms

in nearly every department of law.

The first chapter entitled De JJonis

Conditionalibvs contains most viduable

legislation. It pi-ovided that pro|jerty

left to the issue of the donee could not

be alienated by the donee, but must
remain for the benefit of his children.

This was the l)eginning of the giving

of land in entail, by which the land of

England has been accumulated in the

hands of large proprietors. The Sta-

tuteof Westminster First,also contains

a vast amount of useful information.

It prescribes prison forte et dure
against notorious felons, who refuse to

plead to the charges laid against them,
which was a frequent piactice, Ijecause

conviction after plea involved forfei-

tui-e of rank and estates. The prison

forte et dure was most cruel, the pris-

oner being loaded with irons and fed

on water alone one day, and bread

alone the next. Sometimes the pris-

oner was loaded with heavy weights to

which ])ractice Milton alludes in his

* Ode to the University Carrier,' and
makes a pun upon the eagerness of the

carrier to h^ve well laden carts.

' That even to his latest breath (there be that
say't)

As he were pressed to death he cried more
weight.

'

Another statute was entitled quia
emptores and affected the privileges of

the barons, by prohibiting tenants

from subletting their lands. This prac-

tice had become ve)y popular and was
producing a new class of squires, or

intermediate baron.s, to whom the
,

power and influence of the king and
greater barons were gradually being
transferred. This statute checked the
process of sub-infeudation, as it was
called, and obliged under tenants to

hold lands directly from the superior
lords, and not from his tenants.

The Statute of Winchester gives

an interesting picture of the state of

the country at that time. It orders
the gates of the cities to be closed

from sunset to sunrise, and the high-

ways to he cleared of wood for a
breadth of 200 feet. This was to

lessen the danger from highwaymen
along the wayside, and from robbers
entering the towns at night. These
active measures for the prevention of

crime made England comparatively
free from robberies, and a safe country
to dwell in.

But wise laws would have l)een of

little use, without proper organization
for having them enforced. The itine-

rant judiciary, which had been estab-

lished by Henry the Second, were per-

forming their functions very irregu-

larly, and gave rise to much dissatis-

faction and complaint. Edward's first

step was to order a general cii-cuit of

the towns and shires to be made for

the trial of offences committed during
the jiast twenty-five years. This, how-
ever, was only a temporary measure,
and was followed in a few years by the
institution of a reformed system of

judicial administration. Two sworn
justices were appointed, before whom,
together with one or two of the dis-

creetest knights of the shire into

which they came, should be held the
assizes, three times a year. These
justices were to try all cases brought
before them, but if they failed to hold

their courts, the suitors had a right to

bring their suits to Wesrminster. The
writs henceforth summoned the parties

to Westminster, unless (??/.•>/;>?///.-;) the
sworn justices held their visitation be-

fore a fixed day. From these writs,

these courts obtained the name nisi

prill.'!, which they still retain.

A slight innovation in the sheriff's
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courts gave rise to our rao<lern 'jus-

tices of the |)eace.' To enforce an Act
respecting the peace of the realm and
jMjssibly also to watch the sheriff who
had become an elective officer, a custus

piicis, or conservator of the peace was
assigned to each shire. These officers

j)roved so useful that their office be-

came jiernianent, and their powers
were extended under the name of jus-

tices of the |>eace.

The modifications in the higher

courts were, however of much greater

moment. The jiowei-s of the Court of

Exchequer were strictly defined and its

jurisdiction restricted to nmtterstouch-

ing the king's revenue. This court was
forbidden to decide civil suits between
subjects, which were ])laced under the

sole cognizance fif Common Pleas, and
all other suits were to be lieard by the

King's Bench. The same judges were

no longer allowed to hold the several

courts inditlerently, but .sf^parate judges

were assigned to each tribunal.

It was at this time also that the

ecjuitable jurisdiction of the Chancellor

arose, which gave redress in cases

wliere the rigid rules of the common
law could not be applied, and decided

jietitions respecting the grievances of
j

the subject It was a tribunal analo-

gous to that of the Roman Pra-tor,

and its decisions were founded iijMjn

e«)uity and natural right, irrespective

of legal technicalities.

H^lwanl also made his (Jreal Council

a Supreme Court of Appeal for the

kingdom and gave it original jurisdic-

tion in imj>ortant suits between his

more powerful subjfcts. The Privy

(•ouncil still retains the jtowci-s of a

( -ourt of Appeal and exercises its func-

tions for the whole emjiire through its

.Judicial Committee.

A complete system of law, however
remarkable for wisdom and justice, and
a j)erfe(t organization for the admini.s-

tration of justice, however thorough

and comprehensive, would be of slight

>>ei)efit with a corrupt judiciaiy, and
E<lwarddid not hesitate to clean outthe

Augean stulile, Beconiing convinced

that his judges were not men of ir-

reproachable integrity, lie dismissed

every one against whom there was the

slightest suspicion. The Chief Justice

was banished from the realm and many
of the inferior judges were fined and
imprisoned. Some of the dismissals

may have been influenced by political

considerations, but Edward doubtless

saw that an entirely new and unspot-

ted judiciary was requisite to inaugur-

ate the new sy.stem.

Of such a character and magnitude
then were the reforms which Edward
instituted in every branch of the legal

.system, and they have been dwelt
ujion at greater length than tho.se of

contemjioraiy kings, because they were
more thorough and decided, and be-

cause theyjiroved more permanent and
stable, having been handed down al-

most without modification to our own
time. This permanency and stability

were due jjartly to the excellence of

the institutions which he founded,

and partly to the character of the

English ])eoi)le, and perhaps in a

greater degree to tlie perfect adapta-

bility of these institutions to the

nation over which they were establish-

ed. It must not V)e forgotten, too,

that the dispositions of the peojile of

that time greatly aided the sovereigns

in their refoirns, and, indeed, may be

said to have forced them in many in-

stances to grant legal advantages they

would not otherwise have conceded.

It was, indeed, an age of great results

in constitutional development, of radi-

cal and enduring improvement in the

administration of justice, and of wise

an<l substantial additions to the science

of jurispi udence. The waves of legal

pi-ogress whi(.h ha<l leen rolling along

for so manv ages attained their greatcKt

volume and heiglit in the thiitr iiith

century, and then gradually sr.lisided

into complete fpiiescence. As we look

back at the achievements of that time,

we cannot but admire the daring and
skill with which these farseeing legis-

lators, beaiing aloft the banner of

law reform, t'uided the constitutional
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craft over troubled seas into the quiet

waters in which it still remains.

Future progress is slow and labour-

ed, and our puny efforts at legal ad-

vancement are insignificant compared
with the attainments of that Augustan-
age jurisprudence. Our laws are still

inefficient and cumbrous-, and afford

large scope for a future Edward or

Justinian. Tlie cycle, however, is

not yet complete, and we are still

only in the .seventh century of its-

revolution. Another century nearly
must elapse before the waves of legal

progi-ess will again have reached their

loftiest height, and the year 1980'

may be expected to witness the ad-
vent of another Justinian to reduce
the formless mass of modern juris-

prudence to primitive simplicity and
effectiveness.

LISSi.

(July 20, 1866.)

BY DAVID TUCKER, M.D.

ON the island the white surf is dashing,
And seaward the billows are high :

Through the .scud you may see the guns flashing^.

And smoke-wreaths are veiling the sky.

From the battle-mist slowly uprearinf
Her form on the swell of the wave,

Lo !
* The King of Italia ' appearing !

She fights for the land of the brave.

Four to one ! see the conflict is pending,
The prows on her sides dash their blows

;

While from maintop and deck she is sending
The signals of death to her foes.

A crash and a sudden commotion !

She quivers and reels to her doom
;

She is grasped in the arms of old Ocean,
And whirl))Ools aie marking her tomb.

As .she sinks a fierce volley of rifles

Sends many a Teuton to sleej)

;

And a cheer, wliich the wave alone stifles,

Kings wild o'er the roar of the deep.

* These verses refer to an interesting incident which occurred at the batt!e of Lissa, when
the celebrated Italian ship, Jl He d'JUiUa, was sunk by an attack from the rams of four Aus-
tiian vessels. A large body of sharj shooters were on boaul ' H Jit,' who, as the .=hip wasi
overwhelmed by the waves, fired cff a volley and went down with a cheer.
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Pickering.

That cheer was a shout of defiance,

A scorning of Tyranny's might,

A pledge of unshaken reliance

( >n Valour, and Honour, and Right

' Hurrah fur Italia, oui- Mother!
Hurrah for tlie land of our birth .'

Hurrah for Italia, our Mother I

The first, fairest land of the earth !

Hurrah for our new liberation !

And joy unto all may it bring :

Hurrah for the fresh-risen nation
;

And long live good Victor, our King !'

That clK-er will not perish for ever,

Though the riHemen's lace has l)een run,

But by havfn, and c'ty, and rive-,

It floats through the land of the Sun.

It wandeis through Venice, the sea-born,

'Twi.vt the azure of wave and of sky
;

And tells how her sons were once free-born,

Ere the white-coated spoiler came nigh.

Far away through the beautiful valley

Of Arno the echo has pa.ssed
;

And the children of Florence will rally

For Freedom and Union at last.

And Rome, on her hills seatetl proudly,

The vision of gloiT foresaw
;

^Vhile from temple anrl palace i"ang loudly

—

' One Peojilo, one Monarch, one Law I

'

Ari.se, thou great Parent of Nations !

Strike home for thine honour once more :

Emerge from thy deeji tribulations

—

Stand forth in thy might as of yore !

From th«- Mincio the Teutons are flving

Out of strongholds they've reared up in vain;

And northward their corses are lying

All fold in the down-trodden grain.

Are ItalianK lef^s strong an<l 8tout-lie«rted

Than when dirtius and ('odes were herel

Think of LisHa's stern heroes departed—
Tlie litlerneii'n volley and cheer.

Tli'ti linrrHli for Itali;<, oui- Mollier '

< >ur might to her aid let tis bring;

Ev'iy .sfin of Itnlia's our brother.

And Vict'^r the (iillant's our Kiu' 1
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THE LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF CRIMINALS.

BY MACHAON.

THE circumstances connected with
the recent homicide of a promi-

nent Canadian politician and journal-

ist have directed the attention of

thoughtful men to the present state of

the law in reference to the responsi-

bility of criminals, and the due admin-
istration of justice when these are

brought to trial. There are several im-

portant points in connection with this

subject worthy of consideration, the

most striking of which are the mental

condition of the accused at the time
when the offence with which he is

charged was committed, the effects of

the medical and surgical treatment to

which the victim of the prisoner has

been subjected, a ad the propriety or

impropriety of the Crown providing

the means necessary for his defence,

when he is destitute of pecuniary re-

sources.

The question of responsibility is one
of the most difficult within the range
of jurisprudence, and it will l>e found
that, concerning it, there is a wide dif-

ference of opinion even amongst the

most eminent jurists. There can be

no doubt, that the plea of insanity has,

particularly in the neighbouring Re-
public, been quite too frequently ad-

vanced, and sometimes in ca.ses where
it was utterly out of place. Of late

years there seems to have been a gen-

eral reaction in this particular, as far

at least as the courts of Great Britain

and her colonies are concerned ; and
in these, that plea is so much an ol>ject

of suspicion, that a 2)rudent advocate
will hesitate before he ventures to pre-

sent it to a jury. Notwithstanding
this fact, the actual chances of obtain-

ing from an alienist expert an opinioa
favourable to a prisoner, where there
is even a slight ground for the suppo-
sition of the existence of mental dis-

ease, are everyday becoming greater.

The diagnosis of the varied forms of
insanity, as well as theirsuitable treat-

ment, has been much advanced since
the days of dark cells, filth and fetters.

The humane spirit which has annihi-
lated these, has also moved physicians
to insist that but a small variation
from the standard in cerebral power
or function will warp the judgment so
that the worse may, to the poor sufferer,

appear the better course to pursue ; and
it is worthy of remark, that those pro-
fessional gentlemen, whose positions

in large institutions for the manage-
ment and cure of the insane have af-

forded them the best possible oppor-
tunities for the study of the phenomena
of mental disease, are the most ready
to interpose the two-fold aegis of sci-

ence and humanity, between its victims
and the grasp of the executioner.

It is generally conceded that where
reason does not exist there can be no
responsibility. This rule applies not
only to cases of congenital idiocy and
confirmed insanity, but is applicable

also to those temporary eclipses of ra-

tionality which are the results of
bodily injuries and diseases. A fever
patient, if left alone, will sometimes
precipitate himself from his chamber
window and lose his life in conse-

quence. No pei-.son considers the sui-

cide, under such circumstances, to

have been accountable for the act.

Various forms of vice, as the medical
ofiicers of any asylum for the insant
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are well aware, induce diseases of the

mind, and of course involve irrespon-

sibility on the part of the patients.

But the irresponsibility resulting from

the eft'ects of the vice of intempei-ance

in using alcoholic bevei-ages does not

«eem to Ije regarded in the same light

as that arising from an obscuration of

reason produced by any other cause.

As to the maddening effect of wine
and spirituous liquors, the general

voice of mankind speaks without hesi-

tation. Such adages as ' when wine

is in wit is out,' are common ; and
ourgi'eat national bard, three hundred
years or so ago, called intoxicating

liquor an enemy that would steal away
the brains.

In the matter of irresponsibility

from the effects of such drink mvich

seems to depend on the length of the

time during which the obscuration of

reason has existed. If a person has

volun tarily taken 0])ium or any other in-

toxicating suVjstance commonly classed

as a drug, his responsibility, as far as

I am aware, u* not legally insisted

ujMDn if the crime of which he is ac-

cused was coujmitted whilst the effects

of the drug continued. Why the ef-

fects of alcoholic drink are dilFere-Ttly

regarded, must be accounted for frouj

social considerations, rather than from
philosophical rea.soning. But even

amongst learned interpreters of the

law, there seems to be a <lifference of

opinion as tf) admitting the plea of the

effects of hitbittial drunkenness as an
extenuation of crime, or in mitigation

of punishment. A few days ago I i*ead,

in the September number of this maga-
zine, a well-writtt'n and suggestive

article, by the gentleman wlio so cl)i-

valrously conducted the defence of the

misguided creature by whose act the

late Senator Hrown came to his death.

In that article the authc»r takes excep-

tion to some remarks which the pre-

sent writfir hatl made in a communi-
cation sent to one of the daily papei's,

the tone of which was generally favour-

able to the convict. He observed that

Macbaon ' seemed to be unaware tliat

if a man, by drinking, renders himself

furious or insane, he is responsible for

what he does, and if he kills any one
when in that state is guilty of murder.'

I had given more attention to this

subject than the author of the article

in question supposed, having had, from
time to time, in the discharge of my
duties, a good deal to do with criminal

prosecutions, the examination of the

insane, and the question of mental
capacity as connected with jurispru-

dence. I had learned that if a person

voluntarily makes himself drunk, the

law, considering that he was sober

when he commenced the process, holds

him responsible for all he does when
under the influence of the intoxicating

agent. I will add that niy communi-
cation was written long after Ben-
nett's trial, and not prompted by a

hope of his finding a mode of escape

by any legal technicality. It waa an
appeal in mitigation, looking to the

moral aspect of the case, and addressed

to the broad principles of ecjuity, clem-

ency, and philanthropy, as existing in

the hearts of those who might have in-

fluence with persons in high places,

who have power to modify or neutral-

ize a judicial sentence. Mr. Davin
took a moie narrow view of my com-
munication, and, as was nattii-al, re-

garded it with a professional eye. He
was probably looking to immediate

and practical results, it may be in the

form of another trial anil fresh medi-

cal evidence. But, to return to the

question of responsibility, a man,when
suffering from (/<fi7-iitin (rmiens has,

to u.se jNIr. Davin's own words, by
drinking, ren<lered himself 'furious

aiul insane,' and yet his^h legal autho-

rities liave pronounced that a person

labouring under this diseas*^ is irre-

sponsible for his acts. Prisoners have
been anpiitted of the charge of mur-
iler on this plea, even wiien there was
an apparent motive for the crime, and

a delil)erate planning for its execution,

English cases ({uoterl to establish this

fact are

—

The, Queen afjaind t^impaon ;

Westuioreland A.ssizes, summer, 1845;
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and The Queen against Watson ; York
Assizes, winter, 1845.

There is a condition of body and
mind induced by habitual drunken-

ness which cannot properly be desig-

nated delirivm tremens, but in which

also reason is for a time dethroned.

In delirinm tremens the patient

appears busy, excitable, nervous,

alarmed, full of groundless fancies,

but not always violent. The skin is

moist, and the hands tremble : hence

the qualifying participle used in the

designation of the disease. Some use

the term mania a jwtu as synonymous
with delirium tremens ; but such de-

signation would appear to be more ap-

plicable to the condition to which I

have first alluded, and which is char-

acterized sometimes by a flushed face

and a strong, exciteable pulse ; and
almostahvays by a tendency toabusive-

ness of language and violence of action.

If a distinction were to be maintained

between the two conditions, perhaps

the term fo.ror a j)otAi. would better

express the febrile and violent condi-

tion resulting from excess. Delirium

tremens is said to invade a drunkard in

consequence of the sudden deprivation

of the stimulus to whit h he has long

been accustomed. The other condi-

tion seems to be the culmination of a

continued debauch, which has been
indulged in for ten, twelve, or fifteen

days. If the debauch be jiersevered

in, and the accustomed stimulus with-

drawn, the symptoms of delirium tre-

mens will supervene. Otherwise the

complaint is more amenable to treat-

ment. But it is very evident that the

subject of such a disease has not, dur-

ing its continuance, the proper use of

his reasoning faculties. Ought he

then to be held responsible for his

actions. From what has bfjen pub-

lished concerning Bennett's habits and
conduct, it would ai)pear that he had
been affected in this way for some
days prior to his attack on Mr. Brown.
He was clearly notfitto be at large; but

whose duty was it to place a restraint

upon him 1 Dr. Taylor, whom Mr.

Davin quotes as a high authority, al-

luding to this condition of adrunkard,
says,— ' Some judges have admitted a
plea of exculpation when the crime
has been committed in a state of

frenzy arising from habitual drunken-
ness. ' In the interests of society no
douDt great caution is necessary as re-

gards admitting this plea ; and if it

were uniformly admitted those in-

terests would demand that measures
should be provided for the safe keep-

ingand restz-aint of persons who, by in-

dulging in vicious courses, render
themielves dangerous to their fellow

creatures ; the more so as this 'frenzy'

is sometimes characterized by a homi-
cidal tendency, which fact I have my-
self seen verified. Regarding the

matter in refeience to the rigid princi-

ples of justice, if, when suffering from
delirivm, tremens an individual com-
mits a crime, and is held irresponsi-

ble for his act;, why should the judg-
ment be i-eversed if the criminal has
been suffering from a mental ailment
induced in a similar way, and impair-

ing the reasoning powers, but which
may have existed for a somewhat
shorter time ? The law humanely re-

cognises the correctness of the Roman
sentiment ira furor hrevis est, when it

distinguishes between manslaughter
and murder. Why should it not also

recognise the furor hrevis which fol-

lows the debauch 1 The real dithculty

in the matter is that if a criminal

could plead a condition of drunken-
ness, though long continued, in ex-

tenuation or exculpation of his of-

fence, an evil- disposed person might
make himself drunk so that he might
commit a long meditated crime with

comparative imj)unity. It is often

easier to point out an injustice than
to supply a suitable remedy for it.

The most satisfactoj-y proceedings to-

wards the adjustment of the anomaly
above alluded to would [)erhapsbe the

t;stablishment of inebriate asylum.s,

in which habitual drunkards would
be compulsorily confined till a reforma-

tion of habits could reasonably be ex-
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pected. But here the tinancial objec-

tion would certainly meet us. Bennett

was evidently unfit to V>e at large.

Yet it was the business of no person

to confine him. The liberty of the

subject is precious to the community;

but it is the liberty of the unoH'ending

subject. The liberty of one man may
be the j>eril of a thousand. In view

of the disgraceful number of convic-

tions throughout the land for drunk-

enness and crimes resulting from

intlulgence in that vice, it is surely

time that a limit should be jdaced to

the facilities for oVjtaining alcoholic

stimulants, or else the punishment of

the chronic sot ought to be rendered

more severe ; if necessary, by means
of surveillance and continuous re-

straint. The perpetually repeated

thirty-day sentences ofour police courts

result in no real good, and are a source

of great expense to the country . When
the offender has been discharged from

prison, where he or she has been shel-

tered in idleness, the old temptations

are presented afresh and yielded to. If

we are not yet ready for a prohibition

law, why could not the (Jothenburg

system be adopted experimentally in

one or two cities of the Dominion?
It appears to have done a gowl work in

Sweden, and is worthy the attention

of our legislators. Under such an
arrangement t lie country or the muni-

cipality receives all the proHts of the

sale of intoxicating drinks, and the

agents, being persons of res|»ectability,

and goo<l nionil character, paid by

Hilary, have no desire to make people

drunk ; nor would it be to their ad-

vantage to <lo so. Kven if vested in-

terests demanded a jtecuniary outlay

on the part of the authorities, the

saving in theexj)en8es of the adminis-

tration of justice woidd make such out-

lay justifiable. Were some such mea-

sures taken for the protection of the

community from the outrngesofdnink-

ards, a more lenient interpretation of

the law of |)en»onMl responsibility, as

it afTectH chronic ineliriates, might Ik;

established an'l uniformly observed.

There is another interesting ques-

tion connected with responsibility,

which has likewise been suggested by
the trial of Bennett, and which also

seems to be waiting for a satisfactory

solution. How far, and in what man-
ner, ought the medical and surgical

treatment of the victim of an assudt,

or the absence of all treatment, or the

interference of an ignorant quack, or

the willulne.ss of the sufferer himself,

to influence the fat'i of the accused ?

Mr. Davin expresses regret that suoh

persons, as ' An Old Army Surgeon,'

had not communicated with him when
their opinions would have been of

some practical value. In the face of

what he states to be the present law,

it is difhcult to perceive what benefit

the accused could have derived from

such interference. The only hope of the

advocate in employing such evidence

would have been in mitigation ; and
the chance for mitigation, when such

a * roi)e' of circumstantial evidence,

as he expresses himself, exi-sted to en-

sure conviction, would have been

small. The dictum of Tx)rd Hale,

which Mr. Davin says is an exposition

of the present law, reads thus :
' It is

sufiicient to con.stitute murder that

the party dies of the wound given by

the prisoner, although the wound was
not originally mortal, but becomes so

in con.se(|uence of negligence or un-

skilful treatment ; but it is otherwise

when death comes, not from the wo\ind,

})Ut from unskilful applications u.sed

for the purpose of healing it'. Let us

try, with this Htat<'ment, the evidence

which, judging from his admirable let-

ter, 'An (Jld Army Surgeon' would,

most likely, l>ave given in court. He
objected to the elevating of the leg.

Yet he could scarcely swear that such

elevating was an operation intended

for c\iring the wound, but which ha<l

killed tlie patient. Ife also found fault

with the application of cotton batting

f(ir the first few <lays to the wound, in-

Htfrad of a carbolized lotion. But could

he make oath that such ' a])pIication'

was the cause of death ? He could
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only express hisopinion that the wound
was unskilfully treated. But his lord-

ship says that makes no diiference.

Even if unskilful treatment rendered

a wound, comparatively simple, a

mortal one, still the prisoner is held

guilty of murder. Another surgical

witness might, with considerable show
of reason, testify that the wound, being

merely subcutaneous, and extending a

long way, formed a sinus, and that the

established treatment of a sinus is to

lay it open from end to end, in order

to facilitate discharges, promote gra-

nulation, and prevent matter from
burrowing. But errors of omission are

ruled out of court altogether by his

lordship^ and it will be observed that

the. distinction which he attempts to

establish involves in reality little, if

anything, of a difference ;
' for unskil-

ful applications or operations' in the

second clause of his rule are neces-

sarily included in the ' unskilful treat-

ment' of the first clause, thoiigh a dif-

ferent and conti-ary thing is predicated

of each. It is, perhaps, a presump-
tuous thing to say, but it would really

seem, on examination, that this cele-

brated dictum contradicts itself. Com-
missioners who have since been ap-

pointed to define the criminal law, are

in some points as severe as Lord Hale.

Their decision is that, in case of the

wounded man's death, the assailant is

guilty of homicide, ' although if timely

remedies or skilful treatment had been
applied, death might have been pre-

vented.' It would appear from the

remarks of Dr. Taylor, and perhaps

the experience of practitioners in the

courts may verify his view, that jiulges

do not always hold themselves to such

uncompromising interpretations of the

law. The doctor's words are ' When
death is really traceable to the negli-

gence or unskilfulness of the person

who is called to attend on a wounded
party, this circumstance ought to be,

and commonly is, admitted in miti-

gation, su])posing that the wound was
not originallyof a mortal nature. In re

ference to the proper view, which ought

7

to be taken of the efiective treatment of

wounds, as influencing the punishment
of the party accused, he veiy justly

states :
' There are, it is obvious,

many kinds of wounds which, if pro-

perly treated in the first instance, may
be healed and the patient recover

;

but, when improperly treated, they
may prove fatal. In the latter case,

it will be a question for the witness to

determine how far the treatment ag-

gravated the effects of the violence
;

and from his answer to this, the jury
may have to decide on the degree of

criminality which attaches to the pri-

soner.' It would appear, then, that

there is no rigid rule which judges ob-

serve in this matter, and that each
takes such latitude as seems to him
consistent with the due administration

of justice. Lord Hale's opinion tends
to show that nothing in the nature of

treatment will clear the accused of the

crime of murder, unless some heroic

action should be taken, like amputat-
ing a limb without securing the ar-

teries, or apj)lying to the wound an
arsenical ointment, which would be
absorbed into the system and poison
the patient. The latter ma}' have a
good surgeon in attendance, or a bad
one, or no surgeon at all, but an old

woman or a charlatan ; he may submit
to theorders of hisattendant, or he may
think himself wiser in professional mat-
ters than his surgeon ; he may take im-

proper food or drink, refuse necessary

medicine, tear off the dressings, get out
of bed, or make a long speech and still

his death will lie at the door of his

assailant. But judicial decisions do
not, by any means, uniformly vindi-

cate such an interpretation of the law.

A Scotch judge, Lord Meadowbank,
caused a prisoner to be acquitted who
was charged with the manslaughter of

a boy, whose shoulder he had dislocat-

ed by a blow. The boy fell into the

hands of a bone setter, who treated

him so roughly, that inflammation en-

sued and the boy died. Bai'on Piatt

is credited with having laid it down
as a rule that ' if a man inflicted a
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wound likely to produce death, and
the wounded party should fall into the

hands of an unskilful practitioner,

whereby death was hastened, the ag-

gressor would still be responsible for

the result If the wound had not

been likely to produce death, but by
iinskilful treatment death ensued,

then that would not ^e murder.' It

would be a great blessing, if out of

the vaiious opinions of these and other

legal luminaries a stsindiird could be

formed for the guidance of lawyere on
this important subject. As it is, the

counsel of a prisoner, charged with

homicide, hardly knows, under certain

circumstances, what to expect from the

bench.

It would also greatly facilitate the

ends of justice if, at certain central

points, courts-medical were established

for the solution of ceitain questions

within their province ; their decisions

being accepted by courts of law. The
decisions of a majority of, say a dozen,

able antl experienced professional men,
would be valuable. Questions are con-

stantly recurring in court connected

with toxicology, medicine, obstetrics,

gj'na-cology, surgery, testamentary

capacity and in.s;inity, which could

thus be disposed of and much saving

of time, annoyance, and distinction to

the judges. It is a humiliating sight

when four or five medical sciolists on

each side of a case of murder, mal-

practice, or jjresumed insanity or im-

becility, swear ]>oint blank against

each other. It is nearly as bad when
the niemlx'isof aclirpie recklessly tes-

tify to defend the opinion and treat-

ment of one of their jiarty.

Mr. O'Flannagan, who has written

some interesting books c'lnceriiing the

bench and bar of ln-lan<i, in alluding

to an imjKjrtant criminal trial, states

that the Crown Coun8«.-l, who, on that

occasion waa, I believe, the Attorney-
( General, finding that the prisoner was
unflefended, re<iuc8te<l in ojx'n court

that counsel should be proviflccl him
;

adding that he would guarantee that

the gentleman should be paid for his

trouljle. I am not aware that Cana-
dian crown officers often display their

humanity and sense of fairness in a

similar manner. Unless the prose-

cuting counsel should be himself

in the Government, probably such

an arrangement would not be made
without special instruction from the

higher powers. Sometimes in British

and American, including Canadian,

courts, the judge, perceiving that the

prisoner has no counsel, will nomi-

nate and invite a junior member of

the bar to undertake the case. Pre-

suinal)ly this is regarded as a compli-

ment, and the junior is pleased to act,

even gratuitously, that he may have
an op])ortunity of showing what he is

made of, and what he carries in his

cranium. As regards tenderne.ss to-

wards prisoners on trial, our conduct

has not been on all occasions uniform.

In 18G6, when our Province was in-

vaded by a band of armed marauders,

bent on rapine and murder, and after

the.se had actually killed some of our

young men who had bravely turned

out to defend their homes, the bandits

were tried with all the formalities and
safeguards of the law, and at heavy

expense to the country. 'J'he fees paid

to the late Hon. J. 11. Cameron alone,

who acted as crown prosecutor on the

occasion, would, as a year's income,

made glad the heart of a junior bar-

rister. And, in addition to the ex-

j)enses of prosecution, when these fel-

lows were sent Ijack to their natireor

adopted lan<l they were kindly sup-

plied with cash to meet their contin-

gent expenses. Being caught red-

handed, their doom in some other

countries would have l>een a drum-
head court-martial and a tiring

party, or else a strong rope for

each. But in Bennett's case there

was no international complication.

He was a poor and friendless man,
with a strong prejudice against him.

It would have l^een a graceful and

ilicrciful act if the authorities had en-

bl«;d him to provide a satisfactory

efence. But, if there was not an
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international, there was a strong po-

litical, complication. The Reform
party was horrified and indignant at

the shooting of their Coryph?eus, and
the Conservatives, even had they
seen any ground for a plea in the
prisoner's favour, would have feared
to ui'ge it, lest their charity or pity

should be misinterpreted. There
is a modicum of comfort conveyed in

the acknowledgment of the prisoner's

counsel that he is satisfied with the
result of the trial. He probably
watched from the beginning all the
factors working towards the inevitable

and fatal end. The judge, true to his

character and his duty, did not fail to

present to the jurors the question
whether or no the prisoner really knew
what he was doing when the fatal

shot was fired ; and in the reply which
they were bound to give the most
momentous issues were involved. The
trial and fate of Bennett will always
occupy a prominent place in Canadian

history, connected as it is with the
death of one who so long watched
over the cradle of our infant country.
The whole case affords valuable sugges-
tions to the lawyer, the employer of
labour, the speculative philosopher,
and the philanthropist. From it, as a
text, grand discourses might be utter-
ed concerning the rights of prisoners
on trial, the field for missionary
labour at home, the attitude of the
capitalist towards the working man,
the question of fatalism and of man
being partly the product of his en-
vironment, the most efficient modes
of repressing and preventing youthful
crime, and the regulation of "^the sale
and manufacture of intoxicating
liquora As to the moralist, his true
comment will be in accord with such
sentiments as we often hear and often
disregard—that Godliness is profit-

able for all things; and that, if a
man would be happy, he must first be
pure and holy.

TO THE SPIRIT OF SONG.

TTTHITE as fleeces blown across the hollow heaven,
V V Fold on fold thy garment wraps thy shining limbs

;Deep thy gaze as morning's flamed thro' vapours riven.
Bright thine hair as day's that up the ether swims.

Surely I have eeen the majesty and wonder,
Beauty, might, and splendour of the soul of song

;

-Surely I have felt the spell that lifts asunder
Soul from body, when lips faint and tliought is strong

;

Surely I have heard
The ample silence stirred

By intensest music from no throat of bird :

—

Smitten down before thy feet

From the paths of heaven sweet,
Lowly I await the song upon my lips conferred.—Prelude to Mr. Roberts ' Orion and other Poems.'
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JUVENILE OFFENDERS.

BY D. B. RKAD, Q.C., TOROXTO.

THE subject of ' Juvenile Offend-

ers,' and how they are to be

dealt with, is at the present moment
attracting the attention of those in au-

thority in the British Isles, and must
be of interest to those who wield au-

thority in this Province and the Domin-
ion of Cacadii, We have our Homes for

Boys and Girls, a Home for Orphans,

and other Houses of Refuge, aided by

the State and city ; they are most use-

ful, of their kind, and all those who
take ])art in the good work they

carry on are deserving of the greatest

praise. Wc have our jails and re-

formatories for imprisonment of all

clannes of criminals, and it is in respect

of these classes that the defect in our

mode of dealing, not only with those

awaiting trial, but with those convicted

of ofli'uces against thecriminalormuni-

cij»al law, is most apparent, (irand ju-

ries have, over and over again, present-

ed the defects which exist in their vari-

ous forms to tlie Courts. Juilges have
pointed out tlie faults in the system

—

the herding together of the most
vicious with those yet Vnit a little

steeped in crime, the too often ming-

ling of the innocent awaiting trial, in-

carcemted on some charge; which may
turn out wholly unfounded, with the

convict<-d felon, are evils too trans-

parent to re(juirfi more than a j»a8siiig

notice. But what shall we say as to

the state of our law, our criminal

law, as it affects little children—boys

antl girls from, say, six to ten yeam of

age? The Ontario ileformatory Pri-

son Act provides that, * Whenever any
fK-ruon under the age of sixteen yeai-s

is convicted of any contravention of

an Act of the Legislature of Ontario,

which is punishable on summarv con-

viction, and is thereupon sentenced

and committed to prison in any com-
mon gaol,' then, after due enquiry
into the circumstances, a Superior

Court Judge, or County Court Judge,

may ' direct such offender to be sent,

either forthwith or at the expiration

of his sentence, to the Reformatory
Prison, to be there detained for a

]>eriod of not less than six months.'

The eighth section of the Reformatory
Act provides, ' No offender shall be

directed to be sent and detained as

aforesaid, unless the sentence of im-

prisonment to the common gaol as

aforesaid is for fourteen days at the

least.'

It will be seen from this enactment
that for offences ordinarily puni.shable

on summary conviction, the accused, if

found guilty, must 6rst be sentenced

to the common gaol, and after a four-

teen days' incarceration there, he may,
by the favour of the law, l>e removed
to the Central Prison for six months,

antl this too in the case of any youth
under sixteen years of age. It may
be a great privilege for a j)erson of the

most ttMider years to be thus dealt

with on being found guilty of the

most trivial offence, as in the case of

the little one who, not many years

ago, was, in the Lime Stone City,

cliarged with putting her little fingers

between tli(! boards of a fence and
plucking a gooseberry, an act wjiich

was magnified into the crime of
' stealing.' How many little boys

and girls are brought l)efore the

admini.stralor of criminal law to an-

swer for sujall indiscretions which

they thoughtlessly or unconsciously.
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and in total ignorance that they were
violating any law, have committed,

and yet for this have to suifer the

ignominy of a public trial, and are

sent to gaol, there to meet others

worse, much worse, than themselves

—culprits grown to man's estate in

crime ? A little boy from one of our
iiiral districts, eight years of age, was
placed, a few weeks ago, in the

criminal dock in one of the Courts of

Toronto, on a charge of having stolen

an article of but little value. To a

stranger entering the Court, he must
have felt surprise and have tui-nedfrom

the picture with pain. There was the

little fellow, a^jparently unconscious of

having done any wrong, standing in

the dock surrounded with a court

audience and dignitaries of the law, as

if he were mentally enquiring what it

was all about ? The charge was proved
to be entirely false, and he was ac-

quitted ; he had, however, run the

gauntlet of a trial in a crowded court

—not an edifying spectacle in itself, or

of benefit to the lad, as, although ac-

quitted, he had experienced the charms
of a committal for no offence. How
many children are there who are

totally without education, and may
not know what parental control is,

either l^eing orphans or with parents
who have shewn total neglect of their

offspring, or too abandoned to shew
the young ones the proper way 1

All have to suffer the same if per-

chance they trespass on the domain
of established law. Now, the question

is not whether punishment or, let us

rather use the term (as a better one
for the case), chastisement, ought not to

be administered, the question rather is,

w/uit kind of chastisement or punisJi-

ment should be administered ? May
we not profit by going back to olden

times, even to the ancients, and take

a lesson from their mode of dealing

with the youth of their States. Dr.

Gillis, in his ' History of Greece,' refer-

ring to the Spartans, and the laws of

Lycurgus, thus describes the old sys-

tem of bringing up youth. He says :

' After attaining the ordinary branches
of education, youths are frequently left

tlie masters of their own actions. Of
all practical errors, Lycurgus deemed
this the most dangerous. His discern-

ment perceived the value of that most
important period of life which inter-

venes between childhood and virility ;
and the whole force of his discipline

was applied to its direction and im-
provement. Instead of being loosened
from the usual ties of authority, the
Spartans, at the age of adolescence,
were subjected to a more rigorous re-

straint ; and the most extraordinary
expedients were employed to moderate
the love of pleasure, to correct the in-

solence of inexperience, and to conti-ol

the headstrong impetuosity of other
youthful j)assions.' Their bodies were
early familiarized to fatigue, hunger,
and watching ; their minds were early

accustomed to difficulty and danger.
The laborious exercise of the chase
formed their principal amusement ; at
stated times, the magistrates took an ac-

count of their actions, and carefully ex-
amined their appearance. If the seeds
of their vicious appetites had not been
thoroughly eradicated by a life of
habitual toil and temperance, they
were subjected to corporcd punishment,
which it was their custom to endure
with patient fortitude. The maxims
of honour were instilled by precept,

and enforced by example.'

This kind of training has not been
lost sight of in much more modern
times. Any boy who has passed through
Rugby School, or the Upper Canada "

College of years gone by, when the
rattan was used with wholesome re-

gard to the improvement of the lad,

will remember how much good he de-

rived from a well but not cruelly ad-

ministered corporal puni-shment. How
the maxims of honour were instilled

by precept ( -!- a drubbing, to use a
familiar term, if the precepts were not

obeyed), and enforced by example.
Why may not the same regai-d be

paid to the youth of the present day %

When brought up for a trivial offence,
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why not try precept, once or even twice]

Why not let the magistrate take the

youthful prisoner to his room, and there

lecture him on his fault, warning him
of the consequence of disoljedience and
evil doing ? If lecturing fails, if ad-

vice is not taken, then let a little

wholesome flagellation be applied.

DouVjtless, by this many a 1 oy may be

saved the disgiiice of being imj)risoned

in a felon's cell.

When the Anglo-Saxon youths were

brought before Pope Gregory, he is

said to have exclaimed :
' Xon Angli,

sed Augeli forent si essent Christians'

If boys had instilled into them proper

principles by magisterial advice or

wholesome correction of the kind to

which I have adverted, they might not

be open to the rebuke of not being

Christian.s, though they might not

reach so high a place in the scale of

morality and virtue as to be dignified

with the upj)ellation of ' Angels.' The
subject of how to deal with ' Juvenile

Otienders,' is one that may well engage

the attention of the philanthropists.

May success attend their efforts.

EOUXD THE TABLE.

IS THE WIFE'S LABOUR NON-
PRODUCTIVE ]

A I*. C. 's 'rejoinder' to F. at the
.last meeting round the table, seems

to me to be superficial and fallacious.

A. B. C. may, as he says, have ' looked
into ' the works of the great econo-
mists wh(»8e names he mentions, but is

it possible that he lias rvad them ? I

claim no intimate ac(|uaintance with
McCulloch and Ricardo ; but I fancy
there be others, as well as myself who
will be astonished if A. JJ. C can
give us a definition of ' non-produc-
tive labour,' drawn from those authors,
which would include tlitrein the labour
of the industrious wife of any profes-

sional man. A. B.C. IS zealous for the
credit of the 'bread-winner,' and the
dignity of the father. But what of the
credit of the bread-winner's stny ; and
what of the dignity of tliat holiest and
most reverend of all human creatures,

the devcjted mother \ Is the good bus-
V^and and father any the less good bo-

cause the industry and thrift and
thoughtful afTectifiU of his true wife, by
modifying to liis advanta^je the condi-
tions of his labour, ennble him to ac-

complish more, to ' j»roduce ' more than
without them he could hope to do I (Jr,

does he deserve less ' credit ' because

with the favourable conditions, her

faithfid care procures to him, he can

jtroduce more than he could produce
without them ? Surely not. He that

doeth with his might that which his

hand findeth to do deserves ' credit,' not

in ])roportion to the greatness of his

achievement, "but, in proportion to the

honesty of his effort. If the conditions

of his effort be more favourable he must
accomplish more, or his credit would
suffer ; if less favouraljle, he may accom-

plish less without diminution of merit.

The credit for his additional achieve-

ment with favourable conditionsof effort,

belongs not to him, but to her who makes
the favourable eonditions ; and to the

extent to which a wife by her labour

(in which may pmperly be included

every act of lhongI)tful kindness that

helps to make the husband'.i home a

jilace of rest and refreshment for body
and mind) creates f<^r her husband fa-

vourable conditions of effort ; to that

extent her labour is jtroductive, for to

that extent her labour goes to increase

the product of his. Man loses nothing

either of ' credit ' r.r of dignity by ac-

knowledgingungnidgingly the merit and
dignity of woman in her characters of

wife and mother ; and to attempt to dis-
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parage her share of the world's work by
calling it ' non-productive ' and compar-
ing it to its disadvantage with man's
share of that same work is as unwise and
as fallacious—not to say nonsensical—as

it is to warn people against the ' pro-

fanity * of ' lowering by one iota the at-

tributes of fathers upon earth,' when-
ever one ventures to raise a voice to

claim some merit for mothers. No one
wishes to ' filch away half his credit

'

from the bread-winner. By all means
give him full credit for all he does, and
if he does Ms best, let the measure of his

credit be full and overflowing. But do
not ' filch away ' from the help-meet the

credit to which she is entitled for her
share of the work. To do so is to rob
her of that which enriches him, and
make her poor indeed. For, as I have said

above, the credit he deserves is propor-

tioned not to the sura total of his actual

achievement, but to the honesty and
wisdom of his eSbrts. For so much of

that achievement as is due to the favour-

able conditions in which he works, not he

deserves the credit, but the maker of

the favourable conditions. And surely

no man is enriched by receiving credit

undeserved at the expense of the woman
he would be glad to believe the most
worthy of all credit. A. B.C. asks ' What
warm-hearted woman, what true mother
does not take delight in the thought that

it is the husband of her choice, and the

father of her little ones, who ministers

to them ]
' I ask in turn. What true

man, what faithful husband and father,

does not tjike delight in the thought that
it is to the wife of his choice and the mo-
ther of his little ones that he is indebted
for the restful peace and comfort of his

home, whence he goes fortli each day
like a giant refreshed to his toil, that it

is that same wife and mother that ' min-
isters ' (far more truly than he can be
said to do) to those little ones, not only
in supplying their bodily wants, but in

what is of infinitely more consequence
here and hereafter, the moulding of their

characters, and the training of them up
in the ways of righteousness / Let A.B.
C. ' beware how he lowers by one iota

the attributes ' of mothers .'j It is the re-

sult of such teaching as his that so many
women are what they are, useless and
contemptible in the eyes of themselves
and others, in no way contributing to

the work of the world (God's work),
faithless to their children, whose happi-

ness in this world and the next will de-
pend to an enormous extent upon the
characters they carry with them into the
world formed by the influences sur-
rounding them in childhood. Tell a
young girl that as a wife and mother her
work in the world must of necessity be
of secondary importance, that her labour,
however assiduous, in the care of her
household, and the nurture of her chil-

dren will after all be * non-productive,'
and of little importance in comparison
with the labour of her husband, because
that is ' productive ' and means ' money

'

and ' can be turned into bread and but-
ter,' and if she be foolish enough to

believe you, she will, according as her
character be strong or weak, do one of

two things. Either she will despise the
part which she is best fitted to perform
in the world, and set before herself as

the only worthy object of her ambition
a career wherein her labour shall ' mean
monej",' and can be ' turned into bread
and butter '—as if ' bread and butter

'

were the only or the best thing to live

for—or she will surrender herself to
what will appear to her the inevitable,

and become deliberately a trifler and a
doll, content to regard herself merely as

the toy of her husband's fancy, the
amuser of his idle hours, a figure head
for his table, a piece of pretty furniture
to adorn his drawing-room. In either

case she will not do well the work it is

her duty to do in the world If she be
wealthy enough to do so, she will dele-

gate to other and probably less compe-
tent hands than her's should be, all the
work (in her ej'es so unimportant) that

properly belongs to her to do herself. If

she be not so wealthy she will do such
of that work as she is compeUed to do

;

but she will do it grudgingly, with dis-

taste, without understanding, without a
sufticient sense of responsibility, and
therefore badly. Alas for the husband
and children of such a wife and mother !

Alas and alack a day for the poor woman
herself ! But tell that same young girl

that she should strive to be independent
and able to do the work that ' means
money ' so that lack of ' bread and but-

ter ' may never make her marriage a
matter f)f necessity and not of choice;

and tell her also, what is the simple
truth, that if it be her happy fate to

link her future with that of a true man,
to be his heljjmeet, not his toy, her work
as wife and mother will be some of the
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most im portant— ay, perhaps the most
important that the wurhl knows—im-

mediately ' pruductive ' in so far as by
her care and encouragement her hus-

band may be strengthened for the work
he has to do in the outer world. Ulti-

mately productive in so far as her chil-

dren, growing up under her care, shall

go forth at last to 'Iteir work, strong in

body, noble in soul, rigliteous in con-

duct—but deriving its importance far

less from its ' prt>ductiveness ' in the

economic sense of tlie word, than from

its influence—an influence almost in6n-

itely far-reaching in its eflects for good

or evil—upon the character and happi-

ness of her husViand, of herself, of her

children, of her servants, of her friends,

of all that come within tlie charmed
circle of her sacred work :— I say tell

her this and get her to thoroughly grasp

and believe it, and you will give to her-

self and to her life in her own eyes a

dignity and value that will make her

what she should be, the noblest crea-

ture in the gha-ioiis universe. And that

the work of the wife and ujother is the

most important part of the world's work
is true. We do not live to eat : we eat

to live. Productive labour is most im-

portant from the standpoint of the eco-

nomist, because the economiijt has to

do solely with the science of material

wealth. lint material wealth and pro-

gress are chittiy valuaV)le btcaii.se they
make favourable conditions for that

other kind of labour ('non-productive
'

in the economic sense of the word),

whereby man becomes better and nobler,

more worthy of veneration, more truly

happy, ' more ani,'el and less worm.'
And it is the wife and mother that does
the most of that otlier kind of labour.

So that her laboiu- reallj' bear.s the more
immediately and directly upon the great

end for which all should work, and the
' productive ' labour of the husband is

secondary to that of the wife and mo-
ther. She does mo.st of the really im-

portant work : he helps her Ijy provid-

ing favorable conditions for her to work
in.

But these comparisons should not be
made at all :

—

' Nothing' useless is or low,

Eacli thing in its jilace is best,

And what seems but idle show
Strengthens and supports the rest.'

The grand resultant effect upon the sum
of human happiness of the joint cHorts

of a true man and a true woman as man
and wife, and as tlie father and mother
of a familj', is utterly incapable of ana-

lysis into what is due to one and what
to the other. An individual excellence

in the discharge of duty is from the point

of view of the moralist, dependent not

upon what others do or have done, but
upon what is the cdjutritij of each. Let
each do his or her best in the conditicms

by which each is surrounded, and each
will deserve that highest of all praise

—

' She hath done what she could.' Nor
will the bestowal of that praise on the

one in any way detract from its value

when deserved by the other.

F. B. R.

BOOK KEVIEWS.

Orion anil nthri Pocin.f. By C'll.VKI.Ks (}.

D. HoiiKKTs, Frederictoii, N.IV Phila-

delphia : J. B. LirriN( oTT A: Co.

The readers of the Canaki an Monthly
are familiar with the name of Mr. C. (».

D. |{<»))ertH, as the author of a beautiful

lyric. ' Tho iJallad of the Poets Thought,'

published in these columns. Most of us

have also read with pleasure and pride

as Canadians the lyrics contributed by
this young Cana<lian poet to the pages

of Sr)ilnii'r'.s Magazine, and high expecta-

tions were formed of the treat which
lovers of genuine lyric poetry- might ex-

pect from this volume. The volume
takes its name from the longest jjoem,

Orion, which is epic in form : the blank

verse, vigorous and musical, bears the

impress of no j articular school, certainly
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not that of the prevalent Tennysonian
rhythm. The plot of the story is that of

an old myth. Oiion, the mighty hunter,

is engaged by CEnopion (' the wine-

drinker '), king of Chios, to clear that is-

land of wild beasts, in return for which
he is to receive the king's daughter in

marriage. Orion comes forward with the

last wolf ready bound for sacrifice.

' Meanwhile, from out a neighbour gorge,

which spake
Eough torrent-thunders through its cloak of

pines,

Along the shore came one who seemed to wear
The giaiideur of the mountains iov a robe,

The toi-rent's strength for girdle, and for

crown
The sea's calm for dread fury capable,—

-

A hunter la<len with the spotted pride

Of kingly beasts before not dared of men,

—

And stood without tlie laurel's sacred shade,
,Which his large presence deepened. When

the knife
Let blood well-pleasing to Apollo forth

The victim's gasping throat,—who yet cried

not.

But glared still hate upon his murderers.
And died imcraven,—then the hunter bent
His godlike head with awe unto the gods,
And so kept bowed, the while the king drew

forth
Wine from a full skin-bottle nigh, and ijoured
A beaded, dark libation.'

The king deals treacherousl}'. Orion
is drugged \\\t\\ poisoned wine. A ven-
onied juice is dripped into his eyes : he
has lost his sight. But the sea nymphs
gather round OiidU, and sing an exquis-

ite chorus of .sympathy.

*We all are made heavy of heart, we weep
with thee, sore with thy sorrow,

—

The Sea to its uttermost part, the Night from
the dusk to the morrow,

The unplumted spaces of Air, the unharnes-
sed might of the Wind,

The Sun that outshaketh his hair before his
incoming, behind

His outgoing, and laughs, seeing all that is,

or hath been, or shall be.

The unflagging Waters that fall from their
well-heads soon to the sea.

The high Rocks barren at even, at morning
clothed with the rime.'

It is revealed to him that his sight shall

be restored, 'Get thee up to the hills!

Thou shalt behold the morning.' Eos
comes to heal him.

' A mist of gold flung down about her feet.

Her dewy, cool, pink fingers parting it

Till glowing Jips, and half-seen snowy
curves

Like Parian stone, unnerved him, waited
SHE

—

Than Circe skilfuller to put away
His pain, to set his sorrow afar off,^
Eos, with warm heart warm for him.^

Surely this is poetry, thoroughly
Greek.and saturated with the spirit of the
glorious Greek religious art. Surely it is

like what Keats wrote and Shelley ; that
is to say, it is true poetry, unmarked by
mannerism any more than Shelley is

marked by it. Of equal beauty, but in

lyric form, is Ariadne. A strain of

mediaeval music clad in modern richness
of expression is ' Launcelot and the Four
Queens.' ' A Ballad of Three Mistresses'

is mystical and voluptuous.

' Fill high to its quivering rim
The crimson chalice, and see

The warmth and whiteness of limb
Light-draped lux uriously.

'

' Memnon' and ' Drowsyhood,' are

familiar to the reatlers oiScribner. Among
the other lyric poems—all good, not one
feeble or wanting in verve, and origina-

lity—we specially commend those which
revive ancient classical forms, those in

Sapphics and Choriambics. W^ith a quo-
tation from the latter, we close the brief

notice that the space at our disposal

permits. But first we would ask, does
not the publication of such a book as this

by Mr. Roberts, of New Brunswick, jus-

tify us in auguring good things of the
spread of a genuine literary spirit in

Canada ] Here is a writer whose power
and originality it is impossible to deny
—here is a book of which any literature

might be [jroud.

' Ah, Love, what would I give just for a little

light!

Cryings born of the wind wake on its im-
dertones.

"Vainly praying the shore wearily all the
night

Round me the ocean moans.

' Ebb-tides laden with woe flee with a wail-

ful song
Far down out of the dark, calling my

trembling soul.

Ah, Love, where is the light? Why is the
way so long ?

Hearken how sad their roll
!

'

Our quotations do but scanty justice

to Mr. Roberts. His poetry should be
judged by a far larger sample of his

varied and vivid powers as a lyrical

poet. But what we have given is enough
to induce those who are lovers of poetry

for its own sake to order this volume,
which, by the way, is as prettily bound
and printed as such a book deserves to

be.
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A Trip to Manitoba, or Roughing it on
the Line, by Maky Fitzuibbon. Toron-

to: Rose-Belfoid Publishing Co., 1880.

' On the line,' gentle reader, does not
imply by any means on the equator.

Another line, also to some extent imag-
inary, is intended, namely the line of

the Canada Pacihc Railway. And, as

we read in bcjoks of sea-travels, of the

hardships wliich novices have to under-
go at the hands of King Neptune in

crossing the ' old original ' line, so we
learn here of the miseries of those who
pass a more or less muddy existence in

going to and fro along the route of our
prospectively great national hiirhway.

These discomforts are very graphically

and naturally told by Miss Fitzgib-

bon, whose little work shows capacity

both for humour and de.scription, and
(still rarer praise to fall from a review-

er's pen now-a-days I) contains no hack-
neyed French phrases, no superabund-
ance of (juotations and quotation-marks,
and to sum up all, no padding !

Here is a Dutch picture of the party
setting out from Winnipeg for a journey
over the prairie. ' Can you imagine a
three-seated wjiggon, containing a load
of valises, travelling-bags, a tin box of

edibles for a week's journey, tents, blan-
kets, pans, kettles, pails, a box of earth
containing bedding iilants, a bundle of

currant bush slips, a box of cats (being
//(€ cat and hve kittens), a box of family
silver, engineer's insiruments, wraps of

every description, provender lor horses,

a bag of bread, the driver's own provi-
sions (it was part of the bargain tliat he
was to " find " himself), loose articles of

all kinds tlir<iwn in at the l.-ist moment,
tive adults, two children, one small dog
and an unhappy-looking bird !

' Ima-
gine such a loiul jolted along a corduroy
road and through a succession <,i mud
puddles so that the edibles get mixed
up and tliey have t<» drink salted tea !

Heavy rain and mosquit(<e8 attack the
travellers together, the canary's cage has
to be emptied of water repeatedly, and
the cat claws vigorously at any aue who
comes near her hamper I Curimis are
the places they have to take shelter in.

At one house on the Dawson r<jute, the
hopeless wife of the proprietor moved
ab<jut ' in melancholy protest, or sat

with her head leaning against the wall,

applyim^ the corner of her apron to her
eyes so constantly that that particular

comer would not lie flat when allowed
to drop.'

But this was luxurj' compared to the
accommodation afl'orded to emigrants at

Fisher's Landing (before they reached
Winnipeg). The ' ifo-tel ' there was so

crowiled that seven men slept on the
floor of a room and about twenty women,
who had to take refuge from the mud
and rain while waiting for the steamer,
had to pay twenty- tive cents a-piece

(children half price) for standing room
under cover ! But Miss Fitzgibbon

found P'i.sher's Landing much improved
on her way back.

Miss Fitzgibbon gives us a graphic
account both of canoeing and camping
out and also of the everyday life of an
engineer's family on one of the advanced
sections of the line. The studies of In-

dian, Irish, and half-breed characters

which she comes across are very life-like,

and her descriptions of scenery are often

really pretty. The only part in which
our author appears out of her element is

in some of the few explanatory notes she

gives. For instance, at p. 24, speaking of

the Michigan canal at the Sanlt, and the

command which it would give the Ame-
ricans in case of war, she ctmsiders all

dithculty w(juld be obviated by making
the Iiiii)erial Government joint proprie-

tors. It does not seem to occur to her

that in case of war such joint rights

would mean nothing, we should still

have to seize with the strong hand,

which is no more and no less than we
should have to do as matters stand

now, if we wished to gain the mastery

of the upper lake.

Biyofni DemoU^thed ; the Close Commu-
nion |{aptists refuted, examples exem-
plilicd , and Christian Union vindicated.

By llev. G. C. MooKE, of Mooreheld,

Ontario; Toronto: Hunter, Hose &
Company, 1880.

This book consists of a series of essays

having for their subject the position held

by the Close Coinmunion Baptists. This

the author maintains to be untenable on

Christiangrounds, and irreconcilable with

the dfictrine and practice of the I'rimi-

tive Church. The illustrations which are

given in the course of the argument are

well chosen, and cover a rich and varied

field of reading. Our sympathy is cer-

tainly on the liberal side (jf this (jiiestion,
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as advocated by Mr. Moore. In the pre-

sent age the boundary walls between
churches are being so fast pulled down,
and the tendency towards increased tole-

ration is finding so much favour, that we
should think most sensible Christians

would take sides with Mr. Moore rather

than with his Close Communion oppo-
nents.

There are, however, some slips which
should be corrected in a future edition,

—Madame Roland (see page G3) did not
die in 1794 ; nor can the martyr of Gir-

ondist Republicanism be fitly described

as a ' courtly dame.' The book is on the

whole well written, it abounds in inter-

esting anecdote, and is a credit to its

intelligent and large-minded author.

Byron. By John Ntchol. Morley's
English Men of Letters series. New
\ork : Harper Bros. ; Toronto : James
Campbell & Son, 1880.

We have often wondered that the op-

ponents of aristocracy have not made
more capital than they have out of the

relation borne by noble birth to literary

excellence. What has the English peer-

age done for English poetry ? Are the

names emblazoned in the heralds' visita-

tions of the one high in the roll-call of the

leaders of immortal verse ? Do not, my
Lords, do not offer us versifiers or poet-

asters, apt translators from the classics

or coiners of the vers de societe that some-
times pass current for sterling metal
among the frequenters of palaces of

these we will allow you have plenty, but
answer,—where are your poets ? At one
time it seemed as though the aristocracy

of Elizabeth might take rank upon the

tables of another precedence than that of

Roiige Croix or Clarencieux,—but the

fair early prospect withered away. We
might naturally expect more than usual

promise from a nobility then but lately

largely recruited with new blocjd after

the VVars of the Roses, especially as their

wealth enabled them to reap the first

fruits of revived learning in advance of

the commonalty. But once this was
over what a dead level of prose does our
House of Lords present to us, generation

after generation till the monotonous
sound of title succeeding title is broken
by the name of Byron ! And even in his

case we maj' ask, would he not have been

at once finer poet and truer man if bom
without that magic pale ?

Prof. Nichol believes that much of

Byron's character was inherited. A wild

strain of blood ran in his veins on both
father's and mother's side ; and if he
owed much of his force and vigour to this

endowment, there is no doubt he owed
to it as well much of the sadness and of

the strange impulses which led him to do
things he afterwards thought of remorse-

fully.

The ' wicked Lord,' ' foul - weather
Jack,' and ' Mad Jack,' were the sobri-

quets of three of Lord Byron's nearest

paternal relations, his mother was of

Scotch birth ' proud, impulsive, wayward
and nysterical,' and such a slave to her
passionate temper that Prof. Nichol tells

us she died ' in a fit of rage brought on
by reading an upholsterer's bill !

' With
such a mixture of blood in his veins,

Byron set out to subdue the world.

Generous in his disposition, he found
himself cramped in money matters ; vain

of his fine person he was tormented by
the thought that he always bore with

him a palpable personal deformity ; fond

of admiration, he was satiated with it

for a period and when he wrote at lasb-

things more worthy of praise, the world
turned round and tried to hoot him
down. What wonder if these harsh
contradictions, joined to a wife who-
skilfully contrived to make her very

virtues so many knives to gall him with,

should have embittered his spirit and
driven him out, like an evil spirit, into-

unclean places ? But he strove, on the^

whole, upon the side of goodness. It is

not in his pages that one would seek the

means of polluting innocence,—rather

do his wildest fancies revel in tearing

the evil from the face of the hypocrite

and showing the rottenness that dwells

beneath a smiig exterior. The man who
loved and was beloved by Shelley could

not have been so bad at heart as many
would still have us believe him.

In those days of political darkness

when kings were putting their heels

on prostrate nations and England blindly

stood by in acciuiescence, Byron, antedat-

ing opinion some half century, gave his

suffrage in favour of free Italy and his

genius, his purse and his life for free

Greece. And he is rewarded. Unrecog-
nised at home by all but the master-

minds, and with even their suffrage

obscured by pharisaic dogmatism, the
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universal voice of Spain, of Italy, of

Germany, awarde<l him pre-eminence. Of
all miHlern English poets, he it is who
haa taken most hold upon the Latin
mind, a circumstance perhaps largely

owing to his freedom from those conven-
tional restraints which usually fetter the
* pawky ' Pegasus of British poets. In
England Carlyle has headed a strong re-

action against Bj'ron as a shallow writer.
' The refrain of Carlyle's advice during
the most active years of his criticism,'

writes Prof. Nichol, was "Close thy By-
ron, open thy Goethe I

" We do 81), and
find that the refrain of Goethe's advice

in reference to Byron is :

— " Noctuma
versate manu, versate diurnA." We
may. perhapPjtosome e.xtent reconcile tho
conflicting authorities by allowing that

Carlyle's advice was necessary t<> pre-

vent that undue steeping of the mind in

the Buperticialties of Byron's mannerism
which at one time sent half the j'c.uth of

England into turn-down collars and fits

of despondency, while the great German
desired to recommend the deep study of

Byron's better works whose fresh auda-
city and grandeur would, he believed,

prove potent aids to culture.

Four Cfiitnries i)f EwilisJi Letler.<. Selec-

tions from the c<jrre3pondence of one
hundred and fift)- writers from the
jieriod of the Pa.ston Letters to the
j)rcs(>nt day. Edited and arranged by
W. !'>AiTisTE Sroo.NKs. New York :

Harper t'c Brothers; Toronto : Willing
it Williamson, 1880.

Such a collection as this can serve a
very ii.seful puq>o8e. We do not at pre-
sent refer to that kindling f>f interest in

our rich national collections of memoirs
and cjrrespondence which may well be
caused by the jK-'rusal of these pages, al-

though that result may, ami we hope
will, also follow.

But the study of this book and the
three huiidretl and fifty-one letters it

contains alw) lead us to grasp what wo
might have omitted to notice in a more
extended and detailed investigation, that

is to say, the great truth of the unity
and contimiouHncss of the English cha-
racter. The current of life that readies
in these pages from William Paston, who
wrrtte from the jilaying helds of Eton in

1478, to a.ik his brother for a day's holi-

day in I>indon, down to Lamb or Mac-
aulay, evi-r prcsentx to ub varied aspects

of the same national characteristics, so
that we feel convinced tliat Lancastrian,
Puritan, Whig, Erastian Bishop and
modern Man of Letters would only need
to meet iis closely in the flesh as their
epistles do within the cover of this book,
in order that their antipathies should
be forgotten and their sterling points of
similarity alone remembered. We are
apt to make too much of the superficial

ditl'erences of manners induced by the
grindini,' rub of the chariot wheels of

the passing centuries. It is well for us
now and then to recognise the fact that at

bottom we are not so very ditferent from
our forefathers, and that the thoughts
which fill our letters bear a kinship
to those which they indited far more
striking than is the external <li.s3inularity

of circumstances, which have put a steel

nib (with its point sli.'htiy retrousse) in

our hands instead of the grey goo-se-quill

with which thnj used to convey their

ideas, 8<iueakingly, to paper.

As a general view f)f En'.;lish letter-

writing, therefore, we must commend
this book, and, to come to details, we
have no fault to find with the selection

it contmns. Of course every student
will have his especial favonrites, all of

which he cannot expect to iiiid chosen.

Bxit, up<m the whole, our great letter-

writers are fairly represented, and it is

of course an fibjectiou inseparalde from
the plan <>i the work that we are hur-

ried away from one man's letteis jnst as

we are getting most interested in them
and hinj. The fault we notice in the ar-

rangement and seouence of the letters

themselves was not however insuperable,

and should have been avoided. We al-

lude to the grouping of letters under
their writer's name, and determining the

place of each group by tho date of the

author's birth. Most c(mf\isii)g results

of course follow. At page .TJ, Sir Fran-

cis Drake's account of tlie defeat of tho

Armada in l.")8H inifnediately jirecedes a

letter to Thomas Cornwell about the dis-

solution (»f the monasteries in l.">!^>."). (.)r

wo have all Donncf's letters jireceding

Ben Jonson's; although .lonson was heart

and soul an Elizabetlian dramatist, and
Donne (despite his one year's seniority)

as certainly a writer of the school of tho

Stuart iCijnnv. Wnen so few loiters of

each writer are published, there is little

gained by keeping them together, and it

wf)uld have been far better to have ar-

ranged all in order of date of writing.
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It might be a question whether some

rather trivial letters, say rather notes,

(as for instance the one on page 413,

where the Rev. Sydney Smith simply

acknowled^res the receipt of some game !)

might not have been omitted with ;id-

vantage, and letters containing more in-

cident substituted. In fact there is too

little incident. Your letter-writer (par-

ticularly in the seventeenth century) was

very apt to moralise and concoct a little

essay unless he had some stirring news

to tell, in which case he could speak a

plain tale as well as any one. Yet occa-

sionally the essay or moral letter is

charmingly touched otf.

Take any of those of James Howel
(lo96-l(iG6), .and they Avill be found to

be capital. His little bit about the tongue

and his reason for considering the pen a

more faithful interpreter of the mind,

because ' being seated in a muist cutd

slipperij place the tongue may fail and

falter in her sudden extemporal expres-

sions' is uncommonly quaint. The whole

of his letter No. Iviii. is delightful, al-

though it contains no other news than that

he took a walk into the fields and indulged

in various refl'icti(jns o!i the objects he

saw there. The charm consists to a great

extent in the curious manner in which

his thoughts join together, the old specu-

lations of the schoolmen and far reaching

ideas containing the genns of many mo-

dern and advanced scientific discoveries.

Howel was wortliy of living in the same

age as Sir Tliomas Browne, of whom, by

the way, Mr. Scoones gives us no single

specimen.
By the aid of an amanuensis poor

Nell Gwynne manages to send us a note

with the latest news from " The Pel

Mel," But it is with ditHcnlty that it is

achieved, the pen-wielder appears to be

not much more used to caligraphy than

her mistress, and the letter ends to the

mortification of lady and lady's maid, ' I

have a thousand merry conseets, but 1

can't make her write um, and therefore

you must take tlie will for the deed.'

What a step from Nell Gwynne to

John Wesley ! but all must meet on the

common ground of a sheet of letter paper.

Pious Mr. Wesley had fiome hard exhort-

ing to do in his day, but he did not

believe in shouting and speaking vehe-

mently. To one of his missionary preach-

ers in America he wrote :
' Scream no

more, at tlie peril of your soul. . . .

Speak as earnestly as you can, but do

not scream !
' One wonders how poor

John King, whose questionable screams

had reached across the Atlantic, con-

trived to get on without ' straining him-

self.' Perhaps, as Wesley tells him, he

was ' stubborn and headstrong,' he may
have gone on screaming till he screamed

himself out.

Here is another little touch of an ut-

terly different character. Thiers and
the French Government of 1840 are blus-

tering about war, and the spirit of the

Empire seems on the point of breaking

out again in its m )st aggressive form.

With what consummate knowledge of

the true position of affairs, and with

wha*- depth of sarcasm at the Bourgeois

Government which wished to ape the glo-

ries of Napoleon, does Lord Palmerston

write to the English Ambassador, ' pray

let me know when the next settling day
happens at the French Bourse !

' The
whole cloud of war, which in the grand

times of the Consulate would have bur-st

in a devastating torrent on Austria or

Prussia, was now nothing but a device to

raise or lower the price of Rentes !

We should like to go on and give some
of Porson's satire, or Professor Wilson's

criticisms on Ossian (' a man who lives

for ever among mist and mountains,

knows better than to be always prosing^

about them, ') but our space forbids us.

We only notice a few misprints, as ' be-

twitching ' for bewitching, and a mis-

placed note at page 240 : in other re-

spects the reprint is more than credit-

ably got up, and deserves much success

with the public.

White Wings, a Y^achting Romance, by
William Black. New York : Harper
Brothers ; Toronto : James Campbell

& Son.

Pviblishers, those mysterious men Avho

feel the pulse of the world's literary

taste, and mark down on their tablets

its so many-edition beats to the year,

—

these complacent doctors who never cross

their patient's fancy but always pre-

scribe what he calls for,—publishers,

we say, tell us that Mr. lilack is erne of

the most popular writers of the present

day, and that his books, no less in the

New World than the Old, are called for

almost more rapidly than they can be

produced. Tlie critic who also aspires

to do a little literary doctoring, and who
does not content himself with always
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accepting the invalid's estimate of the

medicine supplied hiui—he, on the other

hand, d(K?s not entirely agree with this

verdict, and even hints that Mr. Black,

if harmless and well-intentioned, is dull

at times, and repeats himself ad nauseam.

We need not give any detailed ac-

count of the story now before us, as most

of our readers will have seen at any rate

parts of it in the weekly or fortnightly

stolen screeds that have appeared any

time the last six months in the Globe,

and have represented that advanced

jounial's sole homage to literature. One
good point may as well be noted at once.

Mr. IJlack hiis fairly warned all the world

in his title page that this is to be another

nautical romance where the initiated may
expect to meet any number of miracu-

lously beautiful sunsets, brooding over

any iiuantity of olive-green rocks, and

where any number of absurd Higldand-

men willtalk about feeling ' ferry well

whatever,' and ask why you did not com-

ply with their ' when 1 wass call you.'

The initiated will not be disappointed in

this point, and we can promise them a

fine old Laird thrown in, who tells idiotic

tales and chuckles over them in the most

annoying manner, but with whom yim

cannot get serioiisly angry because he

candidly admits that the humour of these

anecdotes depends almt)st entirely on the

dialect in which they are couched. With-

out pretending to gauge the exact amount
of wit a peculiar jxttoiit can instil into a

tale, we may fairly admit that tliuse eter-

nal reminiscences of H"mesh possess no

hnmoiir in any other Jispect. Then the

I)rincii>al characters are alwaj'S singing,

often in Gaelic, and their tepiTtoire is

limited to a very few ballads, which we
are generally regaled with at full length.

Add to all this, the crowning iniaerj' of

having' to listen to a tale nearly all told

in the shape of questions, and the idea

of di.scomfort is complet<.\ According

to this cliaste and simple method the

commonplace sentence, ' She came up

the c<jmi>anion-way ' is etherealised into

' But who is tliia coming up the cmpan-
ion-way /

' and the verliless jihnises,

• But tliis sudden sound of oars /' ami

the slight shock against ' the side of the

ves.iel (' are supposed to have a name-

less charm that far exalts them over the

usual sUile and mundane methods of an-

nrmncing the approach of a boat. In

this particular wo must admit that Mr.

lilack can quote the authority of a greater

man than himself, we mean Mr. Robert
Browning, in whose ' Balaustion's Ad-
venture,' we are sorry to say, the same
interrogative form of giving a fact ap-
pears more than once (e.^.)

' Round we rusheil,

—

' What hung behind us but a pirate ship
'Panting (or the good prize?"

Then again we have slowly acquired an
undying hatred for the stock character of

Queen T. who has done duty in so many
of Mr. Black's novels. We inwardly
rebel and cannot away with her tricks

and her manners. This introducticm of

your old characters into your new books
is a favourite game with some novelists,

who seem to think that, by harping long
enough on one personality, a strong be-

lief in its existence can be evoked. With
a low \)i)\v of apology for mentioning him
in sucli company, we would refer to the
wonderfully minute skill with which
Thackeray added to the vraisembliDice of

his fictions by introducing the characters

from one of his books into another and
that not alone but with their relations

and forbears, an/s et prminis, for some
generations. But ho did this in such a
masterly way and his canviis was so full

of life that the repetitions were no more
/jtriking than those everyday coinci-

dences that are always occurring in so-

ciety.

On Mr. Black's narrow yacht-decks it

savours of presumptions laziness to make
one of his five principal characters a

ri'venaut fnun the gloom of his past

novels. But if Queen T. is so obtru-

sive, what are wo to say for the angelic

modesty and retiring sjiirit of her hus-

bantl / This marvellous nonentity neither

sjjeaks nor is spoken to. Apparently ho

never lu^lps to sail the yacht or row a

boat. If ho is sick in his cabin all the

time he accomplishes his fate noi.selessly

and with self-effacement. And yet, like

the Greek chorus, he is 8U[)i)osed to di-

vulge no inconsiderable part of the nar-

rative, which he does without further

betrayal of his existence than is involved

in sucli phnises Jis this, 'Some of us'

objected to such and such tyrannical

I)roceeding8 c»f Queen T.,—while we
really know all the time that he diirst

not raise a finger in opposition to that

despotic individual. So completely does

the reader ignore him that we had quite

a difficulty in making out who this

strange man could bo who persistently

appeared in the illustrations !
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LITERAEY JS^OTES.

Mr. John Morley is about to issue a
work on the ' Life and Correspondence
of Richard Cobden.'

A new volume, entitled ' Winter Trou-
bles,' of Mr. Kinglake's ' Invasion of the
Crimea,' is nearly ready for publication.

The nephew of Lord Macaulay, Mr.
G. O. Trevelyan, is writing a work on
' The Early History of Charles James
Fox.'

A biography of the late Editor of the
London Times, Mr. John T. Delane, is

announced as about to appear from the

pen of Sir George W. Dasent.

' Scientific Sophisms, a Review of Cur-
rent Theories concerning Atoms, Apes,
and Men,' is the title of a new book
about to appear in England.

Among forthcoming books is the ' Life

and Letters of Lord Chancellor Camp-
bell,' to be edited by his daughter, Hon.
Mrs. Hardcastle.

Two new volumes of essays from the
Quarterly Hevieu:, by Mr. A. Hayvvard,
Q.C., are announced. They will bear
the title of ' Sketches of Eminent States-

men and Writers.'

A companion volume to Mr. Smile's
* Self Help ' series is shortly to be issued,

on the subject of ' Duty : with illustra-

tions of Courage, Patience, and Endur-
ance.'

Dr. Schlieniannn's new book 'Ilios,'

which is to appear immediately, will

comprise a complete history of the city

and country of the Trojans, including
all the recent discoveries and researches
of its author on the Plains of Troy. The
work, we learn, will be enriched with
appendices and notes by many classicists,

philologists, and antiquarians, of high
repute.

Messrs. Willing & Williamson, of

Toronto, we learn, have arranged for a
Canadian edition of a delightful little

work for the holidays, entitled ' Pretty
Peggy and other Ballads,' illustrated by
Rosina Emmet, the lady who was the
winner of the thousand dollar prize ofl'er-

ed by Messrs. Prang & Co. , the Art Pub-
lishers, of Boston, for the best illumin-

ated Christmas Card. The book, which
may be considered a companion to Kate
Greenway's charming holiday juvenile of
last year, ' Under the Window,' contains
five simple ballads, quainHy illustrated
in colours after most artistic designs by
Miss Emmet. Though intended for the
young folks the book, we are sure, will
be studied by all lovers of art and will
find a place on the drawing-room table
as well as in the nurserj'. Kate Green-
way's new Birthday book of Child Life
has also been imported in large quantity
bj' the same firm. The latter is also
sure of receiving large favour in the ap-
proaching holiday trade.

We observe with pleasure that Mr.
Justin McCarthy, in the concluding
volumes of his admirable ' History of
Our Own Times,' just published, de-
votes some space to the consideration of
the thoughtful essay on the National
JJevelopment of Canada which appeared
in the Canadian Monthly for March
last, from the pen of Mr. J. G. Bour-
inot, B.A., of Ottawa. This recogni-
tion, on the part of a notable English
author, of the writings of a Canadian
will be gratifying to those Avho, with
ourselves, look hopefully on the future
of the literature of the Dominion, and
who see in men of JMr. Bourinot's calibre
writers who would do honour to the pro-
fession of letters, wherever resident,
were our people but more appreciative
of native talent, and better disposed to
encourage the possessors of it in intel-

lectual pursuits. It can hardly be said
that it is creditable to us that native
literary merit should be left to tlie acci-
dental notice of literary men of other
countries for its proper recognition, or
that, as in many instances, they should
be the first to discern it. We learn that
Mr. Bourinot is about to bring out a
lengthy historical review of the ' Intel-
lectual Development of tlie Canadian
People,' which we trust will awaken some
active interest, now too long dormant,
in Canadian literature and its professors,
Mr. Bourinot, we need hardly inform
our readers, is the Clerk-Assistant of
the House of Commons.
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BEIC-A-BRAC.

The Latest Method.—Jones :
' I see

Smith has taken to riding a bicycle.

What on earth is lie doing that for .'

'

Robinson :
* Oh, a verj' simple reason

—

to prevent Mrs. Smith going with him.'

It I)Oe.sx't always Pay to be Meek.—
' You are an idiot 1

' angrily exclaimed
a d(;niineering wife. ' So my friends

said when I married you,' replied the

hnshand. And she became more in-

furiated than ever.

From a Ladies' Lonic Clas.s.—Pro-

fes.sor :
' Miss C, yive me the example

of a true conclusion drawn from two
false premises.' Miss C. : 'Logic is an
easy study ; that's false. I don't like

easy studies ; that's false. I don't like

logic ; that's true.'

Celtic English.—Scene—Hurricane
deck of West Highland steamer ; the

fares are about to be collected. Mate
vociferously to Donald, a deck hand :

'Donald, come ui)liere and stood where
you'll stood, and I'll go doon an' stood
where am I.'

A canny Scotchman in()uired of a fel-

lf)W-trader, ' Is Colonel X a man to be
trusted T 'I think you'll Hnd him so,'

was the reply. ' \i j-ou trust him once,

you'll trust him for ever.'

Doctor X is as bad a sportsman as he
is a physician; but tliia does not prevent

him, aa re^^uiarly as the season comes
round, from spending a fortnight in the

fields with his dog and his gun. 'And
that's tlie only peri'xl of the year when
he doesn't kill anything,' said one of his

colleagues kindly.

Some enthusiastic anglers frf»m Pais-

ley were fishing from Uothesay quay
this Ruiiiiner. A small boy among them
tumbled into the water, and would have
been drowned h.id n<<t an old v< teran

jumped in after him and landed liim

safely. A bystander complimented the

angler on his heroism, and imked liim if

the boy wa« his son. ' No,' replied the
old man, ' but ho micht jist as wcel hae
been. The young rascal had a' the bait

in his poiich.'

Squibb's boy has been for some
months an inmate of a lawyer's office.

He entered with the determination, as

he announced to his familj-. to become
Secretary of State. There would seem to

be some probability of his succeeding, to

judge from the following note sent the
other day to his anxious mother, who
had inquired why he did not come home
to see them oftener :

' The impossibil-

ity of uiy absence will be readily appar-
rent when I convey the intelligence that
my senior principal is at the current
juncture exhaustively engaged in the
preparation of a voluminous series of

intercalatory interrogatories to be pro-
pounded to a supposedly rec.ilcitrant

witness whose testimony is of cardinal

importance in the initial stages of an
approaching preliminary investigation

involving the most momentous conse-

quences.'

A BALLADE OF EVOLUTION.

In the mud of the Canilman main
Dill onr earliest aiu-estor ilive :

From a shapeless alViiiniiiioiis grain
^^'L• mortals mw l)ein],' (li-rive.

He could split himself \\y into five,

<.)r roll himself up like a ball ;

For the fittest will always survive.
While the weakliest go to the wall.

A.s an active ascidian aprain

Fresh forms he began to contrive,
Till he grew to a tish with a brain,

And l>ro\ight forth a manuiial alive.

With his rivals he next had to strive,

To woo him a mate ami a thrall ;

So the handsomest managed to wive.
While the ugliest went to the wall.

At length a« an ajie he w.-is fain

'I'he nut-i of the forest to rive
;

Till he took to the low-lying ]ilain.

And slew hut omitted to shrive.

Thus did cannibal men first arrive,

One another t<> swallow and maul :

And the strongest continued to thrive,

While the weiikliest went to the wall.

ENVOY.

Prince, in our civilized hive,

Now money's the measure of all :

Anil the weultliy in coaclies can drive.

While the needier go to the wall.

—St. Jamu Gazette.
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CHAPTER II.

THE JESUITS.

FATHER Benwell rose and ad-

vanced to meet the visitor with

his paternal smile. ' I am heartily

glad to see you,' he said—and held out

his hand with a becomincr mixture of

dignity and cordiality. Penrose lifted

the offered hand respectfully to his lips

As one of the ' Provincials ' of the Or-

der, Father Benwell occupied a high

place among the English Jesuits. He
was accustomed to acts of homage of-

fered by his younger brethren to their

spiritual chief. ' I fear you are not

well,' he proceeded gently. ' Your
hand is feverish, Arthur.'

' Thank you, Father— I am as well

as usual.'

* Dejiression of spirits, perhaps 1
'

Father Benwell persisted.

Penrose admitted it with a passing

smile. * My spirits are not very lively,'

he said.

Father Benwell shook his head in

gentle disapproval of a depressed .tate

of spirits in a young man. * This must
be corrected,' he remarked. 'Cultivate

cheerfulness, Arthur. I am myself,

thank God, a naturally cheerful man.
My mind reflects, in some degree (and

reflects gratefully) the brightness and
beauty which are part of the great

scheme of creation. A similar dispo-

sition is to be cultivated—I know in-

stances of it in my own experience.

Add one more instance, and you will

really 'gratify me. In its seasons of

rejoicing our Church is eminently

cheerful. Shall I add another encou-

ragement 1 A great trust is about to

be placed in you. Be socially agree-

able, or you will fail to justify the

trust. This is Father Benwell's little

sermon. I think it has a merit, Ar-
thur—it is a sermon soon over.'

Peni'ose looked up at his superior,

eager to hear more.

He was a very young nan. His
large, thoughtful, well-open»d gray

eyes, and his habitual refinement and
modesty of manner, gave a certain at-
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traction to bis personal appearance,

of which it stooil in some need. In

statmv lie was little and le;in ; his hair

had Kecome prematurely thin over his

broad forehead ; there were hollows

already in his cheeks, and marks on

either side of his thin delicate lips.

He looked like a person who had pass-

ed many miserable hours in needless

despair of himself and his prospects.

With all this there was something in

him so irresistibly truthful and sin-

cere— so suggestive, even where he

might l)e wrong, of a purely conscien-

tious belief in his own erroi-s—that he

attached people to him without an ef-

fort, and often without being aware of

it himself. What would his friends

have said if they had been told that

the religious enthusiasm of this gentle,

self-distrustful, melancholy man might,

in it,s very innocence of suspicion and

self-seeking, be perverted to dangerous

u.ses in unscrupulous hands? His

friends would, one and all, have re-

ceived the scandalous assertion with

contempt ; and Penrose himself, if he

had heard of it, might have failed to

control hi.s temper for the lirst time in

his life.

May I ask a (piestion, without giv-

ing otience ?' he said, timidly.

Father Benwell took his hand. ' My
dear Arthui, let us open our minds to

each other without reserve. What is

your (juestionl

'

'Yo>i havespoken. Father, of a great

trust that w about to be placed in me.'

' Yes. You are anxiou.s, no doubt,

to hear what it is 1'

• I am anxious to know, in the 6r8t

place, if it retjuires un- to go back to

Oxford.'

Father Benwell dropped his young
friend's hand. ' Do you dislike Ox-

ford 1' he asked, observing Penrose at-

tentively.
' Bear with me, Father, if I speak

too contidently. I dislike the decep-

tion which has obligrd mt- to conceal

that I am a Catholic and a priest,'

Father Ii<-nwtll set this little difH-

culty right, with the air of a man who

could make benevolent allowance for

unreasonable scruples. 'I think, Ar-
thur, you forgot two important consid-

erations,' he said. ' In the tirst place,

you have a dispensation from your
superiors, which absolves you of all

resi>onsiljility in respect of the conceal-

ment that you have practised. In the

second place, we could only oVitain in-

formation of the px-ogress which our
Church is silently making at the Uni-
versity, by employing you in the ca-

pacity of—let nie sa}', an independent

Observer. However, if it will contri-

bute to your ease of mind, I see no
objection to informing you that yoti

will nut be instructed to return to 0.\-

ford. Do I relieve you ?

'

There could be no «{uestion of it.

Penrose breathe I more freely, in every

sense of the word.

'At the same time,' Father Benwell
continued, 'let us not misunderstand
each 01 her. In the new sphere of action

which we design for you, you will not

only be at liberty to acknowledge that

you are a Catholic, it will be abso-

lutely necessary that you should dose.

But you will continue to wear the or

dinary dress of an English gentleman,

and to jireserve the strictest secrecy

on the subject of your admission to the

priesthood, until you are further ad-

vi.sed by myself. Now, dear Arthur,

read that j taper. It is the necessary

preface to all that I have yet to say to

you.

The ' jtaper ' contained a few pages

of manuscript, relating to the early his-

tory of Vange Abl)ey, in the days of

the monks, and the circiunstances un-

der which the j»ro|»erty was confiscated

to lay uses in th(t time of Henry the

Eighth. Penrost! handed back the lit-

tle narrative, vehemently expressing

bis sympathy with the monks, and

his detestation of the King.

•^Conjp se yourself, Arthur,' said

Father iJenwell, smiling pleasantly.

' We don't mean to allow Henry the

Eightli to have it all his own way for

ever.'

Penrose looked at his superior in
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blank bewilderment. His superior

withheld any further information for

the present.
' Everything in its turn,' the discreet

Father resumed ;
* the turn of expla-

nation has not come yet. I have some-
thing else to shew you first. One of

the most interesting relics in England.

Look here.'

He unlocked a flat mahogany box,

and disi)layed to view some writings

on vellum, evidently of great age.

' You have had a little sermon al-

ready,' he said. ' You shall have a
little story now. No doubt you have
heard of Newstead Abbey—famous
among the readers of poetry as the

residence of Byron 1 King Henry
ti'eated Newstead exactly as he treated

Vange Abbey? Many years since, the

lake at Newstead was dragged, and
the Ijrass eagle which had served as

the lectern in the old church was res-

cued from the waters in which it had
lain for centiiries. A secret receptacle

was discovered in the body of the ea-

gle, and the ancient title-deeds of the

Abbey were found in it. The monks
had taken that method of concealing

the lei^al proofs of their rights and
privileges, in the hope—a vain hope,

I need hardly say—that a time might
come when Justice would restore to

them the property of which they had
been robbed. Only last summer, one
of our bishops, administering a north-

ern diocese, spoke of these circum-

stances to a devout Catholic friend,

and said he thought it possible that

the precaution taken by the monks at

Newstead might also have been taken
by the monks at Vange. The friend,

1 should tell you, was an enthusiast.

Saying nothing to the bishop (who.se

position and responsibilities he was
bound to respect), he took into his

confidence persons whom he could

trust. One moonlight night—in tlie

absence of the present proprietor, or I

should rather say, the present usurper
of the estate— the lake at Vange was
privately dragged, with a result that

proved the bishop's conjecture to be

right. Head those valuable documents,
Arthur. Knowing your strict sense of

honour, and your admirable tender-

ness of conscience, I wish you to be
satisfied of the title of the Church to

the lands of Vange, by evidence which
is beyond dispute.'

With this little preface, he waited
while Penrose read the title-deed.s.

'Any doubt on your mind? 'he asked,
when the reading had come to an end.

' Not the shadow of a doubt.'
* Is the Cliurch's right to the f)ro-

perty clear 1

'

' As clear, Father, as words can
make it.'

' Very good. We will lock up the
documents. Arbitrary confiscation,

Arthur, even on the part of a king,

cannot override the law. What the
Churcl) once lawfully possessed, the
Church has a right to recover. Any
doubt about that in your mind ?

'

' Only the doubt of how the Church
can recover. Is there anything in

this particular case to be hoped from
the law 1

'

' Nothing whatever.'
* And yet. Father, you speak as if

you saw some prospect of the restitu-

tion of the propert3^ By what means
can the restitution be made 1

'

' By peaceful and worthy means,'
Father Benwell answered. ' By hon-
ourable restoration of the confiscated

property to the Church on the part of

the person who is now in possession

of it.'

Penrose was surprised and interest-

ed. ' Is the person a Catholic 1
' he

asked, eagerly.

' Not yet.' Father Benwell laid a
strong emphasis on those two little

words. His fat fingers drummed rest-

lessly on the table ; his vigilant eyes

rested ex{)ectantly on Penrose. 'Surely

you understand me, Arthur?' he add-

ed, after an interval.

The colour rose slowly in the worn
face of Penrose. ' I am afraid to un-

derstand you,' he said.

' Why ]

'

' I am not sure that it is my better
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sense which underst-ands. I am afraid,

Father, it may be my vanity and pre-

sumption.'

Father Benwell leaned hack luxu-

riously in his chair. ' I like that

mo<lesty,' he said, with a relishing

smack of his lips as if modesty was as

good as a meal to him. 'There is

power of the right sort, Arthur, hid-

lien under the diffidence that does you
honour. I am more than ever s;itJs-

fied that I have been right in re-

porting you as worthy of this most
serious trust. I believe the conver-

sion of the owner of Vange Abbey is

—ill your hands—no more than a mat-

ter of tima'
' May I ask what his name is ?

'

' Certainly. His name is Lewis Ro-
mayne.'

' When do you introduce me to him ?*

' Impossible to say. I have not yet

been introduced myself.'

' You don't know Mr. Romayne?'
' I have never even seen him.'

These di.scouraging r(;j)lies were

made with the [)erfe(;t composure of a

man who siiw jiis way clearly Ijefore

him. Sinking from one depth of i)er-

jilexity to another, Penrose ventured

on putting a last question. * How am
I to ain>roach Mr, Romayne 1

' he

asked.
' I can only answer tliat, Arthur, by

admitting you still further into my
confidence. It is disagreeable to me,'

said the reverend gentleman, with the

most becoming humility, ' to sjteak of

ujjself. But it must be done. Shall

we have a little coffee, to help us

tlirough theconiingextractfrom F'^ather

Benwell's autobiograjjhy ? l).)n't look

so seriouB, my son ! When the occa-

sion jiermits it, let us take life lightly.'

He rang the bell and ordered the cof-

fee, as if he were the master of the

house. The servant treated him with

the most scrupiilousresjtect. Helium-

med a little tune, and talked at inter-

vals of the weather, while they were

waiting. ' Plenty of sugar, Artlnir ?

'

he infpiired, when the coffee was

brought in. ' No ? Plven in trifles, I

I should have been glad to feel that

I

there was perfect sympathy between
us. I like plenty of sugar myself.'

Having sweetened his cofl'ee with

the closest attention to the process, he
was at liberty to enlighten his young
friend. He did it so easily and so

cheerfully, that a far less patient man
than Penrose would have listened to

i

him with interest

CHAPTER III.

TICK INTRODUCTION TO ROMAVNE.

' "Tj^XCEPTlNG my era|)loyment
-tli here in the library,' Father

Benwell Viegan, ' and some interesting

conversation with Lord Loring, to

which I shall presently allude, I am
almost as great a stranger in this

house, Arthur, as yourself. When the

object which we now have in view was
first taken seriously into consideration,

I had the honour of being personally

iic<piuinted with Lord Loring. I wa.s

also aware that he was an intimate and
trusted friend of Romayne. Under
these circumstances, his lordship pre-

sented himself to our point of view, as

a means of api»roaching the owner of

Vange Abbey without e.xciting di.s-

trust. I was charged accordingly with

the duty of estal>lisliing my.self on
terms of intimacy in this hou.se. By
way of making room for me, the sjn-

ritual director of Lord and Lady Lor-

ing was attached, in some infeiior capa-

city, to a mission abroad. And hero

I am in his place ! By-the-way, don't

treat me (wheTi we are in the presence

of visitoi-s) with any sj)ecial marks of

respect. 1 am not Provincial of our
Order in Lord Loring's house— I am
one of the inferior clergy.'

Penrose looked at liim with admi-

ration. * It is a great sacrifice to make,

Father, in your position, and at your
age.'

' Not at all. Arthur. A position of

authority involves certain temptations
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to pride. I feel this change as a les-

son in humility which is good for me.

For example, Lady Loring (as I can

.plainly see) dislikes and distrusts me.

Then, again, a young lady has recently

arrived here on a visit. She is a Pro-

testant, with all the prejudices inci-

dent to that way of thinking—avoids

me so carefully, poor soul, that I have

never seen her yet. These rebuffs are

wholesome reminders of his fallible

human nature, to a man who has oc-

cupied a place of high trust and com-

mand. Besides, there have been ob-

stacles in my way which have had an
excellent effect in rousing my energies.

How do you feel, Arthur, when you
encounter obstacles 1

'

* I do my best to remove them,

Father. But I am sometimes conscious

of a sense of discouragement.'
' Curious,' said Father Benwell, ' I

am only conscious, myself, of a sense

of impatience. What right has an ob-

stacle to get in mij way 1—that is how
I look at it. For example, the first

thing I heard, when I came here, was
that Romayne had left England. My
introduction to him was indefinitely

delayed ; I had to look to Lord Loring
for all the information I wanted, re-

lating to the man and his habits.

There was another obstacle ! Not liv-

ing in the house, I was obliged to find

an excuse for being constantly on the

spot, ready to take advantage of his

lordship's leisure moments for conver-

sation. I sat down in this room ; and
I said to myself, " before I get up
again, I mean to brush these imperti-

nent obstacles out of my way !
" The

state of the books suggested the idea

of which I was in search. Before I

left the house, I was charged with the

re-arrangement of the library. From
that moment, I came and went as often

as 1 liketl. Whenever Lord Loring
was disposed for a little talk, there I

was, to lead the talk in the right

direction. And what is the result 1

On the first occasion when Romayne
presents himself, I can ])lace you in a

.position to become his daily compan-

ion. All due, Arthur, in the first in-

stance, to my imi)atience of obstacles.

Amusing, isn't it ?

'

Penrose was ])erhaps deficient in

the sense of humour. Instead of being

amused, he appeared to be anxious for

more information. ' In what capacity

am I to be Mr. Roraayne's companion 1'

he asked.

Father Benwell poured himself out

another cup of coffee.

' Suppo.se I tell you first,' he sug-

gested, ' how Romayne is marked out,

l)y habits and disposition, as a pro-

mising suVjject for conversion. He is

young ; still a single man ; romantic,

sensitive, highly cultivated. No near

relations are alive to iiiHuence him

—

he is not compromised by any illicit

attachment. He has devoted himself

for years past to books, and is collect-

ing materials for a work of immense
research, on the origin of Religions.

Home great sorrow or remorse—Lord
Loring did not mention what it was
—has told seriously on his nervous

system, already injured by night-study.

Add to this, that he Lsnow within our

reach. He has lately returned to Lon-
don, and is living quite alone at a pri-

vate hotel. For some reason which I

am not acquainted with, he keeps

away from Vange Abbey—the very

place, as I should have thought, for a

studious man.'

Penrose began to be interested.

' Have you been to the Abbey ?
' he

said.

' I made a little excursion to that

part of Yorkshire, Arthur, not long

since. A very pleasant trip— apart

from the painful associations connect-

ed with tlie ruin and [trofanation of a

sacred place. There is no douljt about

the revenues. I know the value of

that productive part of the estate

which stretches .southward, away from

the barren region round the house.

Let us return for a moment to Ro-

mayne, and to your position as his

future companion. He has had his

books sent to him from Vange ; and

has persuaded himself that continued
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study is the one remedy for his trou-

bles, whatever they may be. At Lord

Loring's suggestion, a consultation of

physicians was held on his case the

other day.'

' Is he so ill as that !
' Penrose ex-

claimed.
' So it appears,' Father Benwell re-

j)lied, ' Jjord Loring is mysteriously

silent about the illness. One result of

the consultation I extracted from him,

in which you are interested. The doc-

tore protested against his employing

himself on the proposed book. He
was too obstinate to listen to them.

There was but one concession that they

could gain from him—he consented to

spare himself, in some small degree,

by employing an amanuensis. It was

left to Lord Loring to tiiid the man. 1

was con8ulto<l by his lord.ship ; I was

even invited to undertake the duty my-

self. Each one in his j)roper sphere,

my .son ! The person who converts

Romayne rau.st be young enough to be

his friend and companion. Your part

is there, Arthur— you are the future

amanuensis. How does the prospect

strike you now 1

'

' I beg your pardon. Father ! I

fear I am unworthy of the confidence

which is plac»'d in me.

'

' In what way ?

'

Penrose answereil with unfeigned

humility.
' I am afraid I may fail to ju.stify

your belief in me,'he said, 'unlcssi can

really feel that I am converting Mr.

Romayne for his own soul's sake.

However righteous tlie cause may lie,

T cannot (ind in the restitution of the

Church ]»roperty a sufJiciont motive

for jtersiiading him to rhange his reli-

gious faith. There isKomeihingKO se-

rious in the resjionsibility wliich yon

lay on me, that 1 shall sink under the

burden unless my wliole heart is in

the work. If I feel attractf-d towards

Mr. I'omayne when I first see him
;

if he wins upon me little by little, un-

til I love him like a brother—then, in-

deed, I can promise that hiHconvemirin

shall be the dearest ohject of my life.

But, if there is not this intimate sym-
pathy between us—forgive me if I say

it plainly— I implore you to pass me
over, and to commit the task to the

hands of another man.'

His voice trembled ; his eyes moist-

ened. Father Benwell handled his

young friend's ri.sing emotion with the

dexterity of a skilled angler humour-
ing the struggles of a lively fish.

' Good Arthur !
' he said, ' I see

much—too much, dear boy— of self-

seeking people. It is as refreshing to

me to hear you, as a draught of water

to a thirsty man. At the same time,

let me suggest that you are innocently

raising ditHculties where noditiiculties

exist, i have already mentioned as one

of the nece.ssities of the case, that you
and Roinayne should befriends. How
canthatbe unle.ssthere is precisely that

sympathy between you wliich you have
.so well described ? I am a sanguine

man ; and I believe you will like each

other. Wait till you see him.'

As tlie words passed his lips, the

door that led to the jiicture gallery

was opened. Lord Loring entered the

library.

He looked quickly round him—ap-

parently in search of some person who
might, jterhaps, be found in the room.

A transient shadeof annoyance .showed

itself in his face, and (lisaj»])eared

again as he bowed to the two Jesuits.

' Don't let me disturb you,' he said,

looking at Penrose. ' Is this the gen-

tleman who is to assist Mr. Jtomayner
Father Benwell presented his young

friend. ' Arthur Penrose, my lord.

I ventured to suggest that he shoidd.

call here to-day, in case yoti wished to

put any fpu^stions to him.'

' Qtiite nee<ne88, after your recom-

mendation,' Lord Loring answered

graciously, ' Mr. Penrose could not

have come here at a more appropri-

ate time. Ah it happens, Mr. Ko-

mayne has jiaid us a visit to-day—he

is now in i\\v jticture gallery.'

The ])ricsts looked at each other.

Ixjrd Loring left them as he spoke. Ho
walked to the opi)08ite door of the lib-
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rary—opened it—glanced round the

hall, and at the stairs—and returned

again, with the passing expression of

annoyance A'isible once more. ' Come
with me to the gallery, gentlemen,' he

said, ' I shall be happy to introduce

you to Mr. Komayne.'
Penrose accepted the proposal. Fa-

ther Benwell pointed with a smile to

the books scattered about him. ' With
permission, I will follow your lord-

ship,' he said.

' Who was my lord looking for ?

'

That was the question in Father Ben-
well's mint], while he put some of the

books away on the .shelves, and col-

lected the scattered papers on the table

relating to his correspondence with
Rome. It had become a habit of his

life to be suspicious of any circum-

stances occurring within his range of

observation, for which he was unaVjle

to account. He might have felt some
stronger emotion, on this occasion, if

he had known that the conspiracy in

the library to convert Romayne, was
matched by the conspiracy in the pic-

tui-e gallery to marry him.

Lady Loring's narrative of the con-

versation which had taken place be-

tween Stella and herself had encour-

aged the husband to try his proposed
experiment without delay. * 1 shall

send a letter at once to Romayne's ho-

tel,' he said.

' Inviting him to come hei-e to-day V
her ladyship inquired.

' Yes. I shall say I particulai-ly

wish to consult him about a picture.

Are we to prepare Stella to see him !

or would it be better to let the meet-
ing take her by surprise ?

'

' Certainly not !
' said Lady Loring.

' With her sensitive disposition, I am
afraid of taking Stella Vjy surprise.

Let me only tell her that Romayne is

the original of her portrait, and that

he is likely to call on you to see th6

picture to-day— and leave the rest to

me.

'

Lady Loring's suggestion was im-

mediately carried out. In the first fer-

vour of her agitation, Stella had de-

clared that her courage was not equal

to a meeting with Romayne on that

day. Becoming more composed, she

yielded to Lady Loring's persuasion so

far as to promise that she would at

least make the attempt to follow her

friend to the gallery. 'If I go down
with you,' she said, ' it will look as if

we had arranged the thing l)etween us.

I can't bear even to think of that

!

Let me look in by myself, as if it was
by accident.' Consenting to this ar-

rangement, Lady Loi'ing had proceeded

alone to the gallery, when Romayne's
visit was announced. The minutes

passed, and Stella did not appear.

Lord Loring thought it possible that

she might shrink from openly present-

ing ho'self at the main entrance to the

galleiy, and might prefer—especially

if she was not aware of the priest's

presence in the room—to slip in qui-

etly by the library door. Failing to

find her, on putting this idea to the

test, he had discovered Penrose, and
so hastened the introduction of the

younger of the two Jesuits to Ro-
mayne.

Having gathered his papers to-

gether. Father Banwell crossed the

library to the deep bow-window which
lighted the room, and opened his des-

patch-box, standing on a small table

in the recess. Placed in this i)osition,

he was invisible to any person entering

the room by the hall door.

He had secured his papers in the

despatch-box, and had just closed and
locked it, when he heard the door cau-

tiously opened.

The instant afterwards the rustling

of a woman's dress over the carpet

caught his ear. Other men might
have walked out of the recess and
shown themselves. Father Benwell

stayed where he was, and waited until

the lady crossed his range of view.

The priest observed with cold at-

tention her darkly-beautiful eyes and
hair, her quickly-changing colour, her

modest grace of movement. Slowly,

and in evident agitation, she advanced

to the door of the picture gallery—and
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pausetl, as if she was afraid to open it

Father Benwell heard her sigh to her-

self softly, ' Oh, how shall I meet him V
She turned aside to the looking-glass

over the tire-place. The reflection of

her charming face seemed to rouse her

courage. She retraced her steps, and

timidly opened the door. Lord Loring

must have been close by at the mo-

ment. His voice immediately made
itself heard in the library.

'.Come in, Stella—come in ! Here

is a new picture for you to see ; and a

friend whom I want to present to you,

who must be your friend too—Mr.

Lewis Komayne.'
The door was closed again. Father

Benwell stood still as a statue in the

recess, with his head down, deep in

thought. After a while he roused

himself, and rapidly returned to the

writing table. \Vith a roughness

strangely unlike hiscustomary deliber-

ation of movement, he snatched a

sheet* of paper out of the case, and,

frowning heavily, wrote these lines on

it :—
' Since my letter was sealed, I have

made a discovery which must be com-

municated without a loss of post. I

greatly fear there may be a woman in

our way. Trust me to combat this ob-

stacle as I have combatted other oV)-

stacles. In the meantime the work
goes on. Penrose has received hisfir-st

instructions, and has today been pre-

fcented to Roniayne.'

He addressed this lettci- to Rome, as

he had addn-ssed the letter jireceding

it. ' Now fi)r the woman !
' he 8ai<l to

himself— and opene<l the door of the

|)irture gallery.

CHAPTER IV.

FATIIEH HKNWKM. HITS.

Airi' lias its trials as w<!ll as its

triiitiiplis. It is powerless to

a.ssirt itself against the sordid inter-

ests of everyday lif**. 'i'he greatest

bock ever written, the linest picture

ever painted, appeals in vain to minds
pre-occupied by seltish and secret cares.

On entering Lord Loring's gallery,

Father Benwell found Init one person

who was not looking at the pictures

under false pretences.

Innocent of all suspicion of the con-

flicting interests whose struggle now
centreil in himself, Romayne was care-

fully stu<lying the picture which had

been made the pretext for inviting

him to tlie iiouse. He had bowed to

Stella, with a tranquil admiration of

her l)eauty ; he had shaken hands with

Penrose, and had said some kind

words to his future .secretary—and
then he had turned to the picture, as

if Stella and Penrose had ceased from

that moment to occupy his mind.
' In your place,' he said quietly to

Lord Loring, ' I should not buy this

work.'
• Why not 1

'

' It seems to me to have the serious

defect of the modern English school

of painting. A total want of thought

in the rendering of the subject, dis-

guised under dexterous technical tricks

of the brush. When you have seen

one of that man's pictiires, you have

seen all. He manufactures—he doesn't

paint.'

Father Benwell came in while Ro-
mayne was speaking. He went
through the ceremonies of introduc-

tion to the master of Vange Abbey
with perfect politeness, but a little ab-

.sently. His mind was bent on put-

ting his suspicion of Stella to the test

of conflrujation. Not waiting to be

presented, he turned to her with the

air of fatherly interest and chastened

admiration which he well knew how
to assume in his intercoui-.se with wo-

men.
' May I ask if you agree with Mr.

Romayne's estimate of the picture ]'

he said, in his gentlest tones.

Slie liad lieard of him, and of his

position in tlie house. It was quite

needless for Lady Loring to whisper

to her, 'Father lienwell, my dear!'

Her antipathy id(;ntified him as read-
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ily as hei' sympathy might have identi-

fied a man who had produced a

favourable impression on her. ' I

have no pretensions to be a critic,' she

answered, wuth frigid politeness. * I

only know what I personally like or

dislike.'

The reply exactly answered Father

Benwell's purpose. It diverted Ro-

mayne's attention from the picture to

Stella. The priest had secured his

opportunity of reading theii' faces

while they were looking at each other.

'I think you have just stated the

true motive for all criticism,' Ro-
mayne said to Stella. ' Whether we
only express our opinions of pictures

or books in the course of conversa-

tion, or whether we assert them at

full length, with all the authority of

print, we are really speaking, in either

case, of what personally pleases or

repels us. My poor oijinion of that

pictui"e means tliat it says nothing to

Me. Does it say anything to You 1
'

He smiled gently as he put the

question to her ; but there was no be-

trayal of emotion in his eyes or in his

voice. Relieved of anxiety so far as

Romayne was concerned, Father Ben-

well looked at Stella.

Steadily as she conti-olled herself,

the confession of her heart's secret

found its way into her face. The
coldly-composed expression which had

confronted the priest when she spoke

to him, melted away softly under the

influence of Romayne's voice and Ro-

mayne's look. Without any positive

change of colour, her delicate skin

glowed faintly, as if it felt some ani-

mating inner warmth. Her eyes and

lips brightened with a new vitality
;

her frail elegant figure seemed insen-

sibly to strengthen and expand, like

the leaf of a flower under a favouring

sunny air. When she answered Ro-

mayne (agreeing with him, it is need-

less to say), there was a tender per-

suasiveness in her tones, shyly invit-

ing him to speak to her and still to

look at her, which would in itself

have told Father Benwell the truth.

even if he had not been in a position

to see her face. Confirmed in his

doubts of her, he looked, with con-

cealed suspicion, at Lady Loring next.

Sympathy with Stella, was undis-

guisedly expressed to him in the

honest blue eyes of Stella's faithful

friend.

The discussion on the subject of the

unfortunate picture was resumed by
Lord Loring, who thought the opinions

of Romayne and Stella needlessly

severe. Lady Loring, as usual, agreed

with her husband. While the general

attention was occupied in this way,

Fathei Benwell said a word to Pen-

rose—thus far a silent listener to the

discourses on Ai't.

' Have you seen the famous portrait

of the first Lady Lorinar, by Gains-

borough 1
' he asked. Without wait-

ing for a I'eply, he took Penrose by
the arm and led him away to the pic-

ture—which had the additional merit,

under present circumstances, of hang-

ing at the other end of the gallery.

* How do you like Romayne ?
' Fa-

ther Benwell put the question in low
peremptory tones, evidently impatient

for a reply.

' He interests me already,' said Pen-

rose. ' He looks so ill and so sad, and

he spoke to me so kindly
—

'

' In short,' Father Benwell inter-

posed, ' Romayne has produced a

favourable impression on you. Let

us get on to the next thing. You
must produce a favoui-able impression

on Romayne.'
Penrose sighed. ' With the best

will to make myself agreeable to the

people whom I like,' he said, sadly,

' I seldom succeed. They used to tell

me at Oxford that I was shy—and I

am afraid that is against me. I wish

I possessed some of your social ad-

vantages, Father
!

'

' Leave it to me, son ! Are they

still talking about the picture ?

'

' Yes.'
' I have something more to say to

you. Have you noticed the young

lady ?

'
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' I thought her beautiful—but she

looks a little coKL'

Father Benwell smiled. ' When
you are as old as I am,' he said, * you
will not believe in appearances where
women are concerned. Do you know
what / think of her } Beautiful, if

you like—and dangerous as well.'

* Dangerous ! In what way ?

'

' This is for your private ear, Ar-
thur. She is in love with Komayne.
Wait a minute ! And Lady Loring

—unless I am entirely mistaken in

what I observed—knows it and fa-

vours it. The beautiful Stella may
l>e the destruction of all our hopes,

unless we keep Komayne out of her

way.'

These words were whispered, with

an earnestness und agitation which
surprised Penrose. His superior's

ei|uanimity was not easily overthrown.

'Are you sure, Father, of what you
say ?

' he asked.
' I am quite sure—or I should not

have sjKjken.'

' Do you think Mr. Komayne re-

turns the feeling?

'

'Not yet, luckily. You must use

your first friendly influence over him.

What is her name ? Her surname, I

mean.'
' Eyrecourt. Miss Stella Eyrecourt.'
' Very well. You must use yotir

influence (when you are quite sure

that it in an influence) to keep ^Ir.

Komayne away from Mi.ss Eyrecourt.'

Penrose looked embarrassed. ' I

am afraid I should hardly know how
to do that,' he saiil. ' Kiit 1 should

naturally, as his assistant, encourage

him to keep to liis studies.'

Whatever Arthur's siiix-rior might

privately think of Arthur's reply, he

received it with outward indulgence.
' That will come to the same thing,' he

said. ' Besides, when I get the in-

fornjation I want—that is strictly l>e-

tween ourwlves— I may lie of some
use in placing obstacles in the lady's

way.'

Penrose started, ' Information !

'

l.e rejreated. ' What information 1

'

' Tell me something before I answer
you,' said Father Benwell. ' How old

do you take Miss Eyrecourt to be ?

'

' I am not a good judge in such

matters. Between twenty and twenty-

five, perhaps ?

'

* We will take her age at that esti-

mate, Arthur. In former years, I

have had opportunities of studying

women's charactei-s in the confessional.

Can you guess what my experience

tells me of Miss Eyrecourt?'
' No, indeed !

'

* A lady is not in love for the first

time, when she is between twenty and
twenty-five years old—that is my ex-

perience,' said Father Benwell. ' If I

can find a person capable of informing

me, I may make some valual)le dis-

coveries in the earlier history of !Miss

Eyrecourt's life. No more, now. We
had better return to our friend.s.'

CHAPTER V.

F.\THER BENWELL MLSSES.

ri"^ n E group before the picture which
-L had Iteen the subject of dispute

was broken up. In one jiart of the

gallery. Lady Loring and Stella were

whi.spering together on a sofa. In

another part. Lord Loring was .'<peak-

ing ]>rivately to Komayne.
' Do you think you will lik<^ Mr.

Penrose?' his lordship asked.

'Yes—so far as I can tell at pn-sent.

He seems to beniodest and int«'lligent.*

' You are looking ill, my ilear Ko-

mayne. Hav(! you again heai'il the

voice that haunts you I

'

Komayne answered with evidei.t

reluctance. ' I don't know why,' he

said— ' but the dread of liearing it

again has oppressed me all this morn-

ing. To tell you the truth, I came
here in the hope that the change

might rf'lif've m«'.'

' Has it done so ?

'

* Y«'S—thus far.'

' i>oesn't that suggest, jny friend,
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that a greater change might be of use

to your
' Don't ask me about it, Loring ! I

can go through my ordeal—but I hate

speaking of it'

' Let us speak of something else

then,' said Lord Loring. ' What do

you think of Miss Eyrecourt 1
'

' A veiy striking face ; full of ex-

pi'ession and character. Leonardo
would have painted a noble portrait of

her. But there is something in her

manner ' He stopped, unwilling

or unable to finish the .sentence.

' Something you don't like %
' Lord

Loring suggested.
' No ; something I don't quite un-

derstand. One doesn't expect to find

any embarrassment in the manner of

a well-bred women. And yet, she

seemed to be embarrassed when she

spoke to me. Perhaps I produced an

unfortunate impression on her.'

Lord Loring laughed. ' In any man
l)ut you, Romayne, I should call that

affectation.'

' Why 1
' Romayne asked sharply.

Lord Loring looked unfeignedly sur-

prised. ' My dear fellow, do you
really think you are the sort of man
who impresses a woman unfavourably

at first sight? For once in your life,

indulge in the amiable weakness of

doing yourself justice—and find a bet-

ter reason for Miss Eyrecourt's em-
barrassment.'

For the first time since he and his

friend had been talking together, Ro-
mayne turned towards Stella. He in-

nocently caught her in the act of look-

ing at him. A younger woman, or a

woman of weaker character, would
have looked away again. Stella's

noble head dropped ; her eyes sank

slowly, until they rested on her long

white hands crossed upon her lap.

For a moment more Romayne looked

at her with steady attention. He
roused himself, and spoke to Lord
Loring in lowered tones.

' Have you known Miss Eyrecourt
for a long time ?

'

' She is my wife's oldest and dearest

friend. I think, Romayne, you would
feel interested in Stella, if you saw
more of her.'

Romaynebowed in silent submission

to Lord Loring's prophetic remark.
' Let us look at the pictures,' he said

quietly.

As he moved down the gallery, the

two priests met him. Father Ben-

well saw his opportunity of helping

Penrose to produce a favourable im-

pression.

' Forgive the ci:riosity of an old

student, Mr. Romayne,' he said in his

pleasant, cheerful way. ' Lord 'Loring

tells me you have sent to the country

for your books. Do you find a Lon-
don hotel favourable to study 1

'

' It is a very quiet hotel,' Romayne
answered ;

' and the people know my
ways ' He turned to Arthur. ' I

have my own set of rooms, Mr. Pen-

rose,' he continued— ' with a room at

your disposal. I used to enjoy the

solitude of my house in the country.

My tastes have lately changed—there

are times now when I want to see the

life in the streets, as a relief. Though
we are in an hotel, I can promise that

you will not be troubled by interrup-

tions, when you kindly lend me the

use of your pen.'

Father Benwell answered before

Penrose could speak. ' You may per-

haps find my young friend's memory
of some use to you, Mr. Romayne, as

well as his pen. Penrose has studied

in the Vatican Library. If your read-

ing leads you that way, he knows
more than most men of the rare old

manuscripts wdiich treat of the early

history of Christianity.'

This delicately-managed reference

to Romayne's projected work on ' The
Origin of Religions' produced itseflect.

He became instantly interested in Pen-

rose and his studies. ' I should like

very much to speak to you about those

manuscripts,' he said. ' Co{)ies of

some of tliem may perhaps be in the

British Museum. Is it asking too

much to inquire if you are disengaged

this morning ?

'
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• I am entirely at your service, Mr.
Roinayne.'

'If you will kindly call at my hotel

in an hour's time, I shall have looked

over uiv notes, and shall be ready for

vou with a list of titles and dates.

There is the address.'

With those words, he advanced to

take his leave of Lady Loring and
.Stella.

Father Benwell wa.s a man jiosses-

sed of extraordinaiy ])0%ver of foresight

—but he was not infallible. Seeing

that Komayne wa.s on the ]»oint of

leaving the house, and feeling that he

had ]»aved the way succes-sfully for

Komayne's amanuensis, ho too readily

assumed that there was nothing further

to be gained by remaining in the

gallery. In arriving at this conclu-

sion, he was additionally influenced

by private and ])er.sonal considera-

tions. The interval before Penrose

calle<l at the hotel might be usefully

tilled up by souie wi.se words of ad-

vice, relating to the religious uses to

which he might turn his intercourse

with Komayne, when he harl surti-

ciently estal>libhed himself in the con-

fidence of his employer. There might,

no doiibt, be future opportunities for

accomplishing this object—but Father

Benwell was not a man to trust too

implicitly in the future. The present

occasion was,in respectof its certainty,

the occasion that he preferred, flak-

ing one of his reiidy and jthiusible ex-

cuses, he returned with Penrose to the

library—and so committed (as hehim-
a"lf discovered at a later time) one of

t^e few mistakes in tlie long record of

his life.

In the niennwhile, Komayne was

not permitted to bring his visit to a

conclusion, withoiit hospitable remon-

strance on the part of Lady Loring.

She felt for Stella, with a woman's
enthusiastic devotion to the interests

of true love ; anrl she ha«l firmly re-

solved that a matter so trifling as the

cultivation of Komayne's mind, should

not be allowed to st»ind in the way of

the far more imj)ortant enterprise of

opening his heart to the influence of

the sex.

' Stay, and lunch with us,' she said,

when he held out his hand to bid her

good-Viye.

' Thank you, Lady Loring, I never

take lunch.'

' Well then, come and dine with us

—no party ; only ourselves. To-mor-

row, and next day, we are disengaged.

Which day shall it be?

'

Komayne still resisted. ' You are

very kind. In my state of health, I

am unwilling to make engagements
which I may not be able to keep.'

Lady Loring was just as resolute on
her side. She appealed to Stella.

* Mr. Komayne j)ersists, my dear, in

l)Utting me oil" with excuses. Try if

you can persuade him.'
* / am not likely to have any in-

fluence, Adelaide.'

The tone in which she replied struck

Komayne. lie looked at her. Her
eyes, gravely meeting his eyes, held

him with a strange fascination. She
was not herself conscious how openly

all that was nol»le and tnie in her na-

ture, and that was most deeply and
sensitively felt in her asj)irations,

spoke at that moment in her look.

Komayne's face changed; he turned

pale under the new emotion that she

had roused in him. Lady Loring ob-

served him attentively.

' Perhai)s you undeirate your in-

fluence, Stella?' she suggested.

Stella remained impenetraltlc to per-

su'tsion. 'I have only been introduced

to Mr. Komayne half an hour since,'

she said. ' I am not vain enough to

suppose that I can produce a favour-

able impression on any one on so short

a time.'

She ha<l cxpres.sed, in other words,

Komayne's own idea of himself, in

speaking of her to Lord Loring. He
was struck by the coincidence.

'Perhaps we have begun. Miss Kyrc-

couit, by n)iKinter])r»'ting one another,'

he said. ' Wc; may arrive at a better

understanding, when I have the hon-

our of meeting you again.'
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He hesitated, and looked at Lady
Loring. She was not the woman to

let a fair opportunity escape her. 'We
will say to-morrow evening,' she re-

sumed, 'at seven o'clock.'

'Tomorrow,' said Romayne. He
shook hands with Stella, and left the

picture gallery.

Thus far, the conspiracy to marry
him promised even more hopefully

than the conspiracy to convert him.

AndFatherBenwell, carefully instruct-

ing Penrose in the next room, was not

aware of it !

But the hours, in their progress,

mark the march of events as surely as

they mark the march of time. The
day passed, the evening came—and,

with its coming, the prospects of the

conversation brightened in their turn.

Let Father Benwell himself relate

how it happened—in extract from his

report to Rome, written the same
evening.

'
. . . I had arranged with Pen-

rose that he should call at my lodg-

ings, and tell me how he had pi-ospered

at the tirst performance of his duties

as secretary to Romayne.
' The moment he entered the room,

the signs of disturbance in his face

told me that something serious had

happened. I asked directly if there

there had been any disagreement be-

tween Romayne and himself.

'He repeated the word with every

appearance of surprise. " Disagree-

ment 1" he said. " No words can tell

how sincerely I feel for INIr. Romayne,
and how eager I am to be of service to

him !

"

' Relieved so far, I naturally asked

what had happened. Penrose betrayed

a marked embarrassment in answering

my question.
' " I have innocently surprised a

secret," he said, " on which I had no

right to intrude. All that I can hon-

ourably tell you, shall be told. Add
to your many kindnesses. Father—and
don't command me to speak, when it

is my duty towards a sorely-tried man
to be silent, even to You."

'It is needless to say that I abstained

from directly answering this strange

appeal. If I found it necessaiy to our

interests to assert my spiritual author-

ity, I was, of course, resolved to do it.

" Let me hear what you can tell," I

replied, " and then we shall see."

'Upon this, he spoke. I need hardly

recall to your memory how careful we
were, in first planning the attempt to

recover the Vange property, to assure

ourselves of the promise of success,

which the peculiar character of the

pre.sent owner held out to u.s. In re-

porting what Penrose said, I communi-
cate a discovery, which I venture to

think will be as welcome to you as it

was to me.
' He began by reminding me of

what I had myself told him in speak-

ing of Romayne. " You mentioned

having heard from Lord Loring of a-

great sorrow or remorse from which

he was suffering," Penrose said; " and
you added that your informant ab-

stained from mentioning what the

nature of that remorse, or of the ner-

vous malady connected with it, might

be. I know what he suflers, and why
he suffei-s, and with what noble resig-

nation he submits to his affliction."

' There Penrose stopped. You know
the emotional nature of the man. It

was only by a hard struggle with him-

self that he abstained from bursting

into tears. I gave him time—and then.

I asked how he made the discovery.

' He hesitated, but he anwered
plainly, so far. " W^e were sitting to-

gether at the table, looking over his

notes and memoranda," Penrose .said,

"when he .suddenly dropped the manu-
script from which he was reading to

me. A ghastly paleness overspread

his face. He started up, and put both

his hands to liis ears as if he heard

something dreadful, and was trying to

deafen himself to it. I ran to the

door to call for help. He stopped me ;

he spoke in faint gasping tones, for-

bidding me to call anyone in to wit-

ness what he suffered. It was not the

first time, he siaid ; it would soon be
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over. If I hatl not coui-age to remain

with him I could go, and return when

he was liiuiself again. I so pitied him

that I found tlie courage to remain.

When it was over, he took me by the

hand, and thanked me. 1 had st^iyed

V.y him like a friend, he said, and like

a friend he would treat me. Sooner

or later (those were his exact words)

I must be taken into his cuntidence

—

and it should be now. He told me
his melancholy story. I imjtlore you.

Father, don't ask me to rejieat it ! Be
content if I tell you the eflect of it on

myself. The one hope, the one con-

solation for him, is in our holy re-

ligion. With all my heart I devote

myself to his conversion—and, in

my inmost soul, I feel the conviction

that I shall succeed !

"

' To this effect, and in this tone,

Penrose spoke. I abstained from

pre.ssing him to reveal IJomayne's con-

fession. The confession is of no con-

se<|uence to us. You know how the

moral force of Arthur's earnestness

and enthusiasm fortities his otherwise

weak character. I, too, believe he

will succeed.
' But, before I close these lines,

there is a question which I must sub-

mit to your consideration.

' You are already informed that thei e

is a woman in our way. She shall not

succeed in her d^'.signs on Komayne, if

I can prevent it. But other women
may try their tem])tations on him.

Even the conversion, from which we

ho])e and expect so much, cannot be

relied on to secure \\n- re.stitution of

the \''ange property. It is not enough

for UK that the property is not entail-

ed, and that there is no near relation

with any jiretensionH to inherit it.

While Itomayne remains a marriage-

aide man, theie is always the danger of

an heir to thf estate being born. In my
liumble opinion, the one safe course is

so to impress his mind, by means of

Penrose, as to cultivate in him a voca-

tion for the priesthoo<J. Ah a priest,

we are sun- of him. Be so good as to

present this idea at head quarters, and

let me know the result, at the earliest

possible opportunity.'

Having completed his report, Father
Benwell i-everte<l to the consideration

of hisjiroposed inquiries into the past

history of Stella's life.

Ketlection convinced him that it

would be unwise to attemj)t, no mat-

ter how guardedly, to obtain the

necessary information from Lord Lor-

ing or his wife. If he assumed, at his

age, to take a strong interest in a

Protestant young lady, who had no-

toriously avoided him, they would
certaiidy feel surjjrise—and surprise

might, in due course of develoi)ment,

turn to suspicion.

There was but one other person

under Lord Loring's roof to whom he

could address himself— and that per-

son was the housekeeper. As an old

servant, po.ssessing Lady Loring's con-

fidence, she might prove a source of

information ; and, as a good Catholic,

she would feel flattered by the notice

of the spiritual director of the house-

hold.

' It may not be amis.s,' thought

Father Benwell, ' If I try the house-

keei)er.'

CHAPTER VI.

Tin: OKDKK OK TUK DISUKS.

WHEN Mi.->s Notman aHsumed
the post of hoiisekeeper in

Lady Loring's service, she was accu-

rately descril»ed, as ' a competent and
respectabli! per-son ;' and was praised,

with perfect truth, for her incorrup-

tible d(!Votion to the interests of her

employt^r-s. (Jn its weaker side, her

charact(!r was represented l»y the w«'ar-

ing of a youthful wig, and th(5 erro-

neous conviction that she still pos-

e.ssed a fine figure. The ruling idea

in her narrow little mind was the idea

of her own dignity. Any offence

offered in this direction oppresse<l her

nuMnory for days together, and found

its way outwards in speech to any
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human being whose attention she

could secure.

At five o'clock, on the day which

followed his introduction to Romayne,
Father Benwell sat drinking his cof-

fee in the housekeeper's room—to all

appearance as much at his ease, as if

he had known JMiss ISTotman from the

remote days of her childhood. A new
contribution to the housekeepei-'s little

library of devotional works lay on the

table, and bore silent witness to the

means by which he had made those

first advances which had won him his

present position. Miss Notman's sense

of dignity was doubly flattered. She
had a priest for her guest, and a new
book with the reverend gentleman's

autograph inscribed on the title-page.

' Is your coffee to your liking,

Father 1

'

' A little more sugar, if you please.'

Miss Notman was proud of her

hand, viewed as one of the meritori-

ous details of her figure. She took up
the sugar-tongs with suavity and
grace ; she dropped the sugar into the

cup, with a youthful pleasure in

ministering to the minor desires of her

illustrious guest. ' It is so good of

you. Father, to honour me in this

way,' she said— with the ai)pearance

of sixteen superiuduced ujjon the

reality of sixty.

Father Benwell was an adept at

moral disguises of all kinds. On this

occasion, lie wore the disguise of pas-

toral simplicity. ' I am an idle old

man at this hour of the afternoon,' he

said. ' I hope I am not keeping you
from any household duties 1

'

' I generally enjoy my duties,' Miss
Notman answered. * To-day they have
not been so agreeable as usual : it is

a relief to me, to have done with them.

Even my humble position has its

trials.'

Persons acquainted with Miss Not-
man's character, hearing these last

words, would have at ouce changed
the subject. When she spoke of her
* humble position,' she invariably re-

ferred to some offence offered to her

dignity, and she was invariably ready
to state her grievance at full length.

Ignorant of this peculiarity, Father
Benwell committed a fatal error. He
inquired, with courteous interest, what
the housekeeper's ' trials ' might be.

' Oh, sir, they ai-e beneath your
notice !

' said Miss ISTotman, modestly.
' At the same time, I should feel it an
honour to have the benefit of your
opinion—I should so like to know
that you did not altogether disap-

prove of my conduct, under some pro-

vocation. You see, Father, the whole
responsibility of ordering the dinners
falls on Me. And, when there is com-
pany, as there is this evening, the re-

sponsibility is particularly trying to a
timid person like myself.'

'A large dinner partv, Miss Not-
man ?

'

' Oh, dear, no ! Quite the reverse.

Only one gentleman—Mr. Romayne.

'

Father Benwell set down his cup of

coffee, half way to his lips. He at

once drew the correct conclusion, that

the invitation to Romayne must have
been given and accepted, after he had
left the picture galler}^ That the
object was to bring Romayne and
Stella together, under circumstances
which would rapidly imjirove their

acquaintance, was as plain to him as if

he had heard it confessed in so many
words. If he only had remained in the
gallery, he might have become accpiaiu-

ted with the form of persuasion used to

induce a man so unsocial as Romayne
to accept an invitation. ' I have my-
self to blame,' he thought bitterly,

' for being left in the dark.'
' Anything wrong with the coffee?'

Miss Notman asked anxiously.

He rushed on his fate. He said,

'Nothing whatever, pray go on.'

Miss Notman went on.

* You see, Father, Lady Loring was
unusually particular about the dinner,

on this occasion. She sniil, " Lord
Loring reminds me that Mr. Ronuiyne
is a very little eater, and yet very

difficult to please in what he does eat."

Of course I consulted my experience,
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and suggested exactly the sort of din-

ner that was wanted under the circum-

stances. I wish to do her ladyship

the utmost justice. She made no ob-

jection to the dinner in itself. On
the contrary, she complimented me on,

what she was pleased to call, my ready

invention. But, when we came next

to the order in which the dishes were

to be served
—

' Miss Notman paused

in the midtUe of the sentence, and

shuddered over the private and poig-

nant recollections which the order of

the dishes called up.

By this time. Father Benwell had

discovered his mistake. He took a

mean advantjige of Miss !Notman's

susceptibilities to slip his own private

inipiiiies into the interval of silence.

' Pardon my ignorance,' he said
;

' my own poor dinner is a matter of

ten minutes, and one dish. I don't

understand a difference of opinion on

a dinner for three peoj)le only. Lord

and Lady Loring, two; Mr. Romayne,
three—oh ! perhaps I am mistaken \

Perhaps Miss Eyrecourt makes a

fourth?'
' Certainly, Father !

'

' A very charming person, Miss

Notman- I only speak as a stranger.

You, no doulit, are much better ac-

quainted with Mi.ss Eyrecourt ?

'

' Much better, indeed—if I may
presume to say so,' Miss Notman ro-

pli<;d. ' She is my lady's intimate

friend ; we have often talked of Miss

Eyrecourt, during the many years !of

my residence in this house. On such

subjects, her ladyship treats me quite

on the footing of an humbh^ friend. A
complete contrast to the tone she took,

Father, when we came to the order of

the dishe-s. We agreed, of course,

about the soup and the fish ; but we
had a little, a very little, divergence

of oi)inion, as I may call it, on the

subject of the dishes to follow. Her
ladyship said, " First the 8weetl)reads,

and then the ctitlets." 1 ventureil to

suggest that the sweetbreads, as white

meats, had betternot immediately fol-

low the turl>ot, as white fish. " The

brown meat, my lady," I said, " as an
agreeable variety presented to the eye,

and then the white meat, recalling

pleasant remembrances of the white
tish." You see the point. Father !

'

' I see. Miss Notman. that you are

a consummate mistress of an art whicb
is quite beyond poor me. Was Miss
Eyrecourt present at the little dis-

cussion ?

'

' Oh, no ! Indeed I should have ob-

jected to her presence ; I should have
Sitid she was a young lady out of her
proper place.'

' Yes, yes ; I understand. Is Miss
Eyrecourt an only child 1

'

' An only child now. She had a
sister, who is dead.'

' Sad for the father and mother,

Miss Notman !

'

' Pardon me, sad fur the mother, no
doubt The father died long since.'

'Aye? ayel A sweet woman, tho

mother? At lesist, I think I have
heard so.'

Miss Notman shook her head. 'I

should wish to giuird myself against

speaking unjustly of any one,' she

BJiid ;
' l»ut when you talk of a "sweet

woman," you imjily (as it seems to me)
the domestic virtues. Mrs. Eyrecourt is

essentially a frivolous person.'

A frivolous person is, in tlie vast

majority of cases, a person easily per-

suaded to talk, and not dispo.sed to be

reticent in keeping secrets. Father

Benwell began to see his way already

to the necessary information. ' Is

Mrs. Eyrecourt living in London V he

inquired.
' Oh, dear, no ! At this time of year

she lives entirely in other peo))le'8

houses—goes from one country seat to

another, and oidy thinks of amusing

herself. N()dc)m<'stic ipialilics, Father.

Hlie, would know nothing of the order

of the dishes I Lady Loring, I should

have told you, gave way in tlie matter

of the sweetbreail. It was only at quite

the latter jiartof my "Menoo" (as the

French call it) that she showed a spirit

of opposition—well ! well ! I won't

dwell on that. I will only ask yoUy
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Father, at what part of a dinner an
oyster-omelette ought to be served V

Father Benwell seized liis opportu-

nity of discovering Mrs. Eyrecourt's

present address. ' My dear lady,' he

said, ' I know no more when the ome-
lette ought to be served than Mrs.

Eypecourt herself! It must Ite very

pleasant, to a lady of her way of think-

ing, to enjoy the beauties of Nature
inexpensively— as seen in other peo-

ple's houses, from the point of view of

a welcome guest. I wonder whether
she is staying at any country seat

which I happen to have seen?'
' She may be in England, Scotland,

or Ireland, for all I know,' Miss Not-
man answered, with an unatfected ig-

norance which placed her good faith

beyond doubt. ' Consult your own
taste, Father. After eating jelly, cream
and ice-pudding, could you even look

at an oyster-omelette, without shudder-

ing 1 Would you believe it 1 Her lady-

ship proposed to serve the omelette

with the cheese. Oysters, after sweets!

I am not (as yet) a man-ied woman—

'

Father Benwell made a last desper-

ate effort to pave the way for one more
question, before he submitted to defeat.

' That must be your fault, my dear
lady !' he interposed, with his persua-

sive smile.

Miss Notman simpered. ' You con-

fuse me. Father !' she .said softly.

' 1 speak from inward conviction,

Miss Notman. To a looker-on, like

my.self, it is .sad to see how many sweet
women, who might be angels in the

households of worthy men, prefer to

lead a single life. The Church, I know,
exalts the single life to the highest

place. But even the Church allows

exceptions to its rule. XJu'er this

roof, for example, I think 1 see two
exceptions. One of them my unfeigned

respect' (he bowed to Miss Notman),
' forbids me to indicate more particu-

larly. The otlier seem.'', to my humble
view, to be the young lady of whom we
have been speaking. Is it not strange

that Miss Eyrecourt has never been
married V

2

0/7

The trap had been elaborately set

;

Father Benwell had every reason to
anticipate that Miss Notman would
walk into it. This di.sconcerting house-
keeper walked up to it—and then
])roved unable to advance a step far-

ther.

* I once made the same remark my-
self to Lady Loring,' she said.

' And her ladyship,' Miss Notman
proceeded, ' did not encourage me to go
on. " There are reasons for not pursu-
ing that subject." she said ;

" reasons
into which, I am sure, you will not
expect me to enter." She spoke with
a flattering confidence in my prudence
wliicli I felt gratefully. Such a con-
trast to her tone when the omelette
])resented itself in the order of the
dishes ! As I .said just now, I am not
a marr'ed woman. But if I proposed
to my husbind to give him an oyster-

omelette after his puddings and his

pies, I should not be surprised if he
said to me, " My dear, have you taken
leave of your senses?" I reminded
Lady Loring most respectfully that a
cheese-omelette might be in its proper
])lace, if it followed the sweets. " An
oyster-omelette," I suggested, "surely
comes after the birds?" I should be
sorry to say that her ladyship lost her
temper— I will only mention that I
kept mine. Let me repeat what she
said, and leave you, Father, to draw
your own conclusions. She said,
" Which of us is mistress in this house,
]\Iiss Notman ? I order the oyster-

omelette to come in with the cheese."
There was not only irritability, there
was contempt—oh, yes ! contempt

—

in her tone. Out of respect for myself,
I made no reply. Asa Christian, 1 ci n
forgive; as a wounded gentlewomar,
I may not find it so easy to forget.'

Miss Notman laid herself back in

her easy chair—she looked as if she had
suffered martyrdom, and only regretted
having been obliged to mention it. Fa-
ther Benwell surprised the wounded
gentlewoman by rising to his feet.

' You are not going away alreadv,

Father V
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'Time flies fast in your society, dear

MissNotnian. I have an engagement
—and I am late for it already.'

The liousekeejier smiled sadly. * At
least let me hear that you don't dis-

appiove of my conduct under trying

circumstances,' she said.

Father Benwell took her hand, ' A
true Christian only feels otiences to

pardon them,' he remarked, in his

])riestly and paternal character. ' You
have shown me, Miss Notman, that

you are a true Christian. jVIy evening

has indeed been well spent. God bless

you !

'

He pressed her hand ; ho shed on

her the light of his fatherly smile
;

he sighed, and took his leave. Miss

Notman's eyes followed him out with

devotional admiration.

Father Benwell still preserved his

serenity of temper when Jie was out

of the housekeeper's .sight. One im-

portant discovery he had made, in

8pite of the ditliculties placed in his

way. A comj)romising circumstance

had unquestionably occurred in Stella's

past life ; and a man was, beyond all

doubt, in some way connected with it.

' My evening has not been entirely

thrown away,' he thought, as he as-

cended the stairs which led from the

housekeeper's room to the hall.

CHAPTEU \\l.

TIIK INFLUEXCK OF STF.I.LA.

ENTKIIING the hall. Father Ben-

well heard a knock at the hou.se

door. The servants appeared to recog-

nise the knock—the ])orter admitted

Lord lyoring.

Father Benwell Hdvance<l,aiid made
his bow. It wa.s a perfect olieisaiice

of its kintl— resjiect for Lord L<jriiig,

nnobtrusivfrly accompanied by respect

for himself. ' Has your lord«hip been

walking in the jtark?' he inquired.

'I have been out on business,' loid

Ix)nng answered ;
' and 1 should like

f
to tell you about it. If you can spare

' me a few minutes, come into the

lil)rary. Some time since,' he resumed,

I

when the door was closed, ' I think I

I

mentioned that my friends had been
speaking to me on a subject of some
importance—the subject of opening

I my picture gallery occasionally to the

;

public'

'I remember,' said Father Benwell.
* Has your lordship decided what to

do?'
' Yes. I have decided (as the ])hrase

is) " to go with the times," and follow

the examj)le of other owners of picture

galleries. Don't suppose I ever doubt-

ed that it is my duty to extend, to

the best of my ability, the civilising in-

fluences of Art. My only hesitation

in the matter arose from a dread of

some accident happening, or some in-

jury being done, to the pictures. Even
now, I can only persuade myself to try

the experiment, under certain restric-

tions.'

' A wise decision, undoubtedly,' said

Father Benwell. * In such a city as

this, you could hardly open your gal-

lery to everybody who happens to pass

the house-door.
' I am glad you agree with me.

Father. The gallery will be ojiened

for the first time on ]Monday. Any
respeetably-dre.ssed ])er.son, j)re«'nting

a visiting card at the oflices of the

librarians in Bond Street and Itegent

Street, will receive a free ticket of

admission; the number of the tickets,

it is needless to say, being limited,

and the gallery being only opened

to the public two days in the week.

Yon will be here, 1 suppose, on Mon-
day ?

'

' Certainly. My work in the library,

as your lordship can see, has only be-

gun.'

' I am very anxious about the suc-

cess of this expiMinnmt,' said Lord
Loring, ' Do look in at the gallery,

once or twice in the course of the day,

and tell me what your own impression

i.s.'

Having expresse 1 his readiness to
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assist ' the experiment,' in every pos-

sible way, Father Benwell still lin-

gered in the library. He was secretly

•conscions of a hope that he might, at

the eleventh hour, be invited to join

Komayne at the dinner-table. Lord
Loring only looked at the clock on the

mantelpiece ; it was nearly time to

dress for dinner. The priest had no
alternative but to take the hint, and
leave the house.

Five minutes after he had with-

drawn, a messenger delivered a letter

for Lord Loring, in which Father Ben-
well's interests were directly involved.

The letter was from Romayne ; it con-

tained his excuses for breaking his en-

gagement, literally at an hour's notice.

' Only yesterday,' he wrote, ' I had
a return of what you, my dear friend,

call " the delusion of the voice." The
nearer the hour of your dinner ap-

proaches, the more I feel the dread
that the same thing may happen in

your house. Pity me, and forgive

me,'

Even good natured Lord Loring felt

some difficulty in pitying and forgiv-

ing, when he read these lines. ' Tliis

sort of caprice might be excusable in

a woman,' lie thought. ' A man ought
really to be capable of exercising some
self-control. Poor Stella ! And what
will my wife say 1

'

He walked up and down the library,

with Stella's disappointment and Lady
Loring's indignation ])rophetically pre-

sent in his mind. There was, how-
ever, no help for it—he must accept

his responsibility, and be the bearer

of the bad news.

He was on the jjoint of leaving the

library, when a visitor appeared. The
visitor was no less a person than llo-

mayne hiin.self. ' Have I arrived be-

fore my letter?' he asked, eagerly.

Lord Loring showed him the letter,

' Throw it into the fire,' he said
;

' and let me try to excuse myself for

having written it. You remember the

happier days when you used to call

me the creature of imimlse 1 An im-

jHilse produced that letter. Another

579

impulse brings me here to disown it,

I can only explain my strange con-
duct by asking you to help me at the
outset. Will you carry your memory
back to the day when the physicians
consulted on my case 1 I want you to

check me if I misrepresent their opin-
ions. Two of them were physicians.

The third, and last, was a surgeon, a
personal friend of your's ; and he, as
well as 1 recollect, told you how the
consultation ended 1

'

' Quite right, Romayne—so far.'

' The first of the two physicians,'

Romayne proceeded, ' declared my case
to be entirely attributable to nervous
derangement, and to be curable by
purely medical means. He proposed,
first of all, to restore " the tone of my
stomach," and, this done, to administer
certain medicines, having a direct in-

flence on the brain and the nervous
system. I speak ignorantly ; but, in

plain English, that. I believe, was the
substance of what he said V

' The substance of what he said,'

Lord Loring replied, ' and the sub-
stance of his prescriptions—which, I
think you afterwards tore up ?

'

' If you have no faith in a prescrip-

tion,' said Romayne, ' that is, in my
opinion, the best use to which you can
put it. When it came to the turn of

the second physician, he differed with
the first, as absolutely as one man can
differ with another. The third medical
authority, your friend the surgeon,
took a middle course, and brought the
consultation to an end, by combining
the first physician's view and the se-

cond ])hysician's view, and mingling
the twoo])posite forms of treatment in

one harmonious result V
Lord Loring remarked that this was

not a very respectful way of describing
the conclusion of the medical proceed-
ings. That it was the conclusion, how-
ever, he could not honestly deny.

' As long as I am right,' said Ro-
mayne, ' nothing else appears to be of

much importance. As 1 told you at

the time, the second [)hysician ajjpeared

to me to be the only one of the three
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authorities who really understood my
case. L>o you mind givintj me, in few

words, your own impression of what

he said ?

'

' Are you sure that I shall not dis-

tress you 1

'

' On the contrary, you may help me
to hope.'

' As. I remember it,' said Lord Lor-

ing, * the doctor did not deny the in-

flence of the body over the mind. He
was quite willing to admit that the

state of your nervous system might be

one, among other, predisposing causes,

which led you 1 really hardly like

to go on.'

' Which led me,' Romayne con-

tinued, finishing the sentence for his

frit-nd, 'to feel that I never shall for-

give mvself—accident or no accident

— for having taken that n)an's life.

Now go on.'

' The delusion that you still hear the

voice,' Lord Loring proceeded, * is, in

the doctor's opinion, the moral result

of the morbid state of your mind, at

the time when you really heard the

voice on the scene of the duel. The
influence acts ])hy8ically, of course, by

means of certain nerves. But it is

essentially a moral influence ; and its

power over you is greatly maintained

by the self accusing view of the cir-

cumstances wliich you per-sist in taking.

That, in suljstance, is my recollection

of what the doctor saifL'

•And when lie was asked what
remedies he proposed to try,' Romayne
inquired, ' do you remember his ans-

wer J
" The mischief which moral in-

fluences have caused, mural influences

alone can remedy."

'

' I rememl)er,' said Lord L')ring.

' And he mentioned, as e.xamples of

what he meant, the oc<Mirrence of some

new and absorbing interest in your

life, or the working of some complete

change in your habits of thought—or

perhaps some influence exercised over

you, by a person previously unknown
;

ap|>earing under unforeseen circura-

stances, or in scenes quite new to you.'

Komayne's eyes sparkled.

* Now you are coming to it
!

' he
cried. ' Now I feel sure that I recall

correctly the last words the doctor

said :
—" If Mr. Romayne follows my

advice, I should not be surprised to

hear that the recovery which we all

wish to see, had found its beginning

in such apparently trifling circum-

stances, as the tone of some other per-

son's voice, or the influence of some
other person's look." That plain ex-

pression of his ojtinion only occurred

to my memory, after I had written my
foolish letter of excuse. I spare you
the cour.se of other recollections that

followed, to come at once to the re-

sult. For the first time, I have the

hope, the faint hope, that the voice

which haunts me has been once al-

ready controlled by one of the influ-

ences of which the doctor spoke—the

influence of a look.'

If he had said this to Lady Loring,

instead of to her husband, she would
have understood him at once. Lord
Loring asked for a word more of ex-

planation.
' I told you yesterday,' Romayne

answered, ' that a dread of the return

of the voice had been pre.sent to me
all the morning, and that I had come
to see the picture with an idea of try-

ing if change would relieve me. While

I was in the gallery, I was free from

the dread, and free from the voice.

When I returned to the hotel, it tor-

tured me—and Mr. Penrose, I grieve

to say, saw what I suffered. You and

I attributed the remission to the change

of scene. I now Ijelieve we were both

wrong. Where was the change? In

seeing you and Lady Loring, I saw the

two oldest friends I have. In visiting

your gallery, I only revived the famil-

iar a.s.sociations of hundie<l8 of other

visits. To what influence was I really

indebt<!d for my respite] Don't try to

(lisniiss the (piestion by laughing at

my morbid fancies. Morbid fan-

cies are realities to a man like me.

Remember the doctor's words, Lo-

ring. Think of a new face, seen

in your house 1 Think of a look
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that searched my heart for the first i ' Miss Eyrecourt?' he whispered,

time !

'

I

* Yes—Miss Eyrecourt.'

Lord Loring glanced once more at
]

The library door was thrown open

the clock on the mantel-piece. The I by a servant. Stella herself entered

hands pointed to the dinner hour.
|

the room.

[To he continued.)

A PRAYER.

(From the French of Sully Prudhonime.

)

BY ALICE HORTOX.

AH, if you knew what tears they shed

Who live bereft of home and friend-

To pass my house, by pity led,

Your steps might tend.

II.

And if you knew what jubilees

Begets in sad souls one pure glance,

You'd look up where my window is

As if by chance.

III.

And did you know how a friend's smile,

And nearness, soothes a heart that's sore.

You might be moved to sit awhile

Before my door.

IV.

Then if you guessed I loved you, sweet,

And how my love is deep and wide

—

Something might tempt your pausing feet

To come inside.
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THE ARTHUR OF HISTORY AND ROMANCE.

BY R. W. BOODLE, B.A., MONTREAL.

AMONG medieval heroes, none
tilled a more distinguished place

in the imagination of the English, and
in fact, of all European peoples, than

King Arthur of Britain. No better

illustration of the idea that peoi)le en-

tertained of him can be found than

the Preface written by Caxton to

Malonr-'s Mort D'Arthur.' He tells

his readers that he is going to ' im-

print the noble history of the most
renowned Christian king—first and
chief of the three best Christian

and worthy—King Arthur, which

ought most to be remembered
among us Englishmen tofore all

other Christian kings ; for,' he goes on

to say, ' it is notoriously known
through the universal world, that

there be nine worthy and best that

ever were, that is to wit, three Pay-

nims, three Jews, and three Christian

men.' The definite way in which the

old printer s[)eaks is rather amusing,

bnt as the custom of giving our fa-

vourite heroes in confession books is

not yet extinct, and is, in fact, rather

popular with young ladies, it will be

interesting to know who these nine

worthies were, that Caxton so highly

esteemed. The Pagans are Hector of

Troy, Alf'xander the Great, and Julius

C'csar, Emperor of Rome; his Jews
are Duke Joshua, David, King of

Jerusalem, and Judas Maccabeus

;

his noble Christians are Arthur, Char-

lemagne, and Godfrey of Bouillon.

But it is not because Arthur was
the beau ideal of the Middle Ages
that he has most interest for us, but

because he has l>econie the central

figure of the series of f)oem8 by the

English Poet Laureate, which are in

many ways the most perfect of the
present century. This alone would
make us curious to learn what is to

be known of Arthur, though, by the
way, his celebrity is not confined to

the drawing-room and the library—it

has passed to the nursery. Long l>e-

fore any of us had heard the name of

Tennyson, we knew the lines :

' When good Kinp Arthur ruled the land.
He \va,s a gooiily kin^'

;

He stole three pecks of liarley meal,
To make a bag pudding',' &c.

It need hardly be said, that for the

predatory habits innocently ascribed

to the ' goodly king,' there is not an
atom of authority in later medieval

literature ; and yet, as will be seen,

this verse curiously jtreserves one of

the authentic traits of the true Ar-
thur.

Before reverting to the early re-

cords, out of which the history of Ar-

thur grew, and upon which such a gi-

gantic superstructure has been reared,

it may be well to give a slight sketch

of the hero as he appears to us now

—

after Walter de Map, the French Ro-

mance writers, Malory, Blackuiore,

and Tennyson, have finished working

at his picture. He is a king who
comes mysteriously into the world and
lives to found an Order called the

Knights of the Round Table, who,,

taking holy vows upon them, spend

their time in feasting and fighting,

crusliing the Pagan, and making love

to fair Hjaidens. Their head (juarters

were at Cauu-lot, a mysteriously-

named place, identified variously with
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Carleon in "Wales, with Winchester,

and with Cadbury in Somersetshire.

Here Arthur had his glorious castle

and hall, miraculously built by the

art of Merlin the enchanter, his chief

adviser, in which was the I'ound table

that beheld the feasts alluded to in

the old nursery rhymes. Arthur him-

self, a man of infinite bravery, infinite

purity, and armed with a wonderful

sword, Excalibur, which was foi'ged

for him by his sister Morgana in the

depths of the lake, is ever invincible

in battle. At first it seemed that he

was to inaugurate a new era, things

went on so prosperously, and every-

body was so virtuous. Then came the

sad tale of Lancelot's love for Ar-
thur's wife, Guinevere, after which
everything began to go wrong.

' It is the little rift within the lute,

That by and by will make the music mute
;

And ever widening slowly silence all.

' The little rift within the lover's lute
Or little pitted speck in garner'd fruit,

That rotting iuvvai'd slowly moulders all.'

So the clouds began to darken about
the heads of Arthur and his Order.

Many of the knights were lost or went
astray on the quest of the Holy Grail,

or, to abandon the allegory, failed in

their attempt to reach a standard of

virtue too high for the age. And so

the harmony of Arthur's Round Table
was si)oiled. The glory of the tourna-

ments began to pall—there were
signs everywhere of dissolution.

' Sighing wearily, as one
Who sits and gazes on a faded tire.

When all the goodlier guests are fast away.
Sat their great umpire, looking o'er the lists.

He saw the laws that ruled the toin-nament
Broken, but spake not.'

Last of all, the guilt of Guinevere
became known ; she fled to a nunnery,
and while Arthur was besieging Lance-
lot in his castle, his nephew Modred
rebelled. Then came the great battle

in which Arthur fell, or, as the story

goes, was wounded and disappeared
from the earth, as mysteriously as he
had come to it.

Such is a brief outline of the legend
of Arthur as we have it now. We
will now revert to the fountain head,
and see from what small beginnings
the Arthurian legend, with all its sur-

roandings, arose. Like most other
personages around whom a mass of

fiction has gathered, Arthur's existence
was at one time even threatened with
annihilation. Though no follower of
Max Miiller has (I believe) reduced
the Round Table to another of the
many forms of the ubiquitous ' Sun
Myth,' an hypothesis almost as start-

ling has been entertained. It is even
adopted by the author of the Pictorial

History of England, published by
Charles Knight. The theory is that
Arthur is a purely mythological per-
stmage, ' the chief divinity of revived
Druidisji, which appears to have
arisen in the unconquered parts of the
west of Britain after the departure of
the Romans.' Such downright scep-

ticism is now, however, generally
al)andoned by the best historians in
the face of the fact, that we have the
contemporary testimony of Welsh
bards to the existence of the hero.
This testimony is the more valuable,

because in the fragments of Taliessin
and Llywarch Hen, Arthur appears
not by any means in such an heroic
light as even Nennius wishes to paint
him. From these sources we mav
add to the residue of fact which the
cautious Lingard allows to pass as
proved. He would confine us to the
following details : ' That Arthur was
a British chieftain ; that he fought
many battles ; that he was murdered
by his nephew, and was buried at
Glastonbury, where his remains wei-e

discovered in the reign of Henry II,'

From contemporary Welsh winters we
gather that he was not uniformly vic-

torious, but was forced to cede to the
invading Saxons what corresponds to
the counties of Hampshire and Somer-
setshii-e. Again we learn that he was
often engaged in warring with his own
countrymen, and that he destroyed a
monastery in Wales, while he plun-
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dered the shrine of St. Paternus. His
predator}' disposition even tempted

him to rob another prince (a fugitive)

of his wife; but he was eventually dis-

suaded from his course by his chief no-

bles, anil restored the lady to her hus-

band. Curiously enough, this germ of

fact is transferred in the later accounts

from Arthur to his father, Ulher, and
the only other testimony that remains,

to this violent side of his character,

is to be found in the old nursery

rhyme. Besides the record of bardic

writers, we have two authentic notices

from the 'Annals of Cambria' (a book
compiled at various periods, but parts

of it of great antiquity). One notice,

under the year 51 G. records Arthur's

victory at Mount Badon, and another

under the year 537, speaks of the bat-

tle of Camlann, or Camel, in Corn-

wall, where it is stated that- Arthur
and Modred died by each other's hands.

Such are the sole historic germs of

the glorious Arthurian legend. In

any inquiry into the growth of this,

two questions must be kept quite

dLstinct, namely, What can we be said

to know of the historical Arthur? and,

secondly, How came the ideal Arthur,
or the Arthur of literature, into exist-

ence ? The first of these questions has

been answered. Arthur was one of

many British Princes, by no means
over-scrupulous, \)y no means invinci-

ble, least of all instinct, like the later

i<leal, with religion and ecclesiastical

fervour. Although a brave man, in

the earlier records it is not Arthur, so

much as the Geraint, that appears
among the prominent figures in the

Idylls, that is the pet hero of the

Welsh songsters. Still Artiiur was
taken as typical of the struggles of

the Britons against the invading

Saxons. Contemporaries would na-

turally see his fatdts, ami we fin<l

them recorded ; but the bravery he
showed, and the occasional successes

he obtained, would as naturally go
broadening down to an imngimitive

j)OSterity. And this is what really

occurred. The history of the ideal

Arthur of literature is the account of

a rei)utation gradually improving, of

a career becoming more and more un-

earthly, the further it recedes in time
from the age in which its painters

lived.

From an historical character Arthur
has become a literary i>ersonuge, just

as in later days, Sir John Oldcastle

W!is gradually changed into Sir John
Falstafi", and from a man he has

been sulilimated into a saintly being,

with very little of individuality left

him. This allegorizing tendency is as

avowed in the early as in the later

writers. 'I labour,' wrote S|ienser, 'to

pourtray in Arthur, before he was king,

the image of a brave knight, perfected

in the twelve private luoral virtues, as

Aristotle hath devised .... In that

Fairy Queen, I mean glory in my
general intention, .... so in the per-

son of Arthur, I set forth magnificence

in particular.' Tennyson is no less de-

finite, when in addressing his Idylls to

the Queen, he j)rays her

—

' accept this old imperfect tale,

New-old, and shadowing Suuse at wai with
Soul

Rather than that gray king, wliose name, a
ghost,

Streams like a cloud, man-shaped, from nioun-
tain-]>eak.

And cleaves to cairn and crcndech still.'

With such a change as this we are

quite familiar in the annals of the

growth of religions and in the histories

of their founders ; but to so comjjlete

a transition from the world of fact to

that of fiction, of reality to allegory,

the changes of Karl the Frank into

Charlemagne with his Paladins, of

Koderigo Diaz de Bivar into the Cid,

are but feeble |)arallel.s.

It remains to trace the stejis by

which this transforuiation was brought

about, and we have to start with a

reputation handiid down by tradition.

Such a reputation had fre(! powers of

expansion, not cramped l)y being re-

gistered in history, for while the

Anglo-Saxon (Jhrouicle speaks of other

Welsh kings, it knows not Arthur
;

and Gildas and Bede, the main autho-
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rities before it, are equally silent as to

his existence. So the reputation gra-

dually grew, and Arthur was remem-
bered as the victorious champion of the

British against the Saxons, the de-

fender of Christianity against the in-

roads of Paganism. It is at this point

that the stream of Arthurian tradition

finds its way into the work that goes

by the name of Nennius. When it is

remembered that its author is un-

known, and that the date of this book
varies between 674 and 980, it will be

seen how very little is really known
about this early 'History of the Brit-

ons.' It marks, however, a definite

stage in the gradual development of

Arthur's fame. Nennius' account of

our hero is as follows :
—

' Then it was
that the magnanimous Arthur with all

the kings and military force of Britain

fought against the Saxons. And though

there were many more noble than ]dm-

aelf, yet he was twelve times chosen

their commander, and was as often

conqueror.

'

Tlie italicised words should be no-

ticed, as they are the earliest germ of

the suVjsequent legend about his birth.

The old law of historical narrative

was to leave nothing in uncertainty,

and to supply by sheer force of imagi-

nation what was wanting to the full

comprehension of the text. To return

to Nennius however, he proceeds to

give definitely the names of all these

battles—which shall be here omitted,

as they i-eally mean nothing ; they are

not to be found in any map that was
ever compiled, and in each case there

are at least two theories as to where
the places are. No details are given

by Nennius, except in two cases. In

the Battle of Gurnion Castle, 'Arthur

bore the image of the Holy Virgin,

mother of God upon his shoulders, and,

through the power of our Lord Jesus

Christ and the Holy Mary, put the

Saxons to flight, and pursued them the

whole day with great slaughter.' The
noticeable point in this is the fact, that

Arthur has now been changed into a

distinctively Christian hero, in accord-

ance with another old-fashioned law,

that ' what must have been certainly

was.' It is not altogether obsolete to

hear people argue in this way even
now.

Lastly, at the Battle of the Hill of

Badon, we read that ' nine hundred
and forty fell by his hand alone, no
one but the Lord affording him as-

sistance. In all these (twelve) en-

gagements the Britons were successful,

for no strength can avail against the

will of the Almigh*y.' Such is the

complete account of Nennius, with

the omis.sion of a list of names. Eai'-

lier aiithorities only mention three

battles in all, but Nennius has the

names of twelve— the accounts natu-

ral.'y increasing in definiteness the

further they are removed from the

time of the actual occurrence. But as

yet we find none of the names of Ar-
thur's knights and no details of im-

portance.

Tliese wants were ] artly supplied

by Geoffrey of Monmoutli, whose
British History was completed about

six hundred years after Arthur's

death. Geoflrey purports to write

from an ancient book in the British

tongue, given him by one Walter,
Archdeacon of Oxford. How far this

is true, and whether, as some writers

have supposed, Geoffrey is here in-

dulging in humour of the style in

which Carlyle delights in his citations

from unpublished books and manu-
scripts, it is impossible to decide.

As far, liowever, as Arthur's history

is concerned, we can have no difficulty

in pronouncing it by this time a pure

romance. The reader will be able to

judge for himself from the facts that

Geoffrey gives us.

In the first i)lace, the whole aspect

of the story is changed. Arthur is

no longer a king defending his coun-

try against Saxon invaders, but a

monarch carrying his conquering arms
far and wide, and adding to his sway
Ireland, Iceland, Gothland, the Ork-
neys, Norway, Dacia, Acquitaine and
Gaul. The conquests are so complete
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that, in his war with Rome, on the

question of tribute, lie receives con-

tingents from all these subject lands.

The details of the Konian army op-

posed to him are cjuite as ridiculous.

Among those who flocked to the Im-
perial standard were the Kings of

Greece, Africji, Spain, Parthia, Me-
dia, Libya, Phrygia, Ituria, Egypt,
Babylon, Bithynia, Syria, Breotia and
Crete. To criticise such catalogues

would be mere waste of time, but
their details are interesting for two
reasons. They are a sign of the pro-

found ignorance of geogi-aphy that we
find in most early English writers.

They are also a specimen of the sort

of information to be exjiected at

<-ieotfrev's bands and a criterion of its

value.

The bulk of Arthur's history is, in-

deed, as has been said before, pure
i-omance, and with Geoffrey lies the

credit of sketching the outlines that

were afterwards to be filled in. Here
we find the history of Merlin, and the

detailed account of Arthur's birth, as

the son of Uther and Igerna, which
were afterwards followed in its main
outlines. The account of the Rebel-

lion of Mordred and of the retirement

of Arthur's wife to the nuns of the

(.'ity of LpgioiiH, and also of the last

battlf, with all its grim horror, are to

l>e found in GeofTrey pretty much as

we find them in Malory, though, of

course, without the la'er detail, and
with certain marked diflcrences. Thus
the name of Arthur's wife is Guan-
humara, the name c)f Guinevere com-
ing in Inter from the Welsh Gwenhy-
far. Again the name of I^ancelot does

not occur in (Jeotl'rey. and his conduct
with respect to (luanhumara is as-

signed to Morfln-d. In fact, it is

sui-jtrising how few names familiar to

the student of the Arthurian myth we
meet with. There are only five alto-

gether, viz., Mordred, Dubric, Arch-
bishop of Ivegions, Ix)t, I^dver and
Cains or Keyes the Sewer. But the
most imi><>rUint ftoint for our purpose
is the germ of the Kound Table, dis-

coverable in GeofTrey. Arthur ' be-

gan,' he tells us, ' to augment the
number of his domestics, and intro-

duced such politeness into his court as
people of the remotest countries

thought worthy of their iuiitation.

So that there was not a nobleman who
thought himself of any consideration

unless his clothes and arms were made
in the same fashion as those of Ar-
thur's knights. . . . Thus the va-

lour of the men was an encourage-

ment for women's chastity, and the
love of the women a spur to the sol-

diers' bravery.'

The history of Arthur has now
been brought down to the days of

Geotlrey of ^lonmouth. Further than
this it will not be necessary to carrv

it. The influence of Geoffrey's ro-

mance was immense. Written origi-

nally in Latin, it was put into French
verae by Gaimar. It got buck again

into PZngland as W^ace's Brut, and at

last into English verse in 120."), at the

hands of Layamon. It had mean-
while increased in bulk through the

addition of various details which are

now jiart of the romance. The chief

agent in this was a court i>oet, Walter
de Map. Without showing this in

detail, an extract froui Green's 'Short

History of the English People,' will

indicate the gradual transformation.
* Out of Geoffrey's creation grew

little l)y little the poem of the Table

Round. Britany, which had mingled

with the story of Arthur the older and
more mysterious legend of the enchan-

ter Merlin, lent that of Lancelot to the

wandering minstrels of the day, who
moulded it, as they wandered from

hull to hall, into the familiar song of

knighthood wrested from its loyalty

bv the love of woman. The stories of

Tristram and (Jawayne, at first as in<le-

l)endent »uj that of I^ncelot, were

drawn with it into the whirlpool of

Arthurian romance ; and when the

Church, jealous of the popularity of

the legends of chivalry, invented as a

counteracting influence the poem of

the Sacred Dish, the San Graal which
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held the blood of the Cross, invisible

to all eyes but those of the pure in

heart, the genius of a court poet,

Walter de Map, wove the rival le-

gends together, sent Arthur and his

knights wandering over sea and land

in quest of the San Graal, and ci'owned

the work by the figure of Sir Galahad,

the type of ideal knighthood, without

fear and without reproach.'

No sooner had the development of

the mere story ceased than the allego-

rizing tendency set in. When Sir

Thomas Malory had written the whole
inhis 'Mort D'Arthur,'andCaxtonhad
pi-inted it, Spenser introduced Arthur
as an allegorical personage in the
* Fairy Queen.' And now, after pass-

ing through the hands of Black more.

Lord Lytton, and others, the whole
subject has received treatment in the

spirit of the time by the English Lau-
reate. To examine in detail the pecu-

liai'ities of his work, to show how it

bears marks of the age, by reflecting

the religious controversies of the nine-

teenth century, must be left to another

place.

A word suggests itself as to the true

value of the Arthurian legend. Strip-

ped of the colouring of romance, Ar-
thur looks small enough ; at one time

quarrelling with his fellow-country-

men, at another struggling unsuccess-

fully against the encroaching Saxon
wave. When we come down to the

scanty outline of fact, a feeling of dis-

appointment is likely to come over

some of lis, as it came over Black's

hero, ' Why have they taken away
from us the old dreams'? ' We feel as

though there were less virtue in the

woi'ld when one of our bright ideals is

eclipsed. To such thoughts we would
answer, as the long-bearded, ancient

man answered the doubts of Gareth's

companions, about the reality of Ar-
thur's city

—

' A Fairy Kiny
And Fairy Queens have huilt the city, son

;

They came from out a sacred mountain-
cleft

Toward the sunrise, eacli with harp in hand,

And built it to the music of their harpp.
« * *

For, an ye heard a music, like enow
They are building still, seeing the city is built

To music, thtrefore never built at all,

And therefore built for ever.'

Criticism may do what it will with the

phantasmal Arthur of history, but the

Arthur of literature has the higher

reality of an ideal, which he cannot

lose. In our critical age, in the midst

of the advanced thought of the nine-

teenth century, he and his city have
arisen fresh upon us, built to a strain,

mystic and beautiful as that which
Caliban heard in dreams in the en-

chanted island of Prospero.

With our modern notions of scien-

tific verification, well-ascertained fact,

and Encyclopaedic knowledge, we are

sometimes led to forget the true value

of mere unverifiable ideals. Yet it

was not always so— ' Doth any man
doubt,' says the large-minded Bacon,
' that if there were taken out of men's

minds vain opinions, flattering hopes,

false valuations, imaginations as we
would, and the like ; but it would
leave the minds of a number of men
poor, shrunken things, full of melan-

choly and indisposition, and unpleas-

ing to themselves 1
' Among the many

points of contrast between modern and
ancient thought, there are few, per-

haps, of deeper import than that sug-

gested by their difiering conceptions

of truth. * The modern,' a thought-

ful writer has observed, ' identifies

truth almost exclusively with fact, the

ancient with ideal.' Judged by the

ancient standard, the conception of

Arthur possesses the value of the

highest truth, the value of a high ideal.

Such ideals it is the noble otfice of

Religion to create and consecrate, for

they have been the stay of men's

lives and their comfort in death. Nor
is this office confined to religion speak-

ing through its proi)het ; it is shared

as well by the highest kind of litera-

ture, the mouthpiece of which is

the poet, the maker, as the Greeks

called him, the seer, as the Romans
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added. The highest work of the poet

is pronounced by Horace, himself one

of the lightest hearted of all poets, to

be that of a teacher and moulder of

morals. Doubtless he would have

utterly repudiated the theory of art

for arts sake— ' pure art,' the domi-

nant school of art critics has decided,

' knowing nothing of society and no-

thing of God.' Yet Spenser, the

{x»et's poet, thought not so when he

prefaced his ' Fairy Queen ' with a

declaration of his intention and inner

meaning— ' the general end, therefore,

of all the book is to fashion a gentle-

man or noble person in virtuous and

gentle discipline : which for that I

conceived should be most plausible

and })leasing, being coloured with an

historical Hction, the which most part

of men delight to read, rather for va-

rietv of matter than for profit of the

e.xample, I chose the History of King
Arthur.'

Spenser imagined the presentation

of a lofty ideal of humanity to be cal-

culated to rai.se men's tone in the times
of Elizabeth. The age was a glorious

one, when life was more highly strung,

when men had not schooled them-
selves down to a merely practical out-

look, assured themselves that it was
folly to look beyond, and complacently
pronounced such a life to be very

good. Mow much more do we need
such ideals now. Such an ideal was
presented to Caxton's age by the Ar-
thur of Malory ; it was brought be-

fore the age of Elizabeth by the pen
of Spenser, and such again with the

impurities of earlier times efl'aced we
have before us in the Arthur of Ten-
nyson.

MADRIGAL.

(From tJie French of Henri Murgm.)

BY tiEO. MUKRAV, M..\.

Montreal.

YES—you may laugh, and tell the tale

To all your laughing world of fa>hion,

I love yuu, and 1 will not fail

To kill your laughter with my pa.ssion.

I know not how this love was born,

I know my heart will long be troubled :

My wound would ache without its thorn,

Love's pain is dulled by JKuiig doubled.

From the first hour when in your ears

I wliiHpere<l low, my bliss is dated :

The glow that Jliislie<l my bygon(! years

Seemed from th<! past resuscitated.

Youth, hojK;, and poetry, and love,

Lost treHHures all, I now recover;

And so—my gratituihf to prove,

I'll spend them on you, like a lover
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THE ASTROLABES OF SAMUEL CHAMPLAIN AND GEOFFREY
CHAUCER*

BY HENRY SCADDING, D D., TORONTO.

"pEADERS of Canadian news-
-LX papers may have noticed a men-
tion made, some time ago, of the find-

ing of an old scientific insti'ument

called by the French and Lower Cana-

dian writers an Astrolabe, supposed to

have been dropped by Samiiel Cham-
plain when passing up the Ottawa in

1613, en route, as he hoped, to the

country of the Nipissings and the Salt

Sea beyond. It was lighted on acci-

dentally in 1867, during the cultiva-

tion of the soil on the line of a portage

which used formerly to be traversed

for the double purpose of making a

short cut, and also of avoiding difficul-

ties in the navigation in this part of

the Ottawa River. The instrument,

when discovered, had evidently lain

long on the spot where it was found,

being covered with several inches of

soil formed of decayed vegetation, but

its state of preservation was extraor-

dinary. The relic itself is now in

Toronto in the possession of R. S.

Cassels, Esq., who obtained it directly

from the settler who in 1867 ))loughed

it up in the rear half of lot No. 12, in

the second range of the Township of

Ross, in the County of Renfrew, land

at the time in a state of nature, whose

only previous owner had been Capt.

Overman, camiuander of a steamer on

Musk rat lake.

Previous to actually handling the

object, and while judging only from a

photograph taken of it and an engrav-

ing made from that j)hotograph, I had

been inclined to doubt its identity

'A paper read before the Canadian Institute,

Toroiiio, during the Session 1879-80.

with the astrolabe said to have been

lost by Champlain in this neighbour-

hood in 1613. The jerugo of 264
years must, I thought, have produced

a greater obscurity in the lines and
minute figures delineated on the sur-

face of the brass ; and a certain appa-

rent freshness in the look of the date

1603, as given in the iihotograph and
engraving suggested a late insertion,

as did also its exact coincidence with

the year of Champlain's first voyage

to New France. It was, without

question, a genuine old astrolabe, but

it might have slipped out of the bag-

gage of any of the many parties that,

since the time of Cbamplain, have
passed and re})assed along the Ottawa
route on ex[)loration, ti-affic, mission-

work, or war, intent. A careful exa-

mination of the instrument itself, how-

ever, soon dissipated all suspicions.

The brass of which it is composed is

of a very close, hard texture, like bell

metal : probably it is statuary brass,

compounded so as to be proof against

atmospheric influence. Thedate, 1603,

stamped on the side of the disc is cer-

tainly of contemporary workmanship
with the rest of the instrument. The
recording of a date without the addi-

tion of a maker's name and place of

abode, which at first sight likewise

seemed strange, may in some degree

be accounted for thus : the figures to-

wards the circumference of the disc

denoting the degrees are all not

engraved, but stamped on. With
punches in his hand it would be a

simple thing for the maker to affix the

date of the current year ; while to do-

the same with his name and place of
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business, consisting perhaps of many
words, would be another matter.

Whether inserted by means of punclies

or the graving tool, the process would

occupy time which the thrifty work-

man might think ought to be more
profitiibly employed.

Chamj)lain certainly had with him

an instrument for taking latitudes

during his expedition u[) the Ottawa

in 1613. It can also be shown that

he probably lost that instrument dur-

ing the journey. Champlain kept a

journal which is now to be seen in

print in his ' Works ' edited and pub-

lishe<l at Quebec in three volumes in

ISTOby the Abb6 Laverdiere, of Laval

University. Not having access to

Laverdiere's books, I avail ntyself of

the renuiieii of this part of the journal

given i)y Mr Kussell, of Ottawa, and

Mr Marshall, of Buffalo, in their re-

8j)ective pamphlets on ' Champlain's

Astrolabe.'

Chamj>lain records that he reached

the Falls of the Chaudiere on the 4th

of June, 1G13, the Kapides des Chats

on the 5th, the island of St Croix and

the Portage du Fort on the Gth. At
or near Portage du Fort he turned off

westward froui the line ai tlie Ottawa,

and entered on what is now known as

the Musk rat Lake Portage. Part of

June 6th and the whole of June 7th

were here j):i.s3ed. ' We were greatly

troubled,' Chamjdain writes, ' in mak-

ing this portage, being myself loaded

with three anjuebu-ses. as many i)addlcs,

my cloak (capote) and some small arti-

cles (bagatelles). I encouragf'd my men,'

lie continues, ' who were loaded yet

heavier, but suffered more from the mos-

ipiitoes than from their burdens.' Thus
encumbered and hara.s.sed, it would be

easv of course for a jierson to ilro[) out

of his pack a scientific instruim-nt or

other things ut some point in the toil-

Bome way without ob.serving tlie loss.

Very possibly this article was anjong

the 'bapat^illes' taken charge of I)y

Champlaiti himself. The language of

his journal implies, as we shall see,

that he had with him an instrument

for taking latitudes ; and that it was
what the French .scientists of the day
termed an astrolabe is likely from the

fact that Chamjdain in an extant trea-

tise of his on the Art of Navigation,

advises all his readers to become fami-

liar with the use of the 'astrolabe.'

It is therefore pretty certain that he

himself would be provided with one
when on a tour of exjjloration.

Under date of May 30th, 1G13, when
at the entrance of Lake St Louis on
the Ottawa, Champlain writes in his

journal— ' I took the latitude of the

place, and found it 45' 1
8

"
;

' and under
date of June 4th, when at the Falls

of the Ciiaudiere he says :
* I took the

latitude of the place, and found it to

be 45*38". An<l again, on the Gth of

June, when at Portage du Fort, be
says :

* I took the latitude of this

place, which was 4G^40, "— words in

each instance implying the use

of a scientific instrument. But af-

ter the Gth of June, it is observable

that his language changes. He does

not again speak of ' taking ' a lati-

tude. His words become less precise,

8ugge.sting calculation j)erhai»s liy dis-

tance conceived to have been travelled.

Thus, of Allumette Island or foot of

the L^pper Allumette Lake, he says—
' It is ahoul the 47th degree of lati-

tude,' in which statement, it apjiears,

he was wrong by more than a ilegree,

the true latitude of the spot being

45 '50
". Hence it is conjectured that his

instrument for taking latitudes was now
not at haml. Mr. Jiussell, of Ottawa,

sees a further reason for supposing the

absence of an instrument \v\n'.\\ at the

foot of Upper Allumette Lake in the

fact that Ciiamplain was by .some

chance wrong in his figures at Portage

du Fort, which he sets down as in lat.

46*^40"
; and this was an error com-

mitted while in po.ssession of his in-

strument. For he says, '/ too'c the

latitude of this jilace.' Now Mr.

Bussell acutely observes, if Champ-
lain had been in itossession of his in-

strument at the toot of U|tper Allu-

mette Lake, and had taken the lati-
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tude correctly there, 45^'50", (as the

chances are, he would have done), he

would have detected the mistake

which he had made at Portage du

Fort, and have altered his figures,

for otherwise he would have absurdly

proved himself to have been travel-

ling south instead of north.

Thus then the matter stands. It

appears probable, that while travers-

ing the Muskrat Lake Portage in

1613, Champlain lost a scientific in-

strument called an astrolabe, lu 1867,

at a point in the line of this portage,

such an instrument, evidently of

Ohamplain's period, was found. We
have no positive reason to adduce for

disbelieving that the article found is

the article that was lost. Hence, not

irrationally, we allow ourselves the

pleasure of thinking that we have be-

fore us, really, a veritable and most

interesting relic of the bold, brave, re-

solute founder of Quebec and of New-

France.

It should be added that along with,

or in close proximity to, the astrolabe,

some small copi)er vessels or i)ans fit-

ting into each other, wei-e ploughed

up, and two small silver cups with a

device, perhaps a crest, engraved upon
them. Although a diligent search was

at once made for other articles in the

locality, nothing else was found
;

.shewing that this was not a caclie or

ileposit of etiects for temporary safe-

keeping, but a case of accidental loss.

The silvercups, of littleintrinsic value,

were sold sometime after the find to a

passing peddler. Mr. Cassels took the

trouble to trace the subsequent his-

tory of these cu()s, and learned that

they had been melted down. As to

the copper pans : when exhumed they

were greatly decayed and quite use-

less ; they accordingly became mixed
up with the ' old metals' of the set-

tler's house, and were finally lost. A
portion of one of them was remem-
bered by the finder to have been nailed

over a leaky spot in a log canoe.

Al.so, it may l)e subjoined, that Park-

man, in his ' Pioncero of France in the

New World,' pp. .346-7, whilst giving
an account of Champlain's progress on
the 6th and 7th of June, 1613, makes
him emerge on the expansion of the
Ottawa, known as Like Coulonge,
and not at the actual spot consider-

ably to the west, namely the mouth of

Muskrat liiver, the natural northern
terminus of the portage. Again, as
we read Parkman's account of the

ditHculties encountered in the portage
here, we can feel no surprise at the
un{)erceived less, under the circum-
stances, of such articles as those

ploughed up in 1867, in the Township
of Ros3. Of Chami)lain and his party,

Parkman writes in his graphic way :

'Theirmarch was through a pine forest.

A whirlwind had swept it, and in the
track of the tornado the trees lay up-
torn, inverted, prostrate, and flung in

di.sordered heaps, boughs, roots and
trunks mixed in wild confusion. Over,
under, and through these masses the
travellers made their ])ainful way

;

then, through the pitfalls and impedi-
ments of the living forest, till a sunny
transparency in the screen of young
foliage gladdened their eyes with the
assurance that they had reached again
the banks of the open stream.' Lake
Ooulongp, where Parkman supposes
' the banks of the oi)en stream' to have
been again reached, was in fact an im-

portant ])ortion of the great bend
avoided by leaving the Ottawa at

Portage du Fort and pushing west-

ward to Muskrat Lake and Muskrat
River, by which route a short cut

to the tJpi)er Allumette Lake was
presented.

1 sliall now describe more minutely,
the instrument which has given rise

to the present discussion. Jtis a thick

bra.ss circular disc, about five and a
half inches in diameter, finely marked
off towards the outer edge into 360
degrees in the usual way, the degrees

in each quadrant numbered on an in-

ner circle from one to ninety, starting

in each case from a cardinal jioint.

For lightness, a considerable portion

of the disc in each of its quarters is
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cut out ; or more probably the whole

wtis originallv cast in this perforated

condition. A moveable b!»r furnished

with a siijht and pointer at each end,

revolves on a pivot passing through

the centre of the disc. A ring attaclied

to the rim by a doul)le hinge, enabled

the observer, at liis pleasure, either to

suspend the instrument for observa-

tion, or himself to hold it up ; when
the hinges below the ring, allowing of

a certain amount of motion in two di-

rections, would enable him to get it

into a j)osition suitable for his pur-

po.se. At the point opposite to the

ring is a small pri>jection pierced

through for the reception of a screw

or tack, to temporarily fasten or ste:idy

the instrument when hung up by the

ring on a staff or post. Or it may
have been for the suspension of a

weiglit to ensure with greater certainty

a vertical position. Discernible on

the outer edge are slight remains of

two other projections now broken off,

at equal distances to the right and left

of tlie lower projection. These may
repre.sent /if^/, by means of wliich the

instrument might occasionally be sup-

ported in an u|»right position on a

level surface. .Just above the perfor-

ated ])rojection, the date 1G03 is

stamped, preceded and followed by a

sm:tll cros.s. Theyear of Chamjilitins

Hrst visit to (Jantda, was 1603. On
departing from Honfleur with hi.s

friend Pontgrav*'-, in that year, he may
have provided himself with this in-

Htrument, then fresh from the manu-
facturer's hands. The weight of the

whole apparatus is about three pounds.

Tlie method of taking an observation

must have been somewhat thus : al-

lowin'i the instrument to hang freely,

the revolving V»ar would l)e directed

towards the sun at noon in s\>ch a

manner that a ray might j)ass through

both the sights to the eye
; the sun's

meridian altilutle would thus be

roughly ascertained, and the latit<ide

of the place approxiinat<dy deduced by

estimation. With the circle divided

only into degrees, and unprovide<l

with any contrivance analogous to the

modern Vernier, it is aurpiising that
Champlain should have been as n arly

correct as he generally is in his lati-

tudes.

The term 'astrolabe' as iirlieating

simply an instrument for taking alti-

tudes .seems to liave continued longer

in u.se among the Fivnch savans than
among the English. No Knglish scien-

tific m;in would, I think, at the first

glance, designate the object which has

been engaging our attention as an as-

trolabe. He would call it possibly a

pocket astronomical circle, a portable

mur.il, or a rude theodolite. But in

the seventeenth century, among thf

French, the term seems to have famil-

iarly presented itself, and the use of it

api)ear3 to have been perpetuated

among the French Canadians long af-

ter the time of Champlain. For ordi-

nary purposes, the simple in.strument

probably continued to be employed in

Canada and France long after Ver-
nier's improvements. Thus in 1687,

seventy-four years after Champlain's

first excursion up the Ottawa, we have
the Biron Lahontan, when starting

westward from Fort Niagara, under

orders from the (TOvernor-in-Cliief,

])e Denonville, congratulating him-

self on having brought with him from

Montreal, his ' astrolabe,' just as a mc-
derii otticcr of ascientilic turn of mind,

would write of his aneroid or sextant.

'Je me suis heureusement garni de
raon astrolabe en [)artant de Montreal,'

he says ( Voyages i. 1 03. ): ' avec lequel

je pourrais prendre les hauteurs de ce

lac (Frontenac or Ontario). 11 ne me
sera moins utile dans mon voyage, (jui

sera de deux ans ou environ, .selon

toutes les app.irence.s.' ' Prendre le

hauteur,' is also Champlain's phrase.

Thiisin his journal on the \\\\ of June,

1613, after passing the (jhauiliere fal',

he makes an entry in his old French

thus :
* Je prins le hauteur du lieu et

trouvay \<i degi-6s, 38 minutes de lati-

tude.' One may add, in passing, that

Ijahontan's astrolab(! might have kept

him from endorsing the extravagant
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notion, prevalent at that time, of the

height of the falls of Niagara. To the

French voyagenrs, arriving in the first

instance in low canoes at the base of

the ' mountain ' as their expression

was, atwhatisnow Lewiston or Queens-

ton, and casting their eyes up to the

then forest-crowned summit, the height

to be surmounted appeared something
stupendous. Then, after toiling with
weary steps and slow, up the .steep,

and proceeding along the still con-

tinued, irregular slo])e, till at last the

brink of the cataract was reached, they

mentally added together the ascents

of the several stages, and roughly

guessed the whole perpendicular height

attained .since leaving the water-level

at Queen.ston, to be .something like

seven or eight hundied feet. Hence
the report became current that this

was the height of the Falls of Niagara.

With astrolabe in hand, Lahontan
might have .set the public right on this

])oint. But he failed to do so.

The astrolabe employed by the prim-

itive fathers and founders of Natural
Philosophy was a more complicated

instrument than that which we have
thus far been contemi)]ating. That of

Hijii)archus, who flourished a century
and a half before the Christian era, and
that of Claudius Ptolemy, author of

the famous ' Almagest,' .some five hun-
dred years later, viz., A.D., 139-161, is

described as consisting of a set of con-

centric circles, so arranged as to have
one in the plane of the ecliptic, another

at right angles to it ; so that virtually

the astrolal)e of Hipparchusand Ptol-

emy was wiiat used to be figured in

books on Astronomy as an armillary

sphere, i. e. a hollow sphere with all

the surface cutaway, except the equa-

tor, ecliptic and other circles, and fur-

nished with a moveable tul)e or re-

volving rule, bearing sights.

In the hands of Hipparchus and
Ptolemy, and numerous other sincere

students of natural .science, their suc-

cessors in later ages, the astrolabe was
])ut to legitimate and laudable uses :

but it came at length to lie a conspicu-

3

ous and distinctive j)art of the para-
phernalia of a set of inijjostors, who
during a long jieriod turned the ignor-

ance and weakne.ss of their fellowmen
into a source of gain. For example :

in Victor Piydberg's recent V)ook on
' Magic in the Middle Age.s,' p. 108,
we have some of the objects observed
in the room of a magician thus set

down :
—

' On his writing-desk lay a
parchment in which he had commenced
to write down tlie horoscope of the
following year. Beside the desk was
a celestial globe with figures, painted
in various colours. In a window look-

ing towards the south, hung an a.stro-

labe, to who.se alidade [moveable Tide],

a long tele.scope, of course without
lenses, was attached.' In Hennan
Merivale's ' Orlando in Pioncevalles,'

p. li', we have the * spirits of the air,'

grote.squely represented as making use
of material astrolabes, just as in the
medit^val paintings we sometimes see
angelic beings jdaying on violins.
' Know,' says the demon Astaroth to
Malagigi,

' Know that all the circling air is dense
With spirits, each his astrolabe in hanrl,

Searching the hidden ways of Providence ;

'

Where Merivale literally translated

from his authority, Pulci
;

Sappi che tutto quest acre h denso
Di spirti, ogn'un con astrolabio in mano.'

Since personally handling the old

instrument, which, with such plausi-

Vjility, can h)e shown to have been once
the property of 8amuel Chami)lain, the
first explorer of our back lakes, and the
founder, as I have said, of (Quebec, 1

have turned with a renewed interest

to a treatise on the astrolabe, which
I have for some time had in my li-

brary. It is contained in Thomas
8peght's second edition of the whole
works of < Jeoffrey Chaucer, ' our anci-

ent and learned English poet,' as he is

styled on the title page. "The volume i.s

a folio, almost wholly in black letter,

and its imj>rint is that of Adam Islip,

London, 1G02.
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Supposing that the incident narrat-

ed as occurring in 1S67, in the Town-

ship of Ross, in our Canadian Coun-

ty of Renfrew, may have excited

amongst us some curiosity on the sub-

ject of astrolabes, I proceed to give an

account of the treatise of Chaucer, just

referred to.

Geoflfrey Chaucer, it is to be remem-
bei"ed, was a many-sided man. In

him, as in Burke, Canning, the first

Lord Lytton, and the Disraeli of to-

day, fine perceptions, a powerful ima-

gination, and rare literary faculty did

not prove incompatible with the pos-

session of strong practical good sense,

and its application in departments of

life of the most serious and varied

kind. He was a man of business ; a

man of affairs ; a trusted and most

successful diplomatist, if not a states-

man ; a traveller ; a linguist ; a lover

of science; a man of wide knowledge.

He wrote his treatise on the astrolabe

for the use of his sou Louis, to accom-

pany the gift made to the lad of an

instrument of that name ; in manu-

script, of cour.se, the printing press

being a thing unknown in 1391. It

is in English prose ; and Speght, the

editor of the folio before me, preti.xes

to it the following note :
' This book

written to his sonne in the yeare of

our Lord 1.3'Jl, and in the fourteenth

of k. Richard 2nd, standeth so good

at this day, especially for the horizon

of Oxford, as in the opinion of the

learned, it cannot be amended.'

The general heading of the treatise

is 'The Conclusions of tlie AstroUbie;'

this, and not ' Astrolabe ' being the

form of the word used by Chaucer.

By ' Conclusions ' he means Deter-

minations or Problems solved by the'

help of tlni instrument.

The work is divide<l l)y Chaucer in-

to five sections, or ' parties,' as he calls

them ; but only two of these seem to

have survived, namely, the first and

second, whicli are to l>e seen in Speght.

The remaining three have disai)pcare(i,

or were never compiled. The first des-

criVjes the form and parts of the as-

trolabe ; the second is taken up with

a discussion of the practical use of the

instrument and the problems that may
be worked out by it ; the third and
fourth exhibited, or were to exhibit,

tables of latitudes, longitudes, declina-

tions, calculations of time, movements
of the moon, etc. ; and the fifth spoke,

or was to speak, of the theory of as-

trology, that i.s, the astronomy of the

day, with tables of the ' dignities ' of

the planets. (Some fragments of this

part have perhaps become mixed up
with the matter of the second part).

In the tables and computations of the

third ' party,' Chaucer says he con-

formed to the calendars of ' the rev-

erend clerks, Frere John Som, and
Fn're N. J^enne,' Carmelite Friars,

well-known conjoint authors of a trea-

tise on the astrolabe, temp. Edward
III. (In Latin forms their names
appear as Nicholas de Lynne, /. e.

of Lynn, in Norfolk, and Johannes
Som be.

)

Chaucer's a.strolabe was a metal

di.sc of some thickness, certainly re-

sembling, in a general way, that which

Champlain employetl, only consisting

of more ' members,' Jis Chaucer sjieaks.

He describes first the ring at the top
' to putten on tliy thombeon thy right

honde in taking the height of thynges.'

This ring, he says, ' renneth in a maner
of turet ;

'

I)l:iy8, that is, in a hinge-

like way, so that it * distroubleth not

!

the instrument to hangen after his

right centure,' that is to say, vertically.

The disc it-self, he informs his son, is

called ' the moder [mother] of thyn

astrolabie.' It is thickest ' by the

brinkes ;
' the inner portion on one

side is sunk and made thin, so as to

receive a light circular plate made to

tit into it, with a piece of moveable

open work over it, through which the

plate below may be viewed. The
sunken portion of the disc is called its

•wombf.' The plate just mentioned

has a diagram tipon it constructed for

the latitude or ' clymate ' of the j)ar-

ticular place where the instrument is

,

going to be used, hence it is made so
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as to be easily removed ; the one
furnished for Chaucer's little Louis,

was ' corapowned ' or calculated for

Oxford. The lines and circles forming

the diagi'am on the removable ' cly-

mate '-plate are numerous, with many
intersections; and the appearance thus

produced is curiously described in the

following terms :
' From the signet

(the apparent pole of the heaven)

there commen crooked strikes (curved

strokes or lines) like to the claws of a

loppe {the legs of a spider), or els like

to the werke of a womans calle (caul,

or net for the hair), inkerving over

thwart the almicanteras ; and these

same strikes and divisions ben cleaped

azimutes, and they dividen the ori-

zonts on thine astrolabie in 24: divi-

sions. And these azimutes serve to

knowe the costesof the firmament, and
the other conclusions, as for to knowe
the signet of the sunne and of every

sterre.' The circle of open work
which is to be placed over the plate of

the ' clymate ' is called tiie ' rete,' the

net ; as it consists of several thin

strips or flattened wires, arranged

somewhat after the fashion of the lines

in a certain kind of tishing net, or
' else,' Chaucer says, ' after the webbe
of a loppe '

i. e. a spider's web. On
each of the wires, forming the rete,

which curve round or radiate from a

c[uasi-pole, is set a mark which is to in-

dicate the place of a certain conspicu-

ous fixed star, and over these curving

lines is placed towards the upper parts,

a circular band which is ' devyded in

twelve principall devisions that dcper-

ten the twelve signs,' hence the whole
' rete' is styled ' the Zodiacke.'and it

is made moveable ; it may be shifted

round on a centre in accordance with

observations taken in the actual hea-

vens. To admit of this movement, a
' pinne,' after the manner of an ' e.xil-

tre ' [axletree], passes through the

centre of the disc. This pin is in-

geniously made in such a way that its

diameter could be slightly lessened or

increased by lifting up or pressing

down a small wedge called a ' horse,'

allowing the rete to revolve, but at
the same time keeping the clymate-
plate below firmly in its place. By
loosening the wedge, the clymate-plate
could be taken out, when a change of
plate was required. The pin passing
through the disc was also the axis on
which the radial index bearing the
sights revolved on the flat or unexcavat-
ed side of the instrument. This radial

index is called by Chaucer the Rule

;

' it hath ' he says ' on everich end, i. e.

each end, a square plate parted i. e.

pierced through, with certain holes,

some niore and some lesse, to receyven
the streems of the Sunne by day, and
eke by mediation of thine eye, to know
the altitude of the sten-es by night.'

Another name for the rule used by
Chaucer is the alidatha, its appella-

tion among the Arabs ; and one may
observe in passing, that probably from
alidatha has been derived, by a suc-

cession of changes, the word theodolite.

So the late Prof, de Morgan, of Univer-
sity College, London, held, who al-

ways spelt the word theodolete, though
his practice has not been generally

adopteil. There are other Arabic terms
in use in connection with the astro-

labe; as for example, almicanteras, azi-

muths, almurie, to say nothing of the
names applied to many of the stars

themselves, as alnasir, markab, algo-

misi, alhabor,—curious reminiscences

continuing to this day, of the source
whence streamed the few rays of

science which cheered our European
fore fathers during the Dark Ages. 'As-
trolabe ' itself is said to have passed
into the European tongues through
uster-lab,' the Arabic corruption of

the Greek word to which we have now
more nearly reverted.

The side of the disc on which
the alidatha or rule revolves is di-

vided into a succession of concentric

circles. The outermost is graduated
in the usual way by quarter circles.

The next is divided into twelve equal

parts, each showing the name of one
of the signs. The third has the names
of the months arranged with relation
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to the sic^s, au'l giving the number
of days in each luouth. The next has
the holidays in each month marked

;

and the last has the letters A B C, kc,
made to correspond with the names
of the holidays. In the space near
the centre are two scales or ladders,

placed at right angles to each other,

each with eleven rungs, for taking the
heights of objects by means of their

shadow : one scale is for taking the
height by the vmhra versa; the other
by the initiira recta or exteusa: these

scales, the reader is told, serve for 'ful

many a subtill conclusion.'

In adtlition to the rule, a long,

thin needle or revolving index on the
womb-side is sjioken of, reaching to

the outermost graduated circle. This
is the laVjel. Also, there is an al-

murie, a point or tooth jjrojecting from
Capricorn, serving ' of many a neces-

sary' conclusion in equacious of things.'

After describing the several parts

of the in.stniment, Chaucer ]»roceeds

to enumerate the prol)lems which may
l>e solved by its use. He begins his list

in these words, his i^iammar there in re-

minding one of William of Wykham's
well-known ' Manners maketh man :

'

' Here beginneth,' he says, ' the con-

clusions of thine Astrolabie.' It will

not be neces.sary to give an account of
them all. Thy headings of a few of

them may sufhce, as :
' To know any

time of the day by light of the sunne,
and any time of the night by the
sterres Hxe, and eke to know l)y night
or by day the degrees of the sign that
ascendeth on the cast horizon which
is cleped commonly a.scendent.' ' To
know the very e<|uation of the<legreeb

of tlie sunne, if it so be that it fall be-

tween two almicanteras.' * To know
the 8j»ring of the dawning and the end
of the evening, the which beenedeaped
the two tif'puHcules. ' 'To know with
what d'-gn-e of the zodiake any stcrre

fix in thine Astrolabie ariseth upon
the fast oiizont, although tlie orizont

l>e in another signf.' ' To know the

declination of any degree in tlie Zo-
diakf, fro the e«punoctiall cerch*.'

' To know which day is like to other

in length throughout the yeere.' 'To
prove the latitude of any place in a
region by the prefle of the height of

the pole artike in that same place.'

' To know the signet for the arising

of the sunne, this is to siiyne, the

party of the orizont in which the

sunne ariseth.' ' To know sothly the

longitude of the moone, or any planet

that hath no latitude, from the time

of the Ecliptike line.' 'To know
whether any planet be direct or retro-

grade.' iVrc.

And after enumerating some thirty-

eight or forty such conclusions or

problems, and showing how each of

them may l)e solved, Chaucer assures

his son that these are only a portion

of the conclusions that may be worked
out by aid of the astrolalje, for ' trust

well,' he says, 'that all the conclusions

that may have been founden, or pos-

siljly might l)e found, in so noble an
instrument as is the astrolabye, ben

unknown perfitly to any mortall man
in this region as I supjtose.' We may
be sure that he had been long an adept

in the use of the instrument, perhaps

from the days of his youth, when at

college. He narrates some of his ex-

perience with astiolabes that he had
met with : he had discovered, he says,

' there be some conclusions that will

not in all thyngs perfourme her be-

hests; ' ' her,' of cour.se, is 'their,' and
he means probably that the results

promi.sed by the contriver of the in-

strument did not in every case come
out exactly on trial. Chaucer's ac-

curate knowlc(lge of the astronomy of

his day, and of the ingenious explana-

tions of phenomena oHered by the

Ptolemaic theories, are conspicuous

throughout the Canterbury Tales ; in

the Franklin's Tale, for example, the

Man of Law's Tale, and the Nun's
Priest's Tah-. And I cannot but

think that the well-known interior of

the scholar's room at the lieginningof

the Miller's 'J'ale is a reminiscence of

his own chamber at Oxenforde in his

younger days. I will transciil)e the
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|)assage ; in it we shall meet with

the astrolabe and with the expression

* conclusions ' to be technically under-

stood in the sense already exjjlained.

* With him,' we are told, that is with

a certain lodging-house keeper at Ox-

ford, who figures in the Miller's Story :

With him there wa« dwelling a ]><>re scoUer
Had learned art, but all his fantasye
Was tuned for to lerne astrologye,

And coude a certeyn of conclusions
To deme by interrogaciouns,
If that men axed hini, in certeyn houres
^V^len that men schuld hav drought or ellys

schoures

;

< )r if men axed him what shulde befalle

Of ever>' thing I may nougVit reken hem alle.

A chamber had he in that hostelerie

Alone, -w-ithoughten any cnmpagnie,
Full fetisly ydight with harljes soote [sweet],

And he himself as sweet as is the roote

Of liquorys or any cetewale [valerian]

:

His almagest and bookys great and small

;

His astrolabe, longing for his art [appertain-

ing to],

His augrim stones, lymg fau-e ajjarte

<Jn schelves couched at his beddes heed.

His press y-covered with a folding red.

Chaucer jjrobably began early to

spell out the Almagest, the opus mag-
num of Claudius Ptolemy, and to

make himself master of the mysteries

of the augrim stones, the Arabic al-

gorismic counters. Over and over

again, he shows in his treatise on

the astrolabe that he could, if he had

chosen, have acted the astrologer and

have cast nativities and calculated

horoscopes with as great ease and
plausibility as Cornelius Agi-ippa him-

self ; but he draws for his son Louis

a sharp line of difference between ju-

dicial and natural astrology, between

astrology and astronomy, truly so

called. Of the processes of the com-

mon astrologer lie says :
' These been

observances of judiciall matter, and

rites of paynims, in which my s{)irit

hath ne faith, nc knowing of her

[their] horoscopum.'

I have not yet given a si)ecimfen of

the substance of Chaucer's treatise,

but only the titles of some of the
* conclusions ' which it records, and a

description of the parts of the instru-

ment by which they are proved. I

now give one or two extracts. The
want of fixity in the orthography will

he noticed ; no peculiarity, however,
this of Chaucer'.s. The English lan-

guage, as we know, continued to be
uncertain long after his time ; and the

variety in the texts of early writers

has been increased by the caprices

and errors of the transcribers. Thus,
as we shall remember, Chaucer himself

rebukes one Adam Scrivener for Lia

carelessness in copying his ineces :

' Under thy long locks maj'st thou have the
scall

If th-Mi my writing copy not more true !

So oft a day I must thy ^^•ork renew,
It to con-ect and eke to rub and scrape ;

And all is tVirough thy negligence and rape.'

I select the first passage for the
sake of the date which it contains,

which takes us back at once into the
fourteenth century, and places us, as

it were, by the side of the scientific

poet busily at work with his little son
over the latter's miniature astrolabe :

also for the sake of the curious com-
parative ' downer ' for ' farther

down,' which occurs at its close. (To
be relished fully and judged justly, all

my quotations ought pi'operly to ap-

pear in UliUh letter, as in old Speght's
folio.) 'Understand well,' Chaucer
says to little Louis, ' that evermore fro

the arising of the sunne til he go to

rest, the radius of the sunne shal shewe
the houre of the plannet ; and fro that

time forward, all the nyght, till the
sunne arise, then .shall the very degree
of the sunne shew the houre of the
planet. Ensample, as thus : the 13
day of March (doubtless as written at
length a little while before : in the
yere of oure Lorde a thousand th«
hundred ninetie and one) fell npG«j^
.Saturday i)araventure, and at rfR
arising of the simne I found tlve^cond
degree of Aries sitting upon mine east

orizont, all be it was but Iktle. Then
found I the second degree of Libra,
nadire of my sunne, descending on my
west orizont, upon which west orizont,

every day geneially at the sunne aris-

ing, entereth the houre of any plannet,
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under the foresayd west orizont ; after

the which planet the day beareth his

name and endeth in the next strike

[stroke] of the planet, under the fore-

said west orizont ; and ever as the

sunne clinibeth upper and upper, so

goeth his nadire downer and downer,

eching [eking, adding on] fro suche

strikes the houres of plannets by order

as they sitten in heaven.'

The next jiassage is on account of

several adverbial wordsrather ijuaintly

emidoyed therein : sadly, slyly, softly,

avist'ly. He is showing how ' to know
justly the foure quarters of the world,

as East, West, .South and North.'

' Take the altitude of the sunne,' he

says, ' when thou liste, and note well

the quarter of the worlde in which the

sunne is, from thetimeby the azymutes;

tourne then thyne astrolaby, and set

the degree of the sunne in the al-

micanteras of his altitude on thilke

syde that the sunne standeth, as is in

maner of takyng of houses, and lay

thy labell on the degree of the sunne,

and reken how many degrees of the

sunne been between the lynne nieri-

<lionall and the point of thy label, and

note well the' nomVtres. Tourne then

agayne thyne astrolabie and set the

j>oynt of the great rule there thou

takest thin altitudes, upon as many
degrees in hys bordure from his meri-

dional 1 as was the point of thy label

from the line meridionall on the wombe
side. Take then thyne astrolaby with

lx)th hands sadly and slyly, and let

the sunne shint; through both holes of

thy rule, and slyly in thilke shining

lay thine astrolabie couch a downe
even ui)on a playne ground, and then

will the meridionall lyne of thine

astrolabie ^at even South, and the East

line will be even East, and the West
lyne West, and the North lyne

North, so that thou worke softly and

avisely in the couching ; and thou

hast thus the foure quarters of the

firmament.'

'The following is his clear and in-

teresting accountof a method ' to prove

the latitude of any place in a region

by the preffe of the height of the pole

artike in that same place '
:

—

' In some winters night,' he says,
' when the firmament is cleere and
thicke sterred: wayt a time till that

any ster fi.\ sit line right i)erpen-

diculer over the pole artike, and clepe

that .ster A ; and wayte another sterre

that sit lyne right under A, and un-
der the pole, and clepe that sterre F ;.

and understand well that Fisnotcon-
siderd but onely to declare that A that

sit ever on the pole. Take then anone-

right the altitude of A from the ori-

zonte and forgette it not. Let A and
¥ go farewel till agaynst thedawnyng
a great while, and come then again,

and abide till that A is even under
the pole under F, for sothely then will

F sit over the pole. Take then eft-

sones the altitude of A from the ori-

zonte, and note as well the seconde as

the first altitude. And when that this-

is done, reken how many degrees that

the first altitude A exceeded his alti-

tude, and take halfe the ilk porcion

that is exceeded, and add it to his

second altitude, and take there the

elevacion of the pole and eke the alti-

tude of thy region. For these two ben
of one nombre, that is to saine, as-

many degrees as thy pole is elevat, so

nioch is the latitude of thy region.

Ensamjde as thus : Paraventure the

altitude of A in the evening is 82 de-

grees of hyght, then will the second

altitude or the <lawnying be L'l ; that

is to saine, less by 01 than was his first

altitude at even. Take then the half

of Gl, and adde to it L'l, that was his

second altitude, and then thou hast the

height of the j>ol»i and tlie latitude of

thy region. Jiut undei-stand well,' he

adds, * to preve this conclusion, and
many another fayre conclusion, thou

niayest hevo a phjmet hangyng on a

lyne higher than thy head on a perche,

and that lyne mote hang even perpen-

diculer bitwixt the [»ole and thine eye,

and shalt thou see if A sit ev<'n over

tin- polf and over F at even. And also

if F sit even over the pole and over A
at dav.'
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My last specimen shall be the ' con-

clusion,' entitled ' Special declaration

of the Ascendent,' in which Chaucer

takes occasion to speak of a subtle

process by which certain portions of

the heavenly bodies, astrologically

bad, are sometimes, nevertheless, in-

terpreted as good. ' The Ascendent,'

he says, ' soothly is as well in all na-

tivities as in questions, and as in elec-

tions of times, is a thing which that

the astrologians greatly observen
;

wherefore meseemeth convenient, sens

I speake of the ascendent, to mak of

it a special declaration. The ascend-

ent soothly, to take it at the largest,

is thilke degree that ascendeth at anye

of these foresayd times on the East

orizont ; and therefore, if that any

planet ascend at thilke same time in

the foresaid same gi-ee of his longitude,

men say that thilke ])lannetis in Horos-

copo ; Ijut soothly, the house of that

ascendent, that is to say, the first house

or the east angle, is a thing more broad

and large ; for, after the statute of

astrologiens, what celestial Ijody that

is five degrees above thilke degree that

ascendeth on the orizont, or within

that number, that is to say, nere the

degree that ascendeth, yet reken they

thilke planet in the ascendent ; and

what planet is under thilke degree

that ascendeth the space of 25 de-

grees, yet sain they, that planet is like

to him, that is [in] the house of the

ascendent ; but soothly, if he pass the

bounds of the foresaid spaces, above

or beneath, they sayne that thilke

planet is falling fro the ascendent
;
yet

sayne these astrologians, tliat the

ascendent may be shapen for to be

fortunate or infortunate, as thus : A
fortunate ascendent cleapen they,

when that no wicked planet of Sat-

urne or Mars or els the taile of the

Dragon is in the house of the ascen-

dent, ne that no wicked planet have

no aspect of enmitie upon the ascen-

dent ; but they woU cast that they

have fortunate planet in her (their)

ascendent, and yet in his felicitie, and

they say that it is well. Further-

more, they sayne that Fortune of an
Ascendent is the contrary of these

foresaid thyngs. The Lord of the

ascendent, sayne they, that he is for-

tunate when he is in good place for

the ascendent, and eke the Lord of

the Ascendent is in an angle or in a

succedent, where he is in his dignitie

and comforted with friendle aspectes

receyved, and eke that he may seene

the Ascendent not retrograde, ne com-

bust, ne joyned with no shrewe m the

same signe, ne that he be not in his

discention, ne reigned with no planet

in his discentions, ne have upon him
none aspect infortunate ; and then

they sayne that he is well.' Then fol-

lows the declaration already quoted :

' Nathelesse these ben observances of

judiciall matter and rites of paynims,

in which my spirit hath no faith ne
knowing of ther horoscopum : for they

sayn,' he adds, ' that every signe is

departed in three even partes by ten

degrees, and the ilk portion they

clepen a Face ; and although a planet

have a latitude fro the Ecliptike yet

saien some folk so that the planet

ai'ise in that same signe with any de-

gree of the foresaid face in which is

longitude, is rekened,yet is that planet

in horoscopo, be it in nativities or in

election.' This exposition of details

on the part of the astrologians was,

no doubt, clear enough to Chaucer

;

but he did not care that his son, or

any other future reader, should be

further initiated in a pseudo-science.

It remains now to say a few words

of the little Louis, to whom the ' Trea-

tise on the Astrolabe' was addressed.

It appears that he was at the time

only ten years of age. The subject

discussed rnay seem to us one above

the capacities of a lad of such tender

years. But Chaucer understood the boy.

He saw that he had inherited a mathe-

matical head ; that he was developing

tastes similar to his own. Often, doubt-

less, had the child stood by while the

father was experimenting with an as-

trolabe, and without any effort he had

become precociously familiar with the
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instrumont and its mysteries, just as a

clever child now quickly masters chess

or elementary chemistry. Should we
not have liked to overhear the quiet

cmtidential interchange of talk lie-

tween the two, while the instrument

was being manipulated .' We would

have Ijeen interested in the English
;

so homely occasionally ; so provincial

perhaps sometimes, we would think in

pronunciation, and tone and style I

The application for furthei- instruc-

tion iu the astrolal»e, in its theory and

jiractical use, came, we are informed,

from Louis ; and the father was only

too i:lad to gratify him. 8i> he provided

him with an astrolabe, not ojie of full

size, as it would seem, but still not a

toy ; and '"n addition he furnished him
with the tiactate which we have been

examining. It would be simply amuse-

ment to Louis to carry forward to any

extent the studies suggested ; and phi-

losophy in 8|>ort would be sure to be-

come science in earnest with hira by
and by, if his life should be spared

;

and Chaucer was quite willing that his

son should l)e grounded in the l»est

knowledge that could be had ; in the

true science of nature, so far as it had

then been attained.

The natural affection of the father

breaks out in several places in the trea-

tise. It is observable in the tirst sent-

ence of the book, ' Little Louis, my
honne,' he says, ' I perceive well by

certain evidences, thine ability to

learn sciences, touching numbers and
proportions; and also well consider I

thy busy prayer in especial to learn

the treati.se of the astrolabye. Then,'

he continues, ' for as much as a jjhilo-

sojiher saith ; hce wrappeth him in his

friend that condescenfloth to tUe right-

ful! jjrayers of tts iritiid, therefore 1

ha\e given thre a sullident astrolabic

for our mvAoui, conipowned after the

latitude of < )xenforde ; upon the wJiich,

by the mediation of the little treatise

I purpose to teach thee a certain num-
ber of conclusions pertayning to this

same instrument.' Again, further on,

wh'-re he defines which is the right

side and which is the left of the astro-

labe :
' The east side of the astrolabie

is cleaped the right side, and the west
.side is cleaped the left side ; forget not

this little Louis.' And similarly, the

name of the lad addressed, suddenly

appears in other places.

Chaucer adopts an apologetic tone

for having ventured to deliver the

treatise on the astrolabe to his .son in

the English tongue. He stood in some
awe i>erhaps of ceitain members of the

teaching order, old friends at Oxford
in years by gone, it may be. Or )>ossi-

bly it was the family tutor, who would
think that things were being made al-

together too easy for little Louis ; how
would his growing faculties l)e di.scip-

lined, it might be a.sked, if learning

was to be deprived of its asperities ;
if

jjropositions were to be enunciated, and

demonstrations given, all in plain Eng-
lish i

' Latine, ne canst thou nat yet

but smale, my little Louis,' he idioma-

tically says, piling his negatives one

ui)on the other, therefore, ' I will

she we," he says, ' the wonder light

lules and naked words [explanatory

of the astrolabe] in Engli.sh.' HuHici-

ently abstnise as the ' conclusions,' on

the whole may seem to be, Chaucer
considered he was supplying milk to

l>abe8, in comparison of the .strong

meat that might be dispensed on the

subject in hand. The book ought of

course to be made harder, he seems to

say, by translation into Latin ; he

hoj)e8, however, the boy will have the

good sense not to despise it on account

of its familiar guise ; but he does not

see why English folk shoidd not make
use of their vernacular in matters of

l«;;iining, just as ancient nations had

4one with their respective vernacu-

lar& The old nations did not each

translate the truths of .science into a

foreign tongue, and then master them,

but they mastered them out of l)ooks

in their own tongue. Therefore, l.e

says to Louis :
• SutHceth to thee these

true conclusions in English, as well as

suthceth to the noble clerks, the

Greekes, these same conclusions in
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Greek ; and to the Aral»ines, in Ara-

bike; and to Jews, in Hebrew ; and to

the Latin folke in Latine which Latin

folk themselves', he adds, ' had hem
first out of other divers languages, and

writ hem in her [their] own tongue,

that is to sayne in Latine.' Soon after

this he brings to a close his address to

the boy on this suliject, merrily and

loyally, thus: ' Louis,' he says, ' if so

be that I shew thee in my lith [scant]

English, as true conclusions touching

this matter, and not only as true, but

as many and subtill conclusions, as

ben yshewed in Latine, in any common
treatise of the astrolabie, conne me the

more thanke ; and may Gud save the

king, who is lord of this language, and

all that him faith bearetii andobeyeth,

everiche [onej in his degiee, the more

and the lasse.' hi thus breaking away
from the mediaeval routine in the in-

struction of the young, Chaucer shews

himself a worthy forerunner of Koger

Ascham and Milton, of Locke, Gibbon,

and the modern school generally of

enlightened educationists.

We know nothing of the subsequent

history of little Louis. The career of

an elder brother Thomas, is noted in

some of the biographies of the poet

;

but the boy Louis passes oti" the stage

without giving any further sign. He
is seen only, but very clearly, in the

' Treatise on the Astrolabe.' Like one

of the tiny ephemera of ages Jong ago

occasionally seen in amber, there he

remains embalmed. Perhaps we have

a reminiscence of him in the story told

by the Prioress, on the way to Canter-

bury, about the ' little clergion, seven

years of age,' martyred by the Jews iu

a ' great city in Asia,' for singing Ahaa
Redemptoris Male,)\ as he passed

through their ghetto.

'This litel child liis lit»l Ixikt- luniin-,

As he sat iu tlie scole at liis iiryiuer,

He Alma licilcmptoria herde singe

As children lerned liir [their] aiitiphoner,

And as he dorste, he drou^di hyni iier and
ner

And herkned ay the wordes and the note.

Till he the first vers coudi- al hy rote

Nought wiste what this Latin was to sey,

For he so young and teudre was of age ;

But on a day his felaw gan he preye
T'expomiden him this song in his langage
Or telle him why this song was in usage.'

This sounds very like an incident in

the childhood of the little lad, who at

ten years of age desired to be told all

about the astrolabe.

It is to be hoped that over stimula-

tion of the brain by a too great absorp-

tion in matters fitted for riper minds,

did not ju'ove the cause of premature

decay in little Louis. Here of course is

a danger which will attend the ease of

a precociously clever child in every

age.

We are all familiar with the figure

of Geoffrey Chaucer himself, from the

full length effigy of him suj)})lied by

Thomas Occleve, and given in Speght,

and often prefixed as a frontispiece to

his works. As with Shakespeare,

Dante, Caxton, Milton and others, we
can fancy we have seen him ; his loose

hood, his dreamy down-cast eyes:

' What man art thou
That lookest as thou woiddest find a hare,

F( .r ever on the ground I see thee stare :'

his forked beard, his short, easy -fit-

ting frock or i)aletot ; his jjen-case

and pen held daintily over his breast,

in the right hand ; a rosary of Ijeads

in the left, falling lower down ; his

hosen-clad calves ; his pointed shoon or

rather boots made witli a fiap like our

Canadian galoshes of felt.

The beard excepted, we can visual-

ize to ourselves the young Louis, as a

miniature counterpart of his fatlier,

with garments of precisely the same

cut and pattern ; altogether, j)erhaps,

an old-fashioned looking little figure.

I suggest to a Canadian artist a sub-

ject ;
' Geoflrey Chaucer instructing

liis son Louis in the use of the Astro-

labe.* There would be a fine oi)por-

tunity for a media'val interior, a stud-

ent's sanctum of the past, with well-

worked-out accessories ; two forms en-

gaged over an astrolabe ; in the wall

beyond, an open window shewing a

night sky with a streak of dawn.
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THE TORONTO GIRLS' COTERIE.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SIXTH MEETlXt; REPOKTED BY GRIM.

GIRLS! Girls!' exclaimed the

Judge, on her appearance at our

latest gathering, ' friends and fellow

countrymen, what do you suppose has

happened 1

'

' Something very })lea6ant,' suggest-

ed the Duchess.
' And something of small impor-

tance,' I added. ' You never are so

etlusively joyful except over trifles.'

' Don't ask us to suppose anything,'

jileaded the Poet. 'It is too large a

tax upon our imagination this dull

dav.'

' W«d], I must say, you're not a very

enthusiastic set. We, the T. G. C,
have Vieen honoured with an epistle

from some interesting unknown. It

came this morning, via the Canadian
Monthly office. Behold !

' and she

(li8f)layed an unopened letter.

' Why, it cannot be possiljle I 'ejacu-

lated Lily Cologne.
' Perhaps not,' retorted the Chief

Magistrate, with a judicial air. 'Never-

theless it is true.'

' AVell, then,' said Smarty, * I hope
Home one will have the goodness to

move that the privilege of reading it

1^ accorded to me.'

This delicate hint was immediately

acted upon, and Smarty read aloud as

follows :

•Toronto, Nov. Gth, 1880.
' Dear Coterie,—If a fellow feeling

makes us wondrous kin<l, I shall not

Bufler from a lack of consideration at

your hands, for I am a very uncon-

ventional young jierson

—

(|uit« as

much so as are most of your estimable

IxhIv. And yet with all n)y avei-sioii

for the c.siablished order of things, I

consider myself a gentlewoman. I

confess to not being able to tolerate

people whose looks, and tones, and
laughter, and demeanour are not gen-

tle. I do not profess to be a lady. Our
cook would be mortally otlended if she

were given to understand that she was
not that, and the pert young miss who
sells me riobons and gloves calls herself

a sales-lady. Both of these persons, and
others like them, have frequently im-

])ressed me with a sense of my own in-

feriority, so I will not disj)ute their

right to a name that I do not care for.

' Nevertheless, I am tired of the kind

of life I am leatling. I am tired of

the never-ending dress-jjarade of so-

ciety, tired of trying and failing to tind

anything better, tired of other people,

tired to death of my own everlasting

company. I am continually being

hunted down and devoured by the

sense of my own utter worthlessness.

Waking up in the morning, and look-

ing down the long un.satisfying day, T

fail to see anything that will make it

really worth while for me to under-

take the labour of getting up and
dressing. No, I am not lazy, as yuu
have a right to imagine. I almost

wish I was, for most lazy ]ieojile are

fairly well satisfied with the world,

and with themselves, and their own
incompetency. Now that I am lone

with school examinations, it S'cius as

if there were nothing in exist ence for

me to think of and work toward. I

must say that the jtrofession of hus-

band-hunting has no fasrinations for

me, and it is equally distasteful to

wait patiently in charming unconscious-

ness until some member of the superior
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sex shall be gi-aciously pleased to be-

stow upon me the incomparablehonour

of his hand.
' Excuse me for talking about my-

self. It is a subject that cannot be

as interesting to anybody else as it is

to me. I hope Miss Grum will have
something to say on this matter, and
I shoiild be glad to receive a letter

from the Judge.
' Yours sincerely

' Ernestine X.'

' Well, Miss Grum, what have you
to say on this matter ?

' inquired

Smarty.

What I had to say amounted to

this : that our correspondent's lot * is

the common lot of all,' or at least of

very many of the young girls of the

day, and that it cannot be helped.
' For shame, Grum,' exclaimed the

Judge, who spoke more in anger than

in sorrow. ' Cannot be helped ! What
do you mean 1

'

' Simply that. It is an obsolete

superstition that because there is a

wrong there must necessarily exist a

remedy for it. " Cannot be helped" is

a rock in the pathway of every one.

Some lie down in the shadow of it and
die ; others strive to walk around it

and are lost, or try to get over it and
fall back again.'

* H'm,' said Smarty, ' and which one
of those cheei'ing methods would you
recommend ?'

I made no reply. Smarty 's sayings,

like the sounds produced by a baby's

rattle, are amusing to children, but are

not worthy of .serious attention.

' There is a kind of dyspeptic tone

about the letter,' mused Doc, ' or it

may be that it is a neuralgic tone. I

can't tell exactly which, but at any rate

no one in perfect health would write

that way.' And then she went on to

sing the praises of cracked wheat and
oatmeal, winding up with the remark
that she did not believe our new friend

ate half enough.
' Why !

' exclaimed the Duchess, ' I

thought all you Graham-bread disciples

were firm believers in Tannerism.'

'Oh, grandmotherism !' ejaculated

Doc. ' I beg your pardon, but the star-

vation theory is as old as the hills.'

' Potato hills, I suppose you mean,'
suggested Smarty.

' I wish, Smarty,' said the Judge,,

with mild reproof, 'that you would not

interrupt unless you have something
pei'tinent to say.

'

' Oh, you ask too much,' declared

the irrepressible, concealing a yawn.
'However, 1 promise not to interrupt

unless I have something {/^pertinent

to say.'

' It is very evident,' continued Doc,
' that the writer of that letter is in an-

unsatisfied state. Now a person who is

capable of digesting three good meals

a day must be satisfied part of the time

at least. You may call it a poor sort

of satisfaction, but its of a very sub-

stantial kind.'

'I can easily believe,' said the Judge,.
' that when people talk of vague un-

gratified longings, they are probably,

though unconsciously, in a state of

semi-starvation ; but in most of the-

hygienic works I have looked into,

readers were i-ecommended not to eat

as much as they wanted, and above all

not to eat what they liked. Milk and
coi'n, oats and bran, fruits, raw or

stewed—these you must eat, and all

else you should abjure.'

' And yet,' said Doc, apostrophizing

the ceiling, ' I have always given the

Judge credit for impartiality, for a,

lack of prejudice, for the ability to un-

derstand and appreciate both sides of

a question. Did any of you ever eat

brown bread 1 I don't mean the kind

that is made of a mixture of poor flour

and bran, and stirred up with molasses

and saleratus, but the brown 1)read

made of finely ground wheat, and
baked with yeast the same as white

bread. It is the best food in the world

for half-starved brains and nerves, and
the best medicine too. But I don't

want to monopolize all the talk this.
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way. Haven't the rest of \'ou some
suggestions to make ?

'

' 1 think, of coui-se,' said the Poet,
* that good health is the foundation of

contentment, Init the foundation of

anything is, after all, only the l>egin-

ning of it. Something must come
after and above it, and that, I think,

in this case, lies in the imagination.

That alone will glorify the plainest,

the most tiresome, the prosiest life on
^arth. Whenever I incline to be blue

1 never allow myself to reason out the

cause, or to feel the effect of it. I

just drop everything and take along
walk out to the wood.s.'

' Then it is the exercise that bene-

fits you,' interposed Doc.
* Perhaps so,' acknowledged the

Poet :
' but I find it ecpially beneficial

to read a page or two of De C^)uincey,

or Hawthorne, or Emerson. Some-
times even a little scrap of verse in

the last magazine will be sutticient to

lend enchantment to my life. But to

look at it from a more common-place
point of view, doesn't it make disagree-

able things less disagreeable to imagine
they are pleasant?'

' No,' I said, ' I think not. You
go out unjirotected into a storm, and
set- how much imagination it will take

to keep you from being drenched.'
' Hu t the di.scom fort f)fbf'iiigdrenched

would be alijiost forgotten if I turned
my thoughts in the direction of a love-

ly j»oem I once read about the rain.'

' Nonsense with your loveliness and
poems,' exclaimed Srnarty, who had
with dilKculty l>een repressing her de-

j»ir»' to speak. ' I don't believe in

gilding trouble, and pretending that

its pleasant, nor yet in sinking under
it. What you want to do is to exag-

gerate it— give it a ridiculous twist

—

itiku it grote8(pie in some; way or

other, so that you can never tiiink of

it without laughing. No one, with

the faintest ray of humour in her com-
position, can be opprcss^^rl l)y anything
it which she is force<l to lai^li.'

'For my jtart,' saifl the !)u(hcsH,

'when things l»<-gin to grow stale, flat

and unprofitable, I i>reft-r to forgetthem
altogether ; and the surest way to do
that is to put on a dress that suits me
in every particular—and it is all the

better for being new—and just try to

make myself agreeable to somebody.

It is an old-fashioned method, but you
would be surprised to see how easy

and pleasant and effective it is.'

' An old-fashioned method in a new-
fashioned dress,' said the Poet, with a

laugh. • It sounds incongruous.'
' Nevertheless,' said the Duchess,

'it is very difiicult to please others

without being at least partially pleased

with oneself. I)on't you think so,

Lily ?

'

' Yes : Oh. certainly ! But I don't

feel like exerting myself for others

when I am miserable. I had much
rather other people would exert them-
selves for me. Sometimes I like to

be petted and sometimes I like to

be let alone ; and my mother is such a

sjdendid woman, she always knows
whether I want one or both, and just

how much of each. The great advan-

tage of not being a su[)erior girl,' ad-

ded Lily, ' is that you never dream of

looking down on your mother, and so

you have all the benefits of her friend-

ship.'

Aljout the ])eginning of our convei-

sation tlie Judge had withdrawn her-

self from the rest to a writing-table,

where she wrote the following mis-

sive, which was read aloud just before

we separated :

' y\\ lh:\n Miss Ekxestink,—

I

should be very glad to help you if I

could, but I feai" that is not po.ssible.

All 1 can do is to try and shew you

how to help yourself.

' Let me remind you of what Mil-

ton says, that " To be w(!ak is mis<T-

able ;
" and that Kmerson defines life

" to be a search after powei- ;
" and

that Carlyle affirms desjtair to be
" imjtOHsible except where idleness ex-

ists already ;
" and that Luther once

wiote these words :
" The human

heart is like a millstone in a mill
;
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when you put wheat under it it turns

and grinds, and bruises the wheat into

flonr ; if you put no wheat in it still

grinds on, but then it is itself it

grinds, and slowly wears away."
' You see that the essence of all

these quotations is expressed in the

one word

—

Act ! The only way to

destroy the sense of worthlessness is

to create the sense of worth, and that

can only be done by concentrating

your mind and might upon some work

worthy of both. What that work is

I cannot pretend to decide, but I hope

you will soon discover for yourself.

" The labour we delight in jdiysics-

pain." Cannot you, in looking Vjack

over the past week or month, recall

something you have heard, or read, or

done, which really interested you, and
which will give yoii a slight hint as to-

the kind of labour you delight in?

What you want is something that

will stamp with worth and beauty and
significance every commonplace fore-

noon and afternoon of your life. Be-

lieve me you will not fail to iind it if

yoiir desire is no less than your need.
' Yours, in faith and hope,

' The Ji dge.'

PRESUMPTION.

HV PROF. W. F. WILSON, KIX(; S COLLEGE, WINDSOR, N.S.

T)AISE not thy foolish palms that God
\) Would rear the tree thine axe laid low :

The stx'eam thou wouldest not aid to fiuw

He will not yield tliy withering sod.

Yet deem not temples vaiidy built.

Nor shrines in vain with incense sweet

:

He hears the ayjproach of trembling feet.

And counts the tear in sorrow spilt,

Yea, answers. Yet away with dreams !

VVhat raise, in sjtite of earth and sky,

The monuments that never die

—

The arm tliat works, the brain that .schemes ?

Such shape the Providential ])lan
;

On such th? acts of history hinge :

(Jf God's great self the outer fringe

Pulsating to the heart, is Man !

One motion in the Artist hand,

One flash along the threads of will.

All earth and sky with purpose fill,

And make the laws that ever stand.
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THE DRINK QUESTION.

BY DAVID K. BROWK, TOROXTO.

ABOUT two years ago a remark-

able series of articles, by men of

high repute in the medical profession,

appeared, on ' the alcohol question,' in

the (Contemporary Eevieic. I recol-

lect distinctly that the impression pro-

duced, not only upon myself, but upon
a friend with whom I read and dis-

cussed these papers, was one of won-
der that so little of really practical

value was known upon the subject,

while so much that was being pro-

claimed as gospel by the advocates of

total abstinence was not only flatly

contradicted by medical men, but pi-o-

nounced pernicious. Another striking

impression left by careful perusal

and di-scussion of these papers, was
that, except wherein the medical men
took issue with the advocates of absti-

nence, they seemed to be perfectly un-

decided in their views. From motives,

in no inconsideraVjle degree personal,

though, perhaps, in a gi-eater degree

sympathetic, I have been irresistibly

impelled to a special study of this

subject. But in jjiirsuing my observa-

tions, 1 have sought to get underneath

the surface, and there seek for the

causes which lead to the drinking

habits of the people, being anything
but satistied to accept the extreme
views of the advocates of Teetotalism.

Possibly a few plain words on this

pu'stion will not at [iresent be un-

intere.stiiig.

The Hrst experience of the effects of

alcoholic lifpiors, doubtless, is learned

in society, the cases being very few, I

fancy, in which tin; first drink is taken

in seclusion. Why is it taken? A
few lx)y3 gathered together think it

manly to ape the habit of their seniors.

But why do they think it manly ?

Because their instruction at home has
not been calculated to keep their indi-

viduality in subjection to public opin-

ion, or the sense which is common.
These boys have, doubtless, been told

that liquor is bad for them, but they
have seen their parents take a glass of

wine at dinner, or a pewter of beer at

supper. They have observed the kind-

ling eye and the flow of heartiness

following close upon the consumption
of the liquid, and with the eager, exult-

ing spirits of youth, these lads, though
in the full buoyancy of their years,

long for even a greater flow of animal
life than that of which they are the

happy possessors, and at the first op-

portunity emulate their seniors, ex-

periencing that strange disturbance of

the faculties, the first consciousne.ss of

intoxication. What should be done?
The parent does not feel able to pro-

perly digest his food without a certain

amount of li<juor ; is he to suffer be-

cause his child may secretly try to

emulate his example ? I should say,

no. But I would also say, why not in-

form the child of the rea.son for the

parent's partaking of the iitpior? If

the child be made to understand that

the father takes a little liquor because

there always seems to be a weight in

his stomach, and because he could not

feci hungry at the next meal un!<'ss he

took this li(|uor to help to dissolve his

food, that child will be in no hurry

to drink, for I never yet saw the child

or the young man who was in a hurry

to get hungry. Such a simple expla-

nation as this vouchsafed to the child
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that has previously been taught to re-

spect the father, and his voice as truth,

will save the child from manifesting

individuality in the odious form of

premature drinking. Children, in this

year of grace, are much closer observers

than their forefathers, and, I think,

can put 'this and that together' with a

clevernesstowliich they were strangers.

It no longer suffices that you tell a

child that what is good for you is bad
for the child, to have the child believe

you. Honesty must be apparent in

your dealings with your child ; if you
are in the habit of taking more than is

enough, confess it to the child rather

than apologize with a lie. A child

does not appreciate causes until they
are indicated^ but a child observes ef-

fects with unerring certainty. In no-

thing more than your drinking make
your child your confident, if you wish
your child to live a sober life.

The necessity for candour is nowhere
more apparent than in the case of

parents whose ancestors have been
given to liquor drinking ; in other

words, in families where the habit of

drinking seems to be hei-editary. The
term ' hereditary,' in connection with
drinking, will, doubtless, startle many,
but I would as soon doubt the fact of

my own existence, as I would call in

question the accuracy of my convic-

tion, founded on painstaking investi-

gation, that a tendency to heavy drink-

ing i$ hereditary. My attention was
first directed to this peculiarity of

drinking habits, by observing that the

sons of immodei-ate drinkers have had
to adopt the opposite extreme with
martyr-like enthusiasm, and that their

sons in turn have very often indeed

fallen into the grandfather's ways.

Again, it will liave been observed that

very many temperance orators, as they
are called, continue their violent de-

nunciations of drinking until they ex-

haust their force, when they fall b ick

nerveless into intemperance. This
heredity may arise from physical or

mental disproportions, but with its

origin I am not at present concerned.

Its existence is a difficulty which must
be looked in the face. How, then,
should we guard in youth against chil-

dren being overtaken by this living

death in manhood '? To determine that
we must first ascertain where the in-

born tendency to unreasonable drink-
ing first manifests itself. In a num-
ber of cases now mentally before me,
the average period is eighteen years

;

five years later a crisis seems to be
reached, and the victim then resolves
whether his evil instinct is to have un-
bridled licence, or his better nature is

to carry on the ever-lessening strug-

gle for the mastery over his appetite.

It .would seem, then, to be a wise pre-

caution for the father, with the grow-
ing comprehension of his oflfspring, to

make him aware of the danger which
awaits riper years. Forewarned is

forearmed, and the young man of
eighteen may be able to fight down the
impulse to indulgence without much
suffering. But should he feel the
enemy's strength dangerous, I think
it would be much better to yield a
point and begin the use of liquor un-
der the father's eye. I do not know
one ca.se whei'ein the hereditary ten-

dency has not either indicted great
suflering or achieved a victory of short
duration ; but I know of many cases
wherein the hereditary tendency has
swept everything before it. These
latter cases, I have observed, were
usually those of young men who bore
the tension until it was rudely snapped.
What is, perhaps, more curious is the
fact that, in the majority of such cases,

the hereditary tendency has been
transmitted through the mother. On
the other hand, those who have shown
the greatest resisting capacity have in-

herited their baleful impulses through
the father. It follows, then, that
where the tendency is transmitted
maternally, it is of the greater im-
portance that the impulse be, as it

were, out-generalled. It seems to me
that the way to do this is to let nature
have its craving, but to use such skill

in supplying the craving that the
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liquor will be turned to benefit instead

of to evil. This can only be done
when the )i«juor is taken in conjunc-

tion with food, and in just pro) >ortion.

What that j»ro|>ortion should be I will

endeavour to indicate further on. I

liave noticed that when the taking

of liijuor was done circumsjjectly, lit-

tle or no harm ensued to those who
were peculiarly liable through it to

be unconsciously led along Ui degra-

dation. D: course, those who are ad-

vocates of the theological method of

abolLsliing drunkenness, will at once

damn this advice as woi-se tluin per-

nicious : but all the damning in the

world will not prove that advice per-

nicious which is simfily ;in application

to appetite of that practice by which
signal success is attained in all the

concerns of mundane life—conces-sions

to secure advantage.

Before proceeding to discuss the

use of alcohol, perhaps it would be

l>etter to consider the abu.se of it,

—certainly a more pressing question.

I have indicated means by which I

think a young man may reach his

majority free from the self-reproach of

indulgence
; I do not purpose to ex-

amine the methods by which, on at-

taining the new staiting-point in his

life, he may have a record which
should cause him p<»i;:nant regret, re-

monw; and shauie. Most men have
lieen young, though there are a cau-

tious few who graduated from petti-

coats to old age, but these men are

either t^K) goo<I to be earthly or too

cunning to V)e altogether human.
Those men who have been young know
the course generally run by youth,

until the shadows of coming events

compel every man to make his reckon-

ing, hend the sails of his craft, and

shaf>e her cours*^ for eternity. Many
men can alter their course without

much dilliculty ; but there are others

who have sailed close on to the lee

shore, leaving themselves but little sea

room. To try to sail out to the clear

r>cean is to them an impossibility, and
none but a maniac at the helm would

try it. Cautioiis tacking will work
the craft clear, but cautious tacking is

not what total abstinence-pilots urge

upon those who are drifting on to the

lee shore of hai>itual drunkenness.
Dropping metaphor, suppose a young
man in tlie toils of li(pior and resolv-

ing on the day of his majority to
' swear oft",' as the saying is, for

ever. He does .so : many do so.

What will be the result ? Will any
one who has studied the statistics

of the subject kindly come for-

ward and inform the public what
jtroportion of tho.se who sign the

jjledge keep it rigidly ? I do not

forget that thousands have signed

the pledge on hearing the elotpient

words of Father Matthew, John W
Gough, and other magnetic orators,

but I cannot shut my eyes to the

scarcity of those men now any
more than to the great number of old

men who drink. The result of obser-

vation compels me to say that I havo

no faith in impulsive convei-sions to

total abstinence any more than I have
faith in the ability of a political orator

to change the stripe of his auditor.

Conversion is very ilifterent from con-

viction. Most people will say that

conversion follows on conviction, but

it is not so. In listening to the oppo-

sition orator you aie converted to thti

idea that the Ministry is corrupt : but

when the Government orator has

spoken you find that you were mis-

taken—the Ministry was really pure

as driven snow. In neither case does

your conversion last long ; for, when
you reach home, you sift the matter

and reach certain conclusions on

which you j»onder until they l>ecome

convictions. Then you wander forth

to find yourself again converted. Thus,

it seems to me, that it is almost folly

for any one to sign a jiledge. It is

better for the man who is drifting on
the rocks of intemperance to make up
his reckoning an«l try to frame such a

course of conduet for himself as will

lead him out of his besetting difticul-

ties. The impulsive surging from in-
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temperance to total aVjstinence he will

not find lasting, for to the strongest

"wave of feeling there is ever an under-

tow. The calm i-egularity of convic-

tion is lasting, and to it there is no
aindertow. Take, then, the unsteady-

young man, let him study his own
case when his brain is clear. His
first conviction will be that he is

drinking too much ; his impulse will be

to ' about ship,' but if he does so he
will speedily find himself without al-

most all of those surroundings which
were part of his previous existence.

The chances are that he will then once
more 'about .ship ' and crowd all sail to

recover his ground. His second im-

pulse will be better considered, and
he will take a short tack. He will

' swear oti' for two days, and on the

third day will resume his old course

for a time. His next tack will be for

four days, with a lapse at the fifth.

He is gradually becoming convinced

that he is now on the right course.

He has not broken abruptly with his

old associations, and he is gradually

acquiring new ones. By systematic

lengthening of the periods between
the unbending of his habits he is

gradually ridding himself of all desire

for, or gratification in, indulgence. I

think experience is much better than
theory, and of the operation of this

plan on those who had acquired or in-

herited an unwholesome taste for

licjuor, I can say that it has been suc-

cessful. Its advantages seem to me
to be these : the mind is set at rest

and there are no more of those per-

petual debates with oneself regarding

the [)OSsibility of drinking in modera-
tion, or that exact quantity which is

beneficial ; there is an absence of in-

creasing endeavour to convince one-

self that, u.sed as a medicine, a little

alcohol would remedy some passing

disorder of the internal organs, and
there is also the consciousness of a
growing moral strength which en-

courages to more energetic action in

the suppression of other bad features

of character. But, says the advocate

4

of conversion, look at the terrible re-

lapses. Yes, I reply, but look at the still

more terrible life which is an unbroken
relapse, or which is divided up into

two great divisions—one grand as-

cent and one tremendous descent.

Aly plan is, at least, progressive. I
may not climb to the highest pinnacle
of morality which your more daring
feet may tread, but I am climbing
just as fast and just as high as I can
do and feel secure. I am not locking

up the door of the powder magazine,
but I am taking out the dynamite in-

to the open air and exploding it. It

may be that I will never get that

magazine so nearly empty that I can
sweep the i-eraotest corners of it with
a lighted taper in my hand, but I am
working towards that end. The re-

lapse, or liberty from control, after the
period of abstinence does not neces-

sarily mean a debauch. On the con-

trary, I find in those who have tried

it a desice to so time their emergence
that they can enjoy their liberty in

freedom from all engrossing cares.

They can well afford a holiday at

the end of a period of three years, and
that holiday is likely to be spent in

the open air, with plenty of physical

exercise, in which circumstances
there is no desire to merge the in-

toxication of nature in the stupefac-

tion of drink. The return to the old

state of self-denial is robljed of hard-
ship, nay, is possessed of much satis-

faction. This method of weaning young
men from undue indulgence in liquor

will not commend itself to Church
Temperance Societies, or to any of

those temperance bodies which work
on a theological plan, nor do I wish to

commend it to these earnest workers.

I will be quite satisfied if it commend
itself to any person who is fioundering

in misery and does not know how to

get out of his trouble. This plan may
save some frou) their appetites who
are dead to all church infiuence, and
it may prepare others for such infiu-

ence. There need be no confiict, for

no one can deny that what may be
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achieved by this process is infinitely

better than no progress whatever.

Thus far I have been dealing with

drinking tendencies and drinking ha-

bits in youth and early manhood, but

the subject at this point branches out

into what may be called its scientific

j»hase. When a man in the full |>os-

session of his i)Owers, active in the

pursuit of his calling, surrounded b^-

the pleasures of home and the comforts

of life, feels himself impelleil to drink,

we have to deal with a very ditierent

being from the young man whose j»a8-

sions are in tumult, and whose associ-

ations ai"e the reverse of steadying. It

is beside tl-.e «iuestioM to say that these

men are reaping what they have sown,

for such is really not the case. Their

desire is siijii>ly the cry of nature for

an even balance : nature is calling out

for aid which is withheld by the cha-

lacter of the man's occupation. Na-
ture «.ries from the stomach, which be-

comes weak and debilitated from the

want of exercise of thosephysical parts

on whose activity its jiower is depen-

dent. A man engaged in a sedentary

pursuit cannot pos.sibly haveastomacli

in good working order, for such an

occupation implies a strain uj)on some
jiarticular part instead of a wholesome
e.xercise of the whole physical func-

tions. But weakness of the stomach

is not alone fountl in men whose occu-

pations are sedentary. Inability to

discharge its duty is a failing of the;

stomach of a man who is overtaxed

j>l)y8ically, an<l the try foi- artificial

aid is even more imj)erative in this

than in the other case. Again, there

are jtersons who have nothing of

greater moment to engage tlieir time

than to attend to the regtilation of

their digestive organs, an<l yet feel the

appeal for artificial aid. In children

and voung men, such a condition

might well be consi<lered a disease ;

but when men have come to their

maturity, one can regard it as nothing

-Ise than a physical defect. It niity

be said that the ]iro|K)rtion of men so

afJV-cted is small, but nothing could

well be wider of the truth. Mustaixl,

pe}>per, curries, indeed all relishes, are

nothing more nor less than stimulants,,

pure and simj)le: many of them most
I>ernicious in their irritating action on
the tissues. Doctors often have tem-
perance advocates consult them upon
loss of appetite, inability to digest,

and a general 'off-colour'of the system.

Some of these men would sooner die

than taste li(jUOi-, and yet the phy-
sician knows that, in his whole list of

drugs, there is none whose action will

have a better efiect than alcohol,

which he is driven to prescribe to the>

patient in a di.sguised form. He,
happy man, continues his diatribes

against what is restoring the bloom of

health to his cheeks. The sense of all

medical opinions which I have read upon
the use of alcohol as a digestive agent

seems to be that every man must find

outby actual experiment what (|UHntity

is necessary to stimulate the discharge

of the stomachic fluid in such volume
as to digest food without undue waste.

No rule can be laid down, for no two
stomachs are alike. The advice which
a careful jihysician will give is to l>e-

gin with the smallest possible (juan-

tity, and increase what is taken gra-

dually, until the feeling of heavines.s.

and deadness is gone.

Though the stomach is the principal

cause of that feeling of ))rostration

which alcohol artificially relieves, there

are other sources of depression where-

in its operation is conceded by medical

men to be beneficial. In ])hysical

j)ain it, acts as a stimulant, a sedative,

and a narcotic, and in these ways it

acts upon the ilisordered nerves when
skill supervises its administration. A
sedative seems to be a want of human
nature everywhere, for if a Mussul-

man does not take alcohol, he takes

opium, Indian hemp, strong cotl'ee, or

a narcotic in some shape or form. The
Kuroj)<;an's desire for alcohol is prim-

arily aery for aid from his physical

nature, and it is a cry which, if not

i-egarded, entails needless self-denial.

lint unfortunately the use which
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the dyspeptic finds for alcohol is made
tlie pretext for its abuse by the inan

of sound health, wlio can take liber-

ties with his constitution. Common
sense ought to teach the man who is

lucky enough to possess a sound diges-

tion that any strain upon it is danger-

ous ; but few people have common
sense enough to look out for the

future when they are in the excited

present. It is expedient, therefore, to

bestow some consideration upon the

use of alcohol as a beverage. I can
see no reason why a beverage should

be used at any other time than when
we are eating ; my own experience

being that a natural thirst does not
arise except from an unusual i)hysical

strain, and even then nothing satisfies

thirstas well as water at itsnatural tem-
peratui-e. But with what should be
we have no immediatf^ concern, having
<|uite enough to consider in what is.

The questions which one naturally

asks when considering alcohol as a

beverage are : What quantity can
safely be drunk daily, and in what
form can it be best taken. On the

first point, I have been unable to find

any two medical authoritie.s which
agree, and with most of them it is

common to find the opinion that ac-

tual experiment must determine the

quantity, the drinker taking his warn-
ing to stop from such signs as flush-

ing of the face, a quickened pulse, or

a feeling of headiness. But one doc-

tor who has made a study of alcohol

is a little more confident than his fel-

lows, and sets down the quantity at

9-lOths of a fluid ounce per twenty-

four hours, i.e., about one-third less

than two ordinary tablespoonsful. Of
course no one drinks pure alcohol, and
allowance will have to be made for

dilution. .A.t all events, the quantity

of tap-room old rye which this doctor

Avould allow, would not exceed one
wine-glassful, and that small quantity

should be still further diluted with
water. In tliis connection it may be

interesting to give some information

regarding the proportion of alcohol in

the better known liquors. In two
ounces and a quarter of brandy, we
find one ounce of pure alcohol. The
same proportion exists in whisky
and rum, when sold at 10° under
proof. It is a popular fallacy to be-

lieve that brandy contains more pure
alcohol than whisky, and douVjtless

the misconception ari.ses fi-om the dif-

ferent properties held in solution by
the alcohol. Gin is usually sold at

8*J dicas, or 14 underproof, conse-

quently the quantity of alcohol is less

in proportion. In port, sh^n-y, and
madeiia the proportion is a little over
one in Ave ; in champagne and Bur-
gi n ly the proj)ortion is about one in

ten; in claret, one in twelve; in old

ale and stout, one in sixteen ; in pale

ale, onp in sixteen ; in porter, one in

twenty-five; in lager, very much le.ss,

though how much I cannot say on
trustworthy figures. These propor-
tions of course are based upon liquors

which are, of their class, the best

and purest. If they are to be used as
beverages, those in which alcohol is

least concentrated are the best, and
where the flavour is not destroyed,

they cannot well be too much diluted,

for the more concentrated alcohol is

the greater is its tendency to irritate

the mucous membrane of the stomach.
Again, the later in the day the better

is it for the drinker. All medical
men are agreed in condemning the
habit of taking an ' eye-opener,' or
' a meridian ' among men ; and those
ladies who have their glass of port
and a biscuit at eleven come in for a
word of serious reprimand.

But apart from one's taste in the
choice of liquors as l»everages, one
should be guided by the properties of

alcohol in the different ( oinbinations

in which it exists. Tl)e combinations
of alcohol are usually classed as

distilled spirits, wines, and malt li-

quors. The consideration of distilled

liquors har, been of late years compli-

cated by the discovery of the patent
still by which silent spirit is pro-

duced. This spirit ran be converted
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into bi-andy, whisky, gin, or inim by

the addition of flavouring from the

chemist's laboratoiy. This is the vile

stuff which is so generally sold

throughout Canada ; this is the vil-

lainous compound whose consumption

makes man a maniac, whose fingere

drip with the blood of those who
ought to be dearer to him than life.

In this tire-water there are none of

the properties which the i)ure liquors

possess. To the taste the genuine

and the counterfeit may be almost in-

distinguishable, but when the liquid

proceeds on that perilous joumey
which begins with the throat, it is

not long before the drinker Ijetrays

the fpiality of the liquid which he has

swallowed. Alcohol is such a fine

solvent that, in the process of distilla-

tion it caiTies over with it, in solution,

much of the nutritive projjerties of the

articles from which it is derived. It

becomes therefore of importance to

ascertain which liquors are most valu-

able on account of the properties held

in solution. Brandy is distilled from

French wines, and it holds wine-ether

in solution ; hence its jjeculiar action

on the stomach. Whisky, when it

is new, holds the dangerous fusil oil

;

but after a certain time this evapo-

rates, It-aviuL; what is practically pure

alcohol. Whiskies which are mellowed

in sherry casks retain something of

the properties of sherry, but so little

that no one need Hatter himself that

he is drinking sherry when he is par-

taking of whisky that has been in a

sherry cask. Some whiskies and gin

are prejiared with oil of juniper, and

liquors so prepared act upon the kid-

neys. Wines are either strong or

light Of course all wines are pro-

duced by the fermentation of grape

juice ; but in the manufacture of what

are known as the Peniiisulur wines

—

jtrincipaliy port and sherry—thejuict;

is only partially fermente<l, hencr-

much sugar is liejil in sobition by the

alcohol which was added to fortify the

wine. The alcohol also has the |
ecu-

liar property of precipitating the cream

of tartar which is produced in fermen-

tation. The result is that these wines
sit heavy on the stomach, producing a

form of dyspepsia which developes into

gout. In the lighter wines, on the

other hand, the Bordeaux and Bur-
gundies—the sugar of the grape juice

is entirely consumed in the process of

fermentation, and the amount of al-

cohol present is not suthcient to pre-

cipitate the cream of tartar ; hence
these light wines rest easy on the sto-

mach, and leave it readily. In malt

liquors we find alcohol holding in solu-

tion sugar gum and other matters car-

ried over fromthe hops and malt. These

li(luors partake more of the character

of food than any other ; but they act

too strongly on the liver and stomach
to be partaken of by people who have

not much jihysical e.\erci.se. In people

of sedentary halnts who have attained

to middle age, their effect is bad and
increasingly so with increasing years.

I have thus rapidly glanced over the

field of in(|uiry, and I would indeed

be egotistical if I said that I had
taken a comjirehensive view of it. I

have tried to steer clear of the philo-

sophical, the theological, and the specu-

lative aspects of the question. I have

tried to present some points which will

be endorsed by ])eo))le who come to

conclusions not from impul.se, but from

common sense considerations. IJefore

I had taken the trouble to inform my-
self \ipon the sul)ject I am free to con-

fess that however I might fail in the

practice of abstinence I was always at

one with myself in endorsing it as a

sound principle; but though I began

to doubt the soundne.ss of the j)rin-

ciple, I found, paradoxical though it

may seem, my practice drifting very

close to a discontinuance of the u.se of

any kind of litpior. This I take to l)e

evidence that e.xperinient in my case

indicated tome that I was one of those

lucky jteople who can do without alco-

hol in any shape or form. This dis-

covery did not lead me to the rash

conclusion that all men were constitu-

ted like myself, and could do as I did
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without discomfort. Herein lies the
first point which must determine
the satisfactory solution of the drink-
ing question. We must make al-

lowance for different constitutions.

We must remember that most peo-
ple can take a little alcohol with no
perceptible injury, while many are
absolutely benefited by it. But we
must not forget that very few indeed
can take much without ultimately suf-

fering injury. It therefore becomes our
duty not to cry out for indiscriminat-

ing abolition, but to educate the peo-
ple to understand what they are do-
ing with their stomachs, to teach them
that different combinations of alcohol
should be selected by different consti-
tutions, and that all liquors should be
diluted before being drunk. In a word,
my conclusion on this question is what
I think will be endorsed by all people
who calmly deliljerate on it : Educate
your drunkards

; do not make martyrs
of your men.

A SERENADE.

TF, my love thy pity meeting,

Thou dost sigh, the happy sign

Of a bosom that is beatinf

Too ambitious hope !—with mine
;

May the wandering breezes leavin*,

Sadly, slowly leaving thee,

Waft the sigh that thou art heaving
Through the lightening gloom to me.

Then I'll stray to dewy bowers
In aesthetic habit dressed,

And I'll cull the blushing flowers

That my lady's feet have pressed
;

And, my pulses beating firmer

At the news the Zephyr brings,

I will hasten, sweet, to murmur
Lots of idiotic things.

-F. BLAKE CROFTON.
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THE RELATION OF RELIGION TO SECULAR LIFE*

BY PRINCIPAL <;. M. (;P>ANT, I) I>., KIX<".STON.

SECULAK life, what does it in-

clude ? The life of the senses

;

family and social life ; industrialism
;

trade and commerce
;
politics; science,

opening new pages to its students

every day ; art, revealing fresh beauty

to each young age that steps on the

old scene ; literature, reachma; all

classes with its multiplying hands.

Religion, what does it include? God,

the Soul, Immortality. More particu-

larly, Jesus C'hri.st and His salvation.

What relation can there be between

those two spheres? the secularist asks.

Secular life deals with facts ; religion

deals with words. We cannot de-

monstrate even the existence of God,

much less the peculiarities of any reli-

gion. We cannot know that Jesus

rose from the dead, as we know, for

instance, that good food is desirable.

Let us then be satisfied with the

sphere of the knowable.

Wliat shall we say to this? 1 believe

that we run know the tiuths of reli-

gion. Let us clearly understand how,

and under what conditions. Intel-

lectually, we mtist be satisfied with

probable evidence. This evidence is

certainly not lessening. The most de-

structive modern criticism, in admit-

ting into court the great epistles of

St Paul, really admits all the histori-

cal and philosophical Ita-sis that is re-

quired ; and each new generation of

lielievem contributes to tlie cumulative

* A jiaiHjr rt;a<l iK-'fon- tin- (Juimcil of tlic

K«formfU (Jhurchfrt huldint; the Prwhyteriaii
SyHt«m, at itM HeHHimi in I'liila<l«-'li>hia. Sep-
tenil>er l»:<r(l, iHHi), an-l extra<t...l fn-m w\
vaiiev HheetM "f the iirocccilin^'K.

force that the evidences have as a

whole. The sceptic has no right to

demand more. The lines traced by

Bishop Butler are impregnable here.

But, at the same time, I admit at

once that jirol^ability is not enough.

Religion, like morality, must speak in

the 'categorical imperative.' No peoi)le

ever embraced religion because there

was probable evidence of its truth.

No one ever 'greatly dared or nobly

died ' in the faith of a Perhajis. The
certainties of the secular will, as a

matter of fact, be su]ireme, unless

there are more supreme certainties.

And there are. How tlo we know ?

By spiritual j)erception. So have

men obtained spiritual certainty in all

ages ; so must they obtain it still.

The senses reveal material things.

Experience and judgment correct the

evidence of the senses. J)irect intui-

tion reveals spiritual things. Reason

and coiLScience purify our intuitions.

Spiritual revelations must l)e seen in

their own light. God, says Holy
Scripture, 'reveals them to us l)y His

S[)irit.' The spirit witnesses to our

spirits of spiritual truth. No higher

certainty than the certainty of vision

is po.ssible. When a man is in the

light, can any number of men persuatle

him that he is not ?

To what does the witness of the

Spirit extend ? To no «|uestion the de-

cision of which rests with science.

Science must continue to toil at every

problem that its instruments can

reach. To none of the (piestions

ijiised by criticism and scholarship.

These must be determined by criticism

and .s.holarship. Their solution may
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>>e hindered, but certainly cannot be

helped by pa[)al bulls or the votes of

Presbyterian General Assemblies, The
Spirit witnesses to our spirits of (iod.

The Spirit revealed Jehovah to the

Jews, and reveals Jesus to us. The
Old Testament promise was, 'To him
that oi'dereth his conversation aright

shall be shown the salvation of God.'

The Xew Testament promise is, ' If

any man's will be to do His will, he
iihall know of the doctrine whether it

be of (rod or whether I speak of my-
self.' The promise is the same and
indicates the condition of the Spirit's

acting upon our spirits. The more
unreservedly we trust the promise,

the more completely is our faith vin-

dicated.

As I'egards influence on life, the

difference between probability and cer-

tainty amounts to a difference of kind

rather than of degree. To believe that

Jesus is risen, merely on the testimony

of witnesses who might have been mis-

taken, is not a working faith. To be-

lieve, because the Spirit of Jesus also

witnesses to our spirits that He is liv-

ing and dwells in us, is the faith that

conquers the world. Whoso hath this

faith, though an angel from heaven
preached another gospel, would not be

unsettled. To whom else should he

go ? Jesus has the words of eternal

life. Xo one else can solve for him
all spiritual problems. Jesus Christ

-crucitied is for him the supreme ver-

ity. This great historical fact has

become an all-satisfying si)iritu:il fact.

It brings the two opposite sides of

Ood's character revealed in the Old
Testament into the unity of a living

person. It lays hold upon us liy the

two opposite sides of our cliaracter

—

—the self and the not-self,one or other

of which all other philosophies of life

ignore. We die to the lower, .-md we
find the higher self. Dying, we live.

We are born again, and nothing can

be more certain than our conscious-

ness of life.

Standing on this foundation, other

than which no man can lay, we are on

,

the I'ock. Unless we can get on thi.s

foundation of spiritual certainty, it is

useless to expect that religion will in-

fluence secular aflairs. The current
of human life, with its manifold inter-

ests, will sweep on its coui-se, indiffer-

ent to all the appeals and argumenta-
tions of priests or presbyters. But,
standing on this foundation, all life

becomes religious. Life here will con-
sist in following Jesu.s. Life hereafter

will be to see Him as He is ; to be
with Him; to be like Him. Religion,

then, IS not a matter of words that
clever men can dispute about. It is

the supreme reality. Its relation to

the subordinate realities of secular

life is the next point to be clearly un-
derstood.

The relation is not of one form to

another, but of spirit to all forms. As
far as the religious and the secular are

seperate spheres, they are not inde-

pendent, much less hostile, but con-

centric. They revolve round one axis,

have one centre and one law of life.

Historically, this has not been their

relative positions. Christianity has

often been regarded as formal, rather
than spiritual ; as having a depart-

ment of its own distinct from and
over against the department of ordi-

nary life, which has been called, with
more or le.ss accentuation, 'the world.'

Even when regarded as spiritual, its

object has been held to be not so much
the development of humanity in the

school of this world, to all its rightful

issues, as the deliverance of man from
future penalties and his preparation

for future bli.ss. And as the future is

eternal and the i)resent temporal, the

interest of the present were felt to be
insignificant, and the religious man
was described as trampling upon and
despising the present, and longing for

the future world. It is not to be won-
dered at that Christianity developed
in this direction when the powers of

this world were leagued against it,

and sought to desti-oy it by perse-

cutions that followed each other in

quick succession. And subsequently,
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when flooils of barbarians over-

wlielmetl the nionimients of ancient

civilization, and the Church, iuiuiedi-

ately after winning the Konian empire,

had to control hordes who could be

appealed to only through the senses

and the imagination, it is not to be

wondered at that religion felt it ne-

cessary to retreat behind mysteries

into which superstition dared not ])ene

trate, and to jiresent itself to the

senses as a vast organization more au-

gust than the kingdoms of earth.

.Secular life was allowed its sphere,

sordid.earthy, brutal, violent. Religion

had its own sphere, unrelated to the

other, and where it was supposed no
one breathed aught save the atmo.s-

jthere of heaven. But this disruption

of the secular and i\\t' leligious proved
fatal to both. Horrible aie the true

jiictures of media*val secular life ; the

all but universal ignorance, tilth, vio-

lence, lust, lit up by the lurid light of

superstition. Ei|ually h'ji lilile the pic-

tures of mediicval religious life, even
to him whodi.'^cerns the soul of beauty
and good in those ' ages qf faitli

,

' de-

velopments of unnatural asceticism,

.side by side with spiritual pride, and
priestly craft, and a love of power that

towered to heaven, and besides which
the ambitions of barons and kaisers

seemed contemptible ; enforced pover-

ty, enforced celiliacy, the hair shirt,

the iron girdh', side by side with- the

forged decretals, iutf-rdicts, Cano^sa,

the triple cmwiu Media-val Art re-

veals to us thesaintship of thf^ Middle
Ages, and even when we admire the

faith, we shnnk back from the un-

natural manifestations. At length,

religion, divorced from ordinary life,

became divorced from morality. When
JJoigias issued int«'rdicts ; whfn mon-
asteries became the homes «if ignru-ance

and sensuality, revolt iiad to take

j>lace. Humanity Jiad ))een outraged

int^'llectually and spiiitually. A<-<ord-

ingly the revolt assum«'fl two phases,

the Kenais-sfince and the K«'formation.

The two movements, sym|»athetic at

iirst, flid not underdtand each other.

Wcause they did not understand the
whole content of humanity. The one
ignored the s))iritual, the other did not
do full justice to the secular. And so-

the two sides of our nature, the two-

spheres in which we all live, were not

and have not yet been harmonized.
Keligion rejected a.sceticism, but was
still unwilling to admit secular life as

divine, or a sjthere as capable of being

divinized as its own chosen sphere.

Was not the world the home of sin ?

Alas ! sin comes a good deal nearer
us than that. Sin is within, not
without. While in the heart, it

entei-s with us into the sanctuary or

closet iis readily as into the counting-

house, or the o]iera house. When
cast out of the heart, then the world
is .seen filled with divine order and
])urpose, its laws the thoughts of God,
the work of life and the relations of

society the appointed means of educa-

tion. But it is not to be wonderetl at

that this was not .seen all at once.

Slowly the education of the race pro-

ceeds, and well that it is so. Keligion

had so long assumed that the world

was a desert, the enemy's country^

and the body the soul's prison and
enemy, that radically ditterent concej)-

tions could not be reached at once.

Besides, when the pendulum, having

swung so far in one direction, l)e-

gan in the ca.se of general society to

swing to the other extreme, religious

men drea«led lest their newly - won
freedom should degenerate into licen-

tiousness. In the chosen parable of

Puritanism, the world is therefore

pictured as the City of Destruction,

from which it is man's only tluty to

escape for his life. The relation of

leligion to secular life was still one of

hostility, or, at the l>est, of watchful-

ness. Human ties, the work and play

of life, the attractions of art, weie be-

lieved to be on the whole ininii-al to

religion. J)id they not chain the heir

of heaven to this dunghill eartii ! Did
tlir-y not by their fascinations continu-

ally lure him from the gates of para-

disc? And Ko it eanif; to pa.ss that, at
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one time or another, to the hurt of re- 1

ligion and to the luirt of the various

departments of secular life, religion

and industrialism, religion and politics,

religion and literature, religion and
art, religion and science, religion and
culture have stood not shoulder to

shoulder but on opposite sides, or at

the best in the attitude of compromise
and bare toleration of each other. It

has been popularly felt in a confused

kind of way that the Christian must
be distinguished outwardly from ' the

world,' by some badge of look, tone,
;

dress, or manner; by something differ-

ent from that which characterizes or-

dinary men ; that his life should be
!

hedged in by rulesand restrictions posi-

tive and negative ; that the soul should

be on its guard, lest the fence round
the sacred precincts of religion might

\

be broken down ; and that the very

joys of family life were secular and to

be susi)ected. I have heard that a law

was enacted—not in a land ruled by
kings, but in this land of liberty—pro-

hibiting a man from kissing his wife

on Sunday ! When such a hard and
fast line was drawn, men came to feel

it almost as great an imj)ropriety to

read a religious book on Mondays, as

to kiss their wives on Sundays.

It is dithcult to say where this iden-

tification of religion with the formal

has done most liarm. We see its evil

influences, not in Romanism only, but

less or more in every Protestant

Church ; in the popular conception of

the sacraments as talismans, and of the

Bible as a book let down from heaven

in the original Hebrew and Greek, if

not exactly in King James' version,

instead of a literature that took shaj^e

under unique literary and historical

conditions which are only now being

fully considered ; in the conception of

Christianity as an arbitrary scheme

rather than light from heaven delight-

ful to the spiritual eye, food from

heaven that alone can satisfy and that

satisfies abundantly the spiritual nece;;-

sities of humanity ; in the Church's lack

of spontaneity and of heroism ; in its

timidity in the ))resence of great social

questions, or even of very small ques-

tions ; in its frequent preference of

repression over the educational deve-

lopment, and of 'thou shalt not,' over

the much more im})ortant ' thou shalt;'

in the divorce between the i-eligion,

and the commercial, political, and in-

ternational life of Christian nations
;

in a secularized literature and in nam-
by-pamby attempts to Christianize lite-

rature ; in the ignoring of art, and in

the too frequent attitude of hostility

to science betrayed by a tone of irrita-

tion, suspicion, or depreciation regard-

ing eminent scientific men indulged in

by people from whom better things

might be expected. For dislike to

science on the part of truly religious

men is especially irrational ; ;inea.si-

ness di.'splayed when new facts are dis-

covered, or new theories broached—it

may be only as working theories—espe-

cially humiliating, and calculated to

remind .sceptics of the attitude as-

.sumed by the monks three or four cen-

turies ago towards those dangerous

languages—Greek and Hebrew. It is

not merely neutrality that science has

a right to expect at the hands of reli-

gion, but boundless encouragement

and favour. The alarm into which

sections of the Church have again and
again been thrown by astronomy, geo-

logy, and indeed by every new .science,

and the passive resistance offered to

increase of knowledge is simply be-

wildering to one who has correct con-

ceptions of the proper sphere of reli-

gion. Nothing has done more to dis-

credit all religion with the ])artly-

educated working classes, who. though

unable to distinguish the real state of

the case, are shrewd enough to infer

that only they are opposed to science,

who believe that science is opposed to

them. Naturally enough, many scien-

tific men have become coarse, arrogant

and one-sided in their turn ; and so,

instead of theologians determining the

boundaries of science by the Bible, we
now more frequently have scientific

men excluding religion from the sphere
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of the knowaKle, unless it meekly sub-

raits to its tests of prrtver-gauiies in

hospitals, and the crucibles and retorts

of the ldVK)ratorv.

In giving this historical sketch of

the actual relations that have existe*!

between religion and the various de-

partments of secular life, there is, of

course, no intention of depreciating

the great ones of other days on whose

shoulders we stand. Those wlio sub-

<lued the lioman Empire and won it

for Jesus Christ ; those who, out of the

raw material of savage Lomljards,

Huns, Goths, Wends, ^flavs, Saxons,

Northmen, laid the foundations of Eu-

lopean Christianity ; those ifeformers

and Puritans to whom we owe the

freedom, the purity, and the power of

modern life, we could not depreciate

•even if we would. Criticism itself m
out of nlace until our deeds e<jual

theirs. Let us clearly understand that

< 'hristianity came a.s a new life to a

world corrupt and dying. The life had

to contend with all opposing forces.

In every age it won more or less of

triumph. It alone lifted the world ; it

Alone bore fruit. In our own modern
times, too, we might almost say that

it alone has been fruitful—fruitful in

elevating man, in ensuring the jjurity

of family life, political onlei-, in<lustrial

development, philanthiopic endeavour,

missionary activity, educational cleve-

lopment, and even scientitic progress.

There is scarcely a college in the New
even as in the Old World that floes not

owe its e.xistence directly or indirectly

to the Church. That one fact ought

*o outweigh the fanaticisms of the

more ignorant of theologians and reli-

gionists, were the.se multiplied an

hundredfold. It shows that theChuich

lias been guided by a wise instinct .

that it knows that religion must \»'

founded on the eU*rnal principles of

knowle<lge, connected with the liighest

purifie<l convictions of humaiiity, ami

<'0-extensive with the race. As Mat-
thew Arnold, whom no one will sus-

j»ect of depreciating culture, puts it,

* Even now in fhis «•_'<•, when moi-e of

beauty and more of knowledge are so

much needed, and knowledge at any
i-ate is so highly esteemed, the revela-

tion which rules the world, even now,
is not Greece's revelation, but Judaii's

;

not the pre-eminence of art and sci-

ence, but the i>re-eminence of righte-

ousness.'*

But we are not called upon to praise

or blame men. Apart from their deeds

;tnd what they left unrlone, their wis-

dom and their misconceptions, we must
determine from the cential thought

and life of Christianity the ideal rela-

tion between it and our secular life.

Here there can be no mistake. To
Jesus, nothing that came from the

Father was common or unclean ; that

is, nothing was merely secular. To
Him nature and humanity were reflec-

tions and embodiments of the Father's

will : to be studied by the man of

science, interpreted l)y the spiritually

mindfd, loved by the arti.^t and l»y all.

liehold the lilie.s, the grass, the fowLs,

He says to us. The labours of husband-

men, vine-dressei-s, fishermen, house-

holders, stewards, traders, are made to

yield spiritual teaching. He does not

jireach like the ascetic or pietist, ' Do
not seek for money, food, clothes, for

you can do without such trifles ; at-

tentl to the soul ; that is the great

thing.' No, but He does say, 'Have
no heart-dividing cares about those

things. 8uch cares only hinder work.

Voui' Father knows that you need
llnse things, and will He then with-

hold them from His children ?' He
con.>*ecrated natuie and human life,

work, tiea and relutiouRhifis. The
Manichean view of life, even in the

mild form of petty asceticisms in

which we know it, divorces the king-

<lom of nature from the kingdom of

glace, and by degrading the former

deforms tiie latter. The .secularist view
of life flenies that there is any king-

diim of grace, and so robs nature of its

meaning an<l beauty. For ' when
heaven was above us, earth looked

• ' Literature and l)o;:ma,' p. 356.
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very lovely ; when we came down on

the earth, and believed that we had to

do with nothing but it, earth became
flat and dull ; its trees, its flowers, its

sunlight lost their charms : they be-

came monotonous, more we:trisome

each day, because we could not see

beyond them.' To Jesus the kingdoms
of nature and grace always appeared

in their ideal unity. The Author of

the one was the Author of the other.

He had made the one to correspond

with and lead up to the other. Man
had broken the divine unity and har-

mony. The Son of Man came to restore

that which had Ijeen broken.

The relation of religion to the secu-

lai", then, is the relation of a law of

life to all the work of life. This law

of life is not a catechism, not a dogma,
but a spiritual power or influence. Its

relation to the secular is not arbitrary,

but natural ; not statical, but dyna-

mical ; not mechanical, but s[)iritual.

Freedom is the condition of its health-

ful action.

Let us define this law of life. It

is the old law, old as humanity, which
yet is new ; the old law of love, the

full meaning and extent of which,

GodwarJ and manward, is shown in

and by the cross. It is the child's love

to the Father, and to the Father's

c'.iildren, and to the Father's works

and j»urpL)se.s. Love means self-re-

nunciation, and self-renunciation im-

plies tlie new birth.

He in whom this law of life is su-

preme, and who carries it victoriously

into every department of life with

which he has to do, is truly a religious

man. Religionists seem fx) fancy that

it can survive only in the atmosphere

of the sanctuary, the prayer-meeting,

the conference, the church court, or in

directly religious work. Not to speak

of the fact that it is sometimes con-

spicuously absent from those spheres,

perhaps i)ecause it went into them un-

proved, dejirived of the di.scipline of

comaion life, there can lie no doubt
that such a theory dishonours that

which it pretends to honour. Bjth

religious and secular life suffer ac-

cordingly. Secular life becomes mean,
spiritual life hampered and twisted by
arbitrary restrictions and minute ob-

servances. The resultant type of man-
hood and womanhood—the true test

of the theory—is far from being the

highest. It is apt to give us the

Pharisee, the fanatic, or at best the

inoffensive and goody man, instead of

heroes ; the gossi|), back-biting, holy

horror, and sleek .self-satisfaction of

the religious tea-table, instead of the

acts of the apostles ; the su])pression

of trt'th, the self-glorification, the

spiritual pride, the teaching of whom
to suspect, the malice of the denomi-

national coterie, instead of the inspi-

ration that should ever be breathing

from the Church of Christ upon a

world lying in wickedness. lieligion

and conduct must be harmonized in

every individual, or one being is di-

vided into two beings, with dilFerent

faces and pulling different ways. Such
a division is fatal. You cannot split

a man into two without killing him.

The dift'erent sides of our nature, like

the different periods of our life, should

be bound each to each by natural piety.

Work should be prayerful, and j)rayer

true work ; all life a psalm, and praise

the breath of life, for the Christian's

life is love, and love is the only sutti-

cient source of happiness.

This law of life is not a formula,

however sacred ; not a dogma con-

structed laboriously by the intellect in

councils (ecumenical or national, but
' a force, a sap pervading the whole

of life. It is at bottom not a book,

though it has a book for basis and
support. It is an unique but new fact

that occupies the heart and moulds the

conduct, ... a fact which, when ac-

cepted, changes the whole position of

man, operates a revolution in his

entire being, moves, draws, renews

him.' *

This law of life acts not by uiochani-

cal rules, which are the sauis in all

* Viiiefs • Outline.s of Theology," i-.
VM.
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circumstances, l»\it under the inspi-

ration of the living spirit of wisdom
which discerns the sisjns of the times

—a spirit wliich Pharisees never

|>osse8s, and for not j)Ossessing wliich

Jesus declai-es them hlameworthy.

It can be gloriously inconsistent. At
one time it refuses to circumcise Ti-

tus, though such a refusjil threatens the

unity of the whole apostolic church.

At another time, tlie principle of

toleration having been established, it

spontaneously circumcises Timothy
simply to conciliate prejudiced people.

In one chapter it says, ' Ett whatso-

ever is sold in the shambles ;
' in an-

other, • I will eat no meat while the

world standeth, lest I make my bro-

ther to stumble.' To the Jews it be-

comes a Jew, to the Greeks it becomes
a (ireek. In the nineteenth century

it would Ijecome a Hindoo or China-

man to gain the Hindoos or Chinese,

grandly indiflerent to the reproach of

inconsistency. For centuries it may
cherish a sacred symbol. When the

symlxjl is turned into an idol, it sees

that it is only a bit of bra.ss, and
grinds it to powder. In one age it

consecrates the wealth of provinces to

build a cathedral. It paints 'storied

windows, richly digJit,' and sings

grand chorales like the sound of many
waters. In another, it hardly regrets

to see the cathedral desecrated and the

windows broken. It calls the organ
' a kiht fu' o' whistles,' and delights

only in Rouse's version of the Psalms.

When kindlier days come again, it re-

stores cathedrals, listens to voluntar-

ies, joins in chants, an<l sets commit-
tees of General Assembly to work
laboriously to compile hymn-books.
When ordered to use only strange

forms of prayer, that teach what is

thought to \>f' contrary to sound «loc-

trine, it will have nothing to do with

liturgical forms at all ; when Christ-

ian lilxTty is fully concede<l, it will

gladly avail itself in public woinhip

of everything that the congregation

tinds to be helpful. So too in all other

def)artment8 of life it discerns the

signs of the times. At one time it

imposes oaths and obligations to con-

formity and sacramental oVjservances

on all officials ; at another, it abol-

ishes the oaths and the obligations

alike. Eternal principles guide it in

legislation, but the application of these

principles is determined by the chang-
ing circumstances of the jieople and
the times. When capital forgets its

responsibilities, religion takes its stand

on the side of labour, and speaks with

no uncertain voice. When labour for-

gets, it as.serts the rights of capital and
the inviolability of economic laws. ( )ne

day it reminds us of the sacredness of

authority ; the next, it dies for lib-

erty. To day it pleads for man in

the name of God, tomorrow for (rod

in the name of man. At one time it

jireaches the gos]»el of peace, at an-

other it invokes the Lord of Hosts and
goes forth to war. All the time it is

gloriously consi.stent, j, st as nature is

consistent that gives the light and the

darkness, the summer and the winter,

the many-voiced laughter of the sun-

lit sea an<l the storm-wrack mingling

sea and sky
;
just as God is consistent

who gives to the world one day John
the Baptist and the next day Jesus of

Nazareth. But even blockheads' eyes

are sharp enough to see that there is a
dirt'erence, and so they cry out, ' In-

consistency,' 'Treachery to ordination

vows,' antl such like. I7nfoi tunately

too, blockheads as a rule havr loud

voices— to make up for their lat ,< in

other respects—and they delight lo

make themselves heard in the market-

place. The noise ])revents the cahn

voice of wisdom from being heard.

Men get violently excited. Legitimatt;

development is rendered impossi' ie,

and so, instead of reform we get mvo-
lution, withall its sad accomjiani'm-nts.

All this is very vague, it may be

sai<l. A precisian desires sj»'i-.Hc lules.

I know no way of satihfying the

pi«'ciHian save l»y assigning to hitn a

spiritual director, into whrs'^ hands
let him surrender his own personality

as the j»rice of rest for his soul. The
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director will tell him exactly what
to do, and exactly how far to go
on each occasion that arises. Of
course this means spiritual slavery

—

that is, the destruction of religion

—

for Christianity appeals to the individ-

ual, and individuality means liberty.

Religion must be rooted in the essence

of the individual, in his spirit, by
which he is linked to the divine spirit.

It can live only in the atmosphere of

liberty. Liberty is its basis and its

breath. Only in an atmosphere of

liberty can religion live. Then it

works wonders, even though dogmati-

cally incomplete. It controls conduct
by divine right, speaks with ' the

dogmatism of a God,' calls upon men
to follow it, and men obey.

With regard to conduct, then, which
we are rightly told is three-fourths of

life, no more precise rule can be given

than that the individual nnist obey his

own conscience, not another's. His con-

science is another name for his spirit-

ual life or the life of Christ in his

soul. Is he living, or has he only a

name to live ? That must be for him
the first great question. How can he
know ? The test Christ gives is. Does
he obey, and obeying find His com-
mandments not grievous 1 Such obe-

dience, I believe, was never as wide-

spread as it is to-day. Christianity is

permeating secular life as it never did

before. There are appearances to the

contrary, of which the newspapers na-

turally enough make the most ; but
the very outcry proves that these are

exceptions. For example, the excesses

of the Turks in Bulgaria three years

ago sealed the doom of their empire in

Europe. Better for the Sultan had
his armies lost half a dozen battles.

But three or four centuries ago the

armies of the most Catholic and Chris-

tian kings considered such atrocities

the ordinary usages and rights of war.

Even in war men have now to remem-
ber that they are not wholly In-utes.

As the bounds of freedom have wid-

ened, religion has woven itself in with

the warp and woof of the people's life.

Religion has become less a dogma or
ritual, and more of a life. ' The
lower classes in this country care as
little for the dogmas of Christianity as

tlie higher classes care for its {)ractice,'

said Mr. John Bright, lately, with
righteous scorn of what he believed to

be sham zeal for religion. The same
lower classes preferred to starve, and
even to see their wives and children
' clemmed,' rather than get work and
bread at the price of the recognition

of American slavery by their country.

There is more true religion and even
decorum in the average mechanics'
institute, or co-operative society, or
working men's reading-room or club,

or farmer's grange of to-day, as I have
seen them, than there was in the aver-

age religious organization of some cen-

turies ago, or in some that still exist.

Scepticism itself has become not only
moral, but almost religious in its lan-

guage. But our advance only shows
us how far we are from the ideal Jesus
sets before us. The nineteenth century
has still to learn from Him. Do we as

a people take His law into society,

trade, industry, politics ] We do not.

Some one will say, we would be counted
fools if we did. I doubt it. But even
if we were, ought that to settle the

matter ? Certainly not, if Jesus be to

us the supreme reality, not a word
only.

Again, with regard to science, schol-

arship, art, which make up the remain-
ing fourth of life, liberty is also essen-

tial. Their claims on their students

are as absolute as the claims of con-

science over conduct. A man's science

may be wrong, his scholarship inaccu-

rate, his art false. He and we can find

out that it is so, only when we have
faith in the truth so absolute that we
believe that the only cure for the evils

caused by liberty is a little more lib-

erty.

In a word, without lil)erty there

cannot be reli{^ion, and without reli-

gion life loses inspiration, and society

loses cohesion. Without liberty there

cannot be science, scholarship, nor art,
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ami wiiliout these, life loses beauty,

and buuiitnity loses the hope of pro-

gress. The more fully we trust reli-

gion, the more it vindicates our trust

It will govern all life ; it will go down
to the pettiest details and the most

vulgar secularities, and consecrate

then). But to do so it must l)e free.

It niav be asked heiv. is not the re-

lation of religion to various <lepart-

nients of secular life complicated when
we consider man not as an individual

but as a niemJter of so<-iety .' When a

man joins even a guild ar trades iinion,

does be not part with a ]>ortion of his

liberty the U-tter to secure the i-est ?

* It is not telling a lie, it is only voting

with your paily :' is not this a legiti-

n»ate plea in iHilities ? Must not the

statesman have a code of morals for

the sphere of diplomacy—home and

international — ditierent from that

whi.-h binds him in ])rivate life I Can
a church exist if its meuibeis ask for

the sanje liberty that those who con-

structed its dognias enjoyed, the lilierty

of expressing their religions life not

only in the language of a past age, but

in a form Howing from, and exactly

representing, their own characteristic

life and thought? Does not the Head
of the Church sometimes need our

silence or our lie I

The piecise (piestion is. whether or

not the lilierty that religion demands
as the con«lition of its life is consistent

with |>olitical and ecclesiastical or-

ganization.

As reganls politics, the citizen's

diHiculty is not with the nation, l»ut

with his party. Wiiat is the constitu-

tion of any free nation l»ut the expres-

sion of the nation's life? The proudest

iKjast of any constitiition is that it has

not been made, but Iihh grown. Its

next iKjast should be that it has the

promise «n<l |K)t<*ncy of indefinite'

growth, thiit it can expanfl with the

expanding life of the nation, without

the necesaitv of revolutions. lievoln-

tion means that the nation has grown
and that the constitution cannot ex-

pand. Nations will grow, and con-

stitutions can expand accordingly, onlv

in a free atmosphere. The nation

therefore should encourage the utmost
liberty of thought in political matters

as the necessary condition of its peace-

ful development. Parly organization

may be thought incapable of allowing

.such lil)erty, because party aims at

immediate and definite result.s. He
that will not submit to its platform

must be read out of the partv. But
political wisdom fiictates the most spar-

ing exercise of this jiower. The
critics may see rocks ahead, of which
they are warning the party they have
long been connected with ; and to

cast them out is not the way to en-

courage others to watch. The Trojans

difl not heed (.'assandra, but they did

not expel her from the city. That
)»arty remains powerful which best

understands the signs of the times.

The reason why they often »lo not

undei-stand is because they treat criti-

cism as rebellion, and instead of wel-

coming light see only what they wish

to see. No party then should ilemand

the sacrifice of liberty from its ad-

herents, and no citizen should make
the sacrifice. The inteiests of his

jtarty reipiire him to be free ; much
more tlie interests of the common-
wealth ; much more his own interests.

As regards ecclesiastical organiza-

tion also, the Christian's difhculty is

not with the ifleal Catholic Church —
about which theie ought to be no
(piestion, for ' where the Spirit of the

Lord is, there is liberty,'—but with

the ]tartic<dar section of the Church
with which he is connect<-d. What
then is the ol>ject for which any church

as an organization f'xists / For the de-

velopment in its membei-s of religious

life, and the dissemination of that life

1)V j)reaching the (Jospel to those who
are without. Hut wehaveseen that reli-

gi(Uis life is impo.ssible without liberty

'Jhere mav bf-maivcllous organization;

there may be a dogmatic system that

the intellect has accepted as the best

possiiile coniproriiise : there may be

supei-stition that calls itself devotion,
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and fanaticism that calls itself zeal

for the truth, and all these for a time
may do wonderful works ; but reli-

gion, the life of the free spirit, going

forth into secular life, as assured of

the reality on which it is based as it

is of the realities of sense, and ecjually

assured that the relation of the two
realities is tliat of supreme to sub-

ordinate, such religion is impossible

without liberty. The very suspicion

that it dare not think out every sub-

ject, that it dare not investigate every

province, deprives it of its divine

power. The Church therefore that

opposes itself to the demand foi- the

fullest liberty of thought, and the re-

sults of the most exact scholarship,

opposes itself to religion. It gives

aid and comfort to those who denounce
religion as a clerical imposture. There
are tens, if not hundreds, of thousands
of hard-headed working men who
think thus of religion ; and—with

sorrow let us confess—religious men
have at one time or another given

them some cause for so thinking. To
connect cjuestions of criticism with
the cause of religion; to prohibit in

quiry, and inquiry is prohibited when
the critic is forbidden to publish the

i-esults of inquiry, lest tho.se whose
faith stands not in the power of God
but in the wisdom of men should be
' unsettled,' or when he must submit
to the severest pains and penalties

that the civilization of the age will

tolerate, unless he come to certain

])reviousIy understood conclusions, is

inconsistent witli the idea of religion

at any time.

But in our time such a j)Osition is

directly fatal to the cause it professes

to befriend. It jiuts religion at once

out of court with free men ; for in

every other legion where inquiry is

possible, thought is absolutely unfet-

tered and reason is trusted. Men
have come to the conclusions that the

human mind is the only organ for dis-

covering truth, and that truth can take

care of itself ; that l^aseless theories

perish soonest when least noticed ; and

that the only way to correct the mis-
takes of scholarship and speculation is

by a ripei- scholarship and more fear-

less and compichensive thought.

This is a Jarge liberty that religiou

claims. Less will not suffice, if reli-

gion is to be the supreme force in hu-
man cliaracter and life. As a matter
of course, men who exalt the tradi-

tional above the .spiritual will refuse-

the claim. They point to the excesses,,

seen of all, that accompany the reign,

of liberty in Church and State, and
declare that salvation requires repres-

sion, \<y '.sect-craft' or 'state force.'

There are thousands of men, for in-

stance, who, as they read choice ex-

tracts of various effusions, spoken and
published every day from the Pine-

State to the Golden Gate, are honestly

convinced that this Republic is going
headlong to ruin, and that its govern-
ment is on the eve of overthrow. Let
them know that, on the contrary,

to this very fact of boundless liberty

alone is the country indebted for its

stability: tliat the government acknow-
ledges the kingship of all fi-eemen, and
declares all men free, just because it i.<

based not on arbitrary authority, but
on theautli(jiityof leasonand morality.

Jn the .same way men of weak faith

dread discussions and differences of

opinion in the Church. Let theui
learn to have more faith. Let them
know that the Church is based on the
rock which is Christ.

The only possible religion for man
is Christianity, because it alone can
stand all the tests of philo-sophy, sci-

ence, histoiy, and life. No other re-

ligion can stand those impartial tests.

Is any Church more fitti-d than ours,

by its essential principles, to accept
them fully and frankly, to occupy the

lofty ground of liberty resting securely

on the possession of absolute spiritual

truth, and so, winning the confidence

of all Clu-istians, become the wide and
beautiful Church of the future 1 Let
us be true to our history. Our fathers

had a higher ambition than to form
one of a nuujber of sects. Let the-
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Church truly believe that the truth

it preaches ciin alone save the world ;

let it fearlessly allow the widest liberty

consistent with the acknowledgment

of the central fact that constitutes

Christianity, and it will best solve the

problem of the right relations in which

i-elii;ion should sutnd to secular life.

Knowing only Jesus Christ and Him
crucified, it has the key to all life.

Truly inspired by, and altogether satis-

tied with, this faith, what new vic-

tories would the Church gain ? It

would precipitate itself upon the world

instead of keeping sniigly and respect-

ably within its own lineF. It would
aioi at what the timid would pronounce
impossibilities. It would dare all

things. It wouhl give not a tenth,

not a half, but all to Christ. By sub-

lime deeds it would vindicate itself as

the Church of the living God. ' The
religion of God, if there be one, can-

not tolerate mediocrity ; the mediocre

is the false.'*

Vinet's ' Outlines of Theolo;jy,' p. 117.

THE AFTERGLOW.

BY COWAN LE.\.

Montn al.

TT is the afterglow. Tiie dying sun

-*- Went down behind yon distant jiurple hill

Where sleep the quiet dead, while breezes still

A solemn requiem chant ere day be done.

Full o'er the city yet, in beauty rare,

Shine ro.sy beams that touch the countless spires,

And play upon the rushing river there,

Illume the leaden sky with crimson tires

More splendid far than when at noontide hour

The sun was in the zenith of his power.

dead and gone— is this the afterglow !

From hidden moss grown graves behind yon hill

A soft elbilgence Keeiiietli yet to How

—

A bubtlo tie that binds us closer still.

And kindles in our spirits' clouded 8kie.s

A lire of hope that never, never dies :

Bright picture unto which souls troubled-tossed

Have turned in holy contemplation lost,

F«)rgetting earth's wild turmoil, hate, and strife,

To <ireain u dream of love's unending life.
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ONLY AN ACCIDENT !

BY "290," TORONTO.

LIVING day after day, and month
after month, in a large and popu-

lous city, one seldom stops to think ;

How are other people living 1 We see

those around us do what every day

we do ourselves. We see them do the

same things in the same way that we
do them, and in ways differing from

our way. We see them do things that

we never have done, and never could

do. We see all this, and yet we rarely

stop to consider the guiding principle

or the motive for the infinity of ac-

tions which are going on around us all

the time.

A week or two ago, with a thought

of this kind, I wandered down to one

of the large wharves of our city, where
several steamers and other craft were

being loaded and unloaded. Every-

whei'e was activity and bustle, and all

was in seeming confusion, until one

looked carefully around, and, in a mea-

sure, analyzed the scene which hei'e

presented itself. Numberless barrels,

rolled one after another by num-
berless pairs of hands, came out of

one of the steauier.s; it was wonderful

toseehow, from thecomparativelysmall

area of one of those vessels such quan-

tities of barrels could be brought. It

was more like the miraculous multi-

plication of cards in a wizard's box

than an example of ordinary, every-

day, business-like reality. How quickly

they took up all the available space on

the wharf 1 A moment before, where

stood a surging mass of people, was

now only the level tops of barrels, with

a narrow lane between. Down this

lane a nervous old lady, with more
bandboxes tied with string than nature

had provided her with fingers to hang

them on, was struggling and evidently

5

vociferating, for you could hear no-
thing butthe roar of escaping steam.
One could not look at the excited old

lady for half a minute, without being
conscious of the futility of her efforts,

while at the same time you found your-
self elbowed aside by an authoritative

official, or perhaps by a still more ex-

cited old woman than the one whom
you had been observing so intently.

Just over there, on the edge of the
wharf, some men are taking out empty
boxes from another vessel, and piling

them up one above the other. They
look as if they were erecting im-
promptu defences against the en-

croachments of the barrels, they
build so rapidly. They always put
the top box up so high, that you
could only just touch it with your
stick. How the men manage to put
it there without using a ste|)-ladder

is amazing. No one knows how it is

done but the men themselves, and
they could not explain it, even if you
had courage, in the busy excitement,

to ask such a (piestion.

One of the steamers has stopped
' blowing off,' and is ready to start.

In a moment the cord from the wheel-

house to the whistle vibrates, and a

deafening noise is the result. It is

the signal to leave. That boat makes
close connections with two rival rail-

ways, and is very fast She is crowded
with passengers to-day. See there,

upon the ujjper deck a gentleman is

standing with two ladies ; he is beck-

oning to some one on the wharf. Il

is not hard to see who he is calling.

In and out among the boxes and bar-

rels, junq)ing over everything that ob-

structs him, through the crowd of by-

standere with marvellous rapidityglides
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a small ragged figure, airrying news-

paj>ei-8. Before the child gets to the

boat, the gangways are drawn in, at

least the af i gangway is, and the other

is just Ijeing moved. He springs on

board, but is stopped by one of the

'hands.' He l>reaks away from bis

captor, and is ofl' up stairs. As he

dots so, the gong in the engine-room

Hounds twice, and the huge wheel bo-

gies slowly to turn, splashing and
throwing tiie dark, dirty water of the

dock into a thousand shining gems, as

the great ves.sel glides oH" witli its in-

numerable figure8,its creaking fenders,

aid its dripping rojH's. That little

fellow will be carried away—No !

there he is again—surely he can easily

jump that distance ; but he is again

stopped by one of the ' hands ' who
caught him as he was going in, but

only for a moment, then he steps back,

makes a sudden run and jumps—he

miBses the wharf, and down beneath

that splashing, dripping, resistless

wheel, sinks in the blinding, white,

flowing foam that seems to boil and
bubble and hiss at the wheel. Several

men rush to the side of the wharf,

and several run to the side of the

bjat In the confusion several voices

call to the captain, but the boat does

not stop. No! Why should it? The
captain has loniakehisconnecticjn with

tiie rival railways, and ii would be

ruinous to be late. Oh I man, stop; for

(iod's sake, stoj), even if you do no

good now ; stop and phow some pity

and sorrow for the sake of our com-
mon humanity. No, think of the

number of people who would be tnrun-

venienred if they missed the connec-

tion. Oh stay I — No, no, no, a ragged

scrap of humanity may have the pre-

cious life Ijeaten out of it beneath the

wheels of our cars of JugL;ernaut, but

a modern civili/ed steainl)oat-com-

jiany munt not fail in its engagements I

The white foam, sparkling in the

Buu, turns to the dark, muddy watf;r

again, as a little head shows above its

surface. There he is. Oh, quick or

vtiu will be too late I A scow, un- ,

I steadily rowed by an old man, is the

first of several boats to come, and as

quickly as the old man can do it (but

he is very slow), the poor boy is lifted

out of the water. Several willing

hands reach out and take him from
the scow and carry him under a

shed out of the sun, and lay him on
the top of some of the merchandise,

' for there is no nearer shelter. His
tattered garments, dripping with water,

are taken oti', and he is wrapped in a

piece of old canvas while medical aid

IS .sent for.

' The paddle-wheel must have struck

his head,' says a sympathizing per-

son. ' He shouldn't have gone on
when the boat was .starting,' says a

cynical one. Well, perhaps he

sliouldn't, but this is not the time to

upbraid him. How few of us ever

.stop to consider the motive for the in-

finity of actions which are going on
around us all the time. That little

right hand clasped so tightly may help

us to understand him, poor boy, if we
can only read aright. At length he

opens his eyes antl asks ' Where am
II' It were a charity to tell him he is

near another world ; l)ut he knows
that. He opens his eyes again, clear

blue eyes they are. 'Tell me, my
poor little fellow,' I say, ' what ma<le

you go on board just as the boat was
starting /

' A strange question at such

a time. ' 'Cos father'.s drunk and moj
ther's sick, and if 1 didn't get it for

'em nobody 'd get it,' he replies slowly

and painfully. ' Is it going to rain V
he asks. ' No, my boy, the sun is

shining brightly.' * It is getting so

dark.' He closes his eyes wearily for

some time, and then slowly opens

them again. ' Will somebody give

this to mother— in my hand?' Yes,

iu that hand, clasped so tightly, is the

last earnings he will ever get. Time
is going; but tlu^ doctor has not come
yet. '])o you know that you can't

see your mother again to-night 1
' I

ask as kindly as I can. Yes, he knows
that, poor child. He speaks again.

'Tell father not to get drunk or mo-
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ther will die. I'm so cold—It must
be going to rain— dark.' The reply,

full of tender words of pity and hope,

fall only on a dull, cold ear. Alone
in the shadow, under a projecting eve,

lies a motionless figure. The light

from the water throws fantastic

tigures upon the wall, which float and
dance, and glide about, mimicking the

restless water, but they come noc into

that deep shadow to disturb him. The
mighty vessel, with all its iron heart-

lessness, now but a speck upon the

horizon, only visible by its trail of

•dense black smoke, has left behind it

a darker shadow—one that cannot be

dispelled.

The doctor comes now, but can do
nothing. Nor can any of the watch-

ers do anything for him now, except

unclasp his little hand, and take the

liard-earned pence for his mother.

How very tightly his hand is clasped

about the coppers. ' Why did he not

let go the money and try to save him-

self] ' Whv not? How few of us

ever look for the motive of an action

below the surface. A child of a drun-

ken father, and, at that age, the bread-

winner of a family ! How could he

let any of the means of their suppoi-t

go ? How dare he let it go ? A child,

and yet feeling the responsibility rest-

ing upon him, must even die before he
can lose the only means of support for a

worse than widowed mother. He has

died , but he has kept his trust.

A news-boy killed at one of the

wharves of a large oity ! The great

dailies may not even record the fact

;

but whether the city knows it or not,

that ti^'htly-clasped hand tells of an ac-

tion as noble as that ever performed by
man. What more could lie do ? What
more can man do 1 What more has

man ever done ? than try, with all

the resistless purpose of an indomit-

able will, that death itself cannot con-

quer, to carry out a right purpose, and

to do his duty in that state of life to

which it has pleased God to call him.

«A MINISTER OF GRACE.'

BY SARA DUNCAN.

"YTTE call thee Sympathy, in our rude tongue,

VV Discerning not thy lovelier, heaven-giv'u name
Whereby the angels know thee. In no wise

May we command thee—thou art subtly born

Of soul-similitude, or common grief
;

Yet souls for lack of thee must daily die !

Thou lurkest in the warmth of clasping hands.

The inner life of human brotherhood.

And often shinest glorious in a tear I

Thou sharest half, and soothest all, their pain,

And from the depths men mutely cry to thee,

All empty-hearted if thou comest not !
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THE II^TELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CANADIAN
PEOPLE.*

AN HISTORICAL REVIEW.

BY J. G. I.OURINOT, B. A.

CHAPTER L

EFFECT OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL

CHANGES OX MENTAL DEVELOPMENT.

SHOULD the title of this review

come by any chance under the

notice of some of those learned gen-

tlemen who are delving among Greek

roots or working out abstruse mathe-

matical problems in the greatacadeniic

seats on the banks of the Cam or

Isis, they would probably wonder

what can be said on the suVjject of the

intellectual develojiment of a people

engaged in the absorbing practical

work of a Colonial dependency. To
such eminent scholars Canada is i)ro-

bably only remaikable as a country

Mhere even yet there is, a]»parently,

so little sound scholarship that vacan-

cies in classical and mathematical

chairs have to be freijuently Hlled by

gentlemen who have distinguished

themselves in the Universities of the

parent state. Indeed, if we are to

judge from articleH and books that ap-

• This BerieH of articles haH been prejiared

in accordance with apian, maikerloiit by the
writer fonie yeiirH at.'<>, of tiikiiig uji from
tini»; to time certain features of the Kocial,

iMilitical, and induHtrial proffreHH of Canmla.
'aperH on tlie Maritime IndiiHtry and the
National Development of Canada have lieen

already publihheii in England and Canada,
and have been no favourably received by the

I'reHH of iKith conntricH that the writer huM
felt encouraged to continue in the Kann-

courHe of Htudy, and HujiplenK-nt his previmiM
etf<'rt« by an hiHt<jrical review of tlie Intellec-

'lOal ProgreHM of the Canadian People.

pear from time to time in England
with reference to this country, Eng-
lishmen in general know very little of

the progress that has been made in cul-

ture since Canada has become the

most important dependency of Great
Britain, by virtue of her material pro-

gre.ss within half a century. Even the

Americans who live alongside of us,

and would be naturally supposed to

be pretty well informed as to the j>ro-

gress of the Dominion to their north,

appear for the most ]»art ignorant of

the facts of its development in this

l>articular. It was but the other day
that a writer of some ability, in an or-

gan (if religious opinion, referred to

the French Canadians as a peojjle

speaking only inferior French, and en-

tirely wanting in intellectual vigour.

Nor is this fact surprising when we
consider that there are even some Can-

adians who do not appear to have that

knowledge which they ought to have

on s\ich a subject, and take u)any O] -

portunities of concealing their ignor-

ance by depreciating tlie intellectual

eflbrts of their countrymen. If so

much ignorance or indifl'erence pre-

vails with respect to the jirogrcss of

Canada in this resjiect, it must be ad-

mitted—however little flattering the

admission may be to our national

jiride— that it is, after all, only the

natural setjuel of colonial obscurity.

It is still a current belief abroad—at

least in Europe—that we are all so

much (iccujtietl with the care of our

material interests, that we are bO
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deeply absoibeJ by the grosser con-

ditions of existence in a new country,

that we have little opportvmity or

leisure to cultivate those things which
give refinement and tone to social life.

Many persons lose sight of the fact

that Canada, young though slie is com-
})ared with the countries of tlie Old
World, has ])assed beyond the state of

mere colonial pupilage. One very im-

portant section of her population has

a history contemporaneous with the

history of the New England States

who.se literature is read wherever the

English tongue is spoken. The Brit-

ish population have a history which
goes back over a century, and it is the

record of an industrious, eiiterprising

people who have made great political

and social progres.s. Indeed it may
be said that the political and material

progress that these two sections of the

Canadian people have conjointly made
is of itself an evidence of their men-
tal capacity. But whilst reams are

written on the industrial progress of

the Dominion with the [)rai.seworthy

object of bringing additional capital

and ]ieople into the country, only an

incidental allusion is made now and
then to the illustrations of mental ac-

tivity which are found in its schools,

in its press, and even in its literature.

It is now the purpose of the present

writer to show that, in the e.ssential

elements of intellectual development,

Canada is making, not a rapid, but

certainly at least a steady and encour-

aging, pi'Ogress which proves that her

people have not lost, in consequence of

the decided disadvantages of their co-

lonial situation, any of the character-

istics of the races to whom they owe
their origin. He will endeavour to

treat the subject in the spirit of an

impartial critic, and confine himself as

closely as possible to such facts as il-

lustrate the character of the progress,

and give much encouragement for the

future of a country, even now only a

little beyond the infancy of its m:(te-

rial as well as intellectual develop-

ment.

It is necessary to consider first the

conditions under which the Dominion
has been peopled, before proceeding to

follow the progress of intellectual

culture. So far, the history of Canada
may be divided into three memorable
periods of political and social develop-

ment. The fir.st period lasted during

the years of French dominion ; the

second, from the Conquest to the

Union of 1840, during which the pro-

vinces were working out representa-

tive institutions ; the third, from 1840
to 18G7, during which interval the

country enjoyed responsible govern-

ment, and entered on a career of ma-
terial progress only exceeded by that

of the great nation on its borders.

Since 1867, Canada has commenced a

new period in her political develop-

ment, the full results of which are yet

a problem, but which the writer be-

lieves, in common with all hopeful

Canadians, will tend eventually to en-

large her political condition, and place

her in a higher position among com-
munities. It is only necessary, how-
ever, to refer particularly to the three

first periods in this introductory chap-

ter, which is merely intended to show
as succinctly as possible those succes-

sive changes in the social and political

circumstances of the provinces, which
have necessarily had the eflPect of stim-

ulating the intellectual development

of the people.

Religion and commerce, poverty

and misfortune, loyalty and devotion

to the British Empire, have brought

into the Dominion of Canada, the

])eople who, within a comparatively

short period of time, have won from

the wilderness a country whose pre-

sent condition is the best evidence of

their industrial activity. Religion was

a very potent influence in the settle-

ment of New France. It gave to the

country—to the Indian as well as to

the Frenchman—the services of a zeal-

ous, devoted band of missionaries who,

with unfaltering courage, forced their

way into the then trackless West, and
associated their names to all time,
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with the rivers, lakes, and forests of

that vast region, which is now the

most productive granary of the woild.

In tlie wake of these priestly pioneers

followed the trader and adventurer to

assist in solving the secrets of un-

known rivei-s and illimitable forests.

From the hardy j^easantry of Xormun-
dy and Brittany cjime reinforcements

to settle the lands on the Vjanks of the

St. Lawrence and its tributary rivers,

and lay the foiindations of the pre-

sent j)rovince of Quebec. The life of

the population, that, in the course of

time, tilled up certain districts of the

province, was one of constant restless-

ness and uncei-tainty wliich prevented

them ever attaining a permanent i)ros-

]>erity. When the French regime dis-

appeared with the fall of Quebec and
Montreal, it can hardly be said there

existed a Canadian people distinguish-

ed for material or intellectual activity.

At no time under the government of

France, had the voice of the ' habi-

tants ' any influence in the councils of

their country. A bureaucracy, acting

directly under the orders of the King
of France, managed public affairs, and
the French Canadian of those times,

very unlike his rival in New England,
was a mere automaton, without any
political significance whatever. The
communities of people that were
settled on the St. Lawrence and in

Acadia were sunk in an intellectual

lethargy -the natural conse<juence not

only of their hard struggle for exis-

tence, but equally of their inability to

take a part in the government of the

country. It was im[iossil)le that a

peo|)le who had no indu<.ement to study
jiublic affairs—who couM not even
hold a town or parish- meeting for

the establishment of a public school,

should give many signs of mental
vigour. Conwfjuently, at the time of

the Conquest, the people of the Cana-
dian settlements seemed to have no
aspirations for the future, no interest

in the prosperity or welfare of each

other, no real l>onds of unity. The
very flag which floated abo\e them

was an ever present evidence of their

national humiliation.

So the first jieriod of Canadian his-

tory went down amid the deepest
gloom, and many years passed away
before the country saw the gleam of

a brighter day. Oa one side of the
English Channel, the King of France
soon forgot his mortification at the loss

of an unprofitable ' region of frost and
snow ;

' on the other side, the English
Government looked with indifference,

now that the victory was won, on the

acquisition of an alien people who
were likely to be a source of trouble
and exj)ense. Then occurred the War
of American Independence, which
aroused the English Ministry from
their indirterence and forced into the

country many thousands of resolute,

intelligent men, who gave up every-

thing in their devotion to one ab-

sorbing jirinciple of loyalty. The
history of these men is still to

be written as respects their real

influence on the political and social

life of the Canadian Provinces. A
very superficial review, however,
of the characteristics of these pioneers
will shew that they were men of strong

opinions and great force of character

—valuable qualities in the formation
of a new community. If, in their

Toryism, they and their descendants
were slow to change their opinions

and to yield to the force of those i)ro-

gressive ide.ts, necessary to the politi-

cal and uu'iital development of a new
country, yet, perhaps, these were not

dangerous characteristics at tiinea

when republicanism had not a few ad-

herents among those who siw the

greater progress and prosperity of the

people to the south of the 8t. Law-
rence an<l the Great Lakes. These men
were not ordinary immigrants, drawn
from the ignorant, jioverty-stricken

,
classes of an old world ; they were
men of a time which had produced
Otis, P^-anklin, Adams, Hancock and
Washiiigtou—men of rcmiirkable en-

ergy and intellectual power. Not a

,
few of the.se men formed in the Cana-
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dian colony little centres from which

radiated more or less of intellectual

light to brighten the prevailing dark-

ness of those rough times of Canadian

settlement. The exertions of these

men, combined with the industry of

others brought into the country by
the hope of making homes and for-

tunes in the New World, opened up,

in the course of years, the fertile lands

of the West. Then two provinces

were formed in the East and West.

divided by the Ottawa River, and
representative government was con-

ceded to each. The struggles of the

majority . to enlai'ge their political

liberties and break the trammels of a

selfish bureaucracy illustrate the new
mental vigour that was infused into

the French Canadian race by the con-

cession of the parliamentary system

of 1792. The descendants of the peo

pie who had no share whatever in the

government under French rule had at

last au admirable opportunity of prov-

ing their capacity for administering

their own aftairs, and the verdict of

the present is, that, on the whole,

whatever mistakes were committed
by their too ardent and impulsive

leaders, they showed their full appre-

ciation of the rights that were justly

theirs as the i)eople of a free colonial

community. Their minds expanded
with their new political existence, and
a new people were born on the banks

of the 8t. Lawrence.

At the same time the English-

speaking communities of Upper Can-

ada and the Maritime Provinces ad-

vanced in mental vigour with the

progress of the struggle for more
liberal institutions. Men of no ordi-

nary intellectual power were created

by that political agitation which forced

the most indifferent from that mental

apathy, natural perhaps to a new coun-

try, where a struggle for mere exist-

ence demands such unflagging physi-

cal exertion. It is, however, in the

new era that followed the Union that

we find most evidence of the decided

mental progress of the Canadian

communities. From that date the

CJanadian Provinces entered on a new
period of industrial and mental ac-

tivity. Old jealousies and rivalries

between the different races of the

coimtry became more or less softened

by the closer intercoui-se, social and
political, that the Union brought
about. During the fiei'ce political

conflicts that lasted for so many years

in Lower Canada—those years of

trial for all true Canadians—the divi-

sion between the two races was not a
mere line, but apparently a deep gulf,

alniost impossible to be bridged in the

then temper of the contending parties.

No common education served to re-

move and soften the differences of

origin and language. The associations

of youth, the sports of childhood, the

studies by which the character of man-
hood is modified, were totally distinct.*

With the Union of 1 840, unpalatable

as it was to many French Canadians
who believed that the measi;re was in-

tended to destroy their political au-

tonomy, came a spirit of conciliation

which tended to modify, in the course

of no long time, the animosities of the

past, and awaken a belief in the good
will and patriotism of the two races,

then working side by side in a com-
mon country, and having the same
destiny in the future. And with the

improvement of facilities for trade and
intercourse, all sections were brought
into those more intimate relations

which naturally give an impulse not

only to internal commerce, but to the

intellectual faculties of a people.f

During the first years of the settle-

ment of Canada there was a vast

amount of ignorance throughout the

rural districts, especially in the west-

* Report of Lord Durham on Canada, pp.
14-15.

t Lord Macaulay aaya on tlie point : Every
imprmenieut of the means of locc>moti<m
benefit-' maiilcind morally iiii<l intellectually,
as \v<*ll as materially, and nut only facilitates

the interchanfj;e of the various productions of
nature and art, but tends to remove natural
and provincial antipathies and to hind to-

gether all the branches of the human family.
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em Province. Travellers who visited

the country and had abundant opj)or-

tunities of ascertaining its social con-

dition, dwelt pointedly on the moral
and intellectual apathy that jirevailed

outside a few places like York or

other centres of intelligence ; but they

forgot to make allowance for the diffi-

culties that surrounded these settlei*?.

The isolation of their lives had natur-

ally the effect of making even the

better class narrow-mintled, seltish,

and at last careless of anything like

refinement. Men who lived foryeai-s

without the means of frctpient com-
munication with their fellow-men,

without opportunities for social, in-

struc-tive intercourse, except whnt
they might enjoy at rare intervals

through the visit of some intelligent

clergyman or tourist, might well have
little ambition except to satisfy the

grosser wants of their nature. The
post office, the school, and the church
were only to be found, in the majority

of cases, at a great distance from their

homes. Their children, as likely as

not, grew up in ignorance, even were
educational facilities at hand ; for in

those days the j)arent had absolute

nee<l of his son's assistance in the

avocations of j)ioneer life. Yet ^ith
all these disadvantages, these men
displayed a spirit of manly independ-

ence antl fortitude wliich was in some
measure a test of their capacity for

better things. They helped to make
the country what it is, and to prej)are

the way for the larger ]>0]iulation

which came into it under more fa-

vourable auspices after the I'nion of

1?<40. From that time Canada re-

ceived a decided im|>u]se in evervthing

that tends to make a country hapjiy

and prosperous. Cities, towns and
villages sprung up with remarkable
activity all over tin* face of the coun-

try, and vastly enlarged the oppor-

tunities for that social intercourse

which of itself is an important factor

in the education of a new country.

At the same time, with the progress

of the country in population and

wealth, there grew up a sjnrit of self-

reliance which of itself attested the

mental vigour of the people. Whilst
England was still for many ' the old

home,'richin memoriesof thei)ast,Can-

ada began to l)e a real entity, as it

were, a something to be loved, and to

be proud of. Tlie only reminiscences

that veiy many had of the countries of

their origin were reminiscences of pov-

erty and wretchedness, and this class

\alued above all old national associa-

tions the comfort and independence, if

not wealth, they had been able to win
in their Canadian home. The French-

man, Scotchman, Irishman, and Eng-
lishman, now that they had achieved

a marked success in their ])ioneer

work, determined that their children

should not be behind those of New
England, and set to work to build up
a system of education far more com-

l>rohensive and liberal than that en-

joyed by the masses in Great Britain.

Un all sides at last there were many
evidences of the progress of culture,

stimulated by the more generally dif-

fused prosj)erity. It was only neces-

sary to enter into the homes of the

people, not in the cities and important

centres of industry and education,

but in the rural districts, to see the

effects of the industrial and mental

development within the ]»eriod that

elapsed from the Union of 1S40 to the

Confederation of 1867. Where a hum-
ble log cabin once rose among the black

pine stumps, a comfortable, and in

many cases expensive, mansion of wood
or more durable material, had become
the lionu^of the Canadian farmer, who,

probably in his early life, had been

but a poor peasant in the mother coun-

try. He himself, who.se life had l)een

one of unremitting toil and entleavour,

showed no culture, but his children

reaped the full benefits of the s))lendid

opportunities of acquiring knowledge
afibrded by the country which owed
its prospei ity to their father, and men
like him. The homes of such men, in

the most favoured districts, were no
longer the abodes of rude industry,
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but illustrative, in not a few cases, of

that comfort and refinement which

must be the natural sequence of the

general distribution of wealth, the im-
j

provement of internal intercourse, and
^

the growth of education. i

When France no longer owned a
!

foot of land in British North America,

except two or three bai-ren islets on the

coast of Newfoundland, the total pop-

ulation of the provinces known now

as Canada, was not above seventy

thousand souls, nearly all French.

From that time to 1840, the popula-

tion of the difterent provinces made

but a slow increase, owing to the igno-

rance that prevailed as to Canada,

the indiflference of English statesmen

in respect to colonization, internal dis-

sensions in the country itrself, and its

slow progress, as compared with the

great republic on its borders. Yet,

desi)ite these obstacles to progress, by

1841 the population of Canada rose to

nearly a million and a half, of whom,

at least, fifty-five per cent, were

French Canadians. Then the tide of

immigration set in this direction, un-

til, at last, the total population of

Canada rose, in 1867, to between

three and four millions, or an increase

of more than a hundred per cent, in a

quarter of a century. By the last

Census of 1870, we have some idea of

the national character of this popula-

tion —more than eighty per cent, being

Canadian by birth, and, consequently,

identified in all senses of the term with

the soil and prosperity of the country.

Whilst the large proportion of the

people are necessarily engaged in those

industrial pursuits which are the basis

of a country's material prosperity, the

statistics show the rapid growth of the

classes who live by mental labour, and

who are naturally the leaders in mat-

ters of culture. The total number of

the professional class in all the pro-

vinces was some 40,000, of whom
-4,436 were clergymen, 109 judges, 264

professors, 3,000 advocates and nota-

ries, 2,792 physicians and surgeons,

13,400 teachers, 451 civil engineers.

232 architects, and for the first time

we find mention of a special class of

artists and Uttemlures, o90 in all, and

these evidently do not include journal-

ists, who would, if enumerated, largely

swell the number.

Previous to 1867, difterent commu-

nities of people existed throughout

British North America, but they had

no common interest or purpose, no real

bond of union, except their common
allegiance to one Sovereign. The

Confederation of the Provinces was

intended, by its very essence and

operation, to stimulate, not only the

indus'rial energy, but the mental ac-

tivity as well, of the difterent commu-

nities that compose the Dominion. A
wider field of thought has, undoubt-

edly, been opened up to these com-

munities, so long dwarfed by that

narrow jjrovincialism which every now
and then crops up to mar our national

development, and impede intellectual

progress. Already the people of the

Confederated Provinces are every-

where abroad recognised as Canadians

—as a Canadian people, with a history

of their own, with certain achieve-

mentstoprove theirindustrial activity.

Climatic infiuences,'all history proves,

have much to do with the progress of

a people. It is an admitted fact, that

the highest grade of intellect has al-

ways been developed, sooner or later,

in those countries which have no great

diversities of climate.-' If our natural

conditions are favourable to our men-

tal growth, so too, it may be urged

that the difi'erence of races which ex-

ists in Canada may have a useful in-

fluence upon the moral, as well as the

Sir A. Alison (Vol. xiii. p. 271). aays

on this point :
' Canada and the other Britisli

possession.s in Bntish North America, though

apparently blessed with fewer physical ad-

vantages than the country to the South,

contain a noble race, and are evidently des-

tined for a lofty destination. Everything

there is in proper keeping for the develop-

ment oi the combined physical and mental

qualities of man. There are to be foimd at

ouce the hardihood of character which con-

quers difficulty, the severity of climate which

stimulates exertion, and natural advantages

which reward enterprise.'
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intellectual nature of the people as a
whola In all the measures calculated
to develop the industrial resources
and stimulate the intellectual life of

the Dominion, the names of French
Canadians ap|)ear along with those of

British origin. The French Canadian
is animated by a deep veneration for

the past history of his native country,
and by a very decided determination
to preserve his language and institu-

tions intact, and consequently there
exists in the Province of Quebec a na-

tional, French Canadian sentiment,
which has produced no mean intellec-

tual fruits. We know that all the
grand eHorts in the accomplishment
of civilization, have been eti'ected by
a combination of different peoples.

The union of the races in Canada must
have its ellect in the way of varying
and reproducing, and probably invig-

orating also, many of tie cpialities be-

longing to each—material, moral, and
mental; an effect only perceptible after

the lapse of very many years but which
is, nevertheless, being steadily accom-
plished all the while with the progress
of social, political, and commercial in-

tfrcourse. The greater impulsiveness
and vivacity of the French Canadian
can brigbten up, so to say, the stolidity

and ruggedness of the Saxon. The
strong common sense and energy of

the Englishman can combine advan-
tigeously with the nervous, impetuous
activity of the (Jaid. Nor should it

b3 forgotten that the French Canadian
is not a descendant of the natives of

the fickle, sunny Houth, but that his

forefathers came from more rugged
Normandy and lirittany, whose peo-

ple have much that is akin with the

pe >ple of the British islands.

In the sub.sefjuent portions of this

review, the writer will endeavour to

follow the progress in culture, not
merely of the British-speaking people,

but of the two racf^s now working
together harmoniously as Cana<lian8. It

will not br; necessary to dwell at any
l^-iigth on the first p^-riod of Canadian
history. It is <piite obvious that in

the first centuries of colonial history,

but few intellectual fruits can be

brought to maturity. In the infancy

of a colony or dej)endency like Can-

ada, whilst men are struggling with

the forest and sea for a livelihood, the

ma.ss of the ])eople can only find men-
tal food in the utterances of the pulpit,

the legislature, and the press. This

preliminary chapter would be incom-

plete, were we to forget to Viear testi-

mony to the fidelity with which the

early Roman Catholic and Protestant

missionaries laboured at the great task

devolving upon them among the pio-

neers in the Canadian wilderne.ss. In

those times of nule struggle with the

difficulties of a colonial life, the reli-

gious teachers always threw a gleam

"of light amid the mental darkness that

necessarily prevailed among the toilers

of the land and sea. Bishops Laval,

Lartigue, Strachan, and Mountain
;

Sister Bourgeois, Dr. Burns, Dr. Jas.

McGregor, Dr. Anson Green, are con-

spicuous names among the many reli-

gious teachers who did good service in

the early times of colonial develop-

ment. During the first periods of Can-

adian history, the priest or clergyman

was, as often as not, a guide in things

temporal as well as spiritual. Dr.

Strachan was not simply the instructor

in knowledge of many of the Upper
Canadian youth, who. in after times,

were among the foremost men of their

day, but was as potent and obstinate

in the Council, as he was vigorous

and decided in the pidpit. When
communications were wretched, and
churches were the exception, the cler-

gyman was a constant guest in the

humble homes of the settlere who wel-

comed him as one who not only gave

them religioiis instruction, but onmany
a winter or autumn evening charmed
the listeners in front of the blazing

maple logs with anecdotes of the great

world of which they too rarely heard.

In those early days, the( 'hun-h of Eng-

land clergyman was a man generally

trained inoneofthe Universities of the

jtHpent state, bringing to the discharge
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of his duties a canscientious conviction '

of his great responsibilities, possessing

at the same time, varied knowedge,

and necessarily exercising through

his profession and acquirements no

inconsiderable influence, not only in a
,

religious but in an intellectual sense as
j

well—an influence wbich he has never i

ceased to exercise in this country,
|

It is true as, the country became more
|

thickly settled, and the people began
;

to claim larger political rights, the in- .

fluence of many leading minds among

the Anglican clergy, whobelieved in an

intimate connection between Church

and State, even in a colony, was some-
|

what antagonistic to the promotion of
1

popular education, and the extension
\

of popular government. The Church

was too often the Church of the aris-
1

tocratic and wealthier classes ;
some of

!

its clergy were sadly wanting in mis-

sionary efforts ; its magniflcent liturgy

was too cold and intellectual, perhaps,

for the mass, and consequently, in the

course of time, the Methodists made

rapid progress in Upper Cinada. Large

numbers of Scotch Presbyterians also

settled in the jirovinces, and exercised

a powerful influence on the social,

moral and political progress of the

country. These pioneers came from

a country where parish schools existed

long before popular education was

dreamed of across the border. Their

clergy came from colleges, whose

course of study cultivated minds of

liire analytical and argumentative

])ower. The sermon in the Presbyte-

rian Church is the test of the intellec-

tual calibre of the preacher, whose

eflbrts are followed by his long-headed

congregation, in a spirit of the keenest

critTcism, ever ready to detect a want

of logic. It is obvious then that the

Presbyterian clergyman, from the ear-

liest time he appeared in the history

of this country, has always been no

inconsiderable force in the mental

development of a large section of the

people which has given us, as it will

be seen hereafter, many eminent states-

men, journalists, and litterateurs.

From the time the people liegan to

have a voice in public affairs, the poli-

tician and the journalist commenced

naturally to have much influence on

the minds of the masses. The labours

of the journalist, in connection with

the mental development of the coun-

try, will be treated at some length

in a subsequent part of the review.

At present it is sufticient to say that

of the different influences that have-

operated on the minds of the people

generally, none has been more import-

ant than the press, notwithstanding

the many discouraging circumstances

under which it long laboured, in a

thinly populated and poor countiy.

The influence of political discussion on

the intellect of Canada has been, on

the whole, in the direction of expand-

ing the public intelligence, although

at times an extreme spirit of partis-

anship has had the effect of evoking

much prejudice and ill-feeling, not cal-

culated to develop the higher attri-

butes of our nature. But whatever

may have been the injurious effects of

extreme partisanship, the people as

a rule have found in the discussion

of public matters an excitement which

has prevented them from falling into

that mental torpor so likely to arise

amid the isolation and rude conditions

I of early times. If the New England

1 States have always been foremost in

I

intellectual movement, it may be attri-

I

buted in a great measure to the fact,

that from the first days of their settle-

ment they thought and acted for them-

selves in all matters of local interest.

It was only late in the day when Can-

adians had an opportunity given them

of stimulating their mental faculties

by public discussion, but when they

were enabled to act for themselves,

i they rapidly improved in mental

' strength. It is veiy interesting to

Canadians of the present generation

to go back to those years when the

fii-st Legislatures were opened in the

old Bishop's Palace, on the heights of

Quebec, and in the more humble

1 structure on the banks of the Niagara
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River, and study the record of their

initiation into parliamentary jn-oce-

dure. It is a noteworthy fact that the

French Canadian Legislatures showed
from the tirst an earnest desire to

follow as closely as their circumstances

would permit those admirable rules

and principles of procedure which
the experience of centuries in Eng-
1 ind has sliown to V)e necessary to

the pi-eservation of decorum, to free-

dom of speech, and to the ]»rotec-

tion of the minority. The speeches of

the leading men in the two Houses
were charactei izcd by evidences of

large constitutional knowledge, re-

markable for men who had no practi-

cal training in ])arliamentary life. Of
course there were in these small As-

semVjlies many men rough in sjteech

and manner,with hardly any education

whatever, but the writers who refer to

them in no very complimentary terms*
always ignored the hardships of their

pioneer life, and forgot to do justice

to their possession, at all events, of

good common-sense and much natural

acuteness, which enabled them to be

of use in their humble way, under the

guidance of the few who were in

those days the leaders of public

opinion. These leaders were generally

men drawn from the Bar, who natu-

ral ly turned to the legislative arena
to satisfy their ambition and to culti-

vate on a largfr scale those ]iow(;r8 of

jtei-suasion and argument in which
their professional training naturally

ina<le them adi-pts. With many of

these men h-gislative success was only

onsidered a means of more rapidly

4ittaining the highest honours of their

|»rofeHsion, and consetpiently they

were not always the most disinterest-

ed guides in the political controversies

of the day ; but, nevertheless, it must
l»e admitted that, on the whole, the

Bar of Canada, then as now, gave the

country not a few men who forgot

• For irnUn?e. Tnlh .t. I, chap. 23. He
acknowle<l»<f)«, »t the xaint; timt;, the (n^at
ability of th*.- li' iiliiii; iin-n, ' who would do
*redit Ui thf Briti)»ii I'arliainent.'

mere selfish considerations, and
brought to the discussion of public

artairs a wide knowledge and disinter-

ested zeal which showed how men of fine

intellect can rise above the narrower
rangt* of thought peculiar to continu-

ous practice in the Courts. Asjtublic

questions became of larger import, the

minds of politicians ex])anded, and en-

abled them to ]>ring to their discus-

sion a l^rcadth of knowledge and argu-

mentative force which attracted the

attention of Knglish statesmen, who
were so constantly refeiTed to in those

times of our j)olitical pupilage, and
were by no means too ready to jilace a

high estimate on colonial statesman-

ship. In the earlier days of our politi-

cal history some men played so im-

portant a part in educating the people

to a full comprehension of their politi-

cal rights, that their names must be

always jjratefully remembered in Can-

ada. Papincau, Be lard, Deballiere,

Stuart, Nfiluon, Baldwin, Lafontaine,

Howe, Wilmot, Johnstone, Uniacke,

were men of fine intellects—natural-

born teachers of the people. Their

successors in later times have ably

continued the work of perfecting the

political structure. All party preju-

dice aside, every allowance made for

political errors in times of violent

controversy, the result of their efforts

has been not only eminently favour-

able to the material develo|)ment of

the country, but also to the mental

vigour of tiie j)eople. The statesmen

who met in council in the ancient city

of Quebec during the October of 1804

gave a memorable illustration of their

constitutional knowledge and their

practical acumen in the famous reso-

lutions which form the basis of the

present constitution of Canada.

But it is not within the limits of

this review to dwell on the political

jirogress of Canada, except so far as it

may influence the intellectvial develop-

ment of the ])eople. It will 1)6 seen,

aa w(! proceed, that the extension of

political rights had a remarkable effect

in stimulating the public intelligence
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and especially in improving the mental

outfit oE the people. The press increased

in influence and ability, but, more than

all, with the concession of responsible

government, education became the

great question of the day in the legis-

latures of the larger provinces. But
to so important and interesting a sub-
ject it will be necessary to devote a
separate chapter.

{To be Ccntinved.)

WHAT IS GENIUS

BY A. C, TORONTO.

MEN come into the world en-

dowed difi'erently as regards

mental capacity, activity, and vigour.

Of this fact there can be no question,

though it has often been disputed, and
the very fallacious dictum ot the Com-
munist-Republican baldly states it in

the well-known stump phrase that
' one man is as good as another.' Just

as men come into the world with dif-

ferent physiques, one man being, from
his birth, strong, healthy and stal-

wart, and another weak, sickly and
puny, so are men born with varying

powers of mind, susceptible, of course,

of improvement or deterioration, ac-

cording as the training is careful or

negligent, wise or the reverse. The
same holds good with our moral na-

ture, as has been proved with sufh-

cient clearness from j)hysiolo<iical

indications or psychological tenden-

cies. In fact, the essential influ-

ences that go to map out our life's

history are born with u.s, antl the dis-

cernment of these in the individual

is the very foundation of what we
may call ' the science of human na-

ture,' while the power of generalizing

conclusions tlius formed is one of the

most manifest gifts attendant upon
genius. ^on^.

We have all heard the anecdote of

the famous painter who, on being

asked by a pupil what he mixed his

colours with, replied, ' brains, sir !

'

By this term he meant simply what
we understand by genius, or, when
found in a lesser degree of develop-

ment, 'talent.' To attempt to define

it is, we consider, hopeless, though its

recognition is not nearly so ditiicult.

Genius commends itself, not neces-

sarily at once, but M-ithout fail, in the

long run, to universal acknowledgment.
And this, indeed, is the true test of

its reality. Talent and even medioc-

rity have often been hailed as the di-

vine offfatus, the ' spark of heavenly

flame ' that sets its possessor at once

on a royal eminence far above his fel-

lows, but the delusion has been, sooner

or later, more or less rudely dispelled
;

and, cice versa, genius has sometimes
remained for years unacknowledged,
and even denied, being obscured by
the prejudices resulting from the viti-

ated taste of the time. But it has in

nearly every case ultimately asserted

itself and commanded audience from
the world.

This, we repeat, is the best mark
by which it can be known, and beyond
that mark it will be found very hard

of definition. It borders, if not on the

supernatural, most certainly on the

superhuman, for it represents a power
in a man that can only le fcuipasied
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hy the mer.tal power of the angels, or

that direct inspiration of the Spirit of

the Deity that puided the writers of

theVx)oksof Scripture. Indeed, genius

is inspiration, though in a difterent

i>ense from that of the sacred w liters
;

and the main difference between the

two consists in the one being a j)ower

guided, restrained, and kept ever in

the ]»ath of truth, while the other

—

genius, namely— is but too liable to

lend the splendour of its light to illu-

mine the unreal, the fanciful and the

false, and even to prostituteitsstrength

to support what is actually devilish in

its wickedness.

Genius has been maintained by

some to l>e merely a naturally power-

ful mind brought to a high perfection

of grasp and power by dint of deter-

mined industry and perseverance. This

we cannot believe in the face of his-

torical evidence to the contrary. The
deer-stealing lad, who, for his pecca-

dilloes against the lord of the manor,

had to riee from bis native county,

who held gentlemen's horses at the

doors of theatres for odd sixpences,

and who at best was only capable of

taking minor characters on the stage,

a man of whose industry or perseve-

rance we have no recorded evidence,

yet left ])lay8 and poems such as can-

not l>e rivalled and hardly approached

in all that marks genius in the litera-

ture of the world. The Ayrshire

ploughnmn, whose lyrics are (he very

breathings of a heaven-inspired genius,

was a rather thriftlfss, somewhat dis-

8i|)ated, haunter of taverns and asso-

ciate of revellers, with none of the

dogged resolution that we have re-

ferred to about him, and only writing

when IiIh wrniuH (•omi)flIed him. In

short, perseverance may and will make
a man more or less successful in every
walk of life, but it never will make
him a genius, because to make a genius

is impossible, except to the Deity, and
is counterfeit unless it bear the mark
of the mint of heaven.

Talent is a much less subtle thing,

and means only a more or less con-

spicuous elevation above mediocre
jKJwer. There are many mountains
in the world that rise above the level

of hills, but the number is few of

those that hide their summits in inac-

cessiliility, and the grandeur of whose
eminence we must be content to cal-

culate, but cannot venture to ex|>lore.

Talent is a mountain high enough to

overlook the ruck of hills, but low
enough to be overshadowed by the

Mont Blancs and Kinchinjungas of

the universe of mind. Talent may be

approached and fairly well simulated

by him who. has ambition enough to

prompt theendeavour and perseverance

enough to carry it out. In short,

talent may make for itself a name
;

but genius alcne attains to immorta-
lity ; the records of talent are written

by hands of earth on pcrishalde tab-,

lets, while tho.se of genius, the finger

of God himself has traced in adamant,

and they are for that reason, as well

as essentially in themselves, incapable

of perishing and not liable to obli-

vion.

In fine, if we believe in genius, it is

not hard to believe in the inspiration

of Scripture, for it is nothing more
than a perfectly conceivable carrying

out of the idea of genius—a further

and more unreserved manifestation of

' Him in whom we live and move and

have our being.'
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DEATH OF SUMMER.

BY J. R. WILKINSON, LEAMINGTON.

"YYT HERE is now the gladsome Summer 1

VV Singing l)iid.s, vvhobe wild songs thrill,

Dark-green t'oliag'd waving wildwood,
Fragrant glade and iii)pling rill

;

And the voice as soft as Angel's

Of the low caressing wind,

As it kisses earth's warm beauties,

Wooing gently, and so kind ?

Where the whisper, and the murmur
"Of the sunlit, dancing sea ?

The mysterious, deep-toned music

Of the waves so grand and free ?

Looking where the isles seem sleeping,

Gemm'd upon the slumb'ring flood
;

On, and on, through sunlight vistas,

Fancy free, our souls have trod.

And the hazy cloudlets floating

All the laughing sunlight through
;

Mirror'd on the intense splendour
Of the skies' infinite blue.

Leading up the vaulted highway
Of the jilanets' centreing spheres

;

" Till our souls are lost in wonder,
'Mid ecstatic thoughts and fears I

"

Where the dreams we wooed at twilight ?

Fairest time of all to me
;

When the silver moon beams softly.

And the stars gem earth and sea.

O ! the whisp'ring, murm'ring music !

O ! the songs of Summer's night

;

LTnseen harps in tones of rapture.

Thrilling me with strange delight !

Ah I to die at close of even.

With the heart so strangely glad

Blissful as a dream of Heaven,
Death could not be drear or sad !

Fairest joys the soonest vanish
;

Summer died but yesterday,

Chill and blight of Autumn banish

All her loveliness away.

G39
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CHRISTMAS AT FERNCLIFF.

BY FRED. TRAVERS.

IT was in the summer of 18— that

I was introduced to Mr. Hugh
Morris, a clever, genial, large-hearted

man.
}£e happened to Ije making a visit

to a friend in Morrisl>urg, and we
met on the wharf at the foot of the

canal.

He wished to go over to Wadding-
ton, a pretty village on the American
shore, embowered amid tree.s, with its

church spires shooting up into the

hlue sky, and, as I had my boat out

and rendy for any e.xpedition that

might offer, I gladly proposed to play

(Jharon, and to ferry him across the

stream.

My skiff was light, my muscles

were inured to rowing, I knew every

current and counter-current of the

h'd/fi'lt I'l'it, and, as I pushed off from

the wharf witli my passenger, I felt

the pleasure whiclj a gooti oarsman
experiences in an exhibition of his

skill.

With strong arm and steady stroke

I drove my boat through the currents

and eddies, being swept down by the

one and icgaining the lost distance in

the other, till we rounded the point of

< )gden Island and paddled (piietly

along in tlie smooth water, in the

shade of limes ati<l maples.

My newmade ac<|Uaintance was a

man of deep an<l varied knowledge, a

naturalist and a scientist, a good clas-

sic of the Trinity, Dublin, type, and he

seemed, without strain or effort, to

make every topic which came up for

conversation interesting.

The laws of currents and counter-

currents, the gulf stream, the climate

of the British Isles, Canada as it is

now con)pared with the time when it is

supposed to have been swept with ice

bergs, its geological formation, the

want of coal fields, the gigantic ferns

of the coal period, our present ferns

and the best places to find them, our

forest trees and the insects which form

their blight—these were the subjects to

which he glided with ease and rapidity,

imparting valuable information in a

sparkling way, which made hisconver-

.sation as crisp and bright as the rip-

ples on the St. Lawrence.

Before we reached the other shore,

I discovered that my friend was also

devoted to horticulture, at.d had paid

much attention to fruit. Grapes

seemed to be his particular hobby, and

he lamented with solemn voice and
downcast countenance the ravages of

the phyloxera.

As I knew an American gentleman

living on the Vjank of the river a few

miles below Waddington, who had a

beautiful garden and paid much atten-

tion to grape culture, 1 jiroposed that,

after seeing the village, we should

float down there, and trust to catcL-

ing a tow on the other side to bring us

back.

Mr. (livers had often invited me to

make him a visit, and his inviiation

had been seconded by his charming

daughters, so that I had no fear for

our welcome.

We therefore strolled through the

streets of Waddington, redolent with

memories of ' The Lost Prince,' visited

the little grey stone church, with its
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square tower ami well kept churcli-

yard, crossed to the Island, and walk-

ed about the old mansion, which, with
its closed doors and deserted appear-

ance, tells a tale of former px'osperity

and present disaster, and then took
boat again, and drifted down with the
current to Sans JSoicci.

Mr. Rivers was, I need scarcely

any, glad to see us, and proud to show
his garden and grape-houses to one
who could appreciate them so well.

We discussed, with pleasing illus-

trations, the respective merits of the

Isabella, the Concord, the Delaware,
Rogers No. 9 and 1.5, Sweetwaters,
Muscats and Black Hamburgs. From
vine to vine and from house to house
we wandered, a merry party, the two
fruit-growers exchanging ideas on the

subjects most dear to them, while the

young ladies and myself kept up a

constant tiow of fun and chaff.

The afternoon wore quickly away,
and our host pressed us to stay all

night and return at our leisure next
day, and, as neither of us had any
urgent business at home, and we found
ourselves in pleasant quarters, we
gladly accepted his invitation.

Next day, a glorious September
morning, I jnished off my skitf once

more, with my one passenger and a

bountiful sui)ply of the choicest

grapes, while our friends waved us

good-bye from the shore, and called to

us to be sure to make them another

visit as soon as possible.

We crossed the river, reaching the

Canadian side some miles below JNIor-

risburg, and loitered away the morn-

ing and afternoon waiting for a tow,

and, about five o'clock in the after-

noon, made the skill' fast to the jolly-

l>oat of a barge behind the ' Hiram
Calvin,' and were towed up stream to

Morrisburg.

During this pleasant expedition

Mr. ^lorris and my.self had become
fast friends, and, when we parted, a

few days afterwards, he made me
promise to vi.sit him at Brockville on
the first opportunitv.

6

II.

THE opportunity spoken of in the
last chapter did not occur until

the following summer.
As a clerk in the Toronto branch of

the Bank of
, I obtained

three weeks' vacation in August, and
wrote to Mr. Morris to say I was at
liberty to accept his invitation.

I received in reply a most hearty
assurance of welcome, and, leaving
Toronto on the Coraican, one warm
August afternoon, I found myself
next morning at Brockville.

Mr. Morris was at the wharf to
meet me, gave me a cordial greeting,

and, taking my valise, led the way to
a })haeton, whei-e he presented me to

his daughter Maud, who occupied the
little seat behind, and went through
the form of holding Nora, a sleek?and
contented black pony ; but as the lines

hung loosely from her gloved hand, it

was evident that her otiice was a
sinecure.

She was a bright girl, veiy clever,

full of fun and humour, and, as wo
drove through the town, passing many
new and handsome residences, she en-

tertained me with a running com-
mentary on the place, the people we
met, the houses and their occupants.
There was a little spice of malice
thrown into each history, but so skil-

fully one was hardly aware where it

came from.

Arrived at FernclifF, just east of
the town, there were the other mem-
bers of the family to be presente I to

;

Mrs. Morris, a refined matronly-look-
ing woman, with silver-grey hair and
finely chiselled features ; Aunt Doro
thea, kindly and charitable, who.-e
time was occupied with parochial
visiting, mothers'meetings, and Bible-
classes, who had just returned fr. m
New York, brinifnl and overHowino-
with Mr. Kainsford and his revival in
the Gospel Tent; Morton, the only
son, devoted to entomology, wha
chased butterflies with a scoop-net ia
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the day-time, and passed sleepless

uii^hts catching luoths on the tarred

liuibs of the apple trees, whither,

after the manner of wreckei-s, he

lured them with false beacons ; Mabel,

pretty and a flirt ; Alice, whose charge

was the fernery and the geranium

Ijeds, and who could enumerate all the

ferns from Windermere to Land's

End, and from Gasj)*!' to Niagara; and

liist, but not least, either in my attec-

tions or in this narrative, Ethel.

Dear Ethel ! From the first time

I met lier 1 loved her, and she has

lived since the brightest picture in my
waking thoughts, and the most beau-

tiful object in my dreams.

.She was not on the verandah, as

were the other members of the family,

when the \)Oi\y carriage drove up

through the avenue of evergreens,

spruce trees and balsjims, to the door;

Hud we (lid iiot meet till some hours

afterwards, and we met alone. Alone,

down by the hiyh rocks, at the river,

where, as I strolled carelessly, ad-

miring the i)aths and walks among
the cedars, I fountl her standing, hat

in hand, looking down thoughtfully

on the blue waters, a titling illustra-

tion of Longfellow's ' Maidenhood,'

the jioem she had just been reading,

and which was still marked by her

finger between the pages of the partly-

closed book :

flazin;,' with a timid ^fiance

On til.- tiiooklitV swift .•nlvance,

Uii tlie river"« lirii.i'l c.\|);uihc'.'

I introduced myself,an(l met.forthe

flrst time, the startled glance of those

cltur blue eyes, so soft and li(piid,and

marked well the lieautifiil features

and the lines of her ]>iire and noble

Virow, Oh ! Ethel, how often luisthat

fii-st im|ire8Hion come back to me. I

have recalled it in thosf Hwiftly ])a8S-

ing halcyon <lay8 of my intense hap-

.
jtineHH, and it has returned, to crush

iii<' with ' a sorrow's nown of sorrow,'

jn those days of awful gloom which

followed.

So we met, and talked about my
arrival, and the journey down the

lake, and the river before us, with its

islands, and the pretty village on tl e

other shore, and the sky above u«,

and the cedars and rocks al>out us.

We sat down and read the ])oem8

in the Ijook— 'Voices of the Night,'

the ' Psalm of Life,' and portions f f

' Evangeline '—till the bell rang for

luncheon from the ventndah of the big

white house, and with reluctance we
arose to obey its summons.
To reach the house we had to pass

the gardener's cottage, and, as we
neared it, 1 noticed a large and jiower-

ful Newfoundland dog, standing in

front of his kennel. I would fear-

lessly have gone up to pat him had

not Ethel said, 'I must warn you
about Nero ; he is fearfully savage to-

wards strangers ; we are obliged to

keep him chained, letting him loose

only at night to gnaid the place.'

' I hardly think he would touch me,'

I replied ;
' for I make it a rule to

look a dog straight in the face and
walk on ; if one is not afraid there is

no danger.'
' Do not try that i)lan in this case,

for it would have no eflV-i^. Nero
considers every .stranger his lawful

prey ; and he would very niuch j>re-

fer biting you to letting you pass un-

molested.'

The dog sprang towards Ethel with

a joyful l)ark, which was (|uickly

turned to a low, angry giowl, as he

became aware of my ])resence, ami I

felt convinced that her warning was
not unnecessary. Fortunately, we
were beyond the range of his chain,

and he was baflh'd in his attempt to

reach us, while we walked un gather

ing uj) again the; lost thread of i ur

conversation.

If I could only have foreseen, then,

the future, and avoided it ! If F

could have known how I was to I e
robl>ed of all that made life worth

having, of love, ami honour, and lio-

erty, by tiiat fierce brute whose low
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savage growl still followed me ! But
no, it was to be otherwise.

The lines of his life crossed mine,
and I was happy, and unconscious of

the raisiny in store for me, through
his blind instincts.

III.

j^THEL and I took to each otherE from the very first.

If a game of croquet was ])roposed,

we managed to play on the same side,

and while we did not fail to keep up
the interest of the game, yet had
many a chat in the shade of an apple
tree which stretched its friendly

branches over the lawn, and many a
confidential consultation as to the bsst

place of campaign, when called from
our retreat to the activities of the
open held.

If a riding party was the oi'der of

the day, our horses had a strange at-

traction for each other, and lingered

behind the rest, or, in some freak,

triod a short cut across country by
woods and fields, which generally
proved the longest way home.
We went to picnics in ' a boat

which only held two,' and waltzed to-

gether at parties, or strolled on the
verandah or in the garden.

The result of all this was, that each
day we fell deeper in love, and before

the week was over 1 had proposed and
had been accepted.

It was one moonlight evening that
* the ol.l, old story was told again,' as

we drifted down with the curi cut in a
skitF between two of 'llw St.^ters,' and
those beautiful islands, as they stood

80 peacefully in itie stream, with their

redections thrown down deep into the

water, symbolized the peace of a true

and enduring atfection.

The answer to my question was not
framed in words. It was in that si-

lent language which philologists have
failed to analyze, or grammarians to

reduce to syntax ; but when, on our

return, we walked up together from
the landing, Echel leaning on my arm,
I knew she had promised to be my
wife, and thather promise would never
be broken.

A hapjjy week was that first week
at FernclifF, not only to us but to all

the family, for we did not moon away
all the time alone. We had too much
good sense for that.

Morton and I made up a large party
for the river, and we spent hours sing-

ing songs, and choriises, and waking
the echoes by the high rocks.

On another occasion we made an
excursion to Alexander Bay, ; took
tea at ' The Thousand Island House,'
and spent the evening watching the
graceful American girls dancing in the
great drawing-room, sometimes taking
a turn in the Boston ourselves, or ad-
miring from the verandah the illumi-

nations on the islands, and the rockets
shooting up into the sky and bursting
in showers of stars.

There was one person at Ferncliff
whom I have not yet m'^ntioned.
Fanny Courtney, a friend of INIaud,

and sister of the only enemy I have
ever known.

George Courtney had two reasons
for hating me, with the bitter hatred
of which only such natures as his are
capable.

I thrashed him once when we were
boys at Upper Canada College

; and
he was a rival for Ethel's hand.

I knew that Fanny was devoted to
her brother's intei-est, and therefore a
spy at Ferncliff, and that she had al-

ready fully reported my conquest.

Notwithstanding her presence, the
week passed phiasanti}' away, with
only one incident to mar my happiness,
and that one so intimately connected
with the issue of this story, that I must
put it on record.

I said that Mr. Morris was a genial,

large-hearted man, and I must add,
that he was a uiau of scrupulous in-

tegrity of character. Pure in heart
and honourable in life, he could not
brook any want of principle in others
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Teinler almost to a fault towards the

unfortunate, be was severe towards all

wrongdoers. Had his own son been
guilty of a crime, he would have
steeled his heart against hiui, and let

liim sufier the full punishment of his

wickedness.

One day at dinner, we had been dis-

cussing a case of embezzlement by a

bank clerk in London.
!My fault has always l>een that of

saying things I do not mean, by way
of chafl", or for the sake of startling

people. It is a bad fault, and one of

which I have been at last cured by a

treatment wiiich may justly be called

heroic.

On this occasion I expressed the sen-

timent, that a little dishonesty did not

matter, as long as a man was a gentle-

man, and clever enough to cover up
the traces of his deed, and I shall never
forget the severe expression of Mr.
Morris's face, or the stern words with
which he denounced my speech.

The girls also were shocked, and a

blush of surpri.se and pain crim.soned

Ethel 's cheek, and mou n ted toher brow,

I explained of course that I was
only in fun, and tried to laugh the

matter off, but a blight had fallen upon
our hap|iy party, and no efforts of

mine wt-re entirely successful in doing
away with the eti'ects of my rash
speech.

After ilinner I .sotight Ethel on the
verandah, and had no difliculty in

making my peace with her.

' Of course I knew you were not in

earnest, but papa cannot tolerate even
tlie sugg» stion of evil, and I hojie you'll

Ik' cartful for the future.' And so

ended the contretemps.

W.

AX< )TH Ell week of hajipiness had
gone by, and 1 was tliinking of

ruiiiiing down to Morrisburg for a few
days, before returning to my post at

Toronto.

We, that is Ethel and myself, had
been spending the afternoon on the
river among the islands, and had re-

turned to the landing, just in time to

hear the preparation bell for dinner.

We raced up the hill, past Nero, who
showed me no more friendship than at

the tirst, and separated at the front

door. As I passed the hall-table, I

stopped to take up a letter addressed

to n»e, which had just been brought in

with other letters from the post office,

and as I did so, noticed one to Mr.
Morris, in George Courtney's unmis-
takalile handwriting, with all the
malice, sticking out of the badly formed
lettei-s.

I hurried on to my room to get ready

for dinner, wor.deiing what he could

have written about ; and then, on se-

cond thought, .said to myself, that it

was not strange that a man should
write to the master of the house where
his sister was a guest.

Yet I was not satisfied. My newly
found joy was so perfect, I had almost
a superstitious dread of losing it, and
knowing George Courtney's passion,

and his unscrupulous nature, I feared

the injury he would do me if he could.

I had been accepted as a son-in-law

by ^Ir. Morris, and a brother by Mor-
ton and the girls ; and, as there was
no obstacle to our union, I expected

soon to carry away Ethel as my fairly

and honourably won prize.

My position therefore seemed very

secure, and I could afford to desj)ise

any attempt on the part of my rival to

undermine me.

Dinner pa.ssed jdeasantly, and as it

was to be my last day at Eerncliff, aft( r

dinner, p]thel and I went out again en
the river.

It was a lovely night, and, as we
were temj»te<l to remain out later than

usual, we found, on our return, that

the family had retired, and left the

door unfastened, and a light buiTiing

for us in tlie hall.

' Where is Nero 1
' I asked, as we

said goo'' night, and ]»arted at the foot

of the great staircase.
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' He must be shut up in Morton's

room/ was the whispeiwl I'eply.

Here I must explain that a custom
pr(jvailed at FernclifF which I had al-

ways disliked, and regarded as quite

amnecessary. Every night, after the

vest of the family had retired to bed,

Morton brought up that savage brute,

Nero, from his kennel, and established

him at watch and ward in the spacious

liall.

The reason for this was that Mrs.

Morris was nervous about the silver,

and insisted, as it was particularly valu-

able,being massive,and containingsome
family relics which money could not
replace, that it should be guarded with
the greatest care. Not that there had
been any late attempt at robbing the

house. The last attempt, which failed

signally, had been ten yeai's previous

to my visit, but Mrs. Morris went on
the principle of being always prepared

for the worst.

The first evening I spent at Fern-

cliff Mr. Morris, at bed-time, lighted

me to my room, a large chamber on
the ground floor, reached by a passage

from the hall.

As we passed a green baize-covered

door, which opened into the passage I

speak of, he said

—

' You must be careful never to pass

this door at night. We let Nero loose

in the hall, and it would be as much
as your life is worth to encounter him.'

He set the light down on the table.

I thanked him for the warning, and,

after he had assured himself thateveiy-

thing had been provided for my com-
fort, he said, ' good night,' and retired.

Every night after, as I went to bed,

I thought of this brute, for I hated

the dog thoroughly, keeping guai-d

like a sentinel in the hall, and of the

consequences if I should, in a moment
of forgetfulness, leave my room and
intrude on his domains.

To secure my room against his pos-

sil)le intrusion, I was always careful

to keep my door bolted.

This evening I soon fell asleep,

•dreaming of Ethel.

At one time we were rowing on the
river, and the sides of the boat would
separate, and let the water come pour-
ing in. As fast as I pressed them to-

gether in one place, they sprung open
in another, drawing the nails as if

they had no hold. But yet the boat
did not sink.

At another time we had drifted to

the ' Galop Rapids,' and were being
plunged into ' the Cellar^ where we
would have been dashed to destruc-

tion, but the skiff stopped of its own
accord at the edge, and the water
slipppd away under us down into the

l)it, and rose in fury on the other
side.

Again, we were going together up
the stairs at Ferncliff, and each step,

as our feet left it, broke off, and fell

below, as if a relentless Nemesis were
pursuing us, and we only escaped it

and no more.

There we were, falling from some
height down, down .... till I

awoke, and was relieved to find my-
self in bed.

I lay awake about an hour, when
sleep overcame me again, and again I
dreamed of Ethel.

This time, for her sake, I had start-

ed off to seek my fortune in the Far
West.

I was in Colorado, at the silver

mines, and as I searched among the
debris, at the mouth of a deserted ])it,

I came upon a heap of silver nuggets.

I was filling my valise with them,when
my God ! what was it

that awakened me 1 A savage growl,

a fall to the ground, with a dog's

grip upon my throat, lights, hurrying
steps.

Half dazed, I was aware of Morton
pulling Nero from my prostrate fonn,
as I lay on the floor, in the dining room,
befoi-e the open side-board, silver forks

and spoons spread about in confusion,

and my valise filled up with the old

family tea service—Mr. Morris, half-

dressed, with a revolver in his hand,
— and then Ethel, her face blanched
with terror,—and Fanny Courtney,
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taking in the situation with a glance

of gratified malice

I looked round bewildered on the

assembled company.
!Mr. Morris was the first to speak.

' What is the meaning of this,

Crosby 1 Are you a thief 1

'

I was still lying on the floor, Nero
standing over me, and only prevent-

ed from seizing me again by the

held strong arms of Morton, which

him back.
' I must have been walking in ray

deep,' I said, sitting up, and facing

evidences of guilt enough to blast the

most untaiTiished reputation.

' No doubt,' replied Mr. Morris,
' and were taking my silver to dream
on. Courtney's warning which I re-

ceived last evening was well founded.'
' See !

' said Fanny, holding up some
burglar's tools, which she had picked

up from the floor, ' he does not forget

his luggage when he visits his coun-

try friends.'

Ethel, who had not spoken, swooned,

and was carried by her sister from the

room.

I attempted no further defence.

^V^at was the use? Everv'tbing was
against me, and my words would only

have Wen ridiculed.

The side-board had been forced open,

the instruments were there, my valise

was filled with silver ; I was caught

in the very act. The window had
l»een opened from the inside. There

could be only one exi)lanation of it.

Had Mr. Morris been other than I

knew him to be, I would havenpjtealed

to his compa.ssion. I would have de-

clared my innocence, and askfd him
to wait till time should solve the mys-

tery. But I knew it woidd be useless.

He had no compassion for a criminal

whose crime had no excuse, and such

he considered me.

All the circumstances of the case

aggravated my guilt.

I had been reccive<l as a guest,

treated with the utmost hoK]>itality,

accepted as a son in-law, and I had
proved myself a low thief. That was

enough. Were I his own flesh and
blood I must bear the just penalty of

my crime.

The gardener, a powerful man, toi'k

charge of me for the rest of the night,

and the next morning I was handed
over to the police, and, after an in-

vestigation before the police-magis-

trate, lodged in the common jail, to

await my trial, while the newspapers

from London to Quebec rung with

the new sensation.

Oh ! the misery of those days of

waiting. The sad experience of a fall

!

It was bad enough to read the news-

paper comments on my case, which
made me out a depraved wretch who
had hitherto concealed my wickedness

under a mask ; but some of the let-

ters which reached me were far worse.

Old friends wrote to ask how I could

so far forget myself as to descend to

robbery; and an amiable lady, who
had before expressed her disapproval

of my theological tenets, said she

feared I would come to this, and sent

me a tract, entitled ' The Broken
Keed ; or, Beflections for Prison Life.'

But there were some letters with

the true ring of friendship in their

noble words, which came into my pri-

son cell likeangels, bringing with them
the light and radiance of heaven, and
making me feel that with such evi-

dences of trust it would be folly to

despair.

One was from the manager of the

bank in Toronto, to say that, on hear-

ing of my arrest, he felt in duty bound
to examine my accounts; that he had

found them 8cru{)ulou.sly correct ; that

he did not belic^ve in my g<iilt from

tho fii-st, and was now more than ever

convinced of my iiniocence.

My dear, good mother came up to

MoiTisburg to s<'e )i.»», and tried to

l)revail upon me to acc^ pt the ofl^ers

of bail which I had received, but I

adhered to a resolution I had made to

put myself under obligations of that

nature to no one— to await my trial

in prison, and to stand or fall l»y the

issue.

I
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AT last the day of my trial came.

As I ascended throuirh the

trap-door into the prisoner's d^ck, I

tried to look calm and composed ; for,

notwithstanding the sense of the

terrible position in which I stood, I

could not get rid of the knowledge
that the eyes of the jiublic were upon
me, and that my every motion \vould

be criticised.

I saw before me a confused outline

of the Bench, and the judge and his

associates, swimming, swaying and
dancing before my eyes ; a mass of

faces filling the galleries and every
available space in the court-room ; and
to the left a table where were the re-

porters, and as their pencils, as if by
one impulse, were driven across the

pages of their note-books, 1 became
painfully conscious that they were
commencing a new paragraph with

The Prisoner—hoio he appeared!

It is strange what conflicting emo-

tions take possession of us, even in

the great crisis of our lives, and how
closely tragedy and comedy are con-

nected.

On second thought, I almost smiled

at tlie idea of my old chums in Toronto

reading a description of my appear-

ance as a supposed criminal, and the

reflection braced me up to follow

closely the course of the trial. I

lieard my indictment read, and an-

swered to the judge's question, 'Not

(Juilty,' with a voice so firm as to

.startle me, for it seemed to belong to

someone else, and I would never have

recognised it as my own, and then

turned to the opening speech of the

Crown-prosecutor.

He seemed unnecessarily severe, I

thought, to secure the ends of justice
;

and put his case with a force which

astonished me, strong though I knew
the evidence to be against me.

He spoke of it as a sad case ; as a

painful duty which he had to perform

in conducting the prosecution of such

a serious charge, against one who had
hitherto borne an irreproachable

character,— one who occupied a good
position in society, and was commenc-
ing life with such bright prospects

;

—
one whom he knew peisonaily, and
whose parents had been so well-known
and so highly respected.

Yet, he said, he would do his duty
faithfully, no matter how painful it

might be.

He warned the jury that they
should not allow their judgment to be

influenced by their sympathies, and
that they should not suffer my youth,

or faaiily connections, or the delicate

nature of the relations which were
said to have existed between myself

and one of the daughters of the man
in whose house the robbery was com-
mitted, or any consideration of her

feelings, to l)ar the course of the due
administration of the laws of the

country.

Then' he proceeded to detail the

points which he was prepared to prove

by reliable evidence—that I was re-

ceived into the house of Mr. Hugh
Morris as a guest—that I ingratiated

myself with the family—was made
aware of the value of the family-

silver—and on the morning of the

2.5th of August, seizing an opjjoi-tunity

when I knew the dog had not been
set on his accustomed watch in the

hall, I Vjroke open the side-board, with

burglar's tools, and was discovered in

the veiy act of filling my valise with
the silver.

He said that the defence would lay

gi'eat stress on my hitherto good cha-

racter, and would try to set up the

plea that no theft was intended, and
that it was an instance, though a very

remarkable instance, of somnambulism
—a plea which could not stanil for a

single instant.

He scouted the idei ( f a somnam-
bulLst providing himself wi'.'i burglar's

tools and committing what v/as evi-

dently an act of burglary.

Besides, he was prepared to show
that the act could have been commit-
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ted by no one else. There was no

tr.ice of any other hand in it. The
window, it is true, had been found

open, but it was opened from the in-

sula, and was a clumsy attempt on my
pnrt to cover up my crime by trying

to make it appear as if the room had
been entered from the outside.

In fact, to his mind, the evidence

was conclusive that, for reasons best

known to myself, I had attempted the

dreadful crime in which I had been

detected, and that any sympathy
which he might otherwise have felt

towards a young man betrayed into

such an act was destroyed by the cir-

cumstances of peculiar baseness which
marked my case.

Then he called his several witnesses.

Mr. Morris, whose kind face wore an

expres.sion of pain, miuirled with stern

resolution, Morton, and Fanny Court-

ney testified to having found me in

the situation I have described in the

last chapter.

Morton had been awakened VtyXero,

whom he had, on going to bed, shut

up with him in his room as we had

not yet returned fronj boating and he

could not leave him in the hall. He
lighted a lamp, partly dressed himself,

opened the door, and followed the dog
to the dining-room, where he had
great difficulty in dragging him from
my throat

Fanny Courtney further testified

to first noticing the l)urglar's tools,

which were quite new, and were pro-

duced in court

Mr. Morris confessed to having re-

tired with a very uneasy feeling, owing
to a warning he had received that

evening from a friend, and which,

taken in connection with sentiments I

had expie.s.sed some days before at his

table, had caused him to suspect my
jirincijdes, and to blame himself for

having permitted me to astablish such

intimate relations with his family. He
had no doubt whatever of my guilt

The servants all testified against

me, and no cross-fpiestioning could

shake their evidence. Crawford, the

groom, had searched eveiywhere about
the jjlace for possible traces of any
other burglar, but none could be
found.

In fact, the wliole evidence was
against me, and there was no grouml
upon which to construct the appar-

ently flimsy plea of somnambulism.
My counsel did the best he could

for me by urging the great improba-

bility of my committing suih a crime.

He called witnesses to testify to my
hitherto blameless life. He appealed

to the sympathies of the jury, and
suggested that the whole matter was a

mystery ; but the jtiry was composed
of hard-headed, practical men, who
could not see any difficulty about the

matter, and returned a ^erdict of

guilty without leaving their seats.

I could not be sur[)riRed. as I saw
how it would go from the beginning,

and only felt thankful that both Ethel

and myself had l)cen spared the pain,

she of testifying against me, and I of

hearing her testimony.

When the Judge asked me what I

had to say why sentence should not be

passed against me, I had all the self-

possession of despair.

I looked round uj)on the immense
crowd that, in breathless silence,

awaited my answer, and recognised a

fewToronto friends and acquaintances,

and the faces of many I had met dur-

ing my visit, in the society at Brock

-

ville—young ladies with whom I had

danced at parties and handed in and
out of l»oats at pic-nics, and joined in

riding excursions, and had li(^ard con-

gratulating Ethel, during those few

days after our engagement was an-

nounced.

There were the young men of the

jdace who had not regarde<l mo with

disfavour, and the fathers and mothers

who had received me so hospitably at

their homea
Never had any case created such in-

tense excitement in tlie pretty county-

town, and the excitement had now
leached its climax as the crowd waited

to hear if 1 could offer an explanation.
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My answer was ready, and was de-

livered with firmness and precision :

"* I acknowledge that the evidence is

all against me : I find no fault with
the jury for convicting me—they
could not have done otherwise—but I

declare, nevertheless, that I am per-

fectly innocent of the crime laid to my
-charge.

'

A murmur of sympathy ran through
part of tlie court-room, while some
looked amused and incredulous, and
others only sad, feeling no doubt,
' poor fellow, he is obliged to make
the best of it,' and a voice near me,
which I was not slow to recognise, ex-

claimed, sotto voce, with an accent of

assumed contempt, 'Cheeky, by Jove !'

The voice was Courtney's, and the

remark was addressed to Mr. Morris,

by whose side he was standing.

The judge, who had probably heard
such statements as mine only too

often, and regarded it as a matter of

•coui-se, proceeded to pass sentence.

He gave me a long lecture, kindly

meant, but, under the circumstances,

quite thrown away, in which he spoke
of the pain which he experienced in

seeing one so young, one whose father

he had counted among his friends, one
brought up with all the advantages of

a sound secular and religious educa-

tion, in such a position as I then oc-

cupied before him, found guilty, after

a fair trial and through evidence which
left no room for doubt, of the crime of

burglary.

He said he did not stop to ask what
motives could have urged me to such
a deed—strong motives there must
have been, but they were known only

to myself. It must have been a great

temptation which led me, a gentle-

man, and a man whose honour had
never been impugned, to such a breach

of hospitality, leaving the idea of

crime for the moment out of question

—that impelled me to injure one to

whom I stood in the relation of pro-

spective son-in-law, and to degrade
myself to a level unworthy of the aflfec-

tion of the woman I professed to love.

In fact, so strong were the reasons
why I should not have committed the
crime of which I had been found
guilty, that guilt could never have
been brought home to me had I not
been detected in the very act. But
the crime had been proved, and though
I had blundered in my work, the evi-

dence showed that it had been calcu-

lated some time before, and that much
thought had been used to make the
attempt a successful one.

Such being the case, he would not
make my punishment so light as he
might have done under other circum-
stances, and yet, being my first ofience,

he would not make it so heavy as to

crush me with despair. He would
sentence me to five years' penal servi-

tude in the Provincial Penitentiary,

and he trusted that it would prove
corrective, and, that when the term of

my imprisonment had expired, I would
set myself earnestly to work to make
an honest livelihood, and woufd by an
honourable and upright life atone for

my crime in the eyes of society.

When 1 turned to leave the dock, a
piece of paper was by some unseen
person thrust into my hand. I crush-

ed it up till I had reached the cell, the
turnkey had closed and locked the
door, and I heard his footsteps echo-

ing down the corridor.

Then I unfolded it and read it. It

was as follows :

' Dearest Fraxk,—IS'ever, never,

never, shall I believe you guilty,

' You could not have committed a
crime. Father is so stern he will not
allow me even to write to you.

' I have disobeyed him once to tell

you that, in spite of all, I believe in

you and love you still, and will not
lose heart or faith till the dreadful

mystery is solved. Then we shall be
happy, and till then I will pray and
ho])e. Ethel.'

Ncble girl ! I sat down, buried my
my head in my hands, and wept like a
child.
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VI.

' "TZTERE is a i^ent as is come to

Jl._L make a little visit, and just

keep an eye to your silver, ha, ha, ha,*

were the last words from the outer

world, as I passed in through the gate-

way of the Provincial Penitentiary,

and the t;abby who had driven us up
and now tired his parthian shaft

wheeled round his cab, and drove oft"

for the city.

Oh ! that dreadful prison.

How often liad I seen it from the

deck of the passing steamer, with the

sunlight gleaming upon its tin-roofed

dome, and thought it a striking object

in the landscape— something to be

looked at and admired.

If I thought at all of the busy, silent

lives M-ithin, of the crushed hopes and
broken hearts, or worse still, of the

humanity too brutalized to feel crushed

and broken, it was in a light way, and
with a glow of satisfaction that there

was a great gulf fi.xed between us,

which there was no danger of my pas-

sing.

Once, while in Kingston as a siglit-

seer, I had ' done ' the Penitentiary,

with others of my party, I visited the

different workshojis, and had the most
noted convicts pointed out to me, and
admired the work, and speculated as to

the amount of comfort to be enjoyed in

the dean-looking cells.

We Ktmlied also into the chapel—
and saw the table sjnead for dinner in

the hall—and said in a dialling way,

that it wasn't a bad place to live in

aftevall.

lint it is one thing to go there for an
liour on a bright suuiuK-r day, with a

jdeasant party, and in the best of hu-

mour with oneself and all the world,

dresstid in a suit of faultless tit and
|>att<'rn, and with a reputation, like

C.i'SJir's wife, above suspicion, and (piite

anolliei- tiling to dwell there day after

day, with only the prosjiectof the long

lays growiiiir at last into the term of

years of ouf s sentence, wearing always

that horril/le parti-coloured convict's

dress, and with the mark, if not the
guilt, of the felon ujion me.

I have had both e.xperiences. I sav
have hoil. but the latter I am having
now. Guiltless, I am sutfering the
punishment of the guilty. A man of

honour, I am Ln the eyes of the world
a felon.

It is rather a mixed society we have
here.

There are men with low fomheads,
and brutal, square cut heads, who were
born criminals, and merely followed
their instincts. Their parents or some-
body before them are partly resjionsible,

and society is partly responsible for

their crime. And there are others

with only the excuse of strong temp-
tation, and the fact that ' man is very
far gone from original righteousnesa'

There is a doctor, who under very
great provocation shot his wife ; and
a lawyer who was guilty of forgery ; a
bn;ker who speculated and used trust

funds to set up his margins ; and
one who had held a high jiosition in so-

ciety, and was led by an extra\agant
style of living into embezzlement, and
there an^ other professional men whose
crimes shall be nameless.

We live together and work together

in silence, roused by the great prison

Uell to our labour, and calleil together

to our cheerless meals ; buried in this

awful sepulchre, with only a glimpse

of the outer world in the visitors who
stare at us as if we were wild beasts,

or a sight of the blue waters of the

lake which makes us long to ride

again in pleasure boats upon its sur-

face, or to be beneath it and at rest.

And so we live our routine life,

from the beginning of the week until

its end.

The dull Sundays connect the dull

weeks together, in an endless chain.

They are dull Sundays which might
be so full of the strength and consola-

tion which religion alone can give,

liut we are marched together to chajjel,

and, by prison rule, arn not allowed to

kneel or stand to take jiart in the ser-

vice of prayer and praise.
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There we sit while the service is said

for us, and the sermon read in a per-

functory way without any heart in it,

A few weeks ago a stranger came
to take the chaplain's duty. He was
a young man, and had evidently taken

a sermon hap-hazard, without first

reading it over.

It was on the motives for going to

Church, and was singularly inappro-

priate to a congregation of convicts.

I remember a passage of it, the most
striking one— ' People often go to

Church from unworthy motives. Per-

haps now, some of you have come
here to-day because .... (a

pause, looking ahead, andthen in slight

confusion), you had nothing else to do,

and some .... (another pause)

to meet your neighbours ; and some
(a longer pause, and with

a very red face) to criticise each other's

dress ; and some . . (a pause, and
an apparent resolution to extemporize,

and then in desperation and utter

confusion) because you are wearied Ijy

the gaieties of the past week, and are

seeking a balm for your consciences.'

Oh ! how I have longed for some
earnest man, to speak to those poor

guilt-ladened hearts, and to tell them
of a Saviour's priceless love, of the

ransom paid, and the salvation pur-

chased by His blood.

How many might be moved to re-

pentance !

A new man has come to take the

chaplain's diity, who has leave of ab-

sence for awhile.

Last Sunday was his first, and he

obtained permission from the warden
for us to kneel and stand, and take

our part in the service.

It had a good efiect. They say he

is a Ritualist, but I do not care.

He is an earnest preacher, and evi-

dently means work, and I wish him
' God speed.'

About fifteen months have passed

since I came here—it seems an age

—

and there is no prospect of the mys-
tery being solved and my consequent

release.

My poor dear mother—God help

her— is almost heart-broken, but her

faith in me is not shaken ; and Ethel

I have not heard from. Her father

would not allow her to write to a

felon, and she would not disobey his

command.
But T think of her always, my only

darling, and of those delightful days

at FernclifF.

Shall wrong and injustice always

triumph 1 Shall I never be clear in

the eyes of the world, and happy in

the realization of my dream of love ?

Is there no , , . .

I had written my narrative from

time to time, as I had opportunity, in

my cell, and had got thus far with it

Christmas morning, when I was sud-

denlysummoned to the warden's house.

I was shown into a room, and found
myself face to face with Mr. Morris,

who eagerly seized my hands, fell upon
his knees, and, with eyes sufi'used with

tears, and voice choking with emotion,

implored my pardon.

He said he had discovered my inno-

cence, and had made the only repara-

tion in his power—he had seen the

Minister of Justice, and had obtained

an order for my release.

I was to ask no questions, but to

change my clothes as quickly as possi-

ble, and to accompany him in a cab to

the station. We would have barely

time to catch the train, and he would
explain everything on -the way.

I was only too ready to follow his

instructions, and having said ' Good-
bye ' to the warden, and thanked him
for many favours I had received at his

hands, I took my seat in the cab be-

side my deliverer, and was driven to

the station.

As we were rattling along King
Street, Mr. Morris said, thrusting a

paper into my hand, ' that will explain

all.'

It was a letter and read as follows :

' Albany, April 8th, 18—.
* Hugh Morris, Esq.

' Dkar Sir,—Thomas Slogan, a pri-

soner under sentence of death for a-
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murder committed while engasred in an
act of burglary, has made the follow-

ing confession to me :

—

* On the evening of the 27th August,
1><—when the family were on the

verandah, he entered your house by
the open window of the dining-

room, and concealed himself under
the sofa. After the house had been
shut up, and the family had retired

to rest, he opened the window to ef-

fect his escape, in case of surprise,

broke ojien the sideboard, and took

out the silver, with the view of select-

ing the most valuable articles. While
thus engaged, he heard a step in the

hall, and the next moment a young
man entered the room, with a valise

in his hand, and his eyes 6xed with
the glassy stare of one walking in his

i-leep. Thus disturbed in his work,
lie made his escape through the win-

dow on to the hard gravel path be-

low, leaving in his hurry his tools

^5ehind him.
' He heard of the arrest and trial of

the young man, and thought it a

good joke that the " Gent " should

get a taste of pri.son life.

' He is now moved by penitence,

in the fear of death, to make this con-

fession.

' He wishes me, moreover, to say that

if the young man's counsel had had
his wits about him, he would have
found out that there was no light in

the room when his client was dis-

covered there, and that no man could

have done the work at the side-board

without one. Slogan carried off his

<lark lantern with him.
' I enclose the substance of the

above, in legal form, together with

the affidavits of the witnesses, and
remain, yours truly, Ciiaklks H.\ll,

i'ector of Calvary Church.'
' And now,' s;iid Mr. Moms, when

1 had finished,' I am g<'iiig to take

you to Ferncliff. Ethel is dying to

see you, and we are all anxious to
make you every satisfaction for the
wrong we have done. I would not
not have believed the evidence had not
Courtney poisoned my mind against

you.'

' Thank you most heartily,' I re-

plied, ' but my mother has the fii*st

claim upon me, and no consi<leration

would induce me to rob her of her
joy. I must go to Morrisburg.

'

'I have thought of that. You will

find your mother with us.'

Why should I try to describe that

Christmas, overflowing as it was with
joy ?

All did their best to make amends
for the past, and even * Xero ' seemed
to know that he had made a mistake,

and came and meekly licked my hand.

I was a hero in the family and in

the world, on account of the fortitude

with which I had borne my misfor-

tunes, and the public press changetl

its tone, and was as loud in its praises

as it had been in its censures.

But Ethel had not changed, and in

her mind were no regrets.

The morning after Christmas, as I

was alone in the library, writing to

my friend, the manager of the bank
in Toronto, Ethel came in, leaned over

my shoulder, and took u)( some of the

sheets of this manuscript from my
portfolio.

' What is this ?
' she asked.

' My amusement as a convict, dar-

ling.'

Then I read it to her, and, at ht-r

recpiest, finished it.

• And now, what shall I call if?'

' Christmas at Ferncliff".'

' But that is the least part of it.'

' And yet the best,' she replied, as

she rested her head on my shoulder

and pressed her cheek close to mine.
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WATCHING FOR A SIGN.

BY S. J. WATSON, TORONTO.

MID the tombs of the Pharaohs, with wistful eyes,

The lone Sphinx, lord of the sweltering sands,
Bends his far, sad gaze on the Eastern skies

;

Time scowls and stalks past him with folded hands,
Afraid to wound the weird watcher in stone,

Who looks for a sign toward the morning's throne.

The soul of the' Greek has thirsted long,

For some herald-hope, for some heaven-sent sign.

Which shines not from his golden mount of sonar.

Nor in wisdom of yore, nor in sage nor shrine ;

But his gods are dumb, their lone altars cold,

And Life's mysteries dark as they were of old.

Might was steeping its lips in the cup of crime,

Kept full by the wounds of the world in tears
;

Freedom had died, and her enemy. Time,
'Neath the ponderous hoofs of his jiitiless years,

Was stamping her deeper down : Despair
Brooded o'er the world she had made her lai)-.

Tis night : the rapt sage, in his Chaldean home,
Reads the book on the bosom of darkness spread

;

When he sees, on the firmament's purple dome,
A new star in the crown on the midnight's head

;

Yet it rests not there, but flames and flies

To its goal in Bethlehem's jewelled skies.

Shine on, star-sign of the new-born age !

By thy light we see that God furled the scroll

Of the hopeless Past, on whose dismal page
Lurked the terrible riddle that vexed the soul.

When it asked, if saint or if sage could know
Whence man had come, and where man would go

For babe and for weakling, for woman and slave

A new earth arose from the old earth's dust

:

Christ over it poured His heart's love-wave,
And up sprang Brotherhood, Truth and Trust,

Which, bridging Hate's gulf with their healing wings,^

Made of outcasts priests, and of bondsmen kings.
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THE IRISH LAND QUESTION.*

BY LEWIS MOFKATT, TOKdNTO.

THE present condition of a large

portion of the iuhaUitants of Ire-

land is most deplorable, great numbers
are on the verge of starvation, and
ajipeals for aid on theii* behalf are

luade to the wealthy and charitable in

the British Dominions, in the United

States, and also in other countries.

Poverty always abounds in Ireland : it

seems to be chronic in that unhappy
country, but every few years a season

of extreme destitution occurs, owing
principally to a failure in the harvest,

and consequently a cry of agony is

then raised, that extends from the

shores of the Island to the dwellers in

more f;ivoured countries. This cry

has often bt-en heard, and as often

been practically answered by sympa-

thising j)eople, who have contributed

of their substance to relieve those who
stretched out their hands tu them in

tlieir emergency.

The requests that are now so ur-

gently made for assistance, are being

promptly and heartily responded to

;

large amounts of money and provi-

sions are bein^ collected and forward-

d for the benefit of those who require

relief, and the probability is that

enough will l)e obtained to meet the

present emergency ; but as public at-

tention lias been so imjiressiveiy called

to the wretchedness of Ireland, would
it not be well to consider whether
anything could be done to prevent a

recurrence of those painful events,

which, to a more or less extent, are so

frequently thrust upon the notice of

*Thi.<i i»i})er was written in the earW part
of ttu- jirewent year, an HUggeHtionH t*> meiidH
ill Khi'IhikI : tiif nlln-icinH to evfiitK th<;ii cur-

rent Nhoiild bfc read in view of tbiit fact.

the world ? It is not creditable to Ire-

land, nor to the Great British Em-
pire of which it forms so important a
part, that it should be obliged to as-

sume such a humiliating position as it

now exhibits. Aie there :inv means
that can be devised in order to make
this public application for (.haiitable

assistance the last it shall be (jbliged

to put forth ? Can anything be done
to remove the causes that produce the

effects under which it at present suf-

fers, and which, for many years, have
kept it in a state of tribulation and
discontent ?

Ireland is mainly an agiicultural

country, and the great majority of its

population derive their sul»sistence

from their farms. Thecondition of the

people tlierefore depends in a 8[iecial

manner u|)on their relation to the soil.

Is its land extensive enough for their

numbers/ Is it advantageously owned,
and judiciously worked? and are the

revenues derived from it properly ex-

pended ?

In a speech made by Mr. Dowd, at

a large meeting held in New York a
short time since, he said that the

Island containcid about twenty million

acres, on which reside about five mil-

lions of jieople ; this would give an
average of about four acres to each

individual were the surf.ice equally

divided among them. Assuiniiig that

Mr. Dowd is correct, which, 1 think,

is tlu^ ca.se, as he speaks as one having

personal experience of the facts, it

would appciir that the country, mak-
ingdue allowance for pleasure grounds,

and for waste places, and Ijearing in

mind that a certain numlier of the

community are engaged in trades, in
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<;ommerce, and in other occupations,

was fairly capable of sustaining its

present population. If so, this would

dispose of the question as to the ex-

tent of area.

Then as to the advantageous owner-

ship of the land. The position is that

most of the country is owned by com-

paratively few persons, and is held by

them under such laws as make it al-

most imi^ossible for most of the peas-

ants ever to own even a single acre of

the domains they occupy. The custom

-of many of the large landowners is to

live out of the country, and to let

their estates in parcels to tenants, who
sub-let to others, who sub-let in their

turn, and so on, until at last the allot-

ments come down to mere patches

that are worked by the tenants of

many tenants, each lessor attempting

to make something out of the lessee,

and it is evident, the great burden of

these transactions falls at last upon
the ultimate, and poorest link in tlie

chain. It is not to be expected that

laud, held in such a manner, would be

judiciously worked, or could be said

to be advantageously owned.

I will now consider how the re-

venues derived from the tenantry are

expended. All the lands in Ireland

are not treated in the way I have de-

scribed : some of the landlords reside

in the country, and either farm their

own properties, or else rent them to

immediate tenants, allowing of no
middlemen. The rents and profits re-

ceived by these landlords are expend-

«'d in their respective neighbourhoods

to the benefit of all parties concerned,

but the remainder of these landlords,

and these among the largest proprie-

tors, act otherwise. Tiiey are non-

resident, and allow their estates to be

let and re-let, careless of how they are

managed, provided the rents are paid

to them as they become due, their

object being to screw as large a ren-

tal as they can out of their tenantry,

with as little trouble as possible.

They form the class well known un-

der the name of absentees, and as

such, drain the country continuously
of a large amount of its annual earn-
ings. It is impossible that any com-
munity can be prosperous that is sub-

jected to such a mode of treatment

:

of course there are noble exceptions to
the class I have described.

Tlie resident and the absentee pro-
prietors difier widely in many res-

pects as to their characteristics and
their degree of influence on society,

yet several of them agree in this,

they are large landholders, although
they are comparatively few in num-
ber, yet they hold their estates in

huge blocks, and under laws that are
adverse to its distribution into small
portions. Someof them, perliaps, would
sell if they could, but it may be their

estates are encumbered, and perhaps
entailed, their titles may be compli-
cated, and even if they were dis|)osed

to sell, they might have great difiiculty

in finding suitable purchasers.

Irish tenants are not the only per-

sons that have suffered. Owing to the
treatment of the lands I have des-

cribed, the landlords have very fre-

quently failed to obtain the i-eturns

they might expect from their estates.

Bad farming and unpropitious seasons
have often rendered it impossible for

the tenants to pay the amounts of

their rents, and it has occurred that
landlords, some from good nature,

and some from stern necessity, have
forgiven portions of rent to them by
impecunious tenants : indeed the land
laws of the country have proved in-

jurious to the true interests of the
community as a whole.

It is allowed by all who have given
attention to Irish affairs that they
are in an unsatisfactory position, and
that it would be very desirable if an
improvement could be made in them.
It is acknowledged that Ireland suffers

under many grievances that create
not only ))overty, but also discontent,

and it has been often asked, can these
unfavourable circumstances be rr-

moved or even diminished. Various
I)lans !" we been proposed as likely to
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bring about such results ; some of

these plans have been of an extreme

character, and would never be agreed

to by the landholders. Among the

best of the methods i>roi)osed, that of

Mr Bright takes a prominent posi-

tion, but the adoption of it, in

my opinion, is not desirable, as

it would entail a great amount of

expense, and throw too much re-

sponsibility on the government, which

it would not be judicious to assume.

It is the object of this paper to

suggest a method that seems to me
to be simple and practicable, one,

that if carried out, would materially

change the face of the country, and

partly improve the condition of its

inhabitants, and that in an easy, con-

stitutional manner and a mode that

would not interfere with the vested

ri^fhts of the present estate holders.

The scheme is not one that aims at

giving merely temporary relief, or at

transiently assisting the tenantry of

Ireland, and leaving them exposed in

future years to disasters similar to

those under which they now suffer.

It aims at radically altering and ele-

vating their wiiole social standing for

all time to come.

It appears to me that the estates of

the country are too extensive, and in

too few hand.s, that it would be much
V*etter for the nation if the owner-

8hi[) were more divifled among
the community, and that if the es-

tates were so divided the soil would

\m' better cultivated, and therefore

would yield larger returns for the

laWjur bestowed upon it.

The plan I propose is this, let the

landlords, who may th-sire to do so,

Hurrender their e-ttates to the ( iovern-

tnent, or to commissioners ap|>i>inted

for that purpose, sitting in ])iiblin,

with branches in each county or sub-

division of county, each with its staff

of land-surveyors and valuators, which

shMJl report to the central board in

Dnlilin. This would insure de8[)atch

as well as uniformity of proced-

ure. Let the ownem receive an

an amount of scrip to be issuedj

byithe ^Governm-'ut equal to the
worth of their lands, as ascertained by
proper valuators ; let the commission-
ei-s then divide these properties into-

smaller holdings, or into such parcels

as would best meet the demand in the-

various localities, and sell them to

persons prepared to jjurchase them at

prices not less than the valuations of

the experts. The Government would,

accept lands whose titles were to their

satisfaction. If necessary, an Act of

Parliament could be i»a.ssed to cure de-

fects, i'he deeds issued by the Gov-
ernment to the purchasers of these

divided lands to be absolute, in fact

patents from the Crown. Kegistrj"

Ofhces to be established for the enrol-

ment of deeds and documents affecting

the lands.

Suppose the Government acquired

and distributed 1,000,000 acres in this

manner, and say they were valued at

£20 i)eracre, this would be .£20,000,-

000, for which stock would be issued

for the amount, bearing '^ \>ev cent, in-

terest jjer annum, payal)le half-yearly.

This stock I propose shall be handed
over to the landholders }>rn rnUi in pa\ -

ment of their lands, such stock to b<?

either perpetual or terminable. When
desired, the law of entailcan l)e extend

ed from the land to its I'xlue, invested

in the Government Funds, which stock

shall he held liable to all the condi-

tions of the law of entail as will bo
e.xplained presently.

Let this 1,000,000 acres l>e sold to

purchasers, in small blocks, at the
.£.'20 per acre mentioned above, pay-
able, 8a3-,in four (piin([uennial periods,

interest half-yearly in advance on
amount unj)aid, at •) per cent, per

annum. Of this o per cent the Gov-
ernment would pay the landlord .'3 per

cent, as a diviilend on the amount of

his stock, half-yearly, and retain the 2

per cent, for charges and expenses of

various descriptions. At the end of

twenty years, the unexpended portion

<jf the 2 per cent, might be handeiE

to the landlords j>rt> ndn.
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Let lis take an example. A land-

lord surrenders his estate of 1,000

acres to the Government, he would I'e-

ceive 3 per cent, scrip for this, to the

amount of £20,000, interest payable

thereon half-yearly £300, (£600 per

annum) the land would be divided into

plots ot various dimensions, a person

would purchase one plot, containing,

say live acres, the cost of this at £20
per acre, would be £100 ; he would

pay the first half-year's interest or

rent £2 10s. cash down, and thereaf-

ter half-yearly in advance, for five

years, when he would pay his first in-

stalment of £25 ; then, of course, his

interest or rent would be correspond-

ingly diminishtid, and so on, until at

the end of the twenty years he would

have paid all off, principal and interest,

and have acquired an absolute right to

his little estati\ This mode, if car-

ried out, would, in a few years, till

the island with a sturdy, prosper-

ous and contented body of small land-

holders.

As to the Government scrip, to be

handed to the landlords, they might

elect whether they would have it per-

petual or terminable. If perpetual,

the Government would retain the

quinquennial payments for their own
use ; but if the landlords desired it,

they might have the scrip terminable,

in which case they would have the

(quinquennial instalments handed over

to them, consequently their scrip and
interest woidd be proportionally dimi-

nished at each payment, and in twenty

j'^ears the whole transaction would

come to an end. In either mode, the

unused portion of the 2 per cent, re-

tained half-yearly, would, at the clo.se

of the transaction, be handed over to

the landlord, the object of the Gov-

ernment being, not to make money on

the lands, but to facilitate their dis-

tribution. If there were any incum-

brances on an estate at the time of its

transfer to the commissioners^ these

olticers would retaina sufficient amount
of sciip to satisfy these claims, and as

moneys were received from the small

7

purchasers, they would liquidate the

amount due.

The values I have put on the lands

and on their rentals, and the terms of

payments of instalments on sales, are

merely mentioned for the sake of il-

lustrating the scheme. They could

all be altered to suit the values of the

purchases ; such alterations would
not interfere with the general feature

of the project.

For the convenience of purchasers,

the Government cor Id either create a

new bank of deposit, or use, say, the

Bank of Ireland for that purpose. The
Bank should have branch offices in

v.uious places, in all centres of

labour, to which the purchasers

could pay their half-yearly rents, and
also, from time to time, deposit sums
to provide for the quinquennial pay-

ments, in fact, to Vje the Sivings Banks
of the people, without the restrictions

and limitations of the oi'dinary Sav-

ings Banks. A liberal rate of interest

should be allowed on these deposits,

everything should be done to induce

the people to deal directly with the

Scate, without the intervention of mid-

dlemen ; they should be educated to

regard the Government as the custo-

dian of their interests, and their best

friend. Thecostof management of these

Banks would be moderate, considering

the amount of work done by them, and
the feeling of security they would im-

part to the community. I consider

their establishment highly desirable,

indeed, essential to the success of the

whole undertaking.

The advantages resulting from the

proposed division of the estates would

not be confined totlie small purchasers,

the large landholders would also be

participants, as by means of the ar-

rangement, they would readily obtain

fair values, and in the large major-

ity of cases considerably increased

values, for their properties, and in

many instances receive an amount of

Government scrip therefor, the interest

of which would vastly exceed the value

of their present rentals, and this with-
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out trouble, oxpense, or uncertainty

to tbeiu. They would exchange a cer-

tainty for an uncertainty, and at an

increase of rental. An additional bene-

tit that would follow would be, that the

vexatious ar.d ditticult subject of ten-

ant rights would be avoided. It would

be v.ell, however, for the scheme to em-

brace a jirovision that should a purcha-

ser be able to show that he had really

fclFected substantial imitrovements on

his proper! V, an ext< nsion of the times

of payment might be granted to him.

1 think it uiost likely that many of

the large landholders would, if the

CJovernuient offered to purchase their

domains on the terms now propounded,

readily accept and transfer their pro-

perties accordiiJL^ly ; this would induce

others to follow their exami)le, as they

would soon see that Government scrip

was much better than uncultivated

e.state and a dij>satistied tenaniry. In

my opinion the gentry of Ireland

would willingly ;'.dopt any means that

would jiromote the national prospei ity,

if a feasible scheme weie submitted

for th^ir consideration.

There would be no ditiiculty in dis-

jiosing of the estates if they were di-

vided into small holdings. The in-

tense desiie of the Irish ))eople to liold

land is well known. They will even

now take up their small patches at

what to them are emnnious rentals,

and the competition evinced for occu-

panev encourages the landlords to re-

frain from making tho.so improve-

ments, either to the grounds or to the

liouBcs, that ar«t customary in Eng-

land ; indeed, the houses might be

more correctly termed hovels, many
of them not being tit for human liabi-

tatioiu

In order to recommend tlic; adop

tion of this scheme, and to show what

I believe would be ils results, I will

narrate the events of a Canadian un-

dertaking, to which 1 think it will

bear a strong resemlilance,

Sonie sixty years ago a gentleman,

under certain circumstances, was in-

duced to purchase a township, em-

bracing some 40,000 or 50,000 acres

which were covered for the most part

by a dense forest. He laid this land

out in plots of 100 and L'OO acres, and
offered them for sale. He sold them
on the terms say of one-fourth or one-

tifth cash down, and the balance in

yearly instalments, with interest on
amount unjjaid. Some purchasers

were able to make the cash payments,

but many were not, and had nothing

to offer in .security but their brave

hearts and willing hands. The gentle-

man for some time felt (juite dis-

couraged at the j)rospects of his ven-

ture, but a shrewd friend advised him
to ' hold on,' as.«uring liiM that as the

land was gradually cleared up, and
brought under cultivation, the setllei-s

would be able to raise crops and pay
all theirarrears. This assurance })roved

correct, and the end of the matter was
that the gentleman, the head of a

large family, was enabled, from the

sales of his township, after retaining

an ample competence for himself, to

settle i)i /lis /l/etuiie a handsome for-

tune on each of his children, whose
descendants to this day reap the bene-

fit of their ancestor's enter|)rise. As
for the township, it is now well cleared

and settled, and one of the best in

Canada ; ami it has been brought to

its present condition l*y men many of

whom, when they began their labours

on it, were about as pnor as men could

be. Now, if these Canailian settlers

could hew for themselves comfortable

homes out of the forest, with only thij

then limited maikets in which to dis-

pose of their prod nets, under how much
Ijetter auspices would the Irish far-

mer start, with his lands all cleared

to his hand, and, in addition, lying

within an ea.sy distance of the best

markets in the world.

The Canadian Covemuicnt has a

mode of rendering assistance to set-

tlers in the backwoods that might bo

diipted in Ireland— that is, by nnik-

ing grants of money to construct

roads, bri<lg<'s, or other improve-

ments. The settlers may, if they
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like, work on these undertakings, and
thus earn money to assist them, dur-

ing the lirst few years of their strug-

gle in the bush, to support their fami-

lies and to pay the instalments on
their lauds. The British Government
might undertake public works in Ire-

land upon or near the estates un-
der consideration, on which, perhaps,

many of the purchasers could tind em-
])loyment, and the workmen would
deposit in the branch or savings banks
as much of their earnings as they
could afford, and thus be assisted to

provide for the amount of the quin-

quennial instalments on their little

freeholds.

It is true the Clovernment frequent-

ly spends a considerable amount of

money on public works in Ireland, but
the funds so distributed, afford merely
temporary relief to those who may be
employed on them ; nothing permanent
resvdts from the assistance thus given,

but if the labourers had before their

eyes the prospect of securing a com-
fortable homestead, they would be
stimulated to make exertions and
practise frugality in order to accom-
plish so desirable a result. Under fair

circumstances, there are no more frugal

or industrious men than Irishmen,
this is continually shown here, in

(Janada, soma of whose most prosper-

ous citizens are of that nationality. It

is well known that great numbers
of the Irish peasants go over yearly

to England, to assist the farmers to

gather in their harvests, and thus earn
a few pounds with which to pay
the rents of their miserable holdings at

home, and surely the men who would
go to such a distance to earn money to

discharge their mere rents, would gladly
work, if necessary doubly hard, in their

own country to ensure to them the
acquisition of a piece of freehold pro-

I»erty.

If the British Government deemed
it advisable, they might make a s[)ecial

grant to the purchasers, to assist them,
say in the payment of their first in-

stalment of rent, or interest, but this

would be quite as an act of favour. It
must be borne in mind, that for the
first twenty years, the purcha.sers would
pay merely interest and instalments,
all rates and charges on land being
paid during that time by the Govern-
ment, out of the two per cent, retained
by them, but at the expiration of the
twenty years, the purchasers would
become educated to assume these re-

sponsibilitie.s, and would in fact be-
come " Home Rulers " through their
municipal government.

I do not wish at all to discourage
emigration from Ireland to Canada, I
believe it would greatly benefit Ireland
if she sent her surplus [)opulation to this
country, where there is ample room for
any number of settlers, Ijut a certain
amount of people will always prefer
to remain in the land of their nativity,
rather than encounter the trials con-
sequent upon a removal to a far off
country.

If at any time, a small proprietor
wanted to sell his holding, he could
easily tind a purcJiaser, who would re-
compense iiim for his improvements or
payments thereon, indeed the probabi-
lity is, that on account of these im-
provements, the place would have in-

creased so much in value that the
settler would make a profit from his
outlay on it.

The creation of a class of small yeo-
man landholders would be of great
advantage to Ireland, it would calm
the public mind, get rid of agitators
and immediately please the people, as it

would bring the land back into the
hands of the descendants of those who
owned the country in olden times. It
would give to the new proprietors of the
soil a direct and important stake in the
country, and make them deeply inter-
ested in its ])eace and advancement.
The benefits that would result to Eng-
land would be equally great. She
would have a poor and discontented
neighbour changed into a thriving
and satisfied friend, for Ireland, by
enjoying her own recourses, would ra
pidly accumulate wealth. The people
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of both countries would recognize that

their gi-eat interests were identical,

and desire each other's prosperity, for

Ireland would find in England a ready

and lucrative market for her agricul-

tural jjroducts, and in consequence

Iteconie enriched. i*he would, in lier

turn, consume a large amount of Eng-

lish manufactures, the profits on which

would be much more valuHlde to Eng-

land, than the amount of money now
spent in it by the Irish absentees.

Reciprocal advantages would bind the

islands together, and make them in-

deed the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland.

Thus the moral and material inter-

ests of a free and generous people

would be assured and a great national

object attained, without infringing on
vested rights, and (since the scheme is

self supporting) without adding to the

burdens t)f the State.

IN THE MOONLIGHT.

GENTLY blow the winds at even,

\\ hispering lo the bending Huwers
^\ ords of love and tender gitelnig,

.Spoken but in evening hours
;

And the trees take up the burden

Of the love song soft and low,

And the brooklet is the echo.

With its gentle murm'ring fluw.

Birds above their songs are trilling,

(Jradli d in the leafy tiees,

8\ve«-t the music borne towards us.

On the wand'ring evening l)rtezH !

And the song tliey sing, niy darling,

Is the mystery of love,

Wondrous power! which holds dominion,

Over court, and camp, and grove.

On such nights so clear, so liancpiil.

All the moonlit earth is rife

With a mystic dreamy radiance,

With a happy, love-borii lite !

For sucli niglits are niadi; for loving

^\ hen the eaith is hushed to rest,

An<l the moonlight's silver mantle

Trails along its bl(;eping bn-a-^t.

Bird and l)ieezes, tiee and hrooklet,

Join to sing tin* glorious theme,

And the mut^ic lloateth onward
As the music in a dieaiii.

Soft and low the anthem pealeth,

And the sweet notes, as they roll.

Cast a dream-cloud o'er the .senses

And a rapture o'er the soul.

Vet there utill is something wanting.

Still a need which nought can meet,

Only when in Heaven we gather

Shall earth's love be made complete. — Ei^perance.
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XUCRETIUS AND THE DOCTRINE
OF NATURAL SELECTIONT.

,

I have not seen it anywhere noticed,

though it may have been, that the germs !

of the now famous doctrine of natural !

selection or the survival of the fittest, as '

the result of certain advantages possessed

Ijy the surviving creature over its fellows

in the sharp struggle for life, are to be
found in the writings (Book V.) of the

,

poet Lucretius. He therein states that,

in the long course of the ages, nature,

had given birth to other creatures than
those found existing in our present

world, but that they had been wee.led

out because of certain structural and
constitutional disadvantages of birth

;

whereas the existing ones survive because

they were stronger or swifter or more
cunning. He also adds that even some
of the weaker creatures were continued

in existence owing to their possessing

certain qualities of use to creatures

higher than themselves, and who there-

fore protected them, as in the case of

sheep hv men.
I quote the passages referred to from

Creech's not very literal poetical trans-

lation. Speaking of the long series of

the ages, our poet sings :

' But more ; these years must numerous kinds
deface

;

They could not all preserve their feeble race :

For those we see remain and bear their young,
Craft, strength, and swiftness hath preserved

so long.

Many their profit and their use commends.
Those species man preserves, kind man de-

fends.

Wild beasts' and lions' race their native rage

Preserves secure through all-devoin-ing age.

But those to whom kind nature gave no force,

No courage, strength, or swiftness to the

course.

Thus doomed by chance, they lived an easy

prey
To all, and thus their kinds did soon decay.'

Or, as he had said before,

^ A thousand such in vain aroie from earth.'

Whether the law of variation, coupled

with that of natural selection, be an

adequate account of the various phen-

omena of life, I am far from undertaking

to afhrm. But I thought that this refer-

ence might be interesting to those whose
attention had not been directed to it, as

serving to bridge over and unite the past
with the present, and to show that there
are few things (and thoughts) absolutely
new under the sun.

J. A. Allen.

[(>ur guest appears to have forgotten

the address by Professor Tj'ndall at Bel-

fast, in which Lucretius' forecast of the

theory was mentioned.

—

Ed. C. M.]

LABOUR, PRODUCTIVE AND NON-
PRODUCTIVE.

F. B. R. calls my little contribution

to the Table of the October Monthly
' superficial and fallacious,' 'unwise and
fallacious,' (fallacious, you see, is the

favourite) ' not to say nonsensical.' No
doubt F. P.. R. knows all about it, and
I bow at once to that decision. When
1 said that a wife might be all that was
' excellent and admirable, and all that

was beautiful and lovable,' I certainly-

thought that I was not niggardly. That,

however, it seems, did not satisfy F. B. R.

We must have ' holiest and most reve-

rend,' 'charmed circle' and 'sacred

work,' ' noblest creature in the glorious

universe,' and man made by her ' more

angel and less worm.' With all my heart,

onfy I had not all those fine words and

ideas at command. Still, I think that

wives will like my estimation best. F.

B. R. says that ' that their influence is

almost infinitely far reaching in its ef-

fects for good or evil' (for good or evil).

Now, I said nothing about evil. Anl
this evil, we are told, may affect ' tha

character and happiness of her husband,

of herself, of her children, of her ser-

vants, of her friends, of all that come
within the charmed circle. Far-reaching

indeed I O, furtunati niminm, for whom
this influence is for good and not for evil

!

I thought, I confess, that it was a

purely ' economic ' question, that of the

payment of a wife's debtsby her husband.

I thought that the labour which paid
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debts was ' productive,' and that that

which did not pay debts was ' non-pro-
«luctive.' I fear 1 am still siifierinj: frt>m

the same weakness. F. B. R. will not
have it so, but makes it a ' sentimental'

iiuesti<n, which is the name that Mrs.
Dliphant has i^iven to it.

F. B. R. toils »ip-liill a long way in

in order to raise the wife to the summit
of superiority over the husband, and
then drops her down again, telling us
that the matter is ' utterly incapable of

analysis into what is diie to one and
what to the other.'

F. B. R. is very strongly of opinion
that the qualities « f a good wife enable

her husband ' to accomplish more and
to produce more than without them he
could hope to do.' Now then, we come
to the 'economic' (juestif n, pure and
simple,—what the liusbaiida work pro-

dyu'ts. Let us suppose two jiartners in

business or occupation of any kind. Do
they divide pniHts init<iually because he
who is married earns or juoduces more
than he who is not ? Then let us sup-

pose that the latter takes to himself a

wife. Does he from that \iu ment find

his business or professional cai>acity im-

prove ? but that politeness forbids, I

think I might call any such idea as that
' nonsensical.' The ' true wife,' who re-

mains at home, who is true in every

sense of the word, and ^^ho pretends to

nothing that is untrue, is (juite sensible

that she knows nothing ab(»ut the pro-

cesses by wliicli her husband .iccom-

plishes or produces his ends, and that

she cannot aid them or intbuiice them
to the extent of a single dollar, one way
or another. What he brings home to

her she expends to the best of her power;
be it more, she can sfx iid more ; be it

less, fhe makes less suflice. She does

her duty. 8he can do no more. It mny
be lighter or heavier. That is in tlie

chajiter of chances. As j'ears pass on,

the husband juenerally jiroduces more
;

his business facilitiex are enlar^^ed ; hia

jirofcHsional c'lnnction extends itself
;

he gets on in life. He makes a success-

ful stroke in crimmeice ; lie jicrforms a
remarkable cure or ojieiation ; his caj>i-

tal or his credit increases. His wife

shares in the bene fit d« rived from it, but

in what way has ^he aide<l it ? llie iitur

she is, the readier slie is to acknoM ledge

that.

From gmernlslet us proceed to ptr-

Fonals. Si me have had j^reat success in

life ; others have had m ne. \\\\\ any-

one be ' nonsensical ' enough to draw
the line between those who have had
wives and those who have not ? Shake-
speare did not owi' what he accomplished
to his wife ; durin<{ all the time when
his wonderful works were jm duced, he
lived apart from her. He left her a poor
man, he returned to her a ricli one. Mil-
ton's greatest work was produced after

his wife died. Lords Byron and Lytton,

and Charles Dickens were all separated

from their wives. That did not prevent

them from producing works of great

genius, acquiring great fame, and earn-

ing large sums of monej'. Neither John-
son nor CJoldsmith was married. One
of them was poor at first but never in

pecuniary difficulties ; the other was
never out of them. Southey had a good
wife ; he was in hcppes all his life that
' the constable mii;ht come up with him.'

Walter Scott had a good wife ; his pe-

cuniarj- embarrassments killed him be-

fore his time. Sir Joshua Rejnolds, Sir

Edwin Landseer, Sir Thomas Lawrence
all ac(juired titles and fame and much
money ; not one of them wase ver married.
And so on, and so on, ad hijinitum. In
all professions, in all pursuits, you will

find it the same. A man has a success-

ful career, or he ])lods through life just

keeping the wolf from the door. In

either case he may have a ' true wife.'

If you attempt to estaUish any such rule

as that promulgated by F. B. R. , yon
must make it tell both ways. Such a

one made a fortune. Aye, he had a good
wife. Such a one was ruined ami died

a beggar. Aye, lie had a bad wife.

In the first jiaper on this subject F.

said ' the husband is the protector and
breadwinner.' Most indubitably true.

Bread to vnf. and protection to eat it in

pe.ace, thesi- are the alpha an<l mniija of

existence. Bread is the stafl'of life. It

is none the worse for beini; buttered,

thougii F. B. R. seems to hold it in some
contempt in that condition. We are

told that we ' do not live to eat, we eat

to live.' Most indubitably true again.

Therefore without eating we kIiouUI not

live. Therefore onr lives depend upon the

bread we eat. Therefore we owe our ex-

istence to the breadwinner. Therefore

the opportunity o( I'erformiiig all those

admirable duties.—and mIu, duubts that

they are admirable— of wliiih F. B. R.
speaks so enthusiaiitically. is due to the

breadwinner. W ithout the lireadwinner

there would be no bread to cat (let alone

butter) no wives, no children, no duties.
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Granted the bi'eadwinner, and all falls

into its place harrnonionsly. Then comes
the opportunity and occasion for the

display of all feminine virtues, inesti-

mable qualities and virtues, to which I

now make a deep reverence and obei-

sance.

A. B. C.

THE WIFE'S COXTRIBUTIOX OF
TIME AND LABOUR.

It is always satisfactory when one has
sent a paragi-apli out into the dark, as

it were, to tind that it has been at least

read and c )nsidered. On this account
it was rather a satisfaction than other-

wise, to find, in the October number of

the Caxadian Monthly, a paragraph
attacking one of my positions. It is a
still greater satisfaction, of course, to

find, in the November number, a para-

graph so ably defending the assailed po-

sition, that it seems alni'ist needless to

say anything more about it, especially

as F. B. R. has said almost exactly what
1 should have said had I observed the
paragi-aph of A. B. C. in time to reply

to it. 1 am very glad that this so hap-
pened ; for the more opinions we have
on this subject the better ; and for this

reason, and because The Tal)le is intend-

ed expressly for the free interchange of

thought and expression, ] .shall add a

few remarks to what F. B. R. has said

so well.

In pointing out that tlie wife is really

the ' loaf-giver, ' I supposed that any
reader woukl recognise the allusion to

the etymological meaning of the word
lady, which is simplj' the old Saxou
hlcefdige or lo tf-glver. When words thus
embody the conception of a people, it

will generally be found that the concep-

tion is not altogether an incorrect one.

Most people will recognise the beauty of

the ideal of the good wife and house
mother as the luaf-girer, while the hus-

band and father is the bread-n-mihcr—
bringini' liome, as it were, the raw ma-
terial of domestic life, which her loving

care and industry transform int/^ what
is needed, in all its details, for the com-
fort of her household. She actually ac-

complishes the miracle spoken of by A.

B. C. in ' making two loaves stand where
one stood before ;

' whether she, with
;

her own hands, as do so many good
wives, at once saves the baker's profit,

|

and provides more wholesome food for

herhousehold,or by more intelligent and
judicious oversight and direction, guards
the economy of the menage in every
directitni from the waste and misappro-
priation so certain to ensue from the
hands of careless hirelings. What F. B.
R. saj's as to the productiveness of the
wife's labour in increasing the product
of her husband's efl'orts in merely pro-
viding him with more favourable con-
ditions for his labour is assuredly true,

but more than this can be claimed for

the industrious and thrifty wife of the
working man ; whether he work with
his hands or his head— whether she
bakes her own bread or scrubs her own
fl'jor.: and ' gars auld claes look amaist
as weel as new,' or applies the higher
capabilities of a cultivated woman to
make the home of the professional man
with a limited income, bright and at-

tractive as that which is supplied by
wealth alone can never be. Every one
who has had much to do with the poorer
classes knows well how ruinous it is, in

a merely pecuniary point of view, to a
poor man to lose his wife, and hoAv a
poor widower with a large family finds

himself compelled to marry again with
what would be, but for the necessity,

indecent haste. Whereas, liow often
does it happen that the poor widow, left

with a large family, takes xtp the burden
and bears it with her almost unaided
exertions until the children can earn
their own support. And how often may
we compare two families in which the
husbands are equally sober, industrious,
steady, isi fact have stai'ted under equally
favourable conditions, except onhj in the
character of their wives. Vet you will

find, to-day, that the family in which
the wife is active, managing, economical,
is far ahead of the other in prosperity
and comfort. To whom is the ' meed of
thanks ' due there for the difference ?

Mrs. Oliphant gives us an instance of a
wife who had more tlian doubled the ac-

tual income of the family by the labour
of lier own hands in taking boarders, and
yet the husband would talk magnani-
mousl\' about giving his wife a pair of

gloves ! If the labour of the industrious
wife is to be excluded from the class of
' productive labour,' .so nnist that of the
baker, the tailor, the artisan class gener-
ally. Indeed it often happens, in our
modern complex civilization, that the
wife's work comes far more truly under
the he.ad of ' productive labour ' than
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di>es the husband's, even thoiigh he gives

his work to the outside world for money,

and she gives her's to the home for love.

Moreover, the intiniyible results of the

wifes labours can never be appraised at

a pecuniary value, simply because they

can tierer he bourjht. But we have, it is

to be hoped, other and higher tests of •

productiveness than dollars and cents 1

Man does not live bj bread alone, neither

do children. 'Hungry little mouths'
need something more than V>read and
butter to tit them for the work of life,

'i hey want mother love, watching, train-

ing and tending, symitathy and com-

panionship. Every noble man wlio lias

iiad a true mother has felt and acknow-

ledged that he owed her that which no

money could ever repay, wliicli no otlur

could ever have supplied, and this with-

out in the least detracting from his

father's due.

Furtliermore, the work of the true

wife and mother is of a far more con-

tinuous and exacting nature than that of

the great majority of masculine employ-

ments, than almost any. if we e.\cept

doctors anil railway brakesmen. The
husband, however hard he may work,

has his hours of labour and his hoiirs of

rest. The work of the wife and mother
is iwrer done. It demamis her whole

time ami vigilance and vitality, in fact

her whole self. Under tiie strain many
constitutions, not robust, break down
into premature and chronic ill health, if

not into premature graves. And the

burden is too often made heavier for the

wife by the ignorance or niggardliness

of the husband in giving her an insutti-

cient allowance for tlie style of house-

keeping which he expects in his home.
How (»ften dues worrying an,\iety h<)W

to ' make the ends meet ' wear away the

wife's brightness and elasticity, when
the husband is <|uite able to siii»|)ly what
would be amply sutticient. to give her a

margin, be-sules, for the cliarities and
other expenses which she should bo able

to meet e;i.Hily and cheerfully, though
Bin* too often is not.

These things being undeniably trtie,

it seems absurdly su]ierHiiouH to attempt
U> prore the asHertioii that ' the wife s

contribution of time and labour' are Iter

fair share of the family burden. Men
may ditfer a.<i to the limitation or non-
limitation of woman's ' sphere,' but out-

side of Turkey there »li(»uld hardly be
two opinions iu to the dignity and vital

importance of her work in the /i«»ir, nor

should any true man desire to ' filch

away half the credit ' from her. The
male bird may be verj* faithful and
industrious in picking up worms and
' (puh ' for his nestling.^, but he will

hardly be thought a very modest bird if

he claim the whole credit of their niu--

ture, ignoring tiie ]iatient sitting of the

mother bird, and the vital warmth she

snpiilies. as necessary aC'>ndiMon of their

life as the food he briu'^s. It will never
raise the attributes of true fadiers on
earth, to atteu)pt to disparage and be-

little those of true itititlteis.

¥.

EXTREMK Views ()N TuT.\L
AIJ.ST1.NENCE.

The little tempest of disapproval cal-

led forih by the protest of the Rev. Mr.
Macdonnell against the extreme lan-

guage of some total abstinence speakers

shows how hard it is for even good and
thorotighly well-meaning men to be tol-

erant of those who ditter from them in

regard to a favourite hobby. For there

is no doubt that, simply from a too ex-

clusive gaze on one particular evil, total

abstinence iloes become a hobby—naj',

even a nliiiiini with some. To th<jse who
know that Mr. Macdonnell has been in

practice a total abstainer from boyhood,
It is somewhat amusing to see a promi-

nent total abstinence journal 'hoping'
that he may not follow in the footsteps

of some anti-temperance orator who had
fallen a victim to the moderate drinking

he a«lvocated I We all know what such
' hope »«/.s ' mean when we hear them
from gossips in private life. Is there no
evil in such a ' .si/f/j/r.Wio fuLiI,^ as the

writer might ciisily have ascertained it

to be >.

The i)resent writer has fought hard
for the trial of prohibition in Canada,
and would not be suspected by readers

of the CANAniAN Monthly, at any rate,
' of indiflerence to the evils of intemper-

ance and the safeguard of total absti-

nence. I'.ut, just because total abstainers,

iindtr an overpowering sense of the curse

of intemperance, so easdy glide into fan-

aticism on the subject, does it seem neces-

sary, oecasiimally, to jirotest against the

V)igotry and narrowiiefs of those who
would make total abstinence a virtue

per ite, and the temperate tise of wine
in itnelf & sin. If this were so, total ab-

stinence would of coinse be incumbent
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on every man, without referring to

others, whereas it is its greatest glory
that it is frequently tlie sacrifice of an
innocent gratitication by persons who
could use it innocently, for the good of

others. No one wlio has any but the
most contracted view of human life, can
help admitting that wine and other mild
alcoholic beverages appear to have a place

of their own in normal human life,—and
that even the strniiger and more danger-
ous are like medicuies, at times useful

and even necessary. Therefore Mr.
Macdonnell was perfectly correct in call-

ing total abstinence an exceptional re-

medy for an exceptional state of

things which prevails in Canada, b»it

does woi prevail in every quarter of the
world. He and many others fully admit
that it is the l)e3t and safest course in

this exceptiontd state of things ; but
think it would be still better, and a i>i»i-

sible state of things not to be despaired of,

that every individual should be so guided
and ruled by Christian self-control as to

be able to use without abusing that which
is bad only because of its abuse. But,
so far as human appearances go, this

state of things is yet far in the future
;

and just because so many individuals
carry heavy weights in the shape of men-
tal and moral weakness,hereditary predis-

position, lack of moral training. &c. , &c,
would I and many others like to si-e

them guarded, until a fairer start could
be made, by the wall of Prohibition if

that could be .secured and carried out by
the consent and moral support of the

community; the stronger beingwillingto
bear the burden of the weak. But as

this,—the Christian law of self-sacrifice,

is the principle on which those who
might safely use alcoholic beverages,

deny themselves their use, it is obviously
out of ]jlace to attack those who do not
feel called to make the sacrifice as if

their moderate use were wrong ^^cr ne.

I, for one, though a total abstainer my-
self, am rather glad that that evenj one
else is nut one, for it seems necessarj' to

keep some people in mind that the
thing can be used without being abused.

And 't cannot be fairly said that the ex-

ample f)f the moderate use oiconrages

others in the ahitse, although it is for

each one to consider whether his exam-
ple and influence may not lead an mi-
wary breather' into paths in which he at

least, may stumble and fall. It is a ques-

tion of which every one must be fully

persuaded in his own mind ; and while
I decidedlj' regard total abstinence, as a
practice, as the safer course in the spe-

cial circumstances of our time and coun-
try, I would heartily welcome temper-
ance associations on a wider basis than
that of i>hr]iji(l total abstinence, and
would heartilj- join liands with all who
would in any mode, positive or negative,

give their aid in the great battle against

the foul fiend IntemiJerance.

F.

BOOK REVIEWS.

Briclis Without Straw. A Novel, by
Albion W . Tourgee, LL.D. , author of

'A Fool's Errand,' &c. Montreal:
Dawson Bros., 1880.

Judge Tourgee has been better than
his word. His title-page promises us a

novel, and he gives us besides a rather

•elaborate study of negro characteraml an
historical sketch of southern society since

the close of the war of secession, with
ample and detailed accounts of State

Legislation on the ' coloured quostion
'

thrown into the bargain. In form per-

haps the mixture is a little heavy, the
' baking powder ' does not seem to have
worked evenly so as to leaven the whole
lump, which consequentlj- remains rather

dt)Ughy in parts. For instance, after an
impassioned love scene between Hesden
Le Moyne, the high spirited Southern
gentleman, and Mollie Ainslie, the beau-
tifiil little Yankee ' school- nuirm,' who
off"ends the neiu'hbourhood by demeaning
herself to teach ' niggers,' it is a come
down to find a chapter on Headen's
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{rnulual change of views on tlie subject

of while predominance, split up thus

( with numbered paragraghs in an inner

margin) :

' He had arrived at the following con-

clusions :

1. ' That it was a most fortunate and
providential thing that the confederacy

iiad failed, Arc.

2. ' That the emancipation of the slaves

wotild ultimately prove advantageous '

—

and so f.n. One advanta.;e this plan

oertainly possesses. Von can tell at a

glance when the deadly prosing fit is

(•oraing on, and an experienced skipper

will be able to land safely on the other

side of the yawning gulf (no juke is in-

tended) with as little delay as possible.

There tirt writers,—.save the mark !—who
«lo not act so openly, but sandwich in

their powilers between layers of jam so

deftly that you cnnnot Injp being med-
icined against your will.

IJut when we have once said this, we
h.ave exhausted our spleen against tho

Judge. Even his political and social

discourses are praisewortliy in their lib-

eral tendencies. He is a l<»ver of the

black man, a believer in his capacity, and
a Btfm den(Minc('r of those who have

striven to keep him down in tlie scale of

being. One finds the ohl feeling return

which stirred so many hearts when
' L'ncle Tom's Cabin ' came out, and made
us wefp and rage in spite of all its clap-

trap sentiment. Tiiere is a more serious

ever}*-day air about J;idge Tourgee's

revelations. We see in his pages to wliat

a depth of degradation the slave-holding

I)Opnlation has sunk itself. Le^ifee was
at any rate a bold villain ; he might have
l>«en a buccaneer under more fav()urable

auspicf'S. Even the Ku-Klux-KIan ran

a slight modicum of rink in th-ir f<ro-

ciously comiomidnight inaraMdings which
so often woTind up with blood and flames.

Hut when the Caucasian sets to work to

deviie laws simply and solely for the

purpose of robbing the emanci|)ated slave

of his labour, we see the whitt* man at

his lowest, and own the truth of the

great and fundamental law, that a vast

national injustice recols with its worst

••ffects upon its perpetrators.

One of the negro characters in the tale

i-t workit)g a farm on shares for a white

man. To avoid the abominable extortion

• f tlie truck system, as worked out at tha

white man's store, he resolutely refrains

from accepting any orders for gi>'K\» on

account of his prospective crop, knowing-
full well how miraculously the store-book

accounts will foot uj) against him if he
once hiis his name inscribed there.

The owner does not like this indepen-

dent cour.«o of conduct, which, if persisted

in, will oblige him to pay the ' sassy

nigger' his full share of the crop. He
watches and at last catches poor Berrj'

picking a few ears of green corn for din-

ner, otf what he. not unnaturally, con-

siders his own corn-patch. But this is

larceny by the humane law of Kansas ;

the bf)33 ' had got the requisite hold, .and

the friendless, frightened nergo takes a

few dollars for his share of the crop, and
leaves the country to escape prosecution.

In the next State he works again on a

cotton farm, patronizing the owner's

store more freely, so that when the har-

vest is over he only has a small lot of

cot'on to dispose of. Tliis lie starts to

m.arket to sell. In that free land no
man must sell cotton .after sun-down^
lest it might be stolen goods I A buyer
tempts lierry with an extra cent a pound
to sell just a few minutes after the law-

ful hour, then gets him arrested for

breaking the law, keeps the cotton, and
refuses to p ij' for it. Berry goes to jail.

The man he worked for holds his mule
and chatt<'ls for breach of contract, Berry
having t,'one to prison a day or so before

his'year'.'i hiring was owz. It may almost

seem impossilile that such tliinirs can be,

but we must remember that tliese laws,

harsli and unjust in themselves, are or

were vindictively administered by
judges, sheritfs, and otticers elected for

the express purpose of keeping the black

j
m.iii down under foot.

The book is carefully got up, and well

printed, Vicing very free from typograph-

ical c'Tors. We can recommend it to

such of our readers as felt an interest

in the history of the South during the

lato critical period of her resuscitation.

. Metnorifii of my Ej-lle, by I/iiTrs Kos-

siTH. Translated by Ferenc/, J auBcz.

New York : I). A]>pleton iV <'<>
; To-

ronto : Hart iV KawliiLSon, 1H80.

Hun.;.iry and I'ol.inl have been the

sccni'M of Euro|)can criiin-sof uncommon
magnitude, nnd it has yet to be known

I whether they will not allord the acting-

. grounds of as great r^-tributions. In the
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eyes of M. Kossuth, his people have
forfeited their high aspirations and lost

their chivalrous love of independence
;

whilst, by accepting the present uninn of

their fortunes with Austria in a satisfied

spirit, he holds that they have betrayed
the future hopes of that country for

which he and so many other patriots

have bled and struggled. To consider

what might have been is not usually
productive of much practical good ; but,

perhaps the sliort space we can devote
to the notice of this book may not be
unprofitably applied in asking ourselves

whether the fate of Hungary would have
been a more fortunate one had not the

brute force of Russia been thrown into

the scale against the struggles of the
Liberationists, putting a bloody period

to the war of Independence. In spirit

and bravery the Hungarians proved,
through all those stormy scenes, their

right to an independent existence as a
nation. But more is needed in a nation
than spirit, bravery and national tradi-

tions. M. Kossuth, at page 201 of his

present work, points out that the census

of 185] only gives some seven millions

of people as tlie purely German element
in the thirty-seven millions of mixed
races that go to make up the Austrian
Empire. The conclusion he draws is

that this number is not enough to give

the Empire, whicli he so justly hates, a
national character. Bat Hungary itself

only numbers some eleven millions, and
these, if erected into a kingdom by them-
selves, would be far too weak to stand
alone among the gigantic powers of the
Continent. How then did the Hun-
garian leaders propose to swell their

numbers and increase their area, so as

to find a basis wide enougli to be self-

supi:orting ? The answer is simple. The
Croats and Slavs were to be made a

component part of the new body politic,

although their repugnance to the Hun-
garian rule h:ul l>een well marked and is

known to e\ery student of Magyar his-

tory and literature. In other words tlie

new nationality must, in self-defence,

repeat the lole of oppressor, and prac-

tise on weaker countru;s the same com-
pulsion it liiul cnrnplained of so bitterly

itself. M. Ki)ss!ith found great comfort
in the recogniti'ii tl)at at length greeted

the earnest ende ivmirs of Italy to throw
off the rule of the stranger, but the case

presents no parallel. Tlie population of

Italy is considerably more than double
that of Hungary, and its perfect and

well-defined natural barriers and land-

marks impress the idea of unity upon
the nation with overwhelming force.

Again, to lose Italy was but the loss of

an always festering limb to Austria ;

—

to have lost Hungary would have been
annihilation, and the powers that assisted

or looked on complacent)}' ;it the enrich-

ing of Sardinia, did not by any mean.?

desire the destruction of the House of

Hap.sburg.

M. Kossuth condemns the moderate
party among his countrymen for accept-

ing the amended dnal-coiistitution which
was accorded them in 18G7. We think
thatinthis his better judgment is clouded
by the naturall}' harsh feelings of an
exile against the government that pro-

scribes him. For how does the matter
now stand ] We saw that in 1851 the
German element in the Hapsburg rope
of sand was but small, and the chance of

war since then has materially and per-

manently reduced even that slight pro-

portion. People are not lacking who
will prophecy that the remaining Teu-
tonic element in the population of Aus-
tria will yet gravitate towards the im-
posing mass of the German Empire. Be
this as it may, the power of Hungar}',
if it be wisely husbanded and increased

by the exercise of a legitimate influence

over the less civilized races near it seems
destined, in future, to prove the growing
predominant power of the two-headed
Austro- Hungarian kingdom. Like two
dogs chained to the same collar, the force

of the stronger will decide the road they
are to take, and we sliall be surprised if

the seat of power does not slowly move
down the Danube. In this light Hun-
gary will moi-e than have achieved its

independence, it will have changed places

with its former masters and that by a
natural and peaceful process instead of

a series of bloody and revolutionary

struggles. And yet, while a])i)lauding

Deak, who can prevent the regretful sigh

for Kossuth ]

This volume is occupied in giving the
particulars of the last attempt that

showed the refugees of 1848 a chance to^

save their country in their own way.
With Austria and France grappling in

the death-striiggle among the marshes of

the Po, aiid under the guns of tlie Quad-
rilateral, it did not need the eagle-eye of

Kossuth to discern the conunanding po-

sition which a revolted Hungary could
at once assume. Austria, attacked in

flank and rear, her army organization
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shattered both by <lirc:t desertion of the

Hungarian troops and by the cuttin<4 oti'

of her best recriiitinij-i^rtnuul. must have
succiiinbeil to Napoleon and Victor Em-
manuel. Hiuif;ary mii^lit be tree I—all

that >vas needed was to f:ith<>m the un-

fathomable and t> fix the (piicksands of

Napoleon's shifting i)ur|)08e8 into reso-

lute determination. But that could not

be d)ne. He would promise, hold in-

terviews, theatricilly parade before the

exiles, the ori^'iiial parchment on which
his great uncle's address to the Hun-
garian nation wa.s written—but commit
himself irrevocably to war n I'otitraurf

with Austria, by sendinij a French army
into Hungary, this he wmdd u'li do.

There are symptoms that he wouM gladly

have embroileil Hungary intt» risin^'aud

creating a diversion in the enemy s rear,

but Kossuth firmly declined to give his

sanction to any such plan. It was no
part of our exile's intention to become
an Imperial catspaw at the expense of

his coiuitry s future jirospects. While
hanging on the ilubious verge of war,

and organizing a Hiingarian legion, the

news of the treaty of Villafranca fell on

the hopes of the refugees like " thunder
from a clear sky." Italy and Hungary
were alike abandoned, and Napoleon re-

tired with Siivoy and Nice in his pocket,

the ill-gotten price of services which he
had not rendered.

Tlie translation of tliese memoirs is,

no far as we can judge, well done, but

the style is in parts hardly up to the

level of history. Imagine the stately

Muse condescemling t<i say (at p. 112),
' How green !

' The rendering of one
of Victor Enimanuel's proclamations is

ba«lly done, it makes him s]>eak of Aus-
tria's army ' which in (issanlt us she has

a."«8embled ' Sec. Oue very aunisint: pas-

8a.;e from the state papers of Francis ^'.

Duke of Modena, serves to yivc an idea

of what an Austro-Italian (Jrand Duke
ioiilil do in the depths of his grand-ducal

stupidity when he really bent his facul-

ti -B to the task. He was a Francopho-
bist of the deejiost dye, an<l proposeil

that Austria and the Dukedoms should

invade France, raze its fortresses, trans-

fer its capital from Paris elsewhere, and
jilan' militiiry colonies of CroatJt and
Slavonians among the restless [leoplo of

Alsace and otlier bonlering provinces I

1 nluckily this genius wivs too modest to

plan out exactly the military movements
by which this modest pr<»granimc was to

l)e accomplished.

Hiitorii-nl Stmlies of CVinrch Bitiliiituf in

(he Middle Aqe.s. Venice, Siena, Flo-

rence. By Charlk.s Eliot Norton.
New York : Harper it Brothers ; To-
I'onto • James Campbell & Son.

In how many ditl'erent lights do people

regard ancient buildings I The simplest,

most priudtive tyjie of siglit-seer is the

innocent rustic \\h<> walks round the

Citheilral iMose of siineold Kn_'lish city

ill stolid wise, the nohle editice before

h III hardly avviiking a single thoui^ht in

his breast, and his imagination certainly

never conceiving the possibility of a

time when that building was ni any
single particular different fn)m what it

is n iw.

A little higher in the scale comes the

ctit-and-dried antiquary who knows that

the nave exhibits Norman work, that

the transepts are in the decorated style

and the east winJow perjiendicular. Ho
knows too that these difierent styles

date from dili'iTent periods, and can dis-

course with detail on the signs of tran-

sition from one fashion to anotlier.

But the whole thing is dry and hard to

him. as lifeless as a genealogical tree or

a chart of the kings of England. True
love for the old building only comes
when we grasp the truth that it lias

lived a life of its own ; that these crumb-
ling walls and mos.sy buttresses have
been gradually formed to their present

shape much as the coral reef has formed
itself from the countless lives that sur-

round anil cling to it. Every subtle

change that has gradually led us froin

heavy rounded arch and clumsy i)illar

to broad expanse of traceried window
anil lightly-clustered shaft has been

induced by some corresponding onward
movement in the mind of the men who
framed it, and which is, perchance, best

evidenced to-ilay by these visiltle tokens

or sign-manuals of its power. To under-

stanil the building and to know it well,

you must study the men who designed

it, who raised the money to build it, and
wlio altered its scope from time to time,

—and to really know these men you
must, as clearly, study the work of their

bunds thus embodied here before you.

You will find the one imjuiry will help

the other. During the hist century men
of the highest calibre failed to ajiitreciato

eitlier the arts or the literature of the

Middle A<;es. "(Jothick'' was a term

of re|)rol)ation. Earnest study has en-

abled many a little mind of to-day to
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enter further into the spirit of William
of VVykeham than it was in the power
of Dr. Johnson to do.

And what a fascinating study it is I

Your old cathedral speaks to you tales

from the past. Read up its archives

and you look at this or at that feature

in its beauties with renewed interest.

That change from one style to another
tells you more now than it used to do.

Y<ju are reminded by it of the cause why
the work was stopped,—war, or wasting
pestilence, or some peiiod of stagnation
when old things seemed good enough
and further progress only a vexation of

the spirit. Then comes the new im-
pulse, pouring its tide of new life into

all the ciiannels of the State. Old forms
of building are modihed, new shapes of

arches and wiiid(nvs demand fresh im-
l)rovements in glass, in carved work, in

paintings. From the glories of the
shrine one is led to imagine the increased
luxuries of the private house, that re-

minds us of the greater wealth of the
nation which is the cause and the mea-
sure of these improvements, and thus
an alteration in a moulding or the cen-
tering of an arch has led us unconsciously
to reflect upon the most vital changes in

the social life of an entire people.

Three of the most interesting eccle-

siastical editices in Italy are treated by
Mr. Norton in this manner, tie takes
lis to Alex iiidria with the Venetian
merchants who brought back the body
of Saint Mark ; he walks with us among
the master W(jikmen of Siena, or we
luar the wrangling and disputing about
tlie competing designs of Ghiberie and
Bruiielleschi for the Church of Saint
Mary of the Flower at Florence. V\ e

see the masons eating their maccaroni
and oily Italian messes in the little

cook shop which was reared up among
the scatl'olding at the dizzy height of

that stupeiid(ms dome, and the appren-
tices recklessly letting each otlier down
over the sides of the untinished cupola
to rob the birds' nests. 1 he church is

more than mere marble and mortar to

us after we have followed its growth
after this fashion. These men have laid

the stones in their life-blood, and Bru-
nelleschi girdled its dome with his brain
no less than with chains and heavy
timbers. One feels joyful with him at

his success in achieving that which so
many other architects declared impos-
sible, we share his triumph when we
have heard of his dilhculties.

Much interest would have been added
to this book could a few illustrations
and diagrams have been given. It is so
well got up, the paper is so thick, the
type so clear, and the title page really so
attractive, that we feel all the more re-
gret that a little extra expense was not
incurred in presenting the reader with
views (if only outlines) of the principal
buildings about which Mr. Norton writes
so enthusiastically.

Nev: Culunido, and the Santa Fe Trail.
By A. A. Hay£.s, jr., Fellow of the
American Geograi:»hicaI Society &
F. R.G.S. Illustrated. New York:
Harper it Brothers ; Toronto : Jamis.
Campbell & Son, 1880.

People who want to find a new corner
of the world to write about, must look
sharp now a-days. Colorado was a howl-
ing wilderness a few years back, and
what is it now ] There is little or no
geographical renown to be won in a land
where railways penetrate in every direc-
tion, and one meets no deadlier animal
than a hnrn, (Anglice, jackass). Still,

whatever honours were to be gathered
may be fairly credited to Mr Hayes for
his very racy and gossiping account of
the country, whether viewed from the
standpoint of traveller, cattle, or sheep
farnu r, or even of ' honest miner.' The
general public may not like the book the
less for its retaining the light tone of
magazine literature (the bulk of the work
appeared in Eaijjers Maga-me), and the
industiy shown in collecting anecdotes
and incidents of the class with which
Bret Harte first made us familiar, is

worthy of much praise. Some travellers
manage to cross a country without meet-
ing a single fact or fiction t',) record,
others again (and Mr Hayes is one) come
out covered as thickly as a woolly dog
with burrs after a scamper in the autumn
bush.

Our author goes into figures to prove
the prcjfits that may be made by the suc-
cess! ul cattle farmer on the foot-hills and
prairies of the Centennial State. He
gives wholesome advice as to the chances
of getting on ;—capital and love of work
are both needed. The ' toiiey ' English-
man is not admired out there, at least
after his money goes. One of these (let

us hope an exceptionally foolish one)
came with a sum, fabled at §50,0(0, in
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his p«.i.k.-t, went into sheep raisin-^', had

about thirty or forty otliers always
• loatingarmind him,' ami went away in a

few years t>wing ,520.0(.H». Mr Hayes's

infonnant uientioned that this treiitle

shepherd had no trouMe in disi>osin^' of

his 3hee{». as ' the Sheriff did that for

him I

' Hilt in careful hands a capital

of $14,00(J investeil in sheep runs, build-

ings and sheep would yield !?J,5'J(i net

profit the tirst year, l?3,4(K> the 8econ<l,

and 84,8'.M» the third year. These are

Mr. Hayes' own calculations, and as he

says he lias received lotters conipl uniiig

..f'his having put the pr<»fits both too

high and too low, he considers he is not

far oti' in liis estimate.

Of i-iining Mr Hayes is too careful to

speak in any such decided tone. Mines,

like the men who own tiiem, are too of-

ten * here to-day and gone to-morrow ;

'

and one can n«ver cill a miner finally

and decide lly fortunate till he has started

a Company to run his mine and ' un-

loaded ' ali his stock at a handsome pre-

mium.
At the close of the work is an interest-

ing chapter on the history of Colorado,

soitity ;i8 it is, antl the early tratlic across

the plains to banta Fe'. Mr Hayes visits

that old emp irium of Spanish cunuierce,

but iloes not deal much with New
Mexico. His artistic comj)anion, to whom
we owe many i)icture!itiue views of Rocky
M<juntain scenerj'. has parted from him,

and we are consj<piently left to some

extent to our im ii,'ination in picturing

the scenery of the llio Grande. We can

cordially agree with his detestation of

the horrid names that have been given

to places. * I'urg itoire ' has degenerated

into ' Picketwire,' and mountiiins with

sonorous S|>ajiish names become I'ike's

I'eak or Mount Lincoln. Let us hopo

that a reaction may set in, an I that these

noble ranges may yet bo re-baptizu-d

into the Sierras.

Book REVlhn'S.

CHRISTMAS ISSIKS IN A K'i

LITKRATlKl!:.
AND

People who love to poke among tlm

curioKJtiiB of literature, are acipiainted

with the varioiM Hha|ieH into which our
old poets used to contort their verses.

A liacchanaliiin song would conform
to its appropriate thisk or wine-glans, a

pitiful true lovers' plaint to the form of a

heart, and a religious poem would take

upon itself that of an altar or cross. It

wdl be a novelty, however, to even these
eiupiiring minds, when they notice the
'• ('hrintmns Sfurkiit'j." issued by Messrs.
Hart A- Rawlinson. Toronto. The litho-

gi-aphed cover is an apt representation,

in the brightest c >lort<, of a very dim-
inutive stocking, and the 8toi;king has
evidently got int > the dom liii of a very
poetical Santa Claus, i\s it is full of ver-

ses api»ropriate to the season.

The same firm have continued their

efl'oris to encourage Canadian Art by plac-

ing onthe m irket a number of the '" 7w/»-

hfjii Sertt:i
' of haud-p.iiuted books which

have been already very favorably re-

ceived bv the public. " rieu.s fur Books,"
" The Slvidoii^ of tlv liich," '• The
(.lniit(jed CruM," Arc, are among their

list, and as each book is i>ainted in a dif-

ferent desijii, the " eariy bird" of a
purchaser will prol)ably find his account

ill getting tliv; best of what aii[)ears to us

a very good selection.

Similar jiraise is due to Messrs. .lames

Campbell iV: Son, for the very artistical-

ly designed series of tloral tablets and
scenes of Canadian life which they have
got out to meet the growing taste of the

public for original works of art instead

of refiioductions (however carefully ex-

ecuted) of a ni.ire or less stereotyped

character. We understand t!i;vt the

firm had so much conlideiice in the sup-

port they would me^t with, that they

gave orders to Caiia lian artists on a suf-

ficiently large scale to enable them to

put soni^j l,r»0() of these hand painted

tablets on tlie market, axl the only re-

gret they are likely to feel in connection

with the matter is, that they did not

provide a yet larger number.
Messrs. Willing \- Williamson have

on show, amongst a largo assortment of

importi'd tJluHtmis Cards, iiuluding

ihe latest of De La Rue's and Marcus

Ward's issues, somi specially noticeable

cards from across the border. Messrs.

I 'rang, of I'.oslon, have i)Utmuch energy

into llie art and mystery of Christmas

card maiiufacturin,,'. Kveii an Florence

and Siena of old used to throw open

tln-ir church buildi ig schemes to c(unpo-

titioii, and offer prizjs to the one au-

preme architect of the universe, or (to

come a little nearer home) as the Hop-

Hitters C >iii|)any offer prizes to the most

successful oarsman of the day,—s() did

Messrs. I'lang apply the strong htimu-

latiiig effect of an oiler of l?l ,01)0, »,jOO
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and 8300 prizes in order to elicit from
the citizens of the United States their

three most supreme designers of Christ-

mas cards. The first prize was gained

by a huly, —Miss Emmett,—whose card

lias a graceful border of passion flowers,

surrounding a composition of hve choris-

ter boys singing the "Gloria/' — the

.awakened shepherd with his flock, the

watching angel aud the host of stars in

the dark blue iirmament of Heaveu.
'J'he harmony of coloring in this piece of

work is very noticeable. The second
prize card (JMr. Alex. Sandler's) is of a

juore secular characier, but will jjrobably

tind as many admirers, while the less

successfal designers will possibly find

champions who will prefer their handi-

work even to that of the prize winnci's.

The custom of sending these tokens
of friendship seems to be increasing,
and we must admit we consider it in
many ways a commendable one. The
majority of people are not, at present,
millionaires (whate\er they may expect
to be), and nothing short of a bio' for-

tune will enable a man to send a sub-
stantial present to all his friends. The
card steps in and prevents economy
frum being driven to justify neglect.
We can also give a good word for a
fashion which calls into play the latent
talent of our countrymen, and especially
our countrywomen, and which may, in
its htimble fashion, do somewhat to help
unravel the knotty question, ' What
employment are our educated women to
be provided with ?'

LITERARY ^'OTES.

Mr. Goldwin Smith, we have much
pleasure in stating, has consented to

tlie republication of a number of liis

Essaj's and Lectiues on Literary and
Historical subjects contributed to this

Magazine and to English and American
reviews. The volume, which is at pre-

sent passing through the pre.' s of Messrs.

Hunter, Kosc & Co., may soon be looked
for.

We gladly welcome the second year's

issue, for 1879, of the ' Dominion An-
nual Kegister and Keview,' edited by
Mr. Henry J. Morgan, Keeper of the

Recoids, Ottawa. This compilation is

so well done, and condenses so much of

the year's events, in all departments of

the nation's progress, that no intelligent

Canadian can afl'ord to be without it.

We hope to review the work at some
length in our next nmnber.

^S'c are in receipt of the first volume
of the most important undertaking in

biographical literature that has ever been
atttmpted in Canada —Mr. Mjigurn's
' Canadian Portrait Gallery,' edited by
Mr. J. C. Dent, with illustrations in

chromo-lithography. Our crowded col-

ums compel us to defer a critique of

the work until Januai)'.

An attractive holiday book, entitled
' Illustrated Poetry and Song,' consist-

ing of selections, made with jutlgment
and taste bj' Mr. Charles Belford, from
the best English and American I'oets,

has just appeared. The volume is em-
bellished with forty full-page illustra-

tions from English wood-engravers, and
presents for popular sale an artistic and
literary table-book which should find

many purchasers not only at holiday
times, but 'all the year round.' The
publishers are Messis. Belfords, Clarke
& Co., Toronto and Chicago.

Mr. Joseph Doutre, Q. C, of the
Montreal Bar, has made a valuable con-
tribtition to native le^;;l literature in

his work on the C(jnstitution of Can-
ada, embracing the British jSorth Amer-
ica Act (18(37), with its interpretatior,

gathered from the Decisions of the
Courts, the Dicta of Judges, and the
Opinions of Statesmen and others. Ap-
pended to the volume are the Quebec
liesolutions of 18G4 and the Constitu-

tion of the United States, Canadia,,
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jurists .iii'i stiMoiiis oi < ' iiiscitiitional

History will tiiul Mr. Doutre's work of

extreme value. Tlie work is published

by Messrs. John Lovell &. Son, Mon-
treal.

'J he literature of travel has just had
a delightful addition to its attractive

treasures in the Hev. W. H. Witlirow's
' A Canadian in Europe." Tlie work
consists of an itinerary of the scholarly

editor of Thv ('mutdinn ^LthodUt Ma-
gazitu- wliile on a suuusier tour in Eu-
rope, and has been made up from his

note books and niag:iziiie articles, witli

illustrations of the historic sights en-
lountered »•» rotitv. ^Ir. W'ithrow is a
keen observer, a grapliic writer and
withal a genial companion. Few will

set out in his company to visit these
shrines of the Old Laud who will not
accejit his (.7i((/<en»/i (;/c througho\it. The
volume is handsimely produced by the
Rose- lid ford F'ubiisliing Co., and will

make a suitable jiresent at the approach-
ing holiday season.

BRIC-A-BBAC.

Till-: liALLADK UK ALICE.

A THLMB-SAII. SKETCH IN TOKONTO.

Dark even, full of

Mirth and nialiie,

KiTii liiTLflit face and
'I'iiiy tii-'ure.

Strength uiui livrhtne-s,

(inwc and vii,'oiir,

'J'hi« is like her,

—

Thi.s is Alice I

Ifeart that in its

He.l .,'.,1.1 chalice,

H'liiN stpin;; wine c)f

I'ain ami I'le.-mnre,

Kith'T liraml in

Aniple measure, --

And with e:w h

Alik.? «h^ <lalli.-8,

A»t her mood i<< I

„ Fair Mikh Alice !

Lips that piiul with
I'ertest MjillieH

Filled with fit M, and
Frnu!,dil with malice

—

Villi ejin Ixitll he
S« I rt and hitt*!r

Kindext helper
HanleHt hitter,

Kieh or jKior,

Hilt or pnlai'e,

.lii«t the Hftine- -

I'naltered Alice.

c. r. M.

' Ah,' Bai«l a deaf man who ha«l a

HccddinK wife, ' man want) but little

hi III- ix'low !

'

TU15A< ' « >.

Foul weed !

I would that I coulil irive thee h'it,

Tliy rank i)erfume
I'olliites my loom :

And yet there ii< in thee a ^pell,

Thy votries uiidei-Mtand too wi-11.

Which liids me turn to thee once nuire
When I should hurl tln-e from the door.

NV'here luist tiiou been
Fell Nicotine,

To learn such arts ius tliiiK enslave?
What charm is in thy hlackeu'd howl ; .

What is it tliou dost ;,'isi', or saNc,

Which opi's the portals of the soul.

And finds thei- friends in every clime,
In evt ry rank, who all comhine
To honour thii.s thy sooty slirine 't

Nor cease they with the lapse of time.

No food thy poisonous leaf suiijdies,

An<l yet, it is not wliolly vile :

A something' hidden in thee liiss,

Wliich docs our wayward lhou^Jht»<•^»eguile.

A solace I aye, the secret's rijie,

A solace ! tlii'ii, 1 till mv pipe.

T. w. r.

LiMWAV.

A writer wlio lately declared that the

temjierance jiarty was going to rise like

'a giant refreshed with wine,' was rat}u*r

unfortunate in his choice of a simile.

' If I have ever used any unkind
words, Hannah,' said Mr. Smiley to Mrs.
Smiley, reflectively, ' 1 take thnm all

^back.' 'Yes I sujipose yoti want to use

them over again,' was the not ver^*'

sootliing reply.
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